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RULES OF

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
lAdo^ted by the Goieral Committee at Leicester, 1907.]

Chapter I.

Objects and Constitution.

1. The objects of the British Association for the Advance- Objects.

ment of Science are : To give a stronger impulse and a more

systematic direction to scientific inquiry ; to promote the

intercourse of those who cultivate Science in dififerent parts

of the British Empire with one another and with foreign

philosophers ; to obtain more general attention for the objects

of Science and the removal of any disadvantages of a public

kind which impede its progress.

The Association contemplates no invasion of the ground

occupied by other Institutions.

2. The Association shall consist of Members, Associates, Constitution.

and Honorary Corresponding Members.

The governing body of the Association shall be a General

Committee, constituted as hereinafter set forth ; and its

affairs shall be directed by a Council and conducted by

General Officers appointed by that Committee.

3. The Association shall meet annually, for one week or Annual

longer, and at such other times as the General Committee ^s^t^i^g^'

may appoint. The place of each Annual Meeting shall be

determined by the General Committee not less than two years

in advance ; and the arrangements for these meetings shall

be entrusted to the Officers of the Association.

CHAfTER II.

The General Committee,

1. The General Committee shall be constituted of the Constitution,

following persons :

(i) Permanent Members—
(a) Past and present Members of the Council, and past

and present Presidents of the Sections.

1908. t
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Admission.

Meetina-s.

Functions.

(b) Members who, by the publication of works or

papers, have furthered the advancement of know-

ledge in any of those departments which are

assigned to the Sections of the Association.

(ii) TemjJorary Members^

(a) Vice-Presidents and Secretaries of the Sections.

(6) Honorary Corresponding Members, foreign repre-

sentatives, and other persons specially invited

or nominated by the Council or General Officers.

(c) Delegates nominated by the Affiliated Societies.

(d) Delegates—not exceeding altogether three in

number—from Scientific Institutions established

at the place of meeting.

2. The decision of the Council on the qualifications and

claims of any Member of the Association to be placed on the

General Committee shall be final.

(i) Claims for admission as a Permanent Member must

be lodged with the Assistant Secretary at least one

month before the Annual Meeting,

(ii) Claims for admission as a Temporary Member may be

sent to the Assistaixt Secretary at any time before or

during the Annual Meeting.

3. The General Committee shall meet twice at least during

every Annual Meeting. In the interval between two Annual

Meetings, it shall be competent for the Council at any time

to summon a meeting of the General Committee.

4. The General Committee shall

(i) Receive and consider the report of the Council,

(ii) Elect a Committee of Recommendations,

(iii) Receive and consider the report of the Committee of

Recommendations,

(iv) Determine the place of the Annual Meeting not less

than two years in advance,

(v) Determine the date of the next Annual Meeting,

(vi) Elect the President and Vice-Presidents, Local Trea-

surer and Local Secretaries for the next Annual
Meeting,

(vii) Elect Ordinary Members of Council,

(viii) Appoint General Officers,

(ix) Appoint Auditors.

(x) Elect the officers of the Conference of Delegates,
(xi) Receive any notice of motion for the next Annual

Meeting.
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Chapter III.

Committee of Recommendations.

1. The ex officio Members of the Committee of Recom- Constitution.

mendations are the President and Vice-Presidents of the

Association and the President of each Section at the Annual

Meeting, the General Secretaries, the General Treasurer, the

Trustees, and the Presidents of the Association in former years

An Ordinary Member of the Committee for each Section

shall be nominated by the Committee of that Section.

If the President of a Section be unable to attend a meeting

of the Committee of Recommendations, the Sectional Com-

mittee may appoint a Vice-President, or some other member

of the Committee, to attend in his place, due notice of such

appointment being sent to the Assistant Secretary.

2. Every i-ecommendation made under Chapter IV. and Functions.

every resolution on a scientific subject, which may be sub-

mitted to the Association by any Sectional Committee, or by

the Conference of Delegates, or otherwise than by the Council

of the Association, shall be submitted to the Committee of

Recommendations. If the Committee of Recommendations

approve such recommendation, they shall transmit it to the

General Committee ; and no recommendation shall be con-

sidei-ed by the General Committee that is nOt so transmitted.

Every recommendation adopted by the General Committee

shall, if it involve action on the part of the Association, be

transmitted to the Council ; and the Council shall take such

action as may be needful to give effect to it, and shall report

to the General Committee not later than the next Annual

Meeting.

Every proposal for establishing a new Section or Sub-

Section, for altering the title of a Section, or for any other

change in the constitutional forms or fundamental rules of

the Association, shall be referred to the Committee of Recom-

mendations for their consideration and report.

3. The Committee of Recommendations shall assemble, Procrrliire.

for the despatch of business, on the Monday of the Annual

Meeting, and, if necessary, on the following day. Their

Report must be submitted to the General Committee on the

last day of the Annual Meeting. *'

b2
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Procedure.

Constitution.

Proposals by
Sectional

Committees.

Tenure.

Reports.

Chapter IV.

Research Committees.

1. Every proposal for special research, or for a grant of

money in aid of special research, which is made in any

Section, shall be considered by the Committee of that Section
;

and, if such proposal be approved, it shall be referred to the

Committee of Recommendations.

In consequence of any such proposal, a Sectional Com-

mittee may recommend the appointment of a Research

Committee, composed of Members of the Association, to

conduct research or administer a grant in aid of research,

and in any case to report thereon to the Association ; and the

Committee of Recommendations may include such recom-

mendation in their report to the General Committee.

2. Every appointment of a Research Committee shall be

proposed at a meeting of the Sectional Committee and adopted

at a subsequent meeting. The Sectional Committee shall

settle the terms of reference and suitable Members to serve

on it, which must be as small as is consistent with its efficient

working ; and shall nominate a Chairman and a Secretary.

Such Research Committee, if appointed, shall have power to

add to their numbers.

3. The Sectional Committee shall state in their recommen-
dation whether a grant of money be desired for the purposes

of any Research Committee, and shall estimate the amount
required.

All proposals sanctioned by a Sectional Committee shall

be forwarded by the Recorder to the Assistant Secretary not

later than noon on the Monday of the Annual Meeting for

presentation to the Committee of Recommendations.
4. Research Committees are appointed for one year only.

If the work of a Research Committee cannot be completed
in that year, application may be made through a Sectional

Committee at the next Annual Meeting for reappointment,
with or without a grant—or a further grant—of money.

5. Every Research Committee shall present a Report,
whether interim or final, at the Annual Meeting next after

that at which it was appointed or reappointed. Interim
Reports, whether intended for publication or not, must be sub-
mitted in writing. Each Sectional Committee shall ascertain
whether a Report has been made by each Research Committee
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appointed on their recommendation, and shall report to the

Committee of Recommendations on or before the Monday of

the Annual Meeting.

6. In each Research Committee to which a grant of money Grants.

has been made, the Chairman is the only person entitled to call
chairman,

on the General Treasurer for such portion of the sum granted

as from time to time may be required.

Grants of money sanctioned at the Annual Meeting W ^^P''^^ °°

expire on June 30 following. The General Treasurer is not

authorised, after that date, to allow any claims on account of

such grants.

The Chairman of a Research Committee must, before (c) Account?,

the Annual Meeting next following the appointment of
^^ j^^^^^

the Research Committee, forward to the General Treasurer

a statement of the sums that have been received and ex-

pended, together with vouchers. The Chairman must then

either return the balance of the grant, if any, which remains

unexpended, or, if further expenditure be contemplated, apply

for leave to retain the balance.

When application is made for a Committee to be re- W Addi-

appointed, and to retain the balance of a former grant, and

also to receive a further grant, the amount of such further

grant is to be estimated as being sufficient, together with

the balance proposed to be retained, to make up the amount

desired.

In making grants of money to Research Committees, the (e) Caveat.

Association does not contemplate the payment of personal

expenses to the Members.

A Research Committee, whether or not in receipt of a

grant, shall not raise money, in the name or under the auspices

of the Association, without special permission from the General

Committee.

7. Members and Committees entrusted with sums of money Disposal of

for collecting specimens of any description shall include in their
apparatus,'

Reports particulars thereof, and shall reserve the specimens &c.

thus obtained for disposal, as the Council may direct.

Committees are required to furnish a list of any ap-

paratus which may have been purchased out of a grant made
by the Association, and to state whether the apparatus is

likely to be useful for continuing the research in question or

for other specific purposes.

All instruments, drawings, papers, and other property of

the Association, when not in actual use by a Committee, shall

be deposited at the Office of the Association.
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Chapter V.

TJie Council.

Constitution. 1. The Council shall consist of ex officio Members and of

Ordinary Members elected annually by the General Com-
mittee.

(i) The ex officio Members are—the Trustees, past Presi-

dents of the Association, the President and Vice-

Presidents for the year, the President and Vice-

Presidents Elect, past and present General Treasurers

and General Secretaries, past Assistant General

Secretaries, and the Local Treasurers and Local

Secretaries for the ensuing Annual Meeting,

(ii) The Ordinary Members shall not exceed twenty-dve in

number. Of these, not more than twenty sliall have
served on the Council as Ordinary Members in the

previous year.

Functions. o. The Council shall have authority to act, in the name and
on behalf of the Association, in all matters which do not con-

flict with the functions of the General Committee.
In the interval between two Annual Meetings, the Council

shall manage the affairs of the Association and may fill up
vacancies among the General and other Officers, until the next
Annual Meeting.

The Council shall hold such meetings as they may think
fit, and shall in any case meet on the first day of the Annual
Meeting, in order to complete and adopt the Annual Report,
and to consider other matters to be brought before the General
Committee.

The Council shall nominate for election by the General
Committee, at each Annual Meeting, a President and General
Officers of the Association.

Suggestions for the Presidency shall be considered by the
Council at the Meeting in February, and the names selected
shall be issued with the summonses to the Council Meeting in
March, when the nomination shall be made from the names
on the list.

The Council shall have power to appoint and dismiss
such paid officers as may be necessary to carry on the work
of the Association, on such terms as they may from time to
time determine.
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3. Election to the Council shall take place at the same Elections.

time as that of the Officers of the Association,

(i) At each Annual Election, the following Ordinary-

Members of the Council shall be ineligible for re-

election in the ensuing year :

(a) Three of the Members who have served for the

longest consecutive period, and

(b) Two of the Members who, being resident in or near

London, have attended the least number of meet-

ings during the past year.

Nevertheless, it shall be competent for the Council, by

an unanimous vote, to reverse the proportion in the

order of retirement above set forth.

Cii) The Council shall submit to the General Committee'

in their Annual Report, the names of twenty-three

Members of the Association whom they recommend for

election as Members of Council.

(iii) Two Members shall be elected by the General Com-

mittee, without nomination by the Council ; and this

election shall be at the same meeting as that at which the

election of the other Members of the Council takes place.

Any member of the General Committee may propose

another member thereof for election as one of these two

members of Council, and, if only two are so proposed,

they shall be declared elected ; but, if more than two are

so proposed, the election shall be by show of hands,

unless five members at least require it to be by ballot.

Chapter VI.

The President, General Officers, and Staff.

1. The President assumes office on the first day of the The Piesi-

Annual Meeting, when he delivers a Presidential Address.

He resigns office at the next Annual Meeting, when he

inducts his successor into the Chair.

The President shall preside at all meetings of the Associa-

tion or of its Council and Committees which he attends in his

capacity as President. In his absence, he shall be represented

by a Vice-President or past President of the Association.

2. The General Officers of the Association are the General General

Treasurer and the General Secretaries.
°^'^'
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The General
Treasurer.

The General
Secretaries.

The Assistant

Secretary.

Assistant
Treasurer.

It shall be competent for the General Officers to act, in

the name of the Association, in any matter of urgency which

cannot be brought under the consideration of the Council

;

and they shall report such action to the Council at the next

meeting.

3. The General Treasurer shall be responsible to the

General Committee and the Council for the financial affairs

of the Association.

4. The General Secretaries shall control the general

organisation and administration, and shall be responsible to

the General Committee and the Council for conducting the

correspondence and for the general routine of the work of

the Association, excepting that which relates to Finance.

5. The Assistant Secretary shall hold office during the

pleasure of the Council. He shall act under the direction

of the General Secretaries, and in their absence shall repre-.

sent them. He shall also act on the directions which may
be given him by the General Treasurer in that part of his

duties which relates to the finances of the Association.

The Assistant Secretary shall be charged, subject as afore-

said : (i) with the general organising and editorial work, and

with the administrative business of the Association
;

(ii) with

the control and direction of the Office and of all persona

therein employed ; and (iii) with the execution of Standing

Orders or of the directions given him by the General Officers

and Council. He shall act as Secretary, and take Minutes, at

the meetings of the Council, and at all meetings of Com-
mittees of the Council, of the Committee of Recommendations,

and of the General Committee.

6. The General Treasurer may depute one of the Staff, as

Assistant Treasurer, to carry on, under his direction, the

routine work of the duties of his office.

The Assistant Treasurer shall be charged with the issue of

Membership Tickets, the payment of Grants, and such other

work as may be delegated to him.

Financial

Statements.

Chapter VII.

Finance.

1. The General Treasurer, or Assistant Treasurer, shall

receive and acknowledge all sums of money paid to the

Association. He shall submit, at each meeting of the

Council, an interim statement of his Account ; and, after
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June 30 in each year, he shall prepare and submit to the

General Committee a balance-sheet of the Funds of the

Association.

2. The Accounts of the Association shall be audited, Audit.

annually, by Auditors appointed by the General Committee.

3. The General Treasurer shall make all ordinary pay- Expenditure,

ments authorised by the General Committee or by the

Council.

4. The General Treasurer is empowered to draw on Investments.

the account of the Association, and to invest on its behalf,

part or all of the balance standing at any time to the credit

of the Association in the books of the Bank of England,

either in Exchequer Bills or in any other temporary invest-

ment, and to change, sell, or otherwise deal with such tem-

porary investment as may seem to him desirable.

5. In the event of the General Treasurer being unable, Cheques,

from illness or any other cause, to exercise the functions of

his office, the President of the Association for the time being

and one of the General Secretaries shall be jointly empowered

to sign cheques on behalf of the Association.

Local Offi-

cers and
Committees

Chapter VIII.

The Annual Meetings,

1. Local Committees shall be formed to assist the General

Officers in making arrangements for the Annual Meeting, and

shall have power to add to their number.

2. The General Committee shall appoint, on the recom-

mendation of the Local Reception or Executive Committee for

the ensuing Annual Meeting, a Local Treasurer or Treasurers

and two or more Local Secretaries, who shall rank as officers

of the Association, and shall consult with the General Officers

and the Assistant Secretary as to the local arrangements

necessary for the conduct of the meeting. The Local Treasurers

shall be empowered to enrol Members and Associates, and to

receive subscriptions.

3. The Local Committees and Sub-Committees shall under- Functions.

take the local organisation, and shall have power to act in the

name of the Association in all matters pertaining to the local

arrangements for the Annual Meeting other than the work of

the Sections.
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Chapter IX.

The Work of the Sections.

1. The scientific work of the Association shall be trans-

acted under such Sections as shall be constituted from time

to time by the General Committee.

It shall be competent for any Section, if authorised by the

Council for the time being, to form a Sub-Section for the

purpose of dealing separately with any group of communica-

tions addressed to that Section.

2. There shall be in each Section a President, two or

more Vice-Presidents, and two or more Secretaries. They

shall be appointed by the Council, for each Annual Meet-

ing in advance, and shall act as the Officers of the Section

from the date of their appointment until the appoint-

ment of their successors in office for the ensuing Annual

Meeting,

Of the Secretaries, one shall act as Recorder of the Section,

and one shall be resident in the locality where the Annual

Meeting is held.

3. The Section Rooms and the approaches thereto shall

not be used for any notices, exhibitions, or other purposes

than those of the Association.

4. The work of each Section shall be conducted by a

Sectional Committee, which shall consist of the following :

—

(i) The Officers of the Section during their term of office.

(ii) All past Presidents of that Section.

(iii) Such other Members of the Association, present at

any Annual Meeting, as the Sectional Committee,

thus constituted, may co-opt for the period of the

meeting :

Provided always that—
(«) Any Member of the Association who has served on

the Committee of any Section in any previous year,

and who has intimated his intention of being present

at the Annual Meeting, is eligible as a member of

that Committee at their first meeting.

(h) A Sectional Committee may co-opt members, as above

set forth, at any time during the Annual Meeting,

and shall publish daily a revised list of the members.
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(c) A Sectional Committee may, at any time during the Additional

Annual Meeting, appoint not more than three persons
^gjj^g

present at the meeting to be Vice-Presidents of the

Section, in addition to those previously appointed

by the Council.

5. The chief executive officers of a Section shall be the

President and the Recorder. They shall have power to act on

behalf of the Section in any matter of urgency which cannot

be brought before the consideration of the Sectional Com-
mittee ; and they shall report such action to the Sectional

Committee at its next meeting.

The President (or, in his absence, one of the Vice-Presi-

dents) shall preside at all meetings of the Sectional Committee

or of the Section. His ruling shall be absolute on all points

of order that may arise.

The Recorder shall be responsible for the punctual trans-

,
mission to the Assistant Secretary of the daily programme of

his Section, of the recommendations adopted by the Sectional

Committee, of the printed returns, abstracts, reports, or papers

appertaining to the proceedings of his Section at the Annual
Meeting, and for the correspondence and minutes of the

Sectional Committee.

6. The Sectional Committee shall nominate, before the

close of the Annual Meeting, not more than six of its own
members to be members of an Organising Committee, with

the officers to be subsequently appointed by the Council, and
past Presidents of the Section, from the close of the Annual
Meeting until the conclusion of its meeting on the first day of

the ensuing Annual Meeting.

Each Organising Committee shall hold such Meetings as

are deemed necessary by its President for the organisation

of the ensuing Sectional proceedings, and shall hold a meeting

on the first Wednesday of the Annual Meeting : to nominate
members of the Sectional Committee, to confirm the Pro-

visional Programme of the Section, and to report to the

Sectional Committee.

Each Sectional Committee shall meet daily, unless other-

wise determined, during the Annual Meeting : to co-opt

members, to complete the arrangements for the next day, and
to take into consideration any suggestion for the advance-

ment of Science that may be offered by a member, or may
arise out of the proceedings of the Section.

No paper shall be read in any Section until it has been
accepted by the Sectional Committee and entered as accepted
on its Minutes.

Executive
Functions

Of President.

And of

Recorder.

Organising
Committee.

Sectional

Committee.

Papers and
Reports.
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Kecommen-
dations.

Publication.

Copyright,

Any report or paper read in any one Section may be read

also in any other Section.

No paper or abstract of a paper shall be printed in the

Annual Report of the Association unless the manuscript has

been received by the Recorder of the Section before the close

of the Annual Meeting.

It shall be within the competence of the Sectional Com-

mittee to review the recommendations adopted at preceding

Annual Meetings, as published in the Annual Reports of the

Association, and the communications made to the Section at

its current meetings, for the purpose of selecting definite

objects of research, in the promotion of which individual or

concerted action may be usefully employed ; and, further, to

take into consideration those branches or aspects of knowledge

on the state and progress of which reports are required : to

make recommendations and nominate individuals or Research

Committees to whom the preparation of such reports, or the task

of research, may be entrusted, discriminating as to whether,

and in what respects, these objects may be usefully advanced

by the appropriation of money from the funds of the Associa-

tion, whether by reference to local authorities, public institu-

tions, or Departments of His Majesty's Government. The

appointment of such Research Committees shall be made in

accordance with the provisions of Chapter IV.

No proposal arising out of the proceedings of any Section

shall be referred to the Committee of Recommendations unless

it shall have received the sanction of the Sectional Com-
mittee.

7. Papers ordered to be printed in extenso shall not be

included in the Annual Report, if published elsewhere prior

to the issue of the Annual Report in volume form. Reports

of Research Committees shall not be published elsewhere

than in the Annual Report without the express sanction of

the Council.

8. The copyright of papers ordered by the General Com-
mittee to be printed in extenso in the Annual Report shall

be vested in the authors ; and the copyright of the reports

of Research Committees appointed by the General Committee

shall be vested in the Association,
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Chapter X.

Admission of Members and Associates.

1. No technical qualification shall be required on the Applications,

part of an applicant for admission as a Member or as an

Associate of the British Association ; but the Council is

empowered, in the event of special circumstances arising, to

impose suitable conditions and restrictions in this respect.

* Every person admitted as a Member or an Associate Obligationa.

shall conform to the Rules and Regulations of the Association,

any infringement of which on his part may render him liable

to exclusion by the Council, who have also authority, if they

think it necessary, to withhold from any person the privilege

of attending any Annual Meeting or to cancel a ticket of

admission already issued.

It shall be competent for the General Officers to act, in

the name of the Council, on any occasion of urgency which

cannot be brought under the consideration of the Council
;

and they shall report such action to the Council at the next

Meeting.

2. All Members are eligible to any office in the Association. Conditions

(i) Every Life Member shall pay, on admission, the sum ^^ M'^^b*^^*^^

of Ten Pounds. ship.

Life Members shall receive gratis the Annual

Reports of the Association.

(ii) Every Annual Member shall pay, on admission, the

sum of Two Pounds, and in any subsequent year

the sum of One Pound.

Annual Members shall receive gratis the Report

of the Association for the year of their admission

and for the years in which they continue to pay,

without intermission, their annual subscription. An
Annual Member who omits to subscribe for any

particular year shall lose for that and all future

years the privilege of receiving the Annual Reports

of the Association gratis. He, however, may resume

his other privileges as a Member at any subsequent

Annual Meeting by paying on each such occasion

the sum of One Pound,

(iii) Every Associate for a year shall pay, on admission,

the sum of One Pound.

* Amended by the General Committee at Dublin, 1908.
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Correspond-
ing Members

Annual Sub-

scriptions.

The Annual
Report.

Associates shall not receive the Annual Report

gratuitously. They shall not be eligible to serve on

any Committee, nor be qualified to hold any office in

the Association,

(iv) Ladies may become Members or Associates on the

same terms as gentlemen, or can obtain a Lady's

Ticket (transferable to ladies only) on the payment

of One Pound.

3. Corresponding Members may be appointed by the

General Committee, on the nomination of the Council. They

shall be entitled to all the privileges of Membership.

4. Subscriptions are payable at or before the Annual

Meeting. Annual Members not attending tlie meeting may

make payment at any time before the close of the financial

year on June 30 of the following year.

5. The Annual Report of the Association shall be forwarded

gratis to individuals and institutions entitled to receive it.

Annual Members whose subscriptions have'^ "been inter-

mitted shall be entitled to purchase the Annual Report

at two-thirds of the publication price ; and Associates for a

year shall be entitled to purchase, at the' same price, the

volume for that year.

Volumes not claimed within two years of the date' of

publication can only be issued by direction of the Council.

Affiliated
Societies.

Associated
Societies.

Chapter XI.

Corresponditig Societies : Conference of Delegates.

Corresponding Societies are constituted as follows :

1 . (i) Any Society which undertakes local scientific inves-

tigation and publishes the results may become a

Society affiliated to the British Association.

Each Affiliated Society may appoint a Delegate,

who must be or become J& Member of the Associa-

tion and must attend the meetings of the Conference

of Delegates. He shall be ex officio a Member of

the General Committee.

(ii) Any Society formed for the purpose of encouraging

the study of Science, which has existed for three

years and numbers not fewer than fifty members,

may become a Society associated with the British

Association.
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Each Associated Society shall have the right

to appoint a Delegate to attend the Annual Con-

ference. Such Delegates must be or become either

Members or Associates of the British Association,

and shall have all the rights of Delegates appointed

by the Affiliated Societies, except that of member-
ship of the General Committee.

2. Application may be made by any Society to be placed Applications.

on the list of Corresponding Societies. Such application must
be addressed to the Assistant Secretary on or before the Ist of

June preceding the Annual Meeting at which it is intended

it should be considered, and must, in the case of Societies

desiring to be affiliated, be accompanied by specimens of the

publications of the results of local scientific investigations

recently undertaken by the Society.

3. A Corresponding Societies Committee shall be an- CorrE'
nually nominated by the Council and appointed by the spondino

General Committee, for the purpose of keeping themselves Committed.
generally informed of the work of the Corresponding Socie-

ties and of superintending the preparation of a list of the

papers published by the Affiliated Societies. This Com-
mittee shall make an Annual Report to the Council, and
shall suggest such additions or changes in the list of Corre-

sponding Societies as they may consider desirable.

(i) Each Corresponding Society shall forward every year Procedure.

to the Assistant Secretary of the Association, on or

before June 1, such particulars in regard to the

Society as may be required for the information of

the Corresponding Societies Committee,

(ii) There shall be inserted in the Annual Report of the

Association a list of the papers published by the

Corresponding Societies during the preceding

twelve months which contain the results of local

scientific work conducted by them—those papers

only being included which refer to subjects coming
under the cognisance of one or other of the several

Sections of the Association.

4. The Delegates of Corresponding Societies shall consti- Conperekce
tute a Conference, of which the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, of Dele-

and Secretary or Secretaries shall be nominated annually by
^-^'^^^•

the Council and appointed by the General Committee. The
members of the Corresponding Societies Committee shall bo

ex officio members of the Conference.

(i) The Conference of Delegates shall be summoned by procedure and
the Secretaries to hold one or more meetings during Functions.
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each Annual Meeting of the Association, and

shall be empowered to invite any Member or

Associate to take part in the discussions.

(ii) The Conference of Delegates shall be empowered to

submit Resolutions to the Committee of Recom-

mendations for their consideration, and for report

to the General Committee,

(iii) The Sectional Committees of the Association shall be

requested to transmit to the Secretaries of the

Conference of Delegates copies of any recommenda-

tions to be made to the General Committee bearing

on matters in which the co-operation of Corre-

sponding Societies is desirable. It shall be com-

peteiit for the Secretaries of the Conference of

Delecates to invite the authors of such recom-

niendations to attend the meetings of the Conference

in order to give verbal explanations of their objects

and of the precise way in which they desire these

to be carried into effect,

(iv) It shall be the duty of the Delegates to make
themselves familiar with the purport of the several

recommendations brought before tlie Conference, in

order that they may be able to bring such recom-

mendations adequately before their respective

Societies.

(v) The Conference may also discuss propositions

regarding the promotion of more systematic ob-

servation and plans of operation, and of greater

uniformity in the method of publishing results.

Chapter XII.

Amendments and New Rides.

Alterations, Any alterations in the Rules, and any amendments

or new Rules that may be proposed by the Council or

individual Members, shall be notified to the General Com-

mittee on the tirst day of the Annual Meeting, and referred

forthwith to the Committee of Recommendations ; and, on the

report of that Committee, shall be submitted for approval at

the last meeting of the General Committee.
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TtlUSTEES AND GENERAL OFFICERS, 1831-1908.

1832-70 (Sir) R. I. MuECMisON (Bart.),

B\R.S.

1832-62 John Tayloe, Esq.. F.R.S.

1832-39 C. Babbage, Esq., F.R.S.
1839-44 F. Baily, Esq., F.R.S.

1844-58 Rev. G. Peacock, F.R.S.

1858-82 General E. Sabine, F.R S.

1862-81 Sir P. EgeeTON, Bart., F.R.S.

TRUSTEES.

1872 Sir J. Lubbock, Bart, (now Lord
AVEBUEY), F.R.S.

1881-83 W. SroTTiswooDB, Esq., Pres.

R.S.

1883 Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S.

1883-98 Sir- Lyon (afterwards Lord)
Playfaie, F.R.S.

1898 Prof. (Sir) A. W. Ruckee, F.R.S.

GENERAL TREASURERS.

1831 Jonathan Geay, Esq.
1832-62 John Tayloe, Esq., F.R.S.

1862-74 W. Spottisavoode, Esq., F.R S.

1874-91 Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S.

1891-98 Prof. (Sir) A. W. Ruckee,
F.R.S.

1898-1904 Prof. G. C. Foster, F.R.S.

1904 Prof. John Peeey, F.R.S.

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

1832

1835

35

-36

1836-37

Rev. W.
F.R.S.

Rev. W.
F.R.S.,

F.R.S.

Rev. W.

Veenon Haecouet,

Veenon Haecouet,
and F. Baily, Esq.,

Veenon Haecouet,
Muechison,F.R.S., and R. I.

Esq., F.R.S.

1837-39 R. I. Muechison, Esq., F.R.S.,

and Rev. G. Peacock, F.R.S.

1839-4b Sir R. I. Muechison, F.R.S.,

and Major E. Sabine, F.R.S.

50 Lieut.-Colonel E Sabine,F.R.S.
52 General E. Sabine, F.R.S., and

J. F. ROYLE, Esq., F.R.S.

J. F. ROYLB, Esq., F.R.S.

General E. Sabine, F.R.S.

Prof. R. Walkeb, F.R.S.

W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S.
63 W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S., and

Prof. J. Phillips, F.R.S.

1863-65 W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S., and
F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S.

F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S.

F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S., and
Dr. T. A. HiEST, F.R.S.

1845
1850.

1852
1853
1859-

1861

1862

1865-

1866-

-53

-59

-61

-62

66

68

1868-71

1871-72

1872-76

1876-81

1881-82

1882-83
1883-95

1895-97

1897- r

1900 1
1900-02

1902-03

1903

Dr. T. A. HiEST, F.R.S., and Dr.
T. Thomson, F.R.S.

Dr.T. TH0MS0N,F.R.S.,and Capt.
Douglas Galton, F.R.S.

Capt. D. Galton, F.R.S.. and
Dr. Michael Fostee, F.R.S.

Capt. D. Galton, F.R.S., and
Dr. P. L. Sclater, F.R.S.

Capt. D. Galton, F.R.S., and
Prof. F. M. Balpoue, F.R.S.

Capt. Douglas Galton, F.R.S.
Sir Douglas Galton, F.R.S.

,

and A. G. Veenon Haecouet,
Esq., F.R.S.

A.'G. Veenon Haecouet, Esq.,

F.R.S., and Prof. E. A.
SCHAFEE, F.R.S.

Prof. SCHAFBE, F.R.S., and Sir

W.C.RoBEETS-Austen, F.R.S.

Sir W. C. Robeets-Austen,
F.R.S., and Dr. D. H. ScOTT,
F.R.S.

Dr. D. H. ScoTT, F.R.S., and
MajorP.A.MAcMAHON,F.RS.

Major P. A. MacMahon, F.R.S.,

and Prof. W. A. Heedman,
F.R.S.

ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARIES

1881-851831 John Phillips, Esq., Secretary.

1832 Prof. J. D. Foebes, Acting
Secretary.

1832-62 Prof. John Phillips, F.R.S.
1862-78 G. Geifpith, Esq., M.A.
1878-80 J. E. H. GOEDON, Esq., B.A.,

Assistant Secretary.

1881 G. Geipfith, Esq., M.A., Acting
Secretary.

BONNBY, F.R.S.,Prof. T. G.

Secretary.

1885-90 A. T. Atchison, Esq., M.A.,
Secretary.

1890 G. Geiffith, Esq., M.A., Acting
Secretary.

1890-1902 G. geipfith, Esq., M.A.
1902-04 J. G. Gaeson, Esq., M.D.
1904 A. SiLVA WHITE, Esq., Assistant

Secretary.

1908.
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Presidents and Secretaries of the Sections of the Association,

Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES.

COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, I.—MATHEMATICS AND GENERAL PHYSICS.

1832. Oxford
183.^. Cambridge
1834. Edinburgh

Davies Gilbert, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Sir D. Brewster, F.R.S
Rev. W. Whewell, F.R.S.

Rev. H. Coddington.
Prof. Forbes.

Prof. Forbes, Prof. Lloyd.

1833.

1836.

1837.

1838.

1839.

1840.

1841.

1842.

1843.

1844.

184.5.

1846.

1847.

1848.

1849.

18.50.

1851.

1852.

1853.

1854.

1855.

1856.

1857.

SECTION A.—MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.

Rev. Dr. RobinsonDublin

Bristol

Liverpool...

Newcastle

Birmingham

Glasgow ... Prof. Forbes, F.R.S

Rev. William Whewell, F.R.S.

Sir D. Brewster, F.R.S

Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Bart.,

F.R.S.

Rev. Prof . Wliewell, F.R.S....

Cork
York
Cambridge

Southamp-
ton.

Oxford

Plymouth Rev. Prof. Lloyd, F. R. S

Jlanchester Very Rev. G. Peacock, D.D.,

F.R.S.

Prof. M'Culloch, M.R.I.A. ...

The Earl of Rosse, F.R.S. ...

The Very Rev. the Dean of

Ely.

Sir John F. AV. Herschel,
Bart., F.fl.S.

Rev. Prof. Powell, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Swansea ... Lord Wrottcsley, F.R.S

Birmingham William Hopkins, F.R.S

Edinburgh Prof. J. D. Forbes, F.R.S.,

Sec. R.S.E.

Ipswich ... Rev. W. Whewell, D.D.,

F.R.S.

Belfast Prof. W. Thomson, M.A.,

F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

Hull The Very Rev. the Dean of

Ely, F.R.S.

Liverpool... Prof. G. G. Stokes, M.A., Sec.

R.S.

Glasgow ... Rev. Prof. Kelland, M.A.,

F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

Cheltenham Rev. R. Walker, M.A., F.R.S.

Dublin
I

Rev. T. R. Robinson, D.D.,

i
F.R.S., M.R.I.A.

1858. Leeds Rev. W. Whewell, D.D.,

1 V.P.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. R. Hamilton, Prof,

Wheatstone.
Prof. Forbes, W. S. Harris, F. W.

Jerrard.

W. S. Harris, Rev. Prof. Powell,
Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. Prof. Chevallier, Jlajor Sabine,
Prof. Stevelly.

J. D. Chance, W. Snow Harris, Prof.

Stevelly.

Rev. Dr. Forbes, Prof. Stevelly,

Arch. Smith,
Prof. Stevelly.

Prof. M'Culloch, Prof. Stevelly, Kev.
W. Scoresby.

J. Nott, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. Wm. Hey, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. H. Goodwin, Prof. Stevelly,

G. G. Stokes.

John Drew, Dr. Stevelly, G. G.
Stokes.

Rev. H. Price, Prof. Stevelly, G. G.
Stokes.

Dr. Stevelly, G. G. Stoke.-*.

Prof. Stevelly, G. G. Stokes, W.
Ridout Wills.

W.J.MacquornRankine,Prof.Smyth,
Prof. Stevelly, Prof . G. G. Stokes.

S. Jackson, W. J. Macquorn Rankinc,
Prof. Stevelly, Prof. G. G. Stokes.

Prof. Dixon, W. J. Macquorn Ran-
kinc, Prof. Stevelly, J. Tyndall.

B. Blaydes Haworth, J. D. Sollilt,

Prof. Stevelly, J. Welsli.

J. Hartnup, H. G. Puckle, Prof.

Stevelly, J. Tyndall, J. Welsh.
Rev. Dr. Forbes, Prof. D. Gray, Prof.

Tyndall.

C. Brooke, Rev. T. A. Southwood,
Prof. Stevelly, Rev. J. C. Turnbull.

Prof. Curtis, Prof. Hennessy, P. A.
Ninnis, W. J. Macquorn Rankine,
Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. S. Barnshaw, J. P. Hennessy,
Prof . Stevelly, H.J. S.Smith, Prof.

Tyndall.
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Date and Place

1859. Aberdeen...

1860. Oxford

1861. Manchester

1862. Cambridge

1863. Newcastle

1864. Bath

1865. Birmingham

1866. Nottingham

1867. Dundee ...

1868. Norwich ...

1869. Exeter

1870. Liverpool...

1871. Edinburgh

1872. Brighton...

1873. Bradford...

1874. Belfast

Presidents

1878. Bristol,.,

1876. Glasgow

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882.

188.S.

1884.

1885.

Plymouth.

Dublin.. .

Sheffield .

Swansea .

York

Southamp-
ton.

Southport

Montreal ..

Aberdeen.

.

The Earl of Rosse, M.A.,K.P.,
F.R.S.

Rev. B. Price, M.A., F.R.S...

.

G. B. Airy, M.A., D?C.L.,

F.R.S.

Prof. G. G. Stokes, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Prof.W. J. Macquorn Rankine,
C.E., F.R.S.

Prof. Cayley, M.A., F.R.S.,

F.R.A.S.
W. Spottiswoode,M.A.,F.R.S.,

F.R.A.S.

Prof. Wheatstone, D.C.L.,
F.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, D.C.L.,

F.R.S.

Prof. J. Tyndall, LL.D.,
F.R.S.

Piof. J. J. Sylvester, LL.D.,
F.R.S.

J. Clerk Maxwell, M.A.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. P. G. Tait, F.R.S.E. ...

W. De La Rue, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Prof. H. J. S. Smith, F.R.S. .

Rev. Prof. J. H. Jellett, M.A.,
M.R.I.A.

Prof. Balfour Stewart, M.A.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, M.A.,
D.C.L., F.R.S.

Prof.G.C. Foster, B.A.,F.R.S.,

Pres. Physical Soc.

Rev. Pi-of. Salmon, D.D.,
D.C.L., F.R.S.

George Johnstone Stoney,
M.A.. F.R.S.

Prof. W. Grylls Adams, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, M.A.,
LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.

Rt. Hon. Prof. Lord Rayleigh,
M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. 0. Henrici, Ph.D., F.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, M.A.,
LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.

Prof. G. Chrystal, M.A.,
J'.K.S.B.

Secretaries

J. P. Hennessy, Prof. Maxwell, H.
J. S. Smith, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. G. C. Bell, Rev. T. Rennison,
Prof. Stevelly.

Prof. R. B. Clifton, Prof. H. J. S
Smith, Prof. Stevelly.

Prof. R. B. Clifton, Prof. H. J. S.
Smith, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev.N.Ferrers,Prof.Fuller,F.Jenkin,
Prof. Stevelly, Rev. C. T. Wliitley,

Prof. Fuller, F. Jenkin, Rev. G.
Buckle, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. T. N. Hutchinson, F. Jenkin, G.
S. Mathews, Prof. H. J. S. Smith,
J. M. Wilson.

Fleeming Jenkin,Prof.H. J. S. Smith,
Rev. S. N. Swann.

Rev. G. Buckle, Prof. G. C. Foster,
Prof. Fuller, Prof. Swan.

Prof. G. C. Poster, Rev. R. Harley,
R. B. Hayward.

Prof. G. C. Foster, R. B. Hayward,
W. K. Clifford.

Prof. W. G. Adams, W. K. ClifPord,
Prof. G. C. Foster, Rev. W. Allen
Wliitworth.

Prof. W. G. Adams, J. T. Bottomley,
Prof. W. K. Clifford, Prof. J. D.
Everett, Rev. R. Harley.

Prof. W. K. Clifford, J. W. L. Glaisher.
Prof. A. S. Herschel, G. F. Rod well.

Prof. W. K. Clifford, Prof. Forbes,
J. W. L. Glaisher, Prof. A. S.

Herschel.
J. W. L. Glaisher, Prof. Herschel,
Randal Nixon, J. Perry, G. F.
Rod well.

Prof. W. F. Barrett, J.W.L. Glaisher,
C. T. Hudson, G. F. Rodwell.

Prof. W. F. Barrett, J. T. Bottomley,
Prof. G. Forbes, J. W. L. Glaisher,
T. Muir.

Prof. W. F. Barrett, J. T. Bottomley,
J. W. L. Glaisher, F. G. Landon.

Prof. J. Casey, G. F. Fitzgerald, J.

W. L. Glaisher, Dr. O. J. Lodge.
A. H. Allen, J. W. L. Glaisher, Dr.

O. J. Lodge, D. MacAlister.
W. E. Ayrton, J. W. L. Glaisher,

Dr. O. J. Lodge, D. MacAlister.
Prof. W. E. Ayrton, Dr. O. J. Lodge,
D. MacAlister, Rev. W. Routh.

W. M. Hicks, Dr. O. J. Lodge, D.
MacAlister, Rev. G. Richardson.

W. M. Hicks, Prof. O. J. Lodge,
D. MacAlister, Prof. R. C. Rowe.

C. Carpmael, W. M. Hicks, A. John-
son, O. J. Lodge, D. MacAli.ster.

R. E. Baynea, R. T. Glazebrook, Prof,

) W. M. Hicka. Prof. W. Ingram.
d a
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Date and Place

1886,

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.;

189G.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

1901.

1902

1903.

1901.

1905.

190C.

1907.

1908.

Birmingham

Manchester

Bath

Newcastle-
upon-Tyne
Leeds

Cardiff

Edinburgh

Nottingham

O.icford

' Ipswich . .

.

liiverpool...

Toronto ...

Bristol

Presidents

Dover

Bradford...

Glasgow ...

Belfast

Southport

Cambridge

Prof. G. H. Darwin, M.A.,

I

LL.D., F.R.S.

'Prof. Sir R. S. Ball, M.A.,

I

LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. G. F. Fitzgerald, M.A.,
I

Ti' R S

Capt. W. de W. Abney, C.B.,

R.E., F.R.S.

J. W. L. Glaisher, Sc.D.,

I

F.R.S., V.P.R.A.S.

Prof. O. J. Lodge, D.Sc,
I LL.D., F.R.S.

1

Prof. A. Schuster, Ph.D.,

j
F.R.S., F.R.A.S.

R. T. Glazebrook, M.A., F.R.S.

I

I Prof.A.W.Rucker, M.A.,F.R.S.

Prof. W. M. Hicks, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Prof. J. J. Thomson, M.A.,

D.Sc, F.R.S.

Prof. A. R. Forsyth, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S. ...

Prof. J. H. Poynting, F.R.S.

Dr. J. Larmor, F.R.S.— Z**-^.

of Astroiwmij, Dr. A. A.

Common, F.R.S.

Major P. A. MacMahon, F.R.S.
•

—

Dep. of Astrononu/, Prof.

H. H. Turner, F.R.S.

Prof. J. Purser,LL.D.,M.R.I.A.

I

—Dep. of Axfronomy, Prof.

! A. Schu.ster, F.R.S.

C. Vernon Boy.«, V\\\..'}>.—Dep.

of Astronomy and Meteor-

ologyS)y.\S ."A. Shaw.F.R.S
Prof. H. Lamb, F.R.S.—ShJ-

Seetion of Astrono/nt/ and
Cosmtcal Physics, Sir J.

Eliot, K.C.I. E., F.R.S.

Prof. A. R. Forsyth, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Secretaries

SouthAfrica

York

Leicester ...

Dublin Dr. W. N, Shaw, F.R.S

Principal E. H.Griffiths,F.R.S.

Prof. A. E. H. Love, M.A.,

F.R.S.

R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, Prof.
J. H. Poynting, W. N. Shaw.

R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, Prof.
H. Lamb, W. N. Shaw.

R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, A.
.Lodge, W. N. Shaw.

R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, A.
Lodge, W. N. Shaw, H. Stroud.

R. T. Glazebrook, Prof. A. Lodge,
W. N. Shaw, Prof. W. Stroud.

R. E. Baynes, J. Larmor, Prof. A.
Lodge, Prof. A. L. Selby.

R. E. Baynes, J. Larmor, Prof. A.
Lodge, Dr. W. Peddie.

W. T. A. Emtage, J. Larmor, Prof.
A. Lodge, Dr. W. Peddie.

Prof. W. H. Heaton, Prof. A. Lodge,
J. Walker.

Prof. W. H. Heaton, Prof. A. Lodge,
G. T. Walker, W. Watson.

Prof. W. H. Heaton, .1. L. Howard,
Prof. A. Lodge, G. T. Walker, W.
Watson.

Prof. W. H. Heaton. J. C. Gla-
shan, J. L. Howard, Prof. J. C.
McLennan.

A. P. Chattock, J. L. Howard,
C. H. Lees. W. Watson, E. T.
Whittaker.

J. L. Howard, C. H. Lees, W. Wat-
son, E. T. Whittaker.

P. H. Cowell, A. Fowler, C. H. Lees,

C. J. L. Wagstaffe, W. Watson,
E. T. Whittaker.

H. S. Carslaw, C.H. Lees, W. Stewart,
Prof. L. R. ^Vilberforce.

II. S. Car.«law, A. R. Hinks, A.
Larmor, C. H. Lees, Prof. W. B.
Morton, A. W. Porter.

D. E. Benson, A. 11. Hinks, R. W.
H. T. Hudson, Dr. C. H. Lees. J.

Loton. A. W. Porter.

A. R. Hinks, R. W. II, T. Hudson,
Dr. C. H. Lees, Dr. W. J. S. Lock-
yer. A. W. Porter, W. C. D.
Whet ham.

A. R. Hinks, S. S. Hough. R. T. A.
Innes, J. H. Jeans. Dr. C. H.
Lees.

Dr. L. N. G. Filon, Dr. J. A. Harker,
A. R. Hinks, Prof. A. W. Porter,
H. Dennis Taylor.

E. E. Brooks, Dr. L. N. G. Filon,
Dr. J. A. Harker, A. R. Hinks,
Prof. A. W. Porter.

Dr. W. G. Duffield, Dr. L. N. G.
Filon, E. Gold, Prof. J. A,
McClelland. Prof. A. W. Porter,
Prof. E. T. Whittaker.
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Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

CHEMICAL SCIENCE.

COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, II.—CHEMISTKY, MINERALOGY.

18.^2.

1833.

1831.

1835.

1836.

Oxford
Cambridge
Edinburgh

John Dalton, D.C.L., F.R.S.

John Dalton, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Dr. Hope

James F. W. Johnston.
Prof. Miller.

Mr. Johnston, Dr. Christison.

SECTION B.—CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY.

Dublin jDr. T. Thomson, F.R.S

Bristol I Rev. Prof. Gumming

1837. Liverpool..

1838 Newcastle

Michael Faraday, F.R.S

Rev. William Whewell.F.R.S.

1830. Birmingham Prof. T. Graham, F.R.S

1840. Glasgow ....Dr. Thomas Thomson, F.R S.

Dr. Daubenj', F.R.S
John Dalton, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Prof. Apjohn, M.R.I.A..

Prof. T. Graham, F.R.S

Rev. Prof. Gumming

1841. Plymouth
1842.

1843.

1844.

Manchester
Cork
York

1845. Cambridge

1846.

1847.

Southamp-
ton.

Oxford

1848.

1849.

1850.

1851.

1852.

1853.

1854.

18.55.

1856.

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

Michael Faraday, D.G.L.,

F.R.S.

Rev. W. V. Harcourt, M.A.,

F.R.S.
Richard Phillips, F.R.S.

Dr. Apjohn, Prof. Johnston.

Dr. Apjohn, Dr. G. Henry, W. Hera-
path.

Prof. Johnston, Prof. Miller, Dr.

Reynolds.
Prof. Miller, H. L. Pattinson, Thomas

Richardson.
Dr. Golding Bird, Dr. J. B. Melson.

Dr. R. D. Thomson, Dr. T. Clark,

Dr. L. Playfair.

J. Prideaux, R. Hunt,W. M. Tweedy.
Dr. L. Playfair, R. Hunt, J. Graham.
R. Hunt, Dr. Sweeny.
Dr. L. Playfair, E. Solly, T. H.

I'is.rlcPi*

R. Hunt, J. P. Joule, Prof. Miller,

E. Solly.

Dr. Miller, R. Hunt, W. Randall.

B. G. Brodie, R. Hunt, Prof. Solly.

Swansea ... Richard Phillips, F.R.S T. H. Henry, R. Hunt, T. Williams.

Birmingham John Percy, M.D., F.R.S JR. Hunt, G. Shaw.

Edinburgh Dr. Christison, V.P.R.S.B. ...
' Dr. Anderson, R. Hunt, Dr. Wilson.

Ipswich ... Prof. Thomas Graham, F.R.S. :
T. J. Pearsall, W. S. Ward.

Belfast Thomas Andrews,M.D.,F.R.S. 1

Dr. Gladstone, Prof. Hodges, Prof

.

I

Ronalds.

Hull Prof. J. F.W. Johnston, M.A.,
I

H. S. Blundell, Prof. R. nunt,T. J.

I

F.R.S. Pearsall.

Liverpool , Prof.W. A.Miller, M.D.,F.R.S.' Dr. Edwards, Dr. Gladstone, Dr.

I

Price.

Glasgow ...Dr. Lyon Playfair, C.B.,F.R.S. Prof. Frankland, Dr. H. E. Roscce.

Cheltenham Prof. B. C. Brodie, F.R.S. ...'J. Horsle)', P. J. Worsley, Prof.

I

I

Voelcker.

Dublin Prof. Apjohn, M.D., F.R.S., Dr. Davy, Dr. Gladstone, Prof. Sul-

1 M.R.LA.
I

livan.

Leeds Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Bart., Dr. Gladstone, W. Odling, R. Rey-

I D.C.L.
I

nolds.

Aberdeen... Dr.LyonPlayfair,G.B.,F.R.S. J. S. Brazier, Dr. Gladstone, G. D.

I

Liveing, Dr. Odling.

Oxford I Prof. B. C. Brodie, F.R.S 'A. Vernon Harcourt, G. D. Liveing,

I I

A. B. Northcote.

Manchester Prof. W.A.Miller, M.D.,F.R.S. A. Vernon Harcourt, G. D. Liveing.

Cambridge

Newcastle

Bath

Prof. W.H.Miller, M.A.,F.R.S. H. W. Elphinstone, W. Odling, Prof.

Roscoe.

Dr. Alex. W. Williamson, Prof. Liveing, H. L. Pattinson, J. C.

F.R.S.
I

Stevenson.

W. Odling, M,B., F.R.S 'A. V. Harcourt, Prof. Liveing, R.

1 Biggs.
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Date and Place

1865. Birmingham

1866. Nottingham

1867. Dundee ...

1868. Norwich ...

1869. Exeter

1870. Liverpool...

1871. Edinburgh

1872. Brighton...

1873. Bradford...

1874. Belfast

1875. Bristol

1876. Glasgow ...

1877. Plymouth...

1878. Dublin

1879. Sheffield ...

1880. Swansea ...

1881. York
1882. Southamp-

ton.

1883. Southport

1884. Montreal ...

1885. Aberdeen...

1886. Birmingham

1887. Manchester

1888. Bath

1889. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds

1891. Cardiff

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford

Presidents

Prof. W. A. Miller, M.D„
V.P.R.S.

H. Bence Jones, M.D., F.R.S.

Prof. T. Anderson, M.D.,
F.R.S.E.

Prof. E. Ftankland, F;R.S.

Dr. H. Debus, F.R.S

Prof. H. B. Ro,sCoe, B.A.,

K R S

Prof. T. Andrews, M.D., F.R.S.

Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S....

Prof. W. J. Russell, F.R.S....

Prof. A. Crum Brown, M.D.,
F.R.S.E.

A. G. Vernon Harcourt, M.A.,
F R S

W. H.Perkin, F.R.S

F. A. Abel, F.R.S

Prof. Maxwell Simpson, M.D.,
F.R.S.

Prof. Dewar, M.A., F.R.S. ...

Joseph Henry Gilbert, Ph.D.,
F.R.S.

Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S.
Prof. G. D. Liveing, M.A.,

F.R.S.
Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S...

Prof. Sir H. B. Roscoe, Ph.D.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. H. E. Armstrong, Ph.D.,

F.R.S., Sec. C.S.

W. Crookes, F.R.S., V.P.C.S.

Dr. E. Schunck, F.R.S

Prof. V/. A. Tilden, D.Sc,
F.R.S., V.P.C.S.

Sir I. Lowthian Bell, Bart.,

D.C.L., F.R.S.
Prof. T. E. Thorpe, B.Sc,

Ph.D., F.R.S., Treas. C.S.

Prof. W. C. Roberts-Austen,
C.B., F.R.S.

Prof. H. McLeod,-F.R.S

Prof. J. Emerson Reynolds,
M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.

Prof. H. B. Dixon, M.A., F.R.S.

Secretaries

A. V. Harcourt, H. Adkins, Prof.

i

Wanklyn, A. Winkler Wills.

J. H. Atherton, Prof. Liveing, W. J.

I

Russell, J. White.
|A. Crum Brown, Prof. G. D. Liveing,

I

W. J. Russell.

Dr. A. Crum Brown, Dr. W. J. Rus-

j

sell, F. Sutton.
Prof. A. Crum Brown, Dr. W. J.

Russell, Dr. Atkinson.
Ptof. A. Crum Brown, A. E. Fletcher,

Dr. W. J. Russell.

J. Y. Buchanan, W. N. Hartley, T.
B. Thorpe.

Dr. Mills, W. Chandler Roberts, Dr.
W. J. Ru.s.sell, Dr. T. Wood.

Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Mills, W. Chand-
ler Roberts, Dr. Thorpe.

Dr. T. Cransloun Charles, W. Chand-
ler Roberts, Prof. Thorpe.

Dr. H. E. Armstrong, W. Chandler
Roberts, W. A. Tilden.

W. Dittmar, W. Chandler Roberts,
J. M. Thomson, W. A. Tilden.

Dr. Oxland, W. Chandler Roberts,
J. M. Thomson.

W. Chandler Roberts, J. M. Thom-
son, Dr. C. R. Tichborne, T. Wills.

H. S. Bell, W. Chandler Roberts,
J. M. Thomson.

P. P. Bedson, H. B. Dixon, W. R. E.
Hodgkinson, J. M. Thomson.

P. P. Bedson, H. B. Dixon, T. Gough.
|P. Phillips Bedson, H. B. Dixon,

I

J. L. Notter.

iProf. P. Phillips Bedson, H. B.

\

Dixon, H. Forster Morley.
Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, H. B. Dixon,

I

T. McFarlane, Prof. W. H. Pike.

Prof. P.Phillips Bedson, H. B. Dixon.
H. Forster Morley, Dr. W. J.

I

Simpson.
jP. P. Bedson, H. B. Dixon, H, F. Mor-
i

ley,W.W. J.Nicol, C. J.Woodward.
Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, U. Forster

i

Morley, W. Thomson.
Prof. H. B. Dixon, H. Forster Morley,

R. E. Moyle, W. W. J. Nicol.
H. Forster Morley, D. H. Nagel, W.
W. J. Nicol, H. L. Pattinson, jun.

C. H. Bothamley, H, Forster Morley,

I

D. H. Nagel, W. W. J. Nicol.

C. H. Bothamley, H. Forster Morley,

!

W. W. J. Nicol, G. S. Turpin.
J. Gibson, H. Forster Morley, D. H.

1
Nagel, W. W. J. Nicol.

J. B. Coleman, M. J. R. Dunstan,

I

D. H. Nagel, W. W. J. Nicol.

'a. Colefax, W. W. Fisher, Arthur
I

Harden, H. Forster Morley.
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Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

SECTION B {continued).—chemistry.

1895. Ipswich ...

1896. Liverpool...

1897. Toronto ...

1898. Bristol

1899. Dover

1900. Bradford...

1901. Glasgow ...

1902. Belfast

1903. Southport

1904. Cambridge

1905. SouthAfrica

1906. York

Prof. R. Meldola, F.R.S

Dr. Ludwig Mond, F.R.S. ...

Prof. W. Ramsay, F.R.S

Prof. F. R. Japp, F.R.S

Horace T. Brown, F.R.S

Prof. W. H. Perkin, F.R.S. ...

Prof. Percy F. Frankland,

F.R.S.

Prof. E. Divers, F.R.S

Prof. W. N. Hartley, D.Sc,

F.R.S.

Prof. Sydney Young.F.R.S....

1907. Leicester

1908. Dubhn

George T. Beilby

Prof. Wyndham R. Dunstan,

F.R.S.

Prof. A. Smithells, F.R.S. ...

Prof. F. S. Kipping, F.R.S. ...

E. H. Fison, Arthur Harden, C. A.

Kohn.J. W. Rodger.

Arthur Harden, C. A. Kohn.

Prof. W. H. Ellis, A. Harden, C. A.

Kohn, Prof. R. F. Ruttan.

C. A. Kohn, F. W. Stoddart, T. K.

Rose.

A. D. Hall, C. A. Kohn, T. K. Rose,

Prof. W. P. Wynne.
W. M. Gardner, F. S. Kipping, W.

J. Pope, T. K. Rose.

W. C. Anderson, G. G. Henderson,

W. J. Pope, T. K. Rose.

R. F. Blake, M. O. Forster, Prof.

G. G. Henderson. Prof. W.J. Pope.

Dr. M. O. Forster, Prof. G. G. Hen-
derson, J. Ohm, Prof. W. J. Pope.

Dr. M. O. Forster, Prof. G. G. Hen-
derson, Dr. H. O. Jones, Prof. W.
J. Pope.

W. A. Caldecott, Dr. M. O. Forster,

Prof. G. G. Henderson, C. F. Juritz.

Dr. E. F. Armstrong, Prof. A. W.
Crossley, S. H. Davies, Prof. W. J.

Pope.
Dr. E. F. Armstrong, Prof. A. W.

Crossley, J. H. Hawthorn, Dr.

F. M. Perkin.

Dr. E. F. Armstrong, Dr. A. McKen-
zie, Dr. F. M. Perkin, Dr. J. H.

Pollock.

GEOLOGICAL (and, until 1851, GEOGRAPHICAL) SCIENCE.

COMMITTEE OP SCIENCES, III.—GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY.

1832. Oxford R. L Murchison, F.R.S i

John Taylor.

1833. Cambridge. JG. B. Greenough, F.R.S ;W. Lonsdale, John Phillips.

1834. Edinburgh . Prof . Jameson j
J. Phillips, T. J. Torrie, Rev. J.Yates.

SECTION C.—GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY.

1835. Dublin
1836. Bristol

1837. Liverpool...

1838. Newcastle.,

1839. Birmingham

1840. Glasgow ...

1841. Plymouth...

1842. Manchester

1843. Cork

R.J.Griffith

Rev. Dr. Buckland, F.R.S.—
<r«tf(jr.,R.I.Murchison,F.R.S.

Rev. Prof. Sedgwick, F.R.S.—
6!<;o^.,G.B.Greenough,F.R.S.

C. Lyell, F.R.S., V.P.G.S.—
Geographii, Lord Prudhoe.

Rev. Dr. Buckland, F.R.S.—
tff?tf^.,G.B.Greenough,F.R.S.

Charles Lyell, ¥.B,.%.~Geog.,

G. B. Greenough, F.R.S.

H. T. De la Beche, F.R.S. ...

R. L Murchison, F.R.S

Richard E. Griffith, F,a,S, ,..

Captain Portlook, T. J. Torrie.

William Sanders, S. Stutchbury,

T. J. Torrie.

Captain Portlock, R. Hunter.

—

Geo-

graphy, Capt. H. M. Denham, R.N.

W. C. Trevelyan, Capt. Portlock.

—

Geography, Capt. Washington.

George Lloyd, M.D., H. E. Strick

land, Charles Darwin.

W. J. Hamilton,D. Milne, H. Murray,

H. E. Strickland, J. Secular.

W. J. Hamilton,Edward Moore, M.D.,
R. Hutton.

B. W. Binney, R. Hutton, Dr. R.

Lloyd, H. E. Strickland.

F. M. Jennings,_H. E. Strickland,
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Date and Place

1874. Belfast.

1875.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882.

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891,

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

1901.

1902.

1903.

1904.

1905,

Bristol....

Glasgow .

Plymouth.

Dublin....

Sheffield ..

Swansea ..

York

Southamp-
ton.

Southport

Presidents

Prof. Hull, M.A., F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

Dr.T.Wright,F.R.S.E.,F.G.S.
Prof. John YounR, M.D

W. Pengelly, F.R.S., F.G.S.

John Evans, D.C.L., F.R.S.
F.S.A., F.G.S.

Prof. P. M. Diincan, F.R.S.

H. C. Sorby, F.R.S., F.G.S....

A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

R. Etheridge, F.R.S,, F.G.S.

Prof. W. C. Williamson,
LL.D., F.R.S,

Montreal ... W. T. Blanford, F.R.S,, Sec,

G.S.

Aberdeen ,,, Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S,, Sec.

G.S,

Birmingham Prof. T, G. Bonney, D.Sc,
LL.D., F.R.S,, F.G.S.

Manchester Henry Woodward, LL.D.,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Bath Prof . W. Boyd Dawkins, M.A.,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Newcastle- Prof. J. Geikie, LL.D., D.C.L.,

upon-Tyne F.R.S., F.G.S.

Leeds Prof. A, H. Green, M.A.,

I

F.R.S., F.G.S.

Cardiff Prof. T. Rupert Jone.<;, F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

Edinburgh Prof. C. Lapworth, LL.D,,
F.R.S., F.G.S,

Nottingham J, J, H, Teall, M.A., F.R,S.,

L, Fletcher, M.A., F.R.S, ..,

Secretaries

Oxford

Ipswich ...

Liverpool..,

Toronto ,,.

Bristol

Dover

Bradford ,,,

Glasgow ,,.

Belfast

Southport

Cambridge

SouthAfrica

W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S. ,.,

J. E.. Marr, M.A., F.R.S
Dr. G. M. Dawson, C.M.G.,

F.R.S.

W, H. Hudleston,F,R.S

Sir Archibald Geikie, F.R.S.

Prof, W, J, Sollas, F.R.S, .„

John Home, F.R.S
Lieut,-Gen. C. A. McMahon,
F T? S

Prof. W. W, Watts, M.A.,
M.Sc.

Aubrey Strahan, F.R.S

Prof. H. A. Miers, M,A., D.Sc,
F.R.S.

F, Drew, L, C, Miall, R, G, Symes,
R, H, Tiddeman.

L, C, Miall, E, B, Tawney,W, Topley,

J, Armstrong, F, W, Rudler, W,
Topley.

Dr. Le Neve Foster, R. H. Tidde-
man, W. Topley.

E. T. Hardman, Prof. J. O'Reilly,

R. H. Tiddeman.
W. Topley, G. Blake Walker.
W. Topley, W, Whitaker.

J, E. Clark, W. Keeping, W. Topley,
W. Whitaker.

T. W, Shore, W, Topley, E, West-
lake, W, Whitaker.

R. Betley, C. E. De Ranee, W, Top-
ley, W. Whitaker.

F. Adams, Prof. E. W. Claypole, W.
Topley, W. Whitaker.

C. E. De Ranee, J. Home, J. J. H,
Teall, W. Topley.

W. J. Harrison, J. J. H. Teall, W,
Topley, W, W, Watts.

J. E. Marr, J. J, H, Teall, W. Top-
ley, W, W, Watts,

Prof G, A, Lebour, W. Topley, W.
W, Watts, H. B. Woodward.

Prof. G. A. Lebour, J. E. Marr, W,
I

W, Watts, H. B. Woodward.
J. E. Bedford, Dr. F, H. Hatch, J.

I

E. Marr, W, W. Watts.
VV. Galloway, J. E. Marr, Clement

Reid, W. W, Watts.

H. M. Cadell, J. E. Marr, Clement
Reid, W. W. Watts.

'j, W. Carr, J. E. Marr, Clement
Reid, W, W. Watts.

F. A. Bather, A. Harker, Clement
Reid, W. W. Watts.

F, A. Bather, G. W. Laraplugh, H,
A. Miers, Clement Reid.

J. Lomas, Prof. H. A. Miers, C. Reid.

Prof. A. P. Coleman, G. W, Lamp-
lufih, Prof. H. A. Miers.

G, W, Lamplugh, Prof. H. A. Miers,

H. Pentecost.

J. W. Gregory, G. W. Lamplugh,
Capt. McDakin, Prof. H. A. Miers,

H, L. Bowman, Rev, W. L. Carter,

G, W, Lamplugh, H. W. Monckton,
H. L. Bowman, H. W. Monckton.
H, L. Bowman, H, W. Monckton,

J, St, J, Phillips, H, J, Seymour.
H. L. Bowman, Rev. W. L. Carter,

J. Lomas, H. W, Monckton.
H. L. Bowman, Rev. W. L. Carter,

J. Lomas, H. Woods,
H. L. Bowman, J. Lomas, Dr. Molen-

graaif. Prof. A, Young, Prof, R, B,

Young,
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Date and Place

1906. York

1907. Leicester...

1908. Dublin

Presidents

G. W. Lamplngh, F.R.S. ...

I'rof. J. W. Gregory, F.B.S.

Prof. John Joly, F.R.S. ...

Secretaries

H. L. Bowman, Rev. W. L. Carter,

Rev. W. Johnson, J. Lomas.
Dr. F. W. Bennett, Rev. W. L. Carter,

Prof. T. Groom, J. Lomas.
Rev. W. L. Cai-ter, J. Lomas, Prof.

S. H. Reynolds, H. J. Seymour.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.

COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, IV.—ZOOLOGY, BOTANY, PHYSIOLOGY, ANATOMY.

18.S2. Oxford Rev, P. B. Duncan, F.G.S. ... Rev. Prof. J. S. Henslow.
1833. Cambridge' Rev. \V. L. P. Garuons, F.L.S. C. C. Babington, D. Don.
1834. Edinburgh, Prof. Graham AV. Yarrell, Prof. Burnett,

1835.

1836.

1837.

1838.

1839.
1840.

1841.

1842.

1843.

1844,

1845.

1846.

1847.

Dublin

.

Bristol

.

Liverpool...

Newcastle

Birmingham
Glasgow ...

Plymouth...
Manchester

Cork.

York.

W, S. MacLeay

Sir W. Jardine, Bart.

Prof. Owen, F.R.S
Sir W. J. Hooker, LL,D.

Cambridge
Soutliamp-

ton.

Oxford

SECTION D.—ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY,

Dr. AUman |J. Curtis, Dr. Litton,

Rev, Prof. Henslow 'j, Curtis, Piof. Don, Dr, Riley, S.

Rootsey,
C. C. Babington, Rev. L. Jenyns, W.

Swainson.
J. E. Gra)', Prof. Jones, R. Owen,

Dr. Richardson.
E. Forbes, W. Ick, R. Patterson.

Prof. W. Couper, K. Forbes, R. Pat-

I

terson.

John Richardson, M.D., F.R.S, i J. Couch,Dr. Lankcster, R. Patterson.

Hon. and Very Rev. W. Her-
[
Dr, Lankester, R. Patterson, J. A,

bert, LL.D., F.L.S. Turner.

William Thompson, F,L,S. ... G. J. Allman, Dr. Lankester, R.
Patterson.

Very Rev, the Dean of Man- Prof. Allman, H. Goodsir, Dr. King,
Chester.

i
Dr. Lankester.

Rev, Prof. Henslow, F.L.S,... Dr. Lankester, T. V. Wollaston,
Sir J. Richardson, M,D,,

;

Dr, Lankester, T. V. Wollaston, H.
F.R.S. ; Wooldridge.

H. E. Strickland, M.A., F.R,S. Dr. Lankester, Dr. Melville, T. V.
I Wollaston,

SECTION D (continued).—zoology and botany, including PHYSIOLOGY.

[For the Presidents and Secretaries of the Anatomical and Physiological Sub.
sections and the temporary Section E of Anatomy and Medicine, see p. Ixxviii,]

1848. Swansea ,,.

1849. Birmingham
1850. Edinburgh

1851, Ipswich

1852, Belfast..

1853, Hull

L. W, Dillwyn, F,R.S

William Spence, F.R.S
Prof, Goodsir, F,R,S„ F,R.S.E.

Rev. Prof. Henslow, M.A.,
F.R.S.

W. Ogilby

C, C, Babington, M,A,, F.R,S,

Dr, R. Wilbraham Falconer, A. Hen-
frey, Dr. Lankester.

Dr. Lankester, Dr. Russell.

Prof, J. H, Bennett, M.D., Dr, Lan-
kester, Dr. Douglas Maclagan.

Prof. Allman, F, W, Johnston, Dr. E.
Lankester.

Dr, Dickie, George C, Hyndman, Dr,
Edwin Lankester,

Robert Harrison, Dr, E, Lankester,

' At this Meeting Physiology and Anatomy were made a separate Committee
for Presidents and Secretaiies of which see p. lxx,viii,

*
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Date and Place

1864.

1855.

1856.

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

Liverpool...

Glasgow ...

Cheltenham

Dublin

Leeds

Aberdeen...

Oxford

Manchester

Cambridge
Newcastle

Bath

Presidents Secretaries

B i r m i n g-

ham '

Ptof. Balfour, M.D., F.R.S....

Rev. Dr. Fleeming, F.R.S.E.

Thoitias Bell, F.R.S., Pres.L.S.

Prof. W. H. Harvey, M.D.,

F.R;S.

C. C. Babington, M.A., F.R.S.

Sir W. Jdrdine, Batt., F.R.S.E.

Rev. Ptof. SenSlow, F.L.8....

Prof. C. C. Babington, F.R.S.

Prof. Huxley, F.R.S
iProf. Balfour, M.D., F.R.S....

Dr. John E. Gray, F.R.S. ...

T. Thomson, M.D., F.R.S. ...

SECTION D {continued)

Nottingham Prof. Huxley, Y.n.^.—Bt-p.

of Phymil., Prof. Humphry,

I

F.R.S.

—

Dij>. ofAntliropol.,

A. R. Wallace.
Dundee ... Prof. Sharpey, M.D., Sec. R.S.

I
—Bep. of Zool. and Bot.,

I George Busk, M.D., F.R.S.

Norwich ...jRev. M. J. Berkeley, F.L.S.
—Bep. of Phynology, W.
H. Flower, F.R.S.

Exeter 'George Busk, F.R.S., F.L.S.—Bep. of Bot. and Zool.,

C. Spence Bate, F.R.S.—
Bep. of Ethno., E. B. Tylor.

Prof. G. RoUeston, M.A., M.D.,

F.R.S., ¥.\j.^.—Bep. of
Anat. and Phyid«l.,Yroi.M..

Foster, M.D.,>.L.S.—Z»f^.

((/ Ethno., J. Evans, F.R.S.

Prof. Allen Thomson, M.D.,
V.B,.^.~Bep. of Bot. and
.^o«Z.,Prof.WyvilleThomson,

F.R.S.

—

Bep. of Anthropol.,

Prof. W. Turner, M.D.
Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.,F.R.S.—

Bep. of Anat. and Physiol.,

Dr. Burden Sanderson,

F.R.S.

—

Bep. ofAnthropol.,

Col. A. Lane Fox, F.G.S.

Prof. Allman, F.R.S.—2)f^. of

Anat.and Physiol.,Vioi. Ru-
therford, yi.J).—Bep. ofAn-
thropol, Dr. Beddoe, F.R.S.

1866.

1867.

1868.

1869.

1870. Liverpool..,

1871. Edinburgh

1872. Brighton ..,

1873. Bradford ..

Isaac Byerley, Dr. E. Lankesteir.

William Keddie, Dr. E. Lankestei'.

Dr. J. Abercrombie, Prof. Buckman,
Dr. E. Lankester.

Prof. J. R. Kinahan, Dr. E. Lankester,

Robert Patterson, Dr. W. E. Steele.

Henry Denny, Dr. Heaton, Dr. E.

Lankester, Dr. E. Perceval Wright.
Prof. Dickie, M.D., Dr. E. Lankester,

Dr. Ogilvy.

W. S. Church, Dr. E. Lankester, P.

L. Sclater, Dr. E. Perceval Wright.
Dr. T. Alcock, Dr. E. Lankester, Dr.

P. L. Sclater, Dr. E. P. Wright.
Alfred Newton, Dr. E. P. Wright.
Dr. E. Charlton, A.Newton, Rev. H.

B. Tristram, Dr. E. P. Wright.
H. B. Brady, C. E. Broom, H. T.

Stainton, Dr. E. P. Wright.

I

Dr. J. Anthony, Rev. C. Clarke, ReV.
H. B. Tristram, Dr. E. P. Wright.

,—BIOLOGY.

Dr. J. Beddard, W. Felkin, Rev. H.
B. Tristram, W. Turner, E. B.

Tylor, Dr. E. P. Wright.

C. Spence Bate, Dr. S. Cobbold, Dr.
M. Foster, H. T. Stainton, Rev.
H. B. Tristram, Prof. W. Turner.

Dr. T. S. Cobbold, G. W. Firth, Dr.
M. Foster, Prof. Lawson, H. T.

Stainton, Rev. Dr. H. B. Tristram,
Dr. E. P. Wright.

Dr. T. S. Cobbold, Prof. M. Foster,

E. Ray Lankester, Prof. Lawson,
H. T. Stainton, Rev. H. B. Tris-

tram.
Dr. T. S. Cobbold, Sebastian Evans,

Prof. Lawson, Thos. J. Moore, H.
T. Stainton, Rev. H. B. Tristram,

C. Staniland Wake, E. Ray Lan-
kester.

Dr. T. R. Eraser, Dr. Arthur Gamgee,
E. Ray Lankester, Prof. Lawson,
H. T. Stainton, C. Staniland Wake,
Dr. W. Rutherford, Dr. Kelburne
King.

Prof. Thiselton-Dyer,H. T. Stainton,

Prof. Lawson, F. W. Rudler, J. H.
Lamprey, Dr. Gamgee, E. Ray
Lankester, Dr. Pye- Smith.

Prof. Thiselton-Dyer, Prof. Lawson,
R. M'Lachlan, Dr. Pye-Smith, E.

Ray Lankester, F. W. Rudler, J.

H. Lamprey.

' The title of Section D was changed to Biology.
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Date and Place

1874. Belfast.

1875. Bristol

1876. Glasgow

1877. Plymouth.

1878. Dublin ,

1879. Sheffield ...

1880. Swansea ..

1881. York.

1882. Southamp-
ton.

1883. Southport

1884. Montreal'...

1885. Aberdeen...

1886. Birmingham

1887. Manchester

Presidents Secretaries

W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, R. O. Cunning'
ham, Dr. J. J. Charles, Dr. P. H.
Pye-Smith, J. J. Murphy, F. W.
Kudler.

Prof. Redfern, M.T).—Bep. of
Zool. and Bot., Dr. Hooker,
C.B.,Pres.R.S.—i>^;/;.o/"^«-
throp., Sir W. E. Wilde,
M.D.

P. L. Sclater, F.R.S.— -Of^. a/, E. R. Alston, Dr. McKendrick, Prof.

Aiiat. and Physiol., Prof.l W. R. M'Nab, Dr. Martyn, F. W.
Cleland, ¥.n.S>.—Bej>. oJ\ Rudler, Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith, Dr.
^////t.,Prof.Rolleston,F.R.S.| W. Spencer.

A. Russel Wallace, F.L.S.— B. R. Alston, Hyde Clarke, Dr.
Knox, Prof. W. R. M'Nab, Dr.
Muirhead, Prof. Morrison Wat-
son.

Bvp. of Zool. and Bot.,

I'rof. A. Newton, F.R.S.—
Bcp. of An at. and Phymil.,
Dr. J. G. McKendrick.

J. Gwyn Jeffreys, F.R.S.—
Bep. of Anat. and PhysivL,
Prof. Macalister.

—

Bep. of
Anthropol.,¥.G&\ion,¥.'R.ii.

Prof. W. H. Flower, F.R.S.—
Bep. of Anthropol., Prof.

Huxley, Sec. B..^.—Bep.

of Anat. and Phynol., R.
McDonnell, M.D., F.R.S.

Prof. St. George Mivart,

F.R.S.— Z>f^A ofAnthropol.,
E. B. Tylor, D.C.L., F.R.S.

—

Bep. of Anat. and Phy-
siol., Dr. Pye-Sraith.

A.C. L. Gunther,F.R.S.—Z>(:?>.

of A nat. 4- Physiol., F. M.
Balfour, F U H.—Bep. of
Anthropol, F. W. Rudler.

R. Owen, ¥.li.S.—Bep. ofAn-
thropol., Prof. W.H. Flower,
¥.!{.&.—Bep. of Anat. and
Physiol., Prof. J. S. Burdon
Sanderson, F.R.S.

Prof. A. Gamgee, M.D., F.R.S.
— Bep. of Zool. and Bot.,
Prof. M. A. Lawson, F.L.S.—Bep. of Anthropol., Prof.
W. Boyd Dawkins. F.R.S.

Prof. E. RayLankester, M.A.,
Y.K.^.—Bcp. of Anthropol.,
W. Pengelly, F.R.S.

Prof. H. N. Moseley, M.A.,
F.R.S.

E. R. Alston, F. Brent, Dr. D. J.

Cunningham, Dr. C. A. Hingston,
Prof. W. R. M'Nab, J. B. Rowe,
F. W. Rudler.

Dr. R. J. Harvey, Dr. T. Hayden,
Prof. W. R. M'Nab, Prof. J. M.
Puiser, J. B. Rowe, F. W. Rudler.

Arthur Jackson, Prof. W. E. M'Nab,
J. B. Rowe, F. W. Rudler, Prof.

Schiifer.

G. W. Bloxam, John Priestley,

Howard Saunders, Adam Sedg-
wick.

G. W. Bloxam, W. A. Forbes, Rev.
W. C. Hey, Prof. W. R. M'Nab,
W. North, John Priestley, Howard
Saunders, H. E. Spencer.

G. W. Bloxam, W. Heape, J. B.

Nia.s, Howard Saunders, A. Sedg-
wick, T. W. Shore, jun.

G. W. Bloxam, Dr. G. J. Haslam,
W. Heape, W. Hurst, Prof. A. M.
Marshall, Howard Saunders, Dr.
G. A. Woods.

Prof. W. Osier, Howard Saunders,
A. Sedgwick, Prof. R. R. Wright.

Prof. W. C. M'Intosh, M.D.,'W. Heape, J. McGregor-Robertson,
LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E

W. Carruthers,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Pres. L.S.,

Prof. A. Newton, M.A., F.R.S.,
F.L.S., V.P.Z.S.

J. Duncan Matthews, Howard
Saunders, H. Marshall Ward.

Prof. T. W. Bridge, W. Heape, Prof.

W. Hillhouse, W. L. Sclater, Prof,

H. Marshall Ward.
C. Bailey, F. E. Beddard, S. F. Har-

mer, W. Heape, W. L. Sclater,

Prof. H. Marshall Ward.

• Anthropology was made a separate Section, see p. Ixxxv.
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Date and Place Presidents

1888. Bath

1889. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds

Secretaries

1891. CardiflE.

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham'

1894. Oxford* ...

W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, C.M.G.,
F.R.S., F.L.S.

Prof. J. S. Burdon Sanderson,
M.A., M.D., F.R.S.

Prof. A. Milnes Marshall,

M.A., M.D„ D.Sc. F.R.S.

Francis Darwin, M.A., M.B.,
F.R.S., F.L.S.

Prof. W. Rutherford, M.D.,
F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

Rev. Canon H. B. Tristram,

I

M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. I. Bayley Balfour, M.A„
;

F.R.S.

F. E. Beddard, S. F. Harmer, Prof.

H. Marshall Ward, W. Gardiner,
Prof. W. D. Halliburton.

C. Bailey, F. E. Beddard, S. F. Har-
mer, Prof. T. Oliver, Prof. H. Mar-
shall Ward.

S. F. Harmer, Prof. W. A. Herdman,
S. J. Hickson, F. W. Oliver, H.
Wager, H. Marshall AVard.

F. E. Beddard, Prof. W. A. Herdman,
Dr. S. J. Hickson, G. Murray, Prof.
AV. N. Parker, H. Wager.

G. Brook, Prof. W. A. Herdman, G.
Murray, W. Stirling, H. Wager.

G. C. Bourne, J. B. Farmer, Prof.

W. A, Herdman, S. J. Hickson,
W. B. Ransom, W. L. Sclater.

W. W. Benham, Prof. J. B. Farmer,
Prof. W. A. Herdman, Prof. S. J.

HickBon, G. Murray, W. L. Sclater,

1895.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

1901.

1902.

1903.

Ipswich .

.

Liverpool..

Toronto ..

Bristol

Dover
Bradford ..

Glasgow ..

Belfast

Southport

1904. Cambridge

SECTION D {continued).

Prof. W. A. Herdman, F.R.S.

Prof. E. B. Poulton, F.R.S. ...

Prof. L. C. Miall, F.R.S

Prof. W. F. R. Weldon, F.R.S.

Adam Sedgwick, F.R.S
Dr. R. H. Traquair, F.R.S. ...

Prof. J. Cossar Ewart, F.R.S.

Prof. G. B. Howes, F.R.S. ...

Prof. S. J. Hickson, F.R.S. ...

William Bateson, F.R.S

1905,

1906.

1907.

1908.

SouthAfrica G. A. Boulenger, F.R.S. ,

York !j. J. Lister, F.R.S

Leicester... Dr. W. E. Hoyle, M.A....

Dublin I Dr. S. F. Harmer, F.R.S.

—ZOOLOGY.

G. C. Bourne, H. Brown, W. E.
Hoyle, W. L. Sclater.

H. O. Forbes, W. Garstang, W. E.
Hoyle.

W. Garstang, W. E. Hoyle, Prof.
E. E. Prince.

Prof. R. Boyce, W. Garstang, Dr.
A. J. Harrison, W. E. Hoyle.

W. Garstang, J. Graham Kerr.
W. Garstang, J. G. Kerr, T. H.

Taylor, Swale Vincent.
J. G. Kerr, .1. Rankin, J. Y. Simpson.
Prof. J. G. Iv'err, R. Patterson, J. Y.
Simpson.

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, J. Barcroft, A.
Quayle, Dr. J. Y. Simpson, Dr.
H. W. M. Tims.

Dr. J. H. Ashwortli, L. Doncaster,
Prof. J. Y. Simpson, Dr. H. W. M.
Tims.

Dr. Pakes, Dr. Purcell, Dr. H. W. M.
Tims, Prof. J. Y. Simpson.

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, L. Doncaster,
Oxley Grabham, Dr. H. W. M.
Tims.

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, L. Doncaster,
E. E. Lowe, Dr. H. W. M. Tims.

Dr. J. H. Ashworth, L. Doncaster,
Prof. A. Eraser, Dr. H. W. M.
Tims.

' Physiology was made a separate Section, see p. Ixxxvi.
' The title of Section D was changed to Zoology.



Ixxviii PRESIDENTS AND SECRETARIES OF THE SECTIONS.

Date and Place Secretaries

ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.

COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, V. ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY.

1833. Cambridge Dr. J. Haviland IDr. H. J. H. Bond, Mr. G. E. Paget.
1834. Edinburgh ;Dr. Abercrombie |Dr. Roget, Dr. William Thomson.

SECTION E (until 1847).—ANATOMY AND MEDICINE.

1835. Dublin
1836. Bristol

1837. Liverpool...

1838. Newcastle
1839. Birmingham
1840. Glasgow ...

Dr. J. C. Pritchard
Dr. P. M. Roget, F.R.S. ...

Prof. W. Clark, M.D

T. E. Headlam, M.D
John Yelloly, M.D., F.R.S.
James Watson, M.D

Dr. Harrison, Dr. Hart.
Dr. Symonds.
Dr. J. Carson, jun., James Long,

Dr. J. R. W. Vose.
T. M. Greenhow, Dr. J. R. W. Vose.
Dr. G. O. Rees, F. Ryland.
Dr.J.Brown, Prof. Couper,Prof . Reid.

SECTION E. PHYSIOLOGY.

1841. Plymouth...
1842. Manchester
1843. Cork
1844. York
1845. Cambridge
1846. Southamp-

ton.

1847. Oxford' ...

P. M. Roget, M.D., Sec. R.S. J. Butter, J. Fuge, R. S. Sargent.
Edward Holme, M.D., F.L.S.
Sir James Pitcairn, M.D,
J. C. Pritchard, M.D. ...

Prof. J. Haviland, M.D.
Prof. Owen, M.D., F.R.S

Prof. Ogle, M.D., F.R.S.

Dr. Chaytor, Dr. R. S. Sargent.
Dr. Jolm Popham, Dr. R. S. Sargent.
I. Erichsen, Dr. R. S. Sargent.
Dr. R. S. Sargent, Dr. Webster.
C. P. Keele, Dr. Laycock, Dr. Sar-

gent.

T. K. Chambers, W. P. Ormerod.

1850.

1855.

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

Edinburgh
Glasgow ...

Dublin
Leeds
Aberdeen...

Oxford
Manchester
Cambridge
Newcastle
Bath
Birming-
ham 2

PHYSIOLOGICAL SUBSECTIONS OF SECTION D.

Prof. Bennett, M.D., F.R.S.E.
Prof. Allen Thomson, F.R.S.
Prof. R. Harrison, M.D
Sir B. Brodie, Bart., F.R.S.
Prof. Sharpey, M.D., Sec.R.S.

Prof.G.Rolleston,M.D.,F.L.S.
Dr. John Davy, F.R.S
G. E. Paget, M.D
Prof. Rolleston, M.D., F.R.S.

j

Dr. Edward Smith, F.R.S.
Prof. Acland, M.D., LL.D.,

F.R.S.

Prof. J. H. Corbett, Dr. J. Struthers.
Dr. R. D. Lyons, Prof. Redfern.
C. G. Wheelhouse.
Prof. Bennett, Prof. Redfern.
Dr. R. M'Donnell, Dr. Edward Smith.
Dr. W. Roberts, Dr. Edward Smith.
G. F. Helm, Dr. Edward Smith.
Dr. D. Embleton, Dr. W. Turner.
J. S. Bartrum, Dr. W. Turner.
Dr. A. Fleming, Dr. P. Heslop,

Oliver Pembleton, Dr. W. Tutner.

GEOGRAPHICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES.

[i'or Presidents and Secretaries for Geography previous to 1851, see Section C,
p. Ixxi.]

ETHNOLOGICAL SUBSECTIONS OP SECTION D.

18'lG.Southampton
1847. Oxford
1848. Swansea ...

1849. Birmingham
1850. Edinburgh

Dr. J. C. Pritchard
Prof. H. H. Wilson, M.A.

Vice-Admiral Sir A. Malcolm

Dr. King.
Prof. Buckley.
G. Grant Francis.

Dr. R. G. Latham.
Daniel Wilson.

' Sections D and E were incorporated under the name of ' Section D—Zoology
and Botany, including Physiology ' (see p. Jxxiv). Section E, being then vacant^
w:is assigned in 1851 to Geography.

'' Vide note on page Ixxiv.
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Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

SECTION E.—GEOGRAPHY AND ETHNOLOGY.

1851. Ipswich ... Sir R. I. Murchison, F.R.S.,

Pres. R.G.S.

1852. Belfast Col. Chesney, R.A., D.C.L.,

F.R.S.

1853. Hull R. G. Latham, M.D., F.R.S.

1854. Liverpool... Sir R. L Murchison, D.C.L.,

F.R.S.

1855. Glasgow ... Sir J. Richardson, M.D.,
F.R.S.

1856. Cheltenham Col. Sir H. C. Rawlinson,
K.C.B.

1857. Dublin Rev. Dr. J. Henthorn Todd,
Pres.R.LA.

1858. Leeds Sir R.I. Murchison, G.C.St.S.,

F.R.S.

I85'J. Aberdeen... Rear - Admiral Sir James
! Clerk Ross, D.C.L., F.R.S.

1860. Oxford Sir R. I. Murchison, D.C.L..

F.R.S.

1861. Manchester John Crawfurd, F.R.S

1862. Cambridge Francis Galton, F.R.S

1863. Newcastle Sir R. I. Murchison, K.C.B.,

F.R.S.

1864. Bath Sir R. I. Murchison, K.C.B.,

F.R.S.

1865. Birming- Major-General Sir H. Raw-
liam.

:
linson, M.P.,K.C.B., F.R.S.

1866. Nottingham Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart.,

1
LL.D.

1867. Dimdee ... Sir Samuel Baker, F.R.G.S.

1868. Norwich ... Capt. G. H. Richards, R.N.,

F.R.S.

R. Cull, Rev. J. W. Donaldson, Dr-

Norton Shaw.
R. Cull, E. MacAdam, Dr. Norton

Shaw.
R. Cull, Rev. H. W. Kemp, Dr.

Norton Shaw.
Richard Cull, Rev. H. Higgins, Dr.

Ihne, Dr. Norton Shaw.
Dr. W. G. Blackie, R. Cull, Dr,

Norton Shaw.
R. Cull, F. D. Hartland, \V. H.
Rumsey, Dr. Norton Shaw.

R. Cull, S. Ferguson, Dr. R. R.

Madden, Dr. Norton Shaw.
R. Cull, F. Galton, P. O'Callaghan,

Dr. Norton Shaw, T. Wright.
Richard Cull, Prof.Geddes, Dr. Nor^

ton Shaw.
Capt. Burrows, Dr. J. Hunt, Dr. C.

Lempri^re, Dr. Norton Shaw.
Dr. J. Hunt, J. Kingsley, Dr. Nor-

ton Shaw, W. Spottiswoode.

J.W.Clarke, Rev. J. Glover, Dr. Hunt,
Dr. Norton Shaw, T. Wright.

C. Carter Blake, Hume Greenfield,

C. R. Markham, R. S. Watson.
H. W. Bates, C. R. Markham, Capt.

R. M. Murchison, T. Wright.
H. W. Bates, S. Evans, G. Jabet,

C. R. Markham, Thomas Wright.
H. W. Bates, Rev. E. T. Cusins, R.

H. Major, Clements R. Markham,
D. W. Nash, T. Wright.

H. W. Bates, Cyril Graham, C. R.

Markham, S. J. Mackie, R. Sturrock.

T. Baines, H. W. Bates, Clements K.
I Markham, T. Wright.

SECTION E (continued).—geogeaphy.

1860. Exeter

1870. Liverpool...

1871. Edinburgh

1872. Brighton...

1873. Bradford...

1874. Belfast

1875. Bristol

1876. Glasgow ...

1877. Plymouth...

Sir Bartle Frere, K.C.B.,
LL.D., F.R.G.S.

SirR.LMurchison,Bt.,K.C.B.,
LL.D.,D.C.L.,F.R.S.,F.G.S.

Colonel Yule, C.B., F.R.G.S.

Francis Galton, F.R.S

Sir Rutherford Alcock, K. C. B.

MajoT Wilson, R.E., F.R.S.,

F.R.G.S.
Lieut. - General Strachey,

R.B.,C.S.I.,F.R.S.,F.R.G.S.

Capt. Evans, C.B., F.R.S
Adm. Sir E. Ommanney, C.B.

H. W. Bates, Clements H, Markham,
J. H. Thomas.

H.W.Bates, David Buxton, Albert J.

Mott. Clements R. Markham.
A. Buchan, A. Keith Johnston, Cle-

ments R. Markham, J. H. Thomas.
H. W. Bates, A. Keith Johnston,

Rev. J. Newton, J. H. Thomas.
H. W. Bates, A. Keith Johnston,

Clements R. Markham.
E. G. Ravenstein, E. C. Rye, J. H.
Thomas.

H. W. Bates, E. C. Rye, F. F.
Tuckett.

H. W. Bates, E. C. Rye, R. O. Wood.
H. W. Bates, F. B. Fox, E. C. Rye.
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Date and Place Presidents

1879. Sheffield ..

1880. Swansea ..

1881. York

Secretaries

John Coles, E. C. Rye.

H. W. Bates, C. E. D. Black, E. C.

Rye.
H. W. Bates, E. C. Rye.

1878. Dublin Prof. Sir C. "Wyville Thom-
son, LL.D.,F.R.8.,F.R S.E.

Clements R. Markham, C.B..

F.R.S., Sec. R.G.S.

Lieut.-Gen. Sir J. H. Lefroy,

C.B., K.C.M.G.,R.A.,F.R.S.

Sir J. D. Hooker, K.C.S.I., J. W. Barry, H. W. Bates.

C.B., F.R.S.

Sir R. Temple, Bart., G.C.S.I., E. G. Ravenstein, E. C. Rye.
F.R.G.S.

Licut.-Col. II. H. Godwin- John Coles, E. G. Ravenstein, E. C.

Austen, F.R.S. Rye.
Gen. Sir J. H. Lefroy, C.B., Rev.AbblLaflamme.J.S.O'Halloran,

K.C.M.G., F.R.S.,V.P.R.G.S. E. G. Ravenstein, J. F. Torrance.

Gen. J. T. Walker, C.B., R.E., J. S Keltie, J. S. O'Halloran, E. G.

1882. Southamp-
ton.

1883. Southport

1884. Montreal ..

1885. Aberdeen..

1886. Birming-
ham.

1887. Manchester

1888. Bath.

1889. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds

LL.D., F.R.S.

Maj.-Gen. Sir. F. J. Goldsmid,
K.C.S.I., C.B.. F.R.G.S.

Col. Sir C. Warren, R.E.,

G.C.M.G., F.R.S., F.R.G.S.

Col. Su- C. W. Wilson, R.E
,

K.C.B., F.R.S., F.R.G.S

Ravenstein, Rev. G. A. Smith.
F. T. S. Houghton, J. S. Keltie,

B. G. Ravenstein.
Rev. L. C. Casartelli, J. S. Keltie,

H. J. Mackinder, E. G. Ravenstein.

J. S. Keltie, H. J. Mackinder, E. G.
Ravenstein.

1891. Cardiff

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford

1895. Ipswich ...

1896. Liverpool...

1897. Toronto ...

1898. Bristol

1899. Dover

1900. Bradford...

1901. Glasgow ...

1902. Belfast ...

1903. Southport

1904. Cambridge

190.5. SouthAfrica

1906. York

Col. Sir F. de Winton, J. S. Keltie, H. J. Mackinder, R.
K.C.M.G., C.B., F.R.G.S.

| Sulivan, A. Silva White.
Lieut.-Col. Sir R. Lambert

, A. Barker, John Coles, J. S. Keltie,
Playfair, K.C.M.G., F.R.G.S. A. Silva White.

E. G. Ravenstein, F.R.G.S.,

F.S.S.

Prof. J. Geikie, D.C.L., F.R.S.,

V.P.R.Scot.G.8.

H. Seebohm, Sec. R.S., F.L.S.,

F.Z.S.

Capt. W. J. L. Wharton, R.N.,

F.R.S.

H. J. Mackinder, M.A.,
F.R.G.S.

Major L. Darwin, Sec. R.G.S.

J. Scott Keltie, LL.D.

Col. G. Earl Church, F.R.G.S.

Sir John MuiTay, F.R.S

Sir George S. Robertson,
R C S T

Dr. H.'r. Mill, F.R.G.S

Sir T. H. Holdich, K.C.B. ...

Capt. E. W. Creak, R.N., C.B.,

F.R.S.

Douglas W. Freshfield.

Adm. Sir W. J. L. "Wharton,
R.N., K.C.B., F.R.S.

Rt. Hon. Sir George Goldie,
K.C.M.G., F.R.S.

John Coles, J. S. Keltie, H. J. Mac-
kinder, A. Silva AVhite, Dr. Yeats.

J. G. Bartholomew, John Coles, J. S.

Keltie, A. Silva White.
Col. F. Bailey, John Coles, H. 0.

Forbes, Dr. H. R. Mill.

John Coles, W. S. Dalgleish, H. N.
Dickson, Dr. H. R. Mill.

John Coles, H. N. Dickson, Dr. H.
R. Mill, W. A. Taylor.

Col. F. Bailey, H. N. Dickson, Dr.

H. R. Mill, E. C. DuB. Phillips.

Col. F. Bailey, Capt. Deville, Dr.

H. R. Mill, J. B. TyiTell.

H. N. Dickson, Dr. H. R. Mill, H. C.

Trapnell.

H. N. Dickson. Dr. H. 0. Forbes,
Dr. H. R. Mill.

H. N. Dickson, E. Heawood, E. R.
Wethey.

H. N. Dickson, E. Heawood, G.
Sandeman. A. C. Turner.

G. G. Chisholm, E. Heawood, Dr.

A.J. Herbertson, Dr. J. A. Lindsay.
E. Heawood, Dr. A. J. Herbertson,

E. A. Reeves, Capt. J. C. Under-
wood.

E. Heawood, Dr. A. J. Herbertson,
H. Y. Oldham. B. A. Reeves.

A. H. Cornish-Bowden, F. Flowers,
Dr. A. J. Herbertson, H. Y. Old-
ham.

E. Heawood, Dr. A. J. Herbertson,
1 E. A. Reeves, G. Yeld.
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Date and Place

1907. Leicester.

1908. Dublin...,

Presidents Secretaries

George G. Chisholm, M.A. ... E. Heawood, 0. J. R. Howartlij

I

E. A. Reeves, T. Walker.
Major E. H. Hills, C.M.G., W. F. Bailey, W. J. Barton, O. J. II.

R.B.
I

Howarth, E. A. Reeves.

STATISTICAL SCIENCE.

COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, VI.—STATISTICS.

1833. Cambridge' Prof. Babbage, F.R.S i J. E. Drinkwater.

1834. Edinburgh
i
Sir Charles Lemon, Bart

I
Dr. Cleland, C. Hope Maclean.

SECTION F.—STATISTICS.

183.1. Dublin 'Charles Babbage, F.R.S

1836. Bristol Sir Chas. Lemon, Bart., F.R.S.

Rt. Hon. Lord Sandon1837. Liverpool...

1838. Newcastle
1839. Birming-

ham.
1840. Glasgovir ...

1841. Plymouth...

1842. Manchester

1843. Cork.
1844. York.

1845. Cambridge
1846. Southamp-

ton.

1847. Oxford

1848. Swansea ..,

1849. Birming-
ham.

1850. Edinburgh

1851. Ipswich ...

1852. Belfast

1853. Hull
1854. Liverpool.

1855. Glasgow .

Colonel Sj'kes, F.R.S
Henry Hallam, F.R.S

Lord Sandon, M.P., F.R.S.

Lieut.-Col.Sykes, F.R.S....

G. W. Wood, M.P., F.L.S.

W. Greg, Prof. Longfield.

Rev. J. E Bromby, C. B. Fripp.

James Ueywood.
W. R. Greg,'w. Langlon, Dr. W. C.

Tayler.

W. Cargill, J. Heywood, W. R. Wood.
F. Clarke, R. W. Rawson, Dr. W. C.

Tayler.

C. R. Baird, Prof. Ramsay, R. W.
Rawson.

Rev. Dr. Byrth, Rev. R. Luney, R.

I

W. Rawson.
Rev. R. Luney, G. W. Ormerod, Dr.

I

W. C. Tayler.

Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. ... Dr. D. Bullen, Dr. W. Cooke Tayler.

Lieut.- Col. Sykes, F.R.S., J. Fletcher, J. Heywood, Dr. Lay-
F.L.S.

I

cock.

Rt.Hon. the Earl Fitzwilliam J. Fletcher, Dr. W. Cooke Tayler.

G. R. Porter, F.R.S I J. Fletcher, F. G. P. Nelson, Dr. W.
C. Tayler, Rev. T. L. Shapcott.

Travers Twiss, D.C.L., F.R.S. Rev. W. H. Cox, J. J. Danson, F. G.

I

P. Neison.

J. H. Vivian, M.P., F.R.S. ... J. Fletcher, Capt. R. Shortrede.

Rt. Hon. Lord Lyttelton Dr. Finch, Prof. Hancock, F. P. G.

Neison.

Very Rev. Dr. John Lee, Prof. Hancock, J. Fletcher, Dr. J.

V.P.R.S.E.
I

Stark.

Sir John P. Boileau, Bart. ... J. Fletcher, Prof. Hancock.
His Grace the Archbishop of Prof. Hancock, Prof. Ingram, James

Dublin.
I

MacAdam, jun.

James Heywood, M.P., F.R.S. '
Edward Cheshire, W. Newmarch.

Thomas Tooke, F.R.S JE. Cheshire, J. T. Danson, Dr. W, H.

I

Duncan, W. Newmarch.
R. Monckton Milnes, M.P. ...

' J. A. Campbell, E. Cheshire, W. New-
I march. Prof. R. H. Walsh.

SECTION F (^continued).—economic science and statistics.

1856. Cheltenham

1857. Dublin

1858. Leeds

1859. Aberdeen...

1908.

Rt. Hon. Lord Stanley, M.P. I Rev. C. H. Bromby, E. Cheshire, Dr.
W. N. Hancock, W. Newmarch, W.

1
M. Tartt.

His Grace the Archbishop of Prof. Cairns, Dr. H. D. Hutton, W.
Dublin, M.R.I.A.

Edward Baines.....

Col. Sykes, M.P., F.R.S

Newmarch.
T. B. Baines, Prof. Cairns, S. Brown,

Capt. Fishbourne, Dr. J. Strang.
Prof. Cairns, Edmund Macrory, A. M.

Smith, Dr. John Strang.
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Date and Place Presidents

1860.

18G1.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

1866.

1867.

1868.

1869.

1870.

I, 1871.
*1872
187S.

1874.

1875.

1876,

1877.

1878.

187'.).

1880.

1881.

1882.

1883.

1884.

188.5.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Secretaries

Oxford I Nassau W. Senior, M.A Edmund Macrory, W. Newmarch,
i Prof. J. E. T. Rogers.

Manchester
i
William Newmarch, F.R.S.... David Chadwick, Prof. E. C. Christie,

!
E. Macrory, Prof. J. E. T. Rogers.

Cambridge Edwin Chadwick, C.B H. D. Macleod, Edmund Macrory.

Newcastle .'William Tite, M.P.,F.R.S.... T. Doubleday, Edmund Macrory,
Frederick Purdy, James Potts.

Bath ' W. Farr, M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S. E. Macrory, E. T. Payne, F. Purdy.

Birming- ^ Rt. Hon. Lord Stanlej',LL.D., G. J. D. Goodman, G. J. Johnston,

ham. M.P. E. Macrory.

Nottingham Prof. J. E. T. Rogers R. Birkin, jun.. Prof. Leone Levij B.
Macrory.

Dundee M. E. Grant-Duff, M.P Prof. Leone Levi, E. Macrory, A. J.

Warden.

Norwich.... Samuel Brown Rev. W. C. Davie, Prof . Leone Levi.

Exeter Kt.Hon.SirStaffordH. North- E. Macrory, F. Purdy, C. T. D.

cote, Bart., C.l'.., M.P. Acland.

Liverpool... Prof. W. Stanley Jevous, M.A. Chas. R. Dudley Baxter, B. Macrory,
J. Miles Moss.

Edinburgh Rt. Hon. Lord Ncaves J. G. Fitch, James Meikle.

Brighton ... Prof. Henry Fawcett, M.P. ... J. G. Fitcli, B.arclay Phillips.

Bradford ... Rt. Hon. W. E. Forster, M.P. J. G. Fitch, Swire Smith.

Belfast Lord O'Hagan Prof. Donuell, F. P. Fellows, Hans
MacMordic.

Bristol i,James Heywood, M.A„F.R.S., F. P. Fellows, T. G. P. Hallett, B.

Pres. S.S. Macrory.

Glasgow ... Sir George Campbell, K.C.S.L, A. M'NeelCaird,T.G.P.Hallett, Dr.

M.P. W. Neilson Hancock, Dr. W.
Jack.

Plymouth... Rt. Hon. tlie Earl Fortescue W. F. Collier, P. Hallett, J. T. Pim.

Dublin Prof. J. K. Ingram, LL.D. ... W. J. Hancock, C. Molloy, J. T. Pim.
Sheffield ... G.Shaw Lefevre, M.P., Pros. Prof. Adamson, R. E. Leader, C.

S.S. :
Molloy.

Swansea ... G. W. Hastings, M.P
,
N. A. Humphreys, C. Molloy.

York Rt. Hon. M. B. Grant- Duff, C. Molloy, W. W. Morrell, J. F.

M.A., F.R.S. Moss.

Southamp- Rt. Hon. G. Sclater-Booth, G. Baden-Powell, Prof. H. S. Fox-
ton. M.V., F.R.S. well, A. Milnes, C. Molloy.

Southport K. H. Inglis I'algrave, F.R.S. Rev. W. Cunningham, Prof. H. S.

I

Foxwell, J. N. Keynes, C. Molloy.

Montreal ... Sir Richard Temple, Bart., Prof. H. S. Foxwell, J. S. McLennan,
G.C.S.I., CLE., F.R.G.S. ' Prof. J. Watson.

Aberdeen... Prof. H. Sidgwick, LL.D., Rev. W. Cunningham, Prof. H. S.

Litt.D. Foxwell, C. McCombie, J. F.
Mess.

F. F. Barham, Rev. W. Cunningham,

t

Prof. H. S. Foxwell, J. F. Moss.

Robert Giffen, LI<.D.,V.P.S.S. Rev. W. Cunningham. F. Y. Edge-
worth, T. 11. Elliott, C. Hughes,
J. E. C. Munro, G. H. Sargant.

Rt. Hon. Lord Bramwell,
;
Prof. F. Y. Edgeworth, T. H. Elliott,

LL.D., F.R.S.
i

H. S. Foxwell, L. L. F. R. Price.

Prof. F. Y. Edgeworth, M.A., i Rev. Dr. Cunningham, T. H. Elliott,

Birming-
ham.

Manchester

Bath

.

J. B. Martin, M.A., F.S.S.

Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

Leeds
F.S.S.

Prof. A. MarshaU, M.A., F.S.S.

1891. Cardifi. .. Prof. W. Cunningham, D.D.,

D.Sc, F S.S.

F. B. Jevons, L. L. F. R. Price.

W. A. Brigg, Rev. Dr. Cunningham,
T. H. Elliott, Prof. J. E. C. Munro,
L. L. F. R. Price.

Prof. J. Brough, E. Caunan, Prof.

E. C. K. Conner, H. LI. Smith.
Prof. W. R. Schley.
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Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

1892. Edinburgh Hon. Sir C. W. Fremantle. Prof. J. Brough, J. R. Findlay, Prof.

K.C.B.
I

E. C. K. Conner, H. Higg.s,

I

j

L. L. F. R. Price.

1893. Nottingham Prof. J. S. Nicholson, D.Sc, Prof. E. C. K. Gonner, H. de B.

F S S. !
Gibbins, J. A. H. Green, H. Higgs,
L. L. F. E. Price.

1894. Oxford Prof. C. F. B.asiable, M.A., B. Cannan, Prof. E. C. K. Gonner,
' F.S.S.

I

W. A. S. Hewins, H. Higgs.

1895. Ipswich ... L. L. Price, M.A 'e. Cannan, Prof. E. C. K. Gonner,

i

I
H. Higgs.

1896. Liverpool... Rt. Hon. L. Courtney, M.P....'E. Cannan, Prof. E. C. K. Gonner,

1

I

W. A. S. Hewins, H. Higgs.

1897. Toronto ... ' Prof. E. C. K. Gonner, M.A. Ie. Cannan, H. Higgs, Prof. A. Shortt.

1898. Bristol ' J. Bonar, M.A., LL.D E. Cannan, Prof. A. W. Flux, H.

I

1 Higgs, W. E. Tanner.

1899 Dover |h. Higgs, LL.B A. L. Bowley, E. Cannan, Prof. A.

I VV. Flux, Rev. G. Sarson.

A. L. Bowley, E. Cannan, S. J.

Chapman, F. Hooper.
W. W. Blackie, A. L. Bowley, E.

Cannan, S. J. Chapman.
A. L. Bowley, Prof. S. J. Chapman,

Dr. A. Duffin

A. L. Bowley, Prof. S. J. Chapman,
I Dr. B. W. Ginsburg, G. Lloyd.

!j. E. Bidwell, A. L. Bowley, Prof

! S. J. Chapman, Dr. B. W. Ginsburg.

1905 SouthAfrica Rev. W. Cunningham, D.D., R. a Ababrelton, A. L. Bowley,Prof.
I D Sc. H. E. S. Fremantle, H. O. Mere-

dith.

1906. York A. L. Bowley, M.A Prof. S. J. Chapman, D. H. Mac-

I

gregor, H. O. Meredith, B. S.

Rowntree.

1907. Leicester . . .
i Prof. W. J. Ashley, M.A Prof. S. J. Chapman, D. H. Macgregor,

H. O. Meredith, T. S. Taylor.

1908. Dublin W. M. Acwortb, M.A W. G S. Adams, Prof. S. J. Chap-
man, Prof. D. H. Macgregor, H. O.

Meredith.

Sub-section of Agriculture— jA. D. Hall, Prof. J. Percival, J. H.

Rt. Hon. Sir H. Plunkett. ! Priestley, Prof. J. AVilson.

1900. Bradford...

1901. Glasgow ...

1902. Belfast ...

1903. Southport

1904. Cambridge

Major P. G. Craigie, V.P.S.S.

Sir R. Giffen, K.C.B., F.R.S.

E. Cannan, M.A., LL.D

E. W. Brabrook, C.B

Prof. Wm. Smart, LL.D

SECTION G.—MECHANICAL SCIENCE.

1836. Bristol i
Davies Gilbert, D.C.L., F.R.S.

1837. Liverpool... I Rev. Dr. Robinson
Charles Babbage, F.R.S
Prof. Willis, F.R.S., and Robt.

Stephenson.
Sir John Robinson

1838. Newcastle
1839. Birming-

ham.
1840. Glasgow ...

1841. Plymouth...

1842. Manchester

1843. Cork
1844. York ,

1845. Cambridge
1846. Southamp-

ton
1847. Oxford

.John Taylor, F.R.S
Rev. Prof. Willis, F.R.S

Prof. J. Macncill, M.R.I.A....

John Taylor, F.R.S
George Rennie, F.R.S
Rev. Prof. Willis, M.A., F.R.S.

T. G, Bunt, G. T. Clark, W. West.
Charles Vignoles, Thomas Webster.
R. Hawthorn.C.Vignoles, T.Wobster.
W. Carpmael, William H.awkes, T.

Webster.
J. Scott Russell, J. Thomson, J. Tod,

C. Vignoles.

Henry Chatfield, Thomas Webster.
J. F. Bateman, J. Scott Russell, J,

Thomson, Charles Vignoles.

James Thomson, Robert Mallet.

Charles Vignoles, Thomas Webster.
Rev. W. T. Kingsley.

William Betts, jun., Charles Manby.

Kev.Prof.Walker,M.A.,F.R.S.)j. Glynn, R. A. Le Mesurier.
e2
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Date and Place Presidents

1848.

1849.

1850.

1851.

1852.

1853.

1854.

185.5.

18.56.

18.57.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862,

1S63.

1864.

1865.

1866.

1867.

1868.

1869.

1870.

1871.

1872.

1873.

1874.

1875.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882.

1883.

1884.

Swansea ... ' Rev. Prof.Walker, M.A..F.R.S.

Birmingham
! Robt. Stephenson, M.P.,F.R.S.

Edinburgh
j
Rev. R. Robinson

Ipswich .,.: William Ciibitt, F.R.S

Belfast John Walker, C.E., LL.D.,

i

F.R.S.

Hull William Fairbairn. F.R.S. ...

Liverpool... John Scott Russell, F.R.S. ...

Glasgow ... \V. J. M. Rankine. F.R.S. ...

Cheltenham George Rennie, F.R.S

Dublin Rt. Hon. the Earl of Rosse,

F.R.S.

Leeds William Fairbairn, F.R.S. ...

Aberdeen ... Rev. Prof. Willis, M.A.,F.R.S.

I

Oxford Prof.W. J. Macquorn Rankine,

I

LL.D., F.R.S.

Manchester J. F. Bateman, C.E., F.R.S....

Cambridge,
i

William Fairbairn, F.R.S. ...

Newcastle . Rev. Prof. Willis, M.A., F.R.S.

Bath
I

J. Hawkshaw, F.R.S
Birming- \ Sir W. G. Armstrong, LL.D.,

ham.
j

F.R.S.

Nottingham Thomas Hawksley, V.P. Inst.

I

C.E., F.G.S.

Dundee Prof.W. J. Macquorn Rankine,

I

LL.D., F.R.S.

Norwich ... G. P. Bidder, C.E., F.R.G.S.

t

Exeter C. W. Siemens, F.R.S

Liverpool... i Chas. B. Vignoles, C.E., F.R.S.

Edinburgh
j
Prof. FleemingJenkin, F.R.S.

Brighton ...'f. J. Bramwell, C.E

Secretaries

Bradford ...

Belfast

Bristol

Glasgow ...

Pl3'mouth..,

Dublin

Sheffield ...

Swansea ..,

York ,

W. H. Barlow, F.R.S.

Southamp-
ton.

Southport

.

Montreal ..,

Prof. James Thomson, LL.D.,

C.E., F.R.S.E.

W. Froude, C.E., M.A., F.R.S.

I

C. W. Merrifield, F.R.S

I

Edward Woods, C.E

Edward Easton, C.E

J. Robinson, Pres. Inst. Mech.

I

Eng.
1 J.Abernethy, F.R.S.E
'Sir W. G. Armstrong, C.B.,

I

LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.
I John Fowler, C.B., F.G.S. ...

J. Brunlees, Pres.Inst.C.E. ...

Sir F. J. Bramwell, F.R.S.,

1 V.P. Inst. C.E.

R. A. Le Meeurier, W. P. Struv6.

Charles Manby, W. P. Marshall.

Dr. Lees, David Stephenson.

John Head, Charles Manby.
John F. Bateman, C. B. Hancock,

Charles Manby, James Tl CTison.

, J. Oldham, J. Thomson, W. S. Ward.
J. Grantham, J. Oldham, J. Thorn-

I

son.

j
L. Hill, W. Ramsay, J. Thomson.
C. .Atherton, B. Jones, H. M. JefTery.

Prof. Downing, W.T. Doyne, A. Tate,

j

James Thomson, Henry Wright.

J. C. Dennis, J. Dixon, H. Wright.

[

R. Abernethy, P. Le Neve Foster, H.

I

Wright.
P. Le Neve Foster, Rev, F. Harrison,

j
Henry Wright.

P. Le Neve Foster, John Robinson,

I H. Wright.
W. M. Fawcett, P. Le Neve Foster.

P. Le Neve Foster, P. Westmacott,

J. F. Spencer
P. Le Neve Foster, Robert Pitt.

P. Le Neve Foster, Henry Lea,

W. P. Marshall, Walter May.
P. Le Neve Foster, J. F. Iselin,

M. O. Tarbotton.

P. Le Neve Foster, John P. Smith,
W. W. Urquhart.

P. Le Neve Foster, J."F. Iselin,

C. Manby, W. Smith.

P. Le Neve Foster, H. Bauerman.
H. Bauerman, P. Le Neve Foster,

T. King, J. N. Shoolbred.

H. Bauerman, A. Leslie, J. P. Smith.

H. M. Brunei, P. Le Neve Foster,

J. G. Gamble, J. N. Shoolbred.

C. Barlow,H.Bauerman. E.H.Carbutt,
J. C. Hawkshaw, J. N. Shoolbred.

A. T. Atchison, J. N. Shoolbred, John
Smyth, jun.

W. R. Browne, H. M. Brunei, J. G.
Gamble, J. N. Shoolbred.

W. Bottomley, jun., W. J. Millar,

J. N. Shoolbred, J. P. Smith.

A. T. Atchison, Dr. Merrifield, J. N.
Shoolbred.

A. T. Atchison, R. G, Symes, H. T.

Wood.
A. T. Atchison, Emerson Balnbridge,

H. T. Wood.
A. T. Atchison, H. T. Wood.
A. T. Atchison, J, F. Stephenson,
H. T. Wood.

A. T. Atchison,* F. Churton, H. T.

Wood.
A. T. Atchison.'E. Rigg, H. T. Wood.
A. T. Atchison, W. B. Dawson, J.

Kennedy, H. T. Wood.
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Date and Place

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

189;i.

1893.

1894.

1895.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

1901.

1902.

190.3.

1904.

1905.

1906.

1907.

1908.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887,

Aberdeen...

Birming-
ham.

Manchester

Bath

New<
upon-Tyne.
Leeds

Cardiff

EHinburgh

Nottingham

O-xford

Ipswich ...

Liverpool...

Toronto ...

Bristol

Dover

Bradford

'

Presidents Secretaries

B. Baker, M.Inst.C.E. ....'a. T. Atchison, F. G. Ogilvie, K.

I

Bigg, J. N. Sboolbred.

Sir J. N. Douglass, M.Inst. C. W. Cooke, J. Kenward, W. B.

C.E. I
Marshall, E. Bigg.

Prof. Osborne Reynolds, M.A.,C. F. Budenberg, W. B. Mar.shall,

LL.D., F.K.S. 1
E. Bigg.

\V. H. Preece, F.R.S., C. AV. Cooke. AV. H. Marshall, E.

M.Inst.C.E. 1
Bigg, P. K. Stothert.

Newcastle- W. Anderson. M.Inst.C.E. ... ;C. W. Cooke, W. B. Marshall, Hon.

I
C. A. Parsons, E. Bigg.

Capt. A. Noble, C.B., F.K.S., E. K. Clark, C. \V. Cooke, W. B.

F.R.A.S. 1

Marshall, E. Rigg.

T. Forster Brown, M.Inst.C.E. C. W. Cooke, Prof. A. C. Elliott,

I

W. B. Marshall, E. Rigg.

Prof. W. C. Unwin, F.B.S., C. W. Cooke, VV. B. Marshall, W. C.

M.Inst.C.E. I
Popplewell, E. Rigg.

Jeremiah Head, M.Inst C.E., C. W. Cooke, W. B. Marshall. E.

F.C.S. Rigg, H. Talbot.

Prof. A. B. W. Kennedy, ! Prof. T. Hudson Beare.C.W. Cooke,

F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. !
W. B. Marsh.all, Rev. F. .1. Smith.

Prof. L. F. Vernon-Harcourt, Prof. T. Hudson Beare,C. W. Cooke.

M.A., M.Inst.C.E.
|

W. B. Marshall, P. G. M. Stoney,

Sir Douglas Fox, V.P.Inst.C.E. Prof. T. Hudson Beare, C. W. Cooke,

I

S. Dunkerley, W. B. Marshall.

G. F. Deacon, M.Inst.C.E. ... Prof. T. Hudson Beare, Prof. Callen-

I

dar, W. A. Price.

Sir J. Wolfe-Barry, K.C.B.,
I
Prof. T. H. Beare, Prof. J. Munro,

F.R.S.
I

H. W. Pearson, W. A. Price.

Sir W. White, K.C.B., F.R.S. Prof. T. H. Beare, W. A. Price, H.

j

E. Stilgoe.

Sir Alex. R. Binnie, M.Inst. Prof. T. H. Beare, C. F. Charnock,

C.E. I Prof. S. Dunkerley, W. A. Price.

SECTION G.—ENGINEERING.
H. Bamford, W.E. Dalby, W. A. Price.

M. Barr, W. A. Price, J. Wylie.

Prof. W. E. Dalby, W. T. Maccall,

W. A. Price.

J. B. Peace, W. T. Maccall, AV. A.

Price.

AV. T. Maccall, W. B. Marshall, Prof.

H. Payne, E. Williams.

W. T. Maccall, W. A. Price, J. Trif-

fit.

Prof. E. G. Coker, A. C. Harris,

W. A. Price, H. E. Wimperis.
Prof. E. G. Coker, Dr. W. E. Lilly,

AV. A. Price, H. E. Wimperis.

Glasgow ...!R. B. Crompton, M.Inst.C.E.

Belfast ... Prof. J. Perry, F.R.S

Southport C. Hawksley, M.Inst.C.E. ...

Cambridge jHon. C. A. Parsons, F.R.S. ...

SouthAfrica Col. Sir C. Scott- Moncrleff,

I

G.C.S.I., K.C.M.G., R.E.

York 'J. A. Ewing, F.R.S

Leicester ...' Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson,

I

F.R.S.

Dublin Dugald Clerk, F.R.S

SECTION H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.
E. B. Tylor,D.C.L., F.R.S. ... G. AA^ Bloxam, AV. Hurst.

Francis Galton, M.A., F.R.S. G. AV. Bloxam. Dr. J. G. Garson. W.

I

Hurst. Dr. A. Macgregor.

Sir G. Campbell, K.C.S.I., G. AV. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, AV.

M.P., D.C.L., F.R.G.S. Hui-st, Dr. R. Saundb}-.

.. IG. AV. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, Dr.

I
A. M. Paterson.

Montreal

.

Aberdeen.

Birming-
ham.

Manchester Prof. A. H. Sayce, M.A.

' The title of Section G was changed to Engineering.
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G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson. J,

Harris Stone.

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford H. Balfour, Dr. J. G. Garson, H. Ling
Roth.

)88f?. Bath I Lieut.-General Pitt-Rivers,

! D.C.L., F.R.S.

1889. Newcastle- ; Prof. Sir W. Turner, M.B.,i G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, Dr.

upon-Tynei LL.D., F.R.S. ! R. Morison, Dr. R. Howden.
1890. Leeds Dr. J. Evans, Treas. R.S., G. W. Bloxam, Dr. C. M. Chadwick,

'

F.S.A., F.L.S., F.G.S.
|

Dr. J. G. Garson.

1891 . Cardiff Prof. F. Max Miiller, M.A. ... : G. W. Bloxam, Prof. R. Howden, H.
Ling Roth, E. Seward.

1892. Edinburgh Prof. A. Macalister, M.A., i G. W. Bloxam, Dr. D. Hepburn, Prof.

M.D., F.R.S. R. Howden, H. Ling Roth.

Dr. R. Mumo, M.A. F.R.S.E.'g. W. Bloxam, Rev. T. W. Davies,

i

Prof. R. Howden, F. B. Jevons,

J. L. Myres.

Sir W. H. Flower. K.C.B..

F.R.S.

1895. Ipswich ... Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie, J. L. Myres, Rev. J. J. Raven, H.

j

D.C.L. Ling Roth.

1896. Liverpool... Arthur J. Evans, F.S.A Prof. A. C. Haddon, J. L. Myres,
Prof. A. M. Paterson.

1897. Toronto ... Sir W. Turner, F.R.S A. F. Chamberlain, H. O. Forbes,

\

Prof. A. C. Haddon. J. L. Myres.
1898. Bristol B. W. Brabrook, C.B H.Balfour, .L L. Myres, G. Parker.
1899. Dover ! C. H. Read, F.S.A

j

H.Balfour, W. H. East, Prof. A. C.

1
Haddon, J. L. Myres.

1900. Bradford... Prof. John Rhys, M.A
j

Rev. E. Armitage, H. Balfour, W.
j

Crooke, J. L. Myres.
1901. Glasgow ...Prof. D. J. Cunningham, W. Crooke, Prof. A. F. Dixon, J. F.

F.R.S. Gemmill, J. L. Myres.
Dr. A. C. Haddon, F.R.S. ... R. Campbell, Prof. A. F. Dixon,

J. L. Myres.
E, N. Fallaize, H. S. Kingsford,

1 E. M. Littler, J. L. Myres.
1904. Cambridge H. Balfour, M.A |W. L. H. Duckworth, E. N. Fallaize,

H. S. Kingsford, J. L. Myres.
1905. SouthAfricai Dr. A. C. Haddon, F.R.S.

1902. Belfast

1903. Southport Prof. J. Symington, F.R.S.

,

1900. York E. Sidney Hartland, F.S.A..

I

1

1907. Leicester ...'d. G. Hogarth, M.A
!

1908. Dublin Prof. W. Ridgeway, M.A. .

A. R. Brown, A. von Dessauer, E. S.

Hartland.

Dr. G. A. Auden, E. N. Fallaize,

H. S. Kingsford, Dr. F. C. Shrub-
sail.

C. J. Billson, E. N. Fallaize, H. S.

Kingsford, Dr. F. C. Shrubsall.

E. N. Fallaize, H. S. Kingsford, Dr.

F. C. Shrubsall, L. E. Steele.

SECTION I.—PHYSIOLOGY (including Experimental

Pathology and Experimental Psychology).

1894. Oxford. Prof. E. A. Schiifer, F.R.S., 1 Prof. F. Gotch, Dr. J. S. Haldane,
M.R.C.S. M. S. Pembrey.

Dr. W. H. Gaskell, F.R.S. ...\ Prof. R.Boyce, Prof. C. S. Sherrington.
Prof. Michael Foster, F.R.S. I Prof. R. Boyce, Prof. C. S. Sherring-

!
ton. Dr. L. E. Shore.

J. N. Langley, F.R.S i Dr. Howden, Dr. L. E. Shore, Dr. E.
H. Starling.

Prof.J.G.McKendrick.F.R.S.j W. B. Brodie, W. A. Osborne, Prof.

j

W. H. Thompson.
1902. Belfast ...Prof. W. D. Halliburton,' J. Barcroft, Dr. W. A. Osborne, Dr.

• F.R.S.
I C. Shaw.

1896. Liverpool

1897. Toronto .

1899. Dover ....

1901. Glasgow .
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Date and Place

1904. Cambridge

Presidents

Prof. C. S. Sherrington, F.R.S.

1905. SouthAfricalCol. D. Bruce, C.B., F.R.S. ..

i

1906. York jProf. F. Gotch, F.R.S

1907. Leicester ...Dr. A. D. Waller, F.R.S

1908. Dublin Dr. J. Scott Haldane, F.R.S.

Secretaries

J. Barcroft, Prof. T. G. Brodie, Dr.

L. E. Shore.

J. Barcroft, Dr. Baumann, Dr. Mac-
kenzie, Dr. G. W. Robertson, Dr.

Stanwell.

J. Barcroft, Dr. J. M. Hamill, Prof.

J. S. Macdonald, Dr. D. S. Long.

Dr. N. H. Alcock, J. Barcroft, Prof

J. S. Macdonald, Dr. A. Warner.

Prof. D. J. Coffey, Dr. P. T. Hening
Prof. J. S. Macdonald, Dr. H. E.

Roaf.

SECTION K.—BOTANY.

189.5. Ipswich ... W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, F.R.S.

1896. Liverpool... Dr. D. H. Scott, F.R.S

I

1897. Toronto ... Prof. Marshall Ward, F.R.S.

1898,

1899.

1900.

1901.

1902.

190.S.

1904.

1905.

1906.

1907,

1908,

Bristol I Prof. F. 0. Bower, F.R.S.

Dover ' Sir George King, F.R.S.

Bradford ... i
Prof. S. H. Vines, F.R.S.

Glasgow ..

Belfast ...

Southport

Cambridge

SouthAfrica

York

Leicester . .

.

Dublin

Prof. I. B. Balfour, F.K.S. ...

Prof. J. R. Green, F.R.S

A. C. Seward, F.R.S

Francis Darwin, F.R.S
Siib-section of Agriifulture—

Dr. W. Somerville.

Harold Wager, F.R.S

Prof. F. W. Oliver, F.R.S. ...

Prof. J. B. Farmer, F.R.S. ...

Dr. F. F. Blackman, F.R.S....

A. C. Seward, Prof. F. E. Weiss.

Prof. Harvey Gibson, A. C. Seward,
Prof. F. E. Weiss.

Prof. J. B. Farmer, E. C. Jeffrey,

A. C. Seward, Prof. F. E. Weiss.

A. C, Seward, H. Wager, J. W, White.

G. Dowker, A. C, Seward, H. Wager.
A. C. Seward, H. Wager, W. West.

D. T. Gwynne-Vaughan, G. F. Scott-

Elliot, A. C. Seward, H. Wager.
A. G. Tansley, Rev. C. H. Waddell,

H. Wager, R. H. Yapp.
H. Ball, A. G. Tansley, H. Wager.

R. H. Yapp.
Dr. F, F. Blackman, A. G. Tansley,

H. Wager, T. B. Wood, R. H. Yapp,

R. P. Gregory, Dr. M .rloth, Prof.

Pearson, Prof. R. H. x'app.

Dr. A. Burtt, R. P. Gregory, Prof.

A. G. Tansley, Prof. R. H, Yapp.

W. Bell, R. P. Gregory, Prof. A. G.

Tansley, Prof. R. H. Yapp.
Prof. H. H. Dixon, R. P. Gregory,

A. G. Tansley, Prof. R. H. Yapp.

SECTION L.—EDUCATIONAI, SCIENCE.

1901. Glasgow ...;Sir John E. Gorst, F.R.S.

1902. Belfast ...

1903. Southport

1904. Cambridge

1905. SouthAfrica

Prof. H. E.Armstrong, F.R.S.

Sir W. de W. Abney, K.C.B.,

F.R.S.

Bishop of Hereford, D.D. ...

Prof. Sir R. C. Jebb, D.C.L.,

M.P.
1906. York Prof. M. E. Sadler, LL.D. ...

R. A. Gregory, W. M. Heller, R. Y.

Howie, C. W. Kimmins, Prof.

H. L. Withers.

Prof. R. A. Gregory, W. M. Heller,

R. M. Jones, Dr. C. W. Kimmins,
Prof. H. L. Withers.

Piof. R. A. Gregory, W. M. Heller,

Dr. C. W. Kimmins, Dr. H. L.

Snape.
J. H. Flather, Prof. R. A. Gregory,

W. M. Heller, Dr. C. W. Kimmins.
A. D.Hall, Prof. Hele-Shaw, Dr. C. W.
Kimmins, J. R. Whitton.

Prof. R. A. Gregory, W. M. Heller,

Hugh Richardson.
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Date and Place Presidents

1907. Leicester... Sir Philip Magnus, M.P.

1908. Dublin 'prof. L. C, Miall, F.R.S.

Secretaries

W. D. EgguT, Prof. R. A. Gregory',

J. S. Laver, Hugh Richardson.
Prof. E. P. Culverwell, W. D. Eggar.
George Fletcher, Prof. 11. A.
Gregory, Hugh Richardson.

CHAIRMEN AND SECRETARIES OF THE CONFERENCES OF
DELEGATES OF CORRESPONDING SOCIETIES.

Date and Place



EVENING DISCOURSES. Ixxxix

Date and Place

1845. Cambridge

1846. Southamp-
ton.

1847. Oxford.

1848. Swansea ...

1849.

1850.

Birming-
ham.

1851,

Edinburgh

Ipswich ...

1852. Belfast.

1863. Hull,

1854.

1855.

1856.

Lecturer

Liverpool...

Glasgow ...

Cheltenham

G.B.Airy,F.R.S.,Astron.Royal
R. L Murchison, F.R.S
Prof. Owen, M.D., F.R.S. ...

Charles Lyell, F.R.S
W. R. Grove, F.R.S

Rev. Prof. B. Powell, F.R.S.
Prof. M. Faraday, F.R.S

Hugh E. Strickland, F.G.S....

John Percy, M.D., F.R.S

W. Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S....

Dr. Faraday, F.R.S
Rev. Prof. Willis, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. J. H. Bennett, M.D.,
r.R.S.E.

Dr. Mantell, F.R.S
Prof. R. Owen, M.D., F.R.S.

G. B. Airy, F.R.S., Astronomer
Royal

Prof. G. G. Stokes, D.C.L.,
F.R.S.

Colonel Portlock, R.E., F.R.S.

Prof. J. Phillips, LL.D., F.R.S.,
F.G.S.

Robert Hunt, F.R.S
Prof. R. Owen, M.D., F.R.S.
Col. E. Sabine, V.P.R.S

Dr. W. B. Carpenter, F.R.S.
Lieut.-Col. H. Rawlinson ...

Subject of Discourse

Col. Sir H. Rawlinson

1857.



xc EVENING DISCOURSES.

Date and Place

1863, Newcastle

1864. Bath.

Lecturer

1865. Birming-
bam.

1866, Nottingham

1867. Dundee

1868. Norwich ,,

1869. Exeter

1870. Liverpool..

1871. Edinburgh

1872. Brighton „

1873. Bradford ..

1874. Belfast

Prof. Williamson, F.K.S.,

James Glaisher, F.R.S..

Prof. Roscoe, F.R.S
Dr. Livingstone, F.R.S,

J. Beete Jukes, F.R.S. „

William Huggins, F.R.S

Dr. J. D. Hooker, F.R.S
Archibald Geikie, F.R.S

Alexander Herschel,F,R.A.S.

J. Fergusson, F.R.S

Dr. W. Odling, F.R.S
Prof. J.Phillips, LL.D.,F.R,S.

I J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S

' Prof. J. Tyndall, LL.D., F.R.S,

Prof.W. J. Macquorn Rankine,
LL.D., F.R.S.

F. A. Abel, F.R.S

Subject of Discourse

E. B. Tylor, F.R.S. ...

Prof. P, Martin Duncan, M.B.,

Prof". W.K. CliflEord...

1875. Bristol ..,,

1876. Glasgow ,

1877. Plymouth.

1878. Dublin

1879. Sheffield

1880. Swansea

1881. York

Prof. W. C.Williamson, F.R.S.

Prof. Clerk Maxwell, F.R.S.

Sir John Lubbock,Bart..M.P.,
F R S

Prof. Huxley, F.R.S

W.Spottiswoode,LL.D. ,F.R.S

.

F. J. Bramwell, F.R.S
Prof. Tait, F.R.S.E
SirWyville Thomson, F.R.S.

W. Warington Smyth, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Prof. Odling, F.R.S
G. J. Romanes, F.L.S
Prof. Dewar, F.R.S

W. Crookes, F.R.S
Prof. E. Ray Lankester, F.R.S.
Prof.W.Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S.

Francis Galton, F.R.S
Prof. Huxley, Sec. R.S

W. Spottiswoode, Pres. R.S....

The Chemistry of the Galvanic
Battery considered in relation

to Dynamics.
The Balloon Ascents made for the

British Association.

The Chemical Action of Light.

Recent Travels in Africa.

Probabilities as to the position and
extent of the Coal-measures be-

neath the red rocks of the Mid-
land Counties.

The Results of Spectrum Anal}'si9

applied to Heavenly Bodies.

Insular Floras.

The Geological Origin of the present

Scenery of Scotland.

The present state of Knowledge re-

garding Meteors and Meteorites.

Archieology of the early Buddhist
Monuments.

Reverse Chemical Actions,

Vesuvius.
The Physical Constitution of the

Stars and Nebulas.

The Scientific Use of the Imagi-
nation.

Stream-lines and Waves, in connec-
tion with Naval Architecture.

Some Recent Investigations and Ap-
plications of Explosive Agents.

The Relation of Primitive to Modern
Civilisation.

Insect Metamorphosis,

The Aims and Instruments of Scien-

tific Thought.
Coal and Coal Plants.

Molecules.
Common Wild Flowers considered

in relation to Insects.

The Hypothesis that Animals are

! Automata, and its History.

[

The Colours of Polarised Light,
I Railway Safety Appliances.

Force.

The ' Challenger ' Expedition.

Physical Phenomena connected wit h
the Mines of Cornwall and Devon.

The New Element, Gallium.

Animal Intelligence.

Dissociation, or Modern Ideas of

Chemical Action.

Radiant Matter.

Degeneration.
Primeval Man.
Mental Imagery.
The Rise and Progress of Palseour

tology.

The Electric Discharge its Forms
' and it« Functions.
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LECTURES TO THE OPERATIVE CLASSES. XCIU

Date and Place

1886. Birmingham

1887,

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

189G.

1897.

1898.

Manchester
Bath
Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

Iieeds

Cardiff

Edinburgh
Nottingham
Oxford
Ipswich . .

.

LiverpooL..
Toronto ...

Bristol

1900. Bradford,
1901. Glasgow ,

1902. Belfast

1903. Southport

1904. Cambridge
1906. York
1907. Leicester ..,

1908. Dublin

Lecturer

Prof. W. C. Roberts-Austen,

F.R.S.

Prof. G. Forbes, F.R.S

SirJohn Lubbock,Bart.,F.R.S,

B. Baker, M.Inst.C.B

Prof. J. Perry, D.Sc. F.R.S.

Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.R.S.

Prof. C. Vernon Boys, F.R.S.

Prof. Vivian B. Lewes
Prof. W. J. SoUas, F.R.S. ...

Dr. A. H. Fison
Prof. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S....

Dr. H. O. Forbes
Prof. E. B. Poulton, F.R.S. ...

Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.R.S,

H. J. Mackinder, M.A

Prof. L. C. Miall, F.R.S.

Dr. J. S. Flett

Dr. J. E. Marr, F.R.S
Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.R.S,

Prof. H. A. Miers, F.R.S
Dr. A. E. H. Tutton, F.R.S.

Subject of Lecture

The Colours of Metals and their

Alloys.

Electric Lighting.

The Customs of Savage Races.

The Forth Bridge.

Spinning Tops.

Electricity in Mining.

Electric Spark Photographs.

Spontaneous Combustion.
Geologies and Deluges.

Colour.

The Earth a Great Magnet.
New Guinea.
The ways in which Animals Warn

their Enemits .and Signal to their

Friends.

Electricity in the Industries.

The Movements of Men by Land
and Sea.

Gnats and Mosquitoes.

Martinique and St. Vincent; the
Eruptions of 1902.

The Forms of Mountains.

The Manufacture of Light.

The Growth of a Crystal.

The Crystallisation of Water.



xciv ATTENDANCES AND RECEIPTS AT ANNUAL MEETINGS.

Table showing the Attendances and Receipts

Date of Meeting

1831, Sept. 27 ..

1832, June 19..

1833, June 25..

1834, Sept. 8 ..

1835, Aug. 10 ..

1836, Aug. 22..

1837, Sept. 11..

1838, Aug. 10 ..

1839, Aug. 2G..

1840, Sept. 17..

1841, July 20 ..

1842, June 23..

1843, Aug. 17..

1844, Sept. 26..

1845, June 19..

1846, Sept. 10 .

1847, June 23..

1848, Aug. 9 ..

1849, Sept. 12..

1850, July 21 ..

1851, July 2

1852, Sept. 1 ..

1853, Sept. 3 ..

1854, Sept. 20..

1855, Sept. 12..

1856, Aug. 6 ..

1857, Aug. 26 ..

1858, Sept. 22..

1859, Sept. 14 .,

1860, June 27..

1861, Sept. 4 ..

1862, Oct. 1 ..

1863, Aug. 26..

1864, Sept. 13..

1865, Sept. 6 ..

1866, Aug. 22..

1867, Sept. 4 ..

1868, Aug. 19 ..

1869, Aug. 18 ..

1870, Sept. 14..

1871, Aug. 2 ..

1872, Aug. 14.,

1873, Sept. 17.,

1874, Aug. 19 .,

1875, Aug. 25.,

1876, Sept. 6 .,

1877, Aug. 15.,

1878, Aug. 14.,

1879, Aug. 20 ..

1880, Aug. 25 .,

1881, Aug. 31 .,

1882, Aug. 23 .,

1883, Sept. 19
.

1884, Aug. 27.
1885, Sept. 9

.

1886, Sept. 1 .

1887, Aug. 31

.

1888, Sept. 5 .

1889, Sept. 11

.

1890, Sept. 3 .

1891, Aug. 19 .,

1892, Aug. 3 .

1893, Sept. 13.

1894, Aug. 8 .

1895, Sept. 11

.

1896, Sept. 16
.

1897, Aug. 18 .

1898, Sept. 7 .

1899, Sept. 13

.

1900, Sept. 5 .

1901, Sept. 11

.

1902, Sept,. 10

.

1903, Sept. 9 .,

1904, Aug. 17.,

1905, Aug. 15.,

1906, Aug. 1 ..

1807. July 31 .,

1908, Sept. 2 ..

Where held Presidents

Tork
Oxford
Cambridge
Edinburgh
Dublin
Bristol

Liverpool
Newcastle-on-Tyue.
Birmingham
Glasgow
Plymouth
Manchester
Cork
York
Cambridge
Southampton
Oxford
Swansea
Birmingham
Edinburgh
Ipswich
Belfast
Hull
Liverpool
Glasgow
Cheltenham
Dubhu
Leeds
Aberdeen
Oxford
Manchester
Cambridge
Newcastle-on-Ty ne. .

.

Bath
Birmingham
Nottingham
Dundee
Norwich
Exeter
Liverpool
Edinburgh
Brighton
Bradford
Belfast
Bristol
Glasgow
Plymouth
Dublin
Sheffield

Swansea
York
Southampton
Southport
Montreal
Aberdeen
Birmingham
Manchester
Bath
Newcastle-on-Tyne. .

.

Leeds
Cardiff
Edinburgh
Nottingham
Oxford
Ipswich
Liverpool
Toronto
Bristol

Dover
Bradford
Glasgow
Belfast
Southport
Cambridge
South Africa
York
Leicester
Dublin

Old Life
Members

New Life
Members

Viscount Milton, D.O.L.. F.R.S. ...

The Rev. W. Buckland, F.R.S '

The Rev. A. Sedgwick, F.R.S
Sir T. M. Brisbane, D.O.L., F.R.S. ...

The Rev. Provost Lloyd,LL.D., F.R.S.
The Marquis of Lansilowne, F.R.S...
The Earl of Burlington, F.R.S
The Duke of Northumberland, P.R.S.
Tlie Rev. \V. Vernon Harcourt, F.R.S.
The Marquis of Breadalbane, F.R.S.
The Rev. W. Whewell, F.R.S
The Lord Francis Egertou, F.G.S. ...

The Earl of Rosse, F.R.S
The Rev. G. Peacock, D.D., F.R.S. ...

Sir John F. W.Herschel, Bart.,F.R.S.
Sir Roderick I.Murchison,Bart.,F.R.S.
Sir Robert H. luglis, Bart., F.R.S. ...

TheMarquis ofNorthampton,Pres.R.S.
The Rev. T. R. Robinson, D.D.. F.R.S.
Sir David Brewster, K.H., F.R.S
G. B. Airy, Astronomer Royal, F.R.S.
Lieut.-General Sabine, F.R^S
William Hopkins, F.R.S.
The Earl of Harrowbv, F.R.S
The Duke of Argyll, F.R.S
Prof. 0. G. B. Daubeny, M.D., F.R.S. ..

.

The Rev. H. Lloyd, D.D., F.R.S
Richard Owen, M.D., D.O.L., F.R.S....

H.R.H. The Prince Consort
The Lord Wrottesley, M.A., F.R.S. ..,j

William Fairbairn, LL.D., F.R.S
The Rev. Professor Willis,MA.,F.R.S.
SirWilliam G. Armstrong.C.B., F.R.S.
Sir Charles LyeU, Bart., M.A.,F.R.S.|
Prof. J. Phillips, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.I

William R. Gpve, Q.O., F.R.S
|

The Duke of Buccleuch, K.C.B.,F.R.S.i

Dr. Joseph D. Hooker, F.R.S !

Prof. G. G. Stokes, D.O.L., F.R.S
I

Prof. T. H. Huxley, LL.D., F.R.S. ...1

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, LL.D., F.R.S.'

Dr. W. B. Carpenter, F.R.S
j

Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S '

Prof. J. Tyudall, LL.D., F-R.S
Sir John Hawkshaw, FJl.S. i

Prof. T. Andrews, M.D., F.R.S
Prof. A. Thomson, M.D., F.R.S
W. Spottiswoode, M.A., F.R.S
Prof. G. J. AUman, M.D., F.R.S
A. 0. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S
Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S
Dr. 0. W. Siemens F.R.S
Prof. A. Cayley, D.O.L., F.R.S
Prof. Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S I

Sir Lyon Playfair. K.O.B., F.R.S....

Sir J. W. Dawson, C.M.G., F.R.S
Sir H. E. Roscoe, D.C.L., F.R.S
Sir F. J. Bramwell, F.R.S j.l

Prof. W. H. Flower, O.B., F.R.S
Sir F. A. Abel, O.B., FJI.S
Dr. W. Huggins, F.R.S
Sir A. Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S
Prof. J. S. Burdon Sanderson, F.R.S.
The Marquis of Salisbury,K.G.,F.R.S.

Sir Douglas Galton, K.C.B., F.R.S. ...

Sir Joseph Lister, Bart., Pres. R.S.
Sir John Evans, K.C.B.. F.R.S
Sir W. Crookes, F.R.S
Sir Michael Foster, K.C.B., Sec.R.S....

Sir William Turner, D.O.L., F.R.S. ..

Prof. A. W. RUcker, D.Sc, SecJt.S. ...

Prof. J. Dewar, LL.D., F.R.S
Sir Norman Lockyer, K.C.B., F.R.S.
Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, M.P., F.R.S.
Prof. G. H. Darwin, LL.D., F.R.S. ...

Prof. E. Ray Lankester, LL.D., F.R.S.
Sir David Gill, K.C.B., F.R.S
Dr. Francis Darwin, F.R.S.
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ANALYSIS OF ATTENDANCES AT THE ANNUAL
MEETINGS, 1831-190G.

[The total attendances for the years 1832, 1835, 184^3, and 1844

are unknown.^

Average atteitdance at 72 Meetings : 1855.

Average
Altendaace

Average attendance at 5 Meetings begitming during Jum, hetiveen

1833 and 1860 1260

Average attendance at 3 Meetings beginning during July, between

1841 and 1851 917

Average attendance at 28 Meetings beginning during A ur/ust, between

1836 and 1006 1978*

Average attendance at 34 Meetings beginning during Sc2)temher,

between 1831 and 1903 1933

Attendance at 1 Meeting lield in October, Cambridge, 1862 . . 1161

Meetings beginning during August and Septemher.

Average attendance at

—

4 Meetings beginning during the 1st week in August ( 1st- 7th) . 1905

5 „ 2nd ( 8th-Hth) . 2130

8 „ 3rd ,
(15tli-21sr,) . 1761

1

11 „ „ „ „ 4lh „ „ „ (22nd-31st) . 2094

Average attendance at^-

11 Meetings beginning during the 1st week in September ( 1st- 7th). 2082

16 „ „ .. „ 2nd ( 8tli_14th). 1860

5 „ 3rd „ „ „ (15th-21st). 2206

2 „ ,
4th (22nd-30th). 1025

Ifeetings beginning during June, Juli/, and October,

Attendance at 1 Meeting (1845, June 19) beginning during the 3rd

week in June (15th-21st) 1079
Average attendance at 4 Meetings beginning during the 4th week in

./««( (22nd-30th) 1306

Attendance at 1 Meeting (1851, July 2) beginning during the 1st

week in July (lst-7th) 710
Average attendance at 2 Meetings beginning during the 3rd week in

Jiili/ (15th-21st) 1066

Attendance at 1 Meeting (1862, October 1) beginning during the 1st

week in Cc-^oJfr (l8t-7th) 1161

* Average attendance at 29 Meetings, including South Africa, 1905 (August 15-

September 1): 1983.

+ Average attendance at 9 Meetings, iyioluding South Africa, 1905 (August 15-

geptember )): 1802.



GKANTS OF MONEV. XCVll

Oeneral Statement of Sums which have been paid on account of

Grants for Scientific Purposes.

1834.

Tide Discussions

£ s. d.

20

1835. .

Tide Discussions 62

British Fossil Ichthyology .- 10-">

1836.

Tide Discu.'^sions 163

British Fossillchthyology ... 105

Thermomelric Observations,

&c 50

Experiments on Long-con-

tinued Heat 17

Rain-gauges 9

Refraction Experiments 15

Lunar Nutation fJO

Thermometers • 15

£435

1837.

Tide Discussions 284 1

Chemical Constants 24 13

Lunar Nutation 70

Observations on Waves 100 12

Tides at Bristol 150

Meteorology and Subterra-

nean Temperature 93 3

Vitrification Experiments ... 150

Heart Experiments 8 4

Barometric Observations 30
Barometers 11 18

£922 12'

1838.

Tide Discussions 29
British Fossil Fishes 100
Meteorological Observations

and Anemometer (construc-

tion) 100
Cast Iron (Strength of) 60
Animal and Vegetable Sub-

stances (Preservation of) ... 19
Railway Constants 41

Bristol Tides 50
Growth of Plants 75
Mud in Rivers 3

Education Committee 50
Heart Experiments 5

Land and Sea Level 267
Steam- vessels 100
Meteorological Committee ... 31

£9.32

1908.

£167



XCVIU GENERAL STATEMENT.

1841.

£ s. d.

Observations on Waves 30
Meteorology and Subterra-

nean Temperature 8 8

Actinometers 10

Earthquake Shocks 17 7

Acrid Poisons GOO
Veins and Absorbents 'A

MudinKivers 5

Marine Zoology 15 12 8

Skeleton Maps 20
Mountain Barometers C 18 6

Stars (Histoire Celeste) 185

Stars (Lacaille) 79 5

Stars (Nomenclature of) 17 19 6

Stars (Catalogue of) 40
Water on Iron 50
Meteorological Observations

at Inverness L'O

Meteorological Observations
(reduction of) 25

Fossil Reptiles 50

Foreign Memoirs (52 6

Hallway Sections iiS I

Forms of Vessels 193 12

Meteorological Observations
at Plymouth 55

Magnetical Observations 61 18 8

Fishes of the Old Kcd Sand-
stone 100

Tides at Leith 50
Anemometer at Edinburgh ... 69 1 10

Tabulating Observations 9 6 3

Races of Men 5

Radiate Animals 2

£1235 10 11

£ s. d.

Force of Wind 10
Light on Growth of Seeds ... 8

Vital Statistics 50
Vegetative Power of Seeds ... 8 111
Questions on Human Race ... 7 9

1842.

Dynamometrio Instruments.

.

113 11 2

Anoplura Britannia3 52 12

Tides at Bristol 59 8

Gaseson Light .30 14 7
Chronometers 26 17 6

Marine Zoology 1 5
British Fossil Mammalia 100
Statistics of Education 20
Marine Steam-vessels' En-

gines 28
Stars (Histoire Celeste) 59
Stars (Brit. Assoc. Cat. of) ... 110
Railway Sections 161 10
British Belemnites 50
Fossil Reptiles (publication

of Report) 210
Forms of Vessels 180
Galvanic Experiments on

Rocks 5 8 6
Meteorological Experiments

at Plymouth 68
Constant Indicator and Dyna-
mometric Instruments 90

£1449 17 8

1843.

Revision of the Nomenclature
of Stars 2

Reduction of Stars, British

Association Catalogue 25
Anomalous Tides, Firth of

Forth 120
Hourly Meteorological Obser-

vations at Kingussie and
Inverness ,. 77 12 8

Meteorological Observations
atPlj'mouth 55

Whewell'sM e teorological Ane-
mometer at Plymouth 10

Meteorological Observations,

Osier's Anemometer at Ply-

mouth 20
Reduction of Meteorological

Observations 30
Meteorological Instruments
and Gratuities 39 6

Construction of Anemometer
at Inverness 56 12 2

Magnetic Co-operation 10 8 10
Meteorological Recorder for

Kew Observatory 50
Action of Gases on Light 18 16 1

Establishment at Kew Ob-
servatory, Wages, Repairs,

Furniture, and Sundries ... 133 4 7

Experiments by Captive Bal-

loons 81 8

Oxidation of the Rails of

Railways 20
Publication of Report on

Fossil Reptiles 40
Coloured Drawings of Rail-

way Sections 147 18 3

Registration of Earthquake
Shocks 30

Report on Zoological Nomen-
clature 10

Uncovering Lower Red Sand-
stone near Manchester 4 4 6

Vegetative Power of Seeds ... 5 3 8

Marine Testacea (Habits of) . 10

Marine Zoology 10

Marine Zoology 2 14 11

Preparation of Report on Bri-

tish Fossil Mammalia 100
Physiological Operations of

Medicinal Agents 20

Vital Statistics 36 5 8



GRANTS OF MONEY. XCIX

£ s. d.

Additional Experiments on
the Forms of Vessels 70

Additional Experiments on
the Forms of Vessels 100

Kednction of Experiments on
the Forms of Vessels 100

Morin's Instrument and Con-

stant Indicator C9 14 10

Experiments on the Strength

of Materials .^_60
£1565 10 2

1844.

Meteorological Observations

at Kingussie and Inverness 12

Completing Observations at

Plymouth 35

Magnetic and Meteorological

Co-operation 25 8

Publication of the British

Association Catalogue of

Stars 35

Observations on Tides on the

East Coast of Scotland ... 100
Revision of the Nomenclature

of Stars 1842 2 9

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observa-

tory 117 17

Instruments for Kew Obser-

vatory ..; 5(> 7

Influence of Light on Plants 10
Subterraneous Temperature

in Ireland G

Coloured Drawings of Rail-

way Sections 15 17
Investigation of Fossil Fishes

of the Lower Tertiary Strata 100
Registering the Shocks of

Earthquakes 1842 2.3 11

Structure of Fossil Shells 20
Radiata and Mollusca of the

^gean and Red Seas 1842 100
Geographical Distributions of

Marine Zoology 1842 10
Marine Zoology of Devon and
Cornwall 10

Marine Zoology of Corfu 10
Experiments on the Vitality

of Seeds .". 9

Experiments on the Vitality

of Seeds 1842 8 7

Exotic Anoplura 15

Strength of Materials 100
Completing Experiments on

the Forms of Ships 100
Inquiries into Asphyxia 10
Investigations on the Internal

Constitution of Metals 50
Constant Indicator and Mo-

rin's Instrument 1842 10

£981 ~12^

.S

G

10

«i

i

'I
I

i

3
\

«|

i

1845.

£ .1. d.

Publication of the British As-
sociation Catalogue of Stars 351 14 6

Meteorological Observations
at Inverness 30 18 II

Magnetic and Meteorological
Co-operation IG 16 8

Meteorological Instruments
at Edinburgh 18 11 9

Reduction of Anemometrical
Observations at Plymouth 25

Electrical Experiments at
Kew Observatory 43 17 8

Maintaining the Establish-
ment at Kew Observatory 149 15

For Kreil's Barometrograph 25
Gases from Iron Furnaces ... 50
The Actinograph 15
Microscopic Structure of

Shells 20
Exotic Anoplura 1843 10
Vitality of Seeds 1843 2 7

Vitality of Seeds 1844 7
MarineZoology of Cornwall... 10
Physiological Action of Medi-

cines 20
Statistics of Sickness and

Mortality in York 20
Earthquake Shocks 1843 15 14 8

£831 9 9

1846.

British Association Catalogue
of Stars 1844 21115

Fossil Fishes of the London
Clay 100

Computation of the Gaussian
Constants for 1829 50

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory... 146 16 7

Strength of Materials 60
Researches in Asphyxia 6 16 2
Examination of Fossil Shells 10
Vitality of Seeds 1844 2 15 10
Vitality of Seeds 1845 7 12 3
Marine Zoology of Cornwall 10
Marine Zoology of Britain ... 10
Exotic Anoplura 1844 25
Expenses attending Anemo-

meters '. 11 7 6

Anemometers' Repairs „ 2 3 6

Atmospheric Waves 3 3 3

Captive Balloons 1844 8 19 8

Varieties of the Human Race
1844 7 6 3

Statistics of Sickness and
Mortality in York 12

£685 T6~0

f 2



GENERAL STATEMENT.

1817.

£
Computation of the Gaussian

Constants for 1829 50
Habits of Marine Animals ... 10

Physiological Action of Medi-
cines 20

Marine Zoology of Cornwall 10

Atmospheric Waves C

Vitality of Seeds 4

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 107

£208

s.



GRAFTS OF MONEY. C^

£
Strickland's Ornithological

Synonyms 100

Dredging and Dredging
Forms 9

Chemical Action of Light ... 20

Strength of Iron Plates 10

Kegistration of Periodical

Phenomena 10

Propagation of Salmon 10

£734

13

13

1857.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 350

Earthquake Wave Experi-

ments 40

Dredging near Belfast 10

Dredging on the West Coast

of Scotland 10

Investigations into the Mol-

lusca of California 10

Experiments on Flax 5

Natural History of Mada-
gascar 20

Researches on British Anne-
lida 25

Report on Natural Products

imported into Liverpool ... 10

Artificial Propagation of Sal-

mon 10

Temperature of Mines 7 8

Thermometers for Subterra-

nean Observations 5 7

Life-boats 5

£507 15

1858.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 600
Earthquake Wave Exijeri-

ments 25
Dredging on the West Coast

of Scotland 10

Dredging near Dublin 5

Vitality of Seed 5 5

Dredging near Belfast 18 13 2

Report on the British Anne-
lida 25

Experiments on the produc-

tion of Heat by Motion in

Fluids 20
Report on the Natural Pro-

ducts imported into Scot-

land 10

£618 18 2

1859.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 500
Dredging near Dublin 15

£
Osteology of Birds 50

Irish Tunicata 5

Manure Experiments 20

British Medusidse 5

Dredging Committee 5

Steam-vessels' Performance... 5

Marine Fauna of South and
West of Ireland 10

Photographic Chemistry 10

Lanarkshire Fossils 20

Balloon Ascents 3!)

£684

s.



Cll GENERAL STATEMENT.

1862.

£ g.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 500
Patent Laws 21 6

Molluscaof N.-W. of America 10

Natural Historyby Mercantile

Marine 5

Tidal Observations 25
Photoheliometer at Kew 40
Photographic Pictures of the

Sun 150
Rocks of Donegal 25
Dredging Durham and North-
umberland Coasts 25

(/Onnection of Storms 20
Dredging North-east Coast

of Scotland 6 i)

Ravages of Teredo 3 11

Standards of Electrical Re-
sistance 50

Railway Accidents 10

Ualloon Committee 200
Dredging Dublin Bay 10

Dredging the Mersey 5

Prison Diet 20
Gauging of Water 12 10
Steamships' Performance 150
Thermo-electric Currents ... 5

£1203 16

]

£ $. d.

d. Thermo-electricity 15

Analysis of Rocks 8

Hydroida 10

£1608 3 10

6

1863.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory... 600
Balloon Committee deficiency 70
Balloon Ascents (otlier ex-

penses) 25
Entozoa 25
Coal Fossils 20
Herrings 20
Granites of Donegal 5
Prison Diet 20
Vertical Atmospheric Move-
ments 13

Dredging Shetland 50
Dredging North-east Coast of

Scotland '2b

Dredging Northumberland
and Durham 17 3 10

Dredging Committee superin-

tendence 10
Steamship Performance 100
Balloon Committee 200
Carbon iinder pressure 10
Volcanic Temperature 100
Bromide of Ammonium 8

Electrical Standards 100
Electrical Construction and

Distribution 40
Luminous Meteors 17
Kew Additional Buildings for

Photoheliograph 100

1864.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory.. 600
Coal Fossils 20
Vertical Atmospheric Move-
ments 20

Dredging, Shetland 76
Dredging, Northumberland... 25

Balloon Committee 200
Carbon under pressui-e 10

Standards of Electric Re-
sistance 100

Analysis of Kocks 10

Hydroida 10
Askham'sGift 50
Nitrite of Amyle 10
Nomenclature Committee ... 5

Rain-gauges 19

Cast-iron Investigation 20
Tidal Observations in the
Humber 50

Spectral Rays 45
Luminous Meteors 20

£1289



GRANTS OF MONEY. cm

1866.
£

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory.. COO

Lunar Committee 04;

Balloon Committee 50

Metrical Committee... 50

British Rainfall 50

Kilkenny Coal Fields 16

Alum Bay Fossil Leaf-bed ... 15

Luminous Meteors 50

Lingula Flags Excavation ... 20

Chemical Constitution of

Cast Iron 50

Amyl Compounds 25

Electrical Standards 100

Malta Caves Exploration 30

Kent's Hole Exploration 200

Marine Fauna, &c., Devon
and Cornwall 25

DredgingAberdeenshireCoast 25

Dredging Hebrides Coast ... 50

Dredging the Mersey 5

Resistance of Floating Bodies

in Water 50

Polycyanides of Organic Radi-

cals 29

Rigor Mortis 10

Irish Annelida 15

Catalogue of Crania 50

Didine Birds of Mascarene
Islands 50

Typical Crania Researches ... 30

Palestine Exploration Fund.. . 10

£1750

1867.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 600

Meteorological Instruments,

Palestine 50

Lunar Committee 1 20

Metrical Committee .SO

Kent's Hole Explorations ... 100

Palestine Explorations 50

Insect Fauna, Palestine 30

British Rainfall 50

Kilkenny Coal Fields 25

Alum Bay Fossil Leaf-bed ... 25

Luminous Meteors 50
Bournemouth, &c., Leaf-beds 30
Dredging Shetland 75

Steamship Reports Condensa-
tion 100

Electrical Standards 100

Ethyl and Methyl Series 25

Fossil Crustacea 25

Sound under Water 24
North Greenland Fauna 75

Do. Plant Beds 100

Iron and Steel Manufacture. .

.

25

Patent Laws 30

£1739

rf.



CIV GENERAL STATEMENT.

£ s. (I.

Chemical Constitution and
Physiological Action Rela-

tions 15

Mountain Limestone Fossils 25

Utilisation of Sewage 10

Products of Digestion 10

£1622 "o

1870.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kcw Observatory GOO

Metrical Committee 25

Zoological Record 100

Committee on Marine Fauna 20

Ears in Fishes 10

Chemical Nature of Cast

Iron 80
Luminous Meteors 30

Heat in the Blood 15

British Rainfall 100
Thermal Conductivity of

Iron, &c 20
British Fossil Corals 50
Kent's Hole Explorations ... 150
Scottish Earthquakes 4

Bagshot Leaf-beds 15

Fossil Flora 25
Tidal Observations 100
Underground Temperature ... 50
Kiltorcan Quarries Fossils ... 20
Mountain Limestone Fossils 25
Utilisation of Sewage 50
Organic Chemical Compounds 30
Onny River Sediment 3

Mechanical Equivalent of

Heat 50

£1572

1871.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 600
Monthly Reports of Progress

in Chemistry 100
Metrical Committee 25
Zoological Record 100
Thermal Equivalents of the

Oxides of Chlorine 10

Tidal Observation 100
Fossil Flora 25
Luminous Meteors 30
Briti.sh Fossil Corals 25
Heatinthe Blood.... 7

British Rainfall 50
Kent's Hole Explorations ... 150
Fossil Crustacea 25
Methyl Compounds 25

Lunar Objects ,,. 20



GRANTS OF MONEY, CV

1874.
& s.

Zoological Record 100

Chemistry Record 100

Mathematical Tables 100

Elliptic Functions 100

Lightning Conductors 10

Thermal Conductivity of

Rocks 10

Anthropological Instructions 50

Kent's Cavern Exploration... ISO

Luminous Meteors 30

Intestinal Secretions 15

British Rainfall 100

Essential Oils 10

Sub-Wealden j;xplorations... 25

Settle Cave Exploration 50

Mauritius Meteorology 100

Magnetisation of Iron 20

Marine Organisms 30

Fossils, North-West of Scot-

land 2 10

Physiological Action of Light 20

Trades Unions 25

Mountain Limestone Corals 25

Erratic Blocks 10

Dredging, Durham and York-

shire Coasts 28 5

High Temperature of Bodies 30

Siemens's Pyrometer 3 6

Labyrinthodonts of Coal-

measures 7 15

£1151 16

1875.

Elliptic Functions 100

Magnetisation of Iron 20

British Rainfall 120

Luminous Meteors 30

Chemistry Record 100

Specific Volume of Liquids... 25

Estimation of Potash and
Phosphoric Acid 10

Isometric Cresols 20
Sub-Wealden Explorations... 100

Kent's Cavern Exploration... 100
Settle Cave Exploration 50
Earthquakes in Scotland 15

Underground Waters 10

Development of Myxinoid
Fishes 20

Zoological Record 100
Instructions for Travellers ... 20
Intestinal Secretions 20
Palestine Exploration 100

£960

1876.

Printing Mathematical Tables 159 4

British Rainfall 100
Ohm's Law 9 15

Tide Calculating Machine ... 200
Specific Volume of Liquids,., 25

d.

2

i

I

£
Isomeric Cresols 10

Action of Ethyl Bromobuty-

rate on Ethyl Sodaceto-

acetate 5

Estimation of Potash and
Phosphoric Acid 13

Exploration of Victoria Cave 100

Geological Record 100

Kent's Cavern Exploration... 100

Thermal Conductivities of

Rocks 10
Underground Waters 10

Earthquakes in Scotland 1

Zoological Record 100

Close Time 5

Physiological Action of

Sound 25

Naples Zoological Station ... 75

Intestinal Secretions 15

Physical Characters of Inha-

bitants of British Isles 13

Measuring Speed of Ships ... 10

Effect of Propeller on turning

of Steam-vessels 5

£1092

s. d.



CVl GENERAL STATEMENT.

1878.

£ g. d.

Exploration of Settle Caves 100
Geological Record 100
Investigation of Pulse Plieno-

mena by means of Siphon
Recorder 10

Zoological Station at Naples 75
Investigation of Underground
Waters iri

Transmission of Electrical

Impulses through Nerve
Structure .SO

Calculation of Factor Table
for Fourth Million 100

Anthropometric Committee... 6G
Composition and Structure of

less-known Alkaloids 25
Exploration of Kenfs Cavern 50
Zoological Record 100
Fermanagh Caves Explora-

tion 15
Thermal Conductivity of

Rocks 4 16 6
Luminous Meteors 10
Ancient Earthworks 25

£725 16 6

1870.

Table at the Zoological
Station, Naples 75

Miocene Flora of the Basalt
of the North of Ireland ... 20

Illustrations for a Monograph
on the Mammoth 17

Record of Zoological Litera-
ture 100

Composition and Structure of
less-known Alkaloids 25

Exploration of Caves in
Borneo 50

Kent's Cavern Exploration ... 100
Record of the Progress of
Geology 100

Fermanagh Caves Exploration 5
Electrolysis of Metallic Solu-

tions and Solutions of
Compound Salts 25

Anthropometric Committee... 50
Natural History of Socotra... 100
Calculation of Factor Tables

for 5th and 6th Millions ... 150
Underground Waters 10
Steering of Screw Steamers... 10
Improvements in Astrono-

mical Clocks 30
Marine Zoology of South
Devon 20

Determination of Mechanical
Eqaivalect of Heat 12 15 B

£ $. d.

Specific Inductive Capacity
of Sprengel Vacuum 40

Tables of Sun-heat Co-
efficients .SO

Datum Level of the Ordnance
Survey 10

Tables of Fundamental In-

variants of Algebraic Forms 36 14 9

Atmospheric Electricity Ob-
servations in Madeira 15

Instrument for Detecting
Fire-damp in Mines 22

Instruments for Measuring
the Speed of Ships 17 1 8

Tidal Observations in the
English Channel 10

£1080 11 11

1880.

New Form of High Insulation

Key 10
Underground Temperature ... 10
Determination of the Me-

chanical Equivalent of
Heat 8 5

Elasticity of Wires 50
Luminous Meteors 30
Lunar Disturbance of Gravity 30
Fundamental Invariants 8 5

Laws of Water Friction 20
Specific Inductive Capacity

of Sprengel Vacuum 20
Completion of Tables of Sun-

heat CoeflScients 50
Instrument for Detection of
Fire-damp in Mines 10

Inductive Capacity of Crystals
and Paraflines 4 17 7

Report on Carboniferous
Polyzoa 10

Caves of South Ireland 10
Viviparous Nature of Ichthyo-

saurus 10
Kent's Cavern Exploration... 50
Geological Record 100
IMiocene Flora of the Basalt

of North Ireland 15
Underground Waters of Per-
mian Formations 5

Record of Zoological Litera-
ture 100

Table at Zoological Station
at Naples , 75

Investigation of the Geology
and Zoology of Mexico 50

Anthropometry 60
Patent Laws 5

£731 7 7



GRANTS OF MONEY. evil

1881.
£

Lunar Disturbance of Gravity 30

Underground Temperature ... 20

Electrical Standards 25

High Insulation Key 5

Tidal Observations 10

Specific Refractions 7

Fossil Polyzoa 10

Underground Waters 10

Earthquakes in Japan 2.5

Tertiary Flora 20

Scottish Zoological Station ... 50

Naples Zoological Station ... 75

Natural History of Socotra ... 50

Anthropological Notes and
Queries 9

Zoological Record 100

Weights and Heights of

Human Beings 30

£47l

s.



cvm GENERAL STATEMENT.

18S5.

£ s.

Synoptic Chart of Indian

Ocean 50

Reduction of Tidal Observa-

tions 10

Calculating Tables in Theory
of Numbers 100

Meteorological Observations

on Ben Nevis 50
Meteoric Dust 70
Vapour Pressures, &c., of Salt

Solutions 25
Physical Constants of Solu-

tions 20
Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-

vius 25
Ra)''gill Fissure 15

Earthquake Phenomena of

Japan 70
Fossil Phyllopodaof Palaeozoic

Rocks 25
Fossil Plants of British Ter-

tiary and Secondary Beds... 50
Geological Record 50
Circulation of Underground
Waters 10

Naples Zoological Station ... 100
Zoological Literature Record. 100
Migration of Birds 30
Exploration of Mount Kilima-

njaro 25
Recent Polyzoa 10
Gianton Biological Station ... 100
Biological Stations on Coasts

of United Kingdom 150
Exploration of New Guinea... 200
Exploration of Mount Roraima 100

£1385

£
Migration of Birds 30
Secretion of Urine 10

Exploration of New Guinea... 150
Regulation of Wages under

Sliding Scales 10

Prehistoric Race in Greek
Islands 20

North-Western Tribes of Ca-

nada : 50

£99.5"

*.



GRANTS OF MONEY. CIS

1888.

£ g. d.

Ben Nevis Observatorj' 150

Electrical Standards 2 6 4

Magnetic Observations 15

Standards of Light 79 2 3

Electrolysis 30

Uniform Nomenclature in

Mechanics 10

Silent Discharge of Elec-

tricity 9 11 10

Properties of Solutions 25

Influence of Silicon on Steel 20

Methods of Teaching Chemis-

try ~ 10

Isomeric Naphthalene Deriva-

tives 25

Action of Light on Hydracids 20

Sea Beach near Bridlington... 20

Geological Kecord 50

Manure Gravels of Wexford... 10

Erosion of Sea Coasts 10

Underground Waters 5

Palaeontographical Society ... 50

Pliocene Fauna of St. Erth... 50
Carboniferous Flora of Lan-

cashire and West Yorkshire 25

Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-

vius 20

Zoology and Botany of West
Indies 100

Flora of Bahamas 100

Development of Fishes—St.

Andrews 50

Marine Laboratory, Plymouth 100

Migration of Birds 30

Flora of China 75

Naples Zoological Station ... 100

Lymphatic System 25

Biological Station at Granton 60
Peradeniya Botanical Station 50
Development of Teleostei ... 15

Depth of Frozen Soil in Polar

Regions 6

Precious Metals in Circulation 20
Value of Monetary Standard 10

Effect of Occupations on I'hj'-

sical Development 25

North-Western Tribes of

Canada 100
Prehistoric Race in Greek

Islands 20

£1511 5

1889.

Ben Nevis Observatory 50
Electrical Standards 75
Electrolysis 20
Surface Water Temperature. .

.

30
Silent Discharge of Electricity

on Oxygen 6



ex gp;neral statement.

£ s. d.

Experimenta with a Tow-

net 4 3 9

Naples Zoological Station ... 100

Zoology and Botany of the

West India Islands 100

Marine Biological Association 30

Action of Waves and Currents

in Estuaries 150

Graphic Methods in Mechani-

cal Science 11

Anthropometric Calculations .5

Nomad Tribes of Asia Minor 25

Corresponding Societies 20^

irgoTe 8

1891.

Ben Nevis Observatory 50

Electrical Standards 100

Electrolysis 5

Seismological Phenomena of

Japan 10

Temperatures of Lakes 20

Photographs of Jletcorological

Phenomena 5

Discharge of Electricity from
Points 10

intra Violet Rays of Solar

Spectrum 50

International Standard for

Analysis of Iron and Steel ... 10

Isomeric Naphthalene Deriva-

tives S.')

Formation of Haloids 2.5

Action of Light on Dyes 17 10

Geological Record 100

Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-

vius 10

Fossil Phyllopocla 10

Photographs of Geological

Interest 9 5

Lias of Northamptonshire ... 21)

Registration of .Type-Speci-

mens of British Fossils 5 5

Investigation of Elbolton Cave 25

Botanical Station at Pera-

deniya 50
Experiments with a Tow-net 40

Marine Biological Association 12 10

Disappearance of Native

Plants 5

Action of Waves and Currents
in Estuaries 125

Anthropometric Calculations 10

New Edition of ' Anthropo-
logical Notes and Queries ' 50

North - Western Tribes of

Canada 200
Corresponding Societies 25

£1029 10^0

1892.

£ s. d.

Observations on Ben Nevis ... 60

Photographs of Meteorological

Phenomena 15

Pellian Equation Tables 10

Discharge of Electricity fi-om

Points 50

Seismological Phenomena of

Japan 10

Formation of Haloids 12

Properties of Solutions 10

Action of Light on Dyed
Colours 10

Erratic Blocks 15

Photographs of Geological

Interest 20

Underground Waters 10

Investigation of Elbolton

Cave 25

Excavations at Oldbury Hill 10

Cretaceous Polyzoa 10

Naples Zoological Station ...100
Marine Biological Association 17 10

Deep-sea Tow-net 40

Fauna of Sandwich Islands... 100

Zoology and Botany of West
India Islands 100

Climatologyand Hydrography
of Tropical Africa 50

Anthiopometric Laboratory... 5

Anthropological Notes and
Queries 20

Prehistoric Remains in Ma-
shonaland 50

North - Western Tribes of

Canada 100
Corresponding Societies 25

£864 10

1893.

Electrical Standards 25
Observations on Ben Nevis ... 150
Mathematical Tables 15

Intensity of Solar Radiation 2
Magnetic Work at tlie Fal-

mouth Observatory 25
Lsomeric Naphthalene Deri-

vatives 20
Erratic Blocks 10
Fossil Phyllopoda 5

Underground Waters 5

Shell-bearing Deposits at

Clava, Chapelhall , &c 20
Eurypterids of the Pentland

Hills 10
Naples Zoological Station ... 100
Marine Biological Association 30
Fauna of Sandwich Islands 100
Zoology and Botany of West

India Islands 50



GRANTS OF MONEY. CXI

£ s. d.

Exploration of Irish Sea 30

Physiological Action of

Oxygen in Asphyxia 20

Index of Genera and Species

of Animals 20
Exploration of Karakoram
Mountains 50

Scottish Place-names 7

Climatology and Hydro-
graphy of Tropical Africa 50

Economic Training 3 7

Anthropometric Laboratory 5

Exploration in Abyssinia 25
North- Western Tribes of

Canada 100
Corresponding Societies 30

£907 15 6

1804.

Electrical Standards 25
Photographs of Sleteorological

Phenomena 10

Tables of Mathematical Func-
tions 15

Intensity of Solar Radiation 5 5

Wave-length Tables 10

Action of Light upon Dyed
Colours 5

Erratic Blocks 15

Fossil Phyllopoda 5

Shell - bearing Deposits at

Claya, &c 20
Eur5rpterids of the Pentland

Hills 5

New Sections of Stonesfield

Slate 14

Observations on Earth-tre-

mors 50
Exploration of Calf - Hole
Cave 5

Naples Zoological Station ... 100
Marine Biological Association 5

Zoology of the Sandwich
Islarids 100

Zoology of the Irish Seft 40 0.

Structure and Function of the
Mammalian Heart 10

Exploration in Abyssinia ... 30
Economic Training 9 10
Anthropometric Laboratory

Statistics 5

Ethnographical Survey 10
The Lake Village at Glaston-
bury 40

Anthropometrical Measure-
ments in Scliools 5

Mental and Physical Condi-
tion of Children 20

Corresponding Societies 25

£583 15 6

1895.

£
Electrical Standards 5

Photographs of Meteorological
Phenomena 10

Earth Tremors 75
Abstracts of Physical Papers 100
Reduction of Magnetic Obser-

vations made at Falmouth
Observatory 50

Comparison of Magnetic Stan-
dards 25

Meteorological Observations
on Ben Nevis 50

Wave-length Tables of the
Spectra of the Element.? ... 10

Action of Light upon Dyed
Colours 4

Formation of Haloids from
Pure Materials 20

Isomeric Naphthalene Deri-

vatives 30
Electrolytic Quantitative An-

alysis 30
Erratic Blocks 10
Palieozoic Phyllopoda 5

Photographs of Geological In-

terest 10
Shell-bearing Deposits at

Clava, &c 10
Eurypterids of the Pentland

Hills 3

New Sections of Stonesfield

Slate 50
Exploration of Calf Hole Cave 10
Nature and Probable Age of

High-level Flint-drifts 10
Table at the Zoological Station

at Naples 100
Table at the Biological Labo-

ratory, Plymouth 15
Zoology, Botaoj', and Geology

of the Irish Sea 35
Zoology and Botany of the
West India Islands 50

Index of Genera and Species
of Animals 50

Climatologyof Tropical Africa 5
Exploration of Hadramut ... 50
Calibration and Comparison of

Measuring Instruments ... 25
Anthropometric Measure-
ments in Schools 5

Lake Village at Glastonbury 30
Exploration of a Kitchen-
midden at Hastings 10

Ethnographical Survey 10
Physiological Applications of

the Phonograph 25
Corresponding Societies 30

£977

».
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1896.

£ s. d.

Photographs of Meteorologi-

cal Phenomena 15

Seismological Observations... 80

Abstracts of Physical Papers 100

Calculation of certain Inte-

grals 10

Uniformity of Size of Pages of

Transactions, &c 5

Wave-length Tables of the

Spectra of the Elements ... 10

Action of Light upon Dyed
Colours 2

Electrolytic Quantitative Ana-
lysis 10

The Carbohydrates of Barley

Straw 50

Reprinting Discussion on the

Relation of Agriculture to

Science 5

Erratic Blocks 10

Palieozoic Phyllopoda 5

Sliell-bearing Deposits at

Clava, &c 10

Eurypterids of the Pentland
mils 2

Investigation of a Coral Reef
by Boring and Sounding ... 10

Examination of Locality where
the Cetiosaurus in the Ox-
ford Museum was found ... 25

Palfeolithic Deposits at Hoxne 25

Fauna of Singapore Caves ... 40

Age and Relation of Rocks
near Moreseat, Aberdeen . 10

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion at Najjles 100

Table at the Biological Labo-
ratory, Plymouth 15

Zoologj', Botany, and Geology
of the Irish Sea 50

Zoology of the Sandwich Is-

lands 100
African Lake Fauna 100
Oysters under Normal and
Abnormal Environment ... 40

Climatology of Tropical Africa 10

Calibration and Comparison of

Measuring Instruments 20
Small Screw Gauge 10
North-Western Tribes of

Canada 100
Lake Village at Glastonbury . 30
Ethnographical Survey 40
Mental and Physical Condi-

tion of Children 10

Physiological Applications of

the Phonograph 25
Corresponding Societies Com-

mittee 30

£1104 6 1
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£ s. d.

Wave-lengtli Tables Df the

Spectra of the Elements ... 20

Action of Light upon Dyed
Colours 8

Erratic Blocks 5

Investigation of a Coral Reef 40

rhotographs of Geological

Interest 10

Life-zones in British Car-

boniferous Rocks 15

Pleistocene Fauna and Flora

in Canada 20
Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100

Table at the Biological La-
boratory, Plymouth 14

Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 100 0«

Healthy and Unhealthy Oys-

ters 30
Climatology of Tropical Africa 10

State Monopolies in other

Countries 15

Small Screw Gauge 20
North -Western Tribes of

Canada 75

Lake Village at Glastonbury 37 10

Silchester Excavation 7 10

Ethnological Survey of Canada 75

Anthropology and Natural
History of Torres Straits... 125

Investigation of Changes asso-

ciated with the Functional
Activity of Nerve Cells and
their Peripheral Extensions 100

Fertilisation in Phseophycefe 15

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 25

£1212

1899.

Electrical Standards 225
Seismological Observations.,. 65 14

Science Abstracts 100

Heat of Combination of Metals
in Alloys 20

Radiation in a Magnetic Field 50
Calculation of certain In-

tegrals 10

Action of Light upon Dyed
Colours 4 19

Relation between Absorption
Spectra and Constitution of

Organic Substances 50
Erratic Blocks 15
Photographs of Geological

Interest 10
Remains of Irish Elk in the

Isle of Man 15
Pleistocene Flora and Fauna

in Canada 30

1908.

1
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£ s. d.

iBomorpbous Sulphonlc De-
rivatives of Benzene 20

The Nature of Alloys 30
Photographs of Geological

Interest 10

Eemains of Elk in the Isle of

Man 5

Pleistocene Fauna and Flora

in Canada 10

Movements of Underground
Waters of Craven 40

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100

Table at the Biological La-
boratorj', Plymouth 20

Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 50

Migration of Birds 15

Plankton and Physical Con-
ditions of the English
Channel 40

Zoology of the Sandwich
Islands 100

Coral Keefs of the Indian
Region 30

Physical and Chemical Con-
stants of Sea-Water 100

Future Dealings in Raw
Produce 2

Bilchester Excavation 10
Ethnological Survey of

Canada 50
New Edition of 'Anthropo-

logical Notes and Queries ' 40
Photographs of Anthropo-

logical Interest 10
Mental and Physical Condi-

tion of Children in Schools 5

Ethnography of the Malay
Peninsula 25

Physiological EflEects of Pep-
tone 20

Comparative Histology of

(Suprarenal Capsules 20
Comparative Histology of

Cerebral Cortex 5

Electrical Changes in Mam-
malian Nerves 20

Vascular Supply of Secreting
Glands ".

10
Fertilisation in Phieophycese 20
Corresponding Societies Com. 20

£1072 10
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£ s. d.

Compound Ascidians of the

Clyde Area 25

Terrestrial Surface Waves ... 15

Legislation regulating Wo-
men's Labour 30

Small Screw Gauge 20

Resistance of Road Vehicles

to Traction 50

Ethnological Survey of

Canada 15

Age of Stone Circles 30

Exploration in Crete 100

Anthropometric Investigation

of Native Egyptian Soldiers 15

Excavations on the Roman
Site at Gelligaer 5

Changes in Haemoglobin 15

Work of Mammalian Heart

under Influence of Drugs... 20

Investigation of the Cyano-

phycese 10

Reciprocal Influence of Uni-

versities and Schools 5

Conditions of Health essen-

tial to carrying on Work in

Schools 2

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 15

£947

1903.

Electrical Standards 35

Seismological Observations... 40

Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere by means of

Kites 75

Magnetic Observations at Fal-

mouth 40

Study of Hydro-aromatic Sub-

stances 20
Erratic Blocks 10

Exploration of Irish Caves ... 40
Underground Waters of North-

west Yorkshire 40

Life-zones in British Car-

boniferous Rocks 5

Geological Photographs 10

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion at Naples 100
Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 100

Tidal Bore, Sea Waves, and
Beaches 15

Scottish National Antarctic

Expedition 50
Legislation affecting Women's

Labour 25
Researches in Crete 100
Age of Stone Circles 3 13 2

£ s. d.

Anthropometric Investigation 5

Anthropometry of the Todas

and other Tribes of Southern

India 50

The State of Solution of Pro-

teids 20
Investigation of the Cyano-

phyceie 25
Respiration of Plants 12

Conditions of Health essential

for School Instruction 5

Corresponding Societies Com. 20

£845 13 2

1904.

Seismological Observations... 40
Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere by means of

Kites 50
Magnetic Observations at

Falmouth CO

Wave-lengthTables of Spectra 10

Study of Hydro-aromatic Sub-

stances 25
Erratic Blocks 10

Life-zones in British Car-

boniferous Rocks 35

Fauna and Flora of the Trias 10

Investigation of Fossiliferous

Drifts 60

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100

Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 60

Development in the Frog 15

Researches on the Higher
Crustacea 15

British and Foreign Statistics

of International Trade 25

Resistance of Road Vehicles

to Traction 90
Researches in Crete 100
Researches in Glastonbury
Lake Village 25

Anthropometric Investigation

of Egyptian Troops 8 10

Excavations on Roman Sites

in Britain 25

The State of Solution of Pro-

teids 20
Metabolism of Individual

Tissues 40

P.otanical Photographs 4 8 11

Respiration of Plants 15

Experimental Studies in

Heredity.. 35

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 20

£887 18 11

g2
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I'JOS.

£ s. (I.

Electrical Stanaards 40
Seismological Observations... 40
Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere by means of

Kites 40
Magnetic Observations at Fal-

mouth 60
Wave-length Tables of Spec-

tra 5

Study of Hydro-aromatic
Substances 25

Dynamic Isomerism 20
Aromatic Nitramines 25
Faunaand Flora of the British

Trias 10
Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100
Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 75

Development of the Frog ... 10
Investigations in the Indian
Ocean 150

Trade Statistics 4 4 8

Kef earches in Crete .. 75
Anthropometric Investiga-

tions on Egyptian Troops... 10
Excavations on Roman Sites

in Britain 10
Anthropometriclnvestigations 10
Age of Stone Circles 30
The State of Solution of Pro-

teids 20
Metabolism of Individual

Tissues 30
Ductless Glands 40
Botanical Photographs 3 17 6
Physiology of Heredity ."iS

Structure of Fossil Plants ... 50
Corresponding Societies Com-

mittee 20

£928~2~2

1906.

Electrical Standards 25
Seismological Observations... 40
Magnetic Observations at Fal-
mouth 60

Magnetic Survey of South
Africa 90

Wave-length Tablesof Spectra 5
Study of Hydro-aromatic Sub-

stances 25
Aromatic Nitramines 10
Fauna and Flora of the British

Trias 7
Crystalline Rocks of Anglesey 30
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£ s. d.

Anthropometric Investiga-

tions in the British Isles... 10

Metabolism ot Individual

Tissues 45

The Ductless Glands 25
Effect of Climate upon Health
and Disease 55

Physiology of Heredity 30

Research of South African
Cycads 35

Botanical Photogi'aphs 5

Structure of Fossil Plants ... 5

Marsh Vegetation.., 15

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 16 14 1

£757 12 10

1008.

Seismological Observations ... 40
Further Tabulation of Bessel

Functions 15
Investigation of Upper Atmo-

sphere by means of Kites... 25
Meteorological Observations

on Ben Nevis 25
Geodetic Arc in Africa 200
Wave-length Tables of Spectra 10
Study of Hydro-aromatic Sub-

stances 30
Dynamic Isomerism 40
Transformation of Aromatic

Nitramines 30
Erratic Blocks 17 16 6

Fauna and Flora of British

Trias 10
Faunal Succession in the Car-

boniferous Limestone in the
British Isles 10

£ g. d.

Pre-Devonian Rocks 10

Exact Significance of Local
Terms 5

Composition of Charnwood
Rocks 10

Table at the Zoological Station

atNaples 100

Index Animalium 75

Hereditary Experiments 10

Fauna of Lakes of Central
Tasmania 40

Investigations in the Indian
Ocean 50

Exploration in Spitsbergen ... 30
Gold Coinage in Circulation

in the United Kingdom 3 7 6

Electrical Standards 50
Glastonbury Lake Village ... 30
Excavations on Roman Sites

in Britain 15

Age of Stone Circles 50
Anthropological Notes acd

Queries 40

Metabolism of Individual

Tissues 40
The Ductless Glands 13 14 8

Effect of Climate upon Health
and Disease 35

Body Metaboli.sm in Cancer... 30

Electrical Phenomena and
Metabolism of Arum spa-

dices 10

Marsh Vegetation 15

Succession of Plant Remains 18

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 25

£1157 18~8



CXVIII REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.

Beport of the Council, 1907-1 908 *

I. The Council have adopted the following Resolutions :

—

(i) " The President and Council of the British Association desire to
express their profound regret at the death of Lord Kelvin,
O.M., G.C.V.O., D.C L., LL.D., F.R.S., &c., and to place on
record their sense of the great services he rendered to the
Association in important offices. They recall that h^ was
President of the Association in 1871 at Edinburgh, and was
Pi'esident of Section A on no fewer than five occasions. His
constant attendance at the Meetings and the leading part he
was in the habit of taking in the proceedings of Section A
will always be remembered. His loss, indeed, seems to be
irreparable.

" The President and Council furthermore desire to express theii*

sympathy with Lady Kelvin and other members of the family
in their bereavement."

(il) " The President and Council of the British Association desire to
express their deep regret at the death of Sir John Evans,
K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., and to record their high appre-
ciation of the services he rendered to the Association as a
member of the Council during a long period of years, as
President of the Association in 1897, and as a Sectional
President in 1878 and in 1890.

" The President and Council furthermore desire to express their
sincere sympathy with Lady Evans and the family in their
bereavement."

(iii) " The President and Council of the British Association desire to
express tlieir deep regret at the death of the Earl of Rosse,
Chancellor of the University of Dublin, and to offer their
sincere sympathy with the Countess of Rosse and the family
in their bereavement."

Sir David Gill, President, represented the Association at the Darwin-
Wallace Celebration on July 1 by the Linnean Society of London,

Mr. Francis Darwin, F.R.S., President-Meet, will represent the
Association at the commemoration next year by the University of Cam-
bridge of the centenary of Charles Darwin's birth.

II. Professor J. J. Thomson, F.R.S., has been unanimously nomi-
nated by the Council to fill the office of President of the Association
for 1909 (Winnipeg Meeting).

III. The following Nominations are made by the Council :

—

(i) As an additional Vice-President of the Association for the
Dublin Meeting : Right Hon. Augustine Birrell, M.P. ; and
as Local Secretary, John Mulligan, in place of Charles E.
Martin, deceased.
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(ii) Professor H. A. Miers, F.R.S., Chairman, Professor Crenville

Cole, Vice- Chairman, and W. P. D. Sfcebbing, Secretary, of

the Conference of Delegates of Corresponding SociETtES

to be held at Dublin.

(iii) Members of the Corresponding Societies Committee for the ensuing

year : Chairman, Mr. W. Whitaker ; Secretary, Mr. W. P. D,

Stebbing ; Rev. J. O. Bevan, Sir Edward Brabrook, Dr. J. G.

Garson, Principal E. H. Griffiths, Mr. T. V. Holmes, Mr.

J. Hopkinson, Professor R. Meldola, Dr. H. R. Mill, Mr.

F. W. Rudler, Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, and the President and
General Officers of the Association.

IV. A Report has been received from the Corresponding Societies

Committee, together with the list of Corresponding Societies and the

titles of the more important Papers, especially of those referring to local

scientific investigations, published by the Societies during the year ending

May 31, 1908.

V. The following Resolution, referred to the Council by the General

Committee at Leicester, has been considered and acted upon :

—

From Sections L and Hjointly.

" That, in view of the national importance of obtaining data on the

question of physical deterioration, this Association urges upon
the Government the pressing necessity of instituting, in con-

nection with the medical inspection of school children, a

system of periodic measurement which will provide definite

information on their physical condition and development."

A Committee, consisting of Sir Edward Brabrook, Mr. Sidney Hart-

land, and Professor D. J. Cunningham, was appointed to report -on this

proposal ; and the following has been received and adopted by the

Council :

—

"Your Committee, appointed to consider and report on the joint

Resolution from Sections L and H at the Leicester Meeting,

report as follows :

—

" (i) The memorial referred to in the Resolution was presented to the

Board of Education ; and since then a Minute has been issued

by that Board recommending a system of anthropometric

observation of the children in Elementary Schools.

" (ii) Your Committee consider that the Minute concedes as much as

the Board could reasonably be expected to have adopted as a

preliminary and experimental measure ; and that, therefore,

no further action on the part of the Council is at the present

time called for."

VI. A Resolution, referred to the Council by the General Committee
at Leicester, has been received

From the Conference of Delegates :—
" That it is desirable (1) to obtain information as to the present

state of things in Britain in connection with Photo Survey

work
; (2) to publish instructions or give advice for the
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execution of a scientiflc Photographic Survey ; and (3) to

endeavour to found, or promote, a Photo-Record of the town

and district in vi'hich the British Association holds its Annual

Meeting."

This Resolution was remitted to the Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee for consideration and report to the Council ; and the proposal in

regard to promoting a photo-record of the city and district in which the

Association holds its Annual Meeting was forwarded to the Dublin

Executive Committee for their consideration. It is understood that the

Local Committee will act upon this suggestion.

The report of the Corresponding Societies Committee on this subject

is contained in their Annual Report to the Council.

VIT. The Resolution by the Committee of Section D, remitted to the

Council by the General Committee at Leicester, was considered; and the

Council resolved that no action be taken.

VII I. A proposed new Rule, referred to the Council by the General

Committee at Leicester for consideration and report, to the effect that the

Council shall have power to remove a Member or Associate for conduct

tending to bring the Association into disrepute, has been considered,

A Committee, consisting of Sir Edward Brabrook, Dr. Carey Foster,

Dr. Chalmers Mitchell, and the General Officers, was appointed to draft a

Rule for the consideration of the Council ; and the following Report has

been received and adopted :

—

'* The Committee appointed by the Council to draft a new Rule,

giving the Council powers of ejection fi'om the Association,

recommend the addition of tlie following words to the con-

cluding paragraph of Chapter X. (1) of the Rules—namely,

after the word ' exclusion ' to add :

"... by the Council, who have also authority, if they

think it necessary, to withhold from any perssou the

privilege of attending any Annual Meeting or to cancel

a ticket of admission already issued."

In accordance with this suggestion the Council recommend that the

second paragraph of Rule 1, Chapter X., as amended in the above
Report, be sanctioned by the General Committee to read as follows :

—

"Every person admitted as a Member or an Associate shall con
form to the Rules .and Regulations of the Association, any
infringement of which on his part may render him liable to

exclusion by tiie Council, who have also authority, if they
think it necessary, to withhold from any person the privilege

of attending any Annual Meeting or to cancel a ticket of

admission already issued."

IX. The Council have authorised Section F (Economic Science and
Statistics) to form a Sub-Section for Agriculture for the Dublin Meeting,
with a Chairman, Vice-Chairmen, and Secretariat to deal with its trans-
actions.
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X. The Council have received the following coiuinuuication, proposing

the constitution of a Section for Astronomy and Cosmical Physics :

—

10 MonETON Gardens, S.W.
December 31, 1907,

To Sir David Gill, K.C.B., F.R.S., President.

Dear Sir David Gill,

The signatories of this letter are those who have acted as

Chairmen of the Sab-Section of Section A for Astronomy and Cosmical

Physics. Our purpose is to ask you to bring before the Association a

proposal for the constitution of a separate Section for the group of

Sciences included in the title " Astronomy and Cosmical Physics."

2. The ground for our request is that the applications of Mathematics

and Physics in Astronomy, Geodesy, Meteorology, Terrestrial Magnetism,

Atmospheric Electricity, and Seismology, together with the treatment of

those subjects from the point of view of the organisation and collection

of observations of natural phenomena, attract papers sufficient in number
and importance to deserve a separate Section.

3. The separation of these subjects from Mathematics and Experi-

mental Physics would have the further advantage that more time would

be found for the newer developments of those subjects the discussion of

which is now unduly restricted.

4. Under existing conditions there is not time to deal with the papers

on Astronomy and Meteorology prepared for the Meetings, and no
encouragement can be offered to the comparatively few students of the

other observational Sciences associated with Mathematics and Physics,

to bring the progress in their subjects to the notice of the Association.

In consequence, these subjects lose the advantage of the discussion of

questions at a Meeting of the Association, and the important influence

of a Sectional Committee in matters of organisation and co-operation.

5. For a number of years a Sub-Section for Astronomy and Cosmical

Physics was formed, but it has been discontinued since the Meeting at

Cambridge in 1904. It is not necessary to consider here the reasons for

this suspension, which originated perhaps with the difficulties of manag-
ing a Sub-Section during the expeditional Session of 1905 to the Cape.

But the reasons are certainly not connected with any ill-success of the

experiment tried. There was always plenty of work for the Sub-Section,

and, in the interval, there has been noteworthy progress, especially on
the lines of international co-operation, in the oljservational Sciences.

Consequently, the remedy for the congestion of business in Section A,
which met with general acceptance up to 1904, is no longer adequate. A
separate Section for the observational Sciences to which Mathematics
and Physics are applied has become necessary.

6. In common with all students of Mathematics and Physics, we recog-

nise the advantage of the opportunity which is afforded by the Meetings
of the British Association for the students of a particular branch of

Science to keep in touch with the progress in allied branches and with

the developments of Mathematics and Experimental Phy.sics. The
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advantage is, however, only nominal when the discussion of questions has

to be so ria;orously curtailed that the proceedings are only intelligible

to those who are already expert in the particular questions. The
restriction of the consideration of Sciences of wide scope to a day, or

half a day, discourages the attendance of Members of the Association

interested in those Sciences. The influence of the Association would be

made more effective and more beneficial, both directly and indirectly, by
the rearrangement which we wish to propose. Nothing short of that

rearrangement would provide for the adequate representation and discus-

sion of the questions which form the subject of papeis before the Section

or of proposals befoi'e the Sectional Committee.

We are, dear Sir David Gill,

Yours faithfully,

{Signed) Arthur Schuster.
H. H. Turner.
W. N. Shaw.

,, John Eliot.

The Council resolved, without prejudice, to remit this proposal to

the Organising Committee of Section A, for their consideration and
advice.

XI. The following Invitation from Sheffield for the year 1910
will be presented to the General Committee at Dublin, and be supported

by a joint deputation representing the City Council and Sheffield

University :

—

January 24, 1908.

Dear Sir,—We are directed by the Sheffield City Council and the

Sheffield University to cordially extend to the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, through its Executive Council, an invitation

to hold its Annual Meeting in Sheffield in the year 1910.

Slieffield has an estimated population of 463,222. In addition to

the University, the ]\lappin Art Gallery, and several museums, there is

the Ruskin Museum at Meersbrook Park. The city is noted for its great

steel, iron, and kindred industries, where armour plates, silver and
electro plate, cutlery, and other goods are manufactured.

It is scarcely necessary to add that, should the invitation be

accepted, every effort will be made by the representative life of the city

to make the Meeting an unqualified success.

Pray be good enough to bring this invitation before your Executive
Council, and at your convenience acquaint us with their decision.

We are. Yours faithfully,

[Signed) Harry P. Marsh, Lord Mayor.

„ Norfolk, Chancellor of the University of
Sheffield.

XII. The following Invitation from Portsmouth for the year 1911

•will be presented to the General Committee at Dublin, and be supported

by a deputation representing the Town of Portsmouth :

—
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June 1, 1908.

Sir,—I am instructed by the Corporation of Portsmouth to invite the

British Association for the Advancement of Science to hold their Annual
Meeting at Portsmouth in 1911.

A Local Committee will be appointed in order to make all necessary

arrangements, if the in^dtation can be accepted by the Association.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

{Signed) A. Hellard, Town Clerk.

XIIT. The Council have received reports from the General Treasurer

during the past year. His Accounts from July 1, 1907, to June 30, 1908;

have been audited, and are presented to the General Committee.

XIV. In accordance with the Regulations, the retiring Members of

the Council are : hy seniority—Professor D. J. Cunningham and Dr.

A. C. Haddon ; by least attendance— Professor J. N. Langley, C. Vernon
Boys, and Professor Wyndham Dunstan.

The Council recommend the re-eleotion of the other ordinary Members;
with the addition of those whose names are distinguished by an asterisk

in the following list, leaving two vacancies to be filled up by the General

Committee :

—

Abney, Sir W., K.C.B., F.R.S.

Anderson, Tempest, M.D., D.Sc.

Bourne, Professor G. C, D.Sc.
Bowley, A. L., M.A.
Brabrook, Sir Edward, C.B.

Brown, Dr. Horace T., F.R.S.

*Brunton, Sir Lauder, Bart., Sc.D., F.R.S.

Close, Major C. F., R.E., C.M.G.
Dyson, Professor F. W., F.R.S.
Forsyth, Professor A. R., F.R.S.

Glazebrook, Dr. R. T., F.R.S.

Hartland, E. Sidney, F.S.A.

Hawksley, G., M.Inst.C.E.

Hogarth, D. G., M.A.
McKendrick, Professor J. G., F.R.S.

Mitchell, Dr. P. Chalmers, F R.S.

Poulton, Professor E. B., F.R.S.

Prain, Lieut.-Colonel D., CLE., F.R.S.

Sherrington, Professor C. S., F.R.S.

Shipley, A. E., F.R.S.

"Tutton, Dr. A. E. H., F.R.S.

Watts, Professor W. W., F.R.S.

Woodward, Dr. A. Smith, F.R.S.

XV. The General Officers have been nominated by the Council for

reappointment.

XVI. The Council recommend that, on the occasion of the Meeting of

the Association at Winnipeg, the President, Vice-Presidents, and Officers of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science be invited

to attend as honorary Members for the year ; and, further, that all Fellows

and Members of the American Association be admitted Members of the

British Association on the same terms as old Annual Members—namely,

on payment of \l., without the contribution of an admission fee, and
with the additional privilege of receiving a free copy of the Report of the

Meeting.

XVII. The following have been admitted as Members of the General
Committee :

—

Auden, Dr. G. A.
Bernacchi, Mr. L. C.

Boeddicker, Dr. Otto.

Boulton, Dr. W. S.

Crooke, Mr. William.
Fraser, Miss Helen.

Hill, Mr. Arthur W.
Porter, Professor J. B.

Reid, Dr. Archdall.

Stansfield, Mr. Herbert.

Young, Dr. George.
Young, Dr. W. H.



CXxiv GENERAL TREASURER'S ACCOUNT.

Df. THE GENERAL TREASURER'S ACCOUNT,

1907-1908. RECEIPTS.
£ «. rf.

Balance brought forward 2362 18 (5

Life Compositions (including Transfers) 41'J

New Annual Members' Subscriptions 264

Annual Subscriptions (537

Sale of Associates' Tickets 053

Sale of Ladies' Tickets 251

Sale of Publications 100 19 7

Dividend on Consols 154 g 4

Dividend ou India 3 per Cents 102 12

Great Indian Peninsula Railway ' B ' Annuity 24 15 3

Interest on Deposit
, 20 9

Unexpended Balances returned :

—

£ .,. ,i^

Researches in Crete 50
Life Zones in British Carboniferous Rocks... 5 15 9
Effect of Climate upon Health and Disease 4 4 5
Erratic Blocks 17 16 6
Fauual Succession in the Carboniferous

Limestone of South-West England 1 13 6
Correlation and Age of South African Strata 7 J6 9

87 6 11

£5167 9 ?

InvestmcnU.
£, s. d.

2i per Cent. Consolidated Stock 650110 5

India 3 per Cent. Stock 3600
£73 Great Indian Peninsula Railway ' B

'

Annuity^(cost) 1493 6 6

11,594 16 11

Sir Frederick Bramwell's Gift :

—

2^ per Cent. Self- cumulating Consolidated
Stock 65 6 1

£11,660 ^

John Perbt, General Treasurer,



GENERAL TREASURER'S ACCOUNT. CXXV

from July 1, 1907, to June 30, 1908. Qr.

1907-1908. PAYMENTS.

Kent and Office Expenses <jg 14 {
Salaries, &c Ygy 4 4
Printing, Binding, &c i)72 5
Expenses of Leicester Meeting 140 g 2
Purchase of £73 Great Indian Peninsula Railway ' B ' Annuity 1493 G 6
Payment of Grants made at Leicester : £ ,. ,/.

Seismolofrical Observations 4U o
Further Tabulation of Bessel Functions ] 15 g o
Investigation of tlje Upper Atmosphere bv means of

Kites ".

25
Meteorological Observations on Beu Xevis 25 U
Geodetic Arc in Africa 2U0
Wave-length Tables of Spectra ...*.*. 10
Study of Hydro-Aromatic Substances 30 u
Dynamic Isomerism 40 o o
Transformation of Aromatic Xitramiues 30 U '

Erratic Blocks ]7 ](j (;

Fauna and Flora of British Trias ! 10 o
Faiuial Succession in the Carboniferous Limestone in

the British Isles 10 (1

Pre-Devonian Rocks 10 o
Exact Significance of Local Terms 5 o
Composition of Charnwood Hocks .' 10 U
Table at the Zoological Station at Naples 100
Index Animalium 75
Hereditary Experiments 10 u
Fauna of Lakes of Central Tasmania 40
Investigations in the Indian Ocean 50
Exploration in Spitsbergen 30
Gold Coinage in Circulation in the United Kingdom .. .. 3 7 6
Electrical Standards 50
Glastonbury Lake Village 30
Excavations on Roman Sites in IJritain 15
Age of Stone Circles

\ 50
Anthropological Notes and Queries 40
Metabolism of Individual Tissues 40
The Ductless Glands 13 1-i 8
Effect of Climate upon Health and Disease '. 35
Body Metabolism in Cancer 30
Electrical Phenomena and Metabolism of iirwrn .S/)(if//t¥s 10
Marsh Vegetation 15
Succession of Plant Remains is
Corresponding Societies Committee .'. 25

1157 18 8

£4(J48 12 2
Balance at Bank of England (Western £ s. d.

l^ranch) 561 2 s'

.4<i^/ Cheque not credited 10
565 2~8

Ztf«« Cheques not presented 45 5

519 17~~8

£ei« Petty Cash overspent 10 3

618 17 5

£51G7 9 7

I have examined the above Account with the Rooks and Vouchers of the Associa-
tion, and certify the same to be correct. I have also verified the Balance at the
Bankers, and have ascertained that the Investments are registered in the names
of the Trustees.

Approved— \V. B. Kekn, Chartered Accountant.
Herbert McLeod, \ ....;.„... ^«Zy 28, 1908.
Edward Brabrook,]^"""""'-



CXXvi GENERAL MEETINGS.

General Meetings at Dublin.

On Wednesday, September 2, at 8.30 p.m., in the Great Hall of the

Royal University, Sir David Gill, K.C.B., F.R.S., resigned the office of

President to Mr. Francis Darwin, M.B., LL.D., F.R.S., who took the

Chair and delivered an Address, for which see p. 3.

On Thursday, September 3, at 8 p.m., a Conversazione was held at

Leinster House.

On Friday, September 4, at 8.30 p.m., in the Great Hall of the

Royal University, Professor H. H. Turner, F.R.S., delivered a Discourse

on ' Halley's Comet.'

On Monday, September 7, at 8.30 p.m., in the Great Hall of the Royal

University, Professor W. I\I. Davis delivered a Discourse on ' The Lessons

of the Colorado Canyon.'

On Tuesday, September 8, a Garden Party was given by the Local

Committee in the Gardens of the Royal Zoological Society.

On Wednesday, September 9, at 3 p.m., the concluding General

Meeting was held in the Royal University Buildings, when the following

Resolutions were adopted :

—

1. That a cordial vote of thanks be given to the Lord Mayor and

Corporation of the City of Dublin for the reception which they have

accorded to the British Association.

2. That a cordial vote of thanks be given (i) to the Provost and

Senior Fellows of Trinity College and to the Senate of the Royal Univer-

sity of Ireland
;

(ii) to the governing bodies of the public institutions

which have granted the use of their buildings for sectional proceedings
;

and (iii) to the authorities of the schools and works thrown open to the

inspection of the members of the Association.

3. That a cordial vote of thanks be given to the Local Executive

Officers and Committees for the admirable arrangements made for the

meetings.

4. That the grateful thanks of the Association be given to the citizens

of Dublin for the generous hospitality shown to its members on the

occasion of this meeting.

OFFICERS OF SECTIONAL COMMITTEES PRESENT AT
THE DUBLIN MEETING.

SECTION A. MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

President.—V>r. W. N. Shaw, F.Il.S. Vice-Presidents.—Vrot. W. F. Barrett,

F.R.S. ; Prof. W. S. Bm-nside, F.T.C.D. ; Prof. C. H. Lees, F.R.S. ; Prof. A. E. H.
Love,F.R.S. ; Prof. F. Purser, F.T.C.D. ; Prof. H. H.Turner, F.R.S. Secretaries.

—Prof. A. W. Porter, B.Sc. (Recorder) ; Dr. W. Geoffrey Duffield; Dr. L. N. G.
Filon ; E. Gold, M.A. ; Prof. J. A. McClelland

;
Prof. E. T. Whittaker, F.R.S.

SECTION B.—CHEMISTRY.

President.—Prof. F. S. Kipping, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents.— Sir Charles A.
Cameron, M.D. ; Prof. W Keel Hartley, F.R.S.; Prof. A. Smithells, F.R.S.;

Prof. Sydney Young, F.IC.S. Secretaries.—Dr. E. F. Avmstrong {Recorder) ; Dr.

Alex. McKenzie: Dr. I''. M. J'erkin ; Dr. James H. Pollok.



OFFICERS OF SECTIONAL COMMITTEES. CXXVll

SECTION C.—GEOLOGY.

President.—Prof. John Joly, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents.—Prof. Grenville A. Cole

;

Prof. W. M. Davis ; Sir A. Geikie, K.C.B., Sec. R.S. ; Prof. J. W. Gregory, F.R.S.

;

A. Smith Woodward, F.R.S. Secretaries.—J. Lomas (Recorder) ; Rev. W. Lower
Carter, M.A. ; Prof. S. H. Reynolds, M.A. ; II. J. Seymour, B.A.

SECTION D. ZOOLOGY.

Presidejit.—DT. S. F. Ilariner, F.R.S. Vice-Preside7its.—Dr. VV. E. Hoyle
Prof. A. A. W. Hubrecht; Prof. E. W. MacBride, F.R.S.; Dr. R. F. Scharff

;

A. E. Shipley, F.R.S. Secretaries.—H. W. Marett Tims, M.D. (Recorder) ; J. H.
Ashworth, D.Sc. ; L. Doncaster, M.A. ; Prof. Alex. Eraser, M.13.

SECTION E.—GEOGRAPHY.

President.—Msijov E. H. Hills, C.M.G., R.E. Vice-Presidents.—J. Bolton;

Major C. F. Close, R.E., C.M.G. ; Major Leonard Darwin, R.E. ; Prof, W. M.
Davis ; Rev. W. Spotswood Green, G.B., M.A. ; Dr. A. J. Herbertson ; Captain

H. G. Lyons, R.E., F.R.S. Secretaries.—0. J. R. Howarth, M.A. (Recorder);

AV. F. Bailey, C.B. ; AV. J. Barton, B.A. ; E. A. Reeves.

SECTION p.—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.

President.—VV. M. Acworth. Vice-Presidents.—VyoL W. J. Ashley ; Prof.

C. F. Bastable ; Sir H. Llewellyn Smith, K.C.B. Secretaries.—VroL S. J. Chap-
man, M.A. (Recorder); AV. G. S.Adams, M.A. ; Prof. D. II. Macgregor, M.A.

;

H. 0. Meredith.

SUB-SECTION.—AGRICULTUKE.

Chairman.— Kight Hon. Sir Horace Plunkett, K.C.V.O., F.R.S. Vice-Chair-

men.—Prof. J. R. Campbell, F.R.S.E. ; Major P. G. Craigie, C.B. ; Colonel N.
Everard ; David Houston; Prof. F. Keeble. Secretaries.—A. D. Hall, M.A.
(Recorde?-) ; Prof. J. Percival, M.A. ; J. II. Priestley, B.Sc. ; Prof. James
Wilson, M.A.

SECTION G.—ENGINEERING.

President.—Dngfild Clerk, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents.—Sir Charles Douglas
Fox; Sir Howard Grubb, F.R.S.; Charles Ilawksley ; Bindon B. Stoney, F.R.S.

;

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson, F.R.S. Secretaries.—W. A. Price, M.A. ( Recorder);

Prof. E. G. Coker, D.Sc. ; Dr. W. E. Lilly, Sc.D. ; H. E. AVimperis, M.A.

SECTION H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.

President —Prof. AVilliam Ridgeway, F.B.A. Vice-Presidents. — George
Coffey, M.A.; Prof. A. Francis Dixon, Sc.D. ; D. G. Hogarth, M.A. ; Prof J. L.

Myres, M.A. ; Prof. George Sigerson, M.D. Secretaries.—E. N. Fallaize, B.A.
(Recorder) ; H. S. Kingsford, M.A. ; F. C. Shrubsall, M.A., M.D. ; Laurence E.
Steele, M.A.

SECTION I.— PHYSIOLOGY.

President.—Dr. John Scott Haldane, F.R.S. Vice-Presideiits.—Sir Rubert
Bovce, F.R.S.; Prof. A. B. Macallum, F.R.S.; Prof. E. J. McAVeenev, M.D.

;

Prof. J. M. Purser, M.D. ; Prof. C. S. Sherrington, F.R.S. ; Prof. W. H. Thompson
;

Dr. A. D. AValler, F.R.S. Secretaries.—Yiexhext E. Roaf, M.D. (Recorder) ; Prof.

Denis J. Coffey, M.B. ; P. T. Herring, M.D. ; Prof. J. S. Macdonald, B.A.



CXXVui OFFICERS OF SECTIONAL C0:\IM1TTEES.

StdTION K.

—

BOTANV.

rresident.—Dr. F. F Blackinan, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents.—T). II. Scott, F.R.S.

;

Prof. A. C. Seward, F.R.S. Secretaries.—A. G. Tansley, M.A. (Recorder);

Trof. Ilenvy II. Dixon, F.R.S. ; R. P. Gregory, M.A. ; Prof. R. II. Yapp, M.A.

SECTION L.—EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.

President.—Vrof. L. C. Miall, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents.—Jl. Blair ; Very Rev.

William Delany, LL.D. ; Rev. Dr. H. Evans; Sir Oliver Lodpp, F.R.S.; Sir

I'hilip MagDU.«, M.P. ; A. Traill, M.D. Secretaries—Prof. R. A, Gregory

(Recorder); Prof. E. P. Culverwell, M.A,; AV. D. Eggar, M.A ; George Fletcher,

F.G.S. ; Hugh Ricbardson, M.A.

CONFERENCE OF DELEGATES OF CORRESPONDING
SOCIETIES.

Chalrman.—VroL II. A. Miers, F.R.S. Vice- Chairman.—Prof. Grenville Cole.

Secretary.—W. P. D. Stebbing.

COMMITTEE OF RECOMMENDATIONS.

The President and Vice-Presidents of the Association ; the General Secretaries

;

tbe General Treasurer ; the Trustees ; the Presidents of the Association in

former years; Dr. W. N. Shaw; Dr. R. T. Glazebrook ; Prof. F. S. Kipping,

Dr. E. F. Armstrong ; Prof. John Joly ; J. Lonias ; Dr. S. F. Harmer ; Dr.

W. H. Marett Tims ; Major E. H. Hills ; O. J. R. Howarth ; W. M. Acworth

;

Prof. S. J. Chapman; Dugald Clerk; AV. A. Price; Prof. W. Ridgeway ;

E. N. Fallaize ; Dr. J. Scott Ilaldaue ; Prof. F. Gotch ; Dr. F. F. Blackman
;

A. G. Tansley ; Prof. L. C. Miall ; Prof. R. A. Gregory; Prof. H. A. Miers
;

and Prof. G. A. J. Cole.



KESEAKCH COMMITTEES. CXXIX

Research Committees appointed by the General Committee

AT THE Dublin Meeting : September 1908.

1. Receiving Grants of Money.

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee Grants

Section A.—MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.

Seismological Observations.

To co-operate with the Rojal
Meteorological Society ia the
Investigation of the Upper At-
mosphere by means of Kites.

To co-operate with the Committee
of the Falmouth Observatory
in their Magnetic Observations.

To aid the work of Establishing
a Solar Observatory in Australia.

Chairman,.—ProfessorH H.Turner.
Secretary.—Dr. J. Milne.
Dr. T. G. Bonney, Mr. C. V.

Boys, Sir George Darwin, Mr.
Horace Darwin, Major L Dar-
win, Professor J. A. Ewing,
Mr. M. H. Gray, Dr. R. T.

Glazebrook, Professors J. W.
Judd, C. G. Knott, and R.
Meldola, Mr. R. D. Oldham,
Professor J. Perry, Mr. W.
E. Plummer, Professor J. H.
Poynting, Mr. Clement Reid,
and Mr. Nelson Richardson.

Chairman.—Dr. W. N. Shaw.
Secretary.—Mr. W. H. Dines.
Mr. D. Archibald, Mr. C. Vernon

Boys, Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, Dr.
H. R. Mill, Professor J. E.
Petavel, Dr. A. Schuster, and
Dr.-W. Watson,

Chairman.—Sir W. H. Preece.

Secretary Dr. R. T. Glazebrook.
Professor W. G. Adams, Captain

Creak, Mr. W. L. Fox, Professor

A. Schuster, Sir A. W. liiicker,

and Dr. Charles Chree.

Chairman.—Sir David Gill

Secretary.—Dr W. G. Duffield.

Dr. W. J. S. Lockyer, Mr. F.

McClean, and Professors A.
Schuster and H. H Turner.

Section B.—CHEMISTRY

.

Preparing a new Series of Wave-
length Tables of the Spectra
of the Elements.

1908.

ClMiirman.—Sir H. B. Roscoe.

Secretary.— Dr. Marshall Watts
Sir Norman Lockyer, Professors

Sir J. Dewar, G. D. Liveing, A.

Schuster, W. N. Hartley, and
Wolcott Gibbs, Sir W. de W.
Abuey, and Dr. W. E. Adeney.

£ s. J.

60

10

50

50

10



cxxx KESEARCH COMMITTEES.

1. Receiving (rraiits of Money—cotiimued.

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose

Tlie Study of Hydro-aromatic Sub-

stances.

Dynamic Isomerism.

The Traiisfonnation of Aromatic

Nitiamines and allied sub-

stances, and its relation to Sub-

stitution in Benzene Deriva-

tives.

Electroanalysis.

Members of Committee

Cliairmin —Professor E. Divers.

Secretary.—Professor A. W. Cross

-

ley.

Professor W. H. Perkin, Dr. M. O.

Forster, and Dr. Le Sueur.

Chairman.—Professor H. E Arm-
strong.

Secretary.—Dr. T. M. Lowry.
Professor Sydney Young, Dr. Descb,

Dr. J. J. Dobbie, Dr. A. Lap-

worth, and Dr. M. O. Forster.

Chairman.—?ToiQSior F. S. Kip-

ping.

Secretary.—ProfessorK.J.P.Orton.

Dr. S. Ruhemann, Dr. A. Lapworth,

and Dr. J. T. Hewitt.

Chairman.—Professor F. S. Kip-

ping.

Secretary.—Dr. F. M. Perkin.

Dr. G. T. Beilby, Dr. T. M. Lowry,
Professor W. J. Pope, and Mr.

U. J. S. Sand.

Section C—GEOLOGY.
To investigate the Erratic Blocks

of the British Isles, and to take

measures for their preservation.

To report upon the Fauna and
Flora of the Trias of the British

Isles.

To investigate the Fossiliferous

Drift Deposits at Kirmington,
Lincolnshire, and at various

localities in the East Riding
of Yorkshire.

To enable Mr. E. Greenly to com-
plete his Researches on the

Composition and Origin of the

Crystalline Rocks of Anglesey.

Chairman.—Islx. R. H. Tiddeman.
Seeretarii.—Dr. A. R. Dwerryhouse.

Dr. T. G.Bonney, Mr. F. M. Burton,

Mr. F. W. Harmer, Rev. S. N.

Harrison, Dr. J. Home, Mr. J.

Lomas, Professor W. J. Sollas,

and Messrs. J. W. Slather and
,W. T. Tucker.

Chairman.—Professor W. A. Herd-
man.

Secretary.—Mr. J. Lomas.
Mr. H. 'C. P.easley, Mr. E. T.

Newton, Professor A. C. Seward,

Mr. W. A. E. Ussher, Professor

W. W. Watts, and Dr. A. Smith
Wood ward.

Chairman.— "^It. G W. Lamplugh.
Secretary.—Mr. J. W. Stather.

Dr. Tempest Anderson, Professor

J. W. Carr, Rev. W. Lower
Carter, Dr. A. R. Dwerryhouse,
Mr. F. W. Harmer, Mr. J. H.
Howarth, Kev. W. Johnson, and
Messrs. G. W. B. Macturk,
E. T. Newton, H. M. Platnauer,
Clement Reid, and T. Sheppard.

Chairman.—Mr. A. Harker.
Secretary.—Mr. E. Greenly.

Mr. J. Lomas, Dr. C. A. Matley,

and Professor K. J. P. Orton.

£ s. d.

15

35

10

M

12

8

11

10



RESEAKCH COMMITTEES.

1. Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

CXXXl

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose

To enable Dr. A. Vaughan to

continue his Researches on tlie

Faunal Succession in the Car-

boniferous Limestone in the

British Isles.

To excavate Critical Sections in

the i'alteozoic Rocks of Wales
and the West of England.

To investigate the Microscopical
and Chemical Composition of

Charnwood Rocks.

The Investigation of Igneous and
Associated Rocks of Glensaul
and Lough Nafovey Areas, Cos.-

Ma3'o and Galway.

To investigate the Ancient Salt

Lakes and other Desert Phe-
nomena at Biskra, Algeria,

in particular relation to the

British Trias.

Members of Committee

Chairman.— VicoiessQV J. W. Gre-
gory.

Secretary.—Dr. A. Vaughan.
Dr. Wheelton Hind and Professor
W. W. Watts.

Chairman.—Professor C. Lap-
worth.

Secretary Mr. W. G. Fearnsides.
Mr. J. Lomas, Dr. J. E. Marr, Pro-

fessor W. W. Watts, and Mr.
G. W. Williams.

Chairma,n. — Professor W. W.
Watts.

Secretary.—Dr. T. T. Groom.
Dr. F. P. Bennett, Mr. C. Fox-

Strangways, and Dr. Stracey.

Chairman. — Professor W. W.
Watts

Secretary.—Professor S. H. Rey-
nolds.

Messrs. H. B. Muflf and C. I.

Gardiner.

Chairman.—Professor J. Joly.
Secretary.—J. Lomas.
Mr. AUorge, Dr. A. Hutchinson,
and Professors Sollasand VV. W.
Watts.

Section D.—ZOOLOGY.'
To aid competent Investigators Ckairma/n.— Professor S. J. Hick-

selected by the Committee to

carry on definite pieces of work
at the Zoological Station at

Naples.

Compilation of an Index Generum
et Specierum Animalium.

To enable Mr. Laurie to conduct
Experiments in Inheritance.

son.

Secretary.—Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing.
Sir E. Ray Lankester, Professor

A. Sedgwick, Professor W. C.
Mcintosh, Dr. S. F. Harmer,
and Mr. G. P. Bidder

Chairman.—T)x. H. Woodward.
Secretary.—Dr. F. A. Bather.
Dr. P. L. Sclater, Rev. T. R. R.

Stebbing, Dr. W. E. Hoyle, the
Hon. Walter Rothschild, and
Lord Walsingham.

CJtairman. — Professor W. A.
Herdman.

Secretary.— Mr. Douglas Laurie.
Mr. R. C. Punnett and Dr.

H. W. Marett Tims.

Grants

£ 6. d.

10

15

20

SO

75

75

10

La



CXXXll RESEAKCH COMMITTEES.

1. Meceiving Grants of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose

To investigate the Feeding Habits
of British Birds by a study of

the contents of the crops and
gizzards of both adults and
nestlings, and by the collation

of observational evidence, with
the object of obtaining precise

knowledge as to the economic
status of many of our commoner
birds affecting rural science.

Members of Committee

CItairman.—Dr. A. E. Shipley.

Secretanj.—Mr. C. Gordon Hewitt.
Messrs. J. N. Halbert, Kobert
Newstead, A. G. L. Rogers, and
P. V. Theobald.

Section E.—GEOGRAPHY.
To carry on an Expedition to

investigate the Indian Ocean
between India and South Africa
in view of a possible land con-

nection, to examine the deep
submerged banks, the Nazareth
and Saya de Malha, and also the

distribution of Marine Animals.

The Quantity and Composition of

Rainfall, and of Lake and River
Discharge.

Chairman.—Sir John Murray. 35
Secretary.—Mr. J. Stanley Gar-

diner.

Captain E. W. Creak, Professors

W. A. Herdman, S. J. Hickson,
and J. W. Judd, Mr. J. J. Lister,

Dr. H. R. Mill, and Dr. David
Sharp.

Chairman.—Sir John Murray. 10

Secretaries.—Professor A. B. Mac-
allum and Dr. A. J. Herbertson.

Professor W. M. Davis, Professor

P. F. Frankland, Mr. A. D. Hall,

Mr. N. F. Mackenzie, Mr. E. H. V.

Melville, Dr. H. R. Mill, Pro-

fessor A. Penck, Mr. A. Strahan,

and Mr. W. Whitaker.

Section F.—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.
The Amount of Gold Coinage in

Circulation in the United King-
dom.

The Amount and Distribution of

Income (other than Wages) be-

low the Income-tax exemption
limit in the United Kingdom.

C/iairma/L—Mr. R. H. Inglis Pal-

grave.

Secretary.—Mr. H. Stanley Jevons.
Professor Edgeworch and Messrs.

A.L.Bowley andD.H. Macgregor.

Chairman.—Professor E. Cannan.
Secretary.—Professor A. L. Bow-

ley.

Messrs. W. G. S. Adams and A. B.

Clark and Professors F. Y. Edge-
worth and H. B. Lees Smith.

6

15

Section G.—ENGINEERING.
The Investigation of Gaseous Ex-

plosions, with special reference

to Temperature.

Chairman.—Sir W. H. Preece.

Secretaries.—Mr. Dugald Clerk

and Professor B. Hopkinsou.
Professors W. A. Bone, F. W. Bur-

stall, H. L. Callendar, B. G.
Coker, W. E. Dalby, and H. B.

Dixon, Drs. R. T. Glazebrook,
J. A. Harker, and H. S. Hele-

Shaw, Colonel H. C. L. Holden,
Mr. J. E. Petavel, Captain H.
Riall Sankey, ;ind Profesors A.

Smilhells and W. Watson.

75



RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

I . Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee

Section H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.

To investigate the Lake Villages

in the neighbourhood of Glas-

tonbury in connection with a
Committee of the Somerset
Archasological and Natural
History Society.

To co-operate with Local Com-
mittees in Excavations on
Roman Sites in Britain.

To conduct Explorations with the
object of ascertaining the Age
of Stone Circles.

To prepare a New Edition of Notes
and Queries in Anthropology.

Boyd

To conduct Archffiological and
Ethnological Researches in

Crete.

Chairman.— Dr. R. Munro.
Secretary.— Professor W.
Dawkins.

Professor W. Ridgeway and Messrs.

Arthur J. Evans, C. H. Read,
H. Balfour, and A. Bulleid.

Chairman.— Professor .J. L. TMyres.

Secretary,—Professor R. C. Bosan-
quet.

Sir Edward Brabrook, Dr. T.

Ashby, Mr. D. G. Hogarth, and
Professors W. Ridgeway and
W. Boyd Dawkins.

Chairman —Mr. C. H. Read.
Secretary.—Mr. H. Balfour.

Lord Avebury, Professor W. Ridge-
way, Dr. J. G. Garson, Dr. A. J.

Evans, Dr. R. Munro, Professor
Boyd Dawkins, and Mr. A. L.

Lewis.

Chairman.— Mr. C. H. Read.
Secretary —Professor J, L. Myre.-^.

Professor D. J. Cunningham, Mr.
E.N. Fallaize,Dr. A. C. Haddon,
Mr. T. A. Joyce, and Drs. C. S.

Myers, W. H. R. Rivers, C. G.
Seligmann, and F. C. Shrubsall.

Chairman.—Mr. D. G. Hogartli.

Secretary.—Professor J. L. Myres.
Professor R. C. Bosanquet, Dr.

W. L. H. Duckworth, Dr. A. J.

Evans, Professor A. Macalister,

and Professor W. Ridgeway.

Section T.—PHYSIOLOGY.

Tlie Ductless Glands.

Body Metabolism in Cancer.

The Electrical Phenomena and
Metabolism of lirnm Spadices.

Chairman.—Professor Schiifer.

Secretary.—Professor Swale Vin-
cent.

Professor A. B. Macallum, Dr. L. E.

Shore, and Mrs.W. H. Thompson.

Chairman.—Professor C. S. Sher-

rington.

Secretary.—Dr. S. M. Copeman.

Chairman.—Professor A. D.Waller.
Secretary.—Miss Sandars.

Professor Gotch and Professor

Farmer.

CXXXlll

Grants

.5. d.

.57

30

40

ro

35

20

10



CXXXIV RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

I. Receiving Grants of Money— conivavied..

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee

To aid competent Investigators

selected by the Committee to

carry on definite pieces of work
at the Zoological Station at

Naples.

Reflex Muscular Rhjthm.

To acquire further knowledge,
Clinical and Experimental, con-

cerning Anesthetics, especially

chloroform, ether, and alcohol,

with special reference to deaths
by, or during, anaisthesia, and
their possible diminution.

Tissue Metabolism, for the inves-

tigation of the Metabolism of

Special Organs.

Mental and Muscular Fatigue.

Cliairman.— Vroies^Qr S.J. Hick-
son.

Secretari/.—Rev.T. R. R. Stcbbing.

Sir B. Ray Lankester, Professor

A. Sedgwick, Professor W. C.

Jlclntosh, Dr. S. F. Harmer,
and Mr. G. P. Bidder.

CJiairman.—Dr. A. D. Waller.

Secretary.—Miss Buchanan.

Chairman.—Dr. A. D. Waller.
Seeretai"]/.— Dr. Hewitt.
Sir Frederick Treves.

Section K.—BOTANY.

The Structure of Fossil Plants.

To carry out the scheme for the
Registration of Negatives of

Botanical Photographs.

The Experimental
Heredity.

Study of

The investigation of Symbiosis
between Turbellarian Worms
and Algfe.

A Botanical, Zoological, and Geo-
logical Survey of Clare Island.

Chairman.—Dr. D. H. Scott.

Secreta/ry.—Professor F.W. Oliver.

Mr. E. Newell Arber and Professors

A. C. Seward and F. E. Weiss.

Chairman.—ProfessorF.W. Oliver.

Secretary.—Professor F. E. Weiss.

Dr. W. G. Smith, Mr. A. G. Tansley,

Dr. T. W. Woodhead, and Pro-

fessor R. H. Yapp.

Chairman.—Mr. Francis Darwin.

Secretary.—Mr. A. G. Tansley.

Professors Bateson and Keeble.

Chairmnn.— 'Dr. F. F. Blackman.
Secretary.— Professor F. E. Weiss.

Professors Keeble and Nuttall.

Grants

£ H. (1.

25

10

25

Chairman.—Professor E. H. Star- 20
ling. 1

Secretaries.—Professor W. D.
Brodie.

j

Dr. J. S. Haldane.

Chairman.—Professor C. R. Sher- 40
rington.

Secretary.—Dr. W. MacDougall.
j

Professor J. S. MacDonald and
|

Mr. H. Sackville Lawson. I

10

30

10

C7iairw(ffl//.— Professor T. Johnson. 6.^)

Secretary.—Mr. R. Lloyd Praeger.

Professor Grenville Cole, Dr.

Scharff, and Mr. A. G. Tansley.



RRSEARCn COMMITTEES.

1. Ilceeirhig Grants of Money—continued.

CXXXV

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee

Section L.—EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.

To report upon the Course of Ex-
perimental, Observational, and
Practical Studies most suitable

for Elementar}' Schools.

To consider and to advise as to

the Curricula of Secondary
Schools.

Chairman.—Sir Philip Magnus.
Secretary.— Mr. \V. M. Heller.

Sir W. de W. Abney, Mr. R. H.
Adie, Professor H. E. Arm-
strong, Miss L. J. Clarke, Miss
A. J. Cooper, Mr. George Flet-

cher, Professor R. A. Gregory,
Principal Griffiths, Mr. A. D.

Hall, Dr. A. J. Herbertson, Dr.

C. W. Kimmins, Professor L. C.

Miall, Professor J. Perry, Mrs.

W. N. Shaw, Professor A. iSmith-

ells. Dr. Lloyd Snape, Sir H. K.

Reichel, Mr. U. Richardson, and
Professor W. W. Watts.

Chairman.—Sir Oliver Lodge.
Secretary.—Jlr. C. M. Stuart.

Professor H. E. Armstrong, Mr.
G. F. Daniell, Mr. W. D. Eggar,
Professor .1. J. Findlay, Dr.

Gray, Professor R. A. Gregory,

Principal Griffiths, Sir W.
Huggins, Mr. O. H. Latter, Sir

Philip Magnus, Professor H. A.

Miers, Mr. T. E. Page, Professor

J. Perry, Mr. Hugh Richardson,
Professor M. E. Sadler, and
Dr. A. E. Shipley.

CORRESPONDING SOCIETIES.

Grants

£ s. d
5

5

Corresponding Societies Com- ' Chairman.—Mr. W. Whitaker.
mittee for the preparation of Secretary.—Mr. W.P. D. Stebbing.

their Report. Rev. J. O. Bevan, Sir Edward
r.rabrook. Dr. J. G. Garson,
Principal E. H. Griffiths, Mr. T.

V. Holmes, Mr. J. Hopkinson,
Professor R. Meldola, Dr. H. R.

Mill, Mr. F. W. Rudler, Rev.

T. R. R. Stebbing, and the
President and Gem ral Officers

of the Association.

21



CXXXVl KESEARCH COMMITTEES.

2. Not receiving Grants of Money.

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose Members of Committee

Section A.—MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.

Making Experiments for improving
the Construction of Practical Stan-

dards for use in Electrical Measure-

ments.

To continue the Magnetic Survey of

South Africa commenced by Pro-

fessors Beattie and Morrison.

To carry out a further portion of the

Oeodetic Arc of Meridian North of

Lake Tanganyika.

The further Tabulation of Bessel Func-
tions.

To report upon the provision for the

Study of Astronomy, Meteorology
(inclnding Atmospheric Electricity),

and Geophysics in the Universities

of the British Empire.

To report on the present state of our

Knowledge of the Upper Atmosphere
as obtained by the use of Kites,

Palloons, and Pilot Balloons.

Chairman.—Lord Rayleigh.

Secretary.—Dr. R. T. Glazebrook.

Professors W. E. Ayrton, J. Perry, W. G.

Adams, and G. Carey Foster, Sir Oliver

Lodge, Dr. A. Muirhead, Sir W. H
Preece, Professor A. Schuster, Dr.

J. A. Fleming, Professor J. J. Thom-
son, Dr. W. N. Shaw, Dr. J. T. Bot-

tomley, Rev. T. C. Fitzpatrick, Dr. G.

Johnstone Stoney, Professor S. P.

Thompson, Mr. J. Rennie, Principal

E. H. Griffiths, Sir Arthur Rucker,
Professor H. L. Callendar, and Messrs.

G. Matthey, A. P. Trotter, T. Mather,
and F. E. Smith.

Chah-man. —Sir David Gill.

Secretary.—Froiessor J . C. Beattie.

Mr. S. S. Hough, Professor Morrison, and
Professor A. Schuster.

Chairman.—Sir George Darwin.
Secretary.—Sir David Gill.

Major Close and Sir George Goldie.

Chairman.—Professor M. J. M. Hill.

Secretary.—Dr. L. N. G. Filon.

Professor Alfred Lodge and Mr. J. W.
Nicholson.

Chairman.—Sir Arthur Riicker.

Secretary.—Professor A. E. H. Love.

Sir Oliver Lodge, Professors C. G. Knott,

E. Rutherford, A. Schuster, J. J.

Thomson, and E. T. Whittaker, Drs.

W. G. Duffield and G. T. "Walker, and
Mr. R. T. A. Innes

Messrs. E. Gold and W. A. Harwood.

Section B.—CHEMISTRY.

The Study of Isomorphous Sulphonic
Derivatives of Benzene.

Chairman.— Professor H. A. Miers.

Secretary.— Professor H. E. Armstrong.
Professors W. P. Wynne and W. J. Pope.
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2. JVot receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Members of Committee

CXXXVll

Section C—GEOLOGY.
The Collection, Preservation, and Sys-

|
Cliairman.—Professor J. Geikie.

tematic Registration of Photographs
of Geological Interest.

To investigate and report on the Corre-

lation and Age of South African

Strata and on the question of a Uni-

form Stratigraphical Nomenclature.

To determine the precise Significance

of Topographical and Geological

Terms used locally in South Africa.

Secretaries.—ProfessorsW. W. Watts and
S. H. Reynolds.

Dr. T. Anderson, Mr. G. Bingley, Dr.

T. G. Bonney, Mr. H. Coates, Mr. C. V.

Crook, Professor E. J. Garwood,
Messrs. W. Gray, R. Kidston, and A. S.

Reid, Dr. J. J. H. Teall, and Messrs.

R. Welch, W. Whitaker, and H. B.

Woodward.

Chairman.— Professor J. W. Gregory.

Secretary.—Professor A. Young.
Mr. W. Anderson, Professor R. Broom,

Dr. G. S. Corstorphine, Mr. Walcot
Gibson, Dr. F. H. Hatch, Mr. T. H.
Holland, Mr. H. Kynaston, Mr. F. P.

Mennell, Dr. Molengraaff, Mr. A. J. C.

Molyneux, Mr. A. W. Rogers, Mr.
E. H. L. Schwarz, and Professor R. B.

Young.

Chairman.—Mr. G. W. Lamplugh.
Secretary.— Dr. F. H. Hatch.

Dr. G. Corstorphine and Messrs. A. Dii

Toit, A. P. Hall, G. Kynaston, F. P.

Mennell, and A. W. Rogers.

Section D.—ZOOLOGY.
To continue the Investigation of the

Zoology of the Sandwich Islands,

with power to co-operate with the
Committee appointed for the purpose
by the Royal Society, and to avail

themselves of such assistance in their

investigations as may be offered by
the Hawaiian Government or the

Trustees of the Museum at Honolulu.
The Committee to have power to dis-

pose of specimens where advisable.

To summon meetings in London or else-

where for the consideration of mat-
ters affecting the interests of Zoology
or Zoologists, and to obtain by corre-

spondence the opinion of Zoologists

on matters of a similar kind, with
power to raise by subscription from
each Zoologist a sum of money for

defraying current expenses of the
Organisation.

To nominate competent naturalists

to perform definite pieces of work at
the Marine Laboratory, Plymouth.

Cliairman.—Dr. F. Du Cane Godman.
Secretary.—Dr. David Sharp.

Professor S. J. Hickson, Dr. P. L. Sclater,

and Mr. Edgar A. Smith.

Chairman.—Sir E. Ray Lankester.

Secretary.—Professor S. J. Hickson.

Professors G. C. Bourne, T. W. Bridge,

J. Cossar Bwart, M. Hartog, W. A.

Herdman, and J. Graham Kerr, Mr.

O. H. Latter, Professor Minchin, Dr.

P. C. Mitchell, Professors C. Lloyd
Morgan, E. B. Poulton, and A. Sedg-

wick, Mr. A. E. Shipley, and Rev.

T. R. R. Stebbing.

Chairman and Secreta/ry.—Professor A.

Dendy.
Sir E. Ray Lankester, Professor A. Sedg-

wick, and Professor Sydney H. Vines.



CXXXVUl RESEARCH COMMITTEES.

'?. Not receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation, or Purpose

To enable Dr. J. W. Jenkinson to con-

tinue his Researches on the Influence

of Salt and other Solutions on the

Development of the Frog.

Members of Commitiiee

Chairman.—Professor G. C. Bourne.
Secretary.— Dr. J. W. Jenkinson.
Professor S. J. Hickson.

Section H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.
The Collection, Preservation, and

Systematic Registration of Photo-

graphs of Anthropological Interest.

To organise Anthropometric Investiga-

tion in the British Isles.

To conduct Archseologioal and Ethno-

logical Investigations in Sardinia.

To report upon ArcVajological Investi-

gations in British East Africa.

To establish a sj-stem of measuring
Mental Characters.

To excavate Neolithic Sites in Northern
Greece.

Chairman.—Mr. C. H. Read.
Secretary.—Mr. H. S. Kingsford.
Dr. T. Ashby, Dr. G. A. Auden, Mr. H.

Balfour, Mr. E. N. Fallaize, Dr. H. O.

Forbe.s, Dr. A.C. Haddon, Mr.E.S.Hart-
land, Mr. E. Heawood, Professor J. L.

Myres, and Professor Flinders Petrie.

Chairman.—Professor D. J.Cunningham.
Secretary.—Mr. J. Gray.

Dr. F. C. Shrubsall.

Chairman.— Mr. D. G. Hogarth.
Secretary.—Professor R. C. Bosanquet.
Dr. T. Ashby, Dr. W. L. H. Duckworlh,

Professor J. L. Myres, and Dr. F. C.

Shrubsall.

Chairman.—Mr. D. G. Hogarth.
Secntary.—Dr. A. C. Haddon.
Mr. H. Balfour, Mr. C. T. Carrelly. Dr.

H. O. Forbes, and Professor J. L. Myres.

Chairman.—Professor D.J. Cunningham.
Secretary.— Mr. J. Gray.

Miss Cooper and Drs. W. McDougall,
C. S. Myers, W. H. R. Rivers, W. G.

Smith, and Spearman.

Chairman.—Professor W. Ridgeway.
Secretary.—Professor J. L. Myres.

Mr. J. P. Droop and Mr. D. G. Hogarth.

Section I.—PHYSIOLOGY.
The Effect of Climate upon Health

and Disease.

Chairman.— Sir T. Lauder Brunton.

Stcretary.—Mr. J. Barcroft and Lieut.-

Col. Simpson.
Colonel Sir D. Bruce, Dr. S. G. Camp-

bell, Sir Kendal Frank.«, Professor

J. G. McKendrick, Sir A. Mitchell. Dr.

C. F. K. Murray, Dr. Porter, Dr. J. L.

Todd, Professor Sims Woodhead, Sir

A. E. Wright, and the Heads of the

Tropical Schools of Liverpool, London,
and Edinburgh.

Section L.—EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.
To take cotice of, and report upon i Chairman.—^\r Philip Magnus,

changes in, Regulations—whether
Legislative, Administrative, or made
by Local Authorities — affecting

Secondary Education.

' Secretary.—Professor H. E. Armstrong.
Sir William Bousfield, Mr. S. H. Butcher,

Sir Henry Craik, Principal Griffiths,

Sir Horace Plunkett, and Professor

M. E. Sadler.
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2. Not reedring Grants of Money—continued.

Subject tor Investigation, or Purpose

1

The Conditions of HeaKh essential to

the carrying on of the work of In-

struction in Schools.

To inquire into and report upon the

methods and results of research into

the Mental and Physical Factors

involved in Education.



CXl RESOLUTIONS REFEKRED TO THE COUNCIL.

Prom, Section L.

1. That, in the opinion of this Committee, it is desirable that the Committee of

EecommendatioDs should meet on Tuesday afternoon with a view lo the considera-

tion of the papers recommended by Sectional Committees to be printed in extenso in

the Annual Report.

2. That 1,000 reprints of the Report presented this year upon Practical Studies

in Elementary Schools, with the introduction prepared by Sir Philip Magnus, be

supplied to the Secretary of the Committee for distribution.

3. That 500 reprints of the Report presented this year upon the Sequence of

Science Studies in Secondary Schools be supplied to the Secretary of the Sub-

Committee for distribution.

From the Conference of Delegates.

The Conference desires to represent to the Committee of Recommendations that

whenever a Committee of the British Association enters upon a local investigation

notice should be given to any local scientific or arcbffiological society, .so as to

enable that society to ofEer any co-operation that may be desirable.

Recommendations referred to the Councilfor consideration, and, ij

desirable, for action.

1. That the following Committees be authorised to receive contributions from
sources other than the As.sociation :

—

(i) 'To conduct Explorations with a view to ascertaining the .Age of Stone

Circles.' (Section H.)

(ii) ' On the Effect of Climate upon Health and Disease.' (Section L)

2. That the Committee of Section G be authorised to publish the Report of their

Committee on Gaseous Explosions, presented to and read before the Section on
Septeniber 4, in such public journals as may seem desirable, in view of the purpose

for which they are appointed.

3. That the Council be requested to consider the recommendation of the Com-
mittee of Section H, requesting them to direct that the Report of the Anthropo-

metric Committee be printed in the annual volume in full, with the addition of the

illustrations from the blocks in the possession of the Association, which are an
integral part of the Report.

4. That the Council be requested to consider a Resolution by the Committee of

Section A, recommending that the Reports of the Electrical Standards Committee
from 1 862 be reprinted, after careful editing, and published as a memorial to the

late Lord Kelvin.



SYNOPSIS OF GRANTS OF MONEY. cxli

Synopsis of Grants of Money appropriided for Scientific Purposes by the

General Committee at the Dublin Meeting, SejJtemher 1908. The
Names of Members entitled to call on the General Treasurer for the

Grants are prefixed to the respective Research Goomnittees.

Mathematical and Physical Science.

£ s. d.

*Turner, Professor H. H.—Seismological Observations 60
*Shaw, Dr. W. N.—Investigation of the Upper Atmosphere

by means of Kites 10
*Preece, Sir W. H.— Magnetic Observations at Falmouth ... 50
Grill, Sir David—Establishing a Solar Observatory in

Australia 50

Chemistry.

*Roscoe, Sir H. E. —Wave-length Tables of Spectra ... 10
*Divers, Professor E.—Study of Hydro-aromatic Substances 15
*Armstrong, Professor H. E.—Dynamic Isomerism 35
*Kipping, Professor F. S.—Transformation of Aromatic Nitro-

amines 10
Kipping, Professor F. S.—Electroaualysis 30

Geology.

*Tiddeman, R. H.—Erratic Blocks 12
*Herdman, Professor W. A.—Fauna and Flora of British Trias 8
*Lamplugh, G. W.—Fossiliferous Drift Deposits 11

' Harker, Dr. A.—Crystalline Rocks of Anglesey 10
*Gregory, Professor J. W.—Faunal Succession in the Car-

boniferous Limestone in the British Isles 10
*Lapworth, Professor C.—Palteozoic Rocks of Wales and the

West of England 15
* Watts, Professor W. W.—Composition of Charnwood Rocks 2

Watts, Professor W. W.—Igaeous and Associated Rocks of

Glensaul, >fcc 20
Joly , Professor J. —Investigations at Bisk ra 50

Zoology.

*Hickson, Professor S. J.—Table at the Zoological Station at
Naples 75

"•Woodward, Dr. H.—Index Animalium 75
*Herdman, Professor W. A.—Hereditary Experiments 10
Shipley, Dr. A. E.—Feeding Habits of British Birds 5

Carried forward £564

• IvL'uppointed.

*



cxlii SYNOPSIS OF GKANTS OF MONEY.

£ s. d.

Brought forward 564

Geography.

*Murray, Sir John—Investigations in the Indian Ocean 35

*Murray, Sir John —Rainfall and Lake and River Discharge 10

Ecoibomic Science aiui Statistics.

*Palgrave, R. H. Inglis—Gold Coinage in Circulation in the

United Kingdom
Cannan, Professor E.—Amount and Distribution of Income

below the Income-tax Exemption Limit 15

Enyineering.

Preece, Sir W. H.—Gaseous Explosions 75

AiUhropoloyy

,

*Munro, Dr. R.—Lake Village in the neighbourhood of Glas-

tonbury 5

*Myres, Professor J. L.—Excavations on Roman Sites in

Britain 5

*Read, C. H.—Age of Stone Circles 30
*Read, C. H.—Anthropological Notes and Queries 40
*Hogarth, D. G.—Researches in Crete 70

Physiology.

*Schafer, Professor E. A.—The Ductless Glands 35

•Sherrington, Professor C. S.—Body Metabolism in Cancer... 20
*Waller, Dr. A. D.—Electrical Phenomena and Metabolism

of Aruvi Spadices 10

*Hickson, Professor S. J.—Table at the Zoological Station at

Naples 25
Waller, Dr. A. D.—Reflex Muscular Rhythm 10
Waller, Professor A. D.—Anesthetics 25
Starling, Professor E. H.—Tissue Metabolism 20
Sherrington, Professor C. S. —Mental and Muscular Fatigue 40

Botany.

*Scott, Dr. D. H.—Structure of Fossil Plants 5

*01iver, Professor F. W.—Botanical Photographs 10
Darwin, Dr. F.—Experimental Study of Heredity 30
Blackman, Dr. F. F.—Symbiosis between TurbellarianWorms

and Algai 10
Johnson, Professor T.—Survey of Clare Island G5

Carried forward £1160

* lleappointed.
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£ s. d.

Brought forward 1160

Education.

*Magaus, Sir P.—Studies suitable for Elementary Schools ... 5

*Lodge, Sir Oliver.—Curricula of Secondary Schools 5*

Correspotiding Societies Commillec.

*Whitaker, W.—For Preparation of Report 21

Total £1191

* Reappointed.

Annual Meetings, 1909, 1910, and 1911.

The Annual Meeting of the Association in 1909 will be held at

Winnipeg, Canada, commencing August 25 ; in 1910 at Sheffield, and in

1911 at Portsmouth.
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ADDRESS

BY

FRANCIS DAEWIN, M.A., Pii.D., LL.D., F.R.S.

PRESIDENT.

Before entering on the subject of my Address, I may be allowed to

refer to the loss which the British Association has sustained in the death

of Lord Kelvin. He joined the Association in 1847, and had been for

more than fifty years a familiar figure at our meetings. This is not the

occasion to speak of his work in the world or of what he was to his

friends, but rather of his influence on those who were personally un-

known to him. It seems to me characteristic of him that s(>mething of

his vigour and of his personal charm was felt far beyond the circle of his

intimate associates, and many men and women who never exchanged a

word with Lord Kelvin, and are in outer darkness as to his researches,

will miss his genial presence and feel themselves the poorer to-day. By
the death of Sir John Evans the Association is deprived of another

faithful friend. He presided at Toronto in 1897, and since he joined

the Association in 1861 had been a regular attendant at our meetings.

The absence of his cheerful personality and the loss of his wise counsels

will be widely felt.

May I be permitted one other digression before I come to my subject ?

There has not been a Botanical President of the British Association since

the Norwich meeting forty years ago, when Sir Joseph Hooker was in

the chair, and in 'eloquent and felicitous words' (to quote my father's

letter) spoke in defence of the doctrine of evolution. I am sure that

every member of this Association will be glad to be reminded that Sir

Joseph Hooker is, happily, still working at the subject that his lifelong

labours have so greatly advanced, and of which he has long been recognised

as the honoured chief and leader.

You will perhaps expect me to give a retrospect of the progress of

evolution during the fifty years that have elapsed since July 1, 1858, when
the doctrine of the origin of species by means of natural selection was

b2
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made known to the world in the words of Mr. Darwin and Mr. Wallace.

This would be a gigantic task, for which I am quite unfitted. It seems

to me, moreover, that the first duty of your President is to speak on

matters to which his own researches have contributed. My work—such

as it is—deals with the movements of plants, and it is with this subject

that I shall begin. I want to give you a general idea of how the changes

going on in the environment act as stimuli and compel plants to execute

certain movements. Then I shall show that what is true of those tem-

porary changes of shape we describe as movements is also true of the

permanent alterations known as morphological.

I shall insist that, if the study of movement includes the problem of

stimulus and reaction, morphological change must be investigated from

the same point of view. In fact, that these two departments of inquiry

must be classed together, and this, as we shall see, has some important

results—namely, that the dim beginnings of habit or unconscious memory

that we find in the movements of plants and animals must find a place

in morphology ; and inasmuch as a striking instance of correlated mor-

phological changes is to be found in the development of the adult from

the ovum, I shall take this ontogenetic series and attempt to show you

that here also something equivalent to memory or habit reigns.

Many attempts have been made to connect in this way the phenomena

of memo?'y and inheritance, and I shall ask you to listen to one more

such attempt, even though I am forced to appear as a champion of what

some of you consider a lost cause—the doctrine of the inheritance of

acquired characters.

Movement.

In his book on 'The Power of Movement in Plants' (1880)' my
father wrote that ' it is impossible not to be struck with the resemblance

between the foregoing movements of plants and many of the actions

performed unconsciously by the lower animals.' In the previous year

Sachs - had in like manner called attention to the essential resemblance

between the irritability of plants and animals. I give these statements

first because of their simplicity and directness ; but it must not be for-

gotten that before this Pfeffer^ had begun to lay down the principles

of what is now known as Reizphysiologie, or the physiology of stimulus,

for which he and his pupils have done so much.

The words of Darwin which I have quoted afibrd an example of the

way in which science returns to the obvious. Here we find revived, in a

rational form, the point of view of the child or of the writer of fairy

stories. We do not go so far as the child ; we know that flowers do not

talk or walk; but the fact that plants must be classed with animals as

I'ftwards their manner of reaction to stimuli has now become almost a

> p. 571. " Arheiten, ii. 1879, i). 282.

s Osmntisclw rnter.nichwngen, 1877, p. 202.
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comluouplace. of physiology. And inasmuch as wu ourselves ate animals,

this conception gives us a certain insight into the reactions of planty

which -we should not otherwise possess. This is, I allow, a very dangerous

tendency, leading to anthropomorphism, one of the seven deadly sins of

science. Nevertheless, it is one that must be used unless the great mass

of knowledge accumulated by psychologists is to be forbidden ground to

the physiologist.

Jennings ' has admirably expressed the point of view from which we

ought to deal with the behaviour of the simpler organisms. He points

out that we must study their movements in a strictly objective manner :

that the same point of view must be applied to man, and that any

resemblances between the two sets of phenomena are not only an allowable

but a necessary aid to research.

What, then, are the essential characters of stimuli and of the reactions

which they call forth in living organisms ? Pfeffer has stated this in the

most objective way. An organism is a machine which can be set going

by touching a spring or trigger of some kind ; a machine in which energy

can be set free by some kind of releasing mechanism. Here we have

a model of at least some of the features of reaction to stimulation.

The energy of the cause is generally out of all proportion to the

effect, i.e., a small stimulus produces a big reaction. The specific

character of the result depends on the structure of the machine rather

than on the character of the stimulus. The trigger of a gun may be

pulled in a variety of different ways without affecting the character of

tlie explosion. Just in the same way a plant may be made to curve by

altering its angle to the vertical, by lateral illumination, by chemical

agency, and so forth ; the curvature is of the same nature in all cases,

the release-action diffei-s. One of those chains of wooden bi'icks in which

each knocks over the next may be set in action by a touch, by throw-

ing a ball, by an erring dog, in short by anything that upsets the

equilibrium of brick No. 1 ; but the really important part of the game,

the way in which the wave of falling bricks passes like a prairie fire

round a group of Noah's Ark animals, or by a bridge over its own dead

body and returns to the starting-point, &c.—these are the result of the

magnificent structure of the thing as a whole, and the upset of brick

No. 1 seems a small thing in comparison.

For myself I see no reason why the term stimulus should not be

used in relation to the action of mechanisms in general ; but by a

convention which it is well to respect, stimulation is confined to the

protoplasmic machinery of living organisms.

The want of proportion between the stimulus and the reply, or, as it

has been expressed, the unexpectedness of the result of a given stimulus,

is a striking feature in the phenomena of reaction. That this should be

so need not surprise us. We can, as a rule, only know the stimulus and

' The Beharior of tlie Loiver Organi$me, 1904, p, 124.
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the response, wliile the intermediate processes of the mechanism are

hidden in the secret life of protoplasm. We might, however, have

guessed that big changes would result from small stimuli, since it is clear

that the success of an organism in the world must depend partly at least

on its being highly sensitive to changes in its surroundings. This is the

adaptive side of the fundamental fact that living protoplasm is a highly

unstable body. Here I may say one word about the adaptation as

treated in the Origin of Sj)ecies. It is the present fashion to minimise

or deny altogether the importance of natural selection. I do not propose

to enter into this subject ; 1 am convinced that the inherent strength of

the doctrine will insure its final victory over the present anti-Darwinian

stream of criticism. From the Darwinian point of view it would be a

remarkable fact if the reactions of organisms to natural stimuli were

not adaptive. That they should be so, as they undoubtedly are, is not

surprising. But just now I only call attention to the adaptive character

of reactions from a descriptive point of view.

Hitherto I have implied the existence of a general character in

stimulation without actually naming it ; I mean the indirectness of the

result. This is the point of view of Dutrochet, who in 1824 said that

the environment suggests but does not directly cause the reaction. It

is not easy to make clear in a few words the conception of indirectness.

Pfeffer ^ employs the word inchictioji, and holds that external stimuli act

by producing internal change, such changes being the link between

stimulus and reaction. It may seem, at first sight, that we do not gain

much by this supposition ; but since these changes may be more or less

enduring, we gain at least the conception of after effect as a quality of

stimulation. What are known as spontaneous actions must be considered

as due to internal changes of unknown origin.

It may be said tha,t in speaking of the ' indirectness ' of the response

to stimuli we are merely expressing in other words the conception of

release-action ; that the explosion of a machine is an indirect reply to

the touch on the trigger. This is doubtless true, but we possibly lose

something if we attempt to gompress the whole problem into the truism

that the organism behaves as it does because it has a certain structure.

The quality of indirectness is far more characteristic of an organism than

of a machine, and to keep it in mind is more illuminating than a slavish

adherence to the analogy of a machine. The reaction of an organism

depends on its past history ; but, it maybe answered, this is also true of a

machine the action of which depends on how it was made, and in a less

degree on the treatment it has received during use. But in living things

this last feature in behaviour is far more striking, and in the higher

organisms past experience is all-important in deciding the response to

stimulus. The organism is a plastic machine profoundly affected in struc-

ture by its own action, and the unknown process intervening between

' Physwlogy, Engl, edit., i. p. 11,
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stimulus and reaction (on which the indirectness of the response depends)

must have the fullest value allowed it as a characteristic of living

creatures.

For the zoological side of biology a view similar to that of Pfeffer has

been clearly stated by Jennings ' in his admirable studies on the beha-

viour of infusoria, rotifers, &c. He advances strong arguments against

the theories of Loeb and others, according to which the stimulus acts

directly on the organs of movement ; a point of view which was formerly

held by botanists, but has since given place to the conception of the

stimulation acting on the organism as a whole. Unfortunately fur

botanists these movements are by the zoologists called iropitims, and are

thus liable to be confused with the geotropism, heliotropism, &c., of plants:

to these movements, which are not considered by botanists to be due to

direct action of stimuli, Loeb's assumptions do not seem to be applicable.

Jennings's position is that we must take into consideration what he

calls 'physiological state, i.e., "the varying internal physiological conditions

of the organism, as distinguished from permanent anatomical conditions."
'

Though he does not claim novelty for his view, I am not aware that it has

ever been so well stated. External stimuli are supposed to act by altering

this physiological state ; that is, the organism is temporarily transformed

into what, judged by its reactions, is practically a different creature.

This may be illustrated by the behaviour of Stentor, one of the fixed

infusoria."^ If a fine jet of water is directed against the disc of the

creature, it contracts ' like a flash ' into its tube. In about half a minute

it expands again and the cilia resume their activity. Now we cause the

current to act again upon the disc. This time the Stentor does not con-

tract, which proves that the animal has been in some way changed by the

first stimulus. This is a simple example of ' physiological state.' When
the Stentor was at rest, before it received the first current of water,

it was in state 1, the stimulus changed state 1 into state 2, to which

contraction is the reaction. When again stimulated it passed into

state 3, which does not produce contraction.

W^e cannot prove that the contraction which occurred when the

Stentor was first stimulated was due to a change of state. But it is a

fair deduction from the result of the whole experiment, for after the

original reaction the creature is undoubtedly in a changed state, since it

no longer reacts in the same way to a repetition of the original stimulus.

Jennings points out that, as in the case of plants, spontaneous acts

are brought about when the physiological state is changed by unknown
causes, whereas in other cases we can point to an external agency by

which the same result is effected.

' H. S. Jeunings, Cuntrihiitioiis to the Study of the Behavior of the Lower
Organisms. Carnegie Institution, 1904, p. 111.

' Jennings, Behavior of the Lower Organisms, 1906, p. 170,
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Morphological Changes,

Let us pass on to the consideration of the permanent or morphological

changes and the stimuli by which they are produced, a subject to which,

in recent years, many workers have devoted themselves. I need only

mention the names of Vochting, Goebe.l, and Klebs among botanists, and

those of Loeb, Herbst, and Driesch among zoologists, to remind you of

the type of research to which I refer.

These morphological alterations produced by changes in environment

have been brought under the rubric of reaction to stimulation, and must

be considered as essentially similar to the class of temporary movements
of which I have spoken.

The very first stage in development may be determined by a purely

external stimulus. Thus the position of the first cell-wall in the develop-

ing spore of Equisetum is determined by the direction of incident light."

In the same way the direction of light settles the plane of symmetry of

Jfarchantia as it develops from the gemma.- But the more interesting

cases are those where the presence or absence of a stimulus makes an

elaborate structural diflference in the organism. Thus, as Stahl ^ has shown,

beech leaves developed in the deep shade of the middle of the tree are so

different in structure from leaves grown in full sunlight that they would

unhesitatingly be described as belonging to different species. Another

well-known case is the development of the scale-leaves on the rhizome of

Circma into the foliage leaves under the action of light.''

The power which the experimenter has over the lower plants is shown
by Klebs, who kept Saprolegnia mixta, a fungus found on dead flies, in

uninterrupted vegetative growth for six years ; while by I'emoving a

fragment of the plant and cultivating it in other conditions the repro-

ductive oi'gans could at any time be made to appear.'^

Chlamydomoyias media, a unicellular green alga, when grown in a

04 per cent, nutrient solution continues to increase by simple division,

but conjugating gametes are formed in a few days if the plant is placed

in pure water and kept in bright light." Numberless other cases could

be given of the regulation of form in the lower organisms. Thus Sporo-

dinia grown on peptone-gelatine produces sporangiferous hypha, but on

sugar zygotes are formed. Again, Protosiphon botryoides, if grown on

damp clay, can most readily be made to produce spores by tranference to

water either in light or in darkness. But for the same plant cultivated in

Knop's solution the end can best be obtained by placing the culture in the

dark.^ Still these instances of the regulation of reproduction are not

so interesting from our point of view as some of Klebs' later results/

Thus he has shown that the colour of the flower of Campanida trachelium

' Stahl, Ber. d. Bot. Ges., 1885, p. 334. - Pfeffer, in Sachs' Arbeiten, i. p. 92.

» JenaiscJw Zeitsch:, 1883, p. 1(;2. • Goebel in Bot. Zeitung, 1880.

'' WiUMrUclie Entmclt., p. 27. ' Klebs, Bcdingvngen, 1896, p. 130.

• Binl. Cfvtrnm. 1904, pp. 451-3. * JaJirh./. iviss, Bot,, xlii. 1906, p. 168.
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can be changed from blue to white and back again to blue by varying the

conditions under which the plant is cultivated. Again, with Sempervivum l

lie has been able to produce striking results

—

e.g., the formation of

apetalous flowers with one instead of two rows of stamens. Diminution

in the number of stamens is a common occurrence in his experimental

plants, and absolute loss of these organs also occurs. Many other

abnormalities were induced, both in the stamens and in other parts of the

flowers.

There is nothing new in the character of these facts ;
^ what has

been brought to light (principally by the work of Klebs) is the degree

to which ontogeny is controllable. AVe are so much in the habit of

tliinking of the stable element in ontogeny that the work of Klebs

strikes us with something of a shock. Most people would allow that

change of form is ultimately referable to changed conditions, but many of

us were not prepared to learn the great importance of external stimuli

in ontogeny.

Klebs begins by assuming that every species has a definite specific

structure, whicli he compares to chemical character. Just as a substance

such as sulphur may assume different forms under different treatment,

so he assumes that the specific structure of a plant has certain poten-

tialities which may be brought to light by appropriate stimuli. He
divides the agencies affecting the structure into external and internal

conditions, the external being supposed to act by causing alterations in

the internal conditions.

It will be seen that the scheme is broadly the same as that of Pfeffer

for the case of the movement and other temporary reactions. The internal

conditions of Klebs correspond also to the ' physiological state ' of Jennings.

From what has gone before, it will be seen that the current con-

ception of stimulus •* is practically identical whether we look ab the

' Ahhandl. Naturforsch. Ges. :u Halle, xxv., 1006, pp. 31, 34, &c.

^ See the great collection of facts illustrating the ' direct and definite action of

the external conditions of life ' in Variation of Animals and Plants, ii. 271.

^ With regard to the terminology of stimulation, I believe that it would greatly

simplify matters if our classification of causal conditions coul'l be based on the

relation of the nucleus to the rest of the cell. But our knowledge does not at present

allow of more than a tentative statement of such a scheme. It is now widely be-

lieved that the nucleus is the bearer of the qualities transmitted from generation to

generation, and the regulator of ontogeny. May we not therefore consider it probable

that the nucleus plays in the cell the part of a central nervous system? In plants

there is evidence that the ectoplasm is the sensitive region, and, in fact, plays the

part of the cell's sense-organ. The change that occurs in the growth of a cell, as

a response to stimulus, would on this scheme be a reflex action dependent for its

character on the structure of the nucleus. The ' indirectness ' of stimulation would
then depend on the reception by the nucleus of the excitation set up in the ectoplasm

,

and the secondary excitation reflected from the nucleus, leading to certain changes

in the growth of the cell.

If the nucleus be the bearer of the [)ast history of the individual, the scheme here

(ketched would accord with the adaptive character of normal reactions ,ind would
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phenomena of movement or those of structure. If this is allowable

—

and the weight of evidence is strongly in its favour—a conclusion of

some interest follows.

If we reconsider what I have called the indirectness of stimulation, we
shall see that it has a wider bearing than is at first obvious. The ' internal

condition ' or ' physiological state ' is a factor in the regulation of the

organism's action, and it is a factor which owes its ciiaracter to external

agencies which may no longer exist.

The fact that stimuli are not momentary in effect but leave a trace of

themselves on the organism is in fact the physical basis of the phenomena
grouped under memory in its widest sense as indicating that action is

regulated by past experience. Jennings ^ remarks :
' In the higher

animals, and especially in man, the essential features in behaviour depend
very largely on the history of the individual ; in other words, upon the

present physiological condition of the individual, as determined by the

stimuli it has received and the reactions it has performed. But in this

respect the higher animals do not differ in principle, but only in degree,

from the loM'er organisms. . .
.' I venture to believe that this is true

of plants as well as of animals, and that it is further broadly true not

only of physiological behaviour, but of the changes that are classed as

morphological.

Semon in his interesting book. Die Mneme,^ has used the word
Engram for the trace or record of a stimulus left on the organism. In
this sense we may say that the internal conditions of Pfeffer, the

physiological states of Jennings, and the internal conditions of Klebs

are, broadly speaking, Engrains. The authors of these theories may
perhaps object to this sweeping statement, but I venture to think it is

broadly true.

The fact that in some cases we recognise the chemical or physical

character of the internal conditions does not by any means prevent our

ascribing a mnemic memory-like character to them, since they remain
causal agencies built up by external conditions which have, or may have,

ceased to exist. Memory will be none the less memory when we know
something of the chemistry and physics of its neural concomitant.

fall into line witla what we know of the regulation of actions in the higher organisms.

Pfeffer {Physiology of Plants, Eng. trans., iii. 10) has briefly discussed the possibility

of thus considering the nucleus as a reflex centre, and has pointed out difficulties in

the way of accepting such a view as universally holding good. Delage {L'Hereditc,
2nd edit., 1903, p. 88) gives a good summary of the evidence which induces him
to deny the mastery of the cell by the nucleus. Driesch, however (Anahjtische
Theorie der organischen EntwieUung , 1894, p. 81), gives reasons for believing that
the cjtoplasm is the receptive region, while the nucleus is responsible for the
reaction, and it is on this that he bases his earlier theory of ontogeny.

' P. 121 (1901).

^ Die Miieme, ah erhaltendes Priiizij) im ^\^ecJlSl'l des organischen Oeschehens,
von Kichard Semou, 1" Auflage, Leipzig 1904, 2" Auflage, 1908. It is a pleasure
to express my indebtedness to this work, as well as for the suggestions and criticisms

which I owe to Professor Semon personally,
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Habit illustrated by Movement.

In order to make my meaning plain as to the existence of a mnemic
factor in the life of plants, I shall for the moment leave the morphological

side of life and give an instance of habitual movement.

Sleeping plants are those in which the leaves assume at night a

position markedly different from that shown by day. Thus the leaflets

of the scarlet-runner (Phaseolus) are more or less horizontal by day and
sink down at night. This change of position is known to be produced

by the alternation of day and night. But this statement by no means
exhausts the interest of the phenomenon. A sensitive photographic

plate behaves differently in light and darkness ; and so does a radiometer,

which spins by day and rests at night.

If a sleeping-plant is placed in a dark room after it has gone to sleep

at night, it will be found next morning in the light-position, and will

again assume the nocturnal position as evening comes on. We have, in

fact, what seems to be a habit built by the alternation of day and night.

The plant normally drops its leaves at the stimulus of darkness and
raises them at the stimulus of light. But here we see the leaves risine:

and falling in the absence of the accustomed stimulation. Since this

change of position is not due to external conditions it must be the result

of the internal conditions which habitually accompany the movement.
This is the characteristic par excellence of habit—namely, a capacity,

acquired by repetition, of reacting to a fraction of the original environ-

ment. We may express it in simpler language. AVhen a series of actions

are compelled to follow each other by applying a series of stimuli

they become organically tied together, or associated, and follow each

other automatically, even when the whole series of stimuli are not

acting. Thus in the formation of habit post hoc comes to be equivalent

to projHer hoc. Action B automatically follows action A, because it has

repeatedly been compelled to follow it.

This may be compared with Herbert Spencer's ' description of an
imaginary case, that of a simple aquatic animal which contracts its

tentacles on their being touched by a fish or a bit of seaweed washed
against it. If such a creature is also sensitive to light the circumstances

under which contraction takes place will be made up of two stimuli

—

those of light and of contact— following each other in rapid succession.

And, according to the above statement of the essential character of

associative habit, it will result that the light-stimulus alone may suffice,

and the animal will contract without being touched.

Jennings'^ has shown that the basis of memory by association exists in

so low an organism as the infusorian Stentor. When the animal is stimu-

lated by a jet of water containing carmine in suspension, a physiological

state A is produced, which, however, does not immediately lead to a visible

' Psychology, 2nd edit., 1870, vol. i. p. 4S5.

' Beha/vior offhe Lower Organisms, 1906, p. 289,
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rcactiuii. As the carmine stimulus is continued or repeated, state 13 is pw-

duced, to which the Stentur reacts by bending to one side. After several

repetitions of the .stimulus, state C is produced, to which the animal

responds by reversing its ciliary movement, and C hnally passes into D,

which results in the Stentor contracting into its tube. The important

thing is that after many repetitions of the above treatment the organism

' contracts at once as soon as the carmine comes in contact with it.' In

other words, states B and C are apparently omitted, and A passes directly

into D, i.e., into the state which gives contraction as a reaction. Thus we

have in an infusorian a case of short-circuiting precisely like the case

which has been quoted from Herbert Spencer as illustrating associa-

tion. But Jennings' case has the advantage of being based on actual

observation. He generalises the result as the ' law of the resolution

of physiological states ' in the following words :
' The resolution of one

physiological state into another becomes easier and more rapid after it

has taken place a number of times.' He goes on to point out that the

operation of this law is seen in the higher organisms, ' in the pheno-

mena which we commonly call memory, association, habit-formation, and

learning.'

In spite of this evidence of mnemic power in the simplest of organisms,

objections will no doubt be made to the statement that association of

engrams can occur in plants.

PfefFer, whose authority none can question, accounts for the behaviour

of sleeping plants principally on the more general ground that when any

movement occurs in a plant there is a tendency for it to be followed by a

reversal—a swing of the physiological pendulum in the other direction.

Pfeffer ^ compares it to a released spring which makes several alternate

movements before it settles down to equilibrium. But the fact that the

return movements occur at the same time-intervals as the stimuli is

obviously the striking feature of the case. If the pendulum-like swing

always tended to occur naturally in a twelve hours' rhythm it would be a

different matter. But Pfeffer has shown that a rhythm of six hours can

equally well be built up. And the experiments of Miss Pertz and myself *

show that a half-hourly or quarter-hourly rhythm can be produced by

alternate geotropic stimulation.

We are indebted to Keeble^ for an interesting case of apparent habit

among the lower animals. ConvohUa roscoffensis, a minute wormlike

creature found on the coast of Brittany, leads a life dependent on the eblj

and flow of the sea. When the tide is out the Convoluta come to the

surface, showing themselves in large green patches. As the rising tide

begins to cover them they sink down into safer quarters. The remarkalile

fact is that when kept in an aquarium, and therefore removed from tidal

' See Pfeffer, Ahhandl, K. Sticks. Ge^., Bd. xxx. 1907. It is impossible to do

justice to Pfeffer's point of view in tlie above brief statement.

2 Annals of Botany, 1892 and 1903,

=" Gamble and Keeble, Q. J. Mic. Science, xlvii. p. 401.
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action, they continue for a short time to perform rhythmic movements in

time with the tide.

Let us take a human habit, for instance that of a man who goes a

walk every day and turns back at a given mile-post. This becomes

habitual, so that he reverses his walk automatically when the limit is

reached. It is no explanation of the fact that the stimulus which makes

him start from home includes his return—that he has a mental return-

ticket. Such explanation does not account for the point at which he

turns, which as a matter of fact is the result of association. In the same

way a man who goes to sleep will ultimately wake ; but the fact that he

wakes at four in the morning depends on a habit built up by his being

compelled to rise daily at that time. Even those who will deny that

anything like association can occur in plants cannot deny that in the

continuance of the nyctitropic rhythm in constant conditions we have, in

plants, something which has general character of habit, i.e., a rhythmic

action depending on a rhythmic stimulus that has ceased to exist.

On the other hand, many will object that even the simplest form of

association implies a nervous system. With regard to this objection

it must be remembered that plants have two at least of the qualities

characteristic of animals—namely, extreme .sensitiveness to certain agencies

and the power of transmitting stimuli from one part to another of the

plant body. It is true that there is no central nervous system, nothing

but a complex system of nuclei ; but these have some of the qualities of

nerve cells, while intercommunicating protoplasmic threads may play the

part of nerves. Spencer^ bases the power of association on the fact that

every discharge conveyed by a nerve * leaves it in a state for conveying

a subsequent like discharge with less resistance.' Is it not possible that

the same thing may be as true of plants as it apparently is of infusoria ?

We have seen reasons to suppose that the ' internal conditions ' or

' physiological states ' in plants are of the nature of engrams, or residual

etFects of external stimuli, and such engrams may become associated in

the same way.

There is likely to be another objection to my assumption that a simple

form of associated action occurs in plants—namely, that association

implies consciousness. It is impossible to know whether or not plants

are conscious ; but it is consistent with the doctrine of continuity that

in all living things there is something psychic, and if we accept this point

of view we must believe that in plants there exists a faint copy of what

we know as consciousness in ourselves.^

I am told by psychologists that I must define my point of view. I

am accused of occupying that unscientific position known as ' sitting on

the fence.' It is said that, like other biologists, I try to pick out what

suits my purpose from two opposite schools of thought—the psychological

find the physiological.

' Psi/chology, 2nd edit., vol. i. p. 615.
'-' See James Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism, vol. i., Lecture X.
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What 1 claim is that, as regards reaction to environment, a plant and

a man must be placed in the same great class, in spite of the obvious

fact that as regards complexity of behaviour the difference between them

is enormous. I am not a psychologist, and I am not bound to give an

opinion as to how far the occurrence of definite actions in response to

stimulus is a physiological and how far a psychological problem. I am
told that I have no right to assume the neural series of changes to be the

cause of the psychological series, though I am allowed to say that neural

changes are the universal concomitants of psychological change. This

seems to me, in my ignorance, an unsatisfactory position. I find myself

obliged to believe that the mnemic quality in all living things (which

is proved to exist by direct experiment) must depend on the physical

changes in protoplasm, and that it is therefore permissible to use these

changes as a notation in which the phenomena of habit may be expressed.

Habit illustrated by Mor2)hology.

We have hitherto been considering the mnemic quality of movements
;

but, as I have attempted to show, morphological changes are reactions to

stimulation of the same kind as these temporary changes. It is indeed

from the morphological reactions of living things that the most striking

cases of habit are, in my opinion, to be found.

The development of the individual from the germ-cell takes place by a

series of stages of cell-division and growth, each stage apparently serving

as a stimulus to the next, each unit following its predecessor like the

movements linked together in an habitual action performed by an animal.

My view is that the rhythm of ontogeny is actually and literally a

habit. It undoubtedly has the feature which I have described as pre-

eminently characteristic of habit, viz., an automatic quality which ia

seen in the performance of a series of actions in the absence of the com-

plete series of stimuli to which they (the stages of ontogeny) were originally

due. This is the chief point on which I wish to insist—I mean that the

resemblance between ontogeny and habit is not merely superficial, but

deeply seated. It was with this conclusion in view that I dwelt, at

the risk of being tedious, on the fact that memory has its place in the

morphological as well as in the temporary reactions of living things.

It cannot be denied that the ontogenetic rhythm has the two qualities

observable in habit—namely, a certain degree of fixity or automaticity,

and also a certain variability. A habit is not irrevocably fixed, but may
be altered in various ways. Parts of it may be forgotten or new links

may be added to it. In ontogeny the fixity is especially observable in

the earlier, the variability in the later, stages. Mr. Darwin has pointed

out that ' on the view that species are only strongly marked and fixed

varieties, we might expect often to find them still continuing to vary in

those parts of their structure which have varied within a moderately

recent period,' These remarks are in explanation of the ' notorious ' fact
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that specific are more variable than generic characters— a fact for which it

is ' almost superfluous to adduce evidence.' ' This, again, is what we find

in habit : take the case of a man who, from his youth up, has daily

repeated a certain form of words. If in middle life an addition is made

to the formula, he will find the recently acquired part more liable to vary

than the rest.

Again, there is the wonderful fact that, as the ovum develops into

the perfect organism, it passes through a series of changes which are

believed to represent the successive forms through which its ancestors

passed in the process of evolution. This is precisely paralleled by our

own experience of memory, for it often happens that we cannot reproduce

the last learned verse of a poem without repeating the earlier part ; each

verse is suggested by the previous one and acts as a stimulus for the

next. The blurred and imperfect character of the ontogenetic version

of the phylogenetic series may at least remind us of the tendency to

abbreviate by omission what we have learned by heart.

In all bisexual organisms the ontogenetic rhythm of the offspring is

a combination of the rhythms of its parents. This may or may not be

visible in the offspring ; thus in the crossing of two varieties the mongrel

assumes the character of the prepotent parent. Or the offspring may
show a blend of both parental characters. Semon ^ uses as a model the

two versions of Goethe's poem

—

• Ueber alien Gipfeln. ist Ruh, in alien I Z^^fT '
^'^^'\f' l"'"'" ^^"""u v,

-^ '

(^
Wipieln, spurest du, kaum einen Hauch.

One of these terminations will generally be prepotent, probably the one

that was heard first or heard most often. But the cause of such pre-

potency may be as obscure as the corresponding occurrence in the forma-

tion of mongrels. We can only say that in some persons the word ' alien'

releases the word ' Waldern,' while in others it leads up to ' Wipfeln.'

Again, a mixture of the terminations may occur leading to such a mongrel

form as : 'in alien Waldern horest du kaum einen Hauch.' The same

thing is true of music ; a man with an imperfect memory easily interpolates

in & melody a bar that belongs elsewhere. In the case of memory the

introduction of a link from one mental rhythm into another can only occur

when the two series are closely similar, and this may remind us of tho

difficulty of making a cross between distantly related forms.

Enough has been said to show that there is a resemblance between

the two rhythms of development and of memory ; and that there is at

least a jjrimajacie case for believing them to be essentially similar. It

will be seen that my view is the same as that of Hering, which is

generally described as the identification of memory and inheritance.^

' Origin of Spcckst 6th edit,, p. 122.

» Die Mneme, 2nd edit.; pp. 147, 221, 303, 345.

' Everyone who deals with this subject must take his stand on tha foundation

laid by Hering in his celebrated address given at Vienna in 1870 and reprinted in

No. U3 of Ostwald's Exakt Klassi/cer. The passage quoted (p. IG) is from Samual
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Hering says that ' between the me of to-day and the me of yestef-

day lie night and sleep, abysses of unconsciousness ; nor is there any

bridge but memory -with which to span them.' And in the same way

he claims that the abyss between two generations is bridged by the

unconscious memory that resides in the germ cells. It is also the same

as that of Semon and to a great extent as that of Rignano.^ I, however,

prefer at the moment to limit myself to asserting the identity of ontogeny

and habit, or, more generally, to the assertion in Semon's phraseology,

that ontogeny is a mnemic phenomenon.

Evolution, in its modern sense, depends on a change in the onto-

genetic rhythm. This is obvious, since if this rhythm is absolutely fixed,

a species can never give rise to varieties. This being so, we have to ask

in what ways the ontogenetic rhythm can be altered. An habitual action,

for instance, a trick learned by a dog, may be altered by adding new

accomplishments ; at first the animal will persist in finishing his per-

formance at the old place, but at last the extended trick will be bonded

into a rhythm of actions as fixed as was the original simpler performance.

May we not believe that this is what has occurred in evolution ?

We know from experiment that a plant may be altered in form by

causes acting on it during the progress of development. Thus a beech

tree may be made to develop different forms of leaves by exposing it to

sunshine or to shade. The ontogeny is different in the two cases, and

what is of special interest is, that there exist shade-loving plants in

which a structure similar to that of the shaded beech-leaf is apparently

typical of the species, but on this point it is necessary to speak with

caution. In the same way Goebel points out that in some orchids the

assimilating roots take on a flattened form when exposed to sunlight, but

in others this morphological change has become automatic, and occurs

even in darkness.

-

Such cases suggest at least the possibility of varieties arising as

changes in or additions to the later stages of ontogeny. This is, briefly

given, the epigenetic point of view.

But there is another way of looking at the matter—namely, that

upheld by Galton and Weismann. According to this view ontogeny can

only be changed by a fundamental upset of the whole system—namely,

by an alteration occurring in its first stage, the germ cell, and this view

is now very generally accepted.

The same type of change may conceivably occur in memory or habit !

that is, the rhythm as a whole may be altered by some cause acting on

the nerve-centres connected with the earlier links of the series. The

Butler's translation of Hering in Unconscious Memory, 1880, p. 110. Butler hait

previously elaborated the view that ' we are one person with our ancestors' in his

entertaining book Life and Habit, 1878, and this was written in ignorance of

Bering's views.

' Sur la tratismissiblliie des earacteres acquis, Paris, 1906.

' Goebel's OrganofjrapTiy of Plants, part ii. p. 285.
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«,iiulogy is liDi bxuiSl, but such au imaginary caso is at least 6i ii diti'ereiiL

type from a change in habit consisting in the addition o£ a new link or

the alteration of one of the latest formed links. If we were as ignorant

of the growth of human actions as we are of variation, we might have a

school of naturalists asserting that all changes in habit originate in the

earliest link of the series. But we know that this is not the case. On the

other hand, I fully admit that the structure of an ovum may in this way

be altered, and give rise to a variation which may be the starting-point of

a new species.

But how can a new species originate according to an epigenetic theory ?

How can a change in the latter stages of ontogeny produce a permanent

alteration in the germ-cells t Our answer to this question will depend on

our views of the structure of the germ-cella. According to the mnemic
theory they have the quality which is found in the highest perfection

in nerve-cells, but is at the same time a character of all living matter—
namely, the power of retaining the residual effects of former stimuli and

of giving forth or reproducing under certain conditions an echo of the

original stimulus. In Semon's phraseology germ-cells must, like nerve-cells,

contain engrams, and these engrams must be (like nerve-engrams) bonded

together by association, so that they come into action one after another in

a certain order automatically, i.e., in the absence of the original stimuli.

This seems to me the strength of the mnemic theory—namely, that it

accounts for the preformed character of germ- cells by the building up in

them of an organised series of engrams. But if this view has its strength,

it has also its weakness. Routine can only be built up by repetition, but

each stage in ontogeny occurs only once in a lifetime. Therefore if

ontogeny is a routine each generation must be mnemically connected

with the next. This can only be possible if the germ -cells are, as it

were, in telegraphic communication with the whole body of the organism
;

so that as ontogeny is changed by the addition of new characters, now
engrams are added to the germ-cell.

Thus in fact the mnemic theory of development depends on tho

possibility of what is known as somatic inheritance or the inheritance

of acquired characters. This is obvious to all those familiar with tlic

subject, but to others it may not be so dear. Somatic inheritance is

popularly interesting in relation to the possible inherited effects of educa-

tion, or of mutilations, or of the effects of use and disuse. It is forgotteii

that it may be, as I Iiave tried to show, an integral part of all evolutionary

development.

WeismcDitis Theory.

Everyone must allow that if Weismann's theory of inheritance is

accepted we cannot admit the possibility of somatic inheritance. This
may be made clear to those unfamiliar with the subject by an illusti-atiou

taken from the economy of an ant's nest or beehive. The queen ' on

' Nor do the drones share the activity of tlie workers.

1908. c
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whom depends the future of the race is cut off from all active experience

of life : she is a mere reproducing machine, housed, fed, and protected by

the workers. But these, on whom falls the burden of the struggle for

life and the experience of the world generally, are sterile, and take no

direct share in the reproduction of the species. The queen represents

Weismann's germ-plasm, the workers are the body or soma. Now
imagine the colony exposed to some injurious change in environment

;

the salvation of the species will depend on whether or no an improved

pattern of worker can be produced. This depends on the occurrence of

appropriate variations, so that the queen bee and the drones, on whom
this depends, are of central importance. On the other hand any change

occurring in the workei's—for instance, increased skill due to practice in

doing their work or changes in their structure due to external conditions

—

cannot possibly be inherited, since workers are absolutely cut off from the

reproduction of the race. According to Weismann, there is precisely the

same bar to the inheritance of somatic change.

The racial or phyletic life of all organisms is conceived by him as

a series of germ-cells whose activity ia limited to varying, and whose

survival in any generation depends on the production of a successful soma

or body capable of housing, protecting, and feeding the germ-cell. Most

people would a priori declare that a community where experience and

action are separated must fail. But the bee's nest, which must be

allowed to be something more than an illustration of Weismann's theory,

proves the contrary.

It is clear that there must be war to the knife between the theory

of Weismann and that of the somatists—to coin a name for those who
believe in the inheritance of acquired characters. A few illustrations

may be giveii of the strength of Weismann's position. Some trick or

trivial habit appears in two successive generations, and the son is said to

inherit it from his father. But this is not necessarily a case of somatic

inheritance, since according to Weismann the germ-plasm of both father

and son contained the potentiality of the habit in question. If we keep

constantly in view Weismann's theory of continuity, the facts which are

supposed to prove somatic inheritance cease to be decisive.

Weismann has also shown by means of his hypothesis of ' simultaneous

stimulation '

' the unconvincingness of a certain type of experiment.

Thus Fischer showed that when chrysalids of Atxtia caja are subjected to

low temperature a certain number of them produce dark-coloured insects
;

and further that these moths mated together yield dark-coloured offspring.

This has betn held to prove somatic inheritance, but Weismann points

out that it is explicable by the low temperature having an identical effect

on the colour-determinants existing in the wing-rudiments of the pupa,

and on the same determinants occurring in the germ-cells.

It does not seem to me worth while to go in detail into the eyi-

' I borrow this convenient expression from Plate's excellent book, Ueher die

Bedeutung des JJarrvin'soheii Se'leotionspritioipt, 1903, p. 81*
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deuce by which somatists strive to prove their point, because I do not

know of any facts which are really decisive. That is to say, that though
they are explicable as due to somatic inheritance, they never seem to me
absolutely inexplicable on Weismann's hypothesis. But, as already pointed

out, it is not necessary to look for special facts and experiments, since if

the mnemic theory of ontogeny is accepted the development of every

organism in the world depends on somatic inheritance.

I fully acknowledge the strength of Weismann's position ; I acknow-
ledge also most fully that it requires a stronger man than myself to meet
that trained and well-tried fighter. Nevertheless, I shall venture on a
few remarks. It must be remembered that, as Romanes ^ pointed out,

Weismann has greatly strengthened his theory of heredity by giving up
the absolute stability and perpetual continuity of germ-plasm. Germ plasm
is no longer that mysterious entity, immortal and self-contained, which
used to suggest a physical soul. It is no longer the aristocrat it was
when its only activity was dependent on its protozoan ancestors, when it

reigned absolutely aloof from its contemporary subjects. The germ-plasm
theory of to-day is liberalised, though it is not so democratic as its brother

sovereign Pangenesis, who reigns, or used to reign, by an elaborate system
of proportional representation. But in spite of the skill and energy
devoted to its improvement by its distinguished author, Weismannism
fails, in my opinion, to be a satisfactory theory of evolution.

All such theories must account for two things which are parts of a
single process but may logically be considered separately : (i) The fact

of ontogeny, namely, that the ovum has the capacity of developing into a
certain more or less predetermined form

;
(ii) The fact of heredity—the

circumstance that this form is approximately the same as that of the
parent.

The doctrine of pangenesis accounts for heredity, since the germ-cells

are imagined as made up of gemmules representing all parts of the adult
;

but it does not account for ontogeny, because there seems to me no
sufficient reason why the gemmules should become active in a predeter-

mined order unless, indeed, we allow that they do so by habit, and then
the doctrine of pangenesis becomes a variant of the mnemic theory.

The strength of Weismann's theory lies in its explanation of heredity.

According to the doctrine of continuity, a fragment of the germ-plasm is,

as it were, put on one side and saved up to make the germ-cell of the new
generation, so that the germ-cells of two successive generations are made
of the same matei'ial. This again depends on Weismann's belief that

when the ovum divides, the two daughter cells are not identical ; that in

fact the fundamental difference between soma and germ-cells begins at

this point. But this is precisely where many naturalists whose
observations are worthy of all respect difi'er from him. Weismann's
theory is tlierefore threatened at the very foundation.

' A71, Examinatiun of Weismann, 1893, pp. 169, 170.

C2
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Even if we allow Weismanu's method of providing for the identity

between the germ-cell of two successive generations, there remains, as

above indicated, a greater problem—namely, that of ontogeny. We no

longer look at the potentiality of a germ-cell as Caliban looked on Setebos,

a.s something essentially incomprehensible ruling the future in an un-

known way—' just choosing so.' If the modern germ-cell is to have

a poetic analogue it must be compared to a Pandora's box of architectonic

sprites which are let loose in definite order, each serving as a master

builder for a prescribed stage of ontogeny. Weismann's view of the

mechanism by which his determinants—the architectonic sprites—come
into action in due order is, I assume, satisfactory to many, but I confess

that I find it difficult to grasp. The orderly distribution of determinants

de23ends primarily on their arrangement in the ids, where they are held

together by ' vital affinities.' They are guided to the cells on which they

are to act by difterential divisions, in each of which the determinants are

sorted into two unequal lots. They then become active, i.e., break up into

biophores, partly under the influence of liberating stimuli and partly by
an automatic process. Finally the biophores communicate a ' definite

vital force ' to the appropriate cells.' This ma^/ be a description of what
happens ; but inasmuch as it fails to connect the process of ontogeny

with physiological processes of which we have definite knowledge, it does

not to me seem a convincing explanation.

For myself I can only say that I am not satisfied with Weismann's
theory of heredity or of ontogeny. As regards the first, I incline to deny
the distinction between germ and soma, to insist on the plain facts that

the soma is continuous with the germ-cell, and that the somatic cells

may have the same I'eproductive qualities as the germ-cells (as is proved

by the facts of regeneration) ; that, in fact, the germ-cell is merely a

specialised somatic cell and has the essential qualities of the soma. With
I'egard to ontogeny, T have already pointed out that Weismann does not

seem to explain its automatic character.

The Mnemic Theory.

If the mnemic theory is compared with Weismann's views it is

clear that it is strong precisely where these are weakest—namely, in

giving a coherent theory of the rhythm of development. It also bears

comparison with all theories in which the conception of determinants

occurs. Why should we make elaborate theories of hypothetical deter-

minants to account for the potentialities lying hidden in the germ-cell,

and neglect the only determinants of whose existence we have positive

knowledge (though we do not know their precise nature) ? We know
positively that by making a dog sit up and then giving him a biscuit we
build up something in his brain in consequence of which a biscuit becomes
the stimulus to the act of sitting. The mnemic theory .assumes that the

' The Erohitiiiri Tltrari/, Eng. trans., i. .37:? el st'/j.
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ileteruiinaiits of uiorpliological change are of llic .s.iiuo type ub the

structural alteration wrought in the dog's brain.

The mnemic theory—at any rate that form of it held by Semon
and by myself—agrees with the current view, viz., that the nucleus

is the centre of development, or, in Semon's phraseology, that the

nucleus contains the engrams in which lies tlie secret of the ontogenetic

rhythm. But the mode of action of the mnemic nucleus is com-

pletely different from that of Weismann. He assumes that the nucleus

is disintegrated in the course of development by the dropping from it

of the determinants which regulate the manner of growth of successive

groups of cells. But if the potentiality of the germ nucleus depends on
the presence of engrams, if, in fact, its function is comparable to that of

a nerve-centre, its capacity is not diminished by action ; it does not cast

out engrams from its substance as Weismann's nucleus is assumed to

drop armies of determinants. The engrams are but cut deeper into the

records, and more closely bonded one with the next. The nucleus, con-

sidered as a machine, does not lose its component parts in the course

of use. We shall see later on that the nuclei of the whole body may,

on the mnemic theory, be believed to become alike. The fact that

the mnemic theoi-y allows the nucleus to retain its repeating or repro-

ductive or mnemic quality supplies the element of continuity. The
germ-cell divides and its daughter cells form the tissues of the embryo,

and in this process the original nucleus has given rise to a group of

nuclei ; these, however, have not lost their engrams, but retain the

potentiality of the parent nucleus. "We need not therefore postulate the

special form of continuity which is characteristic of Weismann's theory.

We may say, therefore, that the mnemic hypothesis harmonises with

the facts of heredity and ontogeny. But the real difficulties remain to

be considered, and these, I confess, are of a terrifying magnitude.

The first difficulty is the question how the changes arising in the soma
are, so to speak, telegraphed to the germ-cells. Hering allows that such

communication must at first seem highly mysterious.^ He then proceeds

to show how by the essential unity and yet extreme ramification of the

nervous system ' all parts of the body are so connected that what happens
in one echoes through the rest, so that from the disturbance occurring in

any part some notification, faint though it may be, is conveyed to the

most distant parts of the body.'

A similar explanation is given by Nageli. He supposes that adaptive,

in contradistinction to organic, characters are profluced by external

causes ; and since these characters arc hereditary tliere must be com-
munication between the seat of adaptation and tlie germ-cells. Tliis

telegraphic effect is supposed to be effected by the network of idioplasm

which traverses the body, in the case of plants by the intercellular proto-

plasmic threads.

' E. Hering in Ostwald's Klasmker der exakten. U'issenscliufte/i, No. 118, p.,14;
see also S. Butler's translation in Unconscious Memory, p. liy.
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Seiiioii faces the dilliculty boldly. When a new cliaraoter appears in

the body of an organism, in response to changing environment, Semon
assumes that a new engrain is added to the nuclei in the part affected

;

and that, further, the disturbance tends to spread to all the nuclei of the

body (including those of the germ-cells), and to produce in them the same

change. In plants the flow must be conceived as travelling by intercellular

plasmic threads, but in animals primarily by nerve-trunks. Thus the

reproductive elements must be considered as having in some degree the

character of nerve-cells. So that, for instance, if we are to believe that

an individual habit may be inherited and appear as an instinct, the

repetition of the habit will not merely mean changes in the central nervous

.system, but also corresponding changes in the germ-cells. These will be,

according to Semon, excessively faint in comparison to the nerve-engrams,

and can only be made eflicient by prolonged action. Semon lays great

stress on the slowness of the process of building up efficient engrams in

the germ- cells.

Weismann ^ speaks of the impossibility of germinal engrams being

formed in this way. He objects that nerve-currents can only differ from

each other in intensity, and therefore there can be no communication

of potentialities to the germ-cell. He holds it to be impossible that

somatic changes should be telegraphed to the germ-cell and be re-

produced ontogenetically—a process which he compares to a telegram

despatched in German and arriving in Chinese. According to Semon ^

what radiates from the point of stimulation in the soma is the primary

excitation set up in the somatic cells ; if this is so, the radiating influence

will produce the same effect on all the nuclei of the oi'ganism. My
own point of view i^ the following. In a plant (as already pointed out)

the ectoplasm may be compared to the sense-organ of the cell, and the

primary excitation of the cell will be a change in the ectoplasm ; but

since cells are connected by ectoplasmic threads the primary excitation

will spread and produce in other cells a faint copy of the engram im-

pressed on the somatic cells originally stimulated. But in all these

assumptions we are met by the question to which Weismann has called

attention—namely, whether nervous impulses can differ from one another

in quality 1 ^ The general opinion of physiologists is undoubtedly to the

opposite effect—namely, that all nervous impulses are identical in quality.

But there are notable exceptions : for instance, Hering,'' who strongly

' Weismann, The Eoolntion Theory, 1904, vol. ii. p. 63 ; also his Richard Semon'x
^ Afneme ' u/id die Vererhmig ermorhener Elgenschaften,m ihe Archiv fur Jiassen-

und Gesellschafts-Biologie, 1906. Semon has replied in the same journal for 1907.

^ Semon, Mneme, ed. i. p. 142, does not, however, consider it proved that the

nucleus is necessarily the smallest element in which the whole inheritance resides.

He refers especially to the regeneration of sections of Stentor which contain mere
fragments of the nucleus.

' I use this word in the ordinary sense without reference to what is known as

modality.

* Zwr Thsorie der Nerventhdtigkeit, Akademische Vortrag, 1898 (Veit, Leipzig),
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supports what may be called the qualitative theory. I am not competent

to form an opinion on the subject, but I confes.s to being impressed by

Bering's argument that the nerve-cell and nerve- fibre, as parts of one

individual (the neuron), must have a common irritability. * On the other

hand there is striking evidence, in Langley's ^ experiments on the cioss-

grafting of efferent nerves, that here at least nerve impulses are inter-

changeable and therefore identical in quality. The state of knowledge as

regards afferent nerves is, however, more favourable to my point of view.

For the difficulties that meet the physiologist—especially as regards the

nerves of smell and hearing—are so great that it has been found simpler

to assume differences in impulse-quality, rather than attempt an explana-

tion of the facts on the other hypothesis."^

On the whole it may be said that, although the trend of physiological

opinion is against the general existence of qualitative differences in nerve-

impulses, yet the question cannot be said to be settled either one way or

the other.

Another obvious difficulty is to imagine how within a single cell the

engrams or potentialities of a number of actions can be locked up. We
can only answer that the nucleus is admittedly very complex in structure.

It may be added (but this not an answer) that in this respect it claims no

more than its neighbours ; it need not be more complex than Weismann's

germ-plasm. One conceivable simplification seems to be in the direction

of the pangenes of De Vries. He imagines that these heritage units are

relatively small in number, and that they produce complex results by

combination, not by each being responsible for a minute fraction of

the total result. 3 They may be compared to the letters of the alphabet

which by combination make an infinity of words.'' Nitgeli * held a

similar view. ' To understand heredity,' he wrote, ' we do not need a

special independent symbol for every difference conditioned by space,

time, or quality, but a substance which can represent every possible com-

bination of differences by the fitting together of a limited number of

elements, and which can be transformed by permutations into other com-

binations.' He ajiplied {loc. cit., p. 59) the idea of a combination of

symbols to the telegraphic quality of his idioplasm. He suggests that as

the nerves convey the most varied perceptions of external objects to the

central nervous system, and there create a coherent picture, so it is not

impossible that the idioplasm may convey a combination of its local altera-

tions to other parts of the organism.

Another theory of simplified telegraphy between soma and germ-cell

'Pm-. It. Soe., 1904, p. 99. Journal of Physiology, xxiii. p. 240, and xxxi.

p. 365.

'^ See Nagel, Handbuch der Fhysiologic des Menschen, iii. (1905), pp. 1-15.

' De Vries, Intracellular Pangenesis, p. 7.

* I take this comparison from Lotsy's account of Do Vries' theory. Lotsy,

I'orlesungen ilber Deszendenztheorien, 1906, i. p. 98.

* Nageli's Ahstammungslehre, 18S4, p. 73.
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is given Ijy Rigiiano.' I regret that the space at my command does not

permit me to give a full account of his interesting speculation on somatic

inheritance. It resembles the theories of Hering, Butler, and Semon in

postulating a'quality of living things, which is the basis both of memory
and inheritance. But it differs from them in seeking for a physical

explanation or model of what is common to the two. He compares the

nucleus to an electric accumulator which in its discharge gives out the

same sort of energy that it has received. How far this is an allowable

parallel I am not prepared to say, and in what follows I have given

llignano's results in biological terms. What interests me is the con-

clusion that the impulse conveyed to the nucleus of the germ-cell is, as

far as results are concerned, the external stimulus. Thus, if a somatic

cell (A) is induced by an external stimulus (S) acting on the nucleus to

assume a new manner of development, a disturbance spreads through the

organism, so that finally the nuclei of the germ-cells are altered in a

similar manner. When the cellular descendants of the germ-cells reach

the same stage of ontogeny as that in which the original stimulation

occurred, a stimulus comes into action equivalent to S as regards the

results it is capable of producing. So that the change originally wrought

in cell A by the actual stimulus S is now reproduced by what may be

called an inherited stimulus. But when A was originally afTected other

cells, B, C, T), may have reacted to S by various forms of growth. And
therefore when during the development of the altered germ-cell some-

thing equivalent to S comes into play, there will be induced, not merely

the original change in the development of A, but also the changes which

were originally induced in the growth of B, C, D. Thus, according to

Rignano, the germ-nucleus releases a number of developmental processes,

each of which would, according to Weismann, require a separate deter-

minant.

If the view here given is accepted, we must take a new view of

W^eismann's cases of simultaneous stimulation, i.e., cases like Fischer's

experiments on Arctia caja, which he does not allow to be somatic

inheritance. If we are right in saying that, the original excitation of

the soma is transferi-ed to the germ-cell, and it does not matter whether

the stimulus is transferred by ' telegraphy,' or whether a given cause,

e.g., a low temperature, acts simultaneously on soma and germ-cell. In

both cases we have a given alteration produced in the nuclei of the

soma and the germ-cell. Nageli used the woi'd telegraph)/ to mean a

dynamic form of transference, but he did not exclude the possibility of

the same effect being produced by the movement of chemical subistances,

and went so far as to suggest that the sieve tubes might convey such

stimuli in plants. In any case this point of view - deserves careful

consideration.

' For what is here given I am partly indebted to Signor Rignano's letters,

? Poo Pemon, ArcHr f. Jia^sm- vntl frt'urllsuIinftn-Ti'ioIoqic, 10^7, p. HO.
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Still another code of communication Beems to me to be at least con-

ceivable. One of the most obvious characteristics of animal life is the

guidance of the organism by certain groups of stimuli, producing either a

movement of seeking (positive reaction') or one of avoidance (negative

reaction). Taking the latter as being the simplest, we find that in

the lowest as in the highest organisms a given reaction follows each

one of a number of diverse conditions which have nothing in common

save that they are broadly harmful in character. We withdraw our

hands from a heated body, a prick, a corrosive substance, or an electric

shock. The interesting point is that it is left to the organism to discover

by the method of trial and error the best means of dealing with a sub-

injui-ious stimulus. May we not therefore say that the existence of

pleasure and pain simplifies inheritance 1 It certainly renders unnecessary

a great deal of detailed inheritance. The innumerable appropriate move-

ments performed by animals are broadly the same as those of their

parents, but they are not necessarily inherited in every detail ; they are

rather the unavoidable outcome of hereditary but unspecialised sensitive-

ness. It is as though heredity were arranged on a code-system instead of

by separate signals for every movement of the organism.

It may be said that in individual life the penalty of failure is pain,

but that the penalty for failure in ontogenetic morphology is death. But

it is only because pain is the shadow cast by Death as he approaches

that it is of value to the organism. Death would be still the penalty of

creatures that had not acquired this sensitiveness to the edge of danger.

Is it not possible that the sensitiveness to external agencies by which

structural ontogeny is undoubtedly guided may have a similar quality,

and that morphological variations may also be reactions to the edge of

danger. But this is a point of view I cannot now enter upon.

It may be objected that the inheritance of anything so complex as

an instinct is diflBcult to conceive on the mneroic theory. Yet it is impos-

sible to avoid suspecting that at least some instincts originate in indi-

vidual acquirements, since they are continuous with habits gained in the

lifetime of the organism. Thus the tendency to peck at any small object

is undoubtedly inherited ; the power of distinguishing suitable from un-

suitable objects is gained by experience. It may be said that the engrams

concerned in the pecking instinct cannot conceivably l)e transferred from

the central nervous system to the nucleus of the germ- cells. To this I

might answer that this is not more inconceivable than Weismann's

assumption that the germ-cell chances to be so altered that the young

chicken pecks instinctively. Let us consider another case of what

appears to be an hereditary movement. Take, for instance, the case of a

young dog, who in fighting bites his own lips. The pain thus produced

will induce him to tuck up his lips out of harm's way. This protective

movement will become firmly associated with, not only the act of fighting,

t f'l^tt ,1pnr)inf,s, Jiehtifior of /!ie Lmirr Or<inii'sniH.
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but with the remembrance of it, and will show itself in the familiar snarl

of the angry dog. This movement is now, I presume, hereditary in dogs,

and is so strongly inherited by ourselves (from simian ancestors) that

a lifting of the corner of the upper lip is a recognised signal of adverse

feeling. Is it really conceivable that the original snarl is due to that

unspecialised stimulus we call pain, whereas the inherited snarl is due to

fortuitous upsets of the determinants in the germ-cell 1

I am well aware that many other objections may be advanced against

the views I advocate. To take a single instance, there are many cases

where we should expect somatic inheritance, but where we look in vain

for it. This difficulty, and others equally important, must for the present

be passed over. Nor shall I say anything more as to the possible means
of communication between the soma and the germ-cells. To me it seems

conceivable that some such telegraphy is possible. But I shall hardly

wonder if a majority of my hearers decide that the available evidence in

its favour is both weak and fantastic. Nor can I wonder that, apart

from the problem of mechanism, the existence of somatic inheritance is

denied for want of evidence. But I must once more insist that, accord-

ing to the mnemic hypothesis, somatic inheritance lies at the root of all

evolution. Life is a gigantic experiment which the opposing schools

interpret in opposite ways. I hope that in this dispute both sides will

seek out and welcome decisive results. My own conviction in favour of

somatic inheritance rests primarily on the automatic element in ontogeny.

It seems to me certain that in development we have an actual instance of

habit. If this is so, somatic inheritance must be a vera causa. Nor does

it seem impossible that memory should rule the plasmic link which connects

successive generations—the true miracle of the camel passing through the

eye of a needle—since, as I have tried to show, the reactions of living

things to their surroundings exhibit in the plainest way the universal

presence of a mnemic factor.

We may fix our eyes on phylogeny and regard the living world as a

great chain of forms, each of which has learned something of which its

predecessors were ignorant ; or we may attend rather to ontogeny, where
the lessons learned become in part automatic. But we must remember
that the distinction between phylogeny and ontogeny is an artificial one,

and that routine and acquisition are blended in life.^

The great engine of natural selection is taunted nowadays, as it was
fifty years ago, with being merely a negative power. I venture to think

that the mnemic hypothesis of evolution makes the positive value of

natural selection more obvious. If evolution is a process of drilling

organisms into habits, the elimination of those that cannot learn is an

' This subject is dealt with in a very interesting manner in Professor James
Ward's forthcoming lectures on the Realm of Eoids. Also in his article on
Mechanism and Morals in the Hihlert Journal, October 1905, p. 92 ; and in his

article on Psychology in the JEwyclopa>dia Britannica, 1886, vol. xx. p. 44.
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integral part of the process, and is no less real because it is carried out

by a self-acting system. It is surely a positive gain to the harmony of

the universe that the discordant strings should break. But natural

selection does more than this ; and just as a trainer insists on his per-

forming dogs accommodating themselves to conditions of increasing com-
plexity, so does natural selection pass on its pupils from one set of

conditions to other and more elaborate tests, insisting that they shall

endlessly repeat what they have learned and forcing them to learn some-
thing new. Natural selection attains in a blind, mechanical way the ends
gained by a human breeder ; and by an extension of the same metaphor
it may be said to have the power of a trainer— of an automatic master
with endless patience and all time at his disposal.
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II. Sj)ecificatio7isfor the Practical Realisation of the Definitions of the Inter-

national Uhm and loiternational Ampere, and Instructions for the

Preparation of the Weston Cadmium Cell. {From the National
Physical Laboratory) 51

The Committee desire in the first place to record their deep sense of

the loss they have sustained by the death of Lord Kelvin. He was an
original member of the Committee appointed at Cambridge, October 3,

1862, and he continued his active interest in their work up to the end.
His name will always be associated witli the establishment of the
absolute system of electrical measurement and with the determination
of the absolute units. The Reports of the Committee from 1862 onwards
contain a large amount of valuable information in a form which is not
generally very accessible—the reprint of the earlier reports, issued under
the editorship of Fleeming Jenkin in 1873, is out of print—and the
Committee suggest that their reports from 1862 up to the present time
might be reprinted as a memorial to Lord Kelvin. The present time is

in other respects specially suitable for such a reissue, for it is hoped that
the proposed International Congress, to be held in London in October,
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will suttlc in u defuiito luauuei- the few luatters relating to the fuudd-

inental units which are still outstanding, and will organise a method

whereby a close agreement may be maintained among the electrical

standards in use throughout the world.

The electrical measurements of certain of the fundamental units,

which have been in progress for some time at the National Physical

Laboratory, have been brought to a conclusion, and the results

publislied in three papers in the ' Philosophical Transactions ' of the

Royal Society.

1. 'A New Current Weigher and a Determination of the Electromotive Force

oE tlie Normal Weston Cadmium Cell.' By Professor W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S., and T.

Mather, F.R.S., Central Technical College, London; and F. B. Smith, A.R.C.Sc,

National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Phil. Trans., A, vol. 207, pp. 463-549.

2. ' On the Normal Weston Cadmium Cell.' By F. E. Smith, Phil. Trans., A,

vol. 207, pp. 393-420.

3. ' On a Comparison of many forms of Silver Voltameters.' By F. E. Smith ;

and ' A Determination of the Electrochemical Equivalent of Silver.' By F. E. Smith

and T. Mather, F.R.S., Phil. Trans., A, vol. 207, pp. 545-58L
' The Chemistry of the Silver Voltameter.' By F. E. Smith and T. M.

Lowry, D.Sc, Phil. Trans., A, vol. 207, pp. 581-599.

From the first of these it appears that to a very high degree of

accuracy the electromotive force of the Weston cadmium cell, as set up

at the National Physical Laboratory, when expressed in terms of the

ampere (10"^ C.G.S. units of current) and the international ohm is

l-018.3o at a temperature of 17° C.

The second Paper deals with the preparation of the Weston cadmium
cell, and contains a comparison between cells set up at the Laboratory

and others constructed elsewhere, the general conclusion being that cells

can be nrepared by different persons in different countries which will

agree in'E.M.F. to 1 or 2 parts in 100,000.

In the third Paper there is given an account of a comparison of some
six forms of silver voltameters, and it is shown that the silver deposited

by a current of one ampere in all these various forms is the same if

proper precautions are taken, and amounts to

1 •11827 milligramme per second.

After this work was completed a comparison was made by Messrs.

T. Mather and F. E. Smith, by tlie kindness of Mr. Trotter, between the

ampere standard of the Board of Trade and the ampere as realised by the

new Ayrton Jones balance at the National Physical Laboratory. The
comparison, an account of which appears in the ' Proceedings of tlic

Royal Society,' A, vol. 80, 1908, was very satisfactory.

It was found that the Board of Trade ampere will deposit silver at the

rate of I'll 79, milligramme per second, a value which is nearly identical

with the number 1*1179^ given by Lord Rayleigh and Mrs. Sidgwick in

1884. Indirectly the E.M.F. of the normal Weston cadmium cell was
found to be 1-01879 Board of Trade volts at 17° C, the Board of Trade
volt being defined as the potential difference between the terminals of a
resistance of 1 Board of Trade ohm when 1 Board of Trade ampere is

passing through it.

During the year the ten mercury standards at the National Physical

Laboratory have again been set up and intercompared. An account of

this work appears in an Appendix by Mr. F. E. Smith, the value

vf the international ohm, as realised by the mean of the ten tubes, l^eing
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taken as unit. The following table givea the values of the individual

tubes as found in 1903 and 1907 ;—

-
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the Laboratory. The behaviour of the various coils is somewhat different

;

while some have been very constant, others appear to have changed con-

siderably.

At the Conference on Electrical Units, held at the Reichsanstalt in

1905, it was suggested that the Jena glass 59"' was, from its good elastic

properties, the best glass to employ for mercury resistances, and accord-

ingly efforts have been made to get some suitable tubes. Five tubes of

16'" have recently been secured, after great difficulty, which will probably

do for standards. Tubes of 59'" have not yet been obtained : the

difficulty of drawing them is a serious obstacle to their use.

A number of tubes of French glass, ' verre dur,' are also on order.

Progress has also been made during the year in the design of the

Lorenz apparatus, to be given by the Drapers' Company, and the manu-
facture of the bed and the heavy-metal work has been entrusted to Messrs.

Armstrong, Whitworth &, Co., who have kindly undertaken it. The
marble cylinders required have been delivered at the National Physical

Laboratory.

Preparations for the holding of an International Congress on Electrical

Units in London in October next are well advanced.

Specifications dealing with the international ohm, the international

ampere, and the Weston cadmium cell, which have been prepared at the

National Physical Laboratory after consultation with other workers to

serve as a basis of discussion at the Congress, are given in the Appendix
with a view of making them known.

The grant of 50^. made to the Committee at Leicester has been spent

in great part in the purchase of materials for the Weston cells and the

silver voltameter research and in obtaining suitable tubes for use for

standards of resistance.

The balance now in hand is 11. Os. 4c?., and the Committee recommend
that they be allowed to retain this for the purpose of continuing the

experiments now in progress.

The Committee therefore recommend that their Reports from 1862

onwards be reprinted, after careful editing, as a memorial to Lord Kelvin,

and that they be reappointed, with a grant of 100/. in addition to the above

unexpended balance, for the purpose of undertaking this work and con-

tinuing their researches on the standards ; that Lord Rayleigh be Chairman
and Dr. R. T. Glazebrook Secretary.

APPENDIX I.

On the Secular Changes of the Standards of Resistance at the National

Physical Laboratory. By F. E. Smith, A.R.C.Sc.

(b'rom the National Physical Laboratory.)

It has long been known that many resistance coils of platinum -silver,

of manganin, and of other resistance alloys do not keep constant in

resistance. The causes of the changes may lie in some alteration in

structure of the alloy, of some change in strain, of surface action, of

faulty joints, or, as suggested by Dr. Rosa, they may lie in the insulating

medium.
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The question of the permanence of mauganin standards has been
discussed recently by Messrs. Rosa and Babcock ^ and by Drs. Jaeger
and Lindeck,- and it seemed desirable to bring together all the informa-
tion available regarding the changes which have taken place in the coils

of the Association, and of others which have from time to time been
compared with them.

At the National Physical Laboratory the primary standards of resistance
are of mercury, and the secondary standards are of platinum, platinum-
iridium, gold-silver, platinum-silver, and of manganin. It will be shown
that the mercury standards have kept constant, that the platinum coils
have probably kept constant, that the platinum-iridium, gold-silver, and
a few of the platinum-silver coils have changed considerably, while other
platinum-silver coils have kept very nearly constant. Of the manganin
coils a few have kept very nearly constant, bur. most of them have
increased in resistance.

The platinum, platinum-iridium, and some of the gold- silver and pla-
tinum-silver coils are the property of the Association, and many of them
were first compared by Matthiessen and Hockin in 1865-7. Most of tlie

manganin standards were constructed by O. Wolff, Berlin, but four were
built by Mr. Melsom at the National Physical Laboratory. These
standards vary in nominal value from one-thousandth of an ohm to
10,000 ohms.

The method of comparing resistances has been dealt with in a previous
Report,^ and for the purposes of this communication it will be sufficient tc
state that, on all occasions when mercury standards were erected, the
resistance coils were measured in terms of the mean unit represented by the
mercury columns, with a probable error of about 5 parts in 1,000,000.
In the intervals between the comparisons with mercury standards the
values of the coils in international ohms were at times uncertain within
1 to 2 parts in 100,000, but the relative values of the unit coils of man-
ganin with potential leads could at all times be determined with an error
not greater than about 2 parts in 10,000,000, and the one-thousandth
ohm and 10,000 ohms manganin standards could in general be measured
in terms of the unit coils within about 5 parts in 1,000,000. In the
intervals between the erections of the mercury tubes a very careful survey
of the history of the coils was often necessary to determine the most prob.
able changes in the coils, and a slight readjustment of the values allotted
to the coils was sometimes made when the mercury standards were next
employed. The probable error of the resistance values assigned to the
manganin standards on any date is almost certainly less than 1 part in
100,000.

^

Mercury Standards of Resistance.

The mercury standards of resistance are 10 in number, and were con-
structed in 1902-3. The mean international ohm as realised by the ten
standards is taken as the unit, and each tube is measured in terms of it.

' The Electrician, June 14, 1907, and November 15, I!)07.
" Ibid., August 2, 1907.
' B.A. Report, Section A, 1906.

D 2
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In practice two manganiii coils act as intermediaries. The measured

values in 1903 and 1907 are given in the following table :

—

Table I.

Givinff the Values of the Mercury Standards in 1903 and 1907.

1
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coriuspuml with about 0"-02 C. All of the coils are surrounded by paratiin

wax, and it is only by maintaining a constant temperature for many hours

that very accurate observations can be made. The scale of temperature

employed for the 1908 measurements is the hydrogen scale ; that used for

previous observations is almost certainly the Kew glass scale. Dr. J. A.

Marker has recently shown ^ that the difference between these two scales

is negligibly small ; hence we may assume that the same scale of tempera-

ture has been used throughout.

The present method of comparing the coils is by substitution in one

arm of a Wheatstone shunt bridge, of which the other three arms

consist of manganin resistances. The high-temperature coefficient coils

are kept in a room remaining constant in temperature to 0°'01 C. over

several days, and the temperature does not diifer from lG°-0 C. by more

than 0°-5 C. About 16 measurements, spread over several days, are

made of each coil, and the value at 16°-0 C. is deduced from these

measurements. During 1908 approximate values for the temperature

coefficients of resistance of the coils have been obtained by varying the

temperature from 14^ to 17° C. These values are given in Tables III.

and IX.
In 1867 the temperatures are given at which the coils were 1 B.A.

unit, and this procedure was in part followed in 1876, 1879, and 1888.

The unit of 1867 Avas, however, probably different to those of 1876,

1879, and 1888. Messrs. Chrystal and Saunder (1876) assumed one of

the coils (B) to have remained constant between 1867 and 1876, and
expressed the values of the other coils in terms of it. The unit, in terms

of which the measurements of 1879-81 were made, is the mean B.A.

unit as indicated by Fleming on his chart ; it is supposed to represent

the mean of the resistances of the six coils A, B, C, D, E, G at the tem-

peratures at which they were originally correct. It is this unit which

was used by Lord Rayleigh in his work on the ohm, and by Dr.

Glazebrook since about 1880, and it has been closely adhered to in all

measurements made by the Committee since that date.

A close examination of the chart at the present day shows that

tiie mean of the values of the six coils is really about 0"99985 unit
;

hence if this interpretation be accepted, the mean B.A. unit is really

15 parts in 100,000 less than the unit which has been taken since

1880 ; but it has not been thought wise to attempt any correction on

this score, except in the compilation of Table III. At times a sudden

change in a coil has been recorded, as in 1888, when Dr. Glazebrook

reported that F had suddenly risen in value by 0-00048 B.A. unit,- and

that Flat had fallen by 1 part in 10,000.^ Similar changes may have been

observed when the coils wei-e comparatively new, and it is possible that a

slightly variable coil was disregarded, or a correction applied because

of it, when the chart summarising the observations for 1879-81 was

constructed.

The chart gives the values of the coils from 0° C. to 25° C, and the

graphs are such that the value of a coil can be read with an error not

greater than 3 parts in 100,000, which is equivalent to a change in tem-

perature of 0°-l C. of a platinum-silver coil. The resistances of the, coils

at various temperatures as given by the chart are given in Table II.

' Proe. U.S., A, voL 78. • B.A. Report, 1888.
» Phil. Tram., A, 1888, p. 364.
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Table II.

Giving the Values of the Coils in 1879-81, //-(mw Flemings Chart.

Coil

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Flat
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place, and the task before us is to select the most constant and the most
variable coils. In all such cases a table of difference values is most
helpful. Table IV. gives such values for the six coils A, B, C, D, E, G
in 1 X 10--' B.A. units at 16°0 C.

We conclude from the differences given in column 7 and the tempera-
tures given in the last column of Table IV. that B and E have possibly
remained constant during the period 1867-1908 and that C and D are
ne.xt in order of constancy. The coils D and E have remained relatively

constant since 1876.

Dr. Glazebrook in 1888 measured the B.A. unit in terms of the
specific resistance of mercury, and found that the value of the resistance

of a column of mercury, 1 metre long, 1 sq. mm. in section, at 0° C. was
0-95352 B.A. unit.

For the purposes of the comparison. Dr. Glazebi-ook used the two coils F
and G, and their values are given by him as

F =0-99807 B.A.U. at 10' C.

G=0-99778 „ „ 10° C.

These values were taken from Fleming's chart, and when corrected to
16° C. they are practically identical with those recorded in Table II., as
they should be. Flat was also used (0-99857 B.A.U, at 10° C), but
observations during the two years preceding 1888 showed that it was

Table IV.

Difference Values mix 10"^ B.A. Units.
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relatively lower than when examined by Dr. Fleming, and its value was

not, therefore, taken from the chart.

In 1908 the individual coils were compared with the new mercury
standards set up at the N.P.L. and their values found in terms of mer-

cury. If we assume that the mean value of the coils A, B, C, T>, E, G,

is the same as when Fleming's chart was constructed, we obtain as the

resistance of 1 metre of mercuiy, 1 sq. mm. in section, at 0° C, the value

0-9.5.333 B.A.U.,

an alteration of 20 parts in 100,000 since 1888.

If, on the other hand, we suppose that the mercury units set up in

1908 agree exactly with those constructed in 1888, then the mean value

of the six coils in question has altered by 000020 B.A.U. At the

present date, assuming as found in 1888, the resistance of 1 metre of

mercury, 1 sq. ram. in section, at 0° C. to be 0'95352 B.A.U. , the indi-

vidual coils have the values given in Table V., column 3.

Table V.

Values of Coils at 16°0 C. in 1883 and 1908 obtained from comjjufison with

Mercury Tubes, assumimj the Resistance of 1 Metre of Mercury to be

0-95352 B.A. Unit.
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From Tables V. and VI. it appears to be practically certain that tlio

coils B, D, E, and H have the same resistance in 1908 as they had in

1888. The agreement of the values for D and E is very remarkable, for

the temperatures at which these coils were believed to be correct in 1888

are stated to the nearest tenth of a degree only ; an apparent change in

resistance of 15 parts in 100,000 would, therefore, have been negligible.

With respect to G, it has risen by over 1 part in 1,000 during the past

5 years and Flat changed by 17 parts iii 100,000 in 1902.^ The fluctu-

ations in the value of H are believed to have amounted to about 1 part in

10,000 during the period 1888-1908.^

Of the four coils B, D, E, H, apparently constant for the period 1888-

1908, we have already concluded fi-om the diflerences given in Table IV.

that B, D, and E have remained approximately constant since 18G7.

One of the coils D-E, appears, from Table IV., to have changed in the

interval 1867-1876, and the apparent change corresponds with the change

resulting when one of the coils is lowered 0°*2 C. in temperature. It is,

however, practically certain that the change is only apparent. The tem-

peratures at which the platinum coils were stated to be correct in 1865,

1866, and 1867 are given by Mr. Hockin in the Report for 1867. They
are as follows :

1 B.AU. at 15°-7 C. January 7,1863
Coil No, 35 (D). { 1 „ „ ]5°-7C. August 18,18(515

1 „ „ 15° 7 C. February 10, 1867

15°-5 C. January 7, 1863

Coil No. 36 (£),<{ 1 „ „ 15°'5 C. August 18, 1866
15°-7 C. February 10, 1867'{;

In the Report for 1888 the temperature coefficient of D is given us

0-00308 B.A. Unit, and of E as 000302 B.A. Unit. These values agree

closely with those given in Table III., and they have been used in the

compilation of the following complete list of the difference values (D-E)
which now deserves attention :

D-E = -59 X 10-' B.A.U. at 16°0C. Year 1865

„ = —59 „ „ ,, „ 1860

,, = 1 ,) .1 .1 i< 1867

„ = -G3 ,, „ „ „ 1876
= -50 ., „ „ „ 1879-81

„ = —60 „ ,. „ „ 1888
= -60 „ „ ,. „ 1908

The conclusion is obvious. The original difference between the coils

was approximately 60x10"^ B.A. unit and has remained constant ever

since. There is little doubt that the difference recorded for 1867 is

incorrect ; it may easily happen that there is a difference of 0°'2 C.

between the apparent and true temperatures of a coil embedded in paraffin

wax, and such a difference would completely explain the 1867 result.

This conclusion necessitates a revision of the difference values in

Table IV. The corrections are easily made, for the differences A-E,
B-E, C-E and E-CI should be respectively equal to the differences A-I>,
B-D, &c.

We believe that the two platinum coils have remained constant in

resistance since 1867, and that the values in 1867, 1879-81, 1888, and
1908 of these and other coils in terms of the original B.A. unit (1867)
ftre Q,s follows :

I firit, Assoc. Sep., 1903, .
- ? Thid.
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Table VII.

Resistances at 16°'0 C. in terms of the original B.A. Unit (1867).

( Values obtained through the two Platinum Coils D, E.)

Coil
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The difference from the values given by Lord Rayleigh is 3 parts in

100,000, which is less than the probable error of the observations. We
conclude, therefore, that the determination of Lord Rayleigh and Mrs.

.Sidgwick in 1881 is in excellent agreement with that made at the

N^ational Physical Laboratory in 1908, and this latter has already been

shown to agree with that made by Dr. Glazebrook in 1888.

The following is now a very useful sumtnary. The values of the

coils in centimetres of mercury in 1881, 1888, and 1908 are given in

Table VIII.

Table VIIL

Giving the Values at 16°'0 0. of certain Coils in cm. of Mercury in 1881, 1888,

and 1908 obtainedfrom comparisons %oith Mercury Standards,
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1' 7 ruD)allied constant in resistance, aud that from IbD" to l'J03, '26S

and 281) remained constant. In 1903 the N.P.L. mercury standards of
resistance were constructed, and since then the mercury standards have
been taken as constant, and the resistances of all coils expressed by
means of them. The B.A. unit (as obtained from all the platinum-
silver coils, taking the values given in 1888 as correct, and applying
corrections for estimated changes in the coils) was in 1903 found to
be equal to 1/1-01367 international ohm. Accepting this ratio for the
time being, the resistances at 16°-0 C. of certain coils, comjiared in 1888,
1894, 1897, 1903, and 1908, are given in the following table :—

Table IX.

Coil
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terms of the unit of resistance employed for the purposes of Table IX.
are approximately

A = l-OOOoO F = 1-0008S
B = 100026 G = 1-00103
C = l-OOlOl H = 0-99972
D = 1-00020 Flat = 1-00053
E = 1-00080

Manganin Standards of Resistance.

The manganin standards of the National Physical Laboratory are in
constant use and have proved of very great value. They not only facilitate

electrical measurements, but they bring them to a far higher degree of
accuracy than was formerly attainable. Nevertheless, the variations in
these resistances have ift many cases been a source of trouble, and attempts
have been made, and are being continued, to construct standard coils of
manganin -which shall remain practically constant in resistance.

Since 1903 the manganin standards have been intercompared at least
four times every year, and the probable changes have been deduced from
occasional comparisons with mercury standards and from tables of dif-

ference values, due regard being also paid to the past history of the coils.

As an example of the comparisons we take the case of seven 1-ohm coils

which wei-e intercompared in January, April, July, and October 190G.
The observed differences are given in Table X.

Table X.

Coils
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Chart I : Showing the Variations in Resistance of Manganin Standard Coils of

Nominal Values, 1 Ohm, 10 Ohms, and 100 Ohms.
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other siiiall cliangeti are difficult lo assign and are possibly due to variable

humidity. The eri'Ors in the differences recorded are certainly less than

1 X 10"*' ohm.
The above is only part of the analysis of the differences which is in

general made. Comparisons with coils other than units are also often

desirable, but need not be dealt with here.

Table XI. gives the resistance of a number of manganin coils in the

October of each year from 1903 to 1907, and charts Nos. 1 and 2 show
the complete changes in most of the coils from March 1903 to June 190S.

In Table XI. the resistances are given in the same month of each year

in order to eliminate from the table (as much as possible) the effects of

Jiumidity on the resistances of the coils.

Resistances L19, 2448, and 2449 were placed in atmospheres of vary-

ing humidities in the interval October 1907-April 1908, and hence the

curves for these coils are not continued on the charts after January
1908.

Table XI.

liesistaiices in International Ohms at 17°'0 C.

At first limiting our attention to the unit coils, we see from the charts

that these have varied during the past five years by the following

amounts :

—
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Tablk XII.

49

Coil
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The mean difference in the values of all the manganin coils for 1908

and 1903 is 12-6 parts in 100,000. The oldest coils are 381 (seventeen

years old), 780, 738, 739, and 740 (thirteen years old), and 1693 and

1690 (eight years old), the ages being approximate only. The remainder

of the coils are from five to six years old.

The most constant coils belonging to various groups are :

—

.S81—most constant of the unit coils.

738 „ „ 10 ohms coils.

730 „ „ 100

710 „ „ 1.000 „

In general, therefore, the older the coil the more constant does it

appear to be.

With reference to the sudden changes in resistance, as shown by the

curve for 2351 in 1903, of 381 in 190-1-5, and of L-20 in 1906, we can

offer no complete explanation : but it is possible that variable humidity of

the surrounding medium, such as might arise from the presence of a

small quantity of moisture in the insulating oil, was responsible for part

of these changes.

The breaks in the curves for 2183, 2351, L-17, L-18,_1693, and 2484

are due to these coils being away from the National Physical Laboratory
;

they were being compared with the wire standards of the Reichsanstalt.

The increase in resistance of No. 2449 is phenomenal. The daily

rate of change for 1906 is over four parts in 10,000,000 ; that is, in

about twenty-two days the coil changed in resistance by about one part

in 100,000. In April 1907 we attempted to measure the change fi-om

day to day, and for this purpose we compared 2449 and 740 every

working day for four weeks. The results obtained are as follows :—

•

Day of Observation .

Difference (2449-740)
Parts in 100,000

Day of Observation .

Difference (2449-740)
Parts in 100,000

The change was, therefore, a very gradual one, and easily detected.

It is of interest to note that the rate of change for the last six months of

1907 is less than that for 1903-6.

The possible causes of the changes in the manganin resistances may
be classified under the following heads :

—

1. Change in structure of the alloy.

2. Surface action.

3. Humidity effect.

4. Change in the soldei'ed joints connecting the wires of high-

resistance coils to the current leads.

5. Change at the junctions of the potential leads with the

resistance standard.

Only the first of these appears to fully explain the gradual rise in

i-esistance. Causes 2 and 4 would have an inappreciable effect on very
low resistances

;
yet some of these

—

e.g. 2196—have changed by con-

siderable amounts. Cause No. 5 would have no effect on high-resistance

coils, since these are not provided with potential leads ; but Table XIII.
shows that all of the high-resistance coils have changed. Cause No. 3
produces in general a cyclic change, and, while being without doubt a

1
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cause of variation, it cannot be modified to explain all the gradual

increases in resistance, owing to the negligible effect of humidity on very

low-resistance standards. Cause No. 1 appears, therefore, to have been

the chief agent in the cases we have considered.

It is necessary, however, that we should say something about other

manganin coils. In 1903 the resistances were measured of some manganin
coils (1 to 5,000 ohms) in a box by R. W. Paul, London. The coils

could not readily be immersed in oil, and the measurements were

therefore uncertain to about 1 part in 100,000. The resistances were
again measured in 1904, 1906, and December 1907. The maximum
change in the resistance of any coil is 5 parts in 100,000, while the

mean increase in resistance during 1903-7 is 4 parts in 100,000.

In 1902, and again in 1907, the resistances were measured of some
manganin coils (1 to 10,000 ohms) in box No. 1723 by O. Wolff, Berlin.

The maximum change in resistance during the period 1902-8 is about

6 parts in 100,000, and a few of the coils have kept practically constant.

Many manganin coils in other boxes are known, however, to have
changed very considerably.

It will be seen that of the manganin standards we have examinea
some have kept remarkably constant, while others are practically useless

as standards. It must not be concluded, however, that all manganin
resistances are subject to such changes. Drs. Jaeger and Lindeck have
shown that the manganin standards of the Reichsanstalt keep very

constant, and the manganin coils at the Bureau of Standards also appear

to be of a fairly constant type, though subject to considerable cyclic

changes owing to variable atmospheric humidity. The manganin
standards reported on in this Appendix comprise every standard resistance

of manganin in use in the Standards Department of the National

Physical Laboratory.

APPENDIX II.

Specifications for the Practical Realisation of the Definitions of the Inter-

national Ohm and International Ampere, and Instructions for the

Freparation of the Weston Cadmium Cell.

(From the National Physical Laboratory.)

The following specifications have been prepared after consultation

with various authorities, and will form a basis for discussion at the

forthcoming Congress on Electric Units in London. They have not

been authoritatively adopted, and are subject to amendment.
In the last Report specifications for the realisation of the inter-

national ampere and for the construction of the cadmium cell were

given, the processes of preparation, Ac, being described with considerable

detail. These specifications appeal to a much wider circle than the

present ones, for the latter are intended mainly to serve as a guide to the

standardising institutions of the various countries in order to obtain, as

far as possible, complete agreement in the units of electric measurements.

Certain instructions, such as the purification of mercury, have therefore

been omitted, but all which is thought to be essential for jm exact repro-

duction of conditions is still included. Instructions for the erection of

mercury standaids have not previously been issued.

E 2
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I'he International Ohm.

The international ohm shall be equal to the resistance offered to an

unvarying electric current by a column of mercury at the temperature of

meltin" ice, 14'4521 grammes in mass, of a constant cross sectional area,

and of 106-300 centimetres in length, arranged in accordance with the

following specification.

The column of mercury shall be of circular section, or nearly so, and

shall be contained in a tube of suitable glass which has been carefully

annealed. The tube shall be straight to the eye, and the maximum
variation in its area of cross section shall not exceed 2 parts in 100. The

tube is to be carefully calibrated, and the correction for its conicality

determined.

In determining the weight of mercury contained by the tube when
filled at the temperature of melting ice, the column of mercury is to be

bounded by planes at the terminal cross sections of the tube. The tube

should not be unduly heated, and it should be filled with mercury by

exhaustion of air.

The axial length of the tube should be measured at 0° C. if possible,

otherwise the coefficient of expansion of the glass should be determined

and the axial length of the tube at 0° C. calculated from axial measure-

ments made very near to that temperature. To facilitate measurements

of the axial length, the ends of the tube should be ground very slightly

convex.

For the electrical measurements the ends of the tube are to be

connected to spherical bulbs of glass, the ends of the tube forming,

approximately, portions of the internal spherical surfaces of the bulbs.

Each bulb is to be provided with current and potential leads, the point

of entry of the former being at the opposite end of a diameter of the bulb

from an end of the tube. The potential lead shall be situated in a

plane midway between the point of entry of the current lead and the

end of the tube, and at right angles to the line connecting them.

Contact with the mercury shall be made by means of platinum

wires.

The diameter of a bulb is to be from 30 to 33 times the diameter

of that end of the tube to which it is connected.

If L is the axial length in centimetres of the mercury column con-

tained by the tube at 0° C.,W the weight of the column in grammes, and
c the correction for the conicality of the tube, the resistance of the

column at 0° C. is

"
(IWO-OP

• ^^ = 0-001278982 c ^ international ohms.

When the spherical bulbs are fitted to the ends of the tube and the
whole filled with mercury, if r is the mean radius of the tube and r,, rj,

the mean radii in centimetres of the terminal sections, the resistance a,t

0° C. between the potential leads is

L2
0-001278982 ^

(rx + r.,\
I

*

O-SOr^ \ r, rg / }• international ohms,
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correct to 1 per cent, of the added resistance

0-001278982 ~[ 0-8 Or
(-~^^')Y

* The end correction factor is given in these formulst as 080 : this Vtiiuo is.

however, subject to amendment.

The electrical measuronients are to be carried out at 0° C, the tube and
spherical vessels being surrounded by melting ice and about 1 5 centi-

metres below the upper surface of the ice. The connecting wires employed

for the current and potential leads must be thin, the flow of heat through

them to the mercury being insufficient to warm the mercury so as to

produce appreciable error.

The insulation resistance between the mercury column and the ice

surrounding the tube must not be less than 10,000,000 ohms.

The current employed in comparing the mercury resistance with other

resistances shall be limited by the condition that the mercury shall not

be warmed sufficiently to produce appreciable error.

The mean of at least five tubes must be taken to determine the value

of the mercury unit.

The mean of at least three fillings shall be taken as the value of the

resistance of a tube.

Specification /or the Practical A-ppUcation of the Definition of the

International Ampere,

Conditions under which silver is to be deposited to measure currents

from 05 to 8 amperes:

—

The solution shall consist of from 15 parts to 25 parts by weight of

pure crystallised ailver nitrate in 100 parts of distilled water free from
chlorine. It shall be used for one determination of current only.

In cases in which it is desired to measure a current of about 1 ampere
the anode shall consist of a disc or plate of pure silver about 60 square

centimetres in area and 3 or 4 millimetres in thickness. It is supported

by a silver rod riveted through its centre. The anode shall be inserted

into a cup of filter paper separately supported.

The kathode shall consist of a platinum bowl about 10 centimetres in

diameter and 7 centimetres in depth.

About 300 cubic centimetres of the silver-nitrate solution are to be
placed in the kathode bowl, and the anode is to be supported near the top

of the solution and is to be just covered by it. Not more than from 7 to

10 grammes of silver should be deposited.

(For the measurement of smaller currents, say from j to g^ ampere, a

bowl holding about 60 cubic centimetres of solution may be used, the

anode being proportionately reduced in size and from 2 to 3 grammes of

silver being deposited.)

The deposit should be rinsed with distilled water free from chlorine

until the addition of a drop of neutral solution of sodium chloride in water,
to the wash water, produces no milkiness. The kathode bowl is then
nearly filled with distilled water and left for at least three hours ; it should
be rinsed three times, the last of these wash waters remaining in the bowl
for ten minutes. This last wash water should give no milkiness when
ftdded to a neutral solution of sodium chloride in water. The deposit is
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to be dried in an electric oven at a temperature of about 160° C. ; it is

placed in a desiccator to cool, and is afterwards weighed.
The mass of the deposit, expressed in grammes, divided by the number

of seconds during which the current has been passed and by 0"001118,

gives the mean current in amperes.

Preparation of the Weston Cadmium Standard Cell.

The cell has mercury for its positive electrode, and an amalgam con-

sisting of from 12 to 12-5 parts by weight of cadmium in 100 parts of the

amalgam for its negative electrode. The electrolyte consists of a saturated

solution of cadmium sulphate, and solid cadmium sulphate is contained
within the cell. A paste, consisting of solid mercurous sulphate, mercury,
and solid cadmium sulphate, rests on the positive electrode.

For the positive electrode, pure distilled }7iercury should be used.

The amalgam may be made either by electrodeposition or by mechani-
cal mixing. It should be fused and freed from oxide by washing with
dilute sulphuric acid.

For the preparation of the cadmium sulphate crystals and solution,

commercially pure recrystallised cadmium sulphate should be dissolved in

pure distilled water so as to form a clear saturated solution. Evaporation
at about 35° C. is then allowed to proceed, when crystals separate from
the solution. The crystals are washed with successive small quantities of

distilled water, and part of them is dissolved in distilled water to form
a saturated solution. The solution should be neutral to congo red.

The mercurous sulphate should be quite pure, and its crystals should
not be so small as to have an abnormal solubility or so large as to be in-

efficient as a depolariser. The following is an example of a method for

preparing the salt satisfactorily :—

-

Add 15 cubic centimetres of pure strong nitric acid to 100 grammes of

pure mercury, and place on one side until the action is over or nearly over.

Transfer the mercurous nitrate thus formed, together with the excess of

mercui'y, to a beaker containing about 200 cubic centimetres of dilute nitric

acid (1 volume of acid to about 40 volumes of water) ; a clear solution

should result. Prepare about 1 litre of dilute sulphuric acid (1 volume of

acid to 3 of watei'), and while the mixture is hot add the acid mercurous
nitrate solution to it. The solution should be added as a very fine stream
from the narrow orifice of a pipette, and the mixture violently agitated

during the mixing. Mercurous sulphate is precipitated. Decant the hot
clear liquid and wash the precipitate twice by decantation with dilute sul-

phuric acid (1 volume of acid to 6 of water). The precipitate should then
he filtered and washed three times with dilute sulphuric acid (1 to 6), and
afterwards 6 or 7 times with saturated cadmium sulphate solution to

remove the acid. The mercurous sulphate should then be flooded with
saturated cadmium sulphate solution and left for one hour, after which the
solution is tested with congo red paper. In general no acid will be
detected, and if so the r:jercurous sulphate is ready for use.

To set up the cell the H form of vessel is the most convenient. The
platinum wires inside the vessel should be amalgamated by passing an
electric current to each in turn through an acid solution of mercurous
nitrate. The vessel must afterwards be washed out twice with dilute
nitric acid and several times with distilled water ; it must be free from
stains and scrupulously clean ; it is dried by the application of heat. The
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amalgam is fused and its surface flooded with very dilute sulphuric acid
;

sufficient of it to cover the amalgamated platinum wire completely should

then be introduced into one of the limbs of the H vessel. To fi-ee from

acid the amalgam may be remelted and washed with distilled water. Into

the other limb of the vessel sufficient mercury is introduced to cover the

amalgamated platinum wire completely. Then the paste, finely powdered
crystals of cadmium sulphite, and saturated cadmium sulphate solution

are added in the order named and the cell sealed.

Its electromotive force at 20^" 0. is I'OlSj volt.

The electromotive force at any other temperature (t) may be obtained

from the equation :

—

E,=l-0185-0-000038 («-20)-0-00000065 (t-20y,

the limits of temperature being—(these have not yet been fixed).

Magnetic Observations at Falmouth Observatory.—Ueport of the

Committee, consisting of Sir W. H. Preece {Chairman), Dr. R. T.

Glazebrook {Secretary), Professor W. G. Adams, Dr. Chree,

Captain Creak, Mr. W. L. Fox, 8irA. W. Rucker, awci Professor

Schuster,

The results of the magnetic observations at the Falmouth Observatory

have been published in the Annual Report of the National Physical

Laboratory, as well as in that of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic

Society.

The mean values of the magnetic elements for the year 1907 were :

—

Declination, . . . 18° 0''4 W.
Horizontal Force . , 0-18799 C.G.S.

Vertical Force , . . 043330 CG.S.
Inclination . . . .66° 32' 7 N.

The Observatory has been inspected by Mr, T. W. Baker, who found

the instruments recording satisfactorily. He also took some absolute

observations, which accorded well with those taken by Mr. Kitto.

The Committee are informed that the observatory at Eskdalemuir has

only commenced work during the current year, so that comparative

results are not yet available, while the disturbances due to electric

traction in the neighbourhood of London have a natural tendency to

increase. The maintenance of magnetic work at Falmouth in full

efficiency has thus lost none of its importance. It is most desirable to

secure this for at least another year, and the Committee ask for

reappointment, with a grant of 50^.
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Geodetic Arc in Africa.—Jxeiwrt of the Committee, consisting of Sir

Geoege Darwin (Chairman), Sir David Gill (Secretary), Major
C. F. Close, ami Sir George Taubman Goldie, appointed to

co-operate in the Measurement of a further portion of the Geodetic

Arc of Meridian North of Lalce TanganyiJm. (Draum up hij the

Chairman.)

On May 7, 1907, Sir David Gill, Sir George Goldie, and Sir George
Darwin wrote a joint letter to the Secretary of State for the Colonies
suggesting that advantage should be taken of the presence of a Boundary
Commission in Uganda to measure a further portion of the arc of

meridian of the 30 th degree of east longitude, and offering, on behalf of

the Royal Society, the Royal Geographical Society, the Royal Astro-
nomical Society, and the British Association, to contribute the sum of

1,000Z. towards the cost of the work.

This Committee was appointed at the meeting of the Association lield

at Leicester.

On August 5 and August 20 the Secretary of State wrote to Sir David
Gill agreeing to the proposal, and offering the post of skilled observer to

Mr. G. T. McCaw.
On September 4 the Foreign Office suggested to the Government of

the C-^ngo Free State the desirability of their co-operation. This was
agreed to on December 13, and that Government agreed further to send
and pay for a skilled observer, namely, M. Dehalu, of Liege.

It was agreed that the whole operation of measuring the arc should
be under the joint control of the Boundary Commissioners.

Technical instructions were handed to Mr, McCaw on his departure
from England, and he arrived at Toro, a point on the arc, on March 14,

1908, having with him all his instruments. He was joined by M. Dehalu
at Toro on April IG, 1908.

The state of the work, as described in letters from Colonel Bright,
the officer in charge of the Boundary Commission, and from Mr. McCaw
on May 9, was as follows :

—

The arc-measuring party consists of Captain Jack, R.E. ; Mr.
McCaw ; two British non-commissioned officers ; one Belgian officer ; and
M. Dehalu.

The preliminary reconnaissance of the arc from Lake Albert to 1° of
S. latitude had been completed by the Commission. The final recon-
naissance of two figures had been completed and six stations had been
built. The base had been selected and marked and observations at one
station had been completed.

On the annexed map the portion of the survey, for which the stations
are built and the corresponding triangles measured, are shown with firm
lines. The proposed triangles for the rest of the arc are shown in dotted
lines.

The information contained in this report has been furnished by thp
Wfir Office through Major C. F. Close, R.F,.
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Progress on Arc up to 911? May 1908.
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Meteorological Observations on Ben Nevis.— Report of the Committee,

consisting of Lord McLaren (Chairman), Professor Crum Brown
(Secretary), Sir John Murray, Professor F. W. Dyson, and Mr.
II. T. Om'ond.

Since the closiDg of the Ben Nevis Observatories in October 1904 the

Committee has directed its attention to the completion of the publication

of the meteorological observations made at the observatories. The obser-

vations from the opening of the observatories, 1883, to the end of 1897,

have been published in extenso in volumes xxxiv., xlii., and xliii. of the

'Transactions' of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. The records down to

the end of 1900 are in type, and the printing of those of the remaining
years is being proceeded with.

The British Association last year gave a grant of 251. to assist the
publication of these records. This has been wholly expended in printing.

This sum and grants received from other sources have provided sufficient

funds to ensure the publication in the ' Transactions ' of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh of all the hourly observations made at the Ben Nevis
Observatories, and of certain discussions of these observations made by
the late Dr. Buchan, Mr. R. T. Omond, and others.

The arrangements for the publication of the final volume of obser-

vations having now been completed, the Committee do not desire

reappointment.

The further Tabulation qf Bessel Functions.—Report of the Committee,

consisting of Professor M. J. M. Hill (Chairman), Dr. L. N. G.
FiLON (Secretary), and Professor Alfred Lodge.

Further progress has been made this year with the calculations. The
values of log sin a and thence of a have been worked out for ?i=^, 1^,

2^, . . . 6^ (the notation being identical with the one employed in last year's

a;"
Report). Values of log j, where A;=|(4n^—1), have also been calculated.

These were found to give a sequence suitable for interpolation. The
accuracy of the results have been tested from the formula

sec. (a„^i-«„)=R„R„+i.

The work, however, is not sufficiently advanced for the tables to be
printed. As the greater part of the work will now be done by members
of the Committee personally, the necessity for a grant disappears, and
the Committee therefore ask for reappointment without a grant.
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Iiuvcstigation of the Upper Atmosphere by means of Kites in co-opera-

tion uith a Committee of the Royal Meteorolorjical Society.—Seventh

Report of the Committee, consisting of Br.W . N. Shaw {Chairman),

Mr. W. H. Dines (Secretary), Mr. D. Archibald, Mr. C. Vernon
Boys, Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, Dr. H. R. Mill, Professor A.

Schuster, and Dr. W. Watson. (Drawn up by the Secretary.)

Meetings of the Joint Committee were held in the rooms of the

Royal Meteorological Society on October 16, 1907, and January 22 and

May 5, 1908.

During the year the Committee arranged with Captain Ley tliat

he should send up registering balloons on some of the days appointed

by the International Committee, more particularly during the period

July 27 to August 1, 1908, and also that he should continue the

investigation on the direction and velocity of the upper currents V)y

the method devised by himself, which requires only one theodolite.

Captain Ley has carried out a valuable series of observations, and

the results will be published in due course.

The grant of 25^. made last year by the Association has been

allotted to the Howard Estate Station, at Clossop Moor, for the purpose

of supplementing the observations made there by means of a captive

balloon, and a report on the subject by Professor Petavel is appended.

The Committee ask for I'eappointment and for a grant of 251.

The Captive Balloon at the Howard Estate Kite Station.

By J. E. Petavel, F.B.S.

The funds granted by the British Association Committee and by

the Royal Meteorological Society have been used to erect the necessary

gasometer and generating plant at Glossop.

The gasometer, of some 250 cubic feet capacity, is arranged so that

by a manipulation of the counterweights the pressure can be varied, and
the gas passed out into the balloon or drawn back from it as may be

required.

Rubber balloons are used having a capacity of some 200 cubic feet.

These are filled whenever the wind proves insufficient to raise a kite, and
are sent up usually at sunset. The height reached varies from 5,000 feet

above sea level in a calm to 1,500 feet or 2,000 feet in a light breeze.

Fine steel wire, weighing 4 lb. per mile and having a breaking strain of

50 lb., is used for the ascent.

Up to the present an ordinary Dines kite meteorograph has been

employed.

The balloon is deflated and the gas drawn back into the gasometer

each evening.

At present some thirty ascents have been made, which are of consider-

able value, as they maintain the continuity of the observations on days

on which it is not possible to send up a kite.

The apparatus has also been used by Captain Ley and others for pilot-

balloon ascents.
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Sewnologlcal Investigations.—Thirteenth Report of the Committee, con.

sisting of Professor H. H. Turner {Chairman), Dr. J. Milne
(Secretary), Dr. T. G. Bonney, Mr. C. Vernon Boys, Sir

George Darwin, Mr. Horace Darwin, Major L. Darwin, Professor

J. A. EwiNG, Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, Mr. M. H. Gray, Professor

J. W. JuDD, Professor C. G. Knott, Professor E. Meldola, IMr.

R. D. Oldham, Professor J. Perry, Mr. W. E. Plummer, Professor
J. H. Poynting, Mr. Clement Reid, and Mv. Nelson Richardson.
{Braini up hy the Secretary.)

[Plates I.-IV.]
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I. General Notes.

Fou assistance in the complication of this report and earthquake registers,

together with general services rendered in the laboratory, my thanks are
due to Mr. S. Hirota, Mr. J. H. Burgess, and Mr. H. C. O'Neill. For
financial support, which extends to the observatory at Bidston, I have
to thank the Royal Society, the British Association, the administrators
of the Gray Fund, and Mr. Richard Cooke. The Committee ask to be
reappointed and for a grant of 601^.—J. Milne.

liegisters.—During the past year the registers issued are contained
in Circulars Nos. 16 and 17. They refer to Shide, Kew, Bidston, Edin-
burgh, Faisley, Haslemere, San Fernando, Malta, Capo of Good Hope,
Azores, Calcutta, Bombay, Kodaikanal, Batavia, Cairo, Trinidad, Toronto
Victoria, B.C., Perth, Sydney, Christchurch, Lima, Irkutsk, Beirut,
Cordova, Baltimore, and Honolulu.

Records have not yet been received from Melbourne and Arequipa,
while registers from Philadelphia, Mexico, Wellington, and ]\tauritius

should be brought up to date.

The Sydney Register for August 1906, Circular 16, omits any reference
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to the disturbance which on the 17th of that month destroyed Valparaiso.

The omission is due to the fact that the original seismogram had been
loaned to the International Seismological Association, and was not

returned in time for publication in its right place. It, however, appears

in Circular 17.

In other cases also the International Seismological Association have
communicated directly with stations which for some years past have
kindly co-opei-ated with the British Association. The result has been
that serious inconvenience has been experienced. In connection with this

attention may be drawn to the following resolution of the Council of the

Royal Society of London, dated December 6, 1906 ;

—

' Eesolved—That the Council are of opinion that no change should bo

}nade in the practice whereby all seismological reports and observations

for the United Kingdom are collected and transmitted by Professor Milne.'

It is fully recognised that every station which has kindly given assist-

ance to the British Association Seismological Committee is an independent
unit, and will therefore act upon such lines as seem best fitted to advance
seismological investigation.

All circulars issued by the British Association Committee are sent

not only to cooperating stations, but to others who express a wish to

receive them. It has been thought advisable, however, not to send original

seismograms anywhere by post, since on several occasions these have been
lost. As far as possible photographic copies are sent to those who desire

them.

Instruments.—In January and February 1907 two single-boom instru-

ments were despatched to Capt. H. G. Lyons, Director-General Survey
Department, Egypt. Each gives an open diagram (similar to Plate II.),

and is oriented at right angles—one recording JST.S. motion and the other

E.W. motion. The station is at Helwan, near Cairo.

On January 21 a similar instrument was forwarded to W. G. Davis,

Esq., Director of the Argentine Meteorological Observatory at Buenos
Ayres. In October a fourth instrument, also giving an open diagram, was
despatched to the order of the Agent- General for South Australia, to

Adelaide.

In May 1908 a single-boom instrument was forwarded for the Cosego
del Servicio Geografico, Madrid ; while in J une a twin-boom seismograph
was constructed to be used by the National Physical Laboratory in their

new station at Eskdalemuir, South Scotland.

Catalogues.—Considerable time has been spent in cataloguing the
papers and books which relate to earthquake phenomena. Those in the
English language have been completed, and Mr. O'Neill is now engaged
upon those in foreign languages.

Time Signals.—The clock which gives us the time for the instruments
at Shide is regulated by a Greenwich signal which is sent daily to all

chief post offices throughout Great Britain. From time to time this

signal, which is not visible to the public, is kindly given to me by the
officials at the General Post Office at Newport. This involves a
journey of two miles. To avoid this, and to assure greater accuracy, an
attempt was made to obtain this signal at Shide. With this object
in view the Astronomer-Royal, and subsequently the Council of the
British Association, wrote to the Postmaster-General. It was pointed
out that the observatory at Shide ' has been of universal interest and of

recognised public importance. This station serves a-s a centre for stations
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in many of our colonies and in foreign countries. Many of tliese

foreign and colonial stations were established as the direct result of the

action taken by the Foi-eign Office, the Colonial Office, and the India

Office, whose assistance was given partly on the ground that the object

in view was considered to be of practical value to her late Majesty's

Government. The Royal Observatory at Greenwich, and other observa-

tories, refer to Professor Milne in matters of earthquake phenomena
;

and his observations throw light upon certain cable interruptions, indi-

cating the times when " regulators " and other instruments found in

observatoi'ies may have been disturbed. But, for the precise rectification

of these observations, it will be highly desirable for Professor Milne tc

receive time signals. Inasmuch as the observations made at Shide and
the co-operating stations, directly or indirectly are of assistance to several

Government departments, the Council of the British Association desire

to urge you to authorise the transmission of the time signal to Professor

Milne, not as a member of the public, but as an official carrying out

observations which are of service to the State.' From the General Post

Office the matter was referred to the Lords Commissioners of the

Treasury. When it was found that the only condition under which

the signal could be obtained was ' the usual rental terms,' the rental for

the wire being 221. per annum, under an agreement for five years,

together with the payment for installation, which was very high, the cor-

respondence closed.

II. Sites of Stations.

Perth, Western Australia.^—The instrument is established at the

observatory, which is situated on a hill 200 feet high quite away
from the city. The building stands in the middle of a reserve of

11 acres and the traffic is slight. About a quarter of a mile away
there is an electric tram. The seismograph is mounted on a concrete

pedestal, and the clockwork on a marble slab on the top of solid

brickwork, the whole being embedded in the concrete floor of the

basement of the dome building. The character of the soil all round
Perth is loose sand, which transmits vibrations only too well. Mr. Cooke,

the Government Astronomer, fcays, ' We have had a lot of trouble and
have taken rather unusual precautions to get rid of these vibrations in our

transit house, but without any great success.' The Perth Mint authorities

have had practically to give up their standard weighings owing to the

impossibility of obtaining sufficient stability for their balances. They
are right in the centre of the town. The sand seems to be in a state of

perpetual quiver, and it is impossible to keep mercuiy steady— unless in

an amalgamated trough—on any of our piers.

Lima.—The observatory is in the Exhibition Gardens, one mile south

of the cathedral. Long. 79° 21' 5"-2 W. of Paris. Lat. 12° 3' 5"-8

south. Lima is built on a gently sloping plain formed of ejecta from
Rimak during recent times. It is bounded on three sides by foot-hills

or spurs of the Andes. Formation is gravel and conglomerate I'esting

on andesites. Distance from sea, 4 miles ; height, 400 feet ; slope to the

sea, 1^ per cent. ; foundations for the pillar and table are stone and
cement to a depth of 10 feet. The boom runs north to south, the

clock -box being at the south end.—Mr. H. Hope-Jones, Geographical
Society, Lima.

' Also see £.A. Eejjnrts, 1905, p. 84 ; 1906, p. 93 ; 1907, p. 87.
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III. On the Orientation of an Instrument with regard to the Building in
which it is 2>laced,

At Shide, in the Isle of Wight, one portion of the observatory runs
east and west. It has two north and south cross- walls ; it is therefore
very much more stiff in an east and west direction, or along its length,
than in a direction at right angles. Storms generally strike the buildino-

from the south or south-west—that is to say, in the direction it is most
likely to yield. In the building there are two very heavy horizontal
pendulums, one of which points to the south and the other towards the
east. At the time of strong winds, or even in light gales the latter
pendulum, even in spite of damping arrangements, responds to wind
impacts from the south or south-west. It does this to such an extent

-

that during stormy weather it is useless as a recorder of earthquakes. I
may add, the building is very solidly constructed ; the support for the
pendulum is a heavy mass of concrete entirely free from the foundation
of the building. The pendulum which points north, south, or end on to
the direction from which gusts of wind come, remains quite steady even
during the heaviest of storms. Both pendulums are attached to the same
support, which is a lamp-post embedded in the concrete foundation already
mentioned.

IV. The Large Earthquakes of 1907.

On the accompanying map (Plate I.) v/e find the origins of large earth-
quakes which have occurred during 1907 indicated by their numbers as
given in the Shide Register. The accuracy of the position of an origin which
is indicated by the position of a number greatly varies, and is naturally
dependent upon the data available for its determination. In certain
instances a number only means that a particular disturbance originated
within a certain district. For the year 1907 we see that certain of these
districts were entirely free from megaseismic disturbances. The area which
suffered the greatest disturbance was district F. This and its Himalayan
continuation is one where irregularities of surface contour are pronounced,
and it is therefore a district in which seismic instability should be ex-
pected. The following table gives the number of large earthquakes which
have occurred in the principal earthquake-producing regions since
1899:-

°

East
Pacific

A
B
C
D

1899 1900 1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907 Total. Batio to D
13 9 3 2 .3 2 2 34 IG
5 4 10 7 6 4 3 10 49 23
4 6 4 6 3 4 2 29 1-4

9 113 10 4 2 21 1-0

Total

West
Pacifi«4f :

Total

Grand total .

31 20 18 18 13 6 13 14 13.S

18 3 7 9 9 14 9 15 7 91
4 2 8 22 22 5 15 14 6 98
8 11 12 14 10 9 16 24 25 129

30 16 27 45 41 28 40 53 38 318

61 36 45 63 54 28 46 66 52 451

43
4-7

61

The first four districts are on the eastern side of the Pacific and in the
Caribbean Sea, while the last three refer to the western side of the Pacific
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aud the Himalayan ridges. The totals for these groups of districts show
that the greatest seismic activity has been on the Asiatic side of the Paciflo

Ocean, particularly in the East Indian Archipelago. The least disturbed

district has been the west side of South America. Another feature of

interest shown by these totals is that from the year 1902 they rise and fall

together ; that is to say, seismic frequency on the two sides of the Pacific

has fluctuated similarly. From this we may infer that seismic frequency

in a district is not entirely governed by local influences, but largely by

influences which extend over very large areas. As illustrative of the.«e

latter influences attention may be called to the redistribution of surface

materials by ocean currents, or to stresses which may accompany unusual

changes in the path followed by the pole of our earth.

V. A/ter'-shocks of the Jamaica Earthquake, January 14, 1907.

In an official report. No. .33a, on the earthquake of January 14, 1907,

by Maxwell Hall, the time given for the commencement of the main dis-

turbance is 3.29 P.M. (Jamaica time). The difference in longitude between

Kingston and England is equivalent to 5h. 7m., and the time which

laro-e waves would take to travel between these places or 67° would be

43m. The time at which this particular phase of motion would be

recorded in England would approximately be 21h. 19m. (Gr.M.T.)

Inasmuch as Mr. Maxwell Hall's time refers to an observation made at

Chapleton, and not at Kingston, we should expect the arrival of waves

in England to be one or two minutes earlier than the time we have just

given, and as a matter of fact they were recorded at the Isle of Wight at

21h. 17m. During the night of the 14th and 15th, we learn from the

same report that 15 shocks were counted at Kingston. The times at which

these occurred are not given, but as they appear to have been noted by

persons out of doors we regard them as the more violent members of

a much larger series. In the Isle of "Wight small disturbances were

recorded on the 14th at 23.40, 23.45, 23.52, and on the 15th at 0.2, 0.22,

0,32, 0.41, 0.43, and 0.45. We cannot say with certainty that these had

their origin in the West Indies ; it is, however, extremely likely that

this is the case. With regard to many of the shocks in Jamaica, the

times of which are given by Mr. Maxwell Hall, the case is different.

Between January 14, 7.5 p.m., and July 5, 2.10 p.m. (Jamaica time), 14S

disturbances were recorded. Corresponding to 51 of these a seismograph

in the Isle of Wight shows groups of tiny tremors, each of which was

recorded at practically 43 minutes after a shock in Jamaica. The con-

clusion therefore is that the tremor groups i-epresent after-shocks which

have been sufficiently intense to traverse a distance greater than the

width of the Atlantic. They do not appear to have been recorded at

Strassburg, Gottingen, or I^aibach, although the distance of these places

is but little greater than the distance to the Isle of Wight. As this is

the first time that a series of after-shocks has been recorded so far from

their origin, and as the records of the same illustrate the high sensibility

of the Milne horizontal pendulum, I give a list of these movements.
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A^ter-shoclis of the Earthquake at Jamaica, which icerc recorded

in England, Januari/ 14, ]907.
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Fig. 1.

After-shocks of the Jamaica Earthquake, January 11, 1907.
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VI. On the Dissipation of Earthquake Motion as measured hy
Amplitude and Duration.

In order to obtain some idea of the manner in which a very large
earthquake approaches extinction as it radiates, a comparison has been
made of the amplitude and duration of motion of twenty-two large earth-
quakes, as recorded by instruments installed at varying distances from
megaseismic origins.

The iirst question which arises relates to the comparability of the
records. The instruments which give the records here used are, for the
most part, the type adopted by the British Association—viz., Milne hori-

zontal pendulums. A single record of a world-shaking earthquake from
one of these instruments or from any other instruments would by two
observers be interpreted for amplitude in a similar manner. For duration
however, this would not necessarily be the case. An examination of the
film by one observer might make the duration a few minutes longer or
shorter than that determined by another observer. Again, two similar
and similarly adjusted instruments beneath the same roof may yield
records showing slight differences, particularly with regard to duration.
A complexity of factors conspire to render seismograms obtained from
what we regard as similar, similarly adjusted, and similarly installed
seismographs not strictly comparable. They are, however, to a certain
extent comparable, and an estimate of this comparability may be obtained
by an examination of a series of teleseismograms obtained from instruments
installed over an area like that of Great Britain, each part of which is

practically at the same distance from all very distant origins. In Britain
we have stations at Shide (Isle of Wight), Kew, Bidston (near Liverpool),
and at Edinburgh, each of which is provided with British Association
pendulums. The foundations at these places are respectively chalk,
alluvium, red sandstone, and volcanic rock. The records for amplitudes
for earthquakes with distant origins have been as follows.^

Amplitudes.—For seventeen large earthquakes the average amplitudes
measured in millimetres were as follows : Shide, 2'1; Bidston, 1*4 • Edin-
burgh, 1-4

; and Kew, 1-5. Three of these are distinctly comparable.

1. Decrease in Amplitude.

As illustrative of the decrease in amplitude six large earthquakes have
been selected from the catalogue of earthquakes recorded in the Antarctic
regions in the years 1902-3. This catalogue is now being published. The
dates and origins of the selected disturbances are the tirst six given on
page 72. At distances varying between 30° and 165^ from the above
origins, records were made of each of these earthquakes at many stations.

The actual number of observations are given on page 72. The instruments
used were in all cases Milne horizontal pendulums. The amplitudes in
millimetres in relation to distances from origins measured in degrees are
shown in tig. 2. The small figures on a curve indicate the number of
stations at or near given distances from an origin which were used to com-
pute an indicated amplitude ; thus for earthquake No. I., at a distance of
25° from its origin, one station gave an amplitude of 5-8 mm. At about
50° the average amplitude for four stations was 3mm., &c.

' See Brit. Assoc. Reports for 1901, p. 48, and 1903, p. 82.
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Fig. 2.

Curves of Amplitudefrom Mibtc Il.P.
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tend to be asymptotic to the ordinate for distance. The distance from
an origin at which a curve tends to be asymptotic is apparently dependent
upon the intensity of the originating impulse, which may be estimated by
the magnitude of the records near to an origin and the distance at which
cQects of the impulse have been recorded.

The rapid decrease in amplitude shown in the curves is probably in

large measure due to the spreading out of the waves as they approach
their equatorial region, and also to frictional resistance. An estimate of

this latter factor has been made by Dr. C. G. Knott. The data on which
the estimate is based will be found in the chapter on Seismic Radiations
in his forthcoming work on the Physics of Earthquake Phenomena. By
a comparison of the maximum amplitudes of the records of an earthquake
produced at any one station, a.s the tremors have passed through the
minor arc or through the major arc connecting the epicentre with the

station, he found that, in virtue of viscosity of the material, the amplitude
of the Large Waves is cut down to half its amount at a distance of 41°"2.

Observations which indicate that certain earthquakes, although not
recorded in their quadrantal region, but may be recordable in antipodean
regions, suggest that the curves we have given would, if continued, have
a slight rise upwards.^

2. Changes in Duration.

An indication of the value which may be placed upon a set of similar

instruments as recorders of the duration of earthquakes which have
originated at great distances, the following figures are quoted fi'om

the British Association Reports in 1901, p. 47 ; 190.3, p. 82. For
cwenty-four large earthquakes recorded at Shide, Edinburgh, Bidston, and
Kew, the total durations were respectively 1,493, 1,-516, 1,464, and 1,.371

minutes. The average durations of these earthquakes were therefore 62,

63, 61, and 57 minutes. These figures show that although the instru-

ments at these stations wei-e installed upon very difTerent foundations,

already described, the records they yielded were in close accordance.

They also tend to confirm the idea I have frequently expressed—viz., that
with megaseismic movements the crust of the world moves much in the same
way as a raft does upon the ocean. All parts of it, whether alluvium or

crystalline, respond to forced oscillations. For a small earthquake, by
which is meant one which only disturbs a small area, the result is dif-

ferent. In this case stations in close proximity to each other may yield

records of duration and amplitude which, amongst other things, depend
upon the nature of the strata upon which the instruments have been
installed. If a list is made of the duration of local shocks, and this is com-
bined with a list giving the duration of teleseismic movements, it would
appear that the duration of earthquakes increases with the distances of their

origins. Such a result, however, is based upon records which are hardly
comparable—one is a vibration of the earth's crust, whilst the other, to a
great extent at least, appears to be due to a mass movement in the mate-
rial beneath the crust. Attention was drawn to this in a British Associa-
tion Report, 1892, pp. 225-227. In that report I expressed the view that
both types of disturbance as they radiated exhibited a duration which
became less and less. Now that we have many records of durations for

given large earthquakes, which wei-e obtained at widely separated station.s,

' Proc. Roy. Soc, Vol. A76, 1805, p. 293
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the statement made nine years ago, so far as it relates to megaseisms,
requires modification. In many instances it appeared that as a given
world-shaking earthquake travelled away from its origin, there had
been an increase in its duration. The matter seems to be of sufficient

interest to demand close examination. This was undertaken by Mr. H. C.

O'Neill, and the results at which he arrived are as follows :

—

' The difficulty in attacking this problem plainly emerged when a num-
ber of earthquakes had been plotted on squared paper, with distance and
duration as ordinates and absciss* respectively. It is known that

earthquake motion starts from (what may be regarded as) a point, and
that it communicates its motion to distant parts of the earth's surface.

At times the intensity of the shock is not sufficient to send waves as far

as the antipodes of the centrum. "We have therefore a point whence the

motion starts and a point beyond which it is not recorded ; and as the latter

has zero duration, it seems probable that the former has the maximum dura-
tion, and that the durations grow less as they approach the zero position.

It was with the object of testing this inference that the investigation was
commenced. The " Katalog der im Jahre 1904 Registrierten Seismischen
Storungen," published by the Central Bureau of the International Seis-

mological Association, offered the material ready made. Twenty-six
earthquakes were taken from Liste A, giving 991 observations in all.

Several of these were plotted on squared paper, but the curves were too
irregular to yield any satisfactory conclusion, and an attempt to delete

the most irregular observations offered too much opening to unconscious
selection. Professor Pearson's method ' for deriving correlation between
two variables was therefore selected in order to avoid this. But it was
necessary to secure a large number of comparable observations. Taking
the mean of all the observed durations for a given earthquake, it is clear

that the durations of different earthquakes are not comparable as they
stand. The means for several earthquakes (in minutes) were 108'7,

94-13, 56-66, 52-42, 86-96, 67-6-2, 29-11, 49-62, 93-0, 199-2
; and these

show with sufficient clearness the point suggested. Some method was
therefore required to obtain figures that should be more or less indepen-
dent of any given earthquake. The readiest and simplest method that
seemed to achieve this (suggested by Professor Pearson) is as follows :

if X be the duration of a given earthquake at a given distance d, and if

X be the mean of all the observed durations for the same earthquake,
then the new duration character X at the given distance d is given by

ac

—

X X ,

Since —1 is common to all, it may be neglected for calculating the corre-

lation whenX for distance c?= -. The 991 observations treated by this

method were then arranged for correlation, when the result was "06, with
the probable error ± -02. This means that if 1 represents perfect corre-

lation and complete absence of it, then -06 represents the degree of

correlation between distance and duration. And the result is to be
interpreted as showing that the correlation is very small, but may be
just significant, as it is three times the probable error ; or, that the^

' A good account of this method and the nature of problems it is designed to
treat is to be found in Frequency Curves and Correlation, by W. Palin Elderton.
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variants are sufficiently numerous to render a larger correlation non-

emergent.
.

« A tabulated list was then made of the stations which stood out, on

the curves plotted originally, as abnormal— i.e., those that stood at the

head of very steep gradients when the points representing the observations

were joined ; such observations represented in numbers 2 to 4 a: A list

of these showed that the results from six stations were consistently abnor-

mal at whatever distance from the origin they might be situated in different

earthquakes. These stations were Irkutsk, Taschkent, Dorpat, Niko-

laiev, Potsdam, and Hamburg, and they were accordingly deleted as

representing a negligible variant. The curves were not much improved

by this treatment, however, and so the correlation was re-calculated.

This time thirty-one earthquakes were taken from Liste A in the

Katalog, six from " Earthquakes and other Earth Movements recorded in

the Antarctic Regions, 1902-3 " (Royal Society—in press), and the Great

Indian Earthquake of 1905 from Part II. of the report (Earthquake

Investigation Committee, Tokyo, 1907). These gave 1,029 observations

in all, and the correlation came out as -10, with the probable error ± -02,

a more significant correlation.'

The next step in the investigations was to plot the duration of a given

earthquake as recorded at stations situated at different distances from an

origin upon squared paper. This was done for twenty-two disturbances,

the distances of stations from origins varying from between 20° and 160°.

The resulting curves or figures were, as might be expected, serrated in

appearance (see dotted line, tig. 3), but still the greater number of them

suc^sested that duration increased as the distance from the origin increased.

Fig. 3.
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No. I, March 28, 1903. Shide List, No. 601.

Origin Banda. Nineteen observations.

When a number of stations at approximately the same distance from an

origin were taken in groups and a mean time for each group was plotted

against a mean distance an increase of duration with distance became

more pronounced. The general trend or approximate curves for the first

twelve of these figures is shown in fig. 4. The meaning of line No. I.,

for example, is that this earthquake at a distance of 25° from its origin

had a duration of 135 minutes, while at 130° distant the duration was

about 178 minutes. It is identical with the thick line shown in fig. 3.

These durations are those indicated on seismograms jjIus the time taken

for preliminary tremors to travel from an origin to the observing stations.

Whether this correction is or is not necessary, because it is small, its

effect upon the general result is small also. For four of the earthquakes,
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Nos. II., III., XL, and XII., the duration at the commencement and at

the end of the movement is practically the same. It cannot be said to

be less. For the remainder the duration at tlie eud is distinctly greater

tlian near the beginning. The greatest duration has generally been in

regions lying between 70° and 110° from an origin; that is to say, in

a quadrantal region where amplitude is least and approaches a constant

value.

/ The following is a list of the twelve earthquakes employed, with their

origins and the number of observations which were used in determining

each curve :

—

No.
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Fig. 5 indicates that the mean duration of an earthquake increases

with the distance to which it is propagated. This in turn is dependent

Fig. 5.

Mean Duration of nercral FartJiquaJtes and the Dhtance they hare travelled.

feo

170
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VII. On the Direction in which Earthquake Motion is mostfreely
2)ropagated.

We frequently see the isoseists of an earthquake in the form of

ellipses, which indicate that motion of a given intensity has been propa-

gated farthest in a particular direction. In a discussion of earthquakes
observed in the Antarctic regions, see 'Proceedings, Royal Society,' Vol.

A76, 1905, p. 293, I showed that certain large earthquakes had travelled

round the world in bands, the length of which had their greatest exten-

sion from their origins in particular directions. The object of the pi'esent

note is to show that certain large earthquakes with approximately known
origins in the Northern Hemisphere have been recoi'dable at a greater

distance measured towards the west than towai'ds the east. Also the

distance to which the motion extended across and to the south of the

equator was less than the distance to which it travelled east or west in

the Northern Hemisphere. The phase of motion here referred to is that of

the large waves which travel to greater distances than their precursors.

This particular phase has a practically constant speed, whether its path
is across the alluvial plains of Asia, the granites of North America, or

beneath an ocean. The crust of tlie world is apparently influenced by
movement in a medium which it covers. The number of earthquakes

considered has been seventy-four, and they are designated by their Shide
number given in tiie registers published by the British Association. Their

origins were in one of the following three districts ;

—

Distiiet No. 1 is south of the Caucasus, approximately 40° N. lat. and
45° E. long. The earthquakes considered are 588, 595, 598, 704, 705,

7136, 948, 1,077, 952, and 1,351.

District No. 2 is north of Eastern India, approximately 80° E. long,

and 30° N. lat. The earthquakes considered are 618, 6136, 663, 626,

640, 644, 662, 632, 653, 676, 696, 692, 689, 793c, 720, 684, 679, 832,

833, 982, 1,070, 1,052, 1,036, 1,038, 963, 9,836, 1,0446, 1,320, 1,293,

1,184, 1,133, 1,240, 1,208, 1,135, 1,264, 1,167, 1,129, 1,153, 1,468, and
1,475.

District No. 3 is east coast of Japan and north of the Philippines,

approximately 1 30° E. long, and 30° N. lat. The earthquakes considered

are 899, 8966, 935, 1,150, 857, 963, 1,166, 1,145, 1,387, 861, 859, 860, 863,

1,111, 1,266, 858, 903, 1,010, 1,274, 1,116, 1,130, 1,163, 1,386, and
862.

In the following three tables which refer to these districts we find in

the successive columns—1st, the names of stations where earthquakes were
recorded ; 2nd, the approximate distance of a station from an origin

;

3rd, the number of earthquakes which we should expect to have been
recorded ; 4th, the number of earthquakes which were actually recorded

;

5th, the percentage of possible records. Stations the names of v/hich are

printed in italics are in the Southern Hemisphere.
In Great Britain there are five stations, and therefore the opportunities

for obtaining records have been greater than they were at isolated stations.

This partly may explain the high percentage of records obtained in

Britain. But if we reduce the number of records obtained in Britain to

the number obtained at San Fernando in Spain, where there is only one
instrument, the general result is but little altered. A similar remark
applies to India, where there are three stations. In New Zealand there

are two stations. In Manila the instrument is not of the Milne type.
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District No. 1, South of the Caucasus.

Station
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From the above three tables, if we omit Batavia, it being near the

Equator, we obtain the following results :
—

In District No. 1 the live stations in the Southern Hemisphere have

an average distance from an origin of 98°, and the average number
of records has been 23 per cent. The remaining nine stations in the

Northern Hemisphere had an average distance of 51°, while the average

percentage of their records is 59.

For District No. 2 the average distsjice from an origin for five

southern stations was 94°, and the average psrcentage of records was 33.

The corresponding figures for the eleven northern stations are 58° and
68 per cent.

For District No. 3 the figures for the five southern stations are 100°

and 30 per cent. The corresponding figures for the eight northern stations

are 71° and 70 percent.

The averages for the three districts taken together are for the

southern stations 97° distance and 39 per cent, of records, while for the

Northern Hemisphere we get 60° and 66 per cent.

When looking at the above three tables it must be remembered that
amplitude of motion decreases rapidly with distance from an origin, and
therefore too much stress should not be put upon the fact that stations in

the Southern Hemispliere were at greater distances from origins than those

in the Northern Hemisphere. On p. 77 we compare stations in the two
hemispheres which are at equal distances from origins.

Comparison of Records obtained from Stations lyir.r; to the D'fst of Oiiyirs ivilh

those ichich lie to the East. The S/ationx comjjared are approxitnatcly at Ike

same Distancefrom the Oritjins considered.

Stations to

Station

San Fernando
Toronto
Victoria

Average .

District No. 1.

West.

Dis-
tance

o
38
80
80

69

Percentage
of Records

80
40
40

63

Station

India
Batavia
Honolulu

Average

Stations to East.

Dis-
tance

o

. :5S

. 74

. 115

Percentage
of Records

60
20
28

36

Beirut

.

Cairo .

Average

36
40

38

District No. 2.

69
50

59

Mauritius
Japan .

Average

38
50

44

61

45

63

Beirut

.

San Fernando
fcan Fernando

Average .

78

100
100

93

District No. 3.

64
71

71

69

Victoria

Toronto
Victoria

Average

72
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These figures, whetlier taken collectively or as entries for any pair of

stations, apparently indicate that earthquake motion is propagated more
freely towards the west than it is to the east.

Comparison of Records obtained from Stations in the Koi'thern Hemisphere un'tJi

those obtained in the Souther?! Hemisphere. All Stations which arc comiiared
are at approximately the same distancefrom the Origins considered.

District No. 1.

Stations in Southern Hcmhjjheje. Stations ill Xortlicrii Hemisphere.

Station

Cape Town .

Australia

Cordova

Nev/ Zealai d

Average .

Mauritius .

Australia

Cape Town .

New Zealand

Average .

Australia

Mauritius .

New Zealand

Cape Town ,

Average .

If we take

Dis- Percentage
tance of Records

75

98

125

135

108

70 .

85

105

79 •

60

75

82

120

30

20

20

£0

22

Station

Toronto
Victoria

Victoria

Honolulu
Honolulu

Average

Dis-
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originated from faults which ran north and south and haded to the west,

which, however, is not likely, we should have a complete explanation of

what has been noted.

2. Has the direction in which a primary impulse was delivered been
southwards towards the Equator, or in the direction of the latitude of its

origin 1

3. Have the wave paths been sub-oceanic or sub-continental 1 In the

first case we have a ' tapping ofif ' of energy by a layer of water, and in the

second by a layer of air.

4. The wave movement we are considei'ing has been recorded upon the

upper surface of the crust of our earth. To what depth beneath this

covering does this movement extend ? Are we dealing with a movement
which is merely superficial or one which extends to a considerable depth
in the material beneath the crust ? Are the factors which govern wave
speed within our earth the same in all directions ?

VIII. A Catalogue of Destructive Earthquakes.

(Still iu preparation.)

The catalogue to which I wish to draw attention only refers to earth-

quakes which have caused structural damage. The earthquakes which
are marked I. ai'e those which have had an intensity sufficient to crack

walls or break chimneys. Tliis implies that the acceleration or rapidity

of change of motion may have been about 1,000 mm. per second, and
the destructivity has usually been confined to a single town or village.

Those which are marked II. have had a destructivity so far in excess of

Class I. that a few buildings have fallen. For this class the acceleration

may be about 1,500 mm. per second, and the area may be represented

by a radius of twenty miles. Class III. refers to earthquakes which
have destroyed towns or caused widespread disasters. Although these

earthquakes have occasionally been local, it is usually found they have
been severe 50 or 60 miles round their origin and have produced effects

similar to those of Class I. at distances of 200 or 300 miles. It is

clear this classification is imperfect ; certain earthquakes under Class II.

might be included in Class III., whilst others under the head of Class I.

might be included in Class II. It is, however, probable there are few
mistakes about the entries in Class III. Earthquakes which have been
described as slight or feeble, which have wakened up a few people, which
have even rattled or broken a few windows, moved furniture, or have been
simply described as being very violent, are altogether excluded from the
catalogue.

The object of compiling a register of this sort is that it will be more
uniform in its character and more nearly up to date than its predecessors.

If we turn to large earthquake catalogues which have hitherto been pub-
lished, as, for instance, those of Mallet and Perrey, in the first place we
notice that the material they contain is very heterogeneous in character,

and the heterogeneity is variable in different periods. The earlier records
they give refer to earthquakes which have devastated districts, or to

Class III., whilst as we approach modern times equivalent disturbances

are eclipsed by a large number of tremors which have not been sufficiently

intense to be included even in Class I. Another factor which tends to

disturb the uniformity of the older earthquake registers is the fact that

the entries in the same increase in number with the spread of civilisation.

For example, records of earthquakes greatly increased a.bout 100 years
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after the discovery of the two Americas. To this we may add that it has
only been of late years that the records of certain countries with an ancient
civilisation have become accessible to us. Up to the year 18.50 Europe
imagined that in Japan there were from one to six earthquakes per year.
Now we know there are at least 1,000. We also know that the Japanese
have for a long time past published ' Jishin-Nendaiki,' or earthquake
calendars, which give records of very destructive earthquakes since

extremely early times.

As an illustration of the difference between the new catalogue and
the one published by Mallet, who endeavoured to exclude from his

registers very small disturbances—such as ' after-shocks '—I find that
between ISOO and 1808, which are yeai-s taken at random. Mallet
gives 407 entries, but of these only thirty-seven are stated to have pro-
duced structural damage. All other large catalogues appear to be of the
same nature. Large earthquakes which have announced changes of geo-
logical importance in the earth's crust stand side by side with great
numbers of seismic trivialities, many of which may not even have rattled

a window. To give each unit in such collections an equal value, and this

has frequently been the case, would not for many analyses lead to satis-

factoi'y results. For example, the old catalogues when taken en bloc,

could hardly be expected to give us accurate information about the distri-

bution of seismic energy in time.

The sources from which material has been obtained to form the present
catalogue are various. From a.d. lb to 1842 I am indebted to Mallet's

catalogues, from that date to 1864 I have in great measure relied upon
Alex. Perrey. Some of his writings, however, appear to be only in MS.,
and therefore have not been accessible. To obtain records of the last

forty-three years, however, has been a matter of considerable difficulty.

Appeals to daily journals like the ' Times ' have proved to be very disap-

pointing. For example, the records of large earthquakes in the 'Times '

fur 1855 and 1864 were respectively five and one, while references to

foreign journals and the Transactions of learned societies show that verv
destructive earthquakes occurred in each of those years from twenty- seven
to thirty times.

If this catalogue proves to have more homogeneity in its character
thaa its predecessors, it is to be hoped that analyses of the same will

lead to more definite results than have hitherto been obtained from
earthquake statistics.

An addition to this work is a Catalogue of Chinese Earthquakes. It

has been compiled by my assistant, Mr. Shinobu Hirota, and, so far as I
am aware, it is the most important collection of records relating to

earthquakes in China which have ajDpeared in a European language.
As an illustration, and al.so as an introduction to analyses which

may be made from a catalogue of destructive earthquakes, I give the
following :

—

Oyi the Seismicity in Europe and adjacent Countries between the Years
A.D. 1000 and 1850.

The subjoined table shows the number of very destructive earth-

quakes which have been recorded between a.d. 1000 and 1850. The
grouping is in periods of fifty years. Under the heading marked III.

we have the number of exceedingly destructive earthquakes, the records
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of which It is assumed have not been lost to history or tradition. In the

next column we find the sum of earthquakes of values III. and II.,

•whilst in the last column is given the sum of earthquakes having an

intensity of Classes III., II., and I. The destructivities of Classes I.,

II., and III. have already been defined.

1
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times that rate. Because the paper is on a cylinder and not used as a
band, about half the quantity of fiim is employed, an open scale is

obtained, and in many cases, owing to the absence of halation due to

long exposure, the Hhide Registers, as published by the British Asso-
ciation, show that earlier commencements are obtained. With the
present receiver, it is distinctly the most satisfactory instrument with
which I have had any experience. Its value as a recorder of minute
tremors is indicated on p. 64. For a description of the instrument see

British Association Report, 1904, p. 44.

X. Map of the World. By R. D. Oldham.

Tfte accompanying map of the world, Plate III., was made by Mr.
R. D. Oldham for certain purposes of his own, but as it was thought
it night be of general use to seismologists we have, with his consent,

added it to this report. Mr. Oldham describes the map as follows :

—

'The map is constructed on the zenithal projection, with Greenwich
as the centre. All great circles passing through the centre of the map
are n-presented by straight lines, and equal distances measured along
these great circles on the surface of the earth by equal radial distances

on the map. Meridians and parallels of longitude and latitude are

drawn at intervals of 15°, and intervals between the concentric circles

represent intervals of 15° of arc, or an average linear distance of 900
nautical miles, or 1,G67 kilometres. Fur convenience, and to avoid

excessive distortion, the wliole surface of the earth is divided into two
hemispheres ; in the one, distances are to be measured directly from the

centre outwards, in the other they are measured from the circumference

inwards, and added to the length of the radius of the map. This

represents one quarter of the circumference of the globe. The direction

of the straight line drawn from any point to the centre of the map
gives the azimuth of the great circle at Greenwich. The map may also be

used for obtaining the distance between any two points situated on tlie

same great circle with each other and Greenwich, but cannot be used

with accuracy for measurements between two points not so situated.

' Though constructed to Greenwich as a centre, it can be used with

sufficient accuracy for many purposes for any place in the British Isles

or the nearer parts of Europe.'

XI. A Catalogue of Chinese Earthquakes. .B^ Suinobu Hirota.

In May 1839 Ed. Biot presented to the Academie des Sciences a
' Catalogue General des tremblements de tcrre, atiaissements et soulcve-

ments de montagnes, observes en Chine depuis le tenips anciens jusqu'a

nos jours.' This was published in the ' Annales de Chiuiie et de Physique,'

tome ii. 18-il, p. 372. Ic contains references to about 480 earthquakes.

In the twenty-ninth volume of the Reportsof the Imperial Earthquake
Investigation Committee, 1899, Dr. F. Omori gives a Catalogue of

Chinese Earthquakes. It is printed in Chinese ideographs, and the

characters he uses are apparentjy those in the works from which he

quotes. Both M. Biot and Dr. Omori quote from the Chinese author

Matouanlin, who made a catalogue of earthquakes and the historical

annals called Thoung-kien-khang-mou. Dr. Omori has also referred to

other Chinese histories. By combining these two catalogues one result

is that the 480 entries in M. Blot's catalogue is now extended to 889,
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the wreater number of which are to be found in the catalogue of Dr.

Omori. The 324 which are common to both, and which refer to the same

events we should expect to find strictly identical, but this is not the case.

For example, the names of provinces and places are frequently different.

In certain instances this has apparently resulted from the use of old

names rather than modern ones. This difficulty was not overcome until

we received from Japan a series of fourteen maps which show the various

chances which have taken place with regard to the provinces and the

names of places since very early times. Another striking difference

between these two catalogues is the_ differences in dates. The dates I

prefer to use are those given by Dr. Omori. The reason for doing this is

that in Japan we are familiar with the Chinese lunar chronological system,

and also that tables have been compiled which give the European equi-

valent of Chinese dates. In cases where differences in dates have exceeded

a few days both dates have been given. The first date is a translation of

ideographs used by Dr. Omori.

Mallet, in his large catalogue of earthquakes published by the British

Association in 1852, 18-53, and 1854, makes but few references to seismic

disturbances in China. When we think of the enormous labour he spent

upon tlie collection of statistics relating to this work, it is difficult to

understand how the registers brought together by Biot had escaped his

attention.

In the 'Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles,' April 1899,

F. de Montessus de Ballore gives us a general description of the distribu-

tion of seismic activity in China. However, he does not give us a catalogue

of earthquakes. The map which accompanies his paper is based upon the

records of Biot and a catalogue by Mouchketoft' and Orloff of the earth-

quakes in the Russian Empire. In the ' Trans. Seis. Soc. Japan,' vol. x.

1887, there is a short Paper on earthquakes in China by Dr. Macgowan.

Unfortunately Dr. Macgowan's list of earthquakes was nearly all destroyed

by fire, and therefore he is only able to speak in general terms. One

curious remark about tremors which were experienced in Chekiang,

Kiano-su, and in the western regions is that they ai'e followed by the

appearance on the ground of substances which in Chinese books are styled

' white hairs several inches in length, like horse-tail hair.' Dr. Macgowan's

impression is that the regions where these appear are all, or nearly all, in

alluvial valleys.

Crystallisation of exhalations may be curious, but in making this

translation I have met with notes which are equally remarkable. In the

fourteenth century the names of two towns, Pingyang and Taiyuan, were

changed to Chinning and Chining. This alteration was made by imperial

decree with the hope that earthquakes, which had so frequently visited

these places, would, as the result of the change, be reduced in their

numbers.
In addition to the translation a map has been drawn, on which earth-

quake centres are indicated. From this we see that earthquakes have

been most frequent in the north of Peking, the extreme north of Kansu,

along the course of Hoang-Ho, where it divides the provinces of Honan,

Shensi, and Shansi, around Nanking, on the coast of Fu-Kiang, and in

the centres of Yunnan and Ssuchuan. The high frequency along the

Hoang-Ho, particularly at its two great bends, which are respectively

near to the Peling Mountains and the Ala Shan Mountains, suggests that

the sudden changes in the trend of a valley may be connected with

g2
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Earthquake at Tiingpiiig (Taian Fu), Shanyang, now Ye-chou

Fu, Shantung.
Earthquake in thirteen counties and towns.

Earthquake at Lunghsi, Kungchang Fu, Kansii.

Earthquake at the Imperial City, Loyang, Honan Fn, Ilonan.

Yiyang, Honan Fu, Honan.
Earthquake at Lunghsi, Kungchang Fu, Kansu.

Eighteen counties and towns shaken (13, 18 earthquakes).

Twelve countiej were shaken (B, 12 earthquakes).

Nine counties were shaken.

Four counties were shaken.

Ten counties were shaken. (Date given by Biot is slightly

different.)

18 counties were shaken.

18 ditto.

1.5 ditto (B, 15 earthquakes).

10 diito.

10 ditto.

ditto.

i:! ditto (B, 13 earthquakes).

H ditto.

Earthquake at the Imperial City, Loyang, Honan Fu, Ilonan.

It was felt over fort)--two counties; the ground was

cracked, many castle walls and houses were destroyed and

many killed.

Eight counties were shaken.

Twenty-three counties were shaken.

Thirty-five counties were shaken and towns damaged. The

land was cracked, many castle walls and houses were

damaged, and many people were killed.

Earthquake at the Imperial City, Loyang, Honan Fu, Ilonan,

and in thirteen counties.

An earthquake in twenty-seven counties, and towns were

shaken.

Earthquake at the Imperial City, Honan Fu, Ilonan., and

in thirty-two counties (B, 32 earthquakes).

Earthquake at the Imperial City, Honan Fu, Ilonan, and in

twenty-three counties (B, 23 earthquakes!

Earthquake at the Imperial City, Honan Fu, Honan, and in

sixteen counties (B, U) earthquakes).

57 128 Earthquake at the Imperial City and Hanyang, now Fuchiang,

Kanchang Fu, Kama. At Hanyang great damage was

done, and many people were killed and water burst out

from the ground.

r.8 133 June 18. Earthquake at Imperial City, Loyang, Honan Fu, Ilonaii.

5'J 136 Feb. 18. Ditto.

GO 137 May. Ditto.

(11 137 lec. 21. Ditto.

C2 138 Feb. 28. Earthquake at Imperial Cily and Chinching, Lanchou Fu,

Lunghsi, Kungchang Fu, Kansu. Many castle walls and

houses were destroyed and many people were killed.

63 138 Jr.ne 2. At the Imperial City, Loyang, Honan Fu, Honan.

64 13<J /pril2P. Ditto.

65 140 Aprils. Ditto.
, „ „ ,

C6 144 Feb. A great earthquake took place at Liangchou Fu, Kansu, and

six neighbouring districts ; the ground did not come to rest

from October last year to April this year, about 180 days.

The land opened and mountains were displaced; many
houses were destroyed and many people were killed.

G7 144 Oct. 24. Earthquake at Imperial City, Loyang, Honan Fu, Honan.

68 147 May 26. Ditto.

(J>J 147 Oct. 31. Ditto.
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No.
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No.
114
115
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Date.
No.
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No.

245

246
2-17

Date.
A.D.

767 Dec. 25.

768 May.
777

2J8
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Ko.

320

327
328
3^D
330

331
332
333

334
336
336

338
339
340

Date.
A.I).

1004 Ward).

1004 April.

1004 May 23.

1004 June.

1C04 Dec 22.

1004 Dec. 23.

1007 Sept. 12.

lOOr Sept. 15.

1009 April.

1011 July.

1011 August.

337 1022 March.

1027 May 12.

1029 Dec. 5.

1037 Dec.

311
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Date.
No. A.D.

405 1163 July 21.

406 1163 Nov. 24.

407 1164 March.

408 1165 Aug. 14.

409 1165 Aug. 16.

410 1166 Oct. 9.

411 1167 Nov. 6.

412 1169 Jan. 31.

413 1175

414 L180

415 1183

416 1184

417 1185

418 1187

419 1195

420
421
422
423
424
125

1195
1200
1200
1200
1200
1209

Jan. 16.

June 16.

Jan. 8.

Jan. 27.

June 14.

June 15.

April 10.

Sept.

July 15.

Oct.

Dec. 19.

Dec. 26.

Dec. 11.

426 1209 Dec. 23.

427 1210 Mar. 31.

428 1213 May.
429 1213 July 3.

430 1216 Mar. 25.

431 1217 Mar. 28.

132 1219 June 9.

433
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Date.
No. A.D.

451 1302 Dec. 29. Yunnan Fu, Yunnan. The ground did not come to rest for

several days.

452 1302 Dec. Ditto.

453 1303 Sept. Ping-yang Fu, Taiyuan Fu, S/iansi. The land opened, and
water and sand came out of i he fissures ; 10(J,000 houses
were destroyed and many people were killed. A landslip,

more than ten Chinese miles in length, took place. This
was a^. Chaoching in Pingyang Fu. At Hsukou, Chi, and
Pingchou, in Taij uan Fu, the ground opened and water
burst out to foim a stream. At Pingchou the north castle

wall was destroyed for the length of one Chinese mile; on
the east side it was destroyed for a length of 200 feet. At
Pingyang Fu the ground did not come to rest until

February 1301. (D Chinese = 1 English mile.)

454 1304 Feb. Pingyang Fu, Sliansi. Many Jiouses were destroyed.

455 1305 May. Tatung Fu, Shansl. It was accompanied with a noise like

thunder, and 5,800 houses were destroyed and 1,400 people
were killed. At Huaijen in Tatung Fu water burst out at

two places to form lakes, and was black in colour : one of

these lakes had an area of 18 pu (240pu = l acre) and a
depth of 115 feet ; the other was 61) pu and 10 feet in depth.

456 1305 June 18. Pingyang Fu and Taiyuan Fu, Shansi. In order to stop the
continually occurring earthquakes the Government ordered
the names Pingyang and Taij uan to be changed to Chinning
and Cluuinsj.

Tatung Fu, Shanisi.

Earthquake.
The shocks still continued at Chinning and Chining. Thty

apparently commenced in 1303.

Kaicheng, Yenan Fu, Shensl.

Kaicheng, Yenan Fu, Shensi.

Ningyuan district in the Lungiisi of Kungchang, Eansu.
Also there was a great earthquake in Wumeng in Chaotuug
Fu, Ymman. There were six heavy shocks in three days.

Puchou, Shatisi.

Puchou, S/iansi, and Ling, in Ninghsia Fu, Kansii.

Yangchu in Taiyuan Fu, Shansl. The shock was followed by
a great noise.

Chining (Pingyang), Shansi.
Ninghsia, Kansu.
Kanchou Fu in Kanliang, Kansu. There was a noise like

thunder and a huriicane.

Ninghsia, Kansu.
Imperial City, Peking, Chilili (B, June 21).

Imperial Cit}', Peking, ChilUi.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Taning, Hsi, Shansi.

Taning, Hsi, Shanni. Followed by noise.

Piengliang (now Kaifeng), Chih (now VVuchili), in Huaiching
Fu, Wuan, in Chante Fu, Honan (B, Oct. 5).

Taning in Hsi, Shand, accompanied by a noise like thunder.
Chining and Cliinning, Shansi. Accompanied by a noise like

thunder (B, Oct. 7).

Honan Fu, Hunan.
Chining, Shansi. Accompanied by a noise.

Ditto.

Lingpei (outside the great wall to the north of Kansu).
Shocks were repeated for three days.

Earthquake, Yichou, Liaotung, Shinghlng

.

Honing in Lingpei, Kansu.
. Teching in Chaoching Fu, Kuantjtung (B, June 18).

457
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Date.
Ko. A.l>.

520 1315 Jan.

527 1315 June.

528 1346 Jan.

529 1 340 March.

530 134G April.

531 1346 Sept.

532 1347 March.

533 1347 April.

534 1317 June

C35 1347 July 12.

636 1349 July
537 1350 Nov.
538 1351 May 22.

539 1351 Sept.

640 1352
641 1352 April

542
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Date.
No. A.I).

562 1.S67 June. CliiDan, Shantung.
563 1367 Nov. 13. VahchoM, FuhUen.
561 1368 Jan. 26. Ywhchou, Fuhkien. With a noise like thunder.
565 1368 June. Wenshui, Hsukao in TaiyuanFu.Hsiaoji, Chiehhsiu in Fenchou

Fu, Paote of Linchou, Shihlou of Shi, SJiand and Shensi
(comprising Sfiensi and Eansu) (tee Hsian Fu, Shensi).

566 1368 Dec. 2. Shensi, now represented by Shensi and Kansu {see Hsian).
567 1371 Kungchang, Lintao, and Chingyang, Kansu.
668 1372 June 1. Tsangwu in Wuchou Fu, Hochou, Kungcheng and Lishan

(now Yungan in Pingle Fu), Kuangsi.
569 1372 Aug.6,13. Yangchu, Taiyuan Fu, /S/fansi.

570 1372 Aug. 24. The Imperial City, Nanking, Kiangiu. Sixteen people were
killed.

571 1372 Sept. 14. Hsukao, Taiyuan Fu, Shansi. The ground did not come to

rest for three days, and loud noises came from the north-
west.

Yangchu, Taiyuan Fu, Shansi.
Ditto.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Yangchu, Taiyuan Fu, Shansi. The shocks were repeated
seven times during the year ; the ground did not come to
rest for eight years.

Imperial City, Nanking (now Chiangning), Kiangsu.
Ditto.

Ninghsia in north Kansu. It destroyed many castle walls.
Fuhchou Fu, Fuhhien, Kuangchou Fu or Canton, Kiuingtung,
and Hochou, Lanchou Fu, Kansu.

Yunnan Fu, Yuntian.

Ditto.

Chinan, Shantung.
Imperial City, Nanking, Kiangm.
Peking, Taiyuan Fu, Shinsi, is^inghsia, in Kansu.
Imperial City, Nanking, Chinan Fu, Shxntung, and Kaifeng Fu,
Honan.

Imperial City, Nanking.
Ditto.

Peking.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Nanking.
Liuan, Luchou Fu, Anhui, and Nanking, where the ground

did not come to rest for seven days ; there were about
forty-two shocks.

594 1426 Aug. 14. Imperial City, Peking. The motion was from south-east to
north-west, and there was a loud noise.

595 1427 Nanking. Shocks occurred ten times in a day.
596 1428 Nanking.
597 1429 Peking and Nanking.
598 1430 Feb. 12. Nanking.
599 1430 Feb 21. Ditto.

600 1438 April 18. Imperial City, Peking.
601 1438 April 19. Ditto.
602 1438 April 23. Ditto.
603 1439 Aug. 7. Ditto.
601 1439 Sept. 12. Ditto.
605 1440 Nov. 4. Chuanglang in Liangchou Fu, Kansu. The ground did not

come to rest from October to the end of November ; there
were about twenty shocks ; castle walls and houses were
destroyed iind many people were killed.

606 1445 Mar. 30. Imperial City, Peking.
e07 1451 Aug. £2. Ditto.

672
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Date.
No. A.n.

608 1452 Nanking.
. ^ u , j •

609 1454 Nov. 21. Imperial City, Peking. Accompanied by a loud noise; motion

north-west to south-east.

610 1457 Nov. 11. Nanking.

611 1465 Feb. Hsiangyang Fu, Hupeli.

612 1465 May 12. Tiaochou, Tientsin Fu, ChlhU. The ground did not come to

rest for twenty-two dajs.

613 1465 May 12. A strong earthquake also occurred in Chengtu Fu, SsvcJiuan,

and shocks were repeated 375 times.

614 1467 Earthquake.

615 1467 June 28. Hsuanhua Fu, Chlhli, and Tatung Fu, Shansi. There was

also a strong earthquake at Sochou in Soping Fu and

Weiyuen, Sliniisi ; many people were wounded.

616 1468 Sept. 1. Imperial City, Peking. Accompanied with sound.

617 1469 Jan. 3. In Hukuang. This province compiises Changsha Fu, Hunan,

and Wuchang Fu, Ilupeh.

618 1470 Jan. 18. Juning Fu. Honan, Wuchung Fu, Hanyang Fu. Hupeh, and

Yochou Fu in Hunan.

619 1470 Feb. 18. i7b«a«and Hukuang comprising ^(t«««andS^i//^eA("Wuchang).

620 1470 Hukuang, Wuchang, Hu/ieJi.

621 1474 May 23. Hoching in Lichiang Fu, Yunnan. Shocks were repeated

fifteen times ; many houses were destroyed and many people

killed.

622 1474 Dec. 3. Tashaching in Lingchou, Chingyang Fu, Kansu. It made a

noise like thunder: shocks were repeated day and night,

and many houses were destroyed.

Nanking, A'iangsv.

Imperial City, Peking.

Fenyang and Linhuai, Anhui. Accompanied by sound.

Lintao and Kungchang in Knnsu. It destroyed many castle

walls.

627 1477 May 22. Kanchou, Ninghsia, Liangchou, Kansu, Yulin, SJien.si, and

Yichou in Shavgtunff. The greatest damage was done at

Ninghsia and Kanchou, where the ground was cracked and

the castle walls were damaged in eighty places'.

628 1477 Oct. 25. Imperial City, Peking. Shocks were repeated three times

during the day.

629 1478 July Taiping Fu, Kuangsi. Shocks were repeated seven times

during the day, and the ground was moving until the end

of August.

630 1478 Aug. Chengtu, Ssuohuan. Many houses destroyed and many people

were killed.

631 1480 June Changle, Fuchou Fu, Fukkien.

632 1480 Sept. 23. Yuehsui in Ningyuan Fu, Ssuchvan. Shocks were repeated

seven times during the day, and it was several days before

the ground came to rest.

633 1481 Mar. 19. Nanking, Huaian Fu, Yangcbou Fu, Kiangsu, Fengyang Fu,

Luchou Fu, Hochiu, Ymgchou Fu, Anhui, Yenchou Fu,

Shantung, and Houan Fu in Honan.

634 1481 June 30. Tsunhua and Suchou, Shuntian Fu, CA?AZz.

635 1481 July 6. Another earthquake at the fame places, and Yungping Fu,

Chihli, Liaotung, and Shingldng. Shocks repeated three

times during the day.

636 1484 Feb. 7. Imperial City, Peking, Yungping, Hsuenhna, ChihU,&n6. Liao-

tung. Most damage was done at Hsuenhua ; many castles

destroyed and many people killed.

637 1484 June 4. Taichou, Shansi. Shocks were repeated seven times.

638 1485 Mar. 15. Tamn ¥a, Shantum/.

639 1485 Mar. 26. Ditto. Four days later the shock was repeated.

640 1483 April 5. Earthquake.

641 1485 April 8. Ditto.

642 1485 April 13. Ditto.

h2
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No.

613

Date.
A.D.

H85 May 23.

G14 1485 June 4.

61.5

G4(!
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Date.
No. A.I).
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Date.
No. AJ).

695 1512 Oct. 17. Tengcliung (now Teiigyuen) in Yungcbang ¥ a, Yunnan.
Movement continued for three days ; red water came out
from the ground ; many castle walls and houses were
destroyed and many people were killed.

69t 1514 Jan. 9. Clieogtu Fu, Chungching Fu, Tuogchuan Fu, &«cA«a»«.
697 1514 July 15. Fengyang Fu, J«/tMi. Followed by a loud noise.

698 1514 Sept. i:]. Peking.

699 1514 Oct. 3. Hsuchou Fa, SMichuan, Taiyuan Fu, and Tatung Fu, SJiansi.

Shock folljwed by a loud noise.

700 1515 June 27. Yunnan Fu, Chaocbou in Tali Fu and Tungning (now
Nanning), Chuching Fu, Yunnan. For more than a month
twenty or thirty shocks occurred each day ; the ground was
cracked and water burst out ; the damage was so great that
it was impossible to find out how many houses had been
destroyed or how many people had been killed.

701 1515 Oct. 10. Tali Fu, r?/;i7ja«.

702 1515 Oct. 29. Ditto.

703 1516 Sept. 25. Nanking (forming the present Anliui and Kiangsu') and
Wuchang Fu in Hupek.

704 1517 Jan. 15. Chuh.'iiung Fu, Tali Fu, Jlenghun, and Chingtung, Yunnan.
705 1517 May 19. Yukan, Fengcheng in Fuchon Fu, and Chuanhsi Fa, Xianri;

Chinhsiang, Chinning Fu, Shantung ; Hangchou Fu,
Chehhiang. The ground did not come to rest until the
end of August, and there were about fifteen shocks.

706 1517 July 22. Hosi, Hsio, Tunghai, in LinanFu and Hsinhsing, Chengchiang
Fu, Yunnan. Many houses and castles were destroyed, and
many people were killed.

Chinan, Chingchou, Laichou, and Tengchou Fu, Sluintung.
At Chuanchou Fu, Fvh'kicn. The ground did not come to rest

from February to June ; at Chinhua, Chehkiang, the move-
ment lasted from Februarj' to July.

Chao, Tengchou, LaKgchiung, in Tali Fa, and Menghua,
Yuniian.

Imperial City, Peking.
Hsuanhua Fu, Changping, in Shuntien Fu, and Kaiping, ChiMi.
Fuchou Fu, Hsingchou Fu, Chuanchou Fu, Fuhkien.
Anning, Yunnan Fu, Hoching, LichiangFu, Yaoin Chuhsiung

Fu, Pinchuau in Tali Fu, and Menghua, Yunnan. The
greatest damage occurred at Menghua. Many castles and
houses were destroyed and many people were killed.

716 1520 Aug. 28. Chingtung Fu, Yunnan. The whole district was damaged
and the shocks were followed by a loud noise.

Chinan, Tungcbang, Shantung, and Kaifeng. Honan.
Nanking (comprising the present Anhui and Kiangtu"), Shan-

tung ; Honan, and Hsian Fu, Shensi.

Tinghai and many neighbouring districts in Chehkiang. Many
buildings were destroyed.

Peking, Nanking; Honan Fu, Honan; Chinan, Shantung;
Taiyuan, Shansi ; and Hsian, Shensi.

Sachou Fu, Changchou Fu, Kiangsu, and Nanking.
Hsuchou Fu, Kiangsu; Fenyang, Anhui; Huaiching and

Kaifeng, Honan. The shock was followed by a loud noise.
Ditto.

YuDgchang Fu, Tengchung Fu (now Tengyueh), Yunnan, and
Annan, Kueichou. Accompanied by sound.

Ditto.

Imperial City, Peking.
Ditto.

Imperial City, Peking, and many neighbouring districts.

Followed by a loud noise.

Yunnan Fu, Yunnan.
^

Linan Fuand Chuhsiung Fu, Yunnan, andPingle Fu, Euanggi.

IQl
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No.

731
732

735
736

737
738

739
740
741
742

743

744
745

746
747

748
749
760
751

754
753
756

Date.
A.D.

1540 May 25.

1542 Nov. 14.

733 1542 Dec. 26.

734 1543 April 14.

1543 May 19.

1544 April 3.

1.548

1548
Aug. 18.

Sept. 22.

1551 Oct. 10.

1552 Mar. 16.

1552 March.
1555 Feb. 3.

1558 Feb. 9.

1558 April 27.

1558 June 16.

1658 July 3.

1558 Nov. 22.

1558 Nov. 28.

1558 Dec. 4.

1559 Aug. 25.

1560 May.

752 1561 Mar. 3.

763 1561 Auff. 16.

1562 Feb. 24.

1566 Feb. 1.

1568 Aprilll,

767 1568 May 5.

758



No.
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Daie.

806 1600 Mar. 18. Imperial City, Peking. The shocks were from north-east to

south-west, and were repeated twice.

807 1C02 May 30. Shunghsiang iu Anlu Fu, Uvjii'h. Many houses were

destroyed.

808 1G02 July 2. Imperial City, Peking.

60'J 1604 Oct. 25. Kungchang Fu, Kansu ; Lecluian, Hsian Fu, Sltensi
;
Paij-ang

in Kuangbsin Fu, Mangsi ; Wu in Suchou, Kiangm. The

shockswere repeated ten times in the day; many houses were

destroyed and many people were killed. At Paiyang the

ground opened for a length of ten yards and water burst

out.

810 1605 July 14. Luchuan in Yulin, Knangsi. The shock was followed by a

loud noise, city walls and houses were destroyed, and many
were killed.

Sll 1606 Nov. 6. Imperial City, Peking. The motion was from northeast to

south-west.

Taiyuan Fu, Shanai.

Sungpan, Lungan Fu, Mou, "Wenchou, Ssiichvan. The groucd

moved for several days.

Imperial City, Peking. «

Ditto.

Kanchou Fu, Xansv. Many city walls and houses were

destroj-ed, and about 840 people were killed. At Tungkuan,

Shaohsiiig Fu, Chehltiang, the land opened for a length of

870 li (about 310 miles).

Tali, Wuting, and Chuching Fu, Yunnan Fu, Yunnan.

Yunnan Fu and Chuching Fu, Yuivnav.

Yunnan Fu and Chuching Fu, Yunnan. Many houses were

destroyed.

Taiyuan Fu, SJiami, and Honan Fu, Honan.
Yangchou Fu, Mangsu, and I^angshan (now Changyang),

Yichang Fu, Hupeh. In Langshan a temple was thrown

out of the vertical.

822 1615 Aug. 24. Chuhsiang Fu, Ymmaoi. The shock was followed by a loud

noise and people were frightened.

823 1G15 Dec. 8. Imperial City, Peking.

824 1G16 May Hsinfeng Fu, Chenchiang Fu, Kiangsv. The ground did not

come to rest for twenty-eight days.

825 1617 June 14. Fengyang Fu, Anlnd.
826 1617 June 15. Ditto.

827 1618 Aug. 15. Imperial City, Peking.

828 1618 Nov. 17. Imperial City, Peking, Shenchih, Ningwu Fu, and seventeen

other districts in Shansi.

829 1620 Mar. 5. Yunnan Fu, r?/«wrt?!.; ChaochingFu,Huichou, JSTwaw^^wwi?, and
Wuchang, and the whole of Hvpth.

8C0 1C22 Mar. 18. Tungchang, Shantung; Honan Fu, Honan; and Haining,

Hangchou Fu, CJiehMang.

831 1622 April 17. Tungchang and eight other districts in ShanUing. Many
people were killed and many houses destroyed

;
the move-

ment did not cease for three days.

832 1622 Oc\ 25. Lungte and neighbouring districts in Pingliang, Kansu. It

destroyed the city walls for a length of 30,000 yards ; about

11,800 houses were damaged and about 12,000 people were

killed or wounded.
833 1622 Dec. 13. Hsian, Shcmi.
834 1623 April 30. Imperial City, Peking.

835 1623 Oct. 18. Ditto.

836 1623 Dec. 23. Yunnan Fu, Yunnan.
837 1624 Feb. 10. Nanking and six other districts. The greatest damage was

at Yangchou Fu, Kiangsu.
838 1624 Feb. 11. Imperial City, Peking.
839 1624 Mar. 31. Suc'^ou. Shuntien Fu, and Yungpicg Fu, r/^Ac'i

812
813
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Bate.

884 1730 Sept. 30. Teking. About one Uiousand people were killed and sbocks

continued uatil October 8.

885 1817 Jan. 28. 3 A.M., Macao (Aomen) Kuarigtung. Two shocks : it was

strong at fifty leagues from Macao.

880 1824 Jan. 2. Macao. Slight.

887 1824 Aug. 14. Canton, Kuangtung. Great destruction "and many lives lost.

888 1834 Yunnan Fu, Fwajiftw. The whole city was destroyed.

889 1834 June 28-July 19. Changte Fu, Honan, and on the boundaries of throe

provinces, Kuangping Fu, Taming Fa, Chikli, Pingyang

Fu, Shansi, and Tungchang Fu, Shantung. About forty

thousand people were killed; ten thousand houses were

destroyed.

The Distribution of EartJiqualce Destructivity in China.

In the following tables the numbers correspond to the numbers in the

preceding catalogue. If a disturbance was severe at several places its

number appears after several names. The earthquakes which are said to

have shaken the whole of China took place between the years a.d. 600

and 788. At this time the Imperial City was Changan (present Hsian in

Shensi). The province of Yunnan was not then included in China.

Imperial cities referred to were as follow :

—

Changan, Hsian, Shen.si, 206 B.C. to A.D. 25 and A.D. 589 to 907.

Honan (Loyang), Honan, A.D. 2(5 to 194 and 222 to 265.

Chengtu, Ssuchuan, A.D. 221 to 263.

Nanking, Kiangsu, a.d. 222 to 277 and 317 to 589 and 1268 to 1425.

. Taiyuan, Shansi, a.d. 386 to 535.

Kaifeng, Honan, A.D. 907 to 1278.

Peking, Chihli, A.D. 1260 to 1368 and 1425 to present time.

Earthquakes at Unknown Places. (91 Entries.)

9, 12, 13, 15, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 30, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45. 46, 47.

49, 50, 51, 53, 70, 71, 76, 90, 91, 96, 104, 133, 13.5, 137, 138, 139, 142, 160, 161, 162,

163, 165, 170, 171, 17.3, 174, 175, 176. 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 189,

190, 192, 193, 195, 196. 197, 212, 235, 275, 2;t3, 382, 395, 399, 400, 401, 411, 435, 436,

428, 438, 439, 440, 450, 458, 481, 500, 614, 64.0, 641, 642—total, 91.

Earthquakes which Shook the Whole of China. (18 Entries.)

214, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271,

272—total, 18.

Anhui. (3.3 Entries.)
. .

Anching (lat. 30° 32', long. 117° 07'). 504. 509, 511—total, 3.

Chu (lat. 32° 15', long. 118° 20'), 380—total, 1.

Fengyang (lat. 32° 54', long. 117° 35'), 310, 625, 633, 670, 697, 722, 723, 740, 825,-

826, 877, 879 -total, 12.

Luchou (lat. 31° 50', long. 117° 15'). 509, 593, 633, 783—total, 4.

Ningkuo (lat. .30° 50', long. 118° 41'), 545, 683—total, 2.

Taiping (lat. 31° 18', long. 118° 21'), 109, 118, 119, 124, 125, 150, 151, 152, 6S3—
total, 9.

Yingchou (lat. 32° 23', long. 116° 30'), 633, 683—total, 2.

Chehkiang. (30 Entries.)

Chiahsing (lat. 30° 48', long. 120° 43'), 354, 682, 751—total, 3.
;

Chinhna (lat. 29° 11', long. 110° 51'), 708—total, 1.

Chuchou (lat. 28° 26', long. 119° 57'), 553—total, 1.

Hangchou (lat. 30° 12', long 120° 12'), 299, 394, 682, 705, 790, 830—total, 6.
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Huchou Clat. 30" 48', long. 120° 3'), 119, 151, 152, 751—total, 4.

Ningpo (lat. 29' 49', long. 121° 35'), 082—total, 1.

Shaohsing (lat. 29° 50', long 120° 39'), 119, 151, 152, 547, 632, 790, 81G— total, 7.

Taichou (lat. 28° 54', long. 121° 06'), 530, 556—total, 2.

Tinghai (lat. 30° 01', long. 122° 14'), 719—total, 1.

Wenchou (lat. 22° 47', long. 120° 45'), 331, 524, 790-total, 3.

Yenchou (lat. 29° 27', long. 119° 35), 429—total, 1.

ChihU. (161 Entries.)

Chengte (lat. 40° 59'. long. 117° 59'), 209—total, 1.

Chengting (lat. 37° 38', long. 115° 42'), 325, 336, 392, 496, 608— total, 5

Hochien (lat. 38° 33', long. 110° 00'), 13o. 328, 302, 364, 365, 693—total, 6.

Hsuanhua (lat. 40° 29', long. 116° 03'), 127, 129, 512, 514, 510, 615, 036, 651,684,

713, 779— total, 11.

Kuangping (lat. 36° 46', long. 114° 55'), 315, 847, 889—total, 3.

Paoting (lat. 38° 53', long. 115° 36'), 247, 300, 303, 355, 367, 387, G93, 737, 844-
total, 9.

Shangtu (lat. 42° 15', long. 116° 11'), 291, 296, 422, 423, 424, 448—total, 6.

Shunte (lat. 37° 07', long. 114° 39'), 310, G70-total, 2.

Tsunhua (lat. 40° 11', long. 117° 53'), 034, 035, 644—total, 3.

Shuntien, Peking (lat 39° 57', long. 110° 29'), 355, 443, 444, 445, 470, 471, 472,

473, 480, 487, 498, 502, 506. 507, 512, 513, 515, 518, 521, 527, 649, 585, 589, 590, 591,

594, 597, 600, GOl, 002, GO!, 604, 006, 007, 609, 016, 624, 628, 634, 635, 036, 644, 645,

647, 654, 055, 059, 065, 060, 009, 670, 093, 098, 712, 713, 720, 720, 727, 728, 737, 738,

739, 744, 754, 757, 760, 761, 762, 709, 770, 776, 781, 782, 785, 786, 789, 793, 800, 801,

804, 800, 808, 811, 814, 815, 82.3, 827, 828, 834, 835, 838, 839, 854, 868, 882, 833, 884
—total, 97.

Taming (lat, 36° 21', long. 115° 22'), 076. 847. 889—total, 3.

Tientsin (lat. 39° 07', long. 117° 11'), 315. 362, 368, 012—total, 4.

Yungping (lat. 39° 50', long. 118° 50'), 315, 035, 036, 757, 777, 839, 840, 841, 842,

843, 882—total, 11.

Fuhkien. (42 Entries.)

Changchou (lat. 24° 31', long. 117° 43'), 357, 072, 735, 708-total, 4.

Chienning (lat. 27° 04', long. 118° 25'), 14, 110, 357— total, 3.

Chuanchou (lat. 24° 56', long. 118° 51'), 357, 440, 447, 072, 708, 714, 735, 755—
total, 8.

Fnhchou (lat. 20° 03', long. 119° 25'), 503, 564, 580, G31, 072, 714, 735, 755, 7G8,

792, 797, 849, 802, 870, 873—total, 15.

Hsinghua (lat. 25° 25', long. 119° 17'), 350, 557, G72, 714, 735, 755—total, G.

Shaowu (lat. 27° 22', long. 117° 33'). 357, 531—total, 2.

Tingchou (lat. 2.5° 45'. long. 110° 30'), 448, 704, 7G8- total, 3.

Yenping (lat. 2G° 38', long. llb° 18'), 554—total, 1.

Honan. (138 Entries.)

Changte (lat. 3G° 07', long. 114° 30'), 99, 31G, 302, 470, G77, 787, 847, 889—
total, 8.

Honan (lat. 34° 43', long. 112° 28'), 16, 17, 20, 32, 33, 48, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,

59, GO, 61, 02, 03, 64, 65. 07, 08, 69, 72, 73, 74, 75, 78, 79, 80, SI, 82, 88, 93, 9.), 105,

106, 110, 115, 126, 130, 132, 153, 151, 253, 291, 307, 310, 310, 377, 479, 561, 033, 718,

720, 742, 820, 8.30, 847, 848— total. 59.

Hsu (lat. 34° 00', long. 114° 00'), 352—total, 1.

Huaiching (lat. 35° 07', long. 113° 00'), 302, 373, 476, 490, 538, 722, 723, 758,
787—total, 9.

Juning (lat. 33° 01', long. 114° 21'), 144, 018, 758, 707- total, 4.

Kaifeng (lat. 34° 57', long. 114° 33'), 131, 311, 314, 317, 322, 323, 324, 330, 339,

341, 344, 351, 356, 358, 359, 300, 301, 365, 371, 388, 390, 397, 398, 407, 408, 409, 410,

413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 421, 431, 433, 470, 519, 522, 658, 077, 717, 722,
723, 787—total, 47.

Nanyang (lat. 33° 07', long. 112° 34'), 28, 111, 131, 758, 7G6— total, 5.

Shan (lat, 31° 45', long. 111° 03'), 253, G7I—total, 2.

Weihui (lat. 35° 25', long. 114° 10'), 802, G58, 787— total, 3.
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Ilunan. (21 Entries.)

Cbangsha (lat. 28° 12', long. 112° 47'), 120, 121, 363, G17, 619, 620, 765, 871—
tot.il, 8.

Chenchou flat. 28° 22', long. 110° 09'), 136—total, 1.

llengchou (law 26° 55', long. 112° 23'). 25r., 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262-
tot.il, 8.

Yochou (lat. 29° 18', long. 113° 02'), 348, 391, 618, 805—total, 4.

Hupeh. (47 Entries.)

Anlu (lat. 31° 07', long. 112° 39'), 539, 780, 805, 807—total, 4.

Chingchou (lat. 30° 27', long. 112° 05'), 127, 140,148,167,327,329,491,530.

763—total, 9.

Hanyang (lat. 32° 32', long. 114° 14'), 526, 618, 805—total, 3.

Hsiangyang (lat. 32° 06', long. 113° 05'), 140, 611, 766- total, 3.

Huangchou (lat. 30° 26', long. 114° 54'), 509—total, 1.

Wuchang (lat. 30° 33', long. 114° 27'), 144, 145, 217, 508, 617, 618, 619, 620, 689,

703, 765, 829, 871—total, 13.

Yichang (lat. 30° 49', long. 111° 10'), 145, 539, 803, 821_total, 4.

Yunyang (lat. 32° 49', long. 110° 52'), 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 263, 756,

766—total, 10.

Kansu. (117 Entries.)

Chingynng (lat. 36° 03', long. 107° 43'), 318,320,375,641,567,622,671, 756,
ygc) total 9.

"

Hosi (lat. 39 00', long. 106° 00'), near Ninghsia, 244, 754—total, 2.

Hsining (lat. 36° 39', long. 101° 48'), 430, 434, 437—total, 3.

Kanchou (lat. 39° 00', long. 100° 56'), 89, 232, 244, 468, 627, 731, 752, 791, 794,

816—total, 10.

Kungchang (lat. 34° 56', long. 104° 44'), 10, 11, 18, 20, 31, 34,57,62,97, 08,

100, 144, 242, 313, 333, 462, 491, 499, 603, 517, 542, 566, 567, 626, 643, 731, 732, 733,

771, 809, 856, 872—total, 32.

Lanchou (lat. 36° 08', long. 103° 55'), 62, 134, 374, 389, 542, 580—total, 6.

Liangchou (lat. 37" 59', long. 102° 48'), 66, 79, 164, 168, 172, 211, 541, 542, 605,

627, 668—total, 11.

Lintao (lat. 39° 40', long. 98° 20'), 567, G26, 791, 856-total, 4.

Lingpei (lat. 42° 00', long. 99° 00'), 482, 481, 490—total, 3.

Ninghsia (lat. 38° 33', long. 106° 08'), 107, 220, 318, 464, 467, 469, 489, 492, 493,

579, 585, 627, 657, 660, 668, CSl, 732, 753, 754, 756, 758, 802, 850. 852—total, 24.

ringliang (lat. 35° 35', long. 106° 41'), 333, 374, 432, 541, 542, 643, 732, 733, 753,

759, 832 -total, 11.

Suchou (lat. 39° 46', long. 99° 07'), 237, 244—total 2.

Kiangsi. (16 Entries.)

Chian (lat. 27° 02', long. 115° 05'), 145, 169, 188, 353—tota\ 4.

Chiuchiang (lat. 29° 42', long. 116° 08'), 187, 18S, 765— total, 3.

Chuanhsi (lat. 27° 34', long. 118° 28'), 705—total, 1.

Fuchou (lat. 27° 56', long. 116° 18'), 705—total, 1.

Jaocbou (lat. 28° 59', long. 116° 46'), 505, 510—total, 2.

Juichou (lat. 28° 25', long. 115° 14'), 511—total, 1.

Kuanghsin (lat. 28° 28', long. 118° Of)'), 809—total, 1.

Nankang (lat. 29° 23', long. 116° 10'), 188, 675, 676—total, 3.

Kiangsu. (107 Entries.)

Changchou (lat. 31° 47', long. 119° 56'), 147, 236. 319, 683, 721—total, 5.

Chenchiang (lat. 32° 10', long. 119° 21'), 109, 118, 119, 124, 125, 147, 237, 528
635, 683, 824—total, 11.

Chiangning (Nanking) (lat. 32° 05', long. 118° 47'), 92, 94, 95, 101, 112, 118 159
177, 191, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 20i, 205, 206, 207, 208, 570, 577, 678, 584, 586)
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587, 588, 592, 595, 596, 597, 598, 599, 608, 610, 623, 633, 656, 659, 664, 665, 670, 673,
674, 679, 680, 683, 703, 718, 720, 721, 750, 783, 837, 846, 851, 853, 855, 857, 863, 869,
881—total, 62.

Haichou (lat. 34° 29', long. 119° 27'), 662, 663—total, 2.

Hsuchou (lat. 34° 11', long. 117° 32'), 310, 676, 722, 723—total, 4.

Huaian (lat. 33° 25', long. 119° 22'), 546, 558, 633, 656, 683, 783—total, 6.

Suchou (lat. 31° 28', long. 120° 44'), U7, 237, 378, 683, 721, 809—total, 6.

Sungchiang (lat. 31° 03', long. 121° 15'), 683—total, 1.

Yangchou (lat. 32° 21', long. 119° 16'), 166, 237, 239, 338, 633, 656, 683, 783, 821,
837—total, 10.

Kuangsi. (9 Entries.)

Pingle (lat. 24° 8', long. 111° 17'), 122, 123, 568, 730, 875- total, 5.

Taiping (lat. 22° 25', long. 107° 07'), 629—total, 1.

Wuchou (lat. 23° 29', long. 110° 51'), 568, 646— total, 2.

Yalin (lat. 22° 43', long. 109° 45'), 810—total, 1.

Kuangtung. (20 Entries.)

Chaoching (lat. 23° 05'. long. 112° 30'), 485, 738, 829—total, 3.

Chaochou (lat. 23° 34', long. 116° 36'), 357, 369, 768—total, 3.

Chenchou (lat. 24° 40', long. 116° 30'), 309—total, 1.

Huichou (lat. 23° 02', long. 114° 13'), 829-total, 1.

Kuangcbou (lat. 23° 08', long. 111° 1 7'). 120, 121, 347,580, 875, 880, 887—total, 7.

Leichou (lat. 20° 52', long. 109° 40'), 550—total, 1.

Lienchou (lat. 21° 39', long. 108° 59'). 646—total, 1.

Macao, or Aomen (lat. 22° 12', long. 1 13° 30') 885, 886—total, 2
Nanhsiung (lat. 25° 26', long. 1 13° 52';, 555—total, 1.

Kueichou. (4 Entries.)

Hsingyi (lat. 25° 15', long. 106° 00'), 661, 674, 724, 725—total, 4.

Shansi. (182 Entries.)

Chiang (lat. 35° 37', long. 111° 29'), 240, 297, 298, 337, 684—total, 5.

Fenchou (lat. 37° 19', long. 111° 41'), 240, 538, 543, 544, 559, 560, 565—total, 7.

Hsi (lat. 36° 40', long. 110° 56'), 2.i3. 474. 475, 477, 494, 495, 501, 565—total, 8.

Hsin (lat. 38° 26', long. 112° 43'), 228, 338, 340, 342, 343, 345, 346, 638, 560—
total, 9.

Luan (lat. 36° 07', long. 113° 13'), 668, 077-total, 2.

Ningwu (lat. 39° 15', long. 112° 00'), 828— total, 1.

Pingryang (lat. 36° 06', long. 111° 33'), 77, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 106, 221, 222, 223,
224, 225, 226, 227, 240, 308, 318, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 425, 426, 427, 449, 453, 454,

456, 459, 466, 478, 534, 538, 540, 671, 677, 732, 778, 847, 889—tota', 41.

Puchou (lat. 34° 54', long. 100° 15'), 77, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 106, 155, 156. 157, 158,
221, 222, 223, 224, 225. 226, 227, 253, 276, 298, 307, 308. 318, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406,
463, 464, 534, 671, 673, 684, 742, 745, 746, 756—total, 39.

Soping (lat. 40° 10', long. 112° 13'), 294, 615—total, 2.

Tatung (lat. 39° 39', long. 113° 14'), 337, 455, 457, 615, 678, 699, 753, 779, 784—
total, 9.

Taichou (lat. 39° 06'. long. 112° 58'), 334, .340, 342, 372, 386, 637—total, 6.

Taiyuan (lat. 37° 54', long. 112° 31'), 8, 146, 177, 210, 295. 297, 298, 305, 312,
340, 342, 376, 381, 384, 385, 386, 453, 456, 459, 465, 478, 480, 520, 537, 538, 548, 551,

560, 565, 569, 571, 572, 573, 574, 675, 576, 585, 666, 668, 699, 720, 734, 736, 741, 753,
788. 812, 820, 858, 861, 876—total, 51.

Tsecbou (lat. 35° 30', long. 112° 50'), 82, 677—total, 2.

Shantung. (61 Entries.)

Chiuan (lat. 36° 40', long. 117° 1'), 1. 526, 528, 532, 533, 562, 583, 586, 707, 717,

718, 720, 878—total, 13.

Chining (lat. 36° 50', long. 116° 58'), 705—total, 1,
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Chingchou (lat. 36° 44', long. 118° 44'), 349, 529, 530, 532, 534. 552, 707—
total, 7.

Laichou (lat. 37° 10', long. 126° 10'), 17, 523, 529, 532, 687, 707—total, 6.

Taian (lat. 36° 10', long. 117° 15'), 29, 362, 526, 527, 533, 638, 639—total, 7.

Tengchou (lat. 37° 45', long. 120° J 2'), 350, 707, 738, 757—total, 4.

Tsaochou (lat. 35° 20', long. 115° 35'), 301, 676- total, 2.

Tungchang (lat. 36° 37', long. 116° 12'), 310, 383, 658, 676, 717, 830, 831, 847,

889 -total, 9.

Wuting (lat. 37° 32', long. 117° 41'), 667, 693—total, 2.

Yenchou (lat. 35° 47', long. 116° 59'), 29, 141, 194, 626, 533, 633, 676—total, 7.

Tichou (lat. 35° 15', long. 118° 35'), 380, 525, 627—total, 3.

Shensi. (108 Entries.)

Fenghsiang (lat. 34° 35', long. 107° 50'), 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 79, 215, 491, 648, 671,

733, 759—total, 13.

Hanchung (lat. 32° 56', long. 107° 12'), 491, 648, 756-total, 3.

Hsian (lat. 34° 17', long. 108° 58'), 26, 27, 141, 143, 213, 216, 218, 229, 230, 231,

233, 234, 241, 243, 245, 246, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 254, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268,

269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288,

289, 290, 292, 294, 302, 304, 318, 373, 374, 390, 488, 565, 566, 671, 718, 720, 733, 742,

743, 756, 759, 796, 809, 833, 845, 830, 866—total, 74.

Suite (lat. 37° 38', long. 110° 03'), 386—total, 1.

Tungchou (lat. 34° 50', long. 109° 61'), 370, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 671, 685, 742,

747, 748, 749—total, 12.

Yenan (lat. 36° 42', long. 109° 28'),. 460, 461—total, 2.

Yulin (lat 38° 18', long. 109° 33'), 627, 668, 753—total, 3.

Shingking. (11 Entries.)

Fengtien (lat. 41° 10', long. 123° 27'), 799—total, 1.

Liaotung, or Chinchou (lat. 41-06', long. 121° 18'), 1?7, 483, 497, 635, 636, 772,

773, 798, 799, 867—total, 10.

Ssuchuan. (47 Entries.)

Chengtu (lat. 30° 41', long. 103° 11'), 102, 103, 107, 108, 113, 128, 238, 306, 321,

326, 332, 379, 393, 441, 491, 613, 630, 649, 650, 652, 653, 696, 857, 865, 874—total, 25.

Chiating (lat. 29° 28', long. 103° 55'), 25, 113, 114, 442—total, 4.

Hsuchou ('at. 28° 38', long. 104° 46'), 366, 699—total, 2.

Lungan (lat. 32° 33', long. 103=36'), 107, 108, 113, 117, 149, 219, 442, 813—
total, 8.

Mou (lat. 31° 40', long. 106° 15'), 813—total, 1.

Paoning (lal. 31° 32', long. 105° 59'), 318— total, 1.

Ningyuan (lat. 27° 50', long. 102° 12'), 335, 032-total, 2.

Shnnching (lat. 30° 49', long. 106° 08'), 757—total, 1.

Chungching (lat 29° 42', long. 106° 42'), C96—total, 1

Suiting (lat. 31° 27', long. 107° 51'), 412 -total, 1.

TuDgchuan (lat. 31° 9', long. 105° 11'), 696—total, 1.

Tongking. (1 Entry.)

Jihnan (lat. 24° 26', long 108° 25'), 330.

Yun7ian. (64 Entries.)

Chaotung (lat. 27° 20', long. 103° 50'), 462—total, 1.

Ghengchiang (lat. 24° 42', long. 103° 04), 706 -total, 1.

Cbingtung (lat. 24° 31', long. 101° 4'), 704, 716— total, 2.

Chnhsiung (lat. 25° 06', long. 101° 43'), 690, 691, 694, 704, 715, 730, 822—total, 7.

Chuching (lat. 25° 32', long. 103° 50'), 659, 700, 817, 818, 819—total, 5.

Lichiang (lat. 26° 62', long. 100° 27'), 281, 621, 692, 715—total, 4.

Linan (lat. 24° 18', long. 103° 5'), 326, 703, 730— total, 3.

Menghua (lat. 25° 18', long. 100° 30'
, 701, 709, 710, 711, 715—total, 5.
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Tali (lat. 75° 14', long. 100° 22'), 692, 700, 701, 702, 70t, 703, 710, *11, 715, 817,
818, 819—total, U.

Wuting (lat. 25° 32'. long. 102° 33'), 817, 818, 819— total, 3.

Yunnan (lat. 25° 06'. long. 102° 52'), 451, 452, 581, 582, 686, 688, 700, 715, 729,
817, 818, 819, 829, 836. 859, 864, 888—total, 17.

Yungchang (lat. 25° 05', long. 99° 26'), 695, 724, 725, 774, 773— total, S.

Monthly and Seasonal Distribution of Earthquakes.

Warm Season
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all proportion to the decreased concentration of the base. In one
extreme case the isomeric change in a solution to \vhich a trace of

piperidine had been added practically ceased at the end of a fortnight,

although the final condition of equilibrium had not by any means been
reached. The more concentrated acid solutions produced an acceleration

of isomeric change, but a retardation was noticed when smaller concentra-

tions were used : in one case the rotatory power of the solution remained
absolutely constant during a period of twenty-four days.

The earliest observations of arrested isomeric change had led to the

conclusion that in non-oxygenated solvents the change was conditioned

by the presence of a third substance, probably a basic impurity. The
retardation produced by the acid chloroform solutions could not be
attributed to mere neutralisation, since an acceleration was observed

when benzene was used as the solvent. It was noticed, however, that

the chloroform solutions acquired a pungent and unpleasant odour,

which was ultimately traced to the formation of carbonyl chloride by
oxidation of the chloroform CHCI3 + = C0C1_> + IIC1 ; to this substance

the curious behaviour of the chloroform solutions was undoubtedly due.

The action of the chloride probably depends on its power of converting

ammonia and bases such as piperidine into neutral carbamidcs

COCl, + 2NH3=2HC1 + CO(NH 2)

,

COC12 + 2NC5Hh= 2HC1 + CO(NC5H,o)..

It was found that the chloride was capable of retarding or arresting the

isomeric change of nitrocamphor dissolved in benzene or in ether, and
that acetyl chloride produced a similar effect in benzene and in carbon

disulphide. Phenyl-carbimide did not retard the isomeric change of

nitrocamphor dissolved in benzene, and acetyl chloride proved inefficient

when added to a solution in acetic acid. In the latter case it is probable

that the solvent has itself a catalytic action, and this may also be true

when water and alcohol are used. The bearing of these observations

on the problem of chemical change has been discussed elsewhere.^

C.

—

Relationship between Absorption Spectra and Isomeric

Change.

As the lesult of a series of experiments on the absorption spectra of

substances of the ethyl aceto-acetate group, Baly and Desch ^ were led

to the conclusion that there was a close relationship between the

absorption bands which appeared in the spectra of some of these com-

pounds and the property which they possess of undergoing reversible

isomeric change. In view of the importance of this hypothesis in

relation to the subject of dynamic isomerism it was thought to be

desirable to test it in the case of a number of optically active

compounds. These have the advantage that many of them can be

crystallised out in a pure enolic or in a pure ketonic form, that it is

possible by means of polarimetric observations to determine the actual

velocity with which they undergo isomeric cliange, and that in a number

' Trans. Chem. Sue, 1908, 93, 110-132.
' Ibid., If 04, 85, 1029; 190.J, 87, 760,

1908. I
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of cases the proportions in which the isomerides are in equilibrium can be

determined by means of solubility measurements. Photographs have

therefore been taken of the absorption spectra of the majority of the

camphor-derivatives which have formed the subject of previous investiga-

tions, and we are now in a position to summarise the principal results

that have been obtained.

Halogen-derivatives of Camphor.

(1) The camphor band observed by Baly and by Hartley at a concen-

tration of N|10 piactically disappears when the concentration of the

alcoholic solution is reduced to N|1U0 (thickness of liquid 250 to 2 5 inm.),

but can be restored by the addition of alkali. /j-Bromocamphor,

/CH,
C«H,3Br/

I

at a concentration cf NjlCO behaves in the same way as camphor.

(2) a-Chlorocamphor and a-bromocamphorat a concentration of N|100

show a band in the same position (-- 3400] as the camphor band.

The band is eliminated when the second a -position is occupied by
bromine or by a nitro group, but remains unaffected when the halogen is

introduced in the /3 or in the tt position.

(3) No marked change in persistence is produced by the addition of

alkali to a-chlorocamphor, a-bromocamphor, or their /3 and ir bromo-
derivatives. All these compounds are quite stable when alone, but

undergo isomeric change rapidly in presence of a small proportion of

alkali. It is therefore evident that in this case at least there is no

direct quantitative relationship between the velocity of isomeric change

and the persistence of the absorption band.

Kitro-derivati ves.

(4) Nitrocamphane shows no absorption band, whether the solution

be prepared by dissolving the crystals of the normal form or by adding
acid to the sodium salt of the pseudo form. Even in presence of ten

equivalents of alkali no definite band is developed. It is therefore clear

that dynamic isomerism, even of a well-pronounced type, is not neces-

sarily associated with the production of a band.

(5) Nitrocamphor dissolved in alcohol shows a shallosv band at

— 3000 ; it differs in position from that produced by bromocamphor

—

A
a result that is in accord with the view, consistently advocated, that the
mobile hydrogen atom in this compound wanders to the nitro and not
to the carbonyl group. The band disappears in the a-chloro and ti bromo
derivatives, and also in the anhydride derived from the pseudo form by
loss of water

; its occurrence appears, therefore, to be limited by the same
conditions as those which determine the occurrence of isomeric change.

(6) In marked contrast with the behaviour of the —CHX-CO—
compounds described above, the nitrocamphor band is enormously inten-
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siSed by the addition of alkalies. This result is, perhaps, associated in

some way with the fact that nitrocamphor form? a stable sodium salt

whilst bromocamphor does not.

(7) Camphoryl oxime—the isomer of nitrocamphor—-resembles it in

giving a very intense band in presence of alkalies, although the head of

the band occurs at a considerably smaller wave-length ( 3650). The

band does not appear in solutions of the oxime alone, and is not given by
the acetyl derivative. Camphoric anhydride, the parent-substance from
which the oxime is derived, is very diactinic and shows no band.

Sidphonic-derivatives of Ca\nphor.

(8) /> and tt sulphonic derivatives containing the group

,CHX
/

'2 '^S^-' 13ny-so,-c,H,-/

usually show an absorption band, but this does not appear in camphor
/3-sulphonamide and some of ics derivatives. The replacement of both
a-hydrogen atoms by halogens causes the band to disappear.

D.

—

Camphorcarboxtlic Acid.

Investigations of the mutarotation phenomena and absorption spectra

of^camphorcarboxylic acid and its derivatives are in progress, but as the

work is not yet complete it is proposed to reserve the discussion for a

subsequent report.

The Transformation of Aro^natic Nitroamines and Allied Substances,

and its Relation to Sitbstitidion in Benzene Derivatives.—Report of

the Committee, consisting of Professor F. S. Kipping {Chairman),

Professor K. J. P. Orton {Secretary), Dr. S. Ruhemann, Dr. A.

Lapvvorth, and Dr. J . T. Hewitt.

I. Transformation of Nitroaminohenzenes into Nitroanilines.

(With W. W. Reed, M.Sc , A.I.C.)

The investigation of the transformation of 2-4-dichloro-lnitroamiDo-

benzene into "2
: 4dichloro-6-nitroaniline, reported on last year (Reports,

1907, p. 101) has been continued.

Transformation of the Crystalline Nitroamine.

The object of the new experiments on the transformation of the

crystalline; nitroamine was to determine with greater accuracy the

limiting value of the pressure of the gaseous catalyst, below which no

transformation occurred. The method employed was substantially that

described in last year's report, but more elaborate methods were used
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for determining the partial pressure of the reagent, hydrogen chloride.

The form of the experimental tube was so modified that, after the change

had occurred (or failed to occur), the tube could be opened, attached to

a Sprengel pump, and its exact volume measured by collecting the air

iillinf it at a given temperature and pressure. The hydrogen chloride

was introduced as dilute standardised solutions, known weights of which

were used. A series of such experiments has shown that at 13° the

hydrogen chloride must be at a pressure of 14 mm. of mercury for a

change to take place.

Transformation of the Niiroamine in Solution.

Inasmuch as the nitroamine is colourless, whilst the nitroaniline is

intensely coloured, the change can be quantitatively followed by com-

paring the colour of the solution, during the course of the tx-ansformation,

with that of standard solutions of the nitroaniline. The method is

exceedingly delicate ; with practice it is easy to detect the difference

in tint between 49 and 50 c.c. of a solution of nitroaniline containing

0000225 gram in 100 c.c. when the tint of these volumes is compared

in columns 12 cm. in length; that is, 00225 milligram of the aniline

can be measured.

The low solubility of the nitroaniline (100 c.c. at 14° dissolve

00022 gram) allows only of the use of solutions of the nitroamino

containing 0'003 gram per 100 c.c. in these experiments.

The measurements of the speed of transformation show that the

reaction is one cf the first order. The change into the nitroaniline

is accompanied by a conversion (reduction) of the nitroamine into

diazonium salt to the extent of 30 per cent. This fact only permits of

the determination of an apparent value of the velocity coefficient.

(i) Solvent. —The only solvents which could be used were water, acetic

acid, or mixtures of these. Alcohol and acetone, which are .solvents of

the catalysts, react with the nitroamine.

As the proportion of the acetic acid in the solvent is increased

the rate of change slowly rises until, with 74 per cent, acetic acid,

the rate is double that in pure water. But the use of higher concentra-

tions of acetic acid is followed by a rapid rise in the speed of the

change, which in glacial acetic acid is several hundred times as great as

in water.

(ii) Nature of the Acid {Catalyst).—The efficacy of acids as catalysts

in this transformation is roughly in the order of their activities as

measured by other reactions. Nevertheless, chloric and perchloric acids

appear to bring about the change twice as rapidly as hydrochloric acid,

although they are somewhat less active as catalytic accelerators in

hydrolyses, &c. The reduction of the nitroamine to diazo-compound is,

however, much less in the case of these acids, a fact which may account

for the more rapid formation of nitroaniline.

Hydrobromio and hydriodic acids reduce the nitroamine ; the former

reacts quantitatively according to the equation,

Ar.NH.NOa + 3HBr=Ar.NaBrg -f- 2H2O,

the diazonium perbromide crystallising out when acetic acid is the,

solvent. Hydriodic acid carries the reduction further.
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(iii) Concentration of the Acid.—The effect of the concentration of

the acid catalyst on the rate of change has been carefully tested with
several acids both in aqueous and acetic acid solution.

In aqueous solution the rate is proportional to the square of the

concentration of the acid—that is, on doubling the concentration of

the acid the velocity is quadrupled.

In acetic acid solution this proportionality does not hold, the increase

of velocity being less for given increases of concentration of acid. For
example, the ratio of the velocity coefficients for IST/IO and N/20 H2SO4
in glacial acetic acid at 25° is k^^ ^ : A;n,.2o= 2'14 instead of 4.

(iv) Effect of Temi}erature.—Within a range of temperature of 0-35"

the products of the transformation of the nitroamine were not moditied.

When the nitroamine was melted under water or other solvents, a more
profound decomposition was observed accompanied by oxidation of the
benzene nucleus.

In aqueous solution the rate of the transformation was greatly

increased by a rise of temperature. At 25^ the rate of change is

approximately thirty times as great as at 0°
; the ratio of the velocity

coefficients, when 2N HCl is the catalyst, at 25° and 35° C. is

^35° : /c:6°=0-002488/0-00108= 2-3.

Exp&riments on Hitroaminobenzene, C5H5.NH.NO2.

A number of preliminary experiments have been made with the
unsubstituted nitroaminobenzene. In its main features the molecular
rearrangement of this nitroamine resembles that of its dichloro-

derivative, but it is complicated by the simultaneous formation of

both 0- and ^^-nitroaniline —
Nil,

Experiment has shown that the latter is only formed to the extent of

some 10 per cent., but the difference in the intensity of the colours

of the solutions of the nitroanilines has so far m.ade any accurate
measurement of the rate of change impossible by the method above
described. Under like conditions (temperature and concentration of

catalyst) the velocity is about one and a half times greater in the case

of the unsubstituted than with the dichloro-compound ; in glacial

acetic acid, however, the change was roughly ten times as rapid.

Reduction to the diazo-compound also takes place, and since in this

case the diazo-compound is unstable, the subsequent decomposition intro-

duces another factor, which prevents quantitative measurements of the
velocity.
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The viesvs expressed in last year's report are confirmed by these more

extended observations. The most simple interpretation of the facts seem

to b3 that the catalyst (the acid) and the nitroamine form an additive

compound, which alone is capable of molecular rearrangement.

For what reason the speed of the transformation should be proportional

to the second power of the concentration of the acid is not very obvious.

Blanksma ^ observed that the rate of the analogous transformation of

ftcetylchloroaminobenzene into p-chloroacetanilide bore the same relation

to the concentration of the hydrogen chloride, which is the only catalytic

accelerator of this change. Acree ^ has suggested that the existence of

the additive compound of the chloroamine and the catalyst is conditioned

by the equilibrium : Ar.NClAc,HCl;l Ar. NCI.Ac + H' + CI', when the

concentration of the complex would depend on the square of the concen-

tration of the acid. That the ratios of the accelerating effects of hydro-

chloric, nitric, and sulphuric acids, A-hce : ^'hno, '•

^''h.so, = 1:1: 2/3, are

approximately in the ratio of their ionisation in normal solutions is in

harmony with this view.

II. The Wandering of Bromine in the Transformation of Nilroamino-
bromobenzenes.

(With C. Pearson, B.Sc.)

In the transformation of 2 : 6-dibromo-l-nitroaminobenzene, in all

circumstances •when such a change will take place, we have observed

a remarkable rearrangement of the points of attachment of the sub-

stituting groups.

NH..

NH.NO., /-

Not only is the normal product, 2 : 6-dibromo-4-nitroaniline, I, in

which the nitro group passes to the vacant para-position formed, but

also 2 : 4-dibromo-6-nitroaniline, II. In the production of the latter

compound, the migrating nitro group displaces one ortho -placed bromine
atom, which then becomes attached to the para carbon atom.

The direct nitration of 2 ; 6-dibromoacetanilide is not accompanied
by any such rearrangement ; the nitro group only enters the para-

position.

> Bccueildes Trav. CJiim., 1903, 22, 290.
^ Amer. Cliem. Jour., 1907, 38, 258.
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Wave-length Tables of the Spectra of the Elements.—Beport of the

Committee, consisting of Sir H. E. RoscoE (Chairman), Dr. Mar-
shall Watts (Secretary), Sir Norman Lockyer, Professors Sir

.

Jami s Dewar, G. D. Liveing, A. Schuster, W. N. Hartley,

and Wolcott Gibes, Sir W. de W. Abney, cmd Dr. W. E. Adeney,

appointed to prepcLre a New Series of Wave-length Tables of the

Spectra of the Elements.

TautALUM.

Riitten and Morsoh, ' Zeitsohrift fiir wissenschaftliche Photographie,' iii. 181

(1905).

Exner and Hasohek, ' Sitziingsber. kais. Akad. Wissensch. Wien,' cvii. (Ha.),

p. 813.

Exner and Hasohek, ' Wellenlangen-Tabellen der Fogenspcktren der Elemente.'

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum—coniinued.

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum—oontinvcd.

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum—continued.

Aro Spectrum
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TATSiA-LVii—continned.

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum— co«/i«Me<Z.

Arc Spectrum
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TASTALVM—COIltin lied.

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum- continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum—continued.

Arc Spectrum Spark Spectrum

Wave-length

Biitten and
Blorsch

3G81-388

75-276
74-969

69-055

67-840

67-040

62-489

61-855

58-931

57-649
57-454

57-039

53-908
53-540
52-559

42-192

Exner and
Haschek

j

Intensity
and

Character

Wave-length

f 3681-42

I 81-23

77-05
75-30

74-98

31-613 Fc?

In
In

In
1

1

71-85'ri 1

1

68-49

68-38
In
1

Exner and
Haschek

3681-85

78-20

77-21

74-91

73-4

71-7

69-88

69-15

68-77

Intensity
and

Character

Reduction to

Vacuum

A.-H

42-81 Ti 2

42-20 10

36-60 Ti 2

33-951 33-94 In

I

In

2

1

2
lb

InPb?
1

2
1

67-90
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Tantalum—continued.

Ai

Wave-1
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Tantalum—conthmed.

\

Art
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TA'STAhVM—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum—oo/itinved.

Arc
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Tantalum—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum—contin ued.

Arc Spectrum

Wave-length

Riitten and



i'38
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Tantalum—conUnned.

Arc Spectrum
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TANTAi.UM—co)iti)iiied.
•—f

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum—continued.

Arc Spectrum Spark Spectrum Reduction to

Wave-length

Eiitten and
Morscli

Exner and
Haschek

Intensity;

and
I

Character

Wave-length

101-548
'
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Tantalum—continued.

Arc Spectrum

Wave-length

Kiitteu and
Morsch

3087-855
87-624
85-630
82-543

81-950

80088

78-335

77-334

76-483
75-429

73-495

73-451

69-342

66-876

Exuer and
Haschek

3087-85
87-61

85-64

82-57

81-95
80-08

79-67

79-40

78-34

77-33

76-50

75-39

73-52
73-11

72-48

70-66

69-32
66-87

Intensity
and

Character

Spark Spectrum

Wave-length

Reduction to

Vacuum

2
2
2

1

2
2

1

1

2
3

1

1

1

1

1

1

63-988
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Tantalum—continved.

Arc
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Tantalum—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Tantalum—continued.

Ai
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Tantalum—eontimied.

Arc
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Tantalum—continued.

Are Spectrum
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Tantalum —continued.

A
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Tantalum—cmitinued.

Arc Spectrum

Wave-length

Eiitten and
Morscli

2G03-585

02-476
01-150

00-210
2599-478

96-718

95-337

93-645

93-172

84-810

80-262
79-713

Exner and
Haschek

2603-95
03-60

02-49

01-16

00-84
00-25

2596-55
96-23

95-68

95-36

94-35

93-80
93-20

I Intensity

i

and
Character

89-89

80-27

79-75

Spark Spectrum

Wave-length

2
1

2
2

2
2 Mil
2

Exner and
Haschek

2603-57
03-06

01-40
01-13

00-82
00-26

2599-0

85-99
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TastAIjVH—continued.

Arc Spectrum

Wave-lengtli

Eiitten and
Morsch

2492-27

90-58

88-78

85-03

7C-76

74-71

73-20

7101

67-45

67-09

44-20

33-65

32-75

Exner and
Haschek

Intensity
and

Character:

Spark Spectrum

Wave-length

111

1

In

In

2

Exner and
Haschek

2492-22

9212
90-34

88-74
88-23

87-69
84-98

83-9

83-35

81-91

80-00

78-33

77-42
76-71

75-36

73-17

73-0

70-95

69-43

68-45

67-41

63-85
62-1

61-08
60-03
58-17

57-55
54-70

63-97

51-90
50-4

49-50
44-7

44-19
43-90
43-45

42-74
42-22
41-90

41-40

40-10
39-87

38-73
38-23
37-80
37-48

36-56
36-00
35-2

33-86
33-63
32-75

3111

Intensity

and
Character

2ur
n

2n

2b

Eeduction to
Vacuum

A +

0-73

1

A

11-8

0-72

11-9

120

Oscillation

Frequency
in Vacuo
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TANTALUM—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Ta:stai,vm—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Tanta lum— cmitin/ued

.

Arc Spectrum Spark Spectrum
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Zirconium.

Exner and Haschek, ' Sitzungsb. kais. Akad. Wiss. Wien,' cvii. Abth. Ila. p. 825.

Exner and Haschek, ' Wellenlangen Tabellen der Bogensp. der Elemente.'
Kowland and Harrison, 'Astroph. J.,' vii. p. 37C (1898).
Demar^ay, ' Spectres Electriques ' (1895).
Lohse, ' Astroph. J.,' vi. p. 112 (1897).

Arc Spectrun:
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Z[KC0X1UM

—

continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Zirconium—continued.

Arc
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Zirconium—continued.

Arc
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ZiR::oyivM.—continued.

Arc Spectrum

Wave-length

Rowland
and

Harrison

419G-297
94-925

94-163

91-947

91-650

80-834

83-472

82-722

79-964

71-625

69-503

66-509

61-352

56-383

52-793

51-123
49-443

46-038

40-161

Exner
and

Hasehek

4194-95

87-69

83-49

81-09

66-58

61-40

60-06

56-40

52-83

52-46
51-18

49-35

Inten-
sity

and
Cha-
racter

3

4

2

1

2

5

2

4

5
3n
3

4
2ii

4
8

In

Spark Spectrum

Wave-length

Exner
and

Hasehek

4197-95
96-50
96-32

95-00

94-66

94-20
92-30

92-03
91-75

87-80

87-30
86-89
86-25

84-62

83-51

82-75

81-13
80-08

77-75
74-56

73-36
71-65

70-75
69-55

68-90
68-40

67-88
67-30

66-60
65-80

65-55

63-6

62-60

61-48

69-77

5910
57-93

56-49

55-30
53-96
52-87

51-23
49-43

47-53

Demar-
?ay
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Z IRCON I uM

—

continued.

Ate
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ZiECOXiUAi

—

cuiitiiiiied.

Arc Spectrum
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Zirconium—contimied.

Arc Spectrum
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ZiHCONiUM

—

contimwd.

Arc Spectrum
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ZmcoNiVM—continued.

1908.

Arc
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Zirconium—continued.

* Ti 3:^2:J-10, 33HG0,

Arc Spectrum
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ZiECONiUM

—

continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Zirconium— continued.

Arc Spectrum
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ZlECOXlUM

—

contimied.

Arc Spectrum
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ZlECONiTTM

—

continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Zirconium—continved.

Arc Spectrum
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Lanthanum.

Exner and Haschek, ' SitzuDgsb. kais. Akad. Wiss. Wien ' cviii Abth lla
p. 1085.

, . . .

Exner and Haschek, ' Wellenlangen Tabellen der Bogenspektren der Elemente.'
Kowland and Harrison, ' Astroph. J.' vii. p. 387 (1898).
Lohse, ' Astroph. J.' vi. p. 106 (1897) ; 'Berlin Akad.' (1897)
Wolff, ' Zs. wissensch. Phot.' iii. p. 395.
Kellner, ' Das Lanthanspektrum,' Inaug. Diss. Bonn (1904)
Kayser, ' Abh. Berl. Akad.'

K—Observed also by Kellner.
Ky—Observed also by Kayser.

Arc Spectrum
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Lanthanum— continved.
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Lanthanum—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Lanthanum—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Lanthanum—eontimied.
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Lanthanom—cmtinved.
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Lanthanum—continued.
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Lanthanum—continved.

Arc Spectrum
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light. By this means the suspended matter in many colloid solutions

has been rendered visible and the number and size of the colloid particles

estimated.

Since sodium and potassium chlorides have been obtained in colloidal

form in organic solvents, it is no longer possible to distinguish between
colloid and crystalloid substances, but only between the colloid and
crystalloid sfate. In the typical crystalloid solution of an electrolyte

the dissolved body is separated into its molecules, and to a large extent
into individual ions, while in the colloid sol the units of distribution are
either large and often conjugated molecules or more frequently minute
particles composed of many molecules united by cohesive attraction.

Whether there is in principle any clear line dividing these conditions,

or whether they do not rather shade off into each other by insensible
gradations is very doubtful, but in typical cases the distinction is

sufficiently marked. As osmotic pressure, and all its attendant effects

are proportional to the nuiaher of the dissolved molecules, and therefore,

for a given quantity of substance inversely to the mass of the molecules
or particles, these physical effects are almost absent in the colloid sol,

and in most cases diffusion, lowering of freezing point, raising of boiling-

point, and a Jorliori electric conductivity which demands ionic dissocia-

tion are barely, if at all, perceptible, and may perhaps be attributable
to the traces of electrolyte which appear essential at least to inorganic
colloid solution. In the cases of many organic colloids of known high
molecular weight, boiling- and freezing-point determinations have yielded
numbers not inconsistent with the view that the particles are actual
single molecules. While crystalloid bodies can usually only be separated
from solution by evaporation or freezing of the solvent, or by chemical
changes, colloid sols are unstable, and liable, either spontaneously or
through very slight disturbing causes—such as the addition of an
electrolyte, change of temperature, or concentration—to separate into an
amorphous precipitate, or 'gel,' and the practically pure solvent. While
crystalloid solutions are optically homogeneous, all colloid sols exhibit,
in a greater or less degree, the ' Tyndall effect ' of scattering and polarising
light, and, in most, minute suspended particles may be detected by the
ultra-microscope. The relation of colloid sols to mechanical suspensions
of very finely divided solids and to emulsions of immiscible liquids is a
Tery close one, and may depend merely on the size of the particles.

Many sols are visibly opalescent, but those with very small particles
may be perfectly transparent, and metallic .sols are often deeply coloured

;

gold sols vary from deep red to bluish violet.

The organic colloid sols differ in many respects from the inorganic,
often approaching very closely to true solutions ; and being usually
bodies of high molecular weight, and little subject to electrolytic
dissociation, their true solutions would necessarily possess many of the
properties associated with colloids. It is in fact by no means impossible
that very large molecules or molecular aggregates may disperse and
polarise light, and may even be made visible by the ultra-microscope.
Organic sols are usually more stable than inorganic, and are flocculated
or precipitated by different causes, so that it will be appropriate to defer
their consideration till after tliat of the simpler and better investigated
inorganic, or, as they are sometimes called, ' suspension ' colloids.

Inorganic colloid sols are invariably suspensions of very finely
divided substances in media in which they are extrein^ly insoluble,
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Von Weimat'u ' lias shown that even the most definitely crystalloid

bodies may be obtained in colloidal or gelatinised solution if produced

in solutions in which they are very insoluble. An ordinary pre-

cipitate, such as barium sulphate, is at first formed by the combination

of the ions in very minute crystal elements which are sufficiently soluble

in water rapidly to unite to form crystals, which gradually increase in

size by absorbing the smaller crystal elements. It is well known in

ordinary analytical work that such precipitates will pass at fii'st through

any filter, but gradually become filterable by the effect of time and

warmth. If, however, their insolubility is sufficiently increased by large

excess of a common ion, or by efTecting the combination in a medium,

such as methyl alcohol, in which sulphates are extremely insoluble, the

molecules cannot coalesce in the crystalline form, and a colloidal sol

results. Even sodium and potassium chlorides have been obtained in

colloidal form by the double decomposition of their organic compounds

in organic media in which the salts were sufficiently insoluble.

Though inorganic sols are precipitated by the addition of an electro-

lyte, the presence of free dissociated ions in small quantity seems

essential to their formation and existence. If a solution of ferric chloride

be dialysed through a colloid membrane into water, the hydrochloric acid

formed by hydrolysis passes out into the water, leaving the ferric oxide

in the dialyser as a colloid sol, and this goes on till the sol is prac-

tically free from chlorine, but if absolutely the last traces are removed,

the ferric oxide flocculates and precipitates. Conversely, many oxide or

hydroxide sols may be obtained by washing the precipitated hydroxide

sufficiently free from electrolytes, or the precipitated and washed hydroxide

may be redissolved by boiling with a very small quantity of neutral salt

or free acid, when the precipitate will gradually' pass into colloidal solu-

tion. This process (peptisation, Anatzung) has been extended to the

colloidal solution of mechanically finely powdered oxides by the agency

of small quantities of acids or salts, and has been employed by Kuzel ^

to bring many metallic oxides into the plastic condition requisite for the

formation of the so-called ' colloid ' electric-lamp filaments, now rapidly

superseding the carbon fibre. Colloid sols are frequently formed by
the free dilution of salts liable to hydrolytic dissociation, and especially

salts of weak organic acids which from their low electrolytic dissociation

do not readily cause precipitation. Even ferric chloride at a dilution of

1 : 125000 is completely dissociated in the cold in twenty-four hours, and

much stronger solutions suffer partial dissociation, especially on heating.

This is the cause of the darkened colour of hot ferric solutions. Acetates

are still more readily hydrolysed, and especially by boiling, by which the

free acetic acid is volatilised. Many solutions of hydroxides in alkalies

are colloidal, but those in ammonia are u.sually true complex salts. Colloidal

solutions are obtained of sulphides of metals of which the oxides, like those

of arsenic and antimony, are soluble in water, by precipitation with H.,S,

only water and the sulphide being formed in the reaction ; and metallic

sols of gold, silvei-, platinum, and other noble metals are formed by reduc-

tion of their dilute solutions, particularly with organic reducing agents.

Many sols may also be made by precipitation in presence of organic

> Z. Ch. u. Iiul: d. Kolloide, ii. 1907, p. 76.

= D. R. P. Ammeld, Ug. K. 30900 of Dec. 12, 1905.
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' protective colloids ' which prevent precipitation by electrolytes. I'hiis

silver halides may be obtained in colloidal solution in presence of gelatine,

a fact of great importance in photographic-plate making. An interesting

point is that in many cases the nature of a sol may be changed by

oxidation, reduction, or chemical substitution without destroying its

colloidal character.

An important method of producing metallic sols is that of Bredig,'

which differs in many respects from those just described. He employs

the metal as cathode of an electric arc formed under water, which forms

a sol with the particles projected from the cathode. Svedberg^ has

applied the same method to the productioji of so's in ether, isobutyl

alcohol, and other organic liquids, and of carbon, silicon, sulphur, and

phosphorus in water.^ Bredig and Haber ' have also shown that under

certain conditions sols can be produced by electrolysis, especially in

alkaline solution.

The ultra-microscope of Siedentopf and Zsigmondy '^ has rendered

many details of colloid sols accessible to direct observation. In its

original and most complete form it consists of a rectangular cell on the

stage of the microscope, through the side of which a powerful horizontal

beam of light is concentrated by appropriate lenses and adjustable slits
;

but several other types have been constructed for special purposes. No
light can reach the observer but that from the brilliantly illuminated

particles, which are thus rendered visible irrespective of size, as stars are

visible to the naked eye on which the most powerful telescope can raise

no measurable disc. As the field of view, and the vertical thickness of

the beam can be accurately measured, it is possible to count the visible

particles in a given volume of liquid, and as the total concentration is

known, their weight (and on certain assumptions as to form, their size),

can be calculated. While the diameter of the smallest particles which

could be seen by ordinary illumination, even with a magnifying power

of 2250 diameters, is about 140 /i/t (mm. xlO'^') Zsigmondy has ob-

served particles in gold sols of from 20 to 80 *(/i (submicrons) while still

smaller particles (amicrons) exist, which scatter and polarise light, but

cannot be separately distinguished. Zsigmondy estimates the size of the

smaller of these amicrons as from 1-7 to 3 /</j (0-0000017 to 0-000003 mm.).

Ostwald '' gives the probable size of a hydrogen molecule of molecular

weight 2 as about 0-16 fifi. As organic substances certainly exist having

a molecular weight of several thousand, it seems quite probable that

some of them may be visible to the ultramicroscope. Vanino and
Hartl ^ have shown that if a small quantity of a ready-formed gold sol

be added to a solution of a gold salt and a reducing agent, the colloid

particles act as nuclei for the reducing gold. It is thus possible to build

up amicrons to sub-microns which can be seen and counted. Some similar

action takes place in gold ruby glass, which has been shown by Zsigmondy
to owe its colour to colloid gold particles, but which is sometimes colour-

less until, by reheating, the gold germs have been allowed to grow liy

absorbing amicrons or reducing gold salts.

' ^./. Anffew. Ch., 1898, 951-954; Z.f. Elektr., 1898, 4, 514-515.
- Ber., 1905, 38, 3616-3620,
» LAd., 19U6, 39, 1713. * Ibid., 1898, 31, 1741.
'" ZuT JE-rhenntniss der Eollmde, Jena, 1905.
" Grmidius, p. 82.
' Bcr., 1906, 39, 1696 -1700.
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Other metallic and iuoi'ganic Eols appear to contain particles of the

same order of magnitude as the gold sols, but different sols vary con-

siderably, and any sol contains a mixture of particles of various sizes.

As seen by the ultra-microscope, the particles are not at rest, but in

constant rapid vibrating movement, and, according to Zsigmondy, gold

particles have also a translatory motion. This vibration, which certainly

plays its part in the physics of colloid sols, is identical with the

Brownian or pedetic motion common to all minute particles suspended in

liquid, but more marked in the ultra-microscopic, since it increases

inversely with the size of the particles. This motion increases with

temperature and diminishes with increased viscosity of the liquid, but is

permanent and unaffected by time, or apparently by the exclusion of

radiant heat and light. All theories therefore which ascribe the energy

involved to outside iniluences would seem to be excluded, but it mu^t be

remarked that it is impossible to observe the phenomenon without light,

and, ultra-microscopically, without light of a very intense character, so

that the view suggested by Regnauld ' that it was due to the warming of

the particles by radiant heat cannot perhaps even yet be entirely ignored.

Sir W. Ramsay - suggested that the motion was directly due to the heat-

vibration of the water-molecules, though he thought it necessary to

assume highly complex water-molecules to account for the disturbance of

the much heavier solid particles. Einstein ^ and Smoluchowski ** have

discussed the phenomenon mathematically from two entirely different

physical standpoints, and have reached results which not only show a

scarcely expected concordance with each other, but a close relation to

observed facts. The experimental work of Svedberg •'^ also strongly

supports this view, so that, without presuming to discuss the mathe-

matical evidence, it appears that a strong case is made out for regarding

the motiim as a direct consequence and evidence of the kinetic theory of

heat. It may be remarked that if external sources of energy can be

excluded, heat-motion seems the only available cause, since all the energy

involved in overcoming internal friction of the liquid is converted into

diffused heat, whieh in a space of uniform temperoture cannot be

ret-ansformed into any othe- form of energy.

If an electric current of sufficient strength be passed through an

aqueous electrolysable solution in which the anode and cathode are

separated by a diaphragm of porous earthenware, the liquid will pass

through the latter towards the cathode till a certain equilibriun?

pressure is established. The phenomenon is known as 'electrical osmose

'

or 'cataphoresis.' Although observed by Eeuss in 1809, the subject was

first svstematically investigated by Wiedemann.*' He showed that, with

uniform difference of pressure, the quantity of liquid which passed

through the diaphragm was proportional to the current-strength and in-

dependent of the area or thickness of the porous plate ; and the pressure

attained, when equilibrium was reached, to the potential ditlerence

between the two sides of the diaphragm. Quincke,^ substitutnig a

• J. d. Pharr.1. (3), 18oT, 34. 141. Chom. Xcvs, 1892, 65, 00.

^ Ann. F/i!/s. (4). 1905, 17, 549-560 ; and 1906, 19, 2.

' JMd. (4), 1906, 17, 756-780.
" Ark. fir Kemt, Min. och Gcol, 1907, 2, Kr 29 and 34.

« Ann. Plnjs. (2), 1852, 87, 321; and Die LeJire der MeMrizitnf, IbO.., LJ. I,,

993-1019.
'

- ;^

'

' .\Hn. Phjs. (2), 18G1, 113, 513 .V.)S,
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capillary tube for the diaphragm, confirmed these laws, and sliowed

further that the equilibrium -pressure increased with diminished bore

and relatively increased surface of the capillary ; and that not only the

pressure, but the direction of the flow were dependent on the nature of

the material of the capillary and the liquid employed ; oil of turpentine

flowing to the anode in a glass capillary, and in the reverse direction in

one lined with sulphur. It is obvious, therefore, that the action is

between the surface of the liquid carrying the electric current and that

of the capillary, and that if the liquid were fixed and the capillary

surface free to move, it would be carried in the opposite direction to

the flow of the liquid. This will be the case with suspended particles
;

and it has long been observed that these are carried in one or other

direction according to their material and that of the liquid, most sub-

stances moving toward the anode in water and the cathode in turpentine,

with a velocity proportional to the current-strength, but independent

of their distance from each other, and of the electromotive force.

Quincke assumed that the particles possessed electrical charges different

from the liquid, and usually negative as compared with aqueous solutions ;

so that in a current the — particles would tend to move to a region of

higher -f potential, that is, towards the anode. The relation of these

facts to the contact-theory and to the phenomena of frictional electricity

is obvious ; a stream of liquid forced through a capillary of different

potential would necessarily give rise to an electric current if furnished

with appropriate conductors.

Helmholtz supported and somewhat amplified the hypothesis of

Quincke.^ According to him, the limiting surfaces of two bodies of

opposite electric character form a ' double layer ' (Doppelschicht) ; the

-\- charge of the one layer exactly equalling the — charge of the other,

and thus exerting no outside effect. Under the influence of a fall of

potential the liquid layer tends to move over the other, and by friction

communicates its motion • to the adjacent liquid. Billitzer '^ supposes

that the liquid coating of the double layer communicates its charge by
diffusion to the remainder of the liquid, and, as this charge is constantly

renewed by contact-action, both liquid and particles assume permanent
charges, so that the' latter behave, in a certain sense, like free ions.

It is possible, or indeed likely, that the pai'ticles owe their original

charges to the actual attachment of free ions by their residual affinities.

It is not necessary to suppose, or even probable, that when two or more
atoms unite to form a molecule their affinities are quantitatively saturated,

but merely that, under the conditions, the residual atiJnity is insufficient

to attach another atom. Under these circumstances it is likely that a

mass of molecules may be able to hold additional ions in a way probably

identical with what is known as 'adsorption' ; and these ions will affect

the charge of the mass. The bearing of this on the phenomena of

tiocculation will be referred to later.

The phenomenon of electric cataphoresis was first studied with fine

mechanical suspensions, and has been employed technically for clearing

turbid liquids, and more recently for drying pasty mixtures, such as

alizarine paste or ground peat ; currents of high potential being used.

It is, however, very marked in colloid sols, and closely simulates actual

' Ann. Phy$. (3), 1879, t, 337.
» Wien. JBer., 1903. 113. 9S-139,



Wander to Kathode.

+
Metallic hydro-oxides generally.

Methyl violet.

Methylene blue.

Magdala red.

Titanic acid.
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electrolysis. Spring,' Lottermoaer,- and others give the following lists as

to the behaviour of particles in aqueous sols :--

WandtT to Anode.

Colloidal metals.

Metallic sulphides.

Silver halides.

Sulphur.

Selenium.
Aniline blue.

Indigo.

Eosin.

Fuchsin,
Mastic.

Many organic colloids, and some mineral ones {e.g., silicic acid),

wander to the anode in alkaline and the cathode in acid solution, while

certain neutral substances in water, and many others in suitable mixtures

of water and alcohol, are electrically indifferent. Definite charge in

relation to the medium is not therefore essential to the colloid state,

though it appears to be so to electrolytic flocculation.

From what has just been said, it may be concluded that colloidal

solutions must possess a sort of pseudo-electrolytic conductivity ; but if

this is the case, the amount is so slight that it is difficult to decide

whether it depends on the colloid particles or on the residual traces of

electrolyte, from which it is impossible to free the sols, as it but slightly

exceeds that of the purest attainable water. Undoubtedly the particles

do carry charges ; but the charges are small, and the motion slow, and
the number of moving particles very small compared with the ions in an
ordinary electrolyte. It is also uncertain whether the j^articles are

actually discharged at the electrodes, though occasionally particles appear

to be repelled from both poles, and to collect in the middle of the

liquid, which may be due to those which have reached the electrode

and received a contrary charge wandering backwards, and encountering

and attracting originally charged particles proceeding in the opposite

direction.

All inorganic sols are flocculated and precipitated by the addition of

electrolytes, though they vary in sensitiveness. Oi-ganic sols are much
less sensitive in this respect, but are frequently flocculated by the

addition of organic solvents such as ether or alcohol, to which inorganic

sols are usually indiflerent. The precipitate is usually termed the ' gel,'

but the term must not be confounded with 'jelly ' to which many of the

gels are but distantly related. Gels may be ' reversible,' and may readily

return to the sol state on restoring the original conditions, such as

removing the added electrolytes ; but frequently they are ' irreversible,'

that is, the sols cannot be restored without going through the oftea

complicated operations by which they were originally produced.

While the phenomenon of flocculation is apparently similar in in-

organic and organic sols, it probably often difiers rather widely in its

causes, that of inorganic sols being closely connected with the electric

chai'ges of the particles ; while in organic sols, osmotic effects which will

be best discussed in connection with the properties of jellies, have

' Bull. Acad. Roy. Be.lg. (3), 1898, 35, 780,
' Anorganitche Kolloide, p. 76.
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probably a pr&ponderatiug influence. Organic sols which have received

definite charges usually behave with electrolytes like the inorganic.

Spring has pointed out that ' coagulation ' (flocculation and precipi-

tation) takes place in two stages, though both may proceed simulta-

neously. In the first, the particles flocculate or adhere in larger

aggregates ; and in the second, these precipitate or settle under the
influence of gravity. The rapidity of this second stage is much in-

fluenced by the size and density of the aggregates and the viscosity of the

liquid, while the first stage is more clearly marked by the beginning of

turbidity or opalescence, and, though not usually instantaneous, is better

suited to observation.

Numerous expei-iments have shown that in order to produce floc-

culation, the concentration of the electrolyte must reach a certain

minimum value ('Schwellenwert'), which varies with the electrolyte and
the sol from a mere trace to a considerable amount.

Below this value, lapse of time produces no change, but, once it is

passed, the sol is rapidly or slowly precipitated. In each case that ion of

the electrolyte which has the opposite charge to the particles of the sol,

has the determining eflect, which increases rapidly with its valency. It

has been stated that with divalent and trivalent ions it is proportional to

the square and cube of that of monovalent, and Wetham ' has shown
that such a relation can be accounted for on the theory of probabilities

with certain assumptions as to the electric charge required for coagu-
lation ; but the agreement of the observed numbers with each other
and with those required by theory is not sufficiently close to make such
speculation of much importance. It is also evident that the proportion
will vary with the numerical value assumed for the monovalent ion.

Perhaps more important is the observation of Hardy ^ that the specific

conductivities (ionic dissociation) of acid solutions exerting equivalent
coagulating powers on negative and of alkaline on positive colloids are

appi'oximate constants : while acid solutions on positive and alkaline

solutions on negative colloids have very varied values. This probably
simply means that free H and free OH ions each have constant precipi-

tating values for the colloids of opposite sign, while the acid and basic

ions act according to their nature and valency.

It has been stated by Spring^ and others that the superior influence

of polyvalent ions was not due directly to their valency, but to the usually
greater hydrolytic dissociation of their salts, and, though this has been
contradicted, it is not probable that the difl'erent ionic concentration
produced by hydrolysis is without influence. Jordis '' considers that the
colloid state and its phenomena are due to complex chemical compounds.

When a colloid sol is precipitated by an electrolyte the resultant

gel always contains a small and apparently definite quantity of the
precipitating ion of opposite sign to the particles, which cannot be removed
by washing without restoring the gel to the sol condition, or destroying
its colloidal character. This quantity is proportional to the equivalent
Aveight of the precipitating ion, and may, in many cases, be substituted

' Phil. Mag., 1899 (5), 48, 47-1-77.
•^ Proc. Roy. Soc, 1899, 66, 110-125.
" Pec. Trav. chim. Pays-Pas, 1900, 19, 201-236.
* Z.f. Plel'tr, 1904; 10, 509-518

; Situinf/sbcr d. phys.-med. Soc. Erlangen, 1904,
36, 47-U7 ; Z. f. Elekirotech., 1904, 10, 500-518 ; and Kaiiter, Z. aiwra. Ch., 1903, 36,

lG-22.
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by ahother ion of tlie same sign by washing with the appropriate salt.'

In each case an equivalent quantity of the non-precipitating ion is set

free, and in the case of the stronger acids and bases may be estimated in

the residual liquid by titration. These phenomena are not confined to

inorganic colloids, but are very marked in many organic colloid precipita'

tions, and apparently the same laws hold good in many pseudo-solutions,

such as that of clay or of gum mastic in water, which are generally dis-

tinguished as mere mechanical suspensions. The phenomenon of the
retention of a portion of the precipitating ion with the precipitate is well
known in many ionic reactions, and is usually termed ' co-precipitation

'

or ' adsorption.' It is in fact common to all bodies of largely extended
surfaces and to jellies, though the question whether in the last case the
action is surface, or extends throughout the substance, must be discussed
later. Even with solids, this is still, to a certain extent, an open ques-
tion. Davis ^ has shown that in the absorption of iodine by carbon, an
equilibrium is established with the surface action in a few hours, but that
a further absorption goes on for weeks or months, which he considers due
to solid solution. The quantity of absorbed or adsorbed substance varies
with the concentration of the solution with which it is in equilibrium,
relatively more being taken from weak than from stronger solutions.

The laws by which it is governed show close relations to those of solu-

tion-equilibria, and the phenomenon might perhaps be not improperly
described as surface-solution. If a body be brought in contact with two
immiscible solvents, it distributes itself between them in a ratio which,
so long as its molecular condition is the same in both solvents, is, in
accordance with Henry's law, a constant fraction dependent on its rela-

tive solution-pressure in the two solvents ; or if C„ and C(, be its concentra-
tion in the solvents a and b and ft a constant, C^,=/3Ci,. If, however, its

molecular weight in the solvent b is n times as great as in a, the equation

takes the form C„=/3C(,". Written in a general form, where x is the
weight of the absorbed substance and ??i that of the absorbent, while C(,

X -*

is the concentration of the solution, the equation becomes — =Ca=/3C4 '','

where /3 and p are constants to be determined experimentally, and repre-

sents very approximately most adsorption-equilibria ; but it is evident
that p cannot represent the molecular weight in the ordinary sense, since
it is seldom a whole number, and usually indicates greater complexity in
the solvent than in the adsorbent, which is impossible, when, as in the
case of most electrolytes in very dilute solutions, the dissolved body is

' Lindcr and Picton, Jour. Chem. Sue, 189.3, C7, C3.
" Trans. Ok. Soc, 1907,91, 1666-1683.
' The exponential character of a curve of experimental results is easily tested

by plotting the logs, either natural or common. If the logs of the equation

C„ = fiCt' be taken, we obtain log C„^log /3 + ^log C,, x -V Hence, if we plot the

experimental logarithmic concentrations of the solution as abscisstB and those of
absorbed substance as ordinates, we shall, if the reaction is rigidly exponential, obtain

a straight line, of which the slope (tangent) is ~, and which cuts the vertical line,

passing through the origin log C't, = (or Ci,= ]) at log /8. It must not be forgotten
in plotting logarithms that in fractional numbers the indices are -, while the
mantissajare always +. Exponential curves rise rapidly at first, but afterwards
much more slowly and approximate to a straight line.

1908. p
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not merely llionomolecularj but almost wholly ionised.' The extloC

physical sigiiiticance of p therefore remains to be determined, but where

the case is one of surface-action is obviously an arbitrary expression,

which is proportional for any one adsorbent in a uniform state of division,

but gives no indication of the absolute surface involved. Even if the

surface is molecular, as it probably is in jellies, we have little knowledge
of the complexity of the molecules, it can hardly be doubted that

adsorption is dependent on the same forces as solution, as it is obviously

selective and influenced by the chemical relations of the adsorbed and
adsorbing substances, and in some cases is a preliminary to actual chemical

combination.

JPreundlich'^ has suggested a somewhat diH'erent em^airical formula from
that given above for expressing adsori^tion, the so-called X formula, in

which A. for a given original concentration of the adsorbed solution is

constant and independent, of the quantity of adsorbent, and takes the place

ot /J in the simple equation expressing Henry's law. If, however,

the concentration of the solution (i.e., the relation of the dissolved sub-

/'a\ _-
stance a to the volume of the solution v) is varied, /\=a I

-
)

", where

a and n are constants dependent only on temperature and the nature of

the dissolved substance. This formula has been severely criticised by
Bain,-* who shows that in some cases it leads to quite anomalous results.

Freundlich adopts the view of Lagergreen,^ that adsorption is due to

surface-tension, and points out that a dissolved body which lowers the

surface-tension between solution and solid must become concentrated on
that surface. That this is an actual factor in adsorption admits of no
doubt ; but our knowledge is not jet sufficient to enable us to calculate

its magnitude ; and it would seem to imply that adsorption was inde-

pendent of any direct relation between the adsorbed and adsorbing body,

which does not appear to be the case. It may be, however, that chemical

relations between the solid and the dissolved substance influence the

tensions of the solid-liquid surface, and so aflect the results.

Inorganic sols are frequently coagulated by freezing or evaporation,

and this is often really due to the traces of electrolytes always present in

llie sols, which become concentrated in the remaining liquid till they

reach the minimum necessary for tlocculation.

Colloid sols are not only flocculated by ions but by other sols of oppo-

site charge, the two colloids precipitating together in a way which closely

simulates an ionic reaction ; and many precipitations usually considered

chemical, such as those of tannin and gelatiue, tannin and bisic colours,

and basic with acid colours are of this character. If the two sols are

present in exactly the right proportions the ptecipitatijn is complete, a^d
the precipitate ot almost constant composition ; but if one be in excess

neither is completely precipitated. Probably in this Cdse, as in tloccu-

lation by electrolytes, there is a miuimum coucentration below which pre-

cipitation does not take place.

The cause of this minimum concentration being needed is not clear,

' Cp. Walker and Appleyard, Traits. C'h. Sue, 189(3, 69, 1334.
* ' Ueber die Absorptioo ia Losungeu,' UabUitatiousschri/t, Leipzig, 1906.
» Trans. Lh. Sor., 1907, 91, 1683.
* mhany t. Scumka Vvt. Ak. MauM., 1899, 24, II., Nr. 4, 49; /i. 2>ht/s. CL, IJOO

82, 174, 175.
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but it seems to indicate a certain initial resistance which must be broken
down, and which is probably connected with the surface-tension between
the particles and the liquid, or possibly with the stability of the electrical

double layer, with which the surface tension is closely connected, as shown
by the work of Quincke and Lippmann. The resistance to electrolytes

is somewhat affected by the ra+^e at which they are added, being greater
when the addition is slow or in small quantities than when the necessary
amount is added at once.

It can hardly be doubted that flocculation, whether by added electro-

lytes or by other colloids, is dependent on the neutralisation of the charges
of the particles. In the case of electrolytes, the ions of which the charges
are much greater than those of the particles, probably act as nuclei round
which a number of particles are aggregated. The greater efficiency of
polyvalent ions may thus depend on the larger aggregates which their
larger charges are able to neutralise, and which naturally fall sooner
under the influence of gravity and of cohesive attraction. As the
particles probably owe their charges to attached ions, both Hocculation
and adsorption are in a sense chemical reactions. As one ion probably
neutralises many particles, the quantity carried down with the gel is

relatively very small.

The action of ' protective ' colloids has been already mentioned, and is

usually most marked in the effect of organic colloids on inorganic sols, but
certain inorganic sols have also protective effect. Biltz ' found that
zirconium hydroxide exerted a protective action on gold sols even stronger
than that of gelatine ; and Ruer,'^ that zirconium and ferric sols contain-
ing traces of chlorine gave no precipitate with silver nitrate, the silver

chloride remaining in colloidal solution. Kuspert has also produced gold
and silver sols by reduction in presence of silica jelly. The efficiency of
protective colloids extends to both positive and negative sols, though
usually in difJ'erent degrees, and is marked in a large number of organic
colloids, many of which, it may be remarked, are amphoteric, and take
different charges according to the acidity or alkalinity of the medium.
Thus gelatine and its peptones are among the most powerful with regard
to gold sols, less than 1 nigr. being sufficient to protect a litre of gold sol
from precipitation by salt, while 80 mgr. were required to exert an equal
protective effect on a (much more concentrated) AsgSj sol. Most other
colloids are less powerful in their effects, 10-20 mgr. of egg albumen, a
somewhat larger amount of gum arable, and from 0-6 to 2 grm. of dextrine
or starch being required to proiiuce on gold sol an equal effect to 1 mgr.
of gelatine. Zsigmondy •' has taken advantage of this difference of eflfect

for the detection and identification of colloids in mixtures. He calls the
number of mgr. of a colloid required to protect 10 c.c. of a stable gold sol

containing 0005:3-0-0058 per cent, of gold from the precipitating action
of 1 c.c. of a 10 percent, salt solution the 'gold-value' of the colloid.

The cause of protective action is not fully explained. It is not due to
the viscosity of the colloid, since the effect is produced by quantities too
hmall to have any appreciable influence either on the vis.-osity of the
liquid or on the pedetic motion. IS^either does it appear due to direct
influence on the charges of the particles, since many tollods protect both
positive and negative sols. It is more probably due to an actual coating
of the particles of the sol with the protective substance. Bechhold *

' Ber., 1902, 35, 4431-S. "- Z. atwrg. Ch., 1905, 43, 8C-93.
• Z. anal. Ch., 1902, 40, 697-719, •• Z.phys. Ch., 1904, 48, 385-423.

pa
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ascribes this to surface-tension. Quincke ^ has shown that in a system of

immiscible liquids A, B, and C, if the sum of the surface- tensions between

A—B and B—C is less than that between A— C, B must spread between

A and C, forming an intermediate layer. Bechhold shows numerically

that this is the case in the system mastic-gektine-water, and that the

mastic particles must therefore become coated with gelatine, which acts

as a protective colloid ti a mastic suspension. It is obvious that as the

felatine- coated particles have greater attraction for water and less for each

other as compared with mastic, they will have less tendency to coa'esce.

It may also be suggested that the gelatine may form a permanent double

layer in the electric sense, which will render the neutralisation of the

parti'-les by oppositely charged ions difficult or impossible.

Platinum and gold sols exert a strong catalytic influence similar to

that of platinum black and spongy platinum, decomposing hydrogen

peroxide, ctusing combination of oxygen and hydrogen, and other similar

effects. These seem merely due to the extended surface and very fine

division of the metals, and belong rather to tbe general theory <<f catalysis

than to thdt of the colloid state. Metallic sols have, however, been

styled ' inorganic ferments ' from the analogy of their action to that of

tiie catalases, which are also colloidal, and which bring about similar

reactions. Like them the action of the metallic sols is favoured by

warmth, and in the case of hydrogen peroxide by small additions

of alkali, while larger quantities slow or prevent it. In both cases

certain substances, such as hydrogen sulphide and cyanide, exert a

i so nous ' or inhibitory efl'ect on the catalyst, which if slight is slowly

recovered from. It is doubtful, however, if the resemblance is more than

analogy.

The colour of metallic hydrosols is often intense, and varies with their

condition, and especially on approaching flocculation ; that of silver from

dark brown to brown-violet, changing to deep green before flocculation.

Gold hydrosols vary from intense red to blue-violet, taking the latter tint

before precipitation by electrolytes, though some blue-gold sols are stable.

The change of colour does not depend on the average size of the particles,

but apparently on their aggregation. Kirchner and Zsigmondy - found

that a red-gold sol rendered stable by gelatine becomes blue on e-vapora-

tion to dryness, and under the microscope shows intensely coloured masses

of many submicrons in a colourless medium. On moistening or redissolving

these become again distributed, and the red colour is restored. Planck -*

has shown that the light absorbed by small particles, which act as ' optical

resonators ' to the electro-magnetic light-wave, must become redder and

that transmitted bluer as they approach each other. Seen in the ultra-

microscope the gold particles usually reflect yellow light.

It has been noted that the precipitated gels of inorganic colloids are,

in the opinion of the writer, not identical in structure with the true

or'^anic jellies, but at least in many cases they possess strong points of

resemblance, and from their fine state of division I'etain many colloidal

properties, most marked, of course, when they are reversible. They

usually retain a portion of water with great obstinac}-, so that it has often

been miste-ken for water of true chemical hydration. In some cases,

however, the gels are probably true hydrates, which retain additional

water by their surface-attraction. Van Bemmelen, Biitschli, and others

' 'inn Phy.^. (3), 1888. 35, 580-642. = Jbld. (4), IflOl, 15, GTI^-r.R.o.

^ Jhiif. (4), 191)0, 1, 09-122.
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liave assUuicd \ariuiis netted, cellular, and micellar structures in gela-

tinous gels, and to a certain extent these must have a real existence,

though the extension of the theory to the true organic jellies is of doubtful

validity. Von Weimarn ' has shown that gelatinous precipitates are

obtained when concentrated solutions of crystalloids are mixed which

react with each other to produce a compound which is very insoluble in

the liquid ; as, for instance, when concentrated solutions of barium thio-

cyanate and manganese sulphate are shaken together. These 'jellies'

may even be perfectly clear and transparent, and consist of drops of

one or other solution, surrounded by a thin lilm of practically colloidal

precipitate, which prevents coalescence and further reaction with the

surrounding liquid. A very similar effect has been observed by the writer

when a concentrated solution of calcium phosphate in hydrochloric acid

is mixed with strong ammonia, when the mixture, though smelling

strongly of ammonia, may yet contain acid calcium phosphate in excess,

which is only slowly decomposed by the diffusion of ammonia into the

isolated droplets.- The colloid particles are necessarily extremely insoluble

in their media, and whenever precipitation occurs by the mixture of a

precipitating solution the gel will be likely to take such cellular forms,

the dimensions of which will depend on the conditions of precipitation.

In other cases where the precipitation is more gradual the particles will

still adhere to loose amorphoys masses, presenting a very large surface to

the liquid, and it is probable that where dilute colloid solutions coagulate

in which the surface-tension between the particles and water is con-

siderable they will cohere to a more or less molecular network, which

will contract in order to lessen surface and tear into flocculent masses,

entangling and carrying down with them, as albumen does, all suspended

particles in the liquid. Biitschli^ found that many gels showed network

structures under the microscope with magnifications of about 2,000 diams.

when suitably treated, and detected similar structure in gelatine when
hardened with alcohol or chromic acid ; but as the unhardened gelatine

appeared quite structureless it is very probable that the cavities were

produced by the hardening process, and it may be noted that gelatine

rapidly hardened by dehydrating agents is always more or less opaque and

non-homogeneous.
The drying of gels is a continuous process, proceeding rapidly at first

with vapour pressures not materially below that of water, but gradually

becoming slower, and the vapour-pressure lower as dryness is approached.

Owing to the structure of the gel some time (days or weeks) is required

for the mass to reach equilibrium with any definite vapour-pressure.

The curve of vapour-pressures as compared with gradually diminishing

percentage of water, though continuous, is not always regular, and

does not appear to lie exponential, and the process is usually irre-

versible with inorganic gels, or at least partially so, indicating a per-

manent change of state, thougii in some cases it may be connected with

' Z. Ch. 11. Tnd. d.Kollolde, 1907, ii. 7fi.

" Cp. p 2 of reprint. Von Weimarn holds that the sole difference betwetn the

colloid and cr^ stalloid condition lies in the extreme insolubility of the minute crystal-

line elements tjrsi formed, which prevents thoir uniting to form larger crystals, and
considers that all matter is potentially crystalline.

' Untersuchungen uber viikrosh)})'tche ScTiiLuine und das Protnplasma, Leipzig,

1892; Verb. dc9 natnrh.-njed. Vereins m Heidelbe^, iV'.Z^., 18"9Z, 5, 28-41, 42-43;
1894, 5, 89-102, 230-292; 1806, 5, 457-472.
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eurface-tension, as in that of swollen gelatine drying in saturated watet*-

vapour, which will be mentioned later. Silica-jelly, which was very fully

investigated by Van Bemraelen,' may be taken as an example. The fresh

gel was dried at a temperature of 15°, at which water has a vapour-

pressurejof 12*7 mm., in a series of exsiccators containing sulphuric acid

diluted to known vapour-pressures, until equilibrium was established.

The fall of vapour-pressure was at first very gradual, but became more
marked at 1 1 mm. when a water-content of 3*7 was reached. (Tt is not

clear from the diagram whether this is 3"7 mols. per mol. of SiO.2 or

3"7 grm. per grm., but probably the former.) At a pressure of about

5 mm. and a water- content of about 1'5 the gel, which had previously

been transparent, became opalescent, and finally porcelain-white, and the

curve ran horizontally, that is, the vapour-pressure remained constant

until a water- content of 1 was reached. This constant pressure indi-

cates some change, chemical or physical, which takes place at this

pressure, and if the proportions are molecular, might correspond to the

decomposition of a definite hydrate (Si0.2)20H., with a vapour-pressure

of 5 mm., or to a change of form to one with lessened attraction for

water. The opacity would also correspond to some definite change, as

during the horizontality of the curve the gsl would be a non-homo-
sreneous mixture of the two substances or two forms. Below 5 mm.
the gel again becomes homogeneous and transparent. Van Bemmelen
supposes that during the change a further coagulation takes place with

contraction of the gel and the production of air-spaces. Up to this

point the curve is irreversible, that is, the gel will not absorb moisture

in the same way, but only a much lessened quantity in saturated water-

vapour. Probably in the earlier part of the curve the surface-tension

between the water and silica is different from its surface-attraction for

water-vapour, and the change indicated by the opaque state is not

likely to be a reversible one. Below 4 or 5 mm. pressure the drying

is a reversible one, and of the character common to all porous or finely

divided substances. The drying of ferric hydroxide is very .similar in

character, but has no marked horizontal in its curve, which is throughout

irreversible. From some, perhaps rather fanciful, resemblance of the

curves produced to those caused by the hysteresis or ' lag ' in the magneti-

sation and demagnetisation of iron, the phenomenon has been described

by that name. It produces some curious consequences, of which space

does not permit discussion.

Most organic colloids seem to differ somewhat widely from the inor-

ganic sols and gels which have been described, and in many cases their

solutions, though possessing colloidal properties, approximate closely to

what we should anticipate of true solutions of bodies of the high mole-

cular weights which many of them are known to possess. They present

more analogy to emulsions of immiscible liquids which become more
miscible at higher temperatures than to suspensions of solid particles

like the metallic sols, and have hence been called ' emulsion colloids.'

Their sols usually show the Tyndall effect, and frequently, but not

always, submicrons are visible to the ultra-microscope ; but both may
disappear with rise of temperature or the addition of a ' common
(solvent.' They are not usually sensitive to small additions of an electro-

» Z, anorg. Ch., 1896, 13, 233-256.
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lyte, and when ' salted out ' by larger quantities tlie effect seems often

more osmotic than electrical. In some cases, however, when the colloid

has acquired a de6nite positive or negative (ionic) charge it becomes

much more sensitive to electrolytes, and where organic sols mutually

precipitate each other, the presence of a trace of electrolytes is probably

essential to communicate the necessary charges. It is stated that gela-

tine free from inorganic constituents oidy gives a slisjht opalescence with

tannin, and in ordinary cases the rapidity and completeness of the

precipitation are much increased by the presence of salts.

Many aqueous organic colloid solutions are flocculated by additions of

alcohol, ether, itc, and, conversely, alcoholic by addition of water, which

have usually no action on inorganic sols. These effects are probably

purely osmotic and dependent on the solubility of the substance in the

different media, but such additions often change the electrical charge of

the solvent.

In most cases organic sols are simply viscous liquids which on con-

centration become more and more viscous till they reach a practically

solid form without any break of continuity ; but others, usually by
change of temperature, pass into the semisolid state known as jelly.

This solidification generally occurs with comparative suddenness, and is

sometimes irreversible, but usually jellies have pretty definite melting-

points at or slightly lower than their points of solidifi'^ation, and varying

only slightly with the concentration of the solution, but, like the melting-

points of fats, not reaching their full value till some time aftpr apparent

solidification. Like crystallisation also, the change to the solid form is

accompanied by evolution of heat, and liquefaction by its absorption.

Conversely, organic colloids in the solid form are capable of absorbing

water or some other solvent, sometimes passing back without break to

the viscous condition, but often reaching a maximum absorption and
retaining the jelly state. Gelatine, for instance, dissolves direct to a

viscous solution at temperatures above 25° or 30", but swells to a jelly at

lower ones, which melts if the temperatore is raised. Cellulose and
many of its derivatives and many animal and vegetable tissues swell,

but do not dissolve without hydrolysis or other chemical change, and may
be viewed as irreversible iellies. Thus dyeing, tanning, and many other

industries may be regarded as branches of colloidal chemistry.

The absorption of the solvent is accompanied by swelling or increase

of volume, but especially in the early stages by marked contraction of

the sum of the volumes of solvent and colloid, and considerable evolution

of heat ; and, conversely, in dehydration heat is absorbed. Consequently

cold promotes swelling (as distinguished from solution), and heat has the

opposite efFect, though in dilute jellies, which can usually only be sub-

jected to a small range of temperature, these effects are not very marked,
and are often masked by other influences such as bacterial fermentation.

As an illustration, it may be mentioned that gelatine is most rapidly and
satisfactorily dissolved for culinary purposes by swelling in cold water,

which may be thrown away with the dissolved impurities, and then by
melting the swollen jelly by setting the vessel in hot water.

The absorption of water-vapour by most solid organic colloids is a

cyclical and reversible process, the colloid returning by evaporation to its

original condition, and it therefore follows that Clausius' equations can

be applied in this case as well as in the expansion of bodies by heat.
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Rodewald ' has done this in the case of starch, and ha? calculated irom
the results its internal pressure, which was found to vary from 2073
kilos, per sq. cm. in dry starch to 561 kilos, in starch fully saturated with
aqueous vapour. He also calculated from its vapour- pressure its mole-
cular weight in the solid form as 4370, closely corresponding to twenty

-

seven times the empirical formula CgHidO.^. [Phis is interesting as

derived in a different way from the molecular weight determinations in

liquid^. The method is obviously applicable to other solid colloids.

The pressures exerted in the early stages of colloid swelling are very
large, though they become almost inappreciable as the maximum is

approached. The ancient use of dry wood wedges subsequently moistened
is an instance of this, and it may be mentioned that stones of the
trilithon at Baalbec in Syria, weighing over 1,000 tons, have obviously
been split in this way. The effect has usually been ascribed to capillary

contraction, but a little consideration will show that capillarity cannot
produce expansive effects. A pile of thin plates (e.g., cover-glasses on the

microscope stage) will be compressed and not expanded if water is allowed
to be drawn between them by capilhirity. The effect is necessarily mole-
cular and osmotic, the liquid getting vytthin the sphere of molecular
attractions, and so sustaining and liberating for expansion a portion of the

enormous internal pressures which have just been mentioned (in the case

of'starch some 1,500 atmospheres).

The point of maximum swelling, v/hether in liquid or vapour, is

obviously a definite equilibrium which is reached when the attraction of

the colloid for the liquid or vapour is balanced by the internal attractions

of the colloid and the liquid in themselves. The liquid and the colloid

are in complete osmotic equilibrium, and consequently, according to a
well-known law, are both in equilibrium with the vapour. P. von
Schroeder ^ draws attention to an apparent exception to this law, which
is of considerable importance, and for which he was unable to offer a
satisfactory explanation. He found that agar and gelatine jellies swelled

to a considerably larger extent when immei-sed in water than they did in

saturated aqueous vapour, and that when the jelly, saturated by im-
mei'sion, was suspended in saturated vapour it dried till it was again
in equilibrium with the vapour ; thus evidencing a greater vapour-
pressure than the liquid water with which it was in osmotic equilibrium.

He found, however, that when the jelly^ was swollen with an N/ 100000
solution of a sulphate instead of water, no contraction, but slight further
swelling, occurred ; while an N/ 1000000 solution diminished but did not
prevent the evaporation. As the N/IO"' solution may be assumed to be
completely ionised it will contain three gram-ions in 2 x 10* c.c, and at
0' C. will exert an osmotic pressure of 340 dynes per cm.-. This would
involve work of 340 ergs per gram of water removed, and would cor-

i-espond to raising a gram of water only 0-344 cm. in height, but Von
Schroeder took special precautions to avoid difference in level. If,

however, a portion of water is removed from the mass, the surface is

extended and work is done (on the assumption of spherical form) of

370 ergs per gram. The .surface-tension is less, and the osmotic pressure
greater, at laboratory temperature (about 365 dynes at 20°), so that the

» E. f. Phys. Ch., 1897. 24, 193 ; and UnUrsucMngen iibfr Hie Quellung der
Starke, Lepsius and Fischer, Leipzig, 1896,

» Ibid., 1903,^5, 75-U7.
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eaergy of sui-face-tensioii agrees well with that found to produce the
effect, and is a suflBcient cause. The figures are perhaps less important
as explaining an apparent anomaly than as illustrating the smallness of

the forces involved in considerable changes of volume near the maximum
swelling. The relation of surface-tension to the drying of gels consisting

of aggregates of particles, as that of silica, may be here again referred to.

If the common tension between the surfaces of the particles is less than
that of water itself, as in gels is necessarily the case, they will retain a

large amount of water by surface attraction, the vapour-pressure of which
will be equal to or somewhat less than that of liquid water according to the
tenuity of the film. As the water is removed by evaporation the particles

will cohere by their mutual attraction, and if this cohesive attraction is

greater than the difference between the tension of water and that of the
common surface, or, in other words, than the difference between the
attraction of the particles for water and the attraction of water for itself,

water will not again spread between the particles, aod the drying will be
irreversible as in the earlier stages of the silica jell}'.

The rate of absorption of liquid by solid colloids has been studied

by Hofmeister ^ and more recently by Pauli (Paschelcs).'-' The latter

showed, both mathematically and by experiment on agar and gelatine,

that if Q be the degree of swelling and M its mass, the rate of swelling

at any given time is equal to (jM— Q)C, the difference between tl.e
etc

actual and the maximum swelling multiplied by a constant, which
varies with the material and probably with the temperature. This

is a law common to many chemical and physical changes, but compli-

cated in this case by the constantly increasing thickness of the swelling

colloid. For very thin plates, where this can be neglected, and
Ijetween the times t and <, and the swelling Q and Q, the constant

C = Id. ,-

—

^ , and for agar is about 95 x 10^.
ty-t M—Qi

°

The swelling of gelatine jelly is much influenced by acids and alkalies,

both of which largely increase alike its amount and its rapidity. The action

of neutral salts on swelling, as regards gelatine, has been investigated by
Hofmeister ;

^ their effect on melting and gelatinising temperatures by
Pauli,* and on viscosity by von Schroeder All these effects are prac-

tically parallel ; salts which lessen swelling raise the melting-point of

jellies and increase the viscosity of the sols. The effect seems an
additive one in which anions and cations take part, but no definite laws
have been established. The order of the salts investigated, placing these

first which most raise the melting-point, is sulphates, citrates, tartrati s,

acetates, water, chlorides, chlorates, nitrates, bromides, iodides as anions
;

and K, Ca, Na, Sr, and Mg as cations ; those placed before water
raising, and those after it lowering, the melting-point. Whether the same
order applies to other colloids than gelatine is uncertain, but no doubt
the effects depend to a considerable extent on the specific affinities of salt

and colloid.

The swelling, though mainly an osmotic efft^ct, is influenced by the
solid cohesion of the jelly, and there can be little doubt that at tho

moment of setting a network is formed, whether molecular or coarser,

' Archlvf. exp. Path, loid PhoTm., ISOO, 27, 305-413. Ibid., 1895, 36, luO.
s Jbid., 1891, 28, 210-238, ^ fflager, Arckiv, 1898, 71, l-3i.
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whicli remains intact during the existence of the jelly. Experiments
made by the writer show that the volume of the jelly at the moment of

setting has considerable effect on the maximum of swelling, though con-
centrated jellies after drying swell in water to more, and dilute to less,

than their original volume. A solution originally containing 23 grra. of

water reabsorbed 14'5 grm., one of 11 grm. 7"8 grm, and one of 5 grm.
6 grm. per grm. of dry gelatine. Tf weak jellies are mechanically squeezed
a considerable amount of liquid, mostly water, can be expressed, and this

has been used as an argument for the cellular (two-phased) structure of

jellies. It is obvious, however, that near the swelling maximum this

must be possible in any case, since it has bepn already shown that con-
siderable changes of volume can be produced by changes of osmotic pres-

sure equivalent to less than 1 cm. of water.

The phenomenoTi of ' semipermeability ' is frequently exhibited by
colloid gels and jellies, and, in fact, all the usual semipermeable mem
branes are colloidal. Just as solids will dissolve in one solvent, and not
in another, so jellies are selective in the liquids which they will absorb.
Tndiarubber will absorb hydrocarbons but not water

;
gelatine and agar,

water but not hydrocarbons or alcohol ; and the process of transfusion in

a semipermeable membrane is not one of mere mechanical filtration of a
finer order, but of absorption and solution on one side of the membrane,
and solution and diffusion on the other, and is intimately connected with
the chemical character of the membrane and with its ionic charge.
Colloid jellies or membi'anes are usually impermeable to other colloids,

while most dissolved salts diffuse in them with nearly the same rapidity
as in pure watev, though they are sometimes semipervious to those
containing a com^mon ion. In dilute jellies, however, some diffusion of

finely divided colloids takes place ; and Bechhold ' has used dilute jellies

(under pressure, supported on coarser media) for the fractional filtration

of colloid solutions. Gelatine and gelatinous membranes are semi-
permeable to alcohol, which exerts considerable osmotic pressure in a
gelatine-lined cell, and jelly is easily dehydrated in absolute alcohol till

it contains less than its own weight of water, very little alcohol diffusing

into the jelly. On the other hand, if alcohol is mixed with a warm gela-

tine solution in insufficient quantity to cause precipitation and is allowed
to set, the jelly will show much more than its normal maximum swelling
when immersed in water, from the osmotic pressure of the contained
alcohol which cannot escape. This observation proves clearly that the
contraction is not due to any chemical action of the alcohol, but to simple
osmotic causes. If alcohol in sufficient quantity be added to a warm and
ungelatinised solution nf gelatine, it causes separation of the latter, first

as a milky liquid, which rapidly flocculates, and, if stirred, coheres into
a solid mass, thus showing all the usual phenomena of coagulation, from
what are obviously purely osmotic causes. Similar effects occur with
gums, dextrine, and most other water-soluble colloids. With egg-
albumen the coagulation is irreversible, but in most cases re-solution
takes place on again substituting water.

Dilute acids and alkalies greatly raise the maximum swelling of gelatine
and all gelatinous animal tissues such as skin. French gelatine with a
maximum absorption of seven to eight times its weight of water will absorb
over fifty times in hydrochloric acid of 0'00.3 grm.-mol. per litre, at about

> VoTtr. 78. Vers, 4- N^aturf. V. Aerzfe, Stwttgart, 1906,
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wliicli concentration the swelling reaches a maximum, falling gradually
to below twenty times at 04 grm.-mol. per litre, much beyond which the
experiment cannot be carried because of solution of the jelly in the acid.

Similar effects occur with all other acids which the writer has investigated
in which a sufficient concentration can be employed without causing solu-

tion. The concentration of the ac d in the swollen jelly is always greater
than in the external solution, increasing (in the case of gelatine at least)

somewhat rapidly at first, before the maximum of swelling is reached, and
later remaining nearly constant at 0002 or t<-003 mol. per litre above
the outside solution ; while the total quantity of absorbed acid per grm.
of gelatine increases by a law very approximately exponential. The
whole of the hydrochloric acid can be estimated by titration with caustic
alkali in presence of phenolphthalein, but only a portion with methyl
orange, showing that one part of the acid exists in a less ionised state
than the remainder. The swollen jelly can no longer be dehydrated by
absolute alcohol, showing that the osmotic pressure of water into the jelly

is now greater than that into the alcohol, but a part of the acid, approxi-
mately corresponding to that estimated by methyl orange, can be removed
by repeated treatment with alcohol. The jelly is still pervious to acid and
salt solutions, though probably to a less extent than neutral jelly, and it

is obvious that one portion of the acid exists in some sort of combination
with the jelly, while another is merely osmotically absorbed. It is clear

that no definite conclusions can be drawn until in some way these portions
can be distinguished ; and as a first approximation (obviously not quite
correct) it was assumed that the acid absorbed in swelling was of the same
concentration as that of the outer solution, the less ionised and more con-
stant portion, which may be called 'fixed acid,' being ascertained by sub-
tracting the calculated value of the acid in the absorbed liquid from the
total found in the jelly. The result showed that the ' fixed acid ' rapidly
reached a maximum coincident with the concentration of maximum
swelling, after which it remained approximately constant, a slight down-
ward curve being probably due to the inaccuracy of the assumption that
the strength of the absorbed solution was equal to that outside, or, what
amounts to the same thing, that the whole of the water in the jelly was
present as absorbed outer solution. With a small correction in this sense
the amount of ' fixed acid ' obtained in this way closely corresponds to

that not estimated by phenolphthalein, and incapable of being washed
out by alcohol. From inspection of the curves it is obvious that that
of total acid per grm, of gelatine is of an exponential type, but it is com-
pounded of that of ' fixed acid ' the character of which strongly suggests
chemical combination somewhat complicated by dissociation or hydrolysis

;

and of the curve of swelling, which after its maximum is reached, is

of a hyperbolic character. If, as is probable from the empirical formula,
the molecular weight of gelatine is about ISOO, or its multiple, it

would roughly correspond to the fixation of two mols. of HCl by one of

gelatine.

The action of salts on unacidified gelatine has been mentioned, and
common salt causes a small increase of swelling as compared with water,
and even saturated solutions have no dehydrating eflFect. If, however,
salt is added to jelly swollen with hydrochloric acid, swelling is imme-
diately reduced, and very powerful dehydration comparable with that of

absolute alcohol is obtained by saturated salt solutions in presence of the
amount of acid necessary to the maximum swelling effect. At the same
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tiiue lilt; total acid iu the jelly is diuiiiiisliutl, but tlic ' lixcd acid ' la

gradually, though nob largely, increased. It is probable that if the con-
centration of the hydrochloric acid could be increased to an equal extent
to that of the salt without causing solution an equal dehydration would
be produced, and it is difficult to resist the conclusion that the swelling
is due to the chlorine ion iu the acid gelatine, and is osmotically
repressed by the increase of the same ion in the solution. Other acids

with their neutral salts produce similar effects. The fact that similar

dehydration is produced by other acids, e.r/., sulphuric, in conjunction with
sodium chloride, and probably with other salts, does not contradict the
conclusion that it is the common anion which is operative, since in the
case suggested an equilibrium of sodium and gelatine sulphates and sodium
and gelatine chlorides would result. The cause of the general swelling
effect of acids must, however, in some way be intimately connected with
their common H ion, and that of alkalies, which is equally powerful,
with the hydroxyl ion. The alkaline swelling is not repressed by sodium
chloride, even when caused by sodium hydrate, but is repressed by
sufficient concentration of the hydroxyl ion in the outer solution. The
above are the summarised results of a research on which the writer has
been some time engaged, and which he hopes shortly to publish with a
more detailed discussion of the operating causes. It may be remarked
that the dehydration of ;icidiHed gelatinous tissues has an important
technical application in the preservation of sheep pelts by ' pickling

'

with salt and suljahuric acid, and its bearing on mineral tannages in

which salt is employed with alums and other compounds of acid reaction
is very obvious. As gelatine is decidedly amphoteric, and is known
to be capable of decomposing many salts in solution, it is quite pos-

sible that some of the complicated effects of unacidified salt solutions

which have been referred to may be due to partial absorption of the
acid of the salt and the osmotic effect of the remainder on the compound
formed.

.Space will not allow of any detailed discussion of the coagulation of

the various albumins by heat and precipitating agents, which, important
as they are from the physiological aspect, have not yet yielded many facts

which can lie explained on general principles. Albumins, carefully freed
from electrolytes by dialysis, are electrically neutral and incompletely
coagulated by heat or by those precipitants which do not at the same time
communicate an electrical charge. The addition of a trace of acid which
gives a positive charge renders them liable to complete coagulation by
heat and much more sensitive to the action of electrolytes ; but larger
([uan titles of acid, perhaps by producing soluble acid albumins, prevent
coagulation. Traces of alkalies which give a negative charge have a
similar effect, though the precipitation is usually less complete, and excess
again prevents or lessens precipitation. Coagulation by heat is usually
irreversible, and so also that by alcohol, though zymases are precipitated
by the latter in a reversible (soluble) form. Salts of the heavy metals,
even in small quantities, produce irreversible coagulation, very possibly
connected with combination, or colloidal precipitation with a colloidal

compound of the metal. Excess of the precipitant frequently prevents
precipitation, probably by the formation of new complex compounds.
Possibly there may be some connection between these phenomena and
the irreversible (tanning) effects of some metallic solutions on gelatinous
tissues. These solutions are usually of 'basic salts ' containing metallic
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oxides colloidally dissolved. Precijjitations of albumins by alkali salts,

especially in neutral solution, are generally reversible.^

The relations of colloid chemistry to technology can here only be
briefly alluded to. The industries of indiarubber, gutta-percha, gums,
dextrine, glue and gelatine, and cellulose derivatives are of course all

colloidal, and it is probable that many reactions which have been
described as chemical may really be those of absorption compounds.
Tanning and dyeing are particularly concerned with the mutual precipi-
tation of colloids and that by inorganic reagents, and in these industries
also the distinction between pliysical and chemical reactions in any given
case is one of extreme difficulty, which is much accentuated by the want
of any method for the separation of colloids comparable with crystallisa-

tion, or even fractional distillation.

Among industries with inorganic colloids may be mentioned the com-
paratively new one of the manufacture of colloid fibres for electric glow-
lamps from difficultly fusible metals, and both earthenware and agricul-
ture are largely dependent on the properties of colloidal suspensions.
Glass manufacture is also a colloid industry, and coloured glasses solid
colloidal solutions : and modern pigments are largely colloidal precipitates
and colour-lakes.

In conclusion it is only right to acknowledge indebtedness to the
excellent work of Dr. Arthur M tiller, ' AUgemeine Chemie der Kolloide,' -^

with its extensive bibliography ; and to the ' Zeitschrift fiir Chemie und
Industrie der Kolloide,' edited by Dr. Wolfgang Ostwald, without which
the preparation of such a report would have been extremely laborious.
Owing to the very numerous and often somewhat inaccessible journals in
which important work has appeared, it has been necessary in many cases
to trust to abstracts, and it is possible that from this cause full justice
has not been done to some authors.

The Study of Hydro-aromatic Snhstances.—Report of the Committee,
consistinij oft)v. E. Divers (Chairman), Professor A. W. Crossley
{Secretary), Professor W. H. Perkin, Dr. M. 0. Forster. and
Dr. H. E. Le Sueur.

1 : ^-Dirnethyl-;^--^-dihydroheni:ene and 1 : l-diinethyl-l-'-'^-dihydro-

benzene.^—An account of the preparation of 1 : 1-dimethyl-A-^-dihydro-
benzene (II) by the reduction of 3 : 5-dichloro-l : l-dimetLyl-A-=*-dihy-
drobenzene (I) with sodium in moist ethereal solution appeared in 1902.^

/CH=CCk /CH—CH.
CileZ Vh -> CMe.,< >Cir.

\CH.,.CC1'^ \CH..CH'^
(0 a I)

Shortly after the publication of this work. Harries and Antoni ^

expressed doubt, not only as to the constitution but also as to the com-
position of this hydrocarbon. Their criticisms were, in part, answered

' The work of Cobnlieim, Chemie der Ebvi'iss]iuri>cr, 1904, aad of Pauli and S.iiio
in the Beitr. z. Chem. Plnjs. und Path, from 1903 onwards seems specially wonhy
of attention. ^ j ^ Barth, Leipzig, 1907.

' Cro.ssley and Renouf, J.C.S., 1908, 93, 629.

Crossley and Le Rnciir, J.C.S., 1902, 81, S2I. ' Annnlrn, 190.1, 328 SS
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at the time,' but it was considered desirable to try to prepare the sub-

stance by another method, in the hope that a comparison of the two

specimens of the hydrocarbon would throw further light on the problem.

This has now been done, with the result that the correctness of the

earlier experiments and deductions are completely confirmed, allowing

the following conclusions to be arrived at :

—

1. The dimethyldihydrobenzene described by Crossley and Le Sueur

is 1 : 1 dimethyl- A-"*-dihydrobenzene, containing as impurity a very small

amount of some oxygenated substance, probably a methoxy- compound.

2. The hydrocarbon described in this report (dimethyldihydro-

benzene C and R),'- and prepared by the elimination of two molecules

of hydrogen bromide from dibromodimethylhexahydrobenzene, is a mix-

ture, in approximately equal quantities, of pure 1 : 1 dimethyl-A'"*-di-

hydrobenzene and pure 1 : l-dimethyl-A-="'-dihydrobenzene.

The starting-point in the synthesis was again dimethyldihydroresorcin

(Til), which was first converted into its ethyl ether (IV),-* and this by

reduction with sodium in absolute ethyl-alcoholic solution into 3-hydroxy-

5-ethoxy-l : 1-dimethylhexahydrobenzene (V) :

—

,CH.. COv .CH CO.
CMe„< ' >CH CMe< ' Vh

\CH...C(OH)'^ \CH.,.C(OEt)'^

(111) (IV)

/CH,-CH(OH).
CMe/ ' \CHj.

'^CHjCHCOEt)/
(V)

The ethoxy- compound gives with fuming hydrobromic acid dibromo-

dimethylhexahydrobenzene (VI), which when treated with quinoline

loses readily and completely two molecules of hydrogen bromide, with

formation of dimethyldihydrobenzene, and this reaction takes place in

two ways, giving rise to 1 : l-diraethyl-A'^-*-dihydrobenzene (VII), or

to 1 : 1 dimethyl A-='-dihydrobenzene (v'lll) ; in approximately equal

amounts.
/CHj.CHBr.

CMe< >CH2
\CHj.CHBr/

(VI)

/ \
<^ \

/CH=:CHv /CH : CHv
CMe/ >CH CMe/ >CH,.

"\CH,.CH'^ '^CH : Cfl/
(VII) (VIII)

• 5t'?-., 1903, 36, 2092.
- To avoid confusion as far as possible, the hydrocarbon described in this

report, which is a mixture of pure 1 : 1 -dimetbyl-A^^^ dihydrobenzene and of

pure 1 : l-dimethyl-A2:>>-dihydrobenzHne, is referred to as dimethyldihydrobenzene

(C and R), the 1 : l-dimethyl-A'-=*-dihydrobenzene, prepared by Crossley and
Le Sueur, as dimethyldihydrobenzene (C and S), and the supposed 1 : 1-dimethyl-

A'^:5-dihydrobenzene of Harries and Antoni {loo. cit.) as dimethyldihydrobenzene

(H and A).
» J.C.S., 1899, 75, 775.
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riie folluwing is a tabulated comparison of the properties of tliis

hydrocarbon with those of the dimethyldihydrobenzene prepared by
Crossley and Le Sueur :

—

B.p
Sp. gr. at 15°/15° .

Index of refraction .

Molecular refraction

Magnetic rotaiion .

Colour with H^SO^ .

Fuminff HBr .

Bromine . . . .

NOCl . . . .

Nitrating mixture .

Oxidation products ,

Oxidation products of

monohydrobroujide

DimethyldiliydrobeuEeues

(C and S)

to

111°

0-8153

1-4518

00-217

11024
Blood-red turning

violet -purple

Monohydrobromide, b. p
yO-o°/3G mm.

Dibromide, unstable
liquid

Nitrosochloride, m. p.

121°

No definite product

as-dimethylsuccinic acid

ftx-diiDethylsuccinic acid,

/8y8-dimethylglutaric acid,

lactone of o-bydruxy-^yS-

dimethylglutaric acid

(C and Rj

to

P-

111-2°

U-8147
1-4535

CO-251
10-450

Blood-red turning
vioiet-puiple

Monohydrobromide, b
83°/20 mm.

Dihj drobromide, b.

137°/25 mm.
Dibromide, unstable

liquid

Tetrabromide, m. p. 102°

Nitrosochloride, m. p.

121°

Trinitro-«-sylenes, m. p.
71° and 115°

a«-dimethylsuccinic acid,

dimethylmalonic acid
««-dimetbylsuccinic acid,

/3;8-dimetby]glutaric acid,

lactone of c;.-hydroxy-/3/3-

dimetbylglutaric acid

From the above table the most important chemical properties of

dimethyl-A-=^ dihydrobeuzene and dimethyl- A'-^-'-dihydrobenzene would
appear to be :

—

1 : 1-Dimetbyl-A^ '• ^-dihydrobenzene
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calculated figures, the diflerences in those found and calculated for 0^1^14
being very large, and the errors in the ^vrong direction ; for as a rule
carbon is found too low and hydrogen too high and not ince versa.

Moreover, if any appreciable quantity of dimethyltetrahydrobenzene had
been present it could hardly have escaped detection, as on oxidation it

would have yielded /3/>dimethyladipic acid, which presents no difficulty of
isolation or identification.

If the above quoted figures for dimethyldihydrobenzene (C and S) are
examined, it will be found that they add up to 99-57

; and it is considered
most probable tliat the discrepancy is due to oxygen present in the form
<if traces of a niethoxy- compound.

Another suggestion made by Harries and Antoni is that dimethyl-
dihydrobenzene (C and S) is not a true dihydrobenzene but contains a

trimethylene ring as represented in formula IX. Altogether apart
from the probable incapability of existence of such a body, it may be

/CH : CCK ,CH=C
CMe/ \CH -> Cile.<

|
^CH^

(IX)

mentioned that the magnetic rotation of the hydrocarbon would have
at once proved the presence of a trimethylene ring, and, moreover,
there is now evidence that the same dimethyldih^drobenzene is produced
by the reduction of dichlorodiuiethyldihydrobenzene, and by the removal
of the elements of hydrogen bromide from dibromodimethylhexahydro-
benzene.

/CH : CH.
cMc,< \cn

\CH,.CH'^

/ \
/Cn:CC)v /CH„.CUBr.

CMp/ \CH CMc,< " >Ce.,.
V'H, CCi^ \CH.,.CHBr/ '

This can only be explained if the substance be designated 1 : 1 -di-
methyl-A- -'-dihydrobenzene, and hence the possibility of a trimethylene
ring being present in the hydrocarbon is precluded.

The whole question is further complicated by the fact that Harries
and Antoni prepared a hydrocarbon, which they believed to be 1 : 1-di-
methyl-A^ -^.dihydrobenzene also from dimethyldihydroresorcin as a
starting-point

;
but, unfortunately, no information is given as to any

derivatives which would enable a comparison to be made with the hydro-
carbon ha\ing that undoubted structure described in this report ; and it
would appear that the present evidence is insufficient definitely to
establish the constitution of Harries and Antoni's hydrocarbon. The
single piece of evidence on which the supposed constitution of this latter
substance is based is oxidation, whereby oxalic, a succinic, and malonic
acids were obtained, none of which bodies afford any direct proof that
the hydrocarbon contained the (/ej^-dimethyl group.

Nor is there any apparent reason for supposing that the elimination
of ammonia from the cyclic diamine would take place in one way and one
way only. Harries and Antoni have themselves shown that, when the
phosphate of diaminohexahydrobenzene (X) is submitted to dry distilla-
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tion, ammonia is evolved in both of the possible directions, giving rise to

a mixture of A^-'-dihydrobenzeue (XI) and A^ ^-dihydrobenzene (XIl)

/CH : CHv yCHj . CH(NHjK
CH/ >CHj ^- CH,< >CH, -^

\CH : CIK \CHj . CHCNHj)/
(XI) (X)

CIIj . CH*^
(XII)

and they therefore conclude that ' the (/ewi-dimetliyl group influences the
position taken up by the double bonds,'

/CH„ . CH(NH..)\ /CH : CH.
CMe./ ' >CH.. -> CMe./ \CH„.

\CHj.CH(NHj)/ \CH : CH-^ '

If this is so, why does it not influence the position of the double
bonds when hydrogen bromide is eliminated from dibromodimethyl-
hexahydrobenzene ? For this is a reaction strictly analogous to the

/CH : CH. /CH, . CHBr
CMe,< >CH, «- CMe„<^ >CH„

\CH : CH^^ ^CH, . CHBr/ '

/CH : CH\

^CH„. CH^
C.Me.< "^CH

.

reaction used by Harries and Antoni, and yet it takes place in both
ways, giving rise to a mixture of the two possible hydrocarbons in equal

amounts. The presence of the (7e»i-dimethyl group certainly does not
exercise any apparent influence in this case, nor in the position of the
double bond formed when 3-bromo-l : 1 -dimethylhexahydrobenzeue loses

the elements of hydrogen bromide.'

Harries and Antoni state that 2 grams of their diraethyldihydro-
benzene gave, on treatment with a nitrating mixture, 06 gram of

trinitro-7n-xylene, which might be regarded as a proof that dimethyl-
dihydrobenzene (H and A) does not contain the £/em-dimethyl group, for

though many cases of the wandering of a methyl group in derivatives of

gieni-dimethyldihydroresorcin have been recorded,''^ no single instance has
been observed in which a methyl group has wandered into anything
but an ortho- position. Moreover, dimethyldihydrobenzene (C and B)
undoubtedly contains dimethyl - Ji''=' - dihydrobenzene, and under the
influence of a nitrating mixture it is this hydrocarbon which is converted
into the two possible trinitro-o-xylenes.

Recent Work on Hydro-aromatic Substances.

Iiydrocarbo7is. — Methylenecyclohexane (I) has been submitted to

detailed investigation by Faworsky and Borgmann,^ who conclude that
the hydrocarbons of this supposed constitution, previously described by
Sabatier, VVallach, and Zelinsky and Gutt, are in reality mixtures of

methylenecyclohexane and 1 : methyl- -'-tetrahydrobenzene (II). For
the preparation of the pure hydrocarbon cyclohexylcarbinol, obtained by

' J.C.S., 1906, 89, incr.. 2 Ibid., 1904, 85, 264 ; 1906, 89. 875.
" Ber., 1S07, 40, 4863.

1908. Q
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the Grignard reaction from broraohexahydrobenzene, was conveftecl into

the corresponding iodide, and this latter body heated with alcoholic potash.

HjC

CH,

CH,

Tl.fi .J CH,

C^CH.,
(1)

Bfi

HjC

CH,

CH
C . CH

(II)

HjC

H.,C

CH,

CH,

.y CHj

COH . CH,OH
(III)

tt,C

H.,C

CH,

CH„

i^^' CH,

CH .CBO
(IV)

Methylenecycloliexane absorbs two atoms of bromine, and the resulting

dibromide gives, on warming with 10 per cent, potassium carbonate

solution, the glycol having formula III. When treated with very dilute

sulphuric acid this glycol gives an aldehyde (IV), which can also be

obtained directly from the dibromide by treatment with lead oxide and

water. These facts conclusively prove the constitution of the dibromide

and of the hydrocarbon.

Methylenecyclohexane is unaltered on boiling with quinoline, but is

converted l)y a mixture of quinoline and quinoline-hydriodide into the

isomeric methyltetrahydrobenzene (11). This fact would account for the

hydrocarbon obtained by Zelinsky and Gutt from the iodide of cyclo-

hexylcarbinol by heating with quinoline, being a mixture of the two

isomerides.

Auwers ' has shown that the alcohols V and VI, prepared from the

ketone VII by Grignard's reaction, lose water to give unstable inter-

mediate products, which readily pass into benzene derivatives. Thes«

reactions

CII, CHCl., CH, CHCl,, CH3 . CHCl,

\/
'

\/ \/
/\ /\ /\

II

O
(Vll)

/\
Ho CH3

(V)

/\
HO CHo.CH^

(VI)

have been very fully investigated, and are described in detail in this
lengthy memoir. The hydroaromatic alcohols V and VI and their homo-
logues are not very stable substances, and inany, if not all, exist in two
modifications, probably due to cis- and <>'a?is-isomeri3m. The above-
mentioned intermediate products are considered to be alkylidenedihydro-
benzenes,

CH, CHCl., CH, CHCL
\/

OH CH,

\,
II

oHj

the general chemical and physical properties of which substances are

' Annalen, 1907, 352, 219, 273, 288.
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discussed, compared with other closely related compounds, and shown to

support the above conclusions as to their constitution.

Ketohexahydrobenzene is acted on by dry hydrogen chloride ^ to give

a substance having the formula Ci2H,nOCl, which loses the elements of

hydrogen chloride to give cyclohexene-2-cyclohexanone.

O

When this dicyclic ketone is reduced it yields the corresponding saturated

alcohol, and this, by treatment with hydrogen iodide, the fully hydro-

genised dicyclohexy 1 C^H
,

, .CgH
,

,

.

^1/coAo/,«.— Aromatic quinones ^ give, when treated with hydrogen in

presence of reduced nickel, a variety of products, the nature of which

depends largely on the reaction temperature ; if moderately low the

dihydric alcohols of the hexahydrobenzene series are formed.

INIonohydric alcohols may be obtained ' by the action of various alkyl

magnesium iodides on eth3'l hexahydrobenzoate. The latter is readily

prepared by treating cyclohexylmagnesium iodide with carbon dioxide.^

Ketones.—The action of light on ketohexahydrobenzene and the three

isomeric ketomethylhexahydrobenzenes has been studied by Ciamician

and Silber,^ who find that the ring is broken with production of a fatty

acid containing the same number of carbon atoms together with the

corresponding unsaturated aldehyde.

Not only ketohexahydrobenzene itself,"' but also a number of other

simple ring ketones, such as ketomethyl- and ketoraethylisopropylhexa-

hydrobenzerie are found to be capable of reacting in the enolic form.''

The influence of a very reactive agent, for example acetic anhydride,

is necessary to bring about the change and the resulting acetates are

converted on saponification into the original ketones.

Homologues of ketohexahydrobenzene may be prepared ^ by the slow

distillation of the anhydrides of substituted pimelic acids.

Ketohexahydrobenzene and the three isomeric ketomethylhexahydro-

benzenes condense with ethyl a-chloropropionate * in presence of sodium
ethoxide, to the corresponding glycidic esters, the product in the first

case having the formula

<;
^C— C.COOCjH,.

O CH,.

On saponification these esters give free acids, which decompose on
distillation in a vacuum giving hexahydroacetophenone or its homologues.

This latter ketone is, however, best prepared ^ by treating the magnesium
compound of cyclohexyliodide with acetaldehyde, and oxidising the

' WalJach, Ber., 1907, 40, 70.
'^ Sabatier and Mailhe, Compt. rend., 1908, 146, 4.57.

=• Hell and Schall, Ber., 1907, 40, 4162. • Reports, 1907, 110.
* Ber., 1908, 41, 1071. « Mannich and Hanen, Ber. 1908, 41, 564.
' Blanc. Covijpt rend., 1907, 144, 1.^56. • Darzens, Coiwpt. read., 1907, 144, 1123.
» Hell and Schall, Ber., 1907, 40, 4163.

q2
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resulting methylcyclohexylcarbinol
acid.

CgHii.CHOH.CHj with chromic

In the preparation of ketones by elimination of carbon dioxide from
ketocarboxylic acids Kotz ' liiids that the reaction takes place readily in
the case of l-ketohexahydrobenzene-2-carboxylic acid, but it does not
proceed at all with acids and less readily with alkalis, as the hydrogen
atom marked with a x is replaced by methyl, ethyl, or isopropyl.

CH.,

CH,

H,C I

. CO

UH.COOH

CH,

H.,C /\ CH.,

H.C v^/ CO

CH,

1 keto-3-raethyl-A^-tetrahydrobenzene -

CH C.CH3

\CH,

CH.. CH..

0C<^'

exists in two isomeric forms, which must have the same structure, as on
oxidation with potassium permanganate both yield y-acetobutyric acid.

The molecular refraction would lead to the conclusion that both are
doubly unsaturated alcohols and not ketonic in nature. Chemically the
two forms are identical except in their behaviour towards ferric chloride,
when the one gives a pale wine-red colour, whereas the other becomes
violet. The present data do not suffice to explain this case of isomerism.

Dimethyldihydroresorcin (I) reacts towards nitrous acid as a di-

C(CH3),

H..C ^^ CH.,

HOC ... CO

H..C

C(CH,).,

-/NcH,
CCCH,).,

H.,C /\

CH
(I)

OC . . CO

V = N.OH
(II)

CH.,

HON:C .y C = NOH
C=:N.OH

(III)

ketone,-' for the resulting isonitrosodimethyldihydroresorcin (II) reacts
with two molecular proportions of hydroxylamine to give a compound of
formula III. Oxides of nitrogen convert dimethyldihydroresorcin into
the nitre- derivative (IV), which substance, on reduction, yields an amine.

CCCH,),

H.,C /^ CH..

OC

CCCH,).,

H„0 /\ CH.,

^/CO
CH NO,

(IV)

\OC I /j c- ,

C-— N/^

and this gives with nitrous acid a compound whose constitution may be
represented by formula V. The relation of colour to constitution in

' An»a!m, 1907, 357, 102.

Uans,J.r.S., 1007, SJ, l43;-{.

= Rabe, Bcr., 1907, 40, 2482.
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these compounds is somewhat striking. Thus, while dimethyldihydro-

resorcin

I I

OC CO
\/
€H.,

is colourless, isonitrosodimethyldihydroresorcin

I I

OC CO
\/
C : N.OH

is yellow ; its potassium and ferrous salts are deep blue, and its ammo-
nium salt violet : the monoxime

1 I

OC C : N.OH

C : N.OH

is colourless, but dissolves in alkalis to a yellow solution, and gives with

ferrous sulphate a deep azure blue. The dio.xime

1 I

HO.N : C C : N.OH

U : N.OH

on the other hand, is greyish pink, but gives a yellow solutioii in caustic

alkalis, and produces with ferrous sulphate a violet colour. Replace-

ment of one of the carbonyl oxygen atoms in isonitrosodimethyldihydro-

resorcin by the imino group
II

OC C : NH
\/
C ; N.OH

changes the colour from yellow to deep violet ; tlie potassium salt of

this compound is magenta, while the ferrous salt is deep blue.

Acids.—A number of carboxylic acids of the hydroaromatic serie.s

have been synthesised by Wallach ' by condensing cyclic ketones with

ethyl bromoacetate. The hydroxyl group in the resulting esters is

replaced by bromine through the agency of hydrogen bromide, and the

halogen free acids obtained by treatment with zinc and acetic acid.

\<i Y^^"^ Y-^' \<i.CH.,COOH

CH.COOH ^CH.,.COOH

Skita- concludes from a study of ethyl 4-amino-2 : 6 : 6-trimethyl-

hexahydrobenzene - 1 - carboxylate, prepared from ethyl isophorone-

carboxylate, that hydroaromatic amino- acids show cis-<?'a?2s-isomerism

;

that they are similar in their chemical behaviour to the aliphatic amino-

acids, and also physiologically, in that they possess the property of pro-

ducing local anaesthesia.

Amines.—Gutt^ has prepared hexahydrobenzylamine and the five

' Cent. Blatt., 1907, ii. 52. • Ber. 1907, 40, 4167. ' Ibid., 1907, 40, 2061.
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theoretically possible aminomethylhexahydrobenzenes, which are easily

characterised by the melting-points of their benzoyl derivatives. The-

preparation is realised as follows :

—

CH3 CH3 CH3

\/ CHOH \/

Mg
+ +

CHCl CO.,

CH,

\/ CH.COOH \/ CH.CO.NH,

On treatment with bromine in presence of sodium methoxide the

amide gives a urethane, which on distillation with lime yields the amine.

Aromatic from Hydro-aromatic Substances.—Kcitz and Gotz • have

studied the action of chlorine or bromine on hydroxyhexahydi'obenzene

and on hexahydrosalicylic acid, and have isolated a number of products

intermediate between the fully saturated hydro-aromatic bodies and the

corresponding aromatic derivatives. An indication of the course of the

various reactions may be gleaned from the following scheme :

—

H.,C

CHj

CH..

H,C^
CH.J

CH,

H.,C /N

CHOH

H,C \/
CHBr

CH,

CO

CHj

H.,C ^\ CH.,

-1- Br,

H.,C

t;H..

CO

-t- Br..

CH,

H..C /\
HBr

HC

CH

CH.,

CO

CH
HO -^N CH

HC
^J,

C.OH

UH

CH,

H..C /'\ CH

BrHC v/ CO

CHBr

Reference may also be made to the following papers, which contain

a description of many interesting hydro-aromatic substances :
' Hydro-

aromatic Sulphur Compounds,' ^ ' Hydrophthalic Acids,' ^ ' Synthesis of

Alcohols of the Hexahydi-obenzene Series,'* 'Derivatives of Phenylcyclo-

liexane,' ^ ' Hexahydrobenzaldehyde.' •*

' Annalcn, 1908, 358, 183.
^ Borsche and Lange, Ber., 1907, 40, 2220.
» Abali, J.C.S. Abst:,, 1907, 1, 419, 420.
* Sabatier and Mailhe, Ann. Chim. Phyg., 1907 (8), 10, 527.
* Kursanow, J.C.S. Abst., 1907, 1, 599.
« Zelinsky and Gutt, Ber., 1907, 40, 3050, 3055.
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The Excavcdion of Critical Sections in the Palceozoio RocJcs of Wales
and the West of England.—Report of the Gommittfre, consisting of
Professor C. Lapworth (Chairman), Mr. CI. W. Fearnsides
(Secretary), Mr. J. Lomas, Dr. J. E. Marr, Professor W. W.
Watts, arid Mr. G. W, Williams.

On some Excavations in the Cambrian Rocks of Comleij, Shropslbire, 1907.
By E. S. CoBBOLD, F.G.S.

The locality of Coiuley has long been classical in geology as the only

place in Shropshire where Lower, Middle, and (so-called) Upper Cambrian
rocks, occurring in juxtaposition, are all known to yield fossils.

The chief point of interest has been the little Quarry of Comley, in

which both the characteristic genera of Trilobites of the Lower and
Middle divisions of the Cambrian system—namely, Olenellus and Para-
doxides— occur in close association.

These rocks of the Comley district were first claimed as Cambrian by
Dr. Chas Callaway ' in 1878, and paralleled by him with the Hollybush
sandstone of the Malvern district.

In 1888 Professor Lapworth announced ^ the discovery of an Olenellus

[0. Callavei, Lapw.) from the band of purplish-red calcareous sand-
stone of the Comley Quarry, which band has become generally known
among English geologists as the Olenellus Limestone band of Comley,
or, locally, the Olenellus Limestone.

In 1891 Lapworth described and figured the Olenellus,^ and at the
same time announced his discovery of a Paradoxides (which he named
P. Groomii) from the conglomerates and limestones overlying the
Olenellus Limestone in the same quarry.

Although it was thus well known that both Lower and Middle
Cambrian rocks were present in the locality, the line between them had
not hitherto been exactly determined.

The Cambrian formations of the Comley area hitherto recognised are
as follows :

—

III. Uirper Cambrian Shales, so called (the Shineton Shales of

Callaway, op. cit.).

II. The Comley Sandstone of Lapworth, op. cit., divisible into a
lower and an upper portion, the latter representing parts of the Middle
Cambrian, and the former parts of the Lower Cambrian of other regions.

I. The Wrekin Quartzite of Callaway at the base.

The excavations described in this report have been confined to the
Comley Sandstone Series above mentioned.

The geology of the Comley area presents considerable difficulties

owing to the obscure and faulted nature of the ground. It will be seen
from the, accompanying sketch-map that the main mass of the area
under description is occupied by the Comley Sandstone Series. This
is underlain to the west by the Wrekin Quartzite, but the only fairly

• Callaway, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, vol. xxxiv. 1878, p. 759.
* Lapworth, Geol. Jfiiff., December 3, vol. v. 1888, p. 484,
» ibid., vol. viii. 1891, p. 539.
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consecutive section hitherto known has been a thickness of about 30 feet

of Comley Sandstone exposed in the Quai-ry itself, which has been worked
at frequent intervals for more than thirty years for the extraction of

road stone.

There are, however, many patches of Lower and Middle Cambrian
i-ocks to be seen in the Comley area, but they are isolated, and the

CeLrcix2oC

stratigraphical relationships and lithological details of such beds as have
hitherto yielded fossils have necessarily remained undetermined for want
of sufficient evidence.

Professor Lapworth has mapped the area, and has freely shown his

maps to myself and others, but the results of his investigations are ag

yet unpublished.
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Fairly large collections of fossils have been made from Comley, but

many of the species appear to be new to Britain or are as yet unde*

scribed. It is impossible, therefore, to give complete lists.

Dr. Callaway quotes ' from the Quarry ' a minute roundish Lingula,

Kutorgina cingulata, Bill., and Serpulites fistula, Holl.'

Professor Lap worth quotes - as associated with his Olenellus Callavei

in the Olenellus Limestone ' Kutorgina cingulata, Bill., Linnarsonia
sagittalis, Walcott, Ilyolithellus, of. //. micans, Walcott, and EUipto-

cephalus sp. '
; and from the beds yielding his Para,doxides Groomii

' forms of Ptychoparia, Obolella, and Frotospongia.'

In 1892 Mr. Rhodes collected largely in the area for H.M. Geolo-

gical Survey under the direction of Professor Lapworth, and his

specimens are still under examination. Numerous other geologists,

including myself, have collected fossils from the Quarry and neighbour-

hood, obtaining them to a large extent from loose blocks of material, and
it is often difficult, or even impossible, to assign the specimens to their

respective lithological horizons.

Being desirous of establishing the exact horizon of some specimens of

Microdiscus lobatus. Hall, which I had collected from a spot that was
pointed out to me by Mr. Rhodes in 1892, situated in the fields about
200 yards south of the Quarry, which species was being described, among
others, by Mr. Philip Lake in his Monograph on the Cambrian Trilo-

bites,^ I commenced an excavation, in June 1907, at the spot in question,

and exposed a series of grey limestones (which had not hitherto been
recognised in the Quarry) lying just above, and conformably Avith the

Olenellus Limestone.

Professor Lapworth, being interested, kindly contributed to the pre-

liminary expenses, and considered it most desirable to extend the

excavations, if possible, to several other critical spots in the area.

Subsequently, on the appointment of the Geological Excavation Com-
mittee, Section C, at the Leicester meeting of the British Association,

a grant was awarded by the Committee for the purpose of carrying out
these excavations, and the present I'eport summarises the results of this

work down to the present time (June 1908).

Description of the Excavations.

The positions of the excavations already carried out are shown on the
accompanying sketch map. They are of two kinds :

—

(a) Transverse excavations, numbered 1 to 5 on the rnap, and indi-

cated by short thickened lines. These are trenches for the purpose of

ascertaining the sequence of the strata above or below known exposures
of rock. They are cut through the soil and subsoil (where the depth is

not excessive) to solid rock, and allow of the observation of the lithological

characters of the various layers, and in some cases of the collection of

fossils.

(6) Vertical excavations or trial holes, numbered 6 to 19 on map,
put down to ascertain the nature of any solid rock existing between

' Op. jam cit.

« Op.jam cit., p. 532 ; also ' The Geology of S. Skropphire,' Lapworth apd Watts,
Proc. Geol. Asioc, London, 1894, p. 310.

' Pal. tSoc, vpl, Ixi. 1907, ' Cambrian Trilobites,' p. 33.
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known natural exposures and the feasibility or otherwise of opening up
additional transverse sections.

Note.—The letters distinguishing the various beds on the following
pages are only applicable in each case to tlie individual sections under
description, and are not to be taken as implying correlation of strata.

The names employed are either existing appellations for strata or groups
of strata in use among geologists, or new names now proposed for adoption.
The latter, where used for the first time, are given with quotation marks.
The beds are in all cases described in descending order.

No. 1. The Coinley Quarry Section.

The rocks described in Part I. are those of the eastern portion of the
Quarry enclosure, and have long been exposed by the ordinary quarrying
operations carried out for the extraction of road metal.

The rocks described in Part II. are those of the western portion of

the Quarry enclosure as laid bare for the first time by the present exca-
vations and by the clearing away of debris and overgrowth from an old
disused quarry face.

All the strata have an approximately N. and S. strike, with an
easterly dip of about 70°.

Owing to the working back of the Quarry face and some faulting the
section now to be seen is not quite the same as it was formerly.

P.\RT I. Rocks previously exposed by the ordinary Quarryimj Operations.

East End of Section

:

—
a. The Comley ' Quarry Ridye Grits,' with Paradoxides.

Ft. 111.

rt, Brownish, coarse, quartzose Orits with much glauconite and, in
places, becoming conglomeratic. Bedding planes, ill-defined,

at 2 to 3 feet intervals (top not seen) . . . . . 21
fflj Conf/Ionwratic bed, becoming calcareous at the base, with a matrix

quite similar to that of the grits above (a,), but containing
(i) pebbles, (ii) rather large subangular to angular blocks of
rocks deri\ed from the beds below, and (iii) very many black
or brown lumps of phosphatic material ..... 3

The included materials comprise :

—

(i) pebbles, more or less rounded, of quartz and of igneous rocks, one
of which compares very closely with the ' granitoidite ' of the
Cardington Hill volcanic group.

(ii) lenticular pieces of limestone, some of which exactly corre-

spond with the ' French Grey Limstone ' bed d below, and
have, in the quarry, or in Section No. 2 (see page 236), or in
intervening natural exposures, yielded man}' fragments of
Olenellui referred to O. (^Holmia) Callavei, Lapw. ; Anomooare
(Aff7-aulos in the sense used by Walcott), a pustulate species
not yet identified ; Liniiarsonia and other Brachiopods ; and
subangular to angular pieces of greenis-h and yellowish mica-
ceous sandstone very similar to beds /below.

(iii) black or brown lumps of phosphatic material, which are very
irregular in shape, often weathered out so as to form cavities ;

they may be contemporaneous with the formation of the bed
Where very calcareous the matrix of the conglomerate is of a pinkish

grey colour very siruilar to that of th^ ' French Grey l^ime-
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Ft. In.

stone ' bed d below, but usualljr showing an admixture of
glauconite grains and earthy matter not found in that bed.
It is from the grey portions of the bed that I have collected
fragments of a large Paradoxides referable, with doubt, to
P. Groomii, Lapw.

b. The Black JAmestone (Callaway and Lapworth) :—
A very dark rock with rounded quartz grains, much glauconite, and

abundant black lumps of phosphatic material. This bed
is sometimes found soldered to the overljing conglomerate
(rfj), especially in the deeper parts of the Quarry. Near the
surface it is, or was (for it is nearly all quarried av/ay at the
higher levels), separated from it by clayey matter.

Maximum thickness 9
Hyolitlms fistula (.''), Salferella (perhaps 2 speofes) and

Brachiopods.

c' Grey Limestone and Fault rock . , . . , .09
d. The ' French Grey Limestone '

:

—

A pinkish grey compact limestone becoming purple or red in
places and crowded with fossil fragments, which are shown
upon the yellowish weathered surfaces, without glauconite or
phosphatic inclusions 10

Aristozoe, cf. A. rotnndata,, Walcott, and Brachiopods.
• *••••...«

e. The Olenellits Limestoiie :

—

A red and green deposit, sandy as a rule and almost shaley in the
upper part, but becoming very calcareous in certain layers, from
the presence of nodules of compact sandy limestone the
weathered surfaces of which exhibit abundant fragments of
OleneUus about 2 6

The fossils detected include OleneUus {Holmia) Callavei, Lapw.

;

Anomocare sp. ; Agraulos, possibly two species; Microdiscvs
sp., cf. M. Helena, Walcott; HyoUthus sp., probably nov.;
H. soaialis, Linnrs , Linnarsonia and other Brachiopods.

f. The ' Lower Comley Sandstone '
:
—

/, Soft red and green micaceous sandstone, with sandy shales in
thin layers 4

Part II.

—

Hocks exposed by the new excavation.

f„ Green and rusty micaceous sandstones, being the downward
continuation of /„ in beds 1 to 3 feet thick, with at least
three separate layers (situated at 7, 11, and 14 feet below
the base of the OleneUus Limestone), exhibiting rusty spots
weathering out into cavities '

. . 27
f^ Green micaceous sandstone rather softer in texture than e„,

weathering brown, in thin beds 1 to 2 inches thick (base not
seen 20

Total thickness observed . . 80

West End of Section.

Note.—Similar sandstones to the above (/) are traceable at intervals along the
roadside for a distance of twenty yards south-westerly from the end of the
excavation, indicating (if there is no repetition and the dip remains constant) a
further downward thickness of the sandstone on the E. and W. line of section of
about 40 feet.

' The rock marked c probably represents some portions of the 'Orei/ Linwstonei
of Section No. 2, p. 6, but is a good deal crushed by strike faulting.
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No. 2.

—

Excavation and Section in fields 200 yards south of
the Cornley Quarry.

At this spot there was an old cutting overgrown with grass in a little

knoll near the southern termination of the Quarry Ridge (see map).
It showed protruding bosses of grit and conglomerate similar to those

seen in the Quarry, together with loose angular pieces of grey or purplish

limestone.

I had one side of this cutting cleared of soil, and prolonged the

section thus obtained in both directions by a new trenching excavation.

The beds have a strike approximately north and south, and dip to the

east at an angle of about 65°.

The old cutting and the new trenches are not quite at right angles

to the strike, but allowance for this has been made in taking the

measurements

Ft. In.

Ead m?}d of Section,

a. The Quarry Ridge Shales :
—

Comminuted pale greenish grej' sbale, including (in the lower part

of its section) a band of hard glauconitic grit 3 inches thick,

striking parallel with the beds below. The base of this shale

group not seen owing to the presence of a fault running
nearly parallel with the ttrike and hading easterly. The
thickness of this group may be as much as 200 or 300 feet . 10

i. The Quarry Ridge Grits :

—

6, Grit broken into angular fragments, say 5

b.. Well-bedded grit 5
h^ Conglomeratic grit with black flaggy material about the

middle and at the base 12

These grits and conglomerates agree precisely with those

of the Quarry ((7,, a.,. Section No. 1).

c. The Black Limestone :
—

The upper half of this shows a dark grey sandy matrix with many
black phosphatic lumps ; the lower half has less of the
phosphatic material ......... 1

Hyolithus fistula, HoU. (?).

d. The ' Grey Limestones ' :

—

A series of fossiliferous limestones varying in colour from a reddish
purple ihrough greenish grey to pale grey.

(l^ A pale grey limestone very full of fossil fragments ... 3
Fossils:

—

Protoleniis sp. ; Mivrodisous lohatus, Hall; M. s^p.^ of

medium size and having a punctate test.; i1/. sp.„ somewhat
intermediate between the two ; Hijolithus, cf. II. corneohis,

Holm.; Il.fistvla. HoU. (?), and Brachiopods.

d. A reddish purple limestone becoming pale grey in places . . 6

Fo.'-sils are very plentiful :

—

Microdiscus lubatns. Hall ; M.
gpeciosus. Ford ; Anomocare (Affraulos of Mathew and Wal-
cott), cf. A. stremms, var. nasutus, Walcott ; A. sp.,, wiih
glabella furrows transverse ; A. sp.^, with glabella furrows

directed backwards; A. sp 3, a smaller form, with front

margin reflexed and glabella almost keeled ; Hyolithut
fistula, HoU.C?); H. sp., cf. H. lenticulo/ris. Holm.; H". sp.

;

Helenia (J) sp. nov. and Brachiopods.
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Ft. lu.

<fj A dark grey limestone with many phosphatic lumps, some
glauconite, and having purple and green patches of colour . 1

[Fossils more fragmentary, not yet separately collected.]

<f, A greenish grev rock with plentiful black phosphatic lumps . 9
[Fossils fragmentary, not yet separately' collected.]

e. The French Grey Limestone :
—

A pale pinkish grey limestone in two bands, each about 3 inches
thick, with a few pieces of dark phosphatic material . , G

There are some patches of this limestone v/hich have a granular or
sandy aspect, and the colour is then greenish.

Anomocare rel Agraulos sp., a very pustulate form ; fragments of
Olenellus sp. and Brachiopods.

f. The Olenelhos Limestone :
—

Immediately below the French grey limestone the cutting showed
some red sandy clay, and embedded in this material there
protruded from the botrom of the excavation some nodules of
red sandy limestone characteristic of the Olenellus Limestone,
as seen in the C'omley Quarry, and j-ielding fragments of
Olenellus and Microdiscus sp.

Total thickness of red material .... 2 G

g. The Lower Comley Sandstone :
—

jfi Greenish soft sandstone or sandy shale, cf. bed/,, Section
No. 1 (base not seen)

Some 12 feet be3'ond the end of the trench a trial hole (No. G on
map) was excavated disclosing—

Qo Green sandstone, cf. beds/.. Section No. I.

West End of the Section.

NoTE.^About 30 feet east from the eastern end of the Trench a trial-hole (No. 7
on map) was sunk at the site of an old saw-pit, disclosing comminuted pale grey
shale exactly like that of bed a, Section 2, above.

At a further distance of about 60 feet in tlio same directio'i another trial-hole

(No. 8 on map) was sunk near the Comley Brook. This disclosed clayey material
similar to that found above the shale in Trial-hole No. 7, but having in it some
angular pieces of brownish green, flaggy, glauconitic gri', with small quartz pebbles.
No dip or strike could be determined here.

Excavation No. Z.—North End of Dairy Ilill, about 200 yards
south-east of the Comley Quarry,

I made this excavation for the purpose of ascertaining the structure
of .Dairy Hill. Professor Lapworth had mapped it as a dome, and had
found fragments both of the 01enellu.s Limestone and of the Quarry
Ridge grits in the surface of an old lane, which curves round the north
end of Dairy Hill (see nap), but it was uncertain if they were in situ.

Holes were mads in the south bank of the lane, which is here about
8 feet high, and disclosed plentiful nodules of the Olenellus Lime-
stone and of a green standstone referable to the Lower Comley Sand-
stone (beds f of the Quarry) beneath it. The Quarry Ridge grit (the
conglomeratic portion) is traceable along the road surface in a curved line

more or less parallel to the contour of Dairy Hill, and the whole of the
bods dip north,
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It is obvious that the lane has at this point cut well into the northern
end of a dome of the Quarry Ridge grits and has just reached the
Olenellus Limestone and the Lower Comley Sandstone below it. I

found no traces of any of the French Grey, Grey, or Black Lime-
stones in this excavation ; further excavations are necessary before

their apparent absence can be accounted for.

The Olenellus Limestone in the bed and bank of the road yielded

fragments of Olenellus having characteristics of 0. (ffolmia) CcUlavei,

Lapw., and Linnarsonia.

Excavation No. 4.

—

North Spur of Little Caradoc, 200 yards west-

south-west of the Comley Quarry.

The object of this excavation was to open up a section of the lowest

beds of the Lower Comley Sandstone and to ascertain the character of theii*

junction with the underlying Wrekin Quartzite below. The Quartzite is

known to wrap round the eastern side of Little Caradoc Hill, and there

are traces of it in this northern spur. There are also at this point

some natural exposures of greenish micaceous sandstone, not unlike the

Comley Sandstone of the Quarry, and of a coarse grained dolerite which,

higher up the hill, intervenes between tlie Quartzite and the core of Pre-
Cambrian rocks.

Two trenches were opened in a piece of uncultivated ground west of

the Comley Quarry, and separated from it by nearly 200 yards of culti-

vated land showing no exposure of solid rock.

One of these trenches was continued east, as far as circumstances

allowed, into the arable field ; the other was carried west, to find the

Quartzite and iix its point of contact with the dolerite.

Some of the beds in the tirst trench could be exactly matched in the

second, and the sections displayed in both are given below as one con-

tinuous whole.

The beds dip west, but as they are, in all probability, invertetl,

the section is described from east to west, as representing the descending
order of the beds.

a. Lower Comley Sandstone.
Ft. 111.

a, Fiue-grained greenish micaceous sandstones in compact, or

flaggy, or rubbly beds, dipping about .50" westwanis, and
var\ ing a good deal in hardness .... About 30

Yielding Hyulichns sp. near H. tenvistriata, Linn.

a„ Fine grit with well-rounded grains, 2 inches.

Sandy clay, 4 incties.

Very dark coarse grit with some dark green grains (?) glauconite,

2 inches.

Bluish-grey cilcareous giit weathering to a dark incoherent sand-
rock, 12 inches.

Grey clayey shale, 6 inches
Rib of hard fine-grained micaceous sandstone, 18 inches.
Sandy clay, 12 inches .... Total thickness of a.j 5

flj Fine-grained greenish fla?gy micaceous sandstones . . . 15
a^ Hard greenish micaceous sandstones in more compact beds dip-

ping westerly at about 50° 12
a-^ Much harder brownish micaceous sandstone having a more quart-

zite-like aspect 4
* . .

Total thickness of sandstones seen , . , . 66 U
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East End of the Section :—

Part l.-^TrencK East of the Little Quarry,

a. ' Hill House Shales

'

:

—

Ft. In.

a, Sandy shale much disturbed; dip and thickness unknown , . 5

Probable Fault:—
b. ' Hill House Grits ' :^

h^ Rough, brown, glauconitic grits, flaggy in places and occasionally

almost conglomeratic from the presence of inclusions of

shaley material ; dip 55° P]ast about 12 6

Ptycho2)aTia (?) sp., and many fragments of Trilobites.

Part II.

—

The Hill House Ridge Quarry itself.

fcj Quartzose grits, almost white, and with little glauconite ; dip

about 45° East 7

Jj Dark-brown incoherent grit with trilobite fragments . ..06
h^ Brown quartzose glauconite grit 5

Part III.

—

Trench West of the Quarry,

6, Soft dark conglomeratic grit with phosphatic lumps . . . .3 0-

Jj Greenish quartzose grit ......... 3

h, Black flaggy grit 6

&B Dark grits, incoherent in places G

4.3

c, ' Hill House Flags ' :—

c, Black flaggy grit ; dip about 30° to the East 4

c. Dark sandy and calcareous material with much phosphate . . 1 G

JJori/pyge sp.

Paradoxides (J) \ UyoUthus fistula Q), Holl., and Brachiopods

C3 Black calcareous flaggy grit?, I inch and 3 inches thick ; dip about
10° to the east. Base not seen 2

Total thickness seen in section about . .47

West End of the Section.

So far as surface features show, the deposit Ijing next below these Hill House
Flags appears to be the upward extension of the Quarry Ridge Shales seen in

Excavation No. 2, but there is every probability that the junction is a faulted

one, and that the sequence is not complete. A trial-hole (No. 17) put down
12 yards west of the end of the section near the fence failed to reach solid rock.

Trial-holes Nos. 14, 15, lU on map (see below, p 241) are in strata which appear

to belong to the Hill House Shales, and indicate a considerable thickness of these

beds.

Vertical Excavations or Trial Holes,

Nos. 8, 9, 11, 17, 18, 19 disclosed no solid rock.

No. 10, at the top of Dairy Hill, showed brokea grits referable, with

doubt, to the Quarry Ridge Grits, with indications of nearly horizontal

bedding.

No. 12 consisted of clearing away aome of the debris in an old quarry
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liear the south" fence of the Dairy Hill field in order to ascertain the

dip of the beds.

It showed the following vertical section of beds lying nearly

horizontally ;

—

Ft. In.

a. A coarse somewhat conglomeratic bed of grit or sandstone witli

rusty coloured blotches and greenish earthy patches . . .5

b. Micaceous green flaggy sandstone 4

c. ,, „ but more compact and rather coarser . . .09
d. Micaceous sandstone with rusty spots ; cf. beds / of Excavation

No. 1. Base not seen 2

The general aspect of these beds recalls those found below the

Olenellus Limestone of the Comley Quarry.

Nos. 13, 14, 15, 16, were sunk on the northern slopes of Hill

House Ridge to ascertain the nature of the shales there apparently

overlying the Hill House Grits, and to localise the exact position of a

fault mapped by Professor Lapworth.

No. 13, near the Comley Brook, exhibits beds of grit and shale dipping

to the south-west at about 45°.

Nos. 14, 15, 16, showed shales often gritty and micaceous with

included bands of harder shale and grit, all with a nearly vertical dip

and a north and south strike.

It is clear that the fault in question lies between Nos. 13 and 14.

Results.

Previous to the time when these excavations were commenced it was

well known to geologists that in the Comley area the Wrekin Quartzite

underlay the Comley Sandstone Series ; that in this Sandstone series

occurred a fossiliferous group of strata of no great vertical thickness,

whicli was partly exposed in the Comley Quarry ; and also that the

lower beds of this Quarry group yielded the Oletiellus fauna and its

higher beds, Pai-adoxides ; but the precise line of stratigraphlcal demarca-

tion between the two sets of strata yielding the older fauna and those

yielding the younger fauna, even within this little fossiliferous group,

remained undetermined. And, although it was known that both above and

below the beds exposed in the quarry there occurred a comparatively great

thickness of strata belonging to the local Comley Sandstone Series, that

series remained undivided owing to the paucity of natural sections.

The results of these excavations enable us for the first time to fix

almost exactly the local stratigraphical line of division between the Lower
and Upper Comley Series, and to give details as to the sequence and

characteristics of the various lithological bands in the fossil-bearing

group for some distance above and below that line, and thus permit of

the fixation of the true stratigraphical horizons of the fossils which have

been at various times collected from these beds, or from loose fragments

derived from them.
Again, although it cannot be claimed that these excavations have

furnished a sufficiency of evidence to enable geologists to distinguish all the

local members of the Comley Sandstone Series, they have supplied a large

amount of additional testimony in support of the vie«' that not only is the

series as a whole separable into two main divisions—an upper and a lower

series distinguishable by their fossils—but that each of the two divisions

1908. K
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will in time prove capable of subdivision into recognisable stratigraphical

sub-groups.

As matters now stand it would appear that the components of the

Comley Series, as developed in this little area, may be somewhat as

follows :
—

1. The Lower Comley Series, whose lowest beds graduate upwards

from the Wrekin Qnartzite below, through an unknown thickness of

LovKT Comley Sandstone, into the fossiliff-rous Olpnellun group at the

top (some 5 or 6 feet in total thickness, and composed in ascending order

of (1) the Olenellus Limestone, the French Grey lAinestone, and the Grey

Limestones). The affinities of the Black Limestone have yet to be deter-

mined.

2. The Upper Comley Series.—The lowest group of this consists

of the Qimrry Ridge Grits (some 24 feet in thickness), made up of

a lower conglomeratic Zone with the Paradoxides fauna and a higher

gritty zone with few fossils. These Quarry Ridge Grits are apparently

succeeded by a thick band of shales, the Quarry Ridge Shales. Still

higher in the succession comes the Hill House Group, made up of the

Hill House Flags below, the Hill House Grits in the middle, and the Hill

House Shales above.

While the original object with which these excavations were com-

menced

—

i.e., the fixation of the relative systematic positions of the

lithological zones which have already yielded fossils in the Comley Quarry

and its immediate neighbourhood—has been attained, nevertheless the

stratigraphical succession of the component lithological zones of the Comley

Series as a whole is as yet far from being established ; and, bearing in mind

the fact that in this Comley area the Cambrian strata of Shropshire are

known to be far more fossiliferous than elsewhere, it is most desirable

that the work shall be continued.

Throughout these investigations I have had repeated help and

encouragement from Professor Lapworth, which I gratefully acknowledge.

I am also much indebted to Mr. Philip Lake for help in the

determinations of the Trilobites, and to Professor Theodore Groom for a

report on the Hyolithidfe, &c.

JErratic BlocJiS of the British Isles.—Report of the Committee, consisting

of Professor P. F. Kendall {Chairman), Dr. A. R. Dwerry-
HOUSE (Secretary), Dr. T. G. BoNNEY, Mr. F. M. BURTON, Mr,

F. W. Harmer, Eev. S. N. Harrison, Dr. J. Horne, Mr. J,

LoMAS, Professor W. J. SoLLAS, and Messrs. J. W. Stather,

R. H. Tjlddeman, and W. T. Tucker, appointed to investigate the

Erratic Blocks of the British Isles, and to take measures for their

preservation. (Drawn up by the Secretary.)

Reported by Professor Kendall, M.Sc, F.G.S.

Robin Hood's Bay.— In the spring of the present year three boulders

of Shap granite were exposed in the cliffs near Stoup Beck. Two were

large, well-worn blocks, about 2 to 3 feet long ; the third not more than

8 inches long. One of the larger still remains in sitM, It lies in undis-

turbed boulder clay 20 feet above high-water mark, exactly 100 yards
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south of Stoup Beck. The long axis is directed about N. 30° W., and
the southern end is slightly raised, in which respect it resembles the great
majority of the large boulders in the same deposit.

The base of the boulder is about 4 feet below an ill-defined junction,
between a dark bluish-brown boulder clay, very heavily charged with
stones and traversed by shear planes, often much contorted, and an upper
paler dun clay with fewer stones. It iiiay be that the differences of
aspect are due to differences in exposure to spray.

The lower clay was examined carefully to discover with what group-
ing of erratics the Shap granite boulders were associated, and every stone
of obviously foreign derivation was scrutinised especially with the object
of ascertaining whether the porphyrites of the Cheviot type and Grey-
wacke sandstones, such as occur in the Tweed Valley above Melrose,
were present in such numbers as to identify the boulder clay with the
beds forming the highest members of the Glacial Series in many parts of
the coast tract of Yorkshire.

Porphyrites formed the predominant element of the foreign stones,
but they were mainly of a veiy dark-purple tint ; while the red por-
phyrites that preponderate in the Cheviots were represented by few-

examples. The Greywacke sandstone, including a perfectly angular
slab 2 feet in length, did not resemble any type that I have seen in the
Tweed Valley.

Decomposed melaphyres with amygdaloids were common ; basalts and
dolerites less so. Two pebbles of trachyte were found and one pebble of

rhomb porphyry. Three flints (not of Yorkshire type), one small pebble
of granite, a granophyre (possibly Buttermere), one piece each of Brockram
and Old Red sandstone, some Carboniferous limestone, and Magnesian
limestone completed the series of certainly foreign stones.

Of local, or possibly local, rocks the following were observed :

—

Sandstones from the Estuarine Series (these constituted nearly the
whole of the large blocks and many of the smaller stones).

Equisetum stem.

Harpoceras bifrons.

Jet (abundant).

Middle Lias ironstone.

Lower Lias shale and limestone.

Gryphcea inourva.

. Oxynoticeras oxynotum.
Gypsum (a lump as large as a cricket-ball).

Reported by Mr. Thomas Sheppard, F.G.S.

Front, Withernsea.—A boulder of black flint containing a specimen of

Belemnites lanceolatus.

Black flints of this type have long been known in the glacial beds
of the Yorkshire coast, and B. lanceolatus has been collected in large

numbers ; but this observation shows them to have a common origin.

As neither the black flints nor B. lanceolatus is known in the British

chalk, it is concluded that these have probably been derived from an
outcrop beneath or beyond the North Sea.

From Dimlington.— A. rounded boulder of quartz- rhomb-porphyry,'
a rock only once previously recorded, viz. from Burstwick.

'. See Harker, Proc. Yorks Geol. Soc, vol. xiii. pt. ii. pp, 279( 281.

1(2
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Ueijorted hy Mr. J. W. Statiier, F.G.S.

At Aldboi'ouoh in Hoklerness (observed by Mr. Charles Thompson,

B.Sc.) a mass of Speeton clay, 12 feet x7 feet x 1 foot 6 inches, embedded

in the bonlder clay of the beach. The bedding is still intact, and the

contained fossils uncrushed.

The full extent of the boulder could not be seen, as it dipped towards

the cliff.

The following fossils were noted ;—
Exogyra sinuala.

Belemnitcs siibquadrafiis,

Asiarie senecta.

Also numerous ammonites, all belonging to the zone D^,^

The only other recorded case of a transported mass of Speeton clay

is at Flamborough Head, immediately below tho lighthouse, though
Speeton fossils are very common in the drifts of this coast.

The distance from Speeton to Aldborough is between 20 and 23

miles.

liP.porled by Mr. H. Colpix.

From a cutting on the South Yorkshire Joint Railway at Stainton

Woodhouse, two miles M'est of Tickhill.

Carboniferous limestone, 6 inches x 5 inches x -1 inches, together with

smaller pebbles of the same rock and of grit.

Also a boulder of a dark grey rhyolite with large masses of iron

pyrites, probably from the Borrowdale Series.

Reported by Mr. J. Wilfrid Jackson.

A large boulder of Shap granite from Troughbarrow Quarry, near
Silverdale, Lancashire.

ReporUd hy Mr. F. W. Harjier, F.G.S.

A number of small chips collected by Mr. Harmer from boulders
found in the Norwich briclc-eaith were forwarded by Mr. Hai-mer. Of
these thin sections have been prepared, and have been examined petro-
logically by the Secretary.

They include a number of holocrystalline acid rocks, including both
biotite and muscovite-biotite granites, which it has been impossible to

identify up to the present.

Dolei-ites are represented by two types : one of these (five specimens)
is without olivine, and has been identified with the Whin Sill. TtiQ
other type is olivine- bearing, and has not as yet been identified.

The collection also included Carboniferous limestone, with fora-
minifera and other small fossils, two pebbles of porphyrite of the
Cheviot type, and a quartz hornblende schist, probably Scandinavian.

From the Cromer Clay.—Here, again, was found a number of granites
not as yet identified.

Whin Sill was represented by eight specimens.
Olivine dolerites, similar to those from the Norwich brick-earth, also

occurred here.

A porphyrite of Cheviot type was also found.
Several quartz-hornblende-schists, bearing a strong resemblance to,

I L.Tmplngh, < On Speeton Clay," Q.JJi.S., jclv. .'•.75^C1(;.
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that from tlio Norwich brick-earth, occurred, tc/ether with a coarse,

granite with zircon, and a much decomposed elteoHte syenite, all

probably Scandinavian.

A tine-grained basalt, identical with one from the Norwich brick-

earth.

It is hoped that it may be possible to' identify the remainder of these

rocks and to give a fuller report on the boulder contents of the East
Anglian drifts in the next report.

PJ(oio(jraphs of Geologiccd Interest.—Sixteenth liejiort of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Professor J. Geikie (Chairman)^ Professor

W. W. Watts (Secretan/), Dr. T. Anderson, Mr. G. Bixgley.
Dr. T. G. Bonney, Mr. H. Coates, Mr. C. V. Crook, Professor

E. J. Garwood, Messrs. W. Gray, W. J. Harrison, R. Kidston,

and A. S. Reid, Professor S. H. Reynolds, Dr. J. J. H. Teaix,
and Messrs. R. Welch, W. Whitaker, and IT. B. Woodward.
{Draicn vp by the Secretarij.)

Since the issue of the last Report in 190Jr about 600 photographs have
been received for the national collection. Of these 503 have been re-

gistered, bringing the total number in the collection to 4,817, and the

yearly average to 253.

The annexed geographical scheme gives the distribution of these

photographs among the counties. Two English, one Welsh, seven
Scottish, and eleven Irish counties are still unrepresented. Somerset,

Kent, Yorkshire, and Bute head the list for the year, and the number
from the counties of Lincoln, Brecknock, Merioneth, and Fife receive

large proportionate increments.

Several of the groups ai-e of exceptional interest. Professor Reynolds
sends some excellent studies of rock -structures, due to earth-movement,
from Devonshire, some very clear examples of unconformity from Glouces •

tershire, and a large series of views from Somerset. The same contri-

butor gives a beautiful group of photographs showing the weathering
of igneous rocks from the outposts of Cader Idris, and a number of

volcanic studies from Arran.

Mr. Bingley contributes many photographs of the Triassic footprints

from Storeton Quarry, in Cheshire ; a considerable group, mainly illus-

trating glacial phenomena, from Lincolnshire ; and a series of inland

and coastal views in Yorkshire. He also sends several interesting views

taken in Derbyshire and Durham.
Special mention should be made of a particularly important and most

carefully taken set of prints illustrating the ' nailbournes ' of Elham and
Petham in Kent. In both sets corresponding pairs of views were taken
from the same point, one to illustrate the bournes in the flow of the

winter 1903-4, and the other the dry state after cessation of this flow in

the following summer. These valuable sets, taken by Mr. Buckingham,
show how very important the registration of transitory phenomena by
photography can be, as in no other way is it possible to secure such a
satisfactory and telling record of these remarkable springs. Mankind is

so forgetful of them that in some cases houses, roads, and other works are

ccnstructed in the path of the intermittent flows. Mr. Buckingham has
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also collected a series of important facts relating to former flows of these

bournes, as well as to the flows of 1903-4.

Counties
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Mr. J. G. Goodchild, also a member of the Committee since 1893, was

removed by death in 1906.

Other contributions include a beautiful set of photographs of granite

si'^ls, raised beaches, and other phenomena in Cornwall taken by Messrs.

G V. and H. Preston, who send also some prints taken in Staffa
;

a series of photographs taken in connexion with the excursion of the

British Association along the Cromer coast in 1904 by Mr. G. Hastings
;

several photographs taken in Surrey by Mr. Baldock and Mr. Robarts
;

an interesting set of miniature denudation phenomena taken at Bexhill

by Dr. Horace Brown ; and some important photographs taken in Skye

by Mr. R. F. Gwiunell and Mr. J. A. Smythe.

Lastly the Committee would give special mention to the set of

photographs, mostly of waterfalls and related phenomena in Brecknock,

by Miss F. Neale, described and classified by Mr. F. T. Howard
;
photo-

graphs taken in Ireland by Mr. R. Welch, Mr. Cleland, and Miss

Andrews ; and a careful selection of his instructive photographs of

volcanic and allied phenomena taken by Mr. A. S. Reid in Fifeshire.

To all these gentlemen and ladies the thanks of the Committee are

due, and to the list they would also like to add the following for photo-

graphs given or help rendered :—Mr. E. A. N. Arber, Professor J. \N'.

Carr, Mr. J. Carver, Mr. E. S. Cobbold, Mr. F. G. Collins, Mr. L. H.

Cooke, Mr. A. K. Coomaraswamy, Mr. H. Divers, Mr. C. H. B. Epps,

Mr. Friendship, Professor E. J. Garwood, Mr. F. Greenwood, Mr. J.

Hopkinson, Mr. J. W. Jackson, Miss M. S. Johnston, Mr. A. T. Metcalfe,

Mr. G. W. Moore, Mr. H. Pickles, Mr. R. H. Rastall, Mr, C. Davies

Sherl.orn, Mr. W. E. Smith, Mr. J. A. Smythe, Mr. F. S. Snell, Mr. W.
Wliitaker, Dr. D. Woolacott, ai\d Mr. A. Young.

A certain demand still exists for the published series, and, as each order

yields a small profit, the balance of the Committee stands at 125/. 10s. Id.

after current expenses of mounting and storing have been paid.

It has not been found possible hitherto to proceed with the publication

of the contemplated second issue, but it is proposed to begin work upon
it at once, and next year's Report will probably record the publication of

the first series.

A selection from the first published issue has been exhibited at the

Science Section of the Franco-British Exhibition, and has received the

award of a Diploma of Honour.
No important additions have been made to the duplicate series.

This series has been exhibited by Mr. Whitaker at several scientific

societies, including the Tunbridge Wells Natural History Society, the

Battersea Field Club, the Hertfordshire Natural Histoiy Society, the

Selborne Society (Hampstead Branch), and the Croydon Eclectic

Society.

Applications by Local Societies for tlie loan of the Duplicate Collection

of prints or slides should be made to the Secretary. A descriptive account
can be lent. The carriage and the making good of any damage to slides

or prints are the only expenses to be borne by the borrowing society.

The Committee recommend that they be reappointed, without a grant,

and that Professor J. Geikie be reappointed Chairman, and Professor
W. W. Watts and Professor S. H. Reynolds be appointed joint

Sf cretariep.
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SIXTEENTH LIST OF GEOLOGICAL PHOTOGRAPHS.

From August 12, 190-1, to August 22, 1908.

This is a list of the geological photographs which have been i-eceived

and registered by the Secretary of the Committee since the publication

of the last Report.

Contributors are asked to afBx the registered numbers, as given below,

to their negatives for convenience of futui'e reference. Their own
numbers are added in order to enable them to do so.

* indicates that photographs and slides may be purchased from the

donors or obtained through the address given with the series.

Copies of other photographs desired can, in most instances, be obtained

from the photographer direct, or from the officers of the local society under

whose auspices the photograph was taken. The cost at which copies

may be obtained depends on the size of the print and on local circumstance.s,

over which the Committee have no control.

The Committee do not assume the copyright of any photographs 'u\-

cluded in this list. Inquiries respecting photographs, and applications for

permission to reproduce them, should be addressed to the photograchers

direct.

Copies of photographs should be sent unmounted to

Professor S. H. Reynolds,
University College, Bristol,

accompanied by descriptions written on a form prepared for the purpose,

copies of which may be obtained from him.

The size of photographs is indicated as follows :

—

L = Lantern size.

] /4 = Quarter-plate,

1/2 = Half-plate.

1/1 = Whole-plate.

10/8 =10 inches by 8.

12/10= 12 inches by 10, &c.

E. signifies Enlargements,

I.
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Cornwall.—* Pholographed by G. V., R. H., and Harold Preston,
Alverne House, Penzance. 1/1.

Regd.
No.

4310 ( ) Trewavas Head, Mount's Granite veins in slate. 1905.
Bay.

4311 ( ) Trewavas Head, Mount's „ „ „
Bay.

4312 ( ) Trewavas Head, Mount's ,, „ ,,

Bay.

4313 ( ) Trewavas Head, Mounts „ „ „
Bay.

4314 ( ) Trewavas Head, Mount's „ ., „
Bay.

4315 ( ) Gurnard's Head, Zennor. Hornblende rock and slaty felspar rock ?

4316 ( .) „
4317 (10) St. Loy Cove, St. Buryan. . Raised beach and water-worn granite.

1906.

4318 (9) ,, „ . Baispd beach and water-worn granite.

1906.

4319 (8) „ „ . Raised beach and wa'er-worn granite.

1906.

4320 (11) Perranuthnoe, Mount's Bay. Earth cliffs, encroached on by sea. 1906.
4321 (1) Gwithian Cliffs, St. Ives Bay. Earth cUffs and raised beach. 1906.

4322 (2)
4323 (3) ,, ., Raised beach and consolidated sand.

1906.

4324 (1) „ ,,
Detached mass of consolidated sand,

resting on Devonian flate. 1906.

4325 (7) ,, ,, Contorted and faulted Devonian slate.

Iii06.

4326 (5) „ „ Contorted Lower Devonian slate. 1906.
4327 (6)

* Fhotcgraphed by V. Greenwood, 5 St. Mary's Gate, Rochdale. 1/2,

4328 (224) Forth, rear Newquay . Blowing-hole. 1905.

4329 (225) Fistral Bay, n(ar New- Raised beach. 1905.

quay.

Photographed by L. H. Cooke, Imperial College of Science and
Technology, S.W. 5/4.

4330 ( ) Tywarnhaile Mine, near Junction of two lodes.

Redruih.

Derbyshire.—Photographed by J. W. Jackson, Manchester Museum,
Victoria University, Manchester. 1/4.

4331 (71) (Quarry in Bradwell Dale . Peculiar erosion in Carboniferous Lime-
stone. 1905.

Pliotograplied by T. U. Simonson, and presented by A. Young,
45 Hastings Road, Millhouses, Sheffield. 1/2.

4332 ( ) Froggatt Edge, near Weathered Millstone Grit. 1904.

Chatsworth.

4799 ( ) The Eagle Stone, Curbar „ „ ,.

Edge, Baslow,
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Pkotograplied by Godfrey Binglky, Thorniehurst, Headingley,

Leeds. 1/2.
Regd.
No.
4333 (7319) The Winnats, near Castle- Gorge in Carboniferous Limestone. 1906.

t'>n.

4334 (7328) Ravenstor, Miller's Dale . Carboniferous Limestone and Toadstone.

1906.

4335 (7329) „ „ . Carboniferous Limestone resting on Toad-

stone 1906.

4336 (7330) Old Marble Quarry, Tides- Spheroidal structure in Dolerite. 1900.

well Dale.

4337 (7332) Opposite Old Marble Laminated Carboniferous Limestone
Quarry, Tideswell Dale. under sill. 1906.

4338 (73.=J3) Opposite Old Marble Corals in Carboniferous Limestone. 1906.

Quarry, Tideswell Dale.

4339 (7334) Opposite Old Marble Fault in Carboniferous Limestone. 1906.

Quarry, Tideswell Dale.

4340 (7335) Opposite Old Marble Intrusive Dolerite above Carboniferous

Quarry, Tideswell Dale. Limestone. 1906.

4341 (7339) Black Rocks, near Crom- Weathered Millstone Grit. 1906.

ford.

4342 (7340) Black Rocks, near Crom- „ „ „
ford.

4343 (7345) Shothouse Spring, near Bedded tuff. 1906.

Grange Mills.

4344 (7347) Grange Mills, near Crom- Spheroidal structure in volcanic ' neck.'

ford. 1906.

4345 (7349) LongclifiEe Sandpit, near Large pocket of sand in Carboniferous

Brassington. Limestone. 1906.

4346 (7350) LongclifEe Sandpit, near Large pocket of sand ia Carboniferous

Brassington. Limestone. 1 906.

4347 (7352) Longcliffie Sandpit, near Large pocket of sand in Carboniferous

Brassington. Limestone. 1906.

4348 (7353) Longcliffe Sandpit, near Large pocket of sand in Carboniferous
Brassington. Limestone. 1906.

4349 (7354) filam Tor, near Castleton. Yoredale shales. 1906.

DEVONsniUE.

—

Photographed by Professor S. H. Reynolds, University

College, Bristol. 1/2 and 1/4.

4350 (1) Bathing Place, Ilfracombe. . Contorted limestone bands. 1903.

4351 (2)
4352 (o) ,, ,, ,, II )i

4353 (4) „ I, . Cleaved and contorted grit band. 1903.

4354 (7) „ „ . Contorted and disrupted quartz veins.

1903.

4355 (8) „ „ . Contorted and disrupted quartz veins.

1903.

4356 (9) „ „ . Contorted and disrupted quartz veins.

1903.

4357 (5) Hele Bay, near Ilfracombe. . Contorted limestone band. 1903.

4358 (6) Quarry, a little W. of Combe Contorted limestone bands. 1903.

Martin on the Ilfracombe
road.

4359 (10) E. of Bathing Place, Ilfra- Anticline in cleaved Devonian. 1903.

combe.
4360 (11) Rillage Point, Ilfracombe . Marine erosion of jointed Devonian. 1908.

4361 (12) „ „ . Quartz veins in paiallel joints in Devo-
nian. 1903.

4362 (13) Haggington Beach, Ilfra- Joint and bedding caves. 1903,

combe.
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No.
4363

4364
4365

4366

4367

4368

4369
4370

(li) Saunton.

(15) „ . . .

(Ki)

(17) „ . . .

(18) „ . . .

(1^)

(20) ., . . .

(21) Combe Martin Harbour

'Head' on consolidated blown-sand in
which sea-caves have been excavated.
1903.

Consolidated blown-sand. 1903.

False bedding and conglomerate layer in

raised beach, or consolidated blown-
sand. 1903.

Consolidated blown - sands resting on
Pilton Beds. 1903.

Consolidated blown - sands resting on
Pilton Beds. 1903.

Large granite boulder underlying con-
solidated blown-sands. 1903.

' Drag of the hill.' 1903.

Crumpling of slates bv ' drag of the
hill.' i903.

I'hotoffraphed by R. H. Eastall, M.A., Christ's College,

Cambridge, ly'4.

4371 ( ) Combe Martin . . Folded grit in well-cleaved slate. 1903.

4372 ( ) Cliffs W. of Budleigh Sal- Pebble-beds and sandstone. 1903.
to ton.

Diotograiihed by Mr. Friendship and presented by E. A. Newell Akber,
Trinity College, Cambridge, 1/1.

4373 ( ) Broadbench Cove, N. of Wei- Contorted shales and sandstones, Upper
combe Month. Carboniferous. 1906.

Photographed by F. G. Collins, Daisy Mount, Polsloe Road, Exeter,

and presented by Q. Davies Siierborn. 1/4.

4374 (1) Posbury Quarry. Junction of agglomerate with compact
rock. 1903.

4375 (2) „ „ Weathered face of agglomerate. 1905.

Durham.—Photographed by Godfrey Bingley, Thorniehurst, Headingley,

Leeds. 1/2 «nc? 1/4.

4790 (6891) Above High Force, Tees- Whin sill on altered limestone. 1905.

dale

4791 (6893) Widdy Bank, Teesdale. Mica-trap dyke. 1905.

4792 (6894) Cauldron Snout, Teesdale. Whin sill. 1905.

4793 (6895) Falcon Clints, Teesdale. Whin sill on basement beds of Carboni-
ferous Limestone. 1905.

4794 (6896) ,, „ „ Whin sill on basement beds of Carboni-
ferous Limestone. 1905.

Photographed by H. Pickles, The Modern School, Leeds. 1/1.

4795 ( ) Quarry, near Hudeshope Beck. Drift over Carboniferous Limestone.
1905.

Photographed by Dr. D. Woolacott, Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-

Tyne. 1/2.

4796 ( ) Clasheugh, 2 miles from Landslip io MagnesiauLimeBtone, resting

Sunderland. on Yellow Sands. 1906.
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Photographed by J, A, Smythe, Armstrong College, Ifewcastle-on-

Tyne. 1/4.
BegJ.
No.

4797 (24a) Coast, nr Whitburn Collirry. Stack of partly brccciated Magnesiau
Limestone. 1904.

4798 (24b) Coast, ^ mile S. of Whit- Flat-topped sea-caves in Magnesian Lime-
burn Colliery. stone. 1904.

Gloucestershire.—Phoiographedhy Professor S. H. Reynolds, University
College, Bristol. 1/4 and 1/2.

4376 (1) Lilliput Cutting, Chipping AVeathered concretionary beds in Car-
Sodbury. boniferous Limestone, S2. 1903.

4377 (2) Lilliput Cutting, Chipping Weatheied concretionary beds in Car-
Sodbury. boniferous Limestone, 82. 1903.

4378 ( ) East end of Sodbury Forest marble over Great Oolite. 1902.
Tunnel.

4379 ( ) Cutting W. of Chipping Upper Rhajtic and Lower Lias. 1902.
Sodbury Station.

4380 ( ) Cutting W. of Chipping lihajtic Shale on eroded Old Ecd Sand-
Sodbury Station. stone. 1902.

4381 (5) Shirehampton. . . Synclice in Old Red Sandstone. 190.).

4382 (6) „ . . . Keuper on Old Red Sandstone. 1905.
4383 (7) „ . . . Disturbed Old Red Sandstone covered by

Keuper. 190o.

4384 (9) „ . . . Faulted Keuper unconformably on Old
Red Sandstone. 1905.

4385 (10) „ . . . Syncline in Old Red Sandstone. 1905.
4386 (11) „ . . .

Disturbed Old Red Sandstone overlain by
Keuper. 1905.

4387 (72) Westleton Quarrj-, Chipping Annelid borings in L. Freestone. 1901.
Campden.

4388 (73) WestletonQuarrj', Chipping Annelid borings in L. Freestone. 1901.
Campden.

4389 (69) Wick Rocks, near Warmley Highly ochreous Keuper Marl. 1904.
4390 (70) „ „ Coal-seam Millstone Grit. 1904.
4391 (71) „ „ Mammillated top of Millstone Grit. 1901.

Photographed by Miss M. S. JoiissToy, Ilazehoood, Wimbledon Hill. 1/4
4392 ( ) Bredon Station, near Northern Drift on Lias Clay. 1904.

Tewkesbury.

'Bkt.lv&mUY..—Photographed by C. H. B. Epps, M.A., 95 Upper Tidse
HiU,S.]V. 1/2.

4393 (1152) Chalk Pit, near Hensting Radiating joints in chalk, round gravel
Farm, near Owslebury. filling underground watercourse,

190.5.

4394 (1153) Chalk Pit, near Hensting Cylindrical, transverse, and radiating
Farm, near Owlesbury. joints in chalk. 1905.

4395 (1154) Chalk Pit, near Hensting Radiating joints in chalk. 1905.
Farm, near Owlesbury.

Photographed by J. A. Smythe, Armstrong College, Keiucastleon-
Tyne. 1/4.

4396 (24<0 Blackgang Chine, Isle of Lower Greenland. 1903.
Wight.

Herefordshire.—Photographed by J. Hopkinson, Westvjood
Watford. 1/4.

4397 (19) Mocktree Hill Quarry, near Fault in Aymestry Lime.stone. 190t.
Leintwardin(.'.
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KEnr.—Fhotogmphed by C. C. Buckingham, 108 Eigh Street,

Godalming. 1/2.

Regd.
No.
4398 (130) Elham Nailbourne, near Well Chapel Springs ; seldom dry. 1904.

Bekesbourne

4399 (131) Elham Nailbourne, near Springs at usual head of Lesser Stour.

Bekesbourne. 1904.

4400 (132) Elham Nailbourne, near Bourne flowing. Jan. 1904.

Bekesbourne.

4401 (133) Elham Nailbourne, near Same view ; bourne dry. Dec. 1904.

Bekesbourne.

4402 (134) Elham Nailbourne, near Bourne flowing. Jan. 1904.

Bekesbourne.

4403 (IH5) Elham Nailbourne, near Same view; bourne dry. Dec. 1904.

Bekesbourne.

4404t (136) Elham Nailbourne, near Bourne flowing. Jan. 1904.

Bekesbourne.

4405$ (137) Elham Nailbourne, near Same view ; bourne dry. Jan. 1005.

Bekesbourne.

4406f (13S) Elham Nailbovirne, near Bourne flowing. Jan. 1901.

Bekesbourne.

4407f (1.S9) Elham Nailbourne, near Same view ;
bourne dry. June 1905.

Bekesbourne.

4408 (140) Elham Nailbourne, near The Lake, Bourne I'ark. Jan. 1904.

Bekesbourne.

4409 (142) Elham Nailbourne, near Nailbourne flowirg into lake. Jan. 1904.

Bekesbourne.

4410 (143) Elham Nailbourne, near Same view ; bourne dry. Jan. 1905.

Bekesbourne.

4111 (144) Elham Nailbourne, Bourne Cold Bath Spring ; flowing. Jan. 1904.

Park.

4412 (145) Elham Nailbourne, Bourne Same view ; bourne dry. Feb. 1905.

Park.

4413 (146) Elham Nailbourne, near Spring in Bourne Park. June 1904.

Bishops' ourne.

4414 (14V) Elham Nailbourne, near Same view ; bourne dry. Dec. 1904.

Bishopsbource.

4415 (14^) Elham Nailbourne, near Cessation of flow. June 1904.

Bishopsbourne.

4416 (149) Elham Nailbourne, at Bourne flowing. Jan. 1904.

Barham.

4417 (150) Elham Nailbourne at Same view ; bourne dry. Jan. 1905.

Barham.

4418 (151) Elham Nailbourne at Bourne flowing. Jan. 1904.

Barham.
4419 (152) Elham Nailbourne at Same view ; bourne dry. Jan. 1905.

Barham.

4420 (153) Elham Nailbourne . Bourne flowing. Jan. 1904.
.

4421 (154) Elham Nailbourne . Same view ; bourne dry. March 1905.

4422 (155) Elham Nailbourne,Barham. Water issuing in roadway. May 1904.

4423 (156) Elham Nailbourne, South Bourne flowing. Jan. 1904.

Barham.

4424 (157) Elham Nailbourne, South Same view ; bourne dry. March 1905.

Barham.

4425 (158) Elham Nailbourne, Lym- Springs in higher part of valley. June ?

inge.

4426 (159) Petham Nailbourne. Usual saturation level, Shalmsford Street.

June?

f Photographed by F. S. Suell, 8 Gu Idhall Street, Canterbury.

§ Photographed by W. E. Smith, 11 Broad Street, Canterbury.

^1 Photographed by H. Divers, Burgale Street,_Canterbury.
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Regd.
No.
4427 (160) Petham Nailbourne

4428 (Ifil) „
4429 (162)
4430t (16:^)

4431 (164)
4432 (165)

4433§ (166)
4434 (167)
4435 (168)
4436 (173) St. Margaret's Bay

4437t (174)
4438 (175)
4439 (17G)

4440 (177)

Hollow at Perry Farm ; reached by bourne
in 1892 and 1897. Julie 1904.

Flowing along road. March 1904.

Same road dry. July 1904.

100 yards from source. March 1904.
Same view ; bourne dry. July 1904.

Source of 1904 flow ; flowing. June 1904.
Same view ; bourne dry, Nov. 1904.

Source of 1904 flow March 1904.

Same view ; bourne dry. June 1905.

Before cliff-fall. Jan. 1905. (Copy of
old photograph.)

After cliEE-fall. Jan. 1905.

Gap caused by cliff-fall. Jan. 1905.

Cliff-fa'il and drhris. Jan. 1905.

Lancashire.—Phofographed by J. W. Jackson, Manchester Museum,
Victoria University, Manchester. 1/4.

4441 (114) Silverdale Shore . . Tidal bore in River Kent. 1905.
4442 (165) „ . . Erosion of ' Salt-marsh.' 1905.

* Photographed by F. Greenwood, 5 St. Mary's Gate, Rochdale. 1/2.

4443 (54) Fairies' Chapel, Healey Stream erosion. 1897.
Dell, Rochdale.

Leicestershire.—Photographed by the late G. Hodson, M.Inst.C.E.,
Loughborough. 10/8.

4444 (11) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- From near the Oaks Church. 1904.
wood Forest.

4445 (10) Blackbrook A^alley, Charn- Moult Hill. 1904.
wood Forest.

4446 (9) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- Moult Hill and One Barrow. 1904.
wood Forest.

4447 (8) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- Gee Barrow Quarry. 1904.
wood Forest.

4448 (7) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- Site of reservoir dam. 1904.
wood Forest.

4449 (4) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- Old canal dam. 1900.
wood Forest.

4450 (2) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- View up valley from old canal dam.
wood Forest. 1899.

4451 (3) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- View down valley from old canal dam.
wood Forest. 1899.

4452 (1) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- Looking up valley at old canal dam.
wood Forest. 1899.

4453 (5) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- Looking up valley at old canal dam.
wood Forest. 1900.

4454 (6) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- Looking up valley at site of old canal
wood Forest. dam, just removed. ? 1901.

4455 (2) Blackbrook Valley, Cham- East trench tor dam. 1902.
wood Forest.

4456 ( ) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- The reservoir dam from west. 1904.
wood Forest.

4457 (3) Blackbrook Valley, Charn- Quarry north of the dam (Blackbrook
wood Forest. Grits). 1904.

4458 (1) One Barrow Quarry, Black- Grit in Blackbrook beds. 1904.
brook.

t Those marked thus by F. S. Snell, 8 Guildhall Street, Canterbury,

i
Photographed by W. E. Smith, ] 1 Broad Street, Canterbury.
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Dry glacial valley. 1905.

Glacial dry valley. 1905.

River Ludil. 1903.

LmCoLSbHiRK,.—Photographed by Godfrey Binglev, Thoi'uiehurd,

ffeadingley, Leeds. 1/2.

Rogd.
No.

4459 (6733) Beesby Top, near Wold Glacial overflow valley. 1905.

Newton.
4460 (6735) Wold Newton Valley, Glacial dry valley. 1905.

from Beesby Top end.

4461 (6736) Wold Newton Valley

4462 (6739) Hatcliffe....
4800 (6746) Deepdalc Firs,Thorganby.

4463 (6777) Deepdale Firs, Berwell,

near Louth.

4464 (6771) Bully Hill, near Tathwell.

4465 (6773) Orgath V^alley, near Tath-

well.

4466 (6774) Orgath Valley, near Tath-

well.

4467 (6749) Hubbard's Valley, Louth .

4168 (6780) Great Covert Valley, Glacial dry valley. 1905.

Walmsgate, near Louth.

4469 (6781) Great Covert Valley, „ „

Walmsgate, near Loulh.

4470 (6747) Chalk-pit, Boswell, N. Upper Chalk. 1905.

Elkington.

4471 (6754) Gravel-pit, Welton Dale, Chalky and decalcified gravels covered

S Elkington, Louth. by boulder-clay. 1905.

4472 (6755) Sand-pit, South Elkington Current-bedded gravel, chalky gravel.

Hall. and sands. 1905.

4473 (5758) Clay-pit, Charles Street, Two glacial clays separated by sand and
Louth. gravel. 1905.

4474 (6759) Chalk-pit, Grimsby Road, Lower Chalk, with pink bands at base.

Louth. 1905.

4475 (6760) W. end Wilhcall Tunnel, Lower Chalk, on Red Chalk. 1905.

G.N.R., S. side.

4476 (6761) W. end Withcall Tunnel, Rod chalk and Carstone. 1905.

G.N.R., N. side.

4477 (C763) Sand-pit, Donnington-on- Spilsby Sand and Claxby Ironstone. 1905

Bain.

4478 (6764) Cutting on '5.N.R., near Spilsby Sandstone. 1905.

Donnington-on-Bain.

4479 (6765) Cutting on G N.R , near „ „
Donnington-on • Bain

.

4480 (6772) Gravel- pit, Orgarth Farm, Pocket of boulder-clay in gravel. 1905.

Tathwell.

4481 (6785) E. of North Willingham . Tealby Limestone. 1905.

4482 (6786) Clay-pit, Market Rasen . Lower Kimeridge Clay and blown sand,

1905.

4483 (6787) „ ,< • Lower Kimeridge Clay and blown sand.

1905.

448i (6788) Claxby, near Market Ironstone, top of SiJilsby Sandstone.

Rasen.

'^ovt.voui.— riioiographed by G. Hastings, 15 Oak Lane, Bradford.

1/2 and 1/4.

4485 (

4486 (

4487 (

4488 (

4489 (

4490 (

4491 (
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Kegd.
No.
4523 (06, 12) Cheddar
4524 (06. 13)
4525 (06, 14) „
4526 (06, 15) „
4527 (06, 16) „
4528 (05, 12) S. of Battery Point,

Portishead.

4529 (05, 13) S. oE Battery Point,

Portishead.

4530 (05, 14) S. of Battery Point,

Portishead.

4531 (05, 16) S. of Battery Point,

Portishead.

4532 (05, 1) Coast N. of Walton,
Clevedon.

4533 (05, 2) Coast N. of Walton,
Clevedon.

4534 (05, 2x) Coast N. of Walton,
Clevedon.

4535 (05, 3) Coast N. of Walton,
Clevedon.

4536 (05, 4) Coast N. of Walton,
Clevedon.

4537 ( ) Coast S. of Black Nore,

Portishead.

4538 (06, 1 ) Coast S. of Black Nore,
Portishead.

4539 (06, 2) Coast S. of Black Nore,

Portishead.

4540 (06,3) Near Black Nore, Portis-

head.

4541 (D6, 4) Coast S. of Black Nore,

Portishead.

4542 (06, 5) Coast S. of Black Nore,

Portishead.

4543 (06, 6) Coast S. of Black Nore,

Portishead.

4544 (06, 7) Near Black Nore, Portis-

head.

4545 (61) Va'lis, near Frome. .

4546 (62) „ „

4547 (63) „ „ . .

4548 (64) „ „ . .

4549 (G5) HolwelL near Frome.

4550 ( ) Quarry E. of Worle Hill,

Weston-super-Mare.

4551 (66) Moon's Hill, Stoke Lane,

Mendips.

4552 (67) Sunnyhill Quarry, Stoke
Lane, Mendips.

4553 (68) Sunnyhill Quairy, fcltoke „ ,.

Lane, Mendips.

UTAFFORDSBinE. — Photographed by J. T. Stobbs, Dicnelm, Basjord Park
Stoke-on-Trent. 1/2.

4554 (") Weston Sprink, near Long- Marine band and hematite band in Coal

Rock fall. Feb. 4, l'J06.

Outflow of stream. 1906.

Folds in lower beds of Carboniferous

Limestone (K.j). 1905.

Folds in lower beds of Carboniferous

Limestone (K._,), lOO.i.

Folds in lower beds of Carboniferous

Limestone (K^). 1905.

Folds in lower beds of Carboniferous
Limestone (K.^). 1905.

Dolomitic Conglomerate resting uncon-

formably on Old Red Sandstone. 1905.

Dolomitic Conglomerate resting uncon-

formably on Old Red Sandstone. 1905.

Dolomitic Conglomerate resting uncon-
formably on Old Red Sandstone. 1905.

Dolomitic Conglomerate resting uncon-
formably on Old Red Sandstone. 1905.

Current-bedding in Old Red Sandstone.

1905.

Current-bedding in Old Red Sandstone.

1906.

Current-bedding in Old Red Sandstone.

1906.

Current- bedding in Old Red Sandstone.

1906.

Undercut cliff of Dolomitic Con-
glomerate. 1906.

Dolomitic Conglomerate, unconformably
on Old Red Sandstone. 1906.

Dolomitic Conglomerate, unconformably
on Old Red Sandstone. 1906.

Dolomitic Conglomerate, unconformably
on Old Rod Sandstone. 1 906.

Cliff of Dolomitic Conglomerate. 1906.

Ragstones (Inferior Oolite), unconform-
able on Carboniferous Limestone. 1904.

Ragstones (Inferior Oolite), unconform-
able on Carboniferous Limestone. 1904.

Ragstones (Inferior Oolite), unconform-
able on Carboniferous Limestone. 1904.

Ragstonea (Inferior Oolite), unconform-
able on Carboniferous Limestone. 1904.

Triassic material filling fissures in Car-

boniferous Limestone. 1904.

Folded Carboniferous Limestone, Semi-
nula zone.

Quarry in pyroxene andesite. 1901.

Volcanic series. 1904.

ton. Measures.
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Suffolk..—Photographed by James Cakvek, Unthank Road,
Norwich. 1/2.

Regd.
No.
4494 ( ) Pakefield, near Lowestoft. . Destruction of cliffs by sea. 1903.
4495 ( ) Lowestoft Destruction of sea-wall. 1903.

Surrey.—Photographed hy J. H. Baldock, Overdale, St. Leonards
Road, Croydon.

\l'2.

4555 (04, 63) Honor Oak , . Landslip from N.E. 1904.
4556 (04, 66) „ ... Landslip from near S.W. end. 1904.
4557 (04, 67) „ ... Effect of hedge on slipping of London

Clay. 1904.

4558 (04, 64) „ ... Landslip, S.W. end. 1904.
4559 (04, 65) „ ... Effect of landslip on liouse entrance.

1904.

Photographed hy N. F. Robarts, 23 Oliver Grove, Sotith

Norwood. 1/4.

4560 (688) Brickfield N. of Cheam Junction of Woolwich and Reading Beds
Church. with Thanet Sands. 1907.

4561 (689) Brickfield N. of Cheam Junction of Woolwich and Reading Beds
Church. with Thanet Sands. 1907.

4562 (690) Brickfield N. of Cheam Junction of Woolwich and Reading Beds
Church. with Thanet Sands. 1907.

4563 (691) Springclose Brickfield, 25 feet of Reading Beds. 1907.
Cheam.

4564 (692) Springclose Brickfield, „ „
Cheam.

4565 (693) Springclose Brickfield, „
Cheam.

Sussex.—Photographed by Dr. Horace T. Brown, F.R.S.,
52 Nevern Square, S. W. 5/4.

) Bexhill Erosion of water-gullies in bed of clay.
1905 1

f, .... Erosion of water-gullies in bed of clay.
1905 ?

,. .... Erosion of water-gullies in bed of clay.
1905 1

,) .... Erosion of water-gullies in bed of clay.
1905 ?

I. .... Erosion of water-gullies in bed of clay.
1905 ?

Photographed by G. W. Moore, Dornton Road, Croydon. Contributed
by W. Whitaker, F.R.S. 1/4.

4571 ( ) Eridge Park. . . . Open joint in Tunbridge Wells Sand.
1905.

"Westmorland.—Photographed by Professor E. J. Garwood, M.A.,
University College, London. 1/1.

4572 (2) Vale of Eden. . . . Weathered quartz reins in Penrith Sand-
stone.

4573 (3) „ ... Weathered quartz veins in Penrith Sand-
stone.

4576 (1) Hilton Beck, near Appleby. . Waterfall over Magnesian Limestone.
S 2

4566
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Photographed hy Godfrey Bingley, Thorniehurst, Headingley,

Leeds. 1/2.
Begil.

No.

4574 (6500) Ainside .... Folded Carboniferous Limestone. 1904.

4575 (6501) „ . . . .

Yorkshire,—Photographed by Godfrey Bingley, Thorniehurst,

Headingley, Leeds. 1/2.

4577 (6959) Nortli side of Castle Hill, Corallian Beds. 1906.

Scarborough.
4578 (6962) South side of Castle Hill, Middle Corallian Beds. 1905.

Scarborough.

4579 (7387) Marine Drive, Castle Hill, Oxford Clay and Corallian Beds. 1900.

Scarborough.
4580 (7388) Marine Drive, Castle Hill, „ „ „

Scarborough.

4581 (6G48) Gravel-pit, Middleton on Moraine gravels and sands. 1901.

the Wolds.
4582 (6650) Holme Dale, near Middle- Glacial dry valley. 1905.

ton on the Wolds.

4583 (6651) Holme Dale, near Middle- „ „ „

ton on the Wolds.

4584 (7355) Sand-pit, Deighton, York Section in moraine. 1906.

4585 (7356)
4586 (6547) Ganister Quarry, Mean- Folds in Ganistcr. 1904.

wood Valley, Leeds.

4587 (4658) Ganister Quarry, Mean- „ „ „
wood Valley, Leeds.

4588 (6705) Ganister Quarry, Mean- Folds in Ganister. 1905.

wood Valley, Leeds.

4589 (6645) Ganister Quarry, Mean- Stigmarian root. 1904.

wood Valley, Leeds.

4590 (6889) High Force, Teesdale . Whin sill in Carboniferous Limestone.
1905.

4591 (6890) „ „ . Looking down stream. 1905.

4592 (6892) Widdybank, near Pencil Ordovician Rocks. 1905.

i\lill. Upper Teesdale.

4593 (6897) Thistle Green, Cronkley Saccharoid limestone, resting on Whin
Fell, Teesdale. SiU. 1905.

4594 (6898) Thistle Green, Cronkley Saccharoid limestone, resting on Whin
Fell, Teesdale.

"

Sill. 1905.

4595 (A) Buttertubs Pass, Hawes Chasm in Carboniferous Limestone. 1906.

to Swaledale.

4596 (B) Buttertubs Pass, Hawes „ „ „ „
to Swaledale.

4597 (C) Buttertubs Pass, Hawes „ ,, „ „
to Swaledale.

4598 (D) Buttertubs Pass, Hawes ,, ,, ,, „

to Swaledale.

4599 (E) Near Keld, Swaledale . Fault in Yorcdale Beds. 11j06.

4600 (7012) TroUers Gill . . Gorge in Carboniferous Limestone. 1906.

4601 (7014) „ . . . „
4602 (7015) Near TroUers Gill . . Formation of delta. 1906.

4603 (6902) Near Wemmergill, Lune- Dry glacial overflow valley. 1905.

dale.

4604 (6994) Angram,UpperNidderdale Yoredale shales and limestones. 1906.

4605 (6998) „ „ Folding and faulting of basement Yore-
dale Beds. 1906.

4G06 (7000^ Goydon Pol, II. Nidd, Entrance to M'ol." 1906.

above Lofthouse.
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Ivegd.

No.
4607 (7004; Nidcl Head, below Loft- Issue of water from Manchester Tot and

house. Goydon Pot. 1906.

4608 (G991) Lolley Scar Quarry, near Upper Yoredale series. 190G.

Ramsgill, Nidderdale.

4609 (6993) Limley.UpperNidderdale. Upper Yoredale limestone. 19(»6.

4610 (7006) Greenhow Quarry, near Carboniferous Limestone. 190C).

Pateley Bridge.

4611 (7007) Greenhow Quarry, near „ „ ,,

Pateley Bridge.

4612 (6845) Hambleton Quarry, near Folded Yoredale limestone. I'.HJS.

Bolton Abbey Station.

4613 (6816) Hambleton Quarry, near „ „ „ „

Bolton Abbey Station.

Photographed by G. H. Rodwell, Brooklyn Villa, Ncio Mansion, near

Leeds. 1/2.

4614 ( ) Mulgrave Castle Inn, 1| Destroyed by sea about LS85 or 1886.

mile N. of Whitby. 1883.

Photographed by Professof E. J. Garwood, M.A., University College,

London. 1/1.

4615 (1)

4616 (5)

Scallier, near Settle. ' Knoll-reefs," Craven fault, and Lower
Scar Limestone.

' Knoll-reefs,' Craven fault, and Lower
Scar Limestone.

Photographed by F. Greenwood, 5 St. Mary's Gate, Rochdale. 1/2.

4617 (12) Hell Hole, Heptonstall . 1902.

WALES.

Brecknock.—Photographed by Miss F. Neale, Lynwood Park Road,

Penarth. 1/4. Described by V.T. Ho^SKnn, M.A.

1901.4618

4619

4620

4621

4622

4623

4624

4625
4626

4627

4628

) Middle Clyngwyn Falls, 2^ Falls due to faulting

miles from Pont Neath Fvchan.
) Middle Clyngwyn Falls, 2i Falls due to faulting. 1901. (.')

miles from PontNeath Fychan

.

) Upper Clyngwyn Falls, 2f Falls due to faulting of M. shales of

miles from Pont Neath Fychan. Millstone Grit against pebbly grit. (.')

) Clyngwyn Falls . . . Upper part of Middle Falls, due to fault-

ing. 1902.

) Lower Clyngwvn Falls, Due to faulting, which brings shales of

Mellte River.
"

Millstone Grit against the pebbly grits.

1901.

) Cilhepste Falls, 3 miles N.E. Falls due to Clyngwyn fault. 1902.

from Pont Neath Fychan.

) Caer Howel, on R. Hepste, Dry Hood-course of underground river.

3 miles from Pont Neath 1901.

Fychan.

) Hepste Falls , . . Due to Clyngwyn fault. 1902.

) Pwll-y-Rhyd, 4 miles N. of Chasm along joints in Carboniferous

Pont Neath Fychan. Limestone. 1904.

) Cwm Pwll-y-Rhyd . . Chasm due to strong joints crossing

stream at right angle. 1904.

) „ „ . . Gorge following strong joint in Carboni-

ferous Limestone. 1901.
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Regd.
No.
4629
4630
4631
4632

4633

4634

4635

4636

4637

4638

4639

4640

4641

4642

4643

4644

4845

4646

Jointed Carboniferous Limestone. 1904.

R.Mellte entering underground channel. (?)

) Cwm Pwll-y-Rhyd.

) Ystradfellte.

) ^ mile S. of Ystradfellte.

) 1 mile 8. of Ystradfellte, Outlet of underground stream in Carboni-
19 miles from Brecon. ferous Limestone. 1904.

) Ysgwd-yr-Eira, 3 miles from Falls due to shale bed in Millstone Grit.
Pont Neaih Fychan. 1902.

) Ysgwd-yr-Eira, 3 miles from Falls due to shale bed in Millstone Grit.
Pont Neath Fychan. 1902.

) Afon Llia, 2^ miles N. of Falls due to hard bands in Old Red
Ystradfellte. Sandstone. 1901.

Waterfall due to 12-foot grit in middle
shales of Millstone Grit. 1904.

Falls due to hard bands in Old Red
Sandstone. 1902.

Dip valley in Old Red Sandstone. 1902.

) Ysgwd Gwladys, ^ mile N
of Pont Neath Fychan.
) Nant-y-Moch, 17 miles N
of Neath.

) Nant-y-Moch, 17 miles N,
of Neath.

) Ysgwd Gwladys.

) § mile S. of Ystradfellte

Thin grit in shale division of Millstone
Grit. 1902.

Gorge of R. Mellte in Carboniferous
Limestone. (?)

) Pwlldu, 3 miles N. of Pont Bedded Carboniferous Limestone along
Neath Fychan. fault course. 1902.

) Sychnant Ravine, Pont Carboniferous Limestone almost vertical.

Neath Fychan. 1902.

) Sychnant Ravine, Pont Flood course of Sychnant Brook. 1902.
Neath Fychan.

) Sychnant Ravine, Pont Line of fault. 1902.
Neath Fychan.

) Craig-y-Dinas, 1 mile from Carboniferous Limestone near overthrust.
Pont Neath Fychan. 1902.

) Craig-y-Dinas, 1 mile from Curved Carboniferous Limestone. 1902.
Pont Neath Fychan.

Carnarvonshire.—Photographed by C. H. B, Epps, M.A., 95 Upper
Tulse Hill, S. W. 5/3.

464i^ (87) Wood below road from Pen- Transgression of sill across slaty beds,
morfa to Brynkir, near large 1902.
road-metal pit.

Photographed by L. H. CooKE, Imperial College oj Science arid

Technology, S. W. 5/4.

4648 ( ) Aberllyn Mine, Llanrwst. . Stalactites grown in six years.

Photographed by Messrs. Frith &, Co.
;
presented by Professor

W. W. Watts. 1/1.

4649 Llanberis. Slate Quarries.

Merionethshire.—Photographed by Professor S. H. Reynolds,
University College, Bristol. 1/4.

rhyolite. 1902.4650
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Regd.
No.
4657 (38) Mynydd-y-Gader, Dolgelly.

4658 (39)
4659 (40)
4660 (41)
4661 (43)
4662 (42)
4663 (44)
4664 (45) „ „
4665 (29)
4666 (30)
4668 (46) „ ,.

4669 (47)
4670 (48)
4671 (49)

y-

4672 (50)
4673 (51)
4674 (52)
4675 (53)
4676 (55)
4677 (54)
4678 (56)
4679 (57) W. of Graig, Dolgelly

4680 (58)
4681 (59)

4682 (60)

11 I.

S. of western end, Mynydd-
Gader.
S. slopes, Mynydd-y-Gader.
Mynydd-y-Gader

Banded rhyolite. 1902.

Weathered tuff. 1902.

Weathered coarse tiifl'. 1902.

Coarse tuff. 1902.

Frost-weathering of diabase. 1902.

j» )» )>

Veins in diabase. 1902.

)» If

End of vein in diabase. 1902.

Relations of bedding and cleavage in

grits and slates. 1902.

Erratic block. 1902.

Erratic of diabase on rhyolite. 1902.

Erratic of diabase. 1902.

Erratic resting on coarse tuif. 1902.

Erratic. 1902.

Glaciation of tuff and greenstone. 1902.

Glaciated country. 1902.

Roche moutonnee. 1902.

Photographed by Pictorial Stationery Co. and presented by Professor

W. W. Watts.

4667 ( ) Cader Idris. Colour photograph of main cliff over

Llyn-y-Gader.

Montgomeryshire.—Photographed by Professor S. H. Reynolds,
University College, Bristol. 1/4.

4683 (23) Corndon, from the E.

4684 (22) Corndon from the S.B.

Undercut and overcut sides. 1904.

Undercut side of Laccolite. 1904.

Radnorshire,—Photographed by Professor S. H. Reynolds, University

College, Bristol. 1/4.

4686 (28) Llandrindod . . . Large erratic. 1904.

SCOTLAND.

Argyllshire.—Photograp)hed by A. T. Metcalfe, Southwell, Notts. 1/4.

4686 (G.S. 1) Carsaig, Mull.

4687 (G.S. 2) Ross of Mull.
4688 (G.S. 4) Near Salen, Mull.

Jurassic rocks capped by basalt.

Wave-worn granite. 1904.

Granophyre Hills. 1904.

1904.

* Photographed by Harold Preston, Alverne House, Penzance. 5/3.

Columnar basalt. 1905.4690 ( ) Staffa, from Fingal's Cave.
4691 ( ) Fingal's Cave, Staffa.

4698 ( ) It <i
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Pholographed by J. A. SjktyTHE, Armstrong College,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1/4,
E.ga.
No.
4693 (24 G) Noar lop of Ben More, Pale lavas and dolerites. 1903.

Mull.

4694 (24 H) Looking S. from Chrea- 1903.

gah Mhor, Mull.

4695 (24 I) Loch na Keal, Mull. . Glaciated basalt. 1903.

Bute.—Photograj)hed hij Professor S. H. Reynolds, Universilij College,

Bristol. 1/4.

Isle of Arnm.

4699 (31) Head of Loch Kaiwa .

4700 (."'2) Tormore ....
4701 (80) Near Corriegilis.

4702 (81) 2 miles S. of Corrie. .

4703 (41 ; Tormore Shore. .

4704 (42) S. of Corriegilis Point.

4705 (43)
4706 (44)
4707 (73) U m S. of Corrie.

4708 (74) North of Corrie.

4709 (76) Shore S. of Saiinox. .

4710 (77) Just south of Corrie.

4711 (.7'^) Near mouth of Corriegilis

Stream.
4712 (72) Near top of Goatfell. .

4713 (69)
4714 (:!3) Shore 2 m. S of Corrie.

4715 (35) Drumadoon Point.

4716 (34) S. of Drumadoon Point.

4717 (87) Drumadoon Point.

4718 (39) N.W. of Corriegilis Point. .

4719 (40) Claughlands Point, Laralash.

4720 (84) Shore N. of Corrie. .

4721 (8.')) Shore 300 yards \. of Corrie

4722
4723
4724
4725
4726
4727
4728
4729
4730
4731

4732

4733
4734
4735
4736
4737
4738

(45) Largvbeg Point. .

(46)
(JV)

(48)

(62) Kildonan. .

(63)

(64)

(50)

(53)

(51)
ri

(54)

Tormore.
South of ISrodiek.

Between I'.rodiok and Cur-

egill?.

.'. mile S. oC Brodick i'ier.

(52) 1 mile S. of Brodick Pier.

(55) N. end of Lamlash Bay,

(56) Shore near Corriegilis.

(57) Kildonan. .

(58) S. of Brodick Pier. .

(fiO) Larvybeg Point, „ .

100-foot beach terrace. 1906.

Kaised shore platform, old sea-cliff and
caves. 1906.

Old sea-cave in Trias. 1SC6.

Old sea-cave in Trias. 1906.

Pitchstone dyke. 1906.

Weathered surface of pitchstone. 1906.

Pitchatone intrusion in Trias. 1906.

19Ui-

Small granite erratics. 1906.

Large granite erratics. 1906,

Two large granite erratics on Trias.

Large granite erratic. 1906.

Granite boulder. 1906.

Weathering of granite. 1906.

Dolomitisaticn along joints in Tiia.s.

1906.

Sill of columnar quartz- jioi'phyry. 1906,

Sand dune. 1906.

Quartz-porphyry sill in Trias. 1906.

Platy jointing in felsite. 1906.

Weathering of dolerite. 1906.

Weathered block of Old Ped Sandstone
conglomerate. 1906.

Pillow structure in Lower Carboniferous

lava. 1906.

Dyke, seen from the north. 1906.

Dyke, seen from the south. 1906.

Dyke on shore, seen from above. 190(!.

Dyke, seen from below. 1906.

Basalt dyke. 1906.

Large dyke. 1906.

,> >>

Dyke forming gully. 1 '.106.

Wide gully determined by weathering of

dyke. 1906.

Small dyke in Trias. 1906.

Upstanding dyke. 19()().

Small dyke gully in Trias. I'.t06,

Bas-ilt dyke in Trias. 1 906.

Dvko inTrias. 1906.

Two small dykes... 1906
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FiFESHiRE.

—

Photographed by A. S. Reid, M.A., Trinity College,

Glenalmond, N.B. 1/2.
Regd.
No.
4739 (K.C. 35) Cliff W. of St. Monans Broken anticline Carboniferous lime-

stones and shales. 1905.

4740 (K.C. 50) Shore below Newark Small agglomerate 'neck' in plan on
Castle. beach. 1905.

4741 (K.C. 49) Shore below Newark Small agglomerate ' neck ' in plan on
Castle. beach. 1905.

4742 (K.C. 36) 300 j'ajds E. of Mo- ' White trap ' d3'ke in carbonaceous shale.

nans Castle. 1905.

4743 (K.C. 37) Near Ardross Castle, Dyke in agglomerate of • neck.' 1905,

E. of Elie.

4744 (K.C. 38) Near Ardross Castle, Agglomerate in small 'neck.' 1905.

E. of Elie.

4745 (K.C. 32) Dodhead Quarry, Dyke passing through carbonaceous
Burntisland. shales and forming ' white trap ' sill.

1905.

4746 (K.C. 6) Dodhead Quarry, Burnt- Dyke passing through carbonaceous
island. shales and forming ' white trap ' sill.

1905.

4747 (K.C. 8) Dodhead Quariy, Burnt- ' White trap ' sill. 1905.

island .....
4748 (K.C. 19) E. end of Binn of Burnt- Coarse agglomerate of volcanic 'neck.'

island. 1905.

4749 (K.C. 20) Central i^art of Binn of Dyke of columnar basalt in agglomerate
Burntisland. of ' neck.' 1905.

4750 (K.C. 25) Binn of Burntisland. Volcanic ' neck.' 1905.

4751 (K.C. 12) E. end of Kingswood Coarse volcanic agglomerate. 1905.

Craig.

4752 (K.C. 22) E. end of Kingswood „
Craig.

4753 (K.C. 15) Kingswood Craig, be- Alternations of basalt, agglomerate, ash,

tween Kinghorn and Burnt- and shale. 1905.

island.

4754 (K.C. 10) Shore E. of Burntisland. ' River terraces.' 1905.

4755 (K.C. 17) Shore between King- Fault in plan on beach. 1905.

horn and Kirkcaldy.

4756 (K.C. IG) J mile E. of Kinghorn. Junction of amygdaloidal basalt, vii^h

shales and limestones. 1905.

4757 (K.C. 1) Shore by Seafield, Kirk- Limestones in Carboniferous Limestone
caldy. series. 1905.

4758 (K.C. 1) Sealield Castle, S. of False-bedded sandstone. 1905,

Kirkcaldy.

Phoiogrcq)hed hy Professor S. H. Reynolds, University College^

Bristol. 1/4.

4759 (A 38) Slioie. Kinghorn . Ejected volcanic block in Carbouiferong
strata. 1903.

Inveeness-shire.—Photographed hy J. A. Sjiytiie, Arvi4ro',ig College,

Newcastle- on- Tyne. 1/4.

4760 (24 J) Cuchullin Hills, Skye . Outline of hills due to ^veat)iej-ir)g. 1903.
4761 (24 K) Red Hills, from Beinn an Gr.nnophyro. 1903.

Dubhaicb, Rky^'
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Photographed by E. F. Gwinnell, Ji.Sc, Imperial College of Science and
Technology, S.W. 1/4.

Eegd.
No.
4762 (22, 06) Ben Suardal, near Broad- ' Grikes ' in Durness Limestone (metamor-

ford, Skye. phosed). 1906.

4763 (21, 06) S. of Burial Ground, Kil- Dyke of porphyritic basalt. 1906.
Christ, near Broadford, Skye.

4764 (13,06) Near Loch Ashik, Broad- Roches moutonn^es in Torridon Sand-
ford, Skye. stone. 1906.

Fholographed hy A. T. Metcalfe, Southwell, Notts. 1 /4.

4689 (G.S. 5) Isle of Rum . . . Gabbro, &c., Hills. 1904.

Photographed hyS . A. Smythe, Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 1 /4.

4696 (24 D) Laig Bay, Eigg . . Weathered basalt in Jurassic rocks. 1 903.

4697 (24 E) „ . . Undercut cliff in ' Jurassic sandstone.
1908.

4698 (24 F) Top of Sgurr of Eigg . Tops of columns of pitchstone. 1903.

IRELAND.

*Antrim.—Photographed by R. Welch, M.R.I.A., Lonsdale Street,

Belfast. 1/1.

4765 (562) Slemish . . . . ' Volcanic neck.' 1907.

4766 (5110a;) North Star Dyke. . . Entrance to old coal-mine. 1907.

4767 (606) Carrickmore Point, Fair Coal shales in Carboniferous sandstones.
Head. 1907.

4768 (608) Carrickmore Point, Fair Coal shales in Carboniferous sandstones.
Head. 1907.

4769 (11108) Carey River, Ballycastle. Lower Carboniferous sandstones. 1907.
4770 (11107)

Photographed by Miss Mary K. Andrews, 12 College Gardens,
Belfast. 1/4.

4771 (71) Near Ballintoy. , . . Raised beach, with caves and stacks of
basalt. 1907.

4772 (72) „ „ ... Sea-stacks of basalt. 1907.
4773 (73) , ,

*Clare.—Photographed by R. Welch, M.R.I. A., Lonsdale Street,

Belfast. 1/1.

4774 (11129) Black Head . , Carboniferous Limestone 'pavement'
1907.

4770 (11151) The Birren, N.W. Clare. Carboniferous Limestone 'pavement'
1907.

*CoRK.

—

Photographed by R. Welch, M.R.I.A., Lonsdale Street,

Belfast. 1/1.

4776 (2512) Rostellan Inlet, Cork Partly submerged cromlech. 1907.
Harbour.

4777 (1339) Rostellan Inlet, Cork „ „ „
Harbour.
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Donegal.—Photographed by R. Welch, M.RJ.A., Lonsdale Street,

Belfast. 1/1.
Regd.
No.
4778 (1434) Pollen Bay, Bally liffan, ' Calcreted ' seolian shelly sands. 1908.

Inishowen.
4779 (1435) Pollen Bay, Ballyliffan, „ „ „

Inishowen.
4780 (5206) Pollen Bay Dunes. . . Natural arch in consolidated Eeolian shelly

sands. 1908.

4781 (11166) „ „ „ . . Ridge of calcreted ' sand. 1908.

*DuBLiN.

—

Photographed hy R. Welch, M.R.I. A., Lonsdale Street,

Belfast. 1/1.

4782 ( 1669) Broad Bay, Lambay Island. Cliffs of Old Red Sandstone. 1906.
4783 (1668) North Cliffs, Lambay. . „ „ „ „

GALVfAY.^Photographed by A. McI. Cleland, Green Road, Knock,
Belfast. 1/2.

4784 (C 11) Mushroom Rocks, near Eroded Carboniferous Limestone. 1904.
MaycuUen.

4785 (C 12) Mushroom Rocks, near „ „ „ „
MaycuUen.

4786 (C 13) Mushroom Rocks, Bally-

quirke Lough.
4787 (C 14) Mushroom Rooks, Bally- „ „ „ „

quirke Lough.

Rock Structures, &c.—Photographed by Godfrey Bingley, Thornie-
hurst, Headingley, Leeds. 1/2.

4788 (6838) Withernsea. . . . Glaciated boulder. 1905.
4789 (6889) „ . . . ,

Faunal Succession in the Garhoniferous Limestone {AvoniaTi) of the

British Isles.—Report of the Committee, consisting of Professor

J. W. Gregory (Chairman), Dr. A, Vaughan (Secretary),

Dr. Wheelton Hind, and Professor W. W. Watts, appointed

to enable Dr. A. Vaughan to continue his Researches thereon.

(Braion up by the Secretary.)

The following work has been carried out :

—

I.

—

Faunal Work in connection with Dr. C, A, Matley's Concluding
Account of the Rush-Skerries Sequence.

The re.sult3 of this investigation were presented to the Geological
Society in March of this year and are published in the August number
of the ' Quarterly Journal.'

The interrelation of the Cyathaxonia- and Poszc?OTConi«/a-phases with
each other and with the normal Clisiophyllid development of the Upper
Avonian is herein discussed, and the possibility of constructing three
parallel zonal scales corresponding to these three bathymetric faunas is

adumbrated.
In matters of local stratigraphy it is pointed out that the horizon of

the Rush Slates and Conglomerates is not yet satisfactorily determined,
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;iiid it ia iiupfed that further information will bu forthcoming as a resul t

of the visit of the British Association to Dublin.

Owing to the large demands made by the Irish work upon my leisure,

the publication of an account of the Avonian Sequence in the Gower
peninsula, which was carried out in collaboration with Mr. E. E. L. Dixon
in the summer of 1905, is again deferred.

II.

—

Examination of Material siibmitted for Identification hy other

Workers on Lov)er Carhoniferoiis Rocks.

The wide application of the zonal sequence determined for the

South-Western Province is strikingly exhibited, and the satisfactory

correlation of phasal developments is already in view.

Til.—Mr. Edward Greenly has collected a fine series of fossils from

the Lower Carboniferous Rocks of Anglesey, and has kindly allowed me
to draw up an account of the faunal succession from his material.

This account will be published shortly in connection with Mr. Greenly's

description of the Rock Sequence.

The points of main interest are :

—

(a) Zonal.—The possibility of subdividing Do by mutational species

of Lonsdalia and Diphyphylluin.

(h) Stratigraphical,—The age of the basal Carboniferous in Anglesey.

IV".

—

Paleontology.

(1) Notes published in Dr. Matley's Loughshinny paper.

(2) Investigations of the inter-relation of the genera

(a) Sjiiriferina and Syringothyris.

(b) Orthotetes and Derbya.

The results will be published as occasion offei'S.

(3) Study of the Corals included under Caninia cylindrica in my
Bristol paper, and of some allied forms recently discovered.

This work is being carried out in collaboration with Mr. R. (i.

Carruthers, and will be included in his general revision of the Carboni-

ferous Corals.

The grant for this year has been expended on the cutting and
photographing of Coral Slices.

For determination of horizon from Corals the satisfactory comparison
of new material with the zonal types already accumulated demands

—

(1) The cutting of transverse slices from the adult corallum.

(2) The photographing of the slices on an enlarged scale.

(3) The comparison of these photographs with those of the types.

Bv this method the misleadins; effects of difference of matrix are almost
completely eliminated.

In view of the important in\estigations now being carried out
in widely distant areas by numerous workers in Avonian Rocks, and in

the probability that my services may be of use in identification or con-

firmation, I venture to suggest the continuance of this Committee for yet

another year, with a further grant of 1 0/.
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In collaboration with Dr. Matley, I hope to complete the account of

our work on the Carboniference Sequence at Malahide (Co. Dublin), and
to make further progress with the correlation of the Lower Carboniferous

Bocks of Fife.

InvesHgatioii of the Fauna ami Flora of the Trias ofthe British Isles.—
Sixth Report of the Committee, consisting of Professor W. A
Herdman {Chairman), Mr. J. LoMAS (Secretari/), Professor W. W
Watts, Professor P. F. Kendall, Professor A. C. Seward, Messrs*

H. C. Beasley, E. T. Newton, and W. A. E. Ussher, and

Dr. A. Smith Woodward. (Brawn up hy the Secretary.)

[Plates V. and VI.]

The work of the Committee dui-ing the past year has been mainly

concerned with an attempt to unravel and classify some of the curious

tracks and markings—organic and inorganic—so frequently found

associated with footprint-bearing slabs in the Triassic rocks. As
many of these are in soft marl and cannot be preserved, advantage

has been taken of a large exposure of marl made at Storeton in the

latter part of 1907 and the early months of 1908.

Two marl bands which in former excavations were separated by
3 or 4 feet of sandstone have coalesced in the north portion of the

quarry now being worked. This probably means that the shores of the

lake or pool in which the marls were deposited have been reached.

Under these conditions a new set of phenomena appear, mainly

characterised by tracks and burrows of invertebrates, plant remains,

and curious markings simulating organic forms.

In the present Report Mr. H. 0. Beasley describes some of these

forms, and he hopes to complete his investigations in time for next

year's Report.

Mr. H. A. Allen also contributes a list of the Triassic fossils in the

Warwick Museum, and Mr. A. R. Horwood supplements the Biblio-

graphical Notes contained in the last Report.

Some Rhynchosauroid skulls from Grinshill have lately been acquired

by the Manchester Museum which show details of anatomical structure

not hitherto observed. These are now under examination, and the

Committee hopes to include a full description of them next year.

Report on Tracks of Invertebrates, Casts of Plants, d'c, and Markings

of uncertain origin from the Loioer Keuper. Part I. By H. C.

Beasley.

The sandstones and marls of the Lower Keuper frequently show
a great variety of superficial markings v/hich, whilst bearing no
resemblance to the footprints of vertebrates, may give us some informa-

tion regarding the invertebrate fauna and the flora as well as some
indication of their physical surroundings.

Besides these there are markings due to movements in the rock itself

during and subsequent to its consolidation.
The first requirement is the division of the markings due to organisms

from those due to purely physical causes. Here we are met by two chief
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diflBculties. We have to deal with natural casts giving the outward form
only and no trace of internal structure, and secondly we find that purely

physical causes give rise to forms closely resembling those attributable

to organisms.

It is evident that a study of the tracks of recent animals is a most
essential preliminary. Here the work of Professors Nathorst and Hughes
will be of great assistance ; both these authors give descriptions and
carefully drawn and photographed figures of actual tracks of known
animals.'

It will be found, however, that the record of a few score of species

will cGv'er but a small part of the variety of tracks, and it will readily

be seen that the varying circumstances under which the tracks were
produced must greatly modify their form.

In the meantime a record of some of the fossil tracks and other

markings found in the Trias, more or less systematically arranged, may
be of use.

The forms that are readily identified may be divided into tracks of

animals and casts of plants, and markings evidently inorganic which
may be classed together as such and subdivided according to their

resemblance to forms which we may now observe in course of production,

such as stream courses, rain pittings, ripples, &c.

But between these principal groups we shall have to deal with a
number of forms of very doubtful origin, simulating orgmic forms or

markings possibly attributable to organisms, also with a number of

forms whose origin is very uncertain, but which do not simulate any
known organic forms. We shall then have

Organic.— Tracks of invertebrates.

„ Casts of plants.

0/ Doubtful Origin.—Markings simulating plant forms.

„ „ „ „ animal „

„ ,,
Parallel or concentric lines, fillets or -ridges.

,, ,,
Lines, &c., neither parallel nor concentric.

Inorganic.— Rain pittings, and similar forms.

„ Ripple marks.

„ Wrinkles and other irregular markings possibly

due to movements in the rock itself.

„ Pseudomorphs.

Markings of Organic Origin.

Tracks of Invertebrates.—The most common of these are sinuous
markings in relief about 2 mm. or more in width, roughly semicircular

in each section, with a slight groove on each side (indicating a ridge in the
original track). The windings are frequent and intricate. They are often

referred to as ' annelide tracks,' but the tracks of recent worms are com-
paratively free from short turns, and these bear more resemblance to the
tracks of small Gasteropods, so frequent between tide-marks on a muddy

' ' On some Tracks of Invertebrates, &c., and their Palaeontological Bearing,'

by A. G. Nathorst, Kon. Seenzka Vet. Aka,d. Handlinffor, Band 18, No. 7,

December 30, 1880.
' On some Tracks of Terrestrial and Freshwater Animals by Professor T. McK.

Hughes, Quart. Tourn. Geol. Soc, vol. xl. p. 178.
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shore. The beaded markings that are often seen in Gasteropod tracks

would hardly be visible on these small tracks, and would certainly not be
preserved in the sandstone cast.' Small cylindrical projections are often

found in the underside of the beds of sandstone, which may possibly be
casts of worm-burrows, but no connection has been found between them
and the tracks above described.

In the underlying clay there are sometimes found horizontal lines of

small cylinders of sandstone about 3 mm. thick and of varying length,

mostly from 2 to 3 cm., and looking like strings of elongated beads.

These appear to be casts of horizontal burrows. As they are not

attached in any way to the overlying bed of sandstone they are usually

lost as the clay wears away. No connection has been seen between these

and the vertical projections mentioned above, nor with the horizontal

burrows sometimes seen in the overlying bed of sandstone.

On the upper surface of the sandstone in two instances (one at

Storeton, another at Frodsham) are small horizontal tunnels, the roof

forming a ridge on the surface, but it is often broken in, leaving the

lower part of the tunnel as a groove. In accounting for some similar

markings in a bed of fine-grained sandstone in the Carboniferous Lime-
stone, Mr. Albany Hancock has described the superficial burrows of a

small amphipod,^ which was identified as Kroyera arenaria. Both the

fossil and the recent burrows bear a great resemblance to those in our

Keuper Sandstone.

We occasionally find on the upper surface of the beds of sandstone

small heaps of rod-like bodies each about 5 ram. broad and from
2 to 10 cm. long, which look like worm castings ; they are, however,

nearly straight, and not bent and twisted like the castings of both land

and marine worms as usually seen ; but it should be noted that where
such castings are ejected under shallow water they are more or less

straight, and do not form the convolutions usually found in worm
castings.

No connection has been clearly traced between the castings and any
burrows.

We have no help from fossil remains in this investigation. The
remains of the worms themselves we could hardly expect to be pre-

served ; and, on the other hand, the absence of any remains of the hard
parts of amphipoda or any other crustaceans in the Keuper sandstones

is, we know, no proof of their non-existence.

At present no opportunity of comparing the track of the only

invertebrate whose remains are present—Estheria—with the fossil

markings has presented itself.

Tracks apparently formed by the appendages of some invertebrate
have been found on the upper surface of a bed of yellowish, soft, fine-

grained sandstone at Storeton. The track consists of two irregular but
approximately parallel rows, about 1 cm. apart, of small crescentic trans-

verse pits alternating with slight ridges apparently connected with the
convex margin of the pits, as if caused by the backward pressure of a
foot. The breadth across the crescents varies from 1 -5 to 2 mm. The

' Nathorst, op. cit, plate vii. fig. I, ' Tracks of Montaouta biiientata.' For Fossil
Track see Trias Committee's Report, 1904, plate viii.

" ' Remarks on Certain Vermiform Fossils found in the Mountain Limestone
Districts of the North of England,' by Albany Hancock. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist^
vol. ii. 3rd Series, 1858, p. 443.
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distance from the convex border of one pit to that of the next varie.'ii

greatly, but is generally somewhere near 2 mm. It will be readily

understood that, owing to the comparative coarseness of the material

and the slightness of the impressions, any measurement of such small

objects can only be approximate— several series of tracks are 12 cm.

or more in length, and often several series are found within a few

inches of each other. There is no doubt that they are actual prints

(not casts). One specimen is in the Natural History Museum (T. 235)

and several others are in private collections, but they all came from the

same place, and were found within a short time of each other (Plate V.,

lig. 1).

Though very like the tracks of small shore-crabs, they more nearly

resemble the tracks of the Chsetopod Nychia cirrosa, described and
figured by Nathorst,' which, however, does not show the crescentic form

so clearly.

The rarity of remains of plants in the Lower Keuper is well known,
and the few there are are but fragmentary. The absence of carbonaceous

matter, and their being preserved only as casts, entirely precludes any
knowledge of their internal structure. There can, however, be little

doubt that a series of casts resembling those of fragments of Equisetiform

plants I'eally represent the remains of a Triassic flora. They may be

described as much flattened, cylindrical stems, generally about 1 or 2 cm.

in width, crossed at intervals in many specimens by serrated joints or

nodes, and sometimes associated with narrow leaves (Plate V., fig. 2).

One specimen from Storeton in the Liverpool Museum has its upper
termination clearly preserved. It is figured by Mr. G. H. Morton in his
' Geology of Liverpool,' and named by him EquinpAum kettperina. The
late Mr. F. M. Webb examined it for Mr. Morton and described it as
' the upper portion of an Equisetum, but without any remains of fructifi-

cation ; the stem is simple, sulcate grooves 1| lines in breadth. The
teeth of the sheaths are triangular, measuring when perfect 1^ lines in

length.^ The other fragments from Storeton and elsewhere so entirely

agree with this that it is fairly safe to consider them as casts of plants.

A large group of such fragmentary remains has quite recently been found
at Storeton, and is now in the Liverpool Museum.

Some markings on a slab at Warwick,^ if plants at all, may possibly

represent plants of the same character. The flattened stem is two
or three times the width of those from Cheshire. There are no nodes
on the lengths preserved, the longitudinal ribs are separated by a flat

surface several times their width. The whole stem narrows slightly

towards one end, which has the appearance of being crushed and frayed,

all the ribs being continued as separate rods and bending in different

directions. The sides of the main stem are fringed with markings
lesembling leaflets. Thei'e are other similar markings on the same
slab. There are no definite footprints on this slab. There is another
very similar marking on a slab with footprint.'?, probably from the Upper
Keuper Sandstone at Shrewley, also in the Warsvick Museum.

A much more perfect example of what appears to represent something
very similar is on a slab in the Natural History Museum (R. "^0), from

' Op. cit. plate ix. fig. 2.

^ Morton's Geology of Lieerpool, 2nd edition, p. 115, plate xii.

^ ' Slab of Keuper Sandstone with impressions of plants upon it from Coten End
Quarry, 1872,' Warwick Museum.
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Illustrating the Report on the Investigation of the Fauna and Flwa of the

Trias of the British Isles.
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Storotou ; ^ it is accompauied on one side by two Clieirotheroid prints,

and numerous other prints are on the stone (the whole in relief). It is

about 90 cm. long by 4 to 5 cm. broad ; the ribs are close together, and
in the more perfect portion of the fossil are each covered by a row of

scutes or scales. The other end of the fossil seems rather narrower and
to have been crushed and the rods separated as in the Warwick fossil.

It has been suggested that this represents the tail of some large

reptile ; the relative position of the footprints does not favour this, and
it would seem unwise to give any opinion here as to the nature of this

or the Warwick fossil.

Markings of uncertain origin simidating Organic Forms,

Plant Forms.—The commonest of these are in the form of branching
stems bordered by small leaflets and often marked with longitudinal

grooves and ridges.

The whole of these features are seldom combined on one specimen,

but they are so associated that there is little doubt of their being all due
to one cause.

A good example of a branching form fringed with leaflets is on .1

slab. No. 7, in the Bootle Museum (Plate VI., fig. 1). Another block of

stone in an old quarry at Runcorn has what resembles a root-stem, about
G inches broad and se\ eral feet in length, fringed along one border with
small rootlets at about right angles to its axis.

- Both these are in relief, and a little examination shows the probability

of their being natural casts of stream courses of shallow water, such as

may be seen in formation wherever a broad shallow sheet of water is

passing over a very gently sloping surface of fine material. The forma-
tion of the grooves and ridges has also been noticed and of markings
similar to leaf scars ; in the latter case, however, the scars were of

organic origin, being due to some animal, probably a crustacean, taking
advantage of the rather deeper water to follow the retreating tide and
with its appendages making regular markings along the narrow channel.

In the natural cast formed on the under surface of a succeeding deposit

the stream course would be represented by a ridge with what might be
easily mistaken for scars or .scales upon it.

The pseudo-leaflets ai-e the beginning of channels of small tributary

streamlets, and a combination of ridges and flutings on the main course
with the border of tributary streamlets has been observed on more than
one occasion.

The instances given have been drawn from the seashore between
tide-marks of which we know nothing in the Trias, but exactly the
same action would take place where a .shallow current of fre.sh water
flowed over a similar surface ; in fact it has been seen to take place
under fresh-water conditions such as are perfectly compatible with what
we know of the Lower Keuper.

Other branching forms are free from leaflets or ridges, but have a
roughened surface and the semblance of knots and stumps of broken off"

branches, simulating portions of our recent trees. A careful examination
shows that they are not really plant remains, although their origin is

very uncertain.

' For figure of this, see Morton, Geology of Cmintry arovitd Liverpool, Appendix,
p. 300, Plate XXII.

1908. T
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The supposed fucoids of which lithographs were published in Liverpool

about 1837-1841 ' were very probably casts of stream courses. It is

unfortunate that the originals are not to be found, unless the branching

form in the Bootle Museum be a portion of one, neither is the original

of DictyophyU'um crassinervium figured in Murchison's ' Silurian System ' ^

accessible.

A very singular marking, bearing a distant resemblance to a mass of

coarse fibre, has been noticed in relief on the underside of several slabs

from Stoi'eton.^ It consists of a patch of fine sharp ridges, or rugae,

curved or waved, seldom rectilinear, tending to lie in one direction but

occasionally crossed by others.

Such markings occur most frequently in irregular patches of a few
inches area, but in some cases they take the form of groups of truncated

oval masses in low relief. The ovals vary slightly in size in each group,

but they measure about 10 cm. by 6 cm. and rise in the centre about
1 cm. above the general surface of the stone. The ridges are roughly

triangular in section and from 1 mm. to 3 mm. in width. They are

arranged with a certain symmetry on each side the long axis of the oval,

the broadest part of each ridge is nearest the round end of the oval, of

which the margin is clearly defined ; the finer extremities of the ridges

seem to diverge somewhat at the truncated end, and there is no defihed

margin. The ridges are rather irregularly disposed, being in some cases

in actual contact and in others 50 mm. apart. The ovals themselves are

grouped irregularly, generally more or less overlapping one another. One
group is large enough nearly to cover a surface 50 cm. by 35 ^m.
(Plate VI., fig. 2).

In another instance there is an irregular mass covering several

square feet of surface with no defined arrangement of ridges and
no definite margin. Adjoining it there is a single oval similar to those

described, but rather larger. On the same slab are sundry other smaller

patches and a great variety of footprints.

It is at present impossible to judge whether these markings be of

animal, vegetable, or inorganic origin.

Descripiion of Plates.

Plate V, Fia. 1.—Invertebrate Tracks from North Quarry, Storeton. One-third
natural size. (In J. Lomas's Collection.)

Plate V, Fig. 2.—Natural casts of Fragments of Plants from Flaybrick, Birken-
head ; in relief. (In H. C. Byasley's Collection.)

Plate VI, Fig. 1.—Natural casts of Stream Courses simulating plant forms,
probably from Storetou. (No. 7 in Bootle Museum Collection.) By kind
permission of the Bootle Museum Authorities.

Plate VI, Fig. 2.—Group of oval patches of Matted Rugae from Storeton ; in low
relief. (lu H. C. Beasiey's Collection.)

List of British Triassic Fossils in the Warwick 3fuseum.
By H. A. Allen.

The Warwick Museum possesses the grexter part of the Labyrintho-

donts found in this country. The specimens were obtained from the

neighbourhood of Warwick, and were presented by Dr. Lloyd, Mr.

' See Proo. Liv. Oeol. Soc, vol. ix. p. 286, for description of lithographs.
^ Part 1., p. 43. Also Liudley and Hutton, Fosdl Flora, vol. iii. plate 201.
' See 1904 Report, Plate VIII., for two small patches.
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J. W, Kirshaw, the Rev. P. B. Brodie, and others. Several of these

fragmentary remains have been described by Owen, Huxley, and Dr.
Miall in the various memoirs mentioned below. In addition to the
specimens included in the following list the Museum contains a large

number of undetermined fragments of Triassic amphibia and reptilia.

The originals of the mandibles described by Owen as Labyrinthodon
jaegeri, from Guy's Cliff, appear to have been lost, or were destroyed in

making the casts from which the figures were drawn.
Dr. Fr. von Huene, in the course of an examination of the verte-

brates of the district, found that the rocks near Kenilworth contain
Triassic reptiles ; consequently, it is considered advisable to include a few
specimens from strata which were first regarded as of Bunter and then
of Permian age, in case a revision of the map prove the Trias to extend
over a portion of the area now mapped as Permian. Specimens from the
Rhaetic are not included in this list. The footprints contained in the
Museum were recorded by Mr. Beasley in the Reports for the years 1005
and 1906.

PLANTS.
Name.

Breea. milassoides, Caulerpites ohlonga, C.

triangiilaris. These specimens are men-
tioned, without description, in ' The Geol.

Warwickshire Coalfield ' (' Mem. Geol.
Surv.'), 1859, p. 32.

Dadoxylon ? and a large series of fragments
of tree- trunks.

Plant remains (indeterminable) .

Formatiou.

Permian ?

Permian ?

Keuper

MOLLUSCA.
Impressions of mollusca referred to N^ucula, Keuper
Pholadomya, and Thraeia.

CRUSTACEA.
Estheria inimita (Alberti) .... Keuper

Locality.

Meriden.

Allesle}'.

Shrewley and
Eowington.

Shrewley.

Shrewley.

PISCES.
Acrodus? keuperinus (Murch. and Str.), Keuper .

teeth and dorsal fin-spines.

Dictyopyge su-perxtes (Eg.), fragment of fish.

Semi-onotus hrodiei Newt., imperfect flsh.

AMPHIBIA.
Basyceps tucklandi (Lloyd). Type, skull. Permian ?

Described as Lahyrinthodon tucklandi by
T. Lloyd, 'Rep. Brit. Assoc, for 1849,'

p. 56. Figured as Basyceps by T. H.
Huxley, ' Warwickshire Coalfield ' (' Mem.
Geol. Surv.'), 1859, pp. 52-56.

Biadetognathus varvicensis, Miall. Type. Keuper .

Portions of mandibles and teeth de-
scribed by Dr. L. C. Miall, ' Quart. Journ.
Geol. Soc.,' vol. XXX.. 1874, PI. XXVIL,
f. 3a, b, p. 425; PI. XXVIII., figs. 1, 2,

pp. 424 and 427. Cranial bones, figured

by R. Owen, ' Trans. Geol. Soc.,' Ser. 2,

vol. vi., 1842, PI. XLVL, figs. 6, 7, p. 538,

as Labyrinthodon jiachygnathiis, are with
some hesitation referred to this species.

Shrewley and
Rowington.

Kenilworth.

Coten End,
Warwick.

T 2
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AMFHIBIA—continued.

Name. Formatiou,

Keuper .

Lower Keuper Coten End,
Warwick.

Lower Keuper Warwick.

Lower Keuper Warwick

Lahyrintlwdon leptognathus, Owen. Type.
Fragments of upper jaw and mandible
described by R. Owen, 'Trans. Geol.

Soc.,' Ser. 2, vol. vi., 1842, PI. XLIIL,
figs. 1-3, p. 616; PI. XLIV., figs. 7-9,

p. 521.

Lahyrintlwdon, undetermined bone of.

Figured by R. Owen, loc. cit, Pi. XLIIL,
figs. 12, 13.

Mastodonsaurus giganteus (Jaeger). Fi'ag-

ment of jaw with teetb, figured by R.
Owen, ' Trans. Geol. Soc.,' Ser. 2, vol. vi.,

PI. XLIV., figs. 4-6, p. 537. Thoracic
plate described by Dr. L. C. Miall,

'Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' vol. xxx., 1874,

f. 2, pp. 429, 430; also fragments of

thoracic plates.

3Iastodonsaurus paohygnatlms (Owen)
Type. Portions of upper and lower jaws
described as Lahyrintlwdon by R. Owen,
'Trans. Geol. Soc.,' Ser. 2, vol. vi , 1842,

PI. XLIIL, figs. 4-12, p. 526. PL XLIV.,
figs. 1-3, p. 526, refigured by Dr. L. C. Miall,
' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' vol.xxx., 1874,
PI. XXVI., figs. 4a, h. Bone from the
orbital region described by Dr. L. C.

Miall, loc. cit., PI. XXVL, fig. la, p. 418
;

portions of mandibles, PI. XXVL, f. 'da, h,

p. 422
;

portions of skull, PI. XXVII.
figs, la, h, 2, pp. 419, 421.

Mastodonsaurus, sp. Portion of skull de-

scribed by Dr. L. C. Miall, ' Quart. Journ.

Geol. Soc.,' vol. XXX., 1874, PI. XXVL,
f. 2a-c, p. 421.

Mastodonsaurus? Portion of skaU do-

scribed by Dr. L. C. Miall, ' Quart. Journ.
Geol. Soc.,' vol. XXX., 1874, PI. XXVII

,

f. 4a, b, p. 433.

BEPTILIA.
Cladyodon lloydi, Owen. Tooth, figured as Lower Keuper
Megalosaurus? by Murchison and Strick-

land, ' Trans. Geol. Soc.,' Ser. 2, vol. v.,

1840, PI. XXVIIL, f. 6, 8, p. 344.

Uxjperodapcdon gordoni, Huxley. Palato-

maxillary bones.

JlJtombopholis scutulata (Owen). Portions
of skeleton and a dermal scute, figured by
R. Owen, ' Trans. Geol. Soc.,' Ser. 2,

vol. vi., PL XLVI., figs. 1-5, as Lahyrintlw-
don (Anisojjus) scutulatus.

Tliecodontosaurvs antiquus, Morris. Ver-
tebrae figured as Lahyrintlwdon pacliy-
gnathus by R. Owen, ' Trans. Geol. Soc.,'

Ser. 2, vol. vi., 1842, PL XLV., figs. 1-8,

p. 532. Three sacral vertebrae figured by
T. H. Huxley, 'Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,'

vol. xxvi., 1869, PL III., f. 9, p. 46.

Tlieeodontosawus cylindrodo>t (Riley and
Stutch.). Figured by R. Owen, 'Trans.
Geol. Soc.,' Ser. 2, vol. v., PL XXVIIL,
f . 9, p. 343.

Locality

Coten End,
Warwick.

Keuper .

Keuper .

Warwick.

Blakedown
Hill. War-
wick.

Coten End,
Warwick.

Lower Keuper

Lower Keuper

Coten End,
Warwick.

Warwick.

Lower Keuper Warwick.

Keuper Leamington.
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REPTIL TA—continued.

Name. Formation.

Ihecodontomnrns sp. A dorsal vertebra Lower Keuper
described by T. H. Huxley, loc. clt., p. 47

;

left ischium ; right ilium, figured by 11.

Owen, loc. cH., PI. XLA'., figs. 16, 17,

p. 533.

Genus? Episternal bone, figured by R. Lower Keuper
Owen, 'Trans. Geol. Soc ,' Ser. 2, vol. vi.,

1842, PI. XLV., figs. 9, 10, p. 524 ; coprolite,

PI. XLV., f. 19 ; femur, PI. XLV., f. 18,

p. 535 ; humerus, PI. XLV., figs. 11-15,

p. 533.

Tooth of a saurian, figured by Murchison Keuper .

and Strickland, ' Trans. Geol. Soc.,' Ser. 2,

vol. v., 1840, PI. XXVIIL, f. 8, p. 344.
' Bone of a fish,' figured by Murchison and Permian ?

Strickland, ' Trans. Geol. Soc.,' Ser. 2,

voL v., 1840, PI. XXVIIL, f. 5, p. 348.

Locality.

Coten End,
Warwick.

Warwick.

Coten End,
Warwick.

f mile north-

west of

Coventry.

Jjibliographical Notes on the Flora and Fauna of the Trias, 1826-7G.
By A. R. HoRwooD, Leicester Corporation Ifuseum.

In the Report for 1907 some notes were given upon the flora and
fauna of some of the Midland counties. The following summary is

supplementary to that account, and includes recorded plant or animal
remains from different areas cited in the works enumerated in the
Bibliography appended, from 1826-76. Later records are mainly
incorporated in previous Reports, and the same remark applies to the
remaining works recording Triassic sections, fossils, ikc. These will be
found chiefly as footnotes to Reports I.-V., 1903-07.

Notes Additional on the Flora and Fauna of the Trias in Leicestershire, Notts,

Warwickshire, Worcestershire, Staffordshire, Cheshire, Lancashire, Dumfries,
Elgin, and Somersetshire.

(Xumbers in parentheses in last colamn refer to number of worlc in Bibliogi'aphy on pp. 281 ami 282.)

Clcnern ami Species
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Notes, Additional—continued.

Genera and Species

P'LAXTJB—con*.

IXCBRT.TJ SEDIS.

' Calix of unknown plant

'

'Calyces of some flowering
plant

'

'Cast of the flower of a plant

'

' Fruit of an unknown plant

'

' Fruits of plants (?)
'

' Plants (Tarious)'

Formation

' Plants

'

\_Dicliiophiillum crassiiierviicm,

L. and H.]

[Echinostachijs oblonga,
Brougn.]

[ Walchia hupnoldes, Brongn.]

Keuper . .

Lower Keuper sand-
stone
Keuper

Upper Keuper sand-
stone

' New Red sand-
stone '

™ .
" " "

Trias . . . .

Lower iSeuper sand-
stone
Keuper
Trias.
Keuper

Locality

Shrewley, Warwick-
shire

Howington.Warwick-
shire

Western Point,
Cheshire

Leicester .

Rowington, f
^.^7'

Shrewley, '
'™'^-

•'

'

shire
Rowington,Warwick-
shire

Shrewley, Warwick-
shire

North Curry, Somer-
setshire

Clarence Dock, Liver-
pool

Liverpool .

Bromsgrove, Worces-
tershire

Ombersley, Worces-
tershire

Shrewley . , .

Warwickshire .

Shrewley , .

Reference

(31) p. 97.

(22) p. 166.

(31) p. 97.

(31) p. 97.

(30) p. 121 and
(21) p. 375.

(22) p. 166.

(31) p. 97.

(26) p. 484.

(3) pp. 135-7,
PI. CCI.

(13) p. 193.

(19) p. 7.

(13) p. 193;
(19) p. 8.

(30) p. 70.

(31) p. 97.

(19) p. 24.

(31) p. 97.

INVERTBBRATA.
Anxelida or Chcstacea.

' Annelide holes and tracks

'

' Worm-tracks

'

Crustacea.

Estheria mfnuta (Alberti)

MOLLUSCA.

' Cast of bivalve shell

'

VERTEBRATA.
Pisces.

' Jfybodus sp. ' . . , ,

Acrodus keiiperinas (M. & S.) .

„ minimus, Ag. . ,

1, sp

,. sp

„ sp. (fragments of teeth
and spines)

„ nov. sp. (Jlde Egertou)

Dietyopyge mperslet (Eg.) . ,

Lower Keuper sand-
stone

>» »)

Lower Keuper sand-
stone
Keuper

Upper Keuper sand-
stone

Keuper

Lower Keuper .

Upper Keuper sand
stone
Keuper

Upper Keuper .

Upper Keuper sand-
stones and marls
Upper Keuper sand
stone
Keuper . ,

Brewood, Peukridge, (30) p. 71.

Worcestershire
Weston Cliff, Notts.

.

Burge Hill, Worces-
tershire

Shelsey, Worcester-
shire

Rowington, Fin-
|

wood Green, War-
wickshire j

Tunnel, Malvern
Wells

Ruihston, Somerset-
shire

North Curry
Stoke St. Mary .

Bowington & Shrew-
ley, Warmckshire

(30) p. 91.

(30) p. 90.

(28) pp. 67-8.

(23) p. 42.

(27) p. 153.

(29) p. 468.

Ibid.

(33> p. 374.

(30) p. 121.

Burge Hill, Worces- (30) p. 90.

tershire

Ruihston, Somerset- (29) p. 46S.

shire

Shrewley, Warwick- (31) p. 97.

sliire

(30) p. 120 and
(21) p. 374.

Pendock, Worcester- (30) p. 120,

shire

Tunnel, Malvern (25) p. 163.

Wells
Pendock, Worcester- (20) pp. 450-1.

shire

Shrewley, Warwick- (30) pp. 6, 121, and
shire l (31) p. 97.
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Notes, Additional—continued.

Genera and Species

Veutebrata—con/.

Incertje sedis.

' Serrated teeth of Belodon '

' Lepfodiis (?) sp.'

' Lophodus palatal tooth, spiiie

'

' Jaw of fish ' . . . .

'Fish-teeth' . . . .

' Cuttiug-teuth of a shark

:

palatal tcetli ; group in a jaw :

very rare

'

' Traces of fish-scales

'

' lohthyodorulites' and ' osseous
remains

'

'Icbthyodorulites of a Ccstra-
ciont

'

'Shagreen on skin of a Cestra-
ciont

'

' Large mailed fish '
.

Amphibia.

Mastodonsaurus giganteii',

Jaeger

(?)

Foimation

Upper Kenpcr sand-
stone

Keuper . , .

Trias . . . .

Upper Keuper sand-
stone

Locality

») »>

Keuper

pachygnathus (Owen) Trias

(?)

(?)

(V)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

(?)

Labyriittfiodon Jeptognalhus
(Owen)

Upper Keuper sand-
stone
Upper Keuper sand-
stone
Keuper

Trias

Lower Keuper sand-
stone

»» « ))

Euihston, Somerset-
shire

Shrewley, Warwick-
shire

Coventry Warwick-
sliire

Eowiugton „

Finwood Green, War-
wickshire
Rowington, Shrewley.
Warwickshire

North Curry, Somer-
setshire

Pendock, Worcester-
shire

Rcwington,! ^.^_
shire

Keferenoe

Shrewley,

Lower Keuper sand-
stone
Keuper ,

Lower Keuper .

Keuper

Trias . . . .

Trias . . . .

Lower Keuper sand-
stone
Lower Keuper sand-
stone
Keuper

Coten End, Warwick-
shire

Guy's Cliff „

Warwick .

(29) p. 46(<.

(30) p. 120.

(31) p. 97.

f4)Pl. XXVin. fig. 5:

(19) p. 341;.

(21) p. 374.

(23) p. 42.

(30) p. 121.

(29)p. 48C.

(20) pp. 45U-1.

(21) p. 374.

(30) p. 121.

(30) p. 121.

(32) p. 430.

(6) p. 197 ;(7)p. 1S8;

(9) p. 506, (fee: (19)
p. 348.

(23) p. 40.

Cubbington.Warwick- (30) p. 88.

shire
I

Leamington „
Coten End ,,

Diadetognat/w s tarviceiisis, Trias .

Miall.

DoultfuUy Labyrinthodoul, or
not distinctfrom the above.

Cladyodon Lloydii, Owen .

'l.abyriiithodon coiiicns,' Owen .

„ * icutulalus' „

Lower Keuper .

»i )» • •

Trias....
Lower Keupsr sand-
stone

Keuper , ,

Warwickshire .

Leamington, War-
wickshire

»' )» •

Cubbington
Coten End, Cubbing-
ton

Blalcedown ,

Coten End

.

Warwickshire . .

( Warwick, \
1 Leamington /
Shrewley, Warwicks.
Coten End „
Coten End „

( Coten End,
I Leamington

Warwick .

»» •

Leamington
Warwick .

(30) p. 120.

(32) pp. 418, 419,421,
422; Plates XXVL-
XXVIL
(6) fig. 63 A and 64 B
in part; (9) p. 516,
Ac; (19) p. 530.

(23) p. 40.

(30) p. 6.

pp. 120-1.

(31)'p. 97.

(32) p. 433.

(6) p. 207; (9) p. 516
&c. ; (19) p. 348.

(23) p. 40.

(30) p. 120.

(31) p. 97.

(32) p. 425.

(32) p. 425.

(4) PI. XXVIIL 6 ;

(6) p. 268 (7); (19)

, p. 348; (30) p. 6:
(31) p. 97.

(30) p. 121.

(30) p. 121,

(9) p. 538; (19) p. 350,

(23) p. 40,

/Leamington, ) ,30^ n fi

tWarwickshire / |

<•*"•' P' "'
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Genera and Species
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Warwick Sandstone ; Lah. Jaegeri, from Guy's Cliff, Warwick ; and Lah. scutulatiis,

from Leamington ; with remarks on the probable identity of the Cheirotherium with

this genus of Batrachians' (' Geol. Tr.,' 2, Ser. VL).

10. (1846) Black, Dr. J.— (' Q.J.G.S.,' ii. p. 65, t. 5.)

11. (1846) Cunningham, J.— (' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' ii. p. 410.)

12. (1848) Cunningham, J.— (' Liv. Phil. Soc.,' p. 283, f. 3.)

13. (1849) Pattison, S. R.— ' Chapters on Fossil Botany,' p. 193.

14. (1850) Harkness, R.— (' Rep. Brit. Assoc.,' Sect., p. 83.)

15. (1850) Jardine, Sir W.— (' Ann. Mag. N.H.,' vi. p. 208.)

16. (1851) Harkness, R.—(Ann. Mag. N.H.,' vii. pp. 92-5.)

17. (1853) Jardice, Sir W.— ' Ichnology of Annandale.'

18. (1853) Rawlinson, R.— ' On Foot-tracks found in the New Red Sandstone at

Lymm, Cheshire' ('Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' ix. pp. 37-40).

19. (1854) Morris, J.—' Catalogue of Briiish Fossils,' 2nd edit.

20. (1855) Symonds, Rev. W. S.
—

' Notice of Fossils from the Keuper Sandstone

of Pendock, Worcestershire' (' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' xi. pp. 450-51).

21. (1856) Brodie, Rev. P. B.

—

'On the Upper Keuper Sandstone (included in

the New Red Marl) of Warwickshire ' ('Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' xii. pp. 374-6).

22. (1858) Egerton, Sir P. de G.

—

'On Pulcpuniscns superstes,' with a Note on the

Locality of the Fossil by the Rev. P. B. Brodie (' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' xiv.

pp. 164-6).

23. (1859) Howell, H. H.—'The Geology of the Warwickshire Coalfield and the

Permian Rocks and Trias of the surrounding District' ('Mem. Geol. Surv.').

24. (1859) Huxley, T. H.— ' On the Stagonolejm robertsoni (Agassiz) of the Elgin

Sandstones, and on the recently discovered Footmarks in the Sandstones of Cum-
mingstone' (' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' xv. pp. 440-60).

25. (1860) Brodie, Rev. P. B.— ' On the Occurrence of Footsteps of Cheiro-

tlierii/m in the Upper Keuper in Warwickshire ' (' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' xvi.

p. 278).

26. (1861) Moore, C.—'On the Zones of the Lower Lias and the Avicwla contorta

Zone ' (' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' xvii. pp. 484-486).

27. (1861) Symonds, Rev. W. S., and Alan Lambert.— ' On the Sections of the

Malvern and Ledbury Tunnels (Worcester and Hereford Railway) and the inter-

vening line of railroad, with a Note on the Fossils by J. W. Salter ' (' Quart. Journ.

Geol. Soc.,' xvii. pp. 132-162).

28. (1862) Jones, Professor T. R.— ' A Monograph of Fossil Estherife' ('Pal.

Soc.').

29. (1867) Moore, C.—'On Abnormal Conditions of Secondary Deposits when
connected with the Somersetshire and South Wales Coal-Basin, and on the Age of

the Sutton and Southerndown Series ' (' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' xxiii. pp. 449-568).

30. (1869) Hull, Professor E.—'The Triassic and Permian Rocks of the Midland

Counties of England ' (' Mem. Geol. Surv.').

31. (1871) Phillips, Professor J._' Geology of Oxford and the Valley of the

Thames,' p. 97.

32. (1874) Miall, Professor L. C.—' On the Remains of Labyrinthodontia from

the Keuper Sandstone of Warwickshire, preserved in the Warwick Museum ' (' Quart.

Journ. Geol. Soc.,' xxx. p. 417, &c.).

33. (1876) Usslier, W. A. E.—'On the Triassic Rocks of Somersetshire and
Devonshire ' (' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.,' xxxii. pp. 367-394).
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Coinposition and Origin of the Crystalline RocJcs of Anglesei/.—Third

Report of the Committee, consisting of Mr, A, Harker (Chairman),

Mr. E. Greenly (Secretary), Mr. J. Lomas, Ur. C. A. Matley,
and Professor K. J. P. Orton.

The analyses contained in this Report, like those of last year, have
been drawn up by Mr. John Owen Hughes, B.Sc, who contributes a

chemical note upon them. They have all been executed by himself.

In almost every case they have been chosen for the purpose of

throwing light on difficult questions of the origin of highly altered rocks,

and a discussion of them would lead far into complicated metamorphic
questions, to which justice could not be done apart from microscopic

structures and detailed field relations. In this place, therefore, only the

nature of the rock and the bearings of the analysis will be given,

sufficiently to make its objects clear.

Two more rocks belonging to the zone of hornfels in Central

Anglesey have been analysed. When one more, a very important one
that is now in progress, is completed, that particular line of investiga-

tion will be at an end for the present, a typical selection having been
examined.

The remaining rocks belong to other groups, and have been selected

partly to aid field-work actually in progress at the time, partly because
the specimens had long ago been collected for analytical purposes, and it

seemed advisable to get them examined and out of hand.
The next line of investigation it is proposed to take up systematically

is that of the composition of the pillowy diabase and jasper group, with
the metamorphic rocks associated with them, a question of great import-
ance upon which some chemical work has been done already.

The numbers, as before, are those of the slides in the Secretary's

cabinet.

No. 184a. Banded Horn/els.

Ang. 12 S.E. ; l,200yit. E.N.E. Tal Eiddem.

I. II.

K.p .... 4-05 4-04

Na^O .... 1-49 1-65

This is a banded hornfels from near Gwalchmai. The object of the
analysis is, as in the case of those in last year's report, to aid in deciding
whether these rocks are igneous or sedimentary in origin.

No. 205a. Oarnet Mica Schist.

Ang. 13 S.W. ; N.E. nd Llyn Bendref.

I. IL
K.,0 . . . .2-59 2-66

Nap .... 2-44 259

Owing to the small amount of material available, only the alkalies
could be estimated in the above rock.

This is a garnetiferous mica schist, also from near Gwalchmai,
belonging to a zone into which the hornfels appears to pass.
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No. :i7lA.

Anff. 16 JV.E.

K.,0 ,

Na„0
Sid, .

Greenish Miea Sukid.

Cromlech Farm, Rhoscohjn.

I.

. 4-44

. 24G
. 53-33

11.

4-37

2-GO

5401

This is a mica schist from Rhoscolyn, Holyhead Island. ] t has been

selected, although from a different district, for comparison's sake, for

there can he no doubt in this case that we are dealing with sedimentary

material.
No. 1 24a. Muscovite Epidote Schist.

Aw/. 1 9 iY. ir. ; 200 feet N.W. ' \ G9.' IF. of nen-dimqnlie.

I. II.

SiC, .

Al.,6.,

FcOa
Feb. .

CaO .

M^O .

K.!d .

nLo .

ii,.6 .

67-31
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Auff. 18iV.Tr.

SiO.,

ALO,
¥e.,6,

Feb .

CaO .

MgO .

K,0 .

Na.,0

HjO .

No. 223a. Jmi)ery Phyllite.

In Limestone, ^QOfeet S.W. (a, little to W.) of Hendrchach.

1.
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No. 422a. Diorlte.

Any. 7 S. W. Sodneithior, E. side house.

I. II.

SiO., 45-21 45-13

Diorite from Bodneithior, Llandyfrydog. It is a less basic portion of

one of the Post-Ordovician intrusions, the more basic (and larger) portion

of -which is the famous hornblende-picrite. For an analysis of that rock

see Teall, ' Brit. Petrography,' p. 103.

No. 514a.. Bulerite.

Any. 8 S. W. Small dyke iV. of IHnas, Traeth Bychan.

I. II.

SiO„ 47-35 47-29

A small basic dyke traversing the Carboniferous limestone on the
east coast near Moelfre. The only one known in that district.

Besides these rocks, a suite of six silica percentages have been
estimated, each in duplicate, of the very curious altered rocks of Pai-ys

Mountain, -which have lately been shown to be of Silurian age, and in

which the once famous copper mines (still worked by a solution process)

are situated. The filtrates are reserved for treatment later on.

On some of the methods Mr. Hughes remarks :

—

' The methods employed in the above analyses were described in

the report of last year, and no modifications of these, or new methods
have been introduced.

' A large number of determinations of alkalies made by the Lawrence
Smith method proves that the method, besides being a convenient one,

is also very accurate, and great reliance can be placed upon it.

' The steel crusher bought last year continues to give satisfaction,

and by its use considerable saving of time is effected in the preliminary
process of reducing the rock to powder. This, as well as all other
steel apparatus—hammer, mortars, tfec.—are kept in a galvanised iron
tank, with a tightly fitting cover, containing lime ; in this way rusting
is entirely prevented.'

There is still a small balance left, about equal to the amount expended
in the course of the past year. The Committee ask to be reappointed,
and to retain this balance for use in the coming twelvemonth.

Investigation of the iwe-Devonian Boclcs of the Mendips and the Bristol

Area.—Beport of the Committee, consisting of Mr. H. B. Wood-
ward {Ghairman), Professor S. H. Reynolds {Secretarij), Dr.
C. Lloyd Morgan, and Rev. H. H. Winwood. {Brawn iijp hy
the Secretary.)

The pre-Devonian Rocks of the Bristol district include the two inliers of
the Eastern Mendips and of Tortworth.

The Eastern Mendip Inlier.

The grant from the British Association, the object of which was to
assist the Secretary in studying the Silurian rocks of the Bristol district,
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was not made till his paper on the ' Silurian Inlier of the Eastern
Mendips ' had already beexi published, ' and the main part of the work on
this part of the area had been done. With the aid of the grant, however,
several trenches were dug, and a good deal of additional information was
obtained both from them and from new exposures made in connection
with quarrying operations. Unfortunately, however, it did not prove
possible to ascertain the relations of the coarse ashy conglomerate, the
most remarkable deposit of the district, to the other rocks. The
additional information obtained from various sources since the publication

of the paper already referred to is as follows :—

-

1. Beacon Farm Neiyhhourhood.—Three trenches were dug here ; the
first was one-third of a mile N.E. of Beacon Farm, close to the north-
eastern border of a plantation. The material here is coarse ashy
conglomerate, exactly like that at the Butts on Beacon Hill. Precisely
similar material was reached at a depth of 3 feet in a trench dug close to

the Roman road and about 300 yards N.E. of the previous trench.
These trenches prove that the eastward extension of the coarse ashy
conglomerate is much as was previously mapped ^ on evidence derived
from material thrown out by moles and rabbits. A third trench at a
spot nearly a third of a mile N.W. of Lodge Farm was taken down
7^- feet through loose material full of pieces of trap without anything
in situ being met with. It is, however, practically certain that the
material here is the trap (andesite).

2. Sunnyhill and Moons Hill.—The following section, essentially the
same as that in the Sunnyhill quarry, was exposed near the wind pump
just S.W. of the quarry :

—

Ft. In.

4. Compact andesite to top of section .....
3. Highly vesicular andesite 3
2. Very tine red ashy clay 13
1. Fairly coarse tuff . . . . .. , . .120

Thickness of ashy series seen . .13 3

The vesicular andesite has vesicles an inch long : the big ones are
empty, the little ones filled with chlorite ; the rock is a noteworthy one,
as on the whole a vesicular structure is very little met with in the inlier.

There are indications of banding in the compact andesite, the ban dine
being parallel to the base of the mass. The line of junction of the
andesite and ashy clay is slightly undiilating, and is clearly one of
deposition, not of faulting or intrusion.

At the time of publication of the previous paper no remains of
trilobites had been found in the fine tuff of Sunnyhill, but a single tail of
Fhacops has since been obtained.

Hitherto nothing but andesite has been recorded from the large
Moon's Hill quarry, but a band of tutf dipping N.JST.E. at about 70°
occurs in the little excavation between the two main quarries. It is of
a rather coarse-grained type and closely resembles that interbedded in
the lower part of the andesite at Sunnyhill.

In a paper already published an analysis of the Moon's Hill rock by
Mr. E. M. Lane was quoted. This unfortunately proved unreliable, and

' Q.J.0.S., vol. Ixiii. 1907, pp. 217-240.
* Ibid., vol. Ixiii. 1907, p. 220.
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ihc i'olluwlug analysis, luadc by Mr. J. H. Sturgess in the Cliejiiictll

Lalioratoiy at University College, Bristol, is intemled to replace it :

—

A.I2O3 1 oq-91

SiO 61-lG

CaO' .... 4-90

MgO .... 0-62

P2O. .... 019
K„0 . . . . 2-68

Na'jO .... 4-84

H.,0 .... 211

99-71

3. New tine of Hails from Dounhead Qtiarry.—Since the publication

of the previous paper a line of rails has been laid from Downhead quarry,

past Walltyning to Long Cross Bottom, and several interesting little

sections have been exposed. At a point \ mile N.E. of Long Cross

Bottom there is a cutting in Old Red sandstone and conglomerate dipping

8. at 45°. Two hundred yards farther E. a cutting in fine greenish

sandy shale yielded the following fossils, which have been identified 1iy

Mr. F. R. Cowper Reed :
—

Pltolidops imjdicata, Sow,
Lingula Si/mondsl {'/), Salt.

Lcj}t(Pii<i rhomboidalis, Wilch.
Spirifer 2>licatelhis vav. radiatiis, Sow,
Atrypa sp.

Crinoid stem joints.

Cwnites lahrostis, M. Edw.

A trench opened on the hill slopes a few yards to the N. of thi.s

cutting .showed similar material, and contained ;

—

Pholidops implicuta, Sow.
Merutella, of. furcata, Sovvf.

Sim-ifer plicatellns var. radiatiis, SoWi
Ortliis sp.

Beyricliia sp.

Calymenc sp.

Phacops Weaveri, Salt.

In Mr. Reed's opinion these fossils clearly indicate that the rock is of

Llandovery age. .Judging from the strike, the rocks at this point occur

not many feet below the Old Red sandstone, and certainly there would
be no room for a development of the Wenlock and Ludlow series between
them and the Old Red sandstone. Tliese exposures, therefore, afford con-

firmation of the view previously arrived at, viz., that the Llandovery
rocks of the Eastern Mendips are directly succeeded by the Old R.ed

sandstone. A second exposure of Silurian— in this case a fine-grained

grit with shale—occurs near Holland's Copse, about 300 yards to the E,

of that just described. No fossils were found here. These three ex-

posures, which are in all probability in the newest Silurian rocks of the

district, are noteworthy from the fact that the rocks are normal sediments

without any admixture of igneous material, while all the other Silurian

rocks throughout the inlier are wholly or partially igneous in origin.

4. Downhead.—Hitherto the only evidence of fossiliferous Silurian.s

in this neighbourhood has been afforded by bits thrown out by moles and
rabbits. A trench was, however, dug on the hill .slope opposite the
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Dowuhead quiirry, wliicli at a depth of 15 inches entered line-graiued

greenish ash, dipping 12-1;")° S.E., the dip being such as to indicate that,

as at Sunnyhill and probably Tadhill, fossiliferous ash underlies the trap
exposed further to the north. Fossils -were by no means so common as
at Tadhill, the only ones found being

Rhynchanella DavidsnnI , M'Coy.
Orthis elegantula, Dalm.
Ptcrinea sp.

Calymene Blumenhacld, Brong.

The most noteworthy points brought out by the work may be summarised
as follows :

—

1. Trenching proves that the coarse ashy conglomerate of Beacon
Hill extends to a point not far short of ^ mile to the east of the Butts.

2. A band of tuff is found to be interbedded in the Moon's Hill
andesite.

3. Sediments free from admixture with igneous matter occur close

below the outcrop of the Old Red sandstone, about \ mile N.E. of Long
Cross Bottom. These, though probably the newest Silurian rocks of the
district, contain a fauna of the same general type as elsewhere in the
inlier, i.e., probably of Upper Llandovery age.

The Tortworth Inlier.

Far more work has been devoted to the Tortworth inlier than to the
Eastern Mendip inlier ; but as the great majority of the facts ascertained
are recorded in a paper ' On the Fossiliferous Silurian Rocks of the
Southern Half of the Tortworth Inlier,' by Mr. F. R. Cowper Reed and
the Secretary, to appear in a forthcoming part of the ' Quarterly Journal
of the Geological Society,' they will not be repeated here. It may be
mentioned, however, that during the course of the work, which was
greatly facilitated by the kindness of the landowners. Lord Fitzhardinge,
Sir George Jenkinson, Bart., and especially Lord Ducie, eighteen old
quarries or exposures were opened up and about twenty-five trenches
were dug.

The most important points with regard to the fossiliferous Silurian
rocks which have been ascertained or confirmed by the work are the
following :

—

o

""&

1. That the traps form two bands confined (with the possible ex-
ception of one small exposure) to the upper Llandovery rocks.

2. That the base of the series is not seen, very little sedimentaiy
material being exposed below the lower trap band, and that the main
fossiliferous horizon of the Llandovery, which occurs between the two
trap bands, has a thickness of about 500 feet.

:l. That the exposures of ashy limestone at Middlemill and Cullimore's
quarry, Charfield Green, which had previously been thought to rest
respectively on the lower and upper trap bands, are probably on the
same horizon and overlie the upper trap band.

•1. That the highly fossiliferous calcareous sandstone of Daniel's Wood
also overlies the upper trap band, and is of approximately the same age
us the ashy limestones of ISliddlemiU and Charfield Green.

n. That a small area of Llandovery rocks occurs in Eastwood Park,
and includes an exposure of the same highly fossiliferous calcareous
bandBtone as occurs in Daniel's Wood.

1908. Tt
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6. That areas of Wenlock occur in regions formerly mapped as

Llandovery to the west of Charfield Green, between Tortworth and

Daniel's Wood, and in the neighbourhood of Stone.

7. That, although certain fossils of Ludlow type have been met with

near Horseshoe Farm and to the south of Little Daniel's Wood, only a

very thin, imperfect, and non-typical development of these rocks exists ;

and this fact, taken in connection with the remarkable attenuation of

the Old Red sandstone, renders it probable that the district was <ip-

heaved and subjected to erosion in late Silurian and early Old Red
sandstone times.

The paper by Mr. F. R. Cowper Reed and the Secretary describes

only the fossiliferous Silurian rocks, the igneous rocks having been

already described in a paper by Professor Lloyd Morgan and the Secre-

tary, published in 1901 ;
^ but in the course of the work a certain amount

of additional information was obtained with regard to the ' trap ' rocks,

which may be given here. In the first place a considerable number of

new exposures has been obtained, especially between Middlemill and
Woodford. The great majority are not inconsistent with the view main-

tained by Professor C. Lloyd Morgan and the Secretary in the paper

above referred to, that both the upper and lower trap bands are regularly

interbedded with the sedimentary rocks. The forking of the trap to the

west of Woodford Green does not present any difficulty to the contem-

poraneous hypothesis, being explicable on the view that the trap is folded

into a syncline, and the isolated patch at Woodford Farm may be

regarded as brought in by a roll in the strata. There is, however, one

small patch of trap which it has been found very difficult to connect

with such a scheme : it lies to the west of the northern end of Daniel's

Wood, in an area which, as far as the very limited amount of evidence

available goes, is Wenlock. We are inclined to think that this reopens

the question as to whether or not some of the trap may be intrusive, and
it must be admitted that there are certain facts, such as the strong

divergence of the two trap bands to the west of Damery and the en-

closure in parts of the Damery trap of much sedimentary matter, which

are best explained on the view that the lower trap band is intrusive.

The field evidence is, however, scarcely sufficient to warrant at present

a definite opinion. The chief points brought out by examination of rock

sections cut from new exposures are :

—

1. The prevalence of andesitic rocks containing bastite pseudomorphs
after enstatite. These have already been recorded from Charfield Green,

Woodford Green, and Daniel's Wood, and we have now met with them
to the W. of the Fox Inn at Woodford and in trenches to the S.E. of

Crockley's Farm, Tortworth.

2. The frequent occurrence of quartz xenocrysts with corroded

borders. These were recorded in the paper previously referred to from
Warner's Court, Charfield Green, Daniel's Wood, Woodford Green, and
Middlemill ; but, except perhaps at Daniel's Wood, they are best seen

in the old quarry W. of the Fox Inn at Woodford, an exposure not

recorded in the previous paper. All these localities probably lie on the

upper trap band.

3. It is perhaps worth noting that the pyroxene andesite exposed in

' Q.J.O.S.,\o\. Iviii. 1901, pp. 267-284.
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the trench S.E. of Crockley's Farm shows little patches of a colourless

mineral, apparently chalcedony, sometimes scattered through the body of

the rock, sometimes partially filling vesicles, and giving a singularly perfect

black cross under crossed Nicols.

Topographical and Geological Te^-ms used locally in South Africa.—
Repo^i of the Committee, consisting of Mr. G. W. Lampliigh
(Chairman), Dr. F. H. Hatch (Secretary), Dr. G. Corstorphine,

and Messrs. A. Du Toit, A. P. Hall, G. Kynaston, F. P. Men-
NELL, and, A. R. Rogers, appointed to determine the precise

Significa^ibce of Topographical and Geological Terms used locally in

South Africa. (Brawn up hy the Secretary.)

During the year a long list of terms, mainly of Dutch origin, was received

from Mr. A. Du Toit. This list contained contributions from Mr. A. R.
Rogers. A list of words was also received from Mr. Kynaston and a

small one from Mr. F. P. Mennell. A few definitions have been con-

tributed by Dr. Hatch.

Two classes of words are at present being catalogued :

—

I. Topographical terms.

II. Names of rocks and minerals.

Most'of the words hitherto catalogued are of Dutch origin, but some
Kaffir and Bushman words have also been included. It may be found
desirable to extend the scope of the Committee to other parts of Africa,

and suggestions will be welcomed.

Class I.

—

Topographical Terms.

Aar—
Is the name given to any feature on the surface which is very long compared

with its breadth. Applied to the outcrop of a dyke, to a low ridge of tufa,

to a slight depression, or most frequently to a line of country characterised

by a particular kind of bush.

Baai—
A bay on the coast, e.g., Saldanha Baai.

Bak—
A basin or basin-shaped hollow.

Bank—
A low ridge rising suddenly, e.g., Vaalbank.

Banken, plural of Bank—
A term] used to denote a step-like feature, hence banken type of scener)',

e.ff., in the high veld portion of the Lydenburg district of the Transvaal,

due to alternations of harder and softer beds with a low dip.

Berg—
Mountain: the term' ''de' Berg' is especially applied to the great eastern

escarpment of the Transvaal plateau.

Bosch—
Bush or wood, e.g., Blaauwbosch.

U2
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Bull—
A low ridge with gentle and gradual rise and even outline.

Dam—
Reservoir or pond.

Dans—
A broad shallow valley, e.g., Leeuwen Dans.

Donga—

•

A small ravine or wash-out caused by floods in soft ground.

A gulley or dry water-course with steep sides, synonymous with the Eastern

terms waddij and uuIlaJt.

Draai—
A bend or turn (of a river or range).

Drift—
A ford or crossing of a river.

Didn, plural duien—
A sand dune.

Dwala—
A native term used in Rhodesia for a bare rounded knoll or ridge of rock.

Eiland—
Island, e.g., Paarden Eiland.

Fontein—
A spring. Much used in place-names., e.g., Bloemfontein, Wonderfontein, &;c.

Gat—
A hole, e.g., Wonder-gat, a term applied to a sink-hole in limestone formation.

Cyfergat, a spot from which water trickles ; a ' soak.'

Gouph (pronounced ' Coop ')

—

A Bu.=bman word, meaning ' as dry as can be,' applied to a portion of the Western
Karroo.

Ihuvel—
A height or elevation, generally of small magnitude, e.g., Klipheuvcl.

Iloek—
(i) The area enclosed by a bend in a river.

(ii) The upper end of a valley shut in by mountains.

llolte—

A hollow or depression.

Hoogte—
A height or elevation generally of greater magnitude than a ' heuvel.'

Karroo—
A Bushman word Kdru, or Gdru, meaning ' dry as a bone,' applied to country like

the central portion of Cape Colony (geologically or botanically).

Kmtrd (literally Castle)--

A high peak or ridge, e.g., Riebeck's Kastrel.
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Kloof—

A gorge.

Knopjne—

A little liill or knob.

Kolk—
A very small flat or depression with a calcareous surface (name probaM)' derived

from AT??/.' = limestone).

Kom—
A basin-shaped hollow,

Kop, diminutive Kojy'e—
A peak or little hill (literally head), e.f/., Zwartkopje, Witkopjc; hence Tafclhrpjc,

a flat-topped or table-mountain type of hill ; Spitzkop, a sharply pointed

type of hill.

Kopjes Veld—
A track of country characterised by numerous little hills.

Kraal—
An enclosure for cattle or goats, also a native home or village ; e.g., Makapans-

kraal.

Krans or Kranr. (often incorrectly written Krantz)—
The feature made by a hard rock in a precipice.

The precipitous face of an escarpment ; e.g., Kranskop, Kransberg.

Kuil—
A shallow valley or depression.

Laagte—

•

A very shallow valley in which the course of the drainage is ill-defined.

Mond—
Mouth (oC a river).

Afuur—
A wall or barrier.

Naauwte—
A narrow portion of a valley or constriction along a gorge.

Neh—
A high-level gap or pass in a range of hills, e.g., Commando Nek, in the

Magaliesberg.

Ooy—
The ' eye ' of a river, usually applied to the spring feeding a river, e.g., in lime-

stone areas.

Pan—
A depression below the general level of the country, and into which the drainage

is directed.

Panneveld—
Country characterised by numerous pans.
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riaat—

-

A wide surface of bare rock, e.g., of granite, e.g., Klipplaat.

Plat Kop—
A flat-topped hill or mountain.

Pont—
A ferry ; e.g., Lindeque's Pont, on the Vaal Eiver.

Poort—

A low gap or short narrow gorge intersecting a range of hills = ' water-gap ' of
American geologists (lit. gate); e.g., Krokodilpoort, Komati Poort, &c.

Portje—
A little poort.

P^lt or Piits—
A pit or well.

Puut—
(i) A point on the coast, or (ii) a spur of a mountain.

Rand—
A ridge or steep escarpment, generally of no great elevation, e.g., Rooirand

(red ridge), Boschrand, Gatsrand, Witwatersrand (hence ' The Kand '),

he.

Randje—
The diminutive of Rand.

Rit-g, plural Ruggen—
A ridge or series of ridges. The ' Ruggens,' a very rugged and mountainous

track in Cape Colony.

Sluit—
A ditch or water-furrow.

Spitz Kop—
A pointed or conical hill.

Spruit—
A small river or rivulet.

Strand—
A beach or strand.

Tafslberg or Tafelkop—
A table-topped mountain.

Toren—
A tower (applied to a pointed lull), e.g., Babylon's Toren.

Veld (incorrectly Veldt)—
Open uncultivated country

—

Bus/i veld (D., Boschveld), buah country. Sometimes called Low veld.
High veld (D., Hoogeveld), high plateaux, about 5,000 to 6,000 feet above

sea-level.

Middle veld (D., Middelveld). The intermediate mixed country, between
High and Low veld.
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Vlakle—
Flats,' a wide tract, of flat country or plain

.

Vlei (often spelled Vallei or Valley)—
A flat track of countr)' or area of gentle slope which is periodically subjected to

flooding ; a wide pan of inconsiderable depth.

Vloer—
A ' floor." This term has much the same meaning as Vlei.

Waterval—
Waterfall.

Class II.

—

Names of Rocks mid Minerals.

Amandel Klip (almond-rock)

—

Amygdaloidal lava.

Bacon-rock—
A term used by Barberton miners to denote the reddish cherty or jaspery variety

of the banded ferruginous quartzite.

Banket—
A term applied to the Witwatersrand conglomerates on account of a supposed

resemblance to an almond ' cake ' made by the Boers.

Bantom—
A term used by alluvial diamond diggers to designate striped or banded

pebbles (magnetite-quartzite or slate, or magnetite-jasper rocks).

Bar—
A term used by miners to denote a conspicuous band or seam of rock, dis-

tinguished by some character such as hardness or colour, e.ff., Red Bar.

Blaauw-grond (blue ground), Kimberlite

—

The unoxidised portion of the filling of the diamond pipes.

Blue Ground. See Blaauw-grond.

Boyisman's Eli]) (bushman's rock)

—

A term applied to the Dwyka of Southern Cape Colonj' owing to the jagged
character of its weathered surface.

Calico-rock—
A term formerly used by the Marabastad miners for a banded magnetite

quartzite, usually in alternating black and white bands.

Drip Kalk (drip- limestone)

—

Stalactitic material.

Float—
A term used by miners for surface fragments—drift, rock not in situ.

Floating Reef—
A term used by diamond miners for the masses of the ' country,' or foreign rock

occurring in a diamond pipe.

Oruia—
Shale, mudstone, or soft variety of Dwyka,
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Jfaar Klip (thread-rock)

—

' Orocidolite ' or asbestos.

Hardibank—
A term used by diamond miners for a hard compact variety of ' blue-ground

very resistant to weathering.

Ijzer Kli^) (ironstone)

—

Applied most commonly to igneous rocks such as dolcrite and diabase.

Kalksteen—
Limestone.

Klip—
A stone, or rock.

Olifant's Klip (elephant's hide rock)

—

Name given to the Dolomite formation owing to its mode of weathering.

On-Klip or Oude-Klip (old rock)

—

A secondary limonitic surface-deposit, a kind of latcrite.

Turf-
A heavy black clayey soil or loam, very common in low-lying areas, overlying

basic igneous rocks.

Vuursteen Klip (firestone rock)—

Quartz, chert, flint, or very fine-grained quartzito.

Yellow Ground—
A term used by diamond miners for weathered, decomposed, or o.\idised ' blue

ground ' in the diamond pipes.

Investvjation of tJie Fossiiiferous Drift I)eiio><its at Kirmlncjlon, Lincoln-

shire, and at various localities hi the East Biding of Yorlshire.—
Interim Report of the Committee, consisting of Mr. G. W. Lamplugh
(Chairman), Mr. J. W. Stather (Secretary), Dr. Tempest Ander-
son, Professor J. W. Carr, Rev. AV. Lower Carter, Dr. A. R.

Dwerryhouse, Mr. F. W. Harmer, Mr. J. H. Hoavarth, Rev.

W. Johnson, Professor P. F. Kendall, and Messrs. G. W. B.

Macturk, E. T. Newton, H. M. Platxauer, Clement Reid, and
Thomas Sheppard. (Bravm up by the Secretary.)

It was the intention of the Committee to have completed the work at

Bielsbeck during the present summer, but owing to the field being under
corn-crop further excavation was impracticable till after the harvest. No
results therefore can be obtained before the date of the meeting, but the

work will be carried on immediately after the coming harvest, and it is

hoped that the final report of the Committee will be in readiness before

the next meeting.

The Committee ask for reappointment and for power to expend the
balance of the grant.
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Index Generum et 8pecierwn Aninudium.—liej^iurt of (lie CommUlee,
consisting 0/ Dr. Henry Woodward (Chairmmi), Dr. F. A. Bather
(Secretarj/), Dr. P. L. ScLATKK, Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, Dr. W.
E. HoYLE, Hon. Walter Rothschild, and Lord AValsingham.

Steady progress has been made with the indexing of the literature for

the .second portion of this Index (1801-1850). Among nuioerous works
dealt with, the compiler, Mr. C. Davies Sherborn, specially mentions tho

following :

—

Boisduval's works on Lepidoptera.

Publications of the Bologna Academy
Bonaparte's numerous tracts and his 'Conspectus Generum Avium.'
Publications of the Bonn Natural History Society.

Publications of tlie Bordeaux Linnean Society.

llorct's edition of the ' Suites a Buffon.'

The number of index-slips increases with great rapidity, and con-

tinual effort is needed to keep this mass of material in order for reference.

The slips already arranged constitute a mine of information for mono-
graphers and others. They are preserved in the Geological Department
of the British Museum (Natural History), whei'e reference is frequently
made to them by members of the staff and outside workers, while infor-

mation derived from them is often asked for by correspondents at a dis-

tance. The Committee would, however, be glad to see still more
advantage taken of the facilities now offered for the consultation of this

valuable aid to systematic work.

A copy of the first volume of the ' Index ' is being shown in the
Science Hall of the Franco- British Exhibition.

The Committee ask for reappointment, and earnestly hope that the
full sum of 100/. will be granted towards the continued preparation of

the ' Index Animalium,'

Occupation of a Table at the Zoological Station at Naples.—Ileport of the

Committee, consisting of Professor S. J. HiCKSON (Chairman), Rev.
T, R. R. Stebbing (Secretary), Professors Sir E. Ray Lankester,
A. Sedgwick, and W. C. McIntosh, and Mr. G. P. Bidder.

Tjie Committee report that the British Association table at the Zoological

Station at Naples was occupied for ten months during the past session by
Mr. Richard H. Whitehouse, B.Sc, of the University of Birmingham,
and by Mr. C. C. Dobell, B. A., of the University of Cambridge. A short
statement of the investigations they conducted at the station is given in

their reports to the Committee given below. The Committee ask to be
reappointed, with a grant of 100/.

Eepm-t of Mr. Ricuard H. Whitehouse.

I occupied the table at the Naples Zoological Station for a period of

si\' months (Novepibrr 1907-May 190S). Puting the whoV of the timp
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I was occupied in investigating the caudal fin of Teleostean fishes. I

obtained about ninety species of fish in all, the majority of which were
supplied in plenty. It is my intention to work out the whole of the

collection as soon as possible in Birmingham. I fully anticipate that the

results of the work will be of considerable value in this particular branch
of study.

Report of Mr. C. C. Dobell.

I have occupied the British Association table for four months this

year—from March to June. During this time I have been chiefly engaged
in studying the life-history of the Sporozoan parasites, which live alter-

nately in Cephalopods and Crabs. (The parasites are those now usually

known under the name of Aggregata.) In addition to studying the living

animals in both hosts, I have been able to preserve satisfactorily a con-

siderable amount of suitable material, so as to be able to further the work
after leaving Naples.

Besides investigating the Sporozoan parasites I have also been able to

carry out some i-esearches upon the Infusoria {Chromidina and Opalin-

opsis) in the liver and kidneys of the cuttle-fish. I have succeeded,

I believe, in arriving at a correct interpretation of the chromatin in

these forms.

In addition, I have spent a part of my time in working upon the

life-histories of the parasitic protists in Aricia foefida and in Laceria

muralis.

Ex2Jer{men{s in Inheritance.—Interim Report of the Committee, consist-

ing of Professor W. A. Herdman (Chairman), Mr. Douglas
Laurie (Secretary), Mr. R. C. Punnett, and Dr. H. W. Marrett

, Tims. (Dratvn up by the Secretary.)

On the Inheritance of Yellow Coat Colour in Mice.

Reasons for this Research.—The primary reason for this research is

the unexpected result obtained by Cu^not on cross-breeding yellow mice
with mice of other colours. On mating a yellow mouse with one that

was grey, black, or chocolate Cu^not always found yellowness to act as

a heterozygous Mendelian dominant to the other colour. When yellow

F| hybrids so produced were intercrossed they gave an F., generation

much in accord with e.xpectation, being composed roughly of three

yellows to one recessive. It is the gametic constitution of these extracted

yellows which gives cause for surprise, and which is the essential point of

importance. Eighty-one of them were tested by breeding, and it was to

be expected that of these twenty-seven or so would be homozygous for

yellowness, but not even one fulfilled the conditions of Mendelian purity.
' Or, a mon grand etonnement,' says Cuenot, ' je n'en ai pas trouv^ une
seule ; les quatre-vingt-un souris etaient toutes egalement het^rozygotes.'

'

This important and interesting result has attracted explainers of

difierent schools. Morgan"'' makes it a text for emphasising his views
about 'contamination.' Purity, in the Mendelian sense, he denies,

' Arch. Zool. Exp. (4), torn, iii., Notes et Revne, p. csyix, 1905,
» Science, n.e., vol. xxii. pp. 877-879.
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' Purity,' lie says, ' is dominance over latency.' Cuenot, on the other

hand, supported by Wilson and favoured by Lock, suggests that pure

yellow-bearing germ-cells of both kinds are indeed formed by heterozygous

yellow mice, but that there is a selective fertilisation ; so that a yellow-

bearing ovum and a yellow-bearing sperm are either mutually repellent

or mutually sterile, though capable of fertile union with germ-cells bearing

other colours. Or it may be that yellow is due to the association of

several factors, as appears to be the case in certain colours of sweet peas

investigated by Bateson, Saunders, and Punnett, and reported on by

them to the Royal Society. Castle, discussing various alternatives,

commits himself to none.

Further experiments are evidently most desirable.

Objects of the Research.—This brings me to the more precise aims of

the present investigation, which are :

—

(a) To repeat Cu^not's experiment with another strain of yellow

mice.

(b) To test analytically, by as many different kinds of matings as

possible, the gametic constitution of a series of yellow mice.

(o) To endeavour to produce a race of homozygous yellow mice.

Progress of the Research \at present in initial stage].—With the

above objects I obtained, during December 1907, certain mice from

sundry fanciers. These comprised (a) yellow mice, (b) mice of other

colours to cross with the yellows.

(a) The yellow mice were three clear yellows (Castle's terminology),

of which one was a male and the other two females, these mice are of an
orange-yellow colour, their hairs containing yellow pigment only ; there

are also two yellows, which contained, in addition, a good deal of

chocolate pigment associated with the yellow (Castle's sooty yellow) ; these

I call chocolate yellow. I use the term sootg yellow to include all mice

which, commencing life -yellow, develop in their hairs later any other

colour or colours in addition to the yellow. It will be convenient to

follow the line of descent from a pair of the clear yellows. Clear yellow

(J No. 15 mated with clear yellow ?18 gave an Fj generation of one

clear yellow (^4.5) and three blacks. Of this F, generation the clear

yellow member mated with a chocolate gave two clear yellows and three

blacks ; this seems to imply that it contains black recessive. The same
mouse

( $ 4.5) mated with a blue gave three yellow youngsters (of which
one grew to a clear yellow adult, while the other two developed a con-

siderable quantity of dark pigment, producing a blue colour associated

with the yellow) and two blues ; this seems to imply that it contains blue

recessive. That is to say, (?45 seems to contain both black and blue in

the recessive condition. The black was probably derived through the

father, (?15, since a black youngster resulted from a mating of the latter

with a sooty yellow
( ? 44) which had been shown to contain recessive

chocolate. The source of the blue is not so clear ; it is of course possible

that it depends upon the presence or absence of a ' diluting ' factor, blue

being, as pointed out by Bateson, a diluted form of black.

Returning to d'lS and ? 18, the clear yellow commencers of this

pedigree, it may be noted that $ 1 8 has not littered further. Additional

matings of ^ 15 are :

(i.) With clear yellow ? 1 9, giving two yellows in which much dark
pigment developed in the adult, producing in one of them a considerable
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reseuiblaiioc lo a wild grey. No mice of other colours appealed in this

litter, but the number of young is too small to permit the conclusion that

the female parent is homozygous for yellow.

(ii.) With a chocolate yellow, giving two yellows (colour of young)
and one black.

(iii.) With another chocolate yellow ( J 44) giving four yellows (of

which one died before adult condition was determinable and the other

three developed dark pigment) and one black.

Including the various kinds of yellows under one category, and
summarising the results of matings involving yellow mice, I find that,

so far, no yellow mice have certainly proved homozygous ; that the result

of mating yellow with yellow has been to give nine yellows and five of

the recessive colour (black) ; and that matings of yellow with another
colour have given twelve yellows and eight of the recessive colour.

(b) In addition to the yellow mice I obtained mice of other colours,

of which pure races are necessary in order to test at all adequately the

gametic constitution of the yellows.

(a) Chocolate mice.—These are particularly useful for testing pur-

poses, as their colour is recessive to all others. Some chocolate mice
were therefore obtained from various fanciers and tested. In all cases

only chocolate has resulted from mating chocolate with chocolate. A
large number of chocolate mice is desirable.

(b) A pair of blues were obtained from a fancier, and when mated
together gave seven youngsters, all blues. Various blues have also

appeared in mating black with black.

(c) Some blacks also were bought. Some of these were found to

contain blue recessive ; by appropriate breeding a race has been obtained

which promises to breed true to blackness. An interesting result of

mating black with black has occurred in one instance—the pair in

question giving three youngsters which at sixteen days old are one of

them black, one blue, and one chocolate ; the matter is being investigated

further.

(d) For greys I am using wild house mice. I shall also endeavour to

obtain a true-breeding extracted race.

I refrain from discussing these initial results in detail until more
material is to hand, as this would require an undesirable degree of

speculation. For the present it is sufficient to point out—
1. That five of the six yellow mice which have so far been mated have

proved to be heterozygous in respect of coat colour, in accord witli

Cuenot's result. The exceptional case of ? 19 is considered in section (i.)

above.

2. There is nothing to contradict the order of dominance of the

various colours as found by other investigators. In particular yellow

is dominant to all other colours.

3. The occurrence of black, blue, and chocolate in one litter from
a mating of black with black. Also the apparent presence in the

recessive condition of both black and blue in g 45 yellow.

4. The advisability of further classification of the various adult forms
included under the term ' yellow,' and whose first coat is light yellow.

It will be seen that the experiments are at present in an initial

stage—that the interesting stage is just being reached. Thus the

clear yellow mice are in the third generation
;
pure races (so far as

tested) of chocolate, blue, black, and grey have been obtained for
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mating with the yellows, and such matings should have commenced
before this interim report is in print. The problem upon which it is

sought to throw light will, I think, be recognised as one of importance
in regard to the theory of heredity, and I anticipate that the present
inquiry will lead to valuable results : that is to say, apart from any
other points that may be raised, it will be of equal value either to
confirm Cuenot's results or to obtain results different from his, and there
is every prospect of one or other of these alternatives being fulfilled.

The Committee in submitting the above report desire to draw atten-
tion to the importance of enabling Mr. Laurie to continue his investiga-
tions. The amount granted last year has proved inadequate to meet the
necessary expenses, and therefore they now apply to be reappointed with
an increased grant.

APPENDIX.

Matings involving Yellow Mice.

P, yellow

a .

o
W

Parents

Clear yellow S No. 15 x clear yellow
„ (? No. 15 X

„ (? No. 15 X choc, yellow
„ cT No. 15 X

No. 18 =
No. 19 =
No. 44 =:

No. 43 =

1

2
4
9

F, colours other
than yellow

blacks

1 black
1 black

Clear yellow S No. 45 x chocolate Q No. 41 = 2
Chocolate <? No. 39 x choc, yellow ? No. 44 = 5

S No. 45 X blue $ No. 38 =; 3
No. 47 X choc, yellow ^ No. i'd - 2

12

Clear yellow
Black

3 blacks

1 chocolate
2 blues
2 blacks

8

The Zoologij of the Sandwich Islands.—Eighteenth Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Br. F. Du Cane Godman (Ghairm^an) Mr
David Sharp (Secretary), Professor S. J. HiCKSON, Dr. J» L
ScLATER, and Mr. Edgar A. Smith.

In December 1907 a part of the 'Fauna Hawaiiensis,' by Lord Walsiu<r
ham, was published. It includes descriptions and figures of about four
hundred new species of Lepidoptera. Another part of the ' Fauna '

is at
present in the press. It deals with Coleoptera, the authors beiu"' the
Secretary and Mr. Hugh Scott. Dr. R. C. L. Perkins is preparing another
part devoted to Coleoptera, and it is hoped that the work will be completedm about a year.

The Committee ask for reappointment without a grant.
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The Fauna of the Lal-es of Central Tasmania.—Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Professor G. 0. BouRNE (Chairman), Mr.
J. J. Lister (Secretari/), and Sir E. Ray Lankester, appointed

to assist Mr. G. W. Smith to proceed to Tasmania to study the

Anatomy and Development of Anaspides, and to investigate the

Fauna of the Lakes of Central Tasmania.

The Committee have received the following report from Mr. G. W.
Smith :—

The expenses of this expedition were defrayed partly by a grant of

40/. from the British Association, and partly by Professor G. C. Bourne,

Avhile New College, Oxford, by granting me leave of absence while hold-

ing a fellowship, made it possible for me to go.

The expedition was undertaken at the suggestion of Professor G. C.

Bourne for the purpose of studying the freshwater fauna of Tasmania,

and especially Anaspides tasmania'., the peculiar mountain shrimp only

known to occur in one or two localities in Tasmania.

On arriving in Hobart at the end of September I made arrangements

for living at a small chalet near the top of Mount Wellington, and by
inquiring from the settlers in the neighbourhood and from Mr. Rodway,
the original discoverer of Anaspides, I found out the chief localities where

the mountain shrimp occurred. The locality where they were most
abundant was in the pools of the upper reaches of the North-West Bay
River, which rises near the top of Mount Wellington, about two hours'

walk from the chalet where I was staying. I spent altogether six weeks

on the mountain observing the habits of the animal in its natural state

and making as accurate observations as possible on its anatomy. It was
also possible to establish that the female deposits her eggs immediately

after fertilisation, and that there is no complicated metamorphosis. The
result of these observations, the main points of which are published in

the 'Proceedings of the Royal Society,' June 24, 1908, is to vindicate the

Anaspidacea as a primitive and separate order of the Malacostrtea,

showing affinities to several other orders, especially the Mysidacea and
Decapoda, with many peculiar characters of its own. During my stay

on the mountain 1 collected a number of other freshwater Crustacea,

especially Amphipods of the genus Neoniphagus, the Isopodan genus

Phreatoicus, and Astacopsis. I also made a study of the birds and
obtained specimens of the characteristic kinds, while, with the help of

Mr. Rodway, I became acquainted with the more interesting features in

the flora.

Several expeditions were also made during this period, one to the

tarns in the Harz mountains, where Anasjndes was again met with, and a

collection of the Entomostraca, &c., made, and another to Brunij Island

with a camping party from Hobart, where some freshwater lagoons were

investigated.

During Christmas week a^camping expedition was arranged on Ben
Lomond, a mountain in the,^north of the island, on the top of which are

several small tarns, and the freshwater fauna of these, including various

Entomostraca and Amphipoda, was collected. January was devoted to

the lake district on the central highland plateau of the island. Two
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weeks were spent at the Great Lake, which j^i'oved to contain a very

rich and interesting Crustacean fauna. In this lake a new genus and
species of the Anaspidacea {Paranaspides lacustris) was discovered in some
abundance living in the littoral zone. This species diflers from Anaspides

tasmanice in a number of characters correlated with its more active

swimming powers ; thus the body is transparent and sharply flexed, and
the telson, uropods, and antennary scale greatly enlarged. Living with
Paranaspides were three species of Phreatoicus, two of them hitherto

undescribed, and a number of Amphipods, including the genus Chiltonia,

which shows affinities to the South American llyalella. Besides these

a collection was made of the Entomostraca, Flat Worms and Molluscs.

During my stay at the Great Lake I added several species to my col-

lection of birds, and obtained some specimens of Echidna, Platypus,

Basyicrus, and other Marsupials. From the Great Lake I made an expe-

dicion across country for about sixty miles, in a spring cart with two
horses and a guide, to Lake St. Clair, the westernmost of the lakes and
an exceedingly deep one, in places reaching down to ninety fathoms. As
the tracts were either non-existent or else exceedingly rough, it took us

two days to reach the lake. Dredging and tow-netting was carried on in

the lake for two days, and some interesting Entomostraca and a few
Worms were obtained, but on the whole the waters of the lake were very

lifeless compared to the Great Lake.

On the way back a ditferent route was taken, and the railway was
I'eached at Apsley after three days' driving. One other lake was investi-

gated afterwards, namely, Lake Sorell, and a collection made, especially

of its Crustacean fauna, which differed considerably from that of the

other lakes.

These collections are now being worked out, but the work has not yet

reached a sufficiently advanced stage to report on any general results,

though it is evident that the material will throw some light on problems
of geographical distribution.

Besides several smalbr expeditions to freshwater localities in the

neighbourhood of Hobart and in the Midlands, I stayed for several days
at Bridport, on the north-east coast, to collect specimens of the native

freshwater tish, Gadopsis, Aphrltis, &c., and also ttie huge Astacopsis,

which in this district attains enormous dimensions. Some of the

specimens obtained weighed over 6 lb., and were considerably over a foot

in length.

At the end of February I went on to the west coast, and stayed in

some of the mining districts, my object being to see the evergreen beauli

forests, which here almost entirely replace the gams, and to study, as

far as possible, the fauna and flora and see something of the physical

conditions.

Towards the end of March, I went to Melboui-ne and also to Sydney,
and obtained from Professors Spencer and Has well the loan of a large

collection of unde.'scribed Australian Crayfishes, aflbrding material for a
memoir on this little-known group.

As a result of the expedition I propose preparing the following for

publication ;—

•

1. A book entitled 'A Naturalist's Impressions of Tasmania.' Accepted
by the Clarendon Press.

2. ' Preliminary Account of the Habits and Structure of the
Anaspidiidae.' Published 'Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond.,' 1908.
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u. ' A Monograph of the Anaspidacea.' For the 'Quarterly Jourual

of Microscopical Science.'

4. 'The Freshwater Crustacea of Tasmania.' In the 'Trans. Linn.

Soc. London.'
f). ' A Memoir on the Australian and Tasmanian Crayfishes.'

Occupation of a Table at the Marine Laboratory, Plymouth.—Report of

the Committee, consisting of Professor A. Dendy {Chairman and
Secretary), Sir E. Ray Lankester, Professor A. Sedgwick, and

Professor Sydxey H. Vines.

Since the date of our last report, the British Association's table at the

Plymouth Marine Laboratory has been occupied as follows :

—

Jul)/ 22 to August 1, 1907.—By Mr. C. H. O'Donoghue, who was

engaged in collecting and preserving Hydrozoa for subsequent exami-

nation.

August 15-25, 1907.—By Mr. F. J. Briugman, engaged in investi-

gating the histology of calcareous sponges, itc, and in obtaining material

for future work.

April 9-21, 1908.—By Miss H. L. M. Pixell, who was working at

the physiology of digestion in elasmobranchs.

April 21 to Mat/ 4, 1908.—By Mr. F. J. Bridgman, for the investi-

gation of special points in the histology of Granlia compressa.

Experiments on the Becelopvient of the Frog.—Report of the Com'
mittee, consisting of Professor G. 0. Bourne (Chairman), Dr,

J. W. Jenkinson (Secretary), and Professor 8. J. Hickson.

{Drawn up hy the Secretary.)

The Committee report that the statistical investigation into the

relation between the spermpath and the plane of symmetry and the

spermpath and the first furrow in the frog's egg is now approaching

completion. Details cannot be given at present, but it is expected that

a paper will be presented to the Section at the Dublin meeting.

Next year it is proposed to carry out an investigation into the

alteration that takes place, during the development of the embryo, in

the magnitude of the inde.x of variability and the coefiicients of corre-

lation between various organs. The trout is a suitable form for the

purpose, and may readily bo obtained from a hatchery in the neighbour-

liood of Oxford. Some pecuniary assistance will, however, be necessary,

and the Committee ask that the grant, which has Ijeen in abeyance

during the past year, may be renewed.
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Investigations in the Indian Ocean.—Third Report of the Committee,

consisting of Sir JoHN Murray {Chairman), Mr. J. Stanley
Gardiner {Secretary), Captain E. W. Creak, Professors W. A.
Herdman, S. J. HiCKSON, and J. W. Judd, Mr. J. J. Lister, Dr.

H. R. Mill, and Dr. D. Sharp, appointed to cari-y on an Expedition

to investigate the Indian Ocean between India and South Africa in

view of a possible land connection, to examine the deep submerged
banhs, the Nazareth and Saya de Malha, and also the distribution

of marine animals.

The Committee have received the following communication from Mr.
J. Stanley Gardiner, who has had charge of the work :

—

' I am now (June 29) en route to the Seychelles for the further

prosecution of our researches. I expect to be there for twelve weeks,

working mainly at the physical conditions of Mahe and Silhouette, two
of the larger islands, which were scarcely examined during my last visit.

I am accompanied by Mr. Hugh Scott and Mr. J. C. F. Fryer, both
young Cambridge zoologists. Mr. Scott will devote himself to the

entomology of the Seychelles, probably remaining in the group for at

least six months. Mr. Fryer is to proceed to Aldabra, a ring-shaped

island of some 45,000 acres, famous for its large land tortoises and
peculiar birds, about 700 miles to the south by west of the Seychelles.

Here he will remain for at least three months, investigating it in all its

aspects, geographical, zoological, and botanical. He will also probably
visit other islands under the Colonial Government, returning early in

1909. In the Seychelles I am promised the assistance of Mr. H. P.

Thomasset, with whom I hope to collaborate in collecting the jungle

floras of Silhouette and Mahe.
* During the present year three parts of volume i., " Transactions of

the Linnean Society," of the results of the expedition of 1905 have been
published. They contain the following papers :—Description of the

Expedition, Parts I. and II. (J. Stanley Gardiner and C. Forster

Cooper) ; On an Arboricolous Nemertean from the Seychelles {H. C.

Punnett) ; Land and Freshwater Decapoda (L. A. Borradaile) ; Hymeno-
ptera (P. Cameron) ; Odonata (F. F. Laidlaw) ; Fourmis des Seychelles,

Amirantes, Farquhar et Chagos (Professor A. Forel), Pycnogonida
(George H. Carpenter) ; Aves, with some Notes on the Distribution of

the Land Birds of the Seychelles (H, Gadow and J. Stanley Gardiner)
;

The Lithothamnia (M. Foslie) ; Note sur les Ixodid?e (Professor L. G.
Neumann) ; Notes on the Coccidse (E. Ernest Green) ; Stomatopoda from
the Western Indian Ocean (L. A. Borradaile) ; and Pisces (C. Tate Regan).

' Reports have also been read at the Linnean Society on the Reptilia,

Amphibia, and Freshwater Fish (G. A.. Boulenger) ; The Antipatharia
(C. Forster Cooper) ; The Gammaridea (A. O. Walker) ; Part of the
Green Algie (Mr. and Mrs. Gepp) ; The Stylasteridie (Professor S. J.

Hickson) ; Some Families of the Choetopoda (C. H. Potts) ; The Marine
Nemerteans (R. C. Punnett and C. Forster Cooper) ; and the Madre-
poraria Fungida; (J. Stanley Gardiner).'

1^08. X
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'/',The l!jX2)loration of Prince Charles Foreland^ Spitsbergen.—Report of

the Committee, consisting of Mr. G. G. Chisholm (Ghcdrmcm),

Dr. W. S. Bruce (Secretary), and Major W. L. Forbes. {Brawn

uf hy the Secretary.)

The period of the work in the field was during July, August, and part

of September in 1906, and during June, July, August, and September

1907. The persons assisting the author in the work during 1906

were Mr. E. A. Miller and Piper Gilbert Kerr; and during 1907,

Mr. Stewart Ross, M.A., Mr. J. V. Burn Murdoch, Piper Gilbert Kerr,

and Lieut. H. Johansen.

The work done was the topographical survey of the island by means
of theodolite, sextant, compass, plane-table, etc. ; and determining, as

far as time and opportunity allowed, the geological features of the

Foreland, and investigating the zoology, botany, and meteorology.

The chief object was, however, the topographical survey, and other

work was sacrificed to make this the more thorough. The result is

the map I am able to lay before you now, on a scale of 1 : 100,000.

It will be seen that practically the whole of the west coast is now
accurately charted, and a very considerable part of the east coast ; in

fact, the only parts not thoroughly surveyed are small portions of the

east coast between Murray Ness and Ferrier Haven, and between Ferrier

Haven and Point Poole ; the coast line of the south end of the island is

also imperfect.

Practically the whole of the interior is mapped with minute accuracy,

the position and altitude of the hills known, as well as their bases.

Some parts—as, for instance, the vicinity of both the base camps of 1906
and 1907—can be accurately mapped on a scale of 1 : 10,000.

Prince Charles Foreland is about 49 miles long, varies from

2^ to 7^ miles in width, and has an area of about 271 square

miles. It may be divided into three parts : a northern, mountainous
part, extending from the north end 35 miles southward ; then a

very low-lying portion ; and finally, another smaller hilly part, the

soutli end. In a central part of the northern mountainous part

the mountains have an elevation of over 3,000 feet, culminating

in Mount Monaco (3,490 feet), and Mount Jessie (3,250 feet). This

mountainous part is traversed by several cols and glens which connect
the west and the east coast. The whole of the eastern slopes of the

highest mountains are heavily glaciated, and several dead glaciers pass

westward as minor branches. Between the foot of the mountains, which
are more precipitous on the west, and the sea is a low-lying stretch of

land from half a mile to two miles in width—a series of raised beaches

—

along which, on the west coast, one can travel for the whole length of

the island. Similar beaches occur on the east coast. Nowhere do the

mountains come right down to the sea except at Vogel Hook and C.ipe

Sietoe. There are innumerable small rivers, only a few of which may
at times be troublesome to cross. In the low land and in the glens and
corries are many tarns and small lakes, many of which are typical rock

basins. The low-lying part of the Foreland which cuts ofi" the southern
group of hills, viz. the Ross Heights from the northern mountain range
is country similar to the low-lying land in Morayshire, Scotland, and has

therefore been called Foreland Laichs.
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Geology.—The rocks of Prince Charles Foreland consist, first, of

a series of metamorphic crystalline schists, together with white and
reddish quartzites, possibly connected, as regards age, with some fine

earthy, laminated dark shales, in which we found no fossils. A hard
grey limestone, having a weathered rough surface, may also possibly

belong to this older series. Secondly, fossiliferous limestone, the fossils

obtained from which have been carefully examined by Dr. G. W. Lee,

of the Geological Survey of Scotland. Thirdly, flags of grey shale,

containing the remains of dicotyledonous plants of Tertiary age, which
Dr. Nathorst has been kind enough to examine and determine. The
fossiliferous limestone has proved highly interesting, the fossils belonging

to some horizon of the Carboniferous system, or possibly the Permo-carbo-
niferous, whilst the others are Permian.

Fauna.—The mammals associated with Prince Charles Foreland and
its seas are the Greenland, finner, bottlenose, and white whales ; the

Greenland whale being very scarce. The walrus was not seen by the

Scottish Expedition ; the only seals seen were Phoca harbata and
foetida in small numbers. On the land Ui'sus maritimus bones and fresh

footprints only were seen, and two reindeer in 1906 ; there are many blue

and arctic foxes.

Of the birds there are twenty-eight species, the most notable being
Xevia Sabinii, Pagophilia eburnea, Colymbus glacialis, Alca tarda,

Calidris arenaria (breeding), and Somateria spectahilis.

Flora.—There are fifty-five species of phanerogams, one fern, one
equisetum, one lycopod, nineteen mosses, and four liverworts. Mr. R. N.
Rudmose Brown points out that the flora is a pui'ely European one.

Climate.—The temperature is high for so high an altitude, doubtless

on account of the warm and open sea to the westward, which is mostly
free of ice for four to six months. A dense canopy of clouds almost
continuously covers the mountain tops, and often comes as low down as

100 feet from sea level, and not infrequently to sea level. Prince Charles
Foreland beai-s the brunt of the westerly weather and protects parts of

the mainland to the east, which consequently are blessed with far more
sunshine and less cloud.

The interest of this survey lies in the fact that Prince Charles
Foreland has been known for more than three hundred years, and has
never been surveyed. Its uncharted coast has been a difiiculty and
danger to navigators especially on account of prevailingly foggy, and often

windy, weather. The quantity of material from shipwrecks on the
island tells a vivid tale of the past. These are sufficient reasons to

account for the island not having been surveyed previously, as one often
has to wait days, and not infrequently weeks, on account of rain and
snow, wind and fog, without doing anything. The country is very rough
for travelling over, which adds another obstacle. Captains, being timid
of its reefy and unknown coast, keep a wide berth, and this makes landing
and leaving difficult. The survey of the seas around this island is the
next important part of the work, as well as the further study of the
geology, botany, and natural history of the island and seas adjacent.

X 2
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The Investigation of the Oscillations of the Level of the Land in the

Mediterranean Basin.—B,eport of the Committee, consisting of

Mr. D. G. Hogarth (Chairman), Mr. R. T. GOnther (Secretary),

and Drs. T. G. BoNNEY, F. H. GuiLLEMARD, J. S, Keltie, and

H. R. Mill.

The Committee have received the following report from Mr. R. T.

Giinther :

—

1. I left England for South Italy in June 1907, and returned from

Naples early in October 1907.

2. The principal objects of investigation were the indications of local

alterations of the land level of the west coast of Italy beyond the

limits of the Bay of Naples. Incidentally, however, the opportunity

was taken to confirm past observations and to estimate with greater

accuracy than heretofore the relation of the present mean sea level to

certain marks upon the columns of the Temple of Serapis at Pozzuoli.

3. The localities examined included every rocky headland and beach

of importance between Reggio di Calabria and Pirstuni. Measurements

of alterations of level of especial value were obtained at or near Palmi

and Gioja Tauro, at Tropea, at Pizzo Amantea, Diamante, Praia, Sapri,

Pisciotta, and elsewhere. To the north of Naples indications of post-

Roman changes of land level were obtained at Formia, Gaeta, Sperlonga,

Terracina, and Monte Circeo.

4. Although I still hope to be able to visit Italy before publishing the

results of the investigation, it may be considered that the object for

wliich this Committee was appointed is accomplished.

Gaseous Explosions.—First Report of the Committee, consisting of Sir

W. H. Preece (Chairman), Mr. Dugald Clerk and Professor

Bertram Hopkinson (Joint Secretaries), Professors Bone, Bur-
stall, Callendar, Coker, Dalby, H. B. Dixon, Hele-Shaw,
Smithells, cmc? W. Watson, Dr. Harker, Lieut.-Colonel Holden,
Dr. Petavel, and Captain Sankey, appointed for the Investigation

of Gaseous Explosions, with special reference to Temperature.

Appendix.—The Deviation of Actual (rases from the Ideal State aiul the

Experimental Errors in the Determination of their Speeijic Heats . . 'i'i\

General Scope of the Report.

To engineers the investigation of gaseous explosions is chiedy of interest

because of its bearing upon the theory of the internal combustion
engine. The Committee have hithertt) considered it mainly from this

point of view, conceiving that a limited interpretation of their referencn

would be necessary if their labours were to lead to any result within a

j'casonable time, and that the limitation adopted should be determined
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by the fact that the Committee was initiated by the Engineering

Hection. On the other hand the work has been by no means entirely, or

even mainly, of a practical as distinct from a purely scientific character.

Many questions of a kind that might properly engage the attention

of the Chemical and Physical Sections have been raised and discussed, and
full scope has been given to the varied skill and knowledge possessed by
the diSerent members of the Committee, among whom, in addition to

engineers, 'there are several whose interests are mainly in the direction of

pure science. The test of practical value or interest has only been
applied for the purpose of selecting from among the large number of

questions arising in connection with explosions those which are proper

subjects for investigation by this Committee, not with the idea of

limiting such investigation to the practical aspect of these questions.

Seven meetings of the Committee have been held, and they have
been excellently attended. At each meeting one or more notes written

by members of the Committee have been presented and have formed the

basis of the discussion. The following is a list of these notes :—

No. 1. General Introduction Dugald Clerk.

No. 2. Dissociation of Steam and Carbonic Acid . . Dugald Clerk.

No. 3a. Measurements of Internal Energy of Gases up to

1400° C B. Hopkinson.
No. oB. Explosion Pressures as a Means of Determining

the Energy Function of Gases . . . . B. Hopkinson.
No. 4. Dissociation and Specific Heat of Steam and

Carbonic Acid, and Comparison of Gas'
thermometers at very High Temperatures . J. A. Harker.

No. 5. The Temperature of the Walls of a Gas-engine
Cylinder E. G. Coker.

No. 6. The Deviation of Actual Gases from the Ideal

State, and the Experimental Errors in the

Determination of their Specific Heats . . H. L. Callendar.

The essential feature common to the operation of all gas-engines is

the conversion of a mixture of inflammable gases, by combustion or

explosion, into a mass which consists in all practical cases of a mixture

of steam, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and excess oxygen. The per-

formance of the engine depends primarily on the change in pressure or

volume, or both, resulting from this chemical transformation, and on the

properties of the products of the transformation after they are formed.

It depends in only a secondary degree on the nature of the chemical

proce.ss and on the velocity with which it takes place. These matters,

important though they must be in any investigation of explosions and in

the theory of the gas-engine, are not of the first importance. The
foundation must be a knowledge of the properties of the gases

enumerated above at the temperatures occurring in the gas-engine—that

is, between 1000° and 2500° C. This report, therefore, consists mainly

of an analysis of the present state of knowledge on this subject, together

with suggestions as to the directions in which further research may be

undertaken with the object of advancing it. It will be found, however,

that as the mechanism and the velocity of combustion must be taken into

account as disturbing factors when applying our knowledge of the gases

in the theory of the gas-engine, so they enter into many of the experi-

ments on which that knowledge is based, and some discussion of them is

indispensable in any criticism of these experiments.
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Thermodynamic theory shows that the physical properties of a gas in

chemical equilibrium are completely specified when

—

(1) The relation between the pressure and volume at constant tem-
perature is known, and

(2) The internal energy per unit volume is given as a function of the
temperature and the density.

The energy of a gas per unit of mass at temperature 6 is usually
defined as k (6—Oq), where 6q is the standard temperature from which
energies are reckoned, and k the mean specific heat at constant volume
between the temperatures Oq and 6. The second of these data is there-

fore equivalent to a knowledge of the specific heat in terms of the
temperature and density. This form of statement is probably more
familiar ; but, for reasons given later on, it is in many ways less con-

venient than that based upon the energy function.

For those gases with which we have to deal it may be assumed that
the first relation is that given by Boyle's Law. Experiment and theory
alike point to the conclusion that deviation from this law only occurs
when the density of the gas departs widely from its normal value, and
that it is diminished by high temperature. In the gas-engine the
density of the gas rarely exceeds ten times that of the atmosphere, a
point at which the deviation from Boyle's Law in air (at 100° C.) is

only about one-half per cent.^

It is usual to make the further assumption that the product pv is

proportional to the absolute temperature 6. A detailed examination of

the grounds of this assumption forms the subject of a section of this

report. At this point it is only necessary to notice that, if it be true,

then the internal energy is a function of the temperature only, and is

independent of the density. If, on the other hand, the perfect gas-law
does not hold, then the true relation between pv and 6 can be deduced
from a knowledge of the internal energy, which is in that case a function
both of the temperature and of the density.

The properties of the gases with whicli we have to deal are therefore

completely defined when the energy has been tabulated as a function of

the temperature and the density. So far as the present state of know-
ledge goes the energy is to be expressed in terms of temperature only

;

but an important part of future investigation must deal with its

dependence on tlie density either by direct measurement or by a deter-

mination of the relation between pv and 6 at high temperatures.
The prediction of the temperature reached in combustion, which

must be the starting-point of any investigation of explosions, also rests

primarily upon a knowledge of the energy function. For, subject to

corrections for loss of heat, incomplete combustion, and work done while
combustion proceeds, the thermal energy of the mixture of steam, COj,
&c., after combustion is equal to the chemical energy of the gases from
which that mixture was formed. The latter can be accurately inferred
from the composition of the combustible gases, and, the thermal energy
being thus known, the temperature can be calculated from a table of the
energy function. The pressure or volume changes resulting from com-
bustion can be deduced from the temperature by the use of the p—v—6
relations, which again ultimately depend upon the form of the energy
function. A table of this function at high temperatures is therefore

' See Witkowski, Phil. Mag., vol. xli. (1896), p. 309.
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the first datum necessary for the investigations entrusted to the Com-
mittee, and is the principal subject of this repoi't. Before proceeding to

the discussion of this physical question, however, it is well to say some-
thing further about its bearing on practical engineering problems.

The first requisite for predicting the performance of a gas-engine is to

know the rise of temperature and the consequent rise of pressure produced
by the explosion. The importance of this need not be insisted upon ; it

is not only the principal factor in the mean pressure developed, it also

determines in large measure the mechanical design of the engine and tlie

necessary strength of its parts. The part played by the energy function
in the calculation of this rise of pressure has been indicated in the last

paragraph. In proceeding further to analyse the indicator diagram given
by the engine with the object of accounting at each point for the heat
which has been put in, a knowledge of this function is again required.

The heat accounted for on the diagram is the work which has been done
plus the heat contained in the gas. The latter item can be calculated

from the temperature if the energy function be known. The balance
unaccounted for, which it is usually the object of such investigations

to find—whether in the steam-engine or the gas-engine—is the heat
which has been lost to the walls or has been suppressed owing to incom-
plete combustion. In fact, the internal energy of the gases at high tempera-
tures plays much the same part in the analysis of gas-engine phenomena
as does the total heat of steam in investigating the working of the steam-
engine.

Again, from a table of internal energy, it is possible to predict the
pressure changes resulting from any series of operations such as occur
in the gas-engine, one item in which is an explosion subject to certain

hypothetical conditions which cannot be realised in practice, though
they can be indefinitely approached. An ideal diagram of this

kind, corresponding to the cycle of operations which is most usual in

present-day gas-engines, can, for example, be constructed for any given
combustible mixture on the assumption that the combustion is instan-
taneous and complete at the in-centre ; that there is no loss of heat
in compression, explosion, or expansion ; and that during expansion the
gases are at all times in thermal and chemical equilibrium. These con-
ditions can never be completely realised, but can in theory be approached
asymptotically by improvements in design carried on within certain defined
limits—namely, that the degree of compression and the nature of the
mixture are to be unaltered. For example, the heat loss may be reduced
by increasing the size of the engine and altering the nature of the cylinder
walls, and the attainment of thermal and chemical equilibrium may be
promoted by reducing the speed. Such an ideal cycle is, in fact, precisely
analogous to the Rankine cycle of the steam-engine, in that it takes account
of the actual physical properties of the working substance, but leaves out
of account such non-essential imperfections as heat loss to the cylinder
walls. It represents an ideal which the real engine may approach indefi-

nitely but can never attain ; and the closeness of the approach is a true
measure of the perfection of the engine.

The ideal cycle which has hitherto been used in discussing the per-
formances of gas-engines is the well-known air-cycle. This is based upon
a special assumption as to the form of the energy function—namely, that
it is a linear function of the temperature at high, as it is known to be at
low, temperatures. The specific heat of the working substance is taken
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to be constant and equal to 19 foot-pounds per cubic foot, or 4-8 calories

per gi-amme molecule. In the state of ignorance as to the real form of

the energy function which prevailed until quite recently, this assumption
was as good as any other, since it was impossible to say that the value of

the energy derived from it was further from the truth than any other value

which might be assigned to it. So far as was known, the differences between
the indicator diagram of a real engine and the corresponding air-cycle

diagram might have been wholly, or almost wholly, due to what have been
called above 'non-essential imperfections'—that is, to lieat loss and to

incomplete combustion. In other words, there was no conclusive evidence

that the air- cycle was not for practical purposes a true ideal cycle in the

sense defined above and equivalent to the Rankine cycle for the steam-

engine. Under these circumstances its extreme simplicity made it the

best available standai'd of comparison for judging the performance of a real

engine. Recent researches, however, on the properties of the gases at

high temperatures have definitely .shown that the assumption of constant

specific heat is erroneous, and have given suflicient information about
the magnitude of the error to show that it is of material importance. They
have shown that the air-cycle cannot be regarded as equivalent to the

Rankine cycle in the steam-engine, inasmuch as it does not take account
of the properties of the actual working fluid, but postulates a hypothetical

fluid which has no real existence. It is as though in the theory of the

steam-engine the total heat of the steam were to be taken as equal to its

latent heat, the sensible heat of the water being neglected. This assump-.

tion would lead to a simpler formula for the ideal efficiency for the steam-
engine, but it would be erroneous in the same way and to about the same
extent as the air-cycle formula for the gas-engine.' Tlio closer approxi-

mation to the real cycle which is made by taking account of the actual

properties of the working fluid—in the steam-engine the total heat of

the steam instead of only the latent heat, in the gas-engine the true

value of the energy instead of that based on the assumption of constant
specific heat— though it leads to some complication of formulte gives

compensating advantages of real practical value. It .sliows the engineer
what are the limits to the iuiprovements which can be eflfected by changes
of design or increase of size, and it enables him to judge whether it is

better that the lines of development should proceed in such directions or

in the direction of radically modifying the cycle of operations.

Measurement of the Internal Energy or Specific Heats of Gases at

High I'emjyeratures.

The results of most experiments on the energy of gases have been
expressed in the form of tables or formulae giving tlie specific heat
(referred to unit mass of the gas) in terms of the temperature. It

would appear preferable for most purposes to exhibit them in terms
of internal energy per unit volume. That is the form most convenient

' If the sensible heat of the steam can be neglected in comparison with its latent

T -T,
heat the Rankine cycle reduced to the Carnot cycle, with efficiency —hf^

—•", for do

beat is then necessary to warm the water from the condenser to the boiler tempera-
ture, and the whole process becomes reversible. The efficiency of the Carnot cycle
usually exceeds that of the corresponding Rankine cycle by about one eighth
part,

-
r
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for purposes of thermodynamic calculation, and it has the further
advantage that it expresses the actual quantity measured. In nearly
all the experiments on the specific heats of gases the increase of energy
in unit volume associated with a large rise of temperature is measured

;

and in most the lower limit of temperature is near that of the room. The
rate of change with temperature, of the energy so determined, is some-
times called the ' true ' or ' instantaneous ' speciflc heat, and sometimes
' thermal capacity.' The Committee are of opinion that a definite name
should be given to this important quantity, and they suggest the name
' volumetric heat,' which if adopted should include in its significance
that the measurement to which it relates is made at constant volume,
and is referred to unit volume of the gas. The term ' specific heat ' could
then be restricted to its usual meaning, which refers to unit mass of the
substance. Convenience of calculation is promoted if the unit of volume
taken is that corresponding to the gramme molecule under standard con-
ditions which is sufficiently nearly the same for each of the gases under
consideration and equal to 22-25 litres.' In this report internal energy
and volumetric heat are expressed as calories ' per 22-25 standard litres

;

and the zero of temperature from which the energy is reckoned (except
where otherwise stated) is taken to be 100° C, in order that steam may
be included on the same basis as the other gases. The results are con-
veniently exhibited as curves in which the energy is the ordinate, and
the excess of the temperature over 100° C. is the abscissa. The slope
of such a curve represents the volumetric heat C, and the ordinate
divided by the abscissa for any tempeiature represents the mean volu-
metric heat from 100° C. to that temperature, here denoted by C.

The experimental work done on this subject may be divided into three
classes :

—

(1) Constant-pressure experiments : Regnault, Wiedemann, Witkow-
ski, Lussana, Holborn and Austin, Holborn and Henning. The gas is

heated from an external source in these experiments, and is at atmo-
spheric pressure.

(2) Experiments in which both volume and pressure are varied, the
gas being heated by compression. The recent experiments of Clerk and
the determinations of the velocity of sound in hot gas by Dixon and
others belong to this class.

(3) Constant-volume experiment. To this category belong the ex-
plosion experiments of Mallard and Le Chatelier, Clerk, Langen, Petavel,
Hopkinson, and others, and Joly's determinations with the steam
calorimeter. In the explosion experiments the gas is heated by internal
combustion.

' The volumes of the gramme molecule for the several gases are :

—

H.,
. . . . 22-24 1 CO ... , 22-21

N.J . . . . 22-28
I

CO., . . .' . 22-O.S
0„ . . , . 22-22

in litres at 0° C. and under a pressure of 760 mm. of mercury.
It may be noted here that 1 calorie per gramme molecule is equivalent to 3-06

foot-pounds per cubic foot.
^ There is some difference in the energy value of the calorie according to the

temperature at which it is measured. The difference between the maximum andmmimum value over the range 0° to 100° C. amounts to about 1 per cent. This is
of no importance for the purposes of this report, except in one or two places ; but
where it is necessary to be so precise the calorie at 15° C—namely, the quantity of
^eat required to w,arm 1 gramme of water from 14^-° C, tp IR^° C. -is meant
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(1) Constant-jyressure Exjoeriinents.

Tlie constant-pressure experiments have been carried to a tem-
perature of about 1400° C. The gas under atmospheric pressure flows
steadily through a heater and then through a calorimeter, where it is

cooled. The temperature just before entering and just after leaving the
calorimeter and the quantity of heat evolved per gramme molecule of

the gas are measured. This quantity of heat less the work done in the
contraction, which is 1-98 times the fall of temperature, is the change of

internal energy corresponding to that fall.

Regnault applied the method to air, H.,, CO, COn, and other gases over
the range 0-200° C.

Wiedemann ' repeated Regnault's experiments with some modifica-
tions of the apparatus. On account of the small range of temperature
these experiments must be regarded as only giving the slope of the
internal energy curve at the origin ; but as they give this with an
accuracy at least equal to that with which the ordinate is known at
higher temperatures, they are of considerable importance in constructing
the cjirve. The following table shows the values of the mean volumetric

heat C. over the range 0° to 100° C, found by these two observers for
air, H, and CO. Witkowski's value for air, by the same method, is in
exact agreement with Regnault's.

^
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systematic errors in their method of experiment which may become
important when it is applied to higher temperatures. It may be take n
as fairly certain that the volumetric heat of air at 100^ C. is withi d

2 per cent, of 4-9.

In the case of CO2 the results obtained by Wiedemann and Regnault
were :

—

W R
Increase of internal energy to 100 710 680

„ ., „ „ to 200 1510 1490

„ „ „ „ 100 to 200 800 810

The first two rows of figures represent practically the quantities

actually measured in these experiments.' The third is obtained by
difierence from the first two, and is therefore affected with a greater

probable error than either. The result of the two sets of experiments
may be summed up by saying that the volumetric heat of COj at 100° C.

taken a.s equal to the mean volumetric heat between 0° and 200° C. is

between 7'45 and 7 '55, and that its rate of increase with temperature is

between 0"009 and O'OIS, or roughly one six-hundredth part per ° G.

The specific heat of steam at constant (atmospheric) pressure in the

neighbourhood of 100' C, according to Regnault, is 0'48, equivalent to
6 '64 volumetric heat, and subsequent observers have shown that this

value is at least as accurate as Regnault's value of the specific heat
of air.

From Joly's experiments Avith the steam calorimeter, when corrected

according to Callendar for the error in Regnault's value of the latent heat

of steam, the specific heat of CO2 between 10° and 100° C. and at a
pressure of 12 atmospheres is 0*172 and it increases by about 0-25 per

cent, per atmosphere. Assuming this law of increase to hold between one
atmosphere and 12 atmospheres, the mean specific heat at normal density

for the range 10° to 100° should be 0-1666, and the volumetric heat

should be 7 "3, which is again decidedly greater than the values obtained

by Wiedemann and Regnault. According to a recent determination by
Swann, the result of which has been communicated to the Committee by
Professor Callendar, the volumetric heat of CO2 at 100° is 7 "76—again
materially higher than Regnault and Wiedemann (7"5).

Holborn in conjunction with Austin carried the constant-pressure

determinations for air and COj up to 800° C.^ The gas was heated
electrically and the temperature was measured with a thermo-couple.

Similar measurements on steam were made by Holborn and Henning,
who subsequently carried the determinations for the three gases up to

1400° C.3

Holborn and Henning express the results of all these experiments in

algebraical formulas representing the mean specific heats of CO2, air, and
steam respectively over the range 0-^ in the case of the first two gases,

and 100-t) in the case of steam. From these formulse the full-lined

' The lower limit of temperature in Kegnault's measurements was 10°, the upper
limits were 100° and 210° respectively. In Wiedemann's work the lower limit was
25° and the upper 100° and 200° respectively. The results have been reduced to
the forms here given on the supposition that the volumetric heat between 0° and
25° is 6-6, and at 200° 7-4. For the small additional range of temperature required
these figures are certainly as accurate as the experiments.

^ Wisg. Abhandlu)igen der Phys. Techn. Reiehsanstalt, 1905.
' Ann. d. Phys., 23, 1907, p. 809.
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curves in lig. 1, exhibiting the internal energy, have been constructed.

The actual observations are also shown in the same figure. Each of these
observations represents the mean of a large number of experiments, in

some cases as many as thirty. The results of the individual experiments
in such a group ranged about 2 or 3 per cent, above and below the mean.
These casual errors would no doubt cancel out to a sreat extent in taking

/Cooc
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The values at 100'^ are derived from the experiments of Wiedemaiux
and Regnault. Those at 600° and 1100° are based on the specific heat
values given by Holborn and Henniug ; in other words, they are obtained
by drawing tangents to the curves, iig. 1. The error at these higher
temperatures may be double that of the internal energy, or, say, 4 per
cent. The figures show tliat the volumetric heat of air increases by about
•0009, that of steam by -0033, and that of CO., by -0036 per degree
centigrade over the range 100°-1100° C. There is no evidence that the
rate of increase is other than constant in the case of air ; but there can hs
no doubt that the average rate of increase between 100° and 1100" in CO.,

is less than half the rate of increase between 0° and 200°, as determined
by Wiedemann and Regnault. There is also distinct evidence in these
and other experiments that the rate of increase of the specific heat of

steam becomes greater as the temperature rises,

(2) Clerk's Experiments,^

These cover about the same range of temperature as Holborn and
Henning. The gas used was the products of an explosion in a gas-engine,
and therefore consisted of a mixture of CO2, steam, and air. It was first

expanded in the ordinary course after the explosion, and was then heated
by compression on the next in-stroke of the engine, the valves being kept
closed for this purpose. On the next out-stroke the gas was again
expanded, then compressed again, and so on, the valves remaining closed
and the engine running on its own momentum. An indicator diagram was
taken of the whole operation. The change of internal energy in any
portion of a compression stroke {e.g., b c in fig. 2) is equal to the work
done less the heat lost to the cylinder walls ; in an expansion stroke (c d)
it is the work done plus the heat lost. The work can be obtained from
the indicator diagram with an accuracy which is only limited by the
indicating appliances. The change of temperature can also be calculated
from the indicator diagram subject to a knowledge of the temperature at
one point. Errors in the latter, however, do not greatly aflect the
results found for internal energy or volumetric heat, because the figure
for the quantity of gas present is affected by these errors in such a way
as to cancel out the error in temperature interval.

The loss of heat comes in as a correction on the work done and was
estimated by a comparison of the compression line and the immediately
following expansion line (b c and c d, fig. 2). The calculation is based on
the assumption that the total heat loss from the hot gases during any
given portion of a stroke is the same in expansion and compression if

the mean temperature be the same.
In the first compression the temperature of the gas rose to about

1100° C. (at the point c, fig. 2). During the first three tenths of the
following expansion stroke (c d), the temperature fell to about 700° C.
The work done in this part of the expansion was measured and the
heat loss determined as above M'as added. Thus the change of internal
energy corresponding to the temperature change 1100°-700° is obtained.
The average volumetric heat over this range is within the errors of
experiment equal to the volumetric heat at the mean temperature of
900° C, which accordingly is by this method determined direct instead

' I'l-of. Ii'oi/. ,V(»c., A, vol. Ixxvii.
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of by diflFerence, as is necessarily the case when (as in Holboru and
Henning's experiments) the whole internal energy change associated

with complete cooling of the gas is measured.

In view of the great difference in the method of experiment a

comparison of Clerk's results with those of Messrs. Holborn and Henning
is of great interest. Clerk's measurements extended to 1450° C, but
those above 1200° C. were based on the first expansion line after the

explosion when the method for getting heat loss would be of doubtful

application, and when, moreover, combustion may have been incomplete.

It will be better, therefore, to confine the comparison to temperatures

of 1200° and below. The following table exhibits the internal energies

of the mixed gas with which Clerk experimented calculated from Holborn

and Henning's figures, together with the energy calculated from Clerk's

values for the mean volumetric heat. The energies are, as usual, reckoned
from 100° C. ; and the energies of an ideal gas with a constant volumetric

heat of 4-9 are added for comparison.

Temperature
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Professor Calleudar has favoured the Committee with a note dealing
with the constant-pressure experiments. He is of opinion that the
results obtained by Regnault's method are too low, and that at the

higher temperatures reached by Holborn and Henning the error may
possibly amount to as much as 10 per cent. In all these experiments
there is a considerable flow of heat from the heater to the calorimeter.

This, of course, has to be deducted from the heat registered in the

calorimeter in order to find that which has been given up by the hot

gas. All the experimenters by this method have determined the amount
of this correction by observations when the gas was not flowing, or

have compensated it under the same conditions by radiation from the

calorimeter, making, in either case, the assumption that the amount of

heat conducted is the same whether the gas be flowing or not. Professor

Calleudar is of opinion that this heat-flow is, in fact, much less when the

gas is flowing. He considers that even the values obtiiined by Regnault
may be as much as 2 or 3 per cent, too low, and he supports this conten-

tion by reference to the work of other experimenters (some of which
has been alluded to above) and by theoretical considerations. As this

type of error is likely to increase greatly with rise of temperature a
systematic error of even 2 per cent, in Regnault's results, if established,

would give reason to suspect that the experiments at high temperatures
may be subject to erroi's of real importance for the present purpose.

If there be systematic error in Mr. Clerk's work it seems most likely

that it lies in the estimate of heat-loss. The total heat-loss in the first

partial compression and expansion line in the diagram (b c d, fig. 2) is

estimated from the fall of temperature and from the net work done
(area bcd) in the double operation, and amounts to, roughly, half the
work done in expansion. This loss has to be divided between com-
pression and expansion, and Mr. Clerk divides it on the assumption that
if the mean temperature in compression and expansion were the same
the heat-loss would also be the same. The mean temperature in expansion
is, in fact, rather less than in compression, and the heat-loss calculated in

this way is correspondingly smaller, but the difi'erence on this account is

not very great, and the result is, roughly speaking, that the loss is equally

divided between the two operations. Thus the correction to be added
to the work done in expansion in order to get the total loss of energy
of the gas is about 25 per cent, of the work, or 20 per cent, of the
energy change.

Professor Hopkinson has dealt with this point in a note which he
communicated to the Committee, and he is of opinion that, relative to

the mean temperature, tiie heat- loss is really much greater in compression
than it is in expansion. He supports this view by reference to some
experiments which he has made on the compression and expansion of a

charge of cold air in a gas-engine which was motored round with the
gas cut off". The specific heat of air being known, the loss of heat in

any part of the compression or expansion stroke can in this case be
independently estimated from the diagram. He found that while in the
latter half of th« compression stroke the heat lost to the walls amounted
to a considerable fraction of the work done, some part of this loss was
actually restored to the gas during the first half of the succeeding
expansion, and this notwithstanding the high temperature of the air,

which in expansion, as in compression, was much above that of the walls.

An estimate of the thermal capacity could, of course, be obtained from
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this diagi-am by the application of Mr. Clerk's method, and it would lead

to a result considerably in excess of the truth. Mr. Clerk has himself

tried this same experiment of compressing and expanding air, and lie

also has found that the resulting value of the specilic heat of air is

too high and that the air takes in heat during expansion. Professor

Hopkinson thinks it possible that the heat lost during the partial

compression line in Clerk's diagram may be more than twice as great

as the loss during expansion. If this were so, the correction for heat-loss

in expansion would be less than 16 per cent, of the work done instead

of 25 per cent., and the true change of energy would be less than that

calculated on the assumption of equal heat-loss in compression and
expansion by 7 per cent, or more.

It will be seen that the errors believed to affect each method of

experiment are in such a direction as to account for the divergence of the

results ; and it is quite probable that when these errors are completely

allowed for, the discrepancy will largely disappear. Meanwhile the

internal energy of the products of combustion in the gas-engine at

1200° C, if taken as the mean of Clerk's and of Holborn and Henning's

results, must be regarded as subject to a possible error of about 5 per

cent.

Under these circumstances it does not seem necessary to discuss the

possibility that there may be a real difference between the energy values

obtained by the two methods due to the different conditions of experi-

ment. It may be pointed out, however, that Clerk's gas was at the

maximum temperature from fifteen to twenty times as dense as Holborn
and Henning's. This difference in the condition of the gas is such that

a comparison of the results obtained by the two methods, when freed

from experimental errors, will be of great interest and importance.

(3) JExplosion Exjyeriments.

If a combustible mixture of gases be fired in a closed vessel im-

pervious to heat, and if sufficient time elapse to allow of the attainment

of complete thermal and chemical equilibi-ium, the internal energy of the

products of combustion after the explosion will be equal to the chemical

energy before explosion. The latter is capable of accurate measurement.

The temperature reached after explosion can be inferred from the

pressure, assuming the gaseous laws to hold. The pressure can also be

measured without difficulty and with considerable accuracy.

In the study of explosion pressures we ha\e therefore a very con-

venient and simple means of getting the internal energy function at high

temperatures, provided that it is possible to make the necessary correc-

tions for deducing from the pressures observed in a real explosion the

pressure reached in an explosion under the ideal circumstances postulated

above. Moreover, the gaseous laws on which the temperature estimations

are based can themselves be checked, and if necessary corrected, by com-

parison of the pressures reached by mixtures of the same composition

but of different densities. Thus explosion experiments are capable of

furnishing a complete account of all the thermal properties of gases at

the temperatures reached by combustion, subject always to the possibility

of making the corrections referred to above. The difficulty of finding

these corrections is, however, very great, and in consequence of the

uncertainty which prevails even as to their order of magnitude, the
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large amount at work which has been done on explosion pressures gives

but little definite information as to the specific heats of gases. Never-
theless, it is to the study of explosion pressures that we owe such
knowledge as we possess of the energy function at the temperatures

which prevail in the gas-engine, and it is to work on these lines that

we must look in large measure for extension of our knowledge. A full

discussion of what has been done already must therefore form an important
part of this report.

Let EL be the calorific value of the mixture before combustion, let A
be the heat lost at some point A on the record (taken on a revolving

drum) connecting the pressure and the time (fig. 3). The energy in the

gas is then H — h. The gas at this point is, however, certainly not in

thermal equilibrium, and is probably neither in chemical equilibrium nor
at rest. If, therefore, the loss of heat were suddenly arrested at A the

pressure would change owing to the more or Ies,s gradual attainment of

equilibrium in all three respects. The equilibrium value of the pressure

would be reached asymptotically, as shown by the dotted line. When

"J

Tvme
equilibrium has been attained the energy of the gas is all thermal and
equal to H — h, and the temperature can be calculated in the ordinary
way from the pressure. The pi"oblem, therefore, is first to find or estimate
the heat loss h which has occurred at some point on the explosion record,

and then to find or estimate by how much the equilibrium value of the

pressure, if there were no further heat-loss, would differ from that shown
on the record.

This change of pressure, marked p on the diagram, is due partly to

the combustion of the gas remaining unburnt at A and partly to the

equalisation of temperature by convection. It may also be due to some
extent to the damping-down of the motion of the gas set up by the
explosion.

The sooner the point A is taken, the less will be the loss of heat

;

but the greater, on the other hand, will be the departure from equilibrium
conditions. The principal workers in this field. Mallard and Le Chatelier
and Langen, assumed that the latter might be neglected if the point A
were taken at the point of inflexion on the falling curve, and they

1908. r
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estimated the loss of heat by prolonging this curve backwards, as showfl,

They assumed, in fact, that the pressure given by the point B was that

which would ultimately have been reached had the explosion taken place

in a vessel with walls impervious to heat.

It is difficult to justify this procedure on a priori grounds ; the only

satisfactory justification is to show, by independent evidence, that it

leads to correct results. The main object of this section of the Report

is to examine such evidence as there is of this kind, to point out the

defects in it, and to suggest experimental methods by which they could

perhaps be remedied.

In so far as the heat-loss and the departure from equilibrium are

dependent on surface phenomena, a definite estimate of their amount
can be obtained by a comparison of explosions of the same mixture in

vessels of different sizes.

Many years ago Berthelot tried this experiment, firing hydrogen and

oxygen, in explosive proportions, in vessels of 300 c.c. and 4000 c.c.

respectively. It is stated that the pressure reached was very nearly the

same, which would show that such part of the cooling and other corrections

as depends on the surface of the vessel is small in the case of this mixture.

Materials for a more accurate comparison are to be found in the

extensive researches of Mallard and Le Chatelier, and of Langen. The

French^ experimenters worked with a cylindrical vessel 17 cm. x 17 cm.,

„ . surface
whereas Langen used a sphere 40 cm. diameter, ihe ratio

^.^^^^^

was 2*3 times as great in the first as in the second case.

The following table shows the results obtained in two instances, in

each of which the composition of the mixture was practically identical

in the two sets of experiments :—

Mixture
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The question remains, how far the corrections really are surface
corrections. This appears to the Committee to be the most important

T 2
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question of a general character awaiting solution in connection with

gaseous explosions when regarded as a means of investigating the

properties of gases at higher temperatures. It will be convenient to

discuss each of the corrections enumerated above with special regard

to this question.

Loss of Heat.—That much of the heat-loss goes on by direct con-

duction to the walls, and is, therefore, a surface phenomenon, is obvious.

But there is reason to believe that the loss by radiation, which certainly

exists in any flame, is practically important.

(a) Measurements of the temperature reached in an explosion by

means of a platinum thermometer, under circumstances which render

very improbable any loss of heat by conduction from the gas whose

temperature is measured, show that that temperature is considerably

lower than is to be expected from the heat of combustion of the gases

and the specific heat of the products. Professor Callendar pointed out,

in the discussion of these experiments, that there was probably a good

deal of radiation, and stated that he had found that an ordinary Bunsen
flame might radiate up to 15 per cent, of its heat.'

(6) Recent experiments, in which the loss of heat during an ex-

plosion was directly measured by finding the rise of temperature of the

walls, showed that in a certain coal-gas explosion it amounted to about

12 per cent, of the whole heat at the moment of maximum pressure.

Estimated by Mallard and Le Chatelier's extrapolation method, the loss

was at most 5 per cent.-

The prevailing opinion seems to be that most simple gases cannot

be made to radiate by direct heating. If this be so the radiation must
take place in the act of combustion. It seems very probable that when,

say, liydrogen and oxygen combine a certain part of the energy of

combination passes into the form of internal vibrations of the steam

molecule, and that a large proportion, if not all, of this part is ultimately

radiated away. If this b(3 the case a definite proportion of the heat

produced in combustion is always lost, and a comparison of explosions

in vessels of diflferent sizes would not reveal this loss.

Thermal Equilibrium.—When an explosive mixture of gases is

ignited in a closed vessel the effect of the change of pressure during

the progress of the flame from the point or points of ignition is to raise

the temperature round about those points much above the mean tempera-

ture, and, on the other hand, the temperature attained at those places

which are last reached by the flame, and where the gas is compressed

before instead of after ignition, is much below the mean. Even in a

vessel whose walls are impervious to heat the diflerence of temperature

between the points first and last inflamed might amount to 700'' C. at the

moment of maximum pressure.^ In a real explosion the cooling effect of

the walls causes the temperature to range from perhaps 300° or more
above the mean (as shown by the pressure) right down to the wall tem-

perature at points close to the metal. The existence of large temperature

differences in the gas close to the walls of an engine cylinder was first

experimentally demonstrated by Professor Burstall with the aid of

platinum thermometers

If the volumetric heat of th« gas were constant the equalisation of

' Proc. E.S., A, \o\ Ixxvii. p. 400. ^ Ibid., A, vol. Ixxix. p. 147.
' Ibid., A, vol. Ixsvii. p. 389.
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these temperature differences by convection and conduction, could it take

place -without loss of heat, would cause no change of pressure. The
volumetric heat is, however, not constant, but may quite possibly be 50

per cent, greater in the hottest than in the coldest part of the mass. The
attainment of thermal equilibrium must, in fact, cause a change of pres-

sure, and would contribute to the correction which has been designated ^->

(see fig. 3). The amount of the change might be the subject of rough calcu-

lation, taking an assumed distribution of temperature and assuming values

for the volumetric heat. Such a calculation in the present state of know-

ledge would only be of value as showing the possible order of magnitude

of the quantity sought, and the assumptions made could therefore be

of a character to make the calculation fairly simple. More accurate

knowledge both of temperature distribution and of thermal capacity will

enable greater accuracy to be attained in the estimation of this coi-rection,

which will be of such a kind that a method of successive approximation

can be pursued, the revised values of thermal capacity resulting from its

application being applied to a more accurate calculation of the correction

if necessary.

The temperature variation set up by the cooling action of the walls is

a surface phenomenon, and as such the correction which it necessitates

can probably be determined and eliminated by experiments with vessels

of different sizes. The variation caused by the change of pressure during

the period of inflammation is not of this character ; and the necessity for

a large correction on this account is quite consistent with the observations

of Berthelot, or of Mallard and Le Chatelier and of Langen. In these experi-

ments the maximum pressure reached in the explosion was measured, and
at the time of maximum pressure very large differences of temperature

are known to exist at a distance from and quite independent of the

walls.

Soon after maximum pressure, however, the temperatures at points

remote from the walls are equalised to a large extent by convection

currents. There then remains only the layer of gas near the walls to be

considered in this connection. If, therefore, the measurements be post-

poned until a long enough time has elapsed to admit of this internal

equalisation, the correction becomes of the surface kind, and can be dealt

with by the method ai)propriate to corrections of that type. But in that

case the heat lost will be too large a quantity to admit of rough estima-

tion ; it must be directly measured.

Chemical Equilibrium.—^The view that chemical equilibrium is not

attained until some time after the moment of maximum pressure was
first put forward by Clerk in 1885, who then expressed the opinion that

the greater part of the so called ' suppression of heat ' in explosions was
to be ascribed to this cause. On the other hand, Continental writers have

almost completely ignored it. For example, Langen makes practically no

reference to this in his paper. It can hardly be doubted, however, that

in many explosions, especially of weak mixtures, a considerable amount
of the energy is in the chemical form at the moment of maximum
pressure. On the other hand it seems probable to the Committee that

the amount of unburnt gas at this moment in such experiments as those

of Langen was not such as to very greatly affect the results. This belief

is based on the supposition that the incomplete combustion is due to the

cooling action of the walls. It seems probable that very shortly after the

attainment of maximum pressure—that is, within a time small compared
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with that required to reach maximum pressure—the transformation of the
chemical energy into thermal form is everywhere complete except in a
thin surface layer where this transformation is retarded by the cooling
action of the walls.

If this view be accepted the correction of the results for incomplete
combustion is of the nature of a surface correction, and can be determined
by comparing the pressures reached by the same mixture when exploded
in vessels of different sizes.

In the discussion of this important matter the Committee have
derived great assistance from the experience of Professors Dixon and
Bone, who have made a special study of the velocity of chemical action in

gases. These gentlemen are of opinion that though such action may be of

great complexity, involving in many cases several successive molecular
operations, yet, if it is not retarded by the presence of cold foreign bodieS;
it will generally be completed within a period which, for the purposes of

gas-engine theory, may be regarded as negligibly small. In the simple
case of the explosioji of hydrogen and oxygen they consider that the
complete transformation of the mixed gases into steam at any given point
is complete within a time measured by the interval between molecular
collisions. When the action is more complicated, as in the explosion of
carbon monoxide and oxygen in the presence of water, or in the combus-
tion of hydrocarbons, the period will be larger, but will still be measured
by thousandths of a second.

Some direct evidence that incomplete combustion in an explosion is

mainly, if not entirely, a surface phenomenon is to be found in Hopkin-
son's measurements of the temperature at points within a large explosion
vessel by means of a platinum thermometer. A photographic record of

the resistance of a line platinum wire immersed in the gas showed that
when the flame reached it the temperature rose in less than ^^jth of a
second from 20° C, which was the temperature of the unburnt gas, to about
1250° C, which was that of the burnt gas, and that it remained at the
latter figure quite steadily except in so far as the increase of pressure iu
the vessel caused it to rise. In other words, there was no increase of
thermal energy except that due to work done upon the gas from out-
side. ' The mixture was one part of coal gas to nine parts of air—a slow-

burning mixture—and the time taken to reach maximum pressure was
about a quarter of a second or at least ten times that required for

combination of the gases at any one point. It is true that the vessel

was of rather large size— about six cubic feet capacity—but, on the other
hand, owing to the fact that the platinum wire extended over about
1 cm., so that the flame took an appreciable time to completely envelop
it, it is probable that the period of ^J^th of a second, given above, is

a superior limit which greatly exceeds the actual time taken to effect the
combination at any one point.

On the other hand, it cannot be doubted that combustion must be
greatly retarded in the neighbourhood of the cold metal walls ; and there
is nothing to show that this surface retardation is not sufficient to
account for all the phenomena of delayed combustion. A simple cal-

culation based upon the rate of flow of heat per square foot into the
metal of a gas-engine cylinder (which is roughly known from measure-
ments of the lieat carried away by the jacket water) shows that the

» Proe. R.S., A, vol. Ixxvii. p, 387
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mean temperature of the exposed surface at points separated by an inch
from the cooling water cannot exceed quite a moderate value. Probably
about 200° C. is a superior limit for the cylinder liner. Similar calcula-

tion of a still rougher kind, but still sufficiently accurate to give the
order of magnitude of the quantity sought, shows that the fluctuation above
and below the mean in the course of a cycle is very unlikely to exceed
20° C. The latter conclusion has been confirmed by some experiments
made by Professor Coker with a preliminary account of which he has
favoured the Committee. Measuring the cyclical variation of temperature
of the inner surface of a 12-li.p. gas-engine cylinder by methods similar

to those adopted by Professors Callendar and Nicholson in their well-

known work on the steam-engine, he found that the maximum was only
/° F. ill excess of the mean. The direct measurements by Professor
Hopkinson of the temperature of the walls of an explosion vessel lined
with copper strip also lead to the conclusion that it is quite moderate.
This cold metal must obviously profoundly affect the combustion in its

neighbourhood. In a layer of gas of appreciable thickness the combus-
tion will be of a smouldering character, depending upon the velocity
with which the unburnt gas in contact with the walls can diffuse into
the hotter regions at a distance from them, and so be brought to the
ignition temperature. This layer being cold and highly compressed
might account for a considerable fraction of the heat, though its actual
thickness may be only a few tenths of a millimetre. It would appear
probable that the continued burning which undoubtedly goes on after
the time of maximum pressure in many explosions, and probably also
occurs during the first portion at least of the expansion stroke of a gas-
engine, is mainly of this character.'

Motion of the Gas.—In many explosions intense ^ ibratorj' motions of
the gas are set up. The effect of these sometimes appears with a quick-
period indicator as a rapid variation of pressure. It is a question of
some importance how these motions aflfect the memi pressure shown by
^ g^uge. The damping-down of the motion which occurs in consequence
of viscosity of course only means that the motion becomes distributed
among the molecules in a random way, instead of following a definite

arrangement. The total kinetic energy remains the same. But it is not
certain that the mean effect on a pressure gauge of the molecular impacts
will be the same. This is a question which might be considered by
someone to whom the methods of the kinetic theory of gases are familiar.
It is of course not a surface phenomenon.

Results of Observatiotis.—The temperatures reached in these explosion
experiments range from about 1 300° up to 3000° C. Temperatures of below
1500° are, however, obtained by the use of weak mixtures, involving
slow burning and large cooling corrections, and but little reliance can be
placed on the results. Langen made very few observations on mixtures
giving a lower temperature" than 1500°, and takes that as the lower
limit of the range of temperature to which his observations apply. The
extreme upper limit of the constant pressure experiments is 1400°,
The temperature of 3000° C. is about that reached in the explosion of
hydrogen and oxygen in their combining proportions. This is much
above the mean temperature ordinarily reached in the gas-engine, the

Professor Bone is doubtful whether ' smouldering combustion ' plays so con-,
sulerable a part in gaseous explosions as is here suggested.
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upper limit of whicli may be put at about 2000' C. ; though it is

probable that 2500' or more is occasionally reached locally. Langen,
however, places the upper limit of the application of his formulre at

1700° C, on the ground that there is dissociation of the CO^ at higher

temperatures than that. There does not seem to be much reason for this

limitation, for the eflfects of dissociation (provided that equilibrium is

attained) are indistinguishable from those of increasing specific heat, and
should be included in the change of energy. Dissociation may give

rise to errors in the temperature measurement, but there is reason to

suppose that the dissociation which occurs in the COj in steam at a

temperature of 2000° C. is too small to cause any material change of

volume, though it may mean considerable absorption of heat.

The formula; given by Langen as representing the results of his

observations are as follows :—

Air = 4-8 + 00006!'
CO, C = 6-7 + 000260 t

Ufi C = 5-9 + 000215 t

where C is the mean thermal capacity over the range to t° C. The
explosion pressures predicted by the use of these formula agree well with

the observed pressures except in the case of mixtures of CO and air,

where they are a good deal too high. In the other cases the maximum
deviation is about 4 per cent.

Mallard and Le Chatelier represent their results by formulae which
differ greatly from the above in the case of COj and H2O, though the

formula for air is the same. This discrepancy must be due in some way
to the method of reduction adopted, for, as already pointed out, the

explosion pressures reached with mixtures of the same composition are

very nearly the same.

Taking Langen's values, the following table exhibits the energy of the

various simple gases, and of the mixture on which Clerk experimented, at

1600° and 2000° respectively. The energy of the same gases at 800° and
at 1200° based on Holborn and Henning's and on Clerk's results is also

given for compai'ison. The results are given in calories per gramme
molecule. To reduce to foot-pounds per cubic foot multiply by the

factor 3"96.

—

—
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The results for the gas-engine mixture are plotted on fig. 6, on

ri
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The energy of gas-engine mixture at 1400° according to Clerk,
Holborn and Henning, and Langen respectively would be as follows ;—

Clerk 8300
Holborn and Henning , 7700
Langen ........ 8300

It will be seen that the agreement between Clerk and Langen is close,

both being about 8 per cent, higher than Holborn and Henning. But
it is to be observed that this temperature is just outside the range of all

three sets of experiments.

The Committee are of opinion that values of the energy obtained from
explosion records are not subject to any very great errors on account of

heat-loss by conduction to the walls of the vessel, nor on account of incom-
plete combustion, but that they are affected by errors of quite unknown
amount due, first, to heat radiated, and secondly to the want of thermal
equilibrium at the time when the pressure is measured. For the purpose
of testing the first of these conclusions, it is very desirable that further
experiments should be made on explosions in vessels of greatly different

size but of similar form. The opinion entertained by the Committee that
incomplete combustion is a surface-phenomenon, on which this conclusion
as to the validity of the method is based, also requires further confirma-
tion. As regards the second conclusion further experiment on the actual
amount of heat radiated by burning gas is urgently required, and also

experiments to confirm or negative the effect of the nature of the wall
surface upon the pressure reached in an explosion. The effect of want
of thermal equilibrium can be determined up to a point by calculation

;

but before such calculation can be usefully made, it is desirable that
further information should be obtained as to the temperature distribution
after an explosion, especially in the neighbourhood of the walls. It
should not be difficult to get an idea of this sufficiently accurate for the
purpose by means of platinum thermometers.

The most hopeful way, however, of making use of explosions to give
definite information as to the properties of gases would appear to ba to
directly measure the heat lost in the explosion, as if this be done it is

possible to defer the pressure measurement until such time as equilibrium
conditions, except those that depend on the surface of the vessel, have
been attained.

The Measurement of Temperature.

In all the experiments for the determination of the energy function
which have been described above the measurement of the temperature is

ultimately based upon the pressure or volume changes of the gas. In the
constant-pressure experiments of Holborn and Henning the temperature
of the gas before entering the calorimeter was measured by means of a
thermo-couple which had been compared with a constant-volume nitrogen
thermometer up to 1600° C. In the explosion experiments the mean
tempernture of a gas is inferred from its pressure. Similarly, in the
analysis of the gas-engine diagrams, the gas ia itse'f the thermometer.
The mean temperature at any point is taken as proportional to the product
pv, and the actual temperature at one point in the cycle (a knowledge
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oi which is necessary for getting absolute values) is obtained either by

estimating the quant ty of gas present in the cy'inder or by direct

measurem^nt with the platiaum thermometer, as was recently done by

Callendar and Dalby.

The temperature scale so obtained is probably sufficiently definite, at

any rate for the purpose of gas-engine theory, since the mixture to whicli

ifc is applied dops not vary very greatly in composition, and always consists

mainly of nitrogen. It is not so certain, however, that this scale agrees

with the absolute thermodynamic scale ; and the question of the possible

amount of the deviations at temperatures of 1500° and over is of great

importance in connection with the present inquiry.

So far as the Committee are aware, the experiments of Joule and

Thomson still remain the only comparison between the various gas-scales

and the thermodynamic scale : this comparison only extended to about

200° C, and is, of course, of no application to the problem now under dis-

cussion except in so far as it gives an idea of the differences to be expected

at higher temperatures. What it really shows is that thermometers

constructed of the more permanent gases are all so closely accordant with

the thermodynamic thermometer as to lead to the belief (as a matter of

induction, and quite independently of the kinetic or any other theory)

that there is really some definite cause tending to make a gas, as such and

apart from its composition, obey the law ^=constant. It would appear

that the small deviations from this law, sometimes one way and sometimes

the other, which are observed must be due to disturbing causes depending

on the nature of the gas, whose influence may be in either direction and

is of very various amount, but is at low temperatures small compared with

the tendency to obey the perfect gas law. This view being accepted,

there is a strong presumption that, if a number of thermometers con-

structed of different gases be compared at high temperatures and be

found to agree faii-ly well, then they all agree with the thermodynamic

scale at leafct as well as they agree with one another. It is upon the

agreement between different gas-thermometers that our belief in the

measurement of temperature is really founded, and, so far as it goes,

the foundation seems to be sound.

The nitrogen thermometer has been used with an iridium bulb up to

1600° C.,1 but no other gas has been taken above 1100° C. At the

latter temperature the differences between thermometers constructed of

hydrogen, nitrogen, and air are quite negligible for the present purpose.

Rather more deviation has been observed in CO.2 ; but having regard to

the small percentage of this gas which is ordinarily present in the gas-

engine mixture, it is not likely that temperatures up to 1100° C,
calculated in the usual way from the indicator diagram, will differ much
from the true temperatures on the thermodynamic scale. 1100° C. is,

however, not much above the lower limit of the gas-engine range ; as to

what goes on in the upper part of that range we have little or no

evidence.

When considerable deviation from the gas-laws at high temperatures

is observed in the case of any gas, it is usually ascribed to dissociation.

For example, if comparison be made of two constant-pressure thermo-

meters filled respectively with hydrogen and with iodine vapour

' Holboin and Valentiner, Ann. d. Phys. xxii, (1007), p. 1.
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tiiey will be found to agree up to about 1000° Abs. ; the iodine ttiermo-

meter will then begin to I'ead higher than the hydrogen thel^mometer

until, when the latter reads about 1800° Abs., the former will read

about double that amount. When the gases are hotter still the

temperature shown on the iodine thermometer Avill continue to be
double that shown on the other. In this case the departure between
the two thermometers is accompanied by a change in the absorption

spectrum of the iodine vapour ; and the whole phenomenon is expressed

by saying that the iodine molecule has been split up or dissociated. In
the case of a compound gas this dissociation sometimes takes the form
of an actual separation of the constituents, which can be detected by
diffusion. A great deal of experimental work has been done with the

object of ascertaining to what extent the gases CO2 and steam split up
at high temperatures. These gases are constituents in most gas-engine

mixtures, and if they dissociate to any considerable extent there will be
a corresponding effect upon the pv9 relations of the mixture of which
they form a part. So far, however, there is, in the opinion of the

Committee, no conclusive evidence that either steam or CO2 is dis-

sociated to an extent which is material for the present purpose. Slight

traces of dissociation have undoubtedly been found in both cases, but
the method of experiment is such as to leave it doubtful how far these

have been conditioned by the nature of the walls through which the
dissociated gas is diffused. It must be observed, moreover, that CO2
and steam usually form only a small part of the mixture in the gas-

engine, and that therefore a considerable amount of dissociation of these

gases would be necessary to produce much effect upon the pressure of the

whole. Again, such dissociation, if it occurs, must have an effect upon
the energy of the gas out of all proportion to the effect which it has
upon its temperature. Take, for example, the case of a mixture formed
by the explosion of CO and air and containing 10 per cent, of CO2, the
remainder being nitrogen. If, by heating, one tenth part of the CO2
be split up into CO and oxygen, the resulting change of pressure of the
whole mixture will be only one two-hundredth part ; but this amount of

dissociation could only be effected by the absorption of an amount of

heat of the order of 10 per cent, of the total heat of combustion of the
gas. In other words, the mean specific heat of the mixture, as deter-

mined by the explosion, would be roughly 10 per cent, lower than if

there had been no dissociation. Any considerable departure from the
gas-laws in such a mixture, if it be ascribed to dissociation at all, must
therefore be put down to dissociation of the nitrogen, which might con-

ceivably occur at 2000° C, just as iodine vapour is dissociated at a much
lower temperature. It does not seem likely, h -wever, that if nitrogen
dissoiia'es its splitting-up would be accompanied by any visible change
in its physical properties, such as is observed in the case of iodine. The
phenomenon in this case would be rendered evident only by the departure
from the gas-law, and possibly by absorption of heat.

It would appear, therefore, that our knowledge of thermometry at

these temperatures is more likely to be advanced by direct experiments
on the rt-lafiou between the pressure or volume and the temperature
than by looking for other evidences of dissociation. The difficulty in
carrying the comparison of d ffe'ent gas-thermometers to very high
temperatures has hitherto lain in the absence of any material sufficiently

refractory to withs'.and such tenipe;atures, and at the same time suf-
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ficiently impervious to the gas. Dr. Harker, to whom the Committee
are greatly indebted for much information upon this subject, bel eves,

however, that he is now in possession of a material which will satisfy

both of these conditions up to a temperature of 1800° C, and he has

suggested that an attempt should be made to compare thermometers
constructed with nitrogen, with CO.2, and with argon up to that

temperature. If the nitrogen and argon thermometers are found to

agree, then, by reason of the great difference in the constitution of

these gases, it is almost certain, as explained above, that each agrees

with the thermodynamic scale. If, on the other hand, they do not
agree, then the presumption is in favour of the argon thermometer,
because this gas is supposed to be monatomic and to be incapable of

dissociation. The Committee venture to express a hope that a research

on these lines will be commenced and carried to a conclusion. They
believe that the results obtained will be of very great importance in

the investigation of explosions and in the theory of the gas-engine, and
it seems to them an inquiry eminently fitted for the National Physical

Laboratory.

The comparison of gas thermometers is, however, not the only way
in which the problem of thermometry at high temperatures may be
attacked. Another method, and one that is more satisfactory in some
ways because it is more fundamental, is to investigate the dependence
of the energy upon the density of the gas. As pointed out at the
commencement of this Report, any interdependence between f^nergy and
density at a given temperature must be accompanied by a corresponding
deviation from the perfect gas-law, and investigation of change of energy
with density must be the ultimate basis of gas thermometry. The Joule-

Thomson experiment was, of course, of this character. Since then Joly

has determined the change of specific heat of CO2 at pressures ranging

up to the critical pressure. But these determinations refer only to

temperatures of the order of 100° C. As was pointed out at the

commencement of the section of this Report dealing with explosion?,

the corresponding measurement at very high temperatures can be very

easily made when once the various corrections necessary to determine
internal energy by explosion experiments have been satisfactorily per-

formed. It is only necessary to compare the pressures reached in

explo.sions of mixtures identical in composition but of d liferent density.

Should the pressures after explosion, when corrected, be proportional to

the pressures before explosion, then the energy is independent of the

density, and we have proof that the gaslaw hrlds up to the temperature
reached by the combustion. On the other hand, a departure from the

proportionality would imply a corresponding departure from the

gas-laws, the amount of which could be calculated. Mallard, Le
Chatelier, and Langen have made very careful comparisons of this kind,

and they have found that the actual maximum pressures reached in the

explosions are in many cases very approximately proportional to the

pressures befoi'e explosion. Petavel has found that this proportionality

is not much altered even when the density of the gas is increased

severity times. This may be regarded to some extent as evidence that

there is no very great difference between the gas scale and the thermo-
dynamic scale at the temperatures of 1700°, or more, which were reached
in these experiments. But it must be observed that this inference is

subject to the same limitations as the determinations of internal energy
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based upon these experiments. It cannot be regarded as having a secure

foundation until the various doubtful questions in regard to heat loss

and delayed combustion, which have been raised above in this connection,

have been satisfactorily determined.

The Committee think that they can usefully continue their work in

the direction of suggesting, and to some extent organising, research

on the lines which have been foreshadowed in this Report. Research

of this kind is expensive, and the Committee are of opinion that their

work would be greatly facilitated if they had some funds at their

command. They therefore recommend that they be reappointed, and

ask for a grant of lOOl.

APPENDIX.

The Deviation of Actual Gases Jrom the Ideal State, and on Exjierimental

Errors in the Determination of their Specific Heats, By Professor

H. L. Callendab, M.A., LL.D., F.ll.S.

1. The equation ^j?;=R^, where 6 is absolute temperature, is the

characteristic equation of a fluid which (1) obeys Boyle's Law at all

temperatures, and (2) has the difference of its specific heats constant

and equal to R. The specific heat at constant volume or pressure may
vary in any manner with temperature, provided that the difference of

the two is constant ; but both specific heats must be independent of the

pressure or density.

For the majority of common gases or vapours (excluding those which
polymerise, like sulphur) the deviations from Boyle's Law, as measured by
the defect {'KOIp—v) of the actual volume from the ideal volume, at

moderate pressures (say up to ten atmospheres) are to a first approxima-
tion a function of the temperature only, and diminish rapidly with rise

of temperature. On this assumption tables of correction for the gas-

thermometer have been independently calculated by Callendar ' and
D, Berthelot ^ for various gases when employed in the usual manner.
The corrections are very small, and agree very closely, though calculated

on slightly different assumptions. The differences are much too small
to be taken into account in gas-engine experiments.

In dealing with a mixture of gases and vapours at high temperatures,
the method of procedure is necessarily somewhat different from the case
of the gas-thermometer, and the tabulated corrections do not apply. The
effective temperature of the mixture is calculated from the value of

the product pi'/R, assuming that the composition of the mixture is

known, and that the constant R has the same value per gramme molecule
for each of the constituents as for an ideal gas. The errors involved in
this method will be small, and will diminish with rise of temperature,
provided that the constituents do not dissociate or polymerise. The.
experimental evidence at present available with regard to dissociation
would indicate that the error of this assumption is certainly less than
1 per cent, for a gas-engine mixture at 2000° 0., if the composition of
the products of combustion is known.

' Phil. Mag., January 1903. Trav. ct Mem. Bur. Lit., Paris, 1903.
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Effective Temperature and Effective Specific Heat,

2. Since the temperature of a mass of gas, when exploded in a closed

vessel oi' in the cylinder of a gas-engine is far from uniform, and since

the actual distribution of temperature is necessarily somewhat uncertain,

it is evident that the variation of the specific heats of the constituents

with temperature cannot be certainly deduced from a knowledge of the

heats of combustion and the efiective temperature, even apart from
difficulties inseparably connected with the determination of the cooling

corrections. It is possible, however, by explosion experiments to deduce
values of the apparent or effective specific heats which, in so far as they
approximate to the conditions actually existing in the gas-engine, may be
of greater practical utility than the true specific heats would be if they

could be independently determined. The method of Dugald Clerk, in

which the specific heat is directly determined from the work done on
the charge after ignition, appears to be particularly appropriate for this

purpose.

It is well known that the values of the specific heats deduced from
explosion experiments are generally higher than those deduced by more
direct methods, and it has been customary to explain the discrepancy

largely by possible errors inherent in the explosion method. Such errors

undoubtedly exist, and require careful investigation, but in arriving at

a decision it is most important to subject other experimental methods to

an equally close scrutiny.

Experimental Errors in the Determination of the Specific Heats of Gases

by the Constant'piressure Method.

3. Apart from errors in the measurement of the temperature of the
gas and of the calorimeter, which are not likely to be serious at low
temperatures, there is an important source of error in this method, as

applied by Regnault and subsequent observers, which has generally been
overlooked. In Regnault's experiments, the rate of gain of heat from
the heating vessel by the calorimeter was observed before and after the
experiment proper, while the gas was not passing through the connecting
tube, and was assumed to be the same whether the gas was passing
or not. The correction amounted, when the heater was at 200° C, to

between 4 per cent, and 5 per cent, of the heat supplied by the gas.

The effect of the gas curi'ent would certainly be to change the
temperature gradient in the connecting tube in such a manner as to

diminish the heat conducted from the heater during the passage of the
gas. The error from this cause cannot be exactly determined, but would
probably amount to between 2 per cent, and 3 per cent, in Regnault's
experiments at 200° C, and would have the effect of making the values
as determined by Regnault too low. The true variation of the specific

heat of water was unknoM'-n in Regnault's time, and he was also unable
to correct his thermometers accurately to the absolute scale. These
considerations introduce minor uncertainties which might amount to as
much as 1 per cent, on the result.

The specific heat of air considered as a mixture of perfect diatomic
gases, taking the calorie at 20° C. as equivalent to 4-180 joules, should
be 0'2405. Since air is not a perfect gas the actual value must be some-
what greater than this. Regnault's value, 0'2375, is evidently too low.
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E. Wiedemann obtained the value 0-2389 by a method similaf to

Regnault's. This value is probably affected by a similar error.

J. Joly measured the mean specific heat of air at constant volume,
and at densities 7 to 22 times normal, by the method of the steam
calorimeter, between 10° and 100° C. This method has the advantage
of avoiding the majority of the sources of error above mentioned.

Joly's value for air at constant volume when reduced to the calorie at

20° C. and to normal density, would be 0'1732, which corresponds to a
value 0'2419 for the specific heat at constant pressure at a temperature of

55°C This is a far more probable value than Regnault's, but it must
be observed that the extrapolation of the experiments to atmospheric

pressure involves some uncertainty.

The specific heats of air and COo at atmospheric pressure and at tem-

peratures of 20° and 100° C. have recently been determined by Swann at

the Royal College of Science by the continuous electric method previously

employed by Callendar - in the case of steam. In this method the actual

specific heat at any point is determined by observing the rise of tempera-

ture produced in a steady current of gas at the required temperature

by supplying a measured quantity of electric energy. This method
is better adapted than Regnault's for determining the variation of the

specific heat, because it gives the actual specific heat over a small range

(about 5°) at the required point in place of the mean specific heat over

a large range. It has also the advantage that systematic errors may be

more completely eliminated.

The values obtained by Swann for the specific heat of air at atmo-
spheric pressure in terms of the calorie at 20^ C. equivalent to 4'180

joules were :—

8=0-2415 at 20° C, and 8=02425 at 100° C.

His value at 55° C. is in very good agreement with that deduced above
from Joly'i) experiments by the constant-volume method. Adopting a

linear formula, we have for the specific heat at any temperature, t, be-

tween 0° and 100° C.

S,=0-2413(l+-0-00005«) (Swann).

Holborn and Austin ^ and Holborn and Henning'' extended Regnault's

method for the determination of the mean specific heat to temperatures

up to 840° C. In working at these high temperatures the difiiculties of

the method are greatly increased. They found it necessary to employ
electric heating and to connect the heater to the calorimeter by a porce>-

lain tube in order to diminish conduction. The temperature of the hot

gas was observed with a thermo-couple near the entrance to the calori-

meter. The time of flow was about three minutes in each experiment,

and the corrections were estimated by observing the rate of change of

temperature of the calorimeter before and after each observation. There-

appeared to be some doubt whether the couple would give the true mean
temperature of the giis-flow, especially as the time of flow was so short,

x^'or this and other reasons the authors do not lay great stress on the

' Callendar, Phil. Mag., January 1903, p, 7C.

^ Proc. R.S., 1900.
» Sitz. Akad. Wiss., Berlin. 1905, p. 175.
" Wied. Ann., 18, 1905, p. 739.
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.accuracy of the absolute values of the specific heats obtained, but consider

tliat the ratios or relative values, and the rates of increase with tempera-

ture, are more likely to be correct tJian the absolute values, because the

various sources of error which they discuss are more likely to be elimi-

nated in the relative values.

The value found for the mean specific heat of air over the range 115"

to 270° C. by Holborn and Henning was -2315, which is about 5 per

cent, smaller than the probable value over this range. For the rate of

increase of the mean specific heat they gave the formula :

B„,,=S<,(l + -00004i!) (Holborn and Austin).

but considered that the rate of increase shown by their experiments was
within the limits of probable accuracy of their work, and that it could not

be regarded as certainly established that there was any increase over the

range of their experiments.

.Later experiments by Holborn and Henning^ with a platinum
heating tube, extending to 1400° C, were made by a similar method,
except that the gain of heat by the calorimeter from the heating tube
was partly compensated by surrounding the calorimeter at 115° C. with a
jacket maintained at a much lower temperature. This compensation was
found necessary at high temperatures in order to prevent an excessively

rapid rise of temperature of the caloiimeter ; but although it reduces the

apparent magnitude of the correction for gain of heat by the calorimeter,

it does not diminish the actual amount of heat transferred and does not
reduce the uncertainty of the correction. The magnitude of the eflfect at

high temperatures may be judged from the fact that it was found neces-

sary in the experiments at 1400° C. to maintain the jacket at as low a
temperature as 40" C. by passing a stream of cooling water through it in

order to prevent the calorimeter rising above 115° C. when no gas was
passing. Under such conditions the calorimetric corrections become so

uncertain that the probability of systematic errors must increase con-

siderably with rise of temperature. If the method gives a probable error

of 5 per cent, in defect over the range 115° to 270° C. it does not seem
at all impossible that the error may amount to 10 per cent, over the

range 116° to 1400° C.

The rate of increase of the mean specific heat of nitrogen at atmo-
spheric pressure between 840° and 1340° C, shown by the later experi-

ments, was about double that found in the earlier series. Both series of

experiments could be represented within the limits of probable error by
the linear formula

S,,(= -2350(1 -F -000080 (Holborn and Henuing).

It appears probable, however, that the value of the specific heat at 0' C.
given by the formula is too low, and that the rate of increase is not
uniform, but increases with rise of temperature to some extent in the case
of nitrogen.

8'p^ific Beat of CO^.

4. Similar remarks apply to the determination of the specific heat of
CO2 by the same methods, but tlie case of CO2 is of special interest on
account of the rapid variation observed at ordinary temperatures. The

' Vi'xed. Ann., 23, 1907, p. 809,

1908,
•

z
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following table gives the specific heats of CO2 accoi'ding to diffefent

observers at 0° and 100° C. :
—

Temperatui'G
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enabled the variation of the specific heat with pressure to be calculated.

These gave the formula

8, = 0-478 + 0-0242 p (373/^) ^« (Callendar)

where p is the pressure in atmospheres. The approximate constancy of

the limiting value 0-478 of the specific heat at zero pressure over' the
range 0° to 200° C. was verified by calculating the corresponding values
of the saturation pressure, which were found to agree accurately with
Regnault's observations over the whole range. The theory was also
verified by a measurement of the ratio of the specific heats of steam by
Makower,' which gave values 1-303 to 1-307, agreeing closely with that
deduced by Callendar.

The experiments of Lorenz,^ and of Knoblauch and Jacob and Linde ^

afforded a remarkable verification of the theory of the variation of the
specific heat with pressure. They found the specific heat at 1 atmo.
to be practically constant over the range 100° to 300° C, but their value,
namely, 0-463, is decidedly lower than Regnault's.

Holborn and Henning,'* in their experiments on the specific heat of
steam at atmospheric pressure, improved Regnault's method by employ-
ing an oil calorimeter at 110° C. so as to avoid condensing the steam in
the calorimeter. They determined the ratio of the specific heat of steam
to that of air by passing currents of air and steam in succession through
the apparatus under similar conditions, and obtained the following values
of the ratio for different intervals of temperature :

—

Temperature Interval . 110°-270° 110°-440° 110°-6-20° 110°-820°
Batio/Steam : Air . . 1-940 1-958 1-946 1-998

In their subsequent series with a platinum heating-tube at higher
temperatures they obtained the following ratios :

—

Temperature Interval . il.5°-S2G° 115^-1180° 115°-1324°
Katio/Steam : Air . . 1-900 1-973 2-003

The second series appears to make the ratio about 5 per cent, lower
at 110°-820° than the first, wh ch suggests the possibility of constant
errors depending on the type of apparatus employed or on the velocity
of the gas-current. The experiments of Callendar and Swann would
make the ratio 2-05 at 100° C, which is higher than any of the values
obtained by Holborn and Henning at 1400° 0.

Holborn and Henning point out that their results at 1400° C.
cannot be reconciled in the case of steam and COj with any of the
results of explosion methods. They are 6 per cent, to 13 per cent, lower
than Langen's, which are among the lowest. But having regard to the
fact that the constant- pressure method which they employed appears to
give results so much lower than Joly's or Callendar's methods at ordinary
temperatures, and that the experimental difiiculties increase so greatly
at higher temperatures, it does not seem at all improbable that a
considerable part of the disci'epany is to be attributed to .=iystematic
f'rrorK of the constant-pressure method,

! Phil. Mat}., February 1901!,

* Forsoh. Vet'. Beut. Ing.., 21, 190o, p. OH.
' Loc. cit., pp. 1 and 3.5, 1906, p. 109.
' iitn. P?iy.i. xviij. 1905, p. 739.
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On the Cause of the Variation of Specific Heat,

6. It appears from theory that the energy of translation and
rotation of the molecules of an ideal gas should vary in direct pro-

portion to the product pv. The internal energy of vibration of the

molecules, however, which is related to the absorption or emission of

radiation must vary by the Stokes-KirchhofF law in relation to the full

radiation of a black body at the same temperature. According to

Planck's formula, which has been verified over a very wide range, the

energy of full radiation corresponding to wave-length L in full radiation,

varies with the temperature according to the expression

E=CL-=(e'--L^-l)-'

the value of the constant c is 14,700 if L is measured in microns, ix, or

millionths of a meter. The energy of vibration of a molecule which
is in equilibrium with full radiation at any temperature will depend on
the extent to which its free periods of vibration respond, as indicated

qualitatively by its absorption spectrum. Those periods which respond

very strongly may produce an appreciable effect on the specific heat.

It happens, for instance, that CO.j has a very marked absorption

band at 15//, nearly, which can be detected even when the gas is present

in small quantities in the atmosphei'e. So far as this particular mode
of vibration is concerned, the specific heat would inciease most rapidly

at ordinary temperatures, which is actually observ'ed to be the case

with CO2. According to Planck's formula, the effect of any mode of

vibration would be a maximum when 6 is intiiiite, and would then

contribute the term C 'cL' to the mean specific heat ; but for L=15/t
the effect would have already reached within about 10 per cent, of the

possible maximum at 2000°. According to Wion's original formula

which holds very well for short wave-lengths and low temperatures,

but appears to fail when L^ is large, the energy E would reach a tin'te

lim't CL~"' when is infinite, and the specific heat for L=15/j would
reach a maximum when ^=500°. This does not appear to agree so well

with the changes of specific heat actually observed.

In the case of steam it appears that there are no equally well-

marked absorption bands corresponding to strong natural periods of

vibration, in the range of the heat spectrum available for investigation.

The very high dielectric constant of water for short electric waves has

been taken to indicate that there is a period of marked resonance very

low'down in the spectrum in the unexplored field between the shortest

electric waves and the longest heat waves hitherto obtainable. This

might account for the relatively high value of the specific heat of water

and steam at ordinary temperatures. It must be remembered, how-
ever, that the absorption spectrum is very complicated and difficult to

investigate 'beyond the limits of photography. Moreover, it is very

difficult to deduce, except in a qualitative manner, the relative intensities

of the energy corresponding to each absorption band. An absorption

band may appear strongly marked in a thick layer of absorbent, which

really corresponds to a very small amount of energy. For this reason
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no (|u;iiiLiUiti\ c eatiination of the effects of vibration of the molecules on

the specific heat is possible at the present stage of knowledge, but it is

important to bear the possibility of such effects in mind as a guide for

future investigat'OD.

^fp|JalithiG Remains in the Brilish Isles.—Rejiort of the Committee,

consisting of Professor W. Kidgevvay (Ghairman), Dr. G. A.

AuDEN (Secretary), Dr. H. A. Audex, Mr. G. L. Gomme,
Professor J. L. Myres, and Mr. F. W. Rudlek, appointed to

report on the best means of registering and classifjing systematically

Megalithic Remcdns in the British Isles.

The Committee was appointed at the York Meeting (1906) of the Asso-

ciation, and made an interim report at the Leicester Meeting (Rej)ort

Brit. Assoc, Leicester, 1907, p. -391). The present report brings the work
of the Committee to an end.

The Committee's first task was to inquire what means are adopted in

other countries for the registration and classification of megalithic monu-
ments. In this task the Committee has received valuable assistance

from foreign scholars, and particularly from Dr. Oscar Montelius, Dr,

Soph us Miiller, Herr Haakon Sclietelig, and M. Salomon Reinach. To
these distinguished colleagues the Committee desires to express its most
hearty thanks.

The Committee desii-es to point out, in the first place, that in regard

to Scotland and to Wales its task has been greatly simplified by the

recent appointment of official Commissions to report upon the historical

monuments of those countries. For it is obviously within the scope of

those Commissions to register and classify megalithic remains ; and all

future investigations by individual observers or by local organisations

should be carried out in co-operation with these Commissions.
Neither England nor Ireland is as yet provided with an official Com-

mission of this kind ; and the Committee strongly urges that the British

Association should use its influence vigorously and promptly to secure

the creation of such Commissions at the earliest opportunity. Every
year's delay means damage or dangerous neglect of one or more of these

monuments and the loss of some part of those local traditions concerning
them which are so valuable an elen)ent in our knowledge. Pending the

appointment of such official Commissions for England and for Ireland,

the Committee desires to indicate briefly the means which exist already
for registration and classification such as is contemplated.

The Ordnance Survey has devoted considerable attention to the
record of all early remains and of megalithic monuments among the rest,

and possesses much valuable material for more detailed description and
registration. The Committee recommends that local observers should
put themselves in communication with the Ordnance Survey in the
event of the discovery of new monuments or of new evidence as to
existing monuments.

The 'Victoria County Histories,' now in course of publication, are
providing in the case of England (though not for Ireland) a very
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systematic survey and register of all ancient remains, and also the ouf-

lines of a classification of them. The Committee recommends that local

observers should put themselves in communication with the editors of

these ' Histories ' (2 Orange Street, Leicester Square, W.C.), with the

object of making this record complete and of reducing the risk of

overlap and duplication. The Committee submits this recommendation
more particularly to the consideration of the Conference of Delegates of

Corresponding Societies.

Finally the Committee desires to impress upon the British Association

the serious risk to megalithic monuments which results from the present

inadequate provisions and ineffective working of the Ancient Monuments
Act. The registration and classification of megalithic monuments falls

clearly within tlie proper province of an official inspector of ancient

monuments ; and in other counti'ies, which value their monuments, the

work in question usually forms one of the duties of such an inspector.

Notes ami Queries in Anthropology.—hiterim Report of the Co7nmittee,

comisiiiig of Mr. C. H. Head (Chairman), Professor J. L. Myres
(Secretary). Professor D. J. Cunnlvgham, Mr. E. N. Fallaize,

Dr. A. C. Haddon, Mr. T. A. Joyce, Dr. C. S. Myers, and Dr.

W. H. R. Rivers, apjjointed to prepare a new edition of Notes and
Queries in Anthropology.

The work of revision, of which an outline was given in last year's

report, has been continued ; but it has not yet been thought desirable to

begin the reprinting. The Committee, therefore, has incurred no ex-

Ijenditure, and wishes to be reappointed, with renewal of the original

grant.

Excavations on Roman Sites in Britain.—Report of the Committee,

consisting of Professor J. L. Myres (Chairman), Professor R. P.

BosANQUET (Secretary), Sir Edward Brabrook, Dr. T. Ashby,
Mr. D. G. Hogarth, and Professor W. Ridgeway, appointed to

co-operate with Local Committees in Excavations on Roman Sites

in Britai7i.

The Committee has made grants of 51. in each case in aid of exca-

vations on Roman sites at Caerwent, at Corbridge, and at Gelligaer, near

Cai'diff. In each case the grant has been made on the same conditions as

in former years ; namely, that it should be applied to carry out special

investigations in regard either to pre-Roman i-emains found in the course

of the excavations already in progress, or to non-Roman objects such as

plant and animal remains, which might otherwise have been put on one
side. The Appendices A and B show the mode in which the grants made
by the Committee have been expended at Caerwent and at Corbridge
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respectively. The work at Gelligaer has not gone far enough to be

included in the present report, but a summary of it will be submitted in

due course.

The Committee asks to be reappointed with a further grant.

APPENDIX A.

Report on Plant Remains found in Excavations on the Roman Site at

Caerwent, 1907. % Arthue H. Lyell.

The specimens of soil from wells and drains were practically devoid

of seeds, only a very few specimens existing in a large bulk of material

examined, and of these there is unfortunately nothing new to report.

A few fragments of bone and insects were also found, the former of

which have been identified by Mr. E. T. Newton, and are given below.

Pla)tt Remains.

House v.—Well T (82).

Elder . . (Sambiwus nigra).

White Goosefoot {Chenapodixtm album).

{Polygonum).

Dock. , . {Ruvwx Acetosa ?),

House VN.—From bottom of Well T (84).

White Goosefoot (Chenopodium a/fnim).

Dock. , , {Ruviex crispus ?).

Nettle . . \Urtica diuica).

Top of Drain under wall of House XVI.
Grain of Wheat {Tritieum).

Bones,

House VN.—Box Drain S. end T (93). Top of Drain under wall of House XVI
Eoebuck phalange. Vole.

Vole tooth. Shrew.

Bird fragment. I
Blindworm.

Blindworra vertebra. ' Fish fragments.

APPENDIX B.

Report of Worh on Pre-Roman and Natural History Remains
at Corhridge, 1907-08.

A. Pre-Roman Remains.—It has often been maintained that a pre-

Boman settlement existed at Corbridge, and Henry MacLauchlan "^ held

that such a settlement would explain the fact that the Roman road from

the south descends into the Tyne valley near Riding Mill, but does not

at once ci'oss the Tyne ; instead it follows the south bank for two miles

till opposite the site of Corstopitum. Accordingly a careful search was
made for prehistoric objects, and in particular a large trench, 80 feet

long, 5 feet wide, and in general 11 or 12 feot deep, was dug across the

lower part of the portion of the site under examination, under the

' Mcmo'xT Tvritten during a Survey oftJie Boman Wall in 1S52-4 (London 1858).
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superintendence of Mr. C. L. WooUey. This spot when first tested seemed
to ofler signs of an old inhabited surface below and previous to the Roman
occupation. But the complete trenching showed that the appearance
was deceptive or at least insufficient to prove any definite settlement.

Between the lowest Roman deposit and the wholly untouched soil were
two strata—two at the north or upper end of the long trench and one at

the south end near the river. The upper stratum was 3 inches thick at

its north end, and there consisted of black or burnt matter. Further
south it was composed of sandy clay, through which the stems of

plants and reeds ran perpendicularly. The lower stratum was a thin

layer of the same sandy clay containing a number of small Hint chip-

pings. The upper part of the untouched soil beneath this layer was full

of the root-fibres of grass, &c., carbonised or decayed black. A few
rough flint-flakes and scrapers also occurred loose in the upper soil on
other parts of the site, and one or two were picked up in the excavations

of 1906.

B. Bones.—Many specimens of bones were submitted to Professor

A. Meek. He reports the foUowmg :—Dog, pig, sheep, red deer, pony,

cattle (including a calf), fox, badger, roe deer, swan, pheasant (13 feet

deep), lower jaw of European beaver, partridge, grouse, oyster-shells ironx

the sea, shell of mytilus (marine mussel), and many snail-shells found

between two concrete floors, Helix aspersa (many), tiemoralis (a few),

hortensis (a few), and rotundata (one), all now common at CorVjridge.

These snails may, of course, be of recent origin. Professor Meek observe.s

that the Bos longifrons was represented by a great variety of sizes ; the

majority were about the size of the present Chiliingham cattle ; but some
were as large as our shorthorns, while one skull indicates a small,

possibly wild, variety allied to the Chillinghanis. One or two jaws had
the absence cf the first premolar which characterises the Chiliingham.

C, Geology.— Various sections were examined by Professor Lebour,

and his explanations considerably aided the work; but no results of a

new geological kind emerged.

Arcliceological and UtkiMgrapldcal Researches in Crete.—lleport of the

Committee, consisting of Sir -JoHN Evans (Chairman), Professor J. L.

Myres (Secretarij), Professor E. C. Bosanquet, Dr. A. J. Evans,

Mr. D. G. Hogarth, Professor A. Macalister, and Professor W.
ElDGEWAY.

The Committee was reappointed in 1907 without grant ; but it has been

in communication with Mr. C. H. Hawes, whose valuable researches on

the physical characters of the population of Crete were reported in 1903,^

with the object of inducing him to make another expedition to Crete.

There is now every reason to believe that, if a sufficient grant be forth-

coming, Mr. Hawes will be in a position to carry out this plan, and
complete his investigation under the most favourable conditions.

> Proo. Brit. Assoc, 1905, South Africa, p. 208.
'
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An interim report from Mr. Hawes is appended :

—

In 1905, at the request of the Cretan Committee of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, I went to Crete to follow

up Dr. Duckworth's investigations of the physical characters of the

ancient and modern Cretans.^

Four months spent in the island enabled me to travel from village to

village throughout the length and breadth, thus avoiding the plan often

imposed on the anthropologist from want of time, of culling his data from

police, prison or other institution.

In the first place I excavated at Palaikastro, and later made occa-

sional trial ' digs ' en route. At Candia I examined some skulls dis-

covered since Dr. Duckworth's visit, and the rest of the time was spent

by me in journeying to and fro in the island.

In excavating at Palaikastro I came upon several interments of about

the Third Late Minoan period in 'larnakes,' but the majority of the

crania in them were too much crushed by the fallen earth to be accurately

measured. Those that could be determined, together with other skulls

found since Dr. Duckworth's inspection, at Knossos, Aghia Triadha,

Konmasa, ai;d near Gournia, and measured by me in the Museum at

Candia, amount to eleven only.

Of these eleven, four belong to the same Early and Middle Minoan
periods as those measured by Dr. Duckworth ; one is dolichocephalic,

one is brachycephalic, and two are mesocephalic. Of the other seven

belonging to the Third Late Minoan, three are mesocephalic and four

are brachycephalic.

These skulls are, of course, too few to base any theory upon, yet it is

significant that the large proportion of brachycephalism at the close of

the Bronze Age tallies with archaeological evidence as to an invasion of

peoples from the north ; and while Dr. Duckworth's figures go far to

prove the affinity of the Early and Middle Minoans with the Mediter-

ranean race, he would be the first to admit the importance of the

brachycephalic element which we have seen to be present even in these

early times.

Any attempt to determine the origin of these broad heads must be as

yet in the nature of a guess. From Africa at this early period we expect

only long heads ; from Italy, the Greek mainland, and the coast regions

of Asia Minor a similar race. There remain the Transbalkan area and
the uplands of Asi^ Minor.

The Anatolian highlands were inhabited at this period by the so-called

Hittites, who from- ancient skulls and traces in the modern population

have been classed by von Luschan as brachycephalic. On the other

hand, it may be that the Alpine race on its westward journey from Irania

to Centra] Europe sent a few stragglers southwards, either direct from
Asia Minor to Crete, or via the Bosphorus and Thessaly. Organised

such offshoots of the Alpine race may have been, but judging from the

condition of their kinsmen who built the early Lake Dwellings of Switzer-

land, they must have been a primitive folk, yet in the Neolithic stage,

unable to make much impress on the higher civilisation then existing in

Crete, especially since they were few in numbers. For, whether Hittites

or members of the Alpine race, we are concerned with slight infiltrations

' Pnw. Brit, .issoc, 1903, Southport, p, 104,
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only, probably of a peaceful character. It might be possible, with more
crania, to decide between the two, for the Hittites had probably a greater
admixture of ' Armenoid ' skulls than the Alpine, and the characteristic

verticality of the occiput might solve the problem. I can only say that
to-day the Armenoid type is found, especially in the east end of the
island.

In my work of measuring modern Cretans, I planned to get a repre-

sentative collection of records from each eparkhy, and fuller ones from
such as Sphakia, which had special attractions. In each of these political

divisions I gathered my data from highland and lowland, mountain and
plain; I failed, however, to traverse the eparkhies of Kissamos and Selino,

although I obtained records of sixty-nine persons hailing from them.
On the borders of Kydhonia and Sphakia I had been attacked in a lonely

mountain pass, and although this did not prevent the continuation of my
work, the situation was more difficult in the two neighbouring eparkhies,

which were then witnessing a struggle between the insurgents and the
international troops.

In the great majority of cases I measured the maximum head length
and breadth, stature, nasal length and breadth, maximum circumference
of head, facial length and breadth, nasal-, alveolar-, and altitudinar-radii,

and the inter-ocular breadth. I recorded the colour and character of the
hair, complexion, colour of eyes, shape of face, prominence of cheek-

bones and jaws, flatness of ears and presence of lobes, together with full

genealogical data.

In all about 29,000 observations and measurements were made upon
1440 persons. Although tact was required, the work of getting people
to be measured was not so difficult as it might seem. On the other hand,
it was almost out of the question to persuade women to be the subjects

of one's inquiries and it was not an easy matter to overcome the shyness
of Mussulmans. The records include 24 only of the former and 124 of

the latter.

In the following statements I have included, where possible, Dr.
Duckworth's recoi'ds with my own :

—

The average breadth or cephalic index for 1600 modern Cretans (^)
is 79-2, and stature for 15G3 is 1686 mm. These are the two available

characters of the 62 (<?) ancient skulls of the Early and Middle Minoan
period and a comparison as follows :

—

Modern , Breadth inde.x 79 2 corrected to cranial index (792 — 20) = 77-2

Ancient . Cranial index ........ =:734
Jloderu . ytature 1086 mm.
Ancient . ,, (estimated) ..,..-.. 1625 ,,

shows a broadening of the cranium and an increase of stature.

This brachj'cephalic tendency began early in the Bronze Age, if not
indeed in the Neolithic Age, but in the figures at our disposal only
amounted to 8| per cent, of the whole. Judging from the scanty material
the minority of broad heads was unimportant until the end of the Bronze
period.

This broadening tendency seems to have continued into modern times.

To what are we to attribute it ? To dismiss two possible theories, I do
not credit this result to either artihcial selection or civilisation. If any-
where, sexual selection might have been expected to have played its part
in producing those Cretans most noted for their beauty, the inha-
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bitants of the mountaiu villages of Anogeia and Lakkoi, tlio refuges of
the finest and fairest of their womenfolk from the grasp of the Turk.
Yet at Lakkoi I found the breadth index nearly two units (77'4) below
the gt^nei'al average for Crete.

Nor can we lairly assume, as Bogdanov did for Russia, that this

broadening of the crania is dae to civilisation, for Crete has only just
begun to be re-civilised, and methods of travel, for instance, are what they
were 1000 or 2000 years ago.

Immigration, in my opinion, have been responsible for the iacreasiog
brachycephalic element.

The first serious contribution may Lave been at the end of the
Bronze Age. The Sphakiotes, who claim to be descended from the Dorians
and are certainly purer blooded than the rest of Crete, have broader
heads (801) than the Cretan average (79-2).

We may pass over the Saracenic invasion, not because its members
must have resembled the natives so closely as to leave little trace, but
since history encourages the belief that few were left after the Byzantine
conquest.

It is different with the Venetian occupation, and I sought in
many directions for traces of this element in the broadening of the head
and the raising of the stature of the modern Cretan. The French his-

torian, Jules Buillot, says that ' permission was given for mixed mar-
riages (a practice unusual in Venetian colonies) which tended to make
the Venetian colonists good Cretans and lukewarm Catholics.' On the
other hand, their evacuation in the middle of the eighteenth century
when the Turks captured the island, was complete, and whereas we find

Venetian families m Corfu and the ^gean to day, it is with difficulty

that Ave can discover any in Crete. Three or four families, the Cornaros
from Carpathos, the Moitso from Cythera, the Dandolo and Modatso
families are met with in the chief cities, Candia, Canea, and Rethymo.

In my efibrts to probe this question, I sought eagerly for any names in
villages which boasted of Venetian remains, and in some of these I had
whole lists of the heads of families taken down. Among these Dr.
Jannaris, whom I met at Lakkoi, could recognise none but Cretan
names, with the exception of Venetakis, which he dubbed a nickname
given to the native servant of a Venetian. When measuring in the
Insurgents' Camp I came upon two men who claimed to be of Venetian
descent one named Mai-kandonakis (Mark Antonio) and the other
Reneris (Renero). Their breadth indices were diverse, respectively 78-5

and 87-3, but the latter from a consideration of all his measurements, <kc.,

might have passed for a Venetian.
Several difficulties face the anthropologist in attempting to discover

the Venetian element which, on the whole, I believe, exists in the Cretan
to a small extent. The Venetians did not occupy any one portion
of the island to the exclusion of any other. Thei-efore any physical
modification is lost to sight in being spread over the whole island. They
are them.selves a mixture probably of Alpine and Illyrian stock with the
native, and in height and breadth iodex are not to be distinguished from
the Turk. Yet I do not despair of being able to separate these elements
after a close and exhaustive analytical study of figures and records.

The last immigration, the Turkish, seems to me of more importance
in our problem. ' If,' as Mr. Stillman, U.S. Consul in the sixties of last

century, wrote :
' Everything was at the mercy of the Turk, th« Cretan
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women included,' the Turkish soldieiy must have been responblble for

some race mixture. The Mussulman population amounted at one time

to at least one-third of the whole, and in 1881 was certainly more than

one-quarter. But these people, though generally called ' Turki ' on the

island, are not all Turk by provenance, for the great majority are of native

Cretan descent.

Unfortunately their names give us no clue, and individuals can rai'ely

give any information as to their forbears beyond tlie second genera-

tion.

The Turk of Asia Minor (though he still remains brachycophalic) is

himself a great mixture, and the problem becomes further involved when
we attempt to discriminate between half-breed descendants of Turks and
Cretan women and Moslems of pure Cretan blood. What we should

expect, however, is a higher cephalic index among the Mussulmans than
among the Christians, and this my figures show.

The average breadth index of 124 Mussulmans is 79'9, and that of the

Christians from the same eparkhies 78'9. Taking the eparkhies in which
the largest number of Mussulmans were measured, the differences exceed

one unit

—

e.g., I'S, 1'4, 1'6, and 1-5.

Two Cretan villages bear Slavic names, Sklavopoulos and Vulgaros,

but a list of the names of the inhabitants of the former contains no trace

of Slav nomenclature.

Turning to the other observed difierence between the ancient and
modern Cretans, to what are we to attribute the increase in stature ? It

is dangerous to build anthropological conclusions on differences in stature.

They are often due to differences in fertility of soil or social condition.

The archreological evidence, however, tells in favour of better conditions

in the Bronze Age rather than the reverse. The effect of fertility is

probably seen in the relatively higher stature in the well-watered Avest of

the island. The reverse is best illustrated in the case of the arid island

of Gavdos, whose people are descended from Sphakiotes, yet whose mean
stature compares as 1632 mm. to 171.3 mm.

Yet Sphakia is only rather better off as to its soil than Gavdos,
and some other explanation must be found for the Sphakiote stature

(194 persons), second to one only in the island, since theirs is a sterile

soil, largely composed of a steeply descending talus on which beats a fierce

Southern sun.

Can it be that their ancestors, the ' Dorians,' were tall ? Across the

border of the 8000-feet range of the White Mountains another puzzle

awaits us.

Here we have the greatest mean stature in Crete (166 persons),

1720 mm., and it is greater in the mountains than in the plains; for of

150 individuals 79 who live above an altitude of 1000 feet have an
avei-age .stature of 1737 mm., whereas 71 living below 1000 feet are

only 1702 mm. in height. The difference in the breadth index is also

well marked ; for the mountaineers it is 77*4 and the lowlanders 803.
We have no traditions of special ' Dorian ' influence, and the cephalic

index does not favour it ; but from time immemorial the Lakkiotes,
who form the majority of these 79 mountaineers, have been noted for

their beauty, stature, and courage. It was among them, and especially

their neighbours in Selino, that I met quite an appreciable number of

auburn or fair-haired and blue-eyed pei'sons. They seem to be the Scotch
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of the island in this respect and in point of stature. They differ from the

Sphakiotes, among whom was no noticeable percentage of blondes. Also
the contrast extends to character. The Sphakiote is dignified, intelligent,

but given to ruses, even to treachery. The Lakkiote is kindly, open-
uatured, and brave.

I find, therefore, at present, the relatively great stature and low
ceplialic index of the Kydhonian mountaineers difficult to account for.

There are, however, historical considerations which help. Neither the
Venetians nor the Turks ever got a hold upon the highlands, and once
only (in 1866) did the latter succeed in attacking Lakkoi. May not the

low index, 7
7
"4, reflect the absence of admixture with these two peoples 1

The increased stature may be due in some measure to the healthier

climate. Perhaps the greater frequency of blondes may be attributed to

the fact that the finest, fairest, and most beautiful women of the plains

were sent away to the mountains to escape rape by the Turks ; but would
this and the tendency for the boldest, strongest, and most venturesome
spirits in the frequent revolutions to retire to the mountains, there to hold

out against the oppressor—would these account for the greater stature ?

These and many other problems, if they ai"e to yield a solution, must
do so to a further study on the field and mathematical experiments with
the records obtained.

Several suggestions occur from a perusal of some of the records, and
I jot them down as tentative.

The Cretans, though mixed, as I have suggested, are, as compared with
other races, only moderately so.

The standard deviation for the whole of Crete
(breadth index), 1600 persons is . .41

The standard deviation for all the eparkhies
(head breadth) varies from . . . , il to Gl

This last compares with the

Naqada series 5-7.5

Cairene ,, 8'02

As between eparkhies the results of a trial of the probable error of

the means (head breadth) are interesting and puzzling, but may provide

us, when other characters are tried, with a key or keys.

The differences between Upper and Lower Kydhonia are significant of

heterogeneity. The same is true between Upper Kydhonia and Sphakia,

and also between Sphakia and the rest of Crete.

There is no significant difference of race between Upper Kydhonia
and the rest of Crete ; nor is there, and this is puzzling, between Lower
Kydhonia and Sphakia. Can it be that, a3 we are dealing only with
head breadth, the Turkish and "Venetian brachycephalism has done for

Lower Kydhonia what the ' Dorian ' has done for Sphakia ?

These experiments suggest more trials, but they also demand more
field work. Among the several questions I want more light on from the

field are : What is the significance of the blonde element in the west of

the island, particularly in Selino, which I have not yet entered 1 I wish
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to follow up the differences between Highlanders and lowlanders more
carefully in the middle and east end of the island ; for Rethymo confirms
Kydhonian differences.

The Armenoid element in the modern Cretan should be investigated,

and any trace of the same sought for in the ancient skulls. I should visit

the village Abadia, which is said to retain Saracenic descendants ; also

examine fully the collection of skulls of the last three hundred years at

the monastery of Aghia Triadha on the Aknoteri peninsula. In addition,

photographs of types are wanted. I should add largely to my Mussulman
records and attempt to get data of the three or four old Venetian
families.

Archceolorjical and Ethnological Investigations in Sardinia.— Iiejiort of
the Committee, consisthig of Mr. D. G. Hogarth (Chairman), Pro-
fessor E. C. Bosanquet (Secretary), Dr. T. Ashby, Dr. W. L. H.
Duckworth, Professor J. L. Myres, and Dr. F. C. Shrubsall.

Dr. Duncan Mackenzie was able to visit Sardinia on behalf of the
British School at Rome last autumn, and spent nearly two months in

the island ; during the last three weeks he was joined by Dr. Thomas
Ashby, Director of the School. His researches were mainly devoted to

the study of the relation between the ' nuraghi ' and the so-called ' tombs
of the giants,' the latter consisting of long chambers—sometimes as much
as 50 feet long, but only three or four feet broad and high—with a semi-
circular area, inclosed by upright slabs or by walling in front of them

;

and he was able to discover several cases in which the ' nuraghe ' and the
tomb seemed to be in such close relation to one another (the latter being-

placed on a mound in the neighbourhood of, and easily visible from, the
former) as to make it clear that the former was the fortified habitation,

and the latter the family tomb. This was still clearer in several instances
where the ' nuraghe ' it!^elf dominated a group of smaller circular buildings,

no doubt dwellings under the protection of the ' nuraghe,' and usually
inclosed in a ring wall starting from it. Dr. Mackenzie gave an account
of his researches at an open meeting of the British School held at Rome
in February last. Both he and Dr. Ashby intend to return to Sardinia
in October.
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Anthropometi'ic Investigation in the British Tstes.—Ueport of the Com"
mittee, consisting of Professor D. J. Cunningham (Chairman), Mr.

J. Gray {Secretary), Dr. A. C. Haddon, Dr. 0. S. Myers, Professors

J. L. Myres and A. F. Dixon, Mr. E. N. Fallaize, Sir Edward
Brabrook, Mr. G. L. Gomme, Dr. F. C. Shrubsall, Professor

G. D. Thane, Dr. W. McDougall, Professor M. E. Sadler,

Major H. J. M. BuiST, Fleet-Surgeon G. T. Collingwood, and

Dr. J. Keur.

The following Sub-Committees have submitted reports on particular

branches of anthropometry :—

•

1. An Anatomical Sub-Committee, consisting of the Chairman, the

Secretary, Dr. F. C. Shrubsall (Convener), Dr. T. H. Bryce, Professor

G. D. Thane, Dr. Waterston, Dr. W. L. H. Duckworth.
2. A Physiological Sub- Committee, consisting of the Chairman,

the Secretary, Dr. W. McDougall (Convener), Dr. C. S. Myers, Dr.
W. H. E. Rivers, Dr. W. D. HalUburton. Mr. A. F. Shand, Mr. W. H.
Winch.

'6. A Psychological Sub-Committee, consisting of the same members as

the Physiological Sub-Comuiittee.

4. A Sub-Committee on Environment, consisting of the Chairman,
the Secretary, Sir Edward Brabrook (Convener), Di-. A. C. Haddon,
Dr. Halliburton, Dr. McDougall, Dr. Shrubsall.

5. A Photographic Sub-Committee, consisting of the Chairman, tlie

Secretary, Professor J. L. Myres (Convener), Dr. A. C. Haddon, Mr.
G. L. Gomme, Dr. W. L. H. Duckworth, Mr. A. Abraham, Mr, H. S.

Kingsford.

6. An Educational Sub-Committee, consisting of the Chairman, the
Secretary, Mr. E. N. Fallaize (Convener), Professor M. E. Sadler, Mr.
W. M. Heller, Mr. C. M. Stuart, Dr. F. C. Shrubsall, Dr. C. S. Myers,
Dr. W. H. R. Rivers, Sir Edward Brabrook.

7. A Sub-Committee on Schedules, consisting of the Chairman, the

Secretary, Dr. F. C. Shrubsall, Dr. J. Kerr.

This may be regarded as the final Report of the Anthropometric
Committee. The Committee commenced its work in 1902 by instituting

a preliminary inquiry into the state of anthropometry in the British

Isles. As a result of this inquiry it was made clear that the objects

in view could best be attained by drawing up a uniform and consistent

method of anthropometric investigation. The Committee has therefore

devoted itself for several years to the elaboration of a standard scheme,
and the results of its labours have from time to time been published in

its annual reports. The present Report sums up the whole of the previous
work of the Committee and embodies some additions and amendments
that have been considered desirable. It consists of three previous

reports re edited, with the additional work accomplished during the

present year.

In one department the Committee considers that its scheme is still in-

complete—namely, in the method "nliich is suggested for the determination
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of psycliolugical measurements. A considerablo amount of excellent

work has been done on this subject, and some tests made in schools

promise that the method will be of great value ; but the psychological

sub-committee considers that further investigation, extending over several

years, may be necessary before a thoroughly satisfactory method can be

arrived at.

Under the circumstances it has been decided to recommend that the

present Committee should not be reappointed, but that a new Committee,

entitled ' A Committee to promote the installation of anthropometry in

schools and elsewhere, and to establish a system of measuring mental

characters,' be appointed.

In Older to maintain continuity in the work it is recommended that

the Chairman and Secretary of the present Committee should be on the

new Committee, ai.d that Sir Edward Brabrook, Dr. A. C. Haddon,
Professor Arthur Thomson (Oxford), Dr. McDougall, Dr. Spearman
(University College, London), and Miss Cooper (Delegacy for Training

Secondary Teachers, St. John's, Oxford) should be appointed members.

It is recommended that a grant of 51. should be made to the new
Committee.

THE OBJECTS OF ANTHROPOMETRY,

The objects of anthropometry are in the first place to measure as

exactly as possible the structure and activities of the human body, and in

the second place to measure the factors of the environment with which

changes in man's structure and activities are associated. The structure

of man is ascertained by measuring a sufficient number of his anatomical

or bodily dimensions, and his activities or functions by measuring such

physiological characters as vision, hearing, smell and tactile sensibility,

and such mental characters as are considered to be of the greatest

importance in human life.

As all these characters vary when subjected for a sufficiently long time

to a changed environment it is important and essential to measure the

principal factors of the environment of the men or groups of men we are

studying. From the data obtained from such complete observations cor-

relations between man and his environment can be ascertained, and we can

thus determine certain of the laws of human evolution, which is the

ultimate object of anthropometry. The knowledge of these laws is of the

highest importance to rulers, statesmen, and all authorities interested in

social reform. Such questions, for example, as that of physical deteriora-

tion, which hos recently been the subject of official inquiry in this country,

can only be satisfactorily dealt with by establishing periodic anthropo-

metrv as a national institution. In addition to these practical applications

the results of anthropometric investigation will be of the greatest value

to science by enabling us to obtain a clearer conception of many problems

of the greatest interest to the anthropologist.

The general outline scheme of this Report is as follows :

—

Anatomical dimensions :

—

Introduction.

Terms defined.

Standard list.

Instruments to be employed.
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Hair and eye colours :

—

Introduction.

Pigmentation standards and meterSi

Hair colours.

Eye colours.

Tables of schemes of classification of hair colours and
of eye colours.

Physiological measurements.

Vision.

Hearing.
Tactile sensibility, ttc.

Muscular power.

Spirometer tests.

Psychological measurements.
Environment.
Methods of recording photographic data.

Educational report.

Schedules.

ANATOMICAL DIMENSIONS.

INTRODUCTION.

To obtain successful and uniform results it is absolutely necessary

that the observer should have a clear perception of the anatomical points

between and around which the measurements are made. Certain ana-

tomical terms and surface markings must therefore in the first instance

be defined and explained. For the purpose of obtaining as hii,'h a degree
of exactitude as possible in this direction, the Committee have intro-

duced into the Report a series of illustrations of the human body which
have been prepared by the Chairman (Professor D. J. Cunningham) with
the assistance of Dr. David AVaterston.

ANATOMICAL TERMS DEFINED.

Acromion.—The sharp border of bone at the top of the outer aspect of
the shoulder. It can be detected most easily by passing the finger from
behind forwards over the upper and outer aspect of the shoulder and
pressing somewhat deeply. It is from the outermost point of the acromion
that measurements are taken.

Anterior superior spine of the ilinm.—A rounded projection or pro-
minence which forms the anterior end of the iliac crest, or, in other words,
of the curved upper border of the pelvic or haunch bone. As a rule the
spine does not show with any degree of distinctness on the surface, and
must be chiefly discovered by touch. To do this it is best to pass the fin<^er

from below upwards on the upper and outer aspect of the thigh until it is

arrested by the bony prominence in question.

Canthi (outer and inner).—The angles of meeting of the two eye-
lids.

1908. A A
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Condijk^ of the humerus.—The projections at the elbow -joint 01!

either side of the lower end of the humerus or arm-bone. The internal
condyle forms a pi'ominence on the inner side of the limb appreciable to

the eye ; the external condyle, in a person of good muscular development,
does not form a projection on the surface. It can be felt at the bottom
of a slight depression on the posterior aspect of the limb.

Cranium.—The part of the skull which forms a protective bony cover-
ing for the brain.

Darwinian tubercle.—A small projection very frequently present on
the free edge of the folded border (or heli.K) of the hinder part of the ear,

near the summit of the auricle (see figs. 1 and 2). It is the morphological
apex of the ear.

External and internal malleoli.—The prominent projections on either
side of the ankle-joint. These are best felt from behind and below. The
external malleolus is formed by the lower end of the fibula or outer bone
of the leg, and reaches lower down than the internal malleolus. The
internal malleolus is the broader of the two, and is formed by the lower
end of the tibia, or inner bone of the leg.

Face.—The part of the skull which lies below the fore portion of the
cranium. It is composed of the jaws and other bones which are arranged
around the cavities of the orbits, nose, and mouth.

Frontal crests,—If the forehead is grasped between the finger and
thumb immediately above and to the outer side of each of the orbits a
ridge of bone will be felt curving ui^wards and backwards on each side

of the cranium. This is the frontal crest.

G'labella.—Prominence in the mid-line of the forehead between the
two eyebrows.

Great trochanter.—The outstanding projection at the upper end of the
shaft of the thigh-bone (femur) external to the hip-joint.

Iliac crests.— T\iQ curved upper edges of the haunch or pelvic bones.
Iliac tubercle.—A projection on the outer edge of the iliac crest, about

one and a half or two inches behind the anterior superior spine of the
ilium.

Incisura interirayica.-^^The prominence in front of the ear-hole is the
tragus ; the prominence behind the ear- hole is the antitragus. The narrow
interval between and below these prominences is the incisura inter-

tragica (figs. 1 and 2).

Inion.—External occipital protuberance ; a prominence on the under
aspect of the back of the head and in the middle line, at the point where
the curved outline of the back of the head meets the outline of the back
of the neck.

JVasion.—The bottom or deepest part of the depression between the
forehead (glabella) and the nose, or, in other Avords, the most depressed
part at the root of the nose.

Occipital point.—The point in the middle line on the back of the
head which is most distant from the glabella. It can only be determined
by the callipers.

Ophryon.—A point, usually very obscurely marked, in the mid-line
between the prominence of the glabella and the place where the frontal
curve {i.e., curve of the forehead) begins. It can also be determined by
taking the mid-point of the transverse m.easurement across the narrowest
part of the forehead frcm one frontal crest to the other.

k
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Posterior superior spine of the ilium.—The'projection at the posterior

end of the iliac crest or curved upper border of the pelvic or haunch-bono.
This spine is not easily felt, but its position is indicated by a very evident
dimple in the skin above the buttock and^about one inch or so from the
mid-line of the back.

Pre-auricidar point.—Point immediately in front of the tragus, or

the little projection of the ear which lies in front of the ear-hole.

Pubic sy7nph»/sis.—T\\e median line of junction of the two haunch-
bones in the middle line in front.

Styloid processes of radius and ulna.—The pointed projections which
are directed downwards from the lower ends of the two bones of the fore-

arm on either side of the wrist. The lower end of the ulna makes a
marked rounded prominence on the back of the inner or little-finger side

of the lower end of the forearm ; the styloid process of the ulna may be
felt on the inner side of the wrist almost immediately in front of this

prominence. The styloid process of the radius can be felt by placing

the linger in the hollow on the outer side of the wrist, between the
metacarpal bone of the thumb and the lower end of the radius, and
pressing upwards.

Sub-nasal point.—The angle between the sejJtum of the nose {i.e.,

partition between the nostrils) and the upper lip.

Supra-sternal notch.—The depression on the upper margin of the
sternum or breast-bone at the root of the neck and between the inner
ends of the two collar-bones.

Zygomatic arch.—A bony arch on the side of the skull which can be
felt stretching forwards from a point in front of the tragus of the ear to
the most prominent part of the cheek.

STANDARD LIST OF DIMENSIONS OF THE HUMAN BODY SUITABLE
FOR MEASUREMENT.

The subjoined dimensions of the human body which the Committee
consider suitable for measurement cannot be regarded as constituting
an exhaustive list. Still it includes most of the measurements which
it has been customary to take, as well as a number of others which the
Committee consider to be of importance. It is not suggested that all the
dimensions in the list should be determined on each person measured,
nor, indeed, in the course of any one investigation. Each observer can
select from the list the particular dimensions he desires to record, and
which he considers to be the most appropriate for the object he has
in view.

A. Cranium.

The cranium is the part of the skull which forms the protective bony
covering for the brain.'a

Diameters {Calliper Measurements).

1. Alaximum length.—From the most prominent point of the gla-
bella to the most distant point in the middle line on the back of the
head, known as the occipital point. The observer stands on the left side

A A 2
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of the person being measured and the fixed point of the callipers is first

applied to the glabella and held there by the fingers of the left hand,

while the other point is moved over the mid-line of the back of the head

(occiput). Care must be taken to observe that the fixed point has not

moved off the glabella during the measurement, and that the points

of the callipers have not been deflected from the median vertical plane.

The pressure of the points of the callipers on the head should be as

much as can be comfortably borne by the person under examination.

2. Maximuin breadth.—Measured wherever it can be found above

the plane of the ear-holes. The callipers should be held in a vertical

transverse plane and moved about until the maximum diameter is ascer-

tained, the observer being careful to keep the points of the callipers

exactly opposite to one another. The pressure of the points on the head

should be as much as can be comfortably borne by the person under

examination.

3. Minimum frontal diameter.—From one frontal crest to the other

across the narrowest part of the forehead.

I'ape Measurements.

4 Maximum circumference.—Measured by passing tlu! tape horizon-

tally round the cranium at the level of the glabella in front and the

occipital point behind.

5. Longitudinal arc.—Measured with the tape over the middle line

of the vertex of the cranium from the nasion to the inion or external

occipital protuberance.

6. Transverse arc.—Measured over the vertex oE the head, ia a vertical

transverse plane, between the two pre-auricnlar points when the eyes

are directed to the horizon.

Radii (Auricular Kadioninter).

These radii may be considered to pass from the mid-poiut of the

biauricular diameter to the various points indicated in the median longi-

tudinal arc of the cranium. They are all to be measured by contact (i.e.,

without pei'ceptible pressure between the contact-point of the instrument

and the skin of the head).

7. Vertical.—This gives tlie auricular height of the cranium. From
the mid points of the ear-holes to the highest point of the cranium measured

in a vertical plane when the eyes are directed to the horizon.

8. Frontal.— [a) From the ear-holes to the most prominent point of

the glabella
;

(b) from the ear-holes to the ophryon.

9. Maximum frontal.—From the ear-holes to the most prominent

point on the frontal curve.

10. Occipital.—From the ear-holes to the occipital point.

1 1. Inial.—From the ear-holes to the inion.

B. Face.

The face is the part of ths skull which lies below the fore portion of

the cranium. It is composed of the jaws and other bonfs which are

arranged around the cavities of the orbits, nose, and mouth.
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CallijMr Measurements,

1. Upper /ace length.—From the nasion to the edge of tlie gum
between the two upper central incisor teeth. A contact measure-

ment.

2. Total face length.—From the nasion to the lower edge of the point

of the chin. A contact measurement.

N.B.

—

1)1 connection with these measurements offace length it is important
to state the condition of the incisor teeth.

3. Maximum interzygomatic breadth.—The )naximum diameter be-

tween corresponding points on the opposite zygomatic arches. The
pressure used is to be as much as can be comfortably borne by the

person under examination.

4. Maximum intermalar breadth.—The maximum diameter between

the cheek-bones just below the angles or points of junction between the

outer and lower parts of the rims of the orbital openings. A contact

measurement.
5. External orbital breadth.—Maximum diameter between the outer

margins of the orbital openings. A contact measurement.

C. External ocular breadth.—The diameter between the two external

canthi of the eyelids. A contact measurement.
7. Internal ocular breadth

.

—The diameter between the two internal

canthi of the eyelids. A contact measurement.

N B.

—

The tivo last measurements should be taken when the eyes are open.

8. Gonial breadth.—The diameter between the extreme outer points of

the angles of the lower jaw. This measurement is to be taken with the

maximum comfortable pressure.

Tape Measurement.

9. Orbito-nasal.—From the same points as Ko. 5, the tape passing

lightly over the nasion. >

Radii {Auricidar Radiometer).

All these are to be measured by contact only.

1 0. Upper nasal.—From the ear-holes to the nasion.

11. Mid-nasal.—From the ear holes to the lower border of the nasal

bones in the middle line.

12. Lovjer nasal.—From the ear-holes to the point of the nose.

13. Alveolar.—From the ear-holes to the margin of the gum between
the two upper central incisor teeth.

14. Mental.—From the ear-holes to the point of the chin.

C. Nose.

Calliper Measurements.

(All these are to be measured by contact only.)

1. Kasal height.—From the nasion to the subnasal point.
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2. i^i'asat deijt.lt. From the subnasal point to the most projecting puiut

on the tip of the nose.

3. Nasal length.—From the nasion to the point of the nose.

4. Nasal breadth.—The greatest diameter, measured without pressure,

between the wings of the nose.

5. Nostril length.—The greatest antero-posterior diameter of the

nostrih

6. Nostril breadth.—The greatest diameter taken at right angles to the

diameter of greatest length.

I). Ear.

Calliper JleasuremoUs,

To be taken by contact only.

1. Length of ear basis.—The length of the line drawn from the front

upper insertion point of the auricle to the front lower insertion point

(e, f, figs. 1 and 2).^

FtG. 1. Fig. 2.

2. Greatest length of the ear (a, l!,. fig. 1).—From the highest to the

lowest point of the auricle.

3. Greatest breadth of the ear (c, n, fig. 1).—The maximum diameter
at right angles to the length-line from tlie ear basis to tlie hinder border
of the auricle.

4. Distance from the Darivinian tubercle to the upper border of the

tragus or the prominence in front of the ear-hole (x, L, figs. 1 and 2),

5. Distance from the highest j^oint of the ear to the bottom of the

incisnra interlragica (a, i, fig. 2).

6. Length of the lobule of the ear.—From the bottom of the incisura

intertragica to the lowest point of the auricle (i, b, fig. 2).

Hoth from Schw.il bo.
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E. Trunk and Limbs.

Measurements from the G'rojuuJ.

The subject is to be measured in the erect attitude, with his eyes

directed to the horizon, his heels firmly planted, and the balls of the toes

in contact with the ground. It is absolutely necessary that the subject

should be symmetrically placed so that the mesial plane of the body is in

every respect vertical.

The majority of the measurements can best be taken by means of the

Anthropometric AVall-meter, seeing that this ensures a ready means of

securing a proper position of the individual under examination.

All the measurements are to be made after the subject has removed

his boots. It has been found that allowing for the height of the heel of

the boot introduces serious error.

1. Strttare.

2. Height 0/ the ear-hole,

3. Height 0/ the acromion.

4. Height of tqyper edge of head of radius. — When the arm is

straightened at the elbow-joint a marked depression is seen on the

posterior aspect of the outer part of the joint. If the finger be placed

in this and moved slightly upwards and downwards the joint interval

between the humerus and the radius will be felt. The lower bony margin

of this interval is the ujyper edge of the head of the radius, and is the point

from which this measurement is to be made.

5. Height of the tip of the styloid jjrocess of the radius.

G. Height of the tip of the middle finger.—When this measurement is

taken the arm should be held by the side with the palm of the hand
resting lightly on the outer side of the thigh.

7. Height of the iliac crests.—This is to be measured from the iliac

tubercle.

8. Height of the upper edge of the great trochanter.

9. Height of the knee-joint.—This measurement should be made on

both the inner and outer aspects of the joint, and in each case from the

corresponding upper edge of the superior extremity of the tibia, or inner

of the two bones forming the skeleton of the leg.

10. Height of the tip of the internal malleolus of the tibia.

11. Height of the supra-sternal notch.

12. Height of the iijjper edge of the si/mphysis pnhis.

13. Height sitting, i.e., the length of the trunk from the vertex of the

head to the lowest points of the ischial tuberosities (height from seat).

1 4. Height kneeling.

Direct Measurements

{taken with callipers).

15. Breadth <f shoulders {bi-acromial).

16. Maximum breadth of shoidders (bi-deltoid).

17. Distance between tivo anterior superior spines of iliac bones.

18. Distance between the tivo i^osterior siiperior spines of iliac boiies.

19. Distance bettveen iliac tubercles on iliac crests.—This will give

approximately the maximum diameter between iliac crests.

20. Maximum dicimefer h^fwem the two great trochanters of the thigh

bodies,
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21. External conjugate diameter qf the pelvis.—From a point behind
midway between the posterior superior iliac spines to the upper and fore

part of the pubic symphysis in front.

Measurements of Chest.

Circumference {taken ivith tape).

Direct the person being measured to hold the arms straight up over
the head.

Pass the tape horizontally round the chest at the level of the junction
of the fourth rib-cartilage with the sternum or breast-bone, then lower
arms, and, holding tape tightly, note circumference at the end of

—

22. Deeji inspiration.

23. Complete expiration.—This latter is easily attained by asking the
subject to count twenty aloud quickly without inspiring.

Before removing tape mark the level at which the measurements
have been taken with a blue pencil around the chest.

If the finger be passed from the supra-sternal notch downwards over
the front of the sternum or breast-bone it soon meets a projecting ridge,

crossing the bone transversely. This gives the level of the second costal

cartilage, and, taking it as the starting-point, the fourth costal cartilage,

where it joins the sternum, can easily be determined.

Diameters (taken ivith Callipers).

2i. Antero-posterior diameter from mid-line in front to mid-line
behind (sternum to spine of dorsal vertebra) at the level of the blue line

previously marked.
2.5. Lateral.—The maximum lateral diameter found with the callipers

held horizontally and blades tangential to side of chest at the level of the
blue line before referred to.

Both these latter measurements should be recorded (I) iu deep
inspiration

; (2) in complete expiration.^

F. Upper Limb.

1. Length of the upper arm.—From the outer margin of the acromion
to the lowest point of the external condyle of the humerus. The latter

point can easily be determined on the straightened arm by placing the
finger in the depression on the back of the outer part of the elbow-joint
and feeling for the joint interval between the humerus and radius. The
measurement is made down to this point and gives approximately the
length of the humerus.

' The reasons which have prompted the Committee to select the level of the
junction of the fourth costiil cartilage with the sternum for measuring the dimensions
of the chest will be found stated at some length in the Report of the Anthropometric
Committee, Section H, Leicester, 1907. The Committee are inclined to regard with
favour the data obtained b}' the calliper measurements of the mesial antero-posterior
and of the transverse diameters of the chest. For reasons which will be evident,
useful data regarding the circumference of the chest, measured by the tape, cannot
be obtained in the adult female. It is therefore recommended that the observer
should restrict the chest measurements in the adult female to the determination of
the diameters of the thorax obtained by means of the callipers.
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2. Length of theforearm.— 'Evom. the elbow-joint interval as defined in

No. 1 to the tip of the styloid process of the radius. This gives the

length of the radius.

3. Length of the ulna.—From the tip of the olecranon or point of the

elbow to the extremity of the styloid process of the ulna.

4. Length of the cubit.—The elbow-joint being flexed, the measure-

ment is made from the tip of the elbow on the back of the arm to the tip

of the middle finger.

5. Length of hand.—Measured on the dorsum. The hand being dorsi-

flexed, the position of the radio-carpal joint can be determined. It may
be regai'ded as corresponding to the bottom of the angle which is formed

between the hand and the forearm. Measurement is made from this to

the tip of middle finger.

6. Length of the thumb.—From the base of the metacarpal bone to the

tip of the thumb.
7. Length of the four fingers.—The three phalanges only are to be

measured in each case. The measurement should be taken when the

lingers are strongly flexed at the metacai'po-plialangeal or knuckle joints

from points on dorsal aspect immediately in front of knuckles.

8. Breadth of the hand.—Taken across the knuckles.

9. Maximum circumference of the upper arm.—The upper limb should

be straightened, but the muscles must not be contracted. The tape

should then be passed round the upper arm where this shows the greatest

girth.

10. Maximum circumference of the forearm.—The upper limb should

be straightened, and the tape passed round the forearm where this shows
the greatest girth. The muscles should not be contracted while the

measurement is being taken.

G. Lower Limc.

1. Length of the thigh.—From upper edge of the great trochanter to

the margin of superior extremity of tibia on outer side of knee-joint.

2. Length of the leg.—From the margin of the superior extremity of

the tibia on the inner side of the knee-joint to the tip of the internal

malleolus. This measurement gives the length of the tibia.

3. Length of the foot.—Two measurements : {a) from back of heel to

extremity of second toe, counted from inner side
; (6) from back of heel

to extremity of great toe. Both measurements taken with the foot

resting on the ground.

A tracing of each foot should be taken.

4. Breadth of the foot.—Measured across the heads of the metatarsals,

i.e., from the prominent point on the inner side of the joint at the root

of the great toe to the prominent point on the outer side of the foot at

the base of the little toe, when the foot rests on the ground.
.5. Circumference of the thigh.—This measurement is to be taken mid-

way between pelvis and knee. The limb should be straightened, but the
muscles of the thigh should not be contracted.

6. Maximum circumference of the calf—The muscles should not be
contracted while this measurement is being taken,
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H. Special Measuuejients.

1

.

Span of arms.

2. Weight.

Where it is possible to do so the weight of the individual

should be taken after he has divested himself of his clothes.

The following symbols may be used to indicate how the weight
has been ascertained :

—

W^ With clothes and boots.

W-. With clothes but without the boots.

W"*. Without both clothes and boots,

3. TeeLh.

4. Finger-prints.

INSTRUMENTS.

Weighing Machines.

The two leading types of personal weighing machine on the market

are : (1) steelyard weighing machines, and (2) spring weighing machines.

I. Steelyard Weighing Machines,

In the most convenient form of steelyard weighing machine the steel-

yard is supported on the top of a pillar on a level with the eyes of the

observer. The platform, on which the person to be weighed stands, is

supported by knife- edges on levers housed in the base of the machine, and
connected by a rod passing up the centre of the pillar to the short end of

the steelyard.

A personal weigiiing machine of this type is made by W. & J. Avery,

Ltd., Soho Foundry, Birmingham. It weiglis up to 21 stones by single

ounces. It is also graduated to weigh in metric measure. In weighing

with this machine sufficient loose weights are first placed on a disc

suspended from the outer end of the steelyard, the final adjustment being

made by a small weight which slides on the steelyard. Another machine

without loose weights is also made by the same makers,

A steelyard machine by Day tt Millward, 39 Duke Street, Aldgate,

London, weighs up to 12 stones without the employment of loose

weights. The steelyard consists of two parallel graduated bars, on the

lower one of which slides a heavy weight for weighing the larger units,

while a light weight slides on the upper bar for weighing the smaller

units and making the final adjustment. By suspending a loose weight

on the end of the steelyard this machine is made capable of weighing up

to 24 stones. The steelyard is graduated to weigh botli in Engli.sh and
li'rench measure,

II. Spring Weighing Machines.

Spring weighing machines are not so reliable as steelyard machines,

because they are liable to be deranged by shocks or by leaving a heavy
weight for a long time on the spring. They have, however, a great

advantage over the steelyard machines in that persons can be weighed

much more rapidly, and this is a quality of considerable importance when
large numbers of persons have to be weighed in a short time, If th^sa
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machines are frequently tested by placing a standard weight on the plat-

form or scale and readjusted if necessary, there is no valid reason why
they should not be used.

A platform spring weighing machine suitable for weighing school

children is made'^by Geo. Salter & Co., 101 Leadenhall Street, London, E.G.

It weighs up to 14 stones by ^ lb.

A smaller machine for weighing infants is also made by the same firm.

This machine weighs up to 25 lb. by ounces. The infant is placed on a

table in a basket mounted on the top of the machine, which is conveniently

placed.

For public schools or other institutions where speed and ease in

weighing are considered of more importance than saving in first cost a seat

>veighiug machine'of the spring type made by Henry Pooley & Son, Ltd.,

Temple Street, Birmingham, may be recommended. This machine weighs

up to 24 stones by pounds, and when protected from shocks is very

accurate.

General Remarks.

Steelyard machines should be fitted with the best steel knife-edges.

Cheap'machines with cast-iron knife edges get out of order after being

used a short time. It is recommended that machines graduated in the

metric system should be used, and that all weights should be recorded in

this measure whene\"er possible. English measure can, however, be easily

converted into French by the use of a conijiarative table.

Hkigut Mktkks.

For measuring statures and the heights of various points of the human
body a considerable variety of apparatus is available. The simplest,

perhaps, is a set square sliding on a rod 2 metres in length and graduated

in millimetres. This rod may be fixed in a vertical position to a door

or wall when it is required to measure stature only. When it is proposed

to measure the heights of other points on the body the rod is preferably

detached so that it can be held in one hand and placed opposite the point

of the body to be measured. The rod may be fitted with a plummet to

ensure its being held vertical. By attaching a set square at the beginning

of the second meter, and making the lower half of the rod detachable, the

apparatus may be used as a sliding callipers for measuring the transverse

diameters of the body. An instrument of this kind is made by Messi's.

Aston & Mander, Gl Old Gompton Street, London.
Short graduated rods which do not reach the ground, but are fixed

on doors or walls, are frequently used for measuring stature by applying

a set square to their front surface. Such apparatus, though very simple

and cheap, is liable to give inaccurate measurements : first, because

it may not be fixed at the correct height ; and secondly, because the

surface to which the set square is applied may not be vertical.

A stature meter with a cast-iron pedestal fitted with levelling screws

is made by Home k Rowland, Troughton Road, Old Charlton, Kent, and
is very suitable as a permanent and fixed instrument for measuring the

stature of school children.

A device for measuring stature as well as a large number of other

dimensions of the body, horizontal as well as vertical, is the Wall-meter
employed by Professor Cunningham in the Anthropometric Laboratory of
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the University of Edinburgh. This consists of a thin sheet of metal,

wood, or other rigid substance divided into centimetre squares and fixed

to the wall. The person to be measured stands in front of this, and the

dimensions are read off by means of a set square. A great advantage of

the Wall-meter is that it shows at a glance any lateral deformity or

want of symmetry, and also whether the individual is standing in a proper

position for measurement.

Callipers.

"Wherever cheapness in first cost is a desideratum a sliding callipers

of simple construction large enough to measure all the more important
diameters, may be used. Such callipers are made by A. & J. Smith,
Maxwell House, Aberdeen, and by other makers.

For rapid and accurate measurement of small diametez'S such as those

of the cranium and face the large callipers are rather clumsy to handle, and
it is advisable to use smaller callipers.

Flower's callipers may be employed for cranial diameters and for the

smaller face dimensions by using the points at the back. Flower's callipers

may be obtained from W. F. Stanley & Co., Ltd., 5 Great Turnstile,

London, W.C.
Gray's self-adjusting constant-pressure callipers, made by Home it

Rowland, are specially suited for measuring the length and breadth of the

head, and the compas glifsicrc used by Manouvrier is specially suited for

small face measurements.

Radiometers.

For measuring auricular radii the instruments devised by Cunningham
and by Gray may be used. In these instruments plugs fitted to the

instruments are placed in the ear-holes and a sliding piece is pushed

down (in the former instrument) or screwed down (in the latter instru-

ment) till it just touches (without pressure) the peripheral point whose
radius is to be measured.

Tapes.

The best appliance for measuring the girth of the chest or of other

parts of the body is a tape graduated to millimetres, about 1 metre in

length. A piece of string about 8 or 8 inches in length is connected to

the zero end of the tape, or the tape itself may be extended 6 or 8 inches

beyond the zero of the scale. By pulling this string and the other end of

the encircling tape the necessary tension is put on, while the hands are

kept clear of the reading point. If an inextensible linen tape can be
obtained it is easier to work with than a steel tape, though the latter

has the advantage that it can always be relied on as being absolutely

inextensible.

Tapes may be obtained from Chesterman, Sheffield, or Aston & Mander,
For measuring span of arms a thimble may be attached to one end of

the tape. This thimble is slipped on the fore-finger of one hand, and the

measurement is read from the tape at the tip of the fore-finger of the

other hand. The subject should stand in front of a wall, the arms being
extended horizontally with the backs of the hands turned to the wall.
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Finger-print Apparatus.

Finger-print appjiratus consists of (1) a polished inetal plate, about
4 inches by 12 inches, mounted on a wooden block about an inch thick

;

(2) a roller for distributing the ink
; (3) finger-print ink in collapsible

tube
; (4) a good supply of benzoline

; (5) a small reading glass. This
apparatus may be obtained from Aston ct Mander.

The polished metal plate is placed on a stand or table about 4 feet in

height. About six drops of ink should be squeezed from the tube along
the centre of the plate at intervals, and then thoroughly rolled until an
evenly coated film of ink is spread over the whole surface of the plate.

To obtain an impression each of the subject's digits should be placed
with one side in contact with the inked plate and rolled on the plate till

the whole surface, up to the first joint, is inked. The impression is taken
by repeating the rolling operation on a sheet of paper.

HAIR AND EYE C0L0UR8.

INrEODUCTIOX,

A considerable number of schemes of classification of hair colours and
eye colours have been published, but it is only necessary to consider those

that have been used to carry out extensive pigmentation surveys. Of
these there are only two that appear to be important—namely, the
scheme of Virchow and the scheme of Beddoe.

Virchow's scheme has been adopted more or less completely in carry-

ing out a survey of about ten million children in Germany, Austria,

Switzerland, Belgium, and Beddoe's has been generally adopted in ob-

servations made in the British Isles. These schemes are not in com-
plete agreement, and it is desirable that a scheme should be devised that

should be comparable with both. This is the chief object aimed at in the
scheme drawn up by the Anthropometric Committee. Tables are given
below showing the relation of the three schemes—namely, that of Virchow,
of Beddoe, and of this Committee.

It is desirable also that a set of standai'd colours, representing the central

colour of each category, should bo determined. These standards should be
permanent and should be ea.'sily obtainable by any person wishing to make
exact observations on hair or eye colours. For less exact observations tiie

names of the colours given in each category will suffice. In large survovs
carried out by school teachers or other officials the cost of supplying
standard colours to each observer may be prohibitive, but it must not be
forgotten that there is a considerable amount of inconsistency between
diflerent observers when colours are determined by the names only. The
Committee strongly recommend the use of standard colours whenever
possible.

Pia:MENT.VTIO>^ STANDAKDS AND METERS.

Standard coloured glasses representing the central colours of each
category of hair colours and eye colours have been prepared by and can
be obtained from Mr. Lovibond, of the Colour Laboratory, Salisbury.
These standard glasses are used for determining the colour of any given
sample of hair or of eyes in the Pigmentation Meter, a modification of
the Lovibond tintometer, adapted by J. Gray to observations on hair,
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eye, and skin colours. This instrument can also be obtained from Lovi-
bond's Colour Laboratory at Salisbury. The Pigmentation Meter is

described in 'Man' (vol. viii., No. 27, 1908).

A series of thirty-four standard coloured locks made of artificial

silk, dyed to represent the usual hair colours, has been recently brought out
by Professor E. Fischer, of Freiburg, Baden. These may be used in some
cases v/ith advantage. Each lock is marked with a number, which is

used to designate the colour. The cost of the set of locks inclosed in a
case is about one pound and may be obtained from Franz Eosset, surgical
instrument maker, Freiburg.

HAIR COLODRS.

The schemes of classitication of hair colours adopted by Vircliow, by
Beddoe, and by the Anthropometric Committee will be readily under;.tood

Table I.

Schemes of Classification of HiiR CoLOUES.

! VIRGHOW*
[Pigmentation Survey of

1
German}-, Austria, and

Switzerland]
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by au inspection of Table I. The maiu divisions of the scheme of

the Anthropometric Committee are Fair, Red, Brown, Dark, and Black.
These main divisions are the same as those of Beddoe, but fair hair is

subdivided into ]ni7-e blonde and ash blonde, mainly because these sub-

divisions have been used by Retzius in his extensive observations in

Sweden. Red hair is subdivided into light red and dark red, because
there is a considerable difference in the amount of orange pigment in

the lightest and darkest red hair. Two or more of the main divisions

may be amalgamated when a simpler scheme is desired.

In Virchow's scheme, as may be seen from the table, none of the
divisions coincides exactly with those of Beddoe and ot the Anthropo-
metric Committee. The difference in the contents of the categories is,

however, not great.

Mr. Lovibond has prepared seven standard glasses, representing the
seven* final subdivisions of the Committee's scheme. These glasses are

adapted for use with the Pigmentation Meter.

EYE COLOUUS.

The schemes of classification of eye colours are shown in Table II.

The divisions of the scheme of the Anthropometric Committee are Pure
Blue, Light, Neutral, and Dark. They agree with Beddoe's except that in

Beddoe's scheme the pure blue and light divisions are amalgamated into

one division. The pure blue coincides with a corresponding division in

Table II.

Schemes of Classification (j/" ErE CoLOTTRS.

viRcnow'
[Pigmentation Surrey of

Germany, Anstrl;i. and

Switzerland]
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Virchow's scheme. The division (jrerj in Virchow's scheme includes

both the light and neutral of the Committee's scheme. In Virchow's
scheme pure blue and grey are subdivisions of a larger division blue.

Standard glasses for use in the Pigmentation Meter, and representing

the central colours of the four divisions in the Committee's scheme, may
be obtained from Mr. Lovibond.

l^HY8IOLOC4ICAL MEASUREMENTS.
In making survey tests the observer must bear in mind the fact that

the success of the process presupposes the goodwill of the subject, and
he must consider in each case the possibility of ' malingering ' on the

part of the subject.

VISION.

I.—The test of visual acuity seems both the m.ost important and the

most easily applied of all visual tests. It is desirable that the method
used should be applicable to subjects who have not learned to read.

Cohn's modification of Snellen's E test is therefore recommended as one

which meets this requirement, and which has been employed with satis-

factory results on uneducated children and adults. Of the several forms

in which this test has been used the one in which the test E is presented

slone through a window in a screen is recommended.'

The test-card should be held vertically in strong diffused daylight

at the zero point of a scale of metres marked on the ground. The back-

ground on which the test-card appears should be a dull surface, and
there should be no bright light (such as that from the sky) falling directly

upon the eyes of the subject.

The subject should be brought up to a point on the metre scale at

which the test E is clearly visible to liim and be instructed to turn

his E (pasted oil board) into same position as the test E exposed. This

should be repeated five times by subject in his first position, and five

times at each point of the scale successively one metre further from the

test E. If at any position the subject makes more than one error

(which he fails to correct on being informed of it) the previous position

(one metre less distant) may be taken as the measure of his visual

acuity. If lie makes one error only in the series of five tests five

further tests should be made at the same position. If he again makes
one error (i.e., two errors in ten tests) this position may be taken as the

measure of his visual acuity. The visual acuity will then be expressed

simply in terms of the number of metres between the test E and the

position of the subject when he ju&t satisfies the test.

The subject should be tested without glasses or any other artificial

aid to vision.

coLODii-Yisio:r.

tl.—Holmgren's wools are so convenient a form of test that they

are to be preferred to the more refined methods that have been devised.

This method can be relied upon to reveal the commonest forms of

' The cards may be obtained fron; Glaisher, 57 Wigmore Street, London, W.
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colour-blindness, though it may fail to detect degrees of weakness of

colour- vision.

The three test wools of the Holmgren set should be given each
separately to the subject, and he should be asked to choose the ten
other skeins most nearly resembling the test skein, and to lay them out
on the table in order of resemblance. Any naming of the colours should
be avoided until the subject has completed his selection, when he may,
with advantage, be questioned as to the names he would apply to the

test-wools. If the subject chooses wools of distinctly unlike colour-

tone, but of similar low saturation, it should be explained to him that

differences and resemblances of shade and of saturation are to be
neglected and those of colour-tone only regarded. Any grouping of

distinctly green tones with red, or of red with green, if not readily

rectified, must be taken as evidence of red-green blindness. Any
hesitation in distinguishing between red and green tones should lead to

a more searching examination. From this point of view it is important
to observe what wools the subject picks up and rejects, as well as those

which he finally selects.

If time permits, each eye should be separately tested.

The modified tintometer (designed by Mr. Lovibond for colour- vision

testing), in which the place of the coloured wools is taken by slips of

coloured glass presented against a white background, may be used in

place of the wools, but a larger series of glasses of lower saturation than
that at present supplied with the instrument would be required. Special

attention should be paid to the matches made with red and gi'een glasses

of low saturation. A red glass of low saturation should be placed in the

topmost space of the one vertical row and a green glass of low saturation

in the topmost space of the other vertical row as ' test-glasses

'

; the
remaining spaces may then be filled with glasses of various tones and
degrees of saturation, and the subject directed to resort them, placing
them beneath the ' t-^ st-glasses ' in the order of their resemblance to the

test-surfaces.

This test may with advantage be made, first, with the apparatus at a

distance of 5 metres from the eye of the subject and then repeated at a
distance of 30 to 50 centimetres.

TESTS OF HEARING.

Auditory Acuity,

To be measured in tei-ms of the distance (number of metres) at which
the stroke of Pollitzer's 'Hor-messer ' can just be heard.

The subject must be seated in a large, quiet room, or, better, in tlie

midst of an open space at some distance from all solid objects. The
Subject's eyes being closed and bandaged and the left ear stopped with the
finger, the instrument must be sounded at irregular intervals of two or
more seconds in a series of positions in the straight line passing from ear
to ear, first at 1 metre from the right car and then at positions succes-
sively 1 metre more distant from the ear. The subject is instructed to
say 'Now' each time he hears the stroke. When the subject fails to
respond to a stroke it must be repeated five or more times in the same
position. The series must be continued until a position is reached at
which the subject fails to respond more frequently than he succeeds.

1008. n D
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The imiiiediately preceding position may be taken as the measure of

auditory acuity of the right car. The procedure is then to be repeated

on tlje left side, the right ear being stopped, for the determination of the

threshold of auditory acuity of the left ear.

TACTILE DISCRIMINATION.

To determine the threshold of local discriininalion of two simultaneous

touches on the shin.—The area most suitable for the application of this

test is the middle third of the Hexor surface of the left forearm. An
asstliesiometer with two ivory points, of which one slides along a milli-

metre scale, should be used (Dr. Spearman's pattern is recommended).
The subject must be comfortably seated, his left forearm bai'ed and

supinated and resting upon a pad on the table at a convenient height, while

he supports himself by placing his right forearm on the table and across

his chest.

The two points are apjjlied suddenly and simultaneously in a line

parallel to the long axis of the forearm, with pressure sufficient distinctly

to pit the skin, and continued for about one second. The two points

are separated by 80 mm. A series of five applications of the two points

at this distance is irregularly interspersed with five applications of a
single point. Each contact should be preceded by a warning 'Now.'
The subject is instructed to answer ' Two ' or ' One,' according as he
judges that he is touched with two points or with one only. He is

immediately informed as to the correctness of each answer. If the
individual under observation makes no erroneous answers the distance

between the two points is reduced to 70 mm., and the series of fi\e

double and five single touches is repeated. The same procedure is

repeated with two points at 60 mm., 50 mm,, 40 mm., 30 mm., 25 mm.,
20 mm., 15 mm., 10 mm., 5 mm. When the person being tested gives

one or more erroneous replies to double contact in any series of five the
series is prolonged to ten double and ten single contacts. A proportion
of two wrong answers to eight right in response to the series of ten
double contacts is taken as indicating that the distance between the two
points is tl.e measure of the threshold of discrimination. If the answers
to the double contacts of any one series are to have significance tlie

answers to the single contacts of the series must be oftener right than
wrong. The answers of the person under observation should be recorded
thus ;

—

30 mm ^ ^i"g'*^ touches L/. LL-XX-LX-LL
]_ Double touches LL>^LLLLy^LL

The answers recorded in this example would indicate that 30 mm. is)

the measure of the sensible discrimination of the subject.

If the individual being tested makes no errors at one step (aay 40 mm.),
and breaks down completely at the next step (say 30 mm.), the length
midway between the lengths separating the two points in the two cases
may be taken as the measure of sensible discrimination.

MUSCtJLAE POWER.

To measure power of grip a dynamometer to be obtained from Collin^

8 Rue de I'Ecole de Medecine, Paris, may be used. The subject should
squeeze the instrument with the greatest possible effort three times in each
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liand, using the two hancis alternately, and the maximum squeeze with
each, hand should be recorded.

To measure power of pull as archer a dynamometer with two handles
is used. The subject should grasp the handles and straightening the left

arm should pull the right hand with all his force. Repeat three times
and record maximum pull.

SPIROMETER TESTS.

Spirometers may be obtained from various makers, as, for example,
Zimmermann, of Leipzig.

In making spirometer tests the same rules are to he observed as stated
above for muscular power.

PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS.

The list of mental characters drav/n up by Mr. McDougall and
embodied in the Report submitted at the York meeting of the Associa-
tion has been discussed at two meetings of the British Psychological
Society, and has been amended and extended by the Sub-Committee in

the light of these discussions. The amended list is submitted with this

Report.

The Subcommittee recommend that the list should be printed, and
that, before any use of it on a large scale is attempted, it should be
issued to a limited number of specially qualified school-teachers, who
should be invited to fill in the schedules of characters for groups of pupils
with whom they are well acquainted. In this way, it may be hoped,
some data may be obtained for the formation of an opinion as to the
applicability and reliability of this method of procedure. From this

point of view it appears especially important to secure independent
returns from two or more teachers in regard to identical groups of pupils,

as the degree of correspondence between two or more such independently
made Reports referring to the same group of pupils would indicate the
degree of objectivity of the Reports.

The Sub-Committee are of opinion that, though data of some value
may possibly be obtained by the issue of the list of mental characters to

school-teachers and others, the survey of mental characters cannot be
satisfactorily carried out save by the aid of observers specially trained
in the methods of mental measurement, who would make a series of

measurements of the capacities of each individual according to a scheme
which has yet to be drawn up ; they recognise that the estimation of

mental characters is very much more difficult than that of physical
characters, and that it is necessary to proceed in a tentative and experi-

mental spirit. They would especially insist on the difiiculty of fixing any
common standard and of obtaining returns which shall have an absolute
value and shall be comparable with one another, except in so far as

returns can be based on exact measurements made by the methods of

pxperimental psychology.

B B
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(Amended) Instructions to the Recorders.

Mental characters are named, numbered, and briefly defined in this

Schedule.

The accompanying card bears a con-esponding number of numbered
spaces.

Tlie Recorder should put the name of one subject (child. Sic.) at the

head of each card, and write in the space opposite each number one of

the letters A, B, C, D, or F.

These letters imply the following opinion on the part of the observer

in respect to the mental characters of corresponding numbers :

—

A. High degree of development, intensity, or strength of the character

in cjuestion.

Ji. A degree of development distinctly above tlie average.

C. An average degree of development.

D. Degree of development distinctly below the average.

E. A- marked deficiency of the character in question.

An average degree of development is to be taken to mean such as

would be exhibited by about 50 per cent, of any large number of normal
persons of tiio same age, race, and class, this 50 per cent, group being

made up of those who in respect to this character are nearest the mean.
Classes U and I) should contain about 20 per cent, each of any large

number of normal subjects.

Classes A and B about 5 per cent. each.

The Recorder should fill in on each subject's card only those

characters in regard to which he feels able to express a contident opinion,

and should leave all other spaces blank.

It is suggested that the following procedure should be adopted when-
ever possible, especially by those reporting on school-children : A table

of thirty-four columns, numbered according to the list of characters,

should be made on a large sheet of paper, and under each number the
individuals of the group observed should be entered in the order of

development of the corresponding character (those considered equal
being bracketed together). This should be regarded as a first rough
approximation only. From time to time the observer should go over his

table, amending the order of names in each column in the light of his

later observations. If this process were repeated once a month or

oftener tbroughout a yeai-'s intercourse with the group of individuals
reported upon, it is probable that the final arrangement of each column
would represent a great refinement, upon tne order first given.

The words in popular usage by which mental characters are described are
in many cases of a negative character. In the following list such wcrds
have bten avoided and positive characters only are named ; e.g., laziness

does not appear, because a high degree of laziness is the same character
as a low degree of industriousness, and may be expressed by putting the
lebrer B after the corresponding number on the card.

Many of the words in popular usage express characters which are
extremely complt='x resultants of a number of more elementary characters
(« y. intHilige. ce) ; su. h wonls h iv.- been av -ided as far as possible, and
the c aracters named below have been chosen as being relatively simple
and elementary.
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List of Mental Characteus,

1. Power of 'observation* or sense-perception,

(a) Accuracy.

(d) Fulness {i.e., degree to which attention is habitually given

to objects of the outer world rather than to reflection and
imagination).

2. ' Quickness ' of apprehension in general.

.3. Scope of apprehension (z.«., capacity for appi'ehending complex
relations and multiplicity of detail).

4. Intensity of application to mental tasks {i.e., power of ' concentra-

tion ' of attention ; this may be taken to be inversely as the readiness

with vv'hich attention is distracted from the task in hand by irrelevant

objects and impressions).

(a) Spontaneous or non-voluntary.

(b) In virtue of effort of will.

5. Capacity for sustained application {i.e., for sustaining and repeating

concentration of attention upon given task=' perseverance ').

(«) Spontaneous.

(6) In virtue of effort of will.

6. Natural or spontaneous ' interests ' {i.e., interests in objects or

topics for their own sake, not indirectly acquired by special training or

through such influences as emulation or systematic reward and punish-

ment).

{a) Intensity.

(b) Variety or width of field of interests.

(c) Persistency of interests in particular topics and objects.

7. Native ' retentiveness ' of memory as expressed, e.r/., by accurate

reproduction of matter committed to memory by rote learning or by capacity

for describing objects or events of no special interest previously observed.

(n) Immediate, i.e., as revealed after brief interval of few
minutes onl}'.

{b) Continued, i.e., as revealed after interval of twenty-four

hours or more.

8. Systematic memory {i.e., retention of facts in virtue of the appre-

hension of their connection with topics of special interest to the

individual, or because systematically related with one another).

9. Selective memory— exceptional retentiveness for certain classes of

impressions, or for facts about certain subjects.

10. Vividness and detailed accuracy of representative imagination

(i.e., power of recalling past sense-impressions in corresponding imagery).

11. Freedom and range of play of 'fancy' {i.e., in popular speech

—

imaginativeness).

12. Purposive constructive imagination {i.e., 'inventiveness,' or the

power of bringing things together in imagination in relations in which
they have not previously been experienced, under the guidance of the

idea of some end to be achieved).
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13. Power of 'logical iuference' or reasoning.
14. Confidence in his own observations, judgments, and inferences,
15. Freedom of expression of feelings and emotions.
16. Liability to anger.

(a) Readiness with which the emotion is excited
;

(b) Intensity of the emotion
;

(c) Duration of the emotion.

IT. Fear.

.Same as IG.

18. Curiosity,

(«) 1
(6) > Same as 16.

{<=) J

19. -Toyousness.

20. Sympathy (the tendency to be moved by an emotion when the
expression of it in another person is witnessed

—

i.e., primitive sympathy).
21. Courage or resolution {i.e., not mere absence of fear, but degree

to which purpose is pursued in spite of pain, fear, opposition, and of
difficulties foreseen).

22. Altruism (the tendency to put the svelfare of others, individuals
or the public, before one's own as a motive of action).

23. Egoism (the frequency with which the idea of one's self and its

relations is the ruling motive in action and the mainspring of the
emotions).

24. Conscientiousness (tendency for action to be controlled by general
principles rather than by the immediate promptings of desire and
emotion ; expressed, e.g., in truthfulness, honesty in schoolwork, punc-
tuality, and general trustworthiness).

25. ludustriousness.

2G. Sensitiveness to opinions of other individuals (e.c/., of teachers or
schoolfellows) or to public opinion (this is not to be confounded with
conscientiousness or with suggestibility).

27. Sociability (the finding of pleasure and satisfaction in the society
of fellows).

28. Initiative (expressed, e.g., in tendency to assuQi:j leadership in
games, in class, &c.).

^
29. Masterfulness—the tendency to impose one's own will and

opinions upon others.

30. Suggestibility—readiness with which opinions and Ijeliefs are
impressed by the expressions of other pei-sons.

31. Competitive or emulative spirit.

32. Sense of ludicrous.

33. Esthetic feeling.

34. Energy (i.e., capacity for doing work without exhaustion) ;

(a) Bodily M'ork
;

(h) jNIental work.
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ENVIRONMENT.

INTRODUCTION.

The environment may be regarded as affecting the e%olution of

mankind in two different ways :

—

(1) It may affect the growth and activity of living bodies, and thus

produce a more or less efficient population from any given stock.

(2) It may change the quality of the stock by selection.

The first controlling action of the environment may be called (rophic

action ; and the second, genetic action.

The trophic factors of the environment include nutrition, physical

exercise and training, education, stimuli (physical and mental), inhibition

(physical and mental).

The genetic factors of the environment include all those influences

which control the relative rate of increase of the more or less endogamous
grades or classes of varying efficiency into which every population may
be di\ ided. The rate of increase of any given class evidently depends

on the difference between its birth-rate and its death-rate. All factors of

the environment which influence the birth-rate or death-rate of a class of

the population have a genetic action, i.e., in the course of time they may
change the average quality of the stock.

Any of the actual factors of the environment are pi-obably capable of

acting more or less both trophically and genetically. The kind of action

of each factor must be determined by observation of the changes which

they produce when they have been acting for a sufficiently long time on

sufficiently large groups of men. It would be impossible, therefore, to

rigidly classify the factor-s of the environment according to the kind of

their action on mankind, though we may fairly assume that the action of

some factors is mainly trophic, and of others mainly genetic.

Factors of the environment may also be classified according as they

act mainly on the bodies or minds of men, as physical, or psijchological.

The factors selected for observation should preferably be of such a

kind that a numerical estimate can be made cf their degi-ee or intensity.

In many cases where the degree cannot be given in the case of indi-

viduals the presence or absence of the factor may be noted. When this

has been done, in the case of a sufficient number of individuals, the

intensity of the action of the factor on the group may be estimated as a

percentage.

In making observations on the environment of a group of individuals

we may know that many factors are common to all individuals in the

group. Such factors should not be noted on the individual schedule, but

should be noted on sheets or cards applying to the whole group.

It is not sufficient to note the factors of the environment in which the

individual or gi-oup of individuals is living at the time of the observa-

tions. As far as possible a history of the past environment should be

obtained.

LIST OF FACTORS OF THE ENVIRONMENT.

The following is a list of the more important factors of the environ-

ment, with suggestions as to methods of observation :

—

Food.—The kind of food, whether, for oxamplo, vegetable or animal,
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the number of meals, per day and the weight of each kind of food con-

sumed at each meal. In many establishments there is a fixed menu
which is the same for each individual. In that case the li^enu need only

be entered once in the general notes on the group.

It might be of interest to note how far the amount of food provided
corresponds with the amount actually consumed.

Drink.—The same kind of remarks apply to drink as to food.

Tobacco, &c.—The quantity or kind of tobacco, or any kind of drug,

habitually consumed by the individual should be noted.

Clothing.—The quality and quantity of clothing.

Climatology.—The statistics of temperature can be got from meteoro-
logical observations where such exist. Notes may be taken as to whether
the country is mountainous or low-lying and flat, whether the habitat is

urban or rural.

Sanitation.—The general facts as to systems of drainage (wet or dry
systems), ventilation, <fec., should be noted. Number of rooms in dwelling

is a very valuable indication of sanitary life of the individual.

Work.—Kind and hours of work.

Physical training.—System of gymnastics and hours of day regularly

devoted to training should be noted. Also military training, kind and
amount of, or any other training special to individual or class ; bathing

;

hours in open air.

Becreation.—Kind of sports or games and time regularly devoted to

them may be noted.

iS'^fl6/:>.—Hours of actual sleep per day. Note whether sleep is dis-

turbed.

Education.— 1\\ recording the history of the education of the subject

an account should be given of the home, school, and university environ-

ment. The number of children and sex of the children in family, the
occupation of parents, whether one or both parents are dead, education of

parents, religion of parents.

The kind of school or schools attended. Co-education or not.

The university attended and the nature of the studies, whether
classical, scienti6c, or technical.

The time and kind of business training.

Wealth.—This may be indicated by noting wages or income where
possible. The number of domestic servants per unit of the population is

a valuable indication of wealth.

Leisure.—Hours devoted to work and recreation if already ascertained
above will give a fair indication of leisure.

Marriage and sex conditions.—It should be noted whether the sub-
ject is married or single, or has been married and how long. The number
of cJiildren and their ages (if not previously noted). Existence of prosti-

tution and venereal diseases in the community has an important bearing
on this branch of the subject.

Psychological factors.—The conduct and evolution of the individual
will be very much influenced by the public opinion of the community in

which he lives. The political opinions, love of liberty, patriotism,
individualism, socialism, morality, or any other widely spread beliefs of
the community or associates of the individual should be noted.
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS.

It is not intended that the whole of the factors indicated in

the above list should be noted in the course of all investigations. A
selection should be made of the factors in which the observer is most
interested, and this should be adhered to throughout the investigation in

question. In many cases good practical methods of estimating the various

factors may suggest themselves to the observer though they are not given
in the above list. In general it may be observed that it is safer to collect

statistics of a few factors with certainty than of a larger number where
the authenticity is more doubtful.

METHODS OF RECORDING PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA.

Racial characteristics are conveniently recorded by means of photo-
graphs. In every case the name, sex, age, and nationality (including

tribe, clan, or group), and also the date and place at which the photo-

graph was taken, should be recorded, and an identifying mark should be
placed on every negative. The portraits which are of anthropological

value are as follows :^

A. General Chauacteristics.

(a) A few portraits of such persons of each se.x as may, in the opinion
of the observer, best convey the special characteristics of the race as

regards features and pose of body. These should be taken in the aspect
which best displays those characteristics, and should be accompanied by a
note directing attention to the special features shown in the photograph.
It is desirable that some of these portraits should not be taken either

strictly full-face or in strict profile. Very interesting series are afforded

by whole families. Snapshot photography often gives more characteristic

records of expression and pose than can be obtained by formal sittings

before a stand-camera.

{b) Special photographs should be taken to record all characteristic

deformations of the head, face, teeth, and other parts of the body ; and
all forms of tattooing and scarification should be recorded by photographs
taken in the aspect which best displays the peculiarity. Scarifications

almost always demand special sidelong illumination ; tattooing also some-
times needs orthochromatic plates. It is occasionally necessary to enhance
tattoo marks with black paint on the person ; but this should be avoided
if possible.

B. Portraits of Head and Face only.

(a) The portraits should show in each case the left side of the face in
exact profile. At least twelve male adults and twelve female adults
should be photographed. The hair should be so arranged as fully to show
the ear, and the males should be beardless if possible. If time only admits
of a smaller number, or of only one sex, males should be preferred. To
obtain the best average definition, the image should be focussed on a
plane midway between that of the ear and the mesial plane of the head.
For detailed directions as to pose, illumination, kc, see below,
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{h) The same persons who -were taken in side-face should be photo-

graphed also in strictly full-face. The focal plane should be that of the

front of tlie cheek.

(c) The same persons should be photographed also, if possible, so as to

show the top of the head. This, however, is only of value if the subject

is bald or shaven, or has very close- cropped hair.

It will add much to the value of the portraits if the same persons

have also been measured.

C. Full-length Portuaits.

At least twelve adults of each sex should also be photographed at full

length, standing, with heels together and arms by the sides. They should
be as nearly nude as circumstances permit, and each should be photo-
graphed in three positions :

—
(a) Full face, with the right arm hanging loosely by the side and the

left held across the body between the breasts and the navel, with the
fingers extended.

{h) Profile with arms hanging loosely by the side.

(c) Back view, with arms in the same position as in (6).

Of these the full-face view is the most important, and the back view
the least important.

For general directions as to pose, ttc, see below.

General Directions.

Camera and Lens.—Tn all cases record should be kept of the focal

distance of the lens and of the distance of the sitter from the camera.
A lens of short focus should be avoided. The ordinai-y field camera

is usually fitted with a lens of about 8 inches focal length, but for cabinet
portraits nothing under 15 inches is satisfactory, and professional photo-
graphers often use lenses of considerably longer focus. Valuable results

may even be obtained with a telephotographic lens such as is employed in

geographical work.
Rapidity of lens and plates is an advantage : uncivilised folk are im-

patient subjects. But note that very rapid plates are often too delicate

for field-work.

The focussing screen must be kept vertical, and the swing-back
should on no account be used in focussing. Otherwise distortion of the
image is inevitable.

Size and Scale.—The portraits should be on such a scale that the
distance between the top of the head and the bottom of the chin shall in

no case be less than 1|- inch (30 mm.). Smaller portraits are of com-
paratively little value.

For composite work greater uniformity of scale is required. The best
results are obtained when the distances between eyes and lips are taken
as the constant dimensions.

Tn every series it is more important that the portraits should be of
uniform scale among themselves than that they should be precisely of any
standard scale, but the following hints will aid in securing the latter

result also ;
—
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Full-length Pokteaits.

A full-growu mau can be photographed easily at full length on a ' half-

plate ' (85" X 6|") on the scale of J^, and on a ' quarter-plate ' (4^" x 3^")
on the scale of -g. But 'half-plate' and 'quarter-plate' are both just

too small to admit head-and-shoulders portraits on the scale of g and
i respectively.

Note, however, that the Ecole d'Anthropologic de Paris has adopted the

scale of jy'j ( = fS5= i) for full-length work, the object bein.q; to secure

full-length portraits on the French ' 13 x 18cm.' plate (approximately

the English 5" x 7" size). See Bev. Ec. Anthr. viii. (1898), p. 109.

HeAB-ANB-ShOULDEKS POETKAITS.

The 'half-plate' and 'quarter-plate' are just too small to admit with
.security a head-and-shoulders portrait on the scale of h and \ respec-

tively.

The French scale for tliese portraits, and for other parts of the bod^- in

detail, is j§( = io = f)' which permits a head-and-shoulders portrait to be
taken easily on a '13 x 18cm.' plate, and with ample margin on a 'half-

plate.' Similarly on the scale of l a ' head-and-shoulders' portrait can be
taken easil}' on a ' quarter-plate.'

Scale and LaheL—A board, 011 which is marked very legibly a scale

of feet and inches and also a ' metric ' scale, should be suspended over

the head of the subject in the plane of his profile, and so as just to fall

within the photographic picture. This is the only certain method of

preserving a record of the scale, and also makes it easy to secure what-
ever scale of reduction may be adopted, by comparison of the image of

this board with a line or rectangle of proportional size drawn on the

focussing screen of the camera.

The name of the district and of the sitter (or at all events a distinctive

letter or number) may be written with chalk or charcoal on this same
board, thus securing the identification of each subject.

Background.—The background should be at a considerable distance

from the subject. It should be of a medium tint (say a deep shadow, or

a sheet of light brown or french-grey paper pinned against the wall

beyond), very dark and very light tints being both unsuitable. Some,

however, use dead black ; others, red baize. A soft material which does

not readily crease obviates trouble from accidental shadows. In any case

due allowance must be made for the complexion or skin colour of the

persons to be photographed ; and preliminary exjDeriment is advisable.

A note should be made of the colour of the background, and also of the

complexion or skin colour of the subject.

The essential condition is that the outlines of the figure shall be clearly

defined against the background.
Illumination.—The incidence of the light should be the same in all

cases, otherwise the photographs are difficult to compare, and cannot be

•used to make composite portraits.

The source of light should be single, definite, and plaped behind the

camera and above it, so that the shadows may be equally distributed

on either side of the face. This is especially important for composite

work.

The light, however, must not be so strong or concentrated as to

distress the subject or cause him to clo.'ie or strain his eyes. But note

that subdued light involves longer exposure. A dark background behind

the camera relieves eye-strain, without cutting off top-light. When the
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top-light is btroiig, a white sheet on the ground lightens the shadows, and
helps to prevent the subject from looking down.

Mountivg.—The photographs should be mounted on cards, each card

beai'ing the name of the district, and a letter or number to distinguish

the individual portraits ; the cards of each series may be secured together

by a thread passing loosely through a hole in their upper left-hand

corners.

For convenience of comparison and interchange, attention is called to

tlie standard sizes of mounts adopted by the British Association's Com-
mittee on Anthropological Photographs. The ordinary ' cabinet-mount

'

is used for all sizes up to and including ' half-plate.'

The risk of fading is minimised by avoiding gum or paste ; each print

being secured by its corners to slits cut in the mount, as in a post-card

album. But the only complete security is the use of a really ' permanent'
process such as Platinotype.

Detailed Directions as to Pose.

For purposes of comparison, uniformity of pose is essential in photo-

graphs in classes B and C (see above).

For side-face {B") and iorfull face (B'') the head should be posed so

that a line drawn from the inferior orbital margin to the tragus of

the auricle is horizontal. This is a test which can be directly applied in

either pose with the help of sights and a level on the side of the camera
;

for the axis of the camera should lie in the same horizontal plane with
the line from the inferior margin of the orbit to the tragus.

Without such provision for uniformity, differences of face projection

and prognathism are liable to be obscured or misrepresented.

The subject should look at some object on a le^el with his eye and at

a moderate distance from it.

For top vieio of the head {B') the following methods are practicable :

—

1

.

Set the camera on a high stand, pointing vertically downward.s,
and make the subject sit on the ground below it, with his head posed as

for side view.

2. Set the camera to point horizontally, and make the subject lie on
liis back on a table of suitable height, with his head towards the camera.
The line from the inferior margin of the orbit to the tragus should now
be vertical.

3. Set the camera to point horizontally ; set a chair with its back to

the camera ; make the subject sit straddlewise on the chair, facing the
camera ; let him fold his arms on the back of the chair, and bend forward,
resting his head on his arms, and looking downwards, till the head is

in the right pose ; when a plumb-rule will test the line from the inferior

margin of the orbit to the tragus,

Suggestions for Rapidity and Uniformity.

By attending to the following hints, successive sitters may be made
to occupy so nearly the same position that the camei-a need hardly be
refocussed :

—

1. Much time will be saved if all the side-faces are taken first, and
then all the full-faces ; the latter should occupy a different chair, in which
case the position of the camera would require to be changed after com-
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pleting the first series of photographs; unless, indeed, there happen to be
two operators, each with his own camera, ready to take the same persons
in turn.

2. If the camera has a stand with vertical rack-and-pinion adjustment,
the subject's place should be fixed, and the camera should be raised and
lowered to suit each subject. A square of the standard size of the picture
should he ruled on the focussing screen of the camera.

3. For field work, and wherever the camera has no such adjustable
stand, the camera should be set at a fixed height and all the subjects

should occupy in turn the same chair, with movable blocks of known
thicknesses on the seat to raise the heads of successive sitters to a uniform
height. It is, however, tedious and clumsy to adjust each sitter's height
by trial in front of the camera. The simpler plan is to make the sitter

first take his place on a separate seat with his back to a wall, on which
are previously marked, at heights corresponding to those of the various
heights of head, the numbers of the blocks that should be used in each
case The appropriate number for the sitter is found and noted, and
then the proper blocks are placed on the chair by the observer or an
assistant, with the assurance that what is wanted has been correctly

done.

4. The position of the sitter is easily controlled by the operator if he
looks at the sitter's head over the middle line of the camera, against a
mark on the background.

The subject can also be caused to afijuot himself approximately by
means of sights arranged on the side of the camera, as follows :

—

^ is a small mirror with a cross + painted on it. It is set at an
angle of 45° to the sitter's line of sight.

DiAQEAlI A. Diagram B.

^

y\

^ is a pin with head of glass or polished metal. The sitter is told to

keep the head of the pin sighted in the intersection of the cross.

The sams device m^y be employed in photographing side-face to keep
the sitter in the right focal plane. In this case the sights are set up in

the focil plane, facing the sitter. Or a small plain niiti-or (C) may be
hung up, so that the sitter can only .see his face in it when he is in the
tight pose and focal plane.
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EDUCATIONAL REPORT.

In dealing with anthropometrics in schools the chief factors which
the Sub-Committee has had to take into consideration are time, expense
and the object of the investigations. If time and expense did not enter
into the question, it is hardly necessary to remark that, from the scientific

point of view at least, the measurement of school-children would require

no special scheme of observations as apart from a general survey of

the population. In present cii'cumstances, however, when a crowded
curriculum reduces the time available for anything outside the absolutely

essential to a minimum, and the cost of the education of the large majority
of the children is borne by public funds, it is necessary to confine the
investigation, so far as possible, to a practical issue more or less

immediate.

From an educational point of view the value of an anthropometric
survey must lie chiefly in the fact that it aflfords an accurate indication

of the development of the individual, and at the same time provides those
responsible for education with some means of judging how far the
individual, or individuals, of a particular area are modified, physically and
mentally, by the education provided.

The Sub-Committee is therefore of the opinion that the aim of

anthropometric observations in schools should be :

—

1. To determine norms or averages, standard deviations and correla-

tions at diflerent ages, having due regard to sexual, racial, and environ-
mental differences.

2. To correlate physical and mental growth with a view to testing

the efficiency of different systems of education and indicating the amount
of work that may advantageously be attempted at different ages, thereby
minimising the dangers of over-pressure.

3. To mark out the physically or mentally unfit for special educational

treatment. Where the deviation is abnormal in a number of individuals,

a whole school, or a whole area, it would point to the necessity for special

investigations of social conditions and environment.

4. To correlate physical, mental, and environmental characters with a
view to providing a scientific basis for the better adaptation of education
to local needs and character.

As regards the anatomical measurements the Sub-Committee re-

commends the adoption of the schedules suggested for use in schools in

this Report.

The adoption of a particular schedule must depend largely on local

circumstances and finance. And although it must be remembered that

more accurate conclusions are to be obtained from a few measurements of

a large number of individuals than from a large number of observations
on a few individuals, the value of a survey would be increased in propor-

tion as a schedule containing a larger number of observations were
generally adopted. The Sub-Committee is of the opinion that the
teachers, with a little practical instruction, would be capable of making
and recording the necessary measurements. In addition to actual measure-
ments, careful note should be taken of the general physical condition, and
a record of average (not record) performances in athletic sports and of
proficiency in games should be kept.

In the case of the psychological observations the conditions are some-
what different. They would necessarily extend over a more or less
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lengthy period, and therefore should, if possible, be eutnisted to the

teacher. Graduated schedules for use in schools have not yet been drawn
up, but the teachers—who, it must be remembered, at any rate in the

elementary schools, have received some training in the observation of the

psychical characters of childhood—may select for themselves from the

schedule tentatively suggested by the Psychological Sub-Committee the

characters with which they feel themselves most competent to deal.

With regard to the record of observations, unless a special inquiry is

necessitated by local circumstances, some uniform system should be
adopted, and the method of envelopes and cards suggested in the previous

year's Report, which includes a record of family history, seems most
desirable.

To secure the full value of the records a central body should be
established upon vrhich should devolve the comparison and statistical

treatment of the observations made. Its duties should include the

determination of average values, standard deviations, and correlations in

different conditions ; and when this has been done, the I'eporting the

results of an examination of the material submitted to it to local

education authorities and others interested.

SCHEDULES.

Schedules may be in card form or a number of schedules may be bound
in book form. In some cases it may be found convenient to enter the

measurements as they ai'e made
on cards, and afterwards enter the

results in a book, each volume of

which should contain material

which is as homogeneous as pos-
"*^

• sible, i.e. of the same age, class, &c.

Agfi Schedules will vary in com-

Weiaht plexity according to the number
of data to be collected about each

Stature

Name {in fall)

subject.

Hair-colour
, ,- i Annexed is a schedule suitable

Results of Medical Insjjeetlon

:

^or entering perhaps the minimum
1

useful number of data, but which

j

is sufficient for the present requirc-
—— ' ments of the Board of Education

Place of Observation
^his schedule may be printed on a

„. . I
card, with one corner bevelled oft"

Signature of Observer and Date: ' ^^ facilitate putting it in the cor-

rect position in the box or drawer.
Any special data about the indi-

y vidual or his environment may be
'

entered on the back of tlie card.

Cards of children of the same ago should be preferably kept together.
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Wiiei'e time is available for making more measurements tliey should
preferably be added in the order given in the following list :

—

1. Stature.

% Weight.
3. Hair colour.

4. Eye colour,

5. Chest (circumferences).

6. Chest (diameters).

7. Head length.

8. Head breadth.

9. Shoulder breadth.
10. Brtadth between trochanters.
11. Height of head.

For example, if it is decided to measure four dimensions on each sub-
ject, the first four in the above list should preferably be selected, and
so on.

A schedule in which provision is made for entering any number of
the characters specified in this Report may be printed on a card
preferably in the form shown below :

—

A.D. No..

Age

Siimame and Christian Kame (infull)

Sex . Blrthj'lace

Father—
Birthplace

Calllna

Mother—
Birthjylacc-

Calling_

Brothers : Nos. of Schedules

First Cousins : Nos. of ScJiedules

No. in family and 2)osition of subject.

Calling (Jf any)

Sisters : Nos. of Schedules

Place of Observation.

Signature of Observer and Bate.

Front of Card.

AKATOMICAIj CHAnACTEBS.
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Back of Card.

Environment. i Eesults of Medical Inspection.
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Front View of Head Chest and Shoulders (Cunningham).
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Profile View of the Head (Cunningham).
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Diagram of Cranial and Facial Radii (Cunningham).

(Tlie niilii rliverge from tlie centre of tlie e.ir-liole.)

vertical cranial radius
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Front Aspect of ^lale Figure (Cunningham).
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Left Lateral Aspect of Male Figure (Cunningham).
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Back View of MaleFigure (Cunningham).
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Posterior Aspect of the Fully Extended llight Arm (Cunningham).
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Outer and Jimer Aspects of the Lower L'mbs (C'unningliam).
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Tlie Age of Stone Cirdes.—Report of the Committee, consisting of

Mr. C. H. Read (Chairman), Mr. H. Balfour (Secretary), Lord
AvEBURY, Dr. J. Gr. Garson, Dr. A. J. Evans, Dr. E. Munro,
Professor Boyd Dawkins, and Mr. A. L. Lewis, appointed to

conduct Explorations with the object of ascertaining the Age of Stone

Circles.

The Committee report that they have been able to carry out the plan

of making excavations at Avebury, on the portion of the monument
belonging to Lord Avebury, who kindly gave the necessary permission.

The Committee in their last report asked for a larger grant than usual,

owing to the size and importance of the work, and it has been found that

the conditions were even more exacting than was foreseen. Owing
to the great scale of the vallum and fosse, and more especially from the

unexpectedly great depth of the latter, only a small section could he

entirely explored. The small portions investigated have, however, yielded

interesting results, though the evidence is not so conclusive as the Com-
mittee had hoped.

The most remarkable feature in the exploration was the great depth
of the fosse. Before the original bottom was reached nearly 17 feet

of silting had to be removed, and as the fosse at this point was about

35 feet wide at the surface of the silting and 17 feet wide at the bottom,

and the cutting 24 feet long, the quantity of soil to be removed involved

a very serious outlay. The section exposed showed very clearly the

stratification of the silting. The relics found were few, but they bore

out the theoretical chronology of the tilling in of the ditch. At the

bottom, practically on the floor of the fosse, were found picks made from
the antlers nf red deer, showing signs of use ; while at higher levels were

found fragments of Bronze Age pottery, above these Roman fragments,

and in the upper layers Norman and more recent relics. The deerhorn

picks recall the flint mines at Cissbury and Grimes Craves, where similar

picks were found in the workings and clearly belonged to Late Neolithic

times. All that can be said at present is that the relics tend to confirm

the theory that the circle at Avebury is of tlie Neolithic or Early Bronze

period : but this can hardly be said to be proved by the present explora-

tion. It is of the greatest importance, however, that an effort should 1)0

made now to decide this question definitely, and the Committee feels

very strongly that the explorations at Avebury should be continued.

The Committee ha\e been fortunate in again securing the services of

Mr. H. St. G. Gray, who has superintended the workmen with his usual

thoroughness ; he has made careful scale di-awings of the sections

exposed, and a series of photographs of the cutting at different stages of

progress. Mr. Gray's detailed report is appended.

The Committee desire to thank Lord Avebury for kindly allowing

the explorations to be made, and their thanks are also due to the Vicar,

the Rev. J. G. Ward, for his services in securing labourers.

The Committee ask to be reappointed with a grant of 120/., and
with permission to accept contributions towards the cost of exploration

from other sources.
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The Avehunj Excavations, 1908, By H. St. George Gray.

I. Introductory Notes.

In point of size and grandeur Avebury ^ stands out pre-eminently
among the prehistoric stone monuments of Great Britain ; at the same
time it is decidedly difficult to realise fully what Avebury and its

appendages were when in the height of their glory. The monument has

been terribly mutilated, and vandalism must have reigned supreme for

many years to effect the complete destruction of some 95 per cent.

of the great monoliths. To understand the original form of Avebury it

is necessary to refer to the plans of Aubrey, Stukeley, Hoare (drawn
by Crocker), and Lukis. Modern archaeologists can accept only a certain

proportion of the statements and theories advanced by the earlier of

these antiquaries. Much remains to be proved with regard to the precise

original form of the great Avebury monument, and although the Kennet
Avenue,- approaching Avebury from the S.E., is not disputed by any-

body, antiquaries are still divided in opinion on the question of the

former existence of a ' Beckhampton Avenue ' on the W.IS.W.^ Then,

' ' Averberie ' in Bomcsflatj Booh.
- Of the Kennet Avenue nineteen stones remain, viz. eleven in a group half

way between Avebury and West Kennet (which I photographed recently) ; one on
the brow of the hill on the other side of the main road and towards Avebury ; one
close to the turnpike-gate outside the vallum; two stones on the Avebury side of

West Kennet, between which the main road passes ; and four in the bank on the
left-hand side of the road from Marlborough as it enters West Kennet, which can
be seen by going into the adjoining field. Stukeley, with Lord Winchelsea, counted
seventy-two stones of this avenue in 1722. The eleven stones mentioned above
average 70 feet apart, and the only remaining standing stone is 8 feet 9 inches high.

Stukeley records that two prostrate stones of this Avenue (destroyed in 1722)
existed in the gap by which the Kennet road enters Avebury. Aubrey, in his plan
(1GG.3) shows seven stones immediately outside the gap through the southern vallum.
Sir Norman Lockyer {Nature, Jan. 16 and Feb. 20, 1908) believes that the vallum
of Avebury was raised long after the circles had been constructed, at a time when
this Avenue became useless for astronomical purposes. He regards the Kennet
Avenue as being made for the purpose of watching the rise of a Centauri (pre-

viously to 4,000 years ago), as a warner of the Nov. festival (while the sunrise in

May was provided for in the Beckhampton Avenue). He goes so far as to suggest
that the stones of the Kennet Avenue close up to Avebury may have been removed
when the vallum was built I (For further information see Nature, and Wilts Arch.
Mag., XXXV. 1908, 515-7).

' In the Guide to the British and Roman Antiquities of the North Wiltshire
Downs, the Rev. A. C Smith has collected together the opinions of early writers as
to the former existence, or non-existence, of the so-called Beckhampton Avenue.
After mentioning Aubrey's absolute silence on the subject, he quotes the words of
.Stukeley at some length ; then follow extracts from Thos. Twining, Jas. Fergusson,
and the Revs. C. Lucas, Bryan King, and W. C. Lukis.

' There is no question that, if Stukeley's word is to be believed, he most certainly
earn many sarsen stones lying in two, more or less apparent, lines west of the great
circle of Abury : moreover, he speaks of ten stones of this Avenue known to have
been standing within memory, between the exit of the Avenue from the vallum and
the brook.' (Smith, 147.)

The Rev. Bryan King said :
' There are very few lineal yards which are not

occupied by causeways, walls and cottages, all formed of sarsen stone, sufficient,
and more than sufficient, to absorb all the stones of the Beckhampton Avenue.'
{Wilts Arch, yiag., xviii., 377-383.) Sir Norman Lockyer has dealt with the
alignment of the Beckhampton Avenue in Nature, Jan. 16, 1908.

Nearly a mile to the S.W. of the centre of Avebury is the ' Longstone Cove,' or
'Long Stones,' also known as the ' Devil's Quoits.' Aubrey spoke of three upright
Stones, but two only remained in Stukeley's time.

1908. p u
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again, the connection, if any, which Avebury had with Silbury Hill '

remains yet to be determined. But the excavations recently conducted

at Avebury were carried out, not to attempt to prove the above-

mentioned points, but to endeavour to increase our knowledge with

regard to the probable date of construction of Avebury, and to test the

hypothesis put forward so often, that because the sarsens of Avebury
are entirely unwoi'ked, the monument must be of earlier construction than
Stonehenge with its dressed stones.

The Avebury of to-day consists of a few enormous standing stones

and similar prostrate stones, scattered over an area which is usually

recorded as 28| acres and is suri'ounded by a stupendous fosse, now
to a large extent silted up ; this again is bounded by a vallum of

imposing height, of which more than three-quarters remain, many parts

being well preserved. The mutilation of the bank and ditch was caused

chietiy by the building of the village and the construction of roads which
approach the ancient monument from four directions. Walls and houses,

obviously built of the venerable stones cracked up for the purpose, meet
one's gaze at every turn. Indeed, as Lord Avebury has said in
' Prehistoric Times,' ' the pretty little village of Avebury, like some
beautiful parasite, has grown up at the expense, and in the midst of the

ancient temple.'

Aubrey,- Stukeley, and Hoare all agreed that a circle of stones

followed the course of the fosse on its inner side, and that there were
two smaller circles within the greater—one north and one south—each

of Avhich, according to Stukeley, contained a concentric circle ; that in

the centre of the N. ring there was the so-called ' Cove,' and in the

middle of the S. circle a central monolith (according to Stukeley only).

There is now no trace of concentric circles.^ Stukeley's and Crocker's

plans give the diameter of both circles as 410 feet, whereas Lukis

' Silbury Hill is on the N. side of the main Bath road between Calne and
Marlborougb, at a distance of 4,750 feet from the centre of the Avebury large

circle, in a direction slightly W. of S. It is the largest artificial mound in

Britain, having an average perpendicular height of 125 feet; its diameter at base

is from 552 to 5C5 feet; circumference at base about 1,660 feet; angle of elevation,

30°.

Stukeley, in his work on 'Abury,' published in 1743, says: 'In the month of

March 1723, Mr. Halford ordered some trees to be planted on the top of Silbury

Hill, in the area of the plain 60 cubits in diameter. . . . The workmen dug up tho

body of the great king, there buried in the centre, very little below the surface.'

In 1777, a shaft was sunk from the summit by the Dulse of Northumberland and

Col. Drax. It is to be regretted that no detailed account of these operations is

upon record ; all that is known was published by Douglas in his Nenia Britannica,

p. 161. In 18-19 the base of the mound was tunnelled from the western 'isthmus '

on the S. side of the hill. Two pieces of red-deer antler were found, and on the

old surface fragments of a sort of string of two strands, each twisted. Vertebras

and ribs of oxen (? red-deer) and a large tooth were also discovered. It is recorded

that the Eoyal Archfeological Institute came across the shaft, 5 feet x 4| feet,

previously sunk from the summit of the hill, as before mentioned. {Proc. Ji. Arch.

Inst., Salisbury vol., 1849, see papers by Dean Merewether and C. Tucker, 73-81

and 297-303.) Excavations were conducted at Silbury Hill in 1867 to ascertain

the direction taken by, and the position of, the Roman Road with relation to Silbury

Hill. (See Preb, Wilkinson's paper, Wilts Arch. Mag., xi. 113-118.)
- The stones of Avebury were first noticed by Aubrey in 1648-9.
^ Of the N. inner circle. Sir R. C. Hoare's surveyor (Crocker) marked one stone

as remaining in 1812, and Dean Merewether testifies to the existence of two prostrate

stones in 1849. (A. L. Lewis in Joxirn, Anthrop. Inst., 1891.)
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says the N. circle was not more than 270 feet and the S. circle 320 feet

in diameter.

Avebury has a circumference (according to Smith and others) of no

less than 4,442 feet ; whereas the vallum and fosse at Stoneheuge measure

only 1,107 feet in circumference, curiously enough, almost exactly one

quarter of Avebury. Again, the diameter of the area at Avebury within

the encircling vallum measures 1,400 feet, whereas that within the vallum

at Stonehenge measures but .300 feet.^ The average height of the central

area of Avebury above mean sea level is 525 feet. It is, like Stonehenge,

commanded by higher ground at a short distance off.

W. C. Lukis's plan, in Smith's large book on North Wilts, is probably

the best as yet existing, showing the remaining stones and the probable

position of others as ascertained by probing ; also the position of holes

which existed (some still exist) in the central plateau enclosed by the

fosse. From it we find that in 1881 fifteen stones were still standing,

sixteen prostrate stones remained visible, the existence of eighteen others,

now buried underground, was ascertained, and thirty-three pits were

observed in which stones formerly stood. Thus Lukis and Smith

accounted for eighty-two stones altogether. The sarsens of Avebury
are far larger than those of Stonehenge.

Avebury is one of the few stone circles where the ditch is within and

the rampart outside. Other instances of this design occur at the follow-

ing circles :—Arbor Low Derbyshire (already excavated) ;
^ the Stripple

Stones, Cornwall (also excavated) ;
^ Stennis and the Ring of Brogar, in

the Orkneys ; and Arthur's Round Table, in Cumberland ; also at

Chlorus' Camp, N.E. of Salisbury.'* At Stonehenge the shallow fosse is

outside the feeble vallum.

II. Previous Excavatmis.

Avebury has been the site of archaeological explorations on three

former occasions, but in each case the relics appear to have been lost,*

and very little indeed from the great ' Temple ' is to be found in local

or other museums.'' In the first instance, excavations were conducted

under the direction of the Wiltshire Archireological and Natural History-

Society in September and October 1865.^ 'Considerable i-esearches

'

were made by ' sinking holes in many places, running trenches across

certain spots, and tunnelling the large external mound.' In the vicinity

of ' The Cove,' within the N. circle, no traces of a burial deposit were

found. It is stated that just under the turf two or three fragments of

British pottery were found, together with bones of sheep and a small

piece of burnt micaceous sandstone. In digging close to the two large

stones of 'The Cove,' layers of blocks of sarsens, up to a size of 18 inches

' These measurements are not mine, but taken from vaiious authorities.
'^ Archceolpgia, Iviii. 461-498; Brit. Assoc. Peports 1901, 427-436, and 1902,

455-465; Journ. Derhysh. Arehesol. and N. H. Sjc, xxvi. 41-77.

» Brit. Assoc. Reports, 1906, 370-382 ; Archa'ologia, Ixi. p. 1, et seq. (not yet

published).
' Hoare's Ancient Wiltshire, vol. i. 217.
' Since writing this the potterj- found in 1881 b.isbeen sent to me for examination

from Devizes Museuifl.
" In a fuller account of the Avebury excavations I hope to give a list of ' iinds

'

previously made at or near this ancient monument.
' Wilts Arch. Mag., x. 209-216.

D D 2'
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across, were uncovered ;
' they were evidently placed there, and rammed

in for the purpose of propping the massive stones in their upright position.'

' Black charred matter ' is recorded to have been found, and numerous
chips of sarsen. It was thought that fires had been lit here for the

breaking up of the stones. ' A good deal of British pottery and many
animal bones were found in these holes, but no human bones whatever.'

To the S.E. of ' The Cove ' a low embankment was cut through from

W. to E., the 'finds' being a portion of a stag's horn and some fragments

of pottery. An excavation was also made into the W. face of the E.N.E.
vallum, but nothing was found. Another was made on the S.W. at a

place where the vallum had been mutilated for the requirements of the

modern village ; only one fragment of pottery was found here. A third

excavation into the vallum was made to the W.N.W. side of the W. gap

without any result in the way of relics. The excavations made in all

numbered fourteen, and the fragments of pottery brought to light from

the deeper cuttings ' were invariably of the British type.' This latter

remark is vague, and without seeing the pottery it would be unsafe to

regard the shards as all being of the Bronze Age. Some Norman pottery,

although much harder baked, has often, in its coarseness and texture,

much about the same appearance as ancient British pottery, containing

grains of quartz, ifec, and it is only during the last decade or eo that we
have been able to identify shards of pottery with any degree of certainty.

Those responsible for the excavations of 1865 claim to have fairly upset

James Fergusson's view that Avebury was a vast graveyard, and that

human bones would be disinterred if search were made.^

When the Rev. W. C. Lukis was making a plan ^ of Aveburyin 1881,

his colleague, the Rev. A. C. Smith, rector of Yatesbury, resolved to

examine the ground with a hope of discovering some buried stones.

This was carried out by five workmen, and the spots specially observed

were the places where Stukeley and Aubrey showed that stones had
stood. The result was that sixteen large sarsens of the outer circle were

discovered, some buried at a considerable depth. It was Mr. Smith's

opinion that these stones had been sunk deep in tlie ground by means
of pits dug beneath them, doubtless to be no longer a hindrance to the

plough or for other agricultural reasons. They were covered up again

after Mr, Lukis had made his plan, the spots being marked by numbered
pegs, which have probably for the most part now disappeared. Lukis

and Smith also noted and planned several pits in which stones originally

stood. Hoare noted eight of the.se depressions, but Smith and Lukis

were able to add twenty-five others not previously recorded. Smith did

not find many relics during the work of 1881, but some of the pottery

was, I believe, regarded as being of early date.^

In July 1894 excavations were made into the vallum and fosse on the

S.E. at the expense of the then owner, Sir Henry Meux, Bart., under

the general direction of Mr. E. C Trepplin, steward of the estate, and

' Fergusson's Rude Stone Monuments.

This plan is Plate V. in Smith's Guide to the British and Soman Antiquities of
the North Wilts Downs.

' Since writing this report I have had sent me by the Wiltshire Arch^ological

Society for examination fifty fragments of pottery found by Mr. Smith in 1881, and
now deposited in Devizes Museum. All of the shards appear to me to be post-Roman,
mostly of Norman date. There is certainly no fragment among them that can be

regarded as pre-Roman. It is all of the same general character as the pottery found
in my excavations in the S. fosse above the depth of 4'5 feet from the surface.
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the iiomecUate supervision of Mr. Thos. Leslie, also cue of the officers

of the estate. The ' finds ' consisted mostly of fragments of pottery, one

or two worked bones, a few flint implements, animal bones, and red-deer

antlers, some bearing evidence of having been used as picks. The latter

were found in the vallum, having been thrown up in a damaged condition

at the time of their being broken—viz. when the ditch was originally

being excavated and the vallum built. The fosse, apparently, did not

yield any important results, as the excavations were carried only to a

depth of 7^ feet from the surface of the silting (about the depth at which

I came to the upper margin of the chalk rubble in the middle of the

S. fosse). It would appear, therefore, that when the white chalk rubble

(in fairly large knobs) was reached, it was thought to be the floor of the

fosse. Mr. Leslie speaks of Romano-British pottery, which may pi'obably

be correct for the fragments found towards the bottom of his ditch-

digging, but he does not appear to have dug more than a foot or so into

the pre-Roman strata of the silting. He does not speak of Norman and

Early English pottery in his notes, but those pieces found above 4^ feet

in the silting would probably, on close examination, prove to be post-

Roman shards. Perhaps the most interesting structural item revealed

by the 1894 excavations was a possible indication of an inner mound,

or vallum, subsequently surmounted by another vallum after the growth

of vegetation on the pi-esumably earlier structure. Mr. Leslie found the

surface line of an inner bank defined by a curved band of vegetable mould

measuring about 3^ inches thick. His rough notes are at present in my
possession, and when a fuller illustrated account of the Avebury excava-

tions is published, it is hoped that the 1894 digging may be spoken of at

greater length. The drawings, relics, and full notes, over which Mr. Leslie,

unfortunately, had no control at the close of the diggings, have been lost

beyond recovery, it is feared, a fact which minimises the scientific value of

those excavations very considerably.

III. The 1908 Excavations.

(a) Prefatory Remarks.—It was considered by the Committee that the fosse

was more likely to furnish evidence of date than any other part of the Circles,'

and a broad, well-preserved portion on the S., on Lord Avebury 's property,

situated about 156 feet W. of the Kennet Avenue entrance to this ancient

enclosure, was therefore selected for the purpose of excavation. A considerable

amount of surface silting appeared to have accumulated here, chiefly the result of

road-dirt being drained into this portion of the fosse through the gateway on the

high road. As one walks from ihe cutting to the gateway the silting naturally

increases in depth. The part selected for digging was practically level from N.

to S., and then began to rise in a S. direction towards the crest of the vallum,

and in a N. direction towards the level area on which the circles of stones stood.

In most parts of the earthwork the surface of the silting, the escarp of the

ditch, and the summit of the vallum combined, show an ogee outline, but the S.E.

quarter of the vallum and fosse diflered,- and the curve from the surface of the

silting to the crest of the vallum is not a true ogee, as a berme, or terrace, exists

at the base of the vallum and above the escarp of the fosse.

The excavations began on Tuesday, May 19, and continued till Saturday,

June 6. The average number of men employed daily was nine, but for more than

' A preliminary inspection of the site was made on April 14, 1908, when Mr.

C. H. Read (Chairman), Mr. Henry Balfour (Secretary), Mr. A. L. Lewis, and Mr.

— St. George Gray met at Avebury.
' Where Sir Henry Meux's excavations took place.
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half the time eleven men and a boy were engaged.^ Only three-quarters of a day

was lost owing to wet weather. Of both the cuttings sectional diagrams were

made on the ground, plotted to a scale of 8 feet to an inch, in which the various

soils were shown, and the exact position of every object of importance found during

the excavations was projected into these sections, notes bemg preserved relating

to each numbered ' find.' The accompanying diagrammatic section of Cutting I.

shows the position of the pottery and other objects found, and the various strata

which formed the accumulated silting iu the fosse.

Sixteen satisfactory photographs (half-plate) were taken of Avebury, the

majority showing the progress made in the excavations from time to time as new

features presented themselves.

AVEBURY STONE CIRCLE. WILTS (i903).

AVERAGE SECTION OF THE S. FOSSE.
SHOWINC THE POSITION OF THE POTTERY AND OTHER OBJECTS FOUND.

rTTTTl

REFERENCES TO SOILS.

TURF AND TURF MOULD.

SURFACE SILT/WO (CMIErLV MOULD).

MIXED SILTING.

FINE MIXED SILTING.

CHALK RUBBLE.

REFERENCES TO FINOS .

+ W0.7IMAN AND MEDIEVAL POTTERY.

© POTTERY or ROMANO-BRITISH TYPE.

ROMAN POTTERY.

• POTTERY OF BRONZE ACE TYPE.

numeZL} °^''^'' ''""' '=" "^"^'^
i

SCALE OF -L, u
so it

FEET.

^ METRES.

The excavations were visited by several fellows of the Society of Antiquaries

of London, and by members of the Wiltshire Ai-chseological Society, Somerset-

shire Archaeological Society, and the Viking Club.'-

After consultation with Lord Avebury it was decided to leave the excavations

open until next spring, and a strong stake and wire fence has therefore been

erected to enclose the disturbed ground.

' Most of the men were local labourers, but I brought with me, as foreman,

T. Paul, of Glastonbury, for many years engaged in work at the Lake Village there,

and another man with similar experience.
^ The Chairman and Secretary of the Stone Circles Committee, British Associa-

tion, visited the excavations, and Lord Avebury came down from ^lOndon on two

occasions.
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(b) Cutting /., Fosse.—This cutting was 24 feet long, the most
westerly margin being about 156 feet from the middle of the hedge along

the road at the Kennet Avenue entrance. Turf was removed to a width

of 26 feet in the first instance, but this dimension in some places had to

be increased to 45 feet in order that the profile of the fosse, when partly

re-excavated, might be shown to better advantage.

In plotting the sectional diagram it was found that the present surface

of the silting of the fosse in this part was approximately 14 feet lower

than the original ground level above it (viz. the level of the adjacent

field in which the remains of the outer circle of stones are to be seen) at

the time of the construction of the fosse. It is rather remarkable that

the Avebury fosse has not silted up to a greater extent.'

As it was anticipated that the fosse might pi'ove to be deep, ledges

had to be left in the silting at different stages to allow of the material

being thrown up from the lower levels with comparative ease ; and it was
found necessary in a large cutting of this sort to wheel out nearly all the

material on planks.

The turf and turf-mould was found to reach to a depth of 0-8 foot

;

in it several modern shards and scraps of iron were found. We next

came to a fine gritty mould, which has been called ' surface silting.' The
average depth of this in the middle was 3'3 feet from the surface, tapering

oQ. towards both sides of the ditch. In removing this layer horizontally

we, of course, came to earlier deposits on the sides, viz. mixed silting and
chalk rubble. As will be seen by the diagram, the strata ai-e deepest in

the centre of the fosse, the surface of each deposit, as viewed from above,

jDresenting a decidedly concave outline. The deeper a ditch, the more
pronounced one expects to find this chai'acteristic. Silting falling into

an open ditch from either side naturally covers the sides very rapidly,

and the surface of the silting as it increases from bottom to top is always
concave, more so in the early stages of filling than later.

The next deposit—mixed silting, consisting of mould with a larger

proportion of small pieces of chalk—extended to an average depth of

8'7 feet in the middle of the silting. This deposit was also on the curve.

In most places the bottom 2 feet of this silting was found to be of a finer

kind with a smaller admixture of bits of chalk, and it is differently repre-

sented in the diagram.

When the middle of the mixed silting was reached we proceeded to

trace the hard chalk walls of the fosse on both sides to the depth we had
excavated. This done, the work from day to day became temporarily
checked by the caving-in of parts of the vertical face of the silting, some-
times two or three tons falling in one night. This is well seen in the
photographs. In the mixed silting, at depths of 5, 6-3, 6-3 and 7 feet

respectively, four sarsen boulders were found, each about 2 feet across.

The mixed silting proved to be an interesting deposit as far as

fragments of pottery were concerned. Four distinct qualities v;^ei'e found,
representing three definite archaeological types. In the upper third, and
above a depth of 4-5 feet from the surface, Normaii and Early English
pottery was found commonly, indicating not only that Avebury was
overrun during those times, but also that since early Norman times about
4-5 feet of silting had accumulated in this part of the fosse. Secondly,

' I heard some reports that the fosse had been cultivated as arable land some five

ftr six decades ago, but I was unable to substantiate those statements on making
inquiries from old inhabitants.
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pottery of the Roman period was found at depths vai-ying from 5 to 6 feet

in the middle of the mixed silting deposit ; and thirdly, two fragments of

coarse British pottery of Bronze Age type were found in the lowest third

of the mixed silting at a depth of 7 "2 feet from the surface. In the

middle division of this area twenty-five fragments of pottery were collected,

all of Romano- British type and unornamented. Some of the pieces were
small, and it is possible that a few of them may be post-Roman, but all

undoubtedly are pre-Norman. The three pieces of Roman ware associated

with the Romano-British pottery consisted of a very thin fragment, brick-

red on the two surfaces (No. 80), a lai'ge piece of painted New Forest

ware (No. 98), and a piece of tile, tegula (No. 24). The coarse Bi'onze

Age type of ware, containing large grains of quartz, survived into Roman
times, and is occasionally found with Romano-British shards. But when
found in deep deposits, unassociated with Romano- British pottery, it is

generally safe to regard it as being of Bronze Age manufacture. In the

Avebury fosse, however, the highest pieces of the early type are found
1"2 feet below the Romano-British type. The position of the various

.qualities of pottery in the mixed silting was most satisfactory as regards

chronology.

To complete the account of the pottery from Cutting No. I. we must
at once turn to the vast accumulation of chalk rubble, from 8'7 feet below
the surface of the silting to the bottom of the fosse. The only fragments

of pottery found in this deposit were three small pieces of Bronze Age
ware, at depths of 7 feet, 7"8 feet, and 12'5 feet respectively, two being

of the coarsest description.' There is no question about the depth of this

last-named fragment, which was found in my presence by the foreman
(who did all the important digging at low levels).

With one exception, the other ' finds ' in the chalk rubble were value-

less as evidence of date. But that exception was an important one, viz.

the finding of five red-deer antler picks (Nos. 89, 90, 91, 94, and 95), for

the most part fractured and incomplete, but capable of considerable

repair,^ resting on the solid chalk floor of ihe fosse— thrown away when
they became useless as tools. One or two of these picks prove to be
excellent specimens ; with one exception they are shed antlers, two being

extremely massive. (For details, see Section f.) It is difficult to realise

how this stupendous fosse was excavated out of the solid chalk by means
of antler picks only. There can be no doubt, I think, that the hardest

chalk must have been loosened, at least to some extent, by the blows of

flint hammers and mauls.-"* The other appliances used in this work would
probably be wooden and bone shovels, and baskets and ropes to haul the

chalk to the surface. Close to the bottom of the ditch we found a frag-

mentary shoulder-blade bone in a very bad state of j^i'eservation, but I

was unable to determine if it had been used as a shovel (' Archseologia,'

xlv. 345).

A flint knife was found at a depth of 1.3 feet and worked flint flakes

at 7'3 and 10 feet ; also a piece of human skull-bone at an approximate
depth of 12 feet. The relics are referred to later.

' Two fragments of Romano-British pottery were found in the chalk rubble, but
quite high up, close to the inner wall of the fosse, and as evidence of date their

position was unimportant.
"^ They have been restored by Mrs. St. G. Gray.
' In some cases the blunt end of the picks appears to have been used iqx

^^TOHieving. :
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The chalk rubble covered the sides of the ditch up to the top ; in the

middle of the silting the deposit was reached at a maximum depth of

8'7 feet, and extended downwards to the floor of the fosse to a maximum
depth of 16'8 feet, and a minimum depth of 16'6 feet, from the surface.

We were much impeded in clearing the smooth, flat floor of the fosse

owing to the repeated falls from the vertical face of the silting. How-
.ever, after perseverance, a length of 1 7 feet was cleared at the bottom, ^

the length of the excavation on the surface being 24 feet. The bottom
of the fosse avei-aged 17 feet in width (between 17 "3 and 16 feet in one
part). The inner wall of the fosse did not vary in slope very considerably,

as seen by the diagram (inclination about 59°), but the lower 5 feet of

the outer wall was very steep in most places (maximum inclination 80°).

No tool-marks were observable on the walls of the fosse, near the bottom
or elsewhere.

(c) Cuttiiig II., Fosse, and digging to the East of it.—At 87 feet to the W. of

the hedj^e of the road coming: into Avebury from Kenuet, and at 69 feet to the

E. of the W. marijin of Cutting I., another section was surveyed across the silting-

of the fosse. On May 23 a large cutting was begun here. It was soon found that

as this section was nearer the road there would be a greater amount of surface

silting to remove than in Cutting I. At the bottom of the surface silting several

fragments of Norman and mediseval pottery, two flint flakes, and a core v/ere

found, but as time pressed (Cutting I. having proved a heavier task than was
anticipated), it was found necessary to cease working at Cutting II. on June 1,

hoping that it might be completed at some future time. A total depth of
6'5 feet was attained on the W. and 5 feet on the E. Present length of the

cutting 9'5 feet. Judging from the sides already exposed, it appeared possible

that the fosse might be narrower at the bottom as it approached the Kennet
Avenue entrance.

If at no other place, it is quite reasonable to suppose that the 'Temple of

Avebury' was entered from the S. by way of the Kennet Avenue. We should,

therefore, look for an entrance causeway in the position of the modern road and a
little to the E. of Cutting II. Indeed, this cutting was commenced here in order

that it might be prolonged eventually in search of the end of the fosse terminating
in a solid chalk causeway. To try and prove the existence of such a termination

on the S. we made several trial-holes to ascertain the direction taken by the upper
margins of the walls of the fosse exposed in Cutting II. Holes were made along

both margins, and in all those nearest to Cutting II. the solid chalk upper margin
of the fosse wall was revealed ; but, instead of the fosse narrowing, it widened
as it approached the hedge and road. A trench was dug on the S. side up to the

hedge, and on the N. side close to the gate, but without proving that the fosse

rounded off. If such a termination does occur under the W. side of the roadway,
then the solid chalk entrance must have been narrow for so important a monument
as Avebury. On the other hand, there may have been no entrance causeway, and
it is possible that the fosse was spanned by a bridge. It is feared that, owing to

the presence of the hedge and modern roadway, it may be difficult to prove the

point. The best course to pursue would probably be to continue Cutting II.

towards the hedge, and, if found necessary, to drive a tunnel under the road at a
safe level.

(d) The Silting in Cutting I. {see Sectional Diagram). Dimensions taken in

the middle of the siltitig.— I. Turf and turf-mould, thickness O'B foot.

2. Surface silting, average thickness 2 4 leet ; fine loamy silt of light-brown

colour, without lumps of chalk, washed in and partly the resuli of denudation,

but mostly derived from silt drained into the fosse from the roadway.

' On a future occasion the remaining seven feet length of chalk rubble could be
excavated in the hope of finding other relics in this important deposit.
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3. Mixed silting, average thickness 3-8 feet, consisting of rather darker loamy
mould than the surface silting, and containing a fair proportion of small lumps of
chalk from a inch across to about 2 inches. On the W. side of the cutting a
hard band of lumps of chalk was noticed across the middle of this stratum. Some
of the lumps were 3 or 4 inches long, and resulted from a sudden fall of chalk
from the profile of the fosse. This layer, 2 inches thick, was so hard that the
foreman thought at first that the bottom of the fosse had been reached.

4. Fine mixed silting, average thickness 2 feet. A narrow, curved layer, con-
sisting of fine chalk mixed with a small proportion of light yellowish-brown loam
or mould.

5. Chalk rubble, average thickness 7-8 feet. The upper layers of this deposit
consisted of rather small lumps of chalk seldom more than 3 inches across, and
usually much smaller. Some of the pieces were found agglutinated as if by the
lime contained in water which had percolated through the silting. The lumps of
chalk were larger towards the bottom. Occasionally thin curved seams of mould
were observed in this deposit, caused by the falling of turf and mould from the
margins of the open fosse as it was gradually widening and falling from natural
causes, or by the deposit of surface mould thrown up undesignedly during the
process of buildins: the vallum.

(e) Other Notes on the Pottery.—Every fragment of pottery found in Cutting I.

is projected into the sectional diagram accompanying this Report, the diflerent
qualities being represented by symbols to show their relative denth at a glance.
The position of each fragment was carefully marked, as discovered, in the sectional
diagram, and the classification which was subsequently added was made quite
independently of the depth at which it was found.

The five pieces of early British pottery of Bronze Age type, found at depths
varying from 7 feet to 12-5 feet, consisted of one smooth fragment containing
fine grains of quartz (the No. 4 British quality of Pitt-Rivers) and four pieces of
ware, containing large grains of quartz, of the roughest description, and as rude
as the piece of pottery found with the Stone Age interments in Wor Barrow,
Handley.* (The latter, however, contained large grains of chalk and not quartz.)

The twenty-five fragments of Romano-British and the three pieces of Roman pot-
tery have already been briefly described in Section b. It remains, therefore, to say
something with regard to the shards of Norman and mediasval pottery, which,
taken as a whole, are typical of the period. This pottery bears a very close
resemblance, both in quality, fo)-m, and general character, to that found by me in
the great camp of Castle Neroche, seven miles S.S.E. of Taunton.- The trained
eye has no great difficulty in distinguishing between medioeval and pre-Norman
pottery, although it is true that ' puzzles ' occasionally crop up. Norman pottery
was comparatively plentiful in the upper strata of the silting of the fosse, indicat-
ing probably a large population at Avebury during that period. Among the
shards are a large proportion of pieces of rims and bottoms of vessels ; less

frequently bandies of pots were found, and fragments bearing definite traces of
glaze.

(f) Other Finds, Cutting I. (see numbers in Sectional Diagram). Flint
Implements.—^2. Long knife with dorsal ridge slightly worked along both edges,
with evidence of prolonged use.^ Depth, 6-3 feet in the chalk rubble.

76. Large worked flake. Depth, 10 feet in the chalk rubble.
81. Large rough scraper-shaped flake. Depth, 4 feet in the mixed silting.

85. Flake worked to a bevelled edge along one side. Depth, 7-3 feet in the
chalk rubble.

96. Finely worked knife (the only weU-chipped implement found). Depth,
13 feet in the chalk rubble, and within 4 feet of the floor of the fosse.

In addition, four large pieces of flint, bearing signs of slight rough flaking and
hammering, were found in the upper strata of the fosse. Of flint flakes, unworked,

' Excavations in Cranhorne Chase, iv., plate 257, fig. 19.
-' Pruc. Sum. Arch. Sac, xlix.. part ii., pp. 23-53.
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the following were gathered :—In the surface silting, down to 4 feet, 8 ; iu the

mixed silting, down to 6 feet, 26 ; and in the chalk rubble, down to 15 feet, 30

;

total, 64.

Iron Objects.—15. Two oblong-headed horseshoe nails, depth 2"8 feet, at the

top of the mixed silting. Another was found at No. 99 in Cutting II., depth

3 feet.

17. Part of a horseshoe, depth 27 feet,

56. Mediaeval arrowhead with socket of circular section ; shank nearly straight

and bevelled abruptly near the point, where the cross-section is rhombic; length

1^ inch. Viscount Dillon, F.S.A., writes thus: 'The Avebury specimenis a

mediaeval arrowhead of the " pile " class, and for use with the long bow. It is an

interesting and rare example, but the actual date is quite uncertain."^ The
workman (W. Smith) who found this arrowhead at a time when I was engaged in

drawing, assured me that it was dugout of the fine mixed silting at a depth which

I found to be 7-8 feet from the surface. It is quite probable that a small pointed

object like this might work its way down from its original position in the silting

by means of rabbit and other holes to a much lower level. On the other hand, as

the workman had just begun a fresh 'spit,' earth containing the arrowhead may
have fallen from a higher level beforehand without revealing the object. How-
ever, No. 56 is shown in the diagram at the depth at which it was picked up.

76. Tang and portion of the blade of a small knife, found at a depth of 2-8 feet

in the mixed silting.

Pieces of iron slag were found in the upper strata down to a depth of 4*5 feet.

Miscellaneous Objects.— 4:. Farthing of William HI., 1698. Depth 1 foot at the

top of the surface silting.

23. Piece of stone fractured through an artificial perforation. Depth 0-8 foot

at the bottom of the turf mould.
A small Jacobean clay pipe was found at a depth of 1 foot.

Human Remains.—Fragmentary human remains are frequently found in the

excavating of ditches, and indeed in most ancient sites. Four instances occurred

during the digging of Cutting I. at Avebury, viz. :—
30. Part of the lower jaw of an adolescent v?ith two well preserved molars.

Depth 8'3 feet in the chalk rubble.

34. Greater part of a left clavicle (least circumference 36 mm.). Depth 5' 7 feet

in the mixed silting.

87. Fragment of skull-bone (probably parietal). Depth 12 feet in the chalk

rubble.

100. Part of a right temporal bone (petrous and mastoid portions).'' Depth
7 feet in the chalk rubble.

PicJis of Red-deer Antler, ^r.—Perhaps the most interesting ' finds ' from these

excavations are the picks of antler found on the floor of the fosse in five instances.

All are marked in the diagram and are described below.
86. Greater part of a pick made from a shed antler of red-deer, the bez-tine

broken off'. Parts of the brow-tine are very much polished, the rounded point

broken. This was not resting on the bottom of the fosse, like Nos. 89, 90, 91, 94
and 95, but at an approximate depth of 14 feet.

89. This is not the longest of the Avebury picks, but it is the moat massive,

measuring 219 mm. in circumference just above the burr, and 183 mm. round the

beam between the brow- and the bez-tines. The stump of the trez-tine is seen,

and close to it the handle terminates in a smooth bevelled end. The long brow-
tine displays a graceful curve ending iu a smooth point. The bez-tine is seen only

as a stump. This was also a shed antler.

90. Fine specimen of a pick made from a large shed red-deer's antler. Present

' Vide also on mediaeval arrowheads, Gentleman's Magazine, cii. 1832, part i., 114.
* Dr. W. Wright thinks it is that of a female adult, the extreme smallness of the

mastoid process being due to sex.
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lenorth 22^ inches ; maximum circumference of beam 140 mm. The hrcJw-tinc does
not appear to have been utilised in this specimen, but is broken off short. The bez-
tine is straight and at an angle of about 40° with the beam of the antler. The
smooth rounded point bears evidence of considerable use. The stump of the
trez-tine is rounded and very smooth. The end of the handle and the grip are

much polished in places.

91. Pick formed Irom a large shed antler of red-deer. The bez- and trez-

tines have been broken off. The brow-tine, which is set at a very obtuse angle
with the beam of the antler, is much worn down from prolonged use. Circum-
ference of antler just above the burr 200 mm.

94. Greater part of a pick of red-deer antler ; of average size ; much damaged

;

the brow-tine bears evidence of use.

95. Pick formed from an average-sized antler of a slain red-deer. The brow-
aud bez-tines are poorly developed, and both were probably used together as a
double pick. The rounded point of the bez-tine is in good condition.

88. A few fragmentary pieces of red-deer antler ; approximate depth from the
surface 12"5 feet.

92. The burr, base, brow- and bez-tines of a small stag's antler, shed. The
point of the bez-tine somewhat smoothed. Depth, o'Z feet in the mixed silting.

An antler pick, much damaged, was found in the excavations at Stonehenge at
a depth of 57 feet. It is to be seen in Devizes Museum.^ General Pitt-Rivers
found an antler pick of the Romano-Eritish period at Woodyates (.^ Vindogladia)

;

the handle end, as well as the brow-tine, was cut and rubbed.'^ A good
specimen of an antler pick was exhibited by the Rev. Bryan King, vicar of
Avebury, in 1880, on the occasion of the visit of the British Archffiological Asso-
ciation to that place.^ But the Neolithic flint mines of Grime's Graves and
Cissbury have produced more specimens of these antler picks than any other places
ia Britain. At the Grime's Graves, excavated by Canon Greenwell, the picks
were all found in the galleries or in the filling of the shaft, below 17 feet from
the surface ; the total number discovered was seventy-nine. Examples from the
Grime's Graves,'' Cissbury,^ and from the flint mines at Spiennes, near Mons,
lielgium,^ are exhibited in the British Museum.

(g) Animal liemains.—Animal remains, mostly fragmentary, were found
plentifully in Cutting I., and the maximum depth at which they were traceable
(apart from the antler picks and the shoulder-blade before mentioned) was about
9-5 feet. In the surface deposits animal bone was quite plentiful, and the remains
were found to be mostly those of young animals, the epiphyses being wanting.
There Las not been time to go into details with reference to these remains, but it

is possible to record that the following larger animals are represented:—Horse,
ox, pig, red-deer, roe-deer, sheep, dog, and (?) fox and wolf. The remains of
oxen appear to have been most plentiful ; the relative size of these bones varied
considerably

; a tibia found at a depth of 5-5 feet gives a height for the animal of
3 feet 2 inches, whereas a complete metatarsus (depth 6'5 feet) give a height of
only .3 feet | inch ; from a metacarpus (depth 6-8 feet) a height of 3 feet 5^ inches
was estimated. The ox was clearly traceable down to a depth of 9 feet, and
remains apparently belonging to one animal were found at a depth of 8'8 feet

;

astragali and digits were quite plentiful. The horse remains, including many
teeth, extended to a depth of at least 7 feet, and for the most part belonged to
small animals. The red-deer was represented, in addition to the antlers, by an
OS calcis, astragalus, teeth, and small parts of lower jaws ; the largest of the latter,

' Figured in Archwolnf/ia, Iviii. 71.
* Figured in Excavations in Cranbornc Chase, iii. 135.
^ The Rev. A. C. Smith, in his large work, informs us that ' fragments of antler

picks, the instruments with which the graves had been dug, have been found
repeatedly in opening the barrows of North Wilts.'

* Journ. Ethnol. Soc. 1870, n.s., ii. 426 ; and ArcJoaologia, xlv. 342.
" Archavlogia, xlv. 344; Guide, Sttme Age, British Miisenm, 1902, 81.
Guide, Stone Age, British Aluseiim, 85.

e
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however, was at a depth of only 2'5 feet. The roe-deer was represented by a
piece of antler at a depth of 7 feet. The sheep jaws and other pieces were found
down to 6 feet. Most of the pig teeth, &c., were found in the upper deposits, and
the lowest depth appears to have been 6 feet. The dog was represented by lower
jaws and bones varying much in size ; some of the smaller may be remains of fox.

The lowest dog bones were at 8*8 feet deep. A tibia, found at a depth of Jo-S feet,

gave 1 foot 11^ inches for the height of the animal, and a humerus at about the
same depth gave a height of 1 foot 9 inches.

(h) Concluding Remarks.—The excavations at Avebury, so far as

they have gone, have given satisfactory and encouraging results ; bu1>

the evidence of date is not strong enough to determine, with any degree
of precision, whether the fosse and vallum were constructed in late

Neolithic times or in the early Bronze Age ; and we have not yet
decided the relative dates of Stonehenge and Avebury—a matter of far-

reaching interest and importance to the archteologist. The enormous
fosse with its steep sides, great depth, and surprising width, is probably
the largest ancient ditch in Britain that has ever been re-excavated.
In the work of the re-excavation of the great ditch encircling the long
barrow known as Wor Barrow, Handley, Dorset, it was found that
the deepest part was 13^ feet below the silting. This was regarded as
a stupendous undertaking ; at Avebury, however, we had the task of
removing 16| feet of silting before reaching the floor of the fosse.

No doubt the Avebury fosse inci'eased in width a good deal, during
the time that it was left open, to the bottom ; but when allowed to fill

up the chalk rubble must have accumulated very rapidly, probably in a
period not exceeding fifty years. The relics found in this deposit, there-
fore, although it could not be expected that they would be numerous,
are of the highest importance as evidence of date, not necessarily of the
actual time of construction, but approximately of the time when the fosse
was allowed to fill up from natural causes. After the profile of the
fosse became covered with silting, the rate of filling would become very
much slower and would advance in a decreasing ratio as time went on.

Three fragments of pottery of Bronze Age type in the lowest deposit are
not enough to base a sound conclusion on, and the few flint implements
and human remains found there are not of a character to help us in
the matter of date. But when antler picks were found on the floor our
minds drifted back to late Neolithic times. At any rate until further
excavations are conducted, we may rest assured that the fosse of

Avebury was constructed in a late stage of the Neolithic or at the
beginning of the Bronze Age, a period suggested by Lord Avebury many
years ago.
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The Lahe Village at Glastonhury

.

—Tenth Report of the Committee,

consisting of Dr. E. MuNRO (Chairman), Professor W. Boyd
Dawkins {Secretary), Dr. Arthur J. Evans, Mr. Henry Balfour,

Mr. G. H. Read, and Mr. A. Bulleid. (Draivn up by Mr. Arthur
BuLLEiD and Mr. H. St. George Gray.)

The examination of the entire site comprising the Glastonbury Lake
Village was completed in 1907, and during the past year an exhaustive

description has been in course of preparation. Owing to the large amount
of material, notes, plans, drawings, and photographs to be gone through

and prepared—a collection that accumulated during the sixteen years the

excavations were in progress—the work of compilation for publishing has

been found somewhat onerous, but the chapters by the various con-

tributors are now well in hand, and it is hoped the monograph will be

published next year.

During the past summer tentative explorations have taken place at

another Lake Village site at Meare, situated between two and three

miles west of the Glastonbury Village.

The existence of this site has been known to Mr. Bulleid since 1895,

but the Glastonbury excavations being in progress no examination was
attempted until this year.

The Meare Lake Village lies on the peat moor to the north side of

a low ridge of ground, on which the village of Meare is built, and from
400 to 600 feet south of the River Brue.

The tract of land in this neighbourhood was at one time occupied

by Meare Pool, a body of water which in the early part of the sixteenth

century was five milfes in circumference. All traces of this lake have
disappeared owing to drainage, and its position is now represented by
fertile pastures.

The Lake Village consists of two distinct groups of circular mounds,

A and B, separated by a level piece of ground about 200 feet in width.

The site covers parts of five fields, and measures some 250 feet in

width N. and S., by 1,500 feet in length E. and W.
Group A occupies parts of three fields, and consists of some forty

dwelling-mounds. This portion contains the more important mounds,
the highest being 4*4 feet above the level of the surrounding fields. This

is twice the height of the largest dwelling-mound excavated at the Glaston-

bury Village.

Group B represents at least fifty dwellings, together with the areas of

ground between them. These dwelling-mounds are comparatively low,

and range in height from a few inches to 2 feet at the centre, which is the

highest part.

During the flood-time last spring the two areas of ground, A and B,

were the only dry spots in this part of the moorland. The level of the

land lying to the south of the village is only 13'6 feet above the mean
tide level at Highbridge, 10 miles distant, and near the mouth of the

River Parret. The flood-soil covering the fields immediately adjoining

the village varies from 1 to 2 feet.

The recent trial excavations at Meai-e consisted of digging a trench

5 feet wide through the centre of a dwelling-mound of medium size, and
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dwellings intwo trenches in the level ground passing K. and S. of the

Group A.
The two latter were made with the intention of finding the boundary

palisading, but although the ground was explored for more than 50 feet

beyond the outside mounds, no protection-wall of posts was found ; but
the ground still produced pottery and other evidences of occupation.

Test-holes were also dug in two mounds in Group B.
The examination proved conclusively that both groups of mounds were

constructed on similar lines to those at Glastonbury.
The section dug through the mound in Group A, provisionally called

I., was of great interest, apart from the number ofDwelling-mound

objects it produced. The foundation consisted of eight clay floors, one
above the other, together measuring 6 feet in depth, with twelve super-
imposed hearths. The greatest diameter of the mound was 32 feet

N. and S. Below the clay floors was a substructure of brushwood and
timber 2 feet in thickness, and under this the reeds and rushes forming
the original lake-bed. The hearths were made of baked clay, with the
exception of the lowermost, which was paved with a few small stones.

The actual size of the dwellings erected over the floors was not ascer-

tained, but the walls had been constructed of wattle-and-daub, as proved
by the fragments of baked clay found bearing impressions of wattle-
work and timber, evidently the x-emains of a burnt habitation.
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Considering the small amount of digging that was done, the ' finds

were exceedingly numerous, and the one small trench through this moun d
yielded more objects than were found in many of the largest Glastonbury
dwellings. There were few spadefuls of earth that did not contain some-
thing of archseological value. Fragments of pottery and bones of animals

alone filled several wheelbarrows. Considerably over one hundred rims

of distinct pots and thirty pieces of pottery, ornamented with different

designs, were found. Amongst the other objects of interest were the

following :

—

Amber. (A.)

1. Small red amber bead, showing considerable signs of wear; ext. diam. 12'5 mm.

;

diam. of hole 4-5 mm. ; section oval. Only five amber beads and parts of beads were
found in the Glastonbury Lake Village.

Bone Objects. (B.)

1. Distal end of a tibia of ox, cut off at right angles to the shaft at 82 mm, from
the end

2. Two pieces of rib-bone with knife-marks.

4. Bobbin consisting of a ruetataisus of sheep or goat, with condyle trimmed off

at the distal end ; at the proximal end there is the usual double perforation—at end
and side. The wool, or other fabric, was drawn off these bobbins as required for the

weft, passing through the holes to prevent the unrolling of the wound-on thread.

iSeveral dozens of these objects were found in the Glastonbury Village.

5. Pin showing considerable signs of wear ; length 89 mm. It tapers from a

mas. diam. of 7 mm. at one end to the point at the other end, and has no
perforation.

6. The greater part of a skewer made from part of the shaft of a tibia of a

sheep (?J These objects were found commonly in the Glastonbury Village.

7. Metatarsus of sheep, highly polished ; smooth transverse parallel grooves are

observable in several places.

10 Part of a bobbin, polished, of precisely the same type as B 4 described above.

13. Two pieces of animal bone showing teeth-marks.

3. Shoulder-blade (scapula) of horse or ox, considerably worked and ornamented,
and perhaps used as a shovel. At the articular end is a hole for suspension. The
projecting anterior spine has been cut away ; also the small coracoid process.

The Hatter lace is ornamented by a line of large representations of the dot-and-circle

pattern following the margin of the object, with an arm of the same pattern pro-

jecting inwards from each of the four sides. The circular grooves are large, measuring
9 mm. in diam., and they were evidently described by a pair of compasses, the dot

representing the position of the stationary leg. Objects of this character were not

identified at the Gla^tonbury Village. In the flint workings at Cissbury five scapula
were found, ihree of whicli had the spines cut away. They were regarded as shovels

;

one has been figured.'

8. 9, 11, 12, and 14-18. Fragments of nine worked scapulas, similar to B 3, but
unornamented, four of which are perforated at the articular end. The spine in some
cases is not completely cut down. Some of the specimens are much polished.

Baked Clay other than Pottery, (D.)

1. Triangular loom-weight of the usual Late Celtic type, with holes for suspen-

sion across two of the corners.

2. Grooved piece of baked clay of semicircular section. The groove has evidently

been subjected to intense heat, and the object may form part of a mould for metal

work.
3. Piece of wattle-marked clay.

4. Two pieces of a triangular loom-weight.
Five fusiform sling-bullets.

' Archaologia, xlv, p 315. See also the Report ou ' Avebury,' p. 40(3 svj'ra.
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Bronze Objects. (E.)

1. Small ring, band-shaped, with a central groove encircling it,

2. Piece of thin sheet bronze, shaped, and having one rivet-hole.

3. Another fragment, thicker, and triangular in form.
4. Spiral finger-ring of about If turns, composed of flat sheet bronze tape

gradually towards both ends. It is ornamented with two encircling groove.^
hatching between. Int. diam. 18'6 mm.

5. Fragment of a finger-ring.

G. Piece of bordering for a sheath or other object ; length 104 mm., average
width 63 mm. It bears traces of having been ornamented with a zigzag linear
design of a similar pattern to that seen on many of the weaving-combs of the
period.

7. Three little pieces of bronze dross.

Flint. (F.)

1. Scraper with chipped and bevelled edge, of horse-shoe shape; length 34 mm.
2. Small elongated scraper.

3. Worked flake.

4. Long, narrow piece of burnt flint.

5. Three flakes and part of a calcined scraper.

6. Short knife of plano-convex cross-section, well chipped.

{Glass. G.)

I. Knobbed piece of pale peacock-blue coloured glass; length 12 mm.

Objects ofAntltr. (H.)

4. Cylindrical piece of polished antler, length 65 mm.
; perhaps the handle of a

tool; diameters 21 by 18 mm.
9. Awl-handle of antler, with remains of iron tang protruding from one end

;

length 63 mm. At each end there is a band of cross-hatching by way of ornament.
II. Greater part of a tine, smooth, and bearing saw-marks; length on the curve

160 mm.
12. Piece of antler with projecting tine, very smooth, and bearing indications of

saw-marks and knife-cuts.

1. Weaving-comb, having eight teeth, tapering in length from one side to the
other. They show the usual groovings and figns of wear. The shaft is highly
polished, the ornamentation consisting only of two transverse lines at the base of
the teeth. The handle-end has been damaged, and bears indications of having been
gnawed. Length 114 mm.

2. Double-ended weaving-comb, much weathered and devoid of ornament. Very
few combs of this type were found in the Glastonbury Village. 8ix coarse but com-
plete teeth remain at one end , there were seven teeth at the other end, of which
one only now remains complete. Length 186 mm.

3. The handle-end of a weaving-comb, found in four fragments, some beino-
f) feet apart. The handle of this comb was considerably curved. TJie ornamentation
consists of a double zigzag pattern along the length of the handle similar to that
on H6 and E 6. Length of remaining part 113 mm.

5. Weaving-comb, repaired and now almost complete. Of the nine original teeth
seven remain complete. Like H 1, they taper in length, although not to such a
great extent. The handle is highly ornamented with zigzag grooves, four deep,
extending from both sides and forming lozenge-shaped interspaces down the middle
and triangles along the sides. The five lozenges are filled with single dots-and-
circles measuring 11 mm. in diameter ; the two side triangles nearest the handle-end
likewise have the large dots-and-circles. Length 160 mm.

6. Handle of a weaving-comb which once had eight teeth. The butt-end exhibits
signs of considerable wear. The ornamentation consists of a double zigzag pattern
along the length of the handle similar to that on H 3 and E 6. Present length 138 mm.

7. Handle-end of a weaving-comb of very unusual form, the sides of the oblong
enlargement (which sometimes occurs in these combs) being deeply notched on the
cnrve. Double lines crossed occupy the two compartments marked off for orna-
mentation.

1908. E E
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8. Paris of a weaving-comb of which the remains of five teeth are still

seen ; the handle much weathered ; no ornament beyond a transverse groove indicat-

ing the depth to which the teeth were to be cut.

10. Weaving-comb having eight of its original nine sharp teeth remaining,
which, like H 1, has longer teeth on one side than the other. The perforation for

suspension is 6 mm. in diam. The ornamentation consists of a pair of transverse

grooves at both ends of the shaft, with triple transverse grooves at irregular

intervals between ; two of the interspaces are partly filled by a single diagonal line.

Length 140 mm.
Iron Objects. (J.)

1.' Fragment, probably of a knife, covered with vivianite.

2. Two pieces of iron much corroded, of quadrangular section
;
probably the

greater part of a Late Celtic door-key.

3. A large piece of iron band, or hoop-iron, varying in width from 40 to 50 mm.,
and having one circular perforation.

4. Five pieces of corroded iron, two of which may be parts of the key, J 2.

Kimmeridffe Shale. (K.)

1. One-half of a lathe-turned armlet, which, when complete, was 92 mm. in

ext. diam. Unornamented ; section, oval, flatter on the inner than on the outer

face.

2. Armlet (or anklet?), highly polished and lathe-turned. Ext. diam. 05 mm.
(about 3| inches). It was split obliquely in one place when found; otherwise com-
plete. The section of the shale is oval, flatter on the inner than on the outer face

(dimensions 105 by 7 5 mm.). Two heavier shale armlets, with external diameters
of 97 and 109 mm. respectively, were found in the Glastonbury Lake Village.

Animal Bones. (N.)

1. Metacarpus of sheep or goat, with an enlarged distal end, apparently the

result of disease. The bone has been polished, and shows a transverse notching on
both sides (with slight grooves—see C 7) near the large end.

2, 4, 5. Part of lower jaw with teeth and other bones of beaver. (Some of the

bones, otter?)

3. Horn cores of Bos longifrons, goat and sheep.

6. Small lower jaw, not yet identified.

Pottery. (P.)

Th3 pottery has already been spoken of at the end of Part 1. of this Report. A
large proportion of the fragments are ornamented with designs typical of the period,

nearly all being represented in the Pottery Series from the Glastonbury Village.

Similar designs have been found in Somerset, but much less frequently, on Ham Hill

(near Stoke-under-Ham), at Worlebury and Cannington Park Camps, and in Wookey
Hole. The fragments from Meare for the most part belonged to small vessels. One
piece with a ' cordon ' reminds one of the vases from the Aylesford urn-field.

Querns. (Q.)

1, 3. Upper stone of saddle-shaped querns.

4, 5. Fragments of lower stones of saddle-shaped querns.

2. Fragment of lower stone of round quern.

Stotie Objects. (S.)

1, 15, 18. Hammerstones.
2-13, 16, 17, 19, 20. Whetstones, chiefly of sandstone.

14. Small thin disc of lias, with a perforation 11 mm. in diam.

21. Waterworn block of lias, with a chipped circular depression 3| inches in diam.

22. Piece of calcined (?) lias, with perforation.

23. Two small waterworn pebbles, perhaps used in games.

Tusks and Teeth. (T.)

1, Boar's tusk, with circular perforation (diam. 4 mm.) for suspension.

2, 4. Five other boars' tusks.

3, 5. Two teeth, pig and dog.
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Spindle-ivkorls. (W.)

1. Large flat spindle-whorl of lias with irregular edge; diam. of hole 11 mm.
2. Oval sandstone disc, with incipient hole on one face, and probably a spindle-

whorl in the process of manufacture.
3. Small, thick spindle-whorl of lias, with hole 8 mm. in diam.
4. Somewhat irregular baked clay spindle-whorl with perforation.
5. Thick stone spindle-whorl not truly circular, with perforation .5-2 mm. in diam.

Fragmentary oyster-shells, snail-shells, limpet-shells, and bits of calcined bone
were also collected.

Anthropological Pliotographs.—Report of the Committee, consistvnq of
Dr. C. H. Eead (Chairman), Mr. H. S. Kingsford {Secretary),
Dr. T. AsHBY, Dr. G. A. Auden, Mr. H. Balfour, Mr. E. n!
Fallatze, Dr. A. C. Haddon, Mr. E. Sidney Hartland, Mr. E.
Heawood, Professor J. L. Myres, and, Professor Flinders Petrie,
appointed for the Collection, Preservation, and Systematic Eeqistra-
tion of Photographs of Anthropological Interest. (Drawn up hy the
Secretary.)

The Committee issue the third list of photographs registered with them.
They have to report that all the photographs in their possession have

been mounted, the balance in hand having been expended on this object.
The system of numbering and arrangement was published in the

York (1906) report of the Committee. The following is a list of the
numbers already allocated :

—

1-2000. The Royal Anthropological Institute, .3 Hanover
Square, W.

2001-3000. Professor J. L. Myres, The University, Liverpool.
3001-4000. Dr. D. Randall-Maclver, Wolverton House, Clifton,

and the late Mr. Anthony Wilkin.
4001-5000. Mr. T. V. Hodgson, 54 Kingsley Road, Plymouth.
5001-6000. Dr. C. S. Myers, Galewood Tower, Great Shelford,

Cambridge.
6001-7000. Professor J. L. Myres, The University, Liverpool.
7001-8000. Mr. Edgar Thurston, Government Museum, Madras.
8001-9000. Will be used for small series or single photographs.
(8002-8015. Miss E. M. Hartland, Highgarth, Gloucester

)

9001-10000. Dr. W. H. R. Rivers, F.RS., St, John's College,
Cambridge.

10001-11000. Dr. C. G. Seligmann, 15 York Terrace, N W
11001-12000. Dr. G. A. Auden and Dr. H. A. Auden, Education

OfiBce, Birmingham.
12001-13000. Dr. A. C. Haddon, F.R.S., InLsfail, Hills Road,

Cambridge.
1 3001-14000. Not yet allocated.

14001-15000. Dr. J. J, Lister, F.R.S., St. John's College, Cambridge.

The Committee ask to be reappointed, with a grant of bL
E E 2
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THIRD LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHS.

EUROPE.

England.—Photographed hy Dr. G. A. Auden, 54 Bootham, York.

Yorhsldre.

11093.

11094.

11095.

11096.

11097.

11098

Bronze brooch with representation of lion, and two bone buckles (York
Museum).

Staghorn amulets (York Museum).
Bone comb with Runic inscription (York Museum).
Staghorn amulets with zoomorphic design (Y'ork Museum).
Silver brooch with zoomorphic design (York Museum).
Cross and human face (bone) (York Museum).

ASIA.

Borneo : Sarawak.—Photographed by

Inisfail, Hills Road, Cambridge.

should be made direct to Dr. Haddon
White, and Brown.'] 4} X 31

Dr. A. C. Haddon, F.R.S.,

[Application for photograph.s

Cf. ' Head-Hunters, Black,

12701

12702
12703
12704
12705
12706
12707
12708
12709
12710
12711
12712
12713
12714
12715
12716
12717
12718
12719
12720
12721
12722
12723
12724
12725
12726
12727
12728
12729
12730
12731
12732
12733
12734
12735
12736
12737
12738
12739

Drying upoh on darts.

Ratan raft, Marudi.

Preparing for a voyage, canoe with carved figure-head, Marudi.

Two figure-heads of canoes.

Sea Dayak (or Iban). •

Up-river scenery.

Going up rapids, Madalam River.

Girl offering borak to a ' boy ' at Long Puah.

Long Puah, Jangang's hou.se

Long Puah, .Tangang's house.

Woman winnowing rice on a verandah (cf. 12838).

Hose taking tribute in Fort, Marudi.

Hose taking tribute in Fort, Marudi.

Ratans in front of bazaar, IMarudi.

Kara jankeit, Ficus.

Going up rapids, JIadalam River.

Malinau River, near source.

Mulu bone cave.

Mulu bone cave.

Temporary skull-house. Long Puah.

Temporary skull-house. Long Puah.

House in construction on Tutau River, Batu Blah.

Gourds containing skulls (Limbang).

Brunei.

Brunei.

Brunei.

Brunei, marketing.

Brunei.

Brunei.
Brunei.

Brunei.

Brunei, fish traps.

Brooketo'wn.
Brooketown, middle of village, man making string.

Sibu, Malay-town.
Mohammedan saint's grave, Baram Mouth.

Sago factory (Limbang), rasping trunk of palm.

Sago factory, man treading sago.

Sago factory.

i
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12?40.

12741.

12742.

12743.

12744.

12745.
12746.

12747.

12748.

12749.

12750.

12751.

12752.

12753.

12754.

12755.

12756.

12757.

12758.

12759.

12760.

12761.

12762.

12763.

12764.

12765.

12766.

12767,
12768.

12769.

12770.

12771.

12772.

12773.

12774.

12775.

12776.

12777.

12778.

12779.

12780.

12781.

12782.

12783.

12784.
12785.

12786.

12787.

12788.
12789.

12790.

12791.

12792.

12793.

12794.

12795.

12796.

12797.

12798.

12799.

12800.

12801.

12802.

Sago factory.

Sago factory, man treading sago.

Sago factory.

Sago factory, rasping trunk of palm (larger scale).

Sago factory.

Fishing with jalai net, Tutau or Malinau River. Fisli caught.

Fishing with jalai net, Tutau or Malinau River. Fish caught.

Fishing with jalai net, Tutau or Malinau River.

Wooden protecting figure at Long Sulan (Long Pokun people).

Up-river scenery, Dapoi River.

Decorated Pontiauak Malay hat.

Rice granary in padi field.

Rice granary in padi field.

Tinjar River, tree arch.

Poling up rapids, Dapoi River.

Poling up rapids, Dapoi River.

Images outside Long Sulan.

Long Sulan, sacred stones and images of tigers.

Drift wood at mouth of Baiam River.

Mohammedan saint's grave, mouth of Baram River.

Mohammedan saint's grave, mouth of Baram River.

Verandah of Hose's house.

A midday meal, making the fire.

Buffaloes in jungle, Baram River.

Nest of maias (orang-utan).

Poles at encampment, Marudi.
Boat race, Marudi.
Temporary sleeping-hut, Baram River.

A.C.H. in canoe, Pata River.

Natives in canoe, Pata River.

Clearing for padi, Tinjar River.

Group of natives.

Tree burial, Malinau River.

Long Tisam, Tinjar River.

Long Sulan ceremonial poles.

Taking tribute. Long Dapoi.
Boat race, Marudi.
Boat race, Marudi.
Boat race, Marudi.
Boat race, Marudi.
Boat race, Marudi.
Eggs in cleft sticks as an offering.

Tuba-fishing. Men with war coats.

Tuba-fishing.

Tuba-fishing.

Decorated baskets, Sarebas Dayak.
Mausoleum, Baram District.

Roof with carved beam, Aban Abit's house, Long Tisam.
Painted partition, Long Tisam.
Painted wall of house with two hats. Long Tisam.
New Fort opposite Tama Bulan's house.
Sea Dayak (Iban) cotton blanket, puah.
Sea Dayak (Iban) cotton blanket, puah.
Kenyah woman's hat (Tama Bulan's daughter).
Ceremonial posts and stones in front of Tama Bulan's house.
Fisherman's hut, Brooketown.
Batu Blah Village, Tutau River.
Side view of a long house, Tutau River.
Long house (? Orang Bukit), (Kadayan), Long Lenai, Tutau.
Fish trap, Brooketown.
Winnowing rice, Brooketown.
Ceremony of skull-moving, Long Puah, Lobong River.
Grave on Rejang River, near Sibu.
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12803.

12804.

12805.

12806.

12807.

12808.

12809.

12810.

12811.

12812.

12813.

12814.

12815.

12816.

12817.

12818.

12819.

12820.

12821.

12822.

12823.

12824.

12825.

12826.

12827.

12828.
12829.

12830.

12831.

12832.

12833.

12834.

12835.

12836.

12837.

12838.

12839.

12840.

12841.

12842.

12843.

12844.

12845.

12846.

12847.

12848.

12849.

12850.

12851.

12852.

12853.

12854.

12865.

12856.

12857.

12858.

12859.

12860.

12861.

12862.

12863.

12864.

Fastening basket of skulls in new house, Long Puab, Lobong River.
Verandah, Long Puah, McD. measuring.
Long houses ( ? Aban Abit's bouses), Long Tisam, Tinjar.
Long house.
Bazaar, Marudi.
Residency, Limbang.
Residency, Limbang.
Camp on Mount Dulit, 4,000 ft.

Foliage, M^unt Oulit. 4,000 ft.

Trophy of Murut skulls.

.

Mount Dulit.

Skull trophy.

Lobong River, buttress tree and canoe.
Two Malangs.
Leaf beds in bank of Malinau River.
Scott-Keltie Falls, Mount Dulit.
Up-river scenery.

Tukanaiah (servant), Limbang.
Skulls in verandah. Long Tisam.
Skulls in verandah, Long Tisam.
Skulls in verandah, Long Tisam.
Verandah of a long house.
Up-river scenery, overhanging tree, man on krangang.
Ray's Rapid, Dapoi River.
Sea Dayak (Iban) petticoat, bidang.
Two Sea Dayak fortmen (side), Kidara (tall) and Manchu (short).
Two Sea Dayak fortmen (front), Kidara and Manchu.
Tatued man, Jalai, a Rejang Sea Dayak. |

Tatued man, Ajong, from Bakong.
Two Sea Dayak fortmen, Biji (short) and Sui (tall).

Kenyah man on ki-angang.
Man cutting log.

Two boys (one with carrying-basket).
Two Madangs, Tama Ipoi Bilong and man.
Lelak man.
Woman winnowing rice in verandah (cf. 12711) (best).
Sea Dayak, Chrang from Batang Lupar.
Sea Dayak and wife, Chrang and Lada.
Two Kenyah women (two types).
Kenyah woman, Bulan.
Two Kenyah women (narrow and broad faced types).
Two Kenj'ah women.
Two Punans, Long Puah.
View from Limbang towards Brunei.
View from Limbang, towards Brunei.
Group of Sea Dayak women at Sibu, Rejang. Fat girl with corslet is a

Kayan.
Lad with brass-studded band in mouth in front of toothless gums (? Iban).
Sea Dayak (Chrang, Batang Lupar) and wife (Lada), Limbang.
Man (? tribe).

Figure-head of canoe.
Figure-head of canoe.
Figure-head of canoe.
Figure-head of canoe. Long Kiput.
Old Kenyah man.
Three lads, Marudi.
Fort, Marudi.
Judging rice, Marudi.
Bazaar, Marudi.
Bazaar, Marudi.
Bazaar, Marudi.
Lad, Marudi.
Sea Dayak dancing, Marudi.
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12865. Sea Dayak dancing, Marudi.

12866. Iban mural painting.

12867. Model of Hornbill for festival, Marudi.

12868. Model of Hornbill for festival, Marudi.

12869. Sea Dayak dancing.

12870. Floating houses (Malay), Marudi.

12871. Two Sea Dayaks (front), Marudi.

12872. Four bezoar stones.

12873. Two Sea Dayaks (side), Marudi.

12874. Boats on Tutau River.

12875. Sea Dayak (Iban) petticoat, bidang, gold embroidery on green.

12876. Hill's Range.

12877. Mount Dulit.

12878. Old Kenyah man,
12879. Kenyah man.
12880. Mount Dulit.

12881. Kenyah man.
12882. Man (side) with distended lobe of ear.

12883. Embroidered chawat, Iban.

12881. Embroidered sash, Iban.

12885. Kanowit decorated baskets.

12886. Beaded baskets.

12887. Sea Dayak (Iban) petticoat, bidang.

12888. Three boys (up-country).

12889. Man with curly hair (? Kenyah), of. 12900.

12890. Two hooks, Baram.

12891. Two men (cf. 12943), Punans, Bok River.

12892. Sea Dayak (Iban) embroidery.

12893. Hill's Range.
12894. Mount Dulit.

12895. Two boys.

12896. Stone implements.
12897. Stone implements.
12898. Sea Dayak (Iban) embroidery.

12899. Stone hook.

12900. Man with curly hair (cf. 12889).

12901. Two bezoar stones.

12902. Stone implement in Sarawak Museum.
12903. Stone implement in Sarawak Museum.
12904. Decorated hat, Malanau (Milano).

12905. Decorated hat, Madang.
12906. River scene.

12907. Waterfall, Pata.

12908. Pattern on bamboo receptacle, Kayan.
12909. Unshipping at rapids, Madalam River.

12910. Baram River at Marudi.
12911. Kenyah man (full).

12912. Kenyah man (f view).

12913. Kenyah man (side) (cf. 12917)
12914. Kenyah man (front).

12915. Berantu (wooden image).
12916. Man.
12917. Man (cf. 12913).
12918. Rice-houses on river-bank.

12919. Back view of a Sea Dayak with seat-mat (cf. 12925).

12920. Seat-mats.
12921. Suknn beside the hornbill (cf. 12926, 12867).

12922. Patterns on tatu blocks, Murut and Kayan.
12923. Painted shield. Long Fokun, Kenyah.
12924. Foliage.

12925. Cf. 12919, Sea Dayak wearing a seat-mat,
12926. Iban mural painting.

12927. Kenyah man (cf. 12934).

423
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12928. Kenyah man.
12929. Iban boy with ringworm (front).

12930. Iban boy with ringworm (back).

12931. Man (hair).

12932. Baram River from Marudi.
12933. Carved Iban shuttle.

12934. Details of carved Iban shuttle (other side).

12935. Details of carved Iban shuttle (other side).

12936. Areca palms, Marudi.
12937. Rubbing of Kenyah pattern.

12938. Rubbing of Kenyah pattern.

12939. Rubbing of Kenyah pattern (dog).

12940. Rubbing of Kayan pattern (dog).

12941. Rubbing of Kalabit pattern.

12942. Two Punan men.
12943. Cf. 12891.

12944. Rubbing of Iban thread-case.
12945. Chinese traders, Marudi.
12946. Sea Dayak family bathing.

12947. Ceremony before skull-house.

12948. Pulling up skull basket.

12949. Source of Malinau River.

12950. Boat race, Kuching.
12951. Boat race, Kuching.
12962. Boat race, Kuching.
12953. Boat race, Kuching.
12954. Boat race, Kuching.
12955. Boat race,* Kuching.
1 2956. Boat race, Kuching.
12957. Boat race, Kuching.
12958. Boat race, Kuching.
12959. Boat race, Kuching.
12960. Kuching, sunset.

(Numerous negatives of decorative art are also available.)

OCEANIA.

New Guinea.—Photographed by A. Wilkix and A. C. Haddon, Inisfail,

Hills Road, Cambridge. [Application for photographs should be mads
direct to Dr. Haddon. Cf. 'Reports Camb. Exped. to Torres Straits'

and ' Head Hunters, Black, White, and Brown.'] i\ x 3^,

12001. Hula man, (A) profile (Tinea).

12002. C.G.S. at work (Hula).

12003. Hula child (oblique eyes), full face.

12004. Same as 12001, full face.

12005. Bleeding with miniature bow and arrow (Hula).

12006. Hula native, profile (Tinea), hair in cloth.

12007. Same as 12005.

12008. Hula man with tinea.

13009. Hood Peninsula, driving in bush.

12010. Gaile, near view of houses in sea.

12011. Kalo.

12012. Gaile (distance).

12013. Drawings of Kerepunu belts.

12014. Gaile and natives, group on shore.

12015. Kamali, Dubu.
12016. Gaile, near view of houses in the sea.

12017. Gaile natives.

12018. Kamali, Dubu and Chief's house.

1?019. Old wom?m washing a pot in the creek, Kalo.
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12020. Kalo, drjing grass.

12021. Street, Delena (pots and hunting for lice).

12022. Delena.

12023. In the bush near Hula.

12024. Steeple house, Kale.

12025. Delena, house, and woman making pottery.

12026. Delena, canoe and mangroves.
12027. Murray Island.

12028. Delena (pottery making).
12029. Delena (child in bag).

12030. Two Wara (Pokau) natives (man and wife).

12031. Houses, Delena.
12032. Same as 12028.

12033. Ceremony at Babaka (nude girls on platform).

12034. Ceremony at Babaka (clothed girls on platform).

12035. Kerepunu, man hollowing bowl.

12036. Kerepunu, man hollowing bowl.

12037. Kerepunu, canoe-making (general view).

12038. Alnkune, fishing village close to Kerepunu.
12039. Kerepunu natives seeing off a prisoner.

12040. Part of the marine village of Hula.
12041. Kerepunu, two men hollowing a canoe.

12042. Kerepunu, hollowing a canoe.
12043. Dance at Babaka.
12044. Firing outside of canoe, Kerepunu.
12045. Group of dancers, Babaka ( <? and J ).

12046. Group of dancers, Babaka ( cJ and ? )•

12047. Dance at Babaka.
12048. Canoe-making, Kerepunu (back view of three S )•

1 2049. Dance at Babaka.
12050. Dance at Babaka.
12051. Firing inside of canoe, Kerepunu.
12052. Male dancers, Babaka, with mouth charm.
12053. Men hollowing out a canoe, Kerepunu (three (J , front view).
12054. Dance at Babaka.
12055. Hula women.
12056. Boys' game. Hula, Kinimali.
12057. Boys' game. Hula, Korikini, hair.

12058. Boys' game. Hula, Korikini.

12059. Boys' game, Hula, Toitoi.

12060. Boys' game. Hula, Korikini, fingers.

12061. Boys' game. Hula, Korikini, ears.

12062. Boys' game. Hula, Korikini, ears.

12063. Boys* game. Hula, Korikini, ears.

12064. Boys' game. Hula, Rapurapu.
12065. Palm-leaf toys, Hula.
12066. Woman making fire (groove method). Hula.
12067. Church at Saibai.

12068. House at Saibai.

12069. Swamp at Saibai.

12070. Saibai, pile dwellings.

12071. Saibai, pile dwellings.

12072. Saibai, pile dwellings.

12073. Tud, huts on ground.
12074. Tud, huts on ground.
12075. Saibai, Church (exterior).

12076. Rev. J. Chalmers and Chief of Saibai.

12077. Tud, coral image in bush.
12078. Saibai (two S).
12079. ' May Meeting ' at Mabuiag, present of food,
12080. Canoe at Mabuiag.
12081. Bow of canoe at Mabuiaj;.
12082. Stern of canoe at Mabuiag.
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12083-90. Pathological.

12091. House on fire at Mabuiag.

12092. Cleaning pearl-shell at Mabuiag.

12093. House on fire at Mabuiag.

12094. Dugong, Mabuiag.

12095. Restoration of totem shrines, Yam.
12096. Snake and Dugong scarifications on two women.
12097. Myrmecodium, Mabuiag.

12098. Model of canoe, Mabuiag.

12099. Model of canoe, Mabuiag.

12100. Model of canoe, Mabuiag.

12101. Cuscus, Mabuiag.

12102. Myrmecodium, Mabuiag.

12103. Snake totem scarification, Mabuiag.

12104. Making a scar, Mabuiag.

12105. Snake totem scarification, Mabuiag.

12106. Cuscus, eating.

12107. Two old women, Mabuiag midwives.

12108. Two old women, Mabuiag midwives.

12109. Kwoiam's victims at Pulu, row of stones.

12110. Head-post, &c., Pulu.

12111. Part of Kwod, Pulu.

1 2112. Cove of Mumugubut at Pulu.

12113. Rocks at Pulu.

12114. Kwod, Pulu (positions of the clans).

12115. Cave (Augudalkula), Pulu.

12116. Rock-painting, Pulu, waterspout.

12117. Hand-marks on rock which fell from the sky, Pulu.

12118. Augudalkula.

12119. Rock-painting, Pulu, man beating drum, and dancers

12120. Augudalkula, Pulu.

12121. Taburi, house where we slept.

12122. View from Taburi.

12123. House at Taburi, showing side verandah.

12124. Two mountaineers (side), Ari and Yube of Wamai.
12125. A ' Bushman ' at Rigo.

12126. Women carrying grass for thatch at Rigo.

12127. Front face, young Motu <?.

12128. Side face, young Motu (?

.

12129. Two mountaineers (side), Hogeri (with crescent).

12130. Two mountaineers (front).

12131. Mountain girl.

12132. Same as 12124 (full face), Wamai.
12133. Motu charms.

12134. Same as 12125 (full length).

12135. Rigo village.

12136. Chief of Taburi whittling spears with a boar's tusk

12137. Dance at Hula.

12138. Dance at Hula.

12139. Dance at Hula.

12140. Carving dubu-post, Rigo.

12141. Charms, Port Moresby.

12142. Charms, Port Moresby.

12143. Charms, Port Moresby.

12144. Mountaineer, Goria of Wamai

.

12145. Chief of Agi (with hat).

12146. Chief of Agi (without hat, side).

12147. Same as 12144 (side).

12148. Same as 12146 (front).

12149. View of bush near Taburi.

12150. Same as 12146.

12151. Our hosts at Taburi (full length).

12152. Our hosts at Taburi (side, upper part).
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12163. Women at Taburi.

12154. Village of Taburi.

12166. House at Ziria, ifule Island.

12166. Lads at Ziria.

12167. Lad, side face, at Ziria.

12168. House at Ziria.

12159. Marea at Ziria.

12160. Lads at Ziria.

12161. Street, Ziria.

12162. Street, Ziria, with dogs.

12163. House, Ziria.

12164. Decorated board in front of a marea.
12165. Houses at Ziria.

12166. Dabbing a pot with a decoction of mangrove bark.

12167. • Turtle-cutting,' Port Moresby.
12168. Three natives of Port Moresby (Koitapu, side).

12169. Cleaning pots, Port Moresby.
12170. Turtle-cutting, Port Moresby.
12171. Animal masks from Gulf.

12172. Firing pots. Port Moresby.
12173. Same as 12168 (front).

12174. Same as 12173.

12175. Three masks and bull-roarer from Gulf.

12176. Taking pots off fire, Port Moresby.
12177. Carrying turtle (before cutting).

12178. House at Mohu (hammock).
12179. Mohu.
12180. House at Mohu.
12181. Houses at Mohu (gable end).
12182. Mohu.
12183. Mohu, street.

12184. Decorated gable-beam, Mohu.
12185. House at Mohu with tablet.

12186. Marea at Mohu (side).

12187. Houses at Mohu.
12188. Mohu.
12189. Great marea at Mohu (front).

12190. Pottery making. Port Moresby, moulding bowl.
12191. Pottery making, Port Moresby, moulding bowl.
12192. Beating pots.

12193. Scraping inside of pot.

12194. Shaping edge of pot.

12195. Shaping edge of pot.

12196. Marking edge of pot.

12197. Sprinkling water on clay.

12198. Marking rim of pot with trade-mark.
12199. Same as 12197.
12200. Same as 12197.
12201. Two unfinished pots.

12202. Clay for making pots.

12203. Removing pots oflE the fire.

12204. Pots drying.
12205. Potters in house.
12206. The feast. Unfinished pot.

12207. The feast. Unfinished pot.

12208. Same as 12206. Firing pots.

12209. Firing pots.

12210. Mer, feast.

12211. Mer, feast.

12212. Mer, feast.

12213. Mer, feaat.

12214. Kneading clay for pots. Port Moresby.
12215. Cylinder, half finished.
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12216. A ' spell,' woman smoking.
12217. Three stages of pot-making,
12218. Everting rim of pots.

12219. Half-finished pot.

12220. Shaping edge.

12221. Three states of pots, mixing and kneading cla)'.

12222. Children playing at Hanuabada, walking on heads.

12223. Hanuabada, Port Moresbj-.

12224. Creek on road to Tuburi.

12225. Pots and firewood ready for firing.

12226. Firing a single pot.

12227. Brushing a pot with decoction of mangrove bark.

12228. Preparing for feast, Mer.
12229. Pulling horse out of salt-pan.

12230. Tug of war.
12231. Kaketut, Mer.
12232. ' Cat's Cradle,' Port Moresby.
12233. Frog game.
12234. Mountaineer's foot.

12235. Mountaineer's foot.

12236. Hula man, side face, A (cf. 1224C).

12237. Mountaineer, Babu of Ubere.
12238. Mountaineer, Babu of Ubere (side).

12239. Two mountaineers (side).

12240. Mountaineer, Ruiva of Umuna.
12241. Mountaineer, Ruiva of Umuna (side).

12242. Mountaineer, Amiro of VVamai.
12243. Mountaineer, Amiro of Wamai (side).

12244. Hula man, mop of hair.

12245. Hula man (side).

12246. Hula man, shell in hair.

12247. Clay for pots, Port Moresby.
12248. Beating a pot.

12249. Moulding a pot.

12250. Ready to fire pots.

12551. Cf. 12249.

12252. Cf. 12247.

12253. Death dance (markai) at Mabuiag.
12254. Death dancers, Mabuiag.
12255. Death dancers, Mabuiag.
12256. Death dancers, Mabuiag.
12257. Death dancers, Mabuiag.
12258 Death dance at Mabuiag (four men front),

12259. Death dancers, four (three men side).

12260. Death dancing at Mabuiag (one man front).

12261. Death dancing at Mabuiag (one man front)

12262. Death dancing at Mabuiag (one man side).

12263. On Tong, Javanese ' boy.'

12264. Gawer stone (cf. 12374).
12265. House at Mer.
12266. Canoe at Mer.
12267. Canoe at Mer.
12268. Gawer stone (cf. 12264).

12269. Interior of ' humpy,' Mer.
12270. Canoe with masts.

12271. Decoration on top of 12265.

12272. Cf. 12269.
12273. A Murray Islander.

12274. Cf. 12270.
12275. Houses at Mer (Csesar's).

12276. Canoe, end-on, Mer.
12277. Mabuiag—Wiwai at Gomu.
12278. Ewoiam's bouse, Maboitig.
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12279. Man imitating death of Kwoiam.
12280. Landing turtle.

1228L Kwoiam's grave, Mabniag.
12282. Turtle-cutting, Mabuiag.
12283. View from Kwoiam's look-out.

12284. Cf. 12281.

12285. Cf. 12282.

12286. Cf. 12282.

12287. Tom after turtle-cutting, Mabuiag.
12288. Old Moatta.

12289. Old Moatta shelters.

12290. Old Moatta shelters.

12291. Mabuiag village street.

12292. Cf. 12290.

12293. Moatta men (profile).

12294. Moatta men (full face).

12295. Cf. 12292.

12296. Two Moatta women.
12297. Darn.
12298. Old Moatta.

12299. European's house on Daru.

12300. Three Australians, Mabuiag (profile).

12301. Mer, man (profile) ; cf. 12307.

12302. Australians (full face).

12303. Australians (profile).

12304. Cf. 12300 (full face).

12305. Mesaticephalic Australian.

12306. Australians (profile).

12307. Cf. 12301 (full).

12308. Australians (profile).

12309. Australians (group).

12310. Interior of Long House, Kiwai.
12311. Woman and child, Kiwai.

12312. General view, lasa, Kiwai.

12313. Sop-sop bananas, Murray,
12314. Long House, Kiwai.

12315. Sus Papuensis, Kiwai.

12316. Children, Kiwai,

12317. Cf. 12311.

12318. Darnley Island.

12319. Kiwai, beach.

12320. Women of Kiwai.

12321. Sop-sop bananas (large scale).

12322. Woman (leucoderma), Murray.
12323. Archers, Murray.
12324. Round House, Murray.
1 2325. Singing at Las (Malu).

12326. Tapau.
12327. Charlie.

12328. Dela and Ben.
12329. Landing at Murray.
12330. Three Zogo men (Malu), Las.

12331. Malu ceremony at Gazir.

12332. Malu circular dance, Las.

12333. Malu pigeon men, Las.

12334. Malu pigeon and dog men, Las.

12335. Malu dog men.
12336. Malu (phonograph).
12337. Malu drum and clubs.

12338. Group at Las.

12339. Mer from Gelam, fringing reef.

12340. Shrine of Zabaker, Mer.
12341. Shrine of Zabaker, Mer.
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12342. Ceremonial stones at Dam.
12343. Ceremonial stones at Dam.
12344. Wag or Wind Zogo.

12345. The Iruam stone on reef, Mar.

12346. Cf. 12344.

12347. Fish weirs.

12348. Las, showing palisades.

12349. Village of Las.

123.50. Village of Las.

12351. Gorge at Mer, with reef.

12352. View from verandah of mission house, Mer.

12353. The Barat stone with shell on top.

12354. Wanu (full face).

12355. Papi and Doboro (full face).

12356. Davita and Wag (full).

12357. Davita and Wag (profile).

12358. "Wanai, &c.

12359. Boa and family.

12360. Ziai neur at Damud, Danar.

12361. Waier.
12362. Au Kosker, Waier.

12363. Geigi's spear, Waier.

12364. Tree at Waier.

12365. Man and 2 women (side).

12366. Waipem, a turtle shrine, Waier.

12367. B. Gasu and J. Rice, jun. (profile).

12368. Dauar and Waier, and Sorkar, a fish shrine.

12369. Cf. 12367 (full).

12370. Dauar coconut Zogo.

12371. U Zogo, Dauar.

12372. Present of food.

12373. Present of food.

12374. Gawer's shrine on Dauar.

12375. Gawer's shrine on Dauar (large scale).

12376. Marriage in church, Murray.

12377. Marriage in church, Murray.
12378. Dauar—canoe of Abob.

12379. Sacred ground, Waier.

12380. Turtle tracks, Dauar.

12381. Ziai neur on Dauar (two stone figures).

12382. Waier.
12383. Group at Dauar.

12384. The Meidu stone at Dauar.
12385. Cf. 12381.

12386. Andersen.
12387. Gizu and rain charm, Murray.
12388. Fish weirs on reef, Murray.
12389. Cf. 12387.

12390. Cf. 12387.

12391. Queen's birthday, children on Mer.
12392. Stratified volcanic ash, Darnley.

12393. Stratified volcanic ash, Darnley.
12394. Cf. 12387.

12395. Profile of 12402.

12396. Smoke (full).

12397. Smoke (profile).

12398. Biro (profiled

12399. Biro (full).

12400. Dean (full).

12401. Sambo.
12402. Cf. 12395 (full),

12403. Cf. 12401 (side)

12404. Beni (fall)
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Men dancing.
Men dancing.
Men dancing.
Men dancing.
Men dancing.
Men dancing.
Men dancing.
Children dressed up.
Pager.

Zera markai.
Group.
Dancers.

12405. Cf. 12i00 (side\
12406. Beni(side).
12407. Ttie Bishop's house, Yule Island.
12408. Two Koiari men of Makabiri (front).

12409. Two Koiari men of Makabiri (side).

12410. Two Koiari men of Makabiri (front).

12411. Two Koiari men of Makabiri (side).

12412. Two Koiari men of lenari and Agobiri.
12413. Two Koiari men of lenari (side).

12414. AtZiria.
12415. R.C. Mission, Yule Island.
12416. Boys' games at Veifa, dressed in leaves.
12417. Restoration of Bomai ceremony, Mer.
12418. Port Moresby at dawn.
12419. Cf. 12414, catching lice.

12420. ' Chief's house,' Mawi.
12421. Boy fishing with bow and arrow. Port Moresby.
12422. Firing pots. Port Moresby.
12423. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12424. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12425. Queen's Birthdaj^, Murray.
12426. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12427. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12428. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12429. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12430. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12481. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12482. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12433. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12434. Queen's Birthday, Murray.
12435. Trophy of skulls.

12436. Ceremony, Murray. Zera markai.
12437. Spectators' beating drums, Murray.
12438. Children on grass, Murray.
12489, Dugong charm and harpoon points, Mer.
12440. String-making, Port Moresby,
12441. Tatana, Port Moresby,
12442. Houses at Tatana.
12443. Babaka.
12444. Babaka, a house.
12445. Carrying fruit, ditto.

12446. Nest of ti bird.

12447. Cf. 12444.
12448. Coronation Day, Port Moresby. Gun-boats saluting
12449. Decorated human jaw.
12450. Shell with stones from Enau Zo2;o (cf. 12474).
12451. Tatana, children dancing.
12452. Pot-makers, Port Moresby.
12453. String-making, Port Moresby.
12454. String and bag making, Poit Moresby.
12455. Top-spinning, Murray.
12456. Geigi and Iruam Muris top.
12457. Kaikai in Murray.
12458. Copper Maori opened.
12459. Copper Maori opening.
12460. Round House, Darnley.
12461. Street in Thursday Island,
12462. Koko's lugger, Darnley.
-12463. Ager, an Aroid.
12464. Thursday Island,
12465. Cf. 12458.
12466. After church, Darnley,
12467. Cf. 12457.
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12468. Dainley.

12469. Darnley.

12470. Houses, Darnley.

12471. Tomog Zogo, Murray.

12472. Tomog Zogo, Murray,

12473. Girls playing in sea.

12474. Enau Zogo, Dauar.

12475. Zogo (?).

12476. Ai geres 2ogo in garden;

12477. Ai geres Zogo in garden.

12478. Girls playing on beach (cf 12603);

12479. Models of bud lu, Mer.

12480. Tomog Zogo.

12481. View on a Koad, Murray
12482. Markep stone on Dauar.

12483. Finau and family.

12484. Finau and family.

12485. Irado and her basket, stones in Mer.

12486. Minicoi.

12487. Carts at Surabaija.

12488. Port Said.

12489. Minicoi.

12490. Surabaija.

12491. A Kampong in Java.

12492. Duke of Westminster, Goode Island.

12493. Boats at Surabaija.

12494. Boats at Surabaija.

12495. Alkantara, Suez Canal.

12496. Minicoi.

12497. Divers at Aden.
12498. Feluccas, Suez Canal.

12499. Cf. 12491.

12500. Man at Mohu (side).

12501. Men at Ziria (front).

12502. Men at Ziria.

12503. Drying fish, Mohu.
12504. Catching lice, Ziria.

12505. Men at Ziria (full).

12506. Men at Ziria (side view).

12507. Pinupaka.
12508. Mask from Waima.
12509. Mask from Waima.
12510. Model of Waiet, Dauar.

12511. Interior of big marea.

12512. Boy at Mohu.
12513. Dandy at Mohu.
12514. Girls at Mohu.
12515. Tumble- down marea.

12516. Davita (profile).

12517. Work (side).

12518. Cf. 12516 (full).

12519. Bugi man and a bo)'.

12620. Imagi (side).

12521. Komaberi (full).

12522. Komaberi (side).

12523. Cf. 12519 (side).

12524. Imagi (full).

12525. Ulai (side).

12526. Alo (full).

12527. Boy (pathological).

12528. Dead infant.

12629. William and James (full)

12530. Giaz (side).
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12531. Giaz (full).

12532. Kilaiup (side).

12533. KUarup (full).

12534. Pol (full),

12535. Poi (profile).

12536. Pasi (profile).

12537. Pasi (full).

12538. Gadodo (full).

12539. Gadodo (pro tile).

12540. Cf. 12529 (side).

12341. Alo (side).

12542. Hula, present to Mr. Etigliiih.

12543. Hula, tatuing, three girls.

12544. Hula.phonog. (cf. 12624).

12345. Cf. 12.548, tatuing.

1231G. Hula, game, revolving.

12547. Hula, leap-frog.

12548. Cf. 12545, painting.

12549. Hula, tatuing, painting.

12550. Babaka, ceremony (nude, large).

12551. On way from Babaka.
12552. Sinaugolo boy.

12353. Woman of Hula.
12554. Back view of a tatued woman.
12555. Hula, balancing game.
12556. Hula, marine village.

12557. Dancer, Hula.

12558. Dance, Hula.

12559. Dance, Hula.

12560. In Hula.

125G1. Hula.

12562. Raising a pile. Hula.
12563. Raising a pile. Hula.

12564. Pvaising a pile, Hula.
12565. Dance, Hula.
1256G. Children playing in sand. Hula.
12567. Isau mani, Mer.

12568. Gulf shields and bullroarcr.

12569. Lakatoi model.
12570. Making arm shell. Port Moresby.
12571. Making arm shell, Port Jloresby.

12572. Ad giz, Mer.
12573. Profile, Slotu lad. Port Moresby.
12574. Hogeri man (front).

12575. Hogeri man (side).

12576. Cf. 12573 (full).

12577. Girls at Port Moresby.
12578. Ikoro village near Vatorata.

12579. Houses near Vatorata.

12580. Yam charms, &c.

12381. Cf. 12577.

12582. Dogai mask, Met.
12583. Tree-house, Gasiri.

12584. Tree-house building, Gasiri.

12585. Tree-house, Gasiri.

12586. Tree-house, Gasiri.

12587. Group at Kapa Kapa.
12588. Uafak, marine village.

12589. Widow.
12590. Fisliing in creek, Kapa Kapa.
12591. Burnt pile village, Kapa Kapa.
12592. Fishing in Kapa Kapa.
12593. Scenery in Bush near Baoale.

1908. P V
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125'Ji. Group of x:)artT at Mabuiag.
] 2595, Group of party at Mabuiag.
12596. Bush scene, Mabuiag.
12597. Bush scene, Mabuiag,
12598. Bush scene, with termite bill, Mabuiag.
12599. Gun and copper ingot, Mabuiag.
12C00. Myrmecodium, Mabuiag.
12601. Terrier and cuscus.

12602. Terrier and cuscus.

12603. Girls' game on sand (cf. 12473, 12478).
12604. Chief of Ziria (Yule Island).

12605. Eocks in Yam.
12606. Ubaro Zogo in Yam.
12607. Augudau kupai in Y'am.
12608. Pictograph, Hammond I.

12609. Pictograph, Hammond I.

12610. Ulai (front).

12611. Albino and ordinary boy, Hala.
12612. Dubu, Kapa Kapa.
12613. Cf. 12570.

12C14. Kwoiam's water-holes, Mabuaig.
12615. Work (full face).

1261G. Acuity of vision (with W. H. R. K), Mabuiag.
12617. Acuity of vision, Jlabuiag.
12618. Colour-wheel.
12619. Colour-wheel (out of doors).
1 2620. Group of our helpers, Mabuiaar.
12621. Gizu.

12622. VVaria.

12623. Tom.
12624. Hula, phonograph (cf. 12544).
12625. Hula, singing into phonograph.

(A large number of negatives of decorative art, and magical and other objects,

are available.)

FoLYyEsiA.—Photoc/rajjhed by Dr. J. J. Lister, P.R.S., ,S7. John's
CnllpilP. (In.iiihrirlnr

Toiiija.

14001.

14002.

14003.

14004.

14005.

14006.

14007-
14026.

14027.

14028.

14029,

14031.

14032.

14033.

14034.
14035.
14036.

14037.

14038.
14039-

14053.

14054.

14055.

College, Camhridgc.

Tevita, a Tongaii man.
Isaaki Futu, a chief man at Vavau.
The Bull (Mayor) of Mua, Tongatabu.
Vnca Futu. aTcngan Matabelc.
Tongan man, wearing a sisi from Eua, (The ferns used in making it are

peculiar, in the Tongan Group, to the volcanic tracts on Eua.)
The Feifikau (preacher) and his family, Mua, Tongatabu.

14025. Tongan men.
Sons of Junia, a chief man of Tongatabu.
Tongan boys.

Tongan baby boy.
14930. Tongan boy.
Man and women of the Chief Tugi's househdld, Mua, Tongatabu.
A chief woman at Mua.
Chief women at Mua.
Woman of Hafa'i, wearing an Eua sisi.

Woman with her hair dressed with lime.
Chief woman at Vavau.
AVoman and child.

Woman and boy with shaved head.
-14052. Women.
Two girls at Tongatabu. Upper is Fijian type ; other, Tongan type,
' College ' girls, Nukualofa.
Girl with boatswain-bird's feathers, Wearing mat for mourning.
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14066.

Ii057-
14C80.

14081.

14082.

14083.

14084.

14085.

14086.

14087.

14088.

14089.

14090.

14091.

1 4092.

14093,

14095.

14096.

14097.

14098.

14099.

14100-

14103.

14104.

14105.

14106.

14107.

14108.
14109.

14110.

Gill (chief).

14079. Girls.

Children (daughters) of Junia, a Chief of Tongatabu.
The colony of fruit-eating' bats (Pterobus ; native name, ' beka ') at

Hihifo, Tongatabu. They hang on Casuarina and fig-trees in the
open space of the village of Hihifo, and while tluis hanging are tabu.
The Hihifo tapa bears a representation of them marked ' Roe tauga
beka ' (the crowd of bats).

The Ha'amonga Maui, portal leading to a group of ancient burying-
places near Niutoa, eastern end of Tongatabu.

The Ha'amonga Maui, with man wearing half coconut leaf round waist.
Corner-stone of one of the Tuitonga bur3'ing-places, Mua,
Large slab of conglomerate shore rock^originally in one piece in the

side of one of the Tuitonga burying-places, Mua.
Corner of one of the Tuitonga burying-place.s, Mua.
Corner of same burying-place. A volcanic stone, probably from volcanic

island of Tofua, is used at the corner. The other stones are of the
ordinary shore conglomerate.

R.C. cemetery and ancient Tuitonga burying-place, Mua.
Slab of shore rock at side of one of the Tuitonga burying-places, Mua.
Modern cemetery, Nakualofa, Tongatabu.
Woman anointing Imsband's grave ; wearing mat of mourning.
Tongans ; woman wearing mat of mourning.

14094. Two Tongan and one Samoan girl catching limes.
Tongan children's game.
Girl playing nose flute.

Girl playing nose flute.

Gathering at Vavau.
Paddle dance, Tongatabu.

•14102. Phases in the dance, Vavau.
Laka-laka, Vavau.
Women beating out the bark of the paper mulberry for tapa.
Women adding the final marks to a sheet of tapa, Nukualofa.
Woman wearing the Hihifo tapa.

Women making sisis, Blua.

Girls fishing with hand nets on reef opposite Nukualofa.
A kava party (a sheet of tapa beyond).
Men making kava; pounding instead of chewing now generally em-

ployed.

JViue.

14111,14112. Men.

Hervey Groujp,

1411.3-14118. Men of Mangaia.

14119-14121. Men at Nagarawai. Viti Levu.
14122. Men and women at Nagarawai.
14123. Village in interior of Viti Levu.
14124. Interior of Fijian house, Naroko roko yama, Viti Levu.

Samoa.

14125. Anapo, a chief man at Safata, Upolu, and some of his household.
14126. Men, showing tatning.

14127. 14128. Men,
- 14129, 14130. Fanliilia, wife of Siu-manu-tafa, Chief of Apia.
14131,14132. Daughter of Siu-mana-tafa.
14133, 14134. Women, Tutnila.

14135-14137. Women.
14138. Group of men on south coast of Tutuila.
.14139-14140. Men in canoe, Pango-pango Harbour, Tutuila.

V F 2
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14141. Dance by Anapo's house, Safata, Upolu,

14142. Safa, south coast of Upolu.

Union Islands.

14143. 14144. Man.
14145. Women.

AUSTRALIA.

Queensland.—Photographed hy Dr. J. J. Listee, F.R.S., St. John's

College, Cambridge.

1414G, 14147. Native man (full face and profile), photographed at Mount Hutton
Station.

See also Nos. 12300-12309, p. 429.

TliG ' Metaholic Balance Sheet' of the Individual, Tissues.—Final liejiort

of the Committee, consisting of Professor Gotch (Chairman), Mr.

J. Bakcroft {Secretary), Professor E. H. Starling, and Professor

T. G. Brodie.

The Committee appointed in 1903 have since that time lost one of their

members—Sir Michael Foster, K.C.B.— in whose place Professor Brodie

Avas appointed in 1907.

The Committee had for their object the development of what seemed

likely to be a fruitful field of physiological inquiry. It was -recognised

from the first that the experimental difficulties would be considerable, and
it was therefore thought desirable to ensure the co-operation of a number
of investigators who were especially well qualided for the study of some
particular tissue problem.

The work which the Committee might with advantage undertake in

connection with tissue metabolism ranges over an extremely large field,

and, bearing this in mind, the Committee determined that their first duty

was to lay the foundation for future work by the development of sound

and fruitful methods, utilising for the purpose a limited number of tissues.

This object has been now more or less obtained, and the Committee do

not therefore propose to ask for reappointment. They recognise that

there is need for further special research as to the metabolism of special

tissues, but they consider that this may now be left to individual effort,

aided by grants for specific purposes.

In presenting their final report it seems desirable to review some of

the work which has been cari'ied out during the last five years, and which

has been rendered possible by the financial help afforded by the grants

given to the Committee by the Association,

I. Technique.

Apparatus.—The essential observations in an experiment on the

o-aseous exchange of an organ are three in number—the analysis of

arterial blood, the analysis of the venous blood whicli comes from the

organ, and the rate of flow of blood through it.
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The analysis may be uiidertakeu by one of three methods :—

1. The blood gas-pump.
2. The chemical method.
3. The diti'erential method.

1. The Blood Gas-pump.—No new principle has been introduced, but
extensive modifications have been gradually developed in technique in

devising what seems to be the most convenient form of piimp.

It was essential to have apparatus which will work quickly and with

as little labour as possible. It has been found best to have four similar

pumps, which can be rendered vacuous a day or two before the experi-

ment. The blood is collected in long tubes of about 10 c.c. capacity.

The froth chamber is fitted with a double-surfac6 condenser filled with

ice and salt. The mercury is raised in the pump by water-pressure.

The 23umps are used as follow : (1) For the venous blood from the

resting organ ; (2) for the arterial blood from the resting organ
; (3) for

the venous from the active organ
; (4) for the arterial blood from the

active organ.

2. The chemical method of analysing small samples of blood (1 c.c.)

lias been improved in a few manipulative details.

3. Much of the analysis may be saved by adopting the difTerential

method, which gives a direct measurement of the difference between
the quantities of oxygen (or carbonic acid) in the arterial and venous
samples. This method, as well as being very rapid, is exceedingly accu-

rate, la general it will be found best to use the differential method,
and to test the accuracy of the results which it gives by the other two
methods.

Ancesthetics.—The anaesthetic which is used requires careful considera-

tion. At present it will be best to avoid the use of volatile an;esthetics

(chloroform and ether) where the analysis is made by the blood gas-

pump. Morphia is often undesirable, both on account of its deleterious

effect on certain organs (the kidney) and on account of the deficient

respiration which it produces. In cases where none of the anaesthetics

mentioned can be used there remains urethane.

Clotting of Blood.^A constant source of solicitude is the tendency of

the blood to clot in cannulse and apparatus. Two general methods for

the prevention of clotting seem useful.

1. In cases where there is a rapid flow of blood from a big organ the

blood withdrawn may be received under oil into potassium oxalate. For
this purpose an exact method of dilution has been devised.

2. In the case of small organs the animal may be given an injection

of hirudin. The Committee have ascertained that this reagent has no
specific disturbing influence on the gaseous contents of the blood.

The Measurement of Rate of Flow has usually been made by the
direct observation of the time which the blood emerging from the organ
takes to fill a tube of convenient size.

An indirect method which is valuable in certain cases, e.g., the

intestine, consists in placing the organ in a plethysmograph, damping
the vein momentarily, and noting the graphic record of the increase in

volume of the organ.

Perfusion with Saline Solutions.—In some cases it is convenient to

measure the gaseous exchange of organs which are supplied with an
artificial circulation of Ringer's or Locke's solution. For this purpose
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apparatus litis been de\i£ed for the oxygen analysis of samples of

10 cubic centimetres each. The apparatus used has involved the elabo-

ration of the ' capillary method ' of gas analysis.

II.—The Results obtained in Individual Organs.

The following organs have been investigated by the Committee :

—

The heart, the kidneys, the salivary glands, the pancreas, the

intestines, and to some extent muscle. In addition to these a few
preliminary experiments have been undertaken on the liver.

The Heart.—The amount of oxygen taken up by the heart varies

with the activity of the organ. Adrenalin, atropine, and barium
chloride increase the oxygen intake of the heart ; stimulation of the

vagus or administration of pilocarpine, chloroform, or potassium chloride

reduces the quantity of oxygen which the heart requires.

The Salivary Cllamh.—The oxygen exchange of the submaxillary

land of the dog, the cat, and the rabbit has been the subject of

numerous experiments. Tlie metabolism of these glands is increased

by stimulation of the chorda tympani. This increase is three or four

fold when the stimulation is accompanied by a flow of saliva ; when the

land is atropinised the increased metabolism is much smaller, and
amounts in many cases to about ."JO per cent, of the total metabolism.

The Pancreas.—In the dog intravenous injection of secretion causes

a threefold increase in the metabolism of the pancreas, coupled with the

flow of pancreatic juice.

The Intestines.—A study of the gaseous metabolism of the intestines

has furnished positive results. The metabolism is much increased during

absorption, whether of water or of peptone (tlog).

The Kidney has been investigated in the dog and in the frog, the

former by the blood gas method, and the latter by perfusion with

Nager's solution. The following results have been obtained : Increase

in the flow of urine, induced by the injection of salts, causes a threefold

increase in the oxygen consumption of the dog's kidney, whether perfused

through the renal portal vein or through the renal artery. The meta-
bolism of the kidney is about twice as great when perfused through the

I'enal artery as it is when perfused through the renal portal vein. By
whichever path the perfusion fluid is led into the kidney, the metabolism
greatly increases when the organ is secreting ui'ine under the influence of

diuretics.

There is no case of diuresis in either of the animals under observation

without greatly increased metabolism.

Skeletal muscle was the only organ the gaseous exchange of which
had been seriously studied by previous workers. The Committee have
verified the coefficient of oxidation as determined by Chauveau and
Kaufmann.

The production of lactic acid in muscle as the result of incomplete

oxidation has been investigated. The production of lactic acid under
anaerobic conditions varied with the time and was increased by heat,

stimulation, &c.

III. Comparison of Results obtained from Different Organs.—.Some

results of general application have been gleaned from the study of the

metabolism of individual organs :
—

1. Increased vascularity does not of itself cause any change in the
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oxygen consumption. This has been shown in the lieait, the pancreas,

the salivary glands, and the kidney.

2. Increased vascularity is associated with increased production of

carbonic acid in such a way as to suggest the conclusion that some pro-

duct of the metabolic activity of the organ—probably not COg itself

—

causes vascular dilatation during increased function activity. This ha.s

been shown in the heart and the salivary glands.

3. A comparison of the ' coefficients of oxidation ' (the quantity of

oxygen used up per gramme of tissue per minute) varies for different

organs when at rest. It is much higher for the glandular organs than
for skeletal muscle. The following iigures are known :

—

Name of tissue
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recommendations of the Physiological Section by affording that continual
financial support without which the prolonged series of investigations
could not have been prosecuted with success. The results already attained
are, in the opinion of the Committee, of very considerable importance,
since the inquiry deals with such fundamental problems as the nature of
the chemical changes which occur in the isolated tissues of the body, the
alteration in such changes during tissue activity, and the technique by
means of which such problems may be further studied under special con-
ditions. It is scarcely possible to exaggerate the physiological importance
of such investigations, and it is to be hoped that the present inquiry may
be of service, not merely by its actual results, but still more by future
achievements in this field.

List of Papers which ejnbody so much of the work of the Committee as has already
been published.

' The Oxygen Exchange of the Pancreas,' Journal of Physiology, vol. sxxi. p. 491.
' The Gaseous Metabolism of the Kidney,' ihid., vol. xxxii. p. IS.

' The Gaseous Metabolism of the Kidney,' ihid., vol. xxxiii. p. 52.
' The Estimation of the Oxygen dissolved in Small Quantities of Salt Solutioi\s,'

ihid., vol. xxxiv. p. 306.
' The Gaseous Metabolism of the Mammalian Heart,' ihid., xsxv. p. 182.
' The Velocity and Nature of the Blood emerging from tlie Submaxillary Gland,'

ihid., vol. XXXV. p. xxix.
' The Effect of Hirudin on the Gases of Arterial Blood,' ihid., vol. xxsvi. p. 275.
' Tiie Analysis of Oxygen and Carbonic Acid contained iu Small Quantities of

Salt Solutions,' ihid., vol. xsxvi. p. 405.
' The Mechanism of Vasodilation in the Cat's Submaxillary Gland,' ibid.,

vol. xxxvi. p. liii.

' A Differential Method of Blood Gas Analysis,' ihid., vol. xxxvii. p. 12.
' Gaswechsel des Diinndarms wiihrend der Keabsorbtion von Witte Pepton,'

Deutxch. vied. Wochennch. Jahrg. 33, p. 156G.
' Gaswechsel des Diinndarms wiihrend der Reabsorbtion von Koch Salzlosungen

verschiedener Stiirken,' ibid
, p. 1566.

'Gaswechsel in der Speicheldriise der Kiitze,' ibid., p. 1566.

'ZumLehre vom Blntgaswechsel in den verschiedenen OrgaDen,' Urycb/dKse der
Physiologie. Siebender Jahrg., p. 699.

The Ductless Glands.—Report of the Committee, consisting of Pro-
fessor ScHAFER (Chairman), Professor Swale Yincent (Secretary),

Professor A. B. Macallum, Dr. L. E, Shore, and Mrs. W. H.
Thompson. (Drawn up hy the Secretary.)

The work of the Committee has been divided as follows: Mrs. W. H.
Thompson has been investigating the comparative anatomy and histology

of the thyroids and parathyroids. Drs. F. A. Young and J. E. Lehmann
have been performing some experiments on the internal secretion of the
suprarenal capsules of the dog. Dr. J. H. Leeming has been occupied
with the study of the medulla of the suprarenal capsule and the question

of its relation to other similar tissues in the body.
Mrs. Thompson reports that her work is by no means complete, but

that all the evidence collected from a study of the thyroids and para-
thyroids throughout a wide range of the animal kingdom supports the
view held by Vincent and Jolly and by Forsyth, viz., that thyroids and
parathyroids art? not separate and independent organs, but !|,re very inti-
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niately related, the essential histological elements being practically

identical in the two structures.

Drs. F. A. Young and J. E. Lehmann give a preliminary account of

some experiments with the blood-stream from the suprarenal glands of the

dog.

Cybulski and Biedl found that the blood of the suprarenal vein raised

the blood-pressure wlien injected intravenously. Salvioli and Vezzolini

showed that the blood from the suprarenal vein acts like suprarenal

extract, but weakly. The blood from the suprarenal vein produces much
more effect ujion the excised eye of the frog than does ordinary blood.

The water extract of the dried blood gives distinct pressor effects.

The present series of experiments was instituted in order to obtain, if

possible, evidence of a more direct nature of the fact of internal secretion

from the suprarenal capsule. An attempt was made to dam back any
secretion which the glands may pour into the blood-stream and after an
interval to remove the obstruction and allow the accumulated secretion to

flow into the general circulation.

The blood-pressure was recorded in the usual manner from the carotid

ai'tery ; the glands were exposed through an abdominal incision, and a
double ligature passed beneath the organ on each side. The ligatures

were tied on each side of the gland above the vein so as to form two
pedicles, and were left in place for from 10 to 30 minutes and then released.

Out of a total of eight experiments, in three there was no effect on the
blood -pressure ; in two there was a slight rise after releasing the ligatures

;

in the remaining three there was a decided rise of the pressure (similar

to that which follows the injection of suprarenal extract), lasting about
three minutes. In one experiment the efl'ect was repeated by tightening

the ligatures a second time and again releasing them.
It must be noted that the fall of blood-pressure during the time that

the ligatures were applied was only sl'ght, and this is what one would
expect.

Numerous control experiments have been performed in order to guard
against any fallacy arising from stimulation of nerves or other adven-
titious circumstances.

' If further experiments should confirm the results of the present series,

it seems that we have ver}- positive evidence that the pouring of the

adrenal secretion into the circulation is one of the factors which maintain
the normal blood-pressure, a view which of course was implied in the
internal- secretion theory of the organs put forward by Oliver and
Schafer at the time of their discovery of the powerful effects of suprarenal
extracts.

The experiment here described is a modification of one originally sug-

gested by Professor Schafer, but which we believe has not up to the
present been carried out.

^ Dr. Leeming finds, much to his surprise, that the cells staining brown
with bichromate of potassium (and hence considered to be of the same
nature as suprarenal medulla), which have been described in various
regions of the body, are so rare or so difficult to reveal that so far he ha,s

failed altogether to verify their existence. He has carefully examined a
number of dogs, cats and kittens, and rabbits, and, though he has closely

followed Kohn's technique in every detail, yet he has been up to the
present unable to demonstrate the presence of ' chromaffin ' cells in any
tissue except in the medulla of the suprarenal capsule,
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The Committee ask to be reappointed with a grant of 30/. By accident
a considerable part of last year's grant remained undrawn, although
expenditure had been incurred which it was intended to meet. This
will be paid out of the next grant, if renewed.

The Effect of Climate upon Health and Disease.—Third Report of the

Committee^ consisting of Sir Lauder Brunton (Chairman), Mr. J.

Barcroft and Lieut.-Col. E. J. S. SiMPS0>y (Secretaries), Colonel
Sir D. Bruce, Dr. S. G. Campbell, Sir Kendal Franks,
Professor J. G. McKexdrick, S.ir A. Mitchell, Dr. C. F. K.
Murray, Dr. C. Porter, Professor G. Sims Woodhead, and the

Heads of the Schools of Ti'opical Medicine of Liverpool, Londou,
and Edinburgh.

The follo\ving is a complete list

including the co-opted members,
members of the British Association

Aldridge, Lieut.-CoL A. R., R.A.M.G.,
Simla, ludia.

*Allbutt, Sir T. Clifford, K.C.B., F.R.S.,

Cambridge.
Anderson, Dr. Barcroft, East London,

Cape Colony.

*Ashe, Dr. E. 0., Kimberley, Cape Colony.

*BaiD, Dr. Wm., Harrogate.
*Balfour, Prof. A., Khartoum.
Barcroft, Joseph, Cambridge.

*Benedict, Prof., Middletown, Conn.,
U.S.A.

Bohr, Prof. C, Copenhagen.
*Boobbyer, Dr. Philip, M.O.H., Notting-

ham.
*Bourguignon, Dr., Matadi, Congo Free

State.

Branfoot, Surgeon-General, A.M., C.I.E.,

I.M.S., India Office.

*Broden, Dr., Leopoldville.

Bruce, Colonel Sir D., C.B., F.R.S.,

London.
Brunton, Sir Lauder, Bt., F.R.S., London.

* Bulloch, Dr. AVm., London.
*Bulstrode, Dr. H. Timbrel], Local Go-

vernment Board, S.VV.

*Bumm, Priisident, Berlin.

Campbell, Dr. S. G.. Durban, Natal.
*Cantlie, Dr. James, London.
*Charles, Sir K. Havelock, K.C.V.O.,

I.M.S., London.
Chittenden, Prof. R. H., New Haven,

Conn., U.S.A.
Clarke, Dr. W. G., Bnlawayo.

of the members of the Committee,
The names of those who are not
are indicated by an asterisk :

—

*Clemow, Dr. F. G., Constantinople.
*Clippingdalo, Dr. S. D., British Balneo-

logical and Climatological Society,
London.

*Cumming, Hamilton, Torquay.
Currie, Dr. 0. J., Pietermaritzburg.

*Curtis, Dr. H., London.
Cushny, Prof. A. R., F.R.S., London.

*Dixon, Prof. W. E., Cambridge.
Douglas, Capt. H. E. N., V.C., D.S.O.,

India.

"Dunbar, Sir Wm. C, Bt., C.B., Registrar-
General, London.

*Dunlop, Dr. J. C, Edinburgh.
Dunstan, Prof. Wyndham, F.R.S , Lon-

don.

*Elli.s Sir H. M., K.C.B., K.H.P., late
Director-General Naval Medical Ser-
vice.

*Etienne, Dr., Boma, Congo Free State.
*Evatt, Surgeon-General G. J. H., C.B.,

Camberley.
*Ewald, Prof. A., Berlin.

*Fichet, Prof., Liege.
*Fox, Dr. Fortescue, British Balneological

and Climatological Society. •

* Franklin, Surgeon-General Sir B.,

K.C.I.E., London.
Franks, Sir Kendal, C.B., Johannesburg.
Fraser, Sir Thos. R., F.R.S., Edinburgh.

Oamgee, Prof. A., F.R.S., London.
*Grabham, Dr. M. C, Madeira.
Greenwood, Dr. M., jun., London.
Gregory, Dr. A, J., Cape Town.
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*Haun, Prof. J., Vienua.
*Haidy, W. B., F.R.S., Cambridge.
*Harford, Dr. C. F., Leyton.
*Hay, Prof. Matthew, Aberdeen.
*Heiberg, Dr. Inge, Boma, Congo Free

State.

Hendley, Col. T. H., C.T.E., I.M.S.,

London.
Herbertson, Dr. A. J., O.Kford.

*Herdman, Dr. Konald, Filabusi, near
Bulawayo.

*HiIl, Dr. Leonard, F.R.S., London.
*Hjrsloi), Dr.. J, D.S.O., Pietermaritzburg.

*Jaffe, Dr., Beiliu.

Keltie, Dr. J. Scott, F.R.G.S., London.
*Keogh, Sir A., K.C.B., K.H.P., Director-

General, Army Medical Service, Lon-
don.

*Kerp, Prof., Berlin.

*King, Col. W.G., CLE., I.M.S., Sanitary
Commissioner, Burma, India.

Kronecker, Prof. Hugo, Berne, Switzer-

land.

*Langgaard, Prof.. Berlin.

Lankester, Sir E. Ray, K.C.B., F.R.S.,

London.
Latham, Baldwin, M.Inst.C.E., London.
Lempfert, R. G. K., London.

Leslie, Lieut.-Col. J. T. W., I. M.S., India.

Liversidge, Prof. A., F.C.S., Sydney,
N.S.W.

MacAlister, Principal, Glasgow Uni-
versity.

McCuUoch, Major T., R.A.M.C, India.

Macdonald, Dr. J. S., Sheffield.

I' *McGregor, Sir Wm., G.C.M.G., C.B.,"

F.R.S., Newfoundland.
McKendrick. Prof. J. G., F.R.S., Glas-

gow.
Mackenzie, Dr. Leslie, Edinburgh.
Manners, Dr. W. F., Calabar, West

Africa.

*Manson, Sir Patrick, K.C.M.G., F.R.S.,

London.
May, Deputy-Director-General A. W.,

Naval Medical Service.

Meek, Lieut.-CoL J., R.A.M.C, Simla,
India.

Melville, Lieut.-Col. C H., R.A.M.C,
London.

Mitchell, Sir A., K.C.B., Edinburgh.
Mitchell, Dr. Weir, Philadelphia.

Mitchell, Dr. J. A., Colonial Office, Cape
Town.

Moffat, Dr., C.M.G., Uganda, Central
Africa.

Moore, Sir John, Dublin.
Morgan, Major J. C, R.A.M.C, India.

Mosso, Prof. Angelo, Turin, Italy.

k*Miiller. Dr. Franz, Berlin,

Murison, Dr. P., Public Health Depart-
ment, Durban, Natal.

JIurray, Dr. C. F. K., Kenilworth, Cape
Colony.

Nuttall, Prof. G. H. F., F.R.S., Cam-
bridge.

Oliver, Prof. T., Newcastle.
Osier, Dr. T. H., Cape Colony.
Osier, Prof. Wm., F.R.S., Oxford.

*0'Sullivan, Col. D., R.A.M.C, India.

Pagliani, Prof., Turin, Italy,

Pearce, Major C. R., I.M.S., India.

Pembrey, Dr. M. S., London.
Phillips, Dr. L. P., Cairo.

Pinching, Sir Horace, K.C.M.G., Cairo.

Porter, Dr. C. Johannesburg.
Prain, Lieut.-Col. D.,C.I.E.,I.M.S.,Kew.

Raymond, Major G:, R.A.M.C, Welling-
ton, India.

Reymond, Prof. Rene du Bois, Berlin.

Robertson, Dr. John, Birmingham.
*Rochfort-Brov>'n, Dr. H., Pietermaritz-

burg.

Rogers, Major Leonard, I.M.S., Calcutta.

Ross, Major Ronald, CB., F.R.S., Liver-

pool.

Rost, Dr. E., Berlin.

Ruifer, Dr. E. A., CM.G., Ramleh,
Egypt.

Salmond, Dr. W., Ladysmith.
Sanders, Dr. A. W., Pretoria.

Schilling, Dr., Berlin.

Scott, Major B. H., Edinburgh.
Scott, Dr. R. H., F.R.S., London.
Shaw, Dr. W. N., F.R.S., London.
Sims, Dr. A., Matadi, Congo Free State.

Smith, Major Fred., D.S.O., R.A.M.C,
India.

Spencer, Dr. Walter, Sydney, N.S.W.
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The study of the effect of climate upon health and disease for which

the Committee was appointed can be pursued by two methods—the

statistical and the experimental. In each case the work may be

subdivided into the preliminary consideration of the nature of the data

which would afford material for investigation, and the provision for the

acquisition and discussion of these data.

In order to facilitate the collection of statistics of climate and disease

upon co-ordinated lines, forms for the tabulation of data with explanatory

memoranda were prepared last year. Specimen copies of these forms and
memoranda have been forwarded to each member of the Committee, and
to others as indicated in last year's report. The memoranda are printed

as appendices to this report.

An inquiry is being conducted by the Committee into the coincidence

of diseases of the circulatory, nervous, and digestive systems respectively

with influenza in different epidemics of that disease. In the prosSbution

of this inquiry the Committee have to acknowledge its indebtedness to two
co-opted members of the Committee, viz., the Registrar-General, Sir

Wm. C. Dunbar, Bart., C.B., and Dr. J. F. W. Tatham, Superintendent

of Statistics, General Register Office, for their valuable assistance, with-

out which the inquiry would have been impossible.

The Committee have no funds for the payment of the scientific staff

and clerical assistance that would be necessary for the organisation and
prosecution of researches of this character upon a permanent basis.

Although it can look forward to the continuance of the active support

afforded by Government departments and public bodies, such support

cannot take the form of money grants to the Committee. The grant of

the Association is absorbed in secretarial and incidental expenses, and
any expense incurred in the prosecution of researches falls upon indi-

vidual members of the Committee.
The Committee cannot therefore contemplate extensive operations in

the direction of tlie compilation and discussion of the meteorological and
medical data, which would, in fact, afford sufficient work for a separate

institution.

There are hoivever already in existence, within the knowledge of

various members of the Committee, large accumulations of statistics and
other data bearing upon various questions of climate and health, which
might form the subjects of valuable essays by competent students who
have time and opportunity for the study of the data, and special aptitude

for work of this nature. The Committee are of opinion that some of these

questions might be treated successfully as theses for the degree of M.D.,
provided that the advice of persons who have devoted attention to one
or other aspect of the problems involved could be secured. They have
been in communication with the heads of various Universities and
medical schools with reference to this suggestion, and have received a
number of encouraging replies. They have accordingly drawn up a pre-
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liminary list of subjects which might serve for this purpose and which
might suggest others. They have placed against the several grouped
subjects the names of those members of the Committee who are specially

conversant with some of the aspects of the various questions and are

willing to give advice and assistance to anyone who contemplates an
analysis of the available data.

The Committee will be glad if anyone who is willing to undertake the
preparation of a thesis upon any of the subjects mentioned, or upon some
similar subject, will place himself in communication with Sir Lauder
Brunton, the Chairman of the Committee.

Subject

L The difference in symptoms, se-

quela;, and pathology between sunstroke

and heat apoplexy.
2. The effect of clothing and protec-

tion of the eyes as a prophylactic against

sunstroke and in keeping down body tem-

peratLire.

i). The effect of different materials and
colours in dress on comfort and health.

4. The racial incidence of sunstrcke.

5. The geographical distribution of

Mediterranean fever in Europe.

(1. The materials of which houses are

built, especially roofs, in ameliorating

the rigours of climate and in improving
health.

7. Theincidenceof gouty kidney with
traces of albumen.

8. Food in relation to climate.

y. The effect of alcohol in hot and
cold climates.

10. Soil dampness in relation to tuber-

culosis.

11. The general effect of soils on health.

12. Modification of climate of towns,

&c., by local conditions, such as between
the Plat and City at Hong Kong.

13. The relative values of high and
low altitudes in promoting the arrest of

pulmonary tuberculosis.

14. The relation of rainfall to the pre-

valence of diphtheria.

15. Bibliography of the relation of

meteorological conditions to the seasonal

prevalence of communicable and non-
communicable diseases.

16. Town smoke in relation to health.

17. The possibility of expressing in

simple mathematical terms the com-
bined climatic value of temperature and
humidity.

Blembers willing to give Advice

\. Lieut. -Col. K. J. S. Simpson.
/ Deputy Director-General A. W. Ma}-.

I Professor E. H. Chittenden.
f Sir Lauder Brunton.
) Professor W. E. Di.xou.

Dr. H. T. Bulstrode.

Dr. J. Cantlie.

Dr. S. D. Clippingdale.

Dr. H. R. Mill.

Sir A. Mitchell.

Dr. W. N. Shaw.
Dr. J. F.W. Tatham.
Dr. J. J. S. Teale.

Dr. F. Parkes Weber.

Dr. W. H, Hamer.

The experimental side of the Committee's work stands on a different

footing. Experiments of the necessary type can be performed— nften
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with simple apparatus—not only in the laboratories of medical schools, but

in ordinary practice, and researches of this character might also serve for

M.D. theses. The following subjects have also been suggested for experi-

mental researches. Appended to each subject is the name of one or more
members of the Committee who would undertake to advise those desirous

of working in one of the directions indicated :

—

Subject.

1. The determination of body (rectal)

temperature under different conditions

of atmospheric temperature and moisture.

2. Kacial variations in temperature.

3. The relation of sunstroke to blood-

pressure.

4. Racial variations in blood-pressure.

6. The physiology of skin secretion.

G. The effect of light on perspiration.

Members willing to give Advice

Dr. M. S. Pembrey.
Mr. J. Barcroft.

Dr. Fortescue Fox.

Sir Lauder Bruuton.

Professor \V. E. Dixon.

One research has so far yielded suggestive results. The rectal tem-

peratures of the members of the King's College Second Boat have been

systematically taken before and after practice on several successive days.

The rise has been smaller in most cases than previous researches has indi-

cated. There would seem to be a considerable personal equation, as

shown by the temperature of two of the men—No. 5 and stroke.

Changes in Temperature {Fahrenheit) induced by rouing.

Date.
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APPENDICES.

Appendix I.

Memoranchim on the CUmatic and other Geographical Data for the

Investigation,

The success of any specific inquiiy into the relations between
physical environment and health or disease depends ultimately upon the
initiative and skill of the person who conducts it. The precise course
of the inquiry must be regulated by the particular circumstances
of the case, so that no rules of general application can be laid down.
It may be necessary for the investigator to organise for himself the
special series of observations required for the particular object which he
has in view, but at the same time it is well to remember that there are
already in existence extensive organisations in the form of official depart-
ments or scientific societies which are engaged in the collection of climatic,
demographic, and other geographical data for general purposes, and that
advantage may be taken of these collections either for the direct pur-
pose of the inquiry or for the discussion of important collateral issues.

Further it may be remarked that the connection between the
incidence or development of disease and the physical environment is

often indirect. Climate may be regarded as the dominant variable, but
its effects may be produced through consequent alterations of surface and
ground water, or through its influence upon plants or animals, or in
consequence of the conditions of the ground and of the human settle-
ments upon it.

The compilation of a special body of data concerning all these points
is generally beyond the power of the investigator with limited time and
opportunity at his disposal, and the following suggestions are drawn up
to enable him to bring the results obtained by the ordinary agencies for
collecting such information into co-operation with those obtained in the
course of the special inquiry.

The organisation of meteorological observations is well advanced. It
is therefore possible to give an effective statement as to the nature and
extent of the data which are already available and where they may be
found. The information about the other factors cannot be so easily dealt
with. Demographic statistics and other information of an official cha-
racter can be obtained from the reports of various Government Depart-
ments, but there is an enormous body of information on other points
Avhich must be sought in the libraries and collections of scientific
societies. In Section 11. of this memorandum the various heads of
information are enumerated, and a brief indication is given of the sources
which are most likely to prove useful.

Appendix I (a).

Climatic Data.

Tlie preparation, collection, and publication of meteorological data
have been conducted, more or less effectively, for a long series of years
and for nearly all parts of the world, in accordance with practices which
have been codified and organised by international agreement. The
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meteorological data thus compiled are prepared for publication, princi-

pally in the form of monthly averages. Daily values are published fof

comparatively few of the whole number of meteorological stations. In
those cases in which daily values are required, inquiries should be directed

to the meteorological authorities of the countries concerned.

It is necessary that in preparing vital statistics for comparison with

climatic statistics, these facts should be borne in mind at the outset, so

that comparisons may be, as far as possible, conducted for months, or

combinations of months ; otherwise the investigator may find himself

face to face with the practically ioipossible task of recovering the original

observations and recompiling them for his own purpose.s.

In complete form, the organisation of meteorological stations is

designed to afford data from which the following meteorological elements

can be obtained :

—

1. The mean barometric pressure, la order that observations may be

strictly comparable, the means should be determined from twenty-four

liourly readings. In most cases the only observations available are those

taken at two or more fixed hours during the day, and a correction must
be applied to the means determined from these observations, in order to

reduce them to the true daily means. The amount of this correction can

be determined from the recoi'ds of the stations of the first order, where
such exist. Stations of the first order arc those which are provided with

self-recording instruments, or at which personal observations are made
every hour.

'2. The mean air temperature. To render observations strictly com-

parable, the means should be determ.ined from twenty-four hourly read-

ings. Means determined from ob.servations at fixed hours can be reduced

to true daily means by the application of a correction which can be

determined from the recox'ds of first-order stations, where such exist.

3. The mean maximum and mean minimum temperature, and the

absolute extremes of tempei'ature with the dates of their occurrence.

4. The mean pressure of aqueous A-apour and the mean relative

humidity, determined from readings of dry and wet bulb thermometers.

•3, The total rainfall, and the maximum fall in one day, with the date

of its occurrence.

C. The mean amount of cloud, expressed as a decimal fraction of the

sky covered.

7. The frequency of days of rain, snow, hail, thunderstorm, clear sky,

overcast sky, and, for some stations, fog.

8. The frequency of winds from each of eight points of the compass,

and information concerning wind force.

9. Information concerning temperature of the soil, grass minimum
temperature, and solar radiation temperatures. These elements are not

included in the international scheme, but information about them is given

in some cases.

These means, Avith such modiflcations as are imposed by the circum-

stances of the several cases, form the basis of the monthly summaries
which are so largely represented in meteorological publications. Informa-

tion as to the diurnal variation of the various elements beyond what is

indicated in the foregoing statement, is not given as a rule in meteoro-

logical tables, but for a number of stations it could be supplied on appli-

cation to the Meteorological Authorities.
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Appendix I (b).

The examination of the relation between disease and climate may be

conducted upon one or other of two methods :

—

(a) The chronological method, by which the data for a single locality

are examined for periodic or secular changes.

(b) The topographical method, by which the data are considered with

regard to geographical distribution,

or by a combination of both (a) and (6).

The application of climatological and other data upon these two
methods may be considered separately.

(a) The Chronological Method.
The monthly data for any station or country enumerated in the sum-

mary mentioned in the next following paragraph with sufficiently long-

records are available for the study of questions upon this method. The
only question which arises is the important one of the reference of current

values to averages, in consideration of the fact that different stations

have records of different duration. In order to make the data generally

available, monthly averages should be given for the periods of five years,

indicated by the unit figures 1 to 5 and G to 0, e.g., 1901-05, 1906-10, so

that groups of corresponding duration may be combined without difficulty,

to form a uniform system of averages for reference.

(6) Topographical Method.
Appendix VII. of the report of the Committee of the Meteorological

Olfice for the year 1905-6 gives a brief summary of the published material

which is available from each of the areas into which the world is divided in

the International Catalogue of Scientific Literature. The data can be con-

sulted at the Meteorological Office. A list of other Central Offices where

Meteorological publications are collected is given below on pp. 455 and 456.

Publications classified in that summary under the heading ' Meteoro-

logical Registers General ' are almost all in the form of monthly averages.

In the majority of cases the form used is based on that adopted by the

Permanent International Meteoi-ological Committee, as suitable for use

at stations of the second order. (For details see below.)

In localities where it is decided to start fresh observations a similar

form should be adopted. Form 19 of the Meteorological Office may be

used for recording the observations, but it is desirable, for the adequate

study of questions connected with the humidity of the atmosphere, that

provision should be made for an observation in the early afternoon. The
following combinations of hours have been recommended by the Permanent
International Meteorological Committee, as suitable for use at second-

order stations in Europe :

—

6 a.m.
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The selection of times has been made with a view to the detei-minatloli

of the true daily mean temperature from the observations at fixed hours.

For other elements and for other climates, other combinations of hours
might prove to be more suitable. The question can only be dealt with
effectively by a study of the records from first-order stations.

Monthly summaries of the observations should be prepared in the
International Form, of which the Monthly Report of the Meteorological
Oflice may be taken as a specimen.

In cases where the complete scheme of observations is impracticable
or undesirable, a form similar to Meteorological Office Form No. 34 should
be used for recording the observations, but provision should be made if

possible, for including observations of wind. The abridged summaries,
given in the Monthly Report of the Meteorological Office, may be taken as a
specimen of the form for publishing these data. The observations of wind
should be summarised in the manner shown in the full monthly summary.

It is a recognised principle in meteorological publications that the
values of the various meteorological elements are arranged in parallel

vertical columns. Reading downwards any column gives the values of

the elements either for various stations, or for successive days, or for con-

secutive months, years, or lustra of five years, as the case may be.

It is highly desirable that private observers who undertake meteoro-
logical observations should arrange their observations upon the recognised
plan, and forward copies of them to some central meteorological institution

in order that the lesults may be made available for use by investigators.

Appendix I (c).

Other Factors to he considered.

The following information should also be supplied, in addition to the
meteorological conditions :—

•

Physical Structure and Surface Conditions—
1. Physical configuration in contours, if possible.
'2. Geological formation : (a) surface, (J) solid.

3. Soil, sub-soil, and rock : (a) composition, (J) porosit}'.

4. Ground water : (a) composition, (S) variation of level, (c) othet movements^
Note relation to seasonal rainfall.

5. Rivers: (a) depth of water, (J) rate of flow, (c) seasonal variations,

Cd) sources of pollution.

lilolofjical Conditions^

1. Vegetation. (Note especially the distribution of wood, grass, cultivated,
waste, marsh, and bare land.)

2. Any notes on insect or other animal life of the locality in relation to
health.

Human Conditions—
1

.

Population of area.
^

2. Density of different sections in temis of (a) peoijle ] These ai'e generally
per acre, (h) inhabited houses per acre. \ the subjects of

3. Distribution of occupations.
'

official Inquiry.
4. Distribution of birth-rates and death-rates. )

5. Typical diets of different sections of the comninnity.
6. Water-supply: (a) source of supply above or below m-ound Water-level,

(&) nature of water—hard, soft, saline, variations with seasons,
7. Disposal of refuse, and more particularly of sewage.
8. Any fluctuations in employment, with special notes on effects of strikes or

famines (when they occur).
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Appendix II. contains a list of Learned Societies and Institutions

which collect and publish information bearing upon a number of the
points enumerated herein.

Those who have the opportunity of contributing to the general fund
of information which may prove useful in inquiries should consult the
' Hints to Travellers ' of the Royal Geographical Society or the ' Admiralty
Manual of Scientific Inquiry,' and should be careful to communicate
the results of their investigations for publication in the most generally

accessible forms.

For geographical conditions reference should be given to standard
books, papers, and maps, if such exist. If these are inadequate, supple-

mentary notes and maps should be forwarded.

W. N. Shaw.
A. J. Herbertson.

Appendix II.

Data relating to Disease,

(a) Nomenclature.

The list of diseases given in tlie printed forms supplied for the record
of cases and deaths from disease is based on the official ' Nomenclature
of Diseases ' of the Royal College of Physicians, edition 1906. Where
an observer is not in possession of, or has not access to, this ' Nomen-
clature,' he will be provided with a copy on application to the Central
Committee.

Those diseases only have been printed in the forms which appeared
for one reason or another to lend themselves to the purposes of this

investigation, or concerning which fuller information as to distribution
and prevalence is desirable, whicli should be obtainable without difficulty

in the course of this inquiry.

Synonyms have been inserted in most cases in which they are used
in the ' Nomenclature,' and in all in which any doubt could arise as

to the exact nature of the disease designated by the official title. The
number prefixed to each disease is that allotted to it in the ' Nomen-
clature,' and a reference will therefore clear up any difficulties of

description.

But the printed list is not intended to be exclusive ; space is left at
the end of the list under each system for the insertion in manuscript of

any other disease which an observer is prepared to report on, and in fact

certain systems have been allotted space for this purpose, though no
diseases have been printed under the headings.

The names of symptoms or of local manifestations should not be used
as descriptions ; the case should be inserted under the general heading of
the cause to which these conditions are due. In the special case of
anaemia (No. 61), included in this list for purposes of comparison, this

term should only be used where it has pi-oved impossible either to
differentiate the type or to discover the cause.

While it is highly desirable that the officially recognised titles should
be used for the disease under report in oi-der that all doubt and difficulty

may be removed, yet where the observer either has not access to the completo
list or for some reason finds it unsuitable, there is, of course, no objection
to his using any terminology that may appear to him satisfactory, pro-
vided always that it is used consistently, and that Iio gives such

"~ GG 2
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information as may enable the Committee to recognise the disease on
which he is reporting.

(6) Disease statistics of population.

Statistics concerning the prevalence of or the mortality from disease

are of little value by themselves, nor can their variations be accurately

compared with climatic changes, or, indeed, with any other variable, till

their primary relationship to the population from which they are drawn
is established. Further, the incidence of a mortality is often selective in

the same race, determined usually by age, often by occupation, sometimes
by sex.

The requirements for the satisfactory comparison of disease data may
be set forth in tabular form :

—

Total cases of disease \ Reniiire
/Total population from which they

Total deaths from disease J
^ '

'
I.

were drawn.

Cases by ages
"[

i Population by ages, and possibly

Deaths „ J
' ' • " • "I total deaths by ages.

g-^y-} ....... Population by sex.

Where the disease appears to be limited, chiefly or entirely, to one
section of the population, these statistical details should be given for the

sectional as well as for the total population.

Racial differences in incidence and mortality are most important, and
can only be elucidated by comparative statements in which all the par-

ticulars enumerated above are comprised.

It may sometimes be impossible to obtain exact statements as to age
aistribution of the population, but the best available information should

be given. There may be in certain localities a temporary change in the

age distribution of the population, where for religious, economic, or

climatic reasons, the tide of immigration (usually mainly of young adults)

flows at regular or irregular intervals. Probably this in most cases affects

the annual rather than the monthly ratios, but it is a point which is

worthy of consideration.

(c) Disease statistics.

These fall into two classes :

—

(i) Where cases and deaths are recorded.

These include statistics from hospitals (civil, naval, and military), and
from prisons and gaols. The published data from these sources usually

give annual values for all and monthly for certain diseases. They
include, of course, all cases and deaths which come under observation

;

they are complete as far as they go. But the relation of these hospital

cases to the population varies. In naval and military statistics the
whole sickness of the navy or army is dealt with, hence the actual inci-

dence rate on the population is known. The deaths, however, do not
represent the total mortality due to sickness contracted in the service, as
a certain small proportion of men die after invaliding out of the service

from disease actually contracted in the service.

Civil hospitals deal only with a part of the sickness of the population,

and the relation of this part to the total sickness of the population is a
very variable quantity. Hence, normally, the number of attacks in the
civil population is not known, The deaths in hospital also do not
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represent the true death-rate on the hospital population, aa a certain

proportion die after discharge from hospital.

In the special case of notifiable diseases we have, on the one hand,

the total cases notified, and, on the other, the total deaths from each

disease. One may assume that the fatal cases are notified, and that the

total mortality on population is approximately correct : but it does not

appear that the attack-rate calculated from the cases notified can always
be accepted as accurate, or that two attack-rates in different localities

are comparable, as there are considerable differences in different areas in

the carrying out of the process of notification, especially abroad.

Practically, where accurate methods of incidence are required, and of

mortality in acute disease, we have only the naval and military statistics

to depend on. The records from prisons and gaols are more difficult of

classification ; certainly the total sickness of the population is dealt with,

but the periods of ' exposure to risk ' vary so much as to complicate

matters. The records from the Indian (and from some Colonial) gaols

are, however, extremely valuable in spite of this complication.

In all these cases the number of fresh attacks, as distinct from
relapses, in such diseases as, e.g., malarial fever and dj«entery, should be
laoted ; special records are usually necessary to elucidate this point, which
is most important.

(ii) Where deaths only are recorded.

These are available, with varying degrees of accuracy, in all civilised

countries. They form in many cases the only available records which
relate to the whole, or, indeed, to any part of the population. They are,

or can be made, available by age groups. Unfortunately, they have not
all the same degree of accuracy ; in the younger or less civilised countries

the case often ends fatally without the cognisance of a medical man, and
a medical certificate is not always obligatory, as indeed it often could

not be obtained. Hence the deaths cannot be properly enumerated for

statistical purposes ; it is often not possible even to guess from the entry
in the register what the cause of death may have been. Again, even
where a medical certificate has been furnished the cause of death is too

often described in vague or even misleading terms. The inquirer must
often examine the register himself, and as conscientiously as possible

eliminate and reconstruct. This reconstruction is, of course, a dangerous
process ; it can only give possibilities, or at most probabilities. But in

some instances the true meaning of the death certificate is perfectly

obvious, especially where the inquirer has local knowledge.

(rf) The compilation of statistical tables of disease.

The useful periods are :

—

(i) The week. Probably only useful in epidemic disease, or where a
disease has a distinct seasonal variation of short period. Except for the

United Kingdom there are no regular meteorological tables with which
to compare these weekly results ; the observer must then re-compile either

(rt) the daily meteorological data, to suit his weekly table, or {h) compile
a monthly disease table from his daily records, as the weekly tables will

not of themselves give monthly tables. The former is certainly the more
useful process in the conditions in which a weekly disease record is

wanted ; the second process defeats the purpose of the weekly record
;

but in the end both weekly and monthly tables will usually be required.
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(ii) The calendar month,
(iii) The year.

(iv) The quinquennial period : A group of the monthly values for

five years, e.g., 1901-5.

These are directly comparable with normal meteorological tables.

The monthly values are sufficiently close for nearly all purposes, and
they are also less liable to adventitious error than the weekly record,

where, except during an epidemic, or where the observer has an unusually
large population to deal with, accidental causes may have an important
influence on the weekly variations. From the monthly tables the com-
pilation of the other tables of longer period is a simple matter.

The object of this memorandum is to inform observers of what material
is available and in what form, and to suggest the general lines which
new investigations should follow in order that they may be comparable
with existing records. If the suggestions in this memoi'andum are fol-

lowed, observers will usually find the interim results which they may
obtain will permit of easy rearrangement if that should prove necessary

for purposes of comparison. This is important, because (especially abroad
where reference libraries are scarce) it may happen that the opportunity
for observation must be seized at once or lost, while it is impossible to

ascertain immediately what has already been done. The observer may
in such a case compile his results on the lines indicated above, while he
is at the same time seeking information as to existing material on the

subject.

The associated conditions, enumerated in Section II., may be as im-
portant as the actual climatic changes, if, indeed, they are not more so

—

that is, the climatic effect is often indirect.

Which of these shall be investigated in its relation to climatic and
disease variation, and how far this investigation shall be carried, are

matters which the individual observer must decide for himself. But
usually material relating to most of tliese points is already available,

many of which are of economic importance, and so have received early

attention ; this in many cases will be sufficient Every investigation

has a natural tendency to expansion ; this can never be entirely obviated
;

points crop up which need special inquiry. But a careful consideration

at the outset of the possible lines of expansion will often enable the

observer to obtain contemporaneous records which may prove useful,

which he could possibly never obtain later or from other sources. A
Avorking hypothesis is helpful, provided that it is regarded as a scaflFolding

to disappear in the finished work, and it is not allowed to influence the

selection of the observations. The difiiculty at the outset is to • dis-

tinguish between the essential and the adventitious ; this becomes easier

as the inquiry proceeds. But when the observer has no knowledge of

what auxiliary material is available, it is better to observe those asso-

ciated conditions which appear to be essential than to trust to the

existence of records which may be deficient on this very point.

Of the associated conditions, probably those termed biological form
at present tne most promising field for investigation, especially as regards

the incidence of many forms of tropical disease. Much work has been
done in this direction, especially in regard to mosquitoes and ticks, but
fuller investigations are still useful, especially the relation (direct or

through vegetation changes) of climatic conditions to the life history of

the carrier and the development of the parasite carried, and hence,
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indirectly, their relation to the incidence of disease. The literature of

the subject is already enormous, but much yet remains to be done.

Appended to this Memorandum are lists of Central Offices where
meteorological publications are collected, and of Learned Societies and
Institutions to which inquiries for special information may be addressed.

There are, in addition to those enumerated (which are chiefly British),

usually local societies in vai-ious foreign countries, from which much
valuable information may be obtained. It is impossible to give a com-
plete list of such societies, but observers will l^e given all the informa-

tion that is available concerning them on application to the Central

Committee.
R. J. S. Simpson.

List of Central Offices where Meteorological Publicatioiis are collected.

EUROPE.
AUSTRIA-HUNGAEY

:

Buda-Pest—K. Ungar. Meteorologische Centralanstalt.

Vienna—K.-K. Centralanstalt fiir Bleteorologie.

Belgium :

Brussels—Observatoire Eoyal, Uccle.

Bulgaria :

Sofia—Station Centrale Mt't^orologique.

Denmark :

Copenhagen—Det Danske Meteorologislco Institut.

France :

Marseilles—Commission M6teorologique.

Paris—Bureau Central M6teorologic'ie.

Germany :

Berlin—K. P. Metcorologisches Institut.

Carlsruhe—Central Bureau fiir Meteorologie und Hydrographie,

Dresden—K. S. Metcorologisches Institut.

Hamburg-—Deutsche Seewarte.

Munich—K. B. Meteorologische Centralanstalt.

Strassburg—Meteorologischer Landesdienst.

Stuttgart—K. W. Meteorologische Centralstation,

Greece :

Athens—Observatoire National.

Holland :

Utrecht (de Bilt)—Koninkl. Nederl. Meteorol. Institut.

Italy :

Rome—Ufficio Centrale Meteorologico e Geodinamicj.

Norway :

Christiania—Det Norske Meteorologiske Institut.

PopTUGAL

:

Lisbon—Observatoire Coimbra.
Azores—Observatoire Punta Delgada.

llOUMANIA :

Bucharest—Institut Meteorologicul.

Russia :

St. Petersburg—Observatoire Physique Central

Servia :

Belgrade—Observatoire Central.

Spain:
Madrid—Instituto Central Meteorol6gico ; Real Observatorio.
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Sweden :

Stockholm—Meteorologiska Central Anslalten.

SWITZEELAND :

Berne—Bureau Hydrometrique Federal.

Zurich—Schweizerische Meieorologische Centralanstalt.

Africa.

Algiers—Service Meteorologique.

Cairo—Survey Department.
Cape Town—Meteorological Commission ; Observatory,

Durban—Natal Observatory.

Johannesburg—Transvaal Meteorological Department.

Asia.

Bombay—Colaba Observatory.

Calcutta—Meteorological Office.

Hong Kong— Observatory.

Shanghai—The Observatory, Zi-ka-wei.

Simla—Meteorological Office.

Tokio—Imperial Meteorological Observatory.

Indian Ocean.

Mauritius—Eoyal Alfred Observatory.

America.

Toronto—Meteorological Office.

Washington—Weather Bureau.

Argentina—Oficina Meteorologica, Cordoba.
Mexico—Observatorio Central Meteorol6gico.

Eio Janeiro—Observatorio.
Valparaiso—Servicios Meteorol6gico y Colombofilo.

Australasia.

Adelaide—The Government Astronomer, Observatory Department.
Brisbane—The Government Meteorologist.
Melbourne—Observatory.

Sydney—Observatory.

List ofLearned Societies and Institutions in the United Kingdom to ivhich

Inquiries/or Special Information may be addressed.

GENERAL SCIENCE.
London :

Eoyal Society, Burlington House, W.
Royal Institution of Great Britain, Albemarle Street, W.
Eoyal Asiatic Society, 22 Albemarle Street, W.
Imperial Institute, South Kensington, S.W.
African Society, 22 Albemarle Street, W.
London Institute, Finsbury Circus, E.G.

Edinburgh :

Royal Society of Edinburgh, The Mound, Princes Street.

Royal Physical Society of Edinburgh, 1 India Buildings.

Dublin :

Royal Dublin Society, Leinster House, Dublin.
RoY-:il Irish Academy, 19 Dawson Street,
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PHYSICAL, &c.

London :

Koyal Astronomical Society, Burlington House, W.
British Astronomical Association, 85 Gracechurcli Street, E.G.
Eoyal Meteorological Society, 70 Victoria Street, S.W.

Edinburgh :

Scottish Meteorological Society, 122 George Street.

GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY, &:c.

London :

Eoyal Geographical Society, 1 Savile Row, W.
Geological Society of London, Burlington House, W.

Edinburgh :

Edinburgh Geological Society, India Buildings.

Royal Scottish Geographical Society, Queen Street.

BIOLOGY, &c.

London :

Linnean Society of London, Burlington House, W.
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain, 3 Hanover Square, W.
Natural History Museum, Cromwell Road, S.W.
Zoological Society of London, 3 Hanover Square, W.
Royal Botanic Society, Regent's Park.

Entomological Society of London, II Chandos Street, W.

ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.
London :

Royal Statistical Society, 9 Adelphi Terrace, W.C.

Dublin :

Statistical and Social Inquiry Society, 35 Molesworth Street.

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.
London :

Royal Agricultural Society of England, 13 Hanover Square, W.
Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent Square, S.W.

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH.
London :

Local Government Board, W^hitehall, S.W.
Medical Society of London, 11 Chandos Street, W.
Royal Society of Medicine, 20 Hanover Square, W.
British Balneological and Climatological Society, 20 Hanover Square, W.
Dermatological Society of London, 11 Chandos Street, W.
Epidemiological Society of London, 11 Chandos Street, W.
Incorporated Society of Medical OtBcers of Health, 1 Upper Montague

Street, W.C.
Medico-Psychological Association of Great Britain and Ireland, 11 Chandos

Street, W.
Neurological Society of the United Kingdom, 11 Chandos Street, W.
Pathological Society of London, 20 Hanover Square, W.
Royal Institute of Public Health, Russell Square, W.C.
Eoyal Sanitary Institute, Parkes Museum, Margaret Street, W.
National Association for the Prevention of Consumption, 20 Hanover Sq., W.
Surveyors' Institution, 12 Great George Street, S.W.

Edinburgh :

Edinburgh Health Society, 43 Queen Street.

Edinburgh Medico-Chirurgical Society, 117 George Street.

Glasgow :

Incorporated Sanitary Association of Scotland, 83 Bath Street.

Dublin :

Dublin Sanitary Association, 42 Dame Street.
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The Goiulitiom of Health esseniial to the carryuu/ on of the Worh
of Instniction in Schools.—Report of the Committee, consisting of
Professor Sfierrington (Chairman), Mr. E.White Wallis (Secre-
tart/), Sir Edward Brabrook, Dr. 0. W. Kimmins, Professor L. C.
MiALi,, Miss A. J. Cooper, and Dr. Ethel Williams.

The Committee had in co-operation with them in their investigations and
deliberations the valuable assistance of Dr. C. Childs, Dr. James Kerr
Professor W. N. Shaw, Dr. C. E. Shelley, Mr. J. Osborne Smith, and Mrs.
White Wallis.

Several matters concerning the health of children in schools have been
referred to sub-committees, but owing to a misunderstanding as to the
reappointment of the Committee there has not been time to report.
They have, however, adopted and submit to the Association a final report
prepared by a sub- committee v.-ith regard to the ventilation of schools.

The Ventilation of School Buildings.

General Considerations.—Ventilation implies the continuous adequate
supply of pure air to all parts of inhabited buildings and the removal
therefrom of fouled air without causing inconvenience or ill-health to the
occupants.

In order to ensure this it is necessary to consider :—

•

1. The supply of sufficient quantity.
2. The proper quality of the air supplied.

0. The suitable degree of temperature and humidity

—

(a) Of the air as supplied.

(b) Of the air in the room (or other enclosed space) during occupation,
4. The distribution in equal proportion to each occupant.
5. The complete removal of fouled air.

6. The provision of such ventilation

—

(«) Without producing discomfort or feeling of draught, or any gradual
though imperceptible depression of health.

(b) In such a way as to maintain full bodily and mental vigour.
(c) In such a way that the whole process sliall be reasonably practicable

and economical.

Without a knowledge of the above requirements and a practical
knowledge of the complicated physical problems involved in ventilation it

is impossible to devise a rational and efficient scheme of ventilation, or
to form a reliable judgment upon any schemes of ventilation which may
be under consideration.

The Amount of Air required for Efficient Ventilation.

The problem of the satisfactory ventilation of rooms intended for the
accommodation of a considerable number of persons must be regarded as
being still in the experimental stage, and therefore no categorical state-
ment can be given as to the amount of air required to secure the object in
view. The Committee accordingly confine themselves to recomrnending
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that tlie allowance of air for each person should not be less than 2,000

cubic feet per hour, and to giving an indication of the I'easons which lead

them to this recommendation.
They regard as ideal ventilation the condition of things which would

be given by general perflation on a day when the natural temperature of

the air is 62° or 63° F. In practice the air supplied must be confined if it

is to be warmed ; cold walls and windows also disturb the simplicity of

the arrangement.

The Committee have no evidence to show what amount of air would
be supplied under the conditions of ideal ventilation above mentioned ; it

would probably be far larger than the amount supplied by ventilating

systems in practical use, and the estimates of the quantity of air required

are based upon other considerations.

The most common basis of calculation starts from de Chaumont's
estimate of the amount necessaiy to pi'event any disagreeable smell or

feeling of closeness being perceived by a person coming from the outside

air directly into the room. This, again, has been interpreted by various

authorities in terms of the excess of carbonic acid in the air of the room
over that in the outside air. In taking samples of air for analysis regard

must be paid to the proportion of carbonic acid poasibly being varied in

different parts of the room, and as far as possible the average proportion

should be ascertained. Different authorities fix the limit of ' respiratory

impurity ' from this point of view as that indicated by 2 per 10,000 (which

corresponds to a supply of about 3,000 cubic feet of air per hour for adults

and somewhat less for children during continuous occupation) to 6 per

10,000 (for which a supply of 1,000 cubic feet of air per hour would be
sufficient).

Bacteriological tests of air have been made, but no quantitative

statements as to the amount of air required have been based upon the

I'esults.

Another basis of computation is the amount of air necessary to remove
the ' heat of combustion ' of the persons in the room, It has been calcu-

lated that this heat is sufficient in an adult to raise the temperature of

3,000 cubic feet of air per hour by 5° F. ; and, generally speaking, it is by
the warming of the air through omission of heat from their bodies that the

individuals in an occupied room dispose of their waste products and supply

themselves with their share of the fresh air which is delivered to the room.
It is clear that it is desirable to remove this heat by removing the air

which has been fouled. To remove the heat by conduction through walls

and windows while retaining the impurities is not a satisfactory means of

maintaining a suitable average temperature, and it should be avoided as

far. as- "possible. Restricting the air-supply implies a correspondingly
greater increase of its temperature by the occupants themselves during
its passage through the room, and is on that account objectionable ; and for

the same mean or final temperature it implies a proportionately colder

supply and consequently more appreciable draughts. Thus 1,000 cubic

feet would be warmed 15° per hour by an occupant, and to keep air in a
room until it has been warmed 15° F. by the occupants would at least

produce discomfort. The 1,000 cubic feet per hour supply must on this

account be regarded as too small. It will probably be allowed, for

example, that if air were supplied to a room at 63° F. everyone would
wish it removed before it had been raised to 70° F. by the inmates them-
selves. Upon this basis of calculation here put forward 2,000 cubic feet
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per hour must be supplied to each inmate for that purpose. There would
he no advantage from the point of view of freshness in having it merely
cooled by walls or windows ; and hence, without laying too much stress on
the precision of the numeral calculations, a supply less than 2,000 must
be regarded as inadequate.

A third consideration is the removal of the solid and liquid particles
which find their way into the air from the skin or clothing, or from the
mouth, or by raising the dust from the floor and surfaces of seats, desks, &c.
These particles, which often carry organisms, pathogenic or otherwise,
may be regarded from the physical point of view as fine dust which is

constantly in process of settling, but so slowly that the greater part of it

takes part even in the slow circulation of the air in an inhabited room.
It can hardly be denied that these particles when associated with or
derived from infectious sources may form the most injurious constituents
of a vitiated atmosphere. We know little of their size or nature, but
their behaviour in the air must be represented more or less aptly by that
of the cloud of particles which constitutes tobacco smoke, and we may
judge from the behaviour of such a cloud what is the best course to pursue
in order to remove the obnoxious particles. On this analogy it is clear
that the less vigorous the circulation of air through the room the more
the particles hang about the room, and we have thus another reason for
maintaining the flow of air at the highest figure compatible with the comfort
of the occupants.

Von Pettenkofer's method of estimating the quantity of air required
by considering the dilution of carbonic acid draws a distinction between
adults and children, The considerations which have been adduced tend
to show that the introduction of any such distinction in practical ventila-
tion would indicate a degree of accuracy in our knowledge of the pro-
cesses of ventilation to which we can lay no claim. Even if it be true
that the production of carbonic acid increases with the body weight, it is

not a necessary consequence that the natural demand for fresh air increases
in the same proportion, and we are not prepared to say that a boy or girl

should be supplied with less air than a man or woman.
"We may sum the considerations by saying that a supply of 1,000 cubic

feet per head per hour to healthy occupants will barely save the room
from becoming disagreeable. A supply of 2,000 cubic feet is the smallest
that can be recommended for health, mental energy, and comfort. More
still would be required in order to approach the conditions of ideal venti-
lation.

The Suitable Degree of Temperature and Humidity.

Recent investigations, more especially those of Haldane and others in
this country, of Fliigge and Paul in Germany, have shown that the
temperature of a room and of the air supplied is of greater importance
than has generally been supposed ; that a high degree of temperature in a
room {e.g., above 68° F.) produces languor, sense of mental fatigue, and the
other symptoms associated with crowded assemblies, to a greater extent
even than polluted air ; and that these symptoms are aggravated by stag-
nation and immediately relieved by movement of the air surrounding the
body.

These results have been confirmed by the careful observations sug-
gested by the work of this Committee and recently carried out in the
London schools.
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From the same observations it has been shown that a high degree of

humidity of the air does not interfere with the comfort and mental energy

of the scholars in a room provided that the temperature is not above
65° F. Above that temperature it produces marked decrease of mental

energy.

The temperature most conducive to comfort and mental vigour

in a schoolroom is between 58° and 62°, irrespective of the degree of

humidity.

Furthur investigation is required in order to determine the maximum
temperature of the air which may be introduced into a room without pro-

ducing physiological disturbance. It would be probably safe to state

that in no case should the temperature of the warmed air so introduced

exceed by more than one degree the proposed normal temperature of the

room.
If a room supplied with warmed air becomes too cold, owing to loss of

heat through walls and windows, it should be further warmed by some
form of radiant heat.

The Distribution in equal Proportion to each Occupant.

It is generally assumed that in a mechanically ventilated room the air

is thoroughly mixed, so that the fresh air supplied is distributed in equal

proportion to each occupant. Further observations are required in this

respect, and also upon the best methods for securing this equal distribution,

the best position, size, and shape of inlet shafts, the relative sizes and
positions of inlets and outlets.

In many schoolrooms ventilated mechanically inlets and outlets are

so arranged that shortcircuiting of the air-supply is inevitable, and
occasionally stagnant spaces are to be found.

In ' naturally ' ventilated rooms the fresh air supplied during cold

weather inevitably gravitates to the floor unless it be warmed before

admission, forming a cold floor-current which chills the feet and lower

extremities of the occupants without materially contributing to the venti-

lation.

The heat evolved from the body of each individual undoubtedly

causes a local upward current of air, and induces a fresh supply of air

to each body. The force of this upward current and its value so far as

it supplies fresh air to the individual require further investigation. It

probably contributes considerably to the special supply for each occupant

of the room,

Ventilation as a Measure for reducing Bisks of Infection.

By far the most important measure for the prevention of infection

when a scholar has contracted infectious disease is the px'ompt detection

and exclusion or removal of the infected individual.

Another important measure is the regular and eflFective cleansing of

the floor, walls, ceiling, furniture, &c., in the room by means of damp
cloths in such a way as to remove the dust and the bacteria contained
in it without allowing them to be merely displaced and scattered about
in the air of the room. Efficient ventilation, however, can to .some

extent be made to help in reducing the risks of infection by removing
the majority of microbes present in the air.

In the investigations of Carnelly and Haldane in 1886-89 it was shown
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that mechanical ventilation removed most of the microbes contributed
from the bodies and clothing of the occupants.

These observations indicated that in mechanical ventilation a steady
movement of the air was maintained throughout the room, tending to

prevent the microbes from settling on surfaces and to convey them out
of the room.

It is desirable that similar investigations should be carried out with
the aid of the more complete methods of bacteriological investigation

now at our command.

Comparison of Mechanical and Natural Ventilation.

On comparing together mechanical and natural ventilation it is seen
that they each have their advantages and disadvantages. By means
of mechanical ventilation the air-supply can be better controlled,

washed and filtered from dust, heated or cooled ; the disturbing in-

fluence of variation in the force and direction of wind can be more
easily overcome ; the required temperature of the room more steadily

maintained.

On the other hand, mechanical ventilation is far more costly : the
process is placed almost entirely in the hands of one individual, generally

remote from the schoolroom, whilst at the same time both teachers and
scholars are deprived of the salutary object-lesson afforded by 'natural

ventilation ' in the desirability of admitting fresh air into all occupied

rooms and dwellings.

Recommendations.

From the foregoing statements it will be seen that the Committee are

of opinion that a large number of investigations will have to be made
before a final opinion can be formed with regard to many points in

connection with the problems involved in practical ventilation ; for

insta-nce, the position and size of inlets and outlets, the best means
for the impartial distribution of the fresh air supplied, the relative

advantages of mechanical as compared with ' natural ventilation,' the

best mode of conveying heat.

Until such final opinion is formed, the best systems of ventilation will

suffer discredit owing to faulty and defective methods of carrying them
out

;
great expenses may be needlessly incurred in the construction of

ventilation installations, whilst those who are responsible for the manage-
ment of schools will be constantly harassed by new regulations and
uncalled-for expenditure without obtaining any real improvement in the
ventilation.

The Committee have endeavoured to make investigations on some of

the points mentioned above, but have not the means or authority for

carrying them out. They suggest that inquirers well versed in the
scientific aspect of the question, and acquainted with the practical

methods employed for ventilation, as well as with the requirements and
practical business management of schools, should be commissioned to

carry out such investigations ; that schoolrooms, some provided with
mechanical, others with ' natural ' systems of ventilation, be put at.

their disposal for this purpose ; that the time is ripe for a carefully

conducted investigation on scientific lines of the whole subject of school

\entilation.
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After consideration of the important conclusions arrived at in this
report the Committee urge the British Association to move for the
appointment of a Royal Commission or departmental committee with
the necessary authority fully to investigate the subject.

The Committee desire to be reappointed, and ask for a grant of lOI.

for the purpose of obtaining instruments for investigation in hearing
tests for school use.

The Mectrical Phenomena and Metabolism of Arum spadices.

—

Report
of the Committee, consisting of Professor A. D. Waller {Chair-
man), Miss Sanders {Secretary), Professor Gotch, and Professor
Farmer.

Eepori of Dr. A. D. Waller, F.R.S., on the work o/Miss Sanders and
Miss Kemp during the year 1907-08.

The work during the past year upon Arii^m sjmdices by Miss Sanders
and Miss Kemp, although it has not been very fruitfuf aa regards the
original object of the inquiry, has given rise to observations and experi-
ments which are in my opinion of very considerable value, and promise
to lead to further results of positive importance in vegetable and in
animal physiology.

The actual results as regards the Arum spadices are described in the
report of Miss Sanders ; that of Miss Kemp deals with the general
question of the transmission of stimuli in vegetable tissues, which was
the first outcome of the original inquiry. This question has been
touched upon by many previous observers by more or less definite
methods and with more or less definite conclusions. I have myself
for many years had this problem before my mind, and I am glad to take
this opportunity of stating my attitude towards it {vide infra).

The observations of Miss Kemp have, however, not been limited to
this single problem. In consequence of the manner in which it has been
treated in the recent publications of Professor J. C. Bose, Miss Kemp
was led to examine some of the data upon which that author has rested
his claim to have discovered the existence of vegetable nerves. As
presented by him these data consist essentially in the statement that a
close parallelism exists between the contractions of fibro-vascular bundles
in vegetables and those of ordinary nerves in animals. The results
of Miss Kemp's experiments with me are given in a joint paper to the
Phy.siological Society,i entitled 'A Demonstration of the "Contractility "

of Nerve, of Fiddle-strings, and of other Strings,' to indicate the illusory
nature of Professor Bose's results, which, according to our experiments,
are entirely due to the heating effects of the high-tension induction
currents used for stimulation.

The consideration of the effects of heat naturally led to a consideration
of tlie question whether or no heat j^er se may properly be regarded as
a physiological stimulus of vegetal)Ie or animal protoplasm. Obviously
temperature is a condition of stimulation, but the question to which we

i rrwrrdiiiqn Phyxiol. Soc. Journal o/ P/,i/yi( lo/r^ IOCS, vol. xsxvii,
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addressed ourselves was whether the sudden application of heat—a thermic
shock, so to speak—could act as a true stimulus in the sense that an
electric shock acts as a stimulus. Our results in this connection are
not yet published ; I may, however, so far anticipate them by stating

—

(1) That as regards animal nerves the experimental answer is clearly

negative.

(2) That as regards vegetable tissues the answer is in all probability
negative, the effects of thermic shocks being, in my opinion, due to move-
ments of water rather than to excited and transmitted protoplasmic
activity.

(3) That the above two considerations lead to the reinvestigation of

Hermann's fundamental principle to the effect that warmer tissue is

galvanometrically positive to cooler tissue.'

This third point will, I hope, form the subject-matter of an early

communication to the Physiological Society. At present I am not
sure of the fact as stated by Hermann, nor therefore obviously of its

possible interpretation, as to whether it be due to unequal ionic velocities

of dissociating molecules or to mere water movements from or towards
the heated spot.

The problem of transmission in vegetable protoplasm in the definite

restricted sense of the propagation of an excited state from cell to cell

has been previously approached by several observers and theorists.

The principal authors to whom I have referred have been Burdon
Sanderson, Haberlandt, Nemec, and Bose.

My first definite knowledge - of the question of transmission of the
pxcitatory state in plant protoplasm was denied from the papers of

Burdon Sanderson on Dioncea. In the course of the observations by
which he sought to establish a comparison between vegetable and animal
tissues as regards their meclianical and electrical responses to excitation,

he showed that, in consequence of mechanical or electrical excitation of

a hairlet, an electrical response of an opposite lobe of the leaf of Dioncea
took place, thus clearly proving that in the case of a sensitive plant
transmission of excitation does actually occur. In fig. 10, p. 21,-* a
diagram of what he terms tlie fundamental experiment is given in whicli

ail electrical response of one lobe is observed consequent upon an electrical

excitation applied to the other lobe. With some reservation (p. 40) he
gives as the probable rate of transmission ' at least 200 mm. per second.'

In his second paper ^ Burdon Sanderson (pp. 444, 445) gives the rate as

200 to 300 mm. per second, according to temperature, and explicitly

concludes that ' the excitatory process in the leaf is of the same nature
as that which follows stimulation in animal structures, and more
particularly in nerve.' And the beautiful electrometer records given
in illustration of this paper exhibit diphasic effects in Dioncea essentially

' Pniiger's ArnJiiv, vol. iv. 1871, p. 1G3.
- Tlirough the writings of Claude Bernard, and bis description of the action of

anesthetics on Mimosa, my attention Lad been dii-ected to the previous observations
of Dutrochet (182i), who first measured the speed of propagation in Mimosa, and
gave it as being 2 to 3 mm. per second. Paul iJert (1870) gave it as being
2 to 5 mm. per second.

" Phil. Trans., ISSl, 'On the Electromotive Properties of the Leaf of Dioncea
la the excited and unexcited states.'

« lUd., 1888.
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similar to diphasic effects on nerve and muscle. The only difference is

one of speed, viz.

—

M. 0-300 in Dionem.
3'000 in ordinary muscle.
0'150 in cardiac muscle.
30000 in nerve.

The transmission in Biophytum was studied and described in 1890
and in 1898 by Haberlandt in the Buitenzorg Laboratory (Ueber die Reiz-
bewegung und die Reizfortpflanzung bei Biojihytum sensitivum, ' Annales
du jardin botanique de Buitenzorg,' Suppl. ii., 1898, p. 33). Haberland
gave as the speed of transmission at its quickest 2-5 to 3 mm. per
second, as compared with 8 mm. per second in Mimosa.

In a more recent publication (' Sinnesorgane im Pflanzenreich,' Leipzig,

1901), Haberlandt (p. 152) compares transmission in plants with the cell-

to cell transmission obtaining in cardiac muscle, and rejects the assump-
tion of special fibrillar paths of excitation in vegetable tissues.

Bose ('Comparative Electro-physiology,' 1907, chap, xxx.) deals with
the subject of transmission in plants at considerable length. He gives,

e.g., as having been determined by himself by the electromotive method,
the following values : Mimosa petiole, 14 mm. per second ; isolated nerve
of fern, 50 mm. per second ; and is of opinion (p. 453) that, since the
conduction of ' excitation takes place by the transmission of protoplasmic
changes, it is evident that it must occur most easily along those paths in

which there is greatest protoplasmic continuity. It is clear that certain
elements in the fibro-vascular bundles will furnish the best conducting
medium.'

But the data upon which the author rests his opinion do not bear
examination ; in fact, the chapter on the matter contains no data unless
the diagram on p. 454 of an experimental arrangement for comparing
transverse and longitudinal conductivities be regarded as a datum.
Moreover, as stated above, the discovery of vegetal nerves similar to
animal nerves is altogether illusory.

Report of Miss Sanders' Work done on Metabolism q/"Arum spadices,
1908 (January to July).

The subject proper of the present inquiry—viz., the further elucidation
of the changes going on in Arum sjmdices during inflorescence—has been
but little advanced this year owing to the difficulty of bringing- plants
during their first season to a pi'oper state of inflorescence.

The points which we held before us particularly were :

—

1. The normal electrical conditions of variously active phases,
2. The chemical products of the proteolytic activity which had been

shown to exist.

'2b. The relation between the secretion of oxidases and amylases.
3. The behaviour of the active parts under traumatic conditions and

after stimulation.

These points we desire fo keep in view for a possible larger supply of
flowers in the future.

From the few plants (about fifty) that flowered properly this season
it was, however, found possible to extend observations on (a) the enzyme
activity

;
(b) the nuclear changes of cells governing this intense meta-

bolism. Of these I hope to give figures in September.
1908. H H
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Coincidently with some electrical experiraertts (not sufficiently repeated

for any definite result), Miss Kemp took observations of the temperature

changes in Dracunculus vulgaris at a more active and less active portion

of the spadix. The accompanying figures show the course of these

changes in two typical cases. Miss Kemp has succeeded in locating the

I'egion of greatest heat rise to the anther-whorls and the short starchy

portion, beset with club-shaped guards, immediately below. The region of

the ovules is not involved, as I had previously imagined.

The plotted curves which I gave in my first communication to show

the relation between rise of temperature and evolution of CO2 may con-

veniently be shown for comparison with those of D. vulgaris.

c.c. CO.
per minnte

1-6

1-4

1-2

I'O

0-8

0-6

0-4

O / 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 IZ 13 14 15 16 17 18
Hours.

Fig. 3.

Temperature curve of the spadix of Arum, italicnm from protrusion of stigmatic

hairs to commencement of fading. The vertiral lines at a, h, c indicate the CO,
production and 0„ absorption in cubic centimetres per minnte. The change is

more rapid and greater in species like the present, where the rise of temperature
occurs in the spadix than it is in Dracuiicnbis, where the starchy contents of

the spadix are much reduced, and the seat of change is the anther-whorl.

26.
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the former results stand confirmed and some new points established,

so that we may sum up our present knowledge as follows : The

1
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comparable with trypsin in attacking proteids and peptones, but carrying
the process of splitting to a further stage in which tryptophane can no
longer be detected.

The proteids used were : The tissues of the plant itself (H. P. K.
and M. T. F

) ; Vermicelli (M. T. F.) ; Fibrin (H. P. K. and M. T. E.) ;

Barley (H. P. K.).

The enzymes will not attach themselves to the solid proteid par-
ticles, but remain in the solution (fibrin standing for some hours in
spadix extract and then washed remains unattacked.—H. P. K. and
M. T. F.). The use of a bottle- shaker, therefore, greatly accelerates the
action.

Miss Fraser has succeeded in showing the complete destruction of

tryptophane (in a pancreas digest) by the addition of spadix enzyme, the
boiled control giving at the same time a strong tryptophane reaction.

This point, which seemed so probable last year, it was chiefly desired to
establish.

Miss Fraser is still experimenting as to the splitting of sugars by
the plant enzymes. It may be remembered that the splitting of starch
was shown by all species investigated : but the fact that we could not
ascertain which sugars resulted by any of the ordinary methods has sug-
gested this possible further stage on the carbohydrate side parallel to the
complete breaking down of the proteids.

{b) Nuclear Conditions.—The first point which attracted me to the
investigation of the aroid inflorescence was the idea that they would
probably show nuclear changes governing enzyme secretion similar to
those which Miss Huie found to exist in Drosera. I have fixed material
in some of the media advocated by Dr. Gustav Mann at different stages :

bud, hot-phase, fading-flower.

Paraffin sections stained by Mann's metbyl-blue-eosin method, or in

haematozylin-eosin, display a short mitotic phase (from generally dis-

tributed chromatin to chromosomes) accompanied by an inversion of ionic

conditions in A. dracuncidus.

Notes hy Miss Fraser, B.Sc.

I. Auto-digestion.—Extract of spadix of Amm dracunculus shows tryptophane,
which disappears after twelve hours— boiled control negative.

Extract of spadix of Aram italicum gives starch disappearance in twelve hours
in unboiled solution after several days in boiled control.

Tryptophane never appears in extracts of stem and leaves.

II. Mixtxires of Extracts of Spadices with various Substrates.—Extract of spadix
of Arum crinitum with tryptophane solution gives disappearance of tryptophane
after four days in unboiled solution. Tryptophame still present in boiled after
fourteen days.

Spadix of Arum dioscoridis spectahile after ten days gives disappearance of
tryptophane in unboiled extract.

Extract of spadix of Arum dioscoridis spectabile with vermicelli gives trypto-
phane after a week—boiled control negative.

Extract of spadix of Arum dracunculus with Witte's peptone gives tryptophane
after a week—boiled control negative.

Extract of spadix of Arum dracunculus with fibrin gives tryptophane after
ten days.

Extracts with casein, gelatine, give negative results. Extracts of spadices of
Aurum crinitum, dracunculus, dioscoridis spectabile give no disappearance of sugar
after ten days in solutions of dextrose and maltose (5, 3, 2, and 0'.5 per cent.), but
those experiments are still in progress.
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III. Becompoiition Products.—Quantity of material insufficient to isolate satis-

factorily any products of decomposition in malodorous simdices, but merely empirical
tests do not indicate the presence of indol and skatol. In the extract of mature
spadix oiArnm erinititiii trimethylamine seems to be present, but the material was
too scanty for isolation.

N.B.—Chloroform was found to be quite useless as an antiseptic where the
experiments extended over many days.

Report of Miss Kemp on the Occurrence in certain Vegetable Tissues of a
Profagated Electrical Response to Stimulation.

The literature dealing with the question of conduction of stimuli in
plants has been admirably reviewed by Fitting/ who also gives a complete
bibliography.

Fitting is of opinion that propagation of an excitatory change in

response to a local stimulus occurs widely in plants and essentially in
cells with living contents, though whether such propagation takes place
by water movement on variations in the permeability of the cell mem-
branes and osmotic pressure, by changes of the gaseous pressure, or
by a more active metabolism of the individual cells remains problematic.
He divides the tissues through which transmission may occur into two
groups : (a) the living cells of the vascular bundles through which exci-

tation may be transmitted, even when the tissue is under the influence

of anaesthetic drugs or excessive changes of temperature
;
(h) the ' ground-

tissue,' in which transmission is very dependent upon the condition of
the plant. He states that the propagated activity is associated with
galvanometric negativity, and gives as its speed in Biopltytum 10-20 mm.
per second.

The following ob.servations have been carried out upon seedling plants
of mustard, pea, bean, and further upon adult petioles of maidenhair
fern. Electromotive variations have been taken as an index of the
excitatory changes occurring within the tissue, the latter being led off by
non-polarisable electrodes to a high -resistance galvanometer.

By using a double galvanometer circuit, with one instrument under
observation in the laboratory and the other in a neighbouring photograJ)hic
room, it was possible to record the variations obtained at the same time
diagrammatically and photographically. I have made upwards of 120
plotted observations and photographs, of which ele\ en have been selected

for representing the results in the present preliminary communication.
With the exception of a few cases where the nature of the stimulus

was mechanical the thermo-electric method of stimulation has been used.

By this method, in which a platinum wire previously fixed in position
close to or actually again-st the tissue is heated by closure of an electric

current, the objection of shifting contacts liable to occur with any
mechanical form of stimulation is obviated. In each case the plant
under observation was placed upon non-polarisable leading-ofT electrodes
with an intrapolar distance of about \\ cm., and the stimulation was
applied at points successively nearer to these electrodes. Under these

conditions responses of an appai-ently diphasic chai-acter have been
obtained at distance* varying between 1-12 cm. from the point of

stimulation.

The resulting curves appear to afford evidence of the propagation

' Ergcbnisse der Physioloqie, vol. v. p. 165.
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through the tissue of a wave of excitation initiated at the point of

stimulation and sweeping successively over the proximal and distal

leading-off electrodes.

Plates I., IV., XI. give typical records obtained with mustard, pea,

and maidenhair.

In the experiment with a mustard seedling shown in Plate i. three

successive thermal stimuli were applied, at ten-minute intervals, to a

spot 3 cm. distant from the proximal leading-oflf electrode B. They

elicited three diphasic responses, of which the first and second are shown
in Plate i. A fourth stimulus was almost and a fifth quite ineffectual ;

but on moving the exciting wire to a distance of 10 mm. from B an

explosive double response was obtained on heating, followed by complete

inertia (Plate la, not shown). The interpolar distance of the leading-off

electrodes was about 1 cm. The maximum value of the response was

7/100 volt.

Plate IV. (pea seedling) shows two successive responses, of which the

second is monophasic of more than .5/100 voltage, at 1 cm., 2-5 cm.

distance respectively.

The value of 1/100 volt is augmented by about 35 per cent, at the

end of the expei'iment, showing that the electrical conductivity of the

tissue is increased.

Plates XI. and xia show the curves obtained with an adult maidenhair

petiole.

In this experiment the first stimulation was given at a distance of

12 cm. from the proximal electrode B, and caused a double diphasic

response, the first phase of which was rapid, the second prolonged and

of rather more than 1/100 voltage. There was an apparent latency of

response of about 30 seconds.

Second and third stimuli at 6 cm. and 3 cm. elicited multiple responses

of considerable voltage.

At the end of the experiment the electrical conductivity of the tissue

was found to be increased by more than 100 per cent.

Plates vin. and ix. show an experiment with a broad bean

seedling in which a mechanical stimulus—i.e., the squeezing down of the

stimulating wire on the tissue, so causing a slight flexion—proved con-

siderably moi'e effective than the thermal. The first diphasic effect

(value over 2/100 \olt) was in response to pressure at 8 cm. distance.

Heating at this point caused only a slight response in the anomalous
direction. The second monophasic effect resulted from pi'essure at 4 cm.

distance and showed a latency of about 20 seconds.

The interpretation of these diphasic electromotive changes as

indicative of an actual wave of excitation passing along the tissue is

borne out by the fact that the second phase of the response

—

i.e., that of

negativity at the distal electrode A—may be obliterated by previously

injuring the tissue at that spot. Such injury may be produced either by
strong tetanisation or by a section.

Plate II. I'ecords an experiment v/ith mustard in which after distal

injury by section repeated monophasic deflections, indicative of galvano-

metric negativity of the uninjured spot, were obtained in response to

thermic stimulation.

The transmission of electrical change may also be blocked by teta-

nising a portion of the tissue intermediate between the leading-off

electrodes and the point of thermal stimulation. Although the electrical
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conductivity of the tetanised portion is increased by about tenfold,

repeated stimuli on the further side of it produce no electromotive
variation at the leading-off electrodes, but become immediately effectual

on their application between the latter and the tetanised tissue.

That the excitatory change undergoes a considerable decrement
during its transmission is suggested by the facts that a stimulus of given
intensity and duration, ineffectual at a certain distance, may be effectual

if that distance is diminished ; that a stimulus repeated at points

successively neai'er to the leading-off electrodes elicits from a tissue in

optimum condition responses of successively higher voltage ; finally, that
a first diphasic effect may on repetition of the stimulus at the same or a

nearer point be followed, perhaps owing to fatigue of the tissue, by a

simple monophasic response, showing that the wave has not in this case

reached the distal electrode.

The present data are insufficient to determine the true nature of the
change, by transmission of which an electrical disturbance is set up at

points distant from that of the exciting stimulus. The question arises as

to whether it is physiological in nature or a purely physical process
independent of any activity of the living tissue as such. From the

succulent nature of the seedlings used in the greater number of the

expei'iments, as also from the fact that a thermal stimulus is almost
invariably effective where a mechanical stimulus generally fails to elicit

a response, it appears likely that the electrical variations observed may
be due to a movement of water through the tissue set up by the sudden
change of temperature. On the other liand, the remarkable response

obtained from the maidenhair petiole, which is a particularly dry and
juiceless tissue, can hardly be so explained. Again, that the transmission

is essentially a physiological pi'ocess appears from the following con-

siderations :

—

First, that in character and extent the propagation varies in accord-

ance with the general character of the tissue tested. In a comparison
of roots and shoots in the pea seedling a correspondence was found
of general sluggishness of response with limited propagation in the root

as compared with general excitability and extensive propagation in the

shoot.

Again, that a very slight etiolation or unhealthiness of a plant

destroys its power of propagating a stimulus, as seen with seedlings

grown in the laboratory

—

i.e., under bad conditions of nourishment and
light—with these tissues, the results obtained, though at first good, were
after continued growth consistently negative.

Again, that the tissue quickly fatigues unless in optimum condition,

as appears from the fact, noted above, that a first diaphasic may be
followed by a monophasic response, or in many cases by complete
inexcitability.

Finally, that on altering the state of the tissue in such a way as to

annul its power of response while at the same time greatly increasing its

electrical conductivity— e.p'., by boiling or tetanising. No propagation of

an excitatory state can be obtained with strong and repeated stimuli.

Plate lu. records such an experiment.
The undifferentiated nature of some of the tissues used in these ex-

periments, together with the great sensitivity of the obsei-ved phenomena
to external conditions, would bring these phenomena under the head
of propagation by activity of the ' ground tissue,' following Fitting's
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classification. The results obtained, as also consideration of the necessity

of postulating some means of interaction between the various parts of a
plant, enabling it to react as an organic whole to external and internal

stimuli—again, the existence of such adaptations to environmont as are
shown in the trophic reactions common to all plants, and in the rather
specialised cases of response to tactile stimuli in climbers—lead to the
conclusion that the power of propagating excitation, far from being
a rare and specialised phenomenon in vegetable tissues dependent on
special fibrillar structures, is innate in every normal cell, and occurs
freely wherever the protoplasmic continuity between cell and cell is at
all considerable.

Transmission in Plants.—Selected Photos.

PLATE T.

Experiment 1.

—

Mvstard seedling (November 38, 1907).

^
fACw.

f\

(5 Cm.

B
Two successive ' diphasic ' responses to thermic excitation. Duration of double

phase = 2 min., distance = 3 cm. The two interpolated smaller deflections are by

^ volt sent to the preparation.

N.B.—The reader is advised that the records are taken (and reproduced) so that
current from A to B gives deflection to the right, and current from B to A deflection

to the left, in accordance with the diagram given below Exp. 1.

The letter B on the photograph indicates that B is ' zincative ' ( = galvanometricaUy
negative to A). The letter A indicates tl at A is zincative to B. All other records
are taken on the same plan, i.e., deflection to the left indicates action at B, deflection
to the right action at A.

—

{A . B. ir.)
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PLATE II.

50

A.

N'? rsjO O o

yr «

;
/£.

^>

Experiment 2.

—

Mustard seedlbu/ (November 20, 1908).
(Transverse section at A.)

c
mcm. <3 Cm.

A B
Two successive 'monopliasio' responses to thermic excitation. Duration of single

phase = nearly 2 min.

PLATE III.

7\000

^

Experiment ^.—Electwmted mustard seedling (November 20 1907)No response to thermic stimulations at 1, 2. and 3. The deliections at beginnineand end of experiment are by „t_ volt-f^., the resistance is lower than in Exped-
.raent 1, where tlie interpolated deflections are by j-i- volt

.^
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PLATE IV.

ri-

fi

-z>' (D /o<S

c

tOo

^S

M

/s

M.

3^^'

Experiment A.—Fca seedling (November 28, 1907). Diphasic and mocophasic

responses to two successive excitations by heated platinum loop of wire.

Distance between leading-oif electrodes equals about I'o cm., and the same

distance between excited and led-ofl: regions.

Deflections at beginning and end of experiment are by ^-i^ volt.

PLATE V.

1

/Q

-A:
Itr

"Xci

Experiment Z.—Pea seedling (November 28. 1907) Doubtful diphasic response

to thermic excitation.
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PLATE VI.

^

/^i

70

•2^'

3c

Experiment 6.

—

Pea .wedling (November 28, 1907),
Doubtful diphasic response to mechanical excitation by a scissors cut at 2-.5 cm.

from the led-olf region. The time interval between cut and response was estimated
at about 30 sees.

PLATE VII.

Time in 10 seconds iu the vats.

Experiment l.—Pea seedling (December 3, 1907).
Two successive monophasic responses to thermic stimulations, S' and X" at

2-5 and 1 cm. respectively from the led-off region. The record shows the lost times
to be 5 sees, for X' and 10 sees, for X", measured from the end of the bar signalling
the application of heat for 10 sees. The result is anomalous, inasmuch as the shorter
distance is associated with the longer time and the greater response, and illustrates the
danger of accepting speed of transmission calculated from such data. In subsequent
experiments we used shorter periods (ic, |sec.) of heating by stronger currents.
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PLATE VIII.

/.yo

-TLir

-So

^^o.wmX'

-t-

/-^v vd

Experiment 8.

—

Bean seedling (December II, 1907).
' Diphasic ' response to mechanical excitation (compression) at a distance of 8 cm.

from the led-off region. This plant gave no response to thermic excitation.

In the next experiment on the same plant mechanical excitation was followed by
a monophasic response.

PLATE X.

PLATE IX.

Experiment 9.—Same plant.
' Monophasic ' response to mechanical

excitation 4 cm. from the led-offl region.
At this distance thermic stimulation was
followed by a small response with an ap-
parent latency of 20 sees. This, if a true
instance of transmitted excitation, gives a
speed value of 2 mm. per second.

Kxperiment 10.

—

Bean saedUng.
Electrometer record of the local re.

sponse to localised mechanical excita-

tion, by a blow from a lever fixed to an
electromagnet, the shadow of the lever

being cast on the same plate as that of

the electrometer so as to signal the
instant of excitation. The local response
exhibits no appreciable lost time.
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Fatigue. By William McDougall, M.A., M.B.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso.']

The study of fatigue must always be of the deepest interest from the

point of view of pure science, because in studying fatigue we are study-

ing the sources of human energies, the modes and conditions of their

operations, and, above all, their limitations. But the general speeding up
of life, which is the most striking characteristic of modern civilisation,

and which affects all classes at all ages from early childhood onwards,

is rendering the study of the problems of fatigue a matter of the most
urgent practical importance, and the scientific world has not been slow

to recognise the fact.

The physiologists of the laboratory have studied fatigue in its most
elementary manifestations, in the various organs and tissues, and at its

ultimate and secret source, the cell. The psychologists have devoted

much ingenuity to the study of the expeiiraentally induced fatigue of

the human organism as a whole, seeking specially to find means of

measuring the degrees of fatigue and their influence upon the efficiency

and the development of the various powers of mind and body. The
physicians have discovered in the chronic fatigues produced by modern
conditions of life the source of a large range of disorders which seem to

have been unknown to, or at any i-ate unrecognised by, our forefathers.

There is no ground on which the problems of mental and of bodily

processes are so intimately and inextricably bound up together.

There is no field of scientific research in which there is more need of

co-operation between the various classes of workers, the physiologists,

the medical men, the psychologists, and the sociologists ; there is no

biological problem in dealing with which it is more necessary to keep in

mind both the organ and the organism in all their aspects.

On an occasion of this kind it is, I think, proper that we should

attempt to effect some synthesis, some fruitful combination of the con-

clusions and the hypotheses indicated by the work done along these

different lines. I shall hope, therefore, for your indulgence if I venture

to offer you one or two speculative suggestions as contributions towards

such a synthesis, suggestions whose only justification must be the degree

of success with which they enable us to occupy the more comprehensive

view-point in face of the problems of fatigue.

Our English word ' fatigue ' is a most comprehensive one. Wherever
there is evidence that organic activity results in diminished capacity of

the organism to carry on any of its functions, there we commonly
recognise fatigue.

Of all the manifestations of fatigue the most familiar are the subjective
;

of these subjective symptoms we must distinguish at least three classes :

—

(1) Local sensations of fatigue, more especially in the muscles.

(2) The sense of feeling of general tiredness, of limpness, and general

incapacity for eff"ort.

(3) The experience we call sleepiness.

The first of these I want to dismiss with a single observation. You
may get this sensation of local fatigue in the acutest form by holding out

a limb— say the arm—for a few minutes against the pull of gravity.
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After a few minutes you begin to experience in the muscles of the shoulder

a disagreeable sensation which grows rapidly more intense until, after

about five minutes, you feel that you can hardly support it. But, if you
persevere, you find that there is no impossibility about doing so ; the dis-

agreeable or painful sensation grows but little more intense, if at all

;

you may continue to hold out your arm, and after half an hour there

will be little more discomfort than after five minutes.

Put alongside that the fact that most good hypnotic subjects will in

hypnosis keep a limb held up against the force of gravity for long

periods without showing any tendency to relax it, or any other symptom
of fatigue.

Facts of this order seem to show clearly that such local fatigue-

sensation is protective in function ; that it sets in long before there is

any question of exhaustion of, or sei'ious injury to, the tissues concerned

through over-action. They show that the organism has need of some
protection against the possibility of self-injury through excess of activity.

And this conclusion may serve to direct our attention to the possi-

bility of a similar function being performed by other manifestations of

fatigue.

In connection with the other two classes of subjective symptoms

—

tiredness and sleepiness, I would draw your attention to certain ex-

periences of a kind that are probably familiar to all of you.

I sit reading in the evening some difficult technical work until, as mid-

night approaches, I feel thoroughly tired and sleepy, my eyes smart and
will hardly keep open, my head is dull and heavy and aches a little, my
whole body and my limbs feel heavy and incapable of alert movement.
I then take up some thrilling story or other fascinating piece of literature

;

whereupon all my subjective symptoms of fatigue, both tiredness and
sleepiness, disappear, and I read keenly for perhaps two hours, when I

again begin to feel both tired and sleepy. Now suppose a continuation of

the evening's history which is less familiar : some exciting event takes

place just as I am about to go to bed—the house takes fire or a burglar

breaks in, or a friend comes in with important and interesting news
that demands immediate action. Again all the symptoms of fatigue

disappear, and I can perform another spell of work at high pressure and
without objective symptoms, and with little if any objective trace of

fatigue

—

i.e., without appreciable diminution of efficiency.

Facts of this order show. I think, clearly that what v/e commonly
call fatigue, with all its diverse symptoms, objective and subjective, is no
entity, that it is not due to any one kind of change in the organism

;

and they show that fatigue is never absolute, but is always relative. That
is to say, the symptoms of fatigue are always the expression of the

relation between at least two things—between, on the one hand, the work
to be done, and, on the other hand, the amount of energy available at the

moment for doing the work ; or, in more technical language, the symptoms
of fatigue are the expression of a change in the ratio between the

available energy (the energy in an active, living state at the moment)
and the resistance which that energy has to overcome. T£ the task

in hand is intrinsically uninteresting, the energies brought into play,

liberated within the organism, or transformed from the potential to the

active state, are small in quantity ; therefore a small amount of work,
producing a small increase of the resistances to be overcome, suffices to

raise the ratio of resistances to energies above the normal, and therefore
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to produce the symptoms of fatigue ; whereas if the circumstances are
such as to bring into play greater stores of the potential energy of

the organism, a much greater amount of work may be produced by
the organism (whether bodily or mental work) before the ratio of the
resistance to the available energy rises to the point at which symptoms of

fatigue appear.

Reflection upon these familiar experiences yields then the two pro-
positions on which I invite you especially to concentrate your attention,
because I believe they may be the two master-keys to all the problems of

fatigue—at any rate to those of fatigue of the nervous system. They
may be briefly stated as follows :

—

(1) Fatigue of the nervous system is a state in which the ratio of the
resistances to the active energies is raised above its normal value, either
through increase of the magnitude of the resistances or through diminu-
tion of the quantity of disposable energy.

(2) The function of the resistances is essentially the limitation of
activity ; they are thus protective of the energy of the organism ; they
prevent the organism exhausting its store of potential energy through
unduly prolonged, intense, or widespread activity.

If these propositions are well founded we must, in order to under-
stand fatigue, have good working conceptions on the one hand of the
sources of the energies concerned and of the conditions and nature
of their operations in the nervous system, and on the other hand of
the nature and seat of the resistances that limit and preserve these
energies.

It has recently been contended, notably by Bethe in Germany and
by Deschamps - in France, that the nervous system is not the seat of the
liberation of any energy, or at any rate that such liberation is no part of
its specific functions, but that it merely distributes the active enei-gies
supplied to it by stimuli of all kinds and by the various organs of the
body. I think most of you will agree with me in holding that this view
is quite unacceptable, and that the activity of the central nervous system
does essentially and always involve liberation of energy, transformation
of energy from the potential to the active form, and a consumption or
using up of stores of potential energy. Verworn,-^ who has made him-
self the protagonist of this view, seems to me to have proved it by his
own experiments and those of his pupils, although, even without these
particular experimental results, there was hardly room for doubt about
the matter. Further, Verworn's experiments on the spinal cords of
frogs confirm the view (about which also there was little room for doubt
apart from these experiments) that fatigue may be produced by either
of two processes, and that it commonly is produced by their conjunction,
namely (1) the process of accumulation of waste products of metabolism,
COo, lactic acid and other substances

; (2) the using up of stores of
potential energy through excess of katabolism over anabolism. The
former is called by the Germans ' Ermiidung,' the latter ' Erschoptuiig,'
and some English writers have proposed to use the words fatigue and
exhaustion in these two senses, as the equivalents of these German words.

' ' Zur Theorie cler Zentienfunktion.' Drgehnisse der Phynologie, Bd. v.
- Les Maladies dc VEncrgie, Paris, 1908.
» ' Die Vorgiinge in den Elementen des Nervensystems.' Zeitsch. f. Allgemeinc

Physiologie, Bd. vi.

190'8.
I I
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I do not thiuk we Ctan profitably specialise these words in this way ;
^ but

if not we must have new words, for there can be little doubt that both

processes take part in the production of fatigue, and we must distinguish

between them and hold fast the two conceptions.

The question then arises. What are the seats within the nervous

system of these two processes, 'Erschopfung'and 'Ermiidung'? Verworn's

view may perhaps claim the adherence of a larger number of physiologists

than any other. It is very simple. According to this view, the cell-

bodies, or ' ganglion cells,' are the seats, or at least the principal seats, of

both processes, and both result in a diminished katabolism and output of

energy by the cell-body. ' Erschopfung ' is thus, according to this view,

a strictly local process, affecting only the bodies of the nerve-cells involved

in any activity ; while ' Ermiidung ' is both local and general, because the

cell-body is liable to be poisoned not only by the waste products of its

own activity, but also by those of the metabolism of other nerve-cells and
of other tissues of all parts of the body, especially the muscular tissues

;

for these waste products, wherever formed, may pass into the blood and
lymph and so may reach the ' ganglion cells.'

Now I venture to say that this picture of the nature of fatigue of the

nervous system is very much too simple ; the conceptions are, I contend,

true and useful, but inadequate to the explanation of the complex mani-

festations of fatigue which meet us as soon as we consider the organism

as a whole ; and they are inadequate also for the explanation of maiay of

the special and local manifestations of fatigue.

The picture needs, it seems to me, to be complicated by two most
important additions. First, Verworn's scheme takes little or do account

of the resistances that the nervous energies have to overcome. Now if

with him we regard the cells as seats of explosive decompositions and the

nerve-fibres as freely conducting excitations, cither as purely physical pro-

cesses or, with more probability, as physico-chemical processes involving

metabolic changes similar to those that occur in the cell-bodies, then it

is obvious that there must be points or parts of the nervous tracts which
delimit functional units and groups of units ; else, instead of the orderly

sequence of nervous excitations which normally follow upon any stimula-

tion, the excitation would spread indefinitely throughout the nervous

system, soon producing inco-ordinate general activity and a rapidly

ensuing general exhaustion ; in the way the results of which we see in

the convulsions of strychnine poisoning.

Now the question. Where, in what structures, do these resistanzen reside?

is one of secondary importance perhaps, so long as we recognise their nature

and function. Still, it is a question of some interest. In a recent paper

Verworn recognises the existence of resistances and assigns them, like all

the other peculiarities of the central nervous system, to the cell-bodies.'''

To that view serious objections may be raised. To mention only one,

it is difficult to suppose that the cell-bodies are the seats both of explosive

decompositions which liberate energy and also of the resistances which
delimit the paths by which the excitation spreads towards the different

' Because we Deed the word ' fatigue ' to denote the state of diminished efficiency

of the organism as a whole commonly produced by these two processes in con-
junction, and we need the word ' exhaustion ' to denote the extreme degrees of the

state resulting from excess of metabolism over anabolism.
-

' Die Cellularphysiologische Grundlage des Gedachtnisses,' Zeitsch.f. Allgenwine
Phijsuilogie, Bd. vi.
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nerves. On the othei' hand, there are many considerations tending to

show that the principal seats of these resistances may be the synapses or

places of junction of the neurones. I have not time to attempt to display

the strength of tlie grounds of this assumption, and most of you arc

familiar with them.'

If we assume that the synapses are the seats of the resistance, and

that the process of transmission of the impulse across the synapse is one

that is very liable to result in a raising of tlie resistance of the synapses,

then we have a conception which enables us to account satisfactorily for

many manifestations of fatigue. I will point out a few of the facts which

seem to point to the synapse rather than to the cell-bodies as the principal

seats of the increased resistance. It has long been notorious that nerve-

fibres are but little, if at all, liable to fatigue ; and there is good reason

to believe that the cell-bodies also are fatigued, not easily or rapidly, but

only under prolonged activity or when deprived of the normal means of

recuperation—deprived, that is, of the normal blood-supply. Yet we

have evidence that local fatigue may be rapidly induced, and may as

rapidly pass away, in the various levels of the nervous system.

Such local fatigue occurs in the reflected arcs of the spinal cord if

a stimulus is continuously applied to the afferent path.^ It occurs in

the motor region of the cerebral cortex if one spot be continuously or

repeatedly stimulated.^ It occurs still more readily in the higher levels

of the brain concerned in perception— e.^., in all the cases of ambiguous

figures which may be perceptually interpreted in two or moi-e different

ways, and of which the different modes thrust themselves alternately

upon consciousness. I have studied these alternations and shown reason

to suppose that a rapidly induced local fatigue of the higher cortical

paths concerned is the principal condition of this alternating activity.'*

In the same way the extreme liability to fatigue of the paths of the

higher cortical levels seems to underlie the extreme instability of all our

thought processes ; the fact that our attention can never be held fixedly

and unchangingly upon any single feature of an object, but always, in

' See especially Professor Sherrington's Integrative Action of the Nervovs Syitem,

Lecture I. In spite of all that has been written of the synapse in recent years, one

still finds widely accepted the following argument : The nervous system consists

of cell-bodies and nerve-fibres, therefore all those of its properties that are not

displayed by peripheral nerves are due to the cell-bodies. Verworn himself still

uses this argument, and so little is the conception of the synapse understood that

Verworn, in a recent paper, interprets Sherrington as meaning by the term ' synapse'

the place of junction of the axis cylinder and the cell-body of a single neurone.

That, I take it, is implied when he writes, ' Goldscheider und Sherrington denken
an die Uebergangstelle des Nerven in den Ganglionzellkorper, an die " Synapse," wie

Sherrington sich ausdriickt' (op. cit., p. 134). Sherrington inclines to the view that

the process of transmission of the excitation across the synapse is a purely physical

one {oj). cit., p. 17) ; but if, as he also inclines to believe, it is a process very

readily affected by the presence of toxic substances in the blood, and if it has the

effect of immediately and temporarily raising the synaptic resistance (fatigue), and
of ultimately leaving it (when the fatigue effect has passed away) permanently

diminished (habit), these effects would seem to demand for their explanation the

assumption of some metabolic activity at the synapse. In a paper in Brain
(vol. xxiv.) I have adduced other arguments in support of the assumption of

intercellular substances, the seats of synaptic metabolism of a highly specialised kind.

^ Sherrington, op. cit., p. 214.
' A. G. Levy, ' An Attempt to Estimate Fatigue of the Cerebral Cortex,' Joiirn.

of Physiol., vol. xxvi.
* ' Physiological Factors of the Attention-process,' Mind, N.S., vol. xv. p. 340.

I I 2
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spite of all voluntary efforts to the contrary, passes on from feature to
feature or plays to and fro over the object of thought.

In all these cases we seem to be dealing with a rise of the resistance

of a nervous path rapidly induced by its activity and as rapidly passing
away ; a rise uf resistance which serves to divert the excitation process
from the path to some other channel, and so to prevent the injurious

effects of a too-prolonged activity of any one path.

These are manifestations of local fatigue, of increase of the ratio of

resistance to energy, induced not by diminution of energy, but by increase

of strictly local resistance.

Again, experiments with the ergograph have been used much in the study
of fatigue, but one vei-y interesting feature of such experiments has been
unduly neglected I think. I draw your attention to it in this connection,
because it seems to bear out the view I am setting forth.

The subject of the experiment has to lift a heavy weight repeatedly at

brief intervals, by bending as far as he can his middle finger. Fatigue
very soon manifests itself in the form of a diminished extent of the bend-
ings of the finger. Now if you carefully observe the subject as he con-

tinues to repeat his efforts, you will usually see that, while at first he
contracts only the muscles immediately concerned in the flexion of the
finger, other muscles come into play as the flexions become diminished in

extent ; first the muscles of the upper arm, then those of the shoulder,

then those of the trunk, still later the muscles of the lower limbs and of

the arm and shoulder of the opposite side, and even those of the face, jaw,
and neck on both sides. There takes place, in short, a spread or march of

the excitation (not unlike the march of Jacksonian epilepsy) from the
motor tract directly concerned in producing the flexion of the finger to

adjacent motor tracts, then to successively more distant tracts.

Now this is just what must occur if, while the supply of liberated

nervous energy is maintained at a high level of potential, and while the
subject continues to direct it towards the one set of muscles, the resist-

ances of the paths through which the excitation i-eaches the muscles are

liable to be rapidly raised owing to the intensity of the process and to its

repetition at brief intervals. The excitation will overflow, first into the

most nearly connected tracts ; later into those successively more remote,

as the resistances of the more nearly connected tracts become in turn
increased.

A very brief rest suffices to abolish, or to diminish in very large

degree, any fatigue symptoms induced by ei'gographic work ; and if in

the ergographic experiments the intervals between successive bendings of

the finger are made equal to several seconds, the evidences of fatigue are

much diminished.

We have then abundant evidence of the rapid production of local

increase of resistance in the central nervous system ; and all that we know
of the cell-bodies and of the axis cylinders makes it improbable that they
can be the seats of these rapidly induced and, very transitory local

increases of resistance. Further, the fact that these local increases of

resistance seem to be most rapidly induced in the higher levels of the

central nervous system, where the connections between neurones must be
regarded as least intimate and fixed, and to be least rapidly induced in

the reflex arcs of the spinal cord, where the connections between afferent and
efferent neurones are most firmly established, is in harmony with the view
I am defending and seems unintelligible if the alternative view be adopted.
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It seems probable that the resistance of the synapses is hable to be

temporarily increased not only locally by the transmission of the nervous

excitation across them, but also generally by the influence of the waste

products of metabolism brought to them in the blood ; that they are, in

short, very subject to chemical influences of many kinds.

'

If so, then such action of waste products upon them must play a large

part in that general increase of the ratio of resistance to energy which
constitutes general fatigue, and which manifests itself subjectively in

general tiredness and in sleepiness ; and also in the onset of sleep or

general quiescence of the brain, the most important of the modes in which
the organism protects itself against exhaustion.

If we provisionally accept this view, that the synapses are the prin-

cipal seats of resistance, and that their resistances are liable to be thus

increased both locally and generally, then the simple picture of fatigue

which I have associated with the name of Professor Verworn becomes
considerably complicated. In addition to local ' Erschopfung ' of the

neurones, and to local and general ' Ermiidung ' of them by waste products,

the former of which means local, and the latter both local and general,

diminution of energy supply, we recognise local and general increase of

synaptic resistances. We have then, I think, a scheme much less in-

adequate to the explanation of those familiar and important peculiarities

of fatigue to which I drew your attention in my opening remarks.

But I said there were two complications to be added to the simple

Verworn picture. We have added the resistances varying from local and
from general causes. The second complication concerns the sources of

the energies involved in bodily and mental activity.

According to the Verworn scheme every cell-body i^^', I take it, to be

conceived as capable of generating or transforming or libei'ating a certain

quantity of energy, which, up to a certain upper limit, varies with the

intensity of the stimulus applied to the cell ; and this energy is to be

regarded as finding its field of operation wholly within the neurone or the

particular small functional group of neurones within which it is liberated
;

and all neurones are of appreciably equal value in this respect.

But there is another conception of the mode of operation of nervous
energy which goes back at least as far as Descartes ; the conception

—

namely, that the energy liberated by chemical change, by katabolic

process, in one part of the nervous system may be conducted through the

uer^ ous channels and may operate in other parts of the nervous system.

This may be called ilie hypothesis of the vicarious usage of nervous energy.

Now it seems impossible to get the physiologists of the laboratory, the

physiologists who are chiefly concerned with the organs rather than with

the organism, to consider this conception seriously and on its merits. If

they occasionally refer to it, it is only to put it aside contemptuously
as a naive survival from the dark ages. Yet those who are in the habit

of dealing with the problems of the organism as a whole, the physician

and the psychologist, constantly make use of this conception, for they find

it impossible to make progress in the understanding of their problems
without it.^ That fact gives the conception a claim to a more serious

consideration than it has commonly received from the physiologists.

' There is something to be said for the view that they are the seats of the primary
and principal influence of various drugs, possibly of alcohol, chloroform, strychnine,

and others.
- The necessity of conceiving nervous energy in this way was urged as long ago
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The conception towards which the study of the organism as a whole
points is that the neurones of the afferent side of the nervous system
(including the cerebellum) constitute a great common resers'oir of free

energy, in which the head of pressure varies from moment to moment with
the ratio of the in-fiow to the out-flow, and on which all efferent paths
may draw in turn when they come into activity.

As to the sources from which this reservoir of free energy is supplied,

no doubt every one of its constituent neurones is capable of making its

contribution, and especially all those directly connected with, and stimu-
lated through, the sense-organs.

But we shall never understand the problems of fatigue, or any other
of the great problems of the brain, until we adequately recognise certain

special sources of supply. And the study of fatigue serves to bring into

prominence the importance of these special sources of energy.

In psychology we speak of instincts or innate dispositions to action,

and WR recognise that the constitution of every human being comprises
a certain number of such instinctive dispositions, and that when any one
of these is awakened, whether by sense impression or idea, the subject

experiences a state of emotional excitement, and an impulse, a desire or

aversion, a strong conation or felt tendency towards some kind of action.

We recognise that under the driving power of such an impulse the subject

can achieve tasks, can put forth quantities of energy, such as are

impossible for him in the absence of any such conative-affective excite-

ment.'

It is for the physiologist to discover if possible the neural seats and
bases of these innate dispositions. Recent work by Pagano seems to

indicate that they may perhaps be found in the basal ganglio of the
brain. '^

But however that may be, it seems safe to assume that these powerful
impulses, which we experience in conjunction with our emotional excite-

ments, and which enable us to energise in a way quite impossible in

their absence, have nervous correlates, and that the physiological correlate

of such an impulse is a great liberation of energy in some centre or part
of the central nervous system, which energy augmenting greatly the
disposable free energy of the brain, can be utilised in the performance of

any kind of action undertaken for securing the satisfaction of the im-
pulse ; and it seems that such an accession of energy can overcome the
increased resistances obtaining in a state of moderate general fatigue,

abolishing more or less completely in so doing both the objective and the
subjective symptoms of fatigue, because the great accession of energy
lowers the ratio of resistance to energy.

It is the possibility of these sudden accessions of energy that has
rendered well nigh futile all the many attempts hitherto made to obtain
I'eliable objective measures of degrees of fatigue of the organism as a

as 188G by Dr. Hale White (^Lancet, vol. ii. 1886, p. 161 ; see also Brit. Med. Journ.,
October 17, 1908), who proposed to use the word ' neurorrheuma' to denote nervous
energy so conceived. Among many others who have approved of this conception
are Sir Victor Horsley (Hughling's Jaclisoa Lecture, Brain, vol. xxix. p. 448)
and Dr. S. G. Sharkey (Presidential Address to the Neurological Society, Brain,
vol. ssvii. p. 12).

' For a fuller discussion of the role of these innate dispositions in the maintenance
of human activities, I may refer to my 1ntrodiiction to Social Psycholnf/y.

Arckircs Italictines de Biologic, 1906.
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whole.^ Dr. Rivers^ has recently shown how great a disturbing factor

in ergographic work is ' interest,' and the awakening of interest on the

part of tlie subject means essentially the l)ringing into play of one or

more of these special sources of energy.

Again, in such fatigue experiments as those of the Kraepelin school,

the fatigue effects are constantly complicated, obscured, and rendered

doubtful by variations of interest or of impulse which show themselves in

spurts of all sorts.''

It is only when we take into account these special sources of energy
that we can begin to understand the way in which, under circumstances

that powerfully evoke our native impulses, we can execute without
fatigue tasks which in less favourable circumstances would render us

prostrate with every symptom of fatigue.

Professor James, in a recent lecture entitled the ' Energies of Men,' ^

has dealt, in his brilliant way, with this aspect of our problem ; he
brought forward many examples of the way in which, under conditions

suited to bring their powers most fully into play and to sustain their interest

at a maximum, men may achieve incredibly severe and sustained efforts.

He quoted especially the case of Colonel Baird Smith, who conducted the

siege operations before Delhi during the Sepoy INtutiny ; showing how
for months he hardly ate or slept, or rested in any way, but worked
almost continuously at tremendous pressure without showing or feeling

fatigue, and how then, when the end came, and the circumstances ceased

to demand and excite his efforts, he collapsed an inert, emaciated, almost
lifeless invalid.

Such cases illustrate again my main point—namely, that fatigue is

relative, is the expression of a rise of the ratio between resistances and
energies, and how, if the conditions are such as effectively to call into

play all the great special sources of energy, this ratio may be kept from
rising above the normal, until the whole organism approaches absolute

exhaustion ; whereas, on the other hand, under conditions of boredom,
the ratio is very readily raised above the normal.

If, then, there is any truth in what I have said of these sources

of energy and of the vicarious usage of energy, it follows that we have
to recognise as a second condition of general fatigue, in addition to the
presence of products, of metabolism in the blood, a diminution of the

disposable energy, due to a diminished metabolism of the neurones
in general, and of these speci.al sources of energy in particular, and the

' MM. Biuet and Henri h.ave shown the inadequacy of the various methods em-
ployed previous to the date of publication of their wnrk—Z« Fatigue Intellectnclle

(1898) ; and in a recent critical study of the principal methods Mes.=^rs. Ellis and Shipe
(^America,n- Jomvii. of Psychology) have arrived at the conclusiou that none of those
investigated by them are reliable.

- ' The Influence of Alcohol and other Drugs on Fatigue.' London, 1008.
^ The Kraepelin methods, 1 may remark in passing, seek to avoid these disturb-

ances by keeping interest at a minimum. But the human subject is not easily kept
in such a state ; he will become intere.sted if only in the approaching end of his task,

and hence great irregularities. In view of these difficulties I have suggested a
method of estimating fatigue, which follows the opposite principle and seeks to keep
interest at a maximum throughout, the task set being of the nature of a sprint ; and
I venture to think that this is the sounder and more hopeful principle to follow

;

see ' A New Method for the Study of Concurrent Mental Operations and of Mental
Fatigue' {Brit. Joiirn. of P»yetiology , vol. i.).

* PMl(iso2>hical Revinv, 1907.
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possibility of general fatigue of this nature is, I think, especially important
from the point of view of the physician.

The long continuance of the chronic fatigues with which the physician

so often has to deal seems to show that, in many cases at least, these are

not toxic fatigues (the only kind of general fatigue admissible under the

too simple Verworn scheme). They seem to imply the exhaustion of some
of the sources of energy, which rendering the maintenance of a due
general pressure or potential of free energy impossible, keeps the ratio of

resistance to energy high in all parts of the nervous system.

I have already kept you too long, but I should like, greatly daring, to

suggest how the conception of fatigue as an increased ratio of resistance

to enei'gy may possibly help us in arriving at an understanding of some
nervous disorders.

A due balance between resistances and energies is essential to health,

and it seems possible a priori that the balance may be disturbed by
disorder primarily affecting either factor.

Suppose that, as an innate constitutional peculiarity, the resistances

are deficient relatively to the energies in an otherwise normal or well-

endowed brain ; we should expect to see the possessor of such a brain

an excitable sensitive person who, the great protective system being

deficient, easily works himself to the point of exhaustion ; exhaustion

rather than fatigue will be his peculiarity. He is readily provoked to a

great and rapid output of energy, and his brain does not easily return to

rest
;
general excitement is slow to die away, and he finds difficulty in

sleeping after any effort, for the condition of increased and predominant
resistance is not easily attained ; the system remains uselessly at work and
wears itself out ; thei'e follows exhaustion secondarily developed, owing
to the deficiency of the protective system of resistances. We should then
get the typical picture of the hereditary or born neurasthenic ; the dis-

order is brought on by any strenuous coui'se of life, and its early stages

are characterised by hyperesthesias of all sorts, undue .sensitiveness

to all sense-impressions, general irritability or irritable weakness, in-

somnia, increased reflexes ; the patient may have the power of working
sometimes extremely effectively for a short time, but such work soon
leads to exhaustion and leaves the patient incapable for a long time of

again getting up a sufficient head of nervous pressure to renew his

labours. It is, I think, in harmony with this view that some of our most
brilliant and original intellects have shown marked neurasthenic tendency
e.f/., Charles Darwin and Herbert Spencer.

The neurasthenia induced by shocks

—

e.g., the mental and physical

shocks of a railway accident—may possibly be brought into line by the

supposition that the brief and general overstimulation of the nervous
.system, which was too sudden to allow the increase of resistances to play

their normal protective part, has more or less paralysed the synaptic

process, so that they no longer are capable of building up and maintaining

the due resistances, and again ii-ritable weakness dominates the scene.

In this way it seems to me we may perhaps account for the para-

doxical character of neurasthenia, for its combination of excess and
defect of energy, the difficulty of getting up steam, the easy and rapid

running down of the effort, if an effort is successfully initiated.

There is another great type of functional disease

—

hysteria, so like

and yet so different from neurasthenia, which seems to be also a form of

chronic fatigue.
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Hei-e possibly the primary evil is a constitutional defect of the energies

relatively to the normal resistances. Such relative defect is apt to be
brought to light by any course of life that makes considerable demands
on the nervous energies, and shows itself in the failure to maintain the
unitary functioning of all the many neural systems and sub-systems that
make up the brain. The systems tend to become functionally separated from
one another, because the supply of energy is insufficient to overcome the
resistances of the highest levels of the brain and to keep open the con-
necting channels ; hence each neural system tends to function inde-

pendently of the rest, and each, being removed from the reciprocal

control and inhibition normally exerted by all the rest, may function in

excess, or, on the other hand, may lie dormant. Hence we get the
curious pictures of overactions combined with partial defects of action,

of hyperaesthesia with anaesthesia, of local contracture and paralysis, of

incapacity for effort and violent convulsions, of fixed ideas and of easily

changed convictions, of extreme suggestibility and extreme obstinacy.
And in extreme cases we get the falling asunder of the neural basis

of unitary personality into two or more functional systems, each of which
becomes more or less fixed in its isolation ; and we thus get the most
strange of all the functional disorders—the cases of divided or multiple
personality.

Body Metabolism in Cancer.—Report of the Committee, consisting of
Professor C. S. Sherrington (Chairman) and Dr. S. M. Copeman
(Secretary). (Drawn up by the Secretary.)

The report now submitted has reference to a continuation of work
on the chemical constitution of the gastric secretion in cancer, of which
a preliminary account was communicated to this Section at the last

annual meeting.

Professor Benjamin Moore and his colleagues had published in the
' Proceedings of the Royal Society ' the account of an investigation

dealing with this question in the human subject, in which they set out
reasons for their conclusion that the amount of free HCl in the gastric

secretion of patients suffering from cancer, in situations other than the
stomach, was invariably diminished or might even be absent altogether.

In view of the results obtained by these observers it was decided,

thanks to the cordial co-operation of Dr. Bashford, the Director of the
Imperial Cancer Research Fund Laboratories, to make use of the large

amount of material at the disposal of that fund for the purpose of deter-

mining, with other constituents, the relative amount of physiologically

active HCl in the stomach contents of mice suffering from transplanted
and from ' spontaneous ' cancer ; controlling the results by examination
of normal mice under identical conditions of feeding and period of

digestion.

The experiments of which this report forms a brief summary were
commenced in December 1905, and have been continued up to the end
of June in the present year. A detailed account of the work will appear
in the forthcoming number of the ' Proceedings of the Royal Society.'

It should be premised that under the term ' pliysiologically active
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hydrochloric acid ' is included both the free acid and that combined with
proteids and nitrogenous organic bases. Much misconception has arisen

in the use of the terms ' free ' and ' combined ' as applied to HCl in the
gastric contents ; but inasmuch as the latter may have been ' free ' a short

time previous to its estimation, the exclusive determination of 'fi'ee' HCl
alone cannot but lead to fallacious conclusions. The method adopted,

after careful consideration, for the estimation of the physiologically active

HCl is based on Luttke's modification of Volhard's volumetric estimation

of chlorides by precipitation with excess of standard silver nitrate solution

in the presence of free nitric acid, and subsequent determination of the
excess of silver nitrate by standard ammonium thiocyanate, using iron-

alum as indicator.

By estimating (a) the total chlorides and (b) the inorganic chlorides

in an aqueous solution of the gastric contents, by this method, the physio-

logically active HCl («— />) is obtained. A further determination (c) of

the total acidity with standard sodium hydrate, using phenolphthalein as

an indicator, gives, in addition, the free organic acids [c— («— 6)] in terms
of hydrochloric acid.

It did not, at first, seem feasible to determine these constituents of

the ga.stric contents in single stomaclis, owing to their small weight
(frequently not exceeding 05 gramme), and therefore estimations were
made, in the earlier experiments, on batches of stomachs varying in

number from six to sixty.

. N N . . N .

Later, by using ^ or
:^

standard solutions in place of - solutions

and slightly varying the details of the method, it proved possible to

make the estimations, with accuracy and comparative ease, with single

stomachs.

In the first five series of experiments no account was taken of the
period of digestion, the mice being simply removed from their cages
while feeding. Under these conditions the results obtained somewhat
unexpectedly indicated an increase in the .secretion of physiologically

active HCl in mice with transplanted tumours as compared with normal
mice, the average amounts of HCl being 0'17r)2 per cent, and 0'1121 per
cent, on 178 mice and 150 mice respectively.

Next, a numl)er of experiments were made to determine, if possible,

the usual period of digestion for normal mice ; but the results obtained
after periods of half an hour, one hour, and one hour and a half respec-

tively showed that while, on the whole, more mice attained a maximum
secretion of HCl in one and a half hours, many attained a maximum at
one hour, and some even at lialf an hour. Parallel experiments were
made with mice with transplanted tuinours for the same period of diges-

tion. Similar variations were found, for these periods, to those observed
in normal mice, but with a general tendency to increase of HCl.

Summarising the results obtained in the experiments relating to

definite periods of digestion, the examination of 245 stomachs from
normal mice gave an average of 01456 per cent. ; and of 290 stomachs
from mice with transplanted tumours, 0'1G73 per cent., for periods of one
hour's digestion.

Thirteen single rat stomachs, weighing with contents from 2'5 to

10 grammes, were also examined. Six of the.se were from normal rats

and seven from rats with transplanted tumours, the tumours varying in

weight from 0-3 to 15 grammes. The former gave an average of 0-1427
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per cent. HCl aftei- one hour's digestion, while the latter gave an average
of 0"1837 per cent, after the same period.

We have also had the special opportunity of examining fifteen single

stomachs from mice with spontaneous tumours, which showed an average
of 0-1929 per cent. HCl, also after one hour's digestion.

Hence, comparing the secretion of HCl during definite and indefinite

periods of digestion in the stomachs of normal and ' cancer ' mice, we
found practically the same range of variations throughout, but with a
general tendency towards increase of HCl in the case of ' cancer

'

mice.

The total number of experiments made, from which the averages

referi'ed to have been deduced, was about 150, involving from four to six

estimations in each experiment.

These results are interesting not only as indicating that, chemically, the

digestive process in mice is largely comparable with that in the human
subject, but as confirming, and to some extent explaining, the observation

made by Dr. Bashford in 1905 as to the general absence of cachexia in

mice suffering from cancer.

Now, inasmuch as recent extensive statistics collected by Dr. Bashfoi'd

from l-he various London hospitals have shown that cachexia, contrary
to the general belief, is not a constant accompaniment of cancer in man,
we might expect to find, in its absence, the same compensating influence

as regards increased secretion of HCl in human beings afflicted with this

disease.

As regards this point, however, so far as indicated by recent investi-

gations, to which reference has previously been made, the opinion is

prevalent that the reverse obtains ; Moore, Palmer, and others having,

indeed, asserted that there is a marked diminution or even an absence of

HCl in the gastric secretion in malignant disease of organs other than
the stomach.

These conclusions, however, have been mainly based on a determina-
tion of ' free ' HCl only, in the fluid withdrawn from the stomach after

the administration of so-called ' test meals
'

; but, as we have indicated,

such estimations alone may easily lead to fallacious conclusions.

We felt that, inasmuch as our determinations of physiologically active

HCl in the gastric contents of mice seemed to be in contradiction to

results obtained in man as regards ' free' HCl, it was obviously necessary
to lepeat Moore's work, and at the same time, for purposes of comparison,
to carry out a parallel series of estimations, by the same method that he
had employed, in the work on mice. Examination was therefore made of

the gastric secretion in the human subject as represented by the fluid

withdrawn one hour after administration of a ' test meal ' to patients

sufl'ering from cancer, which material we have been able to obtain through
the courtesy of the surgeons to the Cancer, Middlesex, and Westminster
Hospitals. Estimations were made both of the physiologically active

hydrochloric acid by Volhard's method, as already described, and also, for

comparison, of the free HCl by the inversion of methyl-acetate—the
method employed by Moore and others.

Sunuuarising these experiments, it was found that the estimations of

free HCl more or less agreed with those of Moore in his later experiments,

published in the ' Bio-Chemical Journal' (vol. i. p. 274), where he states

the average of thirteen cases of cancer as 0'0515 per cent. ; our average,

also for a series of thirteen cases, being O-OIOT per cent. Moore, however, in
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thirteen previous cases ' had recorded an average of only 0'0039 per cent.,

while Palmer, in fourteen cases, found an average of 0'0217 per cent.

Such discrepancies are not reassuring, but some explanation of them
may be found in the varying periods of digestion selected by these ob-

servers—viz., from one to two hours. But it would seem that a more
probable explanation is afforded by the evanescent character of the so-

called ' free ' HOI, to which reference has previously been made. In
contrast to these results, the determination of the physiologically active

HCl in our thirteen cases averaged 0'1626 per cent., live of them being

above 0'18 per cent.

An unexpected difficulty arose in connection with the examination of a

number of the earlier ' test meals ' supplied to us, and to the results of which
no reference is now made, by reason of the fact that, as we subsequently

learnt, additions of varying amounts of water had been made in order to

overcome difficulty experienced in the withdrawal of the stomach contents.

Obviously, conclusions based on the examination of such diluted ' test-

meals ' can be of little or no value. To this point we think sufficient

attention has not previously been directed.

Summarising the whole of the results of the work now recorded, it may
be stated generally that in mice, the subjects of transplanted or sponta-

neous cancer, there is found, on the average, a definite increase of physio-

logically active HCl in the gastric secretion. As regards the human
subject similar increase does not occur, while in some cases the amount
is decidedly below normal. Nevertheless, it would certainly not appear
justifiable to conclude that the amount of physiologically active HCl is

always greatly diminished in cases of cancer in the human subject.

Further investigation not only of the variations in amount of HCl
secreted, but of concui'rent variations of the chemical constitution of the

blood, on which the former are probably in large measure dependent,
would appear to be most desirable, A commencement has already been
made with regard to work on the blood and, incidentally, the urine also

;

work which, if the Committee be reappointed, it is proposed to continue.

Studies of Marsh Vegetation.—Report of the Committee, consisting of
Dr. F. F. Blackman (Chairman), Mr. A. G. Tansley (Secretary),

Profe.ssor A. C. Se\\ard, a7id Mr. A. AV. Hill.

The work mentioned in the report of this Committee for last year has
been continued by Professor R. H. Yapp. Further experiments on
evaporation in relation to the stratification of marsh plants, as well as

various field observations, have been carried out at Wicken Fen. The
experiments on Spircea Uhnaria have been continued at Aberystwyth
and Cambridge. Work was carried on at Wicken Fen in August,
September, and November of 1907, and in January, April, July, and
August of 1908. In addition to this, various other localities in the Fen
Country and the Norfolk Broads have been visited.

A preliminary account of the vegetation of Wicken Fen was pub-
lished in the 'New Phytologist ' (March 1908), and it is hoped that
further results will be ready for publication shortly.

' Proc. Roy. Soo.
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Tlie Stmckire of Fossil Plants.—Report of the Committee, consisting

of Dr. D. H. Scott (Ghairman)^ Professor F. W. Oliver
(tSecretari/), Mr. E. Newell Arber, and Professors A. C.

Seward and F. E. Weiss.

Only IZ. lis. of last year's grant has been spent. The reason why so

little of the money has been required is that the material necessary has
not been available for the special investigations in hand. Two papers,

based largely on specimens obtained by means of previous grants, have
appeared this year :

—

1

.

Professor F. E. Weiss, 'A Stigmaria with Centripetal Wood

'

('Annals of Botany,' vol. xxii. April 1908).

2. Messrs. E. A. N. Arber and H. H. Thomas, ' On the Structure of

Sigillaria scutellata and other Eusigillarian Stems ' (' Proc. Royal Soc.,'

vol. Ixxx., April 10, 1908). [The full paper, in the ' Phil. Trans.,' will

appear immediately.]

The Committee ask for reappointment, with a grant of 15/. to enable

them to obtain new material as opportunity arises.

Sequence of Flant Remains.—Interim Report of the Gom.mittee, con-

sisting of Professor J. B. Farmer (Chairman), Professor R. J.

Harvey Gibson (Secretary), Dr. J. Horne, Dr. Marr, Mr.
Clement Reid, and Mr. Francis J. Lewis, appointed to examine
the Sequence of Plant Remains in the Peat Beposits of Teesdale

and Stainmore (Gnmherland and Westmorland) and the Western

Portion of Iceland. •

This investigation was begun in Iceland last year. During September, a

journey was taken through the S.W. of Iceland between Reykjavik and
Fjlotshlid— a distance of about 130 miles—and the more extensive areas

of peat were noted, and sections taken in the Reykir district and in the

neighbourhood of Havnafjord. A considerable part of this area is

covered with peat, the deposits varying in thickness from 3 feet to more
than 15 feet.

Nearly all the peat deposits visited were found to be covered with

2 to 3 feet of extremely fine yellow dust having all the characteristics of

loess. These deposits occur in bi'oad shallow valleys and on gently

sloping gi'ound. No peat more than a few inches in thickness was
observed at a greater elevation than 500 feet above sea-level.

For about 20 miles to the east of the Pjorsa Pi.iver the ground is

Hat and covered with peat, generally exceeding 15 feet in depth. These
deposits consist of almost equal quantities of fine dust and plant

remains. The northern part of this district bordering on the Rdngar-
vallasveit is generally covered with 3 feet of loess, but in the southern

part near the coast the peat is generally well exposed.

The present vegetation of the loess-covered peat mosses consists of

Dryas octopetala, Einpetrum nigrum, Calluna vulgaris, Selaginella

spinosa, Salix lanata, S. herbacea, Vaccinium Myrtillus, Polygonum
viviparum, Thalictrum aljnnum. Every section taken last year in the
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various districts visited showed the presence of one or sometimes two
distinct forest beds of Belula odorata. The wood is large, some of the
trunks being 15 inches in diameter. As far as the observations go at

present, the sections within 100 to 200 feet above sea-level showed one
forest bed, tlioso at higher elevations showing two. Until more numerous
sections are taken over wider areas it is inipossible to say whether this

feature obtains in all places.

The thickest peat beds are made up of Scirpus ccespitosus, and
Carices ; hardly any trace of Sphagnum has yet been met with in the
Icelandic peat mosses.

The following section, taken near Havnafjord at 30 to 50 feet above
sea-level, is taken to illustrate the general sequence of plant remains
met with in other localities at about this elevation :

—
1. Loess, 3 feet.

2. Peat formed of Scirpus cces^ntostis and Carices, 4 feet.

3. Layer of Betula odorata remains, 2^ fest.

4. Peat containing leaves of Dryas octopetala, Salix lanata, S. herbacea,

and numerous small Salix twigs, 1^ feet.

5. Scirpus and Carex peat.

6. Rock.

A large amount of material was bi'ought back from the sections,

some of this has yet to be worked through.

A full discussion of the various sections and the sequence of vegetation
preserved in the peat is reserved for the final report.

The Committee asks for the renewal of the balance (27^.) of the grant
made in 1907 for the purport of completing this investigation by
examining other large peat areas in West Iceland, and for further
detailed work over those peat areas located and partly examined last

year. The Committee hopes to begin the investigation of the peat
deposits of Stainmore tliis autumn or next spring.

The Committee further asks for a small additional grant of 10^. to be
made to the balance of last year's grant, to be applied to the same
purpose, as the expenses of the investigation— chiefly due to the expense of

labour for cutting sections in Iceland—are larger than at first estimated.

UeseurcJi on South African Gycads and on WelwitscJiia.—Second Interim

Report of the Committee, consisting of Professor A. 0. Seward
(Chairman). Mr. R. P. Gregory (Secretary), Dr. D. H. Scott,
and Dr. W. H. Lang.

1. The Welwitschia-material collected in Damaraland in 1907 (B. A.
Report, 1907, pp. 408-409) has been investigated. The results are ready
for publication, and it is exnected that they will appear before the end of

the year.

2. The leisure of Professor H. H. W. Pearson, who is carrying out
the work, has been completely occupied with the work on Welwitschia,
and he has not personally proceeded further with the investigations on
Cycads referred to in the interim Report presented last year. Two corre-

spondents living in the Cycad region are continuing the field-observations,

especially with reference to pollination, and it is believed that definite

results will shortly be forthcoming.
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Studies most sidtaUe for Elementari/ Schools.— lieport of the Committee,
consistiny 0/ Sir Philh' Magnus (Gkairmau), Mr.'W. M. Hellek
(Secretary), Siv W. de W. Abney, Mr. R. H. Adie, Professor
H. E. Armstrong, Miss L. J. Clarke, Miss A. J. Coopeu, Mr.
George Fletcher, Professor R. A. Gregory, Principal Griffiths,
Mr. A. D. Hall, Dr. A, J. Herbertson, Dr. 0. W. Kimmins,
Professor L. C. Miall, Professor J. Perry, Sir H. R. Reichel,
Mr. H. Richardson, Mrs. W. N. Shaav, Professor A. Smithells,
Dr. Lloyd Snape, and Profesor W. W. Watts, appointed to

report upon the Course of JExperimental, Observational, and Practical

Studies most suitable for Elementary Schools.
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Inteoductory Statement.^ By Sir Philip Magnus, M.P.
Reform in educational administration and in method of instruction has
been more rapid during the last decade than for many previous years.

This is, of course, due to the cumulative effect of national education. In
England and Wales the Act of 1902 has fully realised the expectations
of those who trusted to local interest to stimulate educational progress.
Its defects, such as they are, have not yet been removed, but they are
strictly limited in character and do not prevent improvements being
effected in organisation and in teaching. iSTotwithstanding the political

and religious differences that divide parties, educational measures of some
importance have been added to the Statute-book during the life of the
present Parliament. The educational concept has been widened so as to

include physical training and the medical inspection of children, and
efforts are being made to develop on more scientihc lines the teaching of

morality in its relation to civic duties. The discussion of this subject at

the Moral Education Congress, to be held in London at the close of the
present month, to be attended by representatives from all parts of Europe,
will, I hope, bear fruit. As the outcome of the efforts of this Section of

the British Association and of other societies, the unity of education is

being more generally recognised. The barriers that separate primary,
secondary, and university education are being partially removed, and the
close connection of technical with each grade of education is more firmly

established. In various directions, too numerous to be here indicated,

advances have been made. Still the cry is that the foundations of

a national system of education are not securely laid. In vain, it is said,

we try to rear a solid and useful superstructure on the teaching given in

our elementary schools. It fails to create a love of learning or serviceable

manual skill. It meets with a too faint response in the child's mind and
habits. It leaves the senses inadequately stimulated and the reasoning
powers imperfectly developed. This partial failure of our efforts is not

' Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extcnso.
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SO much the fault of the teachers as of the system and the methods of

instruction. The teaching helps, no doubt, in creating certain aptitudes

and in imparting a limited amount of knowledge. But the aptitudes are

not permanent and the knowledge is too soon forgotten. The training is

defective as a preparation for practical pursuits, whether in the field, the

workshop, or the home. As a consequence, the unemployed and the

unemployable increase in numbers, and children seek the means of live-

lihood in occupations, such as messengers and newspaper-vendors, which

open up no avenue to more useful and more remunerative employment.

Some, it is true, by means of scholarships, scale the educational ladder and

find situations in the overcrov/ded ranks of clerks ; others—not many

—

enter the learned professions, in which a few succeed. As a remedy for

this state of things compulsory attendance at continuation classes in day or

evening schools is suggested ; but the majority of parents are unable to afford

to maintain their children till the age of sixteen or seventeen ; only a few

can do so, and the prospects of such children are in many cases improved.

Experiments have been, and are still being, tried in the way of

establishing schools in which specific trades are taught and of combining

industrial work with general instruction, but no sure method has yet

been found of providing during a boy's or girl's school years the kind

of training which affords a satisfactory substitute for apprenticeship,

enabling a youth on leaving school to become at once a wage-earner.

The difficulty has not yet been solved. I have long thought that the

remedy may be found in a somewhat drastic change in the aim and

methods of our elementary education in substituting very largely

practical exercises for book-learning, and in grouping the necessary sub-

jects of instruction around some kind of hand-work, whether in the

workshop, in agricultural pursuits, or in the practice of the domestic

arts. This fundamental change is now favourably regarded by many
educational reformers here and abroad. Schools in which the teaching

is mainly practical have been established in many parts of the world.

They are more common in the case of boys than of girls ; but it is equally,

if not more, important that the training of girls should be on practical

lines, and that manipulative skill should be developed during their school

life. In the opinion expressed by Professor Smithells at a recent meeting

of the Northern Union of the Domestic Economy Association I fully

concur. He said :
' I believe, in fact, that in the household arts you

have a direct educational instrument for conferring upon girls the very

great gift of manipulative skill, and of doing it by teaching the very work

that will be nearest to them in their normal daily life when they have

left school.'

A Committee of this Association was appointed in 1903 at Southport
' to report upon the course of experimental, observational, and practical

studies most suitable for elementary schools.' The Committee nominated

several Sub-Committees, which have been actively employed in working

out the details of a scheme. Individual members of the Committee have

also been engaged on the problem, and have written papers and reports

on some of its special aspects. In 1904, at the meeting of this Association

held at Cambridge, I made some suggestions on workshop instruction

which, I am glad to note, are now bearing fruit. In 1906 at York

the Committee presented a report in which they indicated the cha-

racter of the changes to be introduced into our schools with a view to

make practical studies an essential part of the school curriculum. To this
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Report were added valuable appendices, the results of the labours of some
members of the Sub-Committees, dealing in detail with the methods of

teaching arithmetic and mensuration very much on the lines suggested by
Professor Perry at the Belfast Meeting in 1902, and also with nature-

study in its relation to the general curi'iculum and with domestic work.

There are many satisfactory indications that the Board of Education
are now moving in the direction indicated in the Committee's Eeports,

but they are moving slowly. Workshop exercises, nature study, and
domestic science are now regarded as essential parts of the curriculum

of our primary schools. Some of the prefatory memoranda to the Board's

regulations are excellent. They breathe the true spirit of educational

reform. In the preface to this year's Code it is gratifying to tind a state-

ment to the effect that the age for commencing handicraft instruction has

been reduced from twelve to eleven. This somewhat belated concession

will help to remove many difficulties. It is further stated in the same
memorandum :

' The Board have under consideration tlie question of

developing all forms of manual instrviction in the lower classes of public

elementary schools, and, in particular, of filling up the gap between the

infant school, in which manual instruction is an essential part of the

curriculum, and the upper classes, to which the teaching of hand-work is

at present confined.' This is a welcome statement and full of encourage-

ment, as promising to give effect to some of the recommendations of your
Committee. But it does not go far enough. It leaves much to be yet

done. The reference to manual training occurs in a Section of the

memorandum headed ' Instruction in Special Subjects.' Why special

subjects 1 What we ask for is that manual instruction shall be ' an
essential part of the curriculum ' in the elementary as it is in the infant

schools ; that it shall be closely associated Avith practical science teaching

and with drawing and with other parts of the school curi'iculum. For
many years I have urged that hand-work should be made the chief

instrument of elementary education ; that the brain should be developed

by means of manual exercises ; that practical studies should dominate the

teaching. We are coming to understand that the attitude of passive

receptivity in the pupil—a condition of mind too frequently welcomed by
the teacher—should be discouraged, and that the lessons should be such

as constantly call forth fresh energy. There is an increasing tendency to

associate more closely the activity of the playground with that of the

classroom. It is felt that the child's energy should be utilised in school,

and not wholly dissipated in play. The true function of the playground
is not the utilisation of unspent energy and exuberant spirits, but
relaxation and recreation. The recognition of this fact will lead to far-

reaching changes in school life. We shall see physical and mental energy

jointly utilised in school, and not separately, as now, in lessons and in

play.

If these general principles are sound it follows that much of the

instruction now given in our schools must be closely associated with, and
should be so oi'ganised as to arise incidentally out of, the pupils' practical

work. This work should not be everywhere the same. It would be
different after a certain age for boys and girls, different in urban and
rural schools. It would vary in difi'erent parts of the country. The
system of education should not be too strictly codified. Much should be
left to the initiative of local authorities. But how vai-ied soever may be
the subjects and instruments of the instruction to be provided in our

1908. K K
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schools the essential feature of elementary education should be the

practical studies, whether in connection with the work of the shop, the

field, or the home.
Speaking roughly, the child's time would be about equally divided

between practical manipulative work and the ordinary lessons in reading,

writing, and reckoning. This, however, does not meaii that what is

known as the half-time system, by which the child spends half-time in

school and half-time in the commercial shop, is to be commended. On
the contrary, such an arrangement interferes with the discipline of school-

work and in most instances over-exerts the child at an age when his

strength should be carefully husbanded. Moreover, the shop-work cannot

be correlated, as in the school it should be, with his ordinary lessons.

Indeed, it is desirable that the instruction he receives in the three R's

should have a bearing upon his practical work, and should be intimately

associated with his surroundings and Lis everyday life. In our Report

of 1906 it is stated that the 'faults inherent in our present system of

elementary education would be to a great extent removed if practical

studies involving hand-work and simple experimental methods of acquiring

knowledge were made an essential part of the teaching.' In the Appendix
to that Report it is shown how lessons in arithmetic should be founded

on actual measuring and weighing, and co-ordinated with the teaching of

experimental science. Among the many important recommendations of

that Sub-Committee—one of the 'fundamental principles'^—was that
' so far as possible all reasoning in arithmetic should be from the concrete

to the abstract, and that pupils should learn by the manipulation of

objects ; and that all rules should represent results of experience.' In
the Appendix dealing with nature-study it is stated :

' The experimental

teaching in school is easily linked to the outdoor life of field and hedge-

row with which the country children are familiar.' The Sub-Committee
wisely condemns the working to any definite syllabus. 'A syllabus,

they say, may be useful as a humble servant, but it is a very bad
master.'

In my Presidential address to this Section last year I urged that in our

elementary schools ' the child should receive less formal teaching, that

opportunities for self-instruction through outdoor pursuits, manual
exercises, and the free use of books should be increased ; and that as far

as possible the teacher should keep in view the process by which in

infancy and in early life the child's intelligence is so rapidly and mar-
vellously stimulated.'

To day a report of considerable interest on the teaching of elementary
experimental science will be considered. The Report has been drawn
up by Mr. Heller, the Secretary of our Committee, with the assist-

ance of the Sub-Committee appointed to consider this important branch
of elementary education. The Report very properly refers to the suc-

cessful efforts of Professor Armstrong during the last twenty years to

improve the method of science teaching in our schools. It emphasises

the contention of the Committee that the spirit of scientific inquiry must
pervade our school teaching if effect is to be given to the educational

reforms which we have recommended. In France, the necessity of some
such fundamental change in the method of instruction is also recognised.

At the recent meeting of the French Association for the Advancement
of Science, Professor Paul Appell, of the Sorbonne, took as his subject,

' The teaching of the sciences and the formation of the scientific spirit.'
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According to the short report of the meeting in the ' Times,' M. Appell
defines the ' man of science ' not as ' the man who knows,' but as a man
who ' combines with his knowledge scientific activity ; that is to say,

a curiosity always alert, indefatigable patience, and, above all, initiative,

and again initiative.' It is this spirit that we desire to see dominate the

teachers and the teaching in our schools.

In connection with the main subject of our investigation there will

be a discussion to-day from which we may expect to derive many
valuable suggestions on 'Education in relation to rural life.' This aspect

of elementary education has been hitherto too much neglected. No Acts
of Parliament dealing with the tenui-e of land will effectually create a

love of country life in the hearts of the people. Interest in agricultural

pursuits must be fostered among our school children, and this can best

be done by closely associating experimental science teaching with the

daily work of the farmer and by encouraging initiative among the pupils

in rural as in other schools.

It will be seen, therefore, that the Committee have been actively

engaged during the past five years in preparing the ground for a com-
plete reorganisation of our system of elementary education, and that their

efforts have included the consideration of the changes to be introduced

into the curriculum of urban and rural schools and of the studies most
suitable to the pupils, whether boys or girls. The fundamental principle

underlying the suggested reform is that work requiring manipulative skill

shall be the dominant feature of the curriculum. Under the suggested
scheme the school lessons will be essentially practical, and will be given
in part in the open air or in the rooms to be equipped for experimental
science and constructive work. The explanation of all practical processes

will constitute the main subjects of the science teaching, which will be
so organised as to stimulate accurate observation and correct reasoning.

In the teaching of all subjects practice will precede theory, so that the

explanation of any exercise will follow the ability to perform it. In con-

nection with these practical pursuits will be provided lessons in arith-

metic, geography, and composition, to consist largely of descriptive notes

of the work in which the pupil is engaged. Apart from these subjects the

pupil should have lessons in the history, and above all in the poetry, of his

country, and in his duties to the State. The instruction will be such as to

arouse activity, to satisfy curiosity, and to stimulate an intelligent interest

in the subjects taught. In such a scheme, towards which we are slowly

but surely working, there will be no ' special subjects,' no extra grants
for supplemental teaching. The manual training— recently introduced
into our schools—will become the ' corner stone ' of our new educational
building. The curriculum will be narrower than at present ; it will

embrace fewer subjects, but it will be one and undivided, and all its parts
will fit into one another, so as give a single aim and unity of purpose to

the teaching. The methods will be the same in all schools. There will be
the same endeavour everywhere to arouse 'scientific acivity,' 'a curiosity

always alert,' and, above all, initiative, self-reliance, and resourcefulness

in the pupils. But the subjects of instruction—the instruments of

education—may vary and will he adapted to local needs.

This great reform, which the Committee of this Section and many of

the members by their individual efforts are endeavouring to promote,
cannot be effected without further provision being made for the training

of teachers nor without considerable improvements in the methods of

K K 2
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instruction at present adopted in our training colleges. If our system of

education is to be changed, the teachers must be competent to use the newly

devised instruments. They must be equal to their task. The Sub-Committee

in their report on experimental science very rightly point out :
' It is of little

avail to advocate the teaching of a method or subject unless an adequate

supply of teachers fully competent to handle the subject can be trained.'

That supply does not yet exist. The teachers must not only be fully

conversant with the method, but must possess an adequate knowledge of

their subject. In these introductory remarks to the papers to be read

to-day I do not propose to consider what should be the qualifications and

special training of our future teachers. But it is certain that the quali-

fications and the training must be in many respects different from what

they now are ; and we may be sure that, as the qualifications of the

teacher are strengthened, his status in the profession will be improved.

I trust that the new universities about to be created in Dublin and

Belfast will be the means of providing a suitable training for the teachers

in Irish schools. Let me take this opportunity of congratulating the

people of Ireland on the prospect which the foundation of these uni-

versities will afford of securing for all classes of citizens in Ireland further

opportunities for higher education. In facilitating the passage thi'ough

Parliament of the Irish Universities Bill, I took some part, and I sincerely

hope that a satisfactory arrangement may be made for enabling those

who are training to become teachers in elementary schools to take full

advantage of the wider learning and broader views of life which residence

at a university offers. Dublin will before long enjoy the unique and

exceptional privilege among the cities of Europe of being the seat of two

teaching universities, and I am sure that all parties in Great Britain,

divided as they may be politically and by religion, concur in felicitating

Ireland on the advantages which these additional opportunities for higher

education may bring to all her citizens.

The Committee appointed in 1903 are desirous of continuing their

efforts in the directions wliich I have indicated. The work in which they

are engaged is one of national importance. Year by year it is being

more directly brought home to us that in every branch of public service,

in every grade and variety of professional life, the prosperity and well-

being of this country largely depend upon the eai-ly training of our

citizens and upon the suitability of their studies to their future occupa-

tions. It is anticipated that the papers to be read at this year's meeting

of the Section will prove a valuable contribution to the solution of the

problem which has engaged, and continues to engage, the careful con-

sideration of your Committee.

In presenting the following report of one of its Sub-Committees the

Committee is glad to avail itself of the opportunity of placing on record

the unique experience which Mr. Heller has had in organising and super-

intending the instruction in experimental work in elementary schools,

first as an organising inspector under the London School Board (1894-97),

and afterwards, since 1900, as head-organiser and inspector of science

instruction for the Board of National Education, Ireland. The report

has the advantage that all the recommendations that are brought forward

in it are based on actual results of work carried on, not in a single school,

but in a large number of schools both in England and Ireland,
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Report of the Sub-Cuvimittee on Elementary Experimental Science.—Members

:

Professor H. E. Armstrong, Mr. Hellee {Secretary), Dr. Kimmins, a7id

Professor Smithells.

Twenty Years of Progress.

This branch of instruction in primary schools has been the subject of

inquiry within recent years by two Committees of the Association. The
fundamental principles that should guide the teaching of elementary

experimental science were clearly enunciated in the 1889 and 1890

Reports of the Committee of Section B on the teaching of chemistry.

The experience of the past fifteen years tends to emphasise rather than

to modify the recommendations of those Reports. During this period a

remarkable transformation has taken place in the teaching of elementary

science in this country, traceable in its origin to the 1889 and 1890

Reports and to the indefatigable efforts of Professor Armstrong and
other members of that Committee to achieve reform. In place of a large

number of alternative specific subjects, none of them really fundamental

in character, it is now insisted that there should be one general intro-

ductory course, indoctrinating that alphabet of scientific method and

knowledge upon which the intelligent study of all specific sciences is

based. The Reports directed attention to the overwhelming importance of

method in instruction by insisting that mental training and the formation

of accurate habits of observation, of work, of reasoning, and of descrip-

tion were at the early stage of education of far greater moment than

the accumulation of facts or the ability to answer examination questions

on these facts. The deliberate intention to achieve these ideals must
lie behind all teaching of elementary science. To accomplish such ends

it was found necessary to recommend a complete change in the methods

of instruction commonly practised and in the attitude of the teacher

towards his pupils and his subject. The ' results system ' of the ' Science

and Art Directory ' and the Board of Education's ' Code ' had, after

twenty years, well-nigh killed the art of elementary teaching, the learning

of rules and half-understood facts having become general. The method
of experimental inquiry is the only natural method of gaining a know-
ledge of scientific facts but such a method is the very antithesis of the

didactic method of instruction too generally in vogue.

The practical method of inquiry now known as ' heuristic ' has been

defined as 'carefully directed inquiry.' Instruction should take the form

of the experimental solution of a series of problems arranged in rational

sequence. The motive for the experiment must be the outcome of

skilful teaching, in which the teacher has led his pupils from the known
to the unknown and to a clear conception of the problem to be solved

;

the experiment should not be merely an occasional effort to substantiate

one of the many facts that the teacher has told his class.

Teaching in which experimental results are to foi'm the basis of

reasoning and to be regarded as suggesting new problems should involve

precision ; the facts must at least be true or the method is obviously of

no more value than those it is intended to supplant. Measurement may
be the basis of experiments and quantitative thinking should always be

encouraged.

The Reports referred to have profoundly influenced directly and
indirectly the science teaching in secondary schools. Well-equipped
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laboratories have been provided in ahnost every good school and the
attempt to give logical experimental instruction is at least professed.

Test-tube work and the analysis of salts are for beginners a thing of

the past, and the balance is made the basis of the first years of experi-

mental work. During the regime of the inspection of ' Schools of

Science ' by the officials of the old Science and Art Department good con-

structive work was accomplished, and this period did much to set the
standards of work since adopted in secondary schools generally.

In the primary schools great changes have also taken place ; the
higher grade schools of the larger urban education authorities are usually

well equipped and a special teacher of experimental science is appointed
to take charge of the laboratories. Increased provision has also been
made in pupil-teacher centres and in training colleges for the teaching of

experimental methods.

In many urban centres, from reasons of economy and because few of

the ordinary teachers possessed an adequate acquaintance with apparatus
and experimental methods, a special staff of peripatetic science demon-
strators was appointed : these taught periodically in the schools of their

district, usually carrying their apparatus about with them. The scheme
of instruction followed was known as 'Mechanics' but embraced a
superficial treatment of hydrostatics, the laws of force and motion, heat,

chemistry and electricity. In some cases the individual ability of the
demonstrator made the lessons useful and interesting, but the system was
only adopted as a matter of expediency and the scheme of instruction has
been far too comprshensive to lead young children to much real knowledge
that could be applied to life later on. Under tliis system of peripa-

tetic instructors little effort lias been made or could be made to co-ordinate
instruction in science with that in other subjects, such as composition,

arithmetic, and drawing. Between the visits of the special instructor

the class teacher was supposed to revise the lesson without the assistance

of the apparatus that the former cariied round with him : this revision

was done in a half-hearted way and led to undesirable methods of

memorising half-digested information.

It appears to be undesirable that the system of special peripatetic

instructors should continue, except as a temporary expedient and until each
school possesses a permanent and sufficiently qualified teacher of experi-

mental science. The services of a staff of specialists should be employed
in instructing the ordinary teachers, more especially in the methods of

teaching and organisation. The rigid adherence to the class-teacher

system met with in most primary schools should be abandoned and the
best qualified teacher should be responsible for the instruction in several

classes, if not for the whole school ; it should be the business of the
head teacher to ensure adequate co-ordination of instruction in drawing,
composition, and arithmetic with that in science.

The Relation of Nature-Study and Observation Lessons to

Experimental Science.

The ' Suggestions ' of the Board of Education deal in detail with the
aims and methods to be observed in nature-study, the advice therein

given being substantially in agreement with our Report presented at the

York Meeting. It is satisfactory to notice that the guiding principles

which through the teaching of experimental physical science have been
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instilled into the minds of teachers are now recognised as applicable

and desirable in instruction relating to natural objects and phenomena
;

at the same time it is to be feared that the present tendency to substi-

tute in the higher standards of schools ' nature-study ' for a systematic,

logical, and progressive course of experimental physical science has grave

dangers.

A very con.siderable amount of the ' object teaching ' in the lower

standards is of a highly artificial character, being in most cases educa-

tionally valueless. The disconnected series of lessons on subjects which
come most easily to the teacher's hand—for example, a table, a chair, a.

pen, a piece of chalk—which has become traditional, results in little more
than a 'laborious elucidation of the obvious.' It would seem to be
essential that a broad outline of a scheme of object-studies should be pre-

pared by the teacher for the year's work in advance and that these

.should be connected at least in short series. They should involve to

a large extent a real examination of individual objects by the pupils

themselves and should on no account be demonsti'ation lessons in which

the teacher holds a single specimen in his own hands. Good subjects

for such lessons are those connected with plant-life, for it is easy to obtain

sufficient objects at practically no cost. In the minority of cases where
the pupils can be taken out of doors under the charge of the teacher, real

nature-lessons can be given ; but in the majority, where the conditions of

school work render such outdoor lessons an impossibility, much useful

observation may be encouraged by mentioning the subject of the next

lesson several days beforehand and by suggesting a few simple and definite

inquiries. The lessons in the spring and summer months will be mainly

in connection with natural objects, but in the winter months it will be

difficult to obtain an adequate supply of objects for examination by the

pupils. This period might be usefully occupied in lessons introductory to

the work of the higher standards ; the nature and uses of water, air, and
food-materials form perhaps the most useful and interesting subjects.

The lessons on water should involve the consideration of its sources, the

work done by a stream, a river, and the sea, the change of water into ice

and steam, the evaporation of water, the presence of its vapour in the

atmosphere and the formation of cloud ; the dissolving properties of

water, its uses as a food and the large amount of water present in nearly

all food-materials. The lessons on air might include some very simple

experiments to show its reality and the pressure it exerts, leading to some
first ideas as to its weight when hot and cold, the effects of heat upon it

and its relation to burning and breathing. A few of the typical food-

stuffis, such as eggs, flour, and sugar, might also be considered, with the

object of showing that they are all combustible and contain carbon and
a considerable quantity of water. Such a course of illustrated lessons in

Standards II. and III. would do much to ease the difficulty of more
systematic work in higher standards.

It is needless to say that the teacher who is to give the first ideas on
these subjects to young children must be at least as well qualified as

the teacher of more advanced work in the higher classes of the school. A
more systematic and connected treatment will commence about Standard
IV. and must of necessity begin with careful lessons in the measurement
of size and weight.

In the endeavour to suggest a better correlation between instruction

in physical and biological science, it must not be assumed that the
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Committee fail to realise the great importance of the latter ; the neglect-of

the study of outdoor life that huge classes and the methods of the ' results

system " have engendered is to be deplored and in a previous Report the
Committee have strongly advocated the employment of more scientific

methods of instruction in this branch. English nature-study is largely

based upon the writings and methods of American teachers, and the wave
of enthusiasm which has spread from that country has brought together
with much which is admirable much which is unsound and superficial.

The neglect of experimental methods of inquiry in the teaching of physical

science is one of the weakest points in the curricula of America's schools

and in consequence their school nature-study has suffered. At any rate

it should not be forgotten that Nature is concerned with dead as well as

with living matter, and that a knowledge of the transformations of the
former is essential to the study of the latter.

In the lower standards the degenerate 'object-lesson,' which more
often than not amounts to little more than a didactic information-lesson,

should give place to real study and observation of plant-life and the more
obvious natural phenomena ; before any detailed study of the conditions

of plant-growth can be attempted with success a systematic experimental
study of the simplest physical and chemical changes is necessary.

If science teaching is to achieve its full effect in training the reason-
ing powers and in the formation of accurate habits, it must involve the
experimental solution of problems ; as an instrument for exemplifying the
experimental method of inquiry, physical science has many obvious
advantages beyond those oflered by a study of biological subjects ; a
study of such simple physical subjects as the nature of air, the effects of

heat on matter, fluid pressure, the composition of the atmosphere and
the effect of plant and animal life upon it, would seem to be fundamental
to any intelligent study of plant growth and should certainly precede it

;

in the study of plant-life the conditions of experiment are so complex
that the experimental method of inquiry can only be followed to a very
limited extent in elementary schools.

The enthusiastic teacher who has made nature-study his hobby will

rise superior to syllabuses and programmes and should be given a free

hand ; the average teacher, however, finds a carefully drawn and detailed

syllabus of work helpful. For such teachers it is difficult at present to

provide a scheme of biological studies that will ensure regular and pro-

gressive instruction. In physical science, the difficulty of preparing
graduated syllabuses is not so great ; some suggestions for experimental
courses in different types of elementary schools are appended to this Report.

In deciding what practical work of an exact kind is most suitable for

individual pupils in the upper standards of an elementary school we feel

that by skilful teaching of experimental science better training may be
given than by the conventional methods of nature-study and that it is

more easy to obtain a supply of competent teachers in the former than in

the latter branch. Further that much will be lost if the pupil leave the
primary school without a knowledge of those fundamental facts necessary
to the intelligent understanding of the common phenomena of daily life

;

he should at least be equipped with that substratum of knowledge of

physical science which is necessary to the continued study of any branch
of science, whetlier technical, agricultural, or domestic.

The ' Suggestions ' of the Board of Education in reference to instruc-
tion in elementary physical science appear to be meagre and inadequate
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when contrasted with those in reference to nature study ; the scheme
of work outlined by the Board is similar in subject-matter and scope to

that suggested in the Reports of the Committee of Section B referred to

above. The large amount of e.xperience which has been gained during the

past fifteen years in the working of this scheme indicates that it would
be undesirable to effect many radical changes in it. The suliject-matter

included can be adequately taught during the last four years of the

school curriculum, assuming that the first year's work is undertaken by
pupils between the ages of eleven and twelve.

Trainiiig of Teachers.

It is of little avail to advocate the teaching of a method or subject

unless an adequate supply of teachers fully competent to handle the

subject can be trained. A training in the methods of experimental

physical science although not easy has already been undertaken with

some degree of success in many parts of the kingdom, but with a few
brilliant exceptions comparatively little has been achieved in the training

, of teachers competent to direct nature-study ; such training presupposes

a knowledge of experimental method and a taste for and considerable

knowlege of natural history. Under existing conditions it is easier to

train teachers of physical science than it is to secure teachers competent
to deal with the complex issues involved in the study of living objects.

Until recently, the training in science that teachers have received

has done very little to equip them for their work in schools, and it is

cause for congratulation that improvement is taking place in the character

of the instruction given in the training colleges. It is not sufficient

that the teacher should leave the college with a schoolboy's knowledge of

science. However little he knows, he must have a teaching grasp of that

little and have fully realised the aims and ideals to be kept before him,
In.<3truction in the training colleges should keep the teaching idea con-

tinually in the minds of the students. The tendency to teach specific

subjects of science in the training college should be discouraged. This is

the function of the university or technical school ; the business of the

training college is primarily to show the future teacher the methods of

his work. It is essential that students entering the training college

should be fully familiar with the subject-matter of introductory courses

in physical science. This condition is fulfilled where a student has
attended a pupil teachers' centre or a secondary school. A large bulk of

first-i'ate teaching material is to be found, however, in the existing

teachers who have been engaged at their professional work for several years
but have had no opportunity of being trained in scientific method.
For these some provision must be made and there is ample experi-

ence to show that short practical courses under competent instructors

have excellent and lasting effects. To conduct such classes of teachers
it is necessary to secure instructors of special experience : they must
have supei'added to a good knowledge of science a very considerable

teaching experience and should be familiar with the conditions of

work in the schools concerned. For such classes sufficient apparatus
must be provided, if possible, to enable the teachers to work inde-

pendently ; the chief purpose would be to illustrate the methods of

instruction and to inculcate the proper attitude of mind in the teacher.

The course would be best divided into two parts, each of not less than
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a hundred hours, of laboratory instruction. Experience shows that
students who have attended special classes or training colleges often fail

to obtain a sufficient grip of the subject to enable them to teach effectively

after the first course of lessons ; a second revision course is of great value
to these, especially if the teacher in the meantime make an honest attempt
to teach the subject in school.

Organisation of Practical Work in the School.

Where the school is provided witli a laboratory, it is desirable that
one teacher should be responsible for its care and for the instruction that
is given within it ; if it is necessary to employ a second science teacher,

he should act as an assistant to the responsible science teacher. A balance
and other apparatus should be provided if possible for every two pupils
in the laboratory. In designing a science work-room, it is neither neces-

sary nor desirable to provide elaborate furniture. Strong tables fitted, if

possible, with gas and plenty of floor-space are all that is really needed.
A separate lecture-room is unnecessary, but a demonstration table and
a few forms should be placed in the laboratory. It is undesirable to

provide storage accommodation for individual pupils ; cupboards under
the tables should be designed for the purpose of general storage. There
should be no shelving on the tables and two or three large sinks on the
walls of the room are all that would be required.

In comparatively few cases, however, has the primary school a special

room for the teaching of experimental science at its disposal ; but in

the majority of cases, where no such room or equipment is available,

the individual practical work of the pupils cannot be carried out simul-
taneously. The few simple pieces of apparatus necessary for the leading
experiment or experiments of the week's work should be kept upon a
table in the class-room, or upon a narrow shelf hinged to the wall
throughout the day, and pupils should be sent out singly or in pairs from
time to time at the discretion of the teacher during any periods in which
no class instruction is taking place, to repeat experiments which have
already been carefully performed before the whole class and thoroughly
explained. An equipment of value about 10/., in addition to a good
strong table and storage accommodation, will enable a very considerable

amount of practical work to be accomplished.

The minimum time necessary is one and a half to two hours per week,
exclusive of the time devoted to the writing of notes, which may form a
considerable part of the teaching of English composition in the school.

The teacher's demonstration lesson, in which he breaks new ground,
should be of about one hour's duration. In this lesson, having led

his class to an appreciation of the problem to be solved and having
obtained from its members suggestions as to the mode of solution, the
experiment will be performed, possibly with the assistance of some of

the pupils, the results will be recorded and between this and the revi-

sion lesson later in the week or even in the following week the experi-

ment, if suitable, will be repeated by the pupils working in pairs at odd
times during the progress of other lessons. There are many suitable

periods for such work and the ten or twenty minutes that a pupil keenly
interested may spend at an accurate experiment will not be wasted nor
will an appreciable interruption of other studies occur. Much successful

work from this plan has been accomplished but, like any other kind of
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teaching, to be effective it requires an enthusiastic teacher who will take

the trouble to organise it regularly.

In any school where the discipline is sound such individual work
causes no interruption after the novelty of the hrst few lessons has worn
oflF. All the experimental results obtained should be recorded and
tabulated in a Log Book, in which the teacher also enters his results

obtained at the demonstration lesson. No conclusions or generalisations

should be drawn until a number of puj^ils have repeated the experiment
and recorded the results. The teacher should then make these results the

basis of his next lesson, endeavouring to trace the reason for the want of

agreement of any particular result with the rest ; conclusions should then

be drawn, so far as possible, by the class, and the whole piece of work
reviewed and suggestions made as to the method of writing an account of

the work which has been done. It is necessary at first for the teacher

to summarise on the blackboard the various points in order with which
the composition should deal, but anything in the way of dictation or

transcription is valueless. The compositions must represent the children's

thoughts in their own words. The experiments which the pupils repeat

individually should, as a rule, be those that yield a detinite quantitive

result ; there is little to be gained by repeating individually merely quali-

tative effects.

Preparation of Lessons.

In a subject in which the methods of instruction are of greater

importance than the intrinsic value of the information conveyed, the

preparation of careful teaching notes is an essential element in success.

It is impossible that science teaching can be fully effective unless careful

consideration of every lesson is given beforehand. As year by year the

teacher acquires increased experience, the amount of time that he will

find it necessary to devote to the prepai'ation of his lessons will diminish,

but the more skilful he becomes the more will he appreciate the neces-

sity for thought in his teaching. In the preparation of lessons he

must consider carefully how he is to lead from what has been learned

already to the subject-matter of the new lesson. Before suggesting any
experiment he must make it absolutely clear why it is to be performed

;

the problem to be solved should be kept prominently in the minds of the

pupils throughout the lesson. He must, further, consider all the difficul-

ties the pupils are likely to meet in acquiring new ideas, and, finally, lay

considerable emphasis upon the application of the results of the lesson

to daily experience. But notes of lessons are not popular with teachers.

The reason is not far to seek. In training colleges students often have
been taught to write highly elaborate and highly artificial notes upon
extremely simple subject-matter. The only useful notes are those which
will help the teacher in his teaching ; a few short sentences will

usually be sufficient to indicate the train of ideas he intends to follow.

Elaborate columns of heads, matter, and method have probably done at

least as much harm as good.

In our General Report last year the following reference was made to

the special importance of the teaching of experimental method in girls'

schools :

—

' The science le.ssons to be given in connection with the subject should
have for their main object the inculcation of habits of accuracy and
cleanliness. The importance of exact method, and of using vessels which
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are scrupulously clean, may best be illustrated by the simplest chemical
manipulation, and the school should be furnished with a room—not neces-
sarily a laboratory in the sense in which that term is generally em-
ployed—in which easy experiments may be performed by the children
themselves. As lessons in cooking cannot be given usefully until the
child has acquired some manipulative skill, and has reached the higher
standards, it is better that the course of experimental science should
precede the practical teaching of that subject. It is a matter for con-
sideration whether the science lessons should be combined with the
teaching of cooking, illustrating as they arise some of its underlying
principles, or whether they should run parallel with the instruction or
should precede the practical teaching of the subject. Something may be
said for each of these plans, but the balance of advantage is in favour of

the last, attention being directed to the results of the scientific experi-

ments with which the child would be previously familiar in explanation
of cooking processes.

' The selection of subjects for the science lessons and the arrangement
of experiments to be performed by the children themselves demand
much thought on the part of the teacher, and should not be undertaken
without careful preparation. They should be such as would find full

illustration in the practical teaching, not only of cooking, but of house-
wifery and general hygiene.'

There can be little doubt that at present boys exhibit more initiative

than girls in the general work of the standards
;

girls appear to be more
prone to work by rule of thumb. Without attempting to discuss the
reasons for this characteristic, the fact remains that domestic duties call

for more initiative, more executive ability, more power of organisation,
and more common-sense, than do the ordinary vocations that boys follow
on leaving school. The woman in the home is continually confronted Avith

new problems the solution of which demands trained intelligence and
a habit of thought. A training in the methods of experimental inquiry
would appear to be the most direct means of creating the thinking
habit, and if the subject-matter of inquiry chiefly relate to the phe-
nomena and materials of home life such teaching should do much to

render more rational the management of the home. Experiments made
during the past three years in two large schools in Dublin and Belfast,

in each of which five hundred boys and girls have been taught by the same
instructor, tend to show no material difference between boys and girls

in reasoning or manipulative ability after the first arithmetical diflSculcies

have been overcome ; we believe that the reforms in the teaching of

arithmetic suggested in our last Report, accompanied by accurate experi-
menting, would do much to abolish the love of rules and recipes so often
noticed in the higher classes of girls' schools. There is little reason to

advocate different courses of instruction for boys' and girls' schools ; the
explanation of the common phenomena of daily life are of equal importance
to both, although it may be advisable to consider popular prejudice
and make the boys' programme look a little less domestic than that of

the girls.

The character of the instruction in both boys' and girls' schools
requires to be far less academic than heretofore ; there must be more
deliberate purpose of training to think and reason in terms of everyday
life. A lesson without some application to common experience should, in

the primary school, be regarded with suspicion.
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Inspection.

The aims and methods we have advocated obviously demand much
enthusiasm, intelligence, and skill on the part of the teacher. To appre-
ciate such effort, the inspector must be at least as familiar with the
subject-matter and the proper modes of its pi-esentment as the teacher
himself. Nothing takes the heart out of a teacher so quickly as a want
of appreciation of I'eally earnest work. In assessing the value of such
work the inspector should ascertain that a carefully thought out scheme
of work has been regularly and progressively followed ; an examination
of the pupils' note-books recording the year's work, supplemented by some
general oral questions and the carrying out of practical exercises by a
selected number of pupils, should afford him all the information that is

necessary. If the class does not show an intelligent understanding of

the purpose for which experiments were performed, it is desirable to
examine the character of the teacher's preparation of lessons.

The Committee desire to direct attention to the following conclusions
and recommendations :

—

(1) The recommendations of the Committee of Section B on 'The
Teaching of Chemistry,' in reference to the subject-matter and methods
of instruction should be followed in giving instruction in ' Elementary
Physical Science.'

(2) They do not consider the system of peripatetic science instructors
satisfactory, except as a temporary expedient.

(3) Every primary school should be provided with a special work-
room simply furnished, in which many forms of practical study could be
followed

—

e.g., manual instruction, drawing and elementary science for
boys, and cookery, laundry, drawing, and elementary science for girls.

(4) That while fully appreciating the value of studies of natural
objects and changes they do not consider that ' nature-study,' as conducted
under the conditions of work prevailing in the average primary school,
provides bi/ itself a satisfactory substitute in the higher standards for
formal and systematic instruction in elementary experimental work in
physical science.

(5) Much of the present object-teaching in primary schools is practi-
cally valueless ; throughout the standards some study of natural objects
is desirable.

(6) In the training colleges more attention should be paid to aims
and methods of instruction in elementary science.

(7) Ample provision should be made for classes of a pedagogic
character, in which existing teachers may become acquainted or increase
their acquaintance with methods of experimental inquiry.

(8) Accurate practical work by individual pupils is essential if the
teaching of experimental science is to achieve its full educational
effects.

(9) Where practical work by all the members of a class simultaneously
is impossible, much useful practical work may be done by a few working
at a time.

(10) They regard the teaching of methods of experimental inquiry as
being of even greater importance to girls than to boys, in that it provides
a training of special importance in domestic management.

(11) The teaching of domestic art should be much more closely
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co-ordinated with the teaching of domestic science and the former should
be so taught as to provide an intellectual as well as a manual training.

(12) It is important that inspectors of schools should possess an
adequate knowledge of the subject-matter and methods of instruction in

elementary science.

APPENDIX A.

Si/Uabns of Work in Elementary Experimental Science.

Note.—It is assumed that in their arithmetic lessons the pupils have acquired skill in the
measurement of lengths and areas and have through these exercises obtained a real

knowledge of the manipulation of numbers in the decimal system not involving the
use of more than two digits after the decimal point.

Syllabusfor Boys' Schools, First Fear {about 11 to 12 years of aye).

The measurement of volume of a rectangular block of wood. The reason for

selecting the cube as the unit for measuring volume and capacity ; explanation of

therrule for calculating volume of a rectangular solid—a means of counting the

number of unit cubes that will build up the solid.

Cut out of turnip, soap, clay, &c., cubes of one inch and one centimetre edge.

To make a lioUow cube of cardboard of one decimetre edge, the volume of which
is the litre, containing 1 ,000 cubic centimetres. Mould some putty or plasticine into

rectangular shape, and determine its volume by measurement ; distort it, and lead

class to see it still occupies the same amount of space, and may still be measured
in rectangular units.

The volume of rectangular blocks of wood (including cubes) in cubic inches

and cubic centimetres; the number of cubic centimetres in a cubic inch.

The graduated cylinder ; the fluid ounce and measuring glass ; the number of

cubic centimetres in a fluid ounce ; fill a water-tight rectangular box with water,

and pour into gr.iduated cylinder; compare volume by direct measurement and
by graduated cylinder; the limits of accuracy in using the graduated cylinder.

Volume of small bodies by displacement in graduated cylinder.

The burette—a more finely divided graduated cylinder. Volume of small

bodies such as pencils, glass rod, nails, by displacement in burette. The pipette

—

its method of use. Direct measurement of capacity of a bottle by burette and
pipette.

First notions of force and weight—the measurement of a pull or push ; the

force of gravity very simply treated. Equal weights defined as those that stretch

a spiral spring or an elastic cord to an equal extent ; construction of a series of

bags of sand or shot of equal weight.

Experiments with a simple lever or seesaw ; equal weights balance at equal

distances from the turning edge.

British and metric units of weight and capacity ; the gallon and its sub-

divisions ; a gallon of water weighs ten pounds. To weigh cubes of diflferent

kinds of wood on the seesaw.

The balance, adjustment and use ; weight of cubes of wood, determined to

j^jf gram.
Weight of volumes of water (30, 40, 50 c.c, &c.), measured from burette and

pipette, leading to the fact that one cubic centimetre of water weighs one gram.

Repeat these experiments with hot and lukewarm water.

Weigh volumes of milk, spirit, brine, mercury, &c., measured from burette, and
to calculate the weight of 1 c.c. of each.

Find the weight of 1 c.c. of milk, skimmed milk, cream, and mixtures of

fresh milk and water. Measurement of amount of cream in milk by allowing
100 c.c. of fresh milk to stand for some hours in graduated cylinder.
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Heavy and light materials ; to compare heaviness of materials we must find

the weight of equal volumes of each. By finding the weight of one cubic centi-
metre of each substance, we can find their relative weight. Necessity for com-
paring all materials with one standard substance. The reason for telecting water
as this standard. The simplicity in the metric system of the connection between
weight and volume of water.

Tabulation of results of weight of 1 c.c. of all materials previously measured.
Weight of unit volume of a substance a very general method of determinino- its

quality or the amount of adulteration.
' Water finds its own level '; experiments to explain this statement. Columns

of liquid balanced in U-tube ; equality of level in tubes of equal and unequal bore.

The tiow of water in pipes of a town supply.

Revision of the relative weights of 1 c.c. of water and of mercury, showino-
that mercury is about 13^ times as heavy as water. Columns of wafer balanced
against columns of mercury in (j-tube, showing that the water column is always
about 13^ times the length of mercury column; deduce the law of the u-tube,
and by it confirm the results previously obtained for weight of 1 c.c. of brine
and spirit.

Simple experiments and illustrations to show the reality of air; water does
not fill a tumbler of air inverted iu a vessel of water ; air necessary to burning of
a fire and for breathing ; the blacksmith's bellows and the bicycle pump. Solids,
liquids, and gases. Air, an invisible gas like coal-gas, but having no smell, not so
easily recognised. Steam also an invisible gas. Inflate au indiarubber balloon

;

pump up a bicycle tyre
;
pass air through water, and collect it by displacing water

from ajar inverted in water. Fill ajar inverted in water by sucking the air out
by means of a tube.

In order to weigh air we must be able to expel it from a vessel. Show that it

may be expelled {a) by an exhaust pump, (b) by boiling water in the flask, (e) by
expansion by heat. Collect the air driven out of a flask by boiling water in the
flask, and thus show that all the air is expelled. Open a partially exhausted flask

under water.

Weigh a flask first full of hot air, and then full of cold air; explain why hot
air rises, and its application to natural ventilation. Simple experiments to show
that ail' exerts a pressure on bodies; experiments with tubes of water and mercury
to show that there is a limit to the pressure of the atmosphere.

The u-tube or siphon barometer ; the straight tube barometer. Changes in

height of mercury in barometer compared with changes in the weather. Daily
observations of barometer, kind of day, winds, direction, and strength ; height of
sun at midday.

Note.—It is not desirable that tlie term ' density ' should be used in the first year's work

;

all results should be recorded as the weight of 1 cubic centimetre in grams.

Second Year (about 12 to 13 i/ears of a(/e).

Simple experiments with a lever having its fixed point (fulcrum) at one end to
show connection between the force (power) and the load it can rai^e. A. small
force can raise a heavy load, but the small force works through a greater distance
than the load is raised. Familiar applications of the lever—crowbar, poker,
scissors, tire tongs, weighing machines.

Determine the capacity of a bottle by weighing the water it will hold ; find the
weight of other liquids—milk, mixtures of milk and water, skimmed milk and
cream that till the same bottle, and hence calculate the weight of unit volumes of
these liquids. Weight of unit volume a means of testing quality or adulteration
of materals. Eeasons why the authorities are so particular as to the milk-supply;
milk the only food of very young children and any removal of cream or addition
of water would seriously atiect nutrition.

Weight of unit volume of hot water. Revision of weight of air. Construction
of simple air and water pump.

Determine the weight of one cubic centimetre of air by (a) partially exhausting
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flask with an air pump, (6) by boiling a small quantity of water in the flask.

Definition of density as the weight of unit volume of a substance.

Floating bodies ; reference to earlier experiments with cubes of wood, some of

which float and others sink^ to show that bodies heavier than water sink in water
and others float ; an egg suspended midway in a brine solution is neither heavier

nor lighter than the brine ; calculation of the weight of one cubic centimetre of

the egg. ....
Experiments to show that a floating body displaces its own weight of water,

and to find the fraction of its volume immersed in water. Construction of hydro-

meter to measure dilution of milk with water.

Application of the laws of floating bodies to ships ; why ii'on ships float.

Familiar examples of apparent loss of weight of bodies in water; refer to

carriage of rocks and stones by rivers ; the diver works under water loaded with
lead; experiments with bodies of known volumes weighed in air and water;

discovery of law of Archimedes ; increase in weight of a vessel of water when a

body is suspended in it from an external support.

Use of the law of Archimides for finding the volume of irregular bodies

heavier than water ; calculation of the weight of one cubic centimetre of these

bodies.

Show that this method of finding volume, since it depends on the use of the

balance only, is more accurate than any previously employed.

General effects of heat on animal and vegetable matter ; wood and coal heated

in hard glass tubes give off" inflammable gases which burn in air. The char of

carbon left in the tube will not burn until heated in air ; air evidently necessary

to charcoal burning. When it is completely burnt a light mineral ash is left.

Carefully dry some finely divided animal and vegetable matter and determine

percentage of water. The water in foods does not provide nourishment ; the com-
bustion of foods produces heat.

Notice effects of strongly heating weighed quantities of sand, granite, lime-

stone, iron, copper, magnesium, &c. Some do not change, some lose weight, and
some gain weight.

Expansion of solids, liquids, and gases shown qualitatively. Applications of

expansion by heat to method of fixing metal tyres on wheels, riveting, circulation

of hot water, ocean currents, winds, draughts, and ventilation.

Hotness or temperature measured by expansion of liquids. Distinction between
heat, which is energy and possesses the power of doing work and producing change,
and temperature or hotness, which is the intensity of heat; analogy with quantity

and pressure of water or gas. Definitions of unit of teinjyei-ature (degree Centi-

grade) and unit of heat (calorie or gram degree Centigrade unit). Comparison of

times taken to raise large and small quantities of water to the same temperature
by the same source of heab. Amount of heat depends on quantity of material

heated.

Construction of spirit thermometer; graduation of thermometer for household
purposes. The eflPect of large masses of warm water round the coast of British

Islands on its climate.

The freezing of water ; ice always formed at the surface ; ice will float ; find

density of ice by making a mixture of spirit and water in which a lump of ice

remains suspended ; find the weight of 1 c.c. of the mixture. The reason why
water freezes at the surface ; economic impoitance of the fact. Applications of

the increase of volume of water when freezing to bursting of water pipes, to the

breaking up of the soil in winter, to the spliting of rocks, &c.
The boiling of water; steam and water vapour both invisible gases; the nature

of cloud, dew, frost, rain, snow. The boiling-point of water varies slightly with
the ordinary changes in barometer, and very considerably at great altitudes or
depths.

Determine whether a number of familiar substances are soluble, partially

soluble, or insoluble in water. Filtration as a means of separating soluble from
insoluble bodies. Distinction between dissolving and melting, as illustrated by the
solution of sugar in water and the melting of sugar by heat.
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Determination of the solubility, i.e., the weight of solid dissolved in a given

weight (or volume) of its solution—of familiar substances, salt, soda, sugar, tea,

lime. Food materials must be rendered soluble before they can pass into the

blood stream and nourish the body. Small amount of solid nutritive material in

most beverages.

Distillation of liquids—a double process of boiling and condensation. The
large amount of heat absorbed in converting water into steam. The heating

power of steam. Purification of a liquid by distillation. Production of alcohol

by distilling a fermented sugar solution.

Burning of a candle in air confined over water ; the nature of the residual

'inactive air.' Moisture and a gas which turns lime-water milljy produced by the

burning candle. A candle will not burn in breathed air.

The rusting of iron. Iron moistened and exposed to the air rusts and increases

in weight, but iron will not rust in boiled water. Iron rusting in a jar of air

causes the disappearance of about one-fifth of the whole. The residual gas is

'inactive,' but does not affect lime-water. Tlie same ' active' part of air is con-

cerned in burning, rusting of iron, and in breathing.

Third Year {about 13 to 14 years of age).

Experiments with siphon to see how rate of flow varies with difierence in

level of the liquids. Uses of the wphon for emptying tanks or reservoirs ; draw
curve connecting time of flow with average difference in level during flow.

The volume of small irregular bodies found by weighing the water displaced

from a bottle by them. Relative density ot mercury, sand, shot, &c (The solid

should be weighed independently of the bottle so that pupils may see the water
displaced.)

E.xtension of the principle of Archimedes to liquids other than water; a body
of known volume weighed in a liquid of known density to show that apparent

loss of weight is the weight of the liquid displaced.

Modes of transference of heat ; simple experiments to illustrate conduction,

convection, and radiation, and the application of these to warming, clothing, &c.

The radiant heat of the sun.

Expansion of a metal tube ; comparison of expansion of water and alcohol under
same conditions ; applications of expansion of solids and liquids to experiences of

daily life.

Determination of expansion of unit -volume of air when raised 1° V>. Repeat
experiment if possible with coal-gas. Application of expansion of gases to

ventilation, explosives, winds, &c.

The unit of heat; calculation of heat lost and gained by quantities of water
when cooled or warmed. Heat energy like matter indestructible. The heat

absorbed by a copper vessel in which hot and could water are mixed.

Heat-capacity of metals ; the high heat.capacity of water compared with other

substances; the great importance of this fact in reference to climate and the

• retention of its heat by the human body ; heating by hot water.

Comparison of amount of evaporation from a beaker of water on a fine and wet
day. Cooling efl^ect of evaporation ; the evaporation of perspiration on the skin,

and from the leaves of plants. Life possible in temperatures much above maximum
safe body temperature.

Chemistry of the atmosphere. Air passed over heated copper examined.
Air passed over heated phosphorus, sulphur, and carbon ; lead when heated

first converted into a yellow scale (litharge), then into a red scale (red lead).

Composition of the air by volume, by burning phosphorus in a dry tube or

flask, and by the rusting of iron.

Preparation of the ' active part' of air from red lead, and from a mixture of

potassic chlorate and manganese dioxide. Sulphur, carbon, and phosphorus burnt
in ' active air ' produce acids, hence the name oxygen.

Oxygen passed over heated carbon
;
properties of carbonic acid gas.

Air synthesised by mixing oxygen with re.«idual air from the burning of

phosphorus and the rusting of iron. Combustion due to chemical union which

1908. L L
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produces heat; decomposition of substances by heat. Effect of animal and

vegetable life on the air.

The Buusen burner and gas stove ; candle and coal-gas flame compared ; coal

gas if mixed with air or oxygen is explosive. Lamps and burning oils
;
precau-

tions to be observed in using oil lamps ; the paraffin oil pressure blow-lamp.

The nature and functions of breathing ; simple experiments to show that a

candle will not burn in breathed air: count the number of respirations per

minute under different conditions : length of time one can hold breath without

discomfort ; breathe rapidly, and then see how long one can hold breath. The
moifiture, carbonic acid gas, and organic matter in breathed air.

Fourth Year {about 14 or 15 t/ears of aye).

The volume of a gas changed by pressure ; Boyle's law ; the U-gauge for

measuring pressures of air and water.

Change of state; simple experiments to show that heat is absorbed when
solids are converted into liquids and when liquids are converted into gases ; deter-

mination of latent heat of water, i.e., the number of heat units necessary to melt a

gram of ice.

Latent heal of steam, i.e., the number of heat units necessary to convert a

gram of boiling water into steam. Applications of latent heat to evaporation

;

steam as a motive power, slow formation of ice, steam scalds, damp clothing, kc.

Chalk, limestone, and lime ; the action of water upon these ; slaked lime a com-
pound of lime and water. The conversion of chalk into lime in the lime-kiln

;

the loss of weight and production of ' chalk gas ' during tbe change.

The action of acids on chalk and lime ; weight and volume of ' chalk gas
'

produced from a gram of chalk. Identity of ' chalk gas ' with carbonic acid gas

previously studied.

The synthesis of chalk from lime and ' chalk gas
'

; the action of carbonic acid

gas on lime-water, producing a ' hard water ' containing a soluble form of chalk.

The comparison of the hardness of waters by means of soap solution.

Action of acids on metals. Preparation of ' inflammable air.' ' Inflammable

ail- ' burns producing water, hence name hydrogen.

Decomposition of water by passing steam over heated iron ; reduction of oxides

by hydrogen ; composition of water
;
properties of natural waters. Dangers of

impure water and means of rendering it safe for drinking purposes.

Acids and alkalis; alkalis in common use—ammonia, potash, and soda—in the

caustic and carbonated conditions. Interaction of acids and alkalis, producing
neutral substances. Exact neutralisation of acids by alkali, and vice versa, using

indicating colouring matters, litmus, and methyl orange.

Alkalis render fats soluble, producing soaps. Preparation of a sample of soap

from fat and caustic soda. Caustic soda produced by removing the carbonic acid

gas from washing soda by means of lime.

The necessity for cleanliness ; tbe dangers of dirt; germs and their influence

on daily life; conditions favourable to germ life—darkness, dirt, warmth, and
moisture. Of what dirt consists

;
greasy dirt requires alkalis (soda, ammonia)

for its removal.

The nature of germs ; minute vegetable organisms which multiply with great

rapidity, and chiefly concerned in breaking up complex organic substances by
oxidation. Germs of disease communicated from person to person by contact, by
the breath ; water and milk specially liable to contamination ; fresh air, clean-

liness, and sunlight destructive to germ life.

The elements entering into the composition of the human body—carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus, calcium, sodium, and small

traces of others. These, especially carbm, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, are

continually used up and excreted, and must be renewed in form of food. Im-
portance of mixed diet.

Food the fuel of the body ; a slow or wet burning of food which maintains

temperature of body above that of its sun-oundings. The chief types of food-
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material—fat, lean, sugar, and starch ; these required for all the important
functions of the body.

General structure and functions of the digestive system ; foods must be ren-
dered soluble before they can enter the blood stream and nourish the body.

Respiration and circulation of the blood. The functions of the heart, lungs,
and skin.

Putrefaction and decay. The general influence of bacteria (germs) on daily
life ; simple e.xperiments on sterilisation.

APPENDIX B.

Syllabus for Girls' Schools. Domestic Science,

First Year {about 11 to ]'2 years of age).

Same as for boys.

Second Year (about 12 to IS years of ape).

Find the weight and volume (either by direct measurement or by displace-

ment of water) of pieces of wood, glass, slate pencils, cork, paraffin wax, shot, &o.
Tabulate the results, and calculate the weight of 1 c.c. of each of these, and note

which are lighter than water and heavier than water; throw them all into a
vessel of water, and notice tbat those heavier than water sink and those lighter

than water float.

Weight of water displaced by a floating body. Determine the water
displaced by weighed pieces of wood, cork, or wax floating in an ' overflow jar,'

leading to the discovery that a floating body displaces a quantity of water equal
to itself in weight. Float a test-tube loaded with shot or sand in a graduated
cylinder of water ; compare weight of loaded tube and weight of water displaced.

With a test-tube, cork, and glass tube construct a milk-float that will test whether
milk has been diluted with water.

Find the weight and volume (by 'overflow jar') of a fresh egg, and hence
weight of 1 c.c. of the egg. Make a strong brine solution, and notice that the egg
will float in it ; carefully dilate the brine with water until the egg remains
suspended in the liquid ; find the weight of 1 c.c. of the brine solution ; compare
this with the weight of 1 c.c. of the egg. By making a large quantity of brine in

which a fresh egg will neither float nor sink we have a ready test for the freshness

of eggs.

Burn on the lid of a crucible some finely divided animal and vegetable material,

e.ff., lean and fat meat, cheese, bread, potato, and notice carefully all changes that

occur. Dry in an evaporating-dish placed in a cool oven or over a water-bath
some of the above substances, and determine the amount of water lost. Strongly
heat some splinters of wood in a hard glass test-tube until no further change
occurs. Show that the sticks of charcoal will burn when heated in the open air.

Completely dry some of the food-materials mentioned above, and strongly
heat weighed quantities until all the black charcoal is burnt away and unburnable
ash only is left. Notice that on burning animal matter there is a more pungent
smell than when sugar or potato or starch is burnt. Lead pupils to see that a
food with a high percentage of water in it (like turnip) cannot be as nourishing

as one with little water in it (like cheese).

Show that heat causes a metal bar or stretched wire to become longer ; the

expansion of solids by heat is very slight, but sufficient to cause the cracking of
glass vessels and lamp-chimneys, owing to unequal expansion of different parts.

Refer to cracking of iron plates of a stove, to tie-bars in old houses, to railway
lines, &c.

Show that liquids when heated expand more readily than solids, and that
different liquids do not expand to the same amount. Weigh a bottle full of cold
water and full of hot water. Hot water is lighter than cold water, and will rise

L L 2
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above it. Show ' convection ' currents in a beaker of water when heated. Refer
to ocean currents and the circulation of hot water in a house system.

Construct a spirit thermometer, and graduate it to show temperatures of
melting ice (0° C. or 3:2° F.), of a living room (about, 60° F.), of the human body
(98° F.\ of a hot bath (not higher than 100° F.). The Centigrade and Fahrenheit
methods of graduating the thermometer.

The mercury thermometer; the boiling-point and freezing-point of water.
The thermometer an instrument to measure temperature or hotness. First notions
of heat as disiinct from temperature. The measurement of amount of heat
depends upon at least two quantities—the amount of substance heated and the
temperature to which it is heated.

The doctor's thermometer for measuring the temperature of the human body

;

constructed so that it still indicates the body temperature when removed from the
mouth of the patient; method of using and cleansing; temperature of body in
sickness and in health.

Ice floats on water ; water when frozen must therefore expand ; make a
mixture of spirit and water in which ice remains suspended ; find the weight of
1 c.c. of the mixture, and hence wnight of 1 c.c. of ice. Refer to bursting of
water-pipes by ice, and explain why ice is always found at the surface, and the
importance of this fact.

Air expands much more readily than solids or liquids when heated. Heat a
Florence flask in hot water, and find how much 1 c.c. of air expands when made
1° C. hotter. Weigh a flask first full of cold air, then of hot air. Hot air is

lighter than cold air. Show the air currents above a flame in a hot room and up
a chimney. Refer to winds, draughts. Show eflfect of a strong draught on the
burning of a fire.

Burniutr and breathing both make the air hot and poisonous, and unfit to be
breathed again. Natural and artificial means of ventilating a room. Necessity
for fre.sh air and sunlight.

Determination of melting-points of butter, paraffin wax, or beeswax, and
boiling-point of water, brine, spirit.

Evaporation ur drying—the slow change of liquid into gas or vapour. Evi-
dence thnt heat is absorbed during drying ; clothes dry quickly on a windy day :

good and bad drying days ; compare with barometer readings. Presence "of

water vapour in the air. Evaporation of perspiration on the skin, and its cooling
effect in hot weather.

Textile fabrics (especially woollens) have power of absorbing water vapour
from the air. Weigh roll of dry flannel, and again weigh after exposure to air for
a couple of days. Make daily weighings of a bag of seaweed, also observations of
thermometer, barometer, and the kind of day.

Condensation of moisture (water vapour) in the atmosphere ; formation of
cloud, dew, and frost. The heating power of steam. Boil water by passinir steam
into it.

^
Find roughly what weight of steam will boil a given weight of water.

Distinction between dissolving and melting. Determination of soluble,
insoluble, and partially soluble substances used in the household. The amount of
.solid matter contained in common beverages is very small, and the food value
is not therefore great. Repeat experiment with milk. Foods must be rendered
soluble before they can pass into the blood stream and so nourish the body.

Distillation—a double process of evaporation and condensation. Liquids can
be distilled, but solid substances dissolved in water do not usually undergo change.
Distil a mixture of water, salt, and ink ; examine residue and distillate.

Third year {ahout 13 to 14 years of age).

Repeat the experiments of drying and burning animal and vegetable foodstuffs
quarititatively. Completely dry (without burning) weighed quantities of finely
divided fat and lean meat, bread, and potato ; find percentage loss of moisture.
Heat weighed quantities of the dried foodstuffs on a crucible lid until all carbon
has burnt away and a mineral ash only is left. Find the percentage of ash in the
food-materials. Refer to loss of weight during roasting and baking ; the water
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contained in food-materials has no value as nourishment, the mineral ash or
' salts ' are needed in the blood and for building up the harder structure of

the body.

The transference of heat ; illustrate conduction, convection, and radiation by
the ways in which an oil-lamp or gas-jet loses its heat. Conduction : coat wires

of iron and copper with wax, bind the ends tooether and heat the junction ; show
that the heat is conveyed more quickly and further along the copper than the iron

;

metals generally are good conductors of heat ; wood, glass, water, and air are bad
conductors. Some substances in a room feel warm and some cold when touched,

though all are at the same temperature. Linen sheets feel colder than calico

sheets or a blanket. Wool a bad conductor, chiefly because it contains so much
air ; cotton wool. Refer to clothing materials, and the I'act that wool absorbs

perspiration and keeps the skin dry ; other domestic application of conductors and
insulators of heat.

Convection : heat carried by heated particles of a liquid or gas moving and
communicating their heat to objects with which they come into contact. Revise

the lessons on ventilation and circulation of hot water, ocean currents, winds.

Radiation : the transferejice of heat energy independently of intervening media.

Simple experiments to show that objects exposed to radiant heat of fire or sun are

hotter than intervening air. Application of modes of transference of heat to the
familiar methods of cooking.

The effect of surface and colour on radiation and absorption of heat. Black
and white clothing materials. Reflection of heat from bright surfaces ; applica-

tion to stoves. Modes of heating by closed stoves and open fires ; necessity for

carrying away products of combustion.
The burning of a candle in a closed vessel of air ; disappearance of some air

during the burning; nature of residual inactive gas; similar effects when a small

lamp burns in a bell-jar over water.

Pass a slow current of air over bread or carbon heated in a glass tube ; collect

and examine the issuing gases with a lighted taper, litmus solution, and lime-

water. Notice that the faster air is passed through the tube the more rapidly the

carbon burns and the greater the heat produced.
Inhale and exhale air through lime-water. Collect some jars of breathed air.

Test with taper, litmus, and lime-water. Breathing and burning have much the

same effect on the air. The body is nearly always hotter than its surroundings

;

but in health never varies in temperature. How is this? There must be an
internal supply of beat, due to a slow or ' wet ' burning of food-material in the

body. Refer again to loss of body heat by evaporation of perspiration on skin and
to prevention of loss of heat by clothing. Very simple description of organs of

breathing—the lungs, mouth, nose, diaphragm, and rib muscles—importance of

deep breathing, fresh air, well-developed and unrestricted breathing apparatus.
,

Metals such as iron, copper, lead, and magnesium, strongly heated in the air, form
scales and increase in weight. Air passed over heated metals is inactive, and will

not support burning ; this inactive air is not acid, nor will it affect lime-water.

Phosphorus and sulphur burnt in air produce a diminution in volume of aii',

and acid products which dissolve in water ; the residual air is inactive and does
not affect lime-water. Determine the proportion of active air by burning
phosphorus in a tube.

Examination of iron rust. Rusted iron is heavier than the iron from which
it is formed. Iron will not rust in water free from air. The air affected by
rusting iron to the same extent as by burning substances; the residual gas is

inactive, is not acid, and does not affect lime-water.
The active part of air—preparation from red lead and 'oxygen mi.xture'; the

properties of active air : the formation of acids when phosphorus, sulphur, and
carbon are burnt in it. Hence the name ' oxygen

'
; compounds with oxygen

called oxides.

Air evidently composed of inactive air Cnitrogen) and active air (oxygen) in

proportion of about four to one. Oxygen added to inactive air from rusting iron

or burning phosphorus forms a mixture similar in properties to air.
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Repeat experimeut of heating wood and some food-materials iu hard glass

tube ; notice that gases evolved only burn in contact with air, and that the
charcoal produced will not burn iu the tube, but will burn in the air.

Oxygen passed over heated carbon produces a gas which is acid, affects lime-
water, and will not support the combustion of a taper—carbonic acid gas. It is

similar to the gas exhaled from the lungs. Magnesium will burn in this gas pro-
ducing carbon and magnesium oxide, showing by analysis that carbonic acid gas
is composed of carbon and oxygen.
A slow stream of oxygen passed over a column of red hot carbon produces

some carbonic acid gas ; but also large quantities of an inflammable gas—carbonic
oxide—^often seen on the surface of a clear coke fire. The two oxides of carbon;
the nature of flame ; care and use of oil lamps.

Revision lessons on the chief types of foodstuffs—starch and sugar, fat and
lean. All contain carbon ; some when burnt produce a pungent odour of burnt
feathers : these contain nitrogen, and are known as proteids. Flour contains
starch and gluten (proteid). Eggs contain albumen (proteid) and fat insoluble.

Starch is easily convertible into su^ar. Fats contain no nitrogen, but are usually
easily melted and rendered soluble by alkaline substances.

The fermentation of starch and sugar by yeast
;
production of alcohol and

carbonic acid gas. Distillation of a fermented liquor
;
preparation and properties

of alcohol ; making and baking a loaf of bread ; the yeast used as a means of
making dough spongy by setting free carbonic acid gas in all parts.

The nature of alcohol ; its value as a food and as a stimulant ; its effects on
the body when taken in excess ; it gives no additional strength, but acts as a whip
to the body, aud enables it to use its energy faster than it otherwise would. The
great dangers attending the use of alcohol.

Yeast substitutes emploj'ed for the purpose of rendering dough spongy, so

that it will be easily attacked by the digestive juices, which must dissolve it

before it can get into the blood stream and nourish the body. The nature of

bread, soda, and baking powder ; the conditions under which they evolve gas.

Fourth Year {about \A to 15 i/eajs of age).

The chief sources of water-supply for domestic purposes; deep wells, surface
wells, rivers, lakes, rain ; the chief properties of these waters and the impurities
they contain. Evaporate to dryness iu a weighed basin a litre of rain water and
of the ordinary supply, and weigh the residue. Detection of organic matter by
potassium permanganate. The function of water as a food: acts as the solvent
and carrier of the food-material that nourishes all parts of the body, and is

necessary to the chemical changes continually taking place ; other domestic uses
of water, i.e., cleaning, draining, &c.

Hard and soft waters : evaporate a litre of each to dryness and determine
' total solids.' Notice difference in ' feel ' of each, and action of soap upon them.
Compare hardness of two waters by finding the least quantity of a soap solution
which will create a permanent lather with 50 c c. of each water. Boil some of
the hard water and again ascertain how much soap solution is required to pro-
duce a lather. Boil some hard water in a glass vessel aud notice what occurs.
Examine the 'fur' deposited on inside of kettle in which hard water is boiled.

The various ways in which water may become contaminated. Special danger
of shallow wells near agricultural land. Drainage of cesspools and leaky drains
into water-supply. Necessity of periodical cleaning of storage tanks. Pollution
of rivers. If water is muddy it should be filtered through sand. Most dangerous
impurity is organic matter, as this mostly means the presence of germs of disease
(bacteria). If water is thoroughly boiled for fifteen minutes it may be regarded
as safe to drink, but not otherwise unless from a good town supply. Filters,
unless Tery frequently cleaned, are dangerous, as they may collect organiq matter,
and form a convenient feeding ground ior bacteria.

Inflammable gas, originally called ' inflammable air,' is evolved in many cases
when metals such as zinc, iron, and magnesium are acted upon by hydrochloric
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acid (spirits of salt) and sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol) ; 'inQammablo air' burning
in ordinary air forms a liquid which on examination is found to be water,
' Inflammable air ' hence called hydrog^en gas.

Hydrogen gas, passed over hot oxides, e.g., copper oxide or lead oxides,

removes the oxygen forming water and the metal. Steam passed over iron forms
iron oxides and hydrogen gas. Water is hence oxide of hydrogen. Hydrogen
present in all food-materials, and, like carbon, undergoes oxidation in the body to

form water.

The general properties of acids and alkalis ; h3'drochloric, sulphuric, and
nitric acids; sodium carbonate and caustic soda, lime, potash, ammonia.

Acids and alkalis react with each other to form neutral substances called

'salts.' Prepare a sample of common salt by exactly neutralising caustic or

washing soda with hydrochloric acid (spirits of salts); the action of acids and
alkalis on colouring matters (litmus) and on fabrics.

Differences between lime and chalk. The slaking of lime with water. The
lime-kiln. Loss of weight when chalk is converted into lime. Collection of
chalk gas.

Action of acids on lime and chalk. Preparation of 'chalk gas' which is

found to be identical with carbonic acid gas. The weight or volume of ' chalk
gas ' obtained from one gram of chalk, marble, and kettle ' fur

'
; action of carbonic

acid gas on lime-water, and production of artificial temporarily hard water.

Conversion of washing soda into caustic soda ; caustic soda converts insoluble

fat into soluble soap.

Manufacture of soap ; different alkalis and different fata employed. The best

soaps for domestic purposes.

The elements entering into the composition of the body—carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, and oxygen, with small quantities of sulphur, phosphorus, and the metals
calcium, potassium, magnesium, sodium, and iron. These occur chiefly in form ot

(«) water, (b) organic matter, and (c) mineral salts. The products of combustion
of food-material and waste food are excreted ; this loss must be made good in

form of food ; to feed the body properly, without excess of any one type of food,

the diet must be mixed, and contain lean, fat, starch, and sugar.

Revision lesson on food as the fuel of the body and the chief types of food-

stuffs. Lean, fat, and starch are all necessary for all the chief functions of food,

A very simple treatment of the structure and function of the digestive system,
the mouth, stomach, intestines, liver, and pancreas.

The principal changes that foods undergo in the human body ; how the food-

material gets into the blood stream.

Tlie simple physiology of respiration and circulation of the blood ; the heart,

lungs, and circulation of the blood.

Germs of disease (bacteria) ; conditions favourable to germ life ; the useful

work of germs in destroying refuse matter and rendering it available for plant

nutrition. The close relationship of dirt and disease ; the reasons for personal

and domestic cleanliness.

APPENDIX C.

Contracted Scheme of Work for Small Schools where the upper classes

are groiqjed for instruction in this branch. In order that the ground
covered in successive years should not he identical, tv;o 2}a7'allel schemes,

A and B, are suggested to be taught in successive years; the introductory

part of each scheme is the same, but different subject-matter is dealt with
in the latter part of the schemes.

First Year.—Scheme A.

Build up rectangular solids from cubes and deduce the rule for finding the

volume of a rectangular solid or space. The reasons for Felecting the cube as the
unit of volume.
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The graduated cylinder, burette, and pipette; methods of use. Compare
volumes of a water-tioht rectangular box obtained by (a) direct measurement,
{b) by measuring in the graduated vessels the water it will hold.

Measurement of volumes of small solid by displacement of water in the
graduated vessels, or of larger bodies, e.r/., potato, egg, by ' overflow jar.'

The balance—adjustment and use ; weight of cubes of wood, potato, egg, &c.,

to Too gram.
Weight of volumes of water (yO, 40, 50 c.c, &c.), measured from burette and

pipette, leading to the fact that a cubic centimetre of water weighs one gram.
Repeat experiments with hot water.

Weight of known volumes of milk, diluted milk, skimmed milk, cream, beer,

spirits, tea. &c. Leave 100 c.c. of fresh milk to stand in graduated cylinder,

measure number of c.c. of cream. Show that measurements of weight and volume
are used as an indication of quality or adulteration, and that the small amounts
of solid matter in tea, spirits, beer, as indicated by weights of unit volume, imply
small fond-value.

Simple experiments and illustrations to show reality of air. The three states

of matter—solid.s, liquids, and gases. Air, an invisible gas like coal-gas, but
having no smell, is not so easily recognised. Refer to use of bellows and bicycle

pump. Pass air through water and collect it.

Methods by which air may be extracted from a vessel; experiments to show
that air has weight and that hot air is lighter than cold air and will rise above it;

application to natural ventilation ; simple experiments to show that air exerts a
pressure on bodies.

The pressure of the air can hold np long columns of water, but can only sup-
port about thirty inches of mercury; construction and use of barometer ; daily

weather observations.

General nature of changes produced by heat :

—

(a) Rise of temperature or increase in hotness; refer to exceptions when
change of state occurs ; heat energy is then employed into converting
solid into liquid, or liquid into gas, and not in making the substance
hotter.

(b) Changes in appearance, e.g., an iron poker or piece of asbestos heated.
(e) Changes in mechanical properties, e.g., change in hardness, pliability, malle-

ability, when iron is heated.

(d) Changes in substance, e.g., when coal is burnt, metals are heated, limestone
is burnt in lime-kiln, an egtr is boiled: these changes, in which a new
substance is formed, are called chemical changes, as distinct from the
temporary physical changes mentioned above.

Effects of heat upon water. The boiling of water and condensation of steam
;

water vapour an invisible gas present in the air at ordinary temperatures. Cloud,
rain, dew, frost, snow.

Distillation of a fermented liquor and the separation of alcohol from water;
nature of alcohol; its use and abuse. The freezing of water; bursting of pipes.

Evaporation, water vapour; loss of heat during evaporation; evaporation of
perspiration on the skin

;
power of fabrics (especially wool) to absorb and condense

water vapour from the air; weight of a carefully dried roll of flannel on a fine day
and on a wet day. Necessity for thoroughly drying clothes after washing, and
again before use. Dangers of damp clothes and damp beds; 'airing' insuflicient

to dry them properly unless weather is very fine.

Soluble, partially soluble, and insoluble substances ; separation of soluble from
insoluble substances by filtration ; most soluble substances dissolve more readily
in hot than in cold water; distinction between dissolving and melting. Filtration of
dirty water. Water u?ed for drinking purposes should be thoroughly boiled if

there is any reason to suspect impurities.

Simple experiments to show that liquids expand when heated. The thermo-
meter an instrument for measuring hotness or temperature. Illustrations leading
to the distinction between heat energy and temperature.
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Simple experiments to show that air expands when heated, and that therefore

hot air is lighter than cold air; air currents due to difterences in temperature.

Necessity for and means of obtaining a supply of fresh air.

Changes observed when typical foodstufis, e.g., bread, cheese, fat, and lean
meat, are strongly heated until ash remains; the presence of carbon, and the fact

that food is a combustible substance shown.
Determine the amount of moisture in such food-substances as fat and lean

meat, bread, turnip, potato (raw and cooked). Mince the material (5 to 10 grams)
very finely and weigh it in a weighed evaporating basin ; dry it either by placing

the dish on a small saucepan containing boiling water or by placing it in a cool

oven until no further loss of weight occurs.

Heat strongly some food-materials dried as above until only a grey ash
remains ; determine the percentage of ash in the original food. Show that the

value of a food-material depends upon the amount of dry solid nourishment
contained; that most beverages (milk excepted) contain little real nourishment.
Determine the amount of dry solid matter in a cup of milk, a cup of tea, a glass

of beer or whisky.

Second Year.—Scheme B.

Build up rectangular solids from cubes and deduce the rule for finding the
volume of a rectangular solid or space. The reasons for selecting the cube as the
unit of volume.

The graduated cylinder, burette, and pipette; methods of use. Compare volumes
of a water-tight rectangular box obtained by (a) direct measurement, (6) by
measuring in the graduated vessels the water it will hold.

Measurement of volumes of small solids by displacement of water in the
graduated vessels or of larger bodies, e.g., potato, ^^g, by ' overdow ' jar.

The balance—adjustment and use ; weight of cubes of wood, potato, egg, &c.,

to ^l-^ gram.
Weight of volumes of water (30, 40, 50 c.c, &c.) measured from burette and

pipette, leading to the fact that a cubic centimetre of water weighs one gram.
Repeat experiments with hot water.

Weight of known volumes of milk, diluted milk, skimmed milk, cream, beer,
spirits, tea, &c. Leave 100 c.c. of fresh milk to stand in graduated cylinder

;

measure number of c.c. of cream. Show that measurements of weight and volume
are used as an indication of quality or adulteration, and that the small amounts of
solid matter in tea, spirits, beer, as indicated by weights of unit volume, imply
small food-value.

Simple experiments and illustrations to show reality of air. The three states

of matter—solids, liquids, and gases. Air, an invisible gas like coal-gas but
having no smell, is not so easily recognised. Refer to use of bellows and bicycle
pump. Pass air through water and collect it.

Methods by which air may be extracted from a vessel ; experiments to show
that air has weight and that hot air is lighter than cold air and will rise above
it ; application to natural ventilation ; simple experiments to show that air exerts
a pressure on bodies.

Draw air into the lungs through lime-water, and expel it again from the luDg.s

through lime-water. By breathing on a slate show that breathed air is highly
charged with water vapour. Expose dishes of lime, lime-water, and calcium
chloride to the air to show presence of moisture and something that turns lime-
water milky

;
show that a candle will not burn in breathed air. Simple methods

of ventilating a room : doors, windows, chimneys.
Burn a candle in ajar of air; it will burn if a continual stream of fresh air is

admitted ; if not, it goes out : measure the air absorbed during the burning ; what
fraction of the whole is it? The air left after the candle has burnt in it turns
lime-water milky, and will no longer support combustion. Repeat experiment
with a small lamp and phosphorus; examine and measure in each case the inactive
air left after the burning.

Observe carefully the effects of heating fuel—coal, wood, peat—in a tube
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closed at one end, and in the open air. Inflammable gases produced which burn
only when they meet the air. Carbon or charcoal, which will not burn in the

tube, but in the open air, always burns without flame, leaving a small amount of

mineral ash.

Preparation and examination of oxygen. All substances that burn in air burn
more vigorously in oxygen, producing the same products of combustion as when
burnt in air.

Carbon burnt in a slow stream of oxygen gas. Preparation and properties of

carbonic acid gas (oxide of carbon). Air breathed from our lungs contains carbonic

acid gas. Analysis of carbonic acid gas by burning magnesium in the gas.

Nature of acids—corrosive, dissolve metals and many mineral substances

insoluble in water ; the action of acids

—

e.g., vinegar, spirits of salt—upon chalk,

washing-soda, bread-soda. The action of acids on vegetable colouring matters.

Preparation and properties of 'chalk gas' obtained by action of acids on chalk,

marble, soda, &c.

The nature of alkalis—lime, soda, ammonia—their action on colouring matters
and upon acids. E.vacth/ neutralise some acid, eg., spirits of salt, with an alkali,

e.g., soda, and show that the resulting compound is neutral, possessing neither the

properties of acids nor alkalis.

The burning of food in the human body a sort of slow or wet burning, which
maintains the temperature of the body many degrees above that of its surroundings.

Carbon the chief constituent of the body food or fuel, and carbonic acid gas the

principal product of combustion.
The principal functions of the digestive organs treated very simply to show

how food i.s transferred to the blood stream, and so becomes available for nourishing
the whole of the body.

The importance of germs in daily life; germs or bacteria are minute moulds,
which break up complex organic matter into simpler substances ; some kinds are

harmless to man, others if introduced into the blood stream cause diseases, eg.,

measles, typhoid, small-pox ; bacteria thrive best under conditions of darkness,

moisture, warmth, and dirt. Necessity for cleanliness, fresh air, and sunlight.

APPENDIX D.

List of Apparatus for Elementary Science Course.

For a School NOT provided with a special Science Room in which experimental

work can be carried out by all the Pupils simultaneously.

1

Quantity
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Iiist of Ajiparatus for Elementartj Science Course—continued.

Quaiatity
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List of Apparatusfor Elevientary Science Course—continued.

Quantity
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List of Apparatus for Elementary Science Course—continued.

Quantity Description of Apparatus

per box
per box

eacli

Cubes, of five different kinds of wood [3 ebony]
edge 2 cms., and 2 assorted, arranged in
wooden box

Ditto, ditto, edge 4 cms.....
Mahogany tables, for density determinations,

to fix over balance pan. See item 11.

B

^«Z<-.?, boxwood, 12 inches, divided into inches
and tenths and into centimetres and milli-

metres per doz.
Seesaw, boxwood rule, 24 inches long, with

groove at centre, and wooden wedge to
balance it on

Test-tube stands, 12 holes and pegs

.

Burette stand, double clamp and rings for
filter

each
each

each

MISCELLANEOUS.

Asbestos millboards, 6 inches square
Asbestos wool fluff
Balances for a charge up to 250 grammes in

each pan, to turn to 1 milligramme, pro-
tected agate knife-edges, set-screws, and
plumb-line ... ...

Benzoline tamps, blast, with upright chimney
CorM, good assorted, \ inch to 1^ inch .

Plumbago crucible jackets, outside diameter
3 inches, tapering to 2 inches ; height
2\ inches

Measfuring-tapes, 22 yards, in case .

Pipe-clay triangles, 2| inches....
Squared paj)er, 100 squares to a square inch,

size 14 inches by 10 inches....
Squared paper, ruled in square centimetres,

size 14 inches by 10 inches....

Approxi-
mate Price

s. d

3 6
4 G

5^

1 1

llf

4 lOi

each
per lb.
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2. By furnishing information and advice to members of governing
bodies and others as to the regulations and decisions of the Board of

Education and of local education authorities, and as to questions

arising on schemes of the Board for Secondary Schools, and on other

matters.

3. By communicating with the Board of Education, local authorities,

and other bodies in the interests of Secondary Education.

4. By obtaining such alterations in the regulations of the Board and
of local authorities and in schemes for Secondary Schools as may seem
desirable.

5. By Parliamentary action when necessary.

It will be a question for consideration later on whether the work of

the new Association so overlaps that of this Committee as to render the

latter unnecessary. The Committee, however, ask for reappointment.

Curricula of Secondary Schools.—Report of the Committee, consislhuj

of Sir Oliver Lodge (Chairman), Mr. C. M. Stuart {Secretary),

Professor H. E. Armstrong, Mr. G. F. Daniell, Mr. W. D.
Eggar, Professor J. J. Findlay, Dr. H. B. Gray, Professor R. A.

Gregory, Principal Griffiths, Sir AVilliam Huggins, Mr. 0. H.
Latter, Sir Philip Magnus, Professor H. A. Miers, Mr. T. E.

Page, Professor J. Perry, Mr. Hugh Richardson, Professor M. E.

Sadler, and Mr. A. E. Shipley, appointed to consider and advise

as to the Curricula of Secondary Schools ; in the first instance, the

Curricula of Boys' Schools ; and to consider through a Sub-Com-
mittee the Question of the Sequence of St^idies in the Science Section

of the Gurriciilum.

The Committee are indebted to a Sub-Committee for having under-

taken during the year an inquiry into the Sequence of Studies in the

Science Curriculum. The Report presented by this Sub-Committee is

subjoined.

7'he Sequence of Studies in the Science Section of the Curriculum.—
Report of the Sub-Comuiittee, consisting o/" Professor R. A. Gregory
{Chairman), Mr. G. F. Daniell {Secretary), Mr W. D. Eggar,
Mr. O. H. Latter, Mr. Hugh Richardson, and Mr. C. M. Stuart.

An inquiry has been conducted into the actual practice adopted and the
ideal plan of studies advocated by science-masters in selected public

schools of various types, and the Committee thank the science-masters

and inspectors who have helped by full, concise, and clear replies to the
questions sent to them.

The following extract from the circular letter will show the scope of

the inquiry :

—

' The Sub-Committee charged to make inquiries about the best sequence
of scientific studies in boys' secondary schools (which for purposes of this
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inquiry may be taken to mean schools other tlian public elementary or

technical institutions) recognise that the actual order in which science

subjects are taught depends upon a variety of circumstances. Such
are tlie type of school, local conditions, the future career of pupils,

externa] examinations, and the personal preferences and qualifications of

teachers.
' But we suspect that there is a natural order of treatment which is

indicatsd by the mutual interdependence of the subjects, and to an even
more important degree by the brain-development of the pupil. We
anticipate that from the replies of experienced teachers, inspectors, and
examiners we shall obtain trustworthy information on this question.

' It seems of importance to specify the average age of the class in which
the work has been done ; to describe the method of teaching, giving an
indication of the relative importance («) of lectures, tutorial work, labo-

ratory work, and (i) of text-books used by the boys, dictated notes, notes

composed by the boys. For convenience we adopt the terms " subject-

method" and " problem -method" as defined in question 6.'

Questions relating to the Sequence of Studies in the Science Section of
the Curriculum of Boys' Schools.

1. (a) Name and address.

(6) School.

(c) Type of school and approximate leaving age.

2. Give a list of science subjects studied at your school in the order
in which they are taken, bracketing those begun simultaneously, with the
approximate average ages of the classes.

3. Indicate the range of the above work, and add remarks on method.
It may be useful to give the names of text-books used (if any) and the
extent of the books covered. The terms 2)i'oblem-method, tutorial or
lecture and laboratory, will help to indicate the style of teaching. Refer
also to local conditions and personal preference of teacher where these
have determined the choice of subjects.

i. At what stage or age can text-books proper—as distinguished from
laboratory guides—be introduced with success, and be used jointly with
lectures or instead of them ?

5. If free to teach any science subjects in any" order (within limits of

not less than two or more than six hours per week) what order would
you select ? Please insert in brackets after each subject the range of age.
It may be useful to draw arrows to indicate cases in which one subject
leads to another.

6. («) Please state your experience of teaching classes of from twenty
to thirty boys by methods other than the usual ' subject-method,' which
treats mechanics, heat, chemistry, botany, Ac, as different subjects. Give
the extent of your experience and estimate the results obtained.

(6) From your general experience of science-teaching, would you
prefer, in classes of from twenty to thirty boys, to use the 'subject-

method' or the 'problem-method' ? By the latter is understood the treat-

ment of particular problems by utilising the methods of mathematics,
chemistry, geology, or other 'subjects' at will.

7. Add further remarks based on experience.
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Results of Inquiry.

(The Roman numerals correspond witli the numbers of the questions above.)

I. Status of Persons and Institutions sending Replies.—The distribu-

tion of these circulars was purposely limited. Of the schools replying,

twenty-live may be described as secondary schools of the type receiving

grants from the Board of Education, and twenty-two as 'Public Schools.'

Several inspectors sent replies containing criticism of special value.

II. On existing Ciorricula.— There is general agreement among the

curricula reported. We quote reply (2) as typical of schools with leaving

age 15 to 16, and reply (43) as typical of schools with leaving age 18 to 19.

The former we designate Group A and the latter Group B.

School No. 2 (Group A).

Ages 12-13.—Physical Object-lessons—measurements, den-sities, ther-

mometry, centre of gravity, moments.

Ages 13-14.—Calorimetry, Boyle's Law, Triangle of Forces ; Chemistry

of air, water, chalk, carbon.

Ages 14-15.—Expansion, Vapour Density ; Salt, Chlorine, Sulphur.

Ages 15-16.— Ammonia, Oxides of Nitrogen, Metals, Light, Elec-

tricity, Organic Chemistry.

School No. 43 (Group B).

Ages 11-15.—Astronomy, Physiography or Botany.

Ages 14-15.—Practical Mensuration, Elementary Practical Chemistry.

Age 1 5.—Hydrostatics, Heat ; Chemistry of air and M'ater.

Ages 16-19.—Mechanics, Heat, Light, Electricity and Magnetism
;

Inorganic Chemistry ; Elements of Chemical Theory and of Organic

Chemistry.

Owing to the close agreement of the curricula, the following tables

fairly represent the actual sequence of subjects in the majority of

schools :
—

Table A.'

—

Usual science subjects in schools where the leaving age is

sixteen.

Average Age.

Subjects

Nature-study .

Elementary Physical "1

Measurements J

Elementary Heat

Mechanics

Heat and Light

Electricity

Elementary Chemistry

Systematic Chemistry

10 1 11
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Table B.— Usual science subjects in schools lohere the leaviitg age is

eighteen.

Average Age.

Subjects 12 13 14 15 IG

Nature-study ,

Elementary Physical
|

Measurements
J

Elementary Heat

Mechanics

Heat and Light

Electricity

Elementary Chemistry

Systematic Chemistry

Biology .

Sound

17 18

Subject taught by a few schools

„ „ „ majority of schools

„ „ „ nearly all schools

Nature-study appears in a minority of Group A and a majoiity of
Group B, and always prscedes mensuration, kc. Outdoor and observational
studies have made progress since the Nature-study Exhibition of 1902.
The work is practical and seasonal. In many schools boys so inclined
continue in their leisure hours to work in connection with natural history
clubs

; otherwise these studies cease somewhat abruptly at a^e thirteen or
fourteen, and seldom lead to the later study of biology.

Elementary Physical Measurements.—By this title we understand such
a course as that now contained in the earlier parts of most School-laboratory
n>anuals of physics. Such a course is practically universal ; its adoption
is supported by the Head Masters' Association, and recognised by
examining bodies. The age at which this and other subjects aVe studied
is in accordance with the entrance and leaving ages. Boys of fourteen
presumably enter Group B schools without having done the work which
is taken from age twelve to fourteen in Group A. In a few cases the
elementary practical physics is correlated with mathematics ; in many
cases the absence of such correlation is deplored.

Elementary Heat.—This subject is universally taught, and may be
considered a necessary preliminary to or accompaniment of elementary
•chemistry.

Systematic Physics.—The branches are usually taken in the order
mechanics, heat, light, electricity. In a few cases mechanics is dropped
for a time after the conclusion of the mensuration course and begun
again on a higher plane with the aid of mathematical equipment at age
seventeen. In some Group A schools electricity is introduced early as

1908. M M
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othel'wise the majoriiy of boys leave entirely ignorant of a subject the

applications of which will meet them in everyday life. Sound is usually

omitted ; when introduced it appears late, and is perhaps retained for

examination purposes.

Systematic Chemistry^ with few exceptions, is studied for the last two

years.

Biology.—In Group A schools biology only appears as a class-

subject in connection with agriculture. Interesting experiments in

rural education are being made, and botany is prominent in the pro-

gramme ; otherwise the absence of botanical teaching in boys' schools is

markedly in contrast with the practice in schools for girls. In a few

cases lessons in physiology are given at age fifteen-sixteen. As a rule,

biology is taught only to boys intended for the medical profession, and is

a post-matriculation subject.

Physiography, Geography, a?id Geology,—We do not include these

in our tables, as they do not appear to be among the responsibilities

of the scientific staff at present. In a few instances mention is made

of them, and some attempts to synthetise a boy's scientific knowledge

through the medium of geography are discoverable.

The science work of the classical side of higher secondary schools

(Group B) is not suflficiently stated in the replies, the majority of science

masters confining their statement of curriculum to the work done in the

divisions wherein science is an important branch of the instruction.

From statistics presented by Mr. E. E. Thwaites to the Leicester

meeting of Section L in 1907, it appears that in secondary day schools all

boys over twelve take science, and in twenty-nine public schools less than

60 per cent, of the boys take the general science course of four hours a

week. Some of our correspondents state that science on the classical

Bide is very weak ; there is no favourable report in this connection.

III. Replies to Questions 3 and 6 are considered together ; see VI.

IV. On the Use of Text-books.—The reports received are clear and

emphatic that text-books are not used, and ought not to be used, in the

youngest classes. They are equally clear that text-books are used in the

higher classes. At age nearly sixteen, or in Forms V. and VL, or in

the last year before an examination, text-books are usefully introduced.

The reasons given for using text-books are various—for reference, for

preparation, for specialists, for examinees, for revision, for boys who have

been absent. Up to fifteen, success appears to depend on carefully

prepared lessons, followed by a self-reliant attempt to write a jplain,

accurate account of what has been done. Text-books when first intro-

duced are employed to supplement the tutorial work, and only at a

much later stage, depending on the intelligence of the boys, can a book

be employed instead of a lecture

—

i.e., for the acquisition of facts or

apprehension of a course of reasoning. Fairly intelligent boys about

fifteen years old, who have been learning science for two years, can use

text-books for home work, but not as a substitute for lectures. Many
boys appear to have very little power of reading for themselves, but that

is perhaps a reason for encouraging them to try. Text-books seem useful

in physics rather sooner than in chemistry. There is a loss of keenness

on the part of the boys who can find the result of an experiment in the

book before they perform it. The use of laboratory guides seems to

depend on the preference of the teacher rather than on the intelligence of

the bovs, Where clear oral directions are given^ and all the boys are
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doing the same experiment, no text-book is required on the laboratory

bench. On the other hand, if each boy works at his own pace through
a definite course of experiments, some such arrangement is necessary in

order to give assistance. Whether the boys shall all do the same experi-

ment at once or work independently is perhaps determined by other
circumstances. If the apparatus is limited, the class small, the master
not over-busy and helped by a demonstrator, individual teaching is pos-

sible with boys who can make some use of books. On the other hand,
in large classes, with plenty of apparatus but no demonstrator, the master
perhaps relies on very thorough teaching in the lectui-e-room, the class all

do the same practical work, and no text-book is required.

V.— On the Ideal Curricula in the Vieiv of the Correspondents.—The
majority regard the existing curricula as satisfactory, requiring few changes
to realise their ideals. The improvements most frequently desiderated are

(1) the teaching of mensuration and elementary physical measurements as

part of mathematics, (2) inclusion of nature-study where this is not already
done. A few ask for the introduction of more biology and of geology,

the latter as part of geography. In many schools—probably the great
majority—the science master has had a free hand to arrange the curriculum,

subject to the demand that some success in external examinations will be
achieved. Some public school science masters complain that preparatory
schools do not lay any foundation for the science work of the public school.

VI. and III.

—

On Present Methods of Teaching.—-Laboratory work is

universal, and the importance of boy-made notes is frequently mentioned.
In the lai'ger schools a high value is set upon written answers to

questions (a) set before experimental work in order to focus the ideas of

the class upon its purpose, (6) set afterwards in order to test grasp of

principles. The method of instruction is tutorial, supplemented by what
may be described rather as 'lecture-demonstrations' than as 'lectures.'

"Whereas teachers feel satisfied (as a rule) with their choice of studies,

many complain of the influence of external examinations on the inethods

of teaching, particularly as hindering, or actually preventing, the adoption
of heuristic methods. There is so great a variety of opinion with regard
to the value of heuristic methods that we are unable to summarise the
replies with justice. We consider that opinion inclines to the adoption
of the ' problem-method ' in the earlier stages and to the ' subject-

method ' in the more advanced classes. Almost everyone appears to

have tried the heuristic method of teaching, particularly in connection
with the chemical side of problems in the laboratory. In the case of

nature study the problem -method dominates the teaching, and stimulates

boys during the years for which the study is prescribed. With reference
to chemistry and physics we quote several statements received :

—

No. 1.—'The course follows the order of discovery as developed in

my book. ... I tried the problem-method within one subject— chemistry
—for several years. It failed completely ; it was impossible to keep up
with twenty boys individually or to keep them together. The method
was commended by several competent observers who saw isolated lessons,

but although the classes wei'e keen and gave time out of school the result

was chaos of mind and the boys became discouraged.'

No. 8.— ' Ten years of heuristic work. I am more than ever con-
vinced of its value. . . . No work in the curriculum is valued more.'

No. 12.— 'Rigid adherence to subjects is ridiculous in elementary
stages.'

M M 2
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n

j^o 16.—'Heuristic method is excellent where boys are few, young,

ignorant of science, and it is possible to have the " sets " move up the

school together for two years. It breaks down when revising for

examination purposes.'

Nos. 17 and 20.—'Employ "problem " and "subject" methods simul-

taneously ; infuse the first method with the spirit of the second.'

No. 22.— ' For larger classes even I should prefer the problem-

method.'

No. 23.— ' Country schools should base curriculum on rural economy
and agricultural science, all science " subjects " being drawn upon as

required ; but it is very difficult to obtain assistant masters capable of

using the method.'

]S;^o. 24.— ' Problem methods tried vrith success for boys not entering

for examinations. Systematic chemistry is a poor school subject. . . .

Heuristic method takes too long. The standard of scholarship exami-

nations and the rigidity of pass examination methods and subjects are a

curse which prevents one adopting ideal methods.'

No. 25. 'I much prefer the subject method. . . . More interesting

to the student.'

No. 26.— ' Have had nine years' experience of problem-methods and
nine years' previously of subject-methods, and consider that there is no
comparison as to the superiority of the problem

—

i.e., heuristic method. . . .

It gives a better insight into the way in which knowledge is and has been

srained.'

No. 41.— 'Boys are too slipshod in their mode of thought; since it is

my chief concern to teach them to concentrate their minds, I prefer the

subject-method.'

No. 42.— ' Problem method requires smaller classes, better equipment,

more laboratory assistants than most schools can command. . . . Problem
work cannot be properly examined, and home-work is difficult to arrange

;

a very high class of teacher is required.'

No. 4.5.
— 'The subject-method is preferable for comparatively advanced

students, the problem method for beginners.'

An inspector of secondary schools writes :
' It is very rare to find

that the result of the teaching is to lead boys to work on their own
initiative. Even in schools where the heuristic method is most success-

fully taught, it is rare to find boys who can apply the methods learnt in

previous problems to a new question, even of a related kind.'

A head master writes : 'Subject-method prefei-able for public school

boys. Problem -methods only suited to those who are intensely in-

terested. I consider that those who emphasise the heuristic method
have bad little experience in teaching discipline, which is essential to

learning.'

Sir William Iluggins writes :
' It would seem to me, on general

grounds, that in the junior classes the first elements of natural science as

a tvhole, in a broad way (including mechanics, heat, light, chemistry,

electricity, and geology), should be taught by the " subject-method," to

be followed later by the judicious addition of the "problem method " in

the subsequent study of each science.'

Professor H. A. Miers writes :
' I think that for the more advanced

boys it is most desirable that all the science subjects should assist one

another, that problems should be discussed which involve an acquaintance

with more than one science, and that the tendency to divide science up
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into separate subjects ahoUid be left more and more out of sight as ilic

student advances.'

The difficulty of summarising replies of which the above is a selection

is obvious. There appears to be agreement as to the desirability of

emphasising the inter-dependence of chemistry and other subjects

' Physical science is one ;
your teaching must bring this into promi-

nence.'

VII.

—

On Special Difficulties to which reference is made in the replies

under ' Further Remarks'—Several masters complain of the insufficient

mathematical equipment of pupils, and of the need of co-operation

between mathematical and science masters. Promotions are a source

of difficulty owing to their frequency and to the fact that they are

often made with entire disregard of the science work. As a conse-

quence, boys in the same set differ much in their ability and know-

ledge of science. One correspondent protests against the abandon-

ment of qualitative analysis, which in his opinion is of much value,

provided boys are made to think. Another states that Universities do

little to teach methods of teaching science. From the science masters of

a few schools comes the complaint that they are under a classical tradition

of overwhelming power, and that their colleagues disparage science.

We are happy to say that there are other schools where broader views

are found compatible with unsurpassed achievements in the classical

languages.

The injurious influence of external examinations, particularly in the

early part of the course, is a frequent source of complaint. We quote

reply No. 2 in this connection :
' The curse of science work is examina-

tions, especially the compelling of boys to pass in Elementary Science.

Nothing is more deadening than the getting up of chemistry for London
matriculation. When the experiments have been made and understood,

all educational value has been sucked from them ; the boys are capable of

doing higher work, but they must now grind along the weary round of

describing elementary experiments, of learning to recognise that the same
question may be asked in ten different ways, and of devising laborious

experiments to prove something which is perfectly obvious.'

Opinions and Becommendations of the Sub-Committee.

The following conclusions may be drawn from the results of this

inquiry :—

•

(1) The organisation of the studies of chemistry and physics, and
especially their correlation, shows marked improvement, both in secondary

day-schools and in the * sides' of those large public schools in which the

science work is regarded as an important part of the general intellectual

training.

(2) The attention universally given to laboratory practice and to the

development in the boys of the powers of doing and describing deserves

nothing but praise. The considerable degree of freedom given to teachers

has clearly encouraged independent experiment and thoughtful criticism

as regards their work. The resulting variety and elasticity in their

methods is, in our judgment, a good feature which we wish to preserve

As indicated below, we desire to give greater freedom to teachers by
modification of the induence of examinations.

(3) We are in sympathy with the endeavour of the Public School?

Science Masters' Association to overcome the neglect of science n
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preparatory schools. The boys should be made to feel from the first that
the study of science is an essential part of their education. Both in the
preparatory departments of day schools and in preparatory schools some
mensuration should be included as part of the mathematical work.
But an essential part of the preparatory course in science should be
natural history (including some physical geography) and the rudiments of

physics ; the real value of these studies depends upon training in

observation.

(4) No school course can be considered complete without at least two
years' systematic practical work in science. We direct the careful atten-

tion of head masters as well as science masters to the problem of how,
without over-pressure, to make the study of science an intellectually

fruitful and stimulating part of the work in higher secondary schools of

those boys whose special gifts ai'e linguistic or literary.

We think that the value of sound scientific literature of a general
character and of good lectures, well illustrated, for older and intellectual

boys is underrated. Evolution, geology, electricity, optics, sound,
human physiology, and astronomy seem suitable subjects. The feeling

that there has been of late years a loss of popular interest in science

is shared by your Committee, who feel that we must look to the
schools to improve matters. While fully recognising the importance of

quantitative methods, we feel that qualitative work also deserves en-

couragement and respect. We wish to avoid producing the student
described by Professor J. J. Thomson (Section A, Liverpool, 1896) in the
words, 'he commences his career by knowing how to measure or weigh
every physical quantity under the sun, but with little desire or enthusiasm
to have anything to do with them.'

(5) We are struck with the unanimity shown by our correspondents
concerning the influence of external examinations upon the teaching of

science. This influence is found to be harmful. The harm is produced
partly by having to work along the lines of too rigid a syllabus, but
chiefly from the fact that science is intended to teach principles, while the
examination asks for details. A boy may have derived the full benefit
from a course of science lessons without remembering the experiments
therein ; for the examination, however, he has not to repeat these experi-

ments
; he has to memorise them, and to study how to reproduce what

he remembers in the approved examination style. Anything further from
true scientific method could not possibly be conceived.

It has been suggested that the written and practical examination
should be replaced by, or include, an oral examination based upon the
candidates' own work as shown in his note-books, leading on to its

application to other problems, and the plan is worth trying ; it is hoped
that some examining bodies may be induced to make some experiments
in this direction.

Working on the lines of a prescribed syllabus limits the teacher's
initiative and discourages researcli methods. The syllabus in nearly all

cases prescribes too much for the majority of schools, and, therefore, too
much is attempted in the schools. This prevents sufficient attention to

the scientific method of inquiry. There are many branches of science, but
one scientific method. This consists in obtaining facts and ideas by
experiment or observation, classifying and comparing them, and discover-
ing a formula or principle to express them. All the school work in science
should be imbued with the aim of cultivating an appreciation of and
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familiarity with scientific method. Examinations will continue to impede

this aim in so far as the school-work is forced to conform to the examina-

tion rather than vice versa.

(6) We desire a more extended recognition of geography as a science

subject, in association with elementary geology. Rightly taught by means

of exercises both in and out of school, geography is capable of providing

a training in scientific method, of inspiring interest in natural phenomena,

and of co-ordinating work in many branches of science.

(7) We are of opinion that more attention may wisely be given to

the claims of biology in upper forms.

(8) We note with satisfaction that the necessary correlation is observed

as regards chemistry and physics. We find that there is too little correla-

tion of (a) mathematics with physics, (6) chemistry with English com-

position, (c) nature-study with art, (d) physics with workshop instruc-

tion, (e) geography with all other branches, especially meteorology and
nature-study.

The need for more correlation of mathematics and physics implies

the need for more co-operation between teachers of those subjects. We
believe that the classification into mathematical sets might be accepted

by the science masters as the classification for science sets also. It

should be pointed out that much of the work which has been done in the

physical laboratory can advantageously be transferred to the mathematical

classes. Mensuration, including the greater part of the work frequently

described as elementary physical measurements, should be part of the

mathematical teaching. The work in the physical laboratory should, even

at the beginning, be of a truly experimental character.

(9) We are impressed with the need of bringing all science work into

closer touch with everyday experience (see Professor Miers' Address to

the Public Schools Science Masters' Association, January 1908, pub-

lished in an abridged form in the 'School World,' March 1908).

(10) There is a need of inspiring and well-written books on scientific

works and achievements. It is unwise to limit a boy's ideas in science

to the narrow experience he can gain in a laboratory or can hear in a

class-room ; such a course must in many cases lead to distaste for science.

On the other hand, we question the value of the stream of elementary

text-books continually poured forth. What is wanted is a scholarly

literature of science.

(11) There are too few laboratory assistants in secondary schools of all

types ; a most wasteful ' economy.'
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Con'esponding Societies Committee.—Report of tlte Committee, consist-

ing of Mr. W. Whitaker (Chairman), Mr. F. W. Rudler
(Secretary), Rev. J. O. Bevan, Sir Edward Brabrook, Dr. Horace
T. Brown, Dr. J. G. Garson, Principal E. H. Griffiths,

Mr. T. V. Holmes, Mr. J. Hopkinson, Professor R. Meldola,
Dr. H. R. Mill, Mr. C. H. Read, Rev. T. R. R. Stebbtng,
Professor W. W. Watts, and the President and General
Officers. (Drawn %i,jp by the Secretary.)

The resolution on the subject of Photographic Surveys, which was sent

up by the Conference of Delegates to the Committee of Recommendations
at the Leicester meeting, was remitted by the Council to the Corre-

sponding Societies Committee. This resolution deals with three distinct

questions, to each of which the Committee have given their attention.

The first clause of the resolution expresses the desirability of obtaining
' information as to the present state of things in Britain in connection

with photo survey-work.' In order to obtain such information the Com-
mittee prepared a circular, with a schedule of questions, which was sent,

towards the end of last year, to all the T-ocal Societies in correspondence
with the British Association. Replies were received from thirty-eight

societies, and are preserved for future reference in the office of the

Association. These replies give information, in more or less detail, about
survey- woi'k in the counties of Devon, Dorset, Essex, Kent, Shropshire,

Surrey, Sussex, Warwickshire, Worcestershire, and Yorkshire. It appears

from the replies that very little systematic survey-work is imdertaken
directly by the local scientific societies, but in several cases it is carried

on by organisations which are related, more or less closely, to the societies,

and in some instances are their direct offspring. It is to be regretted

that certain surveys, after having been started with enthusiasm, seem to

have lapsed into inactivity.

With regard to the second clause of the resolution, which suggests

that the British Association should ' publish instructions or give advice

for the execution of a scientific photographic survey,' the Committee,
while recognising the desirability of co-ordinating the work which is

being carried on in different localities, do not feel justified in recom-
mending the Council of the Association to undertake the responsibility of

issuing any code of general instructions. The Committee d sire to put
on record the receipt of a resolution passed by the Council of the Photo-
graphic Survey and Record of Surrey, expressing the opinion that ' It is

desirable to federate the various Photographic Surveys in this country for

the greater furtherance of record work.' Much may, no doubt, be said in

favour of federation, but in view of the existence of the National Photo-
graphic Record Society, the Committee hesitate to recommend the

Council of the British Association to take action in the matter.

The third clause of the resolution passed at the Leicester Conference
expresses the desire that steps should be taken ' to found or promote a
photo- record of the town and district in which the British Association

holds its annual meeting.' The Committee are of opinion that it is desirable

there should be such a record ; and, in an interim Report to the Council,

have recommended that the Local Executive Committee of the Association

should be asked eacli year to obtain n collection of photogi-aphs of the
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district visited, and to arrange for the exhibition of the collection durin<^

the meeting. Probably the collection could generally be obtained through
the medium of the local Scientific Societies. The Committee have heard
with much satisfaction that the Council has acted on this recommenda-
tion, and that the Dublin Naturalists' Field Club, at the request of the

Local Executive Committee of the forthcoming meeting of the Associa-

tion, is preparing for exhibition a large collection in illustration of the

natural history and archaeology of the Dublin district. It is hoped that

this example will be followed in the future, and that an exhibition of local

photographs, systematically arranged, will become a permanent feature of

the annual meetings.

The Committee desire to express the deep regret with which they have
learnt of the recent death of Mr. W. Jerome Harrison, who moved the

resolution at the Leicester Conference, and who had initiated the dis-

cussion on photographic survey-work by the paper which he read to the

Delegates at the York Meeting.

The Committee beg leave to recommend that the Selborne Society

and the Lincolnshire Naturalists' Union be placed on the list of AffiUated

Societies, and that the Bradford Scientific Association and the Hawick
Arclijeological Society be added to the roll of Associated Societies.

Several suggestions with regard to subjects suitable for discussion at

the forthcoming Conference of Delegates have been received from the

various Corresponding Societies ; and the Committee, having duly con-

sidered them, have decided to recommend that the following subjects be
brought before the Dublin Conference :

—

'On detailed Natural History Surveys of Restricted Areas, an im-

portant work suitable for Local Societies.' To be introduced by
Professor G. H. Carpenter, B.Sc. (Dublin).

' Sanctuaries for our Native Fauna and Flora.' To be introduced by
Mrs. Mary Hobson (Belfast).

' The Advisableness of Re-stocking Haunts whence Fauna and Flora
have disappeared.' To be introduced by Mr. H. Davey (Brighton).

' On Permanent Records of Natural History or other Observations by
means of the Card Catalogue System.' To be introduced by Mr.
F. A. Bellamy, M.A. (Oxford).

Professor H. A. Miers, F.R.S., who will preside at the Conference in

Dublin, has promised to deliver an introductory address to the Delegates

on ' The Educational Opportunities of Local Scientific Societies.'

The Committee ask to be reappointed, with a grant of 25Z. It may
be explained that the annual grant is expended in binding the Proceedings

of the Corresponding Societies, in printing and postage, and in obtaining

the clerical assistance required for the preparation of the annual Catalogue
of Papers selected from the Corresponding Societies' publications. This

catalogue, which is of much bibliographical value, is prepared by Mr.
H. C. Stewardson, and as the number of Corresponding Societies grows
year by year the labour naturally increases.

The Committee recommend that Mr. W. P. D. Stebbing be nominated
as Secretary, in succession to Mr. Rudler, who has resigned, after having
held the secretaryship of the Committee since 1902.
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Report of the Co7iference of Delegates of Corresponding Societies held
at Dublin, September 3 and 8, 1908.

Chairman . . , Professor II. A. Miers, F.R.S.
Vice-Chairman , . Professor Grenville A. J. Cole.
Secretary . . . . W. P. D. Stebbing.

The following' Corresponding Societies nominated Delegates to represent them
at the Conference. The attendance of Delegates is indicated in the list by the
figures 1 and 2 placed in the margin opposite to the name of the Society, and
referring respectively to the first and second meetings. Where no figure is

shown it will be understood that the Delegate did not attend. The attendances
are taken from the Attendance Book, which each Delegate is expected to sWn on
entering the Meeting-room.

List of Affiliated Societies appointing Delegates.

1 2 Andersonian Naturalists' Society . M. B. Gilmour, F.Z.S.

1 2

1

Ashmolean Natural History Society
| ^ ^_ Bellamy, M.A.

of Oxfordshire J
'

1 Bath Natural History and Antiqua- i

j^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^^
nan Field Club

J

'

1 2 Belfast Natural History and Philo-
1 j^j^^ g^^ .^^^ ^^j^

sophical Society I

•'
'

1 2 Belfast Naturalists' Field Club . . Mrs. Mary Hobson.
2 Berwickshire Naturalists' Club . . G. P. Hughes.

Birmingham and Midland Institute 1 p t Watson
Scientific Society

I
' '

'

^^^ilSScarsSy
''''''''' "''

}
^-f- '' ^^ ^^^"^' ^•^•«-

2 Brighton and Hove Natural History
| jj^^^. p,^^,

and Philosophical Society J
J ' J •

1 Bristol Naturalists' Society , . J. II. Priestley, B.Sc.

1 2 British Mycological Society . . Carleton Roa, B.C.L.

1 Buchan Field Club . . . . J. F. Tocher, B.Sc.

Burton-on-Trent Natural History and
1 ^^^j^^^ ^^ p, ^^

ArchiBological Society
J

'

Canada, Royal Astronomical Society
\ p^^f_ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^ury, M.A.

1 Caradoc and Severn Valley Field Club Prof. W. W. Watts, F.R.S.
Cardiff Naturalists' Society . . Prof. W. S. Boulton, B.Sc.
Chester Society of Natural Science, 1 y .y Loni^bottom F R A S

Literature, and Art j
i

.

w. i^ongbottom, b .K.A.h.

Cornwall Royal Polytechnic Society E. Kitto, F.R.M.S.

1 2 Croydon Natural History and Scien- ] „; whi+atov i? r «
tific Society J

" • ^^"'^aKer, j^ .K.b.

1 2 Dublin Naturalists' Field Club . . G. H. Pethybridge, Ph.D.
Dumfriesshire and Galloway Natural "1 D„„p /-< t? a^^tt t?it ^ nr a

Tj;-t„ 1 A 4.- • c. i ^ rrot. tr. 1*
. bcott-Elliot, M.A.History and Antiquarian Society

|

'

East Kent Scientilic and Natural 1 . o t>„- ^ ht a

Historj' Society |
A. S. Reid, M.A.

Eastbourne Natural History Society . H. Dent Gardner, F.R.G.S.
1 2 Edinburgh Field Naturalists' and \ ,„ p Pnwfnrrl tt r «: i?

Microscopical Society ) " ' ^- ^rawtorcl, J* .R.S.B.

1 2 Edinburgh Geological Society . . R. C. Millar.

1 Essex Field Club" .... Prof. E. G. Coker, M.A.
2 Glasgow Geological Society . . Prof. J. W. Gregory, F.R.S.

1 2 Glasgow Natural History Society . Peter Ewing, F.L.S.
2 Glasgow Royal Philosophical Society Prof. J. W. Gregory, F.R.S.

Halifax Scientific Society . . ". Wm. Simpson, F.G.S.
I Hampshire Field Club and Archseo- "1 „r -n i c q a

logical Society ] ^ •
^^'*^' ^^^-
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1 2 ttertfordsliire Natural History Societvl j^i,,, tr,, i ;„.^« v t sj
, T,. ,j „, ,

•' • John Houkinson, 1 .L.o.
and Field Club J

Holmesdale Natural History Club . Miss Ethel Sargant, F.L.S.

Hull Geological Society . . . J. W. Stather, F.G.S.

1 Hull Scientific and Field Naturalists' 1 rp shcimard F G S

2 Institution of Mining Engineers . J. A. Longden, M.Inst.C.E.

Ireland, Statistical and Social Society
j
^^^ ^^^^^.^ Matheson, LL.D.

Isle of Man Natural History andlj ^0^^ p.Q.g.
Antiquarian Society J

Leeds Geological Association . . A. R. Dwerryhouse, D.Sc.

Leicester Literary and Philosophical
| ^^^^^^ ^^^ M.Inst.C.E.

Society J

Liverpool Biological Society . . J. Pearson, M.Sc.

Liverpool Engineering Society . . T. Duncanson, M.Inst.C.E.

1 Liverpool Geographical Society . . Capt. E. C. Dubois Phillips,

Liverpool Geological Society . . H. C. Beaslcy.

1 2 London : Quekett Microscopical Club C. F. Rousselet.

1 2 London : Selborne Society . . W. M. Webb, F.L.S.

1 Manchester Geographical Society . J. Howard Reed, F.R.G.S.

1 2 Manchester Geological and Mining
| ^y^_ .^^ j^j^^^^.g

Society J

Manchester Microscopical Society . F. W. Hembry, F.R.M.S.

Manchester Statistical Society . . Prof. S. J. Chapman, M.A.

2 Midland Counties Institution of En-
1 j ^ Longden, M.Inst.C.E.

gineers \

a
>

^ ^
^'society^'''^

^""^^^^^^ ^^*"'^''^"'*'']
Frederick Long, L.R.C.P.

North of England Institute of Mining 1 j tt Marr
and Mechanical Engineers J

'

North Staffordshire Field Club . . Sir Thomas Wardle.

"^
stfeTyCd FJIld Club

''^^ ""'^'""^
}
^-by Thompson, F.G.S.

Northumberland, Durham, and New- 1

castle-upon-Tyne Natural History I N. H. Martin, F.L.S.

Society J

Nottingham Naturalists' Society . Prof. J. W. Carr, M.A.
1 Paisley Philosophical Institution . John Woodrow,
1 Perthshire Society of Natural Science Dr. PI. R. Mill, F.R.S.E.

1 2 Kochdale Literary and Scientific
| j_ j^^^j^^^^^^j, ^g^.^

Society J

1 Somersetshire Archreological and
\ j- j r;i„j.i- p l S

Natural History Society J
'

^,

^ ^ ^°SociSef
^°'°'' °"^ ^°^'^'^^°}Rev.R.AshingtonBullen, B.A.

1 2 Southport Literary and Philosophical
j a tj Garstane

Society I ' " '

South Staffordshire and Warwickshire \ t rr Mayy
Institute of Mining Engineers J

' '

'

Tyneside Geographical Society . . Herbert Shaw, B.A.

1 2 Vale of Derwent Naturalists' Field 1 t> g Bas-nall
Club J " '

Warwickshire Naturalists' and Archa;- 1 ttr . , iri ri u
1 • i 1 XT'- 1 1 oi u M'. Andrews, i<.u.^.

ologists Field Club J
'

1 2 Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club . Rev. J. O. Bevan, M.A.
2 Worcestershire Naturalists' Chib , Carleton Rea, B.C.L.

2 Yorkshire Geological Society . . J. G. Robinson.

Yorkshire Naturalists' Union . . T. Sheppard, F.G.S.

Yorkshire Philosophical Society , Dr. Tempest Anderson
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List of Associated Societies appointing Delegates,

1 Bakewell Naturalists' Club . . E. M. Wrencb, M.V.O.
1 2 Balham and District Antiquarian and "1 c- t^j j -d u \ n-n

Natural History Society j
^''^ ^^^^'^ Brabrook, C.B.

1 2 Bournemouth Natural Science Society J. E. Liddiard, F.E.G.S.
1 2 Bradford Natural History and Micro- "1 ,„ -nr . -c^ t o

scop.cal Society [
W. West, F.L.S.

Catford and District Natural History 1 . ^ tr j-

Society j
^- B- Harding.

Dunfermline Naturalists' Society . Henry Beveridge.

^todety''^""'^''
^""^ Microscopical

j
^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^..tchex.

] 2 Grimsby and District Antiquarian and 1 „ r^ m r\r -c t a
Naturalists' Society

J

°'- O" ^- O'^en, F.L.S.

1 2 Hampstead Scientific Society . .CO. Bartrum, B.Sc.
1 Hastings and St. Leonards Natural 1 r^ ,-, oi

History Society }
^^ »• ^kyrme.

Hawick Archaiological Society . . C. J. Wilson.
Ipswich and District Field Club . P. G. H. Boswell.
Leeds Naturalists' Club and Scientific 1 tt i j -nr t^ -r. o

Association |
Harold Wager, F.E.S.

1 2 Lewisham Antiquarian Society . . Sir Edward Brabrook, C.B.

1

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Literary and 1 p „

Philosophical Society ]
^ '^°^- *^- ^' hotter, V .L.h.

Preston Scientific Society . . . Edmund Dickson. F.G.S.
Scarborough Pliilosophical and 1 „ v i. t- ht o

Archffiological Society |
^^'^^'^ ^^^"g' ^Sc-

1 2 School Nature Study Union . . Mrs. White, D.Sc.
Scottish Microscopical Society . . Alexander Kraser, M.A.
Southport Society of Natural Science . D. E. Benson.
South' London Entomological and 1 „ u i a 31 • tt. r^ «
Natural History Society |

^"^e^^* ^'^'^>°- ^^^^^

1 Teign Naturalists' Field Club . .' John S. Amery.
1 Torquay Natural History Society . A. Somervail.
1 2 Watford Camera Club . . . John Hopkinson, F.L.S.

I^ii-st Meeting, September 3.

Tlie Meeting wag presided over ty Professor H. A. Miers, F.R.S., Chairman
of the Conference. The Corresponding Societies Committee was represented by
the Rev. .T. 0. Bevan, Sir Edward Brabrook, Mr. .1. Hopkinson, Dr. H. R. Mill,

Mr. ^\. r. D. Stebbing, and Mr. \V. Whituker, F.R.S.
The Very Rev. Dr. Delany, PriiKipi'l of University College, having wel-

comed the Delegates, the Chairman delivered an address on ' The Educational
Opportunities of Local Scientific Societies.'

Chairman's Address.

The subject which I have chosen for my brief Address is one to which I think
attention may be profitably drawn at the present moment. The opportunities for

scientific education have become so changed during the last few years, and yet at
the same time the gulf between the amateur and the trained scientist has been in
a sense so widened, that the educatiorial position occupied by the Local Societies
deserves to be reconsidered.

It will, I think, be generally granted that the London and other central
societies are becoming more and more the haunt of the professional scientific man,
and I wish to raise the questioi^ whether under these circumstances it may not
be hoped that the Local Societies will accept an increased responsibility for the
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Amateur, for whom it is true they already do so much ? To me, at auy rate, it

appears that this responsibility is also an opportunity. Let us look back for a
moment at their earlier history.

The affiliated and associated societies number some which came into existence
nearly a hundred years afro, and many of them date back to a time when there
was no organisation which attempted to diffuse a taste for science throughout the
country at large. I'hese societies were doing pioneer work, not only by arousing
interest in research, but by creating a general scientific atmosphere, and promoting
ideas which were at that time confined to a very small class. In fact, hefore
the birth of the British Association they were almost the only agencies occupied
in this sort of pioneer work. The British Association itself was initiated by
one of them, and may be regarded as a magnified society of the same character,
changing its habitat from year to year : the importance of the early work which
it effected in popularising and promoting scientific ideas cannot be over-estimated.
For a long time the work of the societies was not supplemented in any very
adequate manner by the publishers or the Press

;
public interest in the general

laws that underlie the processes of Nature was only dawning; the prevailing
attitude of mind was one of indulgent curiosity ; the older generation regarded
science as a curious and entertaining pursuit, but chiefiy fitted to be a pleasino-

f)astime for the young ; there Avas as yet no intellectual thirst for scientific know-
edge sufficient to create a demand for a special literature. T am of course
leaving out of account for the moment the ardent students and the earnest inves-
tigators and teachers who were engaged in laying the foundations of scientific

education and research. For the majority, however, especially those who lived
out of reach of the groat towns and universities, and beyond the personal in-

fluence of the few inspired workers and teachers, there were as yet no hooka
which would enable them to acquire the rudiments of real scientific knowledge at
home or by individual effort. It was not easy oven for those who had a personal
intere.st in some scientific subject to ascertain what progress was being made at

• the great centres of disc()very and research.

It was only at a much later period, after the stimulus had been supplied by
the British Association, and by the Local Societies (whose rapid increase was no
doubt due in a great measure to the influence of the British Association) that a
real thirst for information made itself felt, and created a sufficiently widespread
demand for a new class of scientific literature.

This resulted in the appearance of a number of excellent cheap text-hooks of
elementary science, designed to give a certain amount of sound general knowledo'e
and to stimulate the desire for more, and for a considerable lime these continued
to fulfil precisely the object for which they were intended. If the day of the
shilUng primers, each including a whole science, seems now to have closed, we
must allow that in their time they played a very important part in the history of
science in the British Isles. Written by acknowledged leaders of thought, they
challenged the attention of educated and intelligent people to whom perhaps science
had not meant much before. They were written for and read by those who had
not received any advanced scientific training, and who would not have found else-

where the sort of information that they needed, presented in so instructive a
manner. But by fostering the desire for more accurate and detailed know-
ledge these primers contributed perhaps to their own extinction, for with the in-

crease of special training and the dissemination of expert knowledge they have
been more and more supplanted by the educational text-book used in schools, and
the specialist treatise which is now put into the hands of the advanced student.

In other words, as scientific literature has become more highly organised it has
fallen more and more into the hands of specialists. This is, no doubt, the merest
commonplace to all whom I am addressing ; but the conclusion that I wish to
draw is that from the point of view of the amateur this is to be regretted; for he
can no longer get an adequate insight into the modern advances of science without
either going through a course of special reading in text-books of various grades—
for which he has no time—or attempting to master a treatise which ho can hardly
be expected to understand without a preliminary training of some sort.
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Moreover, it must be rememtered that the Intelligent amateur no longer

necessarily belongs to a class outside scientific circles as he did formerly, but he ia

frequently quite learned in one branch of science though he may be the merest

amateur in another. And yet when he travels outside his own subject he is in danger

of being placed in a position somewhat similar to that of his predecessor, the amateur
of sixty years ago. For him the introductory text-book is too laborious and in a sense

too elementary ; the treatise is too technical and is expressed in a language which he

cannot understand. On the other hand, the magazine or newspaper article he dare

not trust ; it is true that excellent articles upon scientific subjects do from time to

time appear in the popular magazines, but they are rare : moreover the magazine
article comes to-day and is gone to-morrow, and cannot always be secured when
wanted. I do not forget that several good scientific journals exist which appeal

to a wider public than the specialist ;
' Science Progress ' in particular, happily

revived during the last few years, aims at a very high standard of information, and
with conspicuous success. But even here the articles are too often expressed iu

language whicli cannot be understood by the ordinary reader.

So far I have referred only to the condition of scientific liternture in relation

to the amateur. But in this Association and at this conference we are concerned

rather with the spoken than with the written word ; I have only deferred the

consideration of scientific meetings in order to draw a parallel.

For if we turn to Scientidc Societies, is not what I have said about scientific

books still more true about the societies P The greater scientific societies are

becoming every day more highly specialised both in their publications and in

their membership ; there are very few which occupy themselves with more than
one branch of science ; and even those few which profess to cover a wider field

break up into sections, each of which is far too sharply divided from the others.

If it be difficult for the intelligent amateur to extract information from the
scientific text-book or treatise, how much more difficult is it for him to learn any-
thing from the proceedings and meetings of these societies ? If the language of

even the text-books is so thicklj^ beset with technical expressions that it is hard
to imderstand, how much more unintelligible is the specialist jargon of a society

in which it often happens that a paper, though read in a meeting of specialists,

can only be fully followed by two or three of those present ?

Tlea^e understand that I am not protesting against scientific terminology in

itself, Oi' in its right place ; but I do feel that it is discouraging to the earnest
inquirer after knowledge to find himself confronted by books which he cannot
understand, or condemned to attend meetings where the language spoken is a
strange and uncouth tongue which he has no time to acquire.

The result is that our intelligent amateur, whetber he be a scientific man
or no, is placed very much in the position where he was sixty years ago ; and
I believe that now, as then, he may find salvation in the local scientific society,

if it really attempts to meet his wants.
Cannot the Local Societies, in addition to their ordinary work, make a special

eflbrt to satisfy the educational needs of the great many intelligent people who
have not been trained in, or have not had access to, laboratories, museums, and
seientiSc libraries, or whose opportunities have not brouglit them into contact
with field-work and the interests and occupations of naturalists, and who desire

to know more of science, and perhaps to become themselves workers?
It is true that for their working-purposes, especially if they are naturalist or

field clubs, it is advisable for them to break up into sections, one perhaps occupied
with the local fauna, another with the local flora, and so on ; but if only they
could succeed in keeping their members together upon some common ground in
which they are united by a general interest in science, and could offer some educa-
tional help to meoibers to whom science is chiefly a hobby and a relaxation, they
would be doing work which cannot be performed by any other sort of society or
by the publication of any ordinary text-book or treatise. In the present state of
scientific knowledge and specialisation nothing can be more useful than to bring
together persons interested in difterent subjects and to enable them to understand
one another. Very much of the estrangement which now exists between different
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EcienceS, or even between the different branches of the same science, is due to the
exagprated use of technical language where it is not necessary, so that a great deal
of scientific work is aluiost entirely unintelligible to the wurkers in other subjects.
The most useful function, in my opinion, that can be periorined by the Local
Societies, in addition to that of kindling an mterest in local problems and in the
methods by which they are to be studied, is to encourage a habit of expressing
scientific results in simple and intelligible language that will appeal to the whole
society. There are very few scientific ideas or facts which cannot be expressed in
homely language freed from technical nomenclature, and though it is necessary for
purposes of brevity and precision to make use of this nomenclature in the journals
and at the meetings of the more specialised societies, it ought to be wholly un-
necessary to do so in societies which embrace a number of interests, and whose
members are to a considerable extent persons without scientific irainmg. Indeed,
nothing can be better or more useful for the scientific specialist himself than to
attempt to explain his own work in simple language to a ujixed audience; and if

the Local Societies can encourage the specialist to come to them and describe his
own researches in language which all their members can understand tbey will do
him as much good as they do themselves.

It may justly be urged that there are not many persons able to describe
scientific observations or experiments in simple, untechnical language; they are
not trained teachers or lecturers. But surely that is all the more reason why
they should try to do so ; and the Local Society is precisely the place in which the
attempt may with advantage be made. It would perhaps be a different problem
if the communication were a set lecture of the sort given at schools and univer-
sities by professed teachers. For lectures of this kind educational trainino- and
experience are no doubt necessary. Perhaps, indeed, there is already too much of
the set lecture about the meetings of some Local Societies. But when a speaker
is describing something which he has done or seen himself, it ought with a little

practice to be easy to give an account that can be understood by a mixed audience
as well as by those who are engaged in the same work as the speaker. I believe
that the attempt is well worth the making.

The educational opportunities which lie before the local scientific societies can
only be developed by co-operation between the professional and the amateur; let

the professional scientist become less professional and let the amateur become less

of an amateur when they come together at the meetings of such societies. The
difficulties with which they have to contend are twofuld: on the one hand, there
is always the danger lest a paper or a lecture be too special or too technical for
the audience because the professional cannot adapt himself to their need; on the
other hand, there is the danger lest the audience fall into the habit of expecting
too much novelty or entertoinment. Everyone must have seen Idw the utility of
a society is undermined by a single pedantic address, which only causes members
to drop their attendance, or by the reluctance of some members to a' tend unless
they can expect to be amused by lantern-slides or showy expeiiments or witty
talk. And yet where can better material exist for the teaching of science than
among the members of a society who have joined it voluntarily, and in the first

instance because they really wished to learn Y

My suggestion is that the way to interest and to teach such people is through
the description, discussion, and criticism of new research.

An account of some piece of original work actually in course of progress, and
described by the enthusiast who is himself carrying it; on, is far more interesting
and stimulating than any secondhand account in text-books and treatises of the
work that has been done at some previous time by others, and shcjuld not require
any additional embroidery to make it attractive. Anyone who hears a keen
naturalist describe the excitement with which he has watched something
new in the habits of animal or plant must catch the spirit of enthusiasm, and
feel the stir of interest that is the inspiration of all successful teaching and
learning.

Perhaps this sort of living interest has been too exclusively confined to natural
history communications in some of the Local Societies, In reality the same
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excitement and the same interest belong to new observations iu auj and every

branch of science.

In fact, I often feel that the sort of book which is really wanted at the present

day is a simple untechnical account of the living work by the worker himself. No
matter how abstruse or advanced a research may be, there is always something in

it which is of surpassing interest if understood, and this can surely be expressed .

simply and made intelligible without any detailed knowledge of the science in all its

bearings. After all, the methods and results of science can just as well be taught by
examples drawn from the new work which marks the advancing wave of progress

as by what has gone before ; and the new thing is always the most interesting.

I am aware that to many it will seem that popularisation of the newest thing

in science is being overdone at the present time, and that we hear too much of

radio-activity, wireless telegraphy, and the rest. I am suggesting, however, that

not only the brilliant discoveries, which most easily attract the pubhc through the

Press and fire the popular imagination, should be taken up by the Local Societies,

but that the more ordinary work of everyday science, equally necessary and per-

haps equally momentous in its consequences, which is at present buried in the

proceedings of one sort of society, should be made a real and living thing by the

humbler societies of another sort.

I am aware, too, that for educational purposes it is not prudent to introduce

children to the newest and imperfectly understood results of modern science until

the soil has been prepared by the study of the more mature and better considered

work which has gone before ; but for the moment I am pleading the cause not of

school children, but of intelligent amateurs, many of them persons of exceptional

intelligence, some of them persons of considerable scientific attainments and know-
ledge ; before whom both the present achievements of scientific discoverers and
the humbler work that is being done by scientific students, whether professional

or amateur, may well be laid without all the preliminary training that affords

educational exercise to the child at school.

Up to the present, however, I have left out of sight the really great educa-
tional advantage that science possesses over all other subjects, namely this : That
science is not only talk and thought, but action ; that there is always ready to

hand, not only something new to be described or narrated, but something new to

be actually done by both teacher and pupil. Either some natural object or

occurrence to be seen that has never been seen before, or some experiment to be made
that has never been made before. It is this which tires the enthusiasm and stirs the
imagination, and makes scientific research so enthralling ; and the educational work
which the Local Societies can best perform, because they are dealing not with
children but with men and women, is the encouragement and direction of
original research. A good deal is already done by some of them; but on the
whole how little compared with what might be done by some co-operation
between scientific workers and the societies, and some organisation of the societies

themselves. Education requires teaclier and pupil ; it would not be enough in

general that the members of a society should be interested by the address of a
specialist and then be left to their own devices to imitate his work and endeavour
to research for themselves. This would only, in general, lead to discouragement,
if not to disaster. After he has stimulated their interest, they need his guidance
and advice. Let him then address them, with the object not of advertising his

own researches, but of enlisting the services of fellow-workers. I believe that
many a scientific investigator could attract an army of wilhng workers through the
Local Societies if he were given the opportunity of interesting them in his own
researches, of suggesting to them lines of simple investigation which they could
profitably pursue, and ol continuing to guide them by advice and criticism. Some-
thing of the sort is occasionally done in the study of the local fiora and fauna.
That it is not done mere widely and in other branches of science is due to the
prevalent and growing idea that none can take up any original work without the
preliminary of an orthodox scientific training. This I believe to be a great
mistake when the teacher is concerned with intelligent people who are no longer

• children, and who come to him with the desire for work.
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In au dddi'fiis delivered this year to the Public School Science Masters' Associa-

tion, I ventured to illustrate this aspect of education by relating my own experience
with a young Frenchman whose previous training and previous work were in tbo
subjects of philosophy and theology, but who desired to have some personal

acquaintance with scieutidc work. 1 found it possible with him to begin at once
with a definite problem of original scientific research (even in a highly specialised

branch of science), and to make that the introduction to the general principles of

the science which he was studying : beginning with the practical experiments and
observations, and working back to their interpretation. In a very short time he
was able to publish important results. This is only one of several instances that

I might quote from !ny own experience, but it is the most convincing. The interest

and enthusiasm inspired by the feeling that one is making new observations, or in

however humble a Avay working towards a discovery, is quite enough to inspire a
longing to understand the general bearing of the work upon which one is engaged.
This method would be impossible with a beginner of untrained mind ; but it is

easy with a mature student who is a beginner only in the sense that he is not
a specialist. Far too much time is often spent in preparation which leads to no
performance ; and much harm is done by discouraging willing learner.s, because
they have not been prepared in the orthodox manner. This is the reason why
1 see the opportunity for the Local Societies to take up the scientific education of
unprepared but mature minds ; firstly, by inviting the trained and experienced
workers to make known to them, through the medium of untechnical language,
the beauty and interest of scientitic work in the course of its progress, and of

scientific discovery in the making ; and, secondly, by providing them with fol-

lowers who will continue to prosecute under their guidance original observation,

and even experimental research.

Everyone knows the success which has attended the University Extension
movements, and how an inspiring lecturer has often sown the seed which has
produced in literature, art, or science a rich harvest of sincere students.

Let the Local Societies initiate a new Science Extension movement, in which
they contribute from their members the willing workers who are ready to act

under the guidance and inspiration of those who have had the advantage of special

training and experience. Let them attract new members with this object. There
are so many persons anxious and able to do something in the way of scientific

work who only want the sympathy and guidance of a leader more experienced
than themselves ; such leaders may not infrequently have to be .sought among the
teachers or researchers outside the society.

In this way, and by some such co-operation, will the professional cease to be
a professional, and the amateur cea«e to be an amateur, when they meet upon
common ground in the local scientific society.

Surely onything that tends to break down the barrier between the professional

scientist and the amateur, between expert and layman, is for the good of scientific

progress. That the one should ever be actually discouraged by the other seems
almost incredible ; and yet one has to make the humiliating confession that this

happens again and again.

in this connection I would beg you to read the most fascinating and illuminating
address delivered to one of our societies, the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union, by
Mr. Lamplugh, when he was its President in 1906—an address which protested
forcibly against the unhealthy distinction between amateur and professional, and
put forward a plea for the need of the amateur spirit in scientific work.

If I have succeeded in this Address in making a practical suggestion that
embodies the spirit of his appeal, I may hope in some measure to repay the debt that
I owe to one who has always inspired me Avith the example of true and undivided
allegiance to the call of pure science.

It may well be that my views are visionary, and that those who know better
than myself the constitution and the work of the Local Societies will pronounce
the co-operation which I have suggested to be impracticable. Yet when I
remember how many persons I have met in my own limited experience who wjre
burning with the desire to do something in the wav of scientific work, and only

1908,

'

^N
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wanted encouragement and guidance, I feel sure tbat tbey are to be numbered tv
thousands. It is not enough to tell such people what they have to learn and bid

them go away and learn it, or when they ask for work to give them words.
Have we not in the Local Societies the agency which can get at these people

and organise them as workers ? If not, where is such an agency to be found ?

I think it a duty incumbent upon those of us who have had the opportunities,

and have tasted the rare delight of scientific research, to lend a helping hand to

those who desire to share both its toil and its treasure, but have not been able to

reach these by the well-recognised path that we have ourselves pursued.

Mr. "William Gray (Belfast), in proposing that the thanks of the Delegates

be given to the Chairman for his very excellent address, said that he bad bad
the advantage of hearing many important addresses to the Conference, but he

had never heard one more appropriate and practical, appropriate because it so

clearly defined the proper relation between the work of the Local Societies

and the British Association. He said that he could not refer in detail to its

practical side, but hoped that he might be permitted to draw attention to one of

its suggestions to those wlio address their fellows—viz.. to avoid the display of

technical text-book terms and try to convey the results of one's investiga-

tions in sucli language as would be understood by one's fellow-members and
friends.

The Rev. R. Ashington BuUen (S.E. Union), in seconding the vote of thanks,

said that he trusted that the wise and weighty words of the Chairman would be

read and acted upon by the Local Societies. He thought that the Chairman's
valuable paper should be read in conjunction with the admirable address of Dr. A.
!:^mith "Woodward to the Delegates in 1905.

Professor Miers asked tlic meeting to pass a hearty vote of thanks to

3Ir. Rudler for his work as Secretary of tlie Conference since 1902, and also to

Dr. Delany for permitting the meetings of the Conference to be held at University

College. These were passed with acclamation.

Mr. "William Dale (Hants Field Club and Archji^ological Society), in speaking

of Professor Miers' address, said he thouglit it pointed to the necessity of Local
Societies meeting in the winter as well as the summer. The one with which
lie was connected met only in the summer, and this was probably the case

with many others represented at this meeting. It was only at a winter meeting
that a professional scientist could impart information in the way suggested by
the Chairman.

The Very ReA% Dr. Delany (University College, Dublin), having thanked the

meeting for the vote which they had just passed, said that with the spread of

education he thought those societies were most useful which took up subjects

relating to man. In instancing the danger of using technical scientific terms,

of which so many did not understand tbe use, he suggested that they should

not be used at ail. In speaking about the address from the educational point

of view, he mentioned, as an instance of what could be done with small means,

the work done by the Professor of Botany at the College in laying out and
planting a small area at the back of their buildings with hundreds of plants,

and so forming an invaluable series for investigation by the students.

Mr. .1. Hopkinson (Hertfordshire Natural History Society and Field Club)
said that he thought the Hants Field Club was almost if not quite alone in not

holding winter meetings. It would be very advantageous to the members of

Local Societies if they could get original workers on various subjects to bring

their investigations before such evening meetings, disclosing their methods and
stating the results at which they aimed.

Sir Edward Brabrook (Balham and District Antiquarian and Natural History

Society), who rose to speak on a matter concerning the harmonious working of

the British Association and Local Societies, proposed the following motion :

' That the Conference desires to represent to the Committee of Recommendationfl
that whenever a Committee of the British Association enters upon a local

investigation notice should be given tn any Local Scientific or Arcbreological
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Society, so as to enable that Society to offer any co-operation that may be

desirable.' This proposal having been seconded by the Rer. J. 0. Bevaa
(Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club), was carried nnanimously.

Mr. Whitaker (Croydon Natural History and Scientific Society), who
mentioned that they were not i-epresented on the Committee of Recommendations
as a matter of course, then proposed that the Chairman of the Conference should

be ex officio on the Committee of Recommendations. This having been seconded

by Sir Edward Brabrook, was duly carried.

Mrs. Mary Hobson (Belfast Naturalists' Field Club) then introduced the

following subject :

—

Sanctuaries for our Native Flora and Fauna,

The present moment seems most opportune to introduce the subject before us,

for here in Ireland, where the farms are being purchased from the landlords by

the tenants, many spots of value to science, of general interest and beauty, are

perhaps in danger of disappearing at the hands of the careless or the over-thrifty.

Hitherto the owners of the soil have of intent, or from a lack of interest,

been the preservers, and superstition on the part of the country people is

responsible for the preservation of many prehistoric remains.

In Ireland the demesnes are to be retained in most cases by the landlords,

and it is to the landlords largely we must look for help.

In England only too many demesnes are kept so absolutely ' tidy ' that wild

life has few spots to call its own ; therefore it is suggested that field clubs and

other kindred societies should first consider the most likely spots suitable for

sanctuaries—say, one in each county or area—and then send a deputation of their

members to the owners, asking them to fence them in and guard them from the

ravages of intruders, the cost of which would be almost nit.

It has been suggested that it might be possible for county councils to set aside

waste land, but in Ireland their powers are clearly defined and are limited to

ancient monuments ; and I am told that rates are levied by the county councils

on practically all land, and that in this sense there is no waste ground.

The Irish Land Act, 1903, sect. 14, says

—

' (1) When any land which is vested under the Land Purchase Acts in a

purchaser contains any ancient monument, which in the opinion of the Land
Commissioners is a matter of public interest, by reason of the historic, traditional,

or artistic interest attaching thereto, they may, with the consent of the Commis-
sioners of Public Works in Ireland, by order declare that the property in the

monument shall not pass to the purchaser, and may make an order vesting the

monument in those Commissioners.'

It would be useless to ask the Government to help in Ireland, for so much
money is wanted urgently for land for relieving congestion, i'orestry, &c.

Perhaps the English county councils may have greater powers than the

councils here. There are certainly common lands in England which might in

some cases be available. I advocate the establishment of sanctuaries without

knowing all the possibilities of creating them ; knowledge of that kind varies

with each district.

Some sanctuaries already exist in this country. Lambay Island has been

absolutely protected by the Hon. Cecil Baring. At Glencar, co. Sligo, is a

natural sanctuary, not in the demesne, owned by the Wynne family. At
Kuocknarae Glen, in the same county, the hart's-tongue ferns e.vtend for a quarter

of a mile; they have the longest fronds in Britain, and measure up to a yard

in length. Lord Clonbrock, at Clonbrock Forest, East Galway, has a sanctuary

now carefully preserved, and the only one undisturbed since Elizabethan times.

I do not advocate the preserving of sanctuaries for the shutting out of the
' man in the street,' and admitting solely the man who fondly imagines himself

a scientist, because he is making a collection of birds' eggs, plants, &c.

What as scientific societies we should be strenuous about is the collecting of

knowledge rather than specimens, In the case of birds the excuse is always
t for identification.'

N K 2
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( In these days of books and accurate descriptions and faithful illustrations

other pursuits can be studied without having actual specimens ; for instance, it

is possible for any real student to study the Maoris, or certain tribes in Central

Africa, without requiring their mummies in the house. In the same way a man
can study the heavenly bodies, the Pyramids, the Pacific tides, without inverting

a well-known line, ' hitching a star to your chariot.'

Pick up a journal devoted to such subjects, and j'ou will there read censure

of the professional bird-catcher, who makes a living out of his pursuit, and the

woman who has the wings of Avild, and sometimes rare, birds in her hat. I

have not one word to say in defence of either; but what I do object to is the so-

called scientific person who is not only collecting but advertising every rare

bird. To me it seems absurd for one class to cast stones at the other ; if anything

the latter is the worse, for because he loves birds he must kill ; he also some-

times shoots, wounds, but cannot get the bird, and it is left to die a painful

death.

Take the case of Pallas' Sand Grouse ; that bird has come before now from

its home in Tavtary, and been shot. Now attention is being called to its re-

appearance, and only the so-called scientific man will recognise it and appro-

priate it.

The following I copy from one of our local papers for August 8 :

—

' At a recent meeting of the British Ornithologists' Club there was exhibited

a species of bunting new to Britain. It was shot on Komney Marsh on March 26

of the present year, and is the species known as the Large-billed Reed Bunting
{Embenza lyyrrhuloides palustiis). It is a common species in Southern Spain

and Italy. The usual fate of such stragglers is to be shot by enthusiastic

ornithologists, which seems a pity, as otherwise they might possibly stay and

breed. And it is probable that it is sometimes by such Avanderers that the range

of a species is extended.'

Have we made up our minds that we want no new birds added to our lists ?

Are we determined that a bird like this shall not breed on our shores ? Is the

method now pursued an advantage to .science '^ Let us be frank and answer,
' No.' If we could even preserve the rarer migrants from slaughter we would
still have the egg collector, who is quite as destructive as the man with the gun.

For myself, while admiring the art of the taxidermist, I get no pleasure from a

glass case of stufl'ed birds; one is told that such find their way eventually to

museums. I venture to say that our curators often resent such methods of

dumping indifl'erent property, which occupies much wanted space.

Museums are the only places justified in having collections of once living

things, and at the present rate of activity a time will come when they will be

stocked with only what is necessary for the pursuit of knowledge.

In the matter of our native birds it is bird-u-ntc/iinff that is of value.

Complaints are heard of hedgerows in the vicinity of our cities being denuded

of our common ferns, but the genuine botanist, who meanwhile is scouring the

country for the rarer sorts, is the first to cry out against the poor town-dweller

who has no scrap of garden and few opportunities of seeing the country.

Further, what about those Societies which give a list of every rare plant, i&c,

on the programme of an excursion, and sometimes ofler a prize for the largest

collection of wild flowers gathered ^ It is said that no roots are taken, or

rai-ely; but even so, the more precious the find the greater the loss of the

seed.

Let us, if we have any love for science and the life about us, go back to our

respective societies and do some little thing to stay the vast destruction going

on around.

Mr. Wilfrid Mark Webb (Selborne Society) alluded to the nineteen acres of

woodland near London preserved by the Brent Valley and Eichraond branch

of the Selborne Society as a bird sanctuary. He also expressed his opinion as to

the value and necessity of collections, but only when used for truly scientific

purposes.
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Mr. William (ji-ay (Belfast Naturalists' Field Club) said that Mrs. Hobsou
omitted to say that the motto of their club was ' Protection, not Obstruction,'

and that recently it gave a good example of this. For a number of years a pair

of birds, strangers to Ireland, had attempted to breed in the north, but were
prevented by a local collector, who had removed the eggs year by year. This past
summer the President of the Club had collected funds to be paid conditionally
on the successful hatching of the eggs. The result was that the young birds were
brought oft" and allowed to escape without being molested.

Mr. John Hopkinson (Hertfordshire Natural History Society and Field Glub)
spoke as to the intelligent use by a member of his Society of the field-glass and
camera for the observation of rare birds in their breeding haunts, stating that he
had been careful not to divulge the sites. He read a letter which he had received
that morning, written on the suggestion of an Assistant at Kew Gardens, asking
for a number of roots of a rare local plant for medicinal purposes. His Society
had a stringent rule against rare plants being uprooted and rare birds and other
animals being killed, and this request would not be granted.

The Eev. Ashington Biillen (S.E. Union of Scientific Societies) congra-
tulated Mrs. Hobson on her paper, and emphasised the need of educating public
opinion to protect rather than wantonly to destroy rare species. He instanced
the destruction of the hoopoe, of which one spring a pair was shot in the New
Forest and another (by a friend, who noticed it as a strange bird) in Lincoln-
shire. Somewhere about thirty years ago one collector took over nine hundred
Lulworth skippers in the limited habitat in which it is found : probably the species

is on the verge of extinction by this time. Such insatiate greed was worthy of
the strongest condemnation. About a quarter of a century ago (1880) the
Cornish chough was to be seen on St. Alban's (Aldhelm's) Head, in Dorset. He
liad heard the jackdaw credited with the disappearance of this species : it was
more probable that the charge should be laid at the door of the birds'-nester or
sportsman. He believed that the chough was nowhere to be found on the
South Coast nearer than Cornwall, and it was diminishing even there.

Mr. Harold Wager (Leeds Naturalists' Club and Scientific Association) ex-
pressed the opinion that the collection of specimens for purposes of solving
definite scientific problems or for museum collections was no doubt necessary,
but that a sound knowledge of natural history, whether of animals or plants,

could be obtained without the indiscriminate and thoughtless collecting so often
indulged in. Local Societies could do much to prev^ent this by encouraging a
more scientific attitude towards collecting and by insisting upon the fact that
the study of the habits and life histories of the living organism in the field and
not the accumulation of dead specimens is the work of the true naturalist.

Mrs. Hobson, in responding, said it was the needless collecting that ought to

be checked. Referring to Mr. Gray's remarks, she said that the bird mentioned
was the Red-throated Diver, which had laid its eggs for more than twenty years
in Donegal, only to be taken and sold to collectors ; but, thanks partly to the
Belfast Naturalists' Field Club, a sum of money had been spent in watching, and
for once the eggs had been saved from destruction.

The Report of the Corresponding Societies Committee was distributed by the
Secretary, and it was decided to apply for a grant of 2ol.

Second Meeting, September 8.

The Meeting was presided over by Professor Grenville A. .T. Cole, \'ice-

Chairman.
The Corresponding Societies Committee was represented by the Rev. J. O.

Bevan, Sir Edward Brabrook, Mr. J. Hopkinson, Mr. W. P. 1). Stebbing, and
Mr. W. Whitaker.

The Vice-Chairman apologised for the absence of Professor Miers (who was
nnable, to his great regret, to be present), and in his name welcomed the dele-
gates to the second session.
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Professor G. il. Carpenter introduced the following subject :—

•

On Detailed Natural History Surveys of Restricted Areas, an importayit

work suitablefor Local Societies.

He spoke of the advantages to be derived from a survey of the flora and fauna

of restricted areas. He described the researches lately carried out in Larabay, a

small island off the coast of co. Dublin, described in the ' Irish Naturalist ' for

January and February 1907. Five animals new to science and twelve additions

to the Britannic fauna are among the results of this survey, which threw much
light on the immigrations of animals and plants on the east coast of Ireland. At
present the North Bull, a grass-covered sandbank in Dublin Bay, known to be

less than a century old is being explored in the same way by the Dublin
Naturalists' Field Club. It is hoped that this work will enable the course and
order of immigration into new areas to be traced. Next year a survey of Clare

Island, oft' tlie coast of co. Mayo, is to be begun. He urged the importance of

the study of such restricted areas in other districts, as likely to help in the

solution of geographical problems.

With regard to his use of the word ' Britannic,' he suggested that it should

be used when referring to work relating both to Great Britain and to Ireland, the

word British being used Avhen speaking only of the former.

Dr. G. H. Pethybridge (President Dublin Naturalists' Field Club) desired to

call attention to the exhibition of photographs illustrating local Natural History

and Archreology, which that Club had organised for the benefit of members of the

British Association visiting Dublin. Included in the collection were several

photogi'aphs illustrating some of the points referred to by Professor Carpenter in

his remarks on the natural history survey of Lambay Island and of the North Bull.

Mr. It. C. Millar (Edinburgh Geological Society) said that in Edinburgh, on
the suggestion of Sir John Murray, the Scottish Natural History Society has made
arrangements for obtaining, classifying, and keeping up to date a systematic

record of information acquired and observations made regarding the physical

features, flora and fauna, of the Forth Valley. Field's Catalogue is subscribed

for, and the Society stores the cards containing the information and observations

in a card cabinet, Dewey's Decimal Tables being used as a convenient index for

arranging them.

Mr. F. A. Bellamy (Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire)

mentioned the great interest obtained from the study of the flora and fauna of an
area which he was investigating.

Mr. Frederick Long (Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society) called atten-

tion to the fact that a few years ago Mr. Robert Gurney established a small

laboratory on Sutton Broad, in Norfolk, for the use of anyone wishing to prosecute

research work. Mr. Balfour Browne worked there for some time, chiefly on the

Mollusca of the Broads. A lady at the present time is working at the flora of

the district. Board and lodging are provided at the laboratory for 30«. a week.
While staying there Mr. Browne made a map of the district, marked out in

squares for convenience in noting localities.

Professor Carpenter, in reply, spoke as to Avhat it was proposed to do in the

investigation of Clare Island.

Mr. Henry Davey (Brighton and Hove Natural History and Philosophical

Society) brought forward his paper

—

TJip Advisability of Re-stocking Haunts whence Fauna and Flora

Jiave Disajypeared.

This paper having been printed in the ' Brighton and Hove N. H. and Phil.

Soc.'s Ann. Report for 1908,' pp. 28-31, a short abstract only is now given.

The author, having shown that the problem is less simple than appears and
that the larger Mammalia are most in danger of extinction, while the more
beautiful and rare birds also require protection, turns to the Lepidoptera for a
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detailed exposition of Lis views. Here he makes it clear tbat, Lc'Sides man s

attacks, various actions of Nature are involved in the uncertainty of the occur-

rence of various species, and that while for some inexplicable reason a species

will disappear for years, it suddenly will reappear in great abundance. He deals

especiallv with the Large Copper, the Clouded Yellow, the Pale Clouded lellow,

and the'Large Blue butterflies. He shows that the profusion or rarity of these

species is greatly influenced by natural causes, and, speaking of the Large Blue

and Mr. Frohawk's discoveries in 1903 in Cornwall, points out that the life-

history of many insects is still only partly known. Nevertheless, he advocates

the re-stocking and protection of rare animals and plants. The task, however,

should be undertaken in a scientific spirit, and allowance made for a certain

proportion of failures.

Professor Carpenter (Dublin) said that the main point to remember in any

scheme of preservation or introduction of rare forms was that those species which

tended to become extinct were usually of commercial value.

Mr. W. P. D. Stebbing mentioned how very often valuable work could be

done in the distribution of beautiful plants and insects when they were becoming

scarce through increasing cultivation of some of their areas. He particularly

instanced what had been done this last season by Mr. Henry Preston (Lincoln-

shire Naturalists' Union) in collecting the caterpillars of the Peacock butterfly,

which was becoming scarce in his part of tlie county through the ruthless

destruction of nettles, in keeping them through the larval and chrysalis states

till they emerged as perfect insects, and then setting them free in areas less likely

to be disturbed.

Mr. Davey in his replv said that he thought when desirable Continental

species would thrive in this country they should be introduced in spite of

Professor Cole's objection that it would nullify much of the work on the distri-

bution of the species. As an example of the recent destruction of interesting

forms ho mentioned a case where pheasants were lately introduced into woods

where they had never been preserved before., and the consequent loss in a short

time of much of the district's more valuable fauna and flora.

The Rev. J. 0. Bevan (Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club), after a short dis-

cussion, brought forward the following resolution: 'That this Conference of

Delegates of Corresponding Societies aflirms the desirability of bringing under

the notice of Local Societies the necessity for preserving the fauna and flora of

their respective districts as against wanton destruction or careless and needless

collecting.'

Mrs. Hobson (Belfast Naturalists' Field Club), in seconding the proposal,

reiterated the uselessness of the ordinary collection of stuffed birds and such

things. The only way to prevent this kind of destruction was to influence public

opinion.

The resolution was carried unanimously.

Mr. F. A, Bellamy (Ashmolean Natural History Society of Oxfordshire), who
exhibited his method for the permanent recording of Natural History or other

observations by means of the Card Catalogue System, spoke as to the great value

to workers of such a catalogue, but said that care was needed in outlining such

a scheme that it would retain its usefulness whatever the size. In a paper

which he bad had printed, and which was distributed to the members, he

analysed the aims and methods of natural history societies, and the large

amount of time spent with very little result. He then gave a summary of the

progress and the future scheme of worlc arranged for his society, and finally

submitted estimates of the initial cost of the tray, cover, and cards as exhibited,

and tliP general arrangement of the MoUusca Card Catalogue,
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Catalogue of the more important Papers, especiallij those referring to

Local Scientific Investigations, published by the Gorresponiing

Societies during the year ending May 31, 1908.

*,* This Catalogue contains only the titles of papers published in the volumes or
parts of the publications of the Corresponding- Societies sent to the Secretary of

the Committee in accordance with Eule 2.

Section A.—Mathematical and Physical Science.

Andson, Rev. W. The Weather of 1905. 'Trans. Dumfriesshire and Gallosvay
N. H. A. Soc' XVIII. 97-102. 1907.

The Weather of 1900. ' Trans. Dumfriesshire and Galloway N. H. A. Soc.
XIX. 69-76. 1908.

Bakb, J. Miller. The Orbits and * Velocity Curves ' of Spectroscopic Binaries.'
' Journal Koy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,' ii. 70-81. 1908.

Beattie, Dr. J. 0. On some Physical Problems in South Africa. (Annual
Address.) ' Proc. S. African Phil. Soc' xvi. i.-viii. 1907.

Blythswood, Lord, and W. A. Scoble. Recent Work on X-Ray Measurement.
' Proc. Glasgow R. Phil. Soc' xxxviii. 186-197. 1907.

Brown, A. Examination of the Validity of an Approximate Solution of a
certain Velocity Equation. 'Trans. S. African Phil. Soc' xvi. 459-464.
1907.

Brown, M. Walton. Barometer, Thermometer, &c., Readings for the Year 1905.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xxxi. 745-754. 1907.

Campbell-Bayard, F. Meteorological Report for 1906. ' Trans. Croydon N. II.

Sci. Soc. 1906-1907,' 167-179, and Appendices, 64 pp. 1907.
Caradoc and Severn Valley Field Club. Meteorological Notes. ' Record of

Bare Facts,' No. 17, 40-55. 1908.

Chant, Dr. C. A. Work at the Lick Observatory and Improvements in its

Equipment. ' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,' i. 240-26.3. 1907.
Progress in Astronomy and Astrophysics during 1907. (Presidential

Address.) ' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,' ii. 1-14. 1908.
Clakke, J. E. The Windrush at Biggin. ' Report Yorkshire Phil. Soc. for

1906,' 77-80. 1907.

Claxton, T. F. Note on the Connection between the Rainfall at Durban and
Mauritius. ' Trans. S. African Phil. Soc' xvi. 437-442. 1907.

Cor.BsiAN, VV. PI. (Manchester Geo!. Min, Soc.) The Cook Calorimetric Bomb.
'Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xxxiii. 283-288. 1907.

Cornish, Dr. Vaughan. On Surface Waves produced by Sledges. 'Proc.
Dorset N. H. A. F. C xxviii. 149-158. 1007.

Ckaw, J. H. Account of Monthly Rainfall in the County of Berwick, 1905.
' History Berwickshire Nat. Club,' xix. 369. 1907.
Note of Rainfall and Temperature, West Foulden, 1905. ' History Berwick-

shire Nat. Club,' XIX. 370. 1907.

Cbesswell, Alfred. Records of Meteorological Observations taken at the
Observatory, Edgbaston, 1907. 'Birm. and Mid. Inst. Sci. Soc' 26 pp.
1908.

Dawson, W. Bell. Variation in the Leading Features of the Tide in different
Regions. ' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,' i. 213-227. 1907.

EspiN, T. E. Notes on some Double Stars. ' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,'
I. 186-187. 1907.

Notes on Double Stars. 'Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,' i. 333-830.
1907.

Farbington, T. E. Clouds and their Evolution. ' Report Belfast Nat. F. C
V, 503-504. 1907.
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Fox, W. Lloyd, and Edward Kitto. Meteorological and Magnetical Tables

and Keports for the Year 1906, and Tables of Sea Temperature. ' Trans,

Cornwall Poly. See. 1906.' Appendix, 21 pp. 1907.

Falmouth Observatory : Meteorological and Magnetical Tables and Reports

for the Year 1907, and Tables of Sea Temperature. ' Report R. Cornwall

Poly. Soc. 1907.' Appendix, 28 pp. 1908.

Gibson, Charles R. A Demonstration of Vibrating Plates and Bars. ' Proc.

Glasgow R. Phil. Soc' xxxviii. 97-101. 1907.

Gray, Prof. Andrew. The Limiting Speed of Vehicles moving on Curves,

and the Effect of the Gyrostatic Action of the Wheels on Stability. ' Proc.

Glasgow R. Phil. Soc' xxxviii. 102-107. 1907.

IUrper, W. E. The Spectroscopic Binary o Draconis. 'Journal Roy. Astr.

S :c. of Canada,' i. 237-245. 1907.

Preliminary Orbit of 6 Aquilse. ' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,'

1. 357-3.59. '1907.

IIeywood, H. Meteorological Observations in the Society's District, 1905.
' Trans. Cardiff Nat. Soc' xxxix. 1-16. 1907.

IIorKiNSON, John. Hertfordshire Earthqualces. 'Trans. Herts N. H. Soc'

XIII. 141-172. 1908.

The Weather of the Year 1906 in Hertfordshire. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc'

xiii. 221-240. 1908.

Isle of Man Natural History and Antiquarian Society. Report of the.

Meteorological Section, 1906. ' Proc. Isle of Man N. H. A. Soc' i. 97-98.

1907.

Kavanagh, Rev. I. J. Stonyhurst College Observatory, Lancashire, England.
' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,' i. 291-296. 1907.

The Variability of Light in Mira Ceti and en the Temperature of Sun-spots.
' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,' ii. 32-33. 1908.

King, W. F. "Audibility of the Aurora. ' Journ. Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,'

I. 193-194. 1907.

The Theory of Least Squares. ' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc of Canada,' i. 347-

.356. 1907 ; ii. 15-26. 1908.

KiRsCHMANN, AUGUST. Trausmutatiou of the Elements and the Interior of the

Earth. ' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,' i. 337-346. 1907.

Klotz, Otto. Earthquakes and the Interior of the Earth. ' Journal Rov. Astr.

Soc. of Canada,' ii. 51-69. 1908.

Knott, Prof. C. G. Recent Progress in Seismology. ' Trans. Edinburgh Geol.

Soc' IX. 108-120. 1908.

Lander, A. Meteorological Notes for 1907. ' Trans. East Kent Sci. N. H. Soc'

VII. 24-26. 1908.

Loudon, W. J. Tides of Lake Huron. ' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,'

I. 181-185. 1907.

Lunar Tides on Lake Huron. ' Journal Roy. Astr. Soc. of Canada,' ii. 82-
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McDiARMiD, F. a. Determination of the 141st Meridian. ' Journal Roy. Astr.

Soc. of Canada,' ii. 84-95. 1908.

Markham, C. a., and R. H. Primavesi. Meteorolosfical Report.—Observers'

Notes. ' Journal Northants N. H. Soc' xiv. 74-80, 1 14-119, 1907 ; 147-153.

1908.

Marsh, D. B. The Telescope. 'Journal Roy, Astr. Soc of Canada,' i. 188-192.

1907.

Mawley, Edward. Report ou Phenological Phenomena observed in Hertford-

shire during the year 1906. ' Trans. Herts N, II. Soc' xiii. 241-248. 1908.

!Meyrick, E. Summary and Tables of Meteorological Observations, 1907. 'Report

Marlb. Coll. N. H. Soc' No. 56, 87-108. 1908.

Mitchell, Re\. J. Cairns. Results of Meteorological Observations taken in

Chester during 1906. ' Proc. Chester Soc. Nat, ScV 1906-1907, 15-20. 1907.

MoRlsoN, Dr. John. The Mvsterv of Matter. ('Anniversary Addres".) 'Tran.s.-

HertsN. II. Soc' xm. 173-194. 1908.
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the Simultaneous Vanishing of the Surface and Volume of a Tetrahedron.
'Trans. S. African Phil. Soc' XVI. 445-457. 1907.
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S. African Phil. Soc' xviil. 369-377. 1907.

Paisley Philosophical Institution. Report of Meteorological Observations
taken at the Coats Observatory, 1907. 16 pp. 1908.

Patterson, J. W. Colour Photography of Rock Sections under Polarised Light.
' The Naturalist ' for 1908, 40-47. 1908.

Plaskett, J. S. The Star Image in SpectrograpLic Work. 'Journal Roy. Astr.

Soc. of Canada,' i. 297-322. 1907.

Preston, Arthur W. Meteorological Notes, 1906. ' Trans. Norfolk and Norwich
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Recent Seismographic Records, Toronto Observatory, 1907. 'Journal Roy.
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Russell, James. President's Address. [Tlie various Methods of Illuminating
Objects under the Microscope.] 'Trans. Edinburgh F. N, Mic. Soc' v. 423-
432. 1007.

Rutherford, Prof. E. Some Cosmical Aspects of Radioactlvitv. ' .Tournal Rov.
Astr. Soc of Canada,' i. 145-105. 1907.

Rutherford, J. An Equatorial Star Finder for Beginners. 'Trans. Dumfries-
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Simpson, T. Meteorological Notes for the vears 1905 and 190G. ' Trans. Ealing
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Stilavell, H. Returns of Rainfall, &c, in Dorset in 1906. ' Proc Dorset
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Sirzelecki, Percy. Barometer, Thermometer, &c., Readings for the year 190G.
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Sutton, J. R. On the Lunar Cloud-Period. ' Trans. S. African Phil. Soc.'xviii.
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Walter, A. Discussion of the Errors of certain Types of Minimum Spirit Ther-
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Watt, Andrew. The Climate of the British Isles. ' Trans. Dumfriesshire and
Galloway N. H. A. Soc' xix. 37-41. 1903.

Yorkshire Philosophical Society. The Meteorology of York, 1905. 'Report
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Section 5.—Chemistry.

Bedson, Dr. P. P., and Henry Widd.4.s (N. Eng. Inst.). E,\periment8 illufllra-

tive of the Inflammability of Mixtures of Coal Dust and Air. Part II. ' Trans,
Inst. Min. Eng.' xxxiv. 91-97. 1908.

Coleman, W. H. (Manchester Geol. Min. Soc) Bye-pfoducts from Coke Ovens.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xxxiv. 331-348. 1908.

Illinqworth, S. R. The Ionic Theorv. 'Bradford Scientific Journal,' ii. 114-
^17. I'JOS.
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JiTRiiz, Ghas. F. The Fertility of some Colonial Soils, as influenced Iby Qeological
Conditions. ' Trans. S. African Phil. Soc' xvui. 7-30. 1907.

Keegan, Dr. P. Q. The Chemistry of some Common Plants. • The Naturalist
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MiCHELL, Feank X. and W. A. Tantalum : its Ores, Detection, Properties, and
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' Trans. Edinburgh F. N. Mic. Soc' v. 402-406. 1907.

Adkin, Robert. Notes on Porthesia chnjsorrhcca.lj. 'Proc, South London
Ent. N. H. Soc. 1907-1908,' 12-15. 1008.

Further Notes on TortrLc pronuhana, lib., including its Life History in
Britain. ' Proc. South London. Ent. N. H. Soc. 1907-1908,' 20-24, 1908.

• Annual Address. [Additions to the Lists of the British Insect Fauna, &c.l
* Proc. South London Ent. N. H. Soc. 1907-1908,' 27-46. 1908.

Aenott, S. The Salmon Disease. 'Trans. Dumfriesshire and Galloway
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12-14. 1908.

BiCKERTON, WiuiAJf. Notcs Oil Birds observed in Hertfordshire during the

year 1906. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' xiii. 205-'220. 1908.

Booth, Harry B. The Status of the Polecat {Putorim fiHidus) in the Bradford

District. ' Bradford Scientific Journal,' ii. 42-46. 1907.

The British Wild Cat. ' Bradford Scientific Journal,' ii. 110-112. 1908.

The Birds, &c., of Walney Island. ' The Naturalist for 1907,' 270-27.3.
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Extraordinary Immigrations of Redwings in the West Riding. ' The Natu-

ralist for 1908,' 17-18. 1908.

The British Willow Tit in Yorlishire. ' The Naturalist for 1908/ 107. 1908.

BoRLEY, J. 0, The Poison Apparatus of the Weever. 'Trans. Norfolk and

Norwich Nat. Soc' viii. 369-373. 1907.

BoRRELL, Rev. E. W. On Limncea. jjrd'tenins, n. .'^p., and L. (jlahrn, Mull. ' Irish

Naturalist,' xvii. 4.5-49. 1908.
^. ^o inn.

On the Anatomy of Ft7rt«« ;;ymjajea. ' Irish Naturalist, xvir. 94-98. 190b.

Brvdy, L. S. Torfrix semialbana at Doncaster: a Lepidopteraii new to thts

County. ' The Naturalist for 1907,' 360. 1907.

Broom, Dr. R. A Contribution to the Knowledge of the Cape Golden Moles.

'Trans. S. African Phil. Soc' XVIII. 283-311. 1907.
_ ^

Browne, F. Balfotje. Aquatic Coleoptera of Cork. 'Irish Naturalist, xvi.

294-299. 1907.

Odonata of Cork. 'Irish Naturalist,' xvx. 300-301. 190/

.

On the Early Stages in the Life Histories of certain Fresh-water Fishes.

' Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc' viii. 478-488. 1907.

Caradoc vnd SEVER>f Vallet Field Club. Zoological and Entomological

Notes. 'Record of Bare Facts,' No. 17, 20-38. 1908.

Carr, Prof. J. W. The Herbarium Nottinghamiense of Thomas Jowett. 'Report

Nottingham Nat. Soc. for 1906-7,' .59-72. 1908.

Castellain, a. List of Birds and Flowers of Bath and its Neighbourhood, with
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Chapman, Frederick. Recent Foraminifera of "Victoria: some Littoral

Gatherings. ' Journal (iuekett Mic. Club,' x. 1 17-146. 1907.

Christy, Miller. On the Breeding of the Kite {Milvus icfiims) and the

Buzzard {Bideo vidyari-) near Maiden in the Fifties and Sixties of last

Century. ' Essex Naturalist,' xv. 18-23. 1907.

Clark Dr. James. The Bees, Wasps, and Ants of Cornwall. ' Report R. Corn-

wall Poly. Soc 1906,' 92-1.SO. 1907. „-,^„„^
The Orthoptera of Cornwall. ' Report R. Cornwall Poly. Soc. 190/ ,

/2-82.
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Clarke, W. G. Notes on the Natural History of the Thetford District. ' Trans.

Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc.' viii. 386-392. 1907.

Clarke, W. J. Report on Vertebrate Zoologv, 1907. ' Report Scarborough Phil.

and Arch. Soc. for 1907,' 30-31. 1908.

CoLGAN, Nathaniel. The Ship-worm and Wood-boring Crustaceans in Kings-

town Harbour. ' Irish Naturalist,' xvii. 9-14. 190S.

Some County Dublin Holothurians. ' Irish Naturalist,' svii. 69-71
. 1 908.

Crellin, John C. Report of the Zoological Section. ' Proc Isle of Man
N. H. A. Soc' I. 99-100. 1907.

Deeley, George P. Three Water-mites new to Britain. 'Journal Quekett

Mic. Club,' X. 173-176. 1907.

DuNLOP, G. A. The Orkney Vole and its Parasites. ' The Naturalist for 1908,

19-20. 1908.

Ellingsen, Edv. Notes ou Pseudoseoniions, British and Foreign, 'Journal

Quekett Mic. Club,' x. 1.5-5-172. 1907.

Ellis, Dr. David. Iron Bacteria and their Connection with Stone Decay.

' Proc. Glasgow H. Phil. Soc' xxxviii. 175-185. 1907.
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Evans, Dr. H. Muie. Observations on the Poisoned Spines of the Weever Fish
{Trachinus draco). ' Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc' viii. 355-368. 1907.

Fletcher, J. H. Birds in Captivity. ' Journal Northants N. H. Soc' xiv. 141-
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Forrest, H. E. Roving Disposition of the Marten. ' Trans. Caradoc and Severn
Valley F. C iv. 188-194. 1908.

FoRTTTNE, R. The Birds of the Fame Islands. ' The Naturalist for 1907,' 234-
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Foster, Nevin II. Isopoda. ' Irish Naturalist," ivi. 302. 1907.

Observations on the Weights of Birds' Eggs. ' Irish Naturalist,' xvi. 315-
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French, John. The Last Colony of Ravens in Essex. ' Essex Naturalist,'

XV. 55. 1907.

George, C.F. Lincolnshire Mites : Ii/it/nckolo2}hid(e {continued). * The Naturalist
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Lincolnshire Fresh-water jMites. ' The Naturalist for 1908,' 41. 1908.

(iiBBS, A. E. Notes on Lepidoptera observed in Hertfordshire in the year 1906.
• Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' xiii. 199-204. 1908.

GiLLANDERS, A. F. Notes on Scolytida;, or ' Bark Beetles,' ' Trans. Manchester
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Gladstone, H. S. Bird Life and Bird Photographv. 'Trans. Dumfriesshire
and Galloway N. H. A. Soc' xviii. 197-207. 1907.

Griffin, W. II. The Antiquity of Equus caballus in Europe, with special reference
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GuKNEV, J. H. Southern Grey Shrike {Lanius meridionalis) in Norfolk. ' Trans.

Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc' viii. 352-354. 1907.
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and Norwich Nat. Soc' viii. 410-438. 1907.
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1IA.LBERT, J. N. Diptera of Cork. 'Irish Naturalist,' xvi. 289. 1907.

Neuroptera of Cork. ' Irish Naturalist,' xvi. 289-290. 1907.

Terrestrial Coleoptera of Cork. ' Irish Naturalist,' xvi. 290-294. 1907.
Haegrkaves, J. A. Report on Couchology, 1907. 'Report Scarborough I'hil.
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Uart, William. The Internal Structure of some Insects' Heads as revealed by
the Microscope. ' Trans. Manchester Mic. Soc. 1906,' 84-86. 1907.

lIiCKSON, Prof. S. J. Presidential Address, 1906. [The Differentiation of Species
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flowARTH, Richard. Snakes. 'Trans. Manchester Mic. Soc. 1906,' 37-45. 1907.
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Kane, W. F. de V. Additional Records of Fresh-water Entomostraca in Ireland.

' Irish Naturalist,' xvi. 305-308. 1907.
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Kermode, P. M. 0. Presidential Address. [The Work done at the Biological
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Leney, Frank. Some Additions to the Norwich Castle Museum in 1906.

' Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc' viii. 45S-4G0. 1907.
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TRANSACTIONS OF THE SECTIONS.

Section A.—MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

President of the Section.—W. N. Shaw, ScD., LL.D., F.R.S.

THURSDA Y, SEPTEMBER 2.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

It is with much misgiving that I endeavour to discharge the traditional duty of

the President of a Section of the British Association. So many other duties seem
to find a natural resting-place with anyone who has to reckon at the same time

with the immediate requirements of the public, the claims of scientific opinion,

and the interests of posterity, that, unless you are content with such contribution

towards the advancement of the sciences of mathematics and physics as my daily

experience enables me to offer you, I shall find the task impossible.

With a leaning towards periodicity perhaps slightly unorthodox I have looked

back to see what they were doing in Section A fifty years ago. Kichard Owen
was President of the Association, William Whewell was President of Section A
for the fifth time.

At the meeting of 1858 they must have spent some time over nineteen very

substantial reports on researches iu science, which included a large section of

Mallett's facts and theory of earthquake phenomena, magnetic surveys of Great

Britain and of Ireland, and, oddly enough, an account of the self-recording anemo-
meter by Beckley

;
perhaps a longer time was required for fifty-seven papers

contributed to the Section, but very little was spent over the Presidential Address,

for it only occupies two pages of print. My inclination towards periodicities and
another consideration leads me to regard the precedent as a good one. That other

consideration is that Section A has always more subjects for discussion than it can

properly dispose of; and, in this case, discipline, like charity, might begin at home.

Since the Section met last year it has lost its most illustrious member and its

most faithful friend. Lord Kelvin made his first contribution to Section A at

Cambridge in 1845, on the elementary laws of statical electricity ; he was Pre-

sident of the Section in 1852 at Belfast for the first of five times. I have looked

to see what suggestion I could derive from his first essay in that capacity. I can

find no reference to any Address in the published volume. I wish I had the

courage to follow that gi'eat example.

Lord Kelvin's association with Section A was so constant and so intimate that

it requires more than a passing word of reference. "J'here is probably no student

of Mathematics or Physics grown into a position of responsibility iu this country

but keeps among his treasured reminiscences some words of inspiration and of

encouragement from Kelvin, spoken in the surroundings which we are once more

met to inaugurate. I refer to those unrecorded acts of k-indness and help because

they were i-eally a striking characteristic of Section A. Their value for tht^

amenity as well as for the advancement of .science it would be difficult to over-

ie.«timate. I could not, even if time permitted, hope to set before you an adequate

p p2
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appreciation of Kelvin's contributions to Science as illustrated by his communica-
tions to this Section, and in this place it is not necessary. But I cannot pass

over that feature of his character without notice.

Closely following on the loss of Kelvin came the death of Sir Richard
Strachey, a personal loss to which it is difficult to ^ive expression. I am not

aware that he had much to do with Section A. I wish, indeed, that the Section

had seen its way to bring him moi'e closely into touch with its proceedings. He
was President of Section E in 1875, and, by appointment of the Royal Societj-, he

was for twenty-two years Chairman of the Meteorological Council. I had the

good fortune to be very closely associated with him during the last ten years of

his life, and to realise the ideas which lay behind his official actions and to appre-

ciate the reality of his services to science in the past and for the future.

These losses unfortunately do not stand alone. Only last year Sir John Eliot

received the congratulations of all his fellow-workers upon the publication of his

Climatological Atlas of India as representing the most conspicuous achievement of

orderly, deliberate, purposeful compilation of meteorological facts for a special area

that has yet been seen. lie was full of projects for a handbook to accompany the

atlas, and of ideas for the prosecution of meteorological research over wide areas

by collecting information from all the world and enlisting the active co-operation

of the constituent parts of the British Empire in using those observations for the

advancement of science and the benefit of mankind. He died quite suddenly on
March 18, not young as years go, but quite youthful in the deliberate purpose of

manifold scientific activities and in his irrepressible faith in the future of the

science which he has adorned.

The Section will, I hope, forgive me if I put before them some considerations

which the careers of these three men suggest. Kelvin, a mathematician, a natural

philosopher, a University Professor, some part of whose scientific worli is known
to each one of us. He was possessed with the notion that Mathematics and Natural
Philosophy are applicable in every part of the work of daily life, and made good
the contention by presenting to the world, besides innumerable theoretical papers,

instruments of all degrees of complexity, from the harmonic analyser to an im-
proved water-tap. It was he who transfigured and transformed the mariner's

compass and the lead-line into instruments which liave been of the greatest practical

service. It was he who, when experimental science was merely a collection of facts

or generalisations, conceived the idea of transfiguring every branch of it by the
application of the principles of natural philosophy, as Newton had transfigured

astronomy. The ambition of Thomson and Tait's * Natural Philosophy,' of which
only the first volume reached the stage of publication, is a fair index of Kelvin's

genius.

Strachey, on the other hand, by profession a military engineer, a great adminis-
trator, head of the Public AVorks l)epartnirnt in India, deeply versed in finance
and iu all the other constituent parts of administration, by his own natural
instinct demanded the assistance of science for e\ ory branch of administration. In
promoting the development of botany, of meteorology, of geodesy, and of matlie-

matics, he was not administering the patronage of a Maecenas, but claiming the
practical service of science in forestry, in agriculture, in famine relief, in public
works, and in finance. You cannot gauge Strachey 's services to science by the
papers which he contributed to scientific societies, if you leave out of account the
fact that they were really incidents in the opening of fresh channels of communi-
cation between scientific work and the public service.

And Eliot, as Meteorological Reporter to the Government of India, an accom-
plished mathematician (for he was second wrangler and first Smith's prizeman in

1869), a capable and devoted public servant, the medium by which Strachey 's

ideas as regards the use of meteorology in administration found expression in the
(rovernment of India, who caught the true perception of the place of science in the
service of the State, and made his office the indispensable handmaid of the Indian
administration. These three men together, who have all passed away within a space
of three months, are such representative types of scientific workers, complementary
and supplementary that a similar combination is not likely to occur again. AU
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three mdispeusable, yot no two alike, except in their euthiisiaau for the sciences

for the advancement of which Section A exists.

To these I might indeed add auotlier type, the private contributor to the

physical exploration of the visible universe, of which Ireland furnishes so many
noble examples ; and in that connection let nie give expression to the sense of

grievous loss, to this Association and to Science, occasioned by the premature

death of W. E. Wilson, of Daramona, a splendid example of that type.

[When the preceding paragraph was written I was mindful of special

obligations, official and personal, to Birr Castle, and I must be allowed to associate

myself and the Section with all that was said at the opening meeting about the

late Earl of Rosse.]

In the division of the work of advancing the sciences of mathematics and
physics and their application to the service of mankind, I am reminded of Di^den's

somewhat lopsided comparison of the relative influence of music and song in his

Ode to St. Cecilia's Day. If I may be pardoned for comparing small things with

great, the power of Timotheus' music over Alexander's moods was hardly less

complete than Kelvin's power to touch every department of the working world

with bis genius. But I may remind you that, after a prolonged description of

the tremendous influence of Timotheus upon the victorious hero, the poet deals

in one stanza with his nominal subject :
—

' At last divine Cecilia came,
Inven tress of the vocal frame

;

The sweet enthusiast, from lier sacred store,

Enlarged the former narrow bounds

With nature's mother-wit, and arts unknown before.

Let old Timotheus yield the prize,

Or both divide tlae crown

;

He raised a mortal to the skies,

She drew an angel down.'

I doubt if any of my hearers who knew Strachey by sight would recognise in

him the scientific reincarnation of St. Cecilia, but it is none the less true that he

was pre-eminent among men in inventing the means of drawing angels down and
using their service for the attuning of common life to a scientific standard. It

may be equally hard for those who knew him to look upon Eliot as a vocal frame,

for of all his physical capacities his voice was the least impressive ; and yet it is

not untrue to say that be was conspicuously a medium by which the celestial har-

monies of the physical sciences were brought into touch with the practical life of

India through his work, which is represented by a considerable number of the

twenty volumes of Memoirs of the Indian Meteorological Service.

I do not indulge in this poetic extravagance without some underlying reason.

Speaking for the physics of the atmosphere, there is a real distinction between these

three sides of scientific work. To some is given the power of the mathe natician

or the physicist to raise the mortal to the skies, to solve some problem which, if not

in itself a meteorological one, still has a bearing, sooner or later to be discovered

and developed, upon the working of atmospheric phenomena. It is easy enough to

cite illustrious examples : among notable instances there recur to my mind Uay-
leigh's work on the colour of the sky and Pernter's meteorological optics

;
papers

by Ferrel and others on the general circulation of the atmosphere ; Kelvin and

Rayleigh on the elastic oscillations of the atmosphere ; the papers by Hagen,

Helmholtz, Oberbeck, Margules, Hertz, and Yon Bezold on the dynamics and
thermodynamics of the atmosphere, collected and translated by Cleveland Abbe ;

the work on atmospheric absorption by Langley and the theoretical papers on radia-

tion by Poynting ; those on condensation nuclei by Aitken and C. T. R. Wilson,

and the recent work on atmospheric electricity, including the remarlcable paper by
Wilson on the quiet transference of electricity from the air to the ground.

But these things are not of themselves applied to the meteorology of

everyday life, ft is, in a way, a separate sense, given to few, to realise the
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possibilities that may result from the solution of new theoretical problems, from
the invention of new methods—to grasp, in fact, the idea of bringing the angels

down. And, in order that the regular workers in such matters may be in a position

constantly to reap the advantages which men of genius provide, the vocal frame
must have its permanent embodiment. For the advancement of science in this

sense we require all three—the professor with academic freedom to illuminate

with his genius any phenomenon which he may be pleased to investigate, the

administrator, face to face with the practical problems in which science can help,

and the living voice which can tune itself in harmony with the advances of

science and in sympathy with the needs of the people whom it serves.

The true relations of these matters are not always apparent, Eliot, bringing to

the work of the Indian Meteorological Office a mind trained in the mathematical
school of which Kelvin was a most conspicuous exponent, achieved a remarkable
success, with which perhaps my hearers are not familiar.

In this country there is a widespread idea that meteorology achieves its

object if by its means the daily papers can give such trustworthy advice as will

enable a cautious man to decide whether to take out his walking-stick or his

umbrella. Some of us are accustomed to look upon India as a place of unusual
scientific enlightenment, where governments have a worthy appreciation of the

claims of science for recognition and support. But Eliot was never tired of

telling me that it was the administration of India, and not the advancement of

science, that the Indian administrators had in view; and among his achievements
the one of which he was most proud was that the conduct of his office upon
scientific lines during his tenure had so commended itself to the administrators

that his successor was to be allowed three assistants, with special scientific

training, in order that the State might have the benefit of their knowledge.
It is, of course, easy to suggest in explanation of this success that the Depart-

ment of Public Works of India cannot afford to be unmindful of the distribution of

rainfall, and that there is an obvious connection between Indian finances and Indian

droughts ; but it is a new fact in British history that the application of scientific

considerations to the phenomena of rainfall are of such direct practical importance
that meteorological information is a matter of consequence to all Government officials,

and that meteorological prospects are a factor of finance. Imagine his Majesty's

Chancellor of the Exchequer calling at 63 Victoria Street to make inquiries with
a view to framing his next Budget, or taking his prospects of a realised surplus

from the Daily Weather lleport. Yet in India meteorology is to such an extent a
public servant that such proceedings would not excite remark.

To have placed a scientific service on such a footing is, indeed, a notable

success. Again, I rely upon Eliot when I say that that success is only to be
achieved by being constantly on the watch to render service wherever service can
be rendered. There is a difference between this attitude and that which has for

its object the contribution of an effective paper to a scientific publication ; in

other words, it must be frankly recognised that the business of the scientific

departments of government is not to raise an occasional mortal to the skies, but
to draw down as many angels as are within reach. I was much surprised, when
Eliot wished to develop a large scheme for meteorological work on a wider scale,

Aiat he made his appeal to the British Association as Chairman of the Sub-section
for Cosmical Physics at Cambridge, and thereby to the Governments of this

country and the Colonies. He felt that he could only urge the Indian Govern-
ment to join, and he did so successfully, so far as India would be directly benefited

thereby, however important the results might be from a purely scientific point of

view. Strange as it may appear to some, it was to this country that he looked
for assistance, on the plea of the increase of knowledge for its own sake, or for

the sake of mankind at large.

I am disposed, therefore, to carry your thoughts a little further, and rely on
your patience while I consider another aspect of the process of drawing down the
angelo from the mathematical and physical sky, a process which is sufficiently

indicative of the functions of a State scientific department. Viewing the world
at large, and noi merely that part of it with which we are ourselves immediately
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concerned, such departments deal witli celestial physics in astronomy, with the

physics of the air in meteorology and atmospheric electricity, with the physics of

land and water in physical geography and geology, seismology and terrestrial

magnetism, oceanography and hydrography. It is for the practical applications

of these sciences to the service of the navigator, the fisherman, the husbandman,

the miner, the medical man, the engineer, and the general public that there is

an obvious public want.

Let me carry you with me in regarding these departments, primarily, as

centres for establishing the growth of science by bringing it to bear upon the

practical business of life, by a process of regular plantation, and not the occasional

importation of an exotic scientific expert. I shall carry you with me also if I say

that the gravest danger to such scientific institutions is the tendency to waste,

I use the term 'waste' not in its narrowest but in its most liberal sense, to

include waste of mone}', waste of eflbrt, waste of scientific opportunity. I do

not regard it as a waste that such a department should bo unable to emulate

Timotheus' efforts. Any aspiration in that direction is, of course, worthy of every

encouragement, but the environment is not generally suitable for such achieve-

ments. I do, however, regard it as waste if the divine Cecilia is not properly

honoured, and if advantage is not taken of the fullest and freest use of the newest

and best scientific methods, and their application in the widest manner possible.

I speak for the Office with which I am connected when I say its temptations

to waste are very numerous and very serious. It is wasteful to collect observa-

tions which will never be used ; it is equally wasteful to decline to collect observa-

tions which in the future may prove to be of vital importance. It is wasteful

to discuss observations that are made with inadequate appliances; it is equally

wasteful to allow observations to accumulate in useless heaps because you are not

sure that the instruments are good enough. It is wasteful to use antiquated

methods of computation or discussion ; it is equally wasteful to use all the time

in making trial of new methods. It is wasteful to make use of researches if they

are inaccurate ; it is equally wasteful to neglect the results of researches because

you have not made up your mind whether they are accurate or not. It is wasteful

to work with an inadequate system in such matters es synoptic meteorology; it

is equally wasteful to lose heart because you cannot get all the facilities which

you feel the occasion demands.
It is the business of those responsible for the administration of such an office

to keep a nice balance of adjustment between the different sides of activity, so that

in the long run the waste is reduced to a minimum. There must in any case be

a good deal of routine work which is drudgery ; and if one is to look at all beyond

the public requirements and public appreciation of the immediate present, there must

be a certain amount of enterprise and consequently a certain amount ot speculation.

Let me remark by the way that there is a tendency among some of my meteoro-

logical friends to consider that a meteorological establishment can be regarded as

alive, and even in good health, if it keeps up its regular output of observations in

proper order and up to date, and that initiative in discussing the observations is

exclusively the duty of a central office. That is a view that I should like to see

changed. I do not wish to sacrifice my own privilege of initiative in meteoro-

logical speculation, but I have no wish for a monopoly. To me, I confess, the

speculation which may be dignified by the name of meteorological research is the

part of the office work which makes the drudgery of routine tolerable. For my
part I should like every worker in the Office, no matter how humble his position

may be, somehow or other to have the opportunity of realising that he is taking

part in the unravelling of the mysteries of the weather ; and I do not think that

any establishment, or section of an establishmenc, that depends upon science can

be regarded as really alive unless it feels itself in active touch with that specu-

lation which results in the advancement of knowledge. I do not hesitate to apply

to other meteorological establishments, and indeed to all scientific institutions that

claim an interest in meteorology, the same criterion of life that I apply to my own
office. It is contained in the answer to the question. How do you show your

interest in the a<lvancement of our knowledge of the atmosphere? The replay that
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such and such voluniL-s of data and mean values measure the contribution to the

stock of knowledge leaves me rather cold and unimpressed.

But to return to the endeavour after the delicate adjustment between
speculation and routine, which will reduce the waste of such an institution to a

minimum ; experience very soon teaches certain rules.

I have said elsewhere that the peculiarity of meteorological work is that an
investigator is always dependent upon other people's observations ; his own are only

applicable in so far as they are compared with those of others. Up to the present

time, I have never known anyone take up an investigation that involved a re-

ference to accumulated data, without his being hampered and harassed by uncer-
tainties that might have been resolved if they had been taken in time. 1 shall

give you an example presently, but, in the meantime, experience of that kind is so

universal that it has now become with us a primary rule tliat any data collected

shall forthwith be critically examined and so far dealt with as to make sure that

they are available for scientific purposes—that is, for the purposes of comparison.

A second rule is that as public evidence of the completion of this most important
task there shall be at least a line of summary in a published report, or a point on
a published map, as a primary representation of the results. Such publication is

not to be regarded as the ultimate application of the observations, but it is evidence
that the observations are there, and are ready for use.

You will find, if you inquire, that at the Office we have been gradually lining

up these troops of meteorological data into due order, with all their buttons on,

until, from the commencement of this year, anyone who wishes to do so can hold
a general review of the whole meteorological army, in printed order—-first order

stations, second order stations, rainfall stations, sunshine and wind stations, seii

temperatures and other marine observations—on his own study table, within six

months of the date of the observations, upon paying to his Majesty's Stationery

Office the modest sum of five shillings and sixpence. For all the publications

except one the interval between observation and publication is only six weeks,
and as that one has overtaken four years of arrears within the last four years,

I trust that by the end of this year six weeks will be the full measure of the
interval between observation and publication in all departments. This satisfac-

tory state of affairs you owe to the indefatigable care and skill of Captain
Hepworth, Mr. Lempfert, and Mr. 11. H. Curtis, aud the members of the staff of
the Office who work under their superintendence. I need say little abDut cor-

responding work in connection with the Daily Weather Report, in which Mr.
Brodie is my chief assistant, although it has received and is receiving a great deal

of attention. The promptitude with which the daily work is dealt with hardly
needs remark from me, though I know the difficulties of it as well as anyone. If

I spend only one long sentence in mentioning that on July 1, 1908, the morning
hour of observation at twenty-seven out of the full number of twenty-nine stations

in the British Isles was changed from 8 a.m. to 7 a.m., aud the corresponding
post-offices, as well as the Meteorological Office, opened at 7.15 a.m., so that we
may have a strictly synchronous international system for Western and Central
Europe, and thus realise the aspiration of many years, you will not misunderstand
me to mean that I estimate the task as an easy one.

The third general rule is that the effectiveness of the data of all kinds, thus
collected and oi-dered, should be tested by the prosecution of some inquiry which
makes use of them in summary or in detail. It is here that the stimulating force

of speculative inquiry comes in ; and it is in the selection and prosecution of
these inquiries, which test not oulj' the adequacy and effectiveness of the data
collected but also tlie efficiency of the Office as contributing to the advance of
knowledge, that the most serious responsibility falls upon the administrators of
Parliamentary funds.

Scientific Shylocks are not the least exacting of the tribe, and there have been
times when I have thought I caught the rumination :

—

Shy. Three thousand ducats ? 'tis a good round sum !

Bas, For the which, as I told you, Antonio shall be bound,
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Shy, Antonio is a good man ?

Bas. Have you heard any imputation to the contrary ?

Shy. Oh ! no, no, no, no. ... Yet his means are in supposition : he

Lath an argosy bound to Tripolis, another to the Indies ; I understand more-
over, upon the Rialtfi, that he hath a third in Mexico, a fourth for England,

and other ventures lie hath squandered abroad. But ships are but boardt*,

sailors but men. There is the peril of water, winds, and rocks. . . . Three
thousand ducats.

"\Ve at the Meteorological OlTice are very mucli In Antonio's position. Our
means of research are very much in supposition : lour observatories and over

four hundred stations of one sort or another in the British Isles ; an elaborate

installation of wind-measuring apparatus at Holyhead ; besides other ventures

squandered abroad ; an anemometer at Gibraltar, another at St. Helena; a sun-

shine recorder at the Falkland Isles, half a dozen sets of instruments in British

New Guinea, and a couple of hundred on the wide sea. The efforts seem so

disconnected that the rumination about the ducats is not unnatural.

And you must remember that we lack an inestimable advantage that belongs

to a physical laboratory or a school of mathematics, where the question

of the equivalent number of ducats does not arise in quite the same way.
The relative disadvantage that I speak of is that in an office the allowance

for the use of time and material in practice and training disappears. All the

world seems to agree that time or money spent on teaching or learning is well

spent. In the course of twenty years' experience at a physical laboratory, and in

examinations not a few, I have seen /|ft and lb or the wave length of sodium
light determined in ways that would earn very few ducats on the principle of

payment by results ; but, having regard to the psychological etlect upon the

culprit or the examiner, the question of ducats never came in. Wisely or

unwisely public opinion has been educated to regard the psychological effect as

of infinite value compared with the immediate result obtained. Bat in an office

the marks that an observer or computer gets for showing that he ' knew how to

do it,' when he did not succeed in doing it, do not count towards a 'first class,'

and we have to abide by what we do ; we cannot rely on what we might have
done. Consequently our means in supposition, spread over sea and land, are

matters of real solicitude. In such circumstances there might be reason for

despondency if one were dependent merely upon one's own ventures and the

results achieved thereby. But when one has the advantage of the gradual

development of investigations of long standing, it is possible to maintain a show
of cheerfulness. When Shylock demands his pound of tiesh in the form of an
annual report, it is not at all uncommon to find that some argosy that started on
its voyage long ago ' hath richly come to harbour suddenly.' There have been
quite a number of such happy arrivals within the last few years.

I will refer quite briefly to the interesting relations between the yield of

barley and cool summers, or the yield of wheat and dry autumns, and the ante-

cedent yield of eleven years before, which fell out of the body of statistics

collected in the Weekly Weather Report since 1878. The accomplished statis-

ticians of the Board of Agriculture have made this work the starting-point for

a general investigation of the relation between the weather and the crops, which
cannot fail to have important practical bearings.

Let me take another example. For more than a full generation meteoro-

logical work has been hampered by the want of a definite understanding as to the

real meaning in velocity, or force, of the various points of the scale of wind-
estimates laid down in 1805 by Admiral Beaufort for use at sea, and still handed
on as an oral tradition. The prolonged inquiry, which goes back really to the

report upon the Beckley anemograph already referred to, issued quite unexpectedly

in the simple result that the curve

J}
= -010553

(wliere p is the force in pounds per square foot, and B the arbitrary Beaufort

number) runs practically through nine out of the eleven points on a dingrani
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representing tbe empirical results of a very elaborate investigation. The em-
pirical determinations upon which it is based are certainly not of the highest order

of accuracy ; they rely upon two separate investigations besides the statistical

comparison, viz., tbo constant of an anemometer and the relation of wind-
velocity to wind-pressure, but no subsequent adjustment of these determinations
is at all likely to be outside the limits of an error of an estimate of wind-force ;

and the equation can be used, quite reasonably, as a substitute for the original

specilication of the Beaufort scale, a specification that has vanished with the

passing of ships of the type by which it was defined. This result, combined with
the equation ' ^; = -003 F", which has been in use in the Office for many years, and
has recently been confirmed as suflSciently accurate for all practical purposes by
Dr. Stanton at the National Physical Laboratory and Monsieur Eiffel at the
Eiffel Tower, places us upon a new plane with regard to the whole subject of

wind-measurement and wind-estimation.

llesults equally remarkable appear in other lines of investigation. Let me
take the relation of observed wind velocity to barometric grsidient. You may be
aware that in actual experience the observed direction of the wind is more or

less along the isobars, with the low pressure on the left of the moving air in the
northern hemisphere ; and that crowded isobars mean strong winds. Investigations

upon this matter go bade to the earliest days of the Office.

There can be no doubt that the relation, vague as it sometimes appears to be upon
a weather chart, is attributable to the effect of the earth's rotation. In order to

bring the observed wind velocity into numerical relation with the pressure-

gradient Guldberg and Mohn assumed a coefficient of surface 'friction,' inter-

fering with the steady motion. The introduction of this new quantity, not
otherwise determinable, left us in doubt as to how far the relation between wind
and pressure distribution, deducible from the assumption of steady motion, could
be regarded as a really effective hypothesis for meteorological purposes.

Recent investigations in the OflSce of the kinematics of the air in travelling

storms, carried out with Mr. Lempfert's assistance, have .shown that, so far as

one can speak of the velocity of wind at all—that is to say, disregarding the

transient variations of velocity of short period and dealing with the average
hourly velocity, the velocity of the wind in all ordinary circumstances is

effectively steady in regard to the accelerating forces to which it is subject.

This view is supported by two conclusions which Mr. Gold has formulated in the

coui'se of considering the observations of wind velocity in the upper air, obtained
in recent investigations with kites. The first conclusion is that the actual

velocitj' of wind in tbe upper air agrees Avith the velocitj^ calculated from the

pressure distribution to a degree of accuracy which is remarkable, considering the

uncertainties of both measurements ; and the second conclusion affords a simple,

and I believe practically new, explanation upon a dynamical basis of the marked
diff'ereuce between the observed winds in the central portions of cyclones and
anti-cyclones respectively, by showing that, on the hypothesis of steady motion,

the dift'ei'ence of sign of the effective acceleration, due to curvature of path
and to the earth's rotation respectively, leads to quite a small velocity and small

gradient as the limiting values of those quantities near anti-cyclonic centres.

This conclusion is so obviously borne out by the facts that we are now practi-

cally in a position to go forward with the considerable simplification which
results from regarding the steady state of motion in which pressure gi'adient is

balanced by the effective acceleration due to the rotation of the earth and the

curvature of the path, as the normal or ordinary state of the atmosphere.

I cannot forbear to add one more instance of an argosy which has richly come
to harbour so lately as this summer. You may be aware that Kelvin was of

opinion that the method of harmonic analysis was likely to prove a very powerful
engine for dealing with the complexities of meteorological phenomena, as it has,

in fact, dealt witla those of tides. In this view Sir Richard Strachey and the

Meteorological Council concurred, and an harmonic analyser was installed in tlie

' In this equation^ is expressed, as before, in pounds per .square foot, and T' in

miles per hour.
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Office ill 1»79, but subsequently iiumeiical calculatiou wa« used iustoad.^ A cou-

siderable amount of labour bas been spent over tbe computation of Fourier

coefficients. Not many great generalisations bave flowed from this metbod up

to tbe present time. I bave no doubt that tbere is mucb to be done in the way
of classifying temperature conditions, for climatic purposes, by tbe analysis of

the seasonal variations. A beginning was made in a paper which was brought to

the notice of the Association at Glasgow. Tbe most striking result of tbe

IFourier analysis we owe to Hann, who bas shown that, if we confine our atten-

tion to the second Fourier coefficient of the diurnal variation of pressure—that is,

to the component of twelve-hour period—we get a variation very marked in inter-

tropical regions, and gradually diminishing poleward in both hemispheres, but

synchronous in phase throughout the 360 degrees of a meridian; The maximum
occurs along all meridians in turn about 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. local time. This

semi-diurnal variation with its regular recurrence is well known to mariners, and

we have recently detected it, true to its proper phase, in the observations at tbe

winter quarters of tbe ' Discovery
'
; small in amplitude indeed—about a thousandth

of an inch of mercury—but certainly identifiable.

The reality of this variation of pressure, common to the whole earth, cannot

be doubted, and, so far as it goes, we may represent it (if indeed we may
represent pressure differences as differences in vertical heights of atmosphere) as

tbe deformation of a spherical atmosphere into an ellipsoid, with its longest axis

in the Equator pointing permanently 30° to tbe west of the sun. Its shortest

axis would also be in the Equator, and its middle axis would be along the polar

axis of the earth. Somehov? or other this protuberance remains fixed in direction

with regard to the sun, while the solid earth revolves beneath it. Whatever may
be tbe cause of this effect, obviously cosmical, and attributable to the sun, at

which it indirectly points, its existence has long been recognised, and further

investigation only confirms the generalisation. It is now accepted as one of the

fundamental general facts of meteorology.

Professor Schuster, for whose absence from this meeting I may venture to

express a regret which will be imanimous, has already contributed a paper to the

Royal Society pointing out the possible relations between tbe diurnal variations

of pressure and those of terrestrial magnetic force. Going back again to the

ubiquity of tbe application of the relation of pressure and wind, in accordance

with the dynamical explanation of Buys Ballot's law, we should expect the effect

of a pressure variation that has its counterpart in that of terrestrial magnetism to

be traceable also in wind observations.

Mr. J. S. Dines has just given me particulars of the discovery of that effect in

the great air-current, the variations of which I have called the pulse of the atmo-

spheric circulation—I mean the south-east Trade Wind, the most persistent atmo-

spheric current in the world. It is difficult as a rule to get observers to pay much
attention to that current, because it is so steady ; but in 1801 the Meteorological

Council set up an anemometer at St. Helena, in the very heart of tbe current, and

we bave just got out the results of the hourly tabulations. When the observa-

tions for the hours 1 to 24 are grouped separately for months, so as to give the

vector resultants for each hour and for each month, it appears that tbere is

a conspicuous semi-diurnal variation in the current, which shows itself as a closed

polygon of vector variations from the mean of tbe day.

The month of April gives the most striking diagram of the twelve. It

displays the superposition of two practically complete dodekagons, one a large

one, completing its cycle from 5 a.m. to 5 p.m., the other a small one, from 5 p.m.

to 5 A.M. The resultant wind for the whole day is very nearly south-east, and

practically remains so for all the months of the year, the monthly variation of

resultant wind being confined to a change of velocity from about thirteen miles

per hour in May to about twenty miles per hour in September.

If, instead of combining the south and east components to form a vector

diagram, we plot their variations separately, the semi-diurnal variation in each is

plainly marked ; and the calculation of its constants shows that its amplitude is

about three-quarters of a mile per hour in the south, and rather less in the east
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compouent. The latter has its maxima at 10 a.m. and 10 r.ii., uiid the t,outLerly

component is about a quarter of a period in advance. Thus, to correspond with
the semi-diurnal -variation of pressure, there is a semi-diurnal variation iu the

Trade Wind at St. Helena, which is equivalent to the superposition upon the
resultant wind of a velocity-variation of about one mile and a half per hour,

passing through its zero value at half-past ten and half-past four, not far from
the hours when the extremes of the ellipsoidal deformation of the spherical

atmosphere are passing over the locality, together with a change of direction of

six degrees towards the southward between eleven o'clock and five, reversed

between five o'clock and eleven.'

I have only dealt with one month. I believe that when all the results that

fiow from this simple statement can be put before you, you will agree with me
that the argosy which the Meteorological Council sent out in 1891 has indeed
richly come to harbour.

Let me digress to say a word in illustration of the principle I laid down that,

if one would avoid waste in meteorological work, the observatious must be
examined forthwith and so far discussed that any ambiguities may be cleared up.

After some years of wear at St. Helena the persistent rubbing of the south-
east part of the spiral metallic pencil upon the metallic paper wore away the metal
and left a flat place. This got so bad that the instrument had to come home for

repairs, and when it was set up again, after a year's absence, the average direction

of the Trade Wind differed by two points from the averages of most, but not of all,

of the previous years. So far as we know, the orientation has been attended to, as

before, and yet it is hardly possible to resist the suggestion that the anemometer
has been set slightly ditferently. We are now making very careful inquiries from
the observer ; but, in the meantime, it seems to me that there is a great oppor-
tunity for a competent mathematical physicist to help us. Dynamical explana-
tions of the Trade Winds have been given from the time of Halley. Let me offer

as a simple question in the mathematical physics of the atmosphere whether a

variation of two points in the direction of the south-east Trade Wind between the

years 190.3 and 1905 can be regarded as real, and, if not, which of the two
recorded directions is the correct one ?

It would be appropriate for me to add some words about the results of last year's

work upon the upper air, in which we have had the valuable co-operation of the

University of Manchester. These results have disclosed a number of points of

unusual interest. But we are to have an opportunity of considering that subject in

a discussion before the Section, and 1 need not deal with it here. I must, however,
pause to give expression of the thanks of all meteorologists to Professor Schuster
for his support of the Manchester University station at Glossop Moor. I may
remind you that this generous contribution for the advancement of science on the

part of Professor Schuster is in addition to the foundation of a readership in

mathematical physics at Manchester and a readership in dynamical meteorology,
now held by Mr. Gold at Cambridge.

I have said enough to show that the speculative ventures of official meteoro-
logists are not all failures, and I will only add that if any mathematician or
physicist would like to take his luck on a meteorological argosy he will be
heartily welcomed. Part of the work will be drudgery ; he must be prepared to

face that ; but the prospects of reaching port are reasonably good, so much so,

indeed, that such a voyage might fairly lead to a claim for one of the higher
academical degi-ees.

Up to now I have been dealing with the adjustment of official scientific

work to reduce waste to a minimum, in so far as it lies within the control of those

responsible for an office. I turn now to an aspect of the matter in which we
require the assistance of others, particularly of the British Association.

The most serious danger of waste in a busy office is that it should carry on its

' This statement is a modification of that contained in the Address as originally

printed. The original was based upon a diagram reproduced in the Eeport of the
Meteorological Committee, 1908, in which the phase of the southerly semi-diurnal
component, is unfortunately incorrect.
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work without an adequate knowledge of what is being done in advancing science

and improving methods elsewhere. 1 speak myself for the Meteorological Office

alone, but I believe that the responsible officials of any scientific Government
department will agree with what I say.

Year by year some Timotheus ' with his sounding flute and tuneful lyre ' per-

forms some miracle by the application of reasoning to the phenomena of Nature.
Only last year you heard Professor Love in his Presidential address treat of the
mundane question of the shape of the earth and etherealise the grim actualities

with the magic of his spherical harmonics. Year by year, in every one of the sub-

jects in which the practical world is immediately interested, active students,

whether puhlic officials, academic officials, or private enthusiasts, not only keep
alight the sacred flame but occasionally add to its brilliance ; and all the new
knowledge, from whence soever it comesj ought to be applied to the service of the
State.

The actual volume of original contributions on these subjects is by no means
inconsiderable. You are all aware that, some years ago, the lloyal Society initi-

ated a great international enterprise for the compilation of a catalogue of scientific

literature. I have been looking at the fifth annual issue of the volume on
Meteorology, including Terrestrial Magnetism. T may remark that the cata-

logue is quite incompreheusibly eclectic as regards official literature, but let that
pass. I find that, in the year that closed with July 1007, 1,042 authors (not
counting offices and institutions as such) presented to the world 2,131 papers on
Meteorology, 229 on Atmospheric Electricity, and 180 on Terrestrial Magnetism.
This will give some idea of the annual growth in these subjects, and may convince
you that, after all allowance is made (or duplicate titles, for papers of no import-
ance, and for mere sheets of figures published for purposes of reference, there

remains a bulk of literature too large for any single individual to cope with if he
has anything else to do.

If instead of confining ourselves to what can be included in meteorology alone
we extend our view over the other allied sciences, it would be necessary to take
in other volumes of the international catalogue, and there would be some over-
lapping. I have taken instead the volume of the ' Fortschritte der Physik ' for

1906, which deals with ' Kosmische Physik,' It is edited by Professor Assmann,
who adds to his distinction as head of the Royal Prussian Aeronautical Observatory
of Lindenberg that of an accomplished bibliographer. In this volume are giveii

abstracts or titles of the papers published during the year which can be regarded
as worthy of the attention of a physicist. An examination of the volume gives
the following numbers of the papers in the different sections :

—

Papers
Astro-Physics 222
Meteorology . . . . . ,

Atmospheric Electricity ....
Geophysics

:

Geodetics
Seismology and Volcanic Phenomena
Terrestrial Magnetism and Aurora
Currents, Tides, and 'Waves
Inland Hydrography
Ice, Glaciers, and Ice Age .

Other papers . . . . ,

Total t . . 1

I need hardly say that these 2,376 papers are not all English : in some of the
sections few of them are in that language, and fewer still are British. If British
students, official and unofficial, are to make the most of the operation of drawin"-
the angels down, they need help and co-operation in dealing with this mass of
literature, in winnowing the importaTit from the unimportant, and in assimilating
that which makes for the real progress of the practical application of Science.

,
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This is tlie more necessary for these subjects hecause there is uo organised system

of academic teaching, with its attendant system of text-books. In a subject which
has many university teachers it might reasonably be supposed that any important

contribution would find its way into the text-books, which are constantly revised

for the use of students ; and yet, in his Presidential address to the Royal Society

in the November of last year, Lord Rayleigh felt constrained to point out that,

for the advance of science, although the main requirement is original work of a

high standard, that alone is not sufficient. ' The advances made must be secured,

and this can hardly be unless they are appreciated by the scientific public' He
adds that ' the history of science shows that important original work is liable to

be overlooked and is, perhaps, the more liable the higher the degree of originality.

The names of T. Young, Mayer, Carnot, Waterston, and B. Stewart will suggest

themselves to the physicist, and in other branches, doubtless, similar lists might be

made of workers whose labours remained neglected for a shorter or longer time.'

If this is true of physics bow deplorably true it is of meteorology. If I allow a
liberal discount of over 50 per cent, from the numbers that I have given, and estimate

the number of efl'ective contribution^ to meteorology as recognised by the 'Inter-

national Catalogue ' at a thousand, which agrees pretty well with that given by
the ' Fortschritte der Physik,' and if I were to ask round this room the number of

these papers read by anyone here present, I am afraid the result would be dis-

heartening. Many of us have views as to the way in which the study of

meteorology ought to be pursued, but the views are not always based on an
exhaustive examinatiou of the writings of meteorologists. Few of us could give,

I think, any reasonable idea of the way in which it is being pursued by
the various institutions devoted to its application, and of the progress which
is being secured therein. Meteorological papers are written by the hundred,

and, whether they are important or unimportant, they often disregard what
has been already written in the same or some other language, and are them-
.selves in turn disregarded. I do not think I should be doing any injustice

if I applied similar remarks to some of the other subjects included in the table

which I have quoted. How many readers are there iu this country for an
author in terrestrial magnetism, atmospheric electricity, limnology, or physical

oceanography ? Bat, if the papers are not read and assimilated, the advancement
of science is not achieved, however original the researclies may be.

By way of remedy for the neglect of important papers in physics Lord
Rayleigh suggests that teachers of authority, who, from advancing years or from
some other reason, find themselves unable to do much more work in the direction

of making original contributions, should make a point of helping to spread the

knowledge of the work done by others. But what of those subjects in which
there are no recognised teachers ?—and in this countrj' this is practically the case

with the subjects which I have mentioned. It is true that many of them are

made the occasion of international assemblies, at which delegates or repre-

sentatives meet. But such international assemblies are of necessity devoted, for

the most part, to the elaboration of the details of international organisation, and
not to the discussion of scientific achievements. The numbers attending are,

equally of necessity, very restricted.

The want of opportunity for the discussion of progress in these sciences is

specially lamentable, because in its absence they lose the valuable assistance of

amateur workers, who might be an effective substitute for the students of an
academic study. In uo subject are there more volunteers, who take an active

part ill observing, than in meteorology ; but how few of them carry their work
beyond the stage of recording observations and taking means. The reason is not
lightly to be assigned to their want of capacity to carry on an investigation, but
far more, I believe, to the want of knowledge of the objects of investigation and
of the means of pursuing them.

Among the agencies which iu the past have fostered the knowledge of these

subjects, and stimulated its pursuit, there stand out prominently the Annual
Meetings of this Association. It was the British Association which in 184'J

re-founded the Kew Observatory for the study of the physics of the atmosphere,
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the earth, and the suu. It waa the British Association which promoted the

establishment of magnetic observatories in many parts of the earth, and in the

early sixties secured the most brilliant achievements in the investigation of

the atmosphere by means of balloons. I know of no other opportunity of any-
thing like the same potentialities for the writers of papers to meet with the
readers, and to confer together about the progress of the sciences in which they
are interested. But its potentialities are not realised. Those of us who are most
anxious for the spread of the application of mathematics and physics to the
phenomena of astronomy, meteorology, and geophysics have thought that this

opportunity could not properly be utilised by crowding together all the papers
that deal with such subjects into one day, or possibly two days, so that
they can be polished oft" with the rapidity of an oriental execution. In
fact, the opportunity to be polished oft" is precisely not the opportunity that

is -wanted. There are some of us who think that a British Association week is not
too long for the consideration of the subjects of which a year's abstracts occupy
a volume of six hundred pages, and that, if we could extend the opportunity for

the consideration of these questions from one or two days to a week, and let

those members who are interested form a separate committee to develop and
extend these subjects, the British Association, the country, and science would all

gain thereby. I venture from this place, in the name of the advancement of
science, to make an appeal for the favourable consideration of this suggestion.

It is not based upon the depreciation, but upon the highest appreciation of the
service ^Yhich mathematics and physics have rendered, and can still render, to the
observational sciences, and upon the well-tried principle that close family ties are

strengthened, and not weakened, by making allowance for natural development.
The plea seems to me so natural, and the alternatives so detrimental to the

advancement of science in this country, that I cannot believe the Association will

turn to it a deaf ear.

The following Papers and Reports were then read :

—

' 1. Discussion on the Isothermal Layer of the Atmosnhere. opened hi
Dr. W. N Shaw, F.R,S,

Dr. Shaw, in the absence of M. L. Teisserenc de Bort, opened the discussion.

He explained what was the main feature of the phenomenon, and showed how
it had been corroborated by ballons'sondes ascents made in England. The tem-
perature of the air decreases in the lower layers on the average at 5° or 6° C. per
kilometre up to a height of about ten kilometres. Above this height the tem-
perature ceases to fall rapidly, and falls very slowly indeed, or remains constant,
or in some cases increases. It had been suggested that the phenomenon might be
due to a change in the composition of the air at great heights.

M. L. Teisserenc de Bort had succeeded in sending up balloons carrying
vacuum tubes, which were opened and re-sealed electrically at a height of fourteen
kilometres. The samples of air so obtained were examined spectroscopicallv, and
the examination showed that there was no change in the composition of the air
sufficient to account for the cessation of temperature diminution.

It was intended that M. L. Teisserenc de Bort should open the discussion but
he was unable to be present and sent the following communication :

—

' Permit me to open the discussion on the Isothermal Layer, and the inversions
of temperature which are found there, by recalling in a few words the results
obtained during the past twelve years. Our experiments at Trappes have shown
in the first place that the temperature ceased to diminish at a certain height after
liaving passed through a point of maximum rate of decrease about 3,000 metres
lower down.

' The altitude at which the diminution ceases changes with the character of
the weather : it may descend as low as eight kilometres at Paris during a cyclone
wliile it rises as high as thirteen or fourteen kilometres in high-pressure areas and
in front of large cyclones.
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' I indicated tlie.se peculiarities for the first time in October 1901, in a
communication to the Luftschifi'art-Verein at Berlin, then in a communication to

the Meteorological Society of France in March 1902, and I have developed these
conclusions in a note to the Academic des Sciences in April 1902.

' A short time after, in the early part of May 1902, Prof. Assmann showed from
ascents of six rubber balloons that not only was there a cessation of the decrease

of temperature but also an inversion. This inversion had also been very marked
in the first ascents by Hermite and Besan^on, but Prof. Assmann sought to

explain it as being due to the efiect of solar radiation on the thermometer, while
the ventilation produced by the rapid ascent of the balloon showed that it could
not be referred to such an error in the thermometer record.

' Having once demonstrated the existence of this isothermal layer for places

in the neighbourhood of Paris, we sought to find the evidence of it in other
regions, in order to show that it was a general phenomenon. Ascents made by
us and our assistants in the winter of 1900-1901, by M. de Quervain in Piussia, by-

Mr. Eggenberger at Bath in England in 1'902, have made it evident that the
phenomenon was a general one. On referring to the results of the international

ascents made in different countries, it is seen that the cessation of the tempera-
ture decrease is found ^in the case of all the balloons sent up, and that it is

impossible to refer it to insufficient ventilation, since the phenomenon was well
marked in ascents made during the night. Since this time ascents made on
board the •' I'rincess Alice " by Prof. Hergesell in 1905 have furnished evidence of

the existence of the layer near the Azores ; ascents made in the United States by
Mr. A. L. Potch have furnished evidence of its existence there, with the pecu-
liarities I have indicated, i.e., high up over high-pressure areas and low down over
low-pressure areas.

' The expeditions of the " Otaria," organised in conjunction with my friend Mr.
llotch, have proved the existence of the zone in the tropics, and have shown that it

is further from the earth near the equatorial regions, where the Trade Winds meet.
' Finally, the ascents made at the end of the winters of 1907 and 1908 by the

French-Swedish expedition organised by the Observatory of Trappes, with the

support of Prof. Ilildebrandson, have shown that near the Arctic Circle at Kiruna
the layer exists and possesses general characteristics analogous with those found
in these regions.

' The results of series of daily ascents for eight, ten, or more days in eucces-

siott in February 1901, March 190;!, and May 1904 have proved that the change of

altitude of the point where the temperature ceases to fall is accompanied by
changes of temperature of 10°, 15°, 20° C, in an interval of a day or two at

lieights between nine and thirteen kilometres, variations great enough to be felt

near the surface during the same time.
' Thus the equalisation of temperature in the course of the year which had been

supposed to be nearly complete at eight or nine kilometres' altitude does not exist,

but, on the contrary, sudden changes of temperature occur with the passage of

cyclones and anticyclones, which would furnish to an observer in those regions

the chief evidence of the changes occurring at the surface.

' Causes of the Isothermal Layer.—The summai-y of the observed phenomena
has led me to this conclusion : that the cessation of the temperature diminutioTl

is due to the fact that there is at these heights no considerable vertical con-
vection.

' The fact that one meets with layers of air thousands of metres thick where
the temperature increases and decreases rapidlj', and others where it is stationarv,

is incompatible with the existence of motion of the air accompanied by pressure

variations, which always tend to produce a vertical temj)erature gradient more or

less near that for the adiabatic state. It does not follow that the movement in

the isothermal layer must be horizontal, but that it takes place along the isobars

without crossing these surfaces nearly in the manner in which a body rolls on an
inclined plane.

' These ideas have been developed in several communications, in particular at

the Conference d'Aerostat ion scientifique at St, Petersburg in September 1901
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(i) l%eodotite Obaervations of JJalloom penelraliny the Isothei'inal Lni/ei'.

By C. J. P. Cave.

At the end of July, on the days arranged for balloon ascents by the Commis-"
sion for Scientific Aeronautics, theodolite observations were made at Ditcham
Park on four ballons-sondes carrying instruments, and on one large balloon of the
same kind, but carrying no instrument. The balloons used were supplied by
M. Paturel of Paris, and were nominally 1'75 metre in diameter; their weight
was about 02 kg., and they were filled with hydrogen to lift 0-8 kg. in addition
to their own weight ; the instrument, label, and string weighed from 75 to 80
grammes; there was also a balloon nominally of 1 metre in diameter and weio-h-
ing 80 grammes, filled to lift 30 grammes in addition to its own weight ; it

trailed below the instruments during the ascent, and was intended to serve as a
check to the descent and as an aid to the finding of the instruments.' The large
balloons were uncoloured, and were very plainly visible by reflected sunlight
against the clear sky. The ascents began about an hour before sunset.

Observations were made by means of two theodolites placed about 2-68 km.
apart; owing to the distance to which the balloons went, and sometimes to their
direction with regard to the base-line, it was not possible to plot the more
distant part of the trajectories from the two sets of observations; accordinglv
the rate of ascent was determined up to the point at which the two-theodoliti^
method ceased to be reliable, and was subsequently assumed to be uniform, and
the positions of the balloon were plotted from the observations of one theodolite.
It is probable that the balloons did not ascend with uniform velocity

; the velo-
city probably increases as the balloon ascends. The assumption of a uniform velo-
city, however, probably gives a fair approximation of the trajectories of the
balloons. From the plotted trajectories the wind velocities are determined for
each minute interval, and are finally plotted to show the relation of wind velocity
to height.

The first balloon of the series was sent up on July 27, but was lost to sight
at a height of about 8-5 km. The balloon of July 28 was kept in sio-ht to a
height of 13 km. ; the wind velocity increased from about 5 miles an hour at
2 km. to 50 miles per hour at 8 km. ; above this it remained fairly constant to
11 km., when there was some increase, a maximum between 50 and 60 miles per
hour being indicated at 11-5 km. ; above this the velocity decreased ra'pidly,
being about 8 miles per hour at 13 km. ; the wind, which had been from the north
or a little west of north, was more from the west at the greatest heights. The
record from the meteorograph carried by this balloon shows that the isothermal
layer was entered at 11"5 km. The wind velocities for July 29 are verv
similar to those for the previous day, the maximum of from 50 to 60 miles per
hour being reached at 11-5 km.; the subsequent decrease, however, was not so
rapid, the velocity being still 20 miles per hour at 13-2 km. The balloon of
July 30 shows smaller wind velocities above 7 km. than on the three previous
days, the wind being fairly steady at from 25 to 30 miles per hour; there was
some increase at 10"5 km. to 35 miles per hour, followed by a slow but steady
decrease to 25 miles per hour at 11-7, when the balloon was lost to sight. Un-
fortunately the balloons of this and the previous day went out to sea and the
meteorographs were not recovered. On July 31 a 1-75-metre balloon filled to
the same amount as the balloons of the previous days, was sent up without
instruments : this showed very large wind velocities, increasing from 10 miles per
hour at ground level to 80 miles per hour at 11-5 km. ; above this there was a de-
crease to about 55 miles per hour at 13-5 km., when the balloon was seen to burst.

In all cases, therefore, in which the balloon was watched to heights of above
11 kilometres the wind velocity reached a maximum value at a little above this
height, followed by a decrease above.

' Owing to the small balloon the instrument of July 2S was recoverej •
it fe'l

in the Channel, and the balloon kept it afloat for three days.
'

1%8. .
- QQ
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(ii) The Warm Sfraf, t n in the Afmo.'phere at Heights exceeding Bight
Miles in the Unita I states. By Professor A. Lawrexce Rotcr.

The only ballons-sondes t'lat have been used in America are those launched
by the author. Sincu his obFervatory at Bhie Hill lies too near the coast for

the purpose, most of the balloons have been despatched from St. Louis, Missouri.

The experiments were begun in September 1904, and have been continued bince

that time, duringdirt'erent seasons, with the aid of grants from the Smithsonian
Institution. Of the seventy-six balloons sent up from St. Louis, all but four

have been found and returned, the majority falling within a radius of two
hundred or three hundred miles to the eastward of St. Louis. The balloons are

of rubber, the instruments of Teisserenc de Bort's construction, calibrated for low
pressures and temperatures before each ascension, and all ascensions were made
after sunset, to avoid the effect of solar radiation.

Most of the balloons which rose higher than eight miles (12,870 metres)
entered the warm stratum, whose temperature continued to increase with
increasing height. The stratum was at its lowest level in summer, with a mean
minimum temperature of — 54°'6 C. at 12,000 metres. During the autumn of
1907 the warm stratum was penetrated eight times, the mean minimum tempera-
ture of — 60°'5 C. occurring at 12,370 metres. The variations in height from day
to day were large, a minimum temperature of — G7°'l C. at a height of 14,500
metres on October 8 being followed, two days later, by a descent of the minimum
temperature of — 62°'2 0. to 12,000 metres. The temperatures at the extreme
heights reached were —58° C. at 16,500 metres on October 8 and —56° 0. at

lo,0'J0 metres on October 10, showing an increase of 9° C. in 2,000 metres and
— 6°-2 in 4,500 metres respectivelv. On November 6 the minimum temperature
of -52°-2C. was found at 9,700 "metres, and -50°-5 C. at 10,000 metres, the
highest point attained. On November 8 the level of the minimum of — 63°'l C.

had risen to 14,250 metres, with an increase of temperature to — 60°-2 C. at

15,380 metres. These observations are to be published in e.vtenso and discussed
in the ' Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College,' under the

author's direction.

These results, which were made near 35° North latitude, show the warm
stratum to be at a decidedly higher altitude than it is in northern Europe. On
the contrary, the results obtained by the expedition which was sent jointly by
M. Teisserenc de Bort and the author in 1906-7 to explore the atmosphere over the
tropical Atlantic indicated a still higher level for the warm stratum. In fact at

the height of 15,000 metres over the equator there was no inversion of tempera-
ture, and it was actually colder than at an equal height in the northern latitudes.

2. Report on the Measurement of the Geodetic Arc in Africa.

See Reports, p. 56.

3. Seventh Reqyort on the Investigation of the Upper Atmosphere by moans
of Kites.—See Reports, p. 59.

4:. Report on the Magnetic Observations at Falmouth Observatory.
See Reports, p. 55.

5. Report of the Committee on Electrical Standards.— See Reports, p. 31.

6. Report on Meteorological Observations on Ben Nevis.—See Reports, p. 58.
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FHIDAY, SEPTEJUBER 4.

Joint Didcussion with Sections B and G on Gaseous Exjilosions.

Department op Mathematics.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Beijort on Bessel Functions.—See Reports, p. 58.

2. The Asyinj)totic Expansions of Bessel Functions.

By J. W. Nicholson, D.Sc, B.A.

The tabulation of Bessel functions, so far as it has yet been carrit d out, has
been chiefly based upon the formulae

J(.) = ^-C0s(z + a--^--^J

4/r-r-.4>/--3-
^ -^- 2 ! (8sf + • •

.

^- 8z 3 ! {8zy + • •
•

as, for example, in the case of a tabulation now being made by a Committee of
the Association.^

These formulae are only useful when s is fairly large and n small in com-
parison. Suitable bases of calculation for larger values of n have recently been
obtained by the author. There are three distinct cases for the Bessel functions of
real argument.

Case 1 : n less than s.

^^^ sin p

— cos p (m not an integer)
ttz

Y«(2)= — */——- COS p (ti an integer)

where Y„(z) is the solution defined by

Y„(.) = {9^;^-(-)..3Jg(!))(„
= i.teger)

Then if n = z sin a, and a is not too close to 90°

R = sec a + ;> sec^ a + - * sec* a + . . .

where 4 (s + 8) X,^.3 + (s + 2)^ X,+i + 2n~s . s + 1 . s f 2 . X._j + n*s , s---i . X,_, =

\ - ^ \ _ 27 -96m- . _4640rt-^-1125-640w*
'^i - 23' * 2' '

"
^2'"

and the second, fifth, eighth, &c., terms of E, are two orders in n or z less than
those preceding.

' £.A. Itejm-t. 1007, p. 94.

QQ2
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If also 1 + n.,x- + ^l^.^^ + . . . = (1 + Xo.t- + A^.r' + . . .)" ^

then p = | + = (cos«-|-asma)-^(;x,-5 +g- . . .)

- ^^ tan + ^^ (tan a - - tan' o) -^ (tan a - - tan^ a + -; tan'' a) . . .

^3 n> 6 JV 3 5

wliere the orders decrease similarly.

Case 2 : n greater than z.

If 71 -z cosh ^, ji not being small,

J_„ (s)-cos «7r J„ (s) = sin wtt a/ - o~' (n not integral)

Y„(s)= _,y'2jlt--' (» integral)

Then -I" siuh /3 = 1 - -^ eoth"^ -h -' coth' /3 . . .

t = n ^tanb /S - f:i) - J
log,2 - i (u, - ? ^3 + \ 1^1 . . .)

+ 1 (;i^ coth ^ - ^^^. coth' /3 + ...) + -' J: --l|-;+-^^; • •

.

where the B's are the Bernoullian numbers, and orders decrease as before.

Case 3 : when n and s are nearly equal, and fairly large, J„(s) may be reduced

to an Airy's integral ' in the form

j^_

(,)_l(6y £%os {..' + .-=@%r},Z,.

and its tabulation may be conducted at once by the use of tables given for this

integral by Airy and later by Stokes.^

In particular

J„(«) = rQ)2~3 3-;r-'« J

This is correct to three places of decimals when n - 8, and to four when n = \Q

so that it is not necessary for 7i to be very large.

Similarly

J.„(/O =r0 • 2' 3-i TT-' «-' cos ('"r-^)

More generally, if

Y„(")=-rQ)2-3^«-J

F(p) = cos (w' + pw) dw
Jo

f{p) = 1 sin («' + piv) dw
Jo

' Airy, Caml>. Phil. Trans., vi. p. 379 ; vlii. p. 595.

- Moth, and Phys. P/i2>ers, ii. p. 329 et se^.
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then

J _„(:) = - ( - j {cos 7nr . F(p) + sin mr
. /(/>V,

•when >^ and s are nearly equal. These lead to the series, when p is small,

^<=>-i(!V{ "-a) -i-(«'-i)n^>(i)-i- i"'-'f)*-- • ^

The Bessel functions, whose argument is purely imapiiiai v, are usually
defined by

the latter being zero at infinity.

These have the expansions -when either w or s is larofe.

,.~t

where if ji=.- sinh /3

where D =

r = sech (8 - Xj sech" + X^ sech^ 13 . , .

t = r.(l-!^l)'fijl)-'. . .){cosh^-^sinh^)

1 d
sinh cosh /3 ' W^

3. 0>i <S'«/' W. R. Hamillon's Fluctuating Functions.
By E. W. HoBSON, Sc.D., F.B.S.

This paper dealt with the mode of representation of an arbitrary function
by means of definite integrals involving the fluctuating functions just intro-
duced by Hamilton in his memoir ' On Fluctuating Functions,' published in the
' Transactions of the Eoyal Irish Academy ' in the year 1843. The results obtained
by Hamilton were discussed in a rigorous manner,' and were extended to the case
in which the function to be represented is of the very general type limited only by
the postulation that the function possesses a Lebesque integral in the interval fo"r

which it is to be represented. General theorems are obtained containing sufficient
conditions for the convergence of the integrals at points in the limited or
unlimited interval of representation, and also sufficient conditions for the uniform
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representation of the function in any poi'tion of the interval in which that
function is continuous. It was shown that the subsidiary functions employed by
Hamilton are a particular case of a more general class of functions, the pro-
perties of which have been recently discussed by the author in the ' Proceedings
of the London Mathematical Societv,' vol. vi.

4. On the Laiv of Eqnipartition of Energy between Correlated Variables.

By S. H. BuRBURT, F.R.S.

I think the law has never yet been proved except on the assumption, express
or implied, that the variables are not correlated.

Let, then, .Tj . . ,7„, be n quantities which vary continuously between limits
given by 2OT.r- = E, a constant, and which are, or some of them are, correlated
inter se. Let the chance that, su!)ject to constants, they shall respectively lie

between .r, and .r, +rZ.t„ .r, and .r, +</.?•,,, &c., be denoted by 0(.r, . . .Vn)d.ri . . dx,,.

Then their mean values, .r^, .r7, &c., are

••'"a
"^jj • l^i'^i • • '''n)-'<''id.r^ . . d.r„, See.

Also their mean squares are

•rj- =JJ ' • <^(<'i • • r„).)Vf;.r, .- , dx„, &c.

And by virtue of the correlation any two of them, as Xj, and ,r„ have a mean
product

''>'''i -JJ • • 4>(-h . x„\r,,x,,dx, . , <•?.(•„.

For my present_purpose I must assume that every x = 0. Also let x^=a„
.r./ = «,, &c., and .i-jr, = *,o = 60, .... .r^=6;,, = 6„„ &c.

Introduce now n new variables 7/^ . . i/„, such that

.r, = i6._,, /<,+«..?/,, + .... I- .... (1)

And by consequence

«,=-r,^W.r,^^+.V3^' + . +-r«%^ .... (2)

with corresponding values for u^ . . w„.

Here D is the determinant of the coefficients a, b as they stand in (1), and
D,„, is its minor, omitting row^ and column q, or vice versa.

The laiv of probability is then

•^(.r^ . . .r,!)=e- !('•.«. + >>».+ • +^„«„)

"Itiplied by a constant.

In the first equation of (1) multiply each side by .r,. That gives

x,u, = .r,' ^IL + .r,.r, ^^- + .r,.r, ^^. + &c. , . . . (3)

Now the values of the coefficients a, b, and therefore of D and its minors,, do
not change between one set of values of x^ . x„ and another, but are the same
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for all values of .rj . . .r„ and the consequent values of w, . . w,j. Therefore

we may multiply both sides of (3) by ^(.tj . . .%„) and integrate for all values of

.ij . . Xn, regarding a, b as constants. And since

we obtain

A'l"l = J7^ • "^^-''l • •'"^'^•''l • • '^"'"{•'l'^ + ''r'.^ + &C.|

D

Similarly

.r^Mj = 1, &c. And .t\Ui — x.m^ = &c.

Or if

Q = |2.rM, ai4^ = x,^ = &c.

This is the law of equipartition of Q.

I now introduce the following principle :

—

Making Q minimum, i.e., e~^ maximum, subject to the kinetic energy E
being constant, we find the most probable, or normal, state of the system. That

is, since Q is minimum

^^ ax

and since E is constant

whence by the usual method

^ = X— i^ = X.
^^ &c

dx^ dx^ ' dx.^ dx^

'

The indeterminate multiplier X is a function of the a's and b's. Therefore we
may write

dQ . dE dQ . dE
dXj^ dx^ dx^ dx^

And this being true for all values of .rj . . .t„ consistent with E = constant

dE ^. dE _ dQ dQ _
dx^ ] dx,, da.

I
I

~ dx.^

That '
'

__
,
dE _ .

^E
.1" -j — T.2 -T— I

And if E = 2mx^, m^x^ = 7«jao'-, &c.

5. The Complementary Theorem. By Professor J. C. Fields.

Let F (2, t;) = be an integral algebraic equation. Any rational function can

be written in the forms

(1) HC, .) = P(. ^2 ^^^- = -^^^^ . i^ ((^, .)),
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where | = «-', t) = s""' v, and s'" is the highest power of ;: which appears in the
equation. If the function is to become infinite to orders not higher than

respectively for branches of the cjcles corresponding to finite values s = a,,, and
if for 5 = o: it is to have orders of coincidence which do not fall short of

' oo

respectively, then will the functions ^ contain certain constants S, which are
arbitrary excepting in so far as they are conditioned by the fact that the two
representations are to hold simultaneously for the function. The conditions to
which the constants S are subjected are given by the identity

polynomial in {x, v) + ^J
((|, i;)).

This identity can immediately be replaced by another identity.

h:
5/*>f,(*'*)(.,«) ^ 4^ ^/^^f^*-^^") (^,^) _(3) "V ^ ^'__\'',-«) + -^

polynomial in (s, 2>) + ^J
((^, »7))i,

where the several functions ' ^ have a very simple connection with the corre-
sponding functions ^. The conditions to which the constants 8 are subjected
by this identity are obtained by equating to the coefficients of s~'' i>"^'

(0 < )• <y + (« - 1) m, t = l,2, . . . n)

on the left-hand side. The equations of condition so obtained are not all

independent. A linear equation between them with multipliers o,._] ,_i signifies

that the coefficient of s^' r""' in every product

and in every product

I

is 0, where \

The interpretation of this is that \]r (;, v) must have orders of coincidence which
are complementary adjoint to

It) (A) 111

-o-j, -a.,, . . . -o-^.^

for finite values z = a,,, and for the value z = o-. orders of coincidence which are

complementary adjoint to

(cc) (o;) (CO)

Tj — _, T^, — ^, . . . , Tj. — _.

CO

' For details in regard to these functions see the author's book Theory of the

Algebraic TunctUyns nf a Complex VarialjJe, Berlin: Mayer ife Mfiller.
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Employing the symbol N^ to designate the number of arbitrary constants involved

in the most general rational function ^ (z, v) possessing the orders of coincidence

here in question, this also represents the number of the equations of condition

which are dependent on the remaining ones. We, however, know expressions

for the total number of these equations and for the total number of the con-

stants 8. Making use of these expressions we immediately obtain for the number
of arbitrary constants 8 satisfying the identities (2) and (3)

(4) N„ = N^ + « - i 2 ;^ (./' -1) - -^^ rf v'f,

k 5=1 k s=i

and this at the same time represents the number of arbitrary constants involved

in the most general function H (z, v), whose orders of coincidence for the various

values z do not exceed the co/responding numbers rj*** . . . r'.'. Here we

have replaced — o-j'^' . . . — o-'*' by the symbols Tj'** . . . t<*' . Formula (4)

contains one statement of the complementary theorem in a restricted case. From
it, however, can immediately be deduced in a variety of forms the theorem in

the most general case. This has already been done in the author's book. The
principal object of the present paper is to give a method for obtaining
formula (4) with greater facility and elegance.

6, The Genesis of Elliptic Functions,

By RopERT Russell,

Department of General Physics.

The following Papers were read : —

1. Do the Radio-active Gases {Emanations) belong to the Aryou Series?
By Sir William Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S.

The residues of the fractionation of 120 tons of liquid air were examined in

the chemical laboratory of University College by Professor Moore. After
removal of oxygen and nitrogen, argon, krypton, and xenon remained, and were
separated by methodical fractionation. The xenon amounted to about 300 cm.*;
it was methodically fractionated at —130°, and a final residue of 0'3 cm.^ was
obtained. The spectrum of this portion was photographed, and diflered in no
respect from that of xenon. It is practically certain that if this residue had
contained 1 per cent, of a denser gas, that gas would have been detected. It

follows therefore that if there is a heavier constituent in air than xenon, its

amount does not exceed 1-25 billionth of the whole. Now it is certain that
if such an element existed, it would be gaseous, and would be found in air. Its

non-existence implies either the absence of such elements from the periodic table

or their instability. As possible atomic weights for missing elements are 178,
216, and 260, it is rendered probable that they are respectively unstable
emanations—those of thorium, of radium, and of actinium.

2. Oib the Number and Absorption of the /? Particles emitted by Radiuni.
By W. Makowek.

The experiments were undertaken to redetermine the number of /3 particles

emitted par second by radium C in equilibrium with one gram of radium.
Kftdium emanation w.as sealed in a small glass tube about 1 mm. diameter, the
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thickness of whose walls was about 0-1 mm., aud the charge reaching a thick
insulated brass cylinder surrounding the glass tube per second was measured by a
quadrant electrometer. The whole was enclosed in a silvered glass vessel which
could be exhausted by means of charcoal and liquid air. In order to allow for

the absorption of the /3 rays from the emanation by the walls of the enclosing
glass tube, a series of experiments was made to determine the law of absorption
of the |3 rays from radium B and C when the thickness of glass is varied. It

was found that the law of absorption for glass was sensibly the same as for

aluminium as found by 11. W. Schmidt, the radiation being measured in both
cases by the ionisation produced by the rays after traversing different thicknesses
of glass. It was further found that the law of absorption was the same when
measured by the charge received by the brass cylinder mentioned above when
different thicknesses of glass were interposed between the emanation and the
brass cylinder. It is therefore concluded that when rays pass through matter
the observed absorption of the rays is not due to scattering, but to an actual
stoppage of the particles by the absorbing medium. The final corrected value for

the number of 3 particles emitted per second from the radium C in equilibrium
with 1 gram of radium is 4"9 !< I0'°,

8, The Rate of Production of Helium from Radium,
By Sir James Dewab, FM,S.

Depaetment of Cosmical PaYSica (Astronomy).

The following Report aud Papers were read :

—

1. Report oj the Seismological Committee,—See Reports, p. 60,

2. A Generalised Instrument. By Sir Robert Ball, F.R.S,

In the altazimuth the telescope should be perpendicular to a horizontal axis II.

which is itself carried by a vertical axis I. Owing to instrumental imperfection the
angle between the telescope and the axis I. is 90'' + r and that between I. and II. is

QO°— q where r and q are small quantities.

In the almucantar the telescope is inclined to the vertical axis II. at the angle
90° + r, and the vertical axis is inclined to the axis of the Earth I. at the angle
i)0°—q, where q is the latitude. In this case r and q are not small quantities.

Thus an investigation in which the circle attached to axis I. has X for the
longitude of its ascending node on the fundamental circle and 6 for the angle
between axis I. and the normal to the fundamental circle will include the com-
plete theory of the following instruments among others : the Altazimuth, the
Meridian Circle, the Prime Vertical Instrument, the Equatorial, and the Almu-
cantar. The instrument so defined we call the f/eneralised instrument.

Let a, S be the co-ordinates of a star and R, Rj be the readings of Circle I.

and Circle II. when the telescope of the generalised instrument is directed on
that star, then

SinS=/,(X, ^, y, r .RR,)^
Cos a cos S =/,(X, ^, y, ?• . R Ri") ^ (i)

Sin a cos b-f.^i\, 6, q, r . R Rj) J

The following is the most convenient method of writing the formulae :

—

Sin 8 = L cos 5 + M sin d "^

Cos a cos S = (L sin ^—M cos 6) sin L + N cos \ |> ? , (ii)

Sin a cos_8 = - (L sin ^ -M cos,JS) cos X + N siu X J
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where h, M, N afe tte direction cosines of the star with respect to their

rectangular axes, of which the first is axis I. and the third is the intersection of
the circles II. and I., and we have L, M, N expressed in terms of g, r, R, lij by
these equations:

—

L = — sin q sin r + cos q cos r sin Hj
^M sin R +N cos R = cos r cos Rj r ' • ^'^^^

— 31 cos R + N sin R = sin r cos 5 + sin y cos r sin Rj j

AVhen R and Rj are observed then from (iii) we have L, M, N, and from (ii)

a, 5 are known, and as there are three equations there is no ambiguity.
If R and Rj are given real quantities, then a and S are real quantities, but

the converse is not necessarily true. If a and 5 are given, then from (ii) we have
L, M, N, and from the first equation of (iii) we have sin JFlj. It may happen that

sin R, >1, in which case the instrument cannot be pointed on a, 5. If sin R, <1
there will be two values, R^ and 180 — Rj, each of which by substitution in the

last two equations of (iii) will give real values for sin R and cos R, so that

there will be two methods of pointing the generalised instrument on a given
point. This is, of course, the familiar process of reversal in the altazimuth, or of

observing upper and lower culmination in the meridian circle.

3. A New Form of Divided Object- Glass Telescope,

By Sir Howard Grubb, F.R.S.

For certain purposes it was necessary to produce a divided object-glass tele-

scope, in which the rays forming the images on one half of the field should be
due entirely and solely to the corresponding half object-glass, and the rays form-
ing the other half field to the other half object-glass. Moreover, it was necessary
to utilise circular revolving wedges over one of the half object-glasses for the
purpose of producing a deviation of the rays in one half field as regards the
other ; and, furthermore, the images were required to be erect.

These conditions, though theoretically solvable by introducing a thin dia-

phragm in whose plane the optical axis of the telescope would lie, are not prac-
ticable, as the light impinging on this diaphragm at very long incidence intro-

duces false light into the field and destroys the brilliancy of the images.
With this form it is not possible to use circular revolving wedges without a

considerable loss of light.

By reversing the two half object-glasses and placing them back to back, the
introduction ot an eflFective series of diaphragms is rendered possible without
cutting off from the cone of rays which form the images, while the positions of the
half object-glasses render the application of circular wedges quite possible and
convenient.

With this arrangement the two semicircular pencils of light being each reversed
in themselves by the erecting prisms, emerge from the eye-piece as one single disc,

just fitting the pupil of the eye with the lower powers."

4. The Neva Spectroheliograph foy the Madrid Observatory.
By Sir Howard Grubb, F.R.S.

The necessary conditions to be fulfilled in designing this spectrohellograpli

were somewhat limited, owing to the fact that some apparatus (including a 45°

prism and a coelostat) already existing had to be utilised.

Vaiious designs were submitted, and these are mostly described in the Paper.
That which was finally accepted did not vary very much, so far as its optical

arrangements are concerned, from some of the well-known instruments.
Most of the novel features are to be found in the mechanical arrangements.
The whole instrument, which is very heavy and massive, rests on three feet,

sliding on three accurately worked planes.
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No slides are used, but the iustnunent is guided by paiailBl-u!otioii rudi?,

whicli rods can bo adjusted slightly out of parallelism, so that the iiistrumeut,

instead of sliding in a perfectly straight lino, describes an arc of a circle, of which
the object-glass used for forming the sun's image (22|-foot focus) is the centre,

the collimator always pointing to the centre of the object-glass.

Almost the entire weight of the instrument is supported by four steel wires,

which hang from counterpoised levers pivoted on the roof of the building, so that

only a very small portion of the weight is allowed to bear on the planed surfaces.

The motion is effected by a frictional clock acting on two screws, which drive

the instrument simultaneously at the forward and backward ends.

5. On the Relation betioeeu Intensity of Light, Time of ExposurCi and
Photographic Action. By Professor H. H. Turner, D.Sc, F.R.S.

1. If /be the intensity of a source of li'.'jt, and i the time of exposure, it was
not unnatural to assume that the photigraphic effect is proportional to the
product It. But experiments have shown that this is not the case. Sir William
Abney, who had previously expressed an opinion in favour of the law, announced
its 'complete breakdown' under certain conditions in 1893.' The conditions

specified by him were that a slow plate should be used, more particularly a
bromide ; and his Paper is written on tlie assumption that deviation from the law
will vary with the kind of plate used.

2. The object of the present note is to suggest that the deviation is, at any
rate for stellar work, uniform ; that in fact a new law can be formulated, the
photographic effect being proportional to

instead of the first power of t. This result was arrived at by the pfe.^ent writel"

from a discussion of numerous Greenwich plates in lOO.'i,- but as it was supposed
to apply merely to particular conditions, no great importance was attached to it.

On reviewing tlie work of the late Mr. E. L. J. Ellerj' it was noticed that he had
arrived at identical figures in 1891,^ under conditions which probably- differed in

several essentials from those at Greenwich {e.g., the manufiicture of plates Las
changed a good deal in the interval). It was then remembered that the work of

Dr. Schwarzschild, using a quite diii'erent method of measuring stellar magnitudes,
gave nearly identical results. Finally, on looking up Sir William Abney 's paper of
189.3 (loo. eit.), it was seen that the only numerical result given by him is closely

in accord with the suggested formula.

3. As a purely empirical formula, therefore (for at present no physical basis

has been suggested, so far as I know), and chiefly with the view of eliciting

opinions and experiences which may throw further light on the matter, it is

suggested thatCO

photographic effect - intensity x (exposure)';

or stellar magnitude = C — 2'5 log 1—2 -0 log t

or, with an increase of exposure equivalent to five magnitudes, we only get four.

G. Systematic Motion of the Starn. By Professor F. W. Dyson, F.R.S.

Eighteen hundred stars from all parts of the sky whose proper motions were
greater than 20" a century were examined. It was found that 1,100 were moving
in directions within 60" of one apex, 600 within 60" of the second apex, and 100
Avere outside these limits. .The motions of the 100 stars were irregular and not
directed to one part of the sky. The nufnber of stars of large proper motion

' Monthly Notices, liv. p. 65. - Ibid., Ixv, p. 7G4.
^ Ibid.. Hi. p. 205.
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moving to the second apex did not seem in accordance with Mr. Eddington's
determination that the stars of the first group were moving in streams, and that

the mean velocities of these streams were as 3:1. The investigation was not
concluded, but showed that stars of large proper motions had apparent drifts to

two points in the sky, but a difficulty was presented in the explanation of this

as due to two streams,

7, The Reflecting Telescope and its Suitability fur Physical Reseaixh.

By Sir Howaed Geubb, F.B.S.

The author refen-ed to a Paper published by him some thirty-one years ago, in

which he pointed out the advantage of the reflecting telescope for many branches
of physical research, and predicted that the usefulness of the instrument would
be appreciated in course of time. For many years after this, instruments of the

reflecting type were not in favour either in Europe or America, but experience
of recent years of the use of reflectors in the hands of Huggins, Common, Roberts,

Wilson, and the astronomers at the Lick Observatory has practically demon-
strated the valuable qualities of such instruments for astrophjsical research. In
America especially many improvements in construction and mounting have been
introduced in recent years, which have helped largely to develop the powers and
convenience of the reflecting telescope.

Notwithstanding the general impression that the practical limit of size for

large telescopes has been reached, and that further developments would be useless

on account of the limitations due to imperfections in our atmosphere, the obser-

vations' and investigations of American astronomers, who have expeinence of the

largest instruments, tend to show that, for physical research, not only would
instruments of greater light-grasping power be desirable, but that they are

absolutely necessary in order to carry through the work of physical research on
the most promising lines.

Those who have had experience with large reflecting telescopes have therefore

devoted themselves in endeavouring to grapple with the diificulties which at

present hamper the usefulness of such instruments.

This Paper discussed the various devices introduced by the astronomers at

Washington, Mt. Wilson, and other observatories possessing large reflectors to

overcome the hindrances to increase of aperture due to the want of homogeneity
in the air and calorific eff'ects, &c., and discussed the possibilities of increasing the

optical power in future instruments.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

Discussion on the Theory of Wave-motion,^ opened by

Professor Horack Lamb, F.R.S.

[Plate vii.]

It is understood that one of the chief objects of the discussion Is to promote

an alliance, or at all events a better understanding, between meteorologists on
the one hand and mathematicians on the other, more especially as to the theory

of atmospheric waves of various kinds. The need for some such understanding

is fairly manifest. There exists a considerable mathematical literature on the

subject of waves in fluids, but the theory is far from complete, and the established

results are subject to various qualifications which sometimes seriously limu their

practical application. It is possible that the theory might be extended in some
directions, with a view to meteorology ; but the mathematician is deterred from

embarking cu long and difficult calculations which might in the end prove to

have no real bearing on actual phenomena, owing to his own imperfect apprecia-

tion of the true atmospheric conditions. The meteorologist, on the other hand,

' Ordered bv the General Committee to be printed in e-itenso.
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confroDted witn the bewildering complexity of the phenomena which he registers,

asks for some theoretical clue which shall help him to analyse these and to reduce

them to something like order. In particular he considers that he has indications,

in various cases, of distinctly periodic fluctuations of atmospheric pressure, and he
requires some corresponding theory. Under these circumstances, perhaps the

most useful course will be to attempt a review of such results in the existing

theory of wave-motion as may conceivably have an application to meteorological

conditions.

We may consider in the first case the oscillations of the atmosphere as a whole.

J.f we assume, for simplicity, isothermal conditions, these are closely analogous to

the oscillations of a liquid ocean of uniform depth covering the globe. The
velocity of propagation for waves of mainly horizontal displacement is in fact

equal to ^(ffH), where H is the height of the 'homogeneous atmosphere.' If we
put H = 29500 feet, the most important type of free oscillation on a non-rotating

globe has a period of about 16 hours, the type being that of the semi-diurnal

tidal oscillation of an ocean of uniform depth. When we take account of the

rotation, the modes of oscillation and the periods are considerably modified. The
problem is virtually the same as in Laplace's dynamical theory of the tides, with

this advantage, that owing to the absence of barriers to the aerial ocean the results

are much more closely applicable to the actual circumstances. The calculations of

Hough (with the preceding value of H) show that the principal free oscillation

has now a period of about 12 hours. This result is of interest in relation to the

well-known semi- diurnal Aariation of the barometer. This is of very regular

type, uniform along each meridian, with maxima at 10 A.M. and 10 P.M. An
oscillation of this character might (except as to the phase) be regarded as a

forced solar semi-diurnal tide, whose period is very nearly coincident with that of

one of Hough's free oscillations. This would explain the comparative smallness
of the solar diurnal atmospheric tide, and might even be consistent with the small-

ness of the lunar semi-diurnal tide, since the amplitude of the 'resonance' falls ofl"

with extreme rapidity as the ditt'ereuce between the free and forced periods

increases. The difficulty is, however, in the phase, which is accelerated instead of
retarded. This cannot be accounted for by friction ; and the magnitude of the
phase-interval also appears far too great to be attributed to such a cause. There
seems to be no alternative but to adopt Lord Kelvin's view that the semi-diurnal
variation is a temperature eflect. The diurnal variation of temperature does not
follow the simple harmonic-law, and when analysed by Fourier's method will

have constituents whose periods are respectively i, ^, ^,...of a solar day. The
semi-diurnal constituent will be mainly operative owing to approximate co-

incidence with the free period already referred to. The phase remains to be
accounted for, but there does not appear to be any prima facie difficulty as to

this. It should be mentioned that the Ibrced oscillations due to variation of tem-
perature have been discussed mathematically on the basis of Laplace's theory by
Margules.

We have next to consider the possible types of local and (relatively) small
scale oscillations of the atmosphere. The most obvious locus of such oscillations

is at the common horizontal boundary of two strata of dirterent densities. The
circumstances are here very nearly the same as if the fluids were incompressible,
and we may quote Stokes' formula for the velocity of propagation of waves on
the common boundary between two liquids in equilibrium, viz. :

—

" V IL • jTp}'

where X is the wave-lengch, and p, p' are the densities of the lower and upper fluids

respectively. When p' = 0, we have V = v'(^X/2jr) as in the ordinary theory of
deep-water waves ; in the present case the potential energy of a given deforma-
tion is dimini.shed in the ratio {p-p')lp, whilst the inertia is increased in the ratio

(p + p')lp. VVhenp— p' is relatively small, the oscillations are exceedingly slow,
as in the case of a flask half-filled with oil and half with water, a phenomenon
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noticed loug ago by Franklin. On the otlier hand, such waves are easily produced,
owinw to the smallnees of the potential energy. An interesting application of the

theory has in recent times been made by VV, V. Ekman, to explain the abnormal
resistance which ia occasionally experienced by ships off the mouths of various

Norwegian fiords, where a layer of fresh water rests on one of salt water. This

is interpreted as a wave-resistance due to waves generated on the common
boundary. If p' is greater than p, the wave-velocity is imaginary: there is then of

course instability, and a corrugation of wave-length A, once produced, will tend to

increase in amplitude, and the more rapidly the smaller the value of X. This has

a bearing on the theory of the formation of cirrus clouds, which was pr'oposed and
experimentally illustrated by Jevons in 1857. An upper layer of air is supposed

to cool by radiation until it becomes heavier than the air below it ; a sort of

interpenetration then takes place by means of narrow filaments which are made
manifest by the condensation of vapour when the warmer air comes in contact

with the cooler.

In practice a discontinuity of density in the atmosphere is likely to be accom-
panied by a discontinuity of velocity. The corresponding circumstances in the

case of incompressible fluids were investigated by Lord Kelvin; if the velocities of

the two currents are v, v' , the formula for the wave-velocity may be written :—

p+p' ^V i^TT p+p ip+p'T^ ' )'

or, in case the difference of density is relatively small,

v=i(^'+^')±Ay{-£ • p^-\{v-v'f\.

The fiist term represents the mean velocity of the two currents; the second
represents a wave-velocity which may be superposed on this in either direction.

This second term is imaginary, indicating instability, for values of \ less than

2np {v-v'Y
p-p''

2ff '

Under atmospheric conditions very great wave-lengths will be required for

stability, unless v — v' is very small. The importance of the fact that with an
absolule discontinuity of density the slightest difference of velocity. would imply
partial instability has been strongly emphasised by Helmholtz. He pointed out

that in the case of air a rapid mixture of the two strata must take place, and
that this cause is far more powerful than friction in establishing a transition

stratum within which the change of density from p to p' takes place gradually.

The presence of such a layer would modify the theory to some extent, but this has
hardly yet been investigated.

The theoretical results so f\ir quoted relate to disturbances of infinitely small

amplitude ; in cases of instability they represent therefore only the initial

tendency. Helmholtz has shown that although a plane surface of separation

between two currents is unstable, there are other forms of relative equilibrium

which are possibly stable. Since any common velocity may be superposed on
the two currents without affecting the dynamics of the question, this amounts
to a theory of waves of finite (as distinguished from infinitely small) amplitude.

The calculations, which are somewhat complicated, have been revised by W. Wien
;

but it does not appear yet to have been decisively settled whether, or in what
Sense, such waves may be stable. It is very desirable that this very interesting

and definite problem should be attacked de novo by some mathematician.

Helmholtz argues that the theory has a real application to the atmosphere, and
that the crests of these waves are under favourable conditions made visible by
the condensation of vapour cooled by expansion.

It will be evident from this review that the theory of wave-motion is, from
the point of view of atmospheric phenomena, on many points uncertain. It

may perhaps be urged that it would be unfair to expect any great improvement
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iu this respedt uutil the various conditions which actually prevail iu the atmo-
sphere have been more thoroughly explored. Fortunately, the proj^ress which i»

now being made in the study of the upper regions of the air encourages us to

hope that before long we may have more secure data to form the basis and the

criterion of future theoretical investigations.

Dr. Shaw expressed his appreciation of the clearness of Professor Lamb's
paper and of the advantages for the study of the atmosphere likely to accrue from
having the results obtained by mathematical investigation put together in a

concise and easily accessible form. So far as the atmospheric oscillations of short

period were concerned it was not easy to accept an explanation depending upon
the assumption of a substantial discontinuity of velocity between consecutive

horizontal layers. There was plenty of evidence of stratification in the atmo-
sphere of one sort or other, but pressure, being an integral gravitational effect,

could not show discontinuous stratification. Consequently there could not be

a discontinuous change of horizontal pressure-gradient. There might be slight

discontinuous stratification as regards temperature, and consequently also as regards

density ; but, as regards wind velocity, anything of the nature of a persistent wind
current in tbe upper air would have its velocity governed by the pressure gradient

and the density, and the discontinuity would be limited to the extent of that

shown in the density, which can very rarely reach so great a proportional

magnitude as 3 per cent.

The records obtained from autographic instruments occasionally showed
undulations, more or less sinusoidal in charncter, which had not hitherto been
explained. Neither the proximate cause of the initial disturbance, nor the

oscillating system which was set in vibration thereby, had bean identified. Such
approximately sinusoidal oscillations were sometimes found in the wind, as shown
in the example taken from the South port Observatory records for January 12, 1907
(see Plate VII.), but more frequently in the barometric pressure, and particularly

in the records of the ' inicrobarograph,' an instrument which, as ordinarily

adjusted, magnifies rapid variations of pressure twentyfold, as compared with
the mercury barometer, but disregards slow changes altogether. A period of about
twenty minutes is frequently to be identified in the records, and the trace fron)

Mr. Dines's microbarograph at Oxshott for February 22-23, 1904, reproduced in

the original paper,' shows intermittent groups of oscillations lasting for about
twenty hours, commencing with a period of about half an hour and ending with
a period of about ten minutes.

Barometric oscillations were occasionally set up during the violent commotion
of the line squall which introduces a thunderstorm. A good example is given
in the microbarlc trace for August 2, 1906 (see Plate VII.), where an oscillation

with rapid damping is clearly indicated. The changes in the other elements are

reproduced in order to indicate the general violence of tbe commotion.
But ' line-squall ' or thunderstorm changes do not always cause oscillations.

The microbarographic trace for June I, 1908 (see Plate VII.), shows a sudden rise

of pressure as usual (the crochet d'orage or Gewitter-nase), but no recognisable

undulations ; although the sudden violence of the wind is very conspicuous in the
records, and was still more so in reality on account of the destruction of trees caused
by it in Bushy avenue.

Another example was given of violent barometric fluctuations on July 12,

1908, wbioh were recorded during thundery weather, but without producing undu-
lations or indeed any other notable effects.

On the other hand, there were examples of regular undulations set up without
any considerable barometric change, the most noteworthy of which was the succes-

sion of four undulations, commencing with a range of about five-thousandths of an
inch, lasting about a quarter of an hour, and then violently interrupted by a sudden,
though slight, explosive disturbance which set up different and much faster oscilla-

tions for a similar interval. Traces of this train of atmospheric waves from five

' (p.J. Roy. Met. Soc, vol. xxxi. 1905, p. 39. For a discussion of the theory
of the instrument, see Chrystal, Proc. H.S.E., vol. sxviii. 1908, p. 437,
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stations, viz., Cambridge, South Kensington, Westminster, Siiepherd's Busli, and
Leighton Park, Reading, were exhibited (see Plate VII., June 30). Another,
Petersfield (Ditcham Park), has been added. The distance apart between Cambridge
and Petersfield is about 180 miles. The record for the hour 5 a.m. to 6 a.m. for

each place is reproduced. There is barely a quarter of an hour shown between
the occurrence of the trough of the first wave at any of the places. No great
stress can be laid on the accuracy of timing, and the South Kensington record in

particular appears to be mistimed. In any case, it would seem that the dis-

turbance, if not simultaneous at the different places, travelled fa.<ter than 109
miles per hour.*

One other example of very regular oscillations was shown, namely, that of the

photographic record of the Falmouth barogram for December io, 1900 (see

Plate VII.). The undulations, in this case also subject to damping, are clearly

shown in the reproduction.

The problem presented by these examples was to determine whether the

oscillations were due to the vibrations of the atmosphere as a whole or in part,

and, in the latter case, to specify w^hat part. It was necessary again, as the late

Lord Salisbury said about the luminiferous ether at Oxford, to tind a nominative
case to the verb to undulate.

Professor Lamb had suggested only gravitational and vertical wave-motion
in an atmosphere stratified in discontinuous layers. The question was asked
whether it was possible that a steady atmospheric current of wind, with its

transverse pressure gradient and its great momentum, could take on an elasticity

for transverse vibrations in consequence of the quasi-rigidity of its motion relative

to the earth's axis, and thus form a system capable of horizontal oscillations with
associated pressure changes.

Professor C. H. Lees pointed out that since Dr. Shaw's observations .showed
that when there was a sudden change of atmospheric pressure it was at times
followed by an oscillation of pressure, and at other times not, it looked as if we
were dealing with an oscillatory system in which the damping term due to
viscosity had nearly the critical value, and in which, therefore, a small chanue of
viscosity would lead on the one hand to oscillation, on the other to no oscillation.

Prol'essor A. Laavrence Kotch, Director of Blue Hill Observatory, U.S.A.,
said that the waves set up in the atmosphere during thunderstorms were of com-
mon occurrence at Blue Hill. But another class of waves, arising from different
conditions, was discussed by Mr, H. H. Clayton in vol. xl. part iii. of the 'Annals
of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College.' These waves occur to the
north-eastward of a cyclonic .storm moving north-east, and the same wave has
been traced on the barographs of stations situated several hundred miles apart,
the velocity of propagation of the wave from west to east being somewhat oreater
than the motion of the cyclone centre itself. As a rule, oscillations iu wind
velocity and direction are .synchronous with the barometric waves, the wind
reaching a maximum velocity from a northerly direction during the passan-e of
the cre,st of the wave and a maximum velocity from an easterly direction in the
trough of the wave. Nearly all the waves occur in rainy weather, and usuallv
there is an increase in the intensity of the rainfall at the waveorost. That
similar waves occasionally exist in the upper air is shown by the undulations
seen in clouds. According to a study of special cloud-forms at Blue Ilill by tlie

late Mr. A. E. Sweetland, published in the ' Annals of the Astronomical Observa-
tory of Harvard College,' vol. xlii. part i., the greatest number of undulations
are observed in the cirrus and cumulus levels. At the lower level they occur to
the north-east of the cyclone centre and precede warmer weather, beino- due to
a warm current flowing over a colder current near the ground, a condition which
Von Helmholtz has shown to be necessary to the formation of undulatory clouds

' In considering these and the other traces of the microbarograph, it should
be remembered that the recording pen is carried by a lever and describes a circle
In some of the traces the effect of the curvature of the ordinates is very marked
and in the Shepherd's Bush record of June 30 there is a gradual rise of the poa
during the period attributable to temperature change.

1908. R K
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and the existence of which the kite-flights at Blue Hill have demonstrated.

Sometimes there are coincident rhythmical oscillations in the barograph trace.

The continuous crests and hollows of the undulations in the clouds extend usually

from north to south, or at right angles to their drift, in contrast to the cirrus

bands, which move most frequently in the direction of their length. Since the

crest of a wave usually lies normal to the wind which produces and propagates it,

these observations confirm Von Helmholtz's explanation of the undulations as

being the visible crests of atmospheric waves formed between currents of air

differing in density and also in velocity or direction.

Sir Oliver Lodge asked whether the recurrent rapid minor oscillations of

brief duration could not be due to a sort of echo or reverberation from the

discontinuity layers ; but subsequently he supposed that they might more likely

be due to secondary and insignificant vortices accompanying the main depression.

Sir WiLLiAir Wiixte observed that his interest in wave-motion chiefly centred

in water waves, and particularly in deep-sea waves. Observations of ocean waves

were of importance to the naval architect, since the behaviour of ships at sea

largely depended upon the character of the wave-phenomena, and particularly

upon the proportion of the relative periods of approach of waves and the natural

periods of oscillation of ships. For many years (under orders from the Admiralty)

officers of the Navy made numerous observations of the dimensions and periods

of waves which produced oscillations in ships—particularly transverse oscillations

of rolling—noting at the same time the actual angles of inclination obtained on

each side of the vertical. In this manner the modern theory of rolling (developed

chiefly by the late William Fronde and Professor Rankine) was confirmed to an

extent surticient for practical purposes. In the case of the ' Challenger Expedition

also special orders were given in regard to making observations of wave-

phenomena ; but, unfortunately, very little additional mforniation was obtained.

There is need for much more extended observation of ocean waves, particularly

under the special circumstances when they form a fairly regular series. The
phenomena of a 'confused sea' also require much more extensive study. In

addition, the behaviour of deep-sea waves during their degradation, when they

run into shallow water and approach the shore, deserves careful -study, and has a

practical application in regard to the construction of harbours and sea defences of

all kinds.

Up to the present time we have but little definite information available in

regard to the generation of waves, and the laws connecting the force and velocity

of wiud with the creation of water-waves. The best observations available are

those of the late Lieutenant Paris, of the French Navy, and they reflect the

greatest credit upon that officer both as to the methods employed and extent of

the work done. The analysis of his results, however, shows conclusively that

much more extended observation is required.

Wave-phenomena which accompany the movements of ships through water

which otherwise would be still, have received great attention in recent, years in

connection with experiments made on models in tanks on the system iutroduced

by the late Mr. William Froude, greatly developed in thi.s country by Mr. R. E.

Froude, and now extensively employed in all maritime countries as an aid to the

design of steamships. This branch of investigation is still in full progress, and

it cannot be doubted that wave-phenomena in general may be studied with

advantage in such tanks. In most of these establishments the pressure of work

in connection with experiments which have a direct bearing upon the designs of

new steamships interleres greatly with purely research work. On these grounds

it has been advocated for some years past to establish at the National Physical

Laboratory an experimental tank, which should be devoted primarily to research

work. The Institution of Naval Architects has made various attempts towards

the creation of such an establishment, but has failed hitherto. Quite recently

—

thanks to the generosity of Mr. Al red Yarrow in ottering to meet the capital

expenditure required—the question has been brought into a much more hopeful

condition. The Institution of Naval Architects is now engaged in obtaining

guarantees from shipbuilders and shipowners for an ade(juate fund to meet the
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charges involved in the maintenance and working of an experimental tank at

Bushey, and there is good hope of success ; as well as of the readiness of the

Executive Committee of the Laboratory to permit the tank to be placed at

Bushej'. It may be hoped, therefore, that before long v,e shall have in this

country an establishment in •which experimental investigations of wave-phenomena
in water may be carried further than has yet been possible; and it must be the

conviction of all those who have given attention to the subject that, whether
wave-phenomena in water or in the atmosphere be the special subject of study, the

foundation of a sound theory must be laid by means of experimental inquiries, to

the results of which mathematical processes may be applied in order to establish a

comprehensive theory.

Professor Larmor, Professor Trouton, and JI. Teisserenc de Bort also con-

tributed to the discussion.

Department of Mathematics.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Linear Vector Functions. By Sir Robekt Ball, F.B.S.

The results here given are based upon and are lai'gelv identical with those

obtained by the late Professor C. J. Joly, to whom the application of quaternions

to the theory of screws is almost entirely due. The author was in intimate

correspondence with Professor Joly for many j'ears, and up to the time of his

lamented death the subjects now referred to were under constant discussion.

The present communication is now offered in Joly's own university as a token of

affectionate remembrance. The occasion is the more appropriate as Joly was one
of the successors to the chair of Hamilton, whose invention of linear vector

functions was one of the most wonderful strokes of quaternion magic.

Let Xj, <a, ; X.J, w.^ ; X^, <o^ be three pairs of vectors defining three screws.

Let
<i,

t.^, t.^ be the intensities of three wrenches on those screws. These
wrenches compound into a single wrench of intensity f on a screw \^ to of the

three system, and we have
^ X = t{K^ + t.X, + t.^.^ ...... (i)

< <B = t^U)^ + t./O.^ + t.M>.^ . , . . , (ii)

Multiplying the first by A'AoX^ and taking the scalar

t SXX^Xj = ijbXj^XjXj,

by this and the two similar equations we have from (ii)

to = (cBj^SXXjXj + to^SXX^Xj^ + (B^SXXjX^) /SXjX^X^,

But the expression on the right-hand side is a linear vector function ^X of the

most general type.

"We thus obtain X, <^X as the two vectors defining in the most general manner
all the screws of a three-system. We now show how the properties of such a

system are obtained at once as properties of linear vector functions.

One of Hamilton's most remarkable propositions states that

(f)Y^'fjL(f)'v = wjY/ii'.

This is the quaternion statement of the fact that of two reciprocal three systems
A and B each screw of A is reciprocal to each screw of B.

If <^X, X represent a three system, then any screw — wtV/iK, Y(j}fi(f)v will be a

screw of the reciprocal system, whatever X, fi, v may be, provided that m is the

invariant of the linear vector function defined by the equation

S<pX<pfx<f)v— mB\[iv = 0.

bk2
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To prove this it is only necessary to write the equation of reciprocity

S{(t>\Y^iH(pi^) - mSXY^v =

or

It was shown by Joly tliat the screws reciprocal to c/jX, X must form the

three system — <^'X, X. But we have also shown that — mV/i;', Vc^/LK^y by varying

/i and V will form the system reciprocal to ^X.

Hence if we operate on \(})fi<pv with - (p' we must come to —mVfiv, or

(f)'y<plj.<f>v
= wtV/iK

which may be written

(})Y(j)'X(f)'fi = HiVX^.

This shows that V(^'X(/)V is a linear vector function of VX/j.

2. The Inductance of Two Parallel Wires.

By J. AV. Nicholson, D.Sc, B.A.

AVhen direct and return currents flow in two wires of great length, and the

alternation is not rapid, the effective self-induction L per unit length of the

system may be calculated readily by simple integration.'

If the wires have radii (a, h) and permeabilities {fi, v), and if c be the distance

between their axes,

L = 2 log |!. !(,..).

But this formula is generally of little practical use when the frequency of alter-

nation is several thousands per second. Such frequencies are of constant use iu

practical work, where pairs of long wire leads are continually employed, whose

self-induction must be small. A knowledge of the effective self-induction of such

leads is therefore very desirable. The general case presents considerable mathe-

matical difficulty, but the solutions given below appear to include most cases of

practical utility.
,

_

The mode of proof depends chiefly upon a transformation of a series of Bessel

functions of type K,, finite at infinity, to another series similarly related with

respect to a new origin. The disturbances caused by one wire in the vector

potential due to the other may be summed to a high order of accuracy. From a

knowledge of the vector potential, the total current in each wire, and thus the

self-induction, may be deduced.

The result for wires not too close together is

T _cy i.~. c" 2/1 bera; ber'.i+bei.r bei'j,"
"" ^ ah ^ "

(ber'.r)^T(bli'j^)'

2v ber y ber'y + beiy bei'y

7 • ~(ber'2/)'^+(bei'l^^~
'

where (/i, i') are the permeabilities of the wires, {it, a') their resistivities.

and ber .r, bei x are the functions introduced by Lord Kelvin, and afterwards

tabulated. Their main properties are well known to mathematical electricians.

In this result, the greatest possible error is of magnitude »i-c-/y* relative to

luiity, where v= 3.10'". For two wires one centimetre apart, and with a frequency

' Kussell, Alternating Currents, i. p. 56.
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no srcat aa a liuiiJred millious per second, thic becomes 4.10 *. When the wires

are close together, an extra term R must be added to L. Tor t-wo \\ire3 eijual in all

respects, R is the real part of

and till' arniiment of the P.osscl fimctiony is in all cases

'•'""===VT-(v'')-

This neglects a term of order (') ,
and may be used practically with suf-

licient accuracy even when c = iia.

If the wires are Aery far apart, so that, although 7rirji" is negligible, n-c'-lu"

is not, then, subject to an error of order jva-ji" relative to unity,

L^oy /""cx _4/io„ «£ , .577 1 , V berr ber'.r + bei.r bei\r
~ ^ \v / I " iiv J X (ber' ,r)- + (bei' .r)-

where y^ is the ordinary Bessel function of zero order of the second hind,

defined by

I o>i on J »=-o

whose tabulation is well known.

dA
dx
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Avhere

A' = ^f\'^T\\''^^T-[^T\ 11'=- L'L^' 'K
8n\Ldi/A Ids J Ld.v J J 4;r d.v dt/

Stt \ Idz J Lrf.i- J Ldi/ J J Air dy dz

c'=-Lrr'^T+r'^ZT-r^n''\ r'=-jL'^v ^v
Stt V Vd.c J Ldy A LdzA J ^ 4-n- dz d.i

Maxwell now solves these by taking A, B, C, F, G, H = A', B', C, F', G', 11',

corresponding, as he shows, and as is easily seen, to a compression along the

lines of gravitating force, the astronomical unit of ma?s being employed, accom-
panied by an equal tension perpendicular to these lines, R being the resultant
lorce of gravitation on unit mass. This, then, he considers, is the given state of
stress in the ether, for which we have to account, if possible, by a corresponding
state of strain. This now it is impossible to effect for an arbitrary distribution
of gravitating matter for an ether homogeneous and either isotropic or eolotropic,

according to a given Greenian function.

The difficulty will, however, be removed if we consider that we are not
bound to Maxwell's special solution of the equations (1) or their equivalents (2),
but are free to take such a solution as may be deduced from a state of strain

according to the laws for, say, an homogeneous isotropic ether. Such solution
will then yield on an element volume the same resultant force as the Maxwellian
stress. Now it is seen that we may make use, with slight modification, for this

purpose of the formula given by Lord Kelvin for an indefinite homogeneous
isotropic medium on which given bodily forces act per unit of mass. We thus
find the following displacement expressions

:

« = »

' dV
p' -j^ dx'dy'dz'

+ iy'-y)^ + ("-^)^ -d-vdy'dz'^

with analogues for v, it; where

,. = ^{x-x'y + {y-y'y + (^^'Y,

and the integrals are taken, throughout the space occupied by gravitating matter,

«, n, being certain functions of X, /n for the ether. The state of stress derived
from these according to the laws of a homogeneous isotropic medium will be the
required ether stress of gravitation.

It is evident that the ether stress corresponding to a given electrostatic field

can be investigated on the same lines.

4. Conservative Systems of Prescribed Trajectories.

By Professor E. Odell Lovett.

Tisserand in the first volume of his classic treatise on celestial mechanics
studies the problem of determining the forces under which a particle, whatever
be its initial position and velocity, always describes a conic section whose
equation is taken in its most general form. Bertrand ' was the first to set the

problem ; he solved it, and later Darboux and Halphen in more complete form.'^

' Comptes Rendns, vol. Ixxxiv. pp. 671, 731. ^ Ibid., pp. 760, 939.
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Baifcaglini ' determined the components of the forces in the case of motion in a

conic; and Dainelli, in the eighteenth volume of Battaglini's ' Journal,' treated

the more general one of finding the components of the forces actiiig on the

particle as functions of its co-ordinates when the trajectory is a general curve.

In a recent number of Crelle's 'Journal,' vol. 131, pp. 136-151, Professor

Stephanos has proposed still another generalisation of Bertrand's problem.

Bertrand considered the case where the force has, in general, a unique direction

at every point and the trajectories are conic sections ; he proved that in this case

the force should either pass through a fixed point or remain parallel to a fixed

direction. Professor Stephanos examines the general case of conic section

trajectories when the force has not necessarily a unique direction at every

point ; he finds that this more general problem admits of no other solution than

those included in the case considered by Bertrand, and he shows that every force

under which a point describes a conic section, whatever be the initial conditions,

either always passes through a fixed point or remains parallel to a fixed

direction ; fi^nally, by applying his method to the determination of the explicit

forms of the forces in the case of conic sections, Stephanos rediscovers the known

results due to Darboux and Halphen.

All these discussions have been concerned with the motion of a single

material point. Similar problems may be proposed for material systems.

Oppenheim, in the third volume of the ' Publications ' of the Von Kuflher

Observatory, investigates the central conservative forces under which three

bodies describe given co-planar curves ; he constructs the analytical machinery

for the case of three arbitrary orbits, but the resulting diflerential equations

ofler insuperable difficulties, and the only particular solutions realised were

previously known.
.

The first section of the present paper offers a modest contribution by studymg

the problem of Bertrand, in all the generalities considered by Stephanos, but for

trajectories which include the conic sections as a very special case. In the second

section a wider generalisation is undertaken by proposing to determine the forces

capable of maintaining the motion of a particle on an arbitrarily given curve, in

space of any dimensions, independently of the initial conditions of the motion.

In the third section the forces of a central conservative system, capable of

maintaining a system of ??i-particles in motion on as many prescribed, but arbi-

trary, orbits in a space of w-dimensions are investigated. In the succeeding

sections applications are made to the study of a system of three bodies describing

any given tra-jectories in ordinary space, independently of the initial conditions,

under central conservative forces. Of special Interest, perhaps, is a system of

differential equations which the functions, defining the orbits, must satisfy, if

the velocities and accelerations are to be determinate, certain of these equations

vanishing identically when the motions take place in a single plane ; and among

the results achieved in the plane is the construction of an infinite family, in-

volving arbitrary functions of Integrable problems of three bodies, whose force-

functions depend only on the masses and the mutual distances of the bodies.

5. Factorisation of the A.P.F. o/ iV=(2/"q:l).

By Lieut.-Colonel Allan Cunningham, B.E.

Here A.P.F. is short for ' maximum algebraic prime factor.*

Let F {n) denote the A.P.F. of N (w) = (y" T 1).

Then N (105) = F (105) . F (35) . F (21) . F (15) . F (7) . F (5) . F (3) . F (1),

. f^,^^-^
N (105) . N (7 ) .

N (5) .
N (:3)

whereof F (10o) =
j^ (35) . N (2l)TN'(ie)TN (1)'

the signs T being the same as in N (105) throughout, and is of order y*

» OiomaU di Matcmatiche, vol, xvii. p. 43 et seq.
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Also F (105) is (algetraically) resolvable into two large factors, say L, M, in
following cases :^

Of (i/"5 + 1), when ?/ = 3^^^ Ir,-, Ibr,", '6bri^

Of (j/^o' - 1), when y = Zrf-, 2\rf, IOSj;''

and each factor L, M is of order y-*, and is susceptible of the six 2'<= partitions

(<= + Xm8), (i-^-X'M-), whereX = 3, 7, 35; X' = 5, 21, 105.

The values of the large factors L, M of F (105) are shown below—resolved
into their prime factors as far as found practicable—for the small base

J/ = 3, 5, 7, 12.

N (105) L and M of P (105)

(3'°=+l); L =24151 . 3369031 ; M-211 . 1051 . 3454081;

.K,a5_iN /L =21, 226, 783, 250, 214, 361*
^'^

' 1m = 307, 468, 970, 805, 907, 721*

/•7105 . IN /L =211 . 338, 640, 865, 331, 157, 691t
^ "^

' 1 M = 460, 798, 894, 542, 150, 330, 401; t

np'os , u f L =46, 199, 145, 931, 519, 207, 045, 842, ISlf
^''' '^ ^^

1 M = 1471 . 85, 890, 295, 500, 677, 161, 086, 861t

The composition of the large factors in the L, M above is unknown ; but those
marked * contain no factors < 100,000, and those marked f contain no factors < 10,000.

The complete factorisation (into prime factors) of the seven algebraic aub»
factors of the above X (105), viz., of

(y T 1), (/ T 1), (y> T 1), {y' T 1), {y^'" T 1), (i/« T 1), (f- T 1)

is known for each of the above bases [y = 3, 5, 7, 12], except that of (12'* + 1),

G. An Elementary Discussion of SchlcifiVs Double-six,

By Professor A. C. Dixon, Sc.D., F.R.S.

The object of this note was to discuss by elementary methods the system of
twelve straight lines in space known as a double-six. The lines lie on a cubic
surface,' but no reference is made to this fact.

Let a be a given straight line and 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 five other lines meeting it in

c(,, a^, a^, a.^, a,, respectively. Each of the five tetrads 3456, 2456, 2356, 2346,
2345 is met by a second line ; let these be b, c, d, e, /, so that b meets 3, 4, 5, 6 in

^3, b^, 6j, 6g respectively, and so on. The theorems to be proved are these :

—

1. The five lines b, c, d, e, f all meet another line, to be called 1.

2. The pairs of planes connecting b with flj, c^ ; a^, d.^; 0^,6.^; «g,/j are in

involution: there are sixty relations of this type. This theorem includ^ea (2')?

that (c, d., e.,f.,)
= (Kg a^a^ a^).

S. If the intersection of the planes o2 and 61 is called (12), and so on, the
lines (12) (34) (56) lie in a plane : of such planes there are fifteen.

The theorem (2) is new to me; the others are known in the theory of the cubic
surface.

' Salmon, Geometry of Three Dimeiisiom, 4th edit., p. 500. Mr. Richmond has
lately drawnattention to the double-six, Camh. Phil. Proc., vol. xiv. p. 475. For an
elementary discussion of the generators of a hyperboloid, without reference to
the surface, see a paper in this year's Prpceeduigs of the Edinburgh Mathematical
Society.
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7. On the Logarithmic Case in Linear Differential Equations,

By Professor A. C. Dixon, Sc.D., F.B.S.

If X is a linear difterential operator whose coefficients are functions of the
independent variable x it is commonly possible to solve the equation

Xy = (1)

by finding a function (j){m, x) of x and a parameter m, such that

X(f){m,x)=f(in).y]f{m,.v) (U)

where >/r is a function that is finite in general, and then choosing m so that

f(m) = and ^(m, x) is not identically 0.

When the equation /(m) =0 has a repeated root a solution may generally bo
derived by differentiating ^ with respect to in, and it is my present object to

justify this proceeding in a very simple way.
Differentiate (2) with respect to in ; then, since m does not appear in X,

SO that if f(m), f(m) are zero

^ cpim, X)

is a solution of (1), as well as (/)(»i, x).

The simplest case is v/hen X has constant coefficients and may be written
F(D), Then

F(D)e'"' 5:/(w2)e'«'

and by differentiating as to m
F(D).re"''- = /'(m) , c"''' +/(>«) . .re"'-^'

80 that e^"', xe"'-^ are both solutions of r(D)y = if m is a repeq,ted root of
/•(m)=0.

In the very general case when

X=Fo(.i'D) + .i'Fj(jjD) + .r2'F„(,rl))+ . , ,

the procedure is to form the series
oo

71=0

where A,, = 1, and

A,,F„(m + A.T) + A/,_iFi(»j + Z;>--r)+ ... =0 (A; = l, 2, . . .)

so that each coefficient is a definite algebraic function of m, and we then havo

X^(m, .r) = F(,(>«) . A"'

the solution being completed by solving the equation Fo(»?.) = 0.

Differentiating as to m we have

^ 3X
g^^

^(»i, .r) = Fo'(»0 . .i'" + F,Xto) . .(."'log.r.

And thus if m is a repeated root of Fo(«0 =

are both solutiops of (1),

rf) and rr—
dm
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If a particular solution of the equation Xy = .f" is required it is furnished by
(}){m, .v)IFQ{m) unless Fj,(m) is zero, and when Fo(?«) = by

It i
^"'^'">

and similarly in other cases.

It is also possible to meet the' difficulty that arises when Fy(m) = has two
roots differing by a multiple of r, say fi and fi. + br, where 6 is a positive integer.

Take A^rzin — fx instead of 1, and Aj, Aj . . . A,,_i are all algebraic fractions in m,
each having ni— p. as a factor in its numerator. A^, A^j+j . . . will not in general
have this factor, since it occurs in Y^{m + br), the coefficient of At, in the equation

Ai,Fo(m + 6r) + Aj_,Fi(w + Zp/--/-)+ ... =0

by which Aj, is given. We now have

X^(m, .r) = F(,(m) {m - /i).t."'

80 that the factor m — ji. is repeated on the right, and when m =/i

rf) and rs
-

dm

are both solutions of Xy =
;

differs only by a constant factor from
<f){fj,

+ br, x),

but d<f)ldm is an independent solution.

In special cases A;,, Ai,+ j . . . may have the factor m — fi, and then (^(^, .7)

vanishes identically, d(pldfi is a series of the ordinary type without logarithmic
terms.

If there are three roots differing by multiples of r, let them be ;i, fi + br, fi + cr,

where b, c are both positive or zero. Then take Ay = (w — ju)'-, and the three
solutions corresponding are

, d<f> d'4> , .

cm cm-

The functions involved are such that the change of order of the differentiations

can be easily justified. ,

Department op General Physics.

The following Papers were read :^— *

1. A New Three-Colour Camera.
ByS,iv W. DE W. Abney, K.C.B., F.K.S.

Some two years ago I brought out a new form of ' one-exposure ' camera for

three-colour work. The problem was to bring three images of the same object
into focus and side by side on to one photographic plate, and also to make the
angle of the included image of not less than 30°, and to impress all three images
with one exposure. Of course if we have a wide camera and place three lenses
equidistant from one another, and of exactly the same form, we obtain what we
want, for we can expose them simultaneously. If we require a quarter plate
image the lenses would have to be 3^ inches apart, with the result that when we
come to print from the three negatives and superpose the prints one over the
other, as in the Sanger-Shepherd lantern-slide process, or in the ordinary typo-
graphical block process, we shall find that, owing to what may be called the
stereoscopic effect produced by the distance apart of the lenses, the images
will not fit. Two years ago I published the way by which the stereoscopic
effect could be reduced to a minimum, and it became practically non-existent.
Baldly it may be said that three simple lenses of very narrow aperture, about
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.?' inches in wicltb, were placed side by side, touching one another. The rays

from the two outside lenses were reflected 90° outwards, and when the necessary
interval required between the pictures had been traversed the rays were again
reflected 90^, and so all three images fell on one long plate. In the first camera
I made, a second lens for the side images was placed in the path of the outer
rays and came to a focus on the plate. They were so chosen that the images
were of the same size as the central image. I may say that the results I got
with this camera were exceedingly good, and all last winter I used it for ray
three-colour photographs. It had, however, the disadvantage that it was a
camera with a fixed focus, since if the plate were moved back from the focus for

parallel rays the central and side images no longer remained equal. I worked
out a new optical arrangement, which had the advantage that all three images
increased equally as the plate was moved from the focus for parallel rays. The
problem that presented itself was this : to find combinations which gave images
of equal focal length for parallel rays, and at the same time that the second
principal points were at the same distance from the front lenses. If this were
solved, as the three lenses were always at the same distance from any object,

however near, a movement of the plate from the front lenses would still give
images of the same size, no matter what distance the focus might be away.

As the problem also had to take into account the interposition of mirrors, it

required many trial calculations to get the most suitable foi'm of combinations
which would keep the camera of reasonable dimensions. Eventually I fixed on
three combinations which answered my purpose. The two outside combinations
were of the same form, but the centre one was totally different. Beginning with
the centre combination, the front lens was a convex of some 9-inch focus, and
a second convex lens was placed about 4 inches away, of such focal length as

to give a focus of 6 inches, the plate being placed 7'5 inches from the front
lens. In the two side combinations the small front lens is concave, and the
second lenses are placed about 15 inch aAvay from tlu^ first lens. The
first mirrors are not interfered with ; the}" send the rays through the second lens

and these fall on the second mirror. The images given by these three combina-
tions are of the same size, each principal focal distance being the same. Further,
the second principal points are at the same distancefrom thefront lenses, and thus
the problem was solved. I have brought the new camera with me. The first

difficulty that I had was as to the material of which to make the mirrors.

Having noted that a mirror made for Mr. V. Boys for some of his experiments
was made of steel, and that after a lapse of many years it was pi-actically unaltered
in brightness and had no rust about it, I decided to make my mirrors of steel.

They are readily worked to a flat sufficiently good for my purpose at any rate,

and are supposed to reflect 60 per cent, of the incident light. I have not
found it quite so much, 50 per cent, being nearer the mark. As there are two
reflections I only got 25 per cent, of the light which strikes the first mirror.

This, however, may be due to the fact that in order to render the steel surface
impervious to damp I have coated all the mirrors with a very thin coating of

celloidin varnish, which preserves it wonderfully (as it does that of silver, I may
add), and does not alter the reflective power to any great extent ; nor does it

cause any distortion. As a second precaution against damp, chloride of calcium
is kept in the camera, in the same form as used for preserving platinum paper.

It may be asked. What about distortion of the image and flatness of field and
correction ? The lenses are simple lenses and not achromatic. Correction for

colour is unnecessary, since only a small portion of the spectrum is traversed on
any one of the three screens. The flatness of field, Mr. Dennis Taylor, who
has kindly given me every help in making the lenses for me, secured by dividing
the second side-lenses into a pair and making them a compound lens. He also

corrected the curvatures of the lenses, for the three different colours. There is a
small quantity of distortion in each image, but the distortions are all equal.

The cfl,mera itself, with its mirror and fittings, was cari-ied out by Mr. Colebrook,
of the Royal College of Science, under my own eye. I am greatly indebted to
him for the care he has taken and the high-class work he has put into it.
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I must add a few words as to the screens employed. They have been mndi?

ill my laboratory with great care, and the light transmitted by them follows very
closely the colour sensation curves after white has been abstracted from them,

I have with me a few negatives, which show the focus for parallel rays and
also for portraits.

I do not know whether it is common knowledge that the best way of testing

equal sizes of image is to take a transparency from one image and superpose it

over the one to be tested. A want of equality of size is at once detected.

2. On the Measitretnent of Larye Indiictanceit containing Iron. ^
By Sir Oliver Lodge, F.B.S., and Benjamin Davies.

AVe have bad occasion lately to measure large inductances, up to and above
loo henries, with core consisting of subdivided iron in a nearly closed circuit, as

used for certain telegraphic purposes ^\T[th very weak currents, .Since the in-

ductance may vary rapidly with strength of current, it is necessary in any measure-
ment to imitate the conditions of practice, and to determine the inductance as a
function of current under those conditions. To this end we have designed a

maximum-amplitude galvanometer, consisting of a well-damped coil moving-
(/end beat in a strong magnetic field, and attached to a mirror so that the ampli-
lude of its excursion can be observed. It can subsequently be calibrated by
means of a steady current giving the same deflexion. The inductance to be
measured is connected up in series with this galvanometer, aod with a specially

designed alternator ofsmall power and known frequency /j/Stt, giving a sinuous or
simply harmonic current. A switch allows the inductance to be suddenly re-

placed by a non-inductive adjustable resistance R'; and when under these con-
ditions the same oscillation is produced in both cases, then the self-induction is

equal to that equivalent resistance divided by the frequency constant ; or h = Ft,'jp.

The strength of tbe current involved in this measurement is known by imitating

the deflexion with a known steady current ; and the main measurement consists

simply in observing the deflexion caused by the sine-alternalor, at .a measured
frequency, either with the inductance, or with the adjustable non-inductive
resistance, indiscriminately. It is to be understood that the ohmic resistance of
the wire wound on the self-induction is low. If not, a correction must be applied
for that, which is easily done, since \/(R- +^)'-L-') = R'.

The following empirical expression is found able to give the self-induction of a

nearly closed magnetic circuit excited only by very weak currents, since for such
currents it is found to be practically constant.

L =
^""

where n is the number of turns, G the width of the air-gap in millimetres, and
the other quantities are constants to be determined by experiment : though a will

naturally be nearly 2. In an actual case of a neai'ly closed magnetic circuit the
following values were found :

—

a = 1-99
;

_

i = 0-47;

A- = 18 henries; and 5' = 0"1 millimetre.

Hesults.

The result of this method of measurement applied to Inductance colls of this

type shows (1) that measurements based on a determination of the square root of

mean square of current would serve fairly well for low magnetising forces
; (2) that

the self-inductance of such coils is for weak currents nearly independent of fre-

quency, or say for all frequencies up to about 20 per second, when the magnetising
force does not exceed 0'04 c, g.s.

; (3) that the self-inductance of a nearly closed

magnetic circuit is a definite and dependable function of the width of the air-gap

for moderate currents and frequencies.
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3. A Remarkable Feature in the Splash of a Rough Sphere.

By Professor A. M. Wortiiington, C.B., F.R.S.

The object of tlie communication was to exliibit and explain instantaneous
photographs showing the remarkable change that occurs in the splash of a rough
sphere falling vertically into a liquid, when the height of fall is increased beyond
a certain critical value. (With a sphere of 1'5 cm. in diameter this critical heigli.

is reached below 140 cm. and above 70 cm. A further increase of height to

680 cm.—about 22| feet—makes no material difterence.)

Below the critical height the splash is characterised by an upward jet thrown
high into the air, the origin of which had been traced by the author many years
ago. It is now found that when the critical height is passed the long cylindrical

column of air which follows the sphere in its descent through the liquid is pierced

by a central downward jet directed from above along the axis of the air-column.

The photographs show that this downward jet is due to the permanent closing at

an early stage of the mouth of the air-column by a film of the liquid, and to the
subsequent reduction of the pressure of the confined air througli the piston-like

action of the sphere when its momentum is large enough.
(For details as to the method by which the photographs were taken and othei

information on the subject, reference may be made to the author's recently

published ' Study of Splashes,' Longmans, 1908.)

4. Aiialogy betiveen Absorptionfrom Solutions and Aqueous Condensatiou
on Surfaces. By Professor F. T. Trouton, D.Sc., F.R.S.

On introducing a solid, such as cellulose, into a solution, say, of an aniline dye,
surface concentration or adsorption of the solute takes place in general, the
amount of Avhich is a function of the concentration and temperature.

For equilibrium wuth a solution of given concentration the higher the tempera-
ture the less the adsorption is found to be ; but the adsoi-ption may be preserved
constant as the temperature is raised by increasing the concentration in a defitiite

manner.
If curves are plotted, in terms of concentration and temperature as co-ordinates,

along which the adsorption is constant (from the analogy with adsorption of
water vapour by cotton these curves are called isoneres) it is found that all such
ciu'ves, drawn for difierent amounts of adsorption, are similar to each other, and,
further, they are found to be similar to the ordinary saturated curve for the solute

in question.

This is analogous to the law of the isoneres for water vapour when wo sub-
.'^titute osmotic pressure for concentration and the saturation curveof the solution
for the boiling-point curve, that law being that at different temperatures the
pressure ordinate of a given isonero is a constant fraction of the corresponding'
ordinate of the boiling-point curve.

Both relations were shown to follow from thermodynamic considerations.

5. On the Effect of Pressure on the Boiling-point of Sul2)hur.

By Dr. J. A. Harker and F. P. Sexton.

Within the past few years it has been recognised that the platinum-resistance
thermometer furnishes probably the most exact means we possess for temperature
measurements over a very wide range. As is well known, the three fundamental
fixed points, on which the scale of this instrument is based, are usually 0°, 100°,

and the boiling-point of sulphur. The latter point is used in the determination
of the characteristic constant of the particular kind of wire employed in the
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instrumeut. This constant is usually called the 8 of the thermometer.^ The
determination of this 8 is made by taking the resistance of the thermometer at the

temperature of sulphur-vapour, boiling freely under the prevailing atmospheric

pressure. Although the value of this temperature has been determined with

accuracy by several different investigators for the normal pressure, its change

with pressure has been always a matter of considerable uncertainty.

The authors have therefore made a redetermination of the effect of pressure

on the boihng-poiut, carrying the range of the experiments well outside the usual

atmospheric limits. Details will be given elsewhere in a later communication.

The results of the experiments were found to be closely represented by the

formula :

—

T = T, + -0904 (p - 760) - -0000519 (^j - 760)*

where T is the temperature of the vapour on the air-scale at the pressure ^""", and
T, the ' normal ' boiling-poiut.

The following table gives the value of the departure from normal boiling-

point at various pressures to the nearest "01° C
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6. On the Photometric Standard of the Kational Physical Laboratory.

By Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, F.R.S.

It was shown by Mr. Paterson in 1904 that the relation between the candle

power of the 10-c.p. Vernon Harcourt Pentano Standard at the Laboratory and
the humidity of the air is given by the equation, candle-power = 10 + 0"066(10— f),

where f is the amount of moisture present measured in litres per cubic metre of

air, 80 that the standard condition is when 10 litres of moisture are present and
then the lamp has its nominal value 10 c.p.

In Mr. Paterson's experiments the quantity e was measured in nearly all

cases by an ordinary wet-and-dry bulb thermometer, and the observations reduced
by the usual formula.

At the Reichsanstalt an Assmann ventilating hygrometer is employed for

the purpose, and the International Commission on Photometry recommended at

Ziirich the use of some ventilating hygrometer.
This has led to a comparison of the two kinds of hygrometers in the still air

of the photometer-room, with the result that it has been shown that the ordinary

wet-and-dry bulb instrument over the range met with in practice gives results

some 20 per cent, higher than the Assmann. The standard humidity then in

the previous experiments when measured by the Assmann was 8 litres (not 10) per

cubic metre, and Mr. Paterson's formula becomes, candle-power = 10 + 066(8— t).

The paper discussed the question whether, since a change has to be made, it is

desirable to retain the standard humidity at 10 litres measured by the Assmann,
and in consequence change the light value at any given humidity of the National
Physical Laboratory standard lamps by about 1'3 per cent., or retain the light

value and change the standard humidity, and decided in favour of the latter

alteration. In this the Gas referees concur.

The changes which are involved in consequence in the value of the ratio of
the Pentane candle to the Hefner and to the Bougie decimal were considered, and
it was shown that, adopting as the basis of comparison the results arrived at by the
Commission at Zurich, and altering the standard value of the Pentane candle to

8 litres humidity, the Pentane candle and the Bougie decimal become practically

equal, and each is equal to ten-ninths of the Hefner.
The practical conveniences of this were first pointed out to the author in a

letter from the Bureau of Standards of America, and it is hoped that they will

be thought sufficient to lead the International Gas Commission to consider the
question of the change at their next session.

7. Ayi Improved Dry Daniell Pile. By John Brown, F.R.S.

The author described a few improvements in this pile (which he had originally

brought before the Section in South Africa), and gave notes of an experiment
indicating its capability of maintaining a potential for several years, suitable for

electrifying electrometer needles, &c. A copy of the pile had been made by
Mr. John Finnegan, Belfast, two years ago, and found satisfactory and convenient.

Department op Cosmical Physics.

The following Papers were read :

—

L Is our Climate Changing 1 By Sir John W. Moore, M.A., M.D.

The author quoted remarkable instances of abnormal weather conditions,

particularly in regard to temperature, which had been observed in recent years
and in all seasons. Of these perhaps the most notable were the spell of cold
weather which made, memorable the Easter week of 1908, and the equally marked
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r.peli of belated or deferred summer Leat which was experienced at tlie end of

August and beginuing of September 1906.

Such vagaries of the weather produce au extraordinary impreseiou on men's

minds, and on all sides we hear the remark, 'The seasons have changed. The
severe winters of long ago, with their snow and Ice, have disappeared; our

summers are cool and rainy, our winters mild and windy; our autumns are

warm and our springs are cold : in fact, there is a postponement of season, and

it is progressive.'

The object of this paper was to test the accuracy of this popular opinion.

Among weather records of a past age reference was made to the Rev. William
Merle's ' Consideraciones Temperiei pro 7 Annis' (1337-1344), from which it

would appear that the weather was much the same at Oxford and at Driby,

Ijincolnshire, in the fourteenth century as it is at present.

The Greenwich records extend from the year 1774 to the present time. In a

paper based on the observations taken at Greenwich from September 1811 to

June 1856 inclusive, and read before the Royal Meteorological Society in Decem-
ber 1887, Mr. Henry S. Eaton concludes that ' there was no appreciable change

in the mean annual temperature of the air at Greenwich in the period 1812 to

1855 inclusive.'

The late veteran meteorologist Dr. Alexander Buchan compared the mean
temperature of the British Islands, as recorded in the twenty-four years 1857 to

1880, with the mean for a much more extended period, and found that at none

of the British stations did the two values dift'er more than 0-3° F.

In 1770 Dr. Thomas Rutty published a work of 340 octavo pages, entitled

' A Chronological History of the Weather and the Seasons, and of the Prevailing

Diseases in Dublin.' The results of forty years' observations are recorded in this

volume. Rutty's remarks on the weather in Dublin in the early years of the

eighteenth century would serve to describe accurately the weather of the

twentieth century. This entertaining and instructive work teaches us that

beyond doubt the seasons were as often erratic in the eighteenth century as Ave

have found them to be in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Precisely the

same story is told in ' A Diary of the Weather and the State of Vegetation at

the Botanic Garden of the Dublin Society,' by .Tohn Underwood, A.L.S., head

gardener and superintendent during the years 1802-1808 inclusive.

The remainder of tlie paper was devoted to an analysis of the observations

made personally by tlu; author from the year 1861 onwards to tlie ])resent.

His remarks were illustrated by four printed tables, setting forth respectively

the monthly and yearly mean temperature of the air, as well as tiio lustrum

averages, for the forty years 1860 Jo 1905 inclusive; the monthly and yearly

rainfalls and the rain days and the lustrum averages for the same pariod, and

rhe mean atmospheric pressure, with lustrum averages, in the forty years.

The average annual mean temperature of the period 1866 to 1905 inclusi\e

in Dublin was 49°-7, tlie lustrum averages being 50"-l, 50°-2, 49'^-3, 49"-4, 48''-6,

49''4, 50°-8, and 50°.

The highest annual mean temperature was 51 ^-O in 1898: the lowest was 47"-.".

in 1879—the ' cold year.'

A careful study of this temperature table shuws that, no matter what fluctua-

( ions may take place between individual months in successive years, or between
individual years in successive lustrums, the temperature pendulum swings back

to its original position at either side of the average.

The rainfall shows a variation from 45 per cent, in excess of the forty years'

average—27672 inches—to 40 per cent, in defect. The extreme excess occurred

in 1872, when the rainfall was 35*566 inches; the extreme defect fell in 1887—

•

t^ueen Victoria's Jubilee year—when the measurement was only 16601 inches.

The average annual number of rain days in Dublin is 196. In 1870 the

number fell to 145 ; in 1872 it rose to 238.

Atmospheric pressure is on the average of the forty years 29-920 inches in

Dublin. The mean annual pressure varied from 29731 inches in 1872 to

30-015 inches iu 1887. The extreme readings of the barometer were 31-020 inches
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at 10 A.Jt. 6f January 9, 1896, and 27758 inches at 2.b0 p.m. 6f December 8,
1886—a range of 3-262 inches, or rather more than 3^ inches.

In conclusion the author submitted that the facts put forward in his paper
prove that, within the past six centuries at all events, no appreciable change has
taken place in the climate of the British Isles. There is not a scintilla Of
evidence to show that any such change has talcen place in the past or is likely to

take place in the future.

2. A Comparison of the Changes in the Temperature of the Waters of
the North Atlantic, and in the Strength of the Trade Winds. By
Commander M. W. C. Hepworth, C.B., R.N.R.

In order to confine that portion of the inquiry which relates to the trade winds
within manageable limits, two representative areas were selected for examina-
tion. One of these lies well within the region of the north-east trade wind, and
covers an area of 1,000,000 square miles ; the other is in the heart of the south-
east trade wind, and covers an area of 1,380,000 square miles. For the former
homogeneous averages for a period of five years only are available ; but for the
latter the results of four hourly observations, extending over a period of forty-five

years, have been utilised for estimating normal conditions. Judged by the five

years' averages, the north-east trade is strongest in April (13'5 statute miles
per hour); relatively strong in February (13 miles); in March (12-6 miles);

and in May (12'4 miles). It then rapidly declines in strength until August, when
its velocitv is only 82 miles per hour. It is lightest (7'4 miles) in iSeptember.

From Octooer its strength increases until February. According to the average
results obtained for the forty-five years' period mentioned, the south-east trade is

strongest (15'5 miles per hour) in February; relatively strong (15 miles) in

April and November ; also in March and December (14-9 miles). It is at about
its average strength for the year (14'7 miles) in January, August, and October.
In May it is lightest (13'7 miles), and from that month gradually increases, and
is again at its average strength for the year in August. It declines to 14'6 miles

in September.

To represent the Morth Atlantic in a comparison of the changes taking place

in the surface temperature of that ocean two zones were selected—the one lying

between Florida Strait and Valencia, and the other between that Strait and
Cape Race. Average results, based on observations extending over a long series

of years, showed that the temperature of the surface water is lower in February,
March, and April than during any other period of the year, and is lowest in

March. It is relatively low, as compared with any other months than the above,
in January, May, and December, and of these months January has the lowest mean
surface temperature, and May the highest. The surface temperature is relatively

high in June, October, and November ; highest as regards those months in October,
lowest in November. It is higher in July, August, and September than during
any other period of the year; highest of all in August, not quite so high in July
as in September, in the Florida Strait to Valencia zone ; but in the Florida Strait

to Cape llace zone the mean is found to be the same in these two months. A com-
parison between results of Atlantic trade-wind velocity in each of the years

J 902-7 and those of North Atlantic surface temperatuiesfor the same period "leads

to the belief that a relation may be traced between departures from the mean
in the velocities of the trades in any one year and deviations from normal in the
average distribution of surface temperature in the North Atlantic in the year

following. Further, there is some evidence to prove that departures from the

average strength of the two trades during a series of months, and at times during
even so short a period as a month, are roughly reflected in deviations from normal
in the average distribution of surface temperature in the North Atlantic in the

corresponding series of months, or month, as the case may be, of the succeeding

year, notwithstanding the many causes affecting the temperature of the surface

water, which must tend to mask the appearance of any such connection.

Jtlarge number of tables and diagrams accompanied the piper.

1908. S s
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3. Temperature Conditions in Scottish Lochs.

By E. M. Wedderburn, F.R.S.E.

Very complete obaervations have been made iu connection with the Scottish
Lake Survey in Loch Ness, which is a lake of the Tropical class, with a length
of 22^ miles and a maximum depth of 750 feet. Numerous observations have
also been made in Loch Garry (Inverness-shire), which is a lake of the Temperate
class, from February to July 1908. The main basin of this lake has a length of
about 4 miles and a maximum depth of about 220 feet.

These observations indicate that iu winter, at which time the lakes are of
nearly uniform temperature throughout, the etlect of winds blowing along the
surface of the lake is to produce a circulation of the whole of the water in the
lake ; and further, that in summer, when the water in the lake has had a con-
siderable accession of heat, mainly by isolation and conduction, the effect of winds
blowing along the surface is to produce a discontinuity in the temperature
gradient of the lake at a depth dependent on the particular circumstances of
each case.

An experimental investigation in which a long glas.s trough was used to
represent the basin of a lake, and diflerence in density of the liquid was used to
imitate difference of temperature, indicates that the discontinuity is produced
by the return current, induced in the lake by the wind-produced surface current
becoming localised and taking place at a relatively small depth when the increase
of temperature at the surface has produced considerable differences in temperature
in the lake.

Whenever the discontinuity is pronounced the layer of water above it behaves
independently of the lower layer. The surface layer shows changes which can be
directly traced to the action of the wind driving the warm water to one end of
the lake. The lower layer shows great variations of temperature, and it has been
satisfactorily demonstrated that these variations in temperature are due to what
is called a temperature seiche in the lower liquid, with period dependent, inter alia,

on the depth of the discontinuity and the difference in density between the upper
and lower layers. The amplitude of this temperature seiche in Loch Ness was at

times from loO to 200 feet, and the period was about three days. In Loch Garry
the period of oscillation was about twelve hour.s.

Observations were made in Loch Garry and Loch Ness in 1908 with Ekman's
propeller current meter.

Owing to the experimental dif!icultie.« encountered, and the danger of making
lengthy observations in high winds, the observations have not been so complete as

was hoped for, and must be looked upon as preliminary. They show, however,
that early spring currents are appreciable at very great depths, and that later in

the year the currents are chiefly felt near the surface.

The author has been criticised for generalising from Scottish Lochs, which are
narrow and situated in glens in wliich the wind can only blow with anv force
in one of two directions, to broad and open lakes. It seems unlikely, however,
that the phenomena observed in these lakes do not have their counterpai't in all

lakes, except in those which are very shallow and are kept of uniform temperature
from top to bottom by the action of winds. In Continental lakes there are no
observations known to the author which are sufficient to detect oscillations similar
to those noticed in Scottish lochs.

4. The Constants of the Lunar Libration. By F. J. M. Stratton.

A reinvestigation of the heliometer observations of Mosting, A., made by
Schliiter at Konigsberg in the years 1841-43, has been undertaken in the hope
of reconciling the conflicting sets of constants for the lunar libration given by
Drs. Franz and Hayn.

The expense of the work of checking the computations has been borne in

part by a grant from the Royal Society.
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5. Investigations on the Electrical State of the Upper Atmosphere.

By W. Makower, Margaret White, and E. Marsden.

The iuvestigations made during July and August 1908 is chiefly concerned

with the measurement of the electrical currents flowing from a kite down the wire

by which it is attached to the winding machine. In the first experiments diflerent

lengths of wire were let out with the kite, detached from the winding machine,

and the free end of the wire attached to an ebonite insulator fixed to the ground.

The kite was then connected to earth through a sensitive dead-beat galvano-

meter and the current measured. In these experiments the currents at considerable

heights were so large that it was found necessary to reduce the sensitiveness of

the galvanometer by shunting. The plan was therefore adopted in later experi-

ments of using as a shunt a portion of the kite wire when attached to the drum
of the winding machine, which was earthed, and thus making use of the usual

daily flights taking place at the Glossop observatory. The mean currents obtained

are given in the accompanying table :

—

Height of Kite Current in

above Ground Amperes

2,000 feet 5x10"^

4,000 13x10-*

0,000 „ 23x10-*

The current at any fixed height varied considerably from day to day. There

seemed, however, to be a fairly close connection between the current and wind

velocity, the currents being great when the wind was high. A few experiments

have been made on the potential of the air at different heights, but no very

reliable results have yet been obtained, on account of the difliculty of satisfactorily

insulating for the high potentials to be measured.

TUESBAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

Department of Mathematics.

The following Papers were read :—

1. Applications of Quaternions to Pi'ohlems in Pliysical Optics.

By Professor A. W. Conway.

o On a Generalisation of the Question in Probabilities known as ' Le

Scrutin de Ballotage.' By Major P. A. MacMahon, F.B.S.

3. On Conformal Transformations of a Space of Four Dimensions and
their Application to Geometrical Optics. By H. Bateman.

The study of the conformal transformations of a space of four dimensions is

simplified by the introduction of the six homogeneous coordinates

l= x+iy m-z + iw n = x'' + if + z- + w^

\ = x—iy yL = z-iw v=—\

ponnected by the identical relation

Ik + mfi + wv = 0.

ss3
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A function V = F(a\ y, z, w) when expressed a8 a homogeneous function of

degree zero in (I, m, n. X, fi, v) will be a solution of

dl d\ dm dfi dn dv

when expressed as a homogeneous function of degree — 1 in (l, m, n, X, fi,, r) it will

be a solution of

a-^F a^F d''F d-V

d3:~ dy'^ dz^ die-

9^9x 9?w3fi dndv

A particular solution of the last equation, which is a homogeneous function of

degree — 1 , is given by

(a h c \

a'/3'y' ;

where P is Riemann's general hypergeometric function and

Ik^{b-c){6~a), mn = (c-a){6-b), nv={a-h){6-c)

o + a' + )3 + /3'+y + 'y' = ].

The group of conformal transformations is derived from the group of auto-

morphic linear transformations of the coordinates (/, m, n, X, fi, v) in which the

expression
l\ + mp. + nv

is left unaltered in form.

By putting w = ivt, where v is the velocity of light, we may obtain a number of

transformations which can be applied to optical problems. Of these we shall

mention two :

—

and

v — V — y 7 _ ^ 'p —
r' — v^t' r — v't' v — vt- i- — v'v

vt' z-vV "
2(= - vt) '

~ 2(s - It)

In either case if F(X, Y, Z, T) is a solution of

8^F 8=F^ a^F _ 1 ^
ax'^ + ay-

"^
az-'

"
v' ax^

so that when F = is solved for T, the function T is the characteristic function of

a series of parallel wave surface."^, the transformation gives us an expression for F
in terms of (r, y, s, t), which is also such that if the equation F = be solved

for t, then t is the characteristic function for a second system of parallel surfaces.

In the case of the first transformation the surface ^ = is the inverse of the

correfponding surface T = 0. This transformation may be studied further by
supposing a point (r, y, z) to start at a point (|, 17, () on a surface /, and to move
with uniform velocity v along a straight line whose direction cosines are (/, m, n),

so that its coordinates at time t are given by

x=-^+ h't, y = l + m vt, = = C+ ''"^-
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I'he cori'espondiDg point (X, Y, Z) can be shown to start at tlie poiut (S, H, /,),

•which 19 the inverse of (^, rj, f ), and to travel with velocity v along a straiglit line

whose direction cosines are |L, M, N), so that at time

where

X = S + Li'T, Y = II + M»T, Z = z + N(T,

These formulaj establish a correspondence between the rays which are incident

at points of a surface / and the rays which are incident at points of the inverse

surface F. If (p, q, r) are the direction cosines of the normal at (|, rj, () to the
surface /, the corresponding quantities (P, Q, R) are the direction cosines of the
normal to the inverse surface F. If (/, m, n) {I', m', n') are the direction cosines

of a ray before and after refraction at the surface f, the corresponding quantities

(L, M, N) (L', M', N') are the direction cosines of a ray before and after refraction

at the inverse surface F, the refractive index of a portion of space being the same
as that into which it is transformed by inversion.

A ray through the origin is seen to correspond to a ray passing throjgli the
origin but travelling in the opposite direction. A pencil of rays passing through
any given point in space is seen to correspond to a system of rays which meet the
line joining th^ given point to the origin.

It is evident from these considerations that the method can be applied success-

fully to the solution of problems in geometrical optics. A geometrical construction
for the point (X, Y, Z, T) is obtained by describing a sphere of radius vt round
the point (.r, y, s). The inverse sphere is of radius cT, and its centre is at the

point (X Y ^,

4. On the Extension of Optical Ideas to General Electromagnetic Fields.

By Professor E. T. Whittaker, Sc.D., F.R.S.

It was shown in this paper that the resolution of a beam of light into two
components polarised in planes at right angles to each other leads to an expres-
sion of the state of the luminiferous ether in terms of two potential functions,

one of which corresponds to each of the polarised beams. It was then shown
that the state of the ether can be expressed in terms of these two potential
functions, not only in the case in which the disturbance consists simply of
luminous or electromagnetic waves, but also in the more complicated cases when
electrostatic charges and voltaic currents are present in the field. It thus appears
that tlie ether is a medium with two essential qualities, which are both scalar

(like the pressure and temperature of a gas) and the various vectors in terms of
which the electromagnetic field is usually specified {e.c/., the electric force and
magnetic induction) are merely derived from the variation of these two qualities

in space and time.

5, Distribution of Electricity on a Moving Sphere.

By Professor A. W. Conway,

6. lVt,e Theory oj Solids moving in an Iricompreesihle Fluid.

By Professor F. Purser, F.T.C.D.

Some years ago a paper was published by my brother, the late Professor .John

Purser, of Queen's College, Belfast, in the ' Philosophical Magazine ' in wliicli

he demonstrated the applicability of the generalised dynamical equations of
Lagrange to the case of solids moving iu an incompressible fluid.
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As I believe the method adopted iu this to constitute the simplest and most
satisfactory solution of the problem, I would endeavour in the present paper to

present it in a modified form, which may perhaps more clearly bring out its

scope and spirit. The difficulty to be overcome arises, as is well known, from the

fact that though, assuming a velocity potential, the velocities of any point .r, y, z

of the fluid are determined in terms of the q\, q'n-.. representing the motions of

tlie solids, or assuming a displacement potential, the displacements of :i', y, z

are determined in terms of dqi, dq.^ ... it is not possible, as is required for the

applicability of the Lagrangian equations, to express the coordinates a; y, z them-
selves in terms of y,, y.j . .

.

Now, although this cannot be done, we may, starting from a given configu-

ration of the solids supposed at rest, and connecting y,, q.-, as functions of a single

variable, express iu terms of this variable the position of a given point ,r, y, z.

AVe may, in fact, conceive the following process ; Sudden connected velocities

q^,q.i . . . are imparted to the solids, determining corresponding velocities of .r',!/,^.

After an indefinitely small time the solids are stopped, and therefore .r, «/, s is also

brought to rest. The process is then repeated with new connected velocities

q\ . . , producing a new velocity of x, y, z again reduced to rest. In this way,
by what we may term a continuous system of jerks, ,r, y, z is continuously dis-

placed by
dx , . d,v ,—- f/y, . dq., . . .
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The second term may be written

dx
_

d d.v dx / d ^ _ ^ <^i' \

dt dqm tit dt \ dqm dt dt dg^ /

The two first terms give then the Lagrangian equations

d dT _ dT
dt dq„i dq^

It remains to consider the integral corresponding to

dx / d d.c _ d d.r \

di V rfy,„ dt di dqm '

with analogvies in y, ».

It will be convenient at this stage to suppose the variables two in number

q , q.^, the spirit of the proof being general. AVe have then

d dx d ( ' dx ' dx \ ' d dx ^ ' d dx
. — = I q ^. q ] = q — + q
dq^ dt dq^ \ \ dqy 2 dq.2 / 1 dij^ dq^ 2 dq^ dq^

d dx _ ' d dx
, J ^ ^

dt dq^ I dq^ dq^ 2 dq., dq^

the corresponding terms thus becoming

dx ' / f^ ^ _ ^_ _^ \
di 2^ ^9i ^Ui ^2 ^9i ^

Similarly

dx / d dx ^ d^dx\ _ dx '

f
<^ dx d dx \

dtXdq^^t dt dqj ~ dt i Vrfg'j dq^ dq^ dq,J

Let now
d dx d dx

^9i dl\ ~
^Qx ^li

~

d dt/ _ d di/ _ Y
dq^ dq^ dq^ dq„

d dz ^' dz _ rj

dq^ dq^ ~
dq^^ dq^

Then we have evidently only to show that

dt )

Now consider the total increment A .t, A «/, A (~) arising from integrating

dx J ,
dx ,—~dq,+ .~~-dq

dqi dq.^

along a closed course of ^j, q.y The result by a well known theorem of Stokes

gives

A.I = X<7^, dq.^

If we suppose the circuit of q^, q^ indefinitely small these become

Kdq^ dq.^, Ydq^ dq^ Zdq^ dq.^
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or representing q^ q.^ by coordinates of a point XdS, YdS, ZdS, dS being the
area of elementary closed circuit. Now A.r, Ay, AiS represents an indefinitely

small displacement :

—

, dA.v
,
d^u

, dAs n
•

' ^^ + -T" + -J- = ^•
d.v dy dz

Again, by the nature of the process considered any point in contact with
a solid remains in contact with it. AVheu then y„ q.^ have returned to their

original values the displacement repi-esented by A.r, Ay, A;? is tangential to the
solid, Now

d.d^^d^^ d.dj.
, fff(^x.

. .)d.dyd,
dt dx dt dy dt du Hi \dt J

= \[^{Xdydz+Y dz dx + Z dx dy)

dy dz

Both these terms vanish from considerations above. Hence our theorem is

established.

7. On the Analysis of Projection. By Professor R. W. Genese, M.A.

The importance of projection in the study of the points at infinity of a graph
makes a simpler treatment than that which appears in the usual texts desirable.

p in the plane ABoy is projected from V into P in the plane ABOY ; VoBO
is a plane perpendicular to AB ; VOY, Yoy planes parallel to ABo, ABO respec-
tively, so that oy, OY are the so-called vanishing lines of the planes.

ON = X, NP = Y being the coordinates of P, the plane VPN is parallel to
AB and meets the plane ABo in np parallel to AB or oy. Taking on-x,
np = y we have
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Hence the following simple vule : Make the equation to a curve in the x, y
plane homogeneous by the usual z ; interohange z and x, and we obtain the equation

to the projection.

Thus the cubical parabola y"' = x = .r::- becomes Y'' = ZX^ = X'^, the semi-

cubical parabola. The same curve in a different position, viz., y = x'^, or yz- = x',

projects into YX- = 1

.

In practice it will not be necessary to retain the two sets of letters ; we may
say that

X I

y = e--' = ~e' projects into y = xe^

V 1
y = log .V = z log -- projects into y = .r log —

Z .(."

y = cos h.v = z cos h — projects into y = .i- cos h .

t/ = a,^ + ftj.r + a„.v- + a.,.r' + &c.

= rf(,s + a^.v + a.^'~+ a^—^ + . . ,

projects into

Or, generalising,

y = a^.v + ai + «,- + c^- +

y = /(.t) projects into y = .i/^- j

.

From the transformation

^ = X'" = X
we obtain

dy _ Y — X'^^
d.v

dy dY
'' dx dX

dX

Hence the solutions of

project into those of

Also

therefore

•^ dx •' \dx)

Y-X^=f'i^\dX •' \dXj

^i!y = x^ f^
dx- " dX'

'P d^Y
" f dXr

,d^y ^ y.cPY
^ dx' dX'

If the constants z, Z be retained, the relation is

y' dy^Y^ d^
s^ dx- Z- dX^'

of ?ero dimensions, as might be expected.
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Department of General Physics.

1

The foUowiug Papers were read :

—

A Suggestion with regard to the Meaning of Valency. By H. Bateman.

Starting with the hypothesis that an atom contains a large number of charged

particles some evidence can be brought forward in support of the Tiew that

changes can take place in the configuration or state of motion of the particles

which do not involve a corresponding change in the spectrum.

Let a sphere be described round each particle as centre, and let tlie radii of

the spheres be chosen so that there are a number of contacts between the

difl'erent spheres. We shall suppose that a node of the vibrations exists at a

point of contact when two spheres touch externally, provided the particles at

their centres carry similar charges, and when two spheres touch internally,

provided the particles carry opposite charges.

Now a number of spheres, the members of which have a certain number of

contacts with one another, is transformed into another system with the same
number of contacts by any couformal transformation of space.

Diagram I.—Expulsion of a particle or group of particles from an atom.

Fig. I. Fig. 2. Fie. 3. Fig. 4.

Diagram II.—Kayless change (the shaded region may be occupied

by any number of spheres).

Fig 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

An infinitesimal transformation of this type may be built up from twoi
inversions where the spheres of inversion are very nearly coincident. Four
parameters are required for the specification of each sphere, so that the total
number of variables in the transformation is eight. The correspondence between
this number and the maximum valency of an atom suggests that there may be
a group of conformal transformations associated with an atom involving arbitrary
parameters in number equal to the valency of the atom. A succession of
infinitesimal transformations would correspond to a motion of the charged
particles within the atom, so that on this view the valency would represent
the number of degrees of freedom for a departure from a given configuration or
state of motion of the charged particles contained in the atom.

When two atoms combine each can be supposed to lose a number of degrees
of freedom, a 'bond' of the chemist corresponding to a pair of equations involving
the valency coordinates, and one or more equations involving only the positional
coordinates.

To show that the periods of vibration of the atom are unchanged by a con-
formal transformation we may fix our attention on a particular sphere S which
always passes through a node N in the course of the vibrations. The correspond-
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ing sphere S' will always pass through the corresponding node N', and it is clear

that whenever S i-eturns to its initial position S' will do so also.

A possible description of a radio-active change may be based on the fact that

the type of contact of two spheres alters wlien the centre of inversion lies

witliin one sphere.

In the diagrams 0,, Oj are the centres of inversion ; the second figure in each

case represents the effect of the first inversion, the third figure the effect of the

second inversion. In diagram I. fig. 3. the point of contact is no longer a

node, since the .spberes touch externally and are associated with oppositely

charged particles ; consequently the spheres are not required to remain in contact

and can separate.

(Note.—The idea of attaching a physical meaning to the point of contact of

the spheres was not given in the original manuscript presented to the Association;

it was introduced later during the formation of an abstract.)

2. Secondary Radiation. By Professor J. A. McClelland.

3. The Scintillations of Zinc Sulphide.

By Professor E. Rutherford, F.R.S.

4. A De-termination of the Rate of Evolution of Heat by Pitchblende.

By Horace H. Poole.

A spherical vacuum jacketed vessel with a narrow neck is filled with powdered
and carefully dried pitchblende. The neck is filled with cottonwool and rendered
watertight Avith sheet rubber, and the whole is buried in ice. The difference of
temperature between the layer of pitchblende in contact with the bottom of the
vessel and the ice is measured by a sensitive thermo-couple. After about a fort-

night this temperature becomes steady, when the heat leakage across the walls of
the vessel is equal to the heat generated by the pitchblende. Tliis leakage depends
solely on the vessel and on the difference of temperature between inner and outer
walls, which is measured by the thermo-couple. The thermal conductance of the
vessel is found by substituting water for the pitchblende and determining its rate

of cooling. Hence the heat leakage is known, and, knowing the amount of pitch-

blende present, the heat evolution per gram is found.

The thermo-couple is calibrated by placing one junction in finely broken ice

and the other in a mixture of broken ice and water, which can be subjected to

a known pressure. The deflection caused by the resulting small change of
temperature is noted, and hence sensitiveness of cjuple is found.

Using 560'7 grs. of pitchblende in an atmosphere of nitrogen, the temperature
finilly steadied at 0°'0092 C. As the thermal conductance of vessel is .5-8 calories

per hour per degree difference of temperature between inside and outside, this

corresponds to a heat leakage of 0'0.5.3 calorie per hour. Hence heat evolution
per gram of pitchblende is 0-000094 calorie per hour. This is about twice the
quantity estimated from the Icnown amount of radium present.

5. The Grating Spectrum of Radium Emanation. By T. KoYDS, M.Sc.

Using a concave grating of 1 metre radius, intended for faint spectra, it has
been possible to obtain more accurate measurements of the wave-lengths of the
more intense lines in the emanation spectrum. The grating has a width of
3-5 inches, containing 15,000 lines to the inch. The dispersion in the first order
amounts to 16'8 A.I . per millimetre.
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A Email vacuum tube, made from capillary tubing and fitted with platinUui
electrodes, Avas filled to a pressure of about 1 mm. of mercury, with radium
emanation purified with Kutherford's apparatus and method.' A quartz con-
densing lens was employed, and the iron arc used to give a comparison spectrum.
Three photographs were obtained, two being of the end-on discharge seen througli
a quartz window.

About thirty-five of the more intense lines previously obtained by liuther-
ford and Royds ^ with a glass prism can be seen on the photographs, together
with four additional lines further in the ultra-violet. The spectrum presents the
same characteristics as those previously obtained, and the measurements are in
good agreement. The error in the wave-lengtiis of the grating pliotograph^t is

not more than about O'l A. I'.

G. I'hotoyraphs of Arc Spectra of Metals under I'ressitre.

By Dr. W. G. Dufkield.

7. Secondary Effects in the Echelon Spectroscope. By H. Stanspield, B.Sc.

Further experiments made with the echelon spectroscope described at the
Jieicester meeting of the Association have shown that some of the variations in

the spectra have their origin in the instrument. For example, a dark line that is

(li'ten observed in the bright central band of the given mercury line spectrum, and
has been supposed to be an absorption line, can be moved across from one side of

Ihe band to the other by a slight rotation of the echelon about a vertical axis.

These effects are found to be due to the superposition on the primary spectrum
of .secondary light that lias been twice reflected in the echelon.

If a bright line spectrum is examined with the echelon in the ordinary
position, the secondary effects are not conspicuous, as the secondary lines are
parallel to the spectrum lines and can only be formed on a fairly broad band such
as the central band of the green mercury line ; but on rotating the echelon about
a vertical axis the secondary lines will be seen crossing the broad bands in the
spectrum as they move in the same direction as the spectrum lines and move
much faster.

When the echelon is raised at one end the secondary lines become con-
spicuous ; they are more inclined than the spectrum lines, in the same direction,

and give them a screw-like appearance.

With the echelon in this position it is not difficult by means of screens to

obtain the secondary spectrum fi-ee from primary. It is also possible to obtain
the primary spectrum so free from secondary light that the spectrum lines lose

their screw-like appearance.
The secondary action of the echelon in forming a spectrum by internal

reflection is similar to that of a Fabry and Pei'ot spectroscope. This action alone
would throw the secondary light into a ring spectrum, but as it emerges from
the step faces of the echelon the light also undergoes the ordinary echelon treat-

ment and so it is confined to the points of intersection of lines representing the
same wave length in the ring spectrum and the echelon spectrum. The secondary
lines observed in the spectrum resulting from the superposition of the primary
and secondary spectra are the loci of these points of intersection.

The distance apart of the secondary lines, their motion when the echelon is

rotated, and their inclination when one end of the echelon is raised have been
calculated in accordance with this theory, and the results agree well with the
observations.

'J'he use of the secondary point spectrum extends the resolving power of the
instrument and gives a method of verifying the measurements made in the usual

way,

' Rutherford, ' Experiments with Radium Emanation,' Phil. May., August 1908.
- Rutherford and Royds, ' Spectrum of Radium Emanations,' ibid.
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8. Further Experiments on the Constitution of the Electric Sj>ark.

By T. RoYDS, M.Sc,

The results obtained by photographing on a rapidly moving photographic film

the spectrum of the ordinary oscillatory spark with small self-induction have

already been communicated to the Royal Society. The method has now been

applied to study the spark when the self-induction of the circuit is gradually

increased. On account of the feebleness of the light in these cases it has beeu

found necessary to remove the prisms, photographing directly the image of the

slit, in order to avoid the loss of light due to dispersion by the prism. It is still

possible under these conditions to differentiate by their character the streamers

through the metallic vapour from those through the air.

Condensers, whose capacity amounted to about one-third of a microfarad,

were charged from a large Wimshurst machine, and the spark of 8 mm. length

passed between metal electrodes. Self-inductances ranging in value up to 0026
henries could be inserted in the circuit. The velocity of the photographic film

was about 100 metres per sec.

The commencement of the spark is marked by a sudden and almost instan-

taneous luminosity of the air, showing on the photographs as a narrow vertical

line. The duration of tbe luminosity is not appreciably affected even when the

period of the circuit reaches a value of about ^ x 10"* sees. This initial air di.s-

charge does not start qu: .e simultaneously at all parts of the spark length. It is

followed by another type of streamer through the air in which the duration is

comparable with the interval between the oscillations ;
in some cases the oscillation

is divided into more than one air-streamer.

After the initial air-discharge has passed, the light from the spark is chiefly

due to the metallic vapour which is produced. The moment of vaporisation of the

metal is simultaneous with the passage of the initial air-discharge. The first

streamer in the metallic vapour often reaches to the centre of the spark. The
slope of this streamer gives the velocity with which the vapour first produced is

moving along the line joining the two electrodes. The luminosity of tbe metallic

vapour afterwards consists of streamers starting from the electrodes. At the instan-

taneously positive electrode the luminosity of the streamers is of longer duration

than at the negative ; the streamers are not so numerous nor so distinct. There is

not, however, the marked difference in the intensity of the streamers at the instan-

taneously positive and negative electrodes which was noticed in a previous paper

on the spark with small self-induction. It is again found, however, that at the

commencement of the spark, vapour is produced at both the positive and negative

electrodes. Dark spaces at the electrodes separate the oscillations of the circuit

and serve to measure the period of the oscillations.

The Velocity of the Metallic Vapour.—The measurements of the photographs

show that the velocity of the metallic vapour first produced is smaller in the spark

with self-induction than in the ordinary spark. In the case of mercury, for

example, the velocity becomes 620 metres per second ; the velocities found in the

ordinary spark are 1,150 and 940 metres per sec. for two different types of spectral

lines. This is more probably due to a reduced temperature rather than to the

supposition that the quantity of metal vaporised is not sufficient in the former case

to produce the difference of pressure required to make the velocity of diflusion

attain its maximum value. The introduction of self-induction brings out the ' arc

'

lines of the metal. The evidence now obtained that the arc lines are due to, or

accompanied by, a lower temperature confirms Lockyer's supposition which forms

the basis of his researches on star temperatures.

When the self-inductance of the spark is increased, it is seen that during a

single oscillation several streamers start from the electrodes ; they are more dis-

tinct with magnesium than with lead, bismuth, or mercury. The streamers are

too numerous and close together to make useful the supposition that they are due

to harmonic overtones of the fundamental period of the circuit. The streamers

are found to recur at definite intervals after the commencement of each oscillation
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of the spark, though they are not invariably present in every oscillation
; generally

not more than about ten apppear in a single complete oscillation. These intervals
are the same in different photographs of the spark under the same conditions, but
the individual streamers are not always reproduced in the same oscillation in
different photographs.

Department of Cosmical Physics.

The following Papers were read :

—

1 . On Neiv Methods of ohtaininy the Spectra of Flames.
By G. A. Hemsalech, M.Sc, D.Sc.

The apparatus exhibited is a simplified form of the one which the author, in
conjunction with M. de Watteville, has devised for the production of flame
spectra. A glass bulb encloses a spark gap formed between electrodes of the
metal whose spectrum it is desired to obtain. The lower part of the bulb is pro-
vided with one or more tubular openings, aud the top communicates with a Bunsen
burner in such a way that the air feeding the burner flows through the bulb.
When powerful electric sparks (condensed) are allowed to pass between the elec-
trodes, metal vapour issues from the latter and difl'uses into the surrounding aii'.

This vapour generally combines with the oxygen and nitrogen of the air, and the
resulting product forms very finely divided particles, which to a great extent are
in the ultra-microscopic state. These particles remain suspended in the air and
are carried along with it into the Bunsen flame, where they give rise to the cha-
racteristic flame .spectrum of the element under examination. In many cases it is

preferable to supply the flame with the spray from a salt solution of the element.
The solution is contained in a small porcelain crucible placed at the bottom of the
glass bulb, and a condensed spark is taken from the surface of the solution by
means of a Cu. or Pt. electrode. The spectra thus obtained are very similar to
those given by the Gouy apparatus, and the new method has the advantage of not
necessitating the use of compressed air. The application of these methods to the
case of the oxy-coal gas, hydrogen, air-hydrogen, and oxy-hydrogen flames has
enabled M. de Watteville and the author to study the flame spectrum of an
element under various temperatures and other conditions. An examination of the
iron spectrum carried out in this way has disclosed the presence of ' spark ' or
' enhanced ' lines in the cone of the Bunsen flame. On passing to flames of higher
temperature these lines diminish in relative intensity, and they are nearly all

absent from the oxy-hydrogen flame. Thus it appears that for iron the 'dis-
sociating power ' of the inner cone of the Bunsen flame is greater than that of any
other flame here considered.

2. Polar Lines in Arc Spectra. By Dr. W. G. Duffield.

In a paper which appeared in the ' Astrophysical Journal' (27, 260, 1908) a
list of lines occurring at the tips of the electrodes of a continuous current iron
arc were chronicled by the writer. Direct comparison with a spark discharge
showed a close resemblance in the ultra-violet between these lines and those
occurring in the spark ; this resemblance gradually disappeared as the region of
longer wave-length was approached, the lines under discussion becoming fewer
in number. The term ' polar ' lines was suggested to distinguish those lines

appearing at the tips of the poles from those in the centre of the arc or spark
(for which the term ' median ' lines seems suitable), and avoids the ambiguity
introduced by the term ' spark ' line when applied to the spectrum of a normal
arc. Not all of the polar lines occur in the spark ; a few are absent from it and
others are weak in it. The paper also discusses the efiect of density, pressure,
chemical action, potential gradient, temperature, and molecular velocities upon
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this phenomenon, and the behaviour of median lines when polar lines appear

near them. Fowler, who had previously ' examined these lines in the region

F to 0, pointed out their identity with enhanced lines and those weakened in

sun-spots, and considered that they might be regarded as high-temperature lines
;

but the writer's photographs, in which the intensities were the same on the two
poles, did not support this view. A subsequent paper by G. A. Hemsalech and

C. de Watteville'^ is of interest in this connection, because they find that

'enhanced' and polar lines constitute almost exclusively the spectrum of iron

given by the low-temperature Bunsen flame. This is evidence that chemical

action or electrical conditions are chiefly responsible for their appearance. Fabry
and Buisson have also independently examined the polar lines in an arc, but

they conclude that they are formed when the ions attain a certain velocity which
may be produced either by a potential fall or an elevated temperature. Hart-

mann has discussed the conditions concerned with the production of the

'spark' line of magnesium X = 4481 in an arc spectrum, and from its strong

appearance in a weak arc he decided that temperature was not the criterion for

its existence.

3. The Zeenian Effect in Sun-spots, By Professor J. Larmor, Sec. R.S.

4. On the possible Existence of Steam in the Regions of Sun-spots.

By Rev. A. L. Cortie, S.J., F.R.A.S.

At the Leicester meeting of the Association the probability of the lower
temperature of the sun-spot regions relatively to the photosphere was derived

from a comparison of the behaviour of the bands of titanium oxide in the spectrum
of Mira Ceti, at a more or less brilliant maximum, and the bands of the same
compound in the spectrum of sun-spots.^ The question at present discussed is

whether the reduction of temperature over a sun-spot is sufficiently great to

permit the formation of water-vapour in the form of superheated steam. For
more than twenty years in the observations of sun-spot spectra made at Stony-
hurst in the red and yellow regions numerous lines have been recorded with the

dispersion used as widened or atl'ected in sun-spots, which are coincident with
lines due to water-vapour. One obvious explanation is that true solar lines^are

so close to the water-vapour lines as not to be separable, even with very great

di.'spersions, and that the widening is due to the solar lines. Using a much more
powerful combination of telescope and .spectroscope than the tele-spectroscope at

Stonyhurst, Dr. Mitchell, of the Princeton Observatory, was unable to detect

these lines as widened in the spectrum of sun-spots.^ The region X 5900-5950,
which is very rich in such lines, has been carefully studied and measured on a

photograph in the third order of a large flat-grating in the spectrum of a big

sun-spot secured on July 81, 1906. The details of the measurements are set

forth in a table. Of 91 lines measured, 64, or 70 3 per cent., are due to

water-vapour, and of these 64, 29, or 45'3 per cent., are affected, either widened
or darkened, in the sun-spot. In the photograph measured the sun-spot spectrum
is not isolated from the photospheric spectrum. But in the photographic map
of Professor Hale and Mr. Ellerman, iu which the sun-spot spectrum is isolated,

16 of these 29 lines are present, the dispersion being much greater than that

employed at Stonyhurst. Professor Fowler has shown ' that a great number
of the bands in sun-spot spectra are due to magnesium hydride, and Mr. Brooks,*^

from a laboratory study of this same spectrum, concludes that it cannot be pro-
duced without the presence of water-vapour. Hence it may be concluded that

the lowering of temperature in the regions of sun-spots, iu which the chemical

' Monthly Notices, 67, 154, 1907. ^ C.R., June 1908.
' ABtrophi/.ncalJournal, xxvi. 2, September 1907. ' Jbid., xxii. I. p. 29.
» M.iY. R.A.ii., Ixvii. No. 8. « Fruc. U.S.A. , 80, No. 537.
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compounds titaiiiunl-oxide aud magnesium hydride are iudubitablypveselit, CaiiSed

Ijy the expansion of the escaping vapours, is sufficiently great to permit tb«

combination of the oxygen and hydrogen to form water-vapour in the state of

superheated steam.

5. Sun-spots and Solar Temperature.

By Professor E. T. WhittakeR, Sc.D., F.R.S.

Tlie majority of astrophysicists incline to the view that sun-spots are places of

diminished temperature ; this view is based on the observational evidence, which

is (i) that chemical compounds are present in spots, (ii) that the ' arc ' lines are

widened and the characteristic ' spark ' lines weaken'^d in the spot-spectrum

as compared with the ordinary Fraunhofer spectrum, and (iii) that the con-

tinuous background of the spot-spectrum has its maximum displaced towards

the infra-red as compared with the continuous background of the Fraunhofer

spectrum.
The writer observed with regard to (i) that the formation of chemical com-

pounds from their dissociated elements may be brought about either by a fall of

temperature or by a rise of pressure ; with regard to(ii), that the observations of

ihe high-level and low-level chromospheric spectrum show that ' arc ' lines are

.issociated with the high pressures of the lower chromosphere rather than with

the low temperatures of the upper chromosphere; and with regard to (iii) that

the differences between the continuous spectra of the spot and of the rest of the

sun is analogous to the difference between sunlight as observed at noon and

near sunset, the difference being in this case due to the extra depth of atmosphere

through which the sunlight has to travel. It is concluded that the phenomena
of the spot-spectrum are to be ascribed to relativelj' high pressure rather than

to relatively low temperature.

6. Recent Researches on the Cause of Seiches.

By E. M. Wedderburn, F.R.S.E.

In the autumn of the year 1905 careful observations were made in Loch Earn

by Professor Chrystal which throw much light on the effect of meteorological

conditions on the denivellations of lakes. In addition to the three stationary

liranographs employed to record the seiches, Dine-Shaw microbarographs were

stationed at Ardtrostan (on Loch Earn), Loch Earnhead, and Killin (on Loch

Tay), There was also at Ardtrostan a pressure anemograph. By means of the triad

of microbarographs an indication could be obtained of the rate and direction of

travel of the disturbances shown on the traces. Out of twenty-seven cases

I'xamined by Professor Chrystal, the disturbances travelled in a S.W. direction

in twenty-two cases, and in a N.E. direction in five cases. The average velocity

of propagation was about thirty miles per hour.

Comparison of observations in Lochs Earn, Treig, Ness, Lubnaig, Tay, and

Garry (Inverness-shire), indicate that seiches are most frequent in lakes which are

deep and straight, and also in those which run in the direction in which the

microbarometric disturbances travel.

Possible causes of seiches, mentioned by Professor Chrystal, are as follows,

viz. :

—

(1) Earthquakes. The evidence from Loch Earn and Loch Ness is that

earthquakes are not an effective cause of seiches. Against this must be set the

great disturbances which are said to have occurred at the time of the Lisbon

earthquake of 1755.

(2) Progression of the general system of isobars causing a release of static

denivellation of the lake surface. Calculation shows that even in the most

favourable circumstances a seiche produced in this manner must be of very Small

amplitude.
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(3) Piling up of water at one end of a lake by winds. In deep lakes piling up
of water by wind is small, owing to the readiness with which the return current

takes place, and may be neglected in a consideration of the causes of seiches.

(4) Rapid flooding at one portion of a lake may in exceptional circumstances
produce a seiche.

(<)) A heavy rainfall may produce a seiche.

(ff) By the gravitational effect of the precipitation.

(b) By the force of its impact.

(6) The impact of wind-gusts on portions of the lake may also cause a

seiche.

The foregoing are cau.ses which might produce seiches suddenly. The fol-

lowing causes might account for a gradual increment in the seiche amplitude:

—

(i) Microbarometric fluctuations over portions of the lake surface of a

period approximating to one of the seiche periods of the lake. The
disturbing effect may be considerable even where there is no con-
siderable disparity between the barometric period and the seiche

period.

(ii) Periodic fluctuations in the direction and pressure of the wind. It is

difficult in any individual case to say what is the precise effective

cause of a seicue, as Avind, rain, and barometric variations usually

occur together.

7. Difference of Temjierature in the Tlfpei- Atmosphere between Equatorial
and Polar Regions. By L. Tejsserenc de Bort.

In former discussions of the observations made over the Atlantic on the
' Otaria,' and those made at Kiruna, near the Arctic Circle, by the French-
Swedish expedition, I have shown that the difference of temperature between the

Equatorial and the Arctic regions is very different at different altitudes. In the

lower layers the temperature of the equatorial zone exceeds that of the Arctic
regions by 25° C. This excess of temperature decreases as the altitude increases

imtil at a height of 10 or 11 km. it is as warm over the Arctic Circle as it is over

the equatorial zone. With further increase in height there is no further decrease

in temperature over the Arctic Circle, because the isothermal region is reached.

But in the neighbourhood of the equator the rapid decrease of temperature with
increasing altitude still continues ;. the temperature becomes less therefore over
the equator than it is at the same height over the Arctic Circle.

Recent balloon ascents made this year at Kiruna at the end of the winter give

a general confirmation of these conclusions. They show that at a very cold period

with temperatures below —15° C. near the surface, the temperature in the upper
regions is nearly the same as that found over the equatorial zone. There are

indeed some days when the polar temperatures are lower than the equatorial, but
this is a temporary phenomenon which occurs at the coldest time of the year. In
equatorial regions, on the contrary, if one considers as the point of departure the
region where the trade winds meet, near the thermal equator, there is, strictly

speaking, neither winter nor summer.
No ascent to great heights has hitherto been made in Arctic regions during

the warm season : we propose finally to fill up this gap. But what we know
already of the decrease of temperature at different places, together with the obser-

vations made at St. Petersburg, enables us to count on temperatures sufficiently

high in the upper layers, probably higher than —50° C.

Thus during the greater part of the year it is sensibly colder by 10° or 20° C.

in the equatorial regions at altitudes of 15 or 16 km. than in Arctic regions. This
fact, anticipated by me some years ago, deserves to be taken into serious con-
sideration in theories relating to the general circulation.

1908. T T
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8. Note on the Manchester ' Bcdlons-Sondes ' Ascents.

By W. A. Harvvood.

In connection witli the Howard Estate Observatory of the Manchester Uni-

versity, ballons'sondes ascents have been made regularly during the past year on

the dates appointed by the International Committee.
The balloons are of tine sheet rubber, and carry light instruments of the type

devised by Dines. These record pressure and temperature. The total weight of

instrument and case being only two ounces allows the use of relatively small and
inexpensive balloons.

The majority of the ascents have been made after sunset, to avoid possible

errors due to solar radiation ; but the similarity of the results obtained by day and
night tends to show that the instrument is sufficiently ventilated to prevent

serious errors being introduced from this cause.

The instrument was carefully calibrated before and after each ascent, the rela-

tion between deflection and pressure being determined for a number of diiferent

temperatures.

The results have been of fairly uniform type.

In general the temperature falls steadily at a slightly increasing rate up to

a height of about 10 kms. The gradient then quickly diminishes to zero, or to a

small positive or negative value.

The average height at which the isothermal layer was encountered is about
11'5 kms. This height is slightly greater (12 kms.) above auti-cyclones, and
slightly less (1 1 kms.) above cyclones, as has been previously found.

The lowest temperature which has been recorded is — 65° 0. on February 6,

1908, at a height of 11 kms.
The conclusion that the lowest temperatures are found above anti-cyclones

has been verified, the average minimum temperature being —55° C. compared
with corresponding cyclonic temperature - 46° C.

On an average three-fourths of the instruments have been returned.

The usual practice has been to give the balloons a free lift, about 70 per cent
of the total weight. This gives the greatest heights combined with the greatest

percentage of balloons returned.

As might be expected the percentage of instruments found is greatest in

anti-cyclonic weather. The average distance traversed by the balloons is about
sixty miles, and the mean direction E. by S. Consequently the most favourable
starting-point would be in the neighbourhood of Shrewsbury.

9. T}i,e Results of the ' Ballons-Sondes ' Ascents in the British Isles during
the International Week, July 11-Atigust 1, 1908, By 3. S. DiNES.

The places of fall of the instruments were plotted on a map and exhibited
as a lantern slide. Of the five stations from which ascents took place, it may be
mentioned that Crinau is on the West Coast of Scotland, Pyrton Hill about fifteen

miles south-east of Oxford, and Ditcham Park a little to the north of Portsmouth.
It is generally found that the tracks of the several balloons sent up from the
different stations on the same day are approximately parallel, and this was the
case on the days of the international week, with the exception of July 29, On
this day a high-pressure system was situated with its centre over the south-western
part of the British Isles, and the direction of travel of the different balloons seems
to have agreed closely with the circulation around this centre. On the other
days of the week the high-pressure system was more remote.

The subjoined diagram shows the relation between the temperature (on the
absolute scale) and height above sea-level (in kilometres). The numbers against
the curves refer to the days, so that all ascents on tne same day have the same
number. The different stations are denoted by the letters. All the ascents were
made near the time of sunset except C. 6. The temperature near the highest
point in this case showed rather a sharp rise, and as this may have been due to the
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effects of insolatiou the upper part has been omitted from the diagram. The
temperatures of the isothermal layer obtained last year in the corresponding period

PH.3

200 300

I

C.—Crinan.
M.—Manchester.
L.—Limerick.

P.H.—Pyrton Hill.

D.—Ditcham Park.

1.—July 27.

2.—July 28.

3.—July 29.
4.—July 30.

5.—July 31
6.—Aug. 1.

were about 230° or 240°, which is considerably above those found this year.

The two minima of 204° are the lowest that have been obtained in British,

TT 2
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ascents. The usual inversions were experienced in the first three iilos. above the

earth'.i surface, after which the temperature fell steadily, in some cases the rate

exceeding by a slight amoimt for a kilometre or more the dry adiabatic. (See

C. 2 and D. 2.) In D. 2, C. 2, and P.H. 8 a very sharp rise of temperature is

noticeable just above the coldest point.

Great differences are apparent in the temperature of the isothermal at

different places on July 27. C. 1 and L. 1 are in moderately close agreement at

about 230°, while P.H. 1 an4 C 1 show a temperature of below 220°.

The difference between L. 1 and P.H. 1 amounts to practically 20°.

On July 31 the i-ecords obtained at Manchester and Crinan are practically

identical for the isothermal.

10. Observations of Currents in the Upper Air of Eyypt and the Sudan.
By Captain H. G. Lyons, F.B.8.

11. An Aj^paratus for ilhtstrating, by Intermittent Vision, the Surface
Movement of Air in Travelling Storms. By R. G. K. Lempfkrt, M.A.

This apparatus, by the use of which intermittent vision of a succession of

maps is obtained through parallel slits in a revolving drum, has been arranged at

the Meteorological Office to visualise simultaneously the trend of a ' storm ' across

the map and the surface movement of air within the storm area.

The consecutive maps have been drawn for intervals of one, or at most two
liours. "\^^hen placed in position, they form an inner lining to a drum, with slits

in its upper part, attached to a revolving hori::ontal, after the manner of the toy
linowji as a 'zoetrope.' The position of the sorm ' is represented on successive

maps by the isobars which show the barometer distribution. The movement
of the air within the storm area is shown by ai rows, each one of which represents

a 'step' in the motion of the air. As the drum is revolved, the isobaric systems
appeal' to travel across the map and the arrows to move forward, tracing out the
' trajectories ' or paths of the air.

12. Oil the Asymmetrical Character qf Whirhvinds. By Paul Dukandin.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 0.

The following Papers were read:

—

1. Changes of Atmospheric Density in Storms. By J. I. Craig, M.A.

A -iuass of air whicb expands without gr iniug heat necessarily experiences

cooling, and this mechanical cooling is now generally admitted by meteorologists

to be the chief cause of rain. Such an expansion occurs when air is transported

from a lower to a higher level. The paper shoved that a similar expansion takes

place in front of the trough of depressions of both the cyclonic and the V-shape,

and that there is a certain amount of correspond snce between the region of greatest

surfacs dilatation and that of heaviest rainfall. In rear of the trough the dilation

is negative, on the whole, but with isolated positive regions—a fact which may
help to account for the ' passing showers ' generally found in rear of baric

depressions.

' T/w Life Uisionj of Surface Air Curn-nts. Louduu : H.M, Statiuneiy Office,

J.906.
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'The tinle-vate of dilation being _ -— , wbere n is the volume of a given mass,

may be expressed as ^, where p is the density and the diflferentiation operates
p ut

along the path of the air mass considered.

To apply this method one must have at his disposal the history of the air-

density along the trajectory. Hence one is led to make use of the material

discussed by Dr. W. IS^ Shaw, F.R.S., and Mr. R. G. K. Lempfert.i

An advantage of tbe method indicated is that it permits of an estimate of the

upward velocity of the air, at least near the surface. The hydro-dynamical equation

of continuity may be written in the form

dp dp dp dp (du do dtv\

or

1 Dp du dv dw
-pm-" d^-" d^^ dz

" "^

where D/D« has the same signification as above. Of the quantities involved in

tbe last equation

_ —^ may be found numerically at any locality, as above
;

J5--
may be computed by constructing a synoptic chart of the eastward

component velocity ; and

^ may similarly be computed from a chart of the northward velocity ; so

that the fourth term may be found numerically.

A theoretical example for the particular case of uniform velocity and constant

incurvature of the wind round circular isobars is given. If the dilation vanishes

over the surface, the value of the upward velocity for small heights above the

ground is

Vza-
7V = — bm o

where V is the velocity of the wind, z is the altitude, a the angle between the

wind and the isobars, and r is the distance from the storm centre.

2. The Meteorology of the "Winter Quarters of the ^Discovery,' 1902-1904.

By Dr. W. N. Shaw, F.R.S.

The author gave an account of the meteorological results obtained from the

discussion of the observations at the winter quarters of the ' Discovery ' in

latitude 77° 50' 50" S., longitude 166° 44' 45" E., for the period February 9,

1902, to February 15, 1904, and on the sledge journeys of the Expedition, as

published by the Royal Society in 1908.

3. Results of some Physical Observations taken on the National Antarctic

Exjiedition, 1902-1904. By L. C. Beenaochi.

Tbe 'winter quarters' of the ship ' Discovei^ ' were situated in lat. 77° 50' 45" S.,

long. 10f;°44' 30" E.

' The examples shown were taken from The Life History of Surface Air Currentt,

by W. N. Shaw, F.E.S., and R. G. K. Lempfert. Meteorological Office Publication,

No. 174.
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The magnetic and other physical observations conducted on the shore close to
the ship extend over a period of nearly two years.

The ' Discovery '
' vv'inter quarters ' were to the south-east of the south magnetic

pole, the mean absolute declination being about 152° E. From the photographic
records by the Eschenhagen magnetometers the general character of the regular
diurnal variation of declination is clearly shown, the movement beino- five or
six times as large as that at Kew; even during the months when the sun is

continuously below the horizon the diurnal range remains large—at least double
that at Greenwich at midsummer.

Tlie seasonal change in the type of the diurnal variation is very small. In
temperate climates generally the changes of declination during the day are con-
spicuously larger and more rapid than during the night. At ' winter quarters

'

there is no such marked difference.

The extreme positions are reached at about 9 A.M. and 7 p.m., and are totally

different from those customary. The absolute declination observations indicate an
apparent decrease of about 26' between mean of observations May-Deceoiber 1902
and mean May-December 1903, the horizontal force observations an apparent
increase of 0-0013 C.G.S. between mean April-December 1902 and mean April-
December 1903, and the inclination an apparent decrease of about 7' between
mean May-December 1902 and mean May-December 1903. The horizontal force

at 'winter quarters' was about a third of that at Kew, but the range of the
diurnal inequality about 50 per cent, greater than at Kew. The type also varies

very little with the season, and is totally different from that at temperate
stations.

Vector dlagi-ams have been made for ' winter quarters ' for the whole year,

and for the seasons midwinter (May to July), equinox (March, April, September,
October), and midsummer (November-J.anuary). The differences between
these diagrams and the vector diagrams for Kew and Falmouth are remarkable.
There is much less asymmetry than in England, the direction of motion is anti-

clockwise, and there is very little difference in type for the different seasons.

The most striking peculiarity in the diurnal inequality in all the elements is the
large size of the fundamental or 24-hour Fourier ' wave ' as compai'ed with the
harmonics of shorter period.

' In order to determine the position of the south magnetic pole by means of all

the declination observations taken at " winter quarters," sledge journeys, and at

sea, the results have been plotted (by Captain L. W. P. Chetwynd, R.N.) and the
direction of the magnetic meridian as indicated by the observations extended
towards the magnetic pole. These lines of direction intersect within a space
triangular in form. The radius of the circle inscribed in the triangle measures
about thirty-eight geographical miles, and the centre of the circle indicates the
probable position of the pole, and is in lat. 72° 50' S., long. 156° 20' E.

' All the inclination results were plotted on a chart and lines of equal inclina-

tion drawn, from which the probable position of the pole is indicated to be in

lat. 72° 52' S., long. 156° 30' E. The agreement between this position and that
determined by the declination results is remarkable, and may be considered as
corroboration of the results.

' The mean of the two positions, viz., lat. 72° 51' S., long. 156° 25' E., is, in all

probability, a close indication of the centre of the polar area.' ^

The results of the pendulum observations, taken with three separate quarter-
meter invariable pendulums, give values all slightly in excess of the theo-
retical.

Accepting 981,200 (centimetres/second'^) as the value at Kew, the probable
mean value deduced from all observations combined for * winter quarters ' is

982,985, tie theoretical value being 982,963.
The most interesting outstanding feature is the large difference between the

resulta obtained at ' winter quarters ' during the winter months, July, August,
September, on the one hand and those obtained during February, the end of the

' Mag^netic Results,' Physics, vol. i., Royal Society.
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antarctic summer, on the other. A possible explanation may he the large north-

ward movement of ice occurring in the antarctic summer prior to February.

The paper also dealt very briefly with the results of tidal observations and

atmospheric electricity.

4. On the possible Connection between Earthquakes and Great Waves in

distant places. By Rev. H. V. Gill, S.J.

In a paper read at the Royal Dublin Society ^ two years ago it was shown
that there are grounds for the supposition that, under certain conditions, an
earthquake in one locality may well be the immediate occasion of the occurrence

of one or more succeeding shoclrs in other places on the earth's surface sym-
metrically placed with respect to it. This view was based on the fact that great

earthquakes frequently cause a 'wobble' in. the rotation of the earth. The
effect of this is to produce a strain in other portions of the earth's mass, and a

tendency for movable matter to shift its position, thus precipitating approaching

earthquakes. An examination of earthquake records showed that this series of

reactions may often have taken place. In the present paper the same principles

are invoked to show that, in the same way, an earthquake may give rise to a

water wave at a distant place, tho" accounting for the genesis of waves other-

wise difficult to explain. These principles were illustrated by experiments with

hollow tops containing movable matter, such as steel balls and melted wax.

5. Some Particulars of the British Association Storm o/1908.

By Dr. W. N. Shaw, F,R.S.

The author exhibited the original records of pressure, of direction and force

of the wind, and of rainfall at various stations in connection with the Meteoro-

logical Office during the passage across the British Isles of the deep depressions

which crossed the Irish Sea during the night of August 81-September 1, 1908.

6. The Great Snowstorm of April 25, 1908, By Miss C, O. Stkvens,

•7. On the Velocity of the Reducing Action of Electrolytic Hydrogen on

Arsenious and Arsenic Acids when liberated from the surface of

different elements. By W. Thomson.

These experiments were commenced with a view to finding the velocities at

which arsenic is liberated as arseniuretted hydrogen (AsHj) from solutions

of arsenious and arsenic acids respectively when using cathodes of different

elements.

The experiments were made by passing, during intervals of two and a half

minutes, the hydrogen containing arseniuretted hydrogen liberated from the cathode

through drawn out hard glass tubes accurately graduated as regards diameter and

heated to redness near the drawn out portion by which the arseniuretted hydrogen

was decomposed, liberating arsenic in the elemental condition which deposited on

the drawn out portion of the tube (which was kept cold by running water) as a dark

metallic-looking mirror, the amounts of arsenic thus deposited being measured by

the density of these mirrors as compared with standard mirrors for each period of

2^ minutes till no further mirror was deposited during one interval.

Fifty units of arsenic were employed for each experiment dissoh'ed in 30 c.c.

dilute sulphuric acid, each unit consisting of 0-000,000,5413 gramme, roughly

> XI. No, 11,1906,
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about ^-^rslssTirs of a gramme of elemental arsenic, that amount being sufficient to

]iroduce a well-detined mirror of arsenic on the drawn out tube.

The apparatus previously described by me,^ which consists of a porous pot

with platinum foil outside as anode and the element under examination as

cathode inside the porous pot, was used in these experiments and the following

elements were tried as cathodes : lead, zinc, cadmium, tin, silver, graphite, iron,

platinum, aluminium, gold, cobalt, nickel, and palladium.

The above order represents their efficiency in removing arsenic from solutions

of avsenious acid, the first being the most efficient, but this order does not hold

good for efficiency in removing arsenic when it exists in the form of arsenic acid,

for whereas the metals lead, zinc, cadmium, tin, and silver all reduce arsenious

acid with the same velocity, only 41 per cent, of the arsenic acid present in the

cathode chamber is converted into arseniuretted hydrogen by a zinc cathode in

125 minutes, while with a lead cathode 98 per cent, is reduced in the same time and
under the same experimental conditions. Again, silver which with arsenious

acid effects the reduction with a velocity equal to the first four mentioned metals

fails when used as a cathode to liberate any arsenic as AsH., from arsenic acid.

The supertension hypothesis put forward by various writers utterly fails to ex-

plain these results. Palladium with a comparatively high supertension (0'40 volt)

stands at the bottom of the series both as regards arsenious and arsenic acids,

while silver which has a low supertension (0"15 volt) reduces arsenious acid

with a velocity equal to that of lead or zinc. Iron in this respect is remarkable
with the lowest but one supertension (0'08 volt). It efi'ects the reduction of

arsenious acid with a velocity nearly equal to lead and stands next to lead in its

capacity for reducing arsenic acid.

Lead has a slightly lower supertension than zinc, yet lead, as already men-
tioned, is far more efficient in the reduction of arsenic acid than zinc.

From the estimations made by collecting the arsenic evolved in intervals of

two and a half minutes the first four metals gave a constant for a unimolecular
reaction.

' Memoirs a/td Proceedings of the Manclwiter lAt, and Phil. Sue, vol. xlviii.,

part iii., p. 17.
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Section B,—CHEMISTRY.

PUESIDKNT OV THE SECTION.—ProfeS80r F. S, KiPPING,

D.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S.

THURSDA Y, SEPTEMBER 3.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

On taking the Chair of this Sect'on my first duty is to express my personal

1 hanks to the Council of the British Association for having chosen me to fill

this position of honour.

At this meeting the Association is enjoying, not for the first, but for the fourth

time, the generous and genial hospitality of the citizens of Dublin ; it is my
privilege, on behalf of all the members of this Section, to tender our cordial

thanks to our hosts for giving us this opportunity of meeting again in the capital

of Ireland.

During the past few months we have read in the daily journals—and we
sincerely hope it may be true—that there are signs of the commencement of a

great development of the resources of this Island ; as such a desirable event must
be closely connected with, and, indeed, may even be dependent on, the vitality of

the chemical industries of the country, the moment seems opportune for the

consideration of a subject which has a direct bearing on both commerce and
chemistry.

Although this Section is chiefly occupied with matters relating to pure

science, the discussion of industrial questions is also regarded as one of its

important functions ; it does not attempt to distinguish pure from applied

chemistry, and any problem which concerns either is deemed worthy of its

attention.

From this point of view I propose to consider whether any steps can be taken
to place the chemical industries of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland in a more prominent position than that which they now occupy in the

world of commerce.
The subject is uot new ; it has been dealt with by many, but principally by

those more directly interested-—prominent members of the Society of Chemical
Industry, who are far better qualified to express opinions on commercial matters
than am I. It is perhaps presumption ou my part to attempt to add anything to

what has been said by such leaders of industrial chemistry, but I propose to deal

with the subject from a very dift'erent standpoint—namely, from that of the

teacher in the class-room and laboratory. Even if I fail to make a single

suggestion of immediate practical value, the question is one of such magnitude
and so many-sided that I feel justified in bringing it under the notice of this

Section. It is not merely a matter of money, of a few millions or of a few tens
of millions sterling. There ai-e few branches of industry to which chemistry, in

one way or another, is not of supreme importance. Whether we look to the

greftt shrpbuildiug interests, dependent on the progress of metfiUurgy ; to our
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cotton and linen trades, where cellulose reigns supreme ; to our dye-houses or to

our breweries, or to any other industry, great or small, there do we find problems

in chemistry awaiting solution, and the nation which solves them will not only

progress in civilisation and contentment, but will also justly claim to have taken

a leading part in the advancement of science.

It is not then in any grudging spirit of envy that we approach this question
;

recognising the splendid work of men of other countries, rejoicing in the services

which they have rendered to the world at large, our only desire is not to lag

behind in the general intellectual and industrial advance of nations.

It is unnecessary to trouble you with any detailed comparison of the position

which we occupy to-day with that which we have taken in the past. The fiftieth

anniversary of the epoch-making discovery of mauve was held only two years ago,

and the proceedings are still fresh in our recollection ; the paeans of congratulation

addressed to the discoverer (now, alas ! no longer with us) were marred by a

plaintive note, a note of lamentation over our lost industry, the manufacture of

dyes. The jubilee of the founder of the colour industry in this country was also

the occasion for pronouncing its funeral oration. If this were the full extent of

our loss we might bear it with equanimity ; but it is not so much what has
already gone as what is going and what may go that are matters of such deep
concern. Those who doubt the seriousness of our condition may find statistical

evidence, more than sufficient to convince them, in the technical journals and in

the Board of Trade reports of recent years.

The facts there disclosed show that in the manufacture of ' fine chemicals,*

including perfumes, alkaloids, and crude coal-tar products, as well as dyes, the

decadence of our industry is far advanced ; in the case of heavy chemicals our
position, perhaps, is not quite so serious at the present moment, but the future is

dark and threatening. Chemical industries are so intimately connected and
dependent on one another, that the fate of one may determine the fate of all ; the

by-product of one process is often the raw material of another. Who, then, can
deny that the patience, perseverance, and high scientific skill, which have built up
the colour industry abroad, if apjdied, as they have been and are being applied,

to the manufacture of heavy chemicals, will not soon defy all competition from less

progressive countries ?

Such a possibility is full of national danger. It has been pointed out—and the
prophecy cannot be regarded as unduly pessimistic—that from present indications

a time will arrive when we shall be dependent on outside sources, not only for our
food-supply, but also for our means of self-defence. When nitrates are exhausted,

when nitric acid and ammonia are prepared from the components of the atmo-
sphere, when all chemical industries have been so highly developed abroad that

they have completely vanished from these Islands, and when their loss has reacted

on all our other important industries, then, indeed, shall we feel the pinch of

poverty; then, indeed, must we submit to national decay.

Is it possible to remedy the present unsatisfactory state of afi'airs, and to

guard asrainst an ominous future ?

During the Perkin Jubilee celebrations Professor Carl Duisberg answered
this question, in so far as it concerns the coal-tar colour industry, by an
uncompromising negative. In an able and interesting speech he pointed out that,

although the Briton is in general a practical man, he is lacking in patience, in the

power of waiting for success; he expects to be compensated in hard cash, and at

once, for his work or for his capital outlay. The German, on the other hand,
is primarily a theorist possessing endless patience, and works without any
immediate pro.spect of pecuniary reward ; he has now learnt to be practical as

well, but not at the expense of his ideals. It is to this happy combination of

qualities that Professor Duisberg ascribes the success of his countrymen in the

coal-tar- colour industry—a success which he considers we are powerless to

emulate, with which it would be futile for us to try and compete.
With this view -that our chemical industries must submit to gradual

extinction, even when it is held by so high an authority, we cannot and must
not agree ; if ojle nation can learn to be practical, we—the four nations of these
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islands—one or all, can learn to be plodding and patient, and to appreciate the

importance of theory. We may be encouraged in our eilbrts to do so by the

opinions of others, countrymen of Professor Duisberg, eminent in pure or applied

science. Professor Ostwald, discussing this subjecr, said tliat he was sure the

difficulties were considerable only in the beginning,' while Professor Lunge, in

an address to the Royal Institution,^ made use of the following words :
' Seeing

that in pure science the people of Great Britain have never lagged behind any
other nation, and that, on the contrary, the land of Newton and Faraday has

been a beacon to all others at more than one epoch, there is absolutely no
valid reason why she should now, or at any other time, be behind any other in

the combination of science with practice.'

Here, indeed, is encouragement, and from one who has had ample opportunity

for studying the conditions which obtain in this country. Surely, therefore,

we ought to have some confidence in ourselves and try our best to regain a

strong and healthy position rather than fold our hands in a spirit of hopeless

resignation.

The new Patent Act which came into force this year, and for which the

country is so much indebted to the strenuous advocacy of Mr. Leviustein and
Sir Joseph Lawrenfce, seems to many to have inaugurated a new era, and to have
removed one of the principal causes of the decline o; our chemical industries ;

if

this be so, it is all the more impoi-tant that the representatives of chemical

science should be ready and willing to join hands with the manufacturers in

order to assist in the process of regeneration.

The principal changes which have been introduced by the new law are, of

course, familiar to all. The most important one, which came into operation on
August 28 last, is that which requires that the article or process which is

protected by the patent must be manufactured or carried on to an adequate
extent in the United Kingdom after the expiration of four years from the date ot

the patent. If this condition is not fulhlled, any person may apply for the

revocation of the patent.

Some of the results of this amendment, and some indications of the great

industrial changes which it will bring about, are already obvious. Foreign firms

or individuals who hold British patents and who have not sufficient capital to

Avork them in this country, or who do not think they are worth working here,

are attempting to sell their British patent rights. Others are building or buying
Avorks in Great Britain, and it has been estimated that in the immediate future a

sum of at least 25,000,000/. of foreign capital will have been thus invested in

order to comply with the new law.

We need not stop to consider the economic effiicts of this transfer of capital

on the genei-al trade of this countr}-, but we may well pause a moment in order

to try and forecast the consequences of these new conditions in so far as they

concern our chemical industries.

The prospective establishment of branches of two of the largest German
chemical works at Ellesmere Port and at Port Sunlight respectively are already

matters of common knowledge, and it may be presumed that these firms will aA'ail

themselves to a large extent of British labour. If this be the case, and if they

are successful—as they, no doubt, will be—the complaint that the inferior

technical education of our artisans is responsible for our lack of success will

thereby be proved to be groundless. Even if we admit that at the present time
the British workman is an inferior operative in a chemical works, and only

capable of undertaking the less-skilled labour, these firms will gradually raise a

considerable number of trained men who will be ready to undertake more
responsible duties under our own manufacturers when the good time comes;
a school for chemical operatives will be created in our midst, and, as in the past,

we shall reap the benefit of knowledge and experience brought to our shores.

It also seems reasonable to expect that, as is the case abroad, these works will be

equipped with laboratories and stalled by chemists, although possibly only so far

' Jour. Soo. Chevi. Ind., 1906, 1019. ^ March 15, 1907.
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as is necessary for routine work. Many of these chemists may setth:" permanently
in our midst, become members of our Oliemical Society and 8ocietj' of Chemicnl
Industry, and thus infuse us witli their patience and perseverance. It is not

beyond the bounds of possibility that these great firms may even employ British

chemists in their works, if we can supply men sufficiently well trained to be of

value. On the other hand, as experience seems to have shown that industrial

chemistry cannot succeed with imported scientific labour, it is not very probable

that many posts in the laboratory will be filled by our countrymen, who, in this

connection, must be regarded as foreigners.

Now at the present time most chemical products can be manufactui'ed more
cheaply abroad than here, otherwise we should not have any reason to consider

our position. Dr. Duisberg told us that even when an important firm in Jlngland
had a licence to work all the British patents of two of the largest German colour

works, merely paying for the privilege a small percentage of the net profits, it

failed to take any advantage of the opportunity. If, then, in this free-trade

kingdom production is cheaper than abroad, the foreign firms which have
brandies here will be in a position superior to that which they now occupy in

their own countries. If, on the other hand, owing to inefficient labour, higher

wages, freights, and other economic conditions, production is more costly, the

superior efhcieiicy and scientific organisation of these foreign firms will neverthe-

less enable then to command our home market with the goods made here, and to

cut us out in the world market, as they do now, with those made abroad.

'J'lie conclusion which thus seems forced upon us is, that, although the new
Patent Act will prove to be of great value in many respects, it will do little to

foster British chemical trade and the development of British chemistry ; it places

us on an equality with other countries as regards patent rights, and thus remedies

an outstanding grievance ; but, unless we have something to patent, this equality

will be valueless and our chemical industries will continue to decline, possibly

more rapidly than heretofore.

Let us therefore pass in review the other causes which have been suggested as

contributory to our failure ; after eliminating those connected with freights and
tariffs, and with the alleged supineness of tbe Government in assisting industry,

matters which may be left to the manufacturers to deal with, there still remain
several which are well within the purview of this Section.

These are : (1) the unsatisfactory condition of secondary education
; (2)

the nature of the training which is given to chemists in our universities and other

institutions; (3) the insufficiency of the time and money devoted to research in

the manufacturing industries
; (4) the lack of co-operation between manufacturers

and men of science.

There are some who believe that the first of these is the primary, if not tlio

sole, cause of our weakness ; that if our secondary education were placed on a

sound basis all the other evils would disappear of their own accord ; that a
steady and broad stream of well-trained boys from the secondary schools would
afford ample material from which good chemists could be fashioned in the
universities and colleges ; that these trained chemists would be greedily seized

by the manufacturers, whose minds had been widened by improved educational
methods ; and once installed in the works these chemLsts would have no difficulty

in persuading their employers to spend time and money on research work in

co-operation with the leaders of science.

Whether such desirable and far-reaching results would in fact follow if our
system of secondary education were very much improved it is impossible to

predicate ; but there is no doubt that at the present time we are moving in an
exactly opposite direction.

The shadow of the cypress rests upon our chemical trade, and manufacturers
do not see their way to employ chemists ; students are not attracted to chemistry
as a profession because there are so few openings ; without an ample and
increasing supply of such students chemical industry must continue to decline,

and as a necessary consequence the development of pure chemistry is cramped
and hindered to a far greater extent than is generally realised.
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In a Presidential Address to the Chemical Society last year Professor Meldola
discussed the position and prospects of chemical research in Great Britain, and in

view of the importance of the subject and the able manner in which it had been
treated the Council of the Society ordered the publication of five thousand copies
of his Address for distribution among the members of various public bodies. We
were told in this Address that many of our universities are distinct failures as

centres of chemical research, and that the output of original work from our col-

leges, polytechnics, and similar institutions is emphatically not representative of
the pi'oductive power of the teachers there employed. Tlie causes of the failure of
our universities Avere only lightly touched upon, and I propose to refer to them
later ; but in the case of our other institutions they were more fully discussed.

May I venture to draw attention to one cause, which I believe is by far the most
eft'ective drag on research in the vast majority of such institutions not of
university rank y It is simply the lack of those more advanced students who,
while gaining valuable experience in the methods of research, would also render
useful assistance to their teacher. The governing body of the institution may
not realise the importance of research; the Principal, as, alas ! is sometimes the
case, may throw cold water on such work; the teacher maybe overburdened
with routine duties, and he may be most inadequately remunerated ; if, however,
the research spirit is strong within him. he would overcome all these difficulties

were there any prospect whatsoever of success ; but what chance has he when be
must do everything himself, even to washing out his own test-tubes "? Provide
him with a few advanced students, and he would doubtless find time to undertake
the necessary pioneer research work, which would then be e.vtended and developed
with their assistance.

It might be suggested that an efficient and enthusiastic man would soon attract

a number of research students. This, no doubt, is true as regards the universities,

but it must be remembered that a polytechnic or other institution which does
not grant degrees can hardly expect to compete with a university as a centre for

research ; all those students who intend to undergo a so-called ' complete ' course
of study—that is to say, all who are likely to become capable of undertaking
research work— naturally proceed to one of the degree-giving universities. There
are not enough students to go I'ound, to satisfy the research requirements of the
teachers, and the principal reason is—the limited demand for trained chemists on
the part of the manufacturers.

Even of the small number of those who leave our teaching institutions fairly

well trained in i-esearch, how many have a chance of passing into works and
directly advancing applied science ? A very small proportion indeed. Most of
the better ones drift into other posts, become demonstrators, emigrate—any-
thing rather than wait on with the prospect of accepting as works-chemist
a salary which, meagre though it be, may be stopped altogether if dividends
are low.

With whom rests the responsibility for this state of affairs ? Is it with the
teachers, and, if so, is it because they are incapable of training chemists or because
their system is at fault ?

To answer this question it is necessary in the first place to arrive at some
conclusion as to the kind of training which is required for the future works-
chemist. On consulting the opinions of the manufacturers it would seem tliat

they attach great importance to what is called the 'practical side'; they believe
that, in addition to a knowledge of theoretical chemistry, the prospective works-
chemist should also have some acquaintance Avith engineering, should understand
the apparatus and machinery used in the particular manufacturing operations
witli Avhich he is going to deal, and should have had practical experience in

working the given process. It is from this point of view tliat we build and
equip large technological chemistry departments, such as those in the Universities
of Birmingham and Leeds and in the Manchester Municipal School of Technology,
departments fitted up with complete apparatus and machinery for carrying oiit

operations on a miniature manufact uring scale.

The arguments in favour of this view, that it is a hybrid chemist-engineer who
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is required in a chemical works, seem to me to be fundamentally unsound, and
the kind of training suggested by them for the works-chemist can only result in

the production of a sort of combined analytical machine and foreman. A two or

three years' course of science, followed by one year's practical work in the dye-

house, in paper-making, or in some other technological department, is quite

inadequate if the student trained in this way is expected to do anything beyond
routine analytical work and supervision.

We cannot possibly expect such a. poorly trained Jack-of-all-trades to run a

chemical works successfully in the face of competition directed by a large staff

of scientific experts in chemistry and in engineering. It is no use spending
immense sums of money on expensive machinery of the newest type in order

that the works-chemist may be able to tell his future employer that the

machinery used in his employer's works is completely out of date. In the course

of time, moreover, iniless expenditure is practically unlimited, the reverse

conditions will obtain, and the technological department of the university or other

institution will become more of the nature of a museum of antiquities. The great

cost of the upkeep and of the working of such plant is also a very serious

matter. The conditions in a chemical works cannot be successfully imitated in

a university or polytechnic ; attempts to do so can only lead to mistaken con-

clusions, and thus have the effect of rendering the works-chemist quite helpless

when he passes from the elegant models of his educational apparatus to the

workaday appliances of the manufactory.

Here, it seems to me, we touch the bed-rock of our trouble. The state of our
chemical industries must be attributed to the erroneous views which have beun
and still are held as to the functions, and consequently as to the training, of a
works-chemist. AVe have failed to realise that industrial chemistry must be
based on a foundation of continuous and arduous research work. In the past we
have sent out from our uuiveisities and other institutions students who no
doubt were qualified to undertake routine analytical work, but the great

majority of whom knew nothing of the methods of research. We are doing the

same to-day. Just when a student has reached a stage at which his specialised

scientific training should begin his course is finished, and whether he has been to

a university or to a polytechnic matters little ; he joins the band of those who
subsist on but who do nothing to advance chemical industry. lie enters a

works; the manufacturer does not realise exactly what his chemist ought to do,

but he expects sonje immediate results, and in consequence is generally

disappointed; the lack of success of the chemist is put down to his ignorance of

practical matters, and there is an outcry for technical education; science is most
unjustly discredited, and any suggestion of spending money on research work is

scouted as a mere waste.

The consequence is that if there is a scientific problem which intimately

concerns all the members of some large industry what course do they adopt ?

Through their trade journal, and as an association representing a total capital

of which I should not like to hazard a guess, they offer a bronze or possibly a
silver medal, or may even offer the extravagant sum of 20/., to the happy person
who will provide them with a solution. It is difficult to imagine the class of

solvers to whom these princely rewards may appeal, more difficult still to believe

that any useful result can be attained, and it is almost incredible that such
methods should be adopted by any influential industrial organisation. This way
of attempting to get research work 'on the cheap ' is certainly not unknown
even in more enlightened countries, but that is hardly a sufficient justification for

its employment.
Contrast these methods with those adopted by the Badische Anilin- und Soda-

Fabrik and Meister, Lucius, & Briinig in their attempts to solve the problem of

the commercial synthesis of indigo. Could there be a greater antithesis ? If

five thousand copies of Brunck's paper on this subject^ could be circulated among
the manufacturers of this country—a task which might be fittingly undertaken

> Ber., 1900, 1. Ixxi.
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by the Society of Chemical Industry—the study of the truly maguificeut results
attained by the systematic application of pure science, and of the indisputable
evidence of their commercial value, might prove an object-lesson far more effective

than argument for the accomplishment of a sorely needed reform.
Now if we are to meet successfully the very formidable scientific and

commercial organisation opposed to us in chemical industry, we must perforce
adopt the methods of our competitors; not only must we learn patience and
perseverance, but wo must also call to our aid the best brain-power available.
We must recognise clearly that the scientific works-chemist, the only man who is

likely to make discoveries of commercial value, must be thoroughly trained in
the methods of research by those best qualified to do so, and we must not
imagine that when he enters the works he should or could immediately become
an engineer and a commercial expert ; his place is in the research laboratory.
The practical man—that is to say, the man who has a thorough and useful
knowledge of some particular manufacturing process—must be trained under
practical men in the works, and we must not imagine that a course of even-
ing classes will convert him into an expert chemist. The ideal man who
combines high scientific training and sound practical knowledge cannot be
produced unless the period of his ducation is extended to half a life-time,

and even then only through the co-operation of the chemistry teacher and the
manufacturer.

Admitting the truth of these statements—and I do not think that they can be
successfully controverted—we have now to consider what steps can be taken to
provide these highly trained works- chemists, and to ensure for them a cordial
reception on the part of the manuficturers.

The first fact which we have to bear in mind is that the great and rapid
development of chemistry in recent times has lengthened the period which is

required for the collegiate study of the subject. In order to acquire the necessary
knowledge of facts and theory, and afterwards to devote even the minimum time
to gaining experience in research methods, the future works-chemist must be
prepared to continue at the university or other institution during at least five
years. The course of study during the first three years might be on the lines
now adopted by many of our universities for the B.Sc. pass examination, but to
grant this degree in one or two subjects only, and then to call it an Honours
degree, is in my opinion a serious mistake, as is also the admission of research
work at this stage, both of which proceedings lead to far too early specialisation.
The pass degree should be regarded merely as an indication of a sound general
education in science, and the future works-chemist should then devote at least
two years more to research and to special work in chemistry, on the results of
which the Honours degree might be awarded. Every encouragement in the form
of low fees free admission, research scholarships, and so on, should be oftered to such
students, according to their merit and circumstances, in order that they may prolono-
their studies

;
the cost of these remissions or awards would not be very serious and

the money would be well spent. Teachers should then refuse to recommend, and
manufacturers should refuse to employ, as a works-chemist, any student who had
not passed through such a course satisfactorily, unless it was understood that he
was only expected to undertake routine analysis or work outside the research
laboratory. By thus extending the period of training, and making research work
compulsory as far as possible, a great deal would be gained

;
pure science would

reap an immediate benefit from the investigations of the students—as has been
the case abroad—and this stimulus would necessarily react on industrial
chemistry

;
tlie manufacturers could be assured that they were being supplied

with men of the right type ; they would soon come to recognise that fact, and
ithe demand for works-chemists would expand. In the laboratory of the works
•the manufacturer would then have the opportunity of gauging the capabilities
and special leanings of every chemist on his stafl:'. Those who were best fitted
for directing operations in the works could be trained on the spot, as they could
^not possibly hope to be trained in any university or polytechnic; those who
jjroved to be the best research chemists would, of course, remain in the laboratory
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working out scientific problpuis. Organisations of this kind coulJ not fail to

command success, and the opsonic curve of our chemical industries would soon

begin to rise.

There is one institution, not a teaching body, which might greatly assist in

this movement: I refer to the Institute of Chemistry of Great Britain and
Ireland. This body desires and claims to represent chemistry, not only in these

islands, bitt in all our dominions, and also to exercise some supervision or control

over public appointments. It examines in chemistry and grants diplomas, and
claims that its examinations are a test of practical ability rather than ot

theoretical knowledge. I have not a word to say against the character of Ihese

examinations, but to imagine that the Institute of Chemistry qualification is the

hall-mark of a chemist is ridiculous. An average student can obtain the diploma

after three, or at the A'ery most four, years' work subsequent to matriculation,

and more easily than the London B.Sc. (external). Here, again, it should be

recognised that the present Institute of Chemistry qualification is only a step in

the training of a chemist ; the permission to present a thesis for the associate

examination should be withdrawn, and good research work should be insisted on

in the case of all candidates for the fellowship. It would then be possible to

distinguish between those who are capable routine chemists and those who
might be expected to advance pui-e and applied science. It is certainly a gi'ave

matter for an institution entirely controlled by chemists to set such a bad
example by ignoring the necessity of research work ; if all our official chemical

appointments and many of our posts in works are to be filled by men who have
done no independent scientific work, the results will be most serious ; the research

habit and the research method are not easily acquired without assistance, and
therefore it is all the more important to make use of this assistance while it is

within reach, and before the budding chemist begins to believe that he has

nothing more to learn.

As a necessary corollary to making research compulsory in the training of

works-chemists, all our important teaching institutions must afford ample
opportunities for such work, and measures must be adopted to guard against that

failure of some of our universities as centres of research which was pointed out

by Professor Meldola.

Such failure, whatever may be the contributory causes, must be principally

due to the absence of sufficient interest in research work on the part of the

professor, and it certainly seems surprising, at first sight, that in these days many
such professors are to be found ; but it must be remembered that although by
members of this Section research work is regarded as the highest and most
important of all professorial duties, this is not always the view of those who make
an appointment to a chair.

In selecting a professor there are many other considerations which come into

play: his ability as a teacher in the class-room and laboratory ; his qualifications

as a popular exponent of science ; his power of organisation ; his bearing towards

his colleagues and his students—all these matters are of great and direct im-

portance to a university, and it is not to be wondered at that a man highly

(qualified in these accessories may sometimes be chosen even though he may take

no special interest in research work.

The results of such an appointment, however, cannot fail to be most prejudiciol

to the highest interests of the university and of the country ; the chemistry depart'

ment becomes a chemistry school, but not a school of chemistry.

Unfortunately, moreover, the results extend over a long period : this raises

another question which certainly requires attention if Ave are to become more
efiicient.

It is far from my object to create any gratuitous insecurity of tenure in chairs

of chemistry, but is it not desirable that in our teaching institutions the con-

ditions of all appointments should include a superannuation clause ? Not that a

rigid age-limit should be introduced, but there should be a possibility of bring-

ing about the retirement of those who for any reason can no longer adequately

fulfil their duties. When, owing to the lapse of time, such retirement became
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liecesSai^y, the dgod aud hououred professor, pensioued by ii grdtefiii university,
might still retain an intimate connection with its scientific life ; as emeritus pro-
fessor, with a research laboratory at his disposal, he might remain to advise and
encourage his youthful successor even when the duties of t,eaching and the general
supervision of a department had become too arduous.

It cannot be suggested that my remarks on this delicate topic are inspired by
the impatience of youth or by freedom from personal consequences; the time
when superannuation becomes desirable may arrive for one and all, and I have
ventured to draw attention to the matter simply and solely because of its grave
importance in connection with the subject of my Address. The countrv cannot
afford to allow periods of inactivity or decadence in our seats of learnino-,'and the
interests of the individual must be subordinated to those of the nation.

Even if by adopting the above suggestions the training of our chemists i.s

improved, and all our higher educational institutions become permanent and
active centres of research, the manufacturers may still remain unresponsive,
what can be done in other ways to bring about the active co-operation of pure
and applied science ?

The great proportion of the original work now done in this country, judging
from the published records, is absolutely free from any utilitarian bias ; the time"
brain-power, and money devoted to this work are considerable, and the results
from a scientific point of view eminently satisfactory. If even a fraction of the
same skill and energy were brought to bear under proper conditions on problems
of applied science, who can doubt but that the effect on our chemical industries
would be one of vast importance ? And yet it is the rarest possible occurrence
to find any record of research work undertaken with a commercial object even
in the natural home of such records, the ' Journal of the Society of Chemical
Industry.'

One reason for this may be that the discoveries made in the works-laboratories
are not given to the world at large, but are quietly and lucratively applied in
some secret manufacturing process. Another reason, unfortunately the more
probable one, may be that nearly all the principal research workers are completely
shut off from any industrial influences.

Now the worker in pure science, unaided by the advice of the manufacturer
and business man, has little chance of solving any important technological
problem, except as the result of accident ; he has not the requisite acquaintance
with commercial conditions, does not realise the enormous difference between
operations on the laboratory and the manufacturing scales, or, if he does so, is

unable to enter fully and with confidence into questions of fuel, labour, and so
on which often determine the success or otherwise of a process. Further, much
of the research work of direct commercial value concerns methods for reducing
the cost of processes already in operation, and demands an intimate practical
knowledge of these processes.

It is obvious, therefore, that, even if all the research capacity of the country
were henceforth devoted to purely technical matters, any great improvement in
our industries could hardly be anticipated without the aetive co-operation of the
manufacturers.

Now it has been stated' that the authorities of the Manchester Municipal
School of Technology intend to undertake investigations for local manufacturers
and merchants in connection with difficulties which may be met with in their
works or business. This method of securing the interest and support of those
engaged in applied chemistry may or may not be workable according to the con-
ditions under which such co-operation is carried out. The staff and the laboratories
of a university or polytechnic cannot be placed at the unrestrained and gratuitous
disposal of any manufacturer who is in some trivial difliculty, nor can the choice
of the subjects to be investigated be decided by the governing body. If how-
ever the arrangements, pecuniary and otherwise, are left entirely in the hands of
those divectly concerned, namely, the manufacturer and the responsible head of

' Levinstein, Jb!<n Soc\ Chem, Ind,, 1903, 815.

1908. ., n
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the chemistry departmeiir, the scheme should then prove exceedingly valuable,

and shoidd be adopted as widely as possible. It should be understood, and the

fact might even be adyt^vtised"" by the governiug body, that tor purposes of

research work in applied chemistry—but not of course for analytical work—the

laboratory of the university, college, or polytechnic is, under certain conditions,

at the service of the manufacturers ; that although primarily and unswervingly

devoted to work in pure science, such institutions recogaisf that, for their own
interests, they must do all they can to assist chemical industries.

It might be thought that these conditions prevail at the present time and that

any manufacturer, if he so choose, may consult the university staff on any problem

in which he is interested. Possibly thii is true to a limited extent, but in most

institutions the members of the staff are restrained from undertaking any outside

work ; in others, such work may only be done with the sanction of the authorities.

These conditions, of course!^ are only laid down because the governing body

believes that they safeguard the interests of the institution, and if it were shown

that their enforcement is really contrary to those interests they would soon be

abrogated. Many or all such authorities readily permit the members of their

staff to undertake' outside examination work because they consider this course to

be to the advantage of the. r institution; but how incomparably more important

is the object of gaining the confidence and support of the manufacturers.

Pray do not let it be imagined that this is some subtle scheme for increasing

the pecuniary rewards of the teachers. I greatly fear that to many of those who
are now engaged in research work the suggestion that they should give some

attention to applied chemistry would be very distasteful, simply because it would

involve an immediate encroachment on the time, already far too limited, which

they are able to give to the immediate scientific problem which is one of their

principal joys in life. To those who might have fears of this kind I would point

out that there would soon be some compensation ; once the co-operation of the

manufacturers is secured, the demand for research chemists would expand, and the

laboratories would be filled with students whose help in pure science would be

invaluable.

The possible objection that the teaching staff would devote too much time to

applied work and neglect other duties is one which could be left for the governing

body to deal with unsparingly. If the institution took some percentage of all

extraneous remuneration, or any similar arrangement were made, the funds thus

provided could be used for increasing the staff of assistants and demonstrators

—

a most desirable reform in itself.

One of the greatest advantages of a working arrangement such as that here

indicated would be that, like the method already suggested, it would lead to the

evolution of what is otherwise almost unattainable—namely, men thoroughly

trained in both science and practice. The research students of the teaching

institution, engaged on a given problem for a manufacturer, would of course be

allowed to study its practical aspects in the works; on the other hand, works-

chemists, with considerable practical experience, would be granted permission to

proceed to the university laboratory, where they would study the problem with

the assistance of the highest scientific knowledge, and acquire further training in

the methods of research.

Combinations such as these could hardly fail to lead to valuable results,

which would form the subject of patents ; the monopolies thus acquired would

place the manufacturers in a favourable positiou, and the revival of our chemical

industries would follow in due course. There is nothing Utopian in this scheme,

and there are no great initial difficulties to be overcome ; it may be set in

operation by the manufacturer, and possibly also, as will be indicated later, by

the worker in pure st-ience. Readiug between the lines certain records which

have recently appeared in the science journals and the patent lists, it may even

be inferred that such arrangements are already in force in one of our large

industrial centres.

There are other ways in which it might be possible to obtain the active

CO-operatiou of the manufacturers. Any individual or firm interested in ft
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problem of applied science might be invited to found a temporan- researcli

scholarship at the university or other institution for the definite object of the
particular problem in question. The maximum period during which such a
scholarship would be tenable might be fixed beforehand, so that the financial

liability of the founder would be limited and proportionate to the importance of
the object in view. The holder of the scholarship might be nominated by the
university, or by the founder and the university jointly, and suitable conditions
would be drawn up to ensure the interests of the founder ; he would of course
liave the benefit of all the I'esults of the work, and would secure the patent
rights of any new invention, subject possibly to the payment of a small percentage
of the profits to the university and to the holder of the scholarship. During the
tenui'e of the scholarship, the holder, and also the founder, would have the
advantage of the scientific knowledge of the university ; the scholarship holder
would also be allowed to gain practical experience in the works, and, if successful,

there is little doubt but that he would have the option of working the process
on the large scale and of obtaining permanent employment under saiisfactory

conditions. After a given period the scientific results of the work would be
published through the usual channels in the ordinary way.

This idea of applied research schoi"rships had taken shape in my mind when
I happened to come across a book recently published in the United States, called
' The Chemistry of Commerce,' in which I found that a similar proposal had been
made by the author, R, K. Duncan, Professor of Industrial Chemistry at the
University of Kansas. The scheme is there worked out in some detail, and a
form of legal agreement to be signed by the university authorities and bv the
founder of the ' Industrial Fellowship' is suggested.

Thinking it would be of interest to know how the plan had worked out in

practice, I wrote to Professor Duncan and received a reply a few weeks ago.
He very courteously informed me that five industrial fellowships had alreadv
been established in his laboratories, that the agreements for two additional ones
were being prepared, and that he might have obtained more but wished to
proceed conservatively ; also that he had no reason to doubt the entire
practicability of the scheme, and that experience had shown that the terms
of the agreement could be made more favourable to the university than those
Avhich were first drawn up. One of the new conditions is that the industrial

fellowship holder shall give two hours a week gratuitous instruction in the work
of the chemistry department—an arrangement which has proved to be of great
inspirational value. The fellow.ships are tenable during two years and are of
the value of ,^500 or /S'lOOO per annum.

It is too soon to be able to form any opinion as to the commercial importance
of the work carried out under this scheme, but it is obvious that the foundation
of such scholarships for the study of general or special problems in applied
chemistry is most desirable. One of their great advantages would be that they
might be founded by those manufacturers who cannot afford permanently to
engage a research chemist. Large and successful firms like the I'nited Alkali
Company, Brunner, Mond, & Co., and many others which can employ a staff of
chemists, are of course eminently capable of managing their own affairs without
outside assistance or advice, and it is only for those which are less prosperous
that the foregoing suggftstions are made.

The great benefits which are conferred on pure science by the open research
scholarships at present available aflbrd some indication of what might be done
for industrial chemistry by the foundation of such scholarships in applied .science.

There are, no doubt, scattered over the country many men who possess originality
and inventive talent, and who have practical experience in industrial operations,
but who have not been sufficiently trained in science ; if it were possible to
attract this dormant talent by means of open scholarships it might be directed
into proper channels instead of being allowed to run to waste.

It is easy to say how money might be spent advantageously, but very difficult

to suggest how the funds for such open scholarships should be raised. An appeal
to the manufacturers by this Association or by the Society of Chemical Industry

V V 2
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luigLt meet with some respouse, and it is also possible that public bodies might
render assistance. If the Government of Bengal, under the spur of dire

necessit}^, can subsidise research work on indigo, and if our county councils can
ofter scholarships for dairy work, and grants for experiments on turnip-growing,

bee-keeping, and so on, our city and borough councils might award scholarships

in applied chemistry for subjects of especial importance to the dominant trades of

the district. By so doing they would be utilising to the best advantage the

chemistry departments of our universities and polytechnics.

I noted a few moments ago that practically all the published research work
of this country has no direct reference to any industrial problem ; nevertheless

the results of this work are often of such a character that they might be of

considerable technological importance. Xew reactions are discovered; new or

improved methods of preparing known compounds; new facts as to the conditions

under which important general reactions occur ; and, needless to add, a great

many new compounds are prepared.

Now, abroad, all or nearly all such matters are protected by patents, generally

taken out by some firm of manufacturers. To the uninitiated it seems absurd to

think that there is money in the great majority of such patents, and yet it is

obvious that the employment of this system must pay in the long run. Why
should it not be adopted in this country—at any rate to a limited extent to start

with ?

If all those who are engaged in purely scientific research work would seriously

consider the desirability of obtaining provisional protection for any discovery

which they may make, and would then consult some manufacturer or industrial

expert with whom the further development of the matter might be undertaken,
there is reason to believe that in some cases at least the patent might prove to

be a commercial success.

The examination of the therapeutic action of compounds discovered in our
laboratories is also a possible means of assisting our chemical industries ; the
matter is not sO trivial as it may seem ; a monopoly in the manufacture of some
valuable medicinal preparation would serve as a ])oint (Vappui from which more
important operations could be undertaken.

Unfortunately the investigation of the physiological action of new prepara-
tions is a matter of some difficulty in this country, as it is to some extent
connected with vivisection in the public mind ; we may poison rats with
impunity, and even create an organisation for their extermination, but we may not
individually try the efifect of a new compound on a rabbit.

In drawing this Address to a conclusion I cannot but feel that my suggestions
may seem utterly inadequate to the attainment of those important results which
are so greatly to be desired. If so, I can only plead that more drastic measures
are hardly available, and that even under the most favourable circumstances
improvement can talie place only very slowly. Whatever differences of opinion
may be held as to the details of any scheme for regaining our lost ground, the
main lines seem to be clearly indicated. The workers in pure science must
recognise that it is their duty to do all they can to promote the industrial welfare
of their country ; the manufacturers must concede the paramount importance of

science and the impossibility of dispensing with its counsels. Guided by these
principles and by a spirit of cordial co-operation, a sustained and strenuous effort

on the part of the leaders of chemical industry and of chemical science can
hardly fail to accomplish the end in view.

In elaborating this Address I have enjoyed the advantage of the criticisms and
suggestions of my friend and relative Professor Perkin, F.IJ.S., to whom my
sincere thanks are here expressed.
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Tlie t'olluvving I'upera and Reports were then read :—

1. S 1/71 1helical Hxperiiitenln in (he Tcrpeiie Series.

]hj Professor W. H. PuirKiN, F.R.S.

2. The Preparation of Camphor/rom Turpentine OIL
By Dr. C. Weizmann.

During' the hist six years many methods for the manufacture of camphor In"

the removal of hydrochloric acid from pinene hydrochloride have been developed.

The h3-drochloride is heated with aliphatic or alicyclic amines, such as methyl-

amine, dimethylamine, piperidine, or with an alcoholic solution of ammonia, under
high pressure.

The chief feature of these processes appears to be high pressure, a temperature

of 200° to 250°, and the presence of a large excess of the dehalogenising agent.

This agent need not necessarily be a strong base, but it appears to bo important

that the pinene hydrochloride should be maintained in solution during the reaction.

Laboratory tests show that many of these processes yield from 70 to 80 per cent,

of the theory. As the result of experiments in the laboratories of Manchester
University it was found that when pinene hydrochloride is heated with glacial

acetic acid and from 5 to 10 per cent, of its weight of zinc r-M ^lide, it is readily

converted into /^--obornyl acetate, with evolution of hydrochloric acid gas. The
zinc chloride appears to act catalytically, and large quantities of pinene hydro-

chloride can be converted into isobornyl acetate with comparatively small quan-
tities of zinc chloride.

The acetate is then hydrolysed by boiling with alcoholic sodium hydroxide,

Tlie alcohol is distilled off and the jsoborneol separates out as white crystals,

3. Brazilin and Hcematoxylin. By R. Robinson,

The Dynamic Isomerism of Oxymethytene Camplior Derivatives.

By Professor W. J. Pope, F.R.S. , and Jon's Read.

T). Ben^-.i/I Sidphoxide : a possible Example of Tniitomerism.

By J. A. Smytiie, Ph.D., D.S'c.

The reaction between hydrochloric acid and benzyl sulphoxide in various

solvents has been studied. The products include four to six of the follow-

ing bodies : benzaldehyde, benzyl chloride, benzyl mercaptan, benzaldehyde
mercaptol and the sulphide, disulphide and disulphoxide of benzyl. Considera-

tion of this action has led to the view that benzyl sulphoxide exists in solution in

tautomeric forms, and from these two forms it is possible to build up five equations,

which give a complete explanation of the reaction with hydrochloric acid, not only
qualitatively but also quantitatively. The agreement of the quantitative results

with those calculated from the equations is held to justify the hypothesis upon
which the equations are founded.

Thus in solution one may regard benzyl sulphoxide as existing in the two tau-

tomeric forms as expressed by the equation :

—

C,H,.CH, C,H,.CHOH

the equilibrium depending upon the temperature, thp nature of the solvent, and the
concentration of water.
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G. The Action of Halogens upojt Aromatic Hydrazines.
Bij F. D. Chattaway, D.Sc, F.R.S.

The actions which take place when the halogens are brought into contact with
primary aromatic hydrazines are so violent, unless special precautious are taken, and
such large amounts of tarry matters are formed, that they have been investigated

comparatively little, and in consequence the formation of the many ditfei'ent

substances which are produced when the conditions of interaction are altered

has never been accounted for satisfactorily.

Tbe complicated changes which occur all depend, however, upon a progressive

substitution of hydrogen attached to the nitrogen, followed by a breaking down
or iutra-molecular rearrangement of the N-substituted hydrazuies thereby pro-

duced.
AVhen a halogen acts upon an aromatic hydrazine one of the hydrogen atoms

of tlie —NH — NH.j group, probably one in the — NHo group is replaced,' a nitrogen

halogen derivative being produced which at once undergoes what is in fact the

typical diazo decomposition—for example :

—

C,H,-N-H C,H,-N-H C„H, N H
I

-*
I

-^
I

+ III + IH-N-H H-N-Br H N Br

Hydroxyl ions mucii accelerate the rate at which this decomposition occurs,

vvhiJe hydrogen ions correspondingly diminish it.

When halogens therefore act upon aromatic hydrazines in presence of alkalis,

hydrocarbons, the hydrides of tbe aromatic groups present in the hydrazines, are

almost exclusively produced. When, however, an excess of halogen is employed
a relatively small amount of the N-mono-substituted hydrazine undergoes further

substitution before disruption can take place and a dihalogen N-substitution pro-

duct is formed, which, like the mono-substitution product, is unstable in presence
of alkali and breaks down similarly, a mono-substituted halogen derivative of
the hydrocarbon formed in the first action being produced—for example :—

C,H,-N-H
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under tbe influence of the acid undergoes the intramolecukr rearrangement

characteristic of these compounds, whereby the halogen passes into the para or

ortho position in the nucleus. Mono and disubstituted hydrazines are thus pro-

duced—for example

:

NBr.NHoHBr NH.NH.HBr NBr.NH,HBr NH.NH,.HBr

Br

Further substitution into the remaining ortho position has not been observed,

and probably cannot be effected, since the substitution of halogen so lessens the

basicity of the hydrazine that the NH„ group is attacked by preference ; indeed

the yield of mono or disubstituted hydrazine is never satisfactory, diazonium salts

and their decomposition products always being produced in large quantity.

Tlie author has recently shown ^ that when the required amounts ofbromine are

added to aromatic hydrazines dissolved in acetic acid, diazonium perbromides,

which are thus N-trlbromosubstituted hydrazines, are produced quantitatively.

The replacement of hydrogen in the -NH.NHg group can thus be carried to com-

pletion—for example

:

C.H.-N-H

H-N-H

C,F,-N-H
I

• Br-N-H

C„H,-N-Br
I

Br-N-H

Cn -N-Br

Br-N-Br

Each of these substitution products can undergo the typical diazo decomposition

quantitatively when the conditions are favourable. Thus by the action of bromine

upon phenyl hydrazine we can obtain either benzene or bromobenzene, nitrogeu

and hydrogen bromide or bromine being eliminated thus :

—

C.H, N-
I

•N-

H

Br

C,H,-N
I

Br-N

Br C,B, -N-Br

H Br-N- Br.

Other compounds besides these simple ones may be formed—for example, from

among the products of the action of bromine on phenyl hydrazine, in addition to

benzene and bromobenzene, p- and m-dibromobenzene and 1, 2, 4 and 1, 3, 5 tri-

bromobenzene have been isolated, as well as azobenzene and dipheuyl ; the forrna-

tion of all these products can be simply explained by the theory of the reaction

here put forward. It is, moreover, entirely in harmony with all that has been

observed iu the oxidation of the aromatic hydrazines.

7. Some ReacfAons of Dichloro Urea.

By F. D. Chattaway, B.Sc, F.B.S.

Urea is so well huown and has been so much investigated that any new simple

substance obtainable from it possesses quite an unusual amount of interest. Such

a new substance is found in dichloro urea, which, leaving out of consideration

the derivatives of ammonia itself, is one of the simplest possible compounds con-

taining halogen attached to nitrogen. It is produced when chlorine is passed

into a cooled saturated aqueous solution of urea. Action takes place without

any considerable development of heat, and dichloro urea crystallises out as a

white powder consisting of small transparent plates. It can be preserved for a

» Prpe, Client- Soc„ 1908, 24, 172,
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considerable time in a dry atmosphere, although it is not a very stable body. Itie

comparatively safe to handle, and promises to be of considerable use as a synthetic
agent, as it is easily soluble in water, alcohol, and ether, and is very reactive.

Its composition shows that it has the formula CONoH.^Clj, and having regard to
its mode of formation as well as to the structure of urea itself, its constitution is

most probably represented by the formula OC^i^Tipi'

By means of this formula its formation and such of its reactions as have yet
been studied can be explained. The other theoretically possible chloro substi-

tution derivatives of urea, though probably formed in the reaction between
chlorine and urea, have not so far been isolated.

AVhen dichloro urea is produced, although two molecules of hydrogen chloride

are formed, very little heat is developed, and it must therefore be an endothermic
compound and might be expected to be highly explosive. When heated, how-
ever, it does not itself explode, but decomposes at about 83°, with liberation of
nitrogen chloride, which latter may detonate with great violence if not allowed
to escape, and if the temperature is raised a few degrees higher, as, for example,
when dichloro urea is heated in a test tube over a water-bath.

Dichloro urea gives all the characteristic reactions of a typical nitrogen
chloride; for instance, it liberates iodine from hydriodic acid, chlorine from
hydrochloric acid, and reacts with alcohol, forming ethyl hypochlorite, urea being
in each case re-formed.

Dichloro urea is distinguished from most other substituted nitrogen chlorides

by the readiness with which it is hydrolysed, nitrogen chloride, carbon dioxide,

a little nitrogen, and ammonium chloride being formed. If the compound is dis-

solved in water or kept in a moist atmosphere, this hydrolysis takes place slowly
at the ordinary temperature, and becomes very rapid at about 30° C.

It is probable that in this reaction a mono-substituted ammonia is first pro-
duced thus;—

''KnHCI + ^^^^^ = <^'0<^0H -^ ^^^fi^-

But if so, it apparently can only exist momentarily, as nitrogen chloride is at

once liberated. The formation of the end-products of the reaction can be
explained by assuming that this monochloro ammonia immediately breaks up
into ammonia and nitrogen chloride.

3NH.,Cl = 2NH., + NCi„

which then to some extent react in the ordinary way, forming nitrogen and
hydrogen chloride, the latter at once combining with the free ammonia and
allowing the remaining nitrogen chloride to escape, as this does not react with
ammonium chloride.

Both acids and alkalis accelerate the rate of hydi'olysis, and further alter the
rature of the end-products by hindering or furthering the secondary reaction

between the ammonia and the nitrogen chloride. In presence of dilute acids the

ammonia is at once fixed, and the reaction between it and the nitrogen chloride,

with its accompanying liberation of nitrogen, is prevented; all the chlorine con-
tained in the dichloro urea is therefore liberated as nitrogen chloride. In presence
of allialis, on the other hand, the reaction between the ammonia and the nitrogen
chloride goes on to completion since the hydrochloric acid formed in it is at once
iixed ; no nitrogen chloride, therefore, is set free since twice as much ammonia as

is required to decompose it is present.

The leaction between dichloro urea and a solution of caustic potash is very
energetic ; nitrogen is liberated with effervescence, the excess of ammonia and the
alkaline carbonate formed remaining dissolved in the liquid. The action, which is

fjuantitative, is expressed by the equation

IHCl

•a-fj^j + 12K0H = 3K5CO, + 2NH3 + 6KC1 + 2N., + 6H,,0,
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This behaviour of dichloro urea with alkalis afi'ords an insight into what
occurs when urea is decomposed either by an excess of alkaline hypochlorite or

hypobromite. The course of this reaction has never hitherto been explained,

although it has received an unusual amount of attention on account of its fur-

nishing .1 ready nethod of estimating the quantity of urea present in a liquid. In
this reaction the urea is without doubt converted into a chloro or bromo urea,

which is at once hydrolysed in the manner above described. It is possible that

in presence of excess of hypochlorite or hypobromite a tri- or tetra-substitution

product may be produced, the formation and decomposition of which can be formu-

lated easily, but this does not affect the essential character of the reaction, which
is one of halogen substitution followed by hydrolysis of the substituted urea and
interaction between the resulting compounds.

A reaction which indicates the use to which dichloro urea may be put in the

synthesis of simple carbon and nitrogen rings is that between it and ammonia.

When ammonia in excess is added to an aqueous solution of dichloro urea,

hydrolysis, accompanied by liberation of nitrogen and formation of carbonate,

occurs, but in addition diurea COy-j^jj j^jjyCO is produced, and separates

in considerable quantity as a sparingly soluble crystalline powder. This is the

first direct synthesis of diurea from urea itself, the compound having been pre-

viously obtained from ethyl carbonate and hydrazine.

This adds another to the very few reactions known by which nitrogen atoms

can be made to link up together, and further affords an exceedingly simple

synthesis of hydrazine.

Diurea, when heated with excess of strong sulphuric acid to a little above

1C0° 0., is easily hydrolysed, carbon dioxide escapes, and hydrazine sulphate is

produced. This crystallises out perfectly pure in almost theoretical amount on

cooling and adding a little water.

Dichloro urea can be prepared from urea and converted into diurea so easily,

and the latter can be hydrolysed so quickly, that the reactions afford a synthesis

of hydrazine more adapted to prepare a small quantity than any yet described.

The operations involved are so simple and can be carried out so quickly, that they

are also excellentlyjuitecl for showing the synthesis of hydrazine as a lecture

experiment.

8. Re^iort on Dynamic Isomerism.—See Reports, p. 112.

FBIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

Discussion on the Nature of Chemical Change. Opened by Professor

H. E. Armstrong, F.B.S.

The following Papers were then read :
—

1 . Ifote on a Volatile Compound of Cobalt with Carbon Monoxide. By
Dr. LuDwiG MoND, F.R.S., Dr. Heinrich Hirtz, and M. Dalton
COWAP.

In a previous paper,' published by one of us in conjunction with Dr. Carl

Langer and Dr. F. Quincke, entitled ' Action of Carbon Monoxide on Nickel,' p. 752,
we stated that ' numerous experiments made to obtain similar compounds of

' Journal of the Chemical Society, 1890, p. 749.
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carbon monoxide with other metals, notably with cobalt, iron, copper, and platinum,

have only led to negative results.' In a later paper,' published by one of us in

conjunction with Dr. F. Quincke, we announced the formation of iron carbonyls,

which were subsequently more fully described by one of us in conjunction with
J)r. Carl Langer.'^

In continuing the experiments with cobalt, and taking advantage of the method
of Sir James Dewar for facilitating the formation of nickel carbonyl, by acting upon
the finely divided metals by carbon monoxide under a high pressure and corre-

spondingly high temperature, instead of working at ordinary pressure and ordi-

nary temperature, as we had bitherto done, we succeeded in obtaining small quan-
tities of a cobalt carbonyl when the pressure was raised to 50 atmospheres and the

temperature to 160° C, and the quautity formed was considerably increased by
raising the pressure to 100 atmospheres and the temperature to 200° C.

The cobalt oxide was prepared from a pure oxalate, free from nickel and iron,

by heating to about 200° C. The cobalt oxide was filled into a steel retort,

which was fitted with two steel pipes for the gas circulation. All iron parts were
lined with copper, so as to prevent the action of carbon monoxide on the iron. This
retort was heated in an oil bath. Behind the outlet valve we fixed a small gun-
metal cylinder, which contained a filter of flock asbestos, and behind this we had
an additional filter of cotton-wool in a glass tube. From there the gases had to

pass a condensing bottle, and the spent gases were burnt at the outlet. The cobalt

oxide was placed into the retort and reduced with hygogen at 6-10 atmospheres
pressure, and at the lowest possible temperature. A slow current of carbon mon-
oxide was then passed through th^ apparatus at 100 atmospheres pressure. The
temperature of reaction lies between 150° C. and 200° C. Both filters were kept
at 50° 0. by means of warm water. The condensing bottle was cooled in ice. In
this bottle we obtained large orange crystals of the cobalt carbonyl.

The analysis of these crystals was made by decomposing them with bromine
water. The carbon monoxide was measured, and the cobalt estimated in the
solution. The result was :

—

niM _j .' Co. CO. Co/CO.
l:.3-96

] :4-0.3

"We conclude therefore that this compound isCo(CO)^, corresponding to the liquid

nickel carbonyl.

The cobalt carbonyl is gradually decomposed in air, leaving a deep violet sub-
stance, which has not yet been investigated. The crystals are best preserved by
sealing them in a glass tube under hydrogen or carbon monoxide. The cobalt

carbonyl is very slawly attacked by non-oxidising acids, as hydrochloric or sul-

phuric. The reaction is accelerated by the presence of an oxidising agent. The
carbonyl is quickly, almost instantaneously, decomposed by oxidising acids, such
as bromine, chlorine, nitric acid, and the corresponding cobalt salt is formed under
elimination of carbon monoxide, according to the following equation:

—

Co(CO), + Brg = CoBr^ + 4C0.

The cobalt carbonyl is insoluble in water, but more or less soluble in the several

organic solvents, such as carbon bisulphide, ether, naphtha, alcohol, and nickel

carbonyl. If these solutions are kept standing for some time, or if they are

warmed, decomposition sets in. These and other solutions and their products of

decomposition have not yet been investigated.

The specific gravity measured by the suspension method at 18° C. is 1*827, but
we do not regard this figure as final, as the substance is so easily decomposed, and
if only kept for a few hours the specific gravity increases considerably, due to

decomposition. The vapour tension in vacuo could not be measured with certainty,

owing to decomposition. The vapour tension at 15° ^C. measured 11 mm., but

^ Jovrnal of the Chemical Society, 1891, p. 604,
« Jbid,, p. X091.

Co.
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at 26^ C decotnposition could be proved, which was very marked at 36° C, so

that we are not sure if there was not already a slight decomposition at 15° C.

In a carbonic oxide atmosphere the decomposition commences at about 40° C, to

46° C, and is complete at 130^ 0. to 135° C, leaving metallic cobalt.

The melting-point lies between 42° C. and 46° 0. We could not estimate it

more exactly, owing to decomposition.

The authors reserve for themselves the right to further examine this reaction

with other metals.

2. The Structure of the Open Chain Hydrocarbons,

By Professor W. J. Pope, F.B.S., and William Barlow, F.B.S.

3.. The Dynamics of Chemical Action and the Meaning q/ Valency,

By H. Bateman.

The valency of a chemical element or radical is a number which indicates the

degrees of freedom for departure from the existing state of motion of the charged

particles which constitute the element or radical ; its value depends simply upon
the nature of the stability and instability of the state of motion.

An atom whose valency is different from zero is supposed to be capable of an
infinite number of states of steady motion, and of so adjusting its motion as to

enter into chemical combination with other atoms.

When two atoms combine the particles can be supposed to describe orbits

round one another, with the result that the stability of the motion of the com-
pound system is altered. If such atom loses a degree of freedom we can repre-

sent the effect by a bond connecting the two atoms.

An ideal atom can be constructed in which the spectrum is invariable for all

states of motion consistent with given types of stability or constraints.

4. Colloidal Chemistry. By H. R. Procter, M.Sg,

See Reports, p. 201.

5. The Influence of Colloids ctnd Colloid Suspensions on the Solubilit]/

of Carbon Dioxide in Water. By Dr. Alex. Findlay.

The problem of the absorption of gases, more especially oxygen and carbon

dioxide, by blood is one which has exercised the minds of physiologists and
physicists for many years, the vioW generally held being that the gases are retained

in the blood largely ovving to the formation of chemical compounds. With regard

to the absorption of CO.^, the reputed alkalinity of the blood and the consequent

formation of carbonate and bicarbonate have been held chiefly responsible for the

increase in solubility of CO.^ in blood as compared with that in a corresponding

salt solution. Recently, however, vai'ious investigators (Holber, Farkas, Fraenkel

&c.) have shown that blood is ' water neutral,' in which case the generally held

view regarding the absorption of 00.^ by blood becomes untenable.

Believing that the colloids present in blool might very probably play an im-

psrtant rule, it was decided to undertake an extended investigation of the indueace

of colloids on the absorption of gases by water, since only a very few experiments

in this direction have been carried out (Geffohon).

The following results have been obtained by Air, W. H. Harby, B.Sc, wjrkiHg

under the direction of the Author. All determinations wdr<j male at 2-5°, and
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the solubility values repreeeut the ratio of gas volume absorbed to the votuui^ ul'

t ho absorbing liquid :
—

I. Soluhilitij in Water : 0'823. Experimental error about ± 0'25 per cent.

TI. Colloidal ferric hydroxide—
Grams of Fe(0H)3 in 100 c.c. of liquid l-3ii 0-6« OSl 013(J

Solubility of CO OSOC. 0-877 837 0-824

III. Gelatin—
Grams of gelatin in 100 c.c. of liquid 5 3 1

Solubility of COj . , . . 0-848 0-834 08-26

IV. Arsenioxs gulp/tide—
Grams As.,S3 in 100 c.c. of liquid. . 0-305 0-244 0123 00244
Solubility'of CO., .... 0-.S22 0-82o 0825 0-825

v. Silicic acid—
Grams U^SiO^ in 100 c.c. of liquid . 0113 0-0('.8

Solubility of COj .... 0-823 0-822

YI. Dextrin—
Grams of dextrin in 100 c.c. of liquid . 20 10 5 1

Solubility of CO.. .... 0-735 0-757 0708 0-817

VII. Soluble starch—
Grams of starch in 100 c.c. of liquid .10 5 1

Solubility of CO., .... 0-77G 0801 081.-,

VIII. Glycogen—
Grams of glycogen in 100 c.c. of liquid 1-18 0-2t!.'{

SolubiUty of CO, .... 0-80

1

0820
IX. Albumen.

Grams of albumen in 100 c.c. of liquid 05 075
Solubility of CO, .... 0-822 0-823

E.xperiments, still in progress, have been made with the white of egg, diluted

with five times its volume of water. An increase of about 8 per cent, in the

solubility of CO^ was found. Soon, however, a precipitate began to form, and the

solubility of CO^ diminished, some of the gas which had been dissolved passing

out of solution. Finally, there was an increase in the solubility of about 4 per cent.

6. 2^he Density of Liquids at Low Temperatures. By Dr, J. Timmermans.

To continue Young's experiments on the rectilinear diameter the densities of
liquids from 0° C. to their melting-points have been investigated.

The thermometric method was employed, using a platinum resi.stance ther-

mometer. An apparatus, which contained pure liquids at their melting-point,

was devised to keep the temperature absolutely constant. Tho <'\perimentfll

error was within 1/10,000.

The following preliminary conclusions may be stated :

—

1. The 'rectilinear diameter' is very slightly curved down to the melting-point.

2. The arc of the curvature corresponds to that observed by Young at higher
temperatures.

7. The Work of Two Irish Chemists, Bryan H'lggins and
William Higgins. By Dr. A. Meldrum.

The two Irishmen Bryan Higgins and William Higj:lns are known to

chemists, if known at all, as, having adopted in the eighteenth century ideas

which in some re,spects forestalled the atomic theory of the nineteenth.

Bryan Higgins (b. 1737, d. 1820) was remarkable as a teacher of chemistry,
as a technical chemist, as an investigator into pure chemistry, and also by reason
of his atomic speculations.

He was a pioneer of the r)raotical teaching of chemistry, and gave instruction
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in the subject for some tweuty-tbree years (1774-1796) iu bis Scbool of Practical

Chemistry in Greek Street, Soho, Loadou. Towards the end of his cai-eer as a
teacher he was instrumental in spreading a knovvledore of the new (anti-

phlogistouist) system of chemistry. The ' Society for Philosophical Experiments
and Conversations' met in his laboratory (1794 e^ seq.). Before this Society,

which included politicians, lawyers, and physicians of high standing in London,
Higgins demonstrated the experiments which formed the basis of the new
chemistry.

His practical work, which is extensive, was carried out with extraordinary

attention to detail. As technical chemist he did work on cements, on soap, and
on glass. In the West Indies, where he went on the invitation of a committee
of the Jamaica House of Assembly, he investigated the manufacture of musco-
vado sugar and rum (1797-1802). la pure chemistry he carried out one large

research, and made a number of minor discovp~ies, including that of the musical
note which may be produced when a jet of hydrogen burn&in air.

'The Experiments and Observations concerning Acetous Acid, '&c. (1786), is

an elaborate investigation into acetic acid and acetates. Higgins describes the

preparation of pure acetic acid, and of the acetates of calcium, potassium, mag-
nesium, ammonium, and lead. Having investigated the effect of heat upon these

substances, he arrived at a definite conclusion regarding the constitution of acetic

acid—virtually, that it consists of carbon dioxide (' fixable air ') and methane
(' heavy inflammable air ').

Distilling ammonium acetate, he obtained acetamide. He purified it carefully

by 'five sublimations,' and in a detailed account of its properties gives the

melting-point as 170"^ F. instead of 177° F.

In the ' Philosophical Essay concerning Light ' (1776) Higgins gives reasons

for rejecting the emission theory of light and for adopting an undulatory theory,

but on this question be afterwards changed his mind. He adapted the Newtonian
atomic theory to the purposes of chemistry, and supposed that acid and alkali

combine atom with atom. In this way he accounted for the fact, which he proved
by an ingenious experiment, that ammonia and hydrochloric acid gases combine
in single definite proportion.

William Higgins (d. 1825) was trained in chemistry by his uncle Bryan
Higgins. He assisted Dr. Beddoes in the teaching of chemistry at Oxford (1787),
and he acted as chemist to the Apothecaries' Hall of Ireland (1791-1795), and
then to the Royal Dublin Society (1795-1825). He carried out experimental
work on bleaching for the Irish Linen Board. A Fellow of the Royal Irish

Academy, he acted as a member of its Council for many years. In 1806 lie was
elected to the Royal Society of London. He published three books : (1) 'A Com-
parative View of the Phlogistic and Antiphlogistic Theories ' (1789) ; (2) ' An
Essay on the Theory and Practice of Bleaching, wherein the Sulphuret of Lime
is recommended as a Substitute for Potash ' (1799) ; (3) ' Experiments and Obser-

vations on the Atomic Theory and Electrical Phenomena' (1814V
Having become a Lavoisierian in 1785, Higgins was the first to write against

phlogiston in the English language. Written expressly in reply to Kirwan's

essay on the .«ubject, the 'Comparative View' was published in the year

1789, just when there was a revulsion of feeling in England in favour of

phlogiston.

He made the important observations that at the ordinary temperature—
(1) Quicklime and dry hydrochloric acid gas do not combine (1789).

(2) Dry nitric oxide and sulphuretted hydrogen do not interact (1814).

(3) Phosphorus does not act with undiluted oxygen as it does with the

oxygen of the air (1814).

Throughout the ' Comparative View' Higgins makes use of the atomic theory.

Ho believed firmly that combination occurs in definite proportions, and he sup-

posed that in the first place combination occurs atom with-atom. The molecule of

water he regarded virtually as OH.
in the case of water, sulphuretted hydrogen, and sulphur dioxide he attempted
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to connect the composition by volume, which he knew, with the composition in

terms of atoms.

Knowing various cases of combination of two elements in more than one

proportion, he continued to apply the atomic theory. He regartled sulphurous

acid virtually as SO, and sulphuric acid as SO^. He recognised five oxides of

nitrogen, which he regarded as NO, KOj, IsOg, NO^, and NO^. In the Wilde

Lecture for 1908, on the 'Phyfiical Aspects of the Atomic Theory,'^ Larmor
expresses the 'Daltonian principle 'in the words 'a definite m ilecule for each

substance.' This principle, which is certainlj' common to the various systems of

chemistry of the nineteenth century, was adopted by William Hi,:rg-ius as early as

the year 1789,

8. The Action of the Enzymes of Malt on Ungerminated Cereals.

By Julian L. Baker, F.I.G., and H. F. E. Hulton.

In a communication recently made on the strength of wheat flours* we recorded

experiments showing that when a flour is doughed the evolution of carbonic acid

under standard conditions bears no relation to the diastatic activity as expressed

in degrees Lintner. When, however, a minute quantity of malt is added to the

dough the volume of gas evolved during the fermentation is increased in inverse

ratio to that originally given off; and in those cases where the original gas

production was low it is very largely increased.

J. S. Ford and J. M. Guthrie ' in their recent work have shown that the

filtrate obtained by digesting an aqueous suspension of flour in presence of

fapain is enabled to saccharify a greatly increased quantity of soluble starch,

n view of this work it would appear at least probable that the increased gas

production obtainable from dough by the use of malt might be due to the pro-

teolytic enzyme known to exist in malt, which by liberating more diastase, or

owing to its protection of that already present, renders more of this enzyme
available for the hydrolysis of the starch in flour. Ford and Guthrie (loc. cit.)

measured the saccharifying effect alone; but the enhanced gas production observ-

able in dough containing a trace of malt must be due to an enzyme capable of

attacking the starch of the flour itself, which, of course, is fund imentally dif-

ferent from soluble starch. This led us to investigate the combined action of

the enzymes in barley and malt upon soluble starch and starch paste, with the

liope of throwing some light upon the nature of the activities involved.

If barley, when digested with malt—a substance which coatains both a

starch-liquefying and proteolytic enzyme—were to yield a filtrate more diastatic

in its activity than that obtainable from the barley alone, then presumably this

enhanced activity of barley extract might be due to the action of the pro-

teolyst in the malt upon the barley. The nature of this increase, if any, could

be investigated by comparing its action upon soluble starch and starch paste,

pince liquefying diastase, if liberated, cannot be supposed to increase the amount
of maltose produced from soluble starch, but would materially help the saccha-
rification of starch paste; on tlie other hand, if saccharifying diastase were the

one formed, then the conversion of starch paste would probably not be facilitated,

but soluble starch would be further sacchai-ified and yield more ma'tose.
Finally ground malt and barley were separately extracted at the rate of

five grams per 100 c.c. At the same time a mixture of 2^ grams of malt and
'2| grams of barley was also digested with 100 c.c. of water. Filtrates from the.se

three extractions were examined as regards their action upon 2 per cent, soluble

Btarch and 2 per cent, starch paste for periods of one and two hours, at a tempe-
rature of 21°, the results being expressed as grams of maltose formed per gram of

barley, malt, and mixture of the two. Precautions were takeo t? jfeep the pro-

' Manchester ifi^moirs, 1908, 52, No. 10, p. 10,
« /. Soo. C/iem,. Jnd., 1908, 27, 368.
' </. I'h'it, (if Sremiiifj, J 908, 14, 61.
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))0»'tion of maltose within the limits of Kjeldahrs ' Law of Proportionality.' The
following results were obtained :

—

—
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cold alcohol (95 per cent, by weight) that the resultiug strength is about 80 pel'

cent. The a-amylodextriu is removed by filtration and the alcohol from the

filtrate by distillation. The maltose syrup may be seeded with a small quantity

of pure maltose and a little alcohol added. Usually in the course of a few hours

a solid magma of practically pure maltose is obtained. This may be further puri-

fied by triturating the sugar with strong alcohol, filtering, dissolving in a very

small quantity of water, and pouring into boiling 95 per cent, alcohol, again filtering,

and crystallising the maltose from the filtrate. Prepared under these conditions,

maltose separated in well-defined and relatively large plates mixed with irregular

crystalline masses.

"When analysed it had a specific rotatory power (a)D3D:!abs. = 137°'l, and a

reducing power, determined under the conditions described by Brown and Millar,

102-9. The osazone, which melted at 195°, consisted entirely of characteristic

broad prisms resembling ribbons in the microscopic field. The stellate aggregates

of crystals, which are always present in the osazone from maltose prepared by tiie

action of malt diastase on starch, were entirely absent. On acetylation the

characteristic octacetyl maltose was obtained.

Since the microscopic appearance of the maltose suggested the possibility of a

mixture, a large quantity of the sugar was collected and carefully fractionated by
dissolving in v/ater and collecting successive crops of crystals. The fractions had
specibc rotatory powers of (a)i> = 137'5 to 138'4 abs. and reducing powers of

101"0 to 103*0 (calculated from Brown and Millar's Tables). The residential

mother liquor also had the constants (a)D=3'y3 abs. + 137"4 and R = 994.
Maltose of this degree of purity separates with remarkable ease from strong

aqueous solutions.

It will be noted that the reducing powers are all slightly higher than the

values recorded by Brown and Millar. We believe this to be due to the great

difficulty of preparing pure maltose by the action of malt diastase on starch.

Joint Discussion with Sections A and 6 on Gaseous Explosions.

MOMDAT, SEPTEMBER 1.

The following Papers and Report were read :
—

1. The Inactive Gases. By Sir William Ramsav, K.C.B., F.H.S.

2. Lithium in Radio-active Minerals.
By Professor W. N. Hartley, D.Sc, F.R.S.

The question as to whether lithium is or is not a widely occurring element,
and whether it is found associated with any other element, more particularly with
copper than with the alkalis or the alkalme earths, arises from the assumed
transmutation of copper contained in solutions, into lithium, neon, and possibly
other substances.

It has been stated by Sir William Ramsay :— '

* As sodium and potassium are much more widely distributed than lithium, it

is more likely that they are the chief products from copper, and that some modi-
fying circumstance has determined the formation of a trace of lithium. . . .

Lithium was mentioned because it is an unlikely constituent of dust, glass,

copper, &c., which were tested specially to prore its absence.'

' Nature, March 5, 1908 p. 412.
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'there fire two statements here which, according to my experibiice, appear to

require modification. That potassium and sodium are more abundantly dis-

tributed than lithium is true, but that these are more widely distributed is not
strictly correct; nor can it be accepted as unquestionable that lithium is an
unlikely constituent of dust, glass, copper, &c. Evidence to the cootrary is

based upon facts divided into three categories—first, those derived from the

qualitative spectroscopic analysis of common ores and minerals usually associated

with the alkali metals ; secondly, analysis of the crude salts of the alkalis, such
as the Stassfurth minerals and nitrates from Chile and Bengal, show that they
contain lithium and rubidium, with not unfrequently caesium. Facts belonging to

the third category are derived from experimental evidence, which is both quanti-
tative and spectrographic, the source of the spectra being the oxybydrogen flame.

When half a gramme of material yields a photograph of the spectrum of litliium

on which the four chief lines are visible—namely, \X 6708, 460-J-07, 4132 93,
and 323282—there cannot be less than 0'0Grf9 gramme of lithium present.

When only the lines 6708'0 and 4603-07 are visible, the quantity is not less or

more than O'OOil gramme.
When only the red line is photographed the quantity is not more than

0'002 gramme, and with half this quantity the line ceases to be photographed.
It follows, therefore, that from the evidence afforded by the number of plates on
which this line appears there could scarcely be less lithium in the O'o gramme of
material analysed than 0'2 per cent.

Further results have been obtained with several other metallic compounds,
but the sensitiveness of the flame reaction varies extraordinarily with the spectra
of different elements.

Mr. Ramage and I found in a hundred and seventy common ores and minerals
potassium and sodium, and with these common elements rubidium and lithium
were very generally associated. Thus, of sixty-two iron ores, rubidium was found
in sixty-one. In sixteen red haematites, massive minerals of the purest type,
rubidium was contained in four. Where potassium and rubidium occurred lithium
was invariably found. It was found in limestones, in dust, in the Bessemer flame,
in ordinary pipeclay, tobacco pipes, and a great variety of siliceous minerals,
such as the Dublin granites ; in Donegal kyanite, which contains 98 per cent, of
aluminium silicate ; and in asbestos. It was found in dust which fell from the
clouds, in volcanic dust, in soot, in flue-dust from chemical works, and in that
from copper smelting and refining works. This last material contained lithium,
sodium, potassium, rubidium, and ciesium ; copper, silver calcium, strontium,
aluminium, gallium, indium, thallium, iron, nickel, cobalt, manganese, chromium,
lead, zinc, cadmium, and tin. Upon such evidence as this it is impossible to

corroborate the statement that potassium is a more widely distributed element
than lithium, or that lithium is an unlikely constituent of dust, glass, copper, &c.

3, Thfi Liquefaction of Helium. By Dr. Kammerlingii Onnep.

d. Anticipations and Experiments on the Liquefaction of Helium.
By Sir Jambs Dewar, F.K.S.

5, A Demonstration on the Rapid Electroanalytical Separation of Metals.
By Dr. Henry J. S. Sand.

In the process of electroanalysis to be shovra the principle of very vigorous
stirring of the electrolyte has been combined with that of keeping the potential
of the cathode under control by means of an auxiliary electrode. It has thus
been possible very largely to extend the scope of electroanalytical methods. The

1908.

'

X s
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folliiwino; inetals have hitherto been studied. First the meta'i? of the silver and
copper orpoaps and zinc, i.e., silver, mercury, copper, bismuth, lead, cadmium, and
zinc. These metals have all been deposited singly, separated from each other
and also separated when all present in the same solution. In the last-named case

the quantity of each metal taken varied between 010 and 0'15 gram, and the

time for the deposition of each between about ten and fifteen minutes.' Secondly,
new metliods have been elaborated for the determination and separation from
each other of antimony and tin. A considerable number of determinations have
been carried out in which the metals taken in varying rntios weighed together
approximately one gram. The time lor the deposition of the antimony was
iisuilly about twenty minutes, that for the tin about eighty minutes. Lastly, the
possibility of securing a purely electroanalytical method for the analysis of an
alloy consisting of copper, antimony, lead and tin has been examined, and all the

separations required for such an analysis have been carritd out.

6. Studies on the Electro-deposition of Metals.

By W. E. Hughes and Dr. F. M. Perkin.

7. Transparent Silver and other Metallic Films.

By Professor Thomas Turner, M.Sc.

Thin gold-leaf, when mounted on glass, becomes transparent when heated to

about 550° 0. The lig-ht transmitted is white, and the etlect does not depend upon
the supporting material or the gaseous atmo-iphere.

Thin silver-leaf becomes transparent if heated in air or oxygen. The light

transmitted is white, and the ert'ect is not produced in vacuo or in a reducing
atmosphere. Though oxygen is necessary it is not apprecinbly absorbed, and the

etiect is only noticed with thin sheets. Silver xtj^^jj of an inch in thickness is

too thick to show the effect.

Thin sheet-copper when heated in air or oxygen to about 200° C. gradually

passes in'o a transparent substance which transmits yellow-green light quite

freely. With further heatiuEr the colour darkens until at length it becomes black.

No effect is produced in a reducing atmosphere.

Thin sheet-alumhiium does not become transparent when heated. For further

particulars the original paper may be consulted.-

8. Report on Wave-length Tables of the Spectra of the Elements.

See Reports, p. 119.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The following Papers and Reports were then read :

—

1. Discussion on Problems of Fermentation.

(i) T}ie Factors which influence the Rate of Alcoholic Fermentation.
By Arthur Slatok, Ph.D., D.Sc.

The transformation of glucose into alcohol and carbon-dioxide by the action of

yeast is probably not a single chemical reaction but a series of reactions. If one

reaction of the series proceeds relatively much mare slowly than the others, then

the velocity of the transformation is determined by the rate of this slow reaction.

» Trans. Chem. Sue, 11)07, 91, 373. * Proc. Royal Sou., May 1908.
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Evidence was brought forward to show that the initial rate of fermentation by-

living yeast is controlled almost completely by one single reaction. By consider-
ing only these initial velocities certain disturbing secondary reactions are elimi-

nated, for change of conditions, which are usually considered to influence the
rate of fermentation, have no effect on these initial velocities. The simple laws
governing the rate are evidence in favour of considering one reaction to have the
control of the velocity.

The rate of fermentation is exactly proportional to the amount of yeast
present. The rate of fermentation of the four fermentable hexnses (glucose,
fructose, galactose, and mannose) is almost independent of the concentration of
the sugar. Glucose and fructose are fermented at approximately equal rates.

Yeasts which ferment glucose do not always possess the property of fermenting
galactose, and this sugar is fermented only by yeasts which have been grown
in the presence of galactose. The fermentation of mannose is similar to that of
glucose, but the rates of the two reactions a j not equal. The enzyme which
ferments m^innose seems to be move sensitive to heat than the one which ferments
glucose. The influence of temperature on these rt-actions is almost the same in
the case of glucose, fructose, and mannose, but rather less in the case of galactose.
These results are most easily brought into accord on the assumption that the
enzyme combines with the sugar. Glucose and fructose form the same compound

;

galacto.se and mannose form different compounds. It is possible that there exist
three difl'erent enzymes: glucozymase, which ferments glucose and fructose; galac-
tozymase, which ferments galactose ; and mannozymase, which ferments mannose.
It is probable that no compound has yet been isolated which can be considered
intermediate in alcoholic fermentation. The suggestion that lactic acid is such a
compound is of special interest, and has attracted much attention. Lactic acid
does not ferment, or ferments only very slowly and incompletely. This is the
chief objection to the hypothesis. An intermediate compound must be at least as
reactive as the original reagent. The suggestion that lactic acid is liberated in a
' nascent state' is considered unlikely, for in constructing the mechanism of other
similar chemical reactions such suppositions have not been found necessary.

Fermentation by yeast-juice differs in many respects from that by living yeast.
It is probable that the mechanism of the reaction is the same in each case

;

but the relative rates of tlie different steps in the two processes are different. The
experiments show that there is an essential step in fermentation in which phos-
phates in some form or another play a part. This reaction proceeds too
rapidly in fermentation by living yeast to have any controlling influence on the
velocity; but in the fermentation by yeast-juice it proceeds relatively more slowly
and influences the rate.

The method of investigating complicated reactions by considering onlv initial

velocities has the advantage that disturbing side reactions are to a large" extent
eliminated. The method can probably be applied with advantage to other
enzyme processes.

2. Hue Selective Pervieahility of certain Seeds.

By Professor Adrian Brown.

3. The Production of Ammoniafrom Atmospheric Nitrogen by vieans

of Peat. By H. C. Woltereck, Ph.D.

Attempts to utili.se the nitrogen contents of peat have been made durino- the
last sixty years, but the yield of ammonia obtained by the various processes which
have been tried ghows that only about one-third of the nitrogen can be thus
recovered. Starting from an observation that a mixture of nitrogen and hydroo-en
passed over reduced iron at a low beat always produced ammonia for some time,

XX 2
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the Author made further experiments on these lines, and found that the presence

of oxygen and v/ater was of importance This led to the gradual reduction of the

quantity of hydrogen, and finally to its complete omission ; but the periodical

necessity of reducing the iron used for the purposes of moist oxidation led him to

employ some carbonaceous material (coke, cdal, charcoal, &c.), for this purpose.

Finally peat was found to give the most satisfactory and rapid results, and
even when it contained up to 80 per cent, of water it could be utilised advan-
tageously.

In the meantime experiments were made to prove the co-operation of atmo-
spheric nitrogen. Sugar carbon absolutely free from nitrogen was treated by the

process and produced an average of 1 percent, ammonia on the carbon consumed.
The large plant erected at Carnlough, co. Antrim, has finally confirmed the

working and results of the process on a commercial scale.

J:. Discussion on Peat.

5. Report on the Study ofHydro-aromatic Substances.—^ce Reports, p. 221.

G. lieport on the Transformation of Aromatic Nitroamines and Allied

Substances, and its lielation to Substitution in Benzene Derivatives.—
See Reports, p. 115.

7. Interim Report on the Study of Isomorphous Sulphonic Derivatives oj

Ben'.ene.
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Section C—GEOLOdY.
Prksident op the Sectiox.—Professor Jons Joly, Sc.D., F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTUMJiFIi 3.

Tlie President delivered the following jiddress :—

•

UEANIUM AND GEOLOGY.

iNTROnTJCTION.

Ix our day but little time elapses between tlie discovery and its application.

Our starting-point is as recent as the year 1993, when Paul Curie and Laborde
showed experimentally that radium steadily maintains its temperature above its

surroundings. As in the case of many other momentous discoveries, prediction

and even calculation had pieceded it. Rutherford and McClung, two years before

the date of the experiment, had calculated the heat equivalent of the ionisation

effected by iiranium, radium, and thorium. Kven at this date (1903) there was
much to go upon, and ideas as to the cosmic influence of radio-activity were not

slow in spreading.^

I am sure that but few among those whom I am addressing have seen a

thermometer rising under the influence of a few centigrams of a radiam salt

;

but for those who pay due respect to the principles of thermodynamics, the mere
fact that at any moment the gold leaves of the electroscope may be set iu motion

by a trace of radium, or, better still, the perpetual motion of Strutt's 'radium
clock,' is all that is required as demonstration of the ceaseless outflow of energy

attending the events proceeding within the atomic systems.

Although the term 'ceaseless' is justified in comparison with our own span of

existence, the radium clock will in point of fact run down, and the heat outflow

gradually diminish. Next year there will be les5 energy forthcoming to drive the

clock, and less heat given oft" by the radium by about the one three-thousandth

part of what now are evolved. As geologists accustomed to deal with millions

of years, we must conclude that these actions, so far from being ceaseless, are

ephemeral indeed, and that if importance is to be ascribed to radium as a geolo-

gical agent, v/e must seek to find if the radium now perishing oif the earth is not

made good by some more enduringly active substance.

That uranium is the primary source of supply cannot be regarded as a matter

of inference only. The recent discovery of ionium by Boltwood serves to link

uranium and radium, and explains why it was that those who sought for radium
as the immediate oftspring of uranium found the latter apparently unproductive,

the actual relation of uranium to radium being that of grandparent. But even

were we without this connected knowledge, the fact of the invariable occurrence

' See letters appearing in A'aturc of July 9 and September 24, 1903, from the late

r. W E. Wilson and Sir George Dafwin referring to radium as a solar constituent

and one from the writer (October 1, 1903) on its influence as a terrestrial constituent.
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iu Nature of these elements, uot only in association but in a quantitative relation-

ship, can only be explained on a genetic connection between the two. This
evidence, mainly due to the work of Boltwood, when examined in detail, becomes
overwhelmingly convincing.

Thus it is to uranium that we look for the continuance of the supplies of

radium. In it we tind an all but eternal source. The fraction of this substance
which decays each year, or, rather, is transformed to a lower atomic weight, is

measured in tens of thousands of millionths ; so that the uranium of the earth one
hundred million years ago was hardly more than one per cent, greater in mass
than it is to-day.

As radio-active investigations became more refined and extended, it was
discovered that radium was widely diffused over the earth. The emanation of it

was obtained from the atmosphere, from the soil, from caves. It was extracted
from well waters, lladium was found in brick-earths, and everywhere in rocks
containing the least trace of demonstrable uranium, and Rutherford calculated

that a quantity of radium so minute as -i'U x 10~^* grams per gram of the
earth's mass would compensate for all the heat now passing out through its

surface as determined by the average temperature gradients. In 1906 the Hon.
11. J. Strutt, to whom geology owes so much, not only here but in other lines of

advance, was able to announce, from a systematic examination of rocks and
minerals from various parts of the world, that the average quantity of radium
per gram was many times in e.xcess of what Rutherford estimated as adequate
lo account for terrestrial heat-loss. The only inference possible was that the

surface radium was uot an indication of what was distributed throughout tbe

mass of tue earth, and, as you all know, Strutt suggested a world deriving its

internal temperature from a radium jacket some 45 miles in thickness, the interior

being free from radium.'

My own e.'tperimental work, begun in 1904, was laid aside till after Mr.
.Strutt's paper had appeared, and a valued correspondence with its distinguished

author was permitted to me. This Address will bo concerned with the applica-

tion of my results to questions of geological dynamics.
Did time permit i would, indeed, like to dvvell for a little on the practical

aspect of measurements as yet so little used or understood ; for the difficulties to

be overcome arc considerable, and the precautions to be taken many. Ihe quantities

dealt wiih are aslouudingly minute, and to extract with completeness a total of a
few billionths of a cubic millimetre of the radio-active gas—the emanation—from
perhaps half a litre or more of a solution rich iu dissolved substances cannot be
regarded as an operation exempt from possibility of error ; and errors of deficiency

are accordingly Irequently met with.

Special ditiiculties, too, arise when dealing with certain classes of rocks. For
in some rocks the radium is not uniformly diffused, but is concentrated in radio-

active substances. We are in these cases assailed with all the troables which beset

the assayer of gold wlio is at a loss to determine the average yield ofa rock wherein
tbe ore is sporadically' distributed. In the case of radium determinations this

difficulty may be sj much the more intensified as the isolated quantities involved

are the more minute and yet the more potent to affect the result of any one
experiment. There is here a source of discrepancy in successive e.xperiments

upon those rocks in which, from metamorphic or other actions, a segregation

ot the uranium has taken place. \Vith such rocks the divergences between
successive results are often considerable, and only by multiplying the number
of experiments can we hope to obtain fair indications of the average radio-activity.

It is noteworthy that these variations do not, so far as my observations extend,

present themselves when we deal with a recent marine sediment or with certain

unaltered deposits wherein there has been no readjustment of the original fine

stale of subdivision, and even distribution, which attended the precipitation of

the uranium in the process of sedimentation.

I3ut the difficulties attending the estimation of radium in rocks and other

' Proc. M.S., Ixxvii. p. 472, and bcxviii. p. 150.
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materials leave still a large balance of certainty—so far as tlie word is allo-waljle

when applied to the ever-widening views of tcieiice—upon which to base our

deductions. The emanation of radium is most chavacteri.'itie in beliaviour; know-

ledge of its peculiarities enables us to distinguish ita presence in the electro-

scope not only from the emanation of other radio-active elements, but from

any accidental* leakage or inductive disturbance of the instrument. The method

of measurement is purely comparative. The cardinal facts upon the strength of

which we associate radium with geological dynamics, its development of heat and

its association with uranium, are founded in the fir.st case directly on observation,

and, in the second, on evidence so strong as to be equally convincing. Recent

work on the question of the influence of conditions of e.vtreme pressures and

temperatures on the radio-active properties of radium appear to show that, as

would be anticipated, the effect is small, if indeed existent. As observed by

Makower and Rutherford, the small diminution jtieed under very extreme con-

ditions in the y radiatiin possibly admits of explanation on indirect ertects. These

observations appear to leave us a free hand as regards radio-thermal effects unless

when we pursue speculations into the remoter depths of the earth, and even there

while they remain as a reservation, they by no means forbid us to go on.

The precise quantity of heat to which radium gives rise, or, rather, which its

presence entails, cannot be said to be known to within a small percentage, for the

thermal equivalent of the radio-active energy of uranium, actinium, and ionium,

and of those members of the radium family which are slow in changing, has not

been measured directly. Professor Rutherford has supplied me, however, with

the calculated amount of the aggregate heat energy liberated per second by all

these bodies. In the applications to which I will presently have to refer I take

his estimate of 5-6 x lO"^ calories per second as the constant of heat-production

attending the presence of one gram of elemental radium.

To these words of introduction I have to add the remark, perhaps obvious,

that the full and ultimate analysis of the many geological questions arising out of

the presence of radium in the earth's surface materials will require to be founded

upon a broader basis than is afforded by even a few hundred experiments. The
whole sequence of sediments has to be systematically examined; the various classes

of igneous materials, more especially the successive ejecta of volcanoes, fully

investigated. The conditions of entry of uranium into the oceanic deposits has

to be studied, and observations on .sea-water and deep-sea sediments multiplied.

All this work is for the future ; as yet but little has been accomplished.

The Radium, in the Rocks and in the Ocean.

The fact first established by Strutt that the radium distributed through the

rock materials of the earth's surface greatly exceeds any permissible estimate of

its internal radio-activity has not as yet received any explanation. It might

indeed be truly said that the concentration of the heaviest element known to us,

(uranium) at the surface of the earth is just what we would not have expected.

Yet a simple enough explanation may be at band in the heat-producing capacity

of that substance. If it was originally scattered through the earth-stuff, not

in a uniform distribution but to some extent concentrated fortuitously in a

manner depending on the origin of terrestrial ingredients, then these radio-

active nuclei heating and expanding beyond the capacity of surrounding materials

would rise to the surface of a world in which convective actions were still pos-

sible and, very conceivably, even after such conditions had ceased to be general

:

and in this way the surface materials would become richer than the interior.

For instance, the extruded mass of the Deccan basalt would fill a sphere 36 miles

in radius. Imagine such a sphere located originally somewhere deep beneath the

surface of the earth surrounded by materials of like density. The ultimate excess

of temperature, due to its uranium, attained at the central parts would amount to

about 1000° C, or such lesser temperature as convective effects within the mass
would permit. This might take some thirty million years to come about, but before

80 great an e:!?:ces3 of temperature was re£iche4 the force of buoyancy developed in
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virtue of its thermal expansion must inevitably bring the entire mass to the surface.

This reasoning would, at any rate, apply to material situated at a considerable dis-

tance inwards, and may possibly be connected with vulcanicity and other crustal

disturbances observed at the surface.^ The other view, that the addition of

uranium to the earth was mainly an event subsequent to its formation in bulk,

so that radio-active substances were added from without and, possibly, from a

solar or cosmic source, has not the same a priori probability in its favour.'*

I have in this part of my Address briefly to place before you an account of my
experiments on the amounts of radium distributed in surface materials. Here,

indeed, direct knowledge is attainable ; but this knowledge takes us but c. very

few miles inwards towards the centre of the earth.

'J'hc Igneous Rocks.—The basalt of the Deccan, to which I have referred,

known to cover some 200,000 square miles to a depth of from 4,000 to 6,000 feet,

or more, appears to be radio-active throughout. A fine series of tunnel and
surface specimens sent to me by the Director of the Indian Geological Survey has

enabled me to examine the radio-activity at various points. It is remarkable that

the mean result does not depart much from that afforded by a long series of

experiments on North of Ireland basalt and on the basalt of Greenland.

Again, the granites and syenites—and those of Mourne, Aberdeen, Leiuster,

Plauen, Finsteraarhoru have been examined—while variable, yet approximate to

the same mean result.

In the Simplon and St. Gothard tunnels igneous rocks have been penetrated

at considerable depth beneath the surface. The greatest true depth is attained,

I think, in the central St. Gothard massif. It is remarkable, and may be signifi-

cant, that in these rocks I have reached the lowest radio-activities I have met

—

down to almost one billionth of a gram of radium per gram ; although the generiil

mean of the St. Gothard igneous rocks, owing to the high radio-activity of the

Finsteraar granite at the north end of the tunnel, is not exceptionally low. Radio-

active minerals seem common in the Simplon rocks, involving considerable variations

in successive experiments. Some of the highest results are omitted in the mean
given below, but as it is difficult to know what to allow for purely sporadic radium
the mean is not verj' certain. In the case of a specially high result I asked I'ro-

fessor Emil Werner to determine the uranium : my result was confirmed. My
list of mean results on igneous rocks up to the present is the following ;

—

Basalts (14)
Granites (6) . .

Syenites (1)

The general mean is 6'1.

From the igneous rocks have originated the sediments after a toll of dissolve!

substances has been paid to the ocean. It does not of course foUgw necessarily

that the percentage of radium, or more correctly of uranium, in the sedimentary

rocks should be less than in the igneous. The residual materials might keep the

original percentage of the parent rock, or even improve upon it. There are

reasons for believing, however, that there would be a diminution.

Those sedimentary rocks which have been derived from materials formerly in

solution offer a different problem. In their case there is little or none of the

original materials carried into the secondary rock, and the radio-activity will

depend mainly upon how far uranium is precipitated or abstracted with the rock-

making substances. In other words, upon how far the waters of the ocean will

restore to the rocks what it has borrowed from them.
This brings me to consider the condition of the ocean as preparatory to quoting

experiments on the sediments.

' See Appendix A. - Nature, Ixxv. p. 294.
' This number is to be multiplied by lO-^-, and represents billionths of a gram

of radium per gram of material investigated. Throughout the rest of my Address
this understanding holds, unless where a different meaning is specified. The
numbers in parentheses signify the nurnbey of different specirnens investigated.

50

»
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The Ocmn and its Sediments.—The waters of the ocean, coveriug five-sevenths

of the earth's surface to a mean depth of 3'8 kilometres, represent the most
abundant surface material open to our investigation. As the mean of a very large

number of experiments upon twenty-two different samples of sea-water from

various widely separated parts of the ocean, I obtain a mean of 0016 x 10"^'^ gram
per cubic centimetre. There is considerable variability. Taking the mass of the

ocean as 1"458 x 10'* tonnes, there must be about 20 x 10^ grams (20,000 tons) of

radium in its waters.

The experiments which I have been able to make on deep-sea deposits, thanks

mainly to the kind co-operation of Sir Johsi Murray, apply to ten different materials

of typical character.

The results are so consistent us to lead me to

number they cannot be far wrong in their genen.

The means are :

—

believe that although so few in

teaching.

Globigerina Oozo
Kadiolarian Ooze
Red Clay .

Raclium

7-2

a6-7

33-:]

Exteusiou : Millions of

Square Miles.
19-5

2-r,

Diatom Oozes have not yet been examined.
It is apparent from these results that the more slowly collecting sediments arc

those of highest radio-activity, as if the organic materials raining downwards
from the surface of the ocean carried eveiywhere to the depths uranium and
radium abstracted from the waters ; but in those regions where the conditions

were inimical to the preservation of the associated calcareous tests, there was the

less dilution of the radio-active substances accumulating beneath. The next table

shows that radio-activity and the percentage of calcareous matter in these deposits

stand in an inverse relation :

Globigcrina Ooze,
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While this reasoning is conclusive as regards the waters of the ocean, it does

not assure us that the sediments accumulating in their depths are throughout as

radio-active as their surface parts would indicate. There might be a precipitation

of radium unattended by uranium, in which case their deeper parts would not

be radio-active.

Against this possibility there is the evidence of such true deep-sea deposits as

were formed in past times and to-day still preserve their radio-activity. For
instance, the chalk, which, considering that it was undoubtedly a very rapidly

formed deposit, exhibits a radio-activity quite comparable with that of the

Globigerina Oozes, deposits which it most nearly resembles. In this deposit,

clearly, the uranium must have collected along with the calcareous materials.

We can with security argue that the similar oozes collected to-day must likewise

contain uranium. In the case of the Red Clays we have the direct determination
of the uranium which Professor Emil Werner was so good as to make at my
request. Con.sidering the difficulties attending its separation, the result must be

taken as supporting the view that here, too, the radium is renewed from the

uranium. Regarding the efforts of other observers to detect uranium in such
deposits, it is noteworthy that without the guidance of the radium, er.abling

specially rich materials to be selected for analysis, the success of the investigation

must have been doubtful. The material used was a Ked Clay with the relatively

large quantity of 64*4 billionths of a gram per gram. In a few grams of this

Werner obtained up to seven-twelfths of the total theoretic amount, and ofcour.se

the separation of the uranium is not likely to have been complete.

It might be thought a hopeless task to offer any estimate of the total bulk of

the sub-oceanic deposits, and from this to arrive at some idea of the quantity

of radium therein contained. Nevertheless, such an estimate is not only possible

but is based on deductions which possess considerable security. As a major limit

I believe the estimate of the total mass of depo.'^it is unassailable, and such deduc-
tions as might be applied will still leave it an approximation to the truth.

The elements of the problem are simple enough ; we know that the eedimen-i
tary rocks have been derived from the ijineous, some ^0 per cent, of the latter!

entering into solution in the process of conversion. Some of the soluble con-

stituents, owing to their great solubility, have remained in solution since they

entered the ocean.^ These are the salts of sodium. An estimate of the amount of

these salts in the oceau gives us a clue to the total amount of rock substauce whicii

has contributed to oceanic salts and oceanic deposits since the inception of the oceans.

Some years ago I deduced on this basis that the igceous rocks which are parent to

the sodium in the sea must have amounted to about 91 x 10" tons.- This figure

in no way involves the rate of supply by the rivers, or our estimate of geological

time. It only involves the quantity ofsodium now in the ocean—a fairly well-known
factor— and the loss of this element, which occurs when average igneous rocks are

degraded into sedimentary rocks—a factor also fairly well known. Mr. F. W.
(Hark, to whom geological science is indebted for so much e.xact investigation, has
recently repeated this calculation, using data deduced anew by himself, and arrives

at the result that the bulk of the parent igneous rock was 843 x 10* cubic miles.*

On a specific gravity of 2'6 my estimate in tons gives nearly the same result:

84 X 10' cubic miles.

Now about one-third part of this parent rock goes into solution when break-

ing up into a detrital sediment. The limestones upon the land are part of what
was once so brought into solution. Having made deduction of these former
marine deposits (and I here avail myself of Van Hise's and Clark's estimates of

the total amount of the tedimentaries and the fraction of these which are cal-

careous),* and, allowing for the quantity remaining in solution in the ocean, the

result leaves us with the approximation of twenty million cubic miles of mutter
once in solution, and now for the greater part existing as precipitated or abstracted

deposits at the bottom of the ocean. We are to distribute this quantity over its

' Traiu. Boyal Dvbliii Soc, vol. vii. ser. ii. p. 23 ct scq. " Ibid., p. 46.

» The Data of Geoclievmtry. J3y f. \V. Qlark, p. gi), « Jhid., p, 3].
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floor. If tlie rate of collection had been iiuiforin iu every part of thd oceau

throughout geological time, a depth of about one-seventh of a mile (240 metres)

of deposit would cover the ocean bed.

\Vhile, I believe, we can place considerable reliance on this approximation, we
are less sure when we attempt an estimate of its mean radio-activity. If we assume
lor it an average radio-activity similar to that of Globigerina Ooze, we tind that

the quantity of radium involved must be considerably over a million tons. Apart
from the value which such estimates possess as presentiog us with a perspective

view of the great phenomena we are dealing witb, it will now be seen that it

supports the finding of the experiments on sedimentary rocks, and leads us to

anticipate a real difference in the radio-activity of the two classes of material.

The Sedimentary Rocks.—The radium content f those of detrital character

is indicated in the toUowing sandstones, slates, and shales :—
Shales, sandstones, grits (10) i-4

Slates (Cambrian, Devonian) 47
Mud from Amazon .......... 3'iJ

Some of the above are from deep borings in Cai-boniferous rocks (the Balfour and
Burnlip bores), ^ and from their nature, where not actually of fresh-water origin, can

owe little to oceanic radio-activity. Many of the following belong to the class of

precipitates, and therefore owe their uranium wholly or in part to oceanic source :

—

Marsupites chalk 4-2

Green sandstone .......... 49
Green sand (dredged) ......... 4o
Limestones and dolomites [Trenton, Carboniferous, Zechstein,

Lias, Solenhofen (7)] 41
Keuper gypsum .......... 69
Coral rock, Funafuti bore (4)- ....... 1'7

Trias-Jura sediments, Simplon : 17 rocks of various characters .
6-9

Mesozoic sediments, St. Gothard : 19 rocks of various characters . 4-2

The general mean on sixty-two rocks is 47.
Making some allowance for uncertainties in dealing with the Simplon rocks,

I think the experiments may be taken as pointing to the result :—
Igneous rocks from 5 to 6.

Sedimentary rocks from 4 to 5.

If our estimate of oceanic radium be applied to the account of the sedimentary
rocks in a manner which will be understood from what 1 have already endeavoured
to convey, there will be found to exist a fair degree of harmony between the great

quantities wtiich we have found to be in the sediments of the ocean and the
impoverishment of the sediments which the experiments appear to indicate.

In all these results fresh and uuwdathered material has been used. The
sand of the Arabian desert gave me but 0'4. Similarly low results have been
found by others for soils and such materials. These are not to be included when
we seek the radio-activity of the rocks.

As regards generally my experiments on the radium-content of the rocks,

I cannot say with couhdence that there is anything to indicate a detinite falling

off iu radio-activity iu the more deeply seated materials i have dealt with. The
central St. Gothard and certain parts of the Deccan have given results in favour
of such a decrease. On the other baud, as will bd seen later, the granite at the

north end of the St. Gothard and the primitive gueiss of the Simplou show no
diminution. According to the view I Dave put forward above as to the origin

of the surface richness iu radium it is I tuink to be expected that, while the

richest materials would probably rise most nearly to the surface, there might be
considerable variability in the radio-activity of the deeper parts of the upper crust.

' For these rocks, and for much other valuable material, I have to thank Mri
• D. Tate, of the Scottish Geological Survey.

' I'or these I have to thank the Trustees of the British Museum and Jlr. A4
Smith Woodward, F.R.S.
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Uranium and live Internal Heal of the Earth.

Wliile forced to deny of the earth's interior any such richness in fadium tts

prevails near the surface, the inference that uranium exists yet in small
quantities far down in the materials of the globe is highly probable. This
view is supported by the presence of radium in meteoric substances and by its

very probable presence in the sun—that greatest of meteorites. True, the
radio-thermal theory cannot be supposed to account for any great part of solar heat
unless we are prepared to believe that a very large percentage of uranium can
be present in the sun, and yet yield 1)ut feeble spectroscopic evidence of its

existence. Taken all together, the ease stands thus as regards the earth. We
are assured of radium as a widely distributed surface material, and to such depths
as we can penetrate. By inference from the presence of radium in meteoric sub-

stances and its very probable presence in the sun, from which tlie whole of

terrestrial stuffprobably originated, as well as by the inherent likelihood that every
element at the surface is in some measure distributed throughout the entire mass
we arrive at the conclusion that radium is indeed a universal terrestrial constituent.

The dependent question then confronts us—Are we living on a world heated
llu'oughout by radio-thermal actions ? This question—one of the most interesting

which has originated in the discoverj' that internal atomic changes may prove a
source of heat—can only be answered (if it can be answered) by the facts of

geological science.

I will not stop to discuss the evidence for and against a highly lieated interior

of the earth. I assume this heated interior the obvious and natural interpretation

of a large classof geological phenomena, and pass on to consider certain limitations

to our knowledge which have to be recognised before we are in a position to enter
on the somewhat treacherous ground of hypotheses.

In the first place, we appear debarred from assuming that the surface and
central interior of the eartli are in thermal connection, for it seems certain that,

since the remote period when (probable) convective effects became arrested by
reason of increasing viscosity, the thermal relations of the surface and interior

have become dependent solely on conductivity. From this it follows if the state

of matter in the interior is such as Lord Kelvin assumed— that is, that the
conductivity and specific heat may be inferred from the qualities of the surface
materials—we have remained in thermal isolation from the great bidk of the in-

terior for hundreds of millions of years, and perhaps even for more than a thou-
sand million of years. Assuming a diflusivity similar to that of surface rocks, and
starting with a temperature of 7000° F., Kelvin found that after 1000 million

years of cooling there would be no sensible change at a depth from the surface

greater than 568 miles. In short, even if this great period—far beyond our esti-

mates of geological time—has elapsed since the consistentiov status, the cooling

surface has as yet borrowed heat from only half the bulk of the earth.

It is possible, on the other hand, that the conductivity increases inwards, as

Professor PeiTy has contended ; and if the central parts are more largely metallic,

this increase may be considerable. But we find ourselves here in the regions of
the unknown.

With this limitation to our knowledge, the province of geothermal speculation
is a somewhat disheartening one. Thus if with Rutherford, who first gave us a
quantitative estimate of the kind, we say that such and such a quantity of radium
per gram of the earth's mass would serve to account for the 26 x iO-* calories

which, according to the surface gradients, the earth is losing per annum, we
cannot be taken as advancing a theory of radio-active heating, but only a signi-

ficant quantitative estimate. For, in fact, the heat emitted by radium in the
interior may never have reached the surface since the convective conditions came
to an end.

And here, depending upon the physical limitations to our knowledge of the
earth's interior, a possibility has to be faced. That uranium is entirely absent
from the interior is, as I have said, in the highest degree unlikely. If it is

present, then the central parts of the earth are rising in temperature This view,
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ttat the central interior is rising in temperature, is difficult to dispose of, altbougli

we can adduce the evidence of certain surface-phenomena to show that the rise

in temperatnre during geological time must be small or its effects in some manner
Icept nnder control. In a word, whether we assnme that the whole heat-loss of
the earth is now being made good by radio-active heating or not, Ave find, on
any probable value of the conductivity, a central core almost protected from loss

by the immense mass of heated material interposed between it and the surfac,
and within this core very probably a continuous source of heat. It is hard to

set aside any of the premisses of this argument.^
We naturally ask, Whither does the conclusion lead us? We can take

comfort in a possible innocuous outcome. The uranium itself, however slowly
its energy is given up, is not everlasting. The decf / of the parent substance is

continually reducing the amount of heat which eacli year may be added to the
earth's central materials. And the result may be that the accumulated heat will
ultimately pass out at the surface by conductivity, during remote future times,

and no physical disturbance result.

The second limitation to our hypotheses arises from this transformation and
gradual disappearance of the uranium. And this limitation seems as destructive

of definite geothermal theories as the first. To understand its significance requires

a little consideration. The fraction of uranium decaying each year is vanishingly
small, about the ten thousand-millionth part; but if the temperature of the eartli

is maintained by uranium and consequently its decay involves the fall in

temperature of the whole earth, the quantity of heat escaping at the surface
attendant on the minute decrement would be enormous. An analogy may help
to make this clear. Consider the case of a boiler maintained at a particular
temperature by a furnace within. Let the combustion diminish and the furnace
temperature fall a little. The whole mass of the boiler and its contents follow
the downward movement of temperature, heat of capacity escaping at the surface.

An observer, only noting the outflow of radiated heat and unable to observe the
minute drop of temperature, would probably ascribe to the continued action

of the furnace, heat which, although derived from it in the past, should no
longer be regarded as indicating the heating value of the combustion. Magnify
the boiler to terrestrial dimensions: the minutest fall in temperature of tlie entire

mass involves immense quantities of heat passing out at the surface, which no
longer indicate the sustaining radio-thermal actions within.

It is easy to see the nature of the difficulties in which we thus become
involved. In fact, the heat escaping from the earth is not a measure of the
radium in the earth, but necessarily includes, and for a great part may possibly be
referred to, the falling temperature, which the decay of the uranium involves. If
we take X (the fraction of uranium transforming each year) as approximately
10 '" and assume for the general mass of the earth a temperature of 1500°,
a specific heat of 02, and, taking 6 x 10-^ as its mass in grams, we have, on
multiplying these values together, a loss in calories per annum of 1'8 x 10-'\

This by hypothesis escapes at the surface. IJut the surface loss, as based on
oarth-gradients_ of temperature, is but 2-6 x 10 '" calories. We are left with
0-8 X 10-'^ calories as a measure of the radium present. On this allowance our
theories, in whatever form, must be shaped. Nor does it appear as if relief from this

restriction can be obtained in any other way than by denying to the interior parts
of the earth the requisite high thermal conductivity. Taking refuge in this, we are
however at once confronted with the possibility of internal stores of radium of
which we know nothing, save that they cannot, probably, be very great in amount.
In short, I believe it will be admitted on full examination of this question that, while
we very probably are isolated thermally from a considerable part of the earth's
interior, the decay of the uranium must introduce a large subtractive correction upon
our estimates of the limiting amounts of radium which might be present in the earth.

But, finally, is there in all these difficulties sufficient to lead us to reject the
view that the present loss of earth-heat may be nearly or quite supplied by radium,

' Professor H. A. Wilson has made a suggestive estimate of the thermal efifects of
vadium enclosed in the central parts of the earth {Nature, February 20 1908).
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aud the future cooling of tlie earth controlled mainly hy decay of the uranium ?

I do not think there are any good grounds for rejecting this view. Observe, it is

the condition towards which every planetary body and every solar body containing

stores of uranium must tend ; and apparently roust attain when the rate of loss

of initial stores of heat, dimhiishing as the body grows colder, finally arrives

at equilibrium with the radio-thermal supplies. This final state appears inevitable

in every case unless the radio-active materials are so subordinate that they entirely

perish before the original store of heat is exhausted.

Now, judging from the surface richness in radium of the earth and the

present loss of terrestrial heat, it does not seem reasonable to assign a sub-

ordinate influence to radio-thermal actions ; and it appears not improbable that

the earth has attained, or nearly attained, this final stage of cooling.

How, then, may we suppose the existing thermal state maintained ? A
uniformly radio-active surface layer possessing a basal temperature in accordance

with the requirements of geolog}' is, I believe, not realisable on any probable

estimate of the allowable radium, or on any concentration of it which my own
experiments on igneous rocks would justify.

But we may take refuge in a less definite statement, and assume a distribution

by means of which the existing thermal state of the crust may be maintained. A
specially rich surface layer we must recognise, but this need be no more than a

very faw miles deep; after which the balance of the radium maybe supposed

distributed to any depth with which we are thermally connected. Below that

our knowledge is indeOnite. The heat outflow at the surface is in part from the

surface radium, in part due to the cooling arising from the diminishing amount of

uranium, in part from the deep-seated radium. In this manner the isogeotherms

are kept in their places, aud ii state i< maintained which is in equilibrium with

the thermal factors involved, but which cafinot be considered steady, using the

word in a strictly accurate sense, in view of the decay of the uranium.

While the existing thermal state may, T thinlf, thus be maintained by radio-

active heating and radio-active decay, wc find ourselves in considerable difliculties

if we extend this view into the past and assume that the same could be said of

any previous stage of the earth's history. If the heat emitted by the earth,

when the surface was at melting temperature, was in a state of equilibrium wiili

the radio-active supplies, then, at that date, there must have been many thousands

of times the present amount of uranium on the earth, and the ])eriod of the

ronsistmiior statm must be put back by thousands of millions of years. Apart
from hopeless contradiction with every geological indication as to the age of the

earth, difficulties in solar physics arise. For the sun must be supposed of equal

duration, and we are required to assume impossible amounts of uranium to main-

tain his heat all that great lapse of time ; and again this uranium would perish at

just the same race as that upon the earth, so that at the present time the solar

mass must be, for by far the greater part, composed of inert materials of high

atomic weight: the products of the transformations of the uranium family. The
difficulty is best appreciated when we consider that even to maintain his present

rate of heat-loss by radium supplies, some 60 per cent, of his mass must be

(^omposed of uranium. But there are other troubles to face if we adopt this

view. The earth, or rather those parts of it which are sufficiently near the

surface to lose heat at the requisite rate, would have cooled but one per cent, in

10'* years. Shrinkage of the outer parts and crustal thickness will be propor-

tionately small, and we must put back our epochs of mountain building to suit so

slow a rate of cooling and shrinkage and refer the earlier events of the kind into

a past of inconceivable remoteness. Otherwise we must abandon the only tenable

theory of mountain formation with which we are acquainted. On such a time-

scale the ocean would be supersaturated under the influence of the prolonged

denudation like the waters of certain salt lakes, and the sediments would have
accumulated a hundredfold in thickness.

Nor do the facts as we know them require from us such sacrifices. We are not

asked to raise these difficulties on supposititious quantities of uranium for the

e.xistence of which there is no evidence. Radium baa occasioned no questioning
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of the older -vie\V that the cooling of the earth from a considenttor status ha^s been

mainl7 controlled by radiation, but, on the contrary, this new revelation of scieace

has come to smooth over what ditliculties attended the reconciliation of physical

and geological evidence on the Kelvin hypotliesis. It shows us how the advent

of the present thermal state might be delayed and geological time lengthened, so

that Kelvin's forty or Hfty million years migbt be reconciled with the hundred

million years which some of us hold to be the reading of the records of denudation.

On this more pacidc view of the mission of radium to geology, what has been

the history of the earth ? In the earlier days of the earth's cooling the radiation

loss was tar in excess of the radio-thermal heating. From this slate by a con-

tinual convergence, the rate of radiation loss diminishing while the radio-thermal

output remained comparatively constant, the existir j distribution of temperature

near the surface has been attained when the radio-thermal supply may nearly or

quite balance the loss by radiation. The question of the possibility of tinal and

perfect equilibrium between the two seems to involve the interior conductivity

and in this way to evade analysis.

It will be asked if ihe facts of mountain building and earth-shrinkage are

rendered less reconcilable by this interference of uranium in the earth's physical

history. I believe the answer will be in the negative. True, the greatest develop-

ment of crustal wrinkling must have occurred in earlier times. This must be

so, in some degree, on any hypothesis. The total slirinkage is, however, not the

less because delayed by radio-thermal actions, and it is not hard to point to factors

which will attend the more recent upraising of mountain chains tending to make
them excel in magnitude those arising from the stresses in an earlier and thinner

crust.

Underground Temperature.

It would be a matter of the highest interest if we could definitely connect

the rise of temperature which is observed in deep borings and tunnels with the

radio-activity of the rocks. We are confronted, however, by the difficulty that

our deepest borings and tunnels are still too near the surface to enable us to

pronounce with certainty on the influence of the radium met with in the rocks.

This will be understood when it is remembered that a merely local increase of

radio-activity must have but little etlect upon the temperature unless the increase

was of a very high order indeed. A. clear understanding of this point shows us

at once how improbable ir, is that volcanic temperatures can be brought within

a very few miles of the surface by local radio-activity of the rocks. To account on
such principles for an elevation of temperature of, say, 1200° at a depth of three or

four miles from the surface, a richness in radium must be assumed far transcending

anything yet met with in considerable rock masses ; and as volcanic materials

appear to show nothing of such exceptional richness in radium we can hardly

suppose local radio-activity of the upper crust responsible for volcanic phenomena.
When we come to apply calculation to results on the radio-activity of the

materials penetrated by tunnels and borings, we at once tind that we require to

know the extension downwards of the rocks we are dealing with before we can

be sure that radium will account for the thermal phenomena observed. At any
level between the surface and the base of a layer of radio-active materials-
suppose the level considered is that of a tunnel—-the temperature depends, so far

as it is due to local radium, on the total depth of the rock-mass having the

observed radio-activity. This is evident. It wdl be found that for ordinary

values of the radium content it is requisite to suppose the rocks extending down-
wards some few kilometres in order to account for a few degrees in tempera-

ture at the level under observation. There is, of course, every probability of such

a downward extension. Thus in the case of the Simplon massif the downward
continuance of the gneissic rocks to some few kilometres evokes no difficulties.

The same may be said of the granite of the Finsteraarhorn massif and the gneisses

of the St. Gothard massif, materials both of which are penetrated by the St.

Gothard tunnel, and which appear to possess a considerable diffijrence in radio-

activity. In dealing with tlua subject, comparison of the results obtained at one
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locality with tbose obtained at another is the safest procedure. We mtlst
accordingly wait for an increased number of results before much can be
inferred. I will now lay the cases of the two groat tunnels as briefly as posfsible

before you.

And first as to the temperature effects observed in the two cases.

The Simplon tunnel for a length of some seven or eight kilometres lies at
a mean distance of about 1,700 metres from the surface. At the northerly end
of this stretch the rock temperature attains 55°, and at the southern extremity has
fallen to about 35°. The temperature of 55° is the highest encountered. The
maximum predicted by Stapff', basing his e.slimatea on his experience of the St.
Gothard tunnel, was 47°. Other authorities in every case predicted considerably
lower temperatures. Stockalper, who also had experience of the St. Gothard,
predicted 36° at a depth of 2,050 metres from the surface, and Ileim 38° to 39°.'

When the unexpectedly high temperatures were met with, various reasons were
assigned. Mr. Fox has suggested volcanic heat. Others point to the arrange-
ment of the schistosity and the dryness of the rocks, where the highest tempera-
tures were read. The latter is evidently to be regarded more as explanation of
the lower temperatures at the south end of the tunnel, where the water circulation
was considerable, than of the high temperatures of the northern end. The
schistosity may have some influence in bringing the isogeotherms nearer to the
surface; however, not only are the rocks intensely compact in every direction, but
what schistosity there is by no means inclines in the best directions for retention
of heat. From the sections the schistosity appears generally to point upwards at
a steep angle with the tunnel axis.-

Where there is such variability in the temperatures, irrespective of the depth
of overlying rock, there is difficulty in assigning any significant mean gradient.
The highest readings are obviously those least atfected by the remarkable water-
circulation of the Italian .side. The higher temperatures aff"ord such gradients as
would be met in borings made on the level—about 31 metres per degree.

The temperatures read in the St. Gothard rocks were of a most remarkable
character. For the central parts of the tunnel the gradients come out as 40-6
metres per degree. Stapff, who made these observations and conducted the
geological investigations, took particular pains to ascertain the true surface tem-
peratures of the rock above the tunnel ; and from these ascertained temperatures,
the temperatures in the tunnel rock and the overlying height of mountain, lie

calculated the gradients.

But this low gradient is by no means the mean gradient. At the north end,
where the tunnel passes through the granite of the Finsteraarhorn massif, there i.s

a rise in the temperature of the rock sufficient to steepen the gradient to 'JO'.)

metres per degree. Stapff" regarded this local rise of temperature as unaccountable
save on the view that the granite retained part of the original heat. This matter
I will presently return to.

Now, it is a fact that the radium-content of the Simplon rocks, after some
allowance for what I have referred to as sporadic radium, stands higher than i.s

afforded by the rocks in the central section of the St. Gothard, where the gradient
is low. For the Simplon the general mean is (on my experiments) 7'1 bilUonths
of a gram per gram. This mean is well distributed as follows:—

•

Jurassic and Triassic altered .sediments Gl
Crystalline schists, partly Jurassic and Triassic, partly Archiican . 7'.S

Monte Leone gneiss and primitive gneiss G-.^

Schistose gneiss (a fold from beneath) 6-.')

Antigorio gneiss 68

The divisional arrangement is Professor Schardt's. Forty-nine typical rocks
areused in obtaining these results, and the experiments have been in many ca.ses

' See the account given by Schardt, Verhandl. Schrt'eiaerisehen Anfurf, Geaelhch.
1904, 87, ' Jahresversammlung,' p. 201 et seq.

'^ Schardt, loc. cit.
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repeated ou duplicate specimens. Including' some ver}' exceptional results, the
mean would rise to 91 x 10"^-' grams per gram.

Of the St. Gothard rocks 1 have examined fifty-one specimens selected to be,

as far as attainable, representative.^

Of these, twenty-one are from the central region, and their mean radium content
i.-<just3'3. The portion of the tunnel from which these rocks come is closely

coincident with Staptf's thermal subdivision of regions of low temperature.''

This portion of the mountain offers the most definite conditions for comparison
with the Simplon results. The region south of this is affected by water circu-

lation ; the regions to the north are affected by the high temperature of the
granite.

We see, then, that the most definite data at our disposal in comparing the
conditions as regards temperature and radio-thermal actions in the two tunnels
appear to show that the steeper gradient is associated with the greater radium-
content.

It is possible to arrive at an estimate of the downward extension of the two
rock masses (assumed to maintain to the same depth their observed radio-activity),

which would account for the difference in gradient. In making this estimate,

we do not assume that the entire heat-flow indicated by the gradients is due to
radium, but that the difference in radium-content is responsible for the difference

of heat-flow. If some of the heat is conducted from an interior source (of what-
ever origin), we assume that this is alike in both cases. We also assume the
conductivities alike.

Calculating ou this basis, the depth required to establish on the radium
measurements the observed difference in gradients of the Central St. Gothard and
of the Simplon, we find the depth to be about 7 kilometres on the low mean of the
Simplon rocks, and 5 kilometres on the high mean. There is, as I have already said

,

nothing improbable in such a downward extension of primitive rocks having the
radio-activities observed; but as a different distribution of radium may, of course,

obtain below our point of observation, the result can only claim to be suggestive.

Turning specially to the St. Gothard, we find that a temperature problem of
much interest arises from the facts recorded. The north end of the tunnel for

a distance of 2 kilometres traverses the granite of the Finsteraarhorn massif.

It then enters the infolded syncline of the Usernmulde and traverses altered

sediments of Trias-Jura age for a distance of about 2 kilometres. After this

it enters the crushed and metamorphosed rocks of the St. Gothard massif,

and remains in these rocks for 7h kilometres. The last section is run through
the Tessinmulde for 3 kilometres. These rocks are highly altered Mesozoic
sediments.

I have already quoted Stapff's observations as to the variations of gradient in

the northern, central, and southern parts of the tunnel. He writes :
' They (the

isotherms) show irregularities on the south side, which clearly depend on cold
springs, they bend down rapidly, and then run smoothly inclined beneath the water-
filled section of the mountain. Other local irregularities can be explained hy
the decomposition of the rock ; but there is no obvious explanation of the rapid
increase in the granite rocks at the northern end of the tunnel (2,000 metres), and
it is probably to be attributed to the influence of different thermal qualities of the
rock on the coefficient of increase. For the rest these 2,000 metres of granite

belong to the massif of the Finsteraarhorn, and, geologically speaking, they do
not share in the composition of the St. Gothard. Perhaps these two massifs

belong to different geological periods (as supposed for geological reasons long agoj.

What wonder, then, if one of them be cooler than the other.' (Loc cit., p. 30.)

Commenting on the explanation here offered by Stapff, Prestwich^ states

' I would like to express here my acknowledgments to the Trustees of the
British Museum for granting me permission to use chips of the rocks in their
possession ; and especially to Mr. Prior for his valuable assistance in selecting the
specimens.

- Trans. North of Enqland Mining and Mec. Engineers, xxxiii. p. 25.
' Proc. R.S., xli. p. 44.

1008. Y Y
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his preference for the view that the exoeas of teiuparatiire iu the granite is due tp

mechanical actions to which the granite was exposed daring tha upheaval of this

region of the Alps.

The accompanying diagram shows the distribution of temperature as given by
Stapff, and the distribution of radium as found from typical specimens of the

rocks. There is a correspondence between the two which is obvious, and when
it is remembered that the increase in radio-activity shown at the south end
would have been, according to Staptf", masked by water circulation, the correspond-

ence becomes the more striking. The small radium values in the central parts of

the tunnel are remarkable. The rocks of the Central St. Gothard massif are

apparently exceptionally poor in radium.

At the north end the excess of radium is almost confined to the granite, the

rock to which Staplf ascribed the exceptional temperatures. The radium of the

Usernmulde is probably not very important, seeing that these sediments cannot
extend far downwards. The principal local source of heat appears located more
especially beneath the synclinal fold, for Staptf's table (loc. cit., p. 31) of the

gradients beneath the plain of Andermatt shows a rising gradient to a point about
ii,500 metres from the north entrance of the tunnel. It is observable that the

radio-activity of the granite increases as it approaches the Usernmulde and attains

its maximum (141) where it dips beneath the syncline.

The means of radium-content in the several geological sections into which
the course of the tunnel is divisible are as follows :—

Granite of Finsteraarhorn 77
Usernmulde ........ i'D

St. Gothard massif 3'9

Tessinmulde 34

The central section, however, if considered without reference to geological

demarcations, would, as already observed, come out as barely 3 3. And this is

the value of the radio-activity most nearly applicable to Staptf's thermal sub-

division of the region of low temperature.

If we accept the higher readings obtained iu the granite as indicative of the

radio-active state of this rock beneath the Usernmulde, a satisfactory explanation

of the difference of heat- flow from the central and northern parts of the tunnel is

obtained. Using the difl!erence of gradient as basis of calculation, as before, we
find that a downward extension of about six thousand metres would, if the out-

flow took place in an approximately vertical direcliou, account for the facts

observed by Stapft'. This depth is in agreement with the result as to the down-
ward extension of the St. Gothard rocks as derived from the comparison with the

Simplon rocks.

VVe are by no means in a position to found dogmatic conclusions on such results

;

they can only be regarded as encouragement to pursue the matter further. The
coincidence must be remarkable which thus similarly localises radium and tem-
perature in roughly proportional amounts, and permits us, without undue assump-
tions, to explain such remarkable differences of gradient. There is much work to

be done in this direction, for well-known cases exist where exceptional gradients

in deep borings have been encountered—exceptional both as regards excess and
deficiency.

Eadio-active De2wsits and the Instability of the Crust.

At the meeting of the British Association held last year at Leicester, I read a

note on the thermal effects which might be expected to arise at the base of a
sedimentary accumulation of great thickness due to the contained radium.

The history of mountain building has repeated itself many times: ages of

sedimentation, with attendant sin"king of the crust in the area of deposition,

then upheaval, folding up of the great beds of sediment, and even their over-
thrusting for many miles. So that the mountain ranges of the world are not
constituted from materials rising from below, save in so far as these may form a
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Bustaininf^ core, but of the slowly accumulating deposits of the ages preceding the

upheaval.

The thickness of collected sediments involved in these great events is enormous,
and although uncertainty often attends the estimation of the aggregate depths of

sedimentation, yet when we consider that unconformities between the deposits of
succeeding eras represent the removal of vast masses of sediment to fresh areas

of deposition, and often in such a way as to lead to an under-estimate of the
thickness of deposit, the observations of the geologist may well indicate the minor
and not the major limit. Witness the mighty layers of the Hurouian, Animikean,
and Keweenawan ages where deposits measured in miles of thickness are succeeded
by unrecorded intervals of time, in which we know with certainty that the tireless

forces of denudation laboured to undo their former work Each era represents a
slow and measured pulse in the earth's crust, as if the overloading and sinking of
the surface materials induced the very conditions required for their re-elevation.

Such events, even in times when the crust was thinner and more readily disturbed
than it is now, must have taken vast periods of lime. The unconformity may
represent as long a period as that of accumulation. In these Proterozoic areas
of America, as elsewhere on the globe and throughout the whole of geological

history, there has been a succession in time of foldings of the crust always so

located as to uplift the areas of sedimentation, these upheavals being sundered by
long intervals during which the site of sedimentation was transferred and pre-
paration made for another era of disturbance. However long deferred there seems
to be only the one and inevitable ending, inducing a rhythmic and monotonous
repetition surely indicative of some cause of instability attending the events of
deposition.

The facts have been impressively stated by Dana :
' A mountain range of the

common type, like that to which the Appalachians belong, is made out of the
sedimentary formations of a long preceding era ; beds that were laid down con-
formably, and in succession, until tliey had reached the needed thickness : beds
spreading over a region tens of thousands of square miles in area. The re£rion

over which sedimentary formations were in progress in order to malce, finally, the
Appalachian range, reached from New York to Alabama, and had a breadth
of 100 to 200 miles, .and the pile of horizontal beds along the middle was 10,000 feet

in depth. The pile for the Wahsatch Mountains was 60,000 feet thick, according
to King. The beds for the Appalachians were not laid down in a deep ocean, but
in shallow waters, where a gradual subsidence was in progress ; and they at last,

when ready for the genesis, lay iu a trough 40,000 feet deep, filling the trough
to the brim. It thus appears that epochs of mountain making have occurred onh
after long intervals of quiet in the history of a continent.'

The generally observe! fact that the deposition of sediments in some manner
involves their ultimate upheaval has at various times led to explanations bein"
offered. I think I am safe in saying that although the primary factor, the com-
pressive stress in a crust which has ceased to fit the shrinking world within it,

has probably been correctly inferred, no satisfactory explanation of the connec-
tion between sedimentation and upheaval has been advanced. The mere shifting

upwards of the isogeotherms into the deposits, advanced as a source of local loss

of rigidity by Babbage and Herschel, need not involve any such loss so long as the
original distance of the isogeotherms from the surface is preserved.

We see in every case that only after great thicknesses of sediments have accu-
mulated is the upheaval brought about. This is a feature which must enter as
an essential condition into whatever explanation we propose to offer.

Following up the idea that the sought-for instability is referable to radio-
thermal actions, we will now endeavour to form some approximate estimate of
the rise of temperature which will be brought about at the base of such great sedi-

mentary accumulations as have gone towards mountain building, due to the radium
distributed throughout the materials.

The temperature at the base of a feebly radio-active layer, such as an accumu-
lation of sediments, is defined in part by radio-active energy, in part by its position

relative to the uorroal isogeotherms, whether these latter are in turn due to or

Y y a
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influenced by radio-thermal supplies or not. It is convenient, and I think allow-
able, to consider these two effects separately, and deal with them as if they were
independent, the resultant state being obtained by their summation.

In dealing with the rise of temperature at the base of a radio-active layer we
arrive at an expression which involves the square of the depth. This is "a very
important feature in the investigation, and leads to the result that, for a given
amount of radium, diffuse distribution through a great depth of deposit gives rise

to a higher basal temperature than a more concentrated distribution in a shallower
layer.

But this will not give us the whole effect of such a deposit. Another and an
important factor has to be taken into account. We have seen that the immediate
surface rocks are of such richness in radium as (o preclude the idea that a similar

richness can extend many miles inward.
Now, it is upon this surface layer that the sediments are piled, and as they

grow in thickness this original layer is depressed deeper and deeper, yielding
under the load until at length it is buried to the full depth of the overlying
deposit. This slow and measured process is attended by remarkable thermal
effects. The law of the increase of temperature with the square of the depth
comes in, and we have to consider the temperature effect not merely at the base
of the deposited layer, but that due to the depression and covering over of the
radium-rich materials upon which the sediments were laid down.

The table whicli foUosvs embodies an approximate statement of the thermal
results of various depths of deposit supposed to collect under conditions of crustal

temperature such as prevail in this present epoch of geological history :

—
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however, tliat the assumed factors may be supposed to vary considerably, and yet

the final results prove such as, I believe, caunot be ignored. Indeed those who
are in the way of making such calculations, and who enter into tlie question, will

find that my assumptions are not specially favourable, but are, in fact, made on

quite independent grounds. Again, a certain class of effects has been entirely left

out of account, effects which will go towards enhancing, and in some cases

greatly enhancing, the radio-thermal activity. I refer to the thickening of the

crust arising from tangential pressure, and, at a later stage, the piling up and
overthrusting of mountain building materials. In such cases the temperature of

the deeper parts of the thickened mass must still further rise under the influence

of the contained radium. Tfiese effects only take place, indeed, after yielding has

commenced, but they add to the element of instability wlueh the presence of the

accumulated radio-active deposits occasions, and doubtless increase thermal meta-

morphic actions in the deeper sediments, and result in the refusion of rocks in the

upper part of the crust.'

The effect of accumulated sediment is thus necessarily a reduction in the

thickness of that part of the upper crust which is capable of resisting a com-
pressive stress. Over the area of sedimentation, and more especially along the

deepest line of synclinal depression, the crust of the globe for a period assumes

the properties belonging to an earlier age, yielding up some of the rigidity which
was the slow inheritance of secular cooling. Along this area of wcaln:c>s -from

its mode of formation generallj^ much elongated in form— the stressed crust for

many hundreds, perliaps thousands, of miles finds relief, and flexure takes place

in the only possible direction ; that is, on the whole upwards. In this way the

prolonged anticline bearing upwards on its crest the whole mass of deposits is

formed, and so are born the mountain ranges in all their diversity of form and
structure.

We have in these effects an intervention of radium in the dynamics of the

earth's crust, which must have influenced the entire history of our globe, and
which, I believe, affords a key to the instability of the crust. For after the

events of mountain building are accomplished, stability is not attained, but in

presence of the forces of denudation tlie whole sequence of events has to commence
over again. Every fresh accession of snow to the firn, every passing cloud con-

tributing its small addition to the torrent, assists to spread out once more on the

floor of the ocean the heat-producing substance. With this rhythmic succession

of events appear bound up those positive or negative movements of the strand

which cover and uncover the continents, and have swayed the entire course of

evolution of terrestrial life.

Oceanic Deposits.—The displacements of the crust which we have been con-

sidering are now known to be by no means confined to the oceanic margins. The
evidence seems conclusive that long continued movements have been in progress

over certain areas of the sea floor, attended with the formation of those numerous
volcanic cones upon which the coral island finds foundation. Here there are

jdainly revealed signs of instability and yielding of the crust (although, perhaps,

of minor intensity) such as are associated with the greater movements which
terminate in mountain building. I think it will be found, when the facts are

considered, that we have here phenomena continuous with those already dealt

with, and although the conditional element of a sufficient sedimentary accumula-

tion must remain speculative, the evidence we possess is in favour of its existence.

One of the most interesting outstanding problems ofdeep-sea physiography is that

of the rates of accumulation of the several sorts of deposit. In the case of the more
rapidly collecting sediments there seems uo serious reason why the matter should

not be dealt with observationally, I hope it may be accomplished in our time.

' Professor C. iSchmidt (Basel) has recently given reasons for the view that the

Mesozoio schists of the Simplon at the period of their folding were probably from
15,000 to 20,000 metres beneath the surface {Ec. Geol. Helvetica, vol. ix. No. 4,

p. 590). As another instance consider the compression of the Laramide range
(Dawson, Bull. Gcol. Soc. Am., xii. p. 87).
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For my present purpose I should like to know wliat may or may not be assumed
in discussing the accumulation of radio-active sediments on the ocean floor.

As regards the rate of collection of the non-calcareous deposits, the nearest

approach to an estimate is, I think, to be obtained from the exposed oceanic deposits

of Barbados. In the well-known paper of Jukes Brown and Harrison* on the

geology of that island, it is shown that the siliceous radiolarian earths and red

clays aggregate to a thickness of about 300 feet. These materials are true

oceanic deposits, devoid of terrigenous substances. They collected very probably

during Pliocene and, perhaps, part of Pleistocene times. Now, there is evidence

to lead us to date the beginning of the Pliocene as anything from one million to

three million years ago. The mean of these estimates gives a rate of collection

of 5 millimetres in a century. This sounds a very slow rate of growth, but it is

too fast to be assumed for such deposits generally. More recent observations

might, indeed, lead us to lengthen the period assigned to the deposition of these

oceanic beds ; for if, following Professor Spencer,- we ascribe their deposition to

I'jocene times, a less definite time-interval is indicated ; but the rate could hardly

have been less than three millimetres in a century. The site of the deposit was
probably favourable to rapid growth.

We have already found a maximum limit to the average thickness of true

oceanic sediments ; and such as would obtain over the ocean floor if the rate of col-

lection was everywhere the same and had so continued during the past. If there is

one thing certain, however, it is that the rates of accumulation vary enormously.

The 1,200 or 1,500 feet of chalk in the British Cretaceous, collected in one rela-

tively brief period of submergence, would alone establish this. Huxley inferred

that the chalk collected at the rate of one inch in a year. SoUas showed that the

rate was more probably one inch in forty years. Sir John Murray has advanced
evidence that in parts of the Atlantic the cables become covered with Globigeriua

ooze at the rate of about 10 inches in a century. Finally', tlieu, we must take it

that the fair allowance of one-seventh of a mile may be withheld in some areas

and man)' times exceeded in others.

Now it is remarkable that all the conditions for rapid deposition seem to pre-

vail over those volcanic areas of the I'acific from which ascend to the surface the

coral islands—abundant pelagic life and comparatively shallow depths. Indeed,

I may remind you that the very favourable natui-e of the conditions enter into the

well-known theory of coral island formation put forward by Murray.
The islands arise from depths of between 1,000 and :i,000 fathoms. These

nreas are covered with Globigerina ooze having a radio-activity of about 7 or 8.

U'he deeper-lying deposits around—red clay and radiolarian ooze—show radio-

activities up to and over 60. From these no volcanic islands spring.

These facts, however, so far from being opposed to the view that the radio-

activity and crustal disturbance are connecteJ, are in its favour. For while those

rich areas testify to the supply of radio-acive materials, the slow rate of growth
prevailing deprives those deposits of that characteristic depth which, if I may put

it so, is of more consequence than a high radio-activit}'. For the rise in tem-

perature at the base of a deposit, as already pointed out, is proportional to the

square of the thickness; in reality the dilution of the supplies of uranium which
reach the calcareous oozes flooring the disturbed areas is a necessary condition

for any efl^ective radio-thermal actions.

It might appear futile to consider the matter any closer where so little is

known. But in order to give an idea of the quantities involved I may state that,

if my calculations are correct, a rate of deposit comparable with that of the chalk

prevailing for ten million years would, on assumptions similar to those already

explained when discussing the subject of mountain building, occasion a rise of the

deeper isogeothnrms by from 20 to 30 per cent, of their probable normal depth.

In making these deductions as to the influence of radium in sedimentary

deposits, I have so far left out of consideration the question of the time which mus

.

» Q.J.G.S., xlviii. p. 210. « Jbid., Iviii. p. 354 et seq.
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elapse in order that tlie final temperature-rise in the sediments must be attained.

The question we have to answer is: Wil] the rate of rise of temperature due tc

radium keep pace with the rate of deposition, or must a certain period elapse after

the sedimentation is completed to any particular depth, before the basal tempera-

ture proper to the depth is attained ?

The answer appears to be, on an approximate method of solution, that for rates

of deposition such as we believe to prevail in terrigenous deposits— even so great

as one foot in a century, and up to depths of accumulation of 10 kilometres and even

more—the heating waits on the sedimentation. Or, in other words, there is

thermal equilibrium at every stage of growth of the deposit; and the basal tem-

perature due to radio-active heating may at any instant be computed by the con-

ductivity equation. For accumulations of still greater magnitude the final and

maximum temperature appears to lag somewhat behind the rate of deposition.

From this we may infer that the great events of geological history have

primarily waited upon the rates of denudation and sedimentation. The sites of

the terrigenous deposits and the marginal oceanic precipitates have many times

been convulsed during geological time because the rates of accumulation thereon

have been rapid. The comparative tranquillity of the ocean floor far removed

from the land may be referred to the absence of the inciting cause of disturbance.

If, however, favourable conditions prevail for such a period that the local

accumulations attain the sufficient depth, here, too, the stability must break

down and the permanency be interrupted.

Upheaval of tlie ocean floor, owing to the laws of deep-sea sedimentation,

should be attended with effects accelerative of deposition—a fact which may not

be without influence. But although ultimately sharing the instability of the

continental margins, the cycle of change is tuned to a slower periodicity. From
the operation of these causes, possibly, have come and gone those continents

which many believe to have once replaced the wastes of the oceans, and which

with all their wpalth of life and scenic beauty have disappeared so completely

that they scarce have left a wreck behind. But those forgotten worlds may be

again restored. The rolled-up crust of the earth is still rich in energy borrowed
from earlier times, and the slow but mighty influences of denudation and deposi-

tion are for ever at work. And so, perchance, in some remote age the vanished

Gondwana Land, the lost Atlantis, may once again arise, the seeds of resurrection

even now being sown upon their graves from the endless harvests of pelagic life.

APPENDIX A.

Convective Movement of Uranium to the Earth's Surface (p. 680).—The estimate

of temperature given assumes (1) that the mass of igneous material is spherical,

and (2) that its surface is kept at constant teoaperature, heat escaping freely.

The first assumption is in favour of increasing the estimate of temperature, and

probably would not generally be true, especially of a mass moving upwards. The
second assumption tends to give a lower estimate of temperature, and is certainly

misleading, as the surrounding materials are non-conducting, and must favour the

accumulation of radio-active heat.

On assumptions (1) and (2) and on Barus' results for the thermal expansion of

diabase between 1100° and 1500°,' and results of my own on basalt,* which are

in approximate agreement, and assuming the mean excess of temperature to be
500° and the surrounding material to be at a fluid temperature, the force of

buoyancy comes out at over 60 dynes per cubic centimetre of the spherical mass.

This is an under-estimate.

If we may assume that the Deccan Trap is indeed an instance of such an over-

heated mass escaping at the surface, and that similar radio-active masses rising up
from beneath at various times in the past may have afl'ected the crust, we have at

our disposal a local source of energv of plutonic origin which may account for much.

» Phil Mag., xxxv. p. 173. ' Trans. Ji.J).S., vi. p. 208.
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APPENDIX B.

Sedimentation and Rise of Geotherms (p. 692) —The depth of the upper radio-

active layer is, of course, unknown. We possess, however, the means of arriving

at some idea of what it must be. The quantitative thermal conditions impose

a mnjor limit to its average thickness, and the indications of injected rocks suggest

ft minor limit.

It will be found that if 2'6 x 10-" calories is the heat output of the whole
earth per annum, and if we assign only one-fifth of this amount to cooling due
to decay of the uranium, then, on the assumption that the earth is no longer

losing any part of its original store of heat, we have about 2 •;
10'-" representing

radium heating. From this the allowance of terrestrial radium per square centi-

metre inwards is 2'3xl0 ' grams. This would give a major limit. But it is

almost certain that some of this radium is located in more deeply seated parts of

the earth. If we take 10~^ as contained in the normal radio-active surface layer,

and assume (what according to my experiments should not be far from the truth)

that the average radio-activity is 8, we arrive at a thickness of 12 kilometres.

Some such mean value is necessitated by the evidence we derive from the

radio-activity of igneous rocks. These rocks must in many cases be derived from

considerable depths. Such outflows as the Deccau may indicate local sub-crustal

conditions; so also may the eruptions of certain volcanic areas. But those

extrusions which have attended mountain building, more especially its closing-

phases, appear to indicate general conditions, and involve the existence of such

radio-active materials at considerable depths. If we assume a thickness for the

radio-active part of the crust much less than the 12 kilometres, difficulties are met
with on this line of reasoning.'

Proceeding now to the derivation of the results given in the table, p. 692.

The equation k6 = qhx(l) — _) (where 6 is the temperature at the depth x,

D being the total depth of the radio-active layer, q the radium per c.c. in grams,

h the heat output of one gram of radium per second, k the thermal conductivity)

is easily derived by considering the conditions of thermal flow in the layer,

supposed to lose heat only at the surface.'-

The aggregate depths of radio-active material in the several cases of sedimen-
tary deposit assumed in my Address amount to 18, 20, 22, 24, and 2G kilometres.

I assume the mean radio-activity to be 3'5, and the average conductivity to be
4xl0~^, From this the basal temperatures are found, as due to radio-thermal

actions. These temperatures are to be augmented by the temperatures proper to

the several depths, which depend upon the couducted interior heat. To estimate

these we require to apportion the ob.served average surface gradient (taken as

32 metres per degree) between radio-active effects in the upper layer and the flow

of heat from within. The radio-thermal gradient comes out at about 75 metres

;

the inner gradient is accordingly 56 metres. Hence the total temperature at the

base of each radio-active mass is obtained. But the geotherms proper to the

several depths, 18, 20, &c., kilometres, under conditions prevailing elsewhere in

the crust, are easily found from the value of 6 for the normal layer (82° C), and
adding the temperature due to interior heat. From the difference of the tempera-
tures we, finally, find the rise of the geotherms.

As conveyed in my Address, I have found on several difierent values of the

thickness and radio-active properties of the surface layer, results in every case

showing large values for the rise of the geotherms. The data assumed above are

by no means the most favourable.

' See p. 093, ante, and foot-note as bearing on the possible displacement of the
geotherms.

? See Strutt, Troc. R.S„ Ixxvii. p, 483,
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The following Papers were then read :

—

1. The Geology of the Dublin District.

By Professor Grenville A. J. Cole, F.G.S.

2. On the Cave of Castlepook, near Doneraile, Co. Cork.
By R. J. UssHEB, H. J. Seymoub, E. T. Newton, and R. F. Schabff,

Castlepook Cave, north of Doneraile, leads into an extensive series of deep
parallel galleries in limestone. Most of them are narrow, with vertical sides up
to a certain level, where the walls recede with a wide sweep, forming an arched
tunnel. Near the top of this the galleries are still spanned in places by an ancient
stalagmite floor. Some of the sand on which the latter was formed" is still ad-
hering to it underneath. Beds of saud filled the lower parts of many galleries. This
sand contained, sometimes down to 12 feet, numerous remains, chiefly of reindeer.

The geological evidence as to the age of the cave is unsatisfactory. Only
rolled ar.d unstriated pebbles have yet been discovered in the cave and lio foreign
erratic. This would seem to indicate that the material now in the cave, and
hence the cave itself, is pre-glacial in age, for otherwise a pebble of the granite
known to be widely distributed throughout the overlying boulder-clay might
reasonably have been e.xpected to occur amongst the large number of boulders
found in the various passages. No such pebble has, however, been found.
The inference, therefore, on more or less negative evidence, is that the cave was
formed in pre-glacial times.

The bird remains found in the cave call for no special remarks. ]More than half
are referable to the domestic fowl, turkey, and duck, though some of the latter
may belong to the wild form. Like the bones of the rook, which are also
numerous, they may have been brought in recently by foxes. Tbo remainder all

belong to such species as are now found in the neigbourhood.
The mammalian remains are of a very different character. It is true tliat

the bones of the rabbit, sheep, ox, horse, pig, fox, i-at, and rat teem mostly of
comparatively recent origin. By far the greatest number of the bones found
belong to the reindeer and bear. The exceedingly numerous bone splinters, the
gnawed bones of reindeer, and the presence of many bones of old and young
hvffinas seem to indicate coexistence in Ireland of the latter and the typically
arctic species. The hyana, which had not previously been known to have ever
inhabited Ireland, is closely related to that now living in South Africa. Other
animals whose remains were probably dragged into the cave by hytenas, are the
mammoth, Irish elk, red deer, and wolf Among the smaller mammals the bones
and teeth of the Arctic Lemming {Dicrostony.v torguatus) and of the Scandi-
navian Lemming {Lemmus lemmus) are very abundant. They may have been
brought in by the Arctic fox.

No human remains or implements were found except parts of modern iron tools
and charred wood indicating the presence of man only within quite recent times.

In so far as Ireland is not generally believed to have been joined to England
by land in glacial or post-glacial times, the presence in the country of the
mammoth, Irish elk, and hyaena apparently confirms the opinion, arrived at from
geological evidence, that Castlepook Cave must be a pre-glacial one. This view
is supportedby the absence of many animals from Ireland which seem to have
made their first appearance in England during the glacial period.

3. Probable Cretaceous and Cainozoic Outliers off the Coast of Co. Kerry,
By Professor Grenville A. J, Cole, F.G.S.

The dredgings made since 1901 by the Fisheries Braach of the Department
of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland have amply supported the
conclusions then put forward,' to the efl'ect that the geological structure of the

' Cole and Crook, Re^port on Fisheries of Irelandfor 1901.
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sea- floor off western Ireland can he deduced from a study of the stents lying on
it from point to point. The most interesting recent results are the d'scovery of
abundant flints, chalk, gkuconitic chalk, and two specimens of Miliolin-- limestone
in dredgings off the coast of Kerry. Mr. Worth's observations in 1908 on similar
materials in the English Channel thus receive confirmation from areas much
further west, and it is clear that both the Cretaceous and Eocene seas extended
to an unknown distance in that direction, though we can trace their boundaries
fairly on the north-west. Many of the flints of southern Ireland may have been
derived from local strata rather than from ice -borne drift.

4. On a Section of the Lower Coal Measures at Emerald Pit, Dungannon.
By H. Bolton, F.R.S.E., F.G.S.

A shaft was sunk in 1894-5 some little distance to the north of the old
Prumgla's colliery, and was carried to a depth of 197 yards, penetrating five coal-

seams before reaching the Main Coal, which was known to the miners as the
' Congo ' seam. During the course of the sinking a measured section was
obtained of the strata passed through, and a collection of fossils brought together.
After work had commenced on the deeper coal-seams, water broke into the
colliery on two occasions, causing its abandonment. A generalised section of the
measures passed through is as follows :

—

yds.

Strata 46
Coal (inferior)

Strata . . ' 3
Coal

1.

ft. in.

2 7

1 10

2 n
2.

Strata 6.5

Coal (in thin pat tings with shale) 2

Strata 44
Coal

Coal

f
Top Coal
Brown Shale
Coal .

Inferior Coal
I Coal .

Strata .

Coal

11

3

10

Down to the level of the 4ih Coal, the strata consisted mainly of red,

yellow, and grey sandstones, with grey bind partings. Below tbe 4th Coal, black
and grey shales predominated. At a depth of 133 yards from the surface occurred
a black shale containing a typical Lower Coal measures marine fauna.

The following species have been determined :

—

Brachiopoda—
Discina nitida.

Lingula gquamiformh.
Sjiirijera trigonalis.

Camarophoria isorhynoha ?

Chonetes, sp.

Pelecypoda—
Sangninolitest pUcatus, Portlock.

J^'uoula gihhosa.

Nvculana attemiaia.

ProtoscJdzodvs axiniformis.

Paralliiodon, of, Vernnnlliamis, deKon,

Gasteropoda—
Pletirotomaria, cf. gemmulifera.

Cephalopoda—
Orthoceras Konincldanum 1 d'Orb.

Vermes—
Scrpulitcs membranaceous.

Fishes—
Falaeoniscid scale and tooth,
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5. On the Raised Beeches of the Liffay Valley.

By G. H. KiNAHAN.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

The following Papers and Report were read :

—

1 . 0)1 the Igneous Rocks of the Outer Blasket Islands.

By Professor J. Joly, F.R.S.

2. The Laterite and Bauxite Zone, of North-East Ireland.

By Professor Grenville A. J. Cole, F.G.S.

This paper was merely explanatory of an exhibit of the types of rock fornaed

during the interval between the basaltic eruptions in the north of Ireland in

Eocene times. It was urged, in agreement with the views of Richardson and Tate

and Holden, that the red lateritic zone represents basalt altered in situ even down
to depths of 40 feet, the so-called 'volcanic bombs' in the layer being residual

lumps of less altered basalt. Such a type of alteration is clearly connected with

the climatic conditions of Eocene times. Some of the pisolitic irnn-ore may have
accumulated on the surface of the laterite in pools formed during the rainy seasons.

The pale bauxites are derived from sporadic eruptions of rhyolite, and the

bi-pyramidal crystals of quartz in them prove this over a wide area. The thin

bauxitic layer, occurring as it does above the pisolitic iron-ore, may be in pare

formed by wind-borne material.

3. The Igneous and Associated Sedimentary Rocks of the Tourmakeady
District, Co. Mayo. By C. I. Gardiner and Professor S. H. Reynolds.

The oldest rocks are a series of grits, conglomerates, black slates, cherts, and
tuffs exposed along the eastern side of the area. The slates have yielded a large

series of graptolites, which indicate that the rocks are of Upper Arenig age.

Further to the west occur gritty tuffs and limestones, often of a peculiar brecciated

character, which have yielded a considerable series of fossils of Llandeilo type.

Quartz felsites, probably both intrusive and contemporaneous (rhyolites), play a

very prominent part throughout the district.

4. The Lower Palmozoic Rocks around Killary Harbour, Co. Galivay,

and Co. Mayo. By E. G. Carruthers and H. B. Muff.

The following succession was found in the Ordovician and Silurian rocks
around Killary Harbour :

—
1. Tetragraptus zone (Middle Arenig).—Black shales and cherts, 60 feet

thick, with Tetragraptus (four species), Dichograptas octobrachiatus, Didymo-
graplus e.vtensus, and other lorms, including two species of Diplograptus new to

the British Isles but known in North America.
2. Diplograptus dentatus zone (Upper Arenig).

(a) Leenane Grits, following conformably above the cherts on the south

shore of Killary Harbour. Conglomeratic grits with slate bauds
coming in towards the west in Rossroe, and a lenticular bed of
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))reccialed limestone about 1,000 feet from the base. About 2,600 feet

thick (top not seen). Diplograijhts dcntatus, PhijUograptus, Didipno-
graptus extensus, and D.fasciculatus^.

{h) Doolougb Slates, on north side of Killary Harbour. Green slates, with
subordinate grit bands, with Diployraptus dentatus, Phyllograptus
(four species) and other forms, including a N. American species of
Glossograptiis and a new form, G. accmthus. E. it W. MS.

.3, Mireelrea Grits (Llandeilo and (?) Bala).—Current-bedded red and greyish-

green, felspathic grits, resting conformably on the Doolougb Slates. Apparently
12,000 feet thich (top not seen). Green shale bands in lowest 3,000 feet, with
Q'/y.'/'f f"d brachiopods. Uppermost 9,000 feet barren.

4. Oirenduff Beds (Upper Llandovery and Wenlock).—Basal breccia, with
fragments of schist, rests uncoiiformably on theConnemara Crystalline Schists and
is succeeded by red mud-stones, barren green grits, calcareous grits with
brachiopods, a coarse conglomerate containing quartzite boulders, and a thick series

of grey v.-acke grits and green sandy shales, in all about 5,300 feet thick. About
!i,300 feet from the top is a band containing Motiograptitg Riccartonensis, and
about 300 feet from the top another containing Monograptus vomerinus and other

fossils.

.O. Salroch Slates (Ludlow).—A monotonous series of dull Indian red and
pale green slates overlying Owenduft" Beds conformably. A few bands contain
Lingida Davisi, L. Symondsi, &c. About 3,000 feet tliiclc (top not seen).

The strata are arranged in a general east and west syncline through which,
along the south side of Killary Harbour, runs the great reversed fault of Salrock
Pass, hading to the north, and bringing- up Arenig rocks on to Ludlow and
AVenlock beds.

All the rocks are more or less cleaved, but the folding is on the whole quite

gentle, although in the northern part of the district the Doolougb Slates show
considerable compression and packing from the north against the great mass of

the Mwcelrea Grits, and at the same time an appreciable development of seri-

ciiic mica.

The Arenig conglomerates contain boulders of quartzose schist identical with
some of the Counemara Crystalline Schists. Hence the latter were metamorphosed
before Arenig times, and are prebumably of Archrean age.

f). Notes on the Petrography of Egypt. By W. F. Hume, D.Sc.

1. The ancient core of the North-east African continent consists of the

Cataract and Sudan Banded Gneisses, which may represent a very ancient

igneous magma. They are usually much veined by granitic dykes.
2. In certain places in the Arabian Desert, Cataracts, &c., these underlie highly

metamorphosed Schists (the Mica-Schists of Sikait, the Calcareous Schists of Um
Garaiart and Haimar and of the Amara Cataracts, also the Dolomites of the

latter region), which are sharply separated from the Banded Gneisses, and are

possibly the oldest sedimentary representatives in Egypt.
3. The greater part of the mountainous regions of the Eastern De.sert and

Sinai are occupied by two types of rock, a schistose constituent overlying or being
surrounded by the acid member (o) the first-named, the Dokhan Volcanic Rocks
and Schists, are partly volcanic in origin and partly sedimentary, the former being
represented by lavas of various types, while the latter are clearly altered sedi-

mentary strata (grits, conglomerates, &c.). No fossils have yet been found, but
they have their nearest analogues in the latest pre-Cambrian and Cambrian series.

Here are included some of the most interesting rocks of Egypt, such as the Imperial
Porphyry and the Breccia Verde Antico.

(6) The igneous member intruded into these ancient sediments, &c., includes
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a great diversity of igneous rocks, varying from highly basic to acid types. Contact
phenomena of complex nature occur at the junctions of « and b.

4. Bed Granite and Dyke Rocks, whose parallelism and extent of distribution

present one of the most conspicuous features of the Eastern Desert of Egypt, mark
the final eruptive action before Carboniferous times.

5. Three periods of volcanic activity have been subsequently noted.

(a) In Western Sinai in late Carboniferous times.

(h) An undated series of eruptions interbedded with the base of the Nubian
Sandstone or intrusive into it with marked contact alterations,

(c) The Basic Intrusions near Cairo and the fayum, &c., which ai'e intimately
associated with the Oligocene Continental Period in Egypt.

6. The Chemical Composition and Optical Characters of Dolomite
Crystalsfrom Algeria. By A. Hutchinson, M.A., Ph.D.

Fine crystals of dolomite are found at Biskra. As the material is perfectly

colourless and transparent, it was thought that a careful chemic.il and optical

examination would be of interest.

The results of an analysis were as follows :

—

or FeCO, . . . 1-22

„ CaCO, . . . 5409
„ MgCd, . . . 45-20

FeO
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angle as read on the lower row of numbers, and the divisions themselves correspond

to degrees stereograph ically projected on a diameter.

Since the graduation of Op is identical with that of the ordinary rectangular

protractor, this scale may be used in the usual way for setting-otF angles. So far

as special applications are concerned, the two scales Op and OA, used separately

cr in conjunction, enable us to solve with ease the following problems of con-
struction :

—

(1) To project on any diameter the position of a point P, of which the angular
distance from the primitive or from the North pole is known. In the figure P ia

the projection of a point 50° from the primitive.

(2) To draw through any point P a great circle BFD perpendicular to that

projected in AOC. The centre of this circle lies at n, a point which has the same
reading on the right-hand scale that P has on the left.

(3) To find the pole P' of any projected great circle BPD, or in general to

find the point 90° removed from a given point and lying in the same diameter.

(4) To find the projected position p of a face pai'allel to a face of which the

projected position P is known. In other words, to find the point diametrically

opposite to any given point.

(5) To draw small circles about any given point.

The protractor may also be employed with advantase in constructing gnomonic

projections, as points of which the North polar distances are known can be plotted

at once from the scale Op. It will also be found useful in measuring the angle?

between faces and zones on the completed projection.

8. Notes on the Microscopical Structure of the Derbyshire Limestones.

By H. H. Arnold-Bemrose, Sc.D., F.G.8.

These notes form only a brief sketch of the results of a cursory examination

of some four hundred thin slices of Derbyshire limestone in the author's collection.

The specimens have been examined from a petrographical lather than from a

paleeontological point of view. The classification of microscopical types given in

this short paper must be considered as provisional because of the few specimens

examined from a large area of country, and from a thickness of over 1,800 feet

of limestone shales and mountain limestone, in addition to the Permian lime-

stones.

I. Limestone Shales and Mountain Limestone.

These may be divided into fine and coarse grained rocks.

Fine-grained limestone, as eeen in the black lim^stoiie ghales in the black
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Upper beds of mountain limestone, associated with chert, and in some beds of

white mountain limestone. These rocks have little definite structure under the

microscope. In some cases, especially in the limestone shales, they contain sponge
spicules.

Some of the massive white limestones have a micro-granular or micro-oolitic

structure, like the limestones above the upper lava flow of Millers Dale. The
granules consist of pellets and small oolitic grains with minute fragments of

organisms.

Many limestones, both black and white, are composed mainly of foraminifera,

with or without minute shell fragments, often enclo'ed in a calcite cement.
(Foraminifera are present in most of the specimens examined.)

The coarse-grained limestones consist of granular and shelly limestones. The
granular type includes the oolitic and the pebbly. One or both of these may be
present in the same thin slice. The oolitic grains often ha\e a nucleus of a fossil

fragment. The pebbles consi&t of previously consolidated limestone, with fossil

contents, and are evidently detrital. The granular structure is found at various

horizons, and in many parts of the mountain limestone district. It frequently

occurs above a bed of clay or of volcanic tuff, and has probably been formed in

shallow water. The interspaces between the pebbles, oolitic grains and fossil

fragments form about 25 per cent, of the whole rock. They are composed of
crystalline calcite, and, according to Dr. Sorby's experiments, the rock has been
subjected to considerable pressure previously to the infiltration of calcite. The
shelly limestones contain fragments of brachiopods and productus which are

waterworn. In some rocks there is a more or less laminated structure, resulting

in a compact limestone, with few if any interspaces ; in others the shell frag-

ments have interspaces between them. Often associated with the granular lime-

stones are fossils which have not been previously described, aud which may be
new forms of calcareous algae.

Metamorphic Limestones.

Metamorphism by contact with intrusive igneous rocks is found both below
and above the latter. The limestones have become marmorised or converted into

crystalline calcite.

Metasomatic Limestones

consist of a replacement of the original limestone by crystilline silica or quartz,
or by the doable carbonate of lime and magnesia.

The former results in a rock consisting entirely of quartz, The changes from
a limestone free from quartz, through limestones with quartz crystals and a
quartzose limestone to a quartz rock, may be easily traced.

The latter change takes pla^e when the carbonate of lime has been replaced
by dolomite. In this case specimens can he obtained showing the various stages

of replacement.

II. The Ferynian Limestones

in the eastern part of the county consist of more or less well-defined rhombohedra
of dolomite with few angular grains of quartz. The white and red sandstones of
the same district, which apparently lie below the limestones, contain more
numerous angular grains of quartz in a dolomitic base, and compose about one-
fourth of the rock. The latter rocks may therefore be termed dolomitic sandstones
or quartzose dolomites.

On the Occurrence of Native Iron in the Deccan Bascdt.

By Professor J. Joly, F.R.S.
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10. The Tourmaline Rocks of Cwm Dwythwc, near Llanberis {North
Wales). By W. G. Fearnsides, M.A.

Some years ago, when examining sands from the neighbourhood of

Caernarfon, I found that both the river sands of the Seiont and the beach sands of

the Menai contain tourmaline. In order to trace the mineral to its source I have
since examined the heavy mineral residues of the sands of nearly all the tribu-

taries of the Seiont, and find that all those which flow across the Cambrian Slate

Belt contain either needles or broken grains of brown tourmaline. The sand from
the Afon Arddu (whose delta parts the two lakes of Llanberis) is exceptional, and
is verj' rich in well-formed trigonal prisms of blue tourmaline. The sand from the

Afon Hwch, its tributary from between Moel Eilio and Moel Goch, is even more
surprising, and in the sand from the spits along the flatter reaches of this burn
tourmaline can generally be distinguished with a poclcet lens.

I have therefore mapped the Cwm Dwythwc on the 6-inch scale, and in

mapping have found the tourmaline rocks in situ. They are mostly coarse grits,

grits, flags, and slaty flags, and occur along the horizon of the unconformity

between Cambrian and Ordovician rocks. The tQurmaline is not clastic but lias

been formed in situ from the feldspathic ground-paste of the grits or flags, ar.d

clustered new-formed needles enter and pierce the quartz pebbles of the grit or

the chloritoid ground mass of the slate in a most fascinating manner. There

has been much thrust-faulting along the unconformity, but no large intrusive

mass of igneous rock has been observed within five miles of the locality. Tour-
maline new-formed in the slate and the remains of tuning-fork graptolites can

be found within three or four inches of each other. The tourmaline is a soda-

bearing variety.

11. Note on the Occurrence of {so-called) Cave Pearls.

By Harold Brodrick, M.A.

Cave pearls, as they were first called in ' Cave Hunting ' CProfessor Boyd
Dawk ins), seem to be of comparatively rare occurrence. They consist of a nucleus

of some foreign material, frequently a small pebble of Yoredale rock (in one ease a

small fragment of lead ore) coated by numerous concentric rings of calcite. All those •

that I have found have been formed under similar conditions; they have all been

found in what might be called nests in the rock, into which drops of water have

fallen at comparatively long intervals from a considerable height. Each falling

drop will have the tendency slightly to turn the nucleus, and also, by deposition,

to coat it with a thin film of carbonate of calcium ; this depo.^ition is continued

until what is called a cave pearl is formed, ranging in diameter from 0-5 cm. up

to 2 cm.
The three types with which I am acquainted come from three separate caves :

(1) The Blue John (Derbyshire). This type consists of a nucleus of Yoredale

Sandstone covered with layers of calcite, which become harder towards the out-

side, the exterior being extremely hard, smooth, and opaque ; sp. gr. 2*75. (2) The
Bagshawe (Derbyshire). This type consists in many cases of a nucleus of Yoredale

Sandstone, or, in one case at least, of lead ore ; the concentric deposit in this type

is somewhat translucent, the outer surface is slightl}- crystalline; sp. gr. 2-71.

(3) Marble Arch (Co. Fermanagh). This type has a nucleus of Yoredale Sand-

stone, while the covering is composed of carbonate which seems to have included

in it a considerable admixture of contained mud ; the colour is a dirty grey, and

the deposit is comparatively soft; sp. gr. 2-40. As will be seen from the specific

gravity in each case, the deposit is in the form of calcite, a condition which might

be anticipated from the mode of occurrence. I have carefully examined active

streams in numerous caves for similar formations, but have been unable to find

them. The caves in which they have been found (to my knowledge) are Caldy

Island (Boyd Dawkins), the Blue John Cave (two nests), the Bagshawe Cave (one

nest), about thirty pearls; Marbte Arch Cave (one nest), at least a hundred
pearls.
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12. The Derivation of Sand and Clay from Granite.

By Professor W. Boyd Uawkins, D.Sc, F.R.S.

The decomposition of granite by the attack of the carbonic acid in the rain-water
on the soluble crystalline elements of granite results in the formation of a surface-

covering more or less complete over the solid rock which can only be studied
in non-glnciated regions. It is conspicuous by its absence from the ice-swept
granite areas of the Lake country, of Scotland, and of Ireland, and of Middle and
Northern Europe.

The quartz in the granite has resisted decomposition, and where the finer

products of decomposition have been swept away form a coarse sand, each grain
presenting an irregular surface indented by the feldspars and micas as thoy cooled
from the heated magma. These are traceable more or less through a lai'ge

number of sandstones, and more especially through those of the Millstone Grits
and Coal-measures of Middle and Northern England.

The attack of the rain-water containing carbonic acid on the micas results in

the decomposition of the biotite and to a lesser degree of the muscovite, while
the soluble feldspars, such as orthoclase, are completely dissolved, constituting
hydrated silicates of alumina and new minerals such as kaolinite and secondary
minutely crystalline muscovite. All these occur in the china clay of Cornwall
and Devon, and are invariably associated with grains of quartz, primary mica,
and tourmaline present in the unaltei'ed granite. All these elements occur in

all the samples ranging from the purest china clay through the whole series

which have as yet been examined, with the addition of others of local derivation.

These facts indicate that granite has been one of the chief sources, not merely
of the arenaceous, but also of the argillaceous rocks. It is not improbable that
both may ultimatel'^^ be proved to have been derived from the siliceous acid layer
believed by Dnrocher and Haughton to have been the first to become solid in the
cooling globe.

1:^. Interim Jieport on the Microseopical and Chemical Compositioii of
Charmvood Bocks.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

The following Papers and Reports were read :
—

1. Glacial Erosion in North Wales, By Professor W. M. Davis.

The mountains of the Snowdon district are believed to represent a group of
monadnocks which surmounted the peneplain to which a large part of the region
was reduced in Tertiary time. The valleys between the monadnocks were some-
what deepened by normal erosive processes, in consequence of a general elevation
of the region in late Tertiary time. As a result, the topography of the Snowdon
district in immediately pre-glacial time may be described as exhibiting a group of
well-subdued mountains, drained through valleys of somewhat sharpened form'. The
difference between the forms thus described and the forms seen to-day in the
Snowdon district is very great, both in amount and in kind, and cannot be
accounted for by normal erosion during glacial and post-glacial time. But the
difference is, in amount aud kind, just what might result from glacial action, if it

be postulated that glaciers are effective eroding agencies. The depth of glacial
erosion in certain cwms and valleys is believed to have been 400, GOO, or 800 feet

;

the breadth of glacial erosion must have been of even greater measure.

1908. %z
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2. The Buratioil dnd Direction of Large Earthquake^
By Dr. John Milne, F.R.S.

Small earthquakes, as for example those which occur in this country, have a dura-
tion ofa \'ew seconds near to their origin. At places 50 or 100 miles distaut they may
not be recordable. The duration, therefore, has varied between a few seconds and
zero. With many large earthquakes, however, this decay during transmission is

not appreciable, and duration near to their antipodes may be as great as it is near
to their orifrin. Duration as one of these disturbances travels, rather than decreas-
ing, at times appears to increase. The greatest duration is at about 90° distance
from an origin. That which occurs may be compared with what we observe after
a flask of water has been tilted. The contents oscillate like a pendulum, and any
one part of the fluid comes to rest about the same time as any other part.

Another observation in connection with recent seismological observations is

that large earthquakes travel furthest in particular directions. I have taken
seventy-nine large disturbances with fairly well-known origins south of the Cau-
casus, north of India, and to the east or south of Japan. These e;irthquakes have
travelled further to the west than to the east, and there has only been a small
percentage of them that have found their way across the equator, to observatories
in the southern hemisphere.

3. Report on the Excavation of Critical Sections in the Palceozoic Rocks
of Wales and the West of England.—See Reports, p. 231,

4. The Soiifriere of St, Vincent : the Changes subsequent to the Eruption
of 1902. ByDv. Tempest Anderson, F.G.S.

In 1002 the author visited St. Vincent, along with Dr. Flett, after the then
recent eruption. In 1907 ha revisited the island and examined the changes that
had taken place in the new deposits.

In 1902 an incandescent avalanche descended into the valleys which occupy
the great tranverse depression across the island to the south of the Soufriere, and
in particular the Wallibu Valley was tilled for a great part of its course to a
depth of at least 100 feet, but less near its mouth. lu this deposit of red-hot
material the secondary pheuomena of re-excavation of the valley by the river,
the falls of hot ash, the steam explosions, aud the flows of boiling mud took
place, aud are described in the Report, Part I.^ In 1907 almost the whole of
tliis ash had been washed away, but a fragment remained in the shape of a terrace,
GO to 80 feet high, situated on the north side of the valley. The ash of which it

is formed is unstratititd, and contains very few ejected blocks or fragments of any
kind. The floor of the valley is all composed of water-sorted material, chiefly
gra^-el and coarse sand, but with a good many blocks as big as a man's head.
They represent ejected blocks and fragments of lava derived partly fi-om the ash
of 1902 and partly from older beds, the fine ash in each case having been washed
away. The surface of the gravel bed showed marks of quite recent running
water, aud during the last winter (1906-7) the river ran along the foot of the
north bank of the valley. When examined in March 1907, it ran along the
south side of the valley, and had already in those few months excavated a new
chaunel about 30 feet in depth. The stratification, as exposed in this new valley,
is very distinct, and the sorting by water, mentioned above, is very evident.
Further up the mountain the remains of the avalanche became more abundant in
the valley bottoms, and here they were also better preserved, so that traces of
the feathtr-pattern erosion, so noticeable in 1902, were still visible on the surface.
This was mainly due to the surface of these ash deposits, like those to be presently

' Anderson and Flett, Phil. Trans., Series A, vol. 200, 1903 ; Anderson,
Geographical Journal, March 1903.
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meationed on the plateaux and on the ridges, having consolidated into a crust,

almost like a cement pavement, which resists the action of the rain.

Another interesting point was observed with regard to these massive beds of

recent material. Instead of one stream re-establishing itself along the centre of

the deposit, the tendency is for a new stream to form on each side at or near the

junction of the new ash" with the old valley slopes ; and as these streams deepen

their beds two new valleys are formed where only one previously existed, and

the walls of each are composed on the one side of the new ash and on the other

of older tuff, with occasional terraces.'

An account was also given of a visit to Montague Pel6e, in Martinique, with

a discussion of the phenomena of the extrusion of and LabSequent destruction of

the spine which have been described by Lacroix and others, and a comparison of

the eruptions of the two islands.

5. Recent Earth Movements withirt the Basin of the Laurentian Lakes.

By Professor W. H. Hobbs.

With the substitution of the method of precise levelling for the aneroid and

the hand-level in the study of the abandoned shore-lines of the great lakes, a new
epoch has been inaugurated. It now becomes possible to correlate the observa-

tions with some measure of assurance, and thus to extend the chapters of the

Post-Wisconsin history of the lake region. Generally accepted views concerning

the recent tilling of the province are shown to require considerable modification,

and prophecies relating to the time of future changes of drainage fall away.

6. Report of the Geological Photographs Committee.—See Reports, p. 245.

7. Report on the Erratic Blocks of the British Isles.—Qee Reports, p. 242.

8. Jfote on Casts of Dinosaurian Footprints in the Loiver Oolite at WJiitby.

By Haeold Brodeick, M.A.

The two footprint casts found at Saltwick, a small bay to the south of

Whitby, were on blocks of oolitic sandstone which had fallen from the cliff above,

so that it is not possible to determine their exact horizon ; they must, however,

have been within 150 feet of the bottom of the oolites of that district. Both casts

are those of the footprints of a three-toed creature, and are similar to those of the

iguanodon of the Wealden beds, although on a smaller scale. The first of the

Saltwick casts indicates a foot with three functional toes, arranged m the form of

ft broad arrow ; the greatest length is 18 cm., the palm being 6-5 cm. in length,

thus giving a length to the middle digit of 11-5 cm. The side digits were about

9-5 cm. in length. The cast is formed of a very fine-grained sandstone, and for-

tunately the whole of the cast is shown, although it has suffered somewhat from

weathering. The second cast seems to represent the footprint of a slightly smaller

while there is a deep corrugation across it as if the creature bad a loose fold of

skin under its foot. The total length is 12-5 cm., but it is probable that the

digits were really a little longer than now shown. On the same slab, and slightly

' See, further, Anderson, Keport, Pait II.. Phil. Trans., Series A, vol. 208,

pp. 275-300, Flett, Petrology, ihid., pp. 304-333.

ZZ.2
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overlapped by this cast, is the cast of a smaller footprint, similar m form but o!ily

4 cm. in its greatest length ; this may represent the footprint of a still smaller

creature, or may be the cast of the manus of the same one. In both cases the

impression is deepest at the heel, that of the iii-st being 2'5 cm. deep and the

second 2 cm. There seems to be no trace of webbing. As far as I have been

able to ascertain, no footprints of this kind have been found in the lower oolite

of England, and I am unable to find any reference to such a find in any other

part of the world.

9, Sixth Report oti the Fauna and Flora of the I'rias of th^

British Isles.—See Reports, p. 269,

10. Report on the Faunal Succession in the Carboniferous Limestone

(Avonian) of the British Isles.—See Reports, p. 267.

11. Doppierite from Sluggari, Bog, Co. Antrim. By R. Welch.

This curious jelly-like substance was discovered in a co. Antrim bog by Mr.

Robert Bell, of the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club, a few years ago. The bog is

an old cutaway one, and was formerly about 11 feet deeper than at present. The
dopplerite occurred as a vein about 3 inches thick about 7 feet from present

surface, in the black dense lower peat. It is very slightly elastic under pressure,

but breaks away with a jet-like fracture under tension. It contracts very much
in drying, and becomes much like jet in colour, fracture, and lustre. Irish

observers in the past have noted a jet-like substance in peat without recognising

what it was, but Mr. R. Moss, the secretary cf the lloyal Dublin Society, did so

when the first specimens found by Mr. Bell were sent to liim. Mr. Moss, in an
^•ticle in ' The Irish Naturalist' for August 1003, states that it contains in the

dry state about 70 to 73 per cent, of humic acid, and that may be regarded as the
nearest approach to humic acid occurring in Nature. Since this appeared I have
found it in a bog near Cookstown, co. Tyrone, where the peats cut from the turf

saturated with dopplerite dry almost as hard as a brick. It is perhaps much more
common than is supposed, but is probably seldom separated out in such thick masses
as Mr. Bell finds in Sluggan Bog. Mr. Arthur Stelfox, another member of the

Belfast Naturalists' Field Club, has noticed it ii the West of Ireland. It was first

discovered in Germany by Herr Doppler, an inspector of wines, about fifty years ago,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

Discussion on Jfountain Building.

Professor J. Jolt said : Of the many featuies which recent investigations into
mountain structure had revealed, the overlap of the upper recumbent folds upon
the lower in such a way that the uppermost folds were of greater span than those
beneath, was one of the most characteristic and at the same time one of the most
difficult of explanation upon existing views. Ihe notion that a horst (or horsts)
might be responsible for such a structural feature laboured under the objection
that at the depths at which we must suppose the horst located, the temperature
must be almost certainly one at which siliceous rock-masses would be highly
viscous and not capable of playing the part assigned.

However, an explanation of the phenomenon appeared to reside in this very
condition of viscosity, for it would follow that, upon the first developmeiit of
folding, those synclinal parts of the folds which became depressed into the zone of
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Llgii tetaperatuve would find themselves unacted upon by movement of trans-

lation, seeing- that the medium around them would he capable of exerting

hydrostatic effects only. These effects would doubtless result in the bulging

and elevation of the accumulatiDg folds above, but could not resiilt in translatory

horizontal motion in one direction more than another.

This hydrostatic condition, however, must gradually give place in an upward
direction to conditions of rigidity under which the compressive forces would dis-

place the folded strata. In this matter the physical properties of calcareous

.strata must play a part. Such rocks would not assume a state of plasticity

as a thermal effect so readily as siliceous materials, while possessing an inherent

plasticity of a crystalline character, allowing of folding and bending imder long

continued stress.

If the process of folding was followed through its stages :—the first forma-

tion of simple anticlines and syncliues ; the overthrow of the anticlines of these

folds under the directed stresses in the crust; their displacement in the direction

of the translatory force while the e.^treme depths of the synclines remained com-
paratively unaffected by translatory horizontal movements; and it be borne in mind
that the upper and cooler parts of the accumulated mass being the more rigid

must partake most fully of the translatory displacement, it would be found that

the ' d(5ferlement,' described by M. Lugeon, must arise as the inevitable result.

In support of this view the speaker had made calculations of the temperature

which must be attained under such a depth of material as Professor Schmidt of

Basel had assigned to the accumulated folds above the Simplon region. This

was .still nearer the surface than the position of the roots of many of the recum-
bent folds. If sufficient time were permitted for radioactive heat to accumulate,

there must arise a temperature of from 800° to 1000° at a horizon now approxi-

mately coinciding with the mean height of the Alps. The assumption of a viscous

temperature at the horizon of the synclinal parts of the folds was, therefore, in the

l»ighest degree probable, even if the events took place within a period too short to

permit of the equilibrium radioactive temperature being attained.

Sir Archibald Geikie remarked that the term 'mountain' had rather a vague

signification, but ihat from the geological point of view it included two main types

of structure. In the first place, and most appropriately, it was applied to chains

which, like the Alps, have been ridged up by plication of the terrestrial crust ;

in the second place, it was often also used to describe the results of the prolonged

denudation of large tracts of ground in which thick masses of marine sediments

have been elevated into land without .serious displacement of their original approxi-

mate horizontality. The ultimate condition of these upraised plateaux might be

such a network of lofty and rugged ridges and deep valleys as .almost to rival tbose

produced by the plication of the crust. The cause of the uplift of .such plateaux

was one of the moot problems of geology. Possibly some of the suggestions put

forward in the President's Address might ultimately furnish its solution.

With regard to mountain chains due to deformation of the crust, opinion

had greatly varied as to their structure and the causes that gave rise to tliem.

The speaker gave an outline of the liistory of the investigation of the subject, and
remarked that it was now generally admitted that such chains were produced, not

by vertical uplift, or by what used to be called ' volcanic ' energy, but by tangential

movements connected with the earth's secular contraction. The extent to which

these movements had plicated rocks had been admirably illustrated from the Alps

by Heim. Marcel Rertrand, Rothpletz, Schardt, Schmidt, Lugeon, and others had

shown how the folds had been drawn out and piled over each other. These

fiattened folds had not infrequently been ruptured, as so strikingly displayed in

the north-west of Scotland, and had been pushed over each other, so as to bring

up some of the older rocks and leave them lying for many miles above the younger

formations.

The general principles of mountain structure had now been fairly well made
out, but there were still many questions to which no definite answer could yet be

given. Thus we had no means of deciding whether the plication was rapid or

slow, or whether it might not still be going on. Delicate geodetic observations
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might delei'inlue, in the case of the Alps, for iastance, whether the fretjuent earth-
quakes of that chain, which pointed to slipping along lines of fracture, were
accompanied by movements of uplift or of depression. Another question which
opened out a wide field for observation was the determination of the successive
periods of disturbance to which any given mountain range owes its origin. It
would be interesting also to ascertain the conditions under which volcanic vents
are at last opened along a chain of mountains. As investigations advance doubt-
less many new features of structure may be expected to arise, which wiU engage
the attention of geologists for many generations to come.

Professor Sollas remarked that all doubts he might have felt as fo the existence
of recumbent folds on the scale asserted by French and Swiss geologists had been
dispelled by a careful examination of the pre-Alps, made under the guidance of
Professor M. Lugeou. The structure was obvious and the interpretation was
confirmed by the superposition of the Piedmontese on the Helvetian facies. The
question had been much simplified by the new views advanced by the Presi-
dent, which completely explained one of the greatest difficulties of the subject.
The geometrical properties of the fold were worthy of some consideration

; it was
obvious that the volume within the fold increased with its growth up to a stage
at which the middle limb was nearly vertical, and up to this point the internal
pressure diminished. Beyond it, further advance of the hinder limb produced a
nattening-out of the fold and a diminution of internal volume, which led to tlie

extraversation of molten material from the region of the hinder limb, i.e., on the
concave side of the mountain arc. "When the three limbs of the fold were reduced
to parallelism a second fold might arise behind it, to pass through the same stages,
and this might be repeated several times. AVhen the middle limb was pushed
past the vertical the conditions would render an independent movement of the
hinder limb very possible, and this might advance as a sheet over great distances

;

superimposed sheets, such as occur in the Alps, might thus be formed. The piled-
up folds would, as the President had shown, blanket over the deeper region so
elfectually that the geotherms might rise through a great interval. A highly
healed region beneath the mountain folds might therefore be expected, and this
might account for the lower value of gravity met with in the neighbourhood of
mountain chains. The approximation of remote areas brought about by folding
involved the transference of viscous material fi'om one region to another ; bulging
up, though it occurred, would not account for tlie whole of this. It might travel
long distances. The thrusting which built up tbe Alps and Carpathians was felt

in the British Isles, where it produced the posthumous folds of the Weald and
splintered tbe crust of Scotland and the North of England, as well as parts of
Ireland. The cracks then produced afiForded a passage for underljing lava, which
itself might also have originated under the Alps. The upward growth of a
mountain chain possibly represented only a balance of movemjnt, for a subter-
ranean draining-off of molten material would produce a continual lowering of the
base.

Given the deformatioual figure of the earth, the position of the mountain
chains, on Professor Joly's theory, follows from it, since they will arise where
.sediments are deposited at the limits of land and water. The.e is much indeed
to feuggest that the mountain chains of the past have thus originated as a con-
sequence of the varying influence of the diflferential harmonics elicited by Professor
Love.

Professor Cole urged, as Sir A. Geikie had done, the importance of keeping in
view the formation of mountain-masses by block-uplift as well as by overfolding. The
s^rfy geologists, such aa Scrope, recognised recumbent folds when they attributed
mountains to the vertical upthrust of igneous cores and the slipping away of sedi-
ments on either side. Gravitational sliding being well recognised in existing theories
of Alpine structure, it became important to ask if the older views were really
wrong, and perhaps, with E. Reyer, we ought to reconsider the whole theory of
lateral thrusting as against that of superficial downsliding. The speaker com-
pared the curved front of a mountain chain in process of formation with the
advancing front of a land-slide, and a.skedfor a tolerant examination of Ampferer's
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view of the Untergrund or sub-oruatal region as the layer that induces superficial

flow by dragging the solidified crust upon its surface. Carrying the question into

still more speculative regions, he asked if the cause of epochs of mountain-building

on the earth as a whole might not be due to some primordial periodic change of

temperature in the interior, inherited from the time when OUV pUnet formed part

of what we call a variable star.

The following Reports and Papers were then read :^

1, Third Report on the Crystalline Rocks of Anglesey.

See Reports, p. 283.

2. On the Finding of Silurian Beds in Kent. By W. Whitaker, F.R.S.

A boring has lately been made, to a great depth, at Messrs. Curtis & Harvey's
works, on the Thames Marshes at Cliffe, for the purpose of getting a supply of

water, firstly from the Chalk and then from the Lower Greensand. It has failed

in this, the wafer from both formations being too salt to be of any use ; but it has
succeeded in adding a geologic formation to the Kentish list, and that the oldest

yet found in the county.

Details of the section will be given in a forthcoming Geological Survey Memoir
on the Water-supply of Kent. It should be noted that the division between some
of the formations is doubtful, but any error from this cause is imwateria.! in tha
following abstract :-^

Alluvium and Eiver Gravel . 77
^

Upper, Middle, and Lower Chalk 656 (or more)
Gault 208 (or less)

Lower Greensand ... 96 (or less)

Dark grey clayey rock . . 37 (or more)

1074 feet.

Nearly the whole of the Chalk has been pierced, the topmost part only being
absent. The thickness given to the Gault is a little more than in the borings at
Chatham, Friudsbury, and Strood eastward, and still more than at Erith (Cross-

ness) westward. The thickness given to the Lower Greensand is also more than
at Chatham, whilst at Erith there is none of this formation.

The chief interest of the boring, however, lies in the facts that the floor of the
older rocks, which has been proved in many places in Kent, was reached at a level

of about 1,030 feet below Ordnance Datum, and that the Palseozoie foruuation

found is of Silurian age, nothing older than Devonian having been hitherto
recorded from the deep borings of the county, and that only at Brabourne, unless
the red rocks at Crossness should turn out to be of like age.

The proof of the Silurian age of the lowest beds is given by the occurrence of
fossils at the depth of 1,063 feet, Atrypa reticularis a,nd Plectambonites ha,vmg
been determined at the Palseontological Department of the Geological Survey
by Mr. H. A. Allen, from samples of the cores sent by Mr. Baldwin Latham.
There are traces of other fossils.

The practical value of the boring is that it puts a northern limit to the Kent
coal-field in its neighbourhood.

3. On a Case of Thrust and Crush Brecciation in the Magnesian Lime-
stone, Co. Durham, By David Woolacott, D.Sc, F.O.S.

Along the two miles of cliff between South Shields and Marsden the breccias
that form so marked a peculiarity of the Magnesian Limestone of north-east
England are best exposed. The rocks seen are the Yellow Sands, Marl Slate, and
Mftgnesian Limestone, but tjie ^exposure pf the first two are too small for the
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effect on them of the thrust, here described, to be observed. The limestone,

although much disturbed, has a general low dip to the south. It consists of a
series of rocks of different flexibility, rigidity, brittleness, and compressive strength,

and the uniqueness of the section is due to the action of a thrust fi'om the north,

which has caused some of the beds to move laterally upon the others, with an
associated production of folding, minor-thrusting, and Assuring, and a consequent
development of dynamic brecciation.

In Frenchman's Bay the Lower Limestone (40 feet thick) is a brownish-
yellow, regularly-bedded rock of relatively high compressive strength and rigidity.

Its lower layers are gently folded, but its top layers are considerably disturbed,

being fractured, tilted-up, and laterally displaced. Resting on this is about
60 feet of Brecciated Limestone, consisting almost entirely of a cemented mass of

broken fragment, which have here and there been dissolved out from the

cementing matrix, the rock becoming cellular. In places the bedding, unfolded
but fractured, is still preserved. It was originally a finely laminated granular

limestone, and is of low rigidity and compressive strength. Experiments per-

formed by Dr. Morrow give the following results : Compressive strengths (tons

per square inch to break rock), Lower Limestone, 6-7 tons; Brecciated Bed (lower
middle), 1 ton.

The junction of the Brecciated Beds with the Lower Limestone is a thrust plane,

which does not always coincide with the line of demarcation between the two
strata ; and the disturbance of the upper layers of the latter rock, together with
the smashing up of the former, is due to the thrust movement.

The Brecciated Beds occupy the top of tlie cliff for over a mile. Their upper
surface, which is seen at the north end of Marsden Bay, is very irregular and
hummocky, the breccia having been forced up into the base of the beds above.

These consist of about 200 feet of rock difleriug much in flexibility and compres-
sive strength (specimens tested vary from I ton to 3-7 tons per square inch). Tliey

have been thrust against a horst, and consequently folding, thrust iii^r, a!id

dynamic brecciation has taken place. The flexible beds have been deformed
without being much broken, while a harder, more brittle, wedge-.shaped limestone
has been highly brecciated. The latter has also had a coarse cleavage structure

impressed on it, and jDart of it has been torn oft' and thrust into the beds above.
Breccia gashes and vertical Assures filled with breccia, which has fallen into them,
occur on both sides of this folded and broken area. The amount of lateral dis-

placement at this point is difficult to estimate accurately, but it has probably been
about 100 yards, and the experiments indicate that the magnitude of the thrust

was about 300 tons per square foot.

1. ^Veil-water Supply of the North-Eastern Sudan. JJi/ (!. W. (Jkabham.

In the development of the north-eastern Sudan, water-supplies are of supreme
importance, and the Government has already expended large sums of money in

sinking wells along the railways and roads.

Artesian conditions have not been met with, and the supplies are dependent

on the rainfall and local geological conditions. There are two distinct rainfall

systems; one affects the plains during the summer mouths, while the other rains

occur during the winter months, and are confined to the Ked Sea coast.

The country is formed of crystalline rocks, and on the uneven surface of these

rest the Nubian sandstone, &c. The surface deposits vary according to the

climate and the underlying rock. In the north the conditions are similar to those

described by Mr. Ferrar, but to the south, where the rainfall is greater, the plains

are covered by a blanket of ' cotton soil.' This soil is very fine grained and absorbs

a great deal of water during the rains. In the dry season the moisture evaporates,

and the surface becomes fissured with deep wide cracks. A very thin layer of

this soil prevents the rainfall from reaching any underlying deposit, which might
otherwise become saturated.

In the northern area the raii^fall does not exceed four iuches pef annum, except
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among the hills bordering the maritime plain. The valleys contain a great deal

of ' valley fill,' which at once absorbs the water, presiu-ves it from evaporation,

and good quantities can be obtained from wells.

In the ' cotton soil ' area water is only found where hills of decomposable rock

break the impermeable layer, at the same time forming a porous mass which holds

the water.

Where sandstone, and not crystalline rock, underlies the surface deposits, the

underground water is, perhaps, mainly supplied by seepage from the rivers, and is

not dependent on the ability of rain-water to penetrate the surface deposits.

Though the water-level is often more than 100 feet beiow the surface, water

may be obtained for some time after the rains from sliallow holes made in the

beds of khors, and it does not appear that an im])ermeable substratum is necessary

to maintain this upper zone of saturation.

5, Contemjjoraiieous Erosion in, the Loiver Series of Goal Meanuren of the

Bristol Coal-field. By H. Boston,

0, Keport on the pre^Devonian Beds of the Mendips and the Bristol

Area.—See Reports, p. 286.

7. On a Fossil Reptile with a Trunkfrom the Upper Karroo Rocks of
Cape Colony. By Professor H. G. Seeley, F.R.S.

In all the reptiles from South Africa hitherto made known the external

openings of the nostrils are divided, with the possible exception of the genus

Gorgonops—a Theriodont reptile, in which the nasal openings are terminal and
have the aspect of the figure go compressed from above downward. The animal

now described belongs to the Bidental or Dicynodont type, in most of which the

uares are at the sides of the face, as in existing lizards, and are sometimes far

away from the end of the snout, as in VtijchognatJius. The animal is shown to

belong to this group by having two large lateral tusks or canines, like all the

genera of the family, and by the palate making no divergence in plan from that of

Dicynodoii. The palate forms a regular arch from side to side. Above it is

the slightly reniform nasal opening, 4j inches wide and an inch deep. The
aperture is unlike that in the skull of a tapir, and closely similar to that in the

skull of an elephant to which the trunk is attached. Its borders are smootrf on
the inner side. At the bottom of this excavation the cavity contracts to half the

width, but is not divided into two nostrils, though the vomer appears to rise, sj

as to indent the base of the nasal passage. The author regards the teeth oi

Dicynodonts as having been used, probably, to pull down structures like ant-hills

formed by the white ants, and finds in the narrow groove between the rami of the

lower jaw in Dicynodonts a channel which carried the extensible tongue adapted

for an insectivorous diet. In this case the large teeth were equally adapted for tear-

ing open aut-hills. But the remarkable evidence of a trunk indicates that the head
was extended in front, by a soft flexible part which would give it a functional

elongation, like that of the Orycteropus or Myrmecophaga, The aperture which
indicates the trunk is so like that in the skulls of elephants as to suggest a trunk

of a similar kind, and only difiers in the absence of any depth of bone between
the mouth and the nose such as in elephants carries teeth. The skull is 13 inches

long, and appears to have been 14 inches wide behind. It is not perfect, and
no other part of the skeleton is known. It is proposed to name the fossil

Kannetneijeria proboscoidcs. It was found in 1895 by Dr. Kaanemeyer, neay

Jiurghersdorp.
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8. On Distinctions in Dentition between the Fossil Reptilia classed as
Cynodontia and Gomphodontia. By Professor H. G. Seeley, F.B.S.

These two divisions of the Theriodont reptilia appear to be more definitely
distinguished by dental conditions than was evident when they were defined in
1895. The Gomphodontia are those animals which resemble mammals in the
unworn and worn conditions of the grinder teeth and in the diastema which
exists between the canine and the first molar. The author found thirteen molar
teeth in the mandible of Gomphognathus Kannemeyeri which are similar to each
other. In G. Polyphagus only nine molar teeth were found, but indications exist
of at least four minute pointed conical teeth in advance of the molars, all of which
appear to have the crowns broken, and their removal lengthens the diastema.
The fragment of a mandible figured in illustration of Tritylodon has similar teeth
in the diastema apparently worn level with the jaw during the life of the animal,
and now distinguished under the specific name dimorphodon. These species are
separated from Gomphognatlms as Diastemodon. The teeth in the diastema are
regarded as milk molars, which are never shed, but cease to be eflective by losing
their crowns.

There is no evidence that any Gomphodont reptile has teeth upon the palate,
on the maxillary, palatine, pterygoid, or other bone, and in this condition they
resemble mammals.

The Cynodontia, in ^lurosaurus, a carnivorous type with small, sharp, conical
molar teeth, are already known to have teeth upon the palate ; but the specimens have
had the mandible closed upon the skull, so that the structure of the palate is not
seen. The author has received two specimens from Dr. Kanuemeyer which give
u better knowledge of the palate iu the genus Oyuognathus. In one specimen the
palatal plate of the maxillary bone carries on its inner third a strong wedge of
dental armature. The individual teeth form several parallel rows blended together
in the manner of Hyperodapedon. This dental mass is blended with the maxillary
bone except in front, where one plate is lost from an empty socket. The ciowns
are but slightly elevated, of ovate form carrying one or two elevated lines, and
sometimes a few granules.

The second specimen is crushed, and the species is not jet determined. It
shows that the maxillary armature of crushing-plates met in the medial line of the
palate. It also shows that an armature of crushing-teeth forming a flat wrinkled
enamelled surface was developed upon the edge of the palatine bone, so as nearly to
surround the posterior nares. This structure is entirely behind the maxillary
plate instead of being parallel to it, as in Hyperodapedon. The maxillary plate
has now been partly uncovered in the type 'Gy7iognathus crateronotus, and shows
that the palate carries teeth like those in the new specimens. The alveolar teeth
are so typically carnivorous that these palatal teeth are unexpected structures.

Report on the Fossiliferous Drift Deposits at Kirmington,
Lincolnshire, <i:c.—See Eeports, p. 296.

10. Interim Report on the Correlation and Age of South African
Strata, &c.

1 1 . Report on Topographical and Geological Terms used locally in South
Africa.-—See Beports, p. 286.

12. Report on the Exact Significance of local Terms,
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Skotion D.—zoology.

President of the Section.—S. F. Harmer, M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

The Prftsident delivered the following Address :-—

The British Association meets this year for the fourth time in Dublin. The last

occasion was just thirty years ago, when Sir William Flower presided over

Section D, while Professor Huxley was Chairman of the Department of Anthro-
pology, at that time not raised to the dignity of a separate Section, and Sir

Wyville Thomson was President of Section E. The last Dublin meeting was
fortunate in having among its officers men who have left an enduring mark on
Zoological science.

I can hardly come to the more immediate subject of my Address without

referring to the death, on March 9 last, of Henry Clifton Sorby, who had been a

member of the Association for nearly fifty j'ears. Dr. Sorby was President of

Section C in 1880 ; but although he does not appear to have presided over

Section D, many of his sympathies were with Zoology. He belonged to a type

which is becoming almost extinct with the increasing specialisation of science,

having done pioneer work in more than one branch. His interest in Chemistry

was no doubt responsible for his having taken up the subject of the pigmentation

of animals, by his researches on which he is probably best known to Zoologists.

During recent 'years he had devoted particular attention to the study of the

marine fauna of East Anglia.

According to the popular estimate, Zoology is regarded as the branch of science

that has perhaps the least reference to the details of practical life. The import-

ance of the applications of Chemistry, Physics, Geology, Botany, and Physiology to

questions which involve the welfare of the human race is obvious and universally

admitted. But pure Zoology is often supposed to be a study of merely academic
interest, and its relation to the practical concerns of mankind is not always
apparent. It is no doubt true that many of the investigations undertaken by
Zoologists are of a highly special nature; and yet when the sum total of the

results achieved by workers in this science is estimated it will be found that the

contributions of Zoology to the common stock of human knowledge are by no
means of restricted application.

There is no conception which has more profoundly influenced thought in all

branches of knowledge than the idea of organic evolution, in the development of

which Zoology has shared the honours with its sister-subject, Botany. The present

summer has seen a memorable event in the celebration by the Linneau Society,

on July 1, of the fiftieth anniversary of the communication to that society of

papers, by Darwin and Wallace, which revolutionised the whole of Biology,

There can surely have been few occasions when the commemoration of the jubilee

of an epoch-making discovery has been attended by the man whose work was
thus recognised. I am sure that I am expressing a unanimous feeling in saying
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that tlie award of the first Darwin- Wallace medal on that occasion to Aff.

Wallace in person was a source of deep gratification to all men of science, and
that the presence at the same meeting of others whom all Biologists must regard
with peculiar respect gave the occasion a perfectly unique character.

The present century has seen a remarkable development of the study of the
problems of heredity and variation, largely as the result of the interest awakened
in the resuscitation of Mendel's experimental work from the oblivion in which it

had remained for so many years, though the general problem is being attacked
concurrently by investigators who attach more importance to the statistical

method of study. Professor Bateson, who has given the name ' Genetics ' to the

experimental study of lieredity, chose the advances made in that branch of Biology
up to 1904 as the subject of his able Address to Section D in that year. Some of

the more recent conclusions of the workers in Genetics are to be discussed by this

Section during the present meeting. It cannot be doubted that an accurate
knowledge of the principles of heredity is destined to exert a marked influence on
the practical concerns of humanity.

The study of diseases which are due to parasitic Protozoa has made striking

progress during the last few years. Protozoology has become a distinct branch
of Zoology, represented by its own journals and its own professors and lecturers,

while it can command the resources of the schools of tropical medicine where
researches are being carried on from which great benefits to humanity may be
anticipated. Malaria, sleeping-sickness, yellow fever, and the numerous diseases of

domestic animals due to parasitic Protozoa such as Trypanosoma, Spirochafa, and
Piroplnsma, are some of the complaints which are now recognised as the objects

of Zoological study. Most of these diseases are transmitted by blood-sucking
insects and arachnids, an accurate knowledge of which has become a matter of

pressing practical importance.

The history of Protozoology affords a complete vindication of the importance,
even from a utilitarian standpoint, of conducting scientific investigations for their

own sake, even though the likelihood that they will ever have any practical

bearing may not at first be apparent. Some j'ears ago it would liave been
generally supposed that the study of Ticks was a case of this kind, and that it

could at most be of interest to the special students of the Araclinida. TIow far

such a view would have been from the truth is well known, but we are suffering

now from the comparative neglect of this group of animals in the past. There is

still no satisfactory monograph by the aid of which the species of Ticks can be
discriminated, and there are few Zoologists who would be prepared to express an
opinion with regard to the determination of even those species thfft are the com-
monest and the most injurious. While it is clear that the investigation of tlie

Arthropod carriers of parasitic Protozoa is essentially a Zoological question, it is

equally true that the elucidation of the parasites themselves is largely dependent
on the results that have been achieved by Zoological investigators who have
worked without any thought of a practical outcome. The late Professor Scbau-
dinn, to whom we owe so many brilliant results in the study of the Protozoa,

commenced his investigations from the Zoological side, and continued them in

their applications to preventive medicine. It is generally admitted that the

study of many of the tropical diseases can only be carried on by means of a due
co-ordination between Zoological and Medical methods of inquiry.

As a further instance of the manner in which Biological .science may react on
other studies, I may mention the interesting theory which has recently been

developed by Mr. W. H. S. Jones,^ to the effect that tbe decay of the ancient

civilisations of Greece and Rome was largely due to the introduction of malaria

into those countries.

I can do no more than allude to Economic Entomology, a subject which has

at" present received but little official support in our own country, althougli

its importance is fully recognised abroad, particularly in the United States of

' Malaria : A Neglected Factor in tlie Hintori/ of Greece and. Borne, C^ambridge
(Macmillan & Bowes), 1907.
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America, where large organisations are devoted to the combat with the iusect

enemies of agriculture. We are fortunately spared some of the worst of the foes

of vegetation which devastate other lands. But many of our cultivated plants

suffer severely from the ravages of insects and arachnids ; and it is perhaps not

too much to hope that more systematic measures will some day be taken in

this country to disseminate the knowledge by which this injury to agriculture may
be minimised.

As a last illustration of the way in which Zoology comics into relation with
practical matters, I may allude to the question of fishery investigation. Although
much remains to be done in this connection, the importance of purely scientific

work has been to some extent officially recognised. The Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries in England, the Scottish Fishery Board, the Fisheries Branch of

the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland, and other
organisations which are mainly or entirely supported by private funds, are in part

devoted to the interests of the fishing industry. The Government have latterly

participated in an international investigation of the North Sea, as the result of

which many interesting facts have been recorded with regard to the life-histories

of food-fishes, their migrations at various periods of life, the age at which they

become sexually mature, and the nature of their food. These are questions that

demand study by experienced Zoologists ; and the interrelations of food-fishes and
the organisms on which they subsist or with which they come into competition are

so complex that a full study of the entire marine fauna appears to be a necessary

preliminary to the elucidation of the questions of immediate practical utility.

I have tried to indicate that Zoology is a subject that has important relations

with the practical concerns of mankind. But in Zoology, as iu other branches

of science, the principal advances have been made by investigators who have
studied it for its own sake, without thought of the practical outcome. It would
undoubtedly be a misfortune should an entirely utilitarian spirit become dominant
in the pursuit of science. In the full conviction of the truth of this statement I

venture to invite your attention to certain questions connected with the Polyzoa—

a

somewhat neglected group of animals which I do not profess to be able to connect

in any direct way with practical matters. In choosing this subject I have been
influenced by the belief that it is well for the President of a Section to speak on
matters of which he has had practical experience.

During the course of my studies on the Polyzoa I have been conscious of the

existence of many unsolved problems and difficulties, some of which are con-

nected with the functions, distribution, and variations of certain remarkable
appendages known as ' aviculai'ia ' and ' vibracula.' Although the facts bearing

on the significance of these organs are familiar to specialists only, they appear to

me capable of throwing light on questions of general Biological interest, particu-

larly in connection with variation in animals that increase by budding.

The statement has often been made, as the result of a theoretical conception of

the physical basis of heredity, that the asexual method of reproduction gives rise to

little or no variability. Although there are many reasons for doubting the validity

of this conclusion, it may be well to state at the outset that the Polyzoa, which
are without exception characterised by increasing in an asexual manner, show a

high degree of variability in the individuals thus produced. So much is this the

case that the want of fixity of type which results from the tendency to vary
renders the definition of species particularly diflicult in this group of animals.

Meeting as we do at Dublin there is a special appropriateness in discussing

the Polyzoa, as a tribute to the memory of a distinguished Irish naturalist, J. V.
Thompson, to whom we owe not only the name Polyzoa, but also the first clear

conception of what these animals really are. In the fifth memoir, published at

Cork in 1830, of a short but brilliant series of papers,' Thompson was the first to

demonstrate the essential nature of the differences between the Polyzoa and the

other ' Zoophytes ' with which they had previously been classified. G. J. Allman,
wLo at a later period did so much to throw light on the structure and natural

^ ^Zoologwal Besearches and Illustrations.
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history of these animals, particularly by his classical monograph on the Fresh-

water Polyzoa/ was also an Irishman, who was born at Cork, and for some years

held the professorship of Botany in the University of Dublin. Thomas Hincks,

another worker who was pre-eminent for his knowledge of the Polyzoa and for the

importance of his researches in this field, held professional appointments both at

Cork and at Dublin for several years.

The Polyzoa are a group which is quite unknown to most persons who are not

Zoologists. Before coming to my special subject, the variations of the avicularia,

I may for this reason, perhaps, be excused for attempting to explain what the

Polyzoa are like, and, in particular, what are the nature and functions of the struc-

tures we have to discuss.

The Polvzoa are a class of aquatic organisms of world-wide distribution and

includin"- a lar^e number of species. They occur both in fresh water and iu the

sea and'' the marine forms are found from between tide-marks to the deepest

abysses of the ocean. Some of the species are among the commonest objects of the

sea-shore, and others may be obtained in numbers by the use of the dredge or

trawl. They often occur as delicate encrustations, usually calcareous, on plants,

stones or shells ; or they may assume the appearance of sea-weeds, corals, or

hydroids. Although most of them are of comparatively small size, they are

usually large enough to be recognised by the naked eye, while the largest of them

reach a diameter of a foot or two.

The Polyzoa are always colonial animals, the colony consisting of a

number of individuals which are in organic connection Avith one another, though

they may appear at first sight as a series of isolated units. Each of these units

consists of a body-wall, which is usually calcified and is termed the 'zocecium,

[since it was at one time supposed to constitute a sort of house for a zooid known

as the ' polypide.' The idea of a dimorphism of individuals expressed by this

nomenclature is no longer accepted, but the terms themselves are still conveniently

employed for descriptive purposes. The polypide consists iu reality of the visceral

mass of the zocecium, together with the series of ciliated tentacles which are used

for the capture of food. The tentacles are protrusible, but are commonly found

retracted into the interior of the zocecium, iu which condition they lie in a thin-

walled introvert or ' tentacle-sheath,' which opens to the exterior by an ' orifice
'

in the wall of the zocecium. In the sub-order Cheilostomata, to which my remarks

will principally refer, the orifice is closed, during the retracted condition of the

polypide, by a'chitinous lid or ' operculum.'

In the oreat majority of cases the colony is inaugurated by the fixation of

a free-swiaming larva, which has been produced from an egg by the ordinary

sexual method. On the completion of its metamorphosis the larva becomes the

first zooecium of the colony, and is then known as the ' ancestrula,' a term intro-

duced by Jullieu to signify that it is the ancestor of the iuture colony. In a

laro-e number of species belonging to the most diverse genera of Cheilostomes

the^ancestrula has a certain definite character which appears to have no relation

to that of the individuals to which it gives rise by budding. The type of

ancestrula in question has a srriking resemblance to a siiigle zocecium of many of

the species of the existing genus Membranipora,_ and is characterised by having

a series of marginal spines which surround a region closed by a chitinous mem-

brane at one end of which is situated the operculum. That this form of ances-

trula 'has a definite significance is indicated by its wide occurrence among

Cheilostomes and by the fact that the same cannot be said of any other form of

ancestrula and is confirmed by the palaeontological occurrence of 3Iemb?-anipora

as one of the earliest genera of Cheilostomata.

The ancestrula gives rise by budding to daughter-zoobcia, which usually

assume from the first the characters proper to their species. In the growing

colony the formation ot new zocecia takes place at the expense of a marginal zone,

whicli contains the tissues concerned in the bud-development. Omitting the

consideration ot special regenerative processes which may take place, a zocecium

I Bay Society, 1856.
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rrliich has Oilce been-constLtuted at tlie gtowing margin of the colony does not,

as a rulej possess the power of giving rise to new zooecia, although it commonly

has the faculty of producing sexual cells from which free larvie may develop.

In the majority of the species of Cheilostomata many of the individuals of the

colony have the form of the so-called avicularia. An avicularium is characterised

by possessing a chitinous -'mandible,' which can be closed with great force by

strono- occlusor muscles, the organ being thus essentially of a prehensile nature.

There can be little doubt that the mandible is a modification of the chitinous

operculum which closes the orifice of the tentacle-sheath in Cheilostomata. It

thus follows that avicularia are restricted to this particular division ^ of the

Polyzoa. In the avicularium the operculum has become relatively and often

absolutely enlarged, and its muscles have become more powerful than those of the

unmodified zocecia. The internal viscera have, as a rule, disappeared, and there

are thus neither tentacles uor alimentary canal. The body-wall, or zocecium, has

become a case which contains the muscles, while part of it has been prolonged

into a beak-like structure or ' rostrum,' which, with the chitinous mandible,

constitutes the prehensile mechanism.

In Bwyula and its allies the avicularium has the form to which its name refers,

and has a striking resemblance to the head of a bird like an eagle or vulture.

This resemblance is due, not only to the general form of the structure, but also

to the hooked and beak-like shape of its rostrum and to the narrow neck by
which it is connected with the zooecium on which it is borne. The avicularia

of Bugula have considerable powers of movement, and in the living condition

they may be seen to bend backwards and forwards on their fiexible neck, their

range of action being thus considerably enlarged. The mandible is ordinarily

held wide open, but it closes with great force when some foreign object is placed

between the jaws. An avicularium which has in this way seized a small worm,

for instance, is known to be able to retain its capture for many hours, in some
cases for more than an entire day.

In the majority of Cheilostomata the avicularia are, however, not stalked.

They occur scattered over the colony in a considerable variety of positions, and

usually appear as appendages rigidly connected with the walls of the zocecia.

More than one attempt has been made to explain the functions of the

avicularia. The distribution of these organs indicates, I think, that the simplest

and most obvious explanation is the correct one—namely, that, like the

pedicellariae of Echinoderms, they are defensive organs. The ordinary unmodified

opercula probably have the same function in many cases ; and if account be taken

of the fact that the avicularium is morphologically a modified zooecium it becomes

easy to understand that the defensive office of the opercula has been made more

etticient in specially modified zooecia which concentrate their energies on this one

function alone.

A casual inspection of a number of Cheilostomes taken almost at random
reveals the fact that the avicularia are specially common in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the orifice of the tentacle-sheath and of that of the ' compensation-

sac'

This is a thin-walled cavity which in a considerable proportion of the

Cheilostomes opens to the exterior at the proximal border of the operculum. Its

principal function is to permit protrusion and retraction of the polypide to take

place, since in a zocecium with completely rigid walls the act of protrusion could

not occur if the temporary removal of structures of considerable size were not

compensated for by the admission of water into the space included by the

ritrid body-wall. At each movement of protrusion, therefore, a volume of water

corresponding with that of the protruded organs is admitted into the compensation-

sac, the dilatation of which, by means of radiating muscle-fibres, is the cause of

the protrusion ; and is again evacuated when the polypide is retracted. These

alternate actions of filling and emptying the compensation-sac with water from

' It m^y be noted that Palteontologists have described structures which they

have regarded as avicularia in Polyzoa which do not belong to the Cheilostomata,
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the outside are probably of importance in the respiration of tile animal. The
advantages of having avicularia in such a position that they can guard the orifice
from which the tentacles are protruded and tjiat of the compensation -sac are too
obvious to require detailed discussion.

The avicularia probably afford little if any protection against the attacks of
the larger foes, such as Fishes, Echinids, and Nudibranch Molluscs, which are said
to browse on Polyzoa. But there is one group of enemies against which the
opercula and the mandibles are probably particularly effective. These are
encrusting organisms, including other species of Polyzoa; and indeed the enemies
against which a Polyzoon has to provide are probably in a special degree the
members of its own class.

In many Polyzoa which afford large surfaces suitable for the growth of
encrusting organisms the older parts of the colony, where the opercula and man-
dibles are no longer in working order, do actually harbour large numbers of
encrusting Polyzoa, Sponges, Ascidians, and other organisms. These are usually
absent in the active parts of the colony nearer the growing margins. In the.se
position."? the only animals which obtain a footing are such forms as the Infusorian
FolliciiUna, adapted by its minuteness to find a place between the defensive
appendages, or such organisms as are attached by means of delicate creeping
stolons or rootlets that can find their way between the opercula and mandibles
without being damaged by them. A branching species fi.xed by a narrow base
may do little harm to a Polyzoon on which it is growing. But the effects of an
encrusting species would be different, since the orifices of the colony which is

being overgrown would be occluded, and the polypides entirely cut off from the
outer world. Although experimental evidence is at present wanting to prove
this view, I have little doubt that the avicularia are specially important in
preventing the fixation of the larvte of encrusting species. The larva is of course
very vulnerable, and it cannot become the founder of an adult colony unless it

can find a secluded spot in which it is safe from undue disturbance durino- the
critical time of its metaraorpho.sis. The avicularia are well adapted by'^their
form for warding off larvie. Those that have the .oo-called 'duck-billed' (U'

' spatulate ' form are in many cases large enough to catch or crush a larva witliout
difficulty, while those which liave a mandible terminated by a spike-like projection
must be even more destructive to the life of any minute organism which is so
imprudent as to stray within their reach. In some of the avicularia belonging to
this latter type the mandible is strongly compressed along the greater par" of its

length, and may then assume the shape of a knife-blade, with a sharp cutting
edge and a thicker back. The blade shuts down into the calcareous rostrum o't'

the avicularium in such a way that its action may be compared to that of a pair
of scissors. It cannot be doubted that this form of avicularium has a high
protective value.

In some cases the mandibles or the opercula are toothed. The teeth are
specially strong in certain species of the genus Sfeffa)ioporella,vfhere the opercula
become most formidable weapons. The large development of the occlusor muscles
proves that the closure of these opercula must take place with much force.

The protective value of the avicularia may be illustrated by the distribution
of these organs in Refejiora, the species of which usually grow in the form of
a calcareous network, with oval meshes or ' fenestrce ' between the branches.
These are furnished with an elaborate armature of avicularia, which usually occur
in large numbers and in considerable variety of form and size. Some of them
are scattered over the front surface, on which alone the zocecia open, while others
occur on the more unprotected backs of the branches, where there are no zooecial
orifices. To guard against an attack from the rear the margins of the fenestra)
are frequently furnished with avicularia, among which some are usually of a
specially large size, and are well situated to intercept any larva or adult animal
that might attempt to pass through a fenestra.

A healthy iletepore is usually completely free from encrusting organisms in
regions where the avicularia are functional. One of the few exceptions I have
noticed to this rule is specially instructive. In this case a small encrusting
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Cbeiloatome coloDy is growing near the edge of the Retepora frond. The
primary individual or aucestrula of the encrusting colouy is readily distinguish-

able, and its position shows that the larva from which it was formed must have
attached itself to the growing margin of the Retepore, a region in which the
avicularia were not fully formed. Having thus established itself, the colony has
succeeded in invading a small region of the adjacent parts where the zooecia are
still vigorous and healthy. A dead Retepora, on the contrary, forms a substratum
which is well adapted for the growth of various organisms, such as other Polyzoa,
Sponges, Hydroids, Compound Ascidians, and Foraminifera.

Although the avicularia are thus effective in preventing the overgrowth of
the colony by most of the organisms that might otherwise settle there, there are
one or two animals of suitable habit which have succeeded in establishing them-
selves in the very midst of the defensive works. In species of Retepora from
the Malay Archipelago ' I find that a considerable proportion of the colonies are
infested by a Gymnoblastic Hydroid of SijiKoryne-Yike appearance. The associa-

tion of this with its host is so intimate that the hydrorhiza becomes completely
included in tunnels formed in the calcareous mass of the Polyzoon, where it is, of
course, safe from the avicularia. These tunnels, the walls of which are secreted
by the Polyzoon, open to the exterior by tubular apertures situated on the margins
of the fenestras and on other parts ; and they are so definite in their appearance,
and often so regularly arranged, that it might be difficult to believe that they
were not a normal feature of the Retepora were it not possible to demonstrate
their relation to the Hydroid.^

There is one other organism which has a definite relation to colonies of
Retepora in Malay waters. This is Loxosoma, a stalked Polyzoon which leads
a practically solitary life owing to the fact that its buds break off as soon as they
have reached maturity. The Loxosoma no doubt succeeds in enjoying a secure
existence, even though it is surrounded by avicularia, owing partly to its stalked
form and partly to its minute size. It is commonly found in considerable
numbers, and often attaches itself in such a way that it projects into one of the
fenestrae, where it is as far as possible removed from the dangerous neighbour-
hood of the avicularia.

We have thus seen that, while the species of Retepora are adequately pro-
tected against many encrusting or epizoic organisms, there are one or two animals
that have succeeded in evading the attacks of the avicularia, Avhich, it must be
remembered, are rigidly attached to the colony, and cannot go in search of any
enemy that keeps out of their way. The eflicient avicularian protection may
well be responsible for the fact that Retepora is a common and v/idely distributed
genus, flourishing in both shallow and deep water. Not only is it found in large
numbers in the most diverse locahties, but it has differentiated itself into a large
number of species, among which avicularia occur in great profusion and in a
great variety of forms. But so soon as the avicularia cease to be active we find
that numerous organisms settle on the unprote^gted branches ; and a dead colony
of Retepora is accordingly usually found to be invaded by numbers of other
animals.

One other familiar case may be mentioned illustrative of the means by which
a Polyzoon may be protected from encrusting organisms, and at the same time of

' The greater number of the facts referred to in this Address have been observed
during my study of the Polyzoa collected during the Slboya expedition.

'' It may be noted, as has already been done by Alcock {Arm. 3Jag. Xat. Hist.,
ser. 6, X. 1892, p. 207), that many other cases are known in which there is an
association between a Gymnoblastic Hydroid and some other animal. The interest-
ing case of the association of a Gymnoblastic Hydroid {Stylactis) with a fish
(Minous) described by Alcock has also been described, more recently, by Franz and
Stechow (Zool. Anzeiger, xxxii. 190S, p. 752). Another case of the association of a
Coelenterate with a Polyzoon has been recorded by Haswell and by Kirkpatrick,
who have called attention to the occurrence of a small ' Actinid ' which forms
definite cavities in a massive calcareous Cheilostome from Australian waters. There
is in this case no satisfactory evidence to show what the Cceleutcrate really is.

1908. 3 A
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the succeSsAvith which certain animals hd,ve ignored the defensive works that aie

effective against ordinary foes. This is the common Flustra foliacea of our own
shores, in which, although avicularia are present, the defence is provided largely

by the numerous stiff spines which make its surface irregular, and thus unsuitable

for the growth of an encrusting organism. But certain delicate Polyzoa, such as

Crista and Scrupocellaria, which are attached by fine rootlets, flourish on this

species, their rooting processes being able to adapt themselves to the irregularities

of the surface, and to escape the closure of the opercula and mandibles. A
Gymnoblastic Hydroid {Hydranthea margavica) of a similar mode of growth is

also known to occur on healthy colonies of Flustra foliacea.

In a large number of erect Polyzoa the colony, or zoarium, assumes the form
of a small branching tree-like growth in which, as in Retepora, the zocecia open

on one surface only of the branches. The opposite surface is often devoid of any
armature of avicularia or vibracula, a fact which at first sight seems opposed to

the view that these structures are protective. But I think that in some of these

cases the form of the zoarium affords an answer to this objection, since the

branches are so crowded that the avicularia of the front surface of one branch are

probably quite capable of affording protection to the backs of the nearest

branches. It may be noted that Scrupocellaria and Caherea, in which vibracula

occur on the backs of the branches, usually have a much laxer mode of growth
than Buyula, in which the back is unprotected.

In some other erect species there are no avicularia at all. But here we often

find, as in Euthyris, that the whole of the frond is covered by an organic mem-
brane, the ' epitheca,' which invests the calcareous parts ; and it seems to me
probable that this epithecal layer is itself protective. Schiemenz has shown that

it is an advantage to certain Molluscs to have an internal shell, since Starfishes

can devour Molluscs to the sheila of which they can attach their tube-feet, while

they can obtain no hold on the slimy surface of a Mollusc which has covered its

shell by part of its soft tissues. Although the enemies to be guarded against are

not the same in the Polyzoa, there may none the less be an advantage in having

the calcareous parts covered with an organic membrane. The species which are

especially liable to the attacks of Folliculina appear to be those in which the

calcareous parts are but little protected, as iu Cyclostomes such as Lichenopora
;

while this Infusorian readily establishes itself on dead parts of Chcilostomes which
have lost the epitheca that covers their active regions. The encrusting species of

Polyzoa doubtless prefer a hard calcareous surface on which to grow to a soft

yielding membranous surface.

As a further factor with which the absence of avicularia may be correlated

may be mentioned the shape of the individual zocecia. There are many cases,

such as Schizoporella Cecilii, Mucrotiella ventricosa, and a number of others, in

which the zocecia of a species devoid of avicularia are very convex in their

external shape. The conjunction of a succession of convex zocecia is probably

important in preventing the enoroachments of encrusting species, which more
easily adapt themselves to a level surface than to one which is strikingly uneven
or irregular. This is analogous to the case of Flustra foliacea, which we have
already noticed, where the protection appears to depend largely on the develop-

ment of spines. The irregular surface of many Cyclostomes, which is due to the

projection of the free ends of the zocecia, is probably similarly effective in preventing

overgrowth by foreign organisms.

In the vibraculuiu the part that corresponds with the mandible of the

avicularium has been prolonged into a thread-like structure, the ' seta,' which is

moved by muscles corresponding with those of the avicularium.

The setae of Caherea are very large, and they close into oblique grooves which
run along the back of the branch. The protective value of these setas is well

shown in a specimen I have observed from Torres Straits, in which a minute
encrusting Cheilostome has formed a single row of zocecia along the region between-

two of the vibracular grooves, but has not extended into any part where it would
be subject to injury by the movements of the setae.

The vibracula are, however, probably used for other purposes besides the^
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protection against living foes. They no doubt serve to brush away foreign

particles which might otherwise settle on the surface of the colony and block up
the orifices. This function has been suggested for the vibracula of the so-called

Selenariidse, a group of forms which agree in having a zoarium of a discoidal or

inverted saucer-like shape. The colony is believed to rest freely on the bottom,

on the edge of its concave base, though I have some evidence that it may be

attached to the ooze by means of very delicate, flexible, rooting processes. Some
at least of these Selenariiform species occur in situations where the ground is

covered by Globigerina-ooze, the settlement of which on the convex surface

bearing the orifices is probably prevented by the vibracula. It is now generally

admitted that this type of colony has been independently acquired in several

cases, the so-called family being in fact an entirely unnatural assemblage of

genera. It may be worth while to point out in passing that I have noticed in

several cases that the Selenariiform colony commences its existence on a
Foraminiferan shell or other minute object, in the absence of larger surfaces on
which fixation can be effected, and that the characteristic discoidal form is due
to the growth of the circular edge of the colony beyond this initial supporting

base.

But my object in introducing this group of Cheilostomes at the present point

is to call attention to the relatively enormous size which is reached by the setae

of the vibracula of some of the species, a size which is so great that it has even
been supposed that these appendages are used as oar-like organs of locomotion.

In a specimen of Selenaria he.vagonalis, from South Australia, in the Museum of

Zoology at Cambridge, the setae have been colonised by a minute Cheilostome
belonging to the genus Eucratea, It might be said that in this case the setae

have almost overreached themselves, since they have become so large and powerful
that another species is minute enough to find a home on the protective mechanism
itself.

Having thus dealt with the probable functions of the avicularia and vibracula,

we may now return to the consideration of the forms assumed by these

appendages and of their distribution in the colony. The protective function

which they appear to possess prepares us for finding, as is actually the case, that

they are modified in an extraordinary number of directions. But although they
occur, in one form or another, in the majority of Cheilostomes, they may be com-
pletely absent in an entire genus, in certain species of a genus, in certain varieties

of a species, or in individual colonies of species which normally possess them.
They are often wanting on some of the zooecia, though present on most of the

zocecia, of a colony ; and they may vary to a considerable extent in the position

they assume on the zocecium. Not only are they thus variable in their occurrence,

but they show equally striking differences in their individual characters. They
may be all of one kind in a single species, or two or more kinds may occur dis-

tinguished by size, by the shape of the rostrum and mandible, or in other ways.
We thus come to the consideration of the question how far these appendages can
be used in the discrimination of species.

The characters on which species are founded in a group of colonial animals like

the Polyzoa obviously differ in certain respects from those which are used in dis-

tinguishing species in organisms that lead a solitary existence. In the colonial

forms we are concerned partly with the mode of association of the individual

units, partly with the manifestations of dimorphism or polymorphism shown by
those units and partly by the features of the individuals themselves. Among the
Cheilostomatous Polyzoa the dimorphism or even polymorphism of the individual,

due to the presence in the colony of avicularia and vibracula, is of special

importance.

While the characters of the avicularia have accordingly long been used by sys-

tematists for distinguishing species, no one—so far as I am aware—has hitherto

suggested any hypothesis which helps us to form a reasonable conception of the

significance of the innumerable modifications undergone by these organs; nor
do I think that the problem has ever been fairly stated.

The difficulty of understanding the evolutionary significance of the avicularia

3 A2
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arises in part from the fact that the occurrence and distribution of these structures

appear in many cases to give but slight indications of affinities. It cannot, for

instance, he assumed, without further evidence, that two species possessing an

identical type of avicularium are nearly related. The complete absence of avicu-

laria in a particular species is no sufficient reason for removing that species from

an assemblage of forms in which avicularia are always present. And, lastly, there

may be good grounds for believing that two forms with entirely different types of

avicularia are closely related, and in some cases may even belong to the same

species.

The result of a comparative study of the Cheilostomata leads in fact to the

conclusion that although certain genera or species are characterised by the posses-

aion of one or more definite types of avicularium or vibraculum, other genera or

species show no such constancy in this respect. The occurrence of the same type

of avicularian appendage in the species of widely separated genera and the diver-

sity of type of avicularium withia the limits of a single genus or species render it

most difficult to frame any theory that will account for the facts. Are we to

assume that a given type of avicularium has been evolved independently in a

number of cases, or must we suppose that species with that type have inherited

it from a common ancestor ? If the latter hypothesis be the correct one, we seem

to be led to the conclusion that the ancestral Cheilostomes were provided with

most of the types of avicularia that actually occur in existing species, many of

which have lost one or more of those types.

In tryiog to arrive at some conclusion with regard to these points we may
notice in the first instance one fact which stands out with great distinctness

—

namely, that, whatever the modifications of the avicularium may be, the mandible

is usually either acutely pointed at its free end or rounded and spatulate at its

termination. The difference may at first sight appear unimportant, but I am
inclined to believe that it is an indication which may lead us to results of great

significance.

Thouo-li it may be going too far to assert that all avicularia belong to one of

these two types, there is usually no difficulty in recognising either the pointed or

the rounded character in every avicularium present on a colony. The distinction

may be observed by inspecting the form of the rostrum in a dry preparation of a

part of the zoarium, but it is seen with more certainty when the mandibles have

been isolated and are examined in Canada balsam. So striking is the difference

that the inquiry naturally suggests itself whether there is any indication of the

evolutionary meaning of the two kinds of avicularium. It appears to me probable

that a condition which is characteristic of the existing genus Steganoporella may
furnish the answer to this question. In this genus avicularia are typically absent,

hut in each species the zorecia are of two kinds, distinguished by differences in the

shape and structure of the opercula and orifices. The anatomy of the zooecia is

known in but few cases, but in those that have been observed both kinds of

zocecla possess polypides. In one division of Ster/anojyorel/a the more differentiated

zooecia show some it semblances to the pointed type of avicularium, while in a

second division they more nearly resemble rounded avicularia. I am inclined to

believe that these conditions correspond respectively with the two kinds of

differentiated avicularia of other Cheilostomes.

The avicularia most commonly met with occur as appendages of the ordinary

zooecia, which alone constitute the main framework of the colony. But in addi-

tion to these, the 'adventitious ' avicularia of Busk, we find, although less com-

monly, another kind known as the ' vicarious ' avicularium, from the fact that it

occupies the place of an ordinary zooecium, with which it agrees more or less

closely in point of size. Its mandible is usually of the rounded type, appropriately

referred to as ' duckbill-like,' and is readily seen to represent the operculum of

an ordinary zooecium. Compared with this the mandible and the orifice which it

closes are greatly enlarged, while the occlusor muscles have become correspond-

ingly increased in size. The polypide is generally absent in the vicatious

avicularium.

Pointed avicularia of the vicarious type occur normally in the species of
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Onychocella, which, alike by their structure and by their early pulaeontological

appearance, ni.ay be regarded as representing a primitive type of the Cheilo-

stomata. Vicarious avicularia with a rounded mandible occur in certain species

which I refer provisionally to Siphojwporella, as well as in a small proportion of

the species of Membrmiipora and Flustra. All these may fairly be regarded as

belonging to a comparatively undiflereutiated type of Cheilostomata, and their

vicarious avicularia are usually the only ones present. It is thus not improbable

that the avicularium in these cases really represents an early stage of evolution.

But we must notice that precisely similar rounded vicarious avicularia make their

appearance occasionally in species of a much more differentiated type, as in the

well-known Schizopordla Cecilii ' and in certain other species which may for the

present be referred to the same genus. In the majority of the very numerous
species of Schizoporella vicarious avicularia are not known to occur, and it is thus

impossible to regard them as a typical attribute of the genus.

The vicarious avicularia, which by their position and general structure are so

easily comparable with the ordinary zooecia, are usually supposed to represent an
initial stage in the evolution of the avicularium. But if this view be correct, how
are we to account for the sporadic way in which these structures occur in a series

of genera such as Membranipoi-a, Flustfa, Schizoporella, and Cellepora, the last two
of which at any rate are highly specialised in other respects P What conclusion can

we draw from the association, in one and the same colony, of this type ofavicularium

with adventitious avicularia of the most specialised description ? How can we
explain the fact that each kind of avicularium occurs in certain species, but not in

all the species, of many distinct and not specially related genera ? And, lastly, what
is the significance of the fact that certain species of a genus which is normally pro-

vided with avicularia may be totally destitute of these organs ? These are some
of the problems of which no satisfactory solution has at present been given. On
the ordinary view of the way in which the species of a genus are interrelated we
should perhaps not expect to find that two species which are closely similar in

other respects may be distinguished by possessing entirely different types of

avicularia.

I am aware of the fact that it is perhaps premature to indulge in specula-

tions which are unsupported by experimental evidence. But it appears to me
worth while to suggest that some of our difficulties might be removed hy
appealing to the results obtained by workers on Mendelian inheritance. An
essential part of the theory here involved is that in the formation of the gametes
of an organism there is a segregation of certain paired or ' allelomorphic

'

characters whereby some of the gametes are endowed with qualities by virtue of

which they transmit one of the characters, while the rest of the gametes become
capable of transmitting the characters of the other member of the allelomorphic

pair. It has recently been made probable by Professor Bateaon, whose views
have been confirmed by others, that the actual appearance of a particular

character may be dependent on a coupling of two allelomorphs belonging to dis-

tinct pairs. If only one of them is present the character will not show itself.

The phenomenon of reversion on crossing is thus explained as due to the combina-
tion of allelomorphs present in the isolated condition in two parental forms.

Is it not possible that the perplexing occurrence of vicarious avicularia in

some of, but not by any means in all, the colonies of certain species may be inter-

preted as a reversion due to the combination of two or more allelomorphs that

may not have occurred together in the parental forms? We have seen that

there is some reason to believe that these avicularia are really of an archaic

character, from their occurrence in certain genera of a primitive type, known
in some cases by paloeontological evidence to have appeared early in the
evolution of the Cheilostwmata. We may further remember that we have
distinct evidence that Cheilostomes of a differentiated type may retain certain

primitive characters, in the occurrence of a Metnbranipora-like form of ancestrula

in 80 many of them. If, then, we may suppose that the appearance of vicarious

' Kirkpatrick, Ann. Maff. Nat. Hist. (6), v. 1890, p. 21.
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avicularia is due to a combination of more than one allelomorph we may recognise

the possibility that the ancestrulaj of a given species still carry the determinants

representing those allelomorphs. In species in which the vicarious avicularia are

of normal occurrence there is no difficulty in this hypothesis. In others, of which
examples may be found in Schizoporella, the vicarious avicularia make their

appearance rarely, in a very small proportion of colonies. In these cases the

facts might be accounted for on the hypothesis of the chance recombination of

allelomorphs which are ordinarily separated, unless indeed it should prove to be
the case that the vicarious avicularia represent a recessive character which is

usually prevented from making its appearance by some dominant factor.

A single series of cases of this kind will not carry conviction, but there are

many facts with regard to the distribution of adventitious avicularia that may
point in the same direction. We may recur to the fact that the form of these

appendages may be eminently characteristic of a whole series of species which
from their similarity in other respects are naturally associated in a single genus or

family. The most striking instance of this is, perhaps, the genus Bugula, in which we
find the avicularium par excellence. The variations of this type of avicularium are

comparatively slight and for the most part depend on differences in position with

regard to the zooecia and on minor modifications of size, shape, and length of

stalk. Both in Bugula and in the allied genus Bicellaria the avicularian

characters may be described as relatively constant ; and since they belong to a

type that is rarely met with in other genera, they seem to confirm the evidence

afforded by other structural features that the species which possess them are

related to one another. But even in Bugula, where the avicularia reach the

summit of their development, we meet with species or varieties in which these

appendages are invariably absent throughout the colony. This may be illustrated

by Bugula neritina, a widely distributed species which in the Mediterranean and
certain other districts is remarkable for the complete absence of avicularia,

although in other structural features it shows a close affinity to other species of

Bugula. In Australian and Oriental waters, however, there occur forms which
can hardly be distinguished from B. neritina except by the fact that they always

possess numerous avicularia of the specialised character that is so distinctive of

the genus. It does not matter for our present purpose whether these are to be

regarded as a variety of B. 'neritina or not. If the appearance of avicularia may
be regarded, on Mendelian principles, as due to the presence of one or more allelo-

morphs, it is possible to understand that these may be omitted in certain cases,

and that there may thus be a close affinity between two forms one of which
differs from the other in what appears at first sight so essential a respect as the

complete absence of the avicularia which we are justified in regarding as the most
important feature of the genus.

A second case of the same general nature may also be noticed. In the family

CellulariidEB are included a number of delicate erect species which are commonly
placed in the genera Caberea, Scrupocellana, Menipea, and Cellularia. The first

two of these are distinguished by possessing vibracula as well as avicularia.

Menipea is defined as possessing avicularia, but no vibracula ; while Cellularia

peac/iii does not possess either kind of appendage. A species known as Amastigia
nuda has been placed in a separate genus because of the absence of vibracula and
their replacement by avicularia, while in other respects it agrees with Caherea,

in which the vibracula reach a development not exceeded by those of any other

Cheilostome. Before considering the bearing of these facts we may appropriately

consider another instance taken from the same family, although by doing so we
are for the moment leaving the question of the avicularia. In the genera

Caherea, Scrupocellaria, and Menipea certain species are distinguished by having
the free surface of the zooecium protected by a peculiar spine known as the
' scutum,' which is usually flattened and much expanded at its free end, where it

overarches the membranous frontal surface in such a way as to cover and
presumably to protect it. But in each genus other species are characterised by
the complete absence of the scutum, while in others it occurs in varying degrees

of reduction.
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We have tlius several cases in which certain species differ from their near allies

in the complete absence of a structure which is, as a rule, one of the most distinctive

features of the genera to which they are respectively assigned. Should it be

possible to prove that the appearance of the organ in question, whether avicularium,

vibraculum, or scutum,^ was of the nature of an allelomoi-phic character, its dis-

appearance would be readily intelligible.

The facts which I have indicated with regard to the so-called CellulariidiB

have not hitherto been sufBciently discussed ; but I imagine that most systematists

who have considered the question have assumed that the scutum, for instance, has

undergone parallel evolution in Caberen, Scrupocellaria, and Menipea, either

having been independently evolved in each of the three cases (a most improbable

supposition), or having independently undergone a series of regressive changes of

precisely similar character in the three genera.

But it is perhaps in the mode of occurrence of adventitious avicularla that we
find the strongest reason for believing in the existence of some form of alternative

inheritance. We may indeed go as far as to assert that alternative development

does actually take place, whether the explanation of the iacts is given by the

Mendelian theory or not. The difference between the pointed and the round
avicularia is a very definite one, which—it is no exaggeration to say—may be

observed in hundreds of species. When these species are arranged under genera

according to the result of a study of the whole of the evidence derived from all

the characters that have proved valuable in classification, we find that many
genera include some species with one type of avicularium and others with the

other type. It should perhaps be pointed out that the validity of many of these

genera is a matter on which differences of opinion exist. The subject is un-
doubtedly a difficult one, and we are far from having arrived at any certainty

with regard to the classification of the Cheilostomata. But it is perfectly

certain that we could not utilise the two kinds of avicularia in dividing these

Polyzoa into two main series, since there are innumerable cases in which both
kinds occur in a single colonj'. This is a fact to which I shall return later.

We may accordingly maintain that, although much is probably faulty in our
present system, we have clear evidence that the same genus may include species

which differ in the type of avicularium; and, moreover, that these are not

exceptional, but, on the contrary, are of common occurrence. A few instances

will make these points clear.

In the encrusting species and in certain others the avicularia commonly occur,

as we have already seen, in a position near the orifice of the zooecium, where they

are usually either lateral or suboral. In one of the species with lateral avicularia

these appendages may be of the pointed type, while in another they may be
rounded ; and the same statement may be made with regard to the suboral

avicularia. Within the limits of the same genus we may further notice that

certain species have lateral avicularia, while others have suboral avicularia.

Here, again, we find the same indifference as to the shape of the rostrum and
mandible.

If we might provisionally suppose that the two kinds of avicularia constituted

an allelomorphic pair, represented by Aa, and that the lateral and suboral positions

indicated a second allelomorphic pair, Bb, the four combinations, AB, Ab, aB, ab,

would be theoretically possible. We might, in other words, have pointed or

rounded lateral avicularia, and pointed or rounded suboral avicularia. All these

conditions actually occur in such genera as Lepralia and Schizoporella ; and;^in

some cases two species which agree in the form of the avicularia but differ in

their position, or agree in the position but differ in their form, appear on other
grounds to be nearly related, one to the other.

Other cases may be taken from Retepora, an instance where we may feel our-
selves on comparatively secure ground, since there are strong reasons for believing

' The case of the scutum is less striking than that of the other structures under
consideration, since conditions intermediate between full development and complete
absence are not uncommon.
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the genus to be a natural one. The genus as a whole possesses an almost bewilder-t

ing variety in the form, position, and size of the avicularia, among which, how-
ever, we may distinguish the following kinds : (i) The suboral avicularium,

closely related to the orifice and usually termed ' labial,' because it occurs on
what may be described as the lower lip

;
(ii) frontal avicularia, on some part of

that surface of the zooscium which bears the orifice
;

(iii) basal or dorsal

avicularia, on the backs of the branches
;
(iv) fenestral avicularia, which guard

the edges of the fenestraj or meshes of the colony.

In many of the species of this large genus the suboral avicularia are of the

small rounded type. In other species they are small and pointed, with an acute

mandible ; while others are distinguished by possessing suboral avicularia that may
ba described as gigantic.

Among the frontal avicularia similar diflferences exist. In one case that has

come under my observation a remarkable variation of this kind is found within
the limits of a single species. Remembering the great difficulty there often is in

arriving at certainty with regard to the limits of the species in the genus under
consideration, I wish to emphasise the fact that this instance is taken from
Retcjwra phanicea, a form that not only has well-marked specific characters

of the ordinary kind, but is remarkable in having a beautiful carmine-red or violet

colour, a respect in which it differs from most of its nearest allies. The frontal

avicularia of this species are usually of the pointed type, but in the variety in

question—a colony from Torres Straits—they are, so far as I have been able to

ascertain,' all of the rounded kind.

The fenestral avicularia show a similar behaviour. In South Australian

waters there are a number of forms which are regarded as varieties of Retepora

mo7iilifera. In the form known as var. munita there is usually a suprafenestral

avicularium of large size, distinguished by having a rounded mandible, which is

a good deal broader than it is long.'- In another form of the same species, dis-

tinguished by MacGillivray as var. acutirostris, the wiwztto-avicularium may
either occur as such in some of the fenestrse, or be replaced in others by a large

avicularium of the typical pointed form.

In other .species a gigantic infrafenestral avicularium commonly occurs, but
while these structures are found in a considerable proportion of the fenestrse of

some colonies they appear to be completely absent in other colonies. In this

series of cases, which is well illustrated by Retepora phcenicea, I think there is

clear evidence that different colonies, from the same locality and belonging to the

same species, may show the two conditions of presence and absence respectively

of fenestral avicularia. According to the ordinary criteria by which species of

Polyzoa are discriminated, it might be necessary to place these in different species

—

a result which is not supported by other evidence. I think we must conclude
that a species may have the faculty of entirely dropping out some complete series

of organs, like certain kinds of avicularia. The Alendelian principle may here

come to our aid by showing the theoretical possibility of having the two con-

ditions represented in a series of colonies of identical parentage. If this should
really be the explanation of the facts, it should occasion no surprise if some mem-
bers of the immediate progeny of a colony in which a certain type of avicularium
is absent should be found to be provided with a complete armature of these

appendages.
The cases so far considered may conceivably be explained on ordinary Men-

delian lines by assuming that an entire colony is homozygous or heterozygous
with regard to particular characters. Remembering that the so-called ancestrula,

' It may be noted that it is extremely difficult and often impossible to make a
study of every part of a large and irregular Retepora sufficiently exhaustive to

justify one in asserting positively that all parts are identical in respect of their

avicularia.
^ This characteristic ?nMnite-avIcularium is probably merely an enlarged form of

the small circular type of avicularium met with as labial avicularia and in other
positions in roany species,
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or primary individual, does not show all the characteristics of the mature colony,

we must, however, assume that the determinants present in it do not find their

full expression until the buddinpr process has commenced.
But we are by no means at the end of our difficulties, even in considering the

distribution of the appendages we have so far discussed. The instances already

given have for the most part been cases in which an entire colony differs in certain

respects from other colonies. We have still to notice the common case in which
there are differences in different parts of one and the same colony. No theory

can be considered complete unless it is able to account for these differences.

I approach this part of the subject with great trepidation, conscious as I am of

the absence of experimental evidence for the suggestion I wish to make This
suggestion is, briefly, that if a segregation of characters normally takes place in tho
formation of the gametes of an organism, it is conceivable that an analogous
segregation may occur in the blastogenic processes, or, in other words, in the

formation of a bud. It may be asserted positively that there is a very definite

differentiation of individuals at this time, not only in the Polyzoa, but also in

other animals which increase by budding. The fact that some of these differen-

tiations appear to be alternative suggests the possibility that they are duo to a pro-

cess which resembles the Mendelian segregation of determinants in the gametes.

One of the instances which appears to me specially suggestive in this con-

nection is the genus Steganoporelln, the species of which are remarkable for tho

dimorphism of their zooecia. This dimorphism is expressed, as we have already

seen, by differences in the opercula and in their muscles, and in the form of the

orifices which are closed by the opercula. It is not too much to say that every
individual in a Steganoporella colony belongs to one of the two types in question

;

and, so far as I am aware, intermediate forms of zooecium do not occur. It is thus

a positive fact that the blastogenic tissues undergo some sort of diflerentiation of

an alternative character, and there is at present no reason for believing that the

differentiation is in any way correlated with the production of sexual cells by
either of the two kinds of zocecia.

Another case which seems to me specially suggestive is that of the simulta-

neous occurrence in the same colony of two different kinds of aviculavia. These
instances are not confined to a few species, but may be found in a number of

genera which do not constitute a single assemblage of related forms. The pointed

and rounded adventitious avicularia may be scattered about promiscuously in the

same colony, or even on the same zocecium. Sometimes avicularia of one of the

two types normally occur in a particular position, but are occasionally replaced

by avicularia of the other kind, an example of a general phenomenon to which
Professor Bateson has given the name of ' homojosis.'

Excellent illustrations of this substitution may be taken from the genus
Setepora. In the JR. monilifera series already considered the munita and
acutirostris types of avicularia may occur in different fenestras of the same
colony. R. granulata usually possesses a labial avicularium and a frontal

avicularium, both of the small rounded kind. In one of the colonies of this

'species dredged by the 'Siboga' most of the labial avicularia are of this type, but
a certain proportion of the zocecia have a pointed labial avicularium. In another
colony most of the frontal avicularia are small and round, but in some of the

zooecia they are large and pointed. In both instances the examination of

the mandibles proved the reality of the distinction inferred from the shape of the

calcareous parts.

Instances of a similar substitution could easily be multiplied, while the cases

of the simultaneous occurrence of the two kinds of adventitious avicularia are

innumerable. Without going so far as to say that intermediate conditions do not

occur—a generalisation that could only be established by very prolonged study

—

it may certainly be maintained that it is the general rule for an avicularium to

assume one of the two types. In a suitable preparation it is usually quite easy

to sort all the mandibles into their proper group at first sight, and without having
to pause to consider doubtful cases. This fact is surely significant, and it can
at least be argued that in the blastogenic processes by which the avicularia have
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been developed some differentiation or segregation must occur by which the two
kinds are constituted. If this differentiation should prove to be analogous to the
segregation which occurs during the formation of gametes we should be able

to account for much that is at present perplexing in the polymorphism of the
Cheilostomata. We should in particular not be precluded from regarding a
colony with avicularia of one type as nearly related to other colonies which
possess avicularia of the other type ; and we should have some explanation of the
fact that many of the genera possess all the different forms of avicularia which
are variously distributed among their constituent species.

I have so far spoken as if the adventitious avicularia belonged to two types
only. This statement requires some further qualification, although it may never-
theless be true that all the forms can be referred to one or other of the two
principal kinds. As a matter of fact a single Cheilostome colony may bear more
than two sorts of avicularia; as, for instance, appendages with large pointed
mandibles, in addition to two kinds of those with small rounded mandibles.*
This introduces a further complication, about which it is unnecessary to speculate
at present.

It may naturally be asked whether there are any numerical facts which
support the suggestions I have made with regard to the significance of the
different forms of avicularian appendages. 1 must admit that the numerical
relations are so complicated and apparently so variable that I have not been able
to draw any definite conclusion from them.

Experimental evidence is at present wanting, nor would it be easy to devise
crucial tests. Even if it were possible to experiment with two colonies of the
same species which differ in their avicularian appendages, the result might be
negative, since it is not possible to say definitely whether the eggs of a given
colony are normally fertilised by the spermatozoa of the same colony or by those
of a different colon)*. Some light may conceivably be obtained from observations
on the regenerative processes which may occur in Polyzoa. A recent paper by
Levinsen ^ gives some information with regard to this point, and there are a few
other observations on the same subject scattered through the literature of the
Polyzoa.

It is thus obvious that the speculations in which I have permitted myself
to indulge cannot be regarded as more than a guess as to the significance of
the causes which underlie the facts observed ; but, whether the view I have
outlined has anything to recommend it or not, the observations on which I have
depended are, I think, correct. If this be the case, some explanation of the facts

is urgently required. The decision of the principles on which the Polyzoa should
be classified may not be a matter of immediate practical importance, but our
theories of species cannot be regarded as established until they have shown them-
selves capable of explaining all the cases. Some modification of the Mendelian
theory seems to me to be capable of elucidating the apparently haphazard way in
which the several forms of avicularia are distributed in the species of Cheilostomata,
and it may perhaps be allowed to afford a working hypothesis that can be used in

systematic study. The results of such a hypothesis would, I think, be far-reaching.
Whether we are justified in accepting it provisionally or not, I am convinced that
we require some hypothesis by which we may regard two specimens as belonging
to the same species, even though they may differ in what might at first sight seem

' In the species of Retepora, for instance, there may occur the following types
of avicularia, in addition to others that need not be mentioned : Conspicuously
large avicularia, some of which are usually fenestral, either pointed (a) or
rounded (J) ; small avicularia, either pointed (c) or rounded, these latter occurring
as two well-marked types in which the mandible is respectively longer than
broad (d) or broader than long (e). The following combinations may occur in
individual species or colonies: a + o + d, a + d + e, a alone, b + c, b + d, and others.
Examples of some of these combinations may be seen in Busk's Keport on the
Polyzoa collected by H.M.S. Challenger (Part XXX., 1884).

^ ' Sur la Regeneration totale des Bryozoaires,' Acad. Roy. des Sci. de Danemark,
Bull, do Vannee 1907, N" 4.
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to be fundamental respects. And, vice versa, we require the liberty to regard two
species as widely separated from eacb other in the system, even though they

possess identical types of avicularia.

There are other questions which might have been considered in the Cheilo-

stomata, and, in particular, the presence or absence of oral or marginal spines and
the forms and distribution of the ovicells. The occurrence of the latter is, how-
ever, probably connected with the presence in the young zocecium of tissue which .

will give rise to an ovary ; and this implies the consideration of another factor

which is very difficult to estimate.

I must not conclude without at sny rate referring to the fact that the Polyzoa

are by no means the only animals in which dimorphism or polymorphism occurs

as the result of blastogenic processes. But among the Coelenterates, for in-

stance, the occurrence of medusoid individuals cannot be considered apart from the

question of the sexual cells. There is, however, one series of cases among Hydroids

to which allusion may perhaps be made. I refer to the existence of pairs of

genera such as Corymorpha and Tubularia, Syncoryne and Coryne, Podocoryne

and Hydractinia, in each of which pairs the two genera are distinguished by the

fact that one produces free medusae, while the other has sessile gonophores. There

is already some evidence that the validity of these generic distinctions is open to

question ; and the free medusoid individual and the sessile gonophore might con-

ceivably be related in such a way as to form members of an allelomorphic pair.

The same phylum contains another striking example of dimorphism in the distinc-

tion between gastrozooids and dactylozooids in many Hydroids; while in the

Siphonophora the differentiation of various forms of individual has advanced
much further.

But I have already gone much beyond my evidence, and I must bring my
remarks to a conclusion by expressing the view that the causes which regulate the

differentiation of the individuals during the blastogenic development of the Polyzoa

are well worthy of further study, and that our knowledge of the unity of the vital

processes throughout the animal kingdom gives us reason to believe that they are

part of some general Biological law.

The following Papers were then read :

—

1. The Migratory Movements of certain Shore-Birds as observed on the

Dublin Coast. By C. J. Patten, Sc.D.

While the majority of my observations, extending over twenty years, on the

migratory movements of shore-birds along the Dublin coast have been incor-

porated in my work entitled ' The Aquatic Birds of Great Britain and Ireland,'

published at the end of the year 1906, I still continue to visit my former

hunting-grounds, and, with the aid of trustworthy correspondents, have col-

lected further information on the subject. To add to my personal observations

and to enable me to bring before this meeting of the British Association informa-

tion as recent as possible, I selected the Dublin coast this autumn as a seaside

resort. I would refer particularly to the Sanderling {Calidris arenaria). There is

now strong evidence to show that this bird is found in adult plumage throughout

the breeding-season on that coast. The observations of Mr, A. Williams, made
in July 1906 in this locality, on the Sanderling are of interest, as there was an
unusually large gathering of adult birds recorded. In many ways tlie Turnstone

repeats the migratory movements of the Sanderling, and is found throughout
the year on the Dublin coast in adult plumage. I have, moreover, dissected the

genitals of the female bird, shot at the height of the breeding-season, and have
found quite ripe ova. The time will, I believe, yet come when this species will

be discovered breeding on the Irish seaboard, or perhaps along the shores of

inland lakes. The movements of the Little Stint are most irregular ; a few pairs

appear during some autumn seasons, but in 1902 I have records of flocks from
the locality in question. The tameness of certain shore-birds on their first arrival
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ou the coast is remarkable, such species often only remaining a few days. This is

particularly interesting to those of us wishing to avail ourselves of the short
opportunities we have of watching them.

The paper was illustrated by a series of lantern-slides, and of skins of speci-
mens collected by the author, illustrating curious phases of plumage-changes,
according to sex, age, and season.

ti. A BiologicalSxpediiion to the Birket el Qiirun, FayumProvince ofEgypt.
By W. A. CuNNiNQTON, B.A., Ph.D., andC. L. Boulenger, B.A.

The lake known as the Birket el Qurun has a unique interest, since it is the
remains of the historic Lake Moeris, which was used as an artificial regulator
of the Nile floods by the monarchs of the twelfth dynasty. Our expedition was
undertaken in the spring of last year at the instigation of Captain Lyons, F.R.S.,
the Director-General of the Egyptian Survey Department.

While the Birket el Qurun is still of considerable size, being about twenty-five
miles long and having a maximum breadth of five or six miles, it is very evident
to the present-day observer that a remarkable reduction in size has taken place,

liaised beaches may be clearly recognised in many parts, and the lake is extremely
shallow, the greatest depth being between four and five fathoms. The water, too,

IS sufficiently brackish to be quite unpalatable, and its density is above that
of fresh water. It is thought that the surface of the lake was formerly as much
as 70 feet above sea-level; now it is some 140 feet below the level of the Medi-
terranean.

The lake was found to be well stocked with forms of life, but apparently the
number of species is not large. With the tow-net there were taken large

quantities of Entomostraca—principally copepods and cladocera—as well as great
numbers of rotifers. Very little phyto-plaukton was obtained.

The Entomostraca doubtless form the food-supply of the fishes, which occur in

astonishing abundance. Fifteen species of fish were obtained, belonging to seven
families. All are well-known Nile forms, but more than half were secured for the
first time by this expedition. A large specimen of the so-called Nile perch (Lates
iiiloticus) was examined, which measured 120 cm. and weighed 54 pounds.

The swampy pools on the margin of the lake yielded ostracods, hydrachnids of
the genus FAilais, and five species of spiders. The moUusca belong to eleven
i^pecies, all of them being Nilotic forms. Among these mollusca only two species

of lamellibranchs are included. A small oligochc'Ete

—

Paranais liltoralig—is the
only aquatic worm obtained, as leeches and turbellaria appear to be absent.

Our collection contained also a gymnolajmatous polyzoan, with a circular

ophophore and eight tentacles. Cordi/lophora was found growing in great
.'ibundance in the lake. Its occurrence is of considerable interest, since it has not
previously been recorded from Africa, and is not known to occur in the Nile, with
which the Birket el Qurun is in direct communication. The most interesting dis-

covery was that of a medusa and the associated hydroid stage. This form, which
has been named Mcerisia Lrjonsi, appears to bear a resemblance to the marine
genns, Sarsia. Whatever its exact ufiinities, it is difficult to account for its pre-
sence in the Birket el Qurun.

The algfe and the truly aquatic higher plants were also collected. Among the
latter, specimens of Potamoyeton interruptus and Chara vulgaris are of interest,

since they show slight differences from the common forms.

3. On the Distribution of Irish Freshwater Mites (Hydrarachuida).

By J. N. Halbert.

The author described the various stages in the life-history, and the importance
of the parasitic larval stage in the dispersal of the various species over large areas.

The geographical distribution of the species is very imperfectly known, but the
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majority are more or less widely distributed, and may be placed in at least two
great faunistic groups. One group inhabits the lowland waters of a comparatively
high temperature, while the other is especially charaoteristic of highland lakes
and streams possessing a deeper temperature. Both groups show many interesting-

structural modifications in harmony with their natural environment.

4. On some Arctic and Antarctic Collembola.

By Professor George H. Carpenter, B.Sc, M.R.I.A.

The last ten years have been marked hy great advances in the systematic
study of the Collembola or springtails. Collections from many parts of the world
have been worked out, but the most striking results have been obtained from the
examination of specimens brought from the Arctic and Antarctic regions by
various expeditions. The comparative richness of the Collembolan fauna of
remote northern and southern lands is remarkable. In the Arctic, Greenland
has about 20 species of springtails, Spitzbergen 16, and Franz-Joseph Land 7

;

while in the Antarctic, Kerguelen has 5, Graham Land and the South Shet-
lands 4, South Georgia 6, the Falklands 10, and South Victoria Land at least 2.

According to the views of most recent students, the Poduridae and the
Isotominae are nearest to the primitive stock of the order, the Entomobryinfe, the
Tomocerinae, and the Symphypleona being more highly specialised. It is suggestive
to find that in both the Arctic and Antarctic faunas the primitive sections are
well repre.'sented, while the specialised genera have but very few species. And in
the more remote and insular regions the higher groups seem entirely absent.

Of much interest is the presence of two Arctic Isotomines in our own islands.
These are Agrenia hidenticulata (Tullb.), a species both Arctic and Alpine, dis-
covered last year in Irish and North British mountain streams, and Proisotoma
Beselsii (Packard), which inhabits the Arctic regions of both the Old and New
Worlds and the coast of Scotland. ' Bi-polarity ' in the Collembola is shown by
Wahlgren's recent record of this latter species from Terra del Fuego and by the
presence of a closely allied form {Proisotoma Brucei, Carp.) on the South Orkneys.
Such distribution indicates a high antiquity (probably Mesozoic) for the species.

A similar conclusion is suggested by a comparison of the distinctively Antarctic
springtails. Several genera are apparently confined to the southern regions.
Among these Cryptopygus (Willem) is represented by identical or nearly allied
species in Terra del Fuego, Graham Land, South Shetland, South Orkneys, and
South Georgia. Turning to genera of wider range we find the same Isotoma
(7. octo-oculata, Willem) present in Graham Land, South Shetland, South Orkneys,
and Kerguelen, while the Isotoma of South Victoria Land (7. klovstadi, Carp.) is

closely allied to a Fuegian species. Such distributional facts suggest a con-
siderable geological age for the species and a former wide extension of the
Antarctic continent.

The National Antarctic ('Discovery ') Expedition collected from moss at Granite
Harbour, South Victoria Land, a remarkable springtail, referable to tbe
Poduridce, but showing some striking affinities to the Isotomince. This insect
apparently the most southerly terrestrial animal yet known—will be described
.ind figured in the forthcoming part of the Expedition Reports.

5. On Diaposematism, or the Interchange of Characters between Distaste/til
Forms. ByY. A. Dixey, M.A., M.D.

When in the year 1879 Fritz Muller put forward his theory of common warn-
ing colours, or the assimilation of one distasteful form to another for the sake of
mutual protection against insectivorous enemies, he recognised the probability, or
even certainty, that the approach would not necessarily be one-sided, but mioht
be in the strict sense convergent, each form in some respects advancing to m'eet
the other. This suggestion, however, so far as F. Miiller was concerned, remained
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only in the theoretical stage; it was never developed by him, and although he
mentioned a few instances in support of his view, he did not attempt to trace the

supposed mutually mimetic process in any detail. There is, nevertheless, much
evidence that such reciprocal approach, or interchange of obvious characters, does

actually occur ; and some cases of mimicry are here exhibited, the peculiar features

of which are difficult to explain on any other hypothesis.

Thus the resemblance between Leuceronia pharis, Boisd., and the form of

Nychitona medusa, Cram., which inhabits the same districts of Central Africa,

appears to be due to mutual assimilation, the Leuceronia having borrowed its

peculiar outline and the attenuation of the dark apical patch from the Nychitona,

while the wings of the latter form owe their spotlessness and the comparative

opacity of their white pigment, in both of which respects they differ from the

forms nearest to them by affinity, to imitation of the Leucero7na.

Similarly, the mimetic relation between Heliconius as represented \>y H.guaricus,

Reak., or H. haenschi, St. and Riff., and certain Pierines or ' white ' butterflies

such as Pereute leucodrosime, KolL, and Pieris lociista, Feld, may very possibly be

due to an interchange of certain features between them.

Again, there is in the Island of Bali a certain Pierine butterfly, Ixias baliensis,

Fruhst., the female of wliich presents a general resemblance to another Pierine,

Hvphina cori'a, Wallace, found in the same island. In view of the usual aspect of

the nearest allies of these two forms respectively, the conclusion suggests itself

that the Ixias has assimilated its forewing to that of the Huphina, and the

Huphina its hind wing to that of the Ixias.

The females of certain Central and South American Papilios, or,' Swallow-tails

'

(as P. iphidamas, Fabr., P. nephalion, Gudt., &c.) are in close mimetic relation

with both sexes of some common species of the Pierine genus Euterpe' (e.g.,

E. approximata, Butl., E. tereas, Godt., &c.) The suggestion is offered that

although in most respects the Papilio has plainly influenced the Pierine, it is yet

due to the influence of the latter that the females of the former have not adopted

more closely the aspect of their own males.

For this phenomenon of mutual approach, or reciprocal influence, the term
Diaposematism has been proposed by Professor Poulton. The possibility of its

occurrence has been questioned on a priori grounds, but, it would appear, without
sufficient reason.

6. (i) Mimicry in the Butterflies of North America, (ii) Recent Investi-

gations iipon the African Swallow-tail Butterfly Papilio dardanus
(meropc ) as an Example of Mimicry. By Professor E. B. Poulton,
F.li.S.

7. Some of the chief Mimetic Combinations amx)ng South American
Butterflies, By J. C. Moulton.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1. An Inquiry into the Feeding Habits of British Birds.

By C. Gordon Hewitt, M.Sc.

It is becoming increasingly difficult, with the introduction of scientific methods
into agriculture, horticulture, and forestry, for zoologists studying economic
problems to form a definite opinion with regard to the economic status of many
species of the birds of our islands, such as, for example, the rook, jay, starling,

chaffinch and other finches, and many other birds.
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This difficulty is entirely due to the almost complete absence ia this country

of any precise information as to the food habits of our birds. There exists a large

amount of evidence obtained from observers, such as fruit-growers, gamekeepers,

sportsmen, and others ; and although some of this may be and is useful, much of

it has been distorted on its way, through the prejudiced glasses of the observer.

What is really necessary in order to obtain as accurate a conception as possible

of the economic status of any species of bird is the actual dissection and recording

of the contents of the crops and stomachs of a large number of individuals killed,

not only in different months of the year, but also in different localities, since

different conditions exist in different regions, for example, in Kent and Lancashire.

Such evidence is the only real and safe guide, and observational evidence,

after careful selection, must only be taken as supplementary.

Very little work of this nature has been accomplished in this country, but

until it is done the regulations with regard to the protection of birds will be ever

subject to the influence of the personal bias or ignorance of the legislators, and
such legislation will be on as equally a sound foundation as many of the fisheries

regulations were until the advent of scientific fishery investigations.

The Biological Survey Bureau of the United States Department of Agriculture

furnishes an excellent example of the kind of work that should be carried out ; it

is collecting and publishing a valuable mass of information concerning the feeding

habits of birds and their nestlings, from which, in the majority of cases, they are

able to deduce the precise economic value of these birds. The Central Bureau for

Ornithology of the Himgarian Department of Agriculture is doing similar work.

It is proposed to form a British Economic Ornithological Committee, as such

work can be best carried out by a number of biologists working together. At the

last annual meeting of the Association of Economic Biologists, held in April 1908,

the author moved the following resolution, which was carried unanimously :

—

* That this Association, recognising the great need of an organised inquiry into

the feeding habits of the birds of the British Isles, with a view to obtaining

a precise knowledge of their economic status, is of the opinion that a committee

should be formed with the object of carrying on investigations on this subject.'

The Board of Agriculture, recognising the importance of the subject, have
remised to help the inquiry.

2. On the Abuses resulting from the strict Ajyplication of the Rule of
Priority in Zoological Nomenclature, and on the means of jjrotecting

well-established Names. By G. A. Boulenqer, F.R.S.

Disapproval was expressed of the extreme application of the rule of priority,

which in the author's opinion had brought about much mischief under pretence of

aiming at ultimate uniformity.

The author protested against the abuse to which this otherwise excellent rule

had been put by some recent workers, encouraged as they were by the decision

of several committees who had undertaken to revise the Stricklandian Code,
elaborated under the auspices of the British Association in 1842.

The worst feature of this abuse is not so much the bestowal of unknown
names on well-known creatures as the transfer of names from one to another, as

we have seen in the case of Astacus, Torpedo, Ilolothuria, Simia, Cynocephalus,

and many others which must be present to the mind of every systematist.

The names that were used uniformly by Cuvier, Johannes Miiller, Owen,
Agassiz, Darwin, Huxley, Gegenbaur, would no longer convey any meaning, very
often they would be misunderstood ; in fact, the very object for which Latin or

latinised names were introduced would be defeated.

It is all very well to talk of uniformity in the future, but surely we must have
some consideration for the past.

Names with which all general zoologists, anatomists, and physiologists are

familiar should be respected, should be excepted from the rule in virtue of what
may be termed the privilege of prescription,
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If biologists would agree to make that one exception to the law of* priority ill

nomenclature, things would adjust themselves well enough, and we might hope to

see realised some day what we all desire, fixity in names, that we may readily

understand the meaning of all writers, not only over the whole civilised world,
at the present day and in the future, but back into the last century, which has
marked so great an advance in zoological science.

Such a result would be attained by protecting time-honoured names of well-

known animals from the attacks of the revisers of nomenclature. For this

purpose future committees that may be convened to discuss these topics might
confer a real and lasting benefit on zoology by determining, group by group,
which names are entitled to respect, not of course on the ground of their earliest

date or their correct application in the past, but as having been universally used
,

in a definite sense.

This suggestion is not a new one. As far back as 1896, in a discussion which
took place at the Zoological Society of London, Sir E, Ray Lankester, protesting
against the digging up of old names, suggested that an international committee
should be formed, not to draw up a code of rules, but ' to produce an authoritative
list of names—once and for all—about which no lawyer-like haggling should
hereafter be permitted.'

Twelve years have elapsed, and nothing of the kind has been arranged. On
the contrary, the various committees that have legislated since have insisted on
absolute priority, and we often read that such a decision has been arrived at by
international agreement. It is not so, a great body of zoologists in this country
protest, and hope that something will be done towards carrying out the proposal
here briefly set forth, which seems to be the only proper step to take in order to

prevent the confusion with which we are menaced, -,

3. The Vascular System of Stylodrilus. By Rowland Southern.

The genus Stylodrilus has hitherto been distinguished from other European
genera belonging to the Oligochcete family Lumbriculidre by the absence of the
blind contractile appendages of the blood-vessels, which are so characteristic of
the family. The new species investigated, but not yet described, from the river
Annalee, co. Cavan, Ireland, undoubtedly belongs to the genus Stylodrilus, but
differs from all the other species in the possession of simple conttactile appen-
dages to the dorsal vessel. These blind sacs are restricted to the posterior end
of the worm and are simpler in structure than those of any other Lumbriculid<
This species thus forms an interesting link between the normal Lumbriculid type
and the aberrant genus Stylodrilm. The relations of the dorsal and ventral vessels

to the intestinal blood-sinus are also investigated, and shown to differ considerably
from the condition typical of the Oligochseta.

4. Giant Nerve Cells and Fibres.^ By Dr. J. H. Asuworth.

5. The Eespiraiion ofLand tsojyods, By Ernest Ewart Unwin,

The woodllce belong to an aquatic family, and it is interesting to see how they
fare in their new environment.

Taking Asel/ns arjnaticus as a typical aquatic isopod, Ligia oceanica perhaps
comes nearest in habitat and general structure. The respiration is effected by the
abdominal appendages, which are platelike. The outer plate (exopodite) is stouter
than and covers the thinner inner plate (endopodite). If kept damp, oxygen is

extracted from the air by these plates.

' Published in ridl. Trans. R.S.
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Oniscus aseltiis, the common brown slater, resembles Lt(/ia in the general

structure of its respiratory organs. It has, however, a curious additional breathing-

organ at the outer edge of each exopodite. This is scooped out beneath to form a

very thin-walled air-chamber.

Porcellio scabef 13 noteworthy on account of the presence of whitish patches upon

the first two pairs of abdominalexopodites. These are caused by minute air-tubes

excavating the exopodite. It is interesting to find an independent acquisition of

air-tubes, although they exhibit none of the perfections found in insects' tracheae.

The habitat of Oniscus is distinctly damper than that of Porcellio.

A large number of experiments were tried with these two kinds of woodlice

under very wet and very dry conditions, the results being that Oniscus outlived

Porcellio when submerged ; but Porcellio easily outlived Oniscus under dry con-

ditions.

Several other genera of woodlice were examined, their habitat noted, and a

large number of similar experiments conducted, with the result that the common
genera can be arranged in an ascending series from a wet to a drier habitat, and

the structure of the respiratory organs shows corresponding modifications ; in fact,

the one is the result of the other.

These results can be tabulated thus :

—

Habitat. Isopod. Eespiratory Oegans.

Aquatic.... Asellus aquaticus . . Gills.

High-water line . . Ligia, oceanica . . Gills, with stouter exopodites.

Wet grass . . . Tricho7ilsvus pusillus . Ditto.

•p •
v,

1
f Oniscus asellus ."[ Gills, with special air-chambers

*^ P ^
"1^ Phlloscia muscarum . | at edge of exopodites.

T, • 1 r> 77- J. r Air-tubes iu two pairs of exo-
Drier places . . . Porcellio scaber ' ] d'i

Dry places (often very 1 ^^^^^^^.^^.^ ^^„^ ^.^^^ ^^ f Ditto. wi:th power of rolling

dry) . . . .;
-^

L up.

Cylisticus convexus has air-tubes in five pairs of exopodites, and can also roll

up ; but this has not at present been found in sufficient numbers to verify by
experiment its place in the above list.

The author is undertaking further inquiries into the bionomics of this group.

Report on the Occupation of a Table at the Zoological Station, Naples.

See Reports, p. 297.

7. Report on the ' hidux Animalium.'-^^ee Reports, p. 297.

8. Report on Experiments in Inheritance.^^qq Reports, p. 298.

9. Report on the Fauna of the Lakes of Central Tasmania.
See Reports, p. 302.

10. Eighteenth Report on the Zoology ofthe Sandwich Islands.

See Reports, p. 301.

11. Interim Report on Zoology Orgdili-Ution.

1908. 3 u
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12. Rejyort on the Occu^mtion of a Table at the Marine Laboratory,

Plymouth.—See Reports, p. 304.

13. Report on Experiments on the Development of the Frog,

See Reports, p. 304.

14. A recent Visit to the Ceylon Pearl Banks,

liy Professor W. A. Herdman, F.R.S.

The author gave some natural history notes on the life and surroundings of

the pearl-oysters from observations made during a recent visit to the Ceylon pearl

banks. These dealt with (1) the kind of ground the oysters live upon and the

objects to which they are attached
; (2) the oyster-eating fishes and other enemies

that may affect the life of the oyster; and (8) the different types of oyster that

occur and the question of their constancy on certain grounds.

15. Wild Ancestors of the Domestic Hone.
By Professor J. Cossar Ewart, F.R.S.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

Joint Discussion with Section K on Determination of Sex,

Opened by L. Doncaster, M.A,

Until rather recent years there was the utmost diversity of opinion as to the

determination of sex. Some regarded it as depending on nutrition, others on
the age of the parents or maturity of the germ-cells, some as depending wholly
on the egg, and others, again, on the spermatozoon. Gradually, however, a cer-

tain amount of order has emerged from this chaos. In the first place, the facts of

parthenogenesis made it clear that in many cases at least the sex was determined
irrevocably in the Gg^ before segmentation ; and the same thing was shown by
such instances as Dinophilus and certain mites, in which the eggs which will yield

females are larger than those producing males, although both need fertilisation.

The bee and those animals which behave similarly, on the other hand, indicate

that sex may be modified by the spermatozoon, for in them virgin eggs yield

males, fertilised eggs females ; but here, again, no treatment after fertilisation will

turn a female into a male or the reverse. It may therefore be regarded as

established in very many cases that from the moment of fertilisation at least, and
sometimes in the unfertilised egg, the sex is irrevocably determined.

The problem had reached this stage when M'Clung, Wilson, and others dis-

covered that in certain insects the males and females contain diflereat numbers of
chromosomes in the germ-cells before maturation, the females having an even
number and the males one less. After maturation there are two kinds of sperma-
tozoa, one containing the same number as the mature &Qg, and the other having
one chromosome missing. It was at first suggested that at fertilisation the

spermatozoon having the larger number caused tlie eg^r to develop into a female,

that with the smaller number male ; but Wilson's later suggestion is that

there is selective fertilisation, that the eggs are either male or female, and that

male eggs are fertilised by spermatozoa having no heterochromosome, female eggs
by those which have it. Morgan has recently found that in a species of Phyllo.vera

there are two kinds of spermatids, one of which has one chromosome more than
the other. Those with the smaller number degenerate ; those with the larger

develop into functional spermatozoa, and all fertilised eggs become females.
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Recently important evidence has been obtained from breeding experiments with
Lepidoptera, fowls, &c. In tbe moth Abraxas grossulariata there is a rare variety,

lacticolor, which is found usually only in the female. It is a Mendelian recessive,

80 that when paired with a typical male all the offspring are typical grossu-

lariata. The various possible matings give the following results:

—

Lact. ? X gross. (J gives cj gross., ? gross.

Heterozygous ? x heterozygous <? gives <? gross., 9 gross., ? lact.

Lact. ? X heterozygous <? gives <? gross., <J lact., $ gross., $ lact.

Heterozygous ? x lact. $ gives J gross., 9. lact.

Lact. 9 X lact. $ gives $ lact., ? lact.

Wild gross. $ x lact. <? gives $ gross., ? lact.

There are here two results of great importance— first, that lact. g can only
be produced from the mating lact. 5 x heterozygous ,f , for the converse mating
(heterozygous 5 x lact. ^) gives all ^s gross., a\\ ^ s lact. ; and, second, that
although /«c<. j y. -wild gross. $ gives all ofl'spring ^ro«s. of both sexes, yet the con-
verse cross wild gross. % x lact. $ gives all ^s gross., all Js lact. This last

result proves that wild and apparently pure gross J s are really heterozygous in

respect of the lacticolor character.

The explanation appears to be as follows : The sex determinants behave as
Mendelian characters, maleness and femaleness being allelomorphic with one another
and femaleness dominant. All females are heterozygotes, carrying recessive male-
ness, and producing male-bearing and female-bearing eggs in equal numbers; all

males are homozygous, carrying only maleness and producing only male-bearing
spermatozoa. Further, the grossulariata character cannot be borne by a female-
bearing gamete. Then if G stands for grossulariata, L lacticolor, $ male deter-
minant, and 5 female determinant, we shall get the following results :

—

Mating. Constitution. Gametes. Offspring,

r Female lact. . . .LL? S . .L9,L<?"lL?G<? =gross. female.

\ Male gross. . . .GG<?<J. . . G S,G S jL S G $ =gross. male.

Female lact. . . . hh f S . . .L9,L<?li^?^ ^' =.^^'^^s. female

Male heterozygote . GL <? <? . . G .? , L ^J; ? J | rX^.S."
L c? L (J = lact. male.

r Female gross. . .GL?(7. . .L$,Gt?lL?L^= lact. female.

[ Male, lact. . . .LL^<?. . .LJ',Ld'jGr(?L^ =gross, male.

Wo can prove experimentally that all grossulariata females in this case are
heterozygous in respect of the lacticolor character, and that normal wild males
are homozygous and do not bear lacticolor, so that the variety can never appear
under ordinary circumstances. The simplest explanation that has been offered

for this fact is the one suggested, that females are also heterozygous in respect

of sex-determinants, while males are homozygous, and that in gametogenesis
there is repulsion between the female determinant and the grossulariata

determinant, so that the two cannot be borne by the same gamete.

The following Papers were then read :

—

1. The Early Development of the Marsupialia. By Professor J. P. Hill.

2. The Gastrulation and Formation of Layers in Amphioxus.
By Professor E. W, MacBride, F.R.8.

Two main types of theory as to the method in which the germinal layers

are formed in Amphioxus have been advanced. These are (1) That the invagina-

tion which changes the blastula into a gastrula is a simple process, and that the

3b2
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whole of the invaginated layer is endoderm, from which notochord and mesoderm
take their origin by a process of folding. (2) That the invagination is a double pro-

cess ; on the ventral side of the blastopore the unfolded cells are true endoderm,
whilst on the dorsal side they are ectoderm ; the ectodermic roof of the archenteron

becomes completely used up in the formation of notochord and mesoderm, which
become cut out of the wall of the archenteron by the upgrowth of the true endo-
derm cells at the side.

The first view was put forward by Kowalevsky and Hatschek and was sup-

ported by Samassa and myself, while the second view was advocated by Livofif

and has recently been strongly supported by Cerfontaine. Morgan and Hagen
take an intermediate view, asserting that there is a difference between the cells

on the dorsal and ventral sides of the archenteron, but they do not assert that the

dorsal cells are ectoderm. The object of the present communication was to

present the results of a careful re-examination of the whole subject.

The starting-point may be made from a flattened blastula. On the flat side are

some larger cells, which have been rashly identified with the whole endoderm,
but which pass by imperceptible gradations into the cells of the rounded side,

and which have yolk-granules of the same size and character as those of the

other cells. Invagination commences at one edge of the flat surface by the

establishment of a growing point, where cells are added to both inner and outer

layers, accompanied by an invagination of the newly formed inner cells, which
gradually involves the larger cells mentioned above. The impression is given
that these larger cells are passively dragged in by the movement of the active

cells. The growing point becomes the dorsal lip of the blastopore, and eventually

a cylindrical gastrula, with a wide terminal blastopore, is formed. The future

neural plate is indicated by a flattening, and in this way we are enabled to identify

the growing point mentioned above with the ^orsal lip of the blastopore. A
difference between the nuclei of the outer ectodermal cells and those of the invagi-

nated cells now becomes observable, the passage from one to the other kind
taking place sharply at the blastoporal lips. No difference whatever, either in size

orquality of yolk-granule, is observable between the cells forming thereof and those

forming the floor of the archenteron.

Subsequently a new growing point is formed at the ventral lip of the blasto-

pore, and by the activity of this the blastopore becomes narrowed and forced up
on to the dorsal surface. Then the first indication of the folds to form mesoderm
and notochord are seen, and then, and then only, in consequence of a disappearance

of yolk-granules, some difference becomes observable between floor and roof of
the archenteron ; but this difference is a secondary, not a primary, histological

differentiation. The mesoderm originates from a dorsal lateral fold of the endo-
dermic wall, which becomes cut into anterior and posterior halves by the growth
of a septum. Both halves of the fold remain open into the gut. The front half

becomes, however, eventually closed oft" and forms the first myotome on each side,

which is different from the rest, both in its shape and history, and corresponds to

the mandibular head-cavity of other vertebrate embryos and to the collar cavity of

Balanoglossus. The posterior division corresponding to the lateral plate of meso-
derm of other vertebrate embryos, and to the trunk cavity of Balanoglossus, retains

its connection with the gut for a longer time. From its front end the somites of

the body are cut off. The head cavities arise later still as a single median evagina-

tion of the anterior gut-wall, agreeing in this respect with Balanoglossus and the
Elasmobranch embryo. Before this outgrowth separates from the gut, it begins to

be divided into right and left halves of different character.

With some slight modifications, therefore, the simple view of the development
of Amphioxus taught by Kowalevsky and Hatschek is to be maintained, and the

development of other vertebrates ought to be interpreted in terms of the develop-
' raent of Amphioxus, not vice versa.

3. The Evolution nf Fishes, By Dr. A. Smith Woodward, F.R.S,
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TUESDAY, SEPTMIBER 8.

Joint Meeting ivilh Section /.

The following Papers were read :

—

1 . Binomics of Tsetse Flies. By R. Newstkad.

It is just seventy-eight years since Wiedemann published the first authentic

description of a tsetse fly, and it was this author also who in 1830 erected the

genus Glossina, basing his description on a single specimen of O. longipalpiSf

captured at Guinea or in the maritime region of West Africa, and now pre-

served in the Natural History Museum at Vienna. In the same year, though at

a somewhat later date, Robineau-Desvoidy overlooked Wiedemann's work and
erected the genus Nemorhina for the reception of Glossina palpalis, which is now
known as having the widest distribution of all the members of this remarkable
genus. In 1849 Mr. F. Walker described G.fusca, and in 1850 Professor Wedge-
wood gave the diagnosis of G. morsita7is and G. Tachinoides. Austen described

G. pallidipes and Bigot G. pallicera. Recently Mr. Newstead has also described
a species taken at Leopoldville by (the late) Dr. Button and Dr. J. L. Todd.
Referring to the life-history of these flies, Mr. Newstead pointed out that a

single female produced one fully matured larva at a time, and at intervals of from
four to ten days. The habitat for the pupa was first discovered by Dr. Bagshaw
among the roots of banana, but the author had subsequently found them, an inch

to an inch and a half below the surface, among the fallen leaves of a deciduous shrub
belonging to the genus Alophyllus, as well as between the buttressed roots of a

species of ficus, &c. The distribution, habitats of the flies, and other matters
were dealt with, special reference being made to the structural characters of these

insects.

2. Cultures of Amcebce. By J. W. W. Stephens, 31.D.

The medium at present in use for the cultivation of amoebae is that devised by
Muegrave and Clegg, viz. :

—

Agar .... 20-0 grammes.
Nail .... 0-3-0-5 „
Beef extract . . . 0-3-0'5 „
Distilled water . ^ 1000 c.c.

The alkalinity should be one per cent, to pbenopthalein. The optimum tempera-
ture is 20°-25° C. No growth is obtained under anaerobic conditions.

Mode of Isolation of Amoeba.—The faecal material is streaked on agar poured
out in plates in the ordinary way. Some authors advise^/si smearing the plate
with cultures of various bacilli obtained from the stool in question. The reason
for this latter procedure is that amoebae are symbiotic with bacilli, and a selection

of bacilli is offered in order to increase the chance of a successful result.

Pure Mived Cultures. —St&itiag from an impure culture of amoebae and bacilli

obtained from the gut, the plate is examined with a low power of the microscope and
a single isolated amoeba is selected. This is then enclosed with a ring of carbcl-
vaselme (Walker), so as to prevent the amceba wandering out or others wandering
into the ring. When this amceba has sufficiently multiplied it is transferred
to another plate, so that we have a culture of one species of amoeba with several
bacilli (viz., those of the gut). In order to get a pure mixed culture, a pure
culture of a particular bacillus (.r) is inoculated in concentric rings on a fresh
plate ; the impure culture is inoculated in the centre, and as the amceba wanders
over the plate it leaves behind its bacilli (obtained from the gut) and is found with
the periphery of the plate, now, with the pure culture of bacillus (.i), giving the
pure mixed culture.
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3. The Adion of Atoxyl and Allied Compounds in vivo and vitro.

By Dr. M. Nierenstein.

Experiments in vivo and vitro lead to the couclusion that ' Atoxyl '—jw-amino-
plienylarsenic acid—combines with the proteins and acts in forms of this com-
bination. Atoxyl does not act on trypanosomes in vitro. It is evident from the
experiments that this combination takes place through the NH„ group, and it is

never suggested that the arsenic group in atoxyl plays the role of the ' antipara-
sitophoric group ' (the ' trypanophobic group ' of Moore, Nierenstein, and Todd)
when the amido group acts as the ' antiparasito genetic group.' The proteins act
as ' mordants-' This explains the observations of Moore, Nierenstein, and Todd,
and also of Breinl and Nierenstein, that parasites when they become ' autoxyl-
fast' they only are so for the species and when this character has been acquired.
Atoxyl is secreted by the horse, as ^-aminophenylarsenic acid, p-oxyphenyl-
arsenic acid, and arsoxycarbamil. Those compounds are found in the hippuric
acid residues which were isolated from the urine bv Roaf's methods.

4. The Morjyhology of Piroplasma canis.

By Dr. A. Breinl and E, Hindle.

Piroplasma canis is the cause of the disease known as ' malignant jaundice,'
which affects dogs in many parts of the world (India, Cape Colony, the Levant,
&c.) The infection is naturally transmitted by ticks {Hcemai)hymlis leachii, &c.),
but in the laboratory the strain is easily kept going by means of simple blood
inoculation from dog to dog. In young animals the parasites usually appear in
the peripheral blood about two days after inoculation.

At early stages of the infection the parasites are large, amoeboid, and very
vacuolated, and usually possess only one nucleus. These forms multiply by simple
fission, or, occasionally, by means of budding. The large nucleus soon buds off

a small nucleus, which often remains connected with it by a fine chromatic line.

These bi-nucleate forms divide so as to give rise to two pear-shaped forms.
At later stages of the infection, when the parasites multiply very rapidly, the

above described processes become somewhat irregular, owing to the extreme
rapidity of division. The pear-shaped division differs somewhat from that
occurring at earlier stages of the infection. Nearly all these latter forms are bi-
nucleate, and are usually somewhat smaller than the early forms.

Occasionally the ordinary free parasites develop a very fine flagellum.
At certain stages of the infection (before the rapid increase in the number of

the parasites) we have been able to trace the development of large flagellate
bodies. The two nuclei of an ordinary intra-corpuscular parasite swell up, and
the result in form somewhat resembles Leishmania. These parasites become free,
increase enormously in size, and develop two flagella ; they eventually assume one
of the two forms described below.

1. The most frequent are large, elongate bodies, in which the large nucleus
appears to empty out its chromatin and become merely an achromatic residuum.
A varying number of small chromatic masses occur scattered through the
protoplasm.

2. These are large round forms, with a large nucleus and a varying number
of small nuclei. The large nucleus consists of a densely staining karyosome
surrounded by a lightly staining area.

Various stages in the development of these flagellate forms may be seen in
cultures of Pirojjlasma canis. We have been unable to follow their subsequent
development.
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5, The Pharmacological Treatment of Trypanosomiasis,

By Professor B. Mooeb,

74^

6. The Life-history ofTrypanosomes in relation to the Diseases they produce.

By J. E. S. Moore and Dr. A. Breinl.

T. gainhieuse undergoes a complete life-history in the animal organism. Tlie

life-history takes place in three phases—multiplication, then an inter-action between

nucleus and extranucleur centrosome, then the formation of latent bodies, i.e.,

small round bodies with typical tryp-nucleus and vacuole. From this the new

generation of Trypanosomes develops.

T. equiperdium undergoes a similar, somewhat modified, life-history.

T. Lewisi develops in a somewhat similar way.

The authors suggest that from the similarity of the life-history with the life-

hiatory of Crithidia described by Patton, Orithidia have a distinct relation to

Trypanosomes.

7, Haimatozoa from some Ceylon Reptiles.

By Muriel Robertson, M.A.

The parasites discussed in this paper were treated according to their occurrence

in the vertebrate host.

Among tortoises Nicoria trijuga and Emyda vittata were very generally

found to be infected. Nicoria trijuga shows Hcemogregarina nicorice (Castellani

and Willey). Multiplication occurs in the vertebrate host. The transmitting

host is a water-leech, a species of Branchellion. The Hasmogregarines become

motile in the alimentary tract of the leech.

Emyda vittata harbours Trypanosoma vittatce (Mihi) and Scemogregarina

vittatee (Mihi). The Trypanosome, both on the slide and in the alimentary tract

of the transmitting host, a species of Glnstiphonia, divides into four small flagellated

individuals with kinetonucleus anterior to trophonucleus. They ultimately develop

into slender Trypanoform organisms, the kinetonucleus lying generally immediately

in front of the trophonucleus.

Hcemogregarina vittatm has two forms: (1) Broad massive form, showing

reticulate protoplasm and delicate loose nucleus ;
the larger forms have two red-

staining plastid.(F)like bodies at one end. (2) Recurved form, with pale protoplasm

and dense nucleus; the two limbs are equally long. Schizogoues occur in the spleen

and liver ; eight reproductive bodies are formed ; these are enclosed in pairs in

a delicate boat- shaped capsule. Transmitting host apparently Glossiphonia, as

above.
. , ,

Among lizards, Hemidactylus lesehenaultii and H. tnedrm harbour a number

of different parasites.

//. lesehenaultii has four different species :^

1, Hcemogregarina lesehenaultii (Mihi). This shows two free motile forms

always present in the blood, and two endo -corpuscular forms. Schizogones occur

in the blood. Transmitting host not known.

2. Trypanosoma lesehenaultii (Mihi), The size of this form varies very much.

Transmitting host not known.
3. Trypanosoma pertenuis (Mihi). This trypanosome is also present in

Hemidactylus triedri ; it is a very delicate form with a small circular nucleus,

lying about half-way from the non-flagellate tip; the kinetonucleus is very

minute, and lies immediately behind the trophonucleus.

4, Hcemocrystidiim Limojidi (Castellani and Willey), 190-4.
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Hemidactylus triedri harbours, as well as Tri/panosonia pertenuis, Hcemogregarina
triedri{M.\h.i). This form has a double capsule, a loose deeply-staining outer sheath,

and a delicate inner capsule with an operculum.
Among snakes the common rat-snake, Zamenis mucosas &ndChrysoj)elea ornata,

both showed the same species of Hfemogregarine—a form with highly refractive

capsule thickened at both ends.

Haemogregarines were also found in the cobra and Python reticulatus. The
form in the python is very actively motile in its free phase.

8. On the Structure of Dendrosonia radians.

By Professor Sydney J. Hickson, M.A., F.K.S., and J. T. Wadsworth.

The bodies described by Kent as the ' exogenously produced germs ' of
Dendrosoma are epizoic, or possibly parasitic, Acinetaria belonging to the genus
Urnula. The only true reproductive bodies of the species are the so-called

'internal buds,' or gemmulcc, first described and correctly figured by Levick. Tbe
raeganucleus is a long strap-like body in the axis of the base and branches, but it

is in some respects incorrectly drawn in all the figures that have been published.

It never, or very rarely, extends as far as the distal extremity of the processes,

and some of the shorter branches have no meganucleus in them at all.

In many specimens the micronuclei can be clearly seen. When they reach
their full size they are 4 /i in diameter. In the division of the micronuclei a
spindle is formed 24 fi in length. The chromosomes are very numerous and
minute. There are no centrosomata. Conjugation has not yet been observed in

the genus.

9. On some Points connected with the Vetebrate Alimentary Canal, more
particularly in that of the Higher Mammalia. By Professor

Alexander Fraser.

10. The Maxilla and Palatine in the Mammalia.
By Professor Richard John Anderson, M.D., M.A.

The extent of the palate process and its relation to the horizontal plate of the
palatine are the chief points considered. The following table gives the measure-
ments of the inter-palatine suture and the inter-maxillary suture. The position

of the posterior border of the hard palate has been examined, also the length of
the maxilla along the molar line, and in some cases the distance of the summit
of the frontal process of the maxilla from the anterior part of the maxilla below
and from the tuberosity behind. Taking the two latter and comparing with the
molar line, the three are very nearly equal in several cercopithecidse examined.
So the first two measurements may be equal and the last different. In the first

case the maxilla would be a pyramid on an equilateral base.

The palatine border varies in position at difierent periods of development.
The formation of the teeth is responsible for much of the change. The hori-

zontal plates of the palatines make up for the altered maxillo-palatine plate. The
enlarged back teeth, with the corresponding enlargement of the alveolar process,

taken in connection with the extended horizontal palatine plate, are not without
significance. It seems that an absorption of lime phosphate from an adjacent
portion of bone is the easiest way to obtain this salt for new ossific matter. The
thinning or fenestration or vacuolation of a bone might easily serve for this.

We find, at all events, extension of the palatines forwards (hystricoidea)

—

eg., capybara, hystrix, or backwards (ursidse); in some mammals fenestra-
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tion (hares), vacuolatiou (marsupials). The accompanying table explains

itself:—

Mammalian Ma.villce.
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to it in Struthio, Dollo, indeed, called attention to reptilian epiphyses so far

back as 1884. Albrecht also noted these in sections of the upper and lower

ends of the femur of Phrynosoma Harlanii (Schwalbe's collection). Sauropterygids

have large epiphyses in both ends of the femur and humerus (Reynolds) and
the humerus in Sauropterygia (Zittel). Anomodontia have also epiphyses

(A. S. Woodward). In Monitor both tibia and fibula have proximal and distal

epiphyses. The tibia seems to have two proximal and the fibula two (perhaps).

There are epiphyses for the head, great trochanter, and lower end of the femur.

Shell-like structures, like calcified fibrous tissue, are present near the lower joint.

There are epiphyses for the head and tuberosity of the humerus. There are three

or four separate shell-like structures below. The radius and ulna have each two
epiphyses.

Ossification is favoured amongst other things by rest ; the previous deposit of

calcareous matter favours this. Cartilage, which is compared with a bufier in the

case of the extremities of long bones, will if the cartilage be sufficiently thick,

have probably its least mobile part near the central plane, perpendicular, trans-

verse to the lines of pressure. It is possible that further investigation will lead to

an increase in the number of Sauropsids known to have epiphyses. (See ' Journal

of Anatomy ' and ' Anat, Anzeiger,' 8,)

12. Tlte Development of Littorina littorea. By W. M, Tattersall.

1 3. The Digestive Enzymes of Invertebrates. By Dr. Herbert E. Roaf.

The presence of various hydrolytic enzymes has been sought for in a number
of invertebrates. Methods used. Protein digestion by total nitrogen determina-
tions after precipitating by trichloracetic acid, and by congo red fibrin.

Hydrolysis of polysaccharides and saccharose by coloration with iodine and
reduction of alkaline copper solution.

Hydrolysis of maltose and lactose by Barfoed's reagent.

Lipase and rennin by litmus milk.

Fibrin ferment (?) by oxalated plasma from pig's blood.

Protein digestion at different temperatures showed, in practically all cases,

increase in activity up to 40° C. ; and with varying amounts of acid or alkali it

was found that the maximum of digestive activity occurred with lower strengths
than are necessary for mammalian pepsin or trypsin.

The enzymes were prepared by treating the fresh minced tissue with an equal
weight of glycerine, and after keeping for some time the extracts were strained

through cotton. Certain of these extracts were precipitated by alcohol, and the
coagulum extracted with water. The method of preparation appeared to affect

the nature of the proteoclastic enzyme found.

The following results were obtained, using glycerine extracts of fresh tissues.

Protein digestion by nitrogen determinations :

—
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Watery extracts from the alcohol coagula of the glycerine extracts gave the

foliowing results. Protein digestion by congo-red fibrin :
—

Animal and organ
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Section E.—GEOGEAPHY.

President of the Sectiox—Major E. H. Hills, C M.G., R.E.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

The President delivered the following Address—
The thirty years that have elapsed since the British Association last met in

this city of Dublin have seen an obvious and rapid progress in the science of

geography, and a steady though perhaps not quite so apparent a change in

the character of that science.

In 1878 large parts of the earth's surface still remained untrodden by the feet

of a white man ; large areas were open to the enterprise and intrepidity of the

explorer; large spaces were blank paper upon our maps. N(5w there is but little

of the earth's surface absolutely unknown.
It is not my intention to detain you by any recapitulation of the work of these

years to show you how and by whom these areas have been traversed and the gaps
in our maps filled in. I intend rather to speak of the present and of the future
work of the geographer, and to do this to any advantage we must at the outset

recognise the change that has taken place in the nature of his task, and the fact

that the days of individual exploration are over, never to return. We must
recognise that sporadic, unorganised effort must be and is being replaced by
organised, systematic work, and that the scientific traveller of the last century,
with his rough map-making equipment, his compass, watch, and sextant has
yielded his place to the scientifically equipped survey-party with their steel tapes,

theodolites, and plane tables.

The theme is not a new one to this Section. I find on referring to the trans-

actions of past years that in 1902, at the Belfast meeting, Sir Thomas Holdich,
the President of Section E, said :

' We find those spaces within which pioneer
exploration can be usefully carried out to be so rapidly contracting year by year as

to force upon our attention the necessity for adapting our methods for a pro-
gressive system of worldwide map-making, not only to the requirements of abstract
science but to the utilitarian demands of commercial and political enterprise.'

These words express succinctly the ideas that I wish to take as the text of my
address to-day. I am, however, not ambitious enough to attempt to cover the
whole surface of the earth in the brief review that I intend to put before you
of the progress of scientific survey. Rather I wish to restrict our outlook to

that section of the work in which we may all be considered as having a direct

personal interest—namely, the survey of the British empire, especially those lands
under the more immediate tutelage of the Government of this country. Let it not
be thought, however, that while we for the moment pay little attention to the
regions lying outside this definition, we are supporting the fallacious idea that the
survey of any part of the earth can be considered apart from the survey of the
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BUiTOundliig country. With the possible exception of the case of an oceanic
island such an assumption would be an erroneous one. Our British empire is so
•widespread and our possessions are so often in close and intricate juxtaposition
with those of other nations that there is in this work large scope, and indeed
necessity, for international co-operation. Examples of this will occur to us in the
coarse of our review. We shall thus see that in addition to the obvious connection
which the geography of our empire has with that of other countries there is an
even closer connection in the methods of manufacture of that geography, which
methods we summarise under the general term of survey. One of the root
ambitions of the scientific surveyor is to determine the exact figure of the earth,
an operation for which observations spreading over a large area of the earth's
surface are demanded. In fact we may truly say that the problem of the earth's
shape will not be completely solved until the whole surface is known to the
surveyor. This is, therefore, pre-eminently a problem for international solution.

Before proceeding to the consideration of our special subject, the survey of the
British empire, it will be interesting to interpose a few remarks on the queotions of
the utility and origin of national surveys in general. We may first note the some-
what curious fact that the production of a map of a country, useful as such a work
is for many purposes, has almost always been embarked upon because the impera-
tive necessity of maps of tlie theatre of operations in war has been brought home
to the people and Government of a nation. Thus the ordnance survey of Eng-
land had its first beginning in a military map of the highlands of Scotland, com-
menced in 1747, intended to facilitate the operations of the troops under the com-
mand of the Duke of Cumberland. It was not till many years later that the
systematic triangulation of the country was undertaken, a work which was initiated
partly for map making and partly for astronomical purposes. There was a con-
sensus of opinion among astronomers that it would be greatly to the advantage of
that science if the observatories of Greenwich and Paris could be connected by
triangulation and the famous French astronomer Cassini, in October 1783, drew
up a memoir to this eflect. The arguments brought forward convinced King
George III., and he granted a sum of money sufficient to enable the work
to be started. This act of royal generosity was recorded by the surveyors in
the following grateful terms :

' A generous and beneficent monarch, whose know-
ledge and love of the sciences are sufficiently evidenced by the protection whicli
he constantly affords them and under whose auspices they are daily seen to flourisli,

soon supplied the funds that were judged necessary. What his majesty has been
pleased to give so liberally it is our duty to manage with frugality consistent
with the best possible execution of the business to be done.'

It is worthy of remark that the junction of the triangulation systems of Great
Britain and France was not made until 1861 and that the trigonometrical con-
nection of Greenwich and Paris observatories has not yet been completed to the
final satisfaction of men of science, a point which we shall have occasion to recur
to later.

In France, we may note in passing, the stavtiug of the triangulation had a
quite different and quite definite object, the determination of the length of
the metre. This unscientific unit of length was fixed as a fraction (1/10,000,000)
of the quadrant of the earth's surface between the Pole and the Equator, and to
find this quantity it was necessary to measure on the earth's surface as lono- an
arc of the meridian as could be obtained.

In the case of our other great national survey, that of India, its origin is to be
found in circumstances somewhat analogous. The Madras Government, owing to
the success of the British arms in the Mysore campaign, found itself with a
great accession of totally unsurveyed country in the middle of the Peninsula,
while at the same time there were only in existence the roughest sketch-maps
of the older possessions. It was apparent that if any map, of even approximate
accuracy, was to be made covering a country of such vast area, it was impe-
rative that the work should be prosecuted upon the most rigorous and strictly
scientific basis. The general lines upon which it should be undertaken were laid
down in February 1800 by Brigade-Major Lambton, who addressed a letter to
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the Madras Government advocating a mathematical and geographical survey of

the peninsula.

In this letter he discussed the principles upon which such a survey should be

based. He dismissed astronomical fixations as not providing the requisite degree

of precision, observing that such determinations of position are liable to great

inaccuracies, 'three, four, perhaps ten minutes,' and proposed a triangulation

emanating from a measured base line checked by similar base lines at intervals.

He recognised that the figure of the earth and lengths of the polar and equatorial

radii were not then known with the precision necessary for fixing the spheroidal

co-ordinates of the trigonometrical stations of a survey covering such a large area

of the earth's surface, and that a geodetic survey was therefore necessary ^are
2)assu with the geograpliical survey. He had an impression, how derived it is not

now possible to say, that there was a sudden abnormal diminution of the force of

gravity at the latitude of 10° north, and consequently that ' a degree on the

meridian from that parallel to the Equator must be very short compared with a
den-ree to the northward of 10°.' He observed that it would be necessary to
' attend to this circumstance,' which he characterised as important both from the

map-making and from the rigorously scientific point of view. He added :
' I shall

rejoice, indeed, if it should come within my province to make observations tending

to elucidate so sublime a subject.'

In a similar case, occurring in recent years, the outcome has not been so

satisfactory. It will be within the recollection of all here how at the time of the

South African war the public at home learnt with shocked surprise that there

were no maps in existence of a colony which had been under the British flag for

a long period of years. To those who knew the facts this was, naturally, no
matter of surprise ; but it was earnestly hoped by many that this grave deficiency

thus revealed by the stress of war would be remedied by quiet work in the time of

peace and that, at the conclusion of the military operations, the foundation should

be laid for a federal survey department of British South Africa comparable with,

though on a more moderate scale than, the Survey Department of India. This

hopeful scheme, which it may be recorded very nearly came to fruition, ulti-

mately found political conditions too adverse, and had to be indefinitely postponed.

An army engaged in field operations in the north of Natal now, or in fact at any
time for an indefinite number of years in the future, would find the country nearly

as mapless as it was found by Sir R. BuUer in 1900.

In this short recital of the determining causes which have in the past led to

the initiation of national surveys, it will have been noticed that no allusion has

been made to what we should now perhaps consider the main utility of a map

—

namely, its value for all purposes connected with the ownership, development, and
taxation of land. When the ordnance surveys of Great Britain and Ireland were
originated there was little thought of this use, and it was not till long after that

period, when the enormous deficiencies of the existing property plans were
revealed by the Tithe Commutation Acts and by the railway boom, that the value

of a national survey for preparing a cadastral or large-scale property map of the

country was recognised and acted upon. Now this is often the ostensible object

for embarking upon a regular survey. It is fully recognised that, especially in the

case of a country undergoing rapid development, which is fortunately true of many
of our oversea possessions, the provision of an accurate land map is ofprime neces-

sity both to the private or corporate landowner and to the State.

Neither were any of the early surveys undertaken for the purpose of mutual
delimitation of international boundaries ; a necessity which has in recent years

been the stimulating cause for many pieces of valuable survey work, especially in

Africa.

The other manifold uses of a map are familiar to all of you and we need not

pause to enumerate them. We may admit the fact that the adequate mapping of

its territories is recognised as one of the duties of a civilised State. Let me now
turn to the main subject of this address—the inquiry as to how far this duty is

performed by us, what shortcomings we can perceive, and what suggestions we can
offer for the future.
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Two yeats ago this task would have been a difficult and laborious one. Now
it is greatly facilitated by the issue from the Colonial Office of those excellent

little volumes, the reports of the Colonial Survey Committee.
This body has been in existence since August 1905, and has published three

annual reports. The Committee is therein defined as an advisory one formed at

the instance of the Secretary of State for the Colonies to advise him in matters
affecting the survey and exploration of British colonies and protectorates, more
especially those in tropical Africa. It is not at present an executive body, that is

to say it has at its own disposal no grant of public money or other funds ; whether
it will ultimately develop into such is a question that the future alone can answer.
Even thus limited in scope and powers it has, however, already worked a notable

improvement—firstly, by laying down authoritatively some of the more salient

conditions that ensure the efficient and economical expenditure of whatever funds
may be available, and by pointing out the disastrous extravagance of unsys-

tematic and unmethodical work ; secondly, by insisting upon uniformity where
uniformity is essential, such as in matters relating to the style, projection, scales,

and sheet-lines of the maps produced, while leaving the utmost latitude as to

methods, these being selected in each case to suit the very divergent nature of the
country met with. It results from this that any two small portions of the map of
Africa, say, for instance, one sheet of the dense forest region of the Gold Coast
and another of highland country of East Africa, though 3,000 miles apart and
executed at different times by a different staff, will match each other in

general character, and will ultimately be found to tit exactly into their places as

constituent parts of a great map of the country. Thirdly, we may reckon the mere
fact of publicity in these matters as of no mean advantage. Though, as in the
caseof many other Government publications, this report is not as widely read as

its merits deserve, yet it is all to the good that the information is there ready and
available for anybody who has the curiosity to consult it. I therefore welcome
the opportunity of drawing your attention to this volume.

In entering upon the discussion on the survey of British Africa, the first point
that meets us is the geodetic basis of the whole work ; upon what do the actual
positions depend ? In other words, to put the matter more familiarly, how are
we to provide that every isolated piece of the map will exactly fit into its proper
place ? The only method for ensuring this is by basing all our surveys, ultimate]}',

upon a skeleton or framework of geodetic or primary triangulation executed with
the utmost attainable precision. Such a skeleton, or rather backbone, will

eventually exist in Africa in the shape of the meridional arc, or chain of triangles,

along the thirtieth meridian, running right through the country from north to
south, and ultimately joining on to the great arc observed by the famous
astronomer Struve. This originally extended from the mouth of the Danube
to Hammerfest, in Norway, an amplitude of 25i° of latitude. To prolong it

southward, passing up the Nile Valley, through the heart of tropical Africa,

across the Zambezi River, and terminate it at the southernmost point of the
continent, is a magnificent conception due to Sir David Gill, to whose energy
and enterprise the actual execution of considerable sections of the undertaking
must also be ascribed.

At the present time the chain has been completed from the south to within
seventy miles of the southern end of Lake Tanganyika, a distance of about
1,700 mUes. At Lake Tanganyika it will enter into German territory. The
German Government, fully recognising that the project is not only of great
theoretical interest, but also of immediate practical value, are already taking step',

to start work on their own section, from the south of Tanganyika up to the paralle'

of 1° south latitude. From 1° south, northward to about 1^° north, the aic
lies near the boundary between the Congo Free State and the British Pro-
tectorate of Uganda. An International Commission is at present engaged in the
survey of the boundary region, and Sir D. Gill, ever ready to seize an opportunity
of forwarding the work he has at heart, succeeded in raising sufficient funds,

partly from the Treasury and partly by grants from a few leading scientific

societies, to enable an observer to be sent out with this Commission to carry the
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arc over thi.t section. North of tbis point the line comes into the territoi'y of

the British Soudan, and traversing this eventually reaches Egypt proper. Here it

comes into the charge of Captain H. G. Lyons, the director of the Survey
Department of Egypt, under whose care its interests are safe.

It will thus be seen that while the actual completion of the whole chain is as

yet somewhat remote, we are in the satisfactory position of being able to say that,

as far as the section lying on the continent of Africa is concerned, there is no
portion of which there is not a reasonable probability that it will be finished

within a measurable period. With regard to the section joining Africa and
Europe the position is not so happy. This will run through Palestine and Asia
Minor and therefore lies in Turkish territory. It is not likely that the Turkish

authorities either will or could carry out such a work ; in fact, seeing that even

when completed it would be totally useless to them, it would be hardly reasonable

to expect them to do so. It must, therefore, presumably be a matter for inter-

national co-operation. One point may be mentioned with regard to the exact

route of this connecting section. Sir ]). Gill, in his Report on Geodetic Survey
of South Africa, 1896, said: 'By an additional chain of triangles from Egypt
along the coast of the Levant, and through the islands of Greece, the African

arc might be connected by direct trianglation with the existing triangulation of

Greece, and the latter is already connected with Struve's great arc of meridian

which terminates at the North Capo in latitude 71° N. The whole arc would
then have an amplitude of 105°.' This, however, gives rather a poor connection

with the European triangulation. The South Albanian series has a much higher

average error than either Struve's original work or any part of the African series.

This portion would consequently be a weak link in the geodetic chain, and it

would be better to avoid it altogether by carrying the line along the coast of

Asia Minor to Constantinople, and then up the east side of Turkey to the mouth
of the Danube.

When we look back a few years and call to mind the prominent part that

this country has taken in the survey of Palestine—I need only mention in this

connection the names of Kitchener, Warren, and Oonder—we cannot avoid a
feeling of regret that we are not ourselves in a position to take the whole
execution of this section of the line upon our shoulders. I am too well aware of

the many urgent claims upon the Treasury to suggest that it is possible that they

would be prepared to incur such a charge ; but supposing, for the moment, that

part of the necessary funds could be provided from other sources, I think we may
fairly urge that it is our duty to contribute a substantial monetary grant towards
the furtherance of an end so desirable and so practically useful.

The difficulty of obtaining money for geodetic work, the benefit of which is not
immediately apparent to the man in the street, is notorious. Thus Sir T. Holdich,
in 1902, said: ' But this accurate framework, this rigorously exact line of precise

values which ultimately becomes the backbone of an otherwise invertebrate survey
anatomy, is painfully slow in its progress and is usually haunted by the bogey of

finance. It does not appeal to the imagination like an Antarctic expedition,

although it may lead to far more solid results, and it generally has to sue in forma
pauperis to Government for its support.' To account for this regrettable, but
undoubtedly true, fact two reasons may be adduced. There is, in the first place,

the possible ignorance as to the ultimate value of the work ; but, secondly, and
perhaps not least, there is the fear, not entirely unjustified, that to satisfy the

demands of the scientific man is something akin to the operation of filling a
sieve with water. It has been so often seen that compliance with one demand
ouly leads to another being made, that we may well sympathise with the holder

of the public purse when he draws the strings tight and refuses to pay for an arc

along the thirtieth meridian in the fear that directly this is completed he will

be asked to pay for one along the twentieth meridian, and then along the tenth,

and so ad hifinitum. It behoves us, therefore, as practical men to make sure that

our demands are reasonable and limited to the actual requirements of the case,

and where such limits cannot be set we should make this fact clear at the outset.

When, however, it is possible to set such limits, we should not hesitate to
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clo so; and in the case of the African arc this lattei? course is fottunately

possible.

If we take the map of Africa we shall see that the are along the thirtieth

meridian passes through, or near, all the colonii's of British South Africa, close to

British Central Africa, or Nyasaland, through Uganda, and is thus connected

with British East Africa, through the British Soudan and through Egypt. There

remain absolutely untouched by it only the AVest Africa colonies—Nigeria, the

Gold Coast, Sierra Leone, and the Gambia. These latter will eventually get their

geodetic framework by an extension southwards of the French triangulation of

Algeria, a work of a high order of precision. We are therefore entitled to say—
and I take this opportunity of sayiug it with all due emphasis—that with the

exception of some triangulation to joiu the West African colonies with the French
triangulation, the arc along the thirtieth meridian is the only primary triangula-

tion required for the adequate mapping of the whole of British Africa. The
remainder of the geodetic framework can be supplied by ribs of secondary

triangulation branching out from the main backbone, such as the line already

completed along the boundary between British and German East Africa, passing

to the north of the Victoria Nyanza and thence westward to the thirtieth

meridian.

You Avill observe that I here speak only of the triangulation required for

mapping purposes, not of that demanded by the geodesist for the study of the

figure of the earth. The latter is satisfied only with a survey of the highest

attainable precision covering as large an area of the earth's surface as possible, or

at all events with arcs, both meridional and longitudinal at frequent intervals. It

cannot be other than a very long period before the whole of Africa is surveyed

upon this scale of accuracy, and in the meantime we must devote ourselves to the

far more urgent duty of mapping the country, leaving the more remote and
abstract task to our descendants, well satisfied if in our hands the foundations

have been well and truly laid.

Furthermore, as we shall see presently, if we are prepared to recognise as a

national duty the minutely precise survey of our own land and of all territories

under our flag—and I do not see how any reasonable man can withhold this

recognition—then there are duties of this nature lying closer to our hands than

any to be found in Africa.

Having thus passed in brief review the ultimate geodetic basis of our African

surveys, let us enter more into detail and glance at the actual survey work now
in progress in the different regions of the continent.

In British South Africa, as we have already noted, the political conditions

are at present unfavourable to any comprehensive scheme of operations. There is

however in progress a first-class topographical survey of the Orange River
Colony and a reconnaissance survey of Cape Colony. The former is an excellent

example of the class of work that can be done by a small military party of the

highest technical training working upon systematic lines, and T should like to

devote a few minutes to a short description of the methods adopted and of the

results obtained.

The survey party consists of two Royal Engineer officers and four non-
commissioned officers, the former undertaking the triangulation and the general

supervision of the field work, and the latter the plane tabling. The positions

are primarily hased upon the points of the geodetic survey broken up into ii

secondary triangulation with sides averaging ten miles. In 1907 *he average

triangular error of the secondary work was 2d seconds of arc, and the greatest linear

errors of displacement, as tested by the geodetic triangulation at the end of a
chain forty-five miles long, were three feet in latitude and two feet in longitude.

The probable error of a trigonometrical height was under a foot. You will see

therefore that the accuracy is ample for all mapping purposes, even upon large

scales, and the degree of precision is in excess of that demanded for j, topogra-

phical map on the scale of two miles to an inch. The rate of progress and the

low cost of work are, however, no less notable than its accuracy. The actual rate

of outturn is about eight square miles per day per man, or for the whole party

1908. 3c
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tweufy-tbree square miles of detail survey per diem, and the number of trigono-
metrical points fixed about three hundred per aunum. The cost works out to
about eight shillings per square mile of the completed map, and the whole area of
47,000 square miles will be finished, printed, and published in five and a half
years.

These remarkable results are due in a larf?e measure to the energy and
organising power of the officer iu charge. Captain L. C. Jackson, Il.E. The
detail survey is done in sheets fifteen minutes square, each non-commissioned
officer being given one complete sheet, which he works at until finished. Four
such sheets are therefore in progress at any given time, and each sheet takes about
six weeks. Seeing the rapid rate of progress maintained it might perhaps be
thought that the country is a particularly easy one for the topographer. Such is,

however, by no means the case. It is true that there is an entire absence of the
surveyor's greatest impediment, large areas of dense forest, but there is much
broken and difficult country, rising iu places to altitudes of above 7,000 feet.

In Cape Colony the reconnaissance survey is of a somewhat similar character,
but owing to the large area of the country and to the small amount of money
available the work has perforce to be of a more rapid nature. In Natal, Bechuana-
land, and Rhodesia no survey is at pi'esent in progress.

Passing northward through Africa, we come to the British Protectorate of
Nyasaland, formerly called British Central Africa. Of this country a certain

number of maps exist purporting to give topographical detail; but as they are not
based upon any framework of triangulation, and as much of the detail only depends
upon rough sketches, it is impossible to say how far they can be accepted as correct
representations of the ground.

It is most unfortunate that financial considerations prevent the execution of
any systematic trigonometrical survey. The absence of such, and the fact that
maps are being made whicli must inevitably be withdrawn and replaced by others
in the future, will undoubtedly be the cause of ultimate waste of money.

Passing northward again we come to the large and important protectorates of
British Eatt Africa and Uganda, in both of which systematic surveys are in hand.
The geodetic framework is supplied by a triangulation along the Anglo-German
boundary, connected with chains of triangles along the railway in the neighbour-
hood of Nairobi. In Uganda proper there is also a triangulation covering a
substantial area. As already noted, all Ibis work will eventually be tied into the
thirtieth meridional arc, though it is not likely that the final adjustment of geodetic
positions thus arrived at will necessitate any substantial alterations upon the maps.

In both protectorates topographical surveys are in band, and maps on the
scale of two miles to an inch will be issued. In British East Africa, under the
able direction of Major G. E. Smith, E.E., rapid progress is being made. This
topographical mapping is additional to the cadastral maps also in progress in
both countries. These latter are required for property purposes, in Uganda for

demarcating the estates given over to the native inhabitants of the country under
the agreement of 1900, and in East Africa for attachment to title-deeds of lands
alienated for farming or stock-raising.

In the Soudan the enormous area of the country—over a million square miles
—and the limitel funds available have prevented any systematic survey being
taken up. A large amount of reconnaissance mapping has been done, and a series

of sheets on the scale of 1/250,000 (four miles to an inch) have been published.
These are corrected and improved by officers and Government officials as oppor-
tunity oilers. The energies of the Survey Department are almost entirely spent
in meeting urgent local requirements in the shape of cadastral maps of the culti-

vated areas along the river.

Somaliland, a British protectorate which came into unfortunate prominence a
few years ago, is a country of too small value to be worth the cost of any sort
of survey, and the only maps that exist are based upon the route sketches of
travellers and sportsmen and upon the work done by a small section of the Survey
Department of India during the military operations five years ago.

Leaving the east side of Afj:i9a and turning our eyes westward, we may note'
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that in the colony of the Gold Coast a rigorous survey was rendered imperative
by the g;old-miniug boom of 1901. The work was entrusted to Lieut.-Colonel
Watherston, C.M.G., E.E. Owing to the dense forest covering practically the
whole country triangulation would have been prohibitive in price and very slow
in execution. The initial positions were therefore fixed by a network of long
traverses, executed with all possible refinements with steel tapes and theodolites.

Astronomical latitudes were observed by Talcott's method at every fifty miles.
The errors of misclosure of the traverses proved to vary from about 1 in 2,000 in

imfavourable cases to nearly 1 in 6,000—results inferior to triangulation, but
at the same time sufficiently accurate to form the basis of a map with no appre-
ciable errors on the paper. One great defect of the traverse method of fixing

points lies in the practical impossibility of carrying the heights through without
occasional checking, either by lines of levels or by trigonometrical observations.

Such work makes therefore an imperfect basis for topography, and would only be
used when natural features compel its adoption.

Northern Nigeria is a country of enormous ai-ea, and, up to the present, of
small revenue. It has tUerefore not been found possible to allocate the funds for

any systematic mapping. The existing maps are compilations based upon
sketches made by civil and military officers when travelling upon duty and upon
the surveys made by the different Anglo-French and Anglo-German boundary com-
missions. In 1905-6 Captain R. Ommaney, R.E., fixed the astronomical lono-itudes

of fifteen towns by exchange of telegraphic signals with Lagos. With the aid of
these values, combined with a number of astronomical latitudes, it has been
possible to combine the material into something like a complete map. It need,
however, hardly be pointed out that astronomical fixations are liable to large and
imcertain errors, due to the variation of local attraction, and cannot attain the
precision of even a rapid triangulation. In Southern Nigeria the experience
has been somewhat unfortunate. This colony has spent a very substantial sum
upon its survey department, and if the work had been properly organised and
systematically carried out we should by now be in possession of a complete map
of a large portion of the country. Unluckily, the mistake has been made of
detaching survey parties for non-geographical purposes, such as the erection of
telegraph lines, work doubtless urgently required in the interests of the colony,
but not lying within the sphere of a survey department. Thus systematic
progress was rendered impossible, and, though isolated pieces of triangulation and
long lengths of traverses have been done, no topographical map of any area yet
exists.

Of the remaining West African colonies the Gambia river is a narrow piece
of land with boundaries running parallel to the river banks, and, except for the
actual trade along the river, is unimportant. In Sierra Leone the country in the
immediate vicinity of Freetown was surveyed by the colonial survey section, a
small party employed by the War Office for the purpose of making surveys of
places of special military importance. The map of the remainder of the colony is

a compilation based on miscellaneous material.

In the course of this summary of the state of the mapping of British Africa
mention has been made of the surveys made by joint commissions appointed for
the delimitation of international frontiers. No small part of theiexisting map is

due to work of this class. Thus joint Anglo-French commissions have marked
out the frontiers of the Gambia, Sierra Leone, the Gold Coast and Nigeria:
Anglo-German commissions the eastern boundary of Nigeria, tbe boundaries
between British and German East Africa, between German East Africa and
North-East Rhodesia from Lake Nyasa to Tanganyika, and between Bechuanaland
and German South-West Africa ; Anglo-Portuguese commissions the frontiers
between Portuguese East Africa and North-East Rhodesia and Nyasaland respec-
tively. Useful surveys have also been made in the course of the mutual
demarcation of the frontiers between Abyssinia and the Soudan on the west and
British East Africa on the south ; also of the frontier between the colony of
Sierra Leone and the Republic of Liberia. ,.,

Important as the work done by these commissions ha? been, its v.nlue would

3 C 2
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be greatly enhanced if the reports of each commission were published in a
succinct and easily accessible form. Such reports would naturally contain a
record of the actual frontier as finally ratified, and also a technical account of the
survey methods employed. They would thus be of permanent use both to the
official or officer on the spot for the easy settlement of any disputes that may
arise, and to the chief of any future boundary commission as an aid to the
selection of the methods of survey most suitable to the particular country with
which he is concerned.

Up to three years ago many of the African protectorates were under the
tutelage of the Foreign Office, while the older colonies were under the Colonial
Office. The reports of Boundary Commissions are therefore scattered through
official documents in the two offices, and are drawn up upon no uniform model.
Now that the superintendence of all these territories has been handed over to the
Colonial Office, and that body has set itself such an excellent example in the
appointment of the Colonial Survey Committee and the publication of its reports,

it is greatly to be hoped that they will follow up th good work and systematise
and publish all these Boundary Commission reports. If a model for such a publi-
cation is desired, 1 may refer to the account of the demarcation of the Turko-
Egyptian frontier between Rabah on the Mediterranean to the Gulf of Akaba,
lately issued by the Egyptian survey.

The account which I have endeavoured to give you, short and imperfect as it

is, of the present state of the mapping of British Africa will have shown you
clearly that there is a large amount of excellent work now in course of execution,
and that there has been, especially during the last few years, very considerable
progress made towards co-ordinating this work and towards maintaining certain

fixed standards of accuracy, rapiditj^, and economy.
It will naturally occur to you to inquire whether this co-ordination could not

advantageously be pressed a step further, and whether all the isolated survey
departments, now working in the various colonies and protectorates, could not be
amalgamated under one executive head ; whether, in fact, a Survey Department
of Africa, precisely analagous to the Survey Department of India, could not be
formed. The advantages of such a step are obvious, but must not be allowed to

blind us to the difficulties. AVe have, in the first place, the objection to be met
that the South African colonies would, under present circumstances, almost
certainly refuse to join in any general scheme, and would not consent to any
arrangement whereby money raised in one colony would be spent outside its own
geographical limits. If however we leave South Africa out of the question, the
financial difficulty tends to disappear. Both our East and West Afi-ican posses-

sions are, in general, not yet in a position to maintain themselves, and are still,

and will bo for some time to come, partially supported by grants from the
Imperial Treasury. To divert a portion of these grants to pay for the main-
tenance of a survey department would only be a matter of account and could be
adjusted so as to cause no hardship to any one colony. There remains the
geographical difficultj"^ of space. The fact that the heads of the department would
have to keep in close personal touch with countries differing entirely in character,

and perhaps three months' journey from each other, does not appear to off'er

any insuperable objections, and I cannot avoid expressing the hope that it may be
found possible at a no very remote date to take some steps in the direction of a
consummation which appears so desirable.

In giving my evidence before the Royal Commission on the War in South
Africa, presided over by Lord Elgin, I outlined the general features of a scheme
rmder which the Imperial Government would undertake the topographical map-
ping of all our oversea possessions, apart from self-governing colonies. As on
this occasion I was considering the whole question more exclusively from the
military side, no reference was then made to the question of cadastral maps, and
it was tacitly assumed that these would fall to be constructed by the land office

or a land survey department belonging to each separate colony. On the present
occasion we are not restiicted to the military point of view, but are permitted a
wider outlook. Our task is to consider the map in all its aspects, both as regards
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its method of construction and its ultimate use, whether for military, adminis-

trative, engineering, or purely scientific purposes. This enlargement of our scope

does not, I think, modify our previous conclusions, and were I now called upon
to devise a scheme for the mapping of British Africa, I should hase it upon the

principle of a central Imperial body for executing the triangulation and topo-

graphy, leaving the land survey to local organisations.

The arguments in favour of this policy are manifold. As regards the trian-

gulation they hardly require stating. It will be obvious to all that such work
must be closely co-ordinated, and that some central, directing head is imperatively

called for. The enormous waste of money that is ultimately involved by tolerat-

ing imperfect work, of which many examples could be cited, is alone a sufficient

justification for holding this view. We may, however, pause to examine a little

more closely into the advantages of centralisation as regards one particular opera-

tion in a survey. That is the measurement of the initial base line upon which the

accuracy of the whole framework depends. This task used to be one of the most
laborious and difficult with which the surveyor is confronted. The apparatus
employed, some form of compensation bar, was cumbrous and difficult to use, the

site selected had to be levelled, and the preparatory alignment carried out with the

mos't scrupulous care. Thus the Loch Foyle base for the triangulation of Great
Britain and Ireland was about six miles long, and the actual measurement, quite

apart from the time spent on the preparation of the ground, took sixty days, an
average rate of work of just over 500 feet per working day.

A few years ago the discovery was made of the nickel steel alloy with a very
small or zero coefficient of expansion, the so-called invar. This valuable metal, by
abolishing the necessity for any temperature correction, has enormously simplified

all physical measurements of length, and, a fortiori, those measurements, such as

base lines, which are perforce done in the open air and over a large range of tem-
perature. Survey bases are now measured with an invar wire stretched to care-

fully regulated tension, and either laid along a flat trough, or what appears to give
equally good results, hung freely between supports. The gain in precision due to

the avoidance of errors of expansion or contraction in the measuring apparatus is

substantial, while the gain in rapidity is very great. Thus, as a contrast to the

Loch Foyle base, let me give a short account of the measurement of a base in Spitz-

bergen by the Russian party of the joint Swedish and Russian missions in 1900,
extracted from a review already written for the ' Geographical Journal.'

The conditions for accurate work were very unfavourable : no site even ap-
proximately flat could be found, and the base was therefore irregular in contour
and traversed rough and in some parts marshy ground. The weather conditions
were far from ideal. The cycle of operations was as follows : An auxiliary base
175 metres long was measured with Struve's apparatus, twice before the main base
measurement and twice afterwards. The two wires used for the main base were
standardised on this subsidiary base four times, twice before and twice after use.

The main base, 6'2 kilometres long, was measured twice in each direction by each
of two wires, eight measures in all. The limit of error in the final value was
17 millimetres—say, one part in 360,000.

The whole of these operations, including the laying out of the standard and the
comparison of the wires, were completed in a period of three weeks ; Monsieur
Backlund, who superintended the actual measurement, left the observatory at

Pulkowa on June 11 and returned to it on July 24. It was therefore possible

to standardise the wires not only by the check base upon the spot, but also by the
permanent standards of the observatory within three weeks of their use for the
actual measurement. It need hardly be pointed out that this was eminently
favourable to the attainment of the highest exactitude, and we have here a marked
example of the value of centralisation. The proposed trigonometrical survey
department of Africa would probably find it advantageous to adopt similar proce-
dure, and, instead of trusting a base measurement to a local staff unacquainted
with the work, it would send out one or two men of highly trained technical skill

equipped with the best apparatus. The money spent in journeys would be more
than saved—first, by the unquestionable gain in accuracy and the consequent
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avoidance of the costly necessity for repeating bad work ; and, secondly, by the
gain in time, due to the fact that the local statf would not be called upon to learn
the use of an unfamiliar set of instruments.

Similar advantages would arise from a partial specialisation of the angular
measurements. Thus the first-class observer with a theodolite must possess cer-
tain qualities of eyesight, health, and judgment, rarely combined in one individual.
When such a combination of qualities is found it should be made the best use of,

and a good man should not be wasted on second-class work. At present, upon
the system of regarding each colony as an isolated unit, it is not possible to employ
every man to the highest advantage, and there are doubtless many examples at
present in Africa of able men being set tasks much below the standard of their
ability, and, per contra, men of no such qualifications being given work beyond
their powers. It is only by working with an extended organisation, employing a
large stafl'and responsible for a large area of country, that any approximation can
be made towards that ideal wherein every member of the establishment is used to
the best advantage according to his special qualifications.

To turn from the triangulation to the question of topography, we shall find
analogous arguments in favour of entrusting this work to one central department.
Whether we consider the necessity for a uniform system of training for the topo-
grapher, or whether, looking at the matter from the other side, we consider the
desirability of a close degree of uniformity in the resulting map, we arrive at the
same end. Nor need we confine ourselves to theoretical arguments

;
practical

results are before us as examples. It is not possible at the present moment to
point out a single case of a thoroughly satisfactory topographical map of any
country whatever which has not been executed by men trained in a properly
organised survey department or, what is equivalent, in the Corps of Royal
Engineers. Examples of failure to accomplish this are numerous. Thus we have
the cases of the British Colonies in South Africa before the war ; of Canada,
where no topographical map existed until two years ago, when the work was
taken up by the military department; and of Ceylon, where, in spite of the vast
sums spent on survey and the small size of the island, no topographical map of the
slightest pretensions to completeness exists of any part of the country.

It may also be noted that, especially in the case of a developing country, it is

of enormous advantage that the map shall be begun and finished within some
reasonable time. If a long interval elapses between the commencement and the
completion, the first sheets are out of date before the last are done and the whole
exhibits a most undesirable lack of uniformity.

With a central organisation the mapping of each protectorate can be taken
up in turn and dealt with rapidly, thus producing a homogeneous map impossible
to a small local body. Upon the converse point, the question as to whether
our central department should or should not undertake cadastral survey, the
arguments are perhaps not so one-sided. It is, however, quite clear towards
which side the balance of advantage tends. Taking into account the intimate
connection of the cadastral survey with the system of land holding and land
taxation, the fact that these systems necessarily vary and that as a financial matter
of accovmt the receipts and expenditure of each colony are separate, it is not
diilicult to see that the land survey is better left to local control. This would
not preclude any particular colony from arranging with the ^;entral body for the
execution of any definite piece of work of this class, upon terms agreeable to both
sides, in a similar manner to that in which cadastral survey is executed by the
Indian survej' for provincial Governments, and it need hardly be pointed out
that the geodetic points fixed by triangulation would in any case be available as a
framework for the large-scale map.

The geographical survey of the British Empire, apart from Africa, will not
on this occasion detain us long. I exclude from present consideration the great
self-governing colonies—Canada, Australia, and New Zealand—and also the whole
country lying within the sphere of the survey of India. Ceylon has an elaborate
land survey system ; and though, owing to past mistakes, the geographical mapping
of the island is in a most lamentably backward condition, there are good grounds
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for hope that this state of affairs will be i-emedied in the near future. The Malay
States, where, owing to the fertility of the soilaudtheubiquity of rich tin ore, the
land values are high, have the basis of an excellent survey system, and possess a
backbone of triangulatiou which will eventually extend southward to Singapore, and
possibly northward to join the Indian series in the south of Burma. Hongkono-,
including the leased territory on the mainland, is of small area and of no appre-
ciable geographical importance. It has been adequately ma]iped for military
purposes. Of our insular possessions, Mauritius, St. Helena, and (in the Mediter-
ranean) Cyprus and Malta are thoroughly surveyed. The other islands scattered
throughout the ocean which fly the Union Jack, including the "West Indies, while
their coast lines have naturally been the subject of close attention by the
Hydrographic Department of the Admiralty, are, as regards their internal
geographical features, still quite imperfectly known. The large and important
territory of British Guiana is entirely unsurveyed, and indeed in part almost
unexplored.

You will thus realise that if we are prepared to admit the validity of the
premiss that the mapping of its own territory is an imperative duty of a State
which aspires to justify itself before the nations as the possessor of a world-wide
Empire, there is still plenty of employment for the scientiSc geographer in the
British dominions.

Having thus far spoken of our duties and obligations, for such they appear
to me, which lie abroad in countries remote from our own shores, let us now
turn our eyes inward and see if we cannot discern some similar duties lying
close to our hands.

I take it that the great majority of us have been brought up in the idea that
our own Ordnance Survey is of such a high order of accuracy that a proposal to
undertake a revision of the fundamental triangulatiou of the British Isles must
appear strange. Yet this idea will not be a new one to the British Associalion,
for two years ago at the York meeting I brought the subject before this Section
in a short note, which gave rise to a useful discussion.

What I shall say now will be in a large measure a repetition of my previous
remarks, a repetition for which I need offer no apology, as it will be apparent to
you that had any steps been taken to remove this standing reproach to British
geodetical science no recurrence to the subject would be called for. As matters
stand, however, I feel impelled to recur to it with increased emphasis, a position
in which I am confident of being supported by all those who earnestly care for
the scientific repute of our country. Some few years ago, at the request of the
International Geodetic Conference, a volume was prepared by General Ferrern,
the eminent Italian geodesist, giving a summarised account of all the geodetic
surveys of the world. If we take this volume and examine the relative degree of
precision of the difl'erent national surveys there enumerated we shall find that
Great Britain stands lowest on the list.

The popular illusion, for it is really no other, as to the extreme accuracy of the
tnangulation of the British Isles rests in no small degree upon what must be con-
sidered a fortuitous circumstance—namely, the accidental smallness of the closing
error. Have we not all been told how at the conclusion of the triangulation,
when the observations had been carried from the primary base on the shore of
Loch Foyle across part of Ireland and across Wales and England, terminating in
two points on Salisbury Plain, the distance between these points was calculated,
using as data the measured length of the Loch Foyle base and the observed angles of
the triangles across the country ? The distance between the same two points was
then measured with every refinement of accuracy, and the measured length com-
pared with the calculated length. The difference between them was found to be
twenty inches. If in traversing a large portion of the kingdom the aggregate
error only amounted to this minute quantity—minute, that is, compared with the
distances involved, how can we either expect or demand a better result, even if

the work be redone with the most refined methods that the accumulated experi-
ence of the last fifty years can suggest P

To answer this question we inust bear in mind that the closing error of a
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piece of work such as a triangulation is not the only, nor indeed the best, test of
its precision. A small closing error may be due to accident; larger discrepancies

may have occurred at intermediate stages which have chanced nearly to cancel
themselves at the end. Such undoubtedly did happen in this case. The work
was not as accurate as the smallness of the closing error would seem at first sight

to imply. We have, however, in such a case an absolute measure of relative pre-

cision in the magnitude of the average triangular error, being the quantity by
which the sum of the observed angles of a triangle exceeds or falls short of the true

value of 180° + spherical excess.

From this we can readily deduce the * probable error ' of a single observed
angle, a form in which the measure of precision of a triangulation is often ex-
pressed.

In our British survey this quantity equals 1*20 second of arc, while in good
modern work it does not in general exceed 0'25 second. Making duo allowance
for the fact that the network of triangles over our islands is a complicated one,

and therefore that the ultimate precision is considerably greater than that of a
chain of triangles of the same order of individual accuracy, we are probably
justified in concluding that a resurvey would at least halve the final errors.

Such a resurvey is urgently demanded in the interests of international

geodesy.

It will of course be clearly understood that this implies no adverse criticism

upon the work of the men who originated and carried out the primary triangula-

tion of the British Isles. For that great achievement we must all have the most
sincere admiration. It was pioneer work of the highest order ; it set a standard of

accuracy never before attained, and was for long taken as the model for such work
in other countries. It was, however, started at the end of the eighteenth century
and was completed in 1857. It is therefore hardly surprising that it falls some-
what^ short of the precision of modern observations of the same class. It will

also be understood that this resurvey does not affect the question of the reliability

of our Ordnance Survey maps. Any errors which exist in our triangulations

are important only for geodetic discussions, such as the determination of the
exact figure of the earth, and are quite negligible for map-making purposes.

There can be no appreciable error from this cause upon the maps of our own
country, even those on the largest scales, and no question of reconstructing our
maps can arise. This is fortunate from the financial point of view. Such a
reconstruction would involve a very heavy expenditure, while the cost of the
retriangulation suggested would be quite trifling compared with the actual annual
expense of our national surveys.

The result of this inferioritj^ in accuracy of the British survey is that it is

useless to co-ordinate it with the continental series for geodetical purposes. This
defect is all the more noticeable in tliat the recessary observations for joining up
the two series were actually made. Three stations on the coast of Kent—St.

Peter's Church, between Margate and Ramsgate; Coldham, a hill about two
miles north of Folkestone ; and Fairlight, a hill about four miles north-east of

Hastings—were connected trigonometrically with three stations in France

—

Montlambert, near Boulogne ; St. Inglevert, over the village of Wissant ; and
the Clock Tower at Gravelines. This was done in 1861-63. The observations

were of a high order of precision. It would not be necessary to repeat them.
The importance of the co-ordination is apparent when we inspect a map of

Europe with the neighbouring part of Africa, upon which the triangulation lines

are entered. We then see that the British part of the work is imperatively

required to extend, and in fact to complete at one end in each case, two important

geodetic arcs, viz., the meridional arc along the meridian of Greenwich and the

longitudinal arc along the latitude of 52° north. Without the British portions

these arcs extend from Ain Sefra in Algeria to Gravelines in Fr.ance, an ampli-

tude of 18°, and from Orsk in Russia to the same point in France, an amplitude
of 67°. W^ith the British section added they would be further extended to

Saxavord, the northernmost point of the Shetland Islands, and to Valentia, on
the West of Ireland, respectively. Tlie added amplitudes would be 10° and 11J°,
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very mateiial additions, which would undoubtedly prove of substantial scientific

value.

It will thus be seen that it is by no means necessary, or even desirable, to re-

observe the whole network of triangles covering our islands. All that is required
is to connect geodetieally the three extreme points—Saxavord, Valeutia, and the
stations on the Kent coast just mentioned.

A knowledge of the exact figure of the earth is of high scientific importance,
especially so in reference to recent speculations as to its posMble deviation
from a spheroidal form. It caimot be other than a subject of national shame that
so important a link in this research remains unfilled. We may note with
gratification the forward position that our nation has in the past taken
in the advancement of geodesy. We know the great work done in the
triangulation of India, and we have alluded to the magnificent conception of the
Cape to North Sea arc due to Sir David Gill. Surely it is not asking too much
that we should take steps to set our own house in order, and to ensure that our
own triangulation is at least as accurate as that covering the neighbouring por-
tions of the continent of Europe. The subject is one upon which the powerful
influence of the British Association might legitimately be brought to bear, and
any representations from our body would come with a peculiar appropriateness
from this the Dublin meeting, seeing that so large a section of the work, whose
importance we wish to urge upon the Government, lies upon Irish soil, whose
execution would therefore devolve naturally on the Ordnance Survey of Ireland.

In concluding this Address I feel constrained to apologise for what may have
appeared to some of you the dull and unromantic character of my theme. I am
too well aware that to many the idea of geographical advance is confined to the
perilous traversing of virgin lands, to the navigation of unknown waters, and to
the penetration of forests or deserts never yet trod by white men's feet. I am
conscious that the substitution of the surveyor for the explorer has necessarily
destroyed much of the old romance, and that the feelings born when any fraction
of the earth's surface was for the first time opened to our ken can never
be revived. While, however, the romance has gone the dangers remain, and
there is as much call now for unflinching courage and for unselfish devotion to
duty as there was in the days when the search for the sources of the Nile was an
impelling cause sending adventurous men into the unknown. Whether occupied
in cutting his way through the tilmost impenetrable forests of the Gold Coast or
struggling with the papyrus swamps of the Nile basin, or whether, standing upon
the top of some old volcanic hill, be is engaged in scanning the blue distances of
the great Rift valley, the surveyor is not less worthy of your admiration than the
earlier traveller whose name is perhaps honourably enshrined in that of river or
mountain. Whether pushing his way through the jungles of the Malays or
floating upon the muddy stream of an African river, whether he is braving the
attacks of savage animals, of treacherous natives, or the far more insidious assaults
of the germs of some deadly disease, he is equally deserving of your sympathy and
your encouragement. He is in truth a shining example of the power of that
spirit of adventure and thirst for information which has carried our race so far in
the past, and which in the future is, we all trust, destined to lead us ever
' upwards and on '; the spirit that esteems no sacrifice too great in the cause of
duty, and recognises no duty so high as that of making some contribution towards
the increase of natural knowledge.

The following Papers were then read :

—

1. The Physiographic Sttbdivisions of the Appalachian Mountain System,
and their Effects upon Settlement and History. By Professor
W. M. Davis.

The Appalachian mountain system of the eastern United States may be
divided into two longitudinal belts—the crystalline Appalachians on the south-
eftst, and the stratified Appalachians on the north-west ; with these may be
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associated the Appalacbian plateau, of horizontal structure, next further north-
west. Each belt varies somewhat when followed along its length. The crystalline

belt is low, narrow, and interrupted in a middle section ; it is higher and broader
in the north-east and in the soulh-west. The stratified belt is most character-
istically developed in a middle section, where alternations of resistant and weak
strata result in alternations of ridges and valleys ; in the north-east the ridge-
maliing strata are absent ; in the south-west they are of less strength than in the
middle section. The plateau belt continues in full strength along the greater part
of the stratified belt in the United States, but it terminates in eastern New York

;

further north it may be said to be replaced by the Adirondack Mountains,
separated from the plateau by the Mohawk Valley. The relation of these
various features to geological structures and to processes of erosion, and their

effects upon settlement and history, were briefly sketched in this paper.

2. Ireland : her Coasts and Rivers.

By Eev. W. Spottswood Green, C.B.

The more intimately we know a country the greater is the interest in investi-

gating its condition in the ages long gone by, and tracing the connection between
the past and the present. This is true, whether we look on the question from a
geographical or from au historical point of view. The present has been evolved out
of the past, and geographical and social conditions are so bound together that they
may almost be looked at as aspects of the one problem. To make this clear it is

only necessary to take an imaginary illustration. If, for instance, the geography
of the British Islands could be so altered that Ireland lay to the east of England
instead of to the west of it, how profoundly would her history have been
affected

!

It is impossible, in the brief space available, to follow up the geographical
history of the past. AU I can hope to do is to touch on some salient points, and,
with some photographic illustrations of the coasts and rivers of Ireland, treat the
succession of events from the time that the river valleys were being sculptured

and the present configuration of the country determined through the great
Arctic and Forest periods to the coming of man into the island, the evolution
and admixture of races, and the scenes of beauty which Ave hope that many who
come to the British Association may go on and see for themselves. It is

impossible, also for lack of time, to name all the authorities upon whose writings

my outline sketcli may be based ; but it is well to notice that as all writers of

note have now adopted the modern historical methods, and place truth before

sentiment, the conclusions arrived at about Ireland's past are based on as wide an
induction as tlie materials for European history permit.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

The following Papers were read:—

•

1 . School Geography as a Mental Discipline. By Professor R .A. Gregory.

No teaching of science in schools is satisfactory unless the scientific method
of study is followed. There are many science subjects, but only one scientific

method; and it consists in the collection and arrangement of facts—obtained

so far as possible by personal observation and experience—with the view of

discovering relationships and arriving at correct conclusions. A literary subject

taught in this spirit is of greater educational value than a science subject in

which the instruction is chietly of a didactic character. What is most important
is not the subject, but the method, of study.

In the modern teaching of physics, chemistry, nature-study, and similar

subjects in schools, the <iim is not so much to accumulate a large amount of
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information—useful or otherwise—as to create 'and foster an active and inde-

pendent habit of mind ; individual contact with facte, and the critical study of

evidence, are thus encouraged instead of the passive absorption of statements

made by a teacher or a text-book.

By the introduction of practical exercises both in school and out, geography
is being brought into line with other subjects taught by truly educational

methods. It is being recognised slowly that the scientific aspects of geogi-aphy

should be matters of personal observation rather than of description. Nothing
should be told a pupil which he can find out for himself by suitable exercises.

The construction of a plan from actual measurements gives a knowledge of scales;

and with this mental equipment the transition is easy to a simple map of the

district, upon which exercises can be set. "When such a map is understood, work
may be done upon maps of the British Isles, either physical, political, or showing
roads and other ways of communication. After the natural physical divi-sions of

our islands have been studied by exercises based upon orographical maps, the

characteristics of British climate may be investigated. For this purpose familiarity

with meteorological instruments is necessary.

It is an educational axiom that no number.s or other symbols should be used

until their meanings are understood. No study should be made, therefore, of

records of temperature, rainfall, or other meteorological phenomena unless the

numbers convey definite ideas to the pupils. In all cases pupils should be en-

couraged to arrive at a principle or generalisation from the material put before

them, whether in the form of results of observation or of maps. It will then be

understood that every point upon a map represents results of investigation, and
that every geographical generalisation has been obtained by the study of facts

recorded by various explorers and observe) s. This method of approach may be

extended to the whole world at any convenient stage of the course, the intention

throughout being to use geographical material to stimulate intelligent inquiry, and
be a means of mental discipline, rather than as information to be remembered
merely. The practical exercises in the class-room as well as in the field should

thus be regarded as illustrations of the methods by which geographical science

has been built up, and to provide a vocabulary by means of which geographical

facts may he interpreted.

It must not be supposed that the neglect of the human and imaginative side

of geography is suggested ; all that is here advocated is that whenever possible

pupils should be brought face to face with evidence and trained to study it. The
bast way to obtain evidence is by direct observation ; but as it is not practicable

for a single investigator to compass the world by personal inquiry, the results of

observations made by others may be used as material to be sorted, grouped, com-
pared, and generalised, provided that its nature is understood. Combined with this

collection and consideration of concrete facts there should be a course of reading

or descriptive lessons intended to inspire interest in the earth and its inhabitants,

and to cultivate appreciation of what may be termed the intangible influences and
factors of geographical character. Taught in this way, geography may be made
one of the most valuable subjects in a school curriculum, for it provides not only

the intellectual discipline of a science rightly studied, but also the human interest

and sympathy of the most inspiring literature.

2. The Geographical Study ofMediterranean Man, considered as an Element
in a ' Classical Education.' By Professor John L. Myres, M.A.

Some years' experience in teaching classical subjects, and particularly ancient

history, to university students, mainly derived from the principal public schools,

shows that one of the principal defects in the equipment which these students

bring is that both their special historical knowledge and their general conception

of the social life and surroundings of the Greek and Roman world have been
formed without regard for the geographical conditions in which Mediterranean
societies were formed and developed. Geography in the public schools seems to
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be taught (wlieu it is taught at all) as an isolated discipline, without regard to its

application in any particular department of human history. Yet in this instance

a school with a classical curriculum cannot plead the impossibility of correlating

the geographical lesson with varying regions of historical study. For in a classical

curricukim the historical studies all have as their subject the doings of one

section or other of Mediterranean ]\^an, and the region which he inhabits forms

as well-defined and manageable a subject of geogi-aphical study as could easily be

devised. Experiments which have been tried, both at universities and in public

schools, suggest that the introduction of a systematic study of the Mediterranean

region on broad geographical lines at an early stage in the classical course has at

the same time the effect of familiarising the students with the main principles

of geographical inquiry, and of presenting to them, in an impressive, methodical,

and yet a most natural way, the outlines of the history and the social life of

the peoples whose language, literature, and beliefs are to be their principal study.

Correlation of studies, in fact, is here particularly easy to secure.

In the present stage of development of the schools in question the only serious

difficulty is the lack of teachers of classics who have undergone any systematic

geography training at all. The remedy, therefore, would seem to be first to insist at

the universities on the acquisition, during the normal university course, of a far

higher quality of geographical knowledge than is at present presumed ; for

example, in the Final Classical School at Oxford, or in the Classical Tripos at

Cambridge. The existence both at Oxford and at Cambridge of an organised

staff for the teaching of pure and applied geography would make this change

quite easy, if the tutors and examiners could once oe brought to see its practical

utility. Secondly, when once the universities have been persuaded to insist upon

a higher minimum of geographical knowledge than at present from their classical

studies, it will be possible for headmasters to require from candidates for assistant-

ships a knowledge of classical—that is, Mediterranean—geography, which at

present they do not appear to want, and could not secure if they did.

Meanwhile those few schools which have succeeded in securing either a

classical master with geographical interests, or even a geography master who
understands the special needs of classical students, are the best illustrations of

the vividness and coherence which can be put Into the classical curriculum by
insistence on a geographical point of view in dealing with Greek and Roman
civilisation.

At present there is the familiar deadlock: headmasters who set store by
academic distinctions have no use for boys with geograpliical knowledge, and
consequently no use for geographically minded teachers ; the universities, hearing

no cry for geographically minded teachers, have no inducement to offer academic

distinctions to students with geographical knowledge.

3. Scientific Results of the Voyage of the ' Scotia.^

By William S. Bruce, LL.D., F.R.S.E.

The ' Scotia' was specially fitted out for oceanographical and meteorological

research in high southern latitudes.

Magnetism.—No magnetic research was done on board the ' Scotia,' since this

was not compatible with deep-sea trawling, sounding, &c., but at Scotia Bay,

South Orkneys, a magnetic observatory, named Copeland Observatory, after the

late Professor Ralph Copeland, was set up, when Mr. R. C. Mossmann carried out

a series of magnetic observations during the wintering of the ' Scotia,' and during

her absence coaling and refitting at Buenos Aires for the second voyage.

Tides.—Tidal observations were made, under the direction of Captain Thomas
Robertson, every half hour at Scotia Bay. These are of special interest as being

a record in the most open stretch of ocean in the world. Their normality is

their striking characteristic.

Meteorology.—Observations were taken by and under the direct supervision of

Mr. R. C. Mossman. The results are especially important, since the Argentine
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Republic agreed to continue the Scotia Bay observatories and have now secured

five years' continuous records there. One of the most important results of these

records is that they seem to indicate an extensive continental land mass not far to

the south and west of the South Orkneys. This is specially emphasised by the

observations at Scotia Bay, off Coats Land, and near the position where Morrell

reported land and Ross an ' appearance of land.' The observations show that

the line between the easterly and westerly systems of weather is in about 65° S.

in the Weddell and Biscoe seas ; the South Orkneys being well within the westerly

system.

Ocean Physics.—The large series of observations are only now being worked
up, but they must give us a large amount of new and important information.

Deep Sea Deposits.—The deep-sea deposits indicate by the continuous band of

terrigenous deposits between Gh° and 74° S. a corresponding extensive con-

tinental coast-line to the south. The characteristic blue muds, as well as the

great rock-masses, strongly continental in character, give ample proof of an
extensive land mass to the south.

Bathymetry.—The results of the extensive sounding operations change our

ideas of the bathymetry of the South Atlantic Ocean, the Weddell Sea, and the

Biscoe Sea. The Ross Deep has been obliterated, and relatively shallow instead

of very deep water was found to extend to the northward. Actually in the

portion where Ross reported 4,000 fathoms, no bottom, Bruce reached bottom
in 2,660 fathoms, and brought up a sample of blue mud. Connecting rises of

less than 2,000 join Graham's Land, South Orkneys, and the Sandwich Group, as

well as the south of South America and Antarctica. South of Gough Island,

where the ' Scotia ' naturalists made interesting ornithological collections, Dr.

Bruce sounded out a continuance of the mid-Atlantic rise a thousand miles to the

south, and this rise probably joins another rise between the Sandwich Group and
Bowet Island, which rise continues north-eastward to meet Madagascar and the

east coast of Africa. The deep lying to the east of Argentina, therefore, seems to

be separate from that of the Biscoe Sea, and both these are separate from the deep
lying to the south-west of South Africa. The shelving of the water in the south

and west of the area bathymetrically surveyed by the ' Scotia ' in the Weddell Sea
also gives additional weight to the hypothesis of an extensive and continuous

land mass existing between Kemp, Enderby, Coats, Morrell, and Moss's supposed
land and Graham's Land.

Topography.—The Scottish Expedition surveyed Laurie Island, South Orkneys,
on a scale of two inches to the mile. They included in this survey local hydro-
graphical work. A running coast survey was also made of the north side of

Coronation Island, as well as of 150 miles of the new coast-line which the

expedition discovered and Dr. Bruce named Coats Land in honour of the two
chief supporters of the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.

Biology.—Besides making surface and shallow water collections, the Scottish

naturalists trawled in great depths, not only south of 40*^ S., but also south of

the Antarctic Circle, many trawlings being in water exceeding 2,500 fathoms.

Bipolarity fades away, for not only do North and South Polar species differ widely,

but even species from different South Polar areas. The northern extension of

Antarctica at Graham's Land appears to be a potent factor in this matter.

4. The Northward Fxjjandon of Canada.^ By W. L: Grant.

At its formation, in 1867, Canada extended from the Atlantic to Lake
Superior ; by the purchase of its rights from the Hudson's Bay Company in 1869,

and by union with British Columbia in 1871 , it reached the Pacific. But a country

is really measured, not in square miles, but in the area which men can inhabit and
develop. At federation the inhabited country was but a thin and broken strip

along the American frontier. Wildernesses separated the maritime provinces

' Introductory to the visit of the Association to Canada in 1909.
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from Quebec, aud Ontario from the West ; from Winnipeg to tHe Rocky Moun-»

tains was the home of a few Indiana ; three ranges of mountains shut in

British Columbia. North of the ' Height of Land ' in Ontario and Quebec all was
wilderness. Canada was length without breadth, and even the length was not

continuous.

The progress of the country has consisted not so much in any change of climate

or of geographic conditions as in (1) the spread of knowledge as to what the con-

ditions really are
;

("2) with the growth of knowledge tbe growth of popular confi-

dence
; (3) the conquering of such conditions as were unfavourable. Man is to-day

the ruler, not the slave, of geographic conditions. He is no longer forced to follow

the rivers; settlement no longer creeps from poinc to point. The railway goes

hundreds of miles in advance of settlement, and everywhere finds laud where

men may live aud prosper. The now transcontinental railways pass through the

province of Alberta more than 300 miles north of the American frontier, and

already settlement has extended north of the railways. In Ontario and Quebec,

north of the Height of Land, great tracts are being opened up by new railways,

and are beino- found rich not only in minerals and in timber, but also in arable

land. A study of railways is to-day more important tli 'n a study of rivers.

With this widening of habitable territory goes au increase in political and

economic unity ; that which was at first only a paper federation is being welded

together.

At the heart of this network of railways lies Winnipeg, the central city of

Canada. The railway map of Canada is in shape not unlike a wasp, with its

waist at Winnipeg. Perhaps the greatest danger to which Canada is exposed is

that the waist may be too small. A railway running north of Lake Winnipeg

should be one of the next links forged in the building together of Canada.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Netv Instruments /or Travellers and Surveyors.

By E. A.'Reeves, F.R.A.S.

This paper gave a brief description of three instruments recently designed

by the author for the use of travellers and surveyors :—

•

1. The Distance -finder Alidade for Plane Tabling.—This consists of an

aluminium ruler 2i feet long, at each end of which is fitted a small telescope

placed at right angles to the ruler. One telescope has a vertical and horizontal

wire only fitted in the diaphragm, while the other, in addition to these, has a

movable micrometer wire and drum. In taking a distance the plane-table with

the alidade ^ is levelled, and then the telescope with the simple cross wire only is

sio^hted on to a definite point of an object of which the distance is required, after

which the surveyor passes to the other telescope, and, covering the same point

of the object with the movable micrometer wire, reads off the divisions recorded

on the micrometer. To eliminate errors in parallelism, the measurement is

repeated with the alidade and telescopes reversed, and the mean of the divisions

noted. With this mean a scale on the alidade ruler is entered and the corre-

sponding distance in feet read off. A 2^-foot instrument will give direct distance

up to about 1,000 feet with fair accttracy ; by repeating the observations and

with the distance so obtained, by a simple system of similar triangles, distances •

eii^ht or ten times as far can be measured without altering the position of the

plane-table. The whole operation is very rapid, and the great advantage of the

instrument is that it enables a surveyor to fill in a considerable amount of detail

without moving his board, and that he can obtain distances to points which he may
be unable to reach. The telescopes can be taken oft' the ruler, and one of them is

i
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fitted witli a small circular arc and can be placed iu a line with the rulef, when
the instrument can be used as an ordinary telescopic plane-table alidude. Larger
sizes of the distance -finder, with longer rods, are made fitted to a stand as a
separate instrument, and the instrument can be combined with a theodolite for

traversing.

2. The Astronomical Compass and Time Indicator.—-This is a simple and in-,

expensive little instrument for quickly finding the north and south line and the
true bearing of any object, as well as the local mean time by the sun or stars with
sufficient accuracy for all ordinary purposes. It has been designed by me to meet
the requirements of travellers and for night-marching when the ordinary magnetic
compass cannot be relied on.

The instrument consists of two small discs, upon each of which is a projection
of a hemisphere drawn on the plane of the meridian. One of the discs shows, in

Mack, parallels of declination of the principal stars and of the sun at different

dates, with hour circles subdivided into five minutes, while the other, the upper
one, is transparent and shows, in red, curves of altitude and azimuth, The two
discs are centered on a pivot, and tbe transparent one is weighted at the lowef
part to keep it vertical. Through the central pivot passes a pin, carrying a sight-

rule or alidade on the front of the transparent disc and fixed to the handle at the
back.

"When the instrument is used as a compass the N. or S. pole of the decli-

nation circle is first set to the red number on the transparent disc equal to the
latitude of the place; then, allowing the discs to swing freely, clamped together,

a rough altitude of the sun is taken through the sight-rule. The altitude circle

indicated by the pointer at one end of the sight-rule is now followed across the
disc until it intersects the curve of declination of the sun or star observed, seen
through the transparent disc, and the red longitudinal curve passing through the
point of intersection gives the true bearing or azimuth of the scar or sun at the
time. Then, considering the upper disc as a compass card with the zenith as the
true N. point, the sight-rule is set to this bearing, counting the degrees round
the circumference of the disc. Now when the discs are held horizontal with the
sight-rule aligned on the sun or star observed, the true north will be indicated by
the large red arrow on the transparent disc. There is an additional movable
pointer which can he previously set to any bearing upon which it is desired to
march. The lines are all bold, so that they can be read ofl' easily at night. The
whole operation is extremely rapid, so that bearings at intervals of a quarter of an
hour or so can be taken without delay.

The same observation that gives the true bearing also furnishes the time, since
the hours and minutes read oft' the black figures of the declination disc at the
point of intersection indicate the hour angle of the sun or star. This hour angle,

of course, in the case of the sun gives the local apparent time, which can be
converted into mean time by applying the equation of time taken from the table

at the back, where a diagram is also given from Avhich the approximate local mean
time can be quickly found without any computation from the hour angle taken
off as in the case of the sun.

3. The third instrument to which attention was called is a new form of reflecting
artificial horizon. It is intended for land or sea use, and it is hoped will be of service
in Polar exploration on moving ice. The special advantages claimed for it

over other attempts at the same kind of instrument are (1) that by the system
of taking observations errors are counterbalanced and a good mean obtained

;

(2) that it can bo readily fitted on in front of a sextant when required for use,

and afterwards taken off; (3) that no arrangement is required for illuminating
wires for star work. Meridian altitude latitudes on land have been frequently
taken with this artificial horizon to within 8" or 10" of the truth, and on sea
the results should be near enough to he quite useful.

This artificial horizon is very simple in construction, consisting merely of a
reflecting mirror kept horizontal by a short weighted pendulum, of which the
weight is slightly below the centre of gravity. The mirror is adjusted to move
accurately iu the ^laue of the index and horizon glasses of the sextant by means
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of adjusting screws, and altitudes are taten in pairs, the artificial horizon being

reversed laterally between each observation and the mean result accepted. Tbia

is a special feature in connection with the instrument, and to a great extent

eliminates errors.

2. Notes on the Cartography of the Counties of England and Wales,

By Herbert George Fordiiam.

This paper summarised the results of the author's inquiries into the history,

bibliography, and geographical characteristics of the engraved maps of the English

and Welsh counties. From the survey of Christopher Saxton, and the publication of

his atlas of thirty-four maps in 1579, to the present day there has been a remarkably

complete sequence of such maps, which will repay a careful study, both from the

point of view of the science of cartography and of that of the artistic side of topo-

graphical representation. The author, in examining exhaustively the cartography

of two English counties (Hertfordshire and Cambridgeshire), has established the

chronology and characteristics of the miips of the whole period here reviewed,

and has followed up in detail the history of the publishers, engravers, and topo-

graphical writers of the three centuries in their connection with British carto-

graphy generally. He indicated the position of the Dutch, Flemish, and French

schools of geographers in relation to the contemporaneous work in England at

different periods, and established a classification by reference to the initial

meridian lines adopted, and to the style and art developed by engravers in this

department. He also noticed the principal authors and their best-known works in

chronological order, and mentioned, by way of illustration, that in all nearly 400

maps have been published of the county of Hertford, of which, however, more

than one-half are reprints, more or less altered from the original plates, and may
be regarded as duplicates. Any complete collection of the whole series of engraved

maps'^of a county in England or Wales, 1579-1900, would contain approximately

the same number. The object of the communication was to draw attention to the

large and almost unworked field of research which exists in connection with the

bibliography and classification of maps from the early period of their production

by the engraver's art.
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3. TJie Longitudinal Section of the River Nile.

By Captain H. G. Lyons, R.E., F.R.S.

The increase of cultivation in Egypt during the summer months ha.s neces-

sitated an increased supply of water during the low stage of the river, and at this

season of the year the equatorial lakes, and that portion of the Nile system which

flows from them, alone can furnish it. The Abyssinian tributaries—the Sobat,

the Blue Nile, and the Atbara—are in these months discharging little or nothing.

As soon, therefore, as the Dervish power had been broken the survey of the Upper

Nile was commenced. During the past eight years much has been done, and,

among other results, an almost complete line of levelling now exists from the
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Mediterranean to Lake Victoria, a distance of 3,500 miles.* This flewly acquired

information enables us to discuss the longitudinal section of the Nile more com-
pletely than has hitherto been possible. A discussion of the material now
available shows that the probable discrepancy where the two portions of the line

join is not greater than about 25 or 30 feet.

The section shows clearly the great crustal blocks of which the equatorial

plateau is composed, while the lakes occupy the level surfaces of the blocks—as

Lake Victoria, Lake Ohoga, Lake Albert Edward, and Lake Albert, This portion of

the basin exhibits the characteristic features of recent development. At the foot of

the equatorial plateau the level plains of the Sudan commence. Through these the

rivers of the region drain—viz., the Bahr el Jebel, the Bahr el Zaraf, and others

—

but now their slope is known not to be very low, being about 1 in 20,000, or a
little more than three inches to one mile. The great development of marshes in

this region is not so much due to the flatness of the plains, but to the water-level

being so near to that of the flood plains that vegetation grows luxuriantly

throughout the year, and all the river silt is arrested in the upper reach, so that

the flood plains are not being built up.

Between the Sobat River and Khartoum is the flattest portion of the whole
course of the river ; the slope varies from one-half to one-third of an inch per

mile, and when the Blue Nile is in flood the White Nile is ponded up and presents

an absolutely horizontal surface for 300 miles.

Below Khartoum the character of the river-bed changes ; reaches of rapids

where the river is eroding the crystalline rocks alternate with reaches of lower
slope where the rock is sandstone. These crystalline rocks therefore form natural

obstructions which can easily be converted into dams for storing up water in the

valley above. When the question of increasing the volume of water stored in the

reservoir at Aswan was under consideration, three of these reaches were contoured

carefully to determine what volume of water could be stored in them.
In these rapids the slope is at times steep, but never for any considerable

distance, and the mean inclination rarely exceeds 1 in 1,000 for any length of

river. At no point can the river be said to descend a vertical fall, as the term
cataract might be thought to imply; but the cataracts of the Nile are in fact

reaches of the river in which it has cut its way down to portions of the ancient

and uneven land-surface formed of the crystalline rocks on which the sandstones

of Cretaceous age have been laid down. The position of the ridges of this ancient

land have determined the places where cataracts occur, but the water-channels in

them follow the lines of weakness due to bands of softer rock or to lines of fracture

caused by the movement of the crust during long ages. The last of these barriers

is at Aswan, and below this the river flows in the wide alluvial plains which it

has formed by deposition, and which it is building up at the average rate of about

four inches per century. The equatorial plateau and the region of the cataracts

are regions in which the river is eroding at the present time, while in the Sudan
plains and in Egypt deposition is taking place. But little accurate levelling has

as yet taken place along the Abyssinian tributaries, and from Khartoum to Fazogli

along the Blue Nile only are the levels reliable. Here in one reach near Singa

the slope is markedly less than either upstream or downstream of it, and this

may be due to a warping of the crust at this part ; but more evidence is needed.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The following Papers and Reports were read :—

1. A Journey into the Primeval Forests of Tropical Peru,

By L. C. Bernacchi.

This paper dealt nlainly with the region of the Rio Inambari, which the author

visited, and where a preliminary survey was' carried out in 1 907, at the expense

of an English rubber company, in a district practically unexplored. The author

1908. 3 D
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started fi'oui 8auta Ilosa, ou the Peruviau Corporation railway. On the steep
eastern slope of the Andes a notable variety in succession of temperature, scenery,

and vegetation was observed, as were remains of a former population. The
present population is mainly Quichua, with wboin the Atsahuaca, of whom there
are few, strongly contrast in their excellent nature and disposition. The Atsa-
huaca are nomad hunters and monogamists, and are nearly extinct in the
Inambari valley. The author quoted at some length from the survey report;
the work carried out is the most complete survey yet made of this part of the
continent. Ilubber and trading companies are gradually opening up the country.
The forests of the Inambari abound in fine Para rubber-trees of the Hevea
variety,

2. Unique Experiences at the Birth of a Volcano.

By Rev. George Furlong.

The author witnessed, in August 1905, the birth and development of the
Volcano, now called O Le Mauga Mu, in Savaii, which island exhibits lava-fields

in almost every stage of formation. After a period of earth unrest, two fissures

opened on August 4, flame-coloured steam and vapour broke forth with heavy
explosions, and masses of diSbris were ejected which soon began to build up the
crater. Streams of lava carrying other matter rolled from the vent ; their rate of
progress was calculated at half a mile in twenty-four hours. The behaviour of
these lava-streams was watched and described in detail by the author. He points

out (among other phenomena) that the surface of the lava quickly solidified, and
thus a tunnel was formed through which the flow went on, so that between the
crater and tlie vast columns of steam where the lava reached the sea it was
difficult to realise that volcanic action was in progress. It was noted that the
volcano was more active during the period of full moon than of waning moon

;

also that the fumes from the volcano were not always of the same nature.
Several tidal waves were experienced, always in the same place ; they were about
600 yards wide, and flowed inland from iOO to 120 yards. These waves were
observed to occur when the crater was more than usually active.

Report on the Exploration of Prince Charles Foreland, Spitsbergen,

See Reports, p. 306.

4. The Marble Arch Caves in Co. Fermanagh.^
By Harold Brodrick, M.A,

Three streams flow down the northern slope of Ouilcagh and sink into the
litnestone at three points about a quarter of a mile apart ; the central stream goes
by the name of the Monastir. The narrow limestone valley through which it

runs is cut ofl; at its lower end, by a limestone cliff 130 feet high. The cave at

the base of this has a total length of 40 yards, and ends in a fissure of unknown
height. Within 40 yards of the top of the clift" is a pot-hole (PoUbwee) 100 feet

deep, with a pool aud a narrow passage CO feet in length at the bottom. Further
north is an opening in the moor called Polinagapple ; this is a pot-hole with .i

diameter of 80 feet and a depth of 60 feet. Its floor is composed of jambed
boulders, below which the river can be heard j a high cave with good stalactitic

deposits leads from the bottom of this pot. About 150 yards further north is

Cradle Hole— a pot-hole 80 yards in diameter and 120 feet deep; at the base are
two caves in which the stream is met with ; upstream the passage, 15 feet wide

' A full account of these caves, with planS) will be published in the Irish
A^atiiralisi.
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and 25 feet high, has been explored for 55 yards, but has i)Ot been surveyed. The
downstream cave is from 10 to 25 feet high and 30 feet wide ; it is 104 yards
long and ends in a pool within about 20 feet of the upper end of Marble Arch
Cave. The roof seems too low to admit of passage. The Marble Arch Cave is

entered from lower down the hillside. At the upper end of the stream course is

a pool, probably the continuation of the one met with in Cradle Hole. Tlie stream
flows for 123 yards along the ' Grand Gallery,' through boulders and shingle, to
the ' Junction.' The ' Grand Gallery ' is from 6 to 20 feet high and about 15 feet

wide. At the Junction the roof is at least 50 feet high ; from here the stream
turns to the left and then to the right, filling the whole of the passage ; it here
forms a lake at least 10 feet deep in the centre. At 81 yards from the Junction
a beach is reached and 10 yards further the open air, at the floor of a wide pot-

hole 60 feet deep ; from this beach the stream flows under low arches to another
lake, from which it emerges into the open just above the Marble Arch itself.

A high-level passage leads from above the beach to the shore of this lake, and
a second branch leads through boulders to the open at the bottom of a wide pot-
hole 30 feet deep, in the floor of which is also another opening, which will be

referred to later.

From the Junction a dry passage runs to the right, and at a distance of

45 yards becomes 20 yards wide and about 40 feet high; the floor rises to the

left, but the passage continues forward to the right. To the left the rising floor

is composed of boulders and sand cemented together and covered with stalagmite.

At the upper end of the slope is a fine collection of stalactites. A low passage

15 feet wide leads from here into a fissure cave 30 feet high and 50 feet long.

The low-level passage at the bottom of the boulder slope continues for 93 yards,

15 to 25 feet in height and about 10 feet in width, to the ' Pool Chamber,' This
is about 15 yards in diameter and 20 feet high, and has a still pool at its lowest
point. Beyond this chamber the passage continues 15 feet wide and about 4 feet

high, and in 12 yards is blocked with boulders. A climb of about 15 feet vertically

upwards through these boulders leads into the bottom of a chamber about 80 feet

high and 25 yards in diameter, the floor of which is entirely composed of a slope

of large boulders. The upper end of the boulder slope leads to the bottom of a
narrow pot-hole 30 feet deep, for the descent of which ladders are necessary. At
the far corner of this chamber there is a small hole leading, between jambed
boulders, into the floor of the pot-hole into which the high-level passage opens,

and within 20 feet of the end of the passage. The portion of the cave beyond
the Pool Chamber and the two openings there were unknown before this year.

Fluorescine put into the Monastir Sink at 11.30 a.m. in dry weather was clearly

visible at Cradle Hole at 10.45 a.m. the following day, and at 6,45 the same
evening began to emerge at the Marble Arch spring.

5, Mitchelstown Cave. By Dr. C. A. Hill, M.A., M.B.

Mitchelstown Cave, the largest yet discovered in the British Isles, is situated in

CO. Tipperary, in the valley of the Blackwater. There are actually two separate

and distinct caves. The existence of one, the ' old ' cave, is now forgotten, though

this cave was known and exhibited in 1777. The ' new' cave, first discovered in

1833, is now the only one shown to visitors. It was first described by Dr. Apjohn
of Dublin, who partially explored and surveyed it in 1834, and published a map
which has been the basis of all others up to the present time. It was further

explored by M. Martel of Paris in 1895 and described by him, and was also

visited by Dr. Lyster Jameson of Dublin, who described the cave fauna found

therein. Very little is known of the full extent of the caves even at the present

day, and no reliable plan or map exists. The cave was visited in 1905 by the

author, who took many photographs now shown for the first time, and also

explored portions hitherto unvisited. The cave was found to be of much greater

pxtent and complexity than was previously imagined.

3d2
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There is great need for systematic exploration and surveying, as the existing
plan of the ' new ' cave has been found inaccurate and misleading, and practically
nothing is known of the ' old ' cave. Geologically the ' new ' cave is of great
antiquity, as evinced by the enormous size and number of the stalactite and
stalagmite formations. There is no evidence of present active water-action, the
cave being practically dry, except at two points erroneously called ' the River.'
The explored passages are estimated at a mile and a quarter in length.

6. Third Report on Investigations in the Indian Ocean,
See Reports, p. 305.

Reiwrt on the Oscillations of the Level of the Land in the
Mediterranean Basin.—See Eeports, p. 308.
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Section F.—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.

President of the Section.—W. M. Acworth, M.A.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

The Relation of Railways to the State,

No one can be more conscious than your President of to-day of the unfitness

of one who has no claim to he called an economist at all to occupy the Chair of

this Section in succession to a long line of the most distinguished economists of

the country. But it would be affectation on my part to ignore that I owe the

distinction, however little personally I may deserve it, to the fact that what our
American friends call transportation problems are much to the fore at present, and
that to those problems the professed economists of this country have unfortunately

—for reasons that there is no need to discuss here—hitherto devoted but scant

attention. And parini les aveugles le horgne est roi. You will therefore not be
surprised if your one-eyed king for the day directs your attention this morning to

railways, and especially to the question which is in the forefront of politics at

this moment in almost every part of the world—the relation of railways to the

State.

One word more by way of preface. I have said that these relations are being

discussed at present all over the world. Ireland is no exception. There is at

this moment sitting in Dublin a Viceregal Commission to inquire into the manage-
ment of the Irish railways, and the question of State versus private ownership

has been constantly brought up before it. As I am a member of that Commission,

I evidently could not, even if I desired to do so, express here any personal views
on a matter which is directly referred to me in an official capacity. But it seems
to me that while it is necessary for me to refrain from discussing the particular

question of the detailed remedies which the special historical and economic position

of Ireland may be thought to require, it is possible to discuss the whole question in

an abstract manner. I propose, therefore, to treat the subject in the main in two
aspects : the first, the history in outline of the relations between railways and the

State in different countries ; and the second, the question of the factors which
are of primary importance in any consideration of the matter.

Ever since the year 1830, when the dramatic success of the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway first revealed to a generation less accustomed than our own
to revolutionary advances in material efficiency the startling improvements in

transport that railways were about to effect, theorists have discussed the question

whether State or private ownership of railways be in the abstract the more
desirable. But it is safe to say that in no country has the practical question,
' Shall the State own or not own the railways ?

' been decided on abstract considera-

tions. The dominant considerations have always been the historical, political, and
economic position of the particular country at the time when the question came
up in concrete shape for decision.
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Tlie Belgian railways have belonged to tlie State from the outset, because

they were constructed just after Belgium separated from Holland, and (the

available private capital being in Holland and not in Belgium) King Leopold and
his Ministers felt that, if the railways were in private hands, that would mean in

Dutch hands, and the newly acquired independence of Belgium would be thereby
jeopardised. Within the last few years this history has repeated itself, and the

fact that the bulk of the Swiss railway capital was held in France and Germany
was one main reason, if not the main reason, which induced the Swiss people to

nationalise their railways.

In Germany seventy years ago the smaller States were regarded as the
personal property of their respective Sovereigns, almost as definitely as Suther-
landshire is the property of the Duke of Sutherland. And it was therefore as

natural that the Dukes of Oldenburg or Mecklenburg should make railroads

for the development of their estates as that the Duke of Sutherland should build a

railway in Sutherland.

Take, again, Australasia. In that region the whole of the railways, with
negligible exceptions, now belong to the different State Governments, and the
public sentiment that railways ought to be public property is to-day so strong
that it is impossible to imagine any serious development of private lines. But at

the outset the traditional English preference for private enterprise was just as
strong there as it was at home, and it was only the fact that the whole of the
available private capital was absorbed in the development of the goldfields and
that, therefore, if railways were to be built at all, public credit must be pledged
and English capital must be obtained, that caused the State to go into the
railway business.

Take, once more, the case of Italy. In the days when Italy was only a
geographical expression, the various Italian States experimented with railway
management of all sorts and kinds. AVhen, after 1870, Italy was unified, it was
necessary to adopt a national railway policy, and the Italian Government instituted

an inquiry whose exhaustiveness has not since been approached. The force of cir-

cumstances had indeed already compelled the Government to acquire the ownership
of the railways, but the Commission reported that it was not desirable that the
Government should work them. The railways were accordingly leased for a
period of sixty years, running from 1884, to three operating companies, and it was
provided that the leases might be broken at the end of the twentieth or the
fortieth year. From the very outset a condition of things developed which had
not been contemplated when the leases were granted, and for which the leases

made no provision. Constant disputes took place between the Government and
their lessees. Capital for extensions and improvements was urgently needed

;

neither party was bound to find it ; and agreement for finding it on terms mutually
acceptable was impossible of attainment. In the end the Government has been
forced to cut the knot, to break the lease at the end of the first twenty years'

period, and for the last two years the Italian Government has operated its own
railways. But it is safe to say that an a priori preference for State management
over private management played but scant part in the ultimate decision.

It is impossible to review, even in the merest outline, the railway history of
all the countries in tlje world, but the instances already given will serve to

illustrate my proposition that the position in each country depends not on
abstract considerations, but on the practical facts of the local situation. Yet
one cannot look round the world and fail to recognise that the connection be-

tween the railways and the State is everywhere becoming more intimate year
by year. Whatever have been the causes, the fact remains that Italy and
Switzerland have converted their railways from private to public. In Germany
the few remaining private lines are becoming still fewer. In Belgium the process
is practically completed. In Austria it is moving steadily in the same direction :

four-fifths of the total mileage is now operated by the State. In Russia the
story would have been the same, had it not been for the war with Japan. Even
in France, whose railways have a very definite local and national history of their

own, an Act for the purchase of the Western Baih.vay by the State was passed
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last year by the Cbam'ber of Deputies, and has now, aftov much contention, been
passed by the Senate within the Last few weeks. But it is not without interest

to note that, though a majority both of deputies and of senators supported the Bill,

the representatives of the district served by the company were by a large

majority opposed to it, while the commercial community of the whole of France,
as represented by the Chambers of Commerce, were almost unanimously hostile.^

So far as can be seen at present, the purchase of the Western Railway by the
State is not likely to be made a precedent for tlie general nationalisation of the
French railways. Still, the broad fact remains that a series of railway maps of
the continent of Europe, constructed at intervals of ten years, would undoubtedly
show an ever-increasing proportion of State lines, and that the last of the series

would exhibit the private lines as very far below the State lines both in extent
and in volume of traffic.

A word ought to be said of Holland, not only because Holland is a country
with free institutions like our own, but because the railway position of Holland
is unique. The railways of that country were built partly by the State and
partly by private enterprise, but the working has always been wholly in private

hands. Some ten years ago, however, the Dutch Government bought up the
private lines and rearranged the whole system. The main lines of the country
are now leased to two operating companies, so organised that each company has
access to every important town, and railway competition is now practically

ubiquitous throughout Holland. So far there are no signs that the Dutch people
are otherwise than satisfied with their system. Now compare this with France.
The French Government, though it has hitherto, except on the comparatively
unimportant State railways in the south-west of the country, stood aloof from the
actual operation, has always kept entire control of railway construction and of
the allocation of new lines between the several companies. And the French
Government has proceeded on a principle diametrically opposed to the Dutch
principle. In France railway competition has, as far as possible, been definitely

excluded, and the various systems have been made to meet, not, as in Holland, at

the great towns, but at the points where the competitive traffic was, as near as

might be, a negligible quantity. Now that questions of competition and combina-
tion are to the fore in England, and seem likely to give very practical occupation

to Parliament in the Session of 1909, the precedents on both sides are perhaps not
without interest.

When we turn from the continent of Europe to the continent of America the

position of aftairs is startlingly dissimilar. The railways of America far surpass

in length those of the continent of Europe, while in capital expenditure they are

equal. State-ownership and operation of railways on the continent of America
is as much the exception as it is the rule in Europe. In Canada tliere is one
comparatively important State railway, the Inter- Colonial, about 1,.500 miles in

length. Though its earnings are quite considerable—about 20^. per mile per week

—

it barely pays working expenses. I may add that in all the voluminous literature

of the subject I have never seen this line cited as an example of the benefits of

State management. There is another small line, in Prince Edward Island, which
is worked at a loss ; and a third, the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway,
owned not by the Dominion but by the Provinciai Government, which is too new
to afford any ground for conclusions.

The Federal Government of the United States has never owned a railway,

though some of the individual States did own, and in some cases also work, rail-

ways in very early days. Tliey all burnt their fingers badly. But the story is

80 old a one that it would be unreasonable to found any argument on it to-day.

In Mexico, of which I shall have more to say directly, the State owns no rail-

ways. As for Central America, Costa Rica and Honduras have some petty lines,

' Further, it is common knowledge that the Senate only passed the Bill (.and

. that by a majority of no more than three) because M. Clemenceau insisted that
he would resign if it was not passed, and, though they disliked nationali.sation much,
they disliked M. Clemenceau's resignation more.
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which are worked at a loss. Guatemala had a railway till 1904, when it was
transferred to a priv.ate company. Nicaragua has also leased its lines. Colombia
owns and works at a piOJt, all of which is said to he devoted to betterment,

twenty-four miles of line.

In South America, Peru and Argentina own, as far as I am aware, no rail-

ways. The Chilian Government owns about 1,600 miles out of the 3,000 miles in

the country. Needless to say private capital has secured the most profitable lines.

The Government railway receipts hardly cover the working expenses. The
Brazilian Government formerly owned a considerable proportion of its railway
network of nearly 11,000 miles. Financial straits forced it some years ago to

dispose of a large part to private companies, to the apparent advantage at once of

the taxpayer, the shareholder, and the railway customer. About 1,800 miles

of line are still operated by the Government, the receipts of which, roughly
speaking, do a little more than balance working expenses. But it may be broadly
said that the present Brazilian policy is adverse to State ownership and in favour
of the development of the railway system by private enterprise.

The question of public ownership and operation was, however, raised very
definitely in the United States only two years ago, when Mr. Bryan made a
speech stating that his European experience had convinced him that it was
desirable to nationalise the railways of the United States. For many weeks
after, Mr. Bryan's pronouncement was discussed in every newspaper and on every
platform, from Maine to California. Practically, Mr. Bryan found no followers

;

and to-day, though he is the accepted candidate of the Democratic party for the
Presidency, the subject has been tacitly shelved. To some extent this may have
been due to the ludicrous impossibility, if I may say so with all respect for a
possible President, of Mr. Bryan's proposals. In order, presumably, not to offend

his own Democratic party, the traditional upholders of the rights of the several

States, he seriously suggested that the Federal Government should work the
trunk lines, and the respective State Governments the branches. Even if anybody
knew in every case what is a trunk line and what is a branch, the result would be
to create an organism about as useful for practical purposes as would be a human
body in which the spinal cord was severed from the brain. Mr. Bryan's proposal

was never discussed in detail : public sentiment throughout the Union was unex-
pectedly unanimous against it, and it is safe to say that the nationalisation of the
railways of the United States is not in sight at present.

But though nationalisation is nowhere in America a practical issue, everj*-

where in America the relations between the railways and the State have become
much closer within the last few years. Canada a few years ago consolidated its

railway laws and established a Railway Commission, to which was given very
wide powers of control both over railway construction and operation and over
rates and fares for goods and passengers. Argentina has also moved in the same
direction. In the United States, not only has there been the passage by the
Federal Congress at Washington of the law amending the original Act to Uegulate
Commerce and giving much increased powers to the Inter-State Commerce Com-
mission, besides various other Acts dealing with subsidiary points, such as hours
of railway employes, but scores, if not hundreds, of Acts have been passed by the
various State Legislatures. With these it is quite impossible to deal in detail

;

many of them impose new pecuniary burdens upon the railway companies, as, for

instance, the obligation to carry passengers at the maximum rate of a penny per
mile. All of them, speaking broadly, impose new obligations and new restrictions

upon the railway companies. Not a few have already been declared unconstitu-
tional, and therefore invalid, by the Law Courts. And when the mills ofAmerican
legal procedure shall at length have finished their exceedingly slow grinding, it is

safe to prophesy that a good many more will have ceased to operate. But for all

that, the net result of State and Federal legislation in the Sessions of 1906 and
1907 will unquestionably be that even after the reaction and repeal, which, thanks
to the Wall Street panic of last year, is now in progress, the railways of the
United States will in the future be subject to much more rigid and detailed
control by public authority than there has been in the past. The reign of railway
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despotism, more or less benevolent, is definitely at an end ; the reign of law has

begun. It is only to be regretted that the quantity of the law errs as much on
the side of excess as its quality on the side of deficiency.

Apart from its interest as a quite startling example of how not to do it, the

recent railway legislation of the United States is only -valuable as an indication of

the tendency, universal in all countries, however governed, for the State to take a

closer control over its railways. Much more interesting as containing a definite

political ideal, worked out in detail in a statesmanlike manner, is the recent

railway legislation of Mexico. One may be thought to be verging on paradox in

suggesting that England, with seven centuries of parliamentary history, can learn

something from the Republic of Mexico. But for all that I would say, with
all seriousness, that I believe the relation between the State and the national

railways is one of the most difficult and important questions of modern politics,

and that the one valuable and original contribution to the solution of that question

which has been made in the present generation is due to the President of the

Mexican Republic and his Finance Minister, Seiior Limantour.
Broadly, the Mexican situation is this : The Mexican railways were in the

hands of foreign capitalists, English mainly .so far as the older ImcB were con-
cerned, American in respect of the newer railways, more especially those which
constituted continuations southwards of the great American railway systems.

The foreign companies, whether English or American, naturally regarded Mexico
as a field for earning dividends for their shareholders. The American companies
further, equally naturally, tended to regard Mexico as an annexe and dependance
of the United States. If they thought at all of the interest of Mexico in developing
as an independent self-contained State, they were bound to regard it with hostility

rather than with favour, and such a point of view could hardly commend itself to

the statesmen at the head of the Mexican Government. Yet Mexico is a poor
and undeveloped country, quite unable to dispense with foreign capital; and,
further, it was at least questionable whether Mexican political virtue was
sufficiently firm-rooted to withstand the manifold temptations inherent in the
direct management of railways under a parliamentary regime. Under these cir-

cumstances the Mexicans have adopted the following scheme : For a comparatively
small expenditure in actual cash, coupled with a not very serious obligation to

guarantee the interest on necessary bond issues, the Mexican Government have
acquired such a holding of deferred ordinary stock in the National Railroad
Companj' of Mexico as gives them, not, indeed, any immediate dividend on their

investment, but a present control in all essentials of the policy of the company,
and also prospects of considerable profit when the country shall have further

developed. The organisation of the company as a private commercial undertaking
subsists as before. A board of directors, elected in the ordinary manner by the
votes of shareholders, remains as a barrier against political or local pressure in the
direction of uncommercial concessions, whether of new lines or of extended
facilities or reduced rates on the old lines ; but—and here is the fundamental
difference between the new system and the old—whereas under the old system
the final appeal was to a body of shareholders with no interest beyond their own
dividend, the majority shareholder is now the Government of Mexico, with every
inducement to regard the interests, both present and prospective, of the country
as a whole.

Public ownership of railways is in theory irrefragable. Railways are a public
service ; it is right that they should be operated by public servants in the public
interest. Unfortunately, especially in democratically organised communities, the
facts have not infrequently refused to fit the theories, and the public servants have
allowed, or been constrained to allow, the railways to be run, not in the permanent
interest of the community as a whole, but in the temporary interest of that portion
of the community which at the moment could exert the most strenuous pressure.
The Mexican system, if it succeeds in establishing itself permanently—for as yet
it is only on its trial—may perhaps have avoided both Scylla and Charybdis.
Faced with a powerful but local and temporary demand, the Government may be
able to reply that this is a matter to be dealt with on commercial lines by the
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hoard of directors. If, on tho otber Land, permanent national interests are

involved, the Government can exercise its reserve power as a shareholder, can vote

the directors out of office, and so prevent the continuance of a policy which would
in its judgment he prejudicial to those interests, however much it might be to the

advantage of the railway as a mere commercial concern.

The history whose outline I have now very briefly sketched shows, I think,

that whereas there is everywhere a tendency towards further State control, the

tendency towards absolute State-ownership and State-operation is far from being
equally universal. I shall have a word to say presently as to the reasons why
America shows no signs of intention to follow the example of continental Europe.
Meanwhile it is well to notice that American experience proves also the extreme
difficulty of finding satisfactory methods of control. Sir Henry Tyler said some
five-and-thirty years ago in England, in words that have often been quoted since,
' If the State can't control the railways, the railways will control the State'; and
President lloosevelt has again and again in the last few years insisted on the same
point. ' The American people,' he has said in effect, ' must work out a satisfactory

method of controlling these great organisations. If left uncontrolled, there will be
such abuses and such consequent popular indignation that State-ownership will

become inevitable, and State-ownership is alien to American ideas, and might cause

very serious political dangers.'

Perhaps some of my hearers may remember Macaulay's graphic description of

the passion that was aroused by Charles James Fox's proposed India Bill ; it was
described as a Bill for giving in perpetuity to the Whigs, whether in or out of

office, the whole patronage of the Indian Government. The objection felt by
American statesmen to handing over their railways to the National Government

—

for I think it may be taken for granted that if they were nationalised it would
have to be wholly under federal management, and that the separate States could
take no part in the matter—is in principle the same. There are something like

a million and a half men employed on the railways of the United States, say
roughly 7 or 8 per cent, of the voters. Americans feel that rival political parties

might bid against each other for the support of so vast and homogeneous a body of

voters ; that the amount of patronage placed at the disposal of the Executive
Government for the time being would be enormous ; and that the general interests

of the nation might be sacrificed by politicianswanxious to placate—to use their

own term—particular local and sectional interests. How far this fear, which is

undoubtedly very prevalent in the States, is justified by the history of State

railways in other countries is a question exceedingly difficult to answer. Dealing
with State railways in the lump, it is easy to point to some against which the

charge would be conspicuously untrue. To take the most important State railway
organisation in the world, the Prussian system, no one, I think, can fairly deny
that it has been operated—in intention at least, if not always in result—for

the greatest good of the greatest number. But then Prussia is Prussia, with a
Government in effect autocratic, with a Civil Service with strong esprit de corps

and permeated with old traditions, leading them to regard themselves as the

servants of the king rather than as candidates for popular favour. An American
statesman, Charles Francis Adams, wrote as follows more than thirty years ago

:

' In applying results drawn from the experience of one country to problems which
present themselves in another, the difference of social and political habit and edu-
cation should ever be borne in mind. Because in the countries of continental

Europe the State can and does hold close relations, amounting even to ownership,
with the railroads, it does not follow that the same course could be successfully

pursued in England or in America. The former nations are by political habit

administi-ative, the latter are parliamentary. In other words, France and Germany
are essentially executive in their governmental systems, while England and
America are legislative. Now the executive may design, construct, or operate a

railroad ; the legislative never can. A country therefore with a weak or unstable

executive, or a crude and imperfect Civil Service, should accept with caution results

achieved under a government of bureaus. Nevertheless, though conclusions cannot
be adopted in the gross, there may be in them much good food for reflection.'
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I am Inclined to think that the effect of the evidence is that the further
a Government departs from autocracy and develops in the direction of democracy,
the less successful it is likely to be in the direct management of railways.
Belgium is far from being a pure democracy ; but compared with Prussia it is

democratic, and compared with Prussia its railway management is certainly
inferior. Popular opinion in Belgium seems at present to be exceedingly hostile to
the railway administration ; official documents assert that, while the service to the
public is bad, the staff are scandalously underpaid, and yet that the railways are
actually not paying their way. There was, it is true, till recently an accumu-
lated surplus of profits carried in the railway accounts, but the official figures
have been recently revised, and the surplus is shown to be non-existent.

The Swiss experiment is too new to justify any very positive conclusions
being drawn from it ; but this much is clear : the State has had to pay for
the acquisition of the private lines sums very much larger than were put for-
ward in the original estimate; the surplus profits that were counted on have
not been obtained in practice ; the economies that were expected to result
from^ unification have not been realised ; the expenditure on salaries and wages
has increased very largely ; and so far from there being a profit to the Federal
Government, the official statement of the railway administration is that, unless
the utmost care is exercised in the future, the railway receipts will not cover the
railway expenditure.

The Italian experiment is still newer. It would not be fair to say that it

proves anything against State management ; but I do not think that the most
fervid Etatist would claim that, either on the ground of efficiency or on the
ground of economy, it has so far furnished any argument in favour of that
policy.

If we wish to study the State management of railways by pure democracies
of Anglo-Saxon type, we must go to our own Colonies. My own impressions,
formed after considerable study of the subject and having had the advantage of
talking with not a few of the men who have made the history, I hesitate to give.
It is easy to find partisan statements on both sides ; for example, in a recent
article in the ' Nineteenth Century,' entitled ' The Pure Politics Campaign in
Canada,' I find the following quotation from the ' Montreal Gazette '—a paper of
high standing—dated May 27, 1907 :

' Every job alleged against the Russian
autocracy has been paralleled in kind in Canada. First, there is the awful
example of the luter-Colonial Railway, probably as to construction the most costly
single-track system in North America, serving a good traffic-bearing country,
with little or no competition during much of the year, and in connection with
much of its length no competition at all, but so mishandled that one of its

managers, giving up his job in disgust, said it was run like a comic opera. Some
years it does not earn enough to pay the cost of operation and maintenance
(I may interpolate that its gross earnings per mile are equal to those of an average
United States railway), and every year it needs a grant of one, two, three, or four
mQlion dollars out of the Treasury to keep it in condition to do at a loss the
business that comes to it. When land is to be bought for the road, somebody
who knows what is intended obtains possession of it, and turns it over to the
Government at 40, 50, and 100 per cent, advance. This is established by the
records of Parliament and of the Courts of the land.'

Probably no one outside the somewhat heated air of Canadian politics is likely
to believe this damning accusation quite implicitly ; but even if there were not a
word of truth in it—and that the management of the Inter- Colonial Railway is,

for whatever cause, bad, appears, I think, clearly from the public figures—it is

bad enough that such charges should be publicly made and apparently believed.
Let me quote now from a document of a very different type referring to a
colony very far distant from Canada: 'A Memorandum relative to Railway
Organisation, prepared at the request of the Railway Commissioners of the Cape
Government Railways, by Sir Thomas R. Price, formerly general manager of those
railways, and now general manager of the Central South African {i.e., Transvaal
and Orange River) Railways, dated Johannesburg, February 22, 1907,
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'Political Injluenccs—Disturbing Effect of.

' The drawbacks in the management of the railways in the Cape that call for

removal arise from the extent to which, and the manner in which, the authority
of Parliament is exercised. They are twofold in their character, viz. :

—

' (1) The practice of public authorities, influential persons, and others bent on
securing concessions or other advantages which the general manager has either

refused in the conscientious exercise of bis functions, or is not likely to grant,

making representation to the Commissioner (as the ministerial head of the
Government), supplemented by such pressure, political influence, or other means
as are considered perfectly legitimate in their way, and are best calculated to

attain the end applicants have in view.
' (Many members of Parliament act similarly in the interests of the districts,

constituents, or railway employes in whom they happen to be interested. It

is by no means unknown for the requests in both classes of cases to coincide

somewhat with a critical division in Parliament—present or in prospect—or other-

wise something has occurred which is regarded as irritating to the public or

embarrassing to the Government, and the desire to minimise the eflect by some
conciliatory act is not unnatural.)

' (2). The extent to which the fictitious, and often transitory, importance which
a community or district manages to acquire obscures (under the guise of the
Colony's welfare) the consideration of the railway and general interests of the
Colony as a whole.'

(During the earlier period of my railway service in the Cape Colony few things
impressed me more, coming as I bad from a railway conducted on strictly business
lines, than the extent to which the conduct of railway affairs was influenced
by certain conditions. Nor was this impression lessened afterwards when, in the
course of a conversation on the matter, Sir Charles Elliott mentioned to me that he
had more than once told a late Railway Commissioner, ' The Government is

powerful, but [mentioning the town and authority] is more powerful still.')

' I do not regard it as open to doubt that the Colony as a whole has suffered

severely in consequence, the inland portions of the Colony particularly so ; and
that the need for a remedy is pressing if the railways are to be conducted as a
business concern for the benefit of the Colony.

' Means of Securing Freedom from Political Influe7ices.

' The necessity for the railways and their administration being removed from
such an atmosphere, and treated as a most valuable means of benefiting the

Colony as a whole, whilst not neglecting the interests of a district (but not sub-

ordinating the welfare of the whole Colony thereto), is pressing. That there

should be an authority to refer to in case of real necessity, where the decision or

action of the general manager is not regarded as being in the public interest, is

also clear. But it is equally manifest that the Commissioner or the Government
of the day, with political or party consideration always in view, is not the proper
court of reference.

' Political Influences as affecting Construction of Neio Lines,

' There can be little doubt that in the Cape Colony political considerations

have influenced the adoption of new lines and their construction—many, if not
most of them, of an unprofitable character—without sufllcient inquiry or informa-
tion, often with scanty particulars, and possibly contrary to the advice of the
officer afterwards entrusted with the construction and working of the line.

' Proposals for Neic Lines.—Procedure recommended.

' A material change is imperatively necessary in this respect, if only to ensure

the solvency of the Colony.'

It is sometimes conceded that improper exercise of political influence may be
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a real danger where railways are managed under a parliamentary regime by a
Minister directly responsible to Parliament ; but that difficulty, it is said, can be
got over by the appointment of an independent Commission entirely outside the
political arena. History does not altogether justify the contention. The last

Keport of the Victorian State Ilailways gives a list of seven branches, with an
aggregate length of 46 miles, constructed under the Commissioner regime at a
cost of 387,000?., which are now closed for traffic and abandoned because the
gross receipts failed even to cover the out-of-pocket working expenses. It is

not alleged, nor is it a fact, that those lines were constructed in consequence of
any eiTor of judgment on the part of the Commissioners. But in truth it is

inherently impossible to use a Commission to protect a community against itself.

In theory a Commission might be a despot perfectly benevolent and perfectly

intelligent ; in that case, however, it can hardly be said that the nation manages
its own railways. But of course any such idea is practically impossible, because
despots, however benevolent and intelligent, cannot be made to fit into the frame-
work of an Anglo-Saxon constitution. In practical life the Railway Commission
must be responsible to someone, and that someone can only be a member of the
political Government of the day.

I have indicated what in America, where the subject is much more carefully
considered than here, is regarded as a great obstacle to a State-railway system

;

but I have pointed out also that it is quite possible that statesmen fully alive to
the dangers may yet find themselves constrained to risk them unless some satis-

factory method of controlling private railway enterprise can be found. I do not
think it can be considered that this has been done in England at the present time.
In the main we have relied on the force of competition to secure for us reasonable
service at not unreasonable rates ; and as I still cherish a long-formed belief that
English railways are on the whole among the best, if not actually the best, in thw
world, I am far from saying that competition has not done its work well. Bat
competition is an instrument that is at this moment breaking in our hands.
Within quite a few years the South Eastern Railway was united with the
Chatham ; the Great Southern has obtained a monopoly over a large part of
Ireland ; in Scotland the Caledonian and the North British, the Highland and
the Great North have in very great measure ceased to compete. If the present
proposals for the working union of the Great Eastern, the Great Northern and
the Great Central go through, competition in the East of England will be
absolutely non-existent from the Channel to the Tweed. And one can hardly
suppose that matters will stop there. In fact, since this address was in type a
comprehensive scheme of arrangement for a long term of years between' the
London and North Western and the Midland has been announced. We must, I

think, assume that competition, which has done good work for the public in its day,
is practically ceasing to have any real operation in regulating English railways.

For regulation, therefore, we must fall back on Government ; but how shall

a Government exercise its functions? Regulation maybe legislative, judicial,

executive, or, as usually happens in practice, a combination of all three. But
we may notice that, as Mr. Adams points out, in Anglo-Saxon countries it is

the Legislature and the Judicature that are predominant ; whereas in a country
like France, which though a democracy is bureaucratically organised, it is execu-
tive regulation that is most important. Now, the capacity of the Legislature
to regulate is strictly limited ; it cau lay down general rules ; it can, so to
speak, provide a framework, but it cannot decide ad hoc how to fit into that
framework the innumerable questions that come up for practical decision day
by day.

The capacity of the Law Courts to regulate is even more strictly limited.
For not only is it confined within the precise limits of the jurisdiction expressly
conferred upon it by the Legislature, but further, by the necessity of the case, a
court of law can only decide the particular case brought before it ; a hundred
other cases, equally important in principle, and perhaps more important in practice,
may never be brought before it at all. Even if the Court had decided all the
principles, it has no machinery to secure their application to any other case than
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the one particular case ou which judgment was given. There was a case decided

thirty years ago by our Railway Commission, the principle of which, had it been
generally applied throughout the country, would hav6 revolutionised the whole
carrying business of Great Britain. It has not been so applied, to the great

advantage in my judgment of English trade. Further, the great bulk of the cases

which make up the practical work of a railway :
' What is a reasonable rate, having

regard to all the circumstances, present and prospective, of the case ? Would it be
reasonable to run a new train or to take off an old one ? Would it be reasonable

to open a new station, to extend the area of free cartage, and the like ? '—all these

are questions of discretion, of commercial instinct. They can only be answered
with a ' Probably on the whole,' not with a categorical ' Yes ' or ' No,' and they
are absolutely unsuitable for determination by the positive methods of the Law
Court with its precisely defined issues, its sworn evidence, and its rigorous

exclusion of what, while the lawyer describes it as irrelevant, is often precisely

the class of consideration which would determine one way or other the decision

of the practical man of business.

It seems to me, therefore, that both in England and in America we must
expect to see in the near future a considerable development of executive govern-

ment control over railways.

This is not the place to discuss in detail the form that control should take, but
one or two general observations seem worth making. The leading example of

executive control is France ; in that country the system is worked out with all

the French neatness and all the French logic. But it is impossible to imagine the

French principle being transplanted here. For one thing, the whole French rail-

way finance rests upon the guarantee of the Government. The French Govern-
ment pays, or at least is liable to pay, the piper, and has therefore the right to call

the tune. The English Government has not paid, and does not propose to pay,

and its claim to call the tune is therefore much less. Morally the French Govern-
ment has a right—so far at least as the railway shareholders are concerned
•—to call on a French company to carry workmen at a loss; morally, in my
judgment at least, the English Government has no such right. But there is

a further objection to the French system : the officers of the French companies
have on their own responsibility to form their own decisions, and then the officers

of the French Gnverument have, also on their own responsibility, to decide whether
the decision of the company's officer shall be allowed to take efl["ect or not. The
company's officer has the most knowledge and the most interest in deciding

rightly, but the Government official has the supreme power. The system has
worked—largely, I think, because the principal officers of the companies have
been trained as Government servants in one or other of the great Engineering
Corps, des Mines or des Pouts et Chaus»5es. But it is vicious in principle, and in

any case would not bear transplanting.

What we need is a system under which the responsibility rests, as at present,

with a single man (let us call him the general manager), and he does what he on
the whole decides to be best, subject however to this : that if he does what no
reasonable man could do, or refuses to do what any reasonable man would do,

there shall be a power behind to restrain, or, as the case may be, to compel him.
And that power may, I think, safely be simply the Minister—let us call him the

President of the Board of Trade. For, be it observed, tlie question for him is not

the exceedingly difficult and complicated question, ' What is best to be done ? ' but
the quite simple question, ' Is the decision come to which I am asked to reverse so

obviously wrong that no reasonable man could honestly make it.*^

'

And even this comparatively simple question the President would not be
expected to decide unaided. He will need competent advisory bodies. Railway
history shows two such bodies that have been eminently successful—the Prussian
State Railway Councils and the Massachusetts Railroad Commission. Wholly
unlike in most respects, they are yet alike in this: their proceedings are public,

their conclusions are published, and those conclusions have no mandatory force

whatever. And it is to these causes that, in my judgment, their success, which is

undeniable, is mainly due. Let me describe both bodies a little more at length.
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TliOre aro in Prussia a number (about ten, I think) of District Railway Councils,
and there is also one National Council ; they consist of a certain number of repre-
sentative traders, manufacturers, agriculturists, and the like, together with a
certain number of Government nominees ; and the railway officials concerned take
part in their proceedings, but without votes. Tiie Councils meet three or four
times a year, their agenda paper is prepared and circulated in advance, and all

proposed changes of general interest, whether in rates or in service, are brought
before them, from the railway side or the public side, as the case may be. The
decision of the Council is then available for information of the Minister and his

subordinates, but, as has been said, it binds nobody.

The Massachusetts Railroad Commission is a body of three persons, usually
one lawyer, one engineer, and one man of business, appointed for a term of years
by the Governor of the State. Originally the powers of this Commission were
confined to the expression of opinion. If a trade, or a locality, or indeed a single

individual, thought he was being treated badly by the Massachusetts Railroad,
he could complain to the Commission ; his complaint was heard in public ; the
answer of the railway company was made there and then ; and thereupon the
Commissioners expressed their reasoned opinion. The system has existed now
for more than thirty years, and it is safe to say that, with negligible exceptions, if

the Commission expresses the opinion that the railroad is in the right, the applicant
accepts it ; if the Commission says that the applicant has a real grievance, the
railroad promptly redresses it on the lines which the Commissioners' opinion has
indicated. The success of the Commission in gaining the confidence of both sides

has been so great that of late years its powers have been extended, and it has
been given, for example, authority to control the issue of new capital and the
construction ofnew lines. But on the question with which we are specially con-
cerned here, the conduct of existing railway companies as public servants, it can
still do nothing but express an opinion ; and it may be added that the Commission
itself has more than once objected to any extension of that power.

Mr. Adams, from whom I have already quoted, was the first Chairman of the
Commission. He has described their position as resting ' on the one great social

feature which distinguishes modern civilisation from any other of which we have
a record, the eventual supremacy of an enlightened public opinion.' That public
opinion is supreme in this country, few would be found to deny; that public
opinion in railway matters is enlightened, few would care to assert. But given
the enlightened public opinion, one can hardly doubt that it will secure not
merely eventual but immediate supremacy. In truth, as Bagehot once pointed
out, a great company is of necessity timorous in confronting public opinion. It is

80 large that it must have many enemies, and its business is so extended that it

oflfers innumerable marks to shoot at. It is much more likely to make, for

the sake of peace, concessions that ought not to be made than it is to resist a
demand that reasonable men with no personal interest in the matter publicly

declare to be such as ought rightly to be conceded.

To sum up in a sentence the lesson which I think the history we have been con-
sidering conveys, it is this : Closer connection than has hitherto existed between
the State and its railways has got to come, both in this country and in the United
States. Hitherto in Anglo-Saxon democracies neither State ownership nor
State control has been over-successful. The best success has been obtained by
relying for control, not on the constable, but on the eventual supieraacy of an
enlightened public opinion. Nearly twenty years ago, in the pages of the ' Economic
Journal,' I appealed to English economists to give us a serious study of what the
Americans call the transportation problem in its broad economic and political

aspects. Since then half-a-dozen partisan works have appeared on the subject,

not one of them, in ray judgment, worth the paper on which it is printed; but
not a single serious work by a trained economist. And yet such a work is to-

day needed more than ever. Let me once more appeal to some of our youno-er
men to come forward, stop the gap, and enlighten public opinion.
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The following Papers were read :—

1. The needed Reforux in the Assessment of Raihoays fur Local Taxation.

By F. Oliver Lyons, M.A.

Protection against over-assessment is enjoyed by all ratepayers except railway

companies. The railway companies can, in common fairness, claim the same
protection against over-assessment. The ' cumulo ' principle of assessment ia

invulnerable. Details are separable from the principle ; no disparagement of the

details aifects the principle. What has actually happened under the ' parochial

'

system of assessment is that the English and Welsh railways were over-assessed

in 1906 by at least 3,000,000/. sterling. Under the ' cumulo ' method of assess-

ment the railways would have been saved in rates, say, 700,000^. per annum.
The net annual value of each railway as a whole would have been the maximum
limit of rateable value, and hence the necessary guarantee against over-assessment

would have existed. Large sums which were spent by the companies on rating

appeals would have been saved; unless total net annual value warranted an

increase in the total rateable value, any increase in the latter, made on account of

improvements at stations, would have had to be taken oif elsewhere. The vital

defect in the ' parochial ' system overshadows all its other defects, since the total

amount of their assessment is really all that seriously concerns a railway

company. It was recommended by the Royal Commission on Local Taxation

that a central authority should be appointed who would value each railway

by the ' cumulo ' method. The rateable value of the railways, as ascertained by
the 'parochial' system, is nothing better than guesswork, and there is much
uncertainty about the ' parochial ' system. The responsibility for the existing

state of aifairs rests with the companies' rating surveyors, whose evidence before

the Royal Commission on Local Taxation was hostile to the * cumulo ' principle,

and their hostility was founded on the imperfection of a detail which was of no
importance to the companies. The explanation of the attitude taken up by the

companies' rating surveyors. The essential data for assessment purposes are

not compiled by the railway companies. No responsible surveyor would contend

that the railways are not over- assessed, because definite and final proof that they are

is not obtainable from the railway returns. The chairmen of the companies have
never had the only information which would enable them to show the share-

holders the true assessment position. The author concluded by discussing the

attitude of outside interests towards the ' cumulo ' method of assessment, the

remedy open to the railway companies, and the problem to be solved.

2. Nationalisation of Irish Raihoays. i/y J. O'CoNNoR.

Compulsory purchase of the Irish railways by the State would only be justified

if it is clear that a substantial benefit would thereby be secured to the country

and on the terms of full compensation being made to the shareholders and stock-

holders.

If the benefit is small and uncertain, or if the shareholders were not

adequately compensated, the operation would be indefensible.

Anything less than a reduction of, say 2-5 per cent, in rates and fares (taken

as an average), would be merely trifling with the subject ; even that percentage

would produce little or no effect on the general prosperity of the country, and

give little aid in competition with other countries—because the distances covered

by the Irish railways are comparatively short, and the gross freights little ; because

the staple products of the country are valuable in comparison Avith the rate

;

because, as regards the general body of the traffic, the rates are paid by manufac-

turers and they fall to a large extent on imported goods ; and because only the

local proportion of cross-channel rates could be affected.

Taking 25 per cent., for the purpose of illustration, as representing the average

reduction of rates and fares, which might be mgre in one class of traffic and less
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ih another, it would represent a auna of 1,045,000/. on the receipts for tlife year
1906 to be made good by profit on purchase, by saving in working expenses, by
increased traffic, or in default by the taxpayer.

Three modes of providing payment for the shareholders and stockholders havd
been proposed :—

First, cash raised on the credit of the State, presumably Imperial credit.

Second, by Imperial stock, say Consols.

Third, by guaranteed charge on the taxes of Ireland.

As regards the first—that is, cash—an Act of 1814 authorises thd pDrchasS df
all railways constructed subsequent to that date at twenty-tive years' purchase of
three years' average net profits, with pov/er for railways to arbitrate claims for

additional payment grouuded on their prospects (which power many railways
would be likely to invoke). This in the case of the Irish railways would require
about 45,000,000/. cash—a sum which could not be raised without disturbing
the money markets to such an extent as to render any accurate calculation on its

results impracticable.

Second, as regards Consols, the transaction would be simple financially, only
requiring the issue of sufficient Consols to produce a net income of lfii7,oc>0l. plus
some consideration for stocks on which no dividend was paid. This would leave
no profit. Both these modes of purchase would involve the railways being con-
trolled and managed by the Treasury similarly to the telegraphs and posts.

The tliird mode of payment would be a railway stock charged primarily on
the net receipts of the railways and guaranteed by the rates of the countrj', sufficient

to produce the net income of 1,647,550/. p/(fs a percentage for dead stocks. This
security would be inferior in capital value to the railway stocks at present on the
market ; substantial bonuses should be paid, and dead stocks must be considered,
and as a consequence the financial transaction would result in a loss instead of a
profit.

The control of the Treasury and of a JMinister of State would not be popular,
and probably would not be acceptable in Ireland. Increased facilities would be
expected and would be almost impossible to obtain at the expense of the State,

and compensation for injury or loss of goods, or for personal injui-ies, would also

be most probably ignored.

The result would therefore be that unless a cash purchase were carried out
with extraordinarily good fortune, no part of the 1,015,000/. would be provided;
and in the other two modes of financing, the deficit would be increased instead of
diminished.

With regard to the savings, I have made careful estimates, guided by the
experience of twenty-five years of railway life. These estimates indicate tliat on
purchase by the State on either the first or second basis a saving in working
expenses amounting to about 73,000/. per annum could be eflfected, but that if the
railways were under popular control in Ireland that saving would be reduced to

ftbout 25,000/., unless in both cases large reductions of train service and other
facilities were made which would be the reverse of the object for which the
purchase is advocated.

73,000/., or call it 100,000/. in round numbers, would be 2^ per cent, off the
rates and fares, a wholly inadequate and ludicrous result to justify such a project,

and even were there savings of 400,000/. per annum only 10 per cent, would be
taken off" the rates and fares.

There remains, then, only increase of traffic to recoup the loss : 25 per cent,

reduction would mean that for every 100/. at present earned, 75/. would be earned
in future. Taking the working expenses at 60 per cent., it would mean that 15/.,

or one-fifth profit, would arise on every 75/. of receipts, so that to obtain 1,647,550/.

of profit the gross receipts should be five times that amount, viz., 8,237,750/., prac-
tically double the present receipts, which for the year 1906 were 4,186,422/., or, say,
in round numbers 8,000,000/., after deducting the odd figures for light mileage and
other .savings.

To carry the additional traffic would require additional rolling-stock, costing

1908. 3 E
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about 3,301,312/., and also increased station and general accodinioclation, costing'

about 2,000,000/. more, giving about, say, 5,000,000/. new capital to be raised, which
at 4 per cent, would cost 200,000/. per annum, involving another million of traffic

receipts to cover—in all requiring traffic receipts of 9,000,000/., which is wholly

out of the question in this country.

The result is that to make even the not extravagant reduction of 25 per cent,

would involve an average taxation of over 30,000/. a year on every county in Ireland,

and as the country is already taxed beyond its financial abilities, and the contribu-

tions in aid of local taxation made out of Imperial taxation under the various Acts
of Parliament afi'ecting the question have been pledged as security for the interest

on the advances made by the Treasury to finance the Land Act, this addition

to the taxation, if ever possible, would be extremely inopportune at the present

moment.

3. On certain Peculiarities of Small Duties on Imports and Exports.^

By Professor F. Y. Edgewokth, D.C.L.

Mr. Biclserdike's theory that ' advantage is always possible in normal circum-

stances from either import or export taxation when the taxes are small enough,' ^

can hardly be proved by verbal argument, involving, .is it does, the mathematical
principle that when a variable magnitude is in the neighbourhood of a maximum,
the increment of the variable corresponding to a small finite increment of a

variable on which it is dependent is likely to be particularly small. The case

excepted by Mr. Bickerdike as very unlikely is practically impossible. The proof

of the theory is strict when there is fulfilled the condition that the collective

demand (at a price) is the sum of the amounts demanded by each individual, and
the collective supply is similarly formed, But even witbout this datum, the

theory is highly probable. For (1) the condition maybe assumed as the 'least

arbitrary supposition
'

;
^ (2) small taxes, such as the theory mostly prescribes,

maj' be inadequate to overcome the friction resisting a change of scale and plan

in supply and demand
; (3) failing the condition, the truth of the theory depends

on a certain coefficient having a value which it probably has. Light rather than
fruit is to be expected from the theory.

FBIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

The following Papers wers read :—

'

L Tlic Financial Side of Irish Zand Purchase,
Ptij Professor C. F. Bastable, M.A., LL.D.

Different problems are involved in the Land Question—political, social, and
financial—and the financial side is of growing importance. This is due to tlie

Act of ]!)03. The mea.*nre is 'based on finance.' Its promoters failed to recognise
the rapidity of opeiations and the possible changes in economic conditions. The
actual progress of land purchase will speedily exhaust the fund provided to meet
losses.

Suggested remedies:

—

(1) Substitution (in whole or part) of stock for cash as payment to sellers

There are objections to this course.

(2) Issue of short-term notes instead of stock. The absence of real relief and
financial danger by this expedient were dwelt upon.

(3) Taking up of Irish Land Stock by National Debt Commissioners. Only

' Published in the Economic Journal, September 1908.
* Economio Journal, vol. xvi. p. 529.
« Bickerdike, Economio Journal, vol, xvii. p. 583,
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slight relief would be obtainable in this way ; the coimection with the Sinking
Fund would be unsatisfactory.

More fundamental remedies are :

—

(4) Alteration of 2^ per cent, stock to 3 per cent., with corresponding increase

of purchasers' annuities. In this case there would be a necessary loss to landlords

and tenants. The claim that the State is bound by the Act of 1903 was
examined.

(5) Transfer of the State grant from bonus fund to an insurance against loss

on issues. Objections are raised on the ground of unequal treatment and
hindrance to sales.

Possibly methods 4 and 5 might be combined.

(6) Further assistance from the British Exchequer. The unexpected magnitude
of the transaction may justify a proportional increase in financial aid. Possibly
compensation may be obtained through administrative reforms.

The land-purchase policy is closely dependent on general economic conditions.

Changes in the latter are accountable for the difficulties that have arisen.

Particular interest of Irish landlords.

Governmental action is limited by the above indicated conditions. The
special difficulties arising out of war finance were examined.

2. The Housing of the Working Classes in Ireland. By N. J. Synnott.

The problem covers not only housing of town and country labourers, but also

that of artisans and skilled labourers in towns and of many farmers and cottiers in

the country. The deficiency of accommodation in Ireland is not due to the same
causes as was the deficiency in many English districts

—

e.r/., increase of population
or shifting of labour centres. The general standard of accommodation is lower than
in England, and there has not been here the same rigorous enforcement of sanitary

laws against owners or occupiers. Private effort or capital has not supplied in

Ireland the deficiency of sanitary houses either in town or country.

The following public inquiries have been made : Richmond and Bessborough
Commissions (1879-1882) ; Select Committee on Agricultural Labourers, Ireland

(1884) ; Royal Commission on the Housing of the Working Classes, Ireland
(Urban Dwellings) (1885) ; Royal Commission on liabour (1894) ; Viceregal
Committee on Housing (1900). The Report of 1885 proved to be wrong in its

diagnosis by results. The Report of 1894 was not acted upon in regard to
housing and sanitation.

The state of house accommodation in cities and towns in Ireland may be
gathered from the Census returns, the Reports of Assistant Commissioners in

1894, and the Local Government Board Inspectors' Reports ; 750,000?. has been
the total amount of loans for housing, and 7,631,000/. the total amount of loans
for sanitation, water-supply, &c. The existing machinery for securing sanitation,

removing insanitary houses, and supplying new houses are the Public Health Acts,
the Housing of the Working Classes Acts, and certain local Acts. A short
analysis was made of the purview and machinery of these Acts—the aim of the
Legislature and experience in their actual working.

It is questionable whether the Public Health Acts are suitable for Irish rural
districts or small towns and villages. Besides, they are adoptable only, and in

many districts they have not been adopted. Even where adopted they are often
a dead letter. There is no adequate system of inspection and report. The staft'

is neither adequate, effective, nor independent of local influences. Proceedings
are not taken to abate nuisances or orders are not enforced. Local bodies are
inert, or do not like doing unpopular things, or increasing the rates.

The machinery of Parts I. and II. of the Housing of the Working Classes
Act is far too elaborate and expensive ; this has been found even in England. In
rural districts they seem quite unsuitable, and are a dead letter. Besides, there is

3 E 2
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no practical means of compelling local bodies or officers to do their duties under
Parts I. and II. of the Acts. As to Part III. (giving power to local authorities

to build, let, and manage workmen's houses), reasons were given to show that the

problem is much too large for local bodies to solve by construction schemes ; that

the burden on the rates would be prohibitive, and a partial attempt thus to

provide houses would deter private efi'ort and would lead, in the end, to a further

deficiency of houses. The Bill of this Session, ' Housing of the Working Classes

(Ireland) Bill,' was criticised. A subsidy of 190,000/. of public money is given

by the Bill. The basis of the proposal that municipalities should undertake the

task of providing cheap houses for the working classes is letting at low and
unremunerative rents. How should the gap be filled ? It was argued that

the functions of local bodies should be mainly regulative and preventive

—

i.e.,

removal of nuisances, insanitary buildings, securing light, air, water, cleanlines.s,

&c., but not the construction and supply of new houses. These functions

might include compulsory purchase of sites, but should otherwise be mainly dis-

housing, not housing. State aid might well, under certain conditions, be t-afely

given to private eli'ort in rebuilding where sites are cleared. If these regulative

functions are to be generally used and eii'ective, there must be a control of the

local bodies and a more thorough and efficient inspection. Examination was
made of the principles of the new Ruglish Housing Bill—a Government measure,

not, however, applicable to Ireland (Housing and Town Planning Bill, brought in

by Mr. John Burns). It was argued that the principles of that Bill might well

be .adapted to Ireland.

The plan of providing houses for labourers in Ireland through local bodies,

under the Labourers Acts, however justifiable as an improvement or example,

cannot solve the whole problem, but may seriously hinder the final solution of the

main part of it. The economic and financial results of these Acts were outlined

and compared with the area of problem to be solved as illustrated by statistics.

The author dealt with the results of past working of the Labourers Acts and
the possible elfect of the new schemes proposed under the Act of 190C, specially

noticing financial consequences and the efi'ect on the rates, and traced the

economic outcome with reference to the supply of labour and the relation

between labourer and larmev. The present policy was contrasted with that

of schemes of migration and the compulsory paring down of large holdings

recently proposed. It was argued that the rational and equitable policy was to

make the employer of labour and owner of insanitary property supply proper

houses for workmen and tenant; and that the State should step in only in the

last resort. The owner of insanitary property now goes free, or benefits by getting

cheap houses paid for out of the rates. The need of enforcement of the Public

Health Acts was emphasised, and also that loans .^hould be given to the owner
or employer under certain conditions, the local body being the intermediary, and
the rates the security to the Government for the loan. The author urged the

need for a more central system of medical inspection and for power to compel
local bodies to inspect and enforce abatement of nuisances, &c. It was contended

that the State should not embark on a poli(;y of supplying houses out of public

mcncy, unless it can supply a!l who have equal claims.

3. The Depopulation of Ireland. By Robert H. Murray, M.A,

From 3801 to 18 16 the population of Ireland steadily increased, while from
1817 to the present time it has just as steadily diminished. The year of the

great famine marks a dividing line in Irish history. Before 1846 the agriculture

of this country was largely of the tillage order, while since that date it has
assumed the pastoral form.

The dominant influence in Irish industrial history for the early forty-five years

of the nineteenth century was Foster's Corn Law. It ^is not perhaps an over-

statement to say that no Act so profoundly modified our history as the far-

reaching measure brought forward by Foster in 1784. Its author modelled it ou
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tbe English corn laws as tliey had existed since 1688. The change from pasturage
to tillage came at a time when it proved peculiarly suitable to the requirements of

England, where the industi-ial revolution was making rapid strides. Consequently
the demand across the Channel for corn enormously increased, and the supply
came largely from Ireland. With the rise in the price of corn came the inevitable

influence in the marriage rate. In 1811 the population was 5,956,466; in 182 L

it was 6,801,827 ; in 1831 it was 7,767,401 : in 1841 it was 8,199,853; and in

1845 it was 8,295,061.

With the fall of prices consequent upon the conclusion of the Napoleonic
wars the hard years began to come. The tide of emigration flowed in 1826 and
1827, for the landlord attempted to consolidate the small holdings. The develop-
ment of transport coincided with the opening of the Mississippi valley, and these

changes promoted the growth of free trade in England. What gravely affected

Ireland since 1846 was not the potato famine, but the abolition of the corn laws.

A student of eighteenth -century Irish history at once perceives that Ireland
passed through many famines. The emigration statistics tell the tale of some of

the results of the change in English commercial policy.

This country flourished before 1846, but its state was entirely artificial. No
real dependence could therefore be placed on what had happened. With the
abolition of the corn laws the fictitious industrial life of the country was at once
evident. When free trade began, for a time this land did not prosper, but at last

some measure of success has been vouchsafed. To-day an Irishman feels at least

that his hardly-won industrial triumphs are all his own, that they are largely

independent of State control and State support.

4. The Economic Ideal and its Ajyplication to Countries or Nations.

By Professor Edwin Cannan, M.A., LL.D.

The general economic ideal is maximum material welfare, not of course lumped
in an unintelligible aggregate, but reckoned in the ordinary way, i^er capita. If

this be straightway applied to countries, it will often conflict with the national or
political ideal of a population large enough for ' security,' and for certain other

purposes such as the maintenance of the national language and literatui-e (if any),
but this objection may be set aside as non-economic. Even on purely economic
grounds, however, the application of this ideal to countries cannot be justified.

Countries are no longer ' worlds in themselves.' The greater sale of goods in

international markets, coupled with easier migration and regulation of population,
is tending to wipe out international differences of earnings. Consequently
differences in material welfare as between countries is coming to depend more and
more upon the same cause as the' differences between different parts of the same
country—that is, on the distribution over the globe of persons owning property and
performing the different cl.asses of labour. Those countries are richest which
either contain the largest proportions of the persons who own considerable
portions of the property of the world, or contain the largest proportions of the
people who do the best paid classes of work. So if the ideal of the maximum
material welfare of its inhabitants be set up for each country, the most urban
countries will always appear nearest the ideal, which is absurd. A country
approaches the economic ideal just in so far as it is best utilised for the benefit ot

the world community.

MOyLAT, SEPTEMB:ER 7.

The following Repoi't and Papers were read !-^

1. Interim Report on the Amount of Gold Coinage in Circulation in the

United Kingdom.
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2. Jnternatioiial Agreements on Labour Legislation.

By Professor E. Francke, Ph.D.

The question how to eflect by means of international conventions a uniform
adjustment of the laws and regulations that are intended te serve for the protec-
tion of life, health, and morality of industrial workpeople is as old as the laws
themselves for the protection of the working-classes. England was the country
of origin of both : both are connected with the name of K. Owen (1815) whose
labours were continued by the Elsass manufacturer. Dr. Legrand (1837-1859).
Representatives of science, of workmen's organisations and statesmen encouraged
them. In 1889 the Federal Council of Switzerland issued invitations to the
governments of the industrial countries of Europe to attend a conference when
the German Emperor asked to be permitted to take the lead (Workmen's
rescripts of February 4, 1890). In the spring of 1890 the delegates of thirteen
European countries—amongst them Germany, Great Britain, France, Austria,
and Italy—met together in order to consider the regulation of work in mines,
the observance of Sunday, and the employment of children and women. Although
general agreement was arrived at on many points, no definite treaties were
made—only wishes were expressed.

At the same time, this Conference of Berlin gave immense encouragement to
the progi-ess of the idea of workmen's protection, and, but for it, private initia-

tive, which now stepped in, would never have been attended with success. In
August 1897 a workmen's congress, held at Zurich, which was attended by
representatives of a great number of countries, demanded the establishment of
an international office for the protection of workpeople ; and a meeting of repre-
sentatives of social-politics from Belgium, Holland, France, Germany, Austria,
and Switzerland, held at Brussels in October 1897, voiced similar aspirations.

Delegates of both workmen and social politicians met together in 1900 at Paris in
order to found the International Association for the legislative protection of work-
people. The seat of this association is Basle, twelve countries as sections adhere to
It : Switzerland, Germany, Great Britain, France, Italy, Austria-Hungary, Belgium,
Holland, Denmark, Spain, and the United States of America. The governments
of almost all these countries have joined the Association—unfortunately the British
Government have not yet done so—and grant subsidies to it. Every two years the
delegates of the governments and sections meet for the purpose of discussing labour
questions—the next meeting will take place at Lucerne, September 27-30, 1908.

The Association aims at encouraging the study of labour legislation of all

countries and at preparing international diplomatic treaties connected Avith the
protection of workpeople. The International Office of Labour, inaugurated at
Basle in May 1901, serves both these aims, and, as a scientific central bureau,
collects material and publishes bulletins in German, French, and English ; the
office also supplies information and gives an opinion on matters laid before it.

The conference of delegates commenced in 1901 with the consideration of the pro-
hibition of industrial night-work for women, the means of combating the dangers
arising from the use of poisons in factories, and international workmen's insur-
ance. On the motion of the Association the Swiss Federal Council invited the
Governments of the countries of Europe in 190-4 to meet in a conference which
led in 1905 and 1906 to the conclusion of two treaties containing the following
provisions:

—

1. Night-work for women in factories is prohibited ; a minimum pause of two
hours during the night is fixed. Thirteen countries signed this treaty—namely,
Germany, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France, Great Britain, Italy,

Luxemburg, Holland, Portugal, Sweden, and Switzerland.
2. The use of white phosphorus in the manufacture of matches is prohibited.

Seven countries signed this treaty—namely, Germany, Denmark, France, Italy,

Luxemburg, Holland, and Switzerland. Six countries (namely, Austria, England,
Belgium, Sweden, Portugal, and Spain) held themselves aloof.

Already before these agreements, in 1904, France and Italy had concluded a
treaty—with the co-operation of the Association—allowing their workpeople to
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participate mutually in the benefits of social insurance and protective regulations,

and in the promotinf^ of labour legislation in the two countries. Various

countries (Germany, France, Belgium, Holland, Luxemburg) have come to terms

concerning individual questions of workman's insurance, or in concluding com-
mercial treaties, and have agreed upon regulations atlecting the mutual protection

of their workpeople (Germany, Austria-Hungary, Italy, and Switzerland). The
International Association is continuing to carry on its work. Prohibition of

night-work for youths ; children's work and the protection of children ; regulation

of home-industry ; introduction of measures against dangers from the use of

poisons (lead) ; international accident insurance ; maximum length of workdays—

•

these are the subjects for the next conference, which, it is hoped, will move a step

forward towards the conclusion of new international treaties.

Anybody who sees in the protection of workmen of his own country an act

of obedience to the call of justice and also a necessity for the maintenance of the

health and the efficiency of the working classes, will also recognise in inter-

national treaties concerning labour legislation a furtherance of humanity and an
effective adjustment of competition. It is the interest of every civilised nation

and of every industrial country to promote the realisation of these aims.

3. Proposals for an Economic Survey oj the United Kingdom.
By Henry W. Macrosty, B.A.

An economic survey of the United Kingdom is proposed, not only as a task.

useful in itself, but also as one which is a special duty of the economists, while

its execution would rescue the economic profession from its present position of

disregard. Economists are considered by a great mass of people to be not only-

men of mere theory, but also theorists who have derived their beliefs from the

study of industrial conditions long past. Whether this charge is true or

false, its effects are the same. If economic theories were such as to give their

students a command over industrial conditions, their opinions would be regarded
as authoritative by statesmen and manufacturers. This is far from being the

case. In fact, the weakness of economics is that its generalisations, however true,

are so general that they are remote from the problems of everyday life, and the

two cannot be brought into any close relation with each other. It is therefore

necessary to leave theory on one side for a time and ascertain what are the facts

of the industrial world and how they have come to be what they are. This
done, it will be possible to test and complete our theories and to set forth those

subordinate generalisations which will connect them with the questions of every-
day life.

An economic survey is particularly necessary for the two new departments
of economics. Business economics, which treats of the conditions of business

success ; and social economics, which is concerned with the relations between the

individual, the trade, and the nation. The work has, indeed, been begun by
individuals, who have dealt with special problems or the condition of particular

classes ; but the most essential feature of the present proposals is that any trade

which is dealt with should be treated as a whole and described and analysed in

all its parts and relations. Only then can we tell how that particular trade stands.

The survey of a trade will fall into the following main divisions—-sources of
raw materials, methods of manufacture, machinery of sale, organisation, position

in the State. The sources of information are technical works, technical journals,

and journals of scientific societies, trade papers, prospectuses, company reports,

blue-books, and personal investigation. The Economic Section should appoint an
organising committee, which would institute advisory committees of manufacturers
to assist in obtaining the necessary information, overcoming trade jealousies, and
preventing the publication of trade secrets. The details of the investigation

would have to be worked out by the general committee, but success depends upon
securing efficient investigators and enough money. Still, to achieve a survey of
even one industry would be useful.
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4. Industrial Evolution in the Cnilery Industry,

By G. I. H. Lloyd, ALA.

The transition from handicraft to factory organisation of industry may be con-
veniently traced in the development of the cutlery trades, especially in England and
Germany, where the trades have been mainly localised in a single town in each case,

and where a definite international parallelism can be established. The introduction

of steam-power, which is usually regarded as the turning point between the old and
tbe new types of industrial organisation, had no special significance where manual
skill retained its predominance. Just as there were factories before the steam-
engine, so there are to-day numbers of occupations in which the domestic producer
is found in possession of his special trade or process. A generation ago the cutlery

trades were for the most part semi-domestic, being principally carried on by
forgers, cutlers, and grinders, who rented their own work-places and worked on
their own tools, thus retaining to some extent the iodependenceand the capitalistic

responsibilities of the old guild craftsman, and turning out goods in the produc-
tion of which machinery played an insignificant part. The gradual introduction

of mechanical methods as supplementary to, or as substitutes for, the almost bare-

handed skill of the old system is gradually producing the true factory type of

organisation. In fact, the factory system, though long retarded, is now making
rather rapid progress, involving a steady transition from independent master
workman to wage-worker, and the increasing prominence of the capitalist em-
ployer. The artisan has in the past clung tenaciously to his independence, but
the semi-capitalistic functions which fall on him prove a severe burden in times

of indifferent or declining t'rade, and he is now generally not unwilling to resign

them. The change in the status of the worker affects the power and influence

of the labour unions. These made their appearance in Sheffield early in the

eighteenth century, marking the practical exclusion of the journeymen from their

corporate rights as members of the Cutlers' Oomp.any. During the first half of

last century they were powerfully organised, and became in some cases despotic

and even ruthless in enforcing their regulations on recalcitrant masters and men,
and earned an unenviable reputation. Though still organised on sectional lines,

they are beginning to look to federation and consolidation as necessary to main-
tain and increase their influence. The corresponding unions in Germany are

more effectively organised, the established price-lists are enforced, and elaborate

machinery for conciliation has resulted from their activity. Both in Sheffield and
in Solingen machinery has taken a firm hold of the forging process and of the

work of preparing the separate portions of a knife-handle. Even the cutler who
puts the pieces together and builds up a complete article is becoming more and
more dependent on mechauical aids, and finds his work increasingly subdivided.

Grinding remains for the most part the stronghold of simple hand industry, for,

though automatic grinding has been partially applied to grinding files and to pre-

paratory work on razors and knives, no device for the successful production of an
edge has yet appeared.

The basis of the prevailing wage rates is still the time-honoured piecework
price-lists ; but though these are not yet discarded, neither are they strictly

observed, but in most cases are subject to varying discounts. In the newer forms
of the industry there is a steady increase of time wages, but of course this cannot
apply to the considerable body of outworkers, whether grinders, file-cutters, or

cutlers. Meanwhile the ' little master,' employing a small team of men in a single

occupation, or giving out work in turn to those undertaking the various pro-

cesses, and then himself trading his wares away, has not disappeared, but is

numerically of less importance than formerly. In Germany the 'little master ' is

also found, but the tendency to substitute a time wage ibr piecework rates is

being in the main successfully counteracted by the solid opposition of the labour

unions and also by the diffusion of electrical energy among the home workers, by
which means the necessity of concentrating in factories in order to obtain the

benefit of modem mechapical devices is obviated. In general the tendepcy is for
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the increased cost of working appliances and the internal economies of a factory
where subdivision of occupations has free scope to hasten the advent of a factory
type of industrial organisation pure and simple.

5. Trade Unionism in the Tinplaie Industry, By J. H. Jones, M.A,

The first association of employees in the tinplate industry was formed during
the period of rapid expansion 1870-73. In ] 873 workmen demanded the uniformity
of wages at increased rates, but tlie time was ill-chosen. Uniformity was
obtained in the following year, but in the majority of cases at reduced rates.

There is no evidence of a continuous association before 1887, but there appears
to have been a number of temporary combinations. The first association consisted
of workers in the iron forges, tinplate rolling-mills, and the finishing departments,
IJetween 1883 and 1886 steel displaced iron as the raw material for tinplates,

and a cleavage followed of the steel-workers and tinplate makers. The steel-

workers formed an independent association.

The union from 1887-98 was one of tinplate millmen and workers in the
finishing departments. It was merely a wage-protective association, and its

energies were directed mainly to (1) maintaining the wages rate agreed upon in

1874; (2) preventing the introduction of new machinery; (3) restricting the
output.

Until the McKinley duty came into operation in 1891, U.S.A. was the chief
buyer of tinplates from South Wales. The loss of this market caused severe
depression for about six years, and it also resulted in a change in the character
of the product. The trade in black plate {i.e., untinned sheets) and sheet steel

was developed. This pressed hardly on the tinhousemen, who fought against the
working of black plate. Further to reduce cost of production, new machinery
was introduced, which displaced some labour in the tiuhouse and mechanised the
labour of some of those not displaced. Thus there was a division of interests
between millmen and tinhousemen. Disputes were generally over the conditions
of work in the tinning mills, but the cost of them was borne mainly by those
employed in the rolling mills. Other causes of dissatisfaction at this time were--

(a) The lack of funds to fight whenever necessary. Bad administration
reduced the union to a penniless state and alienated a section of the men.

(b) The leaders granted reductions to individual employers, varying from
10 per cent, to 30 per cent. In this way they lost the confidence of the body of
employers.

The wage-protective association collapsed in 1898.
The millmen were convinced that an association from which tinhousemen

should be excluded was necessary. Some became members of the Steel Smelters'
Association ; the remainder, fearing to be the weaker section of a strong union,
formed the independent ' Tin and Sheet Mlllmen's Association.'

The employees in the finishing departments joined either the National Union of
Gasworkers and General Labourers, or the Dock, Wharf, Riverside, and General
Workers* Union. Consequently in 1 899 there were four workmen's associations
connected with the trade, where previously there had been one. In the same year
the Employers' Association, which was formed in 1873, was reformed, and a
Conciliation Board established. This Board possessed no constitution, and there
was no provision for cases of failure of conciliation. The first task of the Board
was to establish a uniform rate of wages ; and as the year was a very prosperous
one the workers' associations found little difiiculty in obtaining the" '1874 list.'

The agreement was renewed annually, and remains in force to-day, with but
a few changes in rates paid to labourers Mhose tasks have varied slightly in
difiiculty.

To facilitate collective bargaining, the 'Tinplate and Sheet Jlillworkers' Wages
and Disputes Board ' was formed in 1901. This Board consisted of three repre-
sentatives from each of the workmen's societies. All grievances of the men were
to be submitted to the Disputes Board, and through the Board to the Conciliation
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Board. The representatives on the Disputes Board were also the delegates on the

Conciliation Board.

For two years the Disputes Board appeared to work satisfactorily; but in 1903
there was some friction, and again the diversity of interests of millmen and tinhouse-

men was made evident. The employers and the workmen failed to agree on a ques-

tion affecting millmen. The masters wished to submit the dispute to arbitration, but
to this the millmen (who were in a position to strike with fair prospect of success)

were strongly opposed. The representatives of the finishing departments, who
were not directly affected, naturally favoured arbitration, and the Disputes Board
fell in with the wishes of the employers.

The Board of Trade appointed an arbitrator, and the case ended in a victory

for the employers.

Further, in the following year, the Disputes Board decided to enter a test case

(relating to the ' custom ' of the trade) for trial in the High Court of Justice, the

cost to be shared by the four associations connected with the Board. Three of

the associations withdrew, and the Steel Smelters' Union was left to fight without
financial assistance. Tlie Steel Smelters' Union then resigned from the Disputes
Board, which was consequently dissolved. Tlie causes of the failure of this method
of collective bargaining may be summed up as follows :

—
(1) Matters concerning the finishing departments demanded the attendance ot

millmen (and vice versa), although they were not directly affected by the results

and did not contribute to the discussion. Consequently, there was considerable

waste of time.

(2) Voting power did not vary with the interests at stake

—

e.ff., millmen
voted on questions affecting the finishing department. There was thus a lack of

responsibility: one department would generally vote in favour of arbitration on
a question affecting the other branch ; they had uothiug to lose by failure and
everything to gain by avoiding a strike.

(3) A list of claims was presented to the Conciliation Board by each depart-

ment. If the claims of one department, being just in the opinion of the employers,
were granted by them, the concessions were made by the representatives of the

other department the grounds for concessions to that department, irrespective of

the nature of the claims. Thus, often the discussion did not turn on the justice

of the demands by a particular section.

Since the Disputes Board was dissolved, the employers have met the workmen
in two annual conferences—at one the millmen are represented, at the other the

workers in the finishing departments. Wages agreements are made for one year,

and agreements made with any section are operative ' from the date upon which
an arrangement is completed with the other sections of the trade.'

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

Joint Meeting with the Agricultural Sub-Section.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Social Aspects of Agricultural Co-operation.

By J. Graham Brooks, M.A,

The social reactions of this form of co-operation are illustrated by (a) the

lengthening of the labour-time during the year, and by the greater variety of

things grown and by-products created—thus helping in the problem of unemploy-
ment

; (6) the putting of the whole farming class to school ; elementary science in

many forms must be applied every day in the week
;

(c) helping to overcome the

distrust of the well-equipped and competent man. 'This new confidence in the

trained man is already beginning to show itself in the political field. It is

actually producing a better type of clergyman and schoolmaster, (d) It is

not only unifying interests, but is destroying the theory of necessary class con-
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flicts, as presented by extreme Socialists ; (p) it is throwing new light on the

whole question of land-ownership and the social relations of this issue; ( f) it

has brought to the front the whole body of human and social interests, in such a

way that they can now be dealt with far more safely ; as illustrated by the various

forms of insurance, and the popularising of higher sanitary standards for the house

and school.

2. The Fsychologir.al Aspect of Agrarian Reform in Ireland.

By MoRiTZ Julius Bonn, Ph.D.

During the last twenty-seven years a thoroughgoing agrarian reform has taken

place in Ireland. A radical system of fixing rents was created and supplemented

by a very effective machinery for converting tenants into peasant proprietors.

Have these reforms effected any of the great changes expected in Irish life ?

(a) A statistical inquiry to-day shows a certain amount of progress. Irish

live-stock, for example, has somewhat increased in numbers.

(6) Irish agriculture, as contracted with pastoral industries, shows a steady

decline.

(c) The development of live-stock and agriculture is practically the same
in those districts where purchase of holdings has been carried out on a large

scale aa in those where it has scarcely taken place. The period 1881-1896, when
prices were bad and reform was only started, does not differ very much in results

from the period 1896-1907, when depression was slowly ceasing and reform was
fairly advanced.

{(J) The character of Irish farming as mainly a pastoral industry has been

mentioned. Though tillage and mixed farming are considered profitable by
experts, the change in ownership has not induced people to change the ways of

production.

(e) Agrarian reform has brought about a considerable remission of the people's

burdens. The income thus made available has been spent on a general rise of the

standard of living. It has not been made an excuse for diminishing eflbrts in

production, inasmuch as the country's agricultural output has not decreased. The
energy of the people has not been sapped by it ; but, on the other hand, there is

no evidence that the great chances now within the grasp of the Irish farmer have

had much influence on his qualities as a producer.

.3. The Productivity of English Agriculturists.

By Professor James Wilson, M.A., B.Sc.

In 169G Gregory King estimated the population of England and Wales at

5,500,000, and the areas under crop and pasture at 9,000,000 and 12,000,000

acres. Assuming that from 70 to 80 per cent, of the population was engaged in

agriculture, and that a fourth of that number was operative as agriculturists, then

there were about 1,000,000 agriculturists—farmers and workmen and their elder

children—in the country.

King's estimates of crop and pasture were too high. Allowing for that, there

were about eight acres of arable land and ten acres of pasture and meadow to each

agriculturist.

Reducing all the grain to wheat, and remembering that tlie bulk of the arable

land carried a crop only two yeai-s in three, and the rest of it only four or five

years in eight or ten, then the average annual yield was not more than 8 bushels

an acre.

In the same way, reducing all the pasture and meadow to milk, and remem-
bering that a cow gave only from 200 to 300 gallons a year, and that, even tliough

assisted by straw from the tillage land, three acres of meadow and pasture,

unimproved as they were, would barely maintain her, then the annual yield of

milk from an acre of meadow and pasture combined was not more than 80 gallons.
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Thus, from his eight acres of arahle land aud ten acres of pastiii'e aiid meado^
the English agriculturist of two hundred years ago produced about 64 bushels

of wheat and 800 gallons of milk. His successor to-day works on the average
about 1364 acres of tillage aud 15'63 of pasture and meadow, and from these

he produces not less than 400 bushels of wheat and 4,000 gallons of milk.

On well-organised, fully capitalised, and well-managed farms such as are

commonest in the east of England the productivity of the agriculturist is still

higher—probably not less than .50 per cent, higher.

Taking the average : since the agriculturist of to-day produces four or five

times as much from an acre, and works 30 acres instead of 20, he is equal to six

or eight of his predecessors of two hundred years ago. At the best : since he pro-

duces five or six times as much an acre and works from 40 to 50 acres instead of

20, he is equal to over twelve of his predecessors.

This change has been brought about by improvements, chiefly in agricultural

knowledge and methods, in organisation, and iu machinery and transport.

The above has a bearing upon the following questions, among others : rural

migration and depopulation, large and small holdings, agriciUtural education and
organisation,

4. Economic and Statistical Investigation in Agriculture,

By W. G. S. Adams, M.A.

Some developments in agricultural statistics and economics were considered,

ilnd a plea made for their study and iuveStigation at the universities of the

United Kingdom.

Wednesday, September 9.

discussion on Instr'uction in tjniversities as a Prejjaralion Joi' Commerce
and Business Life.

SUB-SECJTION OF AGRICULTURE.

(JaATfeitAN—Right I-ton. Sir Hob.a.cb PluNkeM, K.G.V.O., P.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

The Chairman delivered the following Address:—

Science and the Problem of Rural Life.

The Aim of thd Address.

Wd have only to glance at the list of papers on our programme and of their

authors to realise that our papers need be neither dull nor unimportant. It is

ti'ue that our official title, ' Sub-Section " Agriculture " of Section " Economic
Science and Statistics," ' is not inspiring. Even practical agriculturists may not

see here much more than a place where the talk, if it be a little above our bucolic

heads, will at least be concerned mainly with our business. Yet I am sanguine

enough to hope that from the growing— if somewhat belated—recognition of our

subject there arises the prospect of a notable contribution by the British Associ ation

to a neglected side of human progress.
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lu future years this Chair will be more properly filled by one competent to

survey and appreciate, theoretically and practically, the past year's additions to
knowledge within the province of our inquiries. But the Council have decided
that this opening Address should be delivered, not by a man of science, but by a
man of affairs. As such I shall address you ; but, even in that capacity, I am
conscious of serious limitations. My nearest approach to practical agriculture

was a decade of cattle ranching in the Western States of America. There I
learned much more about men than about cattle. I have been since then, for

now some twenty years, in the public life of the country whose capital has been
chosen for the honour and privilege of receiving the Associf.tion. These years

have been spent mainly in oi'ganising voluntary effort among farmers, but, by the
Occident of politics, I was for over seven years responsible for the administration

of the newly established Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction

for Ireland, an institution which has justified its existence, even if only, as public

men have told us, since I left it. Its most important work consisted iu the
application of science to agriculture and the allied industries, mainly through
education. My way of life has thus brought me into close touch with the

conditions, human and material, which it will be the aim of our Sub-Section
to improve.

These personal details, introduced in order to justify an Address upon the
relations between a sphere of thought in which I am a comparative stranger and
a sphere of action where 1 have no record of practical work, will also, I hope,
serve to make clear the point of view from which I approach my subject. My
definite purpose will be to establish the claim of agriculture to a wholly new
position in the domain of science, and the claim of science to a more intelligent

regard for those who, for the most part unconsciously, apply its teachings to their

industry. The considerations to be submitted in support of this claim will be
primarily neither scientitic nor practical, but political. I need hardly say that I

use the term in the only sense proper to the subject and the occasion; I speak as

a citizen upon a problem—as I think, a neglected problem—affecting the well-

being of that portion of the population which still follows the patriarchal calling,

the oldest and most honourable field of human eff'ort.

Past Neglect and Present Urgency of the Problem.

In some notes written two and a half years ago, at the request of an American
statesman, upon the problem of rural life in the United States, I sought to

account for the fact that a subject of such obvious and fundamental importance

occupies so small a space in the public mind. ' Public opinion,' I wrote, ' is

u town-made thing, and among Western nations the progress of civilisation

has riveted men's thoughts upon the great centres of industry and commerce,
where the most startling changes have taken place. The dweller in the modern
city not unnaturally believes that the many and varied improvements recently

effected in its conditions have fully counteracted the apprehended evils of con-

centration. He is confident that the rapid and cheap transit facilities which
enable the industrial and commercial classes to live in ever-widening suburbs will

realise the ideal of rus in urbe. What with improved sanitation and physical

culture on the one hand and the multiplication of movements for intellectual

advancement and social betterment on the other, the townsman of the future is

expected to unite the physical health and longevity of the Boeotian with the

mental superiority of the Athenian.' I have quoted this passage verbatim because,

though I could paraphrase it, I could not condense it. For the same reason I ask

leave to quote just one other brief passage in which I suggested an important

omission in the reasoning upon which the townsman's optimism seemed to be

based, and pointed a moral. 'It does not appear,' I wrote, 'to have been

sufficiently considered how far the ethical and physical health of the modern city

has been due to the constant influx of fresh blood irom the country. At present

the town makes an irresistible appeal to the spirit of enterprise, to the growing

craving for excitement, to the desire to live whore there is most life, But, sooner
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or later, if the balauce of trade in this human traffic he not adjusted, the raw
material, out of which urban society is made, will be seriously deteriorated ; and

the national degeneracy will be properly charged against those who failed to

foresee the evil and treat the cause.'

Since these words were written the impression they reflect has been deepening

in many minds, and the problem of rural life seems to be more than ever clamant

for solution. The city, in the pride of its conscious fascinations, captures in-

creasingly the best element of the country for its service, and this determination

of blood to the head becomes more and more a threatening symptom in our

national life. The consultant physicians are still the big men of the towns ; some

of them, it is true, are prescribing urbs in rure in place of the older ideal, rus in

wbe. We hear much—we even see something—of the Garden City, but for any

broad and philosophic treatment of the economic and social conditions of the

open country we have still to wait,

Public Interest in Rural Life.

Although our problem has not yet received the proper attention at the hands of

the sciences, its urgency is growing in the public mind and stirring the centres of

government. If the British Association were to take action upon my appeal,

they would be respondmg to the call of an awakened civic conscience. Physical

degeneracy and the harassing prospect of unemployment in the towns—a prospect

that soon every nation will have a huge derelict population, not merely unem-
ployed but imemployable—have forced the problem of rural life over the

threshold—aye, into the very forefront of practical politics.

The King's Speech at the opening of the present Parliament foreshadowed
legislation ' by which a larger number of the population may be attracted to and
retained on the land,' and measures framed upon an interesting diversity of

principle have marked the stage of economic thought reached by our public life.

Already President Roosevelt had, in more than one Annual Message to Congress,

urged the necessity of improving, by every available means, the condition of that

section (estimated by him to be nearly one half) of the population who ' devote
their energies to growing things from the soil.' Nor has the great advocate and
exponent of the strenuous life been content to wait until the play of political

forces had produced a situation where the national problem he was determined to

elucidate could be treated on its merits. \\'ithin the last month he has appointed
a small Commission combining ideally in its five members the sciences most closely

related to agriculture, rural education, the organisation of voluntary effort in social

service, the highest kind of economic journalism, and that rare quality of admini-
strative capacity that understands the limits of the respective spheres of State
assistance and private initiative in practical affairs. The Commission are to survey
the whole field of rural social economy ; to review the existing agencies, voluntary
and official, available for its betterment ; and to suggest what action may legiti-

mately be taken by the Government for the co-ordination of their several activities.

They are to report to the President in time to enable him, while in office, to send
a Special Message to Congress. If President Roosevelt adds to his stupendous
policy for the conservation of the uatui-al resources of the United States a scheme
for developing those latent resources which it is the highest statesmanship to

discover in the mind and character of the society of his day, it will be a fit ending
to a great administration.

The real significance of this new departure—the definite governmental recogni-
tion that rural progress is a matter of national concern—is to be found in the circum-
stances of the country to which it relates. My own studies of the problem have
been made chiefly in Ireland, Great Britain, and North America. To us Irish the
problem is obviously one of paramount importance : its neglect means national
decay. In Great Britain, although the neglect may be more easily explained and
excused, it should, in my judgment, now be repaired. But in the United States,

where, speaking generally, there is neither agricultural depression nor rural
depopulation, it is doubtful whether any less far-seeing statesman than President
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Roosevelt would Lave recognised the existeuce of the probleai, much less have

insisted upon its urgency. In my view the wide dissimilaiity in the external

conditions here and in the United States should bring into strong relief the human
factor of the problem. It is the part of the statesman and the philosopher to see

that this factor, neglected by the specialist, is given its proper place.

The British Association and Riural Life.

1 pass now from the region of high politics, where national problems must be

placed in their true perspective in order that their relative importance may be

determined, and turn to the bearing of the sciences, within the scope of the

British Association, upon the problems of rural life. And here let me say

emphatically that while I speak as a politician, because I am discussing a vitally

important national issue which politics will ultimately decide, the cause I have at

heart is the enhancement of the influence of science upon the affairs of State.

Now this influence of the British Association must, it seems to me, depend,

not upon its highest achievements in the region of pure science, but upon the

degree in which it establishes and maintains a mutually helpful relationship

between science and productive eil'ort. To the man in the country lane, even

more than to the man in the street, science rmapplied is soul without body—only

less negligible than the more common pheiromenou of body without soul. And if

there be nothing sordid in the suggestion, may I point out that until the coming

of the ideal state those who devote their lives to research must be maintained by

those who make use of, and profit by, their discoveries ? It is no longer necessary

for the master of great thoughts to iind a patron before he can get a public ; hut

it were well to remember that while Demos pays Literature and Art for instruction

and amusement, he exacts of Science an increase of wealth and comfort. In the

town these conditions are fulfilled; in the country they have yet to be supplied.

The Three Sides of Rural Life.

Those of us who are working upon the problem of rural life in Ireland adopt

a rough formula to indicate the threefold character of the constructive work

which is needed for a complete solution. Better farming, better business, better

living, we say, covers the ground. For farming clearly has three sides: the first

dealing with the cultivation of the soil, the breeding and feeding of stock; the

second, with the principles of farm management, its finance, and the economy of

agricult4iral production and distribution; and the third, with the social life of the

aoricultural classes. In each of these three divisions we can have most helpful

relations with the sciences : in the first, with the natural sciences ; in the second

and third, with economic, in which I include social, science; and in all three,

with educational science. I now proceed to consider the three departments of

rural life and work, and the demands they make on the several sciences and the

sections embracing them.

(1) The Natural Sciences and Agriculture. '

In the first of my three divisions—better farming—we have to consider the

relations between science and practice in agriculture so far as they are aflfected by

the work of the British Association generally and of our Sub-Section in particular.

Let me call you back seventy years to the meeting of 1838, when the British

Association obtained from Liebig hia epoch-making report upon the application

of chemistry to agriculture. At approximately the same time the Rothamsted

experiments—the one continuous organisation for the advancement of agricultural

knowledge the United Kingdom hast to show, and the largest individual con-

tribution to such knowledge^were initiated. These two events are evidence of

the comparatively larger part agriculture played in national life and thought then

than it does now. Up to this time it is doubtful if agriculture had made any

substantial advance since the time of the Romans. The work of Liebig, Gilbert,

and Lawes in one direction only—the feeding of the plant— has resulted in the
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use of fertilisers drawn from either fossil deposits or manufacturing wasta-product^

that lias brought np the yield of our crops to an entirely new level. Lawes
reports that the average crop of wheat in his district at the beginning of his

experiments was about twenty bushels per acre ; to-day it is over thirty bushels.

Of course it is not fertilisers only that have done this. Scientific method has also

been applied to the machines which cultivate the soil, to the breeds of plants

growing there, and to the eradication of the diseases from which they suffer.

I do not suggest that agriculture has not shared in the benefits with whicli

science, physical and social, has richly endowed the whole field of industrial

effort, urban and rural. But when all is said, there is surely a marked disparity

between the attention given to urban and to rural afliairs by those engaged in

the application of science to the material and social advancement of mankind.
In the sphere of the physical sciences a great gulf no doubt separates the

agriculture of Virgil from that of Sir John Lawes ; but how insignificant it

is beside the ocean of knowledge which stretches between Archimedes and Lord
Kelvin.

It is not, however, with the knowledge itself, of the nature and amount of

which I have but the ha7,iest conception, that I am here concerned, I am quite

certain that the British Association—I might say this audience —is in possesaiou

of knowledge which, if applied, would enormously add to the agricultural wealth
of all countries, especially my own. The "work of the moment, by far the most
important work of our Sub-Section, relates to the diffusion of this knowledge.
This end is to be attained in two ways—by an improvement in the means of

translating the research work of the field and laboratory into the workaday
experience of the farmer and by a co-ordination of the work done for the

advancement of the industry with that which seeks to improve the economic and
social character of those who are making their living out of the soil. Deficient

as is the provision for research in agriculture in this country, the working farmer
is still very far from utilising all the knowledge which science has already put at

his disposal. The intellectual apathy which the governing class displays towards
the acquisition of new knowledge is refiected in the neglect the farmer shows in

learning what has already been acquired. But, although I have every confidence

in their source, I admit that these views are second-hand. I shall be more at

home in the region of the other sciences which are concerned with the human as

distinct from the material conditions.

(2) Economic Science and the Business of Farming.

Coming tlien to the second factor in our problem— as I have presented it—let

us consider for a moment the business of farming in its relation to economic
science. A story— founded, I have good reason to believe, on fact—will serve

better than any arguments I could use to show the necessity of paying due regard

to the commercial as well as to the technical aspects of agricultural problems.

Some of Liebig's pupils, fresh from the laboratory and the world of abstract

thought, set out to make a new conquest in the world of fact. They procured a

fine tract of land in tlie Argentine, upon which they applied all the latest dis-

coveries of agricultural chemistry. A large capital and a wealth of new know-
ledge were expended in restoring the fertility of the land, and the land, no
doubt, responded to the treatment. But the money, without the science, would
have sufficed to purchase fresh tracts of virgin soil ; and thus, while the harvest

of these uneconomic laboratory men brought credit to their mastery of scientific

truth, it did not save their credit in the bank—and tbey were sold up.

From my own observation and experience I should say that farmers are more
backward in their business than in their technical methods. I am convinced that

there is no more important work at the moment than to stimulate economic
thouirht in the country in order to give the rural population an intelligent interest

in its own problems. My administrative experience on this point is pertinent.

In the Irish Department, which was concerned with the advancement of rural

life, it was our constant aim, while retaining central supervision, to delegate the

administration of the local work more and more to local representative bodiee.
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What hdndldapped us and tliem mo3t severely in comparison with siillilar bodies
engaged upon similar work in other countries was the lack of business organisation

among farmers. I have no hesitation in laying it down as a fundamental prin-

ciple of agricultural development that organisation for business purposes is an
essential condition of a demand for technical advice, and of a willingness and
capacity to apply it, This brings me to what is, perhaps, the most important of

all agencies in rural progress. I refer to agricultural co-operation.

It is in regard to the organisation of industry that the modern city has made
its greatest advance as compared with the country. It should be remembered
that the problem of rural life is a product of the industrial revolution which
deprived the open country of all its economic activities, except the production of
food for the ^sustenance of the urban population, and of raw material for its manu-
factures. This inevitably had a narrowing and depressing efiect upon rural society.

I know farming communities in the most fertile portions of the United States
where it is the settled practice of the up-to-date paterfamilias to send his hopefuls
to the city and keep the fool on the farm. In the economic changes consequent
upon the industrial revolution the organisation of the commerce and industry of
the towns proceeded apace. The circumstances of farm life did not lend them-
selves to any similar process. At the same time, the increased demand for

agricultural produce in bulk of uniform quality urgently called for the organisation
of farmers if they were to compete in the world-market. To supply such a need
the co-operative system has been adopted by European farmers wherever education
is so related to the life of a people that economic thought is developed. In these
islands the work of organising farmers, of giving the country a co-operative system
which is the counterpart of the joint-stock system of the towns, has to be left to

agricultural organisation societies constituted for the special purpose of inducing
farmers to do here what elsewhere they do spontaneous!}'.

Now the point I wish to emphasise is that agricultural co-operation has a far

higher aim, purpose, and justification than is to be found in the immediate and
obvious business advantage of joint action in the purchase of requirements, sa'e of
produce, mutual credit and insurance, and the well-known forms of combination
for productive purposes. If the economists would realise that those who are
organising farmers with the primary purpose of giving them some chance of
placing rural life upon a permanent basis of comfort are in reality making for a
much larger end, they would devote a little more attention to those who are
engaged in this work, and who are in a position to give practical effect to any
addition that they may make to the available supply of economic thought.

(3) Social and Educational Sciince in Rural Life.

I take now the third part of the threefold division of the social service under
review, better living. There cc-operation is as necessary as it is in the diffusion
of technical knowledge. People who are brought together for mutual advanta"-e
in the business of their lives are easily induced to apply their organisation for
purposes of mutual social and intellectual improvement. The complete recon-
struction of the social life of rural communities is as urgent as the reor^i-anisation
of their business.

Before leaving agricultural co-operation, its primary purpose and incidental
effects, I would like to say a word upon its bearing on the small holdings question.
Everybody admits that agricultural co-operation is beneficial in inverse proportion
to the economic standing of the farmer, and that the isolated small liolder will
have a very doubtful prospect to face. Yet neither in Great Britain, where small
holdings are being multiplied, nor in Ireland, where the people are on the land,
but where vast numbers of them have to be resettled on new holdings, has nearly
sufficient thought been given to this aspect of the question. It is a matter of
immense importance to consider whether the family should be the unit in our
schemes for reconstituting our rural social economy, or whether it would not be
sounder to treat communities as units ; otherwise, no matter how we preach
co-operation, it may not be practised, I cannot, of course, pursue the subiect
further, but I suggest to the economists that they would find here a rich field

1908. 3 p
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for research. 1 know wliat Ireland suffers from is the deluBion that the solution

of the rural problem is to be found in the magic words 'an economic holding.'

What we should try to develop is an economic system and the economic man to

work it.

There is one more factor in rural reconstruction which, though I have kept

it to the last, is unquestionably the most important—that is, rural education.

Here, again, a vast subject must be despatched with the fewe.st number of words
which will suffice to indicate thos^e of its aspects which bear upon our problem.

Up to a certain point the education of the rural school is, in its essence, iden-

tical with city education. The character of the child has to be built up and its

mind stored with a certain number of necessary facts which nature curiously

enables us to assimilate much more easily when they are of no use to us than

when we want to apply them to practical life. But the point of divergence be-

tween town and country education appears to me to be reached when the course

of study has regard to the mental outlook.

There are two human attributes to which the city appeals irresistibly, quite

apart from the better opportunity it affords of material advancement—the gre-

garious instinct and the love of e."v.citement. Improved locomotion and means for

communicating thought irom eye to eye and from ear to ear, the organisation of

social functions in rural centres, and lectures illustrated by the moving life of the

cinematograph—to take the latest addition to the mechanical aids to exposition—

•

will all help. But their influence may be centripetal with some, centrifugal with

others. No conceivable devices by which the country may gain some share of the

enjoyment of the town can destroy the lure of the city. The farmer's calling is

one of constant and unremitting toil. No process of evolution will evolve a cow
which will consent to do without milking on Sunday, A modest standard of

physical comfort, devoid of all expensive luxuries, must continue to be the lot of

the tillers of the soil. The one way to oilset the townward tendency is to revolu-

tionise the mental outlook of the nu-al population, to concentrate it upon the

open country.

How this is to be done it is for those who lead thought in educational science

to say. All I can do is to define the need as I see it. We want two changes in

the rural mind. The physical environment of the farmer ia replete with interest to

the followers of almost every branch of natural science. That interest must be

communicated to the agricultural classes according to their capabilities. 'Nature

study,' I believe, is the latest term of the pedagogues for the revelation of the

simple natural processes ; but to make those processes interesting to the child

you must first make them interesting to the teacher. The second change in the

outlook relates to the spiritual rather than to the utilitarian side of education.

Somehow or other, that intimacy with and afl'ection for Nature to which Words-

worth has given the highest expression must be engendered in the mind of rural

youth. In this way only will the countryman come to realise the beauty of the

life about him, as through the teaching of science he will come to realise its

truth.

The Birth, Death, and Reincarnation of the Agricultural Sub-Section.

I have now described in broad outline the problem of rural life as it presents

itself to my uiiud. 1 have drawn attention to, and tried to account for, the

failure of public opinion to recognise the gravity of the conditions out of which

the problem arises. Coming to the immediate concern of our Sub-Section, I have

argued that it will require a co-relation of all the sciences embraced by the British

Association to give even the hope of a satisfactory solution. I cannot conclude

without pointing out the treatment our subject has received since the Association

gave to it a distinctive—if a subordiuate—position in its deliberations.

At Cambridge, four years ago, Dr. Somerville, in his inaugural Address,

expressed the thanks of those present to the British Association ' for the encourage-

ment and stimulus which are associated with the formation of an agricultural

Sub-Section.' The gratitude in this case was for favours not to come. My dis-
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tinguished predecessor, I can well imagine, saw in this union of science and
practice, within the sphere of his life's work, an invitation to a veritable marriage
feast. He had reason to hope that if, in the humble seat allotted to us, we acted
well our part, the masters of the feast would have said to our Sub-Section, ' Friend,

go up higher.'

How far that hope has been fulfilled may be best judged bj' the brief,

uneventful history of our Sub-Section, which is easily told. The records show
that after our birth, at an ancient seat of learning in 1904, we were put out to

nurse in Section K—Botany. We do not appear to have survived the following
winter, but our ghost seems to have haunted Section B—Chemistry—for the three
succeeding years. After this unnatural treatment by the natural sciences we are

to-day reincarnated and left on the doorstep of Section F, where I hope some
humanised supplement to the separated milli of statistics will be found for our
sustenance, i suppose if we get beyond a second childhood we shall be sent to

school in Section L—Education. I shall then feel that my idols, Gilbert and
Lawes, have been shattered ; that Gilbert and Sullivan reign in their stead.

When I mastered the history of the Sub-Section over which I was to preside

I thought it well before preparing my Address to seek advice from the members
of the British Association who could speak with authority as to the position which
I might claim for our subject in the future. I was dragged in two opposite
directions. Some, fearing no doubt the fissiparous tendencies attributed to Irish

public men by those who do not understand the catholicity of our sympathies,
vehemently deprecated my suggesting the creation of yet another Section. Others,
whose loyalty to the Association was only exceeded by their interest in agriculture,

pressed upon me that the time had come for placing us in an independent position,

where we could draw from and contribute to all the Sections as our growth
demands. It may be said that agriculture is not a science, but neither is

engineering. Indeed, I can hnd no reason why engineering should enjoy the
dignity of a Section and agriculture be restricted to a Sub-Section, unless it is

to be found in the subordination of rural to urban interests. I know well the
inconvenience of what we in Ireland call a long weak family, but I thought the
experiment of solvitw ambulando had been sufficiently tried upon the corpus vile

of our Sub-Section.

In all the circumstances a new Section for Agriculture seems to be indicated.

The public advantage of thus recognising the reality and urgency of the rural
problem, the popular influence which the British Association would command by
bringing the sciences to its solution, appear to me to outweigh objections based
upon the ideals of symmetry and logical division in the central body to which our
Sub-Section is so indeterminately attached.

The Appeal of Agriculture to Science.

Although the subject I have chosen for my Address is unquestionablv ot
greater importance to Ireland than to any other portion of the Empire, I hope the
arguments I have placed before you are of no insular character. At any rate the
problem is not insular, it is co-extensive with our civilisation. And, speaking for

the unscientific, I submit that it should not be hastily assumed that we whose life

work compels us to have chief regard to material considerations and the country
side of things fail in our appreciation of those who devote their life to pure
science. I know in my own case how deeply impressed I was by the thought of
a contemporary philosopher in closest touch with large aflfairs, which appears to
me to strike a true, a hopeful, and, I may add, an extraordinarily interesting note.
Mr. Arthur Balfour, one of your former Presidents, has recently suggested that
familiarity with the truths, wholly apart from the physical enjoyment of the
achievements of science, might constitute a new fact of happy augury for our
modern civilisation. It might counteract tendencies through which preceding
empires, after they had arrived at a stage very similar to that which we occupy
to-day, hastened to their decline and fall. The most calamitous national downfall
which history records—that of the Roman Empire—finds its commonest, if not
its complete, explanation in the neglect of the country by the town. Is there not

3 F2
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something analogous to this neglect in the modern Empire of Science ? Whatever
answer he made to this question, I feel that, ia the interests of our national
progress, I am justified in the appeal I make that, before modern civilisation goes
too far down the road of the rural exodus, the British Association should take
science and practice band in hand and call it back.

The following Papers were then read:

—

1. Irish Soil Ma2)s. By Professor Grbnville Cole, F.G.S.

2. Electricity in Agriculture. By Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S.

It has been found by large scale experiments on a farm near Evesham, as well
as by other previous experimenters, that a discharge of positive electricity into the
air above growing plants stimulates and increases their growth ; especially when
the sua is not too strong or the soil too dry. In this latter case it may over-
stimulate them. The reason for this action of electricity requires investigation.

The experiments have been carried out by Mr. J. E. Newman and Mr. Lionel
Lodge on the farm of Mr. R. Bomford, of Bevington Hall, Evesham, and at the
nursery garden of Mr, G. 11. Newman, at Bitton, near Bristol.

3. Agricultural Editcation. By J. E. Campbell, B.Sc.

It is not perhaps well known that there was an agricultural school in Ireland
as early as ISiJG. Those interested in this early venture will find an account of it

in Thackeray's ' Irish Sketch-book.' The school was established by private sub-
scription, and was self-supporting for nearly twenty-five years. In 1868 the
Commissioners of National Education began their system of agricultural instruc-

tion, which they continued up to the creation of the Department of Agriculture
and Technical Instruction in 1900. The Commissioners started by giving lectures

on agriculture to teachers in training. It was as a demonstration farm in con-
nection with such lessons that the present Albert Agricultural College, Glasnevin,
was founded in the same year, 1838. The lectures Avero intended to qualify
elementary schoolmasters to give instruction in agricultural science, while
the college farm and its gardens were used to teach them to cultivate educational
gardens and small farms attached to national schools. Later, about twenty
agricultural schools were established in various parts of the country by the
Commissioners, at which provision was made for resident students. These served
at the same time as training centres for pupil-teachers and headmasters livinw in

the vicinity. The Commissioners aided other schools established by private
influence, and offered inducements to Poor Law Guardians to provide agricultural
education in workhouse schools.

In 1900, when the Department of Agriculture was established and charged
with the duty of providing agricultural education in Ireland, all that remained of
the provision made by the Commissioners were two institutions—one the Albeit
Agricultural College, Glasnevin, and the other the Munster Institute, Cork.
After a study of the situation in 1900, the Department of Agriculture and
Technical Instruction decided on the following policy:—

•

1. To provide at one central institution the highest form of technical educa-
tion for the training of men who are to become teachers and specialists in
agriculture. This has been done at the Royal College of Science in connection
with the farm and college at Glasnevin.

2. To provide at least one high-class agricultural college which would form a
stepping-stone to men desirous of entering the Royal College of Science, as well
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ns men, the sons of well-to-do i\irmers, who wish for an education to enahlo tbeui

to manage their own farms, and men who desire to become creamery managers,

or who wish to have a special training to fit them as horticultural or poultry

experts, stewards, land agents, or other occupations in connection with agri-

culture. This has been done at the Albert Agricultural College, Glasnevin.

3. To provide provincial institutions at which young men who can be spared

from the farm for one year can be taken in as apprentices, taught agriculture,

both practical and technical, at a fee proportionate to their means. This work,

which liad to be delayed until teachers were trained, is now in progress at three

such institutions, and the provision of others is in contemplation.

4. To provide winter schools of agriculture where the sons of farmers could

obtain technical training at small expense during the winter months, when they

can best be spared from farm-work. About thirty such schools were in existence

last winter in twelve counties where progress had previously been made with

itinerant instruction.

5. To provide one central higher institution fur the training of women in the

domestic economy of the farmhouse, and in work which falls to the lot of women

to perform in connection with the farmyard, as, for example, dairying and poultry-

keeping. This provision has been made at the Munster Institute, Cork.

(5. To provide for young women education in domestic economy and farmyard

lore at residential and day schools. This has been done at eight institutions,

while the equipment of others is under consideration.

7. To provide in each county, by a system of itinerant instruction in agri-

culture, horticulture, dairying, poultry-keeping, and bee-keeping, instruction and

advice for farmers and their wives, sons, and daughters who cannot avail them-

selves of other means of acquiring information.

8. Finally, in the application of all forms of State aid to make the schemes

of an educational character, and not to allow such aid to assume the nature of a

direct subsidy.

Thus the Department have laid the basis of a graduated system of agricultural

education by means of which tlie youth who is inspired by the work of the

itinerant instructor may be able to obtain education in the local winter school of

agriculture, from which he may graduate to the provincial agricultural school,

thence to the Albert Agricultural College, or the Royal College of Science,

according to his circumstances and his education.

Prior to about 1890 agricultural education in Great Britain was maintained

for the most part out of private funds, and was directed by leading agriculturists.

Since that date it has been supported by the State, and has claimed more attention

from recognised educational authorities.

In Scotland this form of State aid is administered by the educational autho-

rity, as was formerly the case in Ireland, while in England it is administered by

the agricultural authority, as is now the case in this country.

Thus there have been three sets of administrators engaged on this important

work, viz. (1) agriculturists themselves
; (2) the State education authority ; and

(3) the State agricultural authority.

The author referred to the methods and procedure, as well as to the results

obtained by these three bodies, and deduced therefrom the lines which future

action should follow. Special reference was made to proposals for instruction to

boys attending elementary schools.

4. Agricultural Edmationfor Business andfor Knowledge.

By Dr. Carroll Dunham.
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FliTBAT, SEPTEMBER 4.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Discussion on Breeding and the Relation of Modern Theories of
Heredity to the Problems of the Stock Raiser,

(i) The AjJjMcation of the Mendelian Theory to Practical Problems.
By Professor W. Bateson, F.R.S.

(ii) Experimental Breeding Farms. By W. Heape, F.R.S.

(iii) Mendelism and the Elucidation of Live-stock History.
By Professor J. Wilson.

2. Some Irish Experiments on Warble-flies.

By Professor Geo. H. Carpenter, B.Sc, M.R.I.A.

For the past four years experiments have been carried on by the Irish

Department of Agriculture as to the life-history of the warble-flies and the ettect

of the commonly accepted means for checking their attacks on cattle. In January
of this year a first report of these experiments was published in the Department
'Journal 'by the writer and Mr. J. W. Steen. The experiments were for the
most part carried on at Ballyhaise, co. Cavan.

The most important practical result of the experiments has been to show the
iiselessness of dressing cattle either with carbolic ' dip,' oil and tar ' smear,' or
parafKn emulsion with the object of preventing egg-laying. For example, six

yearlings were smeared all over every day from May till September 1906. In
1907 they showed warbles averaging over 30 per beast. Four calves sprayed
all over daily during the same period showed an average of 15 warbles per
beast the next spring. The average number of warbles on untreated animals at

the same time was 31 for heifers and 11 for calves.

In the spring of 1 907 a systematic squeezing-out and destruction of maggots
was therefore set on foot : 2,090 maggots were obtained from 194 head of cattle

on the Ballyhaise farm, an average of nearly 11 per head. The good effect of this

operation has been strikingly shown in the sipring of the present year, when from
166 head of cattle only 694 maggots were obtained—an average of 4'2. Equally
instructive is the fact that five cows grazed on the outskirts of the farm, and
therefore open to the attacks of flies from the surrounding country, had an average
of 16 warbles per beast, while 94 cows grazed near the centre of the farm had an
average of only 3 warbles per beast.

Observations show that the flies lay their eggs usually on the legs, very rarely

on the backs of the cattle. During the summer of 1906 six calves were muzzled
by day and tied up between stakes at night so as to prevent them from licking

themselves. All but one of these had warbles in the spring of 1907, whence it

was surmised that the maggots may gain entrance through the skin, and not, as

is now generally believed to be the case, through the mouth. During the summer
of 1907 two calves were muzzled and tied, with additional precautions. These
were the only two calves on the farm that as yearlings are entirely free from
warbles this spring (1908). It is likely, therefore, that the protection from
licking in the 1906 experiments was in some way incomplete. During the present

summer six calves are being again treated in this way, and it is hoped th.at the
method of entrance by the mouth will thus be conclusively tested.

Hypoderma bovis seems to be far commoner in Ireland than 77. lineata. In
both species the interval between the emergeuce of the maggot from the beast's

skin and the appearance of the fly is about seven weeks.
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3. Barley Growing and Selection in Ireland.

By Herbert Hunter, B.Sc.

After dealing with the manner of origin of many of the vailetie3 of cereals

which are to-day in cultivation and the methods of improvement adopted hy early

workers, such as Colonel Le Couteur and Patrick Sherriff, the author proceeded to

describe some of the leading varieties of barley in use in Ireland to-day.

Incideotally some recent experiments in the cultivation of this cereal carried

out by the Department of Agriculture in Ireland were referred to, and the main

conclusions of these investigations dealt with. The special requirements of

barley for malting purposes were described, together with the ellect ot pure and

mixed seed on the quality of the produce. The author then proceeded to

enumerate the various methods adopted for the production of pure-seed s"PPlies,

and showed by actual examples from experimental single-ear cultivations ot Old

Irish, Chevallier, and Archer varieties the existence of many closely related

Strains of the same variety. The constancy of the characteristics of each

type was then dealt with, and their adverse influence on a pure-seed supply

demonstrated. .

The existence of ' quality ' in barley as a specific character was pointed out, and

the possible lines of improvement in this direction indicated.

As good ' quality ' and high vield do not appear to be coexistent in present-day

varieties, selection of the forms possessing these characteristics in the highest

degree must eventually lead to hybridisation. In all cases, however, selection of

varieties with demonstrated characteristics must precede hybridisation, as this

process results in forms, new rather in the combination of definite characters

than in the production of intensified ones.
, .

It was pointed out that, whether dealing with hybrids or pure natural varieties,

it is desirable to propagate seed for commercial purposes from single grams or

ears, as this method results in seed possessing a minimum amount of variation in

any direction, and is on that account more valuable commercially.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

The following Papers were read :—

•

1. Small Holdings: Some Considerations on their Successful Establishment.

By Mrs. L. Wilkins.

The author discussed some general principles which have emerged during

work on the sub] ect in England.

The present interest in the Irish land question, following on the Report ot the

Commission on Congestion, leads one to think of the whole question in connection

with Ireland. The circumstances of the two countries are so different that the

application of these general principles is fundamentally affected.

Small holdings originally were not established but were a natural outcome of

existing conditions. The small man created them by means of his own labour

while earning his maintenance.
j. i.

• e
At the present day he has, as a rule, to have capital to pay for the creation ot

his holding, except in those cases where farm land goes into market gardening or

fruit growing. The difficulty be experiences in obtaining land in England is

not through dearth of land, but through want of organisation ; for the land in

the market is mostly in large areas beyond the means of the individual.

Necessity of Legislation to remedy this : Consideration of facts with which

legislation has to deal in the two countries. The fundamental point is : are the

people entirely dependent on the land for a living ?

In England, it being a manufacturing nation, they are not exclusively so
;
m

Ireland, speaking generally, they are. j - •

The influence of this on the nature of the small holdings : in England ]t is
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possible to get a living off a small area of poor land, (i) by working it in

connectiou with some industrial occupation
;

(ii) by having a supply of good

local markets in the large industrial towns. Also the fact of not being entirely

dependent on the land makes it more difficult to induce the small holder to adopt

newer methods of cultivation, &c.

lu Ireland, on the other hand, the land must practically be made sufficient for

all. This can only be done by insisting on improved methods of intensive

cultivation, co-operation, &c.

In England legislation such as the Small Holdings Act of 1907 is practically

designed to assist people to get ou to the land at their own expense. The process

will afterwards be a form of natural evolution,

la Ireland, the process must be more in the nature of a revolution in agricul.

tural methods; the people are already on the land: legislation must be directed

towards helping them to work it to the best advantage.

Consider establisliment of holdings more in detail.

The fundamental conditions necessary for success in England are one or other

of the following:

—

Good land, favourable climate, good markets, common rights, opportunities fjr

labour as an adjunct.

The importance of the size of holdings under various conditions.

The sizes found necessary in different parts of England :

—

In the Isle of Axholme :

—

Two acre.s for a labourer in regular work
;

rive to ten acres for a man doing job work
;

Ten to twenty acres for an entire living.

In the market gardening districts of Bedfordshire:—
Half acre for a man in regular work

;

Six to ten acres for a living.

In cheese-making districts on grass land—twenty to thirty acres.

Summary of argument: That the successful establisliment of small holdings

depends very largely on the regard paid to local details. But this cannot be done
on far-seeing or economic lines until you have got these details located in the

exact position they hold in the economy of the nation at large.

The Small Holdinc/s Prohlem. By Christopher Turner.

3. The Management of Small Holdings. By F. Impev.

4. Lettersfrom Small Holders. By W. Beach Thomas.

5. 7 he Economic Im2wrtance of judicious Tree Planting for Shelter

by Farmers. By J. Scott Kerr.

0, A Method of Registering the Colours of Animals,

By Major Barrett Hamilton.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

Joint Meeting with Section F.—See p. 794,
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Section G.—ENGINEERING,

Presipicnt of tup (Section—Dvgald Clerk, F,E.8„ MJnst.C.E.

THUESDA Y, SEPTEMBEIl 3.

The Pretident deliveretl the following Address:

—

At the middle of the last century the steam engine had attained to a high degree
of perfection. Its development was, it is true, incomplete, but it had been suc-

cessfully applied to all the great duties of the mine, the waterworks, the factory,

the railway, and the steamship. The engines were mechanically excellent ; the

fuel economy was good, and they were built in units of thousands of horse-power.

Steam power, in fact, was revolutionising the whole of the social and industrial

conditions of the globe. Notwithstanding this great material and engineering

success, the world was in complete darkness as to the connection between steam
motive-power and heat. It was seen that motive power of almost any magnitude
could be obtained by the agency of heat ; but how it was obtained and how much
power was connected with a given quantity of heat was quite unknown. The
fuel consumptions of existing engines were known, and certain modes of improving
economy were evident, and engineers were busily engaged in testing these modes
by the slow but sure methods of invention, design, construction, and operation in

practical work : but in this they had but little aid from pure science.

The science of thermodynamics did not yet exist.

New light was dawning, however, which gradually illumined the whole world
of pure science and engineering practice.

Men of the first rank in intellect—Newton, Cavendish, Eumford, Young and
Davy—had long before expressed the opinion that heat was not material in its

nature, but was a mode of motion ; but their opinions, although to some extent

supported by experiment, made little impression upon the scientific world, and in

1850 we still find the most distinguished physicists adhering to the ' caloric ' or

material theory of heat.

The great change, from the errors of the old theories to the truth of the new,
was due to the work of Joule, Thomson, and Eankine in Great Britain, and of

Carnot, Meyer, Clausius, Helmholtz, and Hirn on the Continent. The story

begins with the work of Carnot in 1824-, who published in Paris in that year a

pamphlet entitled ' Reflections upon the Motive Power of Heat.' He was
attracted by the problem of the steam engine and the air engine. lie saw that

heat and motive power were connected in some manner, and he endeavoured to

settle in a quantitative way the limits of that connection by the invention of an
ideal series of operations by means of which the greatest conceivable amount of

mechanical power may be obtained from a given quantity of heat under given
circumstances. For the purpose of his demonstration he assumes only two
things : (1) That if heat be added to any body under standard conditions of

tejnperfiture, pressure, and voUnne, and the body be carried through any series of
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mechanical processes, returning ultimately to the standard condition of tempera-
ture, pressure, and volume, then the quantity of heat added to the hody is the
same as that which has been discharged from it; (2) No process can exist whereby
a given mechanical energy can increase its own quantity. On these indisputable

assumptions he bases his ideal cycle, which consists of four simple and easily

imagined operations, occurring within a cylinder behind a piston, so arranged that

during the C3"cle work can be done by the working fluid upon the piston or work
done by the piston on the working fluid.

First Operation.—The given volume of the working fluid is to be imagined as

confined at its highest temperature and press\ire behind the piston, and heat is to

be added to keep the temperature constant, while the fluid expands, moving the

piston and doing work upon it.

Second Operation.—^The supply of heat is cut oft', and the working fluid expands
also during work on the piston, while its temperature falls to the lowest point

and its volume increases to its maximum.
Third Operation.—The piston returns, compressing the working fluid, but

allowing the heat of compression to escape, so that the temperature remains
during the operation at its lowest point.

Fourth Operation.—The piston compresses the working fluid, without allowing

any loss of heat, to such an extent that the temperature rises again to its highest

point, and the working fluid exists at the end of this operation at the same
volume, pressure, and temperature as at the beginning.

This assumed series of operations would give a certain available work area,

the indicated power of the engine, inasmuch as the work done by the working
fluid would be greater than that done upon it. If however it be assumed that

in all the operations the direction of motion of the piston be reversed, then com-
pression without loss of heat would take place in the second operation ; further

compression, but with suiKcient heat loss to keep temperature constant, would
occur on the first operation ; the fourth operation would follow with exjiansion, and
tlie third operation would conclude also with expansion. The engine would be
reversed by beginning with the second operation, moving the piston backwards in

the order second, first, fourth, third. Carnot shows that this reverse operation

would be performed by exactly the same amount of work as was given out by the
direct operation, and that an amount of heat would be returned at the higher
temperature equal to that which was added in the first case.

An engine which fulfils these conditions, Carnot states, will give the greatest

amount of work which can be obtained from a given quantity of heat falling

through a given temperature range. And it is evident that this must be so,

because, if we assume the existence of any engine under the same conditions

giving a greater amount of work from the same heat, then that engine could drive

a Carnot engine in the reverse direction in such proportion as to return to the
higher temperature a greater amount of heat than it abstracted, and so mechanical
energy could be obtained without any heat fall whatever. This marvellous
demonstration is obviously independent of the nature of the working fluid ; it

applies equally to all working substances, whether solid, liquid, or gaseous, whether
physical state changes or not. It at once gives a standard of the limit of

mechanical power which could possibly be obtained from a given amount of heat
and a given temperature fall.

The Carnot cycle operations, as here given, are applicable either to the material

or to the dynamical theory of heat ; but Carnot originally stated that the whole of

the heat added in the first operation was to be discharged in the third. Under the

material or caloric theory, work was supposed to be done by the fact of fall in

temperature. Naturally, as the heat was material it could not be destroyed or

changed into mechanical energy. The production of mechanical energy was sup-
posed to be incidental to the fall of temperature, much in the same way as

mechanical energy was produced by the fall of water-level, and this analogy is

used throughout Carnot's work of 1824.

Carnot thus succeeded in proposing a standard of efficiency which was
applicable to any heat engine, whatever the working fluid and whatever the
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0)>ei'ative cycle. By Lis method a limit could be set, fixing the maximum of

mechanical energy to be obtained from a given heat quantity and a given

temperature range. To reduce this to numerical values it was necessary, how-
ever, to experiment on any one working fluid within the desired temperature

range in order to determine the work area in its relation to heat quantity and
temperature fall. Garnet's writings show that he intended to make such observa-

tions ; and, had he succeeded, thermodynamics would have become a science at

an early date. Garnot's death, however, in 1832, at the sadly early age of thirty-six

years, prevented this development.
The name of Sadi Garnot will always be remembered by mankind as the

founder of one branch of the thermodynamics of the heat engine.

His work remained practically without notice for thirteen years after his death,

when, fortunately, it attracted the attention of William Thomson during his

attendance at the Laboratory of Regnault in the year 1845. Thomson was then
twenty-one years of age, and had already attained a considerable scientific reputa-

tion. He took up the study of Garnot's work with enthusiasm. He became
Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Glasgow in 1846, and in

1848 he read a paper before the Gambridge Philosophical Society ' On an
Absolute Thermometric Scale founded on Garnot's Theory of the Motive Power
of Heat and calculated from Regnault's Observations.' Like Garnot, Thomson
accepted the ' material ' or ' caloric ' theory of the nature of heat, although, like

Garnot also, he had doubts as to its truth. Assuming its truth, however, he
carried Garnot's reasoning much further, and deduced from the Garnot cycle a

thermometric scale which was absolute in the sense that it defined the idea of

temperature independently of the properties of any particular body.

It is very difficult to carry one's mind back to the material theory of heat, but

it is necessary to do so in order to appreciate the rigid accuracy of the reasoning

of both Garnot and Thomson ; and it is especially desirable to do so in order to

understand the great step made in this paper. A ccording to the ' caloric

'

theory, heat was supposed to be a subtle elastic fluid which permeated the pores

of bodies and filled the interstices between the molecules of matter. The funda-

mental quality imagined of this caloric or heat fluid was that of indestructibility

and uncreatability by any humanly controlled process. Bodies became warmer
when caloric was added to them, and grew colder as it left them. Galoric, how-
ever, might be added to a body without heating it. In this case the heat was
called ' latent,' and the state of the body changed from solid to liquid or from
liquid to vapour or gas.

Galoric, too, was required in greater quantities for some substances than others

in order to warm the body equally. The capacity for caloric was thus greater

in some bodies than in others.

If any particular body were heated without change of state it was hotter

;

that is, its temperature rose when the quantity of caloric present was increased.

It was not difficult to define equality of temperature. This was defined by a

constant condition when brought into contact. But it was very difficult indeed to

define temperature on any rational scale.

To the acute and brilliant intellect of William Thomson it became apparent

that he had in the Garnot cycle a powerful instrument capable of widely general

use, apart altogether from the theory of heat engines ; and he here uses it in a

most skilful way to give definiteness and universal application to the idea of

temperature, as Professor Larmor states, ' elevating the idea of temperature from
a mere featureless record or comparison of thermometers into a general principle

of physical nature.'

Thomson accordingly defines equal differences of temperature, in terms of the

reversible or Garnot engine.

Equal temperature differences are to be differences between the temperatures

of the source of heat and the refrigerator, when the proportion of work produced

from a given quantity of heat is the same. Thermometers graduated in degrees

calculated in this way could naturally be treated as instruments based on definite

principles, independently of anj^ properties of any particular material. The idea of
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temperature here was in rigid logical cousistency with the 'caloric* theory of

heat, and it carried out completely the analogy between power derived from the
same quantity of heat falling from a higher to a lower level, and resembling a fall

of water in producing its effects. For equal quantities of 'caloric,' as of
' water,' temperature fall was regarded as similar to fall in space, and so an
accurate idea of the nature of temperature difference is attained.

This definition, however, gave a scale greatly differing from that of mercurial,
air, and other thermometers, the degrees defined by it corresponding to larger

and larger intervals on the air thermometer as temperature increases. Professor
Tait pointed out also that on such a scale the temperature of a body totally

deprived of heat is negative-infinite.

All these difficulties do not detract from the fundamental importance of the
idea here enunciated for the first time : the idea of an absolute thermometric
scale theoretically applicable to all bodies—solid, liquid, and gaseous. On the
'caloric' or 'material' theory of heat, motive power is obtained during the
letting down or fall from a higher to a lower level of a given quantity of heat.
The quantity of heat does not alter in the process; it is only its relative level
which alters. There is no reason, therefore, for mentally limiting the amount of
mechanical energy obtainable from any given quantity of caloric, just as there is

no reason for limiting the amount of mechanical energy to be mentally derived
from a given weight. Any desired quantity of energy may be derived from a
weight of, say, one pound, if it only be allowed to fall far enough, assuming
gravity to be constant through the range.

The investigation of the work to be derived from a given quantity of heat at

a given temperature is thus a matter of experiment, which can be settled by
measurement of the properties of a few bodies.

Reasoning, it is conceived, in this way, Thomson follows up his absolute
thermometric scale work with an investigation entitled ' Carnot's Theory of the
Motive Power of Heat,' described in a paper read in 18i9 before the Pioyal
Society of Edinburgh, in which he calculates from Regnault's experiments on
steam the power developed by a Carnot reversible engine when using one
centigrade heat unit; that is, the heat necessary to heat one pound of water
through 1° C. for temperatures from 1° to 231° C, the temperature falling in the
engine in each case to 0° C.

In this paper he asks himself two questions: (1) What is the precise nature
of the thermal agency by means of which mechanical elfect is to be produced
without ettects of any other kind ? and (2) IIow may the amount of the thermal
agency necessary for performing a given quantity of work be estimated ?

Using Regnault's values for the properties of steam, he calculates the lines of
compression and expansion without heat loss, the lines of compression and ex-
pansion with heat flow at the lowest temperature, and heat addition at the highest
temperature, and thus arrives at the work area per heat unit let down. He
tabulates these results, and shows that what he calls Carnot's function diminishes
as temperature rises, using the ordinary centigrade scale. On the caloric theory
the methods are rigidly logical and correct, but some inaccuracy is introduced by
the necessity of that theory for the discharge of the same amount of heat at the
third operation as is taken in on the first. The paper is of great interest, however,
because it shows clearly how fully the distinguished author realises the necessity
for re-examining the standard ideas of the nature of heat. Two paragraphs make
this very clear :

—

' 7. Since the time when Carnot thus expressed himself the necessity of a
most careful examination of the entire experimental basis of the theory of heat
has become more and more urgent. Especially all those assumptions depending
on the idea that heat is a substance, invariable in quantity, not convertible into
any other element, and incapable of being generated by any physical agency ; in
fact, the aclaiowledged principles of latent heat would require to be tested by a
most searching investigation before they ought to be admitted, as they usually have
been, by almost everyone who has been engaged on the subject, whether in com-
bining the results of experimental research or in general theoretical investigations.
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' 8. The extremely important discoveries recently made by Mr. Joule, of Man-
chester, that heat is evolved in every part of a closed electric conductor moving
in the neighbourhood of a magnet, and that heat is generated by the friction o^f
fluids in motion, seem to overturn the opinion commonly held that heat cannot
be generated, but only produced from a source where it has previously existed
either in a sensible or in a latent condition. In the present state of science
however, no operation is known by which heat can be absorbed into a body with-
out either elevating its temperature or becoming latent, and producing some
alteration in its pliysical condition ; and the fundamental axiom adopted by
Carnot may be considered as still the most probable basis for an investigation of
the motive power of heat, although this, and with it every other branch of the
theory of heat, may ultimately require to be reconstructed upon another founda-
tion when our experimental data are more complete. On this understandino-, and
to avoid a repetition of doubts, I shall refer to Garnet's fundamental principle,
in all that follows, as if its truth were thoroughly established.'

In these two paragraphs Thomson sums up the whole situation in 1849, and
promises further investigation and further attempts to deduce the nature of the
connection between heat and work.

Assume, then, the truth of the caloric theory of heat, as Thomson does in the
1849 paper

: We have a complete theory of the heat engine, based on the Carnot
cycle, accounting for efficiencies which vary with temperature differences but
requiring no detiiiite mechanical equivalent of heat ; nay, antagonistic to the
existence of such an equivalent. The caloric theory, as has been pointed out,
is quite consistent with the theoretical possibility of obtaining an indefinitely
great amount of mechanical energy from any given quantity of heat, provided the
letting doicn or fall of level be indefinitely great.

At the time we are discussing—18.50—the bare conception of the idea of an
absolute zero of temperature is one which is startling in its boldness ; and it must
have been difficult indeed then to imagine any definite line of proof which could
be followed to establish the real existence of' such a physical limit. We are so
familiar with the existence of very high temperatures, vastly transcending the
temperatures in which we personally exist, that we can hardly conceive a
temperature limit on the ascending side ; that is, we can hardly think of any
given high temperature which could not under quite conceivable circumstances
be exceeded. We know, for example, that any metal—say platinum—may be
melted if its temperature be sulficiently increased; that a further sufficient
increase will convert the liquid metal to the gaseous state, and that the gaseous
metal may be heated indefinitely while in that state. We know the behaviour
and properties of many substances at high temperatures, and are aware of the
strong tendency of all chemical compounds, when highly heated, to split up into
the elementary bodies composing them. All this we appreciate, but we find it
difficult to see how a point of temperature could be reached when it could be said :

This is a physical limiting point on the ascending scale ; we may heat a substance
up to this temperature, but it is impossible to conceive of any higher temperature.
It is necessary here to distinguish between a conceivable limit to an ascending
temperature and a practical limit under existing conditions. AVe may thus place
limits, say, to the temperature of coal-gas and air explosions, or the temperatures
possible frona the electric arc ; the limit with coal gas and air depending on one
set of conditions, and the electric arc upon another set, such as the vapourising
point of carbon, and so on. In the same way, at the middle of last century it
would have been considered quite reasonable to suppose that human existence was
carried on at an intermediate plane of temperature, and that temperatures might
exist as low, relatively to our mean temperature, as our known furnace and com-
bustion temperatures are high. At this time, no doubt, such an idea was quite a
reasonable one.

No such limit could be proved, even by the aid of the Carnot cycle, reasonino-
on the materia] theory of heat. If we assume that heat is material, and that in
some way temperature fall doing work resembles, as Carnot supposed, the fall of
water doing work in passing from a higher to a lower level, then no absolute zero
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is possible, because the same quantity of heat is supposed to exist at the low as at

the high temperature. On this theory nothing in the idea of temperature suggests

a possible physical limit. On the material theory, the notion of temperature is one
to which it is exceedingly difficult to attach a precise meaning.

Thomson's promises of further investigation were fulfilled in 1850, in which
year he definitely accepted the dynamical theory of heat and finally abandoned the
material. His conclusions are given in a memoir of the first importance which
was read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1851. It was entitled ' On
the Dynamical Theory of Heat.' Before dealing with it, however, it is desirable

to consider the work of Joule and others on another side of thermodynamics.
Long before 1850 the equivalence of mechanical work and heat quantity had

been accepted by many scientific men, and Eumford had, indeed, made measure-
ments of a rough kind. It remained, however, for Joule experimentally to

determine the mechanical equivalent in the most accurate manner and place what
is now known as the first law of thermodynamics upon the sure basis of absolute
experimental determination. His first paper was read before the Cork Meeting
of the British Association in 1843, and at the Oxford Meeting in 1847 he read
another— ' On the Mechanical Equivalent of Heat '—describing the results of

experiments with paddles rotating in liquids driven by falling weights. By
these years of work he had absolutely demonstrated the equivalence of heat
quantity and mechanical work, so that no loophole of escape seemed possible ; it

appeared as if the material theory was rendered intellectually impossible to the
trained intellect. This was not the fact, however, as is evident from both Joule's

and Thomson's accounts of that British Association Meeting.
.Joule's earlier paper had been coolly received. Indeed, it is evident that the

idea of a mechanical equiv^alent of heat was still distasteful to the physicists of
the day, and its discussion was looked upon with dislike. Joule, at the 1847
Meeting, addressed a small audience, and the account of his experiments was
received without enthusiasm. This adverse atmosphere, so discouraging to the
investigator, was quickly removed, however, when a young man rose to make his

remarks, and, by his enthusiastic comment and clear reasoning, at once succeeded
in attracting the interest of those present. This young man was William
Thomson, Professor of Natural Pliilosophy in the University of Cilasgow.
Speaking of this, his first meeting with Joule, at Manchester forty-six years later.

Lord Kelvin said: ' I can never forget the British Association at Oxford in the
year 1847, when in one of the Sections I heard a paper read by a very unassuming
young man, who betrayed no consciousness in his manner that he had a great idea

to unfold. I was tremendously struck with the paper. I had first thought it

could not be true because it was different from Carnot's theory, and immediately
after the reading of the paper I had a few words of conversation with the author,
James Joule, which was the beginning of our forty years' acquaintance and
friendship. ... I gained ideas which had never entered my mind before, and
I thought I, too, suggested something worthy of .Joule's consideration when I

told him of Carnot's theory.' This meeting was indeed fateful for the future of
the science of thermodynamics, as it resulted in co-operation between two men
of giant intellect, who between them performed most of the experimental work
which was necessary to make thermodynamics an exact science. Their work
alone sufficed to place the first and second laws of thermodynamics on the firm

footing of accurate experiment and logical deduction.

Although Thomson was much struck by Joule's experiments, he did not
accept the dynamical theory of heat at once. As he stated himself : ' I had first

thought that it could not be true because it was different from Carnot's theory.'

Joule's discoveries at this date may be thus expressed :

—

Heat and mechanical energy are mutually convertible, and heat requires for

its production, and produces by its disappearance, mechanical energy in the pro-
portion of 1,390 foot-pounds for each centigrade heat unit, a heat unit being the
amount of heat necessary to heat one pound of water through 1° C.

Knowing, as Thomson did, that mechanical energy could be produced by the
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agency of lieat, but that its amount varied with the temperature and temperature
fall, Joule's discoveries seemed antagonistic to Carnot's demonstration ; and, con-

vinced as he was that Carnot's law was true, he naturally felt at first that there

must be some other way of looking at Joule's results than that adopted by Joule
himself.

Joule naturally believed in his own manner of looking at his results, and he
apparently agreed with Thomson as to the antagonism between what may be here

called the Carnot and Joule laws.

The material theory of heat might have been true ; in which case there was
no more need for any direct quantitative connection between heat quantity and
mechanical energy than between the mass of a body and its mechanical energy.

Any unit of mass may acquire any conceivable amount of mechanical energy if

its velocity be great enough, and so any unit of heat on the caloric theory may
produce any conceivable amount of mechanical energy if the temperature fall be
great enough. Joule considered the Carnot law to be so inconsistent with his

law that in one of his papers he proposes its abandonment as inconsistent with
discovered facts. At this point the two ideas seem to be in opposition. The
germ of reconciliation, however, is found in observations by Thomson in both the
1848 and 1849 papers. In paragraph 8, quoted here from the latter papei-, it is

stated :

—

' In the present state of science, however, no operation is known by which
heat can be absorbed into a body without either elevating its temperature or

becoming latent and producing some alteration in its physical condition.'

This is equivalent to saying that no case has been observed where heat dis-

appears doing mechanical work. In a note occurring in the same paper he
alludes to the fact that engineers always assume that the amount of heat found
in the condenser of the steam engine was the same as that taken into the engine
by the steam, in the following terms :

—

'So generally is Carnot's principle tacitly admitted as an axiom that its

application in this case has never, so far as 1 am aware, been questioned by
practical engineers.'

This was quite accurate. Hirn's demonstrations that heat disappears in a
steam engine when work is done was not made until 1857, eight years later.

In the 1848 paper he states :

—

' The experiments of Mr. Joule of Manchester seem to indicate an actual con-
version of mechanical eifect into caloric. No experiment, however, is adduced in

which the converse operation is exhibited ; but it must be confessed that as yet
much is involved in mystery with reference to these fundamental questions of
natural philosophy.'

Here we find Thomson's mind engaged—in 1848 and 1849—with the very
matter requiring proof. Joule had proved the generation of heat by means of
mechanical work ; Thomson required the i^rouf of the converse case—the dis-

appearance of heat when mechanical work was done by the working fluid.

This proof was forthcoming in the results of experiments on the compression
and expansion of air. Accordingly, we find the Carnot and Joule principles re-

conciled in Thomson's paper of 1861, and the important deduction made of an
absolute zero of temperature at —273° on the Centigrade scale. The introduction
of the idea of the mechanical equivalent of heat leads at once to an absolute
zero of temperature, and allows of the determination of this physical lower limit

by the use of the Carnot cj'cle for investigating the efficiency of a perfect engine
using any working fluid. Air was the working fluid actually investigated, and
the determination of its properties at ordinary temperatures was a vitally important
result of the co-operation of Thomson and Joule. Their experiments lasted for
many years, and their rigorous investigation disclosed the fact that internal work
was done in expanding a gas ; in fact, that in a gas expanding isothermally doing
work, part of the heat only disappeared in external work and part was absorbed
in separating the molecules,
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The Jouie and Carnot laws are now known as the first and second laws dt

thermodynamics.
The second law, in modern form, may be thus stated :^

Although heat and work are mutually convertible and in definite and invari-

able proportions, yet no conceivable heat engine is able to convert all the heat
given to it into work. Apart altogether from practical limitations, a certain

portion of the heat must be passed from the hot body to the cold body in order

that the remainder may assume the form of mechanical energy.

The proportion of the total heat convertible into mechanical enei'gy depends
on the absolute temperatures of the hot and cold bodies ; it is unity minus the

lower absolute temperature upon the upper absolute temperature.

It appears that during Thomson's struggle to reconcile the two apparently
opposing laws, Clausius, who had seen the same difficulty, arrived independently
at its solution and published a paper, ' On the Motive Power of Heat and the Laws
of Heat which may be deduced therefrom,' at the Berlin Academy in February
1850. In this paper, Clausius discusses Thomson's difficulties, and also arrives at

the conclusion that the Carnot cycle may be reconciled to Joule's law by the

omission of the supposition that during the third process the same amount of heat

is discharged from the cool body as was taken in from the hot one. He states :

—

' On a nearer view of the case we find that the new theories were opposed
not to the real fundamental principle of Carnot, but to the addition that no heac

is lost. For it is quite possible that in the production of work both may take

place at the same time : a certain portion of heat may be consumed and a further

portion transmitted from a warm body to a cold one ; and both portions may
stand in a certain definite relation to the quantity of work produced. This will

be made plainer as we proceed ; and it will be moreover shown that the inference

to be drawn from both assumptions may not only exist together, but that they

may mutually support each other.'

In his 1851 paper, Thomson gives Clausius full credit for solving the difficulty

between the Carnot and the Joule principles. Thomson gives Clausius the full

credit for priority, but states that he was working on the same problem and had
arrived at the same solution in the year 1850, before he had seen Clausius' work.
Clausius, however, assumed the theory of a permanent gas, which required the

absence of joternal work, but Thomson was not prepared to assume this without
experiment. This determination rigidly to prove every necessary assumption,

and his clear conception of the points necessary for proof, led to the extensive

series of researches undertaken by Thomson and Joule with the object of deter-

mining how much gas thermometers differ from an absolute scale as determined
by the combination of the Joule and Carnot laws.

liankine, as early as 1819, arrived at the general equation of thermodynamics
which expresses the relation between heat and mechanical energy, and indicated the

result of his investigations to the lloyal Society of Edinburgh in February 1850,

liankine thus arrived independently at the same result as Clausius about the same
time. Both Kankine and Clausius, however, adopted certain theories as to the

molecular structures and motions of gases, and their demonstrations to some
extent depended upon their theories. To Thomson and Joule we are deeply

indebted for the rigid proof of the two laws and for the rigid deduction of the

modern scale of temperature and the determination of absolute zero in its modern
form. Thomson now thus defines temperature:—

•

'The temperatures of two bodies are proportional to the quantities of heat

respectively taken in and given out in loc-alities at one temperature and at the

other respectively, by a material system subjected to a complete cycle of perfectly

reversible thermodynamic operations, and not allowed to part with or take in

heat at any other temperature; or, the absolute values of two temperatures are to

one another in the proportion of the heat taken in to the heat rejected in a perfect

thermodynamic engine, working with a source and refrigerator at the higher and
lower of the temperatures respectively.'
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Tills definitidh leads to an absolute scale of temperature which Is independent}
of the substance operated on, and Joule and Thomson's experiments have shown
that this scale differs but slightly from that of the ordinary air thermometer.
Joule had suggested to Thomson, in a letter to him in 1848, that tiie probable
value of Carnot's function is the reciprocal of the absolute temperature as measured
on a perfect gas thermometer.

Thus Clausius appears to have anticipated Thomson, not in the suggestion of
an absolute scale o'temperatiuv, but in the idea of an absolute zero founded upon
the combination of Carnot's law and Joule's law. Thomson, in his papers, verv
modestly attributes the second law—the law of the transformation of heat—to
Carnot and Clausius ; but in this he undervalued his work, because Clausius
appears to have assumed what Thomson and Joule proved ; that is, the coinci-
dence of the absolute scale with the air thermometer scale.

It will thus be seen that the position usually assumed by the engineer at 1850,
of the equality between heat given to the engine and heat given to the condenser,
was fundamentally untrue. Without this deduction, however, no determination
of values of the Carnot function could have led to the determination of an absolute
zero. According to the material theory, as seen in the light of Carnot's cycle, a
heat unit could give an indefinitely increased amount of work with lowering of
the temperature. Nothing in the theory sets a limit to this increase, and, accord-
ingly, there is nothing to suggest an absolute zero. Immediately, however, we
accept the dynamical theory of heat we find that a pound of water requires the
exertion of 1 ,390 foot-pounds of work to heat it through 1° C. We also know from
the Carnot cycle that under ordinary conditions of human existence only a portion
of this work can be returned; but as no conditions could conceivably exist in
wliich a greater amount of work could be obtained from a pound of water than the
1,390 foot-pounds put into it to heat it through 1° C, it follows that, inasmuch as
the Carnot function increases with diminishing temperature, the limit of tem-
perature is reached when, according to the Carnot cycle, the whole of that work,
put into the pound of water, can be got out again as work. This limit is the
absolute zero of temperature. No lower temperature is conceivable without in-
troducing the idea of the creation of energy. So far as human beings are con-
cerned, this idea is as inconceivable as the idea of the creat ion of matter. Tlio
determination of this limit with the close accuracy necessary for a well-founded
constant is to be entirely attributed to Thomson and Joule. In his 1 851 paper
Thomson thus succeeds in answering the questions which he put to himself in
his 1849 paper, and he supplies a quantitative method of connecting the amount
of the thermal agency necessary with the amount of work which can be performed
under varying conditions.

Engineers dealing with motive power are thus deeply in debt to Thomson and
Joule for the secure position occupied by them to-day.

The brilliant work of Meyer, published so early as 1842, is held by some to
have anticipated to a large extent both the work of Thomson and of Joule.
Undoubtedly Meyer formulated true ideas and carried his generalisations through
a wide range. Helmholtz also very early arrived at similar conclusions to those
of Joule and Thomson; but it has been thought better to discuss the work of
Thomson and Joule separately, in order to illustrate the transition period through
which many distinguished minds were passing about the time. Undoubtedly
great credit is due to Meyer, Helmholtz, Clausius, and Hirn, and Thomson himself
recognised this in the most generous way.

The ideas of Thomson and Joule now form so much of the basis of all
reasoning upon motive-power engines that there is some little danger to the
present generation of forgetting what they owe to these two great men. To
appreciate the step made by them it Is necessary to consider the position of motivo
power produced by heat at about the middle of the last century. At that time
many attempts had been made to displace the steam engine as a heat engine bv
air engines in various forms—both engines heated externally and those heate'd
internally, now known as internal-combustion engines. Papers read at the
Institution of Civil Engineers in 1845 and 1853, and the discussion of tho4

1908. 3g
^
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papers by eminent men of the day, supply an accurate measure of the knowledge
possessed by the engineer of the principles of action of his heat engines. Many
distinguished names occur in these papers and discussions, including James
Stirling, llobert Stephenson, Sir George Cayley, Charles Manby, James Leslie,

C. W. Siemens, Hawksley, Pole, W. G. Armstrong (afterwards Lord Armstrong),
Edward Woods, E. A. Cowper, D. K. Clark, Benjamin Cheverton, Goldsworthy
Gurney, George P. Bidder, Professor Faraday, Isambard K. Brunei, Captain
Fitzroy, and F. Braithwaite. At the date of the later of these discussions

Brunei had already designed the 'Great Eastern,' in 1852, with its engines of

11,000 h.p. Armstrong was a Fellow of the Eoyal Society, and had started the
Elswick Works and invented the Armstrong gun. llobert Stephenson was at the
height of his fame. He was then a Member of Parliament, President of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, and a Fellow of the Royal Society. Siemens was
a young man, but was busy on the regenerative furnace ; had considered
regeneration as applied to steam engines, although his work on the air engine
was still to come. All Avere distinguished men in their day, and their opinions

may be taken as representing the very best scientific knowledge of the leading

engineers of the day. The first of the papers to which I refer is called
' Description of Stirling's Improved Air Engine,' by James Stirling, M.Inst.C.E.
It was read on June 10, 1845, with Sir John Kennie, the l^resident of the
Institution, in the chair. The engine described was the later form of the well-

known Stirling air engine, invented by the Rev. Dr. Stirling, a Scottish clergy-

man, in the year 1815. The development considered was the invention of the

reader of the paper, a brother of Dr. Stirling. The main improvement consisted

in the use of air at a greater density than the atmosphere, and the engine at

that date had so far succeeded that two had been used at the Dundee Foundry
Company's works—one giving about 21 h.p. and the other about 45 h.p. I'racti-

cally, therefore, some success had been attained. Mr. Stirling claimed that the

21-horse engine consumed 50 lb. of coal per hour, which is about 2i lb. per

horse-power per hour. This was an extraordinarily good result for the time.

At present, however, we are not interested in the practical result, but only in the

opinions of the engineers of the day as to the lundamental principles of heat

engines.

It is clear from the paper that the theory of the regenerator was entirely mis-

understood. It was imagined that with a perfect regenerator no heat would be

required to perform work, This is evident from Mr. Stirling's answer to Sir

George Cayley. Sir George Cayley described his engine, which was of the

internal-combustion lype, acting with solid fuel under constant pressure, and
showed that, owing to dust and heat in the cylinder and valves, his experiments
proved abortive. He stated, however, that his engine had consumed 6j lb. of

coke—equal to 91b. of coal—per horse-power. To this Mr. Stirling answered : 'It

must be remarked that Sir George Cayley, in following an entirely dilierent object,

had overlooked the great leading principle of repeatedly using the same heat,' and
' he was of opinion that, except on that principle, the air could not be economically

used as a moving power.' Another speaker, Mr. Cottam, said :
' It was evident

that, if it was practicable to arrive at the theoretical condition of the absorption of

all the caloric by the thin laminte during the upward passage of the air and the
giving it out again during the downward passage, there Avould not be any loss of

heat.' Mr. Robert Stephenson did not appear to understand Stirling's air engine

at all, because he made the following remarks :
' He understood the process to

consist of heating the air in a vessel, whence it ascended to the cylinder between
numerous thin laminte, by which the caloric was absorbed, to be again given out

to the descending air. Now it appeared to him that, though the ascending

process was natural and easy, the reverse aclion would require a certain expendi-
ture of power, in the depression of the plunger.' This remark clearly showed
that Stephenson, notwithstanding his eminence as an engineer, at that date had
not appreciated the essential conditions of the hot-air engine.

In the year 1853 the subject of the air engiue again came up before the

Institution of Civil Engineers, interest being excited evidently by the building of
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the large engines of the hot-air ship • Ericsson ' in America, the engines having

air cylinders of no less than 14 feet diameter. Four papers were read in this

year: ' On the Use of Heated Air as a Motive Power,' by Benjamin Cheverton

;

' On the Caloric Engine,' by Charles Manby ;
' On the Principle of the Caloric

Air Heated Engine,' by James Leslie, M.Inst.C.E. ; and ' On the Conversion of

Heat into Mechanical Effect,' by Charles William Siemens, A.M.I.C.E.

Cheverton evidently considers, from his paper referring to Stirling and Ericsson,

that ' Both parties also rest the efficiency of their engines on the repeated use of

caloric. They contend that in recovering from the ejected hot air the caloric

which gave it superior tension, and employing it in heating the injected air, " it

is made to operate over and over again." Mr. Ericsson aspires to embody a new
principle in motive mechanics—no less, to use his own words, than " that the pro-

duction of mechanical force by heat is unaccompanied by the loss of heat," except

such as arises from radiation, or other practically unavoidable waste.' Cheverton

rejects this idea, but, strangely enough, does not appear aware of the work either

of Cainot or of Joule. He comes to the conclusion, however, that ' caloric, doubt-

less, is in all its aspects a manifestation of force, and unquestionably, as a me-
chanical agent, of a dynamic force, and therefore is directly amenable to the third

law of motion.' He appears to think that heat is accompanied with molecular

activity, but is puzzled by what he accepts to be a fact, that in the steam engine

the whole of the heat of the steam as it comes from the boiler is found in the

condenser. With regard to the steam, he says :
' Undoubtedly, in respect to the

materiality of caloric, if it be material, it is transferred intact to the condenser,

yet in its passage it may have parted with force, which it cannot communicate
again.' He comes to the conclusion that the change may take place not in the

quantity, but in the intensity of heat. Here he resembles Carnot; but it appears

to him impossible to arrive at any useful theory of the heat engine, because he

states :
'

. . . for every investigation leads to the conclusion that the effect of

caloric is independent at least of the chemical, if not also of the physical, consti-

tution of bodies. But economy of fuel is a different question from the economy
of caloric ; it is altogether a practical matter, and can only be determined by ex-

periment ; for this, and, indeed, most other points of practice, are too intractaljle

to come within the grasp of the most powerful calculus.' In the discussion a com-

munication was read from Sir George Cayley, in the course of which he states, with

regard to the regenerator :
' There can exist no doubt of the effective re-application

of heat to an almost unlimited extent by this beautiful invention, due originally

to Mr. Stirling, and now carried out to a greater extent by Captain Ericsson.'

Sir George Cayley discussed the difficulties of Ericsson's engine, but be accepts

the principle that heat may give work and yet be used over and over again prac-

tically undiminished. Armstrong did not express himself upon the theory at all,

but he was doubtful as to the advantage of the air engine compared with the steam

engine, although he believed that it was practicable to recover and use over again

a large proportion of the heat applied, and he thought the balance of economy, so

far as heat was concerned, would be found in favour of air. Siemens agreed to

some extent in the advantages of a regenerator, but he showed clearly that expan-

sion doing work was accompanied by a diminution of temperature, and stated that

this heat had to be replaced by the fire. Bidder was of opinion ' that no theoretical

advantage was obtained in using heated air instead of vaporised water as a motive

power, and it was incapable of being applied practically with as much con-

venience.' It is most interesting to note that Dr. Faraday joined in this discussion.

He said very little, and I will give his remarks complete. Dr. Faraday said

:

' Twenty years ago he had directed his attention to this question, and from theo-

retical views he had been induced to hope for the successful employment of heated

air as a motive power ; but even then he saw enough to discourage his sanguine

expectation, and he had, with some diffidence, ventured to express his conviction

of the almost unconquerable practical difficulties surrounding the case, and of the

fallacy of the presumed advantages of the regenerator. He still retained his

doubts as to the success of the innovation, and feared the eventual results, even

of Captain Ericsson's spirited and ingenious efforts.' Brunei considered the use
3g2
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of the regenerator to be an entire fallacy, and did not believe that the power
derived from the expansion of air by heat could be used eftectively, and then be
recovered and used again. Mr. Hawksley considered that the machine involved
a mechanical fallacy and that the regenerator produced no mechanical effect
whatever. Mr. Rendel was the President at the meeting which dealt with Mr.
Cheverton's paper, and, in view of the great differences of opinion on the subject,
he stated that ' he would not have the meeting arrive at a hasty or erroneous
conclusion on the question of this engine, and he therefore suggested that Mr.
Siemens should draw up a paper on the subject, and that the members should
collect, for a future meeting, all the information within their reach, in order to
the calm and deliberate discussion of the question.' This resulted in the further
meeting of May 17, 1853, when papers were read by Manby, Leslie, and Siemens.
The paper by Manby consists of the summary of a discussion by M. Galy-
Cazalet, which took place in Paris in 1852. M. Galy-Cazalet comes to the conclu-
sion that the regenerator involves a fallacy, and he concludes : ' There appears
to be at present so much doubt of the utility of the regenerator that it would be
wise to abandon its use for a time, and by trials with a more simple form of
caloric engine establish the fact either of the superiority or of the inferiority of
heated air in comparison with steam as a motive power.' Mr. Leslie, on the
contrary, in his paper upholds vigorously the accuracy of the principle of the re-
generator or economiser. He comes to the conclusion that it is based on true
principles and is attended in practice with real economy of heat, and consequently
of fuel. In this conclusion he is doubtless correct ; the regenerator is useful and
does economise heat. But Leslie goes much further than this ; he appears to
support Stirling in tlie fallacy that the regenerator may be made indefinitely
useful. Stirling states :—

•

'And thus it appears that by applying air successively to a series of bodies
reg;ularly increasing in temperature, and moving it alternately from one end of the
series to the other, it may be heated and cooled ten times, with an expenditure
of caloric which would barely have heated it once, it if had been applied at once,
to the hottest body (i.e., beyond the series). It is evident also that if the series
had been composed of twenty points, or bodies, having a difference of temperature
of five degrees, the air might be heated andcooled twenty times at no greater expense
of caloric. Nay it is evident that by multiplying the members of the series
indefinitely air could be heated and" expanded and made to do work at no
appreciable expense. But let no mathematician be alarmed with the idea of a
perpetual motion, or the creation of power. There are many enemies to contend
with in the air engine besides friction, which alone prevents perpetuity in some
mechanical motions. We have no means, without consuming a part of our power,
of applying the air so closely to the apparatus as to make it absolutelv assume the
temperature of the bodies to which it is applied. There is, therefore," a loss in the
very act of heating and cooling.'

Leslie comes to the conclusion that Stirling is right, but that an air engine
without a regenerator would be a much less effective and economical application
of heat than the steam engine. Leslie gives some interesting particulars of the
later air engines of James Stirling. lie states that an engine of 45 h.p. was
started in March 1843 at the Dundee Foundry ; that in December 1845—two
years and nine months after starting— one air-"vessel gave way, and in May 1846
another failed, and in January 1847 a third failed. This information was supplied
to him by Mr. David Mudie, one of the lessees of the foundry.
We now come to Siemens' paper ' On the Conversion of Heat into Mechanical

Effect,' and for the first time we find the engineer guided by an intelligible principle.
Siemens discussed the material theory of heat, and accepted unreservedly the
dynamical theory, for which he gives a large measure of credit to Joule. This is
the first of the Institution papers in which I find the name of Joule. Siemens
mentions Carnot, Clapeyrou, Holtzman of Mannheim, Joule, Helmholtz, Meyer,
Rankiue, and Professor Thomson. Curiously enough, although Siemens mentions
Carnot and the other philosophers who dealt with the Carnot principle, including
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Thomson, lie (loes not appear at tins date— JMay 17, 1853— to liavc realised

liimself the cfl'ect of the law of Carnot upon the theory of the heat engine, lie

clearly appreciated the first law, and gives the mechanical equivalent of heat as

determined by Joule at 770 foot-pounds, and by Thomson's formula as 772 foot-

pounds, but in his discussion of the principles of the heat engine he is of opinion

that a perfect engine is ideally possible giving 770 foot-pounds for each I'ahren-

heit heat-unit employed. This is clear from a table found on page 33 of the

paper, which I reproduce:

—

Siemens' Table of 1853.

Description of Engine
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heat engine, because he stated that this showed there was still great room for

improvement in engines. Mr. E. A. Cowper had clear ideas ; he said :

—

' Steam, or gases, in expanding, and so giving out power, lost heat. Part o
the sensible heat became latent in the production of power, and this heat could
only be recovered by expending the power already produced in again
condensing the steam back to its original bulk, when the latent heat again
became sensible.'

This discussion, then, puts us in the position of engineers at the date of the
last meeting referred to—May 17, 1853. Of all the distinguished engineers
who spoke, Siemens alone had thoroughly apprehended the value of .Joule's results

and understood the full bearing of the mechanical equivalent of heat. He had
not, however, imderstood Caruot's reasoning on the Camot cycle, or Thomson's
deductions fi'om Carnot. He was under the impression that heat added in any
way to a working fluid, raising the temperature, could be entirely converted into

work by a sufficient expansion. He had not appreciated that, even if expansion
be carried far enough to reduce the temperature to the original temperature before
heat addition, yet complete conversion of the entire mechanical equivalent was
impossible. When so able a man as Siemens had at this stage only reached
partial enlightenment, it was evident that much hard work and clear thinking
required to be done before a well-founded theory of heat motive-power could be
obtained. The data for such a theory was accumulating; and one of the most
interesting circumstances connected with these Institution of Civil Engineers
papers was a communication from M. llegnault to Colonel Sabine, Treasurer of

the lloyal Society, dated April 1853, which was read at the meeting, in Avhich

liegnault stated that

' He was about to publish immediately a series of elaborate experimental
researches on various subjects connected with the effects of heat on elastic fluids,

the results of which would solve many questions long in dispute, and by means
of which engineers might accurately calculate the effect of a given amount of
fuel, in whatever way it was applied. JM. liegnault communicated in anticipation
that he had arrived at the number 0'237 ibr the specific heat of air at constant
pressure, and at 0'475 for that of steam under atmospheric elasticity, the specific

iieat of water being taken in each case as unity.'

True to his word, liegnault produced his admirable investigations, and suc-

ceeded in solving many problems ; but he did not settle the questions to the
extent he had hoped. Even at the present time doubt arises as to the very
values he gave for the specific heat of air and steam. The problem proved much
more dillicult than he had anticipated, and for modern engine purposes it cannot
be considered as wholly solved now—fifty-five years later.

This description of the position of the hot-air engine, as shown by the opinions
of eminent engineers, is most useful as proving how much practical men were
in need of the work of Thomson and Joule. It is not surprising that, of all the
engineers present, Siemens appeared to be alone in thoroughly grasping the new
ideas. Thomson's own conversion from the material theory of heat to the dyna-
mical theory was not complete until 1851, and although he had then succeeded
in reconciling the ideas of .Joule and Carnot, it is not to be wondered at that
engineers two years later had not quite succeeded in grasping the combination of

the two laws. This combination, however, supplied engineers with a new and
accurate standard of measurement for studying and improving upon their heat
engines, and they were by no means slow in grasping the help thus oiTered them
by the abstract scientific man. The broad laws of thermodynamics have placed
the theory of the heat engine in a position of certainty, which was much needed.
It would be a mistake to assume, however, that even the determination of the
mechanical equivalent of heat and the second law of thermodynamics expressed
in terms of an absolute thermometric scale had solved all the difliculties of the
engineer desiring to determine the efficiency of his heat engines. Thomson
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Joule, Rankine, and their great Continental colleagues, it is true, settled once

and for all the broad laws of thermodynamics, but the Carnot cycle is a cycle

which is, as has been repeatedly shown, an impossible one in practice. Accord-

ingly actual engines have to operate upon imperfect cycles. The theory of these

imperfect cycles has been worlced out mostly during the last twenty-five years,

although Rankine made a beginning in dealing Avith the theory of the Joule air

engine. For the first time he showed the existence of what may be termed a

cycle of constant efficiency in the case of the Joule air engine. Assuming con-

stant specific heat for the working fluid, he calculates the efficiency of wliat we
now call a constant-pressure air engine between cei-tain limits of tem])eraturo,

and he gives the efficiency of the fluid where U = energy exerted and Hj = heat

received, and ;• = ratio of compi-essiou and expansion ;^

•
H, rO-408'

that is, lie indicates in this formula that the thermal efficiency is independent of

the maximum temperature as long as that maximum temperature exceeds the

temperature of adiabatic compression. He makes no statement, however, that

this engine is within a certain range independent of the maximum tempei'ature

;

that is, that increasing maximum temperature does not increase efficiency.

Subsequent work has shown that, on a simple assumption, such as constant

specific heat, many engine cycles exist of a practicable nature having high

theoretical efficiencies where the theoretical efficiency depends on one thing only

—

the ratio of compression. Some misunderstanding has arisen with regard to

these imperfect cycles, and it has even been thought that such imperfect cycles

would be contrary to the second law of thermodynamics. Lord Kelvin himself

was of this opinion in 1881. I vividly remember a conversation I had with him

at the Crown Iron Works, in Glasgow, over the results I had obtained from one of

my early gas engines. I had then come to the conclusion that the 'Otto' cycle

as ordinarily operated was a cycle of constant efficiency, and I explained this to

Lord Kelvin. He had not followed such cycles, and his view then was that no

such cycle could exist, because he thought it was contrary to the second law of

thermodynamics. Some idea of this kind has been held by many scientific men,

and has prevented the minute investigation of imperfect cycles of different kinds,

because of the feeling that the whole question of efficiency was entirely settled

by the nature of the temperature limits; that is, by the maximum and minimum
temperatures at the disposal of the engineer. It is true that these values, as has

been shown, must always determine the extreme limit of possible efficiencies

between certain temperatures, and in cycles of constant efficiency the particular

efficiency of the cycle is always less than the efficiency of a Carnot cycle engine

working between the same limits of superior and inferior temperature. The
investigation, however, of these imperfect cycles is much more difficult than the

broad investigation of the general thermodynamic laws, because it requires

accurate knowledge of the properties of the working fluid dealt with under con-

ditions rendering observation extremely difficult. The modern internal-com-

bustion motor is the successor to the air engine so fully discussed by eminent

engineers of fifty-five years ago; and the forebodings of even so eminent a man as

Faraday as to its ultimate success have proved unfounded. Great difficulties

have been encountered and many discrepancies have had to be explained, but a

minute study of the nature of the working fluid has rendered it more and more
possible to calculate the efficiencies to be expected under practical conditions. At
the present time we can deal with almost any cycle or any working fluid with some

fair approximation to an accurate result. Much work, however, is required before

all problems of the working fluid can be said to be solved with regard to any heat

engine. Indeed, it may be said that under modern conditions of the use of steam

even the properties of the working fluid—steam—have not yet been satisfactorily

determined. The mere question of specific heat, for example, of steam and its

variations of temperature and pressure is now under review, and important
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experiments are in progress in Britain and on the Continent to determine those

properties. The properties of the working fluid of the internal-combustion

motor are also the subject of earnest study by many Continental and British

investigators, Notwithstanding all the perplexities involved in the minute study
of the imperfect heat engine cycles, we are in a very different position to-day
compared with the engineer of 1853. We know all the broad laws as to the
conversion of heat into work or of work into heat ; and, numerous as are the

f)roblems yet to be solved, we at least profit by the guiding light set out for us by
velvin, Joule, and Rankine.

^ ^__

The following Paper was then read :

—

Itecent Advances in Steam Turbines.^ *

By Gerald Stoney, B.E., M.Inst.C.B., M.l.E.E.

This paper was a continuation of one read by the author at the York meeting
in 1906, and showed the rapid progress that has been made in steam turbines

during the past two years. Improvements in electric machinery, both in the form
of continuous-current dynamos and also alternators driven by steam turbines, were
dealt with, as well as the application of the steam turbine to air compressors
and for pumping water, &c. The use of exhaust-steam turbines for utilising tbe

exhaust from reciprocating engines was described, and also of intermittent sup-

plies of exhaust steam, such as from winding-engines, by help of thermal accumu-
lators, along with the further refinement of mixed-pressure turbines, where, when
the supply of exhaust-steam fails, a high-pressure portion is brought into action,

thus utilising the full boiler-pressure. Improvements in condensers and the various

means to obtain the highest vacuum possible were also described.

In marine work the great development of express liners on the Atlantic was
dealt with, and also the combination of reciprocating engines and turbines for

tramp steamers and vessels of low speed, from which combination greater economy
can be obtained than with either steam turbines or reciprocating engines alone.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER i.

Joint Discussion tviih Sections A and B on Gaseous Exjjiosions.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

The following Papers were read :
—

1. The Utilisation of Peat fur making Gas or Charcoal with Recovery oj

By-i^roducts? By Captain H. Riall Sankey, R.E., M.Inst.C.E.

The much-discussed subject of the utilisation of peat has during the last few
years been revived owing to developments in gas producers and in gas engines,

and at the moment it is of considerable interest in Ireland in connection with the

Bill which has been promoted in Parliament to obtain powers to produce gas from
peat, to use this gas for making electricity by means of gas engines and dynamos,
and to distribute electric power to works which will probably be established

in the immediate neighbourhood of the power station and throughout a certain

' Published in the Electrician, September 11,

' Published in Eiigineering, September 11,
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prescribed district. It is proposed to put the power station alongside the Grand
Canal, not far from Robertstown, about twenty-five miles from Dublin,

Previous attempts to utilise peat for power failed because they were based on
drying the peat, so as to contain no more than 25 per cent, of water, and in some
cases the expense of ' briquetting ' was incurred ; the peat was then transported
to the place where power was required and burnt in steam boilers fitted -with
specially designed furnaces. Such peat could not compete with coal; moreover,
the valuable by-products were not recovered.

In the proposed scheme the peat will only be partially dried—that is, will
still contain 60 per cent, of water; it will be used on the spot to make gas, so as
to get the benefit of the great thermal efficiency of gas engines and to save the
cost of carriage. The by-products will be recovered, the profit on which will at
least cover the cost of getting and drying the peat. It will be possible to supplv
power to works in the immediate neighbourhood of the power station as cheaply
as can be done from water-power. Many of those industries which are dependent
upon cheap power will undoubtedly be attracted.

Great progress has been made in Germany in the utilisation of peat. Although
no complete electric-power undertaking is at present working on the above lines,

all the various links in the chain are separately and successfully in operation

;

many of these links have been ' Made in Germany,' why should not the complete
chain be put together in Ireland ?

_
There are several methods of getting and drying peat. Apparently, the moit

suitable, when it is desired to obtain peat nearly all the year round, is to dig witli
a grab, and pass the peat through a Dornberg press. The peat then rapidly dries
to 60 per cent., except in very wet weather in the winter, and to tide over this
period a reserve of peat must be accumulated.

The producers used for making gas from peat are similar to those us3d with
bituminous coal, but they are larger in dimensions for the same power. The gas
issuing from the producers passes through the recovery plaht, thence to the gas
engines. The gas in passing through the recovery plant is cleaned in a very perfect
manner, and therefore troubles due to tar and dust are entirely' obviated.

Sulphate of ammonia is the principal by-product. The amount obtained
depends on the percentage of nitrogen in the peat. The proposed power station
at Robertstown will be capable of making 3,000 tons of sulphate per annum.

The other important by-products are acetate of lime, methyl alcohol, and tar
containing paraffin wax and oils. An excellent waggon grease can be made from
the tar, the output of which at Robertstown ought to bo about 2,000 barrels per
annum. The monetary value of these by-products will be about equal to that of
the sulphate of ammonia.

An excellent charcoal can be made from peat, instead of gas, together with
the by-products enumerated above, and the process has been in operation near
Oldenberg for over ten years. The most up-to-date factory, however, is at
Beuerberg-, near Munich, and it has been at work for three years. The charcoal
obtained from peat is of excellent quality, and can be used to advantage to replace
wood charcoal. It is used in large quantities in Germany in connection with the
manufacture of steel.

2. Producer Gas.^ By 3. Emerson Dowson, M.Inst.C.E.

The author's first paper on this subject was read at the York Meeting in 1881,
and after twenty-seven years he reviewed briefly the progress since made. In large
furnace-work he traced the developments and improvements in the system intro-
duced by the brothers Siemens. Its success has been great, and has been due
chiefly to heating the air for combustion by the waste products. Dr. IMond's
recovery of ammonium sulphate, which reduces the cost of fuel, is also mentioned.
For smaller heating work, where jets of gas are required, it is essential that the

' Published in Engineering, September II.
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gas should he clean, of good quality, and of uniform pressure. This is especially

necessary where the gas must be burnt with air at pressure, as for blow-pipes, &c.
Producer gas is now used for the following as well as many other purposes

:

Cooking and baking in hospitals and asylums, japanning and enamelling, type-

founding, varnish making, melting in crucibles, cutting and finishing glass,

heating tailors' irons in clothing factories, and laundry irons, calenders, &c.,

gassing silk and cotton yarns, singeing textile fabrics, soldering biscuit and
condensed-milk tins, &c., annealing, hardening and tempering, boiling sugar,

roasting coR'ee, cocoa, and other food-products in factories. Notwithstanding this

the author considers that, in proportion to the immense amount of heating
required in the various industries throughout the Kingdom, more progress would
have been made if manufacturers and others knew more about the subject

technically. Often they do not seem to understand the treatment of gas, or

what can be done with it. Undoubtedly the greatest development in the use of

producer gas has been with gas engines. A gas engine was worked for the first

time with producer gas in 1879, in a plant devised by the author. The calorific

power of producer gas is the same now as then, but less gas is now consumed per

h.p., owing to improvements made in the engines. The meaning of pressure and
suction gas was described. In 1862 Dr. Jacques Arbos of Barcelona patented

a gas producer worked by the suction of an engine, but the first to deal with this

in a practical way was M. Leon Bt^nier of Paris (1891"). Various modifications

and improvements have since been made, and the suction plant is extensively

used. The chemical reactions on which pressure and suction gases depend are

identical, but the calorific power of pressure gas made with a jet of superheated
steam is usually considerably higher than that of suction gas. For heating

purposes in small burners, or in blowpipes, pressure gas is better, and an engine

worked by suction gas develops a rather lower maximum power than with pres-

sure gas. In considering the two types of plant for engine work, the general

conclusions are : A suction plant costs less and occupies less ground space, but
the gas made in it is not so strong as in the older form of pressure plant, and in

some cases this is important. The fuel consumption per h.p.-hour and the labour

required are the same in both types of plant, provided the steam required for

the pressure gas is raised without an independent boiler. The consumption of

water is the same in both types. Where there are several engines to serve, the

gas piping is simplified and its cost reduced when the gas is taken from a small

gasholder, instead of from several suction plants. In some cases the pressure type
is better than the suction, in others suction is better than pressure. From the

economical point of view, where producer gas is used for heating work instead of

ordinary town gas, there is usually a saving of 50 to GO per cent. With engines

the consumption of aiithracite is guaranteed not to exceed 1 lb. per b.h.p.-hour

(under full or three-quarter loads) in both types of plant. Gas coke is also used,

but its consumption is a little higher. For large furnace work non-caking
bituminous coal is almost invariably used, and in some cases this kind of coal is

also used for engine work.

3. Suction Gas Producers.^ By P. W. Robson.

4. The Study of Breakages."^ By Waltkr Rosenhain, B.A., B.C.E.

The importance of the thorough investigation of failures or breakages occur-

ring in engineering practice was dwelt upon in the first part of the paper, more
particularly on the ground that such cases serve to show where our existing

knowledge and experience are at fault. Manufacturers of materials of engineer-

ing construction sometimes shrink from full investigation of failures, but it is

frequently found that the failure arose from causes other than inherently bad

' Published in Etigineering, September 11. * Jhid,
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material. The results of such investigations tend, further, to place our specifica-

tions upon a sounder basis, and at times to remove unnecessary restrictions from
manufacturers.

The principal causes of engineering breakages were classified in three groups

—as arising from defects inherent in the material, defects produced during the

process of manufacture of the machine or structure, and defects arising during

the life of the finished object. Some of the more important cases, such as impure
material, metal which has been burnt or overheated, badly forged or annealed,

or subjected to improper mechanical treatment, are referred to, and the manner
in which these factors can be traced by subsequent investigation are indicated.

In illustration of the principles thus laid down the investigation of four typical

cases of breakage as carried out by the engineering and metallurgical depart-

ments of the National Physical Laboratory were described. In three of these

cases, viz., those of a large gun-tube, of a locomotive crank-pin, and of a large

shaft, the full text of the Laboratory reports was reproduced, with some addi-

tional comments; the fourth case—that of the failure of a boiler-plate—was
only referred to as having been already fully published.

In the case of the large gun-tube, which fissured after an unduly short

service, mechanical tests show signs of weakness, and the microscopic evidence

leads to the conclusion that the failure was due to the contamination of the steel

with an excessive amount of slag enclosures. The boiler-plate just mentioned
was found to have failed because it was exposed to unduly severe local deforma-

tion during the process of construction. The locomotive crank-pin was found to

consist of satisfactory steel which had been case-hardened and subsequently

quenched. The microscopic evidence showed that the hardening process employed
had been too severe, and had resulted in the formation of a number of hardening
cracks, some of which had extended through the entire mass of metal under the

working stresses. In the case of the large shaft (12 inches in diameter) the

failure was found to be due to the fact that while the exterior of the shaft, for a
depth of about an inch, consisted of fairly satisfactory material, the interior oi

the steel showed a very coar.se, weak structure, possessing very unsatisfactory

mechanical properties. The failure is in this case regarded as due, in all proba-

bility, to insufficient forging of the steel during the manufacture of the shaft.

In conclusion it was claimed that modern methods of investigation, if com-
pletely carried out imder favourable conditions, have a considerable prospect of

success in arriving at the cause of a given breakage. The favourable conditions

principally insisted upon are the fullest po.^^sible information as to all relevant

circumstances and the careful preservation of all portions of the fractured part

from rust and dirt.

5. The Electrical Conductivity of certain Light Aluminium Alloys an

affected by Exposure to London Atmosphere.^ By E. Wilson.

TUJ<:SDAr, SBPT£!\fB/'JR 8.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Laws of Flight.- By F. W. Lanciiester.

The Theory of Stistentation.

The law of the pressure reaction for speeds such as may be usefully employed in

aerial flight has been established experimentally, and is :
—

'1) On a body of stated gemnetrical form in yiven presentation the pressure

' Published in the Mectrician, September 11.
^ Published in Engineering, September 25.
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reaction varies approxiinately as the square of the velocity, atid as the square of the

linear dime7ision.

The theoretical justification of this law is that the viscosity and elasticity

of the fluid as quantities of which the resistance is a function, are without
sensible influence. This is approximately true, first, concerning viscosity, so long
as the product of the linear size and velocity of the body is greater than a certain

minimum value ; and secondly, as to elasticity, provided that the velocity does not

approach too nearly the velocity of sound. In aerial flight as practised by birds or

man neitlier of these limitations applies, so that the V-square law may be accepted

as applicable. There is some correction required in regard to skin-friction ; in

resistance of this kind it would appear that the index is somewhat less than 2,

though how much at present we do not know.
In the relations of the pressure reaction ouj^lanes at small anyles there is a law

of great utility to te deduced from experiment, namely,

(2) For a given velocity the pressure varies directly as the angle.

This law only applies to the small angle, i.e., to one which, expressed in

radians, the angle, its sine, and its tangent, are sensibly equal to one another.

Tiie law further does not apply to planes in apteroid aspect, in the extreme
rase of which the sine-square law of Newton can be shown to applj' ; neither

of these limitations seriously affects the validity of the law in relation to aerial

flight.

A theory founded on the hypothesis ofconstant sweep—that is, upon the assump-
tion of a layer of air of defined thickness uniformly handled by the aeroplane

—

gives results in agreement with these two laws, but with a defect in the constant

by which the quantities are related. This defect is accounted for and the theory
is rectified by taking into account the cyclic component in the periptery; by this

extension of the initial hypothesis complete harmony is established between theory
and experiment.

The two laws so far established result in the fact discovered by Wenham and
rediscovered by Langley, that neglecting skin-friction and other direct resistance

the power expenditure decreases when the velocity is increased, and the law of

frictionless flight is established.

(3) Neglecting sldn-finctio7i and other direct resistance, the h.p. varies inversely

as V ; or the resistance to flight varies inversely as V^.

The modifying influence of skin-friction and of other resistances varying
directly as V^ results in the following laws, the proofs of which are given in the

author's ' Aerial Flight,' vol. i.. Aerodynamics,

(4) The total resistance toflight is least when the resistance due to aerodynamic

support ( oc y, ) is equal to the direct resistance (oc X') ; hence this is the condi-

tion of greatest range on given fuel-supply

.

(•5) The flight ivill be sustained for the longest time on a given supply of
energy when the resistance due to aerodynamic support is three times the direct

resistance,

(0) The speed of greatest range is -f,.T~ ( = 1'315) times the speed of least

poiver.
"^

(7) Neglecting ' body resistance ' for aerodromes or aerodones designed for
least resistance, the resistance is indepetident of the velocity offlight. In other

words, the gliding angle is constant, or the power varies directly as the velocity of
fliyht.

.

Cor. When body resistance is present the total resistance consists of two

part,s. One of which varies as the velocity squared and the other of lohich is

constant.

(8) That, consequent on laws 4 and 5, there are best values of angle (the

angle of an aeroplane to the line of flight, or the angle of trail of a pterygoid

aerofoil), and of the P/V^ relation, that correspond to the condition of least

resistance. These, tabulated from theory, are found to be in harmony with
experience.
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T/ie Theory of Stability,

An aerodone or aerodrome may be constructed to possess automatic stability

without any sp^-cia/ »iecAa?2JS??i for tbe maintenance of equilibrium. The natural

flight path is of undulating form, the varieties of flight path obtainable being

demonstrated both by theory and by experiment, plottings of these curves being
given.

An extension of the theory gives an equation, termed by the author the
' equation of stability,' and it is shown experimentally that this equation gives the
limiting proportions of an aerodone of stable flight path.

A final consequence of the theory of stability gives the important fact that for

any given design of aerodone or flying machine there is a minimum velocity of

stable flight, and that the larger the machine the higher this minimum velocity

becomes. For a man-baaring maohino it is probably over 30 miles per hour, and
in order that a sufficient margin of automatic stability should be provided, the

flight velocity should be but little short of 40 ra,h.

2. Tlie Causes of Wear in Motor Vehicle Machinery.'^ By F. H. Royce.

3. Clock-driving Meclianism of Equatorials."^

By Sir Howard Grubb, F.E.S.

The ordinary driving clock for an equatorial generally consists of some form
of frictional governor, the best being capable of keeping the rate within about
one-fourth to one-fifth per cent., which sufiices for all ordinary observino' or
micrometrical purposes ; but for photographic work not only is a higher degree of
perfection required but the conditions to be fulfilled are somewhat different.

All frictional governors tend to correct any error in rate which may from one
cause or another have occurred; but in the case of instruments used for photo-
graphic purposes it is necessary not only that the rate be corrected, but that the
error which has crept in owing to difference of rate having occurred shall be com-
pletely wiped out, in order that the star images may be brought back to precisely
the same position on the photographic plate which they occupied before the error
occurred.

In order to efiect this an independent free pendulum is used, coutrollino- at
every second the rate of the uniform motion clock.

In the original form of this electrical control, devised by the author, and used
for the instruments employed in the International Stellar Photographic Survey,
ihe apparatus for effecting this control consisted of three portions, viz., the
detector, the distributor, and a pair of correctors for accelerating or retarding, as
occasion might require, particulars of which are described in the paper.

This arrangement produced very perfect results, but was necessarily somewhat
complicated, and required very careful adjustment.

In this paper the author described a modified and simplified form of this

control, in which the distributor is altogether dispensed with, the complication
very much reduced, and the adjustments simpler.

It is not claimed that this apparatus gives more perfect results than the
original form of control, provided that this latter be in perfect adjustment; but
it has been found simpler to work, and gives equally good results, with less

liability to go out of adjustment.

' Published in Engineering, September 18.

' Reported fully, with illustrations, in Engineering, September 18.
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Experiments on Rotating Discs}

By John Brown, F.R.S., and Maurice F. FitzGerald, B.A.

The authors began by referring to the difficulty of the mathematical analysis

of the elastic deformation, under centrifugal stress, of rapidly revolving discs,

particularly when formed with a central hole, surrounded by a thick boss,

gradually reduced outwards to a thin edge by an arbitrary curve, and mentioned

the investigations of Mr. Chree aud Mr. F. Purser of the cases of cylinders and

ellipsoids. The authors' experiments were described as made for the purpose of

finding out whether approximate formulfe, such as have been given for cases in

practice in such worlis as that of Stodola on steam-turbines, are sufficiently nearly

correct for practical purposes. Two discs, made of red rubber, weighing 72 lb.

per cubic foot, were tested. The discs were both 12 inches external diameter.

One was solid, k inch thick at edge, 2 inches at the centre, its surfaces being two
Hat cones. The other was g inch thick at edge, in its centre was a hole 1^ inch

diameter, surrounded by a boss, with flat ends, 2h inches diameter and 3 inches

thick, the surfaces between the edges of the boss and disc being shaped to hollow

hyperbolic curves. The discs were suspended from the end of the shaft of a small

motor, placed with its axis vertical, and circles drawn on the faces, previously

painted white, while spinning. Photographs being taken of the discs while

spinning and when at rest, the strains at different radii were found by comparison

of the photographs, and plotted .as curves, shown by lantern slides. The results

were compared with those of approximate formulae. In the case of the solid disc

the difference between the speeds causing a given strain, as calculated and as

observed, amounts to about 20 per cent., and may, considering the imperfect

elasticity of indiarubber, be considered a fair enough approximation; but in the

case of the other disc, though the formula gives a tolerably fair idea of the shape

of the curve of strains, its error as to the actual magnitude of the speed causing

a given strain is so great, being near 400 per cent., as to lead to the conclusion

that the formula could not be trusted for practical purposes.

2. General Urban and Inter-urban Transportation and Railless Electric

Traction."^ By F. Douglas Fox, M.Inst.C.E.

3. The Strength of Solid Cylindrical Round-ended Columns.^
By Professor W. E. Lilly, M.A., D.Sc.

In some previous papers * by the author the importance of secondary flexure

and its influence on the strength of columns was demonstrated. The result of

these researches led to a revision of the formulfe at present in use for the design

of columns. It was shown that some provision requires to be made for the wave
deformation due to secondary flexure, which depends upon the thickness and the

figure or shape of the cross-section of the column. A modified formula based

' Keported fully, with illustrations, in EiigineeHng, September 18.

2 Published in Engineering, September 18.

3 Published in Page's Magazine, September 18.

* References to previous papers :
' The Strength of Columns,' Proceedings of

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, June 1905; 'The Economic Design of

Columns,' Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland, March
1907 ;

' The Design of Struts,' Engineering, January 10, 1908.
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upon the experimental work and theory was then given which took into considera-
tion this variable. The object in view in the present paper was the determination
of the constants to be used in the formulas for the design of solid round-ended
columns. A series of experiments were carried out on columns of cast-tool steel,

Bissemer steel, mild-steel shaftingjrolled and annealed, wrought iron, and cast iron.
The results obtained are recorded on three diagrams, on which are plotted five
curves obtained from the experiments, together with the stress-strain diagrams
from the difTerent materials and a series of curves plotted to the formiilte
adopted.

Some interesting results have been ohtaiued as to the effect of the ductility
of the material, its strength at the yield point, and Young's modulus of elasticity
upon the strength of solid columns. A comparison is then given of the Kaukine-
Gordon and other formulas. The constants to be used and as adopled from the
experiments are then discussed.
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Seci-ion H.—anthropology.

President of the Section.—Professor William HidgewAY,
M.A., LL.D., Litt.D., F.B.A.

TIlUnSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

The President JulivereJ the following Address :
—

The, Ajiplication of Zoological Laics to Man.

Thirty 3'ears a^o in this very city I heard for the first time a Presidential

Address at the British Association, and I was singularly fortunate in entering on

my novitiate. I had tlie privilege of hearing Professor Huxley deliver his

Presidential Address to the embryo of that Section over which I, a very unworthy
successor, have this day the honour to preside. On that oacasion Huxley dealt

almost exclusively with the physical evolution of man, and the Neanderthal skull

played an important part in his discourse. The anthropologists of that day and
since have severely criticised, and rightlj' so, the old teleological doctrine that

everything except man himself had been created for man's use, and they emphati-

cally enunciated the doctrine that man himself has been evolved under the same laws

as every other animal. Yet the anthropologists themselves have not always carried

out in practice their own principles to their logical conclusions. To-day I shall

attempt to show that the chief errors which impede the scientific study of man
wjiich lead to the maladministration of alien races, and which beget blunders of

the gravest issue in our own social legislation, are due in the main to man's piide

in shutting his eyes to the fact that he is controlled by the same laws as the rest

of the animal kingdom.

I, Let us first consider some of the chief problems which at present are being

debated by the physical anthropologists. Foremost in importance of these is the

stratification of popidations in Europe. It has generally been held as an article

of faith that Europe was tirst peopled by a non-Aryan race. Of course it is

impossible for us to say what were the physical characteristics of palaeolithic man,
bat when we come to neolithic man the problem becomes less hopeless. It has

been generally held that the first neolithic men in Europe, whether they
were descended or not I'rom their palaeolithic predecessors, had long skulls, but
were not Aryan ; that later on a migration of short-skulled people from Asia

passed along Central Europe and into France, becoming what is commonly
iitrmed the Alpine, by some the Ligurian, by others the Celtic race; that later

these two primitive non-Aryan races were overrun by the Aryans, who, when
these theories were tirst started, were universally considered to have come
I'rom the Hindu Kusli, but are now generally believed, as held by Latham, to

have originated in Upper Central Euro(:e. Yet, although the view respecting the

cradle of the Aryans has changed, anthropologists have not seen thp important

bearing that it has upon the problem of neolithic man. The Aryans are generally

held to have had a blonde complexion.
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As oUr discussion must from its nature concern itself witli questions of race,

let us first examine the criteria by which anthropologists distinguish one race

from another. If you ask an anthropologist how he distinguishes an Aryan from
a non-Aryan race, he will tell you that he relies on three main tests : (a) the

colour of the skin, hair, and eyes
;

{b) the shape of the skull and certain other

osteological characteristics ; and (c) the system of descent through males.

Formerly language was included in the tests of race, but when it was pointed out

that the Negroes of Jamaica speak English, those of Louisiana French, hence-

forward it was assumed that one race can embrace the language of another

with the greatest ease. Yet it may turn out, after all, that language was too

hastily expelled from the criteria of race. On the other hand, we may find that

too implicit faith has been placed on the three criteria of cranial characteristics,

pigmentation, and law of succession.

(a) As it is assumed that all Aryans were blonde and traced descent

through males, so it is held that all Europeans, who are dark-complexioned, and
whose forefathers traced descent through women, are non-Aryan in race, and
that, although they now in almost every case speak an Aryan tongue, this is not

their primitive speech, but simply that learned from their Aryan conquerors.

According to this orthodox view, the dark-skimied inhabitants of Italy, Spain,

and Greece are all non-Aryan, and all have borrowed the language of their

masters, whilst of course the same is held respecting the melanochrous popula-

tion of France and of the British Isles. Ever since Professor Sergi comprehended
under what he terms the ' Eurafrican species ' all the dark-complexioned peoples

of Southern and Western Europe, as well as the Semitic and Hamitic peoples

of Western Asia and Northern Africa, the doctrine that the dark-skinned

peoples of Europe once spoke a non-Aryan tongue or tongues is supposed to have
been finally established. But under his Eurafrican species Sergi includes the

blonde race of Northern Europe who speak Aryan languages along with the dark

races who speak non-Aryan tongues. It is argued that as all the dark-skinned

peoples on the north side of the Mediterranean belong by their physical type to

the same original stock as the Semites and Hamites, they must likewise have
spoken non-Aryan languages. Yet it might as well be maintained that the Finns,

who speak a non-Aryan tongue, and the Scandinavians, who speak an Aryan,
•were originally all of one stock, because both races are blonde.

This doctrine of a Mediterranean race depends upon the tacit assumption

made by the physical anthropologists that identity or similarity of type means
identity of race. Yet this assumption does not bear the test of scientific exami-

nation, for it assumes that only those who are sprung from a common stock

can be similar in physical structure and coloration, and it leaves altogether out

of sight the effects of environment in changing racial types, and that, too, in

no long time. The change in the type of the American of New England from
that of his English ancestor and his approximation to the hatchet face and
thin scraggy beard of the Eed Indian have long been remarked, whilst the Boers

of South Africa, in less than 150 years, have quite lost the old Dutch build, and
become a tall weedy race. The etfects of climatic conditions are very patent

amongst the native peoples of the New World. The Iroquois of the temperate

parts (lat. 40°-46°) of North America were a tall rather light-complexioned race,

but as we keep moving south and approach the equator, their kindred tribes grow
somewhat darker in complexion and more feeble in physique, except where they

live at a considerable altitude, for of course altitude acts in the same way as

latitude. When once we pass below the equator the physique keeps steadily im-

proving until we come to the Pampas Indians, a vigorous race who defied all the

efforts of the Spaniards to subdue them ; and finally we meet the Patagonians

(lat. 40°-5.3°), a fine, tall, light-complexioned race, who form in the south the

counterpart of the Iroquois and their closely allied tribes in the north.

The same law, as is well known, can be seen at work in Europe. Starting

from the Mediterranean, we meet in the lower parts a melanochrous race ; but;

gradually, as we advance upwards, the population as a whole is growing less

dark, until finally, along the shores of the Baltic, we meet the tallest and most

1908. 3 H
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liglit-complexioaed race in the world. Of course it has been explained that the

change in pigmentation, as we advance from south to north, is due to the Tarying

proportions in the admixture of the blonde race of the north with the melan-

ochrous of the south. But it is difficult to believe that the movements up or down
of the people from the southern side of the Alps, or of those from the shores of

the Baltic, have been so nicely proportioned as to give the general steady change
from north to south in coloration without the aid of some other force. The case

of America, which i have just cited, is in itself enough to raise a suspicion that

climatic influences are at work all the time, and that environment is in reality the

chief factor in the variation of both stature and pigmentation from the Mediter-

ranean to the Baltic. The white race of the north is of the same proximate
ancestry as the dark-complexioned peoples of the northern shores of the Mediter-

ranean. I have already argued elsewhere that, as the ice-sheet receded, mankind
kept pressing further north, and gradually under changed climatic conditions the

type changed from area to area, and they all still continued to speak the same
Indo-European tongue, but with dialectic variations, these also being no doubt
due to the physical changes in the vocal organs produced by environment.

If we turn from man to the other animals we hud a complete demonstration

of this doctrine. l"'or instance, the conditions which have produced a blonde
race on the Baltic have probably produced the white hare, white bears, and
the tendency in the stoat and the ptarmigan to turn white in winter, whilst in

the same regions of Europe and Asia the indigenous horses were of a dun colour,

who not only turned white in winter but had a great tendency to turn white
altogether, it may be objected that the Lapps and Eskimo are not tall and
blonde, but on the contrary short and dark ; but they live within the arctic circle

in regions where the sun does not shine at all for a great part of the year, and
consequently they are quite outside the conditions of environment under which
the tali blonde race ot JN'orth Germany has long dwelt. Of course, in dealing

with man we are always confronted with the difficulties arising from hia

migrations ; but if we can tind a family of lower animals who cannot be said

to have thus migrated, and who show the ed'ects of environment, we shall be able

to argue powerlully Irom analogy.

The norse lamily supplies the example required. If we follow it from
Northern Asia to the Cape of Good Hope, we shall liud that every belt has it.%

own particular type, changes in osteology as well as in coloration taking place
from region to region, i-irst we meet ihe old dua horse, with its tendency to
become white, the best European examples of which were probably the now
extinct ponies of the Lofoden isles. In Asia, Prejvalsky's horse is the best living

instance—a duu-colouied animal with little trace of stripes. Bordering on the
Prejvalsky horse or true tarpau come the Asiatic asses: first the dzeggetai of
Mongolia, a fawn-coloured animal, the under-parts being Jsabella-coloured ; then
comes tue kiaug oi the Upper Indus valley, seldom touud at a lower altitude
than 10,OuO leet, rufous brown with white under parts, whilst, as might be
expected from its mountain habitat, its hind-quarters are much more developed
in length and strength than in the asses of the plains. The Oiiayer indicus,

onay<:r and hemijtpics are found in all the gr^'at plains of the Punjab, Af-
ghanistan, Western India, Balucliistan, Persia, and iSyria, whilst a few are said to
survive in South Arabia. All these are lignter in colour than the kiang, the
typical onager being a white animal wiih yellow blolciies on the side, necK, and
head. All the Asiatic asses are distiuguistied by the absence of any shoulder
stripe, though they occasionally show traces of stripes on the lower parts of the
legs. The southern Asiatic asses just described in tlieir greyer colour and smaller
hoofs approximate to the wild asses ot Alrica, especially to those of !Somahland,
whilst it is maintaiijed that in their cry, as well as in their colour, the kiang and
dzeggeiai come closer to the norse, wliose next neighbours they are.

1 assing to Atrica, we uud the ass ol JNubia ana Abyssinia showing a shoulder
stripe, anu IrequentJy with very btrongl_y defined narrow stripes on ihe legs, the
ears being longer than those ol the onager. But in closer proximity to bouth-
Western Asia comes the CJomali ass, which ditiers from those of Nubia aud
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Abyssinia by being greyer in colour, by tlie entire absence of shoulder stripes,

and by smaller ears^ in all which characteristics it comes closer to its neighbours
on the Asiatic side than it does to its relations iu Abyssinia and Nubia.

Next we meet the zebras. First couies the magnificent Gr^vy zebra of Somali-
land, Shoa, and British East Africa. It is completely striped down to its hoofs,

but the coloration of the specimens from Shoa differs from that of those from
Somalilaud, and from those of British East Africa. The Grevy zebra has its hoofs
rounded in front like those of a horse, but its ears are more like its neighbours the
asses than those of any other zebra.

In the region north of the river Tana the Burchelline group of zebras overlaps
the Grevy, and though it differs essentially in form, habits, and shape of it** hoofs
from the Grevy some of those in the neighbourhood of Lake Barringo show grid-

iron markings on the croup like those on the GrtSvy zebra, whilst, like the latter,

they also possess functional premolars.

All the zebras of the equatorial regions are striped to the hoofs, but when we
reach the Transvaal, the Burchelline zebra, known as Chapman's, is divesting itself

of stripes on its legs, whilst the ground colour is getting less white and the stripes

less black. Further south the true Burchell zebra of the Orange River has com-
pletely lost the stripes ou its legs and under-surface, its general colouring being

pale yellowish brown, the stripes being dark brown or nearly black. South of the
Orange River the now extinct quagga of Cape Colony had not only begun to lose the
stripes of its under-part and on the hind -quarters, but in Darnell's specimen they
only survived on the neck as far as the withers, the animal having its upper surface

bay and a tail like that of a horse, whilst all specimens of quagga show a rounded
hoof like that of a horse.

In the quagga of 30° to 32° S. we have practically a bay horse corresponding

to the bay Libyan horse of lat. 30°-32° N.
But the production of such variations iu colour do not require great differences

in latitude. On the contrary, from a study of a series of skins of zebras shot for

me in British East Africa, each of which is from a known locality and from a

known altitude, there can be no doubt that such variations in colour are found
from district to district within a comparatively small area.

In addition to the two species of zebra already mentioned, there is the moun-
tain zebra, formerly extremely common in the mountainous parts of Cape Colony
and Natal, though now nearly extinct in that area. Its hind legs, as miglit natu-

rally have been expected from its habitat, are more developed than those of the

other zebras, just as these same limbs are also more developed in the kiang of the

Himalayas than in any other ass.

"With these facts before us, there can be no doubt that environment is a most
potent factor not only in coloration, but also in osteology. No less certain is it

that environment is capable of producing changes in animal types with great

rapidity. Thus, although it is an historical fact that there were no horses in Java
in 1346, and it is known that the ponies now there are descended from those

brought in by the Arabs, yet within five centuries there has arisen a race of ponies

(often striped) some of which are not more than two feet high. Darwin himself

has given other examples of the rapid change in structure of horses when
transferred from one environment to another, as for instance when Pampas horses

are brought up into the Andes.
Another good example is that of the now familiar Basuto ponies. Up to 1846

the Basutos did not possess a single horse, those of them who went down and
worked for the Boers of the Orange River usually taking their pay in cattle. At
the date mentioned some of them began to take horses instead. These horses

were of the ordinary mixed colonial kinds, and we may be sure that the Boers did

not let the Basutos have picked specimens. The Basutos turned these horses out

on their mountains, where living under perfectly natural conditions their posterity

•within less than forty years had settled down into a well-defined type of mountain
pony.

Nor is it only in the horse family that we meet with examples of the force of

environment. The tiger extends fi-om the Indian Ocean, through China up to

3 H 2
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Corea, but tlie tiger of Corea is a very different animal from tliat of Bengal.

Instead of the short hair of the Indian tiger the Corean has clothed himself with

a robe of dense long fur to withstand the rigours of the north. It is* not unlikely

that if we had a sufficient number of skins from known localities we could trace

the change in the tiger from latitude to latitude, just as I have shown in the case

of the Equidae.

Now whilst there is certainly a general physical type common to all the

peoples round the Mediterranean, it by no means follows that all those peoples are

from the same original stock. On the contrary, the analogy from man in other

parts of the world, as well as that of the Equidae, suggest tliat the resemblance

between the Berbers, who speak Hamitic, the Greeks who speak Aryan^ and the

Jews and Arabs who spoke Semitic, is simply due to the fact that those peoples

from having long dwelt under practically similar conditions in the Mediterranean

basin, have gradually acquired that physical similarity which has led Sergi to the

assumption that they have a proximate common ancestry, and that they accordingly

form but a single race.

Nor is there any lack of instances of convergence of type under similar con-

ditions in the case of the lower animals. We saw that the asses of South-

Western Asia approximate iu colour to the asses of North-East Africa, and in

respect of the size of the ears and absence of shoulder-stripe, more especially to

the nearest of these, the ass of Somaliland. Yet it does not follow that they

are more closely related to the Somali ass than they are to their own next

neighbours, the kiang. On the contrary, it is much more likely that the

Somali ass is closely related to those of Abyssinia, and that the South- AVeetern

Asiatic asses are closely related to the kiang. The approximation in colour,

absence of shoulder-stripe, and size of the ears between the asses of Somaliland

and those of South-Western Asia must rather be explained by a convergence

of types under the somewhat similar climatic conditions of Somaliland and
the nearest parts of South-Western Asia. Again, though there are very

strong specific diflerences between the Grevy and Burchelliue zebras met in

the neighbourhood of Lake Barringo, there is a curious approximation not only in

marking but also in the teeth between these two species, which is best accounted

for by supposing that it is the outcome of similar environment. It may be said

that this approximation may be due to the interbreeding of the two species of

zebras in the region where they overlap. This, in itself a most unlikely contingncy
from all that is known of the habits of wild species, certainly cannot be alleged in

the case of the convergence in type between tlie asses of South-Western Asia and
the Somali ass, since they are separated by the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf.

Again, the representative of the crocodile family in the Ganges is dis'

tinguished by the extreme elongation of the head and jaws, whilst the same elon-

gation of the head is equally characteristic of the representative of the dolphin
family found in the same waters. Again, all through the Indian Ocean wherever
any family of crabs have become inhabitants of coralline sands its members have
long legs. Again, it has long been noticed that in Cutch all the larger animals

have a tendency to become a sandy colour, whilst in certain areas of South
America insects, no matter to what family they belong, have a tendency to one
common aspect.

It may of course be said that the changes in colour of the horse family, tigers,

and insects are for ' protective ' reasons. But the case of the horse family alone

is sufficient to dispose of this objection. The kiang of the Himalaya had no
dangerous enemy until man was armed witli a rifle. In Africa the zebras have
had only two formidable foes—man and the lion. It is asserted by the most
experienced hunters that the gaudy livery of the zebra makes him conspicuous
from afar, whether he is on the mountain, on the plain, or in the shade of a tree.

His brilliant colour therefore really exposes him to man. But it will be said that

it is well adapted to conceal him at night, at which time the lion seeks his prey.

Yet as the best authorities hold that the lion hunts entirely by scent, the colora-

tion of the zebra affords him no protection against his inveterate foe.

I have shown that in horses the colours—such as bay, black, grey, and white-p
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accompany certain well-defined inward qualities. But as black Is most certainly

not a primitive horse colour, it follows that coat colours may be intimately con-

nected with certain other characteristics quite irrespective of protective colouring.

Again, as the variation in the size and shape of the ears and hoofs of the asses and

zebras cannot be set down to protective colouring, but must be due to other

causes, there is no reason why variations in colour should not be ascribed to

similar causes.

The argument based on the analogy of the horse family and the tigers, and on

that of the natives of the New World, may be applied to the races of Africa.

Next to the Mediterranean lie the Berbers and their Hamitic congeners, who
are regarded as part of the Eurafrican species by Sergi and his school. But the

Berbers are not all of the typical Mediterranean physique. The blonde Berbers

of the highlands of Rif in North-West Morocco and of the Atlas have long been

well known. In the region lower down and in Western Tunis the occurrence of

the xanthochrous type seems much less frequent, whilst further east it practically

disappears.

It is certain that there was a fair-haired element in Libya long before Rome
conquered Carthage or the Vandals had passed into the ken of history. Oalli-

machus testifies to the existence of blonde Berbers in the third century B.C. We
may hold, then, with Sergi and others that the blonde element in the Berbers is not

a survival from invasions of Vandals or Goths, or from Roman colonists, but that

they rather owe their fair complexions and light-coloured eyes to the circumstance

that they were cradled in a cool mountainous region, and |not along the low-lying

border of the Mediterranean like their dark-coloured relations whose language and
customs they share.

If, then, some of those who speak Hamitic are fair, and have been fair for

centuries before Christ, as Sergi himself admits, whilst others are dark, there is

no reason why some of the peoples who speak Aryan might not be dark whilst

others are blonde.

The Berbers and their Hamitic congeners shade off on the south into other

peoples, but this is not altogether due to intermarriage, as is commonly held, for

it is more probably to be explained as due in a large part to climatic conditions.

The Bantus, who are said to have originated in the Galla country and to have
spread thence, are now regarded by the chief authorities as the result of an inter-

mixture of Hamites and Negroes. But, on the grounds I have already stated, it

is more rational to regard them as having been evolved in the area lying between
the Hamitic peoples on the north and the Negroes on the south, just as we have
corresponding types of the horse family in Nubia and Abyssinia and in the equatorial

regions. The same hypothesis also explains the existence of those cattle-keeping

tribes which lie west of the Nile stretching across Northern Nigeria, who border

on the Berbers, but yet differ from them, and border also on the Negroes, but

diff'er from them likewise. South of these tribes come the Negroes, the true

children of the equator. The Bantu is able to live in elevated equatorial areas,

and he has burst his way down to the sub-tropical and temperate parts of south

Africa, where he especially flourishes in the highlands, thus showing that his race

was originally evolved under similar conditions. The Bantu found in the South
the Hottentots, who are especially distinguished by steatopygy, a feature which
has led some to identify them with the primitive steatopygous race supposed to

have once lived in Southern Europe, Malta, and North Africa, and to have lelt

evidence of their characteristic in their representations of themselves. But,

granting that such a race once lived in North Africa and Southern Europe, there

is really no more reason for supposing that they and the Hottentots formed one

and the same race than there is for assuming that Daniell's quagga, which was
practically a bay horse, was proximately akin to the bay horse of North Africa.

The occurrence of steatopygy in two areas so wide apart is not due to an ethnical

migration, but rather to similar climatic conditions producing similar characteristics.

As some anthropologists so commonly explain the origin of races such as

the Bantus by intermarriage, it may be well to see whether intermarriage between
two races, one of which is an invader, is likely to produce a permanent effect upon
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the general physique of a whole community. T have shown elsewhere that the

many invasions of fair-haired races into the three southern peninsulas of Europe
and into the Aegean islands have left no permanent trace on the population.

It is a matter of common knowledge that the offspring of British and native

parents in India have a constant tendency to die out. The same undoubtedly holds

true for the offspring of British soldiers serving in Egypt, the Soudan, and West
Africa. The native race always reasserts itself In America the Spanish blood

has died out, or is dying out, everywhere except in the temperate regions of Chile,

Quito, and Argentina, where the descendants of the Spanish settlers thrive in a

climate very analogous to that of Spain. In the Southern States of North
America the whites cannot flourish, and only just manage to survive. On the

other hand the descendants of the Negro slaves imported into Brazil, the West
Indies, and the Southern States of North America thrive and multiply with
extraordinary vigour; a fact doubtless due to their race having been evolved under

similar conditions in equatorial Africa.

Even from the evidence already to hand there is high probability that inter-

marriage can do little to form a new race unless the parents oq both sides are of

races evolved in similar environments.

I have already pointed out that although the fair-haired race of Upper Europe
has age after age kept pouring over the Alps into Italy and the other southern

peninsulas, and have constantly intermixed with the indigenous populations, it is

only in the upper part of Italy that the blonde race is able to hold its own. In

Italy the xanthochrous race in ancient times as to-day had its maximum along

the Alps, and gradually dwindled towards the south until the melanochrous race

stood practically nlone in the lower part of the peninsula. So too in the Balkan,

whilst the fair-haired element was at its maximum along the Alps and the Danube,
southwards the melanochrous becomes moi'e and more comjiletely dominant, as it

practically is to-day in the lower part of the peninsula.

(li) In the Alpine regions there has been from Neolithic times a brachy-

cephalic race, also found in Central France and in the British Isles, whither it is

supposed to have come in the Bronze age. It has been a fundamental article of

faith with Sergi and others that tliis round-headed race came from Asia, the home
of brachycephalism. It is Mongolian according to most, and spoke a non-Aryan
language; but Sergi regards it as Aryan, thus reverting to the old doctrine, which
made the Aryans come from Central Asia, and he assumes that these invaders

imposed their language both on the aborigines of Italy, such as the Ligurians, and
on tbe blonde race of Northern Europe ; but we shall soon see that this assumption

has no base. Now, as these folk dwelt in the region where we find the Ligurians

of historical times, others have argued that the Ligurians were a non-Aryan
people from Asia. But it is impossifjle to find any hard-and-fast lines between
the Alpine race and the peoples north and south of it in culture and sociology.

For that reason when treating of the people of the Alps in my ' Early Age of

Greece ' I did not take any account of the difl'erence in cranial measurements. In

1906, at the British Association, I maintained that this difference of skull type

did not mean anj' racial difl'erence, and on the analogy of the changes in the

osteology of the Equidae I urged that the roundness of the skulls was simply due
to environment, as the horses of the Pampas when brought up into the moun-
tainous regions of C'hile and Peru rapidly change their physical type. Physical

anthropologists have already maintained that the round head of the ]\Iongolian

has been developed in the high altitude of the Altai. If that be so, there is no
reason why a similar phenomenon should not have taken place in the Alpine
region, in Albania, Anatolia, and wherever else in mountain areas brachycephaly
has been found in more than sporadic examples, which of course may well be due
to migrations or importation of slaves. But I am far from suggesting that altitude

is the only cause of brachycephaly.

The evidence then, as far as it goe.«, points to the same conclusion as that to

which we came as regards pigmentation, and it may eventually be proved that
just as each area has its own type of coloration, so also has it its own osteological

character. In support of thi.s I may point out that recently Dr. William Wright,
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Hunterian lecturer, has come to the conclusion from his craniological investipra-

tions that the brachycephalic Alpine race was evolved on Europpan soil, whilst

Dr. C. S. Myers has been led hv his researches on Eprvptian skulls to conclude

that, ' in spite of the various infiltrations of foreig-n blood in the past, modern

Egypt contains a homooreneous population which frraduallv shifts its averasre

character as we proceed southwards from the shores of the Mediterranean to

Nubia beyond the First Cataract.'

It is not impossible that Alpine environment mavhave acted upon the shape of

the sliuU of the ox a.s well as that of man. We know from the examination cf

the fauna of the Lake dwellin<2fs of Switzerland tlint the Celtic ox (Bos lonai-

frons) was there the common type, and its descendants still continue to be the

tvpical breed along the Alpine' chain. This ox is characterised by its strong'ly

developed occipital region and its small horns curved forward and inward. As

it differs so essentially from the urus (Bos prhnigenins) and from the longr-horned

cattle of the Mediterranean lands, it seems not unlikely that the peculiar cranial

formation mav have been evolved under mountainous environment.

It is now clear that differences in the shape of the skull and in the colour of the

skin, hair, and eves cannot be at all implicitly relied on as criteria of race. The

defenders of the" non-Arvan character of the dark races of Greece, Italy, Spain,

France, and the British Isles have now to depend on two arguments only, one of

which is linguistic, the other sociolog-ical. It is admitted that it is very difficult

to point to any non-Aryan survivals in the vocabularies of the languages of these

countries, and it is also admitted that in them all the tense system of the Aryans

has been taken over in its entirety. Neither Kretschmer nor anyone else has

ventured to affirm that there is any survival of non-Aryan syntactical forms in

Greek, the language of all others in which the Ayran tense system is found in

its greatest delicacy and perfection. But we know that in all cases where an

Aryan language has without doubt been adopted by a non-Aryan folk the tense

system is invariably broken up. No better example than this is needed than

ordinary 'pigeon ' English. So difficult is it for the defenders of the non-Aryan

theory "of the origin of the aborigines of Greece to maintain their position that

one of the latest. Professor Burrows, has to rely on certain supposed svntactical

survivals of a non-Arvan language which Sir John Rhys believes that he has found

in Welsh and Irish and in the remarkable resemblance which Professor Morris

Jones thinks that he has traced between the syntax of those languages and that

of Berber and ancient Egyptian.

Yet when we examine the evidence on which Sir John Rhys relies, it turns

out to be only three Welsh and Cornish oghams, written not in pure Celtic, but

in do? Latin, and also two Irish oghams, which show a looseness in the u.se of the

genitive suffix at a time when final syllables were dropping out of use in Irish.

Sir John Rhys supposes that the non-Arvan inhabitants of these islands derived

their Gaelic" speech from a people whom he terms Celticans, who spoke Goidelic,

and who were followed bv the Brythons, who found the aborigines already

Celticised. Professor Morris Jones freely admits that the aborigines must have

borrowed the full Aryan tense system, a fact in itself sufficient, from what I have

aireadv said, to arouse grave suspicions as to the validity of any arguments based

on supposed fundamental grammntical differences. But this supposed taking over

of the full Aryan tense system bv the non-Aryan aboriaines of these islands is

rendered all the more miraculous from the circumstance that Sir John Rhys holds

that his Celticans who spoke Goidelic ' came over not later than the great move-

ments which took place in the Celtic world of the Continent in the sixth and fifth

centuries before our era.' that the Brythons came over to Britain between the time

of Pytheas and that of Julius Cfesar,' and that the Brythons were not likely to

come into contact on anv large scale with the aborigines 'before they had been

to a considerable extent ' Celticised.' It is thus assumed that it was pos.«ible

for the aborigines to have been so completely Celtici.«ed as to have adopted the

Aryan tense system, as well as the Aryan vocabulary, in its fulnes.s in the interval

between the "sixth or fifth century and the second century B.C. Yet English has

been the master speech in Britain for many centuries, ivnd that, too, when reading
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and writing have been commonly practised
;
yet Gaelic still survives, wliilst Welsh

not only survives but flourishes. It is therefore simply incredible that such a

complete transformation as that postulated could have taken place in three or four

centuries in an age when writing and literature can be hardly said to have existed

in these islands.

Let us now see under what conditions does one race or people borrow the

language of another. Slaves of course take over the language of their masters, but

we have to consider (1) the adoption by a conquering people of the language of the

conquered, (2) the adoption by a conquered people of that of their conquerors, and

(3) the adoption by a people themselves uuconquered of the language of their neigh-

bours. Under what conditions do the conquerors adopt the language of the con-

quered .'' Ireland affords us at least two certain e.xamples. Cromwell planted large

bodies of his English soldiers in Tipperary,butthey hadno English women, and there-

fore took as wives the daughters of the land, who spoke the Irish language. From
this union resulted a splendid offspring, who spoke chiefly the language of their

Irish mothers, and not their fathers' English. So it came to pass that in a single

generation the progeny of Cromwell's Puritans were in language as Irish as the

purest blooded aboriginal of Munster. Yet this adoption of the Irish language by
the great majority of the children of these settlers took place in spite of the effect

which the reading of books in English must have exerted to counteract the

tendency to adopt the Irish language. Let us go back five hundred years in Irish

history and we find exactly the same process going on. The Normans who
followed Strongbow into Ireland, like their captain, frequently married native

women. It is a matter of common knowledge that the Anglo-Norman settlers

in a short time became Hihendores ij^sis Hibernts.

These and other examples too numerous to cite here prove that the children of

bodies of conquerors who marry the women of the land will have an inevitable

tendency to follow their mothers' speech. We may also lay down as a solid factor

in the tendency of the conqueror to merge into the conquered the isolation of the

conquerors from their original homes and from the great mass of those who speak

the same language.

Next we come to the case where the conquerors bring with them some women
of their own race. This of course helps to keep their own language alive, as a

certain number of the children speak it as their mothers' tongue. But even
in these circumstances the invaders are liable to drop their own language and
practically adopt that of the natives. Thus the Northmen who settled on
the coast of France gradually abandoned their national tongue for French, though
modifying dialectically their adopted language. When under the name of

Normans they conquered and settled in England, they again adopted the language

of the conquered, though modifying the English tongue by many words and
phrases brought with them from Normandy, and we have just seen how some of

their descendants who settled in Ireland for the third time changed their speech

for that of the conquered.

Hitherto all our examples show the adoption by the conquerors of the language

of the conquered, even when they bring a certain number of their women with
them.

We now come to undoubted cases where the language of the conqueror has
been able to get a firm foothold. From the time of the plantation of Ulster,

the advance of the English tongue, and consequent decadence of the Irish, has
steadily proceeded, for the settlers, unlike Cromwell's Ironsides, brought with
them women of their own race and speech. Consequently their children grew up
speaking English as their mothers' tongue. Yet even with such a basis the

advance of English amongst the Irish has been exceedingly slow. In the glens

of Antrim the Irish language still lingers on, whilst in Donegal, Connaught,
Kerry, Cork, and Waterford, English has not succeeded in ousting completely the

native language, though the former is the language of the national schools, of the
newspapers, and of trade.

The story of the establishment of English itself in Britain is just the same
as in Ulster, We know from Bede that the Angles who settled in Bi'itain left
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Ilolstein iu large bodies, bringing with them their wives and families, and leaving

their old homes without inhabitant. Having thus settled in solid masses in the

east of Britain, they retained fully their own tongue, impressed it upon their

menials, and gradually, as they extended their conquests westward over the island,

English became the language of the land. Yet in Wales the ancient speech
still flourishes.

We may therefore conclude that the adoption by the conquered of the

language of the conqueror, even when it does take place, which is but rarel}',

is a very slow and tedious process, although every advantage is on the side of

the invading tongue, and that when the native speech gets a fair field, as in

Wales, the language of the conqueror can make little or no advance.

Only the third possibility now is left—that one people can adopt "without
conquest the language of another. But no example of such can anywhere
be found, although Europe presents numerous instances to the contrary.

There can be no stronger case than that of the Swiss Republic, in which peoples

with more than four kinds of language combine for national defence and other

adv.intages. Here, if anywhere, we ought to find a gradual adoption by certain

cantons of the language of. their neighbours. But, far from this being so, the

German, French, Roumansch, and Italian cantons rigidly preserve their respective

mother-speeches. In the Austro- Hungarian Empire there is no tendency observable

on the part of either Magyars or Slavs to adopt German ; nay, the very opposite

is the case. Again, the Finns have not adopted either Swedish or Russian, though
partitioned between their more powerful neighbours.

To sum up, it seems that no nation readily adopts the language of another,

even though it be in close ties of friendship ; whilst there is still less tendency
when national hostility intervenes. Secondly, the adoption of the language of the

conqueror by the conquered, except under the most favourable circumstances, is

not common, and only takes place by a very gradual process, as is seen in the case

of Ireland. Thirdly, there is a strong tendency for the conqueror to adopt the

language of the conquered, as was done by the Normans in England, in Ireland, in

Sicily, and in Italy; by the Cromwellian settlers in Tipperary, by the Bulgari in

Bulgaria, by the Franks in Gaul, by the Lombards in Italy, and by the Visigoths

in Spain. There is thus an inevitable tendency for the children to speak their

mothers' tongue, and indeed the phrase 'mother-tongue' is based on the fact

observed through long ages that the child learns its first words from its mother
and thus takes after her in speech. This law, which still holds good in modern
days and in civilised communities, must have been far stronger in earlier times

in countries where the tie of marriage hardly existed and the child belonged
to its mother's and not to its father's tribe, as is still the case in many parts of the

world.

In view of these facts we cannot accept Sir John Rhys's hypothesis that when
a few bodies of invaders, whom he terms Celticaus, passed into Ireland the
indigenous supposed non-Aryan race within two centuries completely abandoned
its own language, taking over in its entirety the Aryan tense system as well as the
Aryan vocabulary of its conquerors.

Now let us turn to Greece, Italy, and Spain. It is admitted that neither

Arcadia nor Attica was ever conquered by Acheans or Dorians, yet in both these

areas the Greek language existed through all historical time, and in Attica
especially the Aryan tense system is found in its highest perfection. The dialect

of Arcadia cannot have been taken over from Acheans or Dorians, because it is

the same as that of the Cypriotes from Arcadia who settled in Cyprus at least

1100 B.C. It is also very close to the dialect of Pelasgiotis in Thessaly, the home
of the aboriginal Pelasgian population, whilst it comes closest of all Greek dialects

to that of the ancient Epic. There can therefore be np doubt that Arcadian is

no mere bastard lingo, half non-Aryan, half Aryan, but is the genuine speech
of the oldest and most unmixed population of Greece, who were undoubtedly a
melanochrous race, and who also most certainly had occupied Greece from the

Stone age.

The Ivigurians, who formed from the Stone age the bottom stratum in all
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Upper and Central Italy, are now admitted to have spoken an Aryan language, and
I have recently given some reasons for believing that the Latin language is simply
the native tongue of the ahorieiual Ligurian population of Latium with some
admixtures derived from the Italic tribes of Siculi and Sabines. I have also shown
that the ancient Iberians, the next neighbours of the Ligurians, used the same
forms of place-names as the latter, and that some of the words plainly exhibit
Aryan terminations. Thus we may conclude that with the exception of the
Basques, who are probably a non-Aryan spurt from North Africa, the melanochrous
populations of Spain, Italy, the Balkan Peninsula, France. Britain, Ireland, and
Holland have from the first spoken none but an Aryan language.

(c) Only one argument is now left to the defenders of the non-Aryan
theory. When the study of sociology first sprang up in the last century, it at

once became a fundamental doctrine that the Aryans had always been strictly

patriarchal, and that polyandry and descent through women was unknown amongst
them. Though this view has received many rude shocks in later days, Professor
Ziramer argues from it tliat the indigenous people of Britain and Ireland were
non-Aryan,

It is well known from the ancient writers that the Picts were polyandrous and
that succession was consequently through females. Again, it is certain, both
from the ancient Irish literature and al!=o from statements of external
writers, that the Irish were polyandrous, and that they also almost certainly
traced descent through women. Accordingly Professor Zimmer infers that the
indigenous race was non-Aryan. But McLennan has long since pointed out that
descent through women was the ancient law at Athens, and I have just shown
that the Athenians and Arcadians, the autochthonous, dark-complexioned people
of Greece, never spoke any save an Aryan tongue. Moreover, I have shown else-

where that the Ligurians, who are now generally admitted to have spoken always
an Arvan language, had descent through women, whilst I have also pointed out
that there is good evidence that the ancient Latins, who have generally been taken
as typical Aryans, had the same system. Again, it is admi+ted that the ancient
Illyrians and dark-complexioned Thracians spoke an Aryan language, which,
inasmuch as it differed materially in certain ways from that spoken by their Celtic
overlords, must have been aboriginal, whilst I have further given grounds for

believing that the ancient Iberians (thous'h not the Basques) were also an Aryan-
speaking folic. But there is jrood evidence that the lUvrians, melanochrous
Thracians and Iberians all traced descent through women. In view of these facts

it is useless to urge that because the Picts of Scotland and the ancient Irish had
that system of succession through females these peoples must have been non-
Aryan.

We have now reviewed the three main criteria of race at present used by
anthropologists: («) pigmentation of the skin, hair, and eyes; (b) the shape of the
skull and other osteological characteristics; and finally (c) their system of tr.acing

descent. We have seen that osteolo?ical differences may be but foundations of
sand, because it is certain that such variations take place within very short
periods, not only in the case of the lower animals, as in the horse family, but in

man himself. Pigmentation is no true criterion, for we have found a steady
tendency to change in colour in the case of the lower animals from latitude to
latitude, whilst in the case of man the steady shading off in colour from dark to
blonde may be traced from the equator to the Baltic. Unless then we postulate
that man is entirely free from the natural laws which condition the osteology and
pigmentation of other animals,we must admit that neither bone nor colour differences

can be regarded as crucial criteria. Further, we saw that the test of descent
through males or females broke down absolutely in the case of peoples who can be
proved historically never to have spoken any but a non-Aryan language. Finally,
we are forced to the conclusion that language, now that we realise what are the
laws which govern its borrowing by one race from another, is reallv the surest
of all the known tests of race when dealt with broadly and over wide areas, and
not merely in the way of guesswork etymologies.

II. Hitherto I have dealt only with the need of a rigid application of
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zoological laws in studying the evolution of the various races of man. In the

time that is still left I propose to touch briefly on tlie vast importance of such natural

laws -when dealing with the native races of our great dependencies and colonies,

and in our own social legislation. I venture to think that the gravest mistakes

which at present are being made in our administration and legislation are due to the

total disregard of the natural laws, which not only modify and ditlerentiate one

race from another, but also are constantly producing variations within our own
community. As physical characteristics are in the main the result of environment,

social institutions and religious ideas are no less the product of that environment.

Several of our most distinguished Indian and Colonial administrators have pointed

out that most of the mistakes made by British officials are due to their ignorance

of the habits and customs of the natives. It has been in the past an axiom of

British politicians that in the English Constitution and in English law there is

a panacea for every political and social difficulty in any race under the sun. Only

let us give, it is urged, this or that State a representative parliamentary system

and trial by jury and all will go well. The fundamental error in this doctrine is

the assumption that a political and legal system evolved during many centuries

amongst a people of North-Western Europe, largely Teutonic, and that too living

not on the mainland but on an island, can be applied cut and dried to a people

evolved during countless generations in tropical or subtropical regions, with social

institutions and religious ideas widely different from those of even South Europeans,

and still more so from those of Northern Europe. We might just as well ask

the Ethiopian to change his skin as to change radically his social and religious

ideas. It has been shown by experience that Christianity can make but little

headway amongst many peoples in Africa or Asia, where on the other hand
Muharamadanism has made and is steadily making progress, acting distinctly

for good, as in Africa, by putting down human sacrifice and replacing fetish

worship by a lofty monotheism. This is probably due to the fact that

Muhammadanism is a religion evolved amongst a Semitic people who live in

latitudes bordering on the aboriginal races of Africa and Asia, and that it is far

more akin in its social ideas to those of the Negro or Malay than are those of

Christianity, more especially of that form of Christianity evolved during the last

twelve centuries by the Teutonic peoples of Upper Europe, who are of all races

furthest in physical characteristics, in religious ideals and social institutions, from

the dark races of Africa and Asia. This great gulf is due not merely to shallow

prejudice against other people's notions, it is as deep-seated as is the physical

antipathy felt by the Teuton for the Negro, which is itself due to the very

different climatic conditions under which both races have been evolved. The
Teuton does not freely blend with the black, and even when he does intermarry

he treats his own half-bred progeny with contempt, or at most with toleration.

On the other hand, some South Europeans, for example the Portuguese, are said

to have little objection to intermarrying with dark races and allowing the mixed

progeny an equal social status, whilst the Arab through the ages has freely taken

to wife the African, and has never hesitated to treat the hybrid ofi'spring as equals.

There is thus a wide breach between the physique and the social and religious

ideas of the African and our own ; but, as political and legal institutions are

indissolubly bound up with social and religious, it follows inevitably that the

political and legal institutions of a race cradled in Northern Europe are exceed-

ingly ill adapted for the children of the equator. Accordiugly in any wise

administration of these regions it must be a primary object to study the native

institutions, to modify and elevate them whenever it may be possible, but never

to seek to eradicate and supplant them. Any attempt to do so will be but vain,

for these institutions are as much part of the land as are its climate, its

soil, its fauna, and its flora. 'Naturam expellas furca, tanien usque recurret.'

Let us hope for a successful issue for the effort now being made by the Royal
Anthropological Institute to establish an Imperial Bureau of Anthropology whose
function will be not only to carry out systematically the scientific study of

man, but also to aid the administrator and the legislator, the merchant and the

missionary.
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III. I now pass to my last and most important topic—natural laws in

relation to our own social legislation. We have seen that environment is

a powerful factor in the differentiation of the various races of man, alike in

physique, institutions, and religion. It is probable that the food-supply at hand
in each region may be an important element in these variations, whilst the

nature of the food and drink preferred there may itself be due in no small degree
to climatic conditions. Each zone has its own peculiar products, and beyond
doubt the natives of each region differ in their tastes for food and drink. The
aboriginal of the tropics is distinctly a vegetarian, whilst the Eskimo -within the

arctic circle is practically wholly carnivorous. In each case the taste is almost
certainly due to the necessities of their environment, for the raau in the arctic

regions could not survive without an abundance of animal fat. It is probable that the

more northward man advanced the more carnivorous he became in order to support

the rigours of the northern climate. The same holds equally true in the case of drink.

Temperance reformers would enforce by legislation complete abstinence from all

alcoholic liquors, and they point to the sobriety of the Spaniards, Italians, and
other South Europeans, and urge, if these nations are so temperate, why should

Britons and Irish continue to drink beer and spirits in such large quantities?

This appeal depends unfortunately on the false assumption that the natives

of these islands enjoy the same climate as the people of the sunny south. All
across Northern Europe and Asia there is a universal love of strong drink, which
is not the mere outcome of vicious desires, but of climatic law. In Shakespeare's

time ' your Englishman was most potent in potting,' and this was no new outbreak

of depravity, for the earliest reference in history to the natives of these islands

tells us the same tale. When Pytheas of Marseilles travelled in these regions,

about '350 B.C., he found the people making 'wine from barley,' and, though he
does not explicitly say so, we need not doubt that it was meant for home con-

sumption. In view of these facts we must regard this tendency as essentially climatic.

This view derives additional support from the well-authenticated fact that one of the

chief characteristics of the descendants of British settlers in Australia is their strong

teetotalism. This cannot be set down to their having a higher moral standard
than their ancestors, but rather, as in the case of Spaniards and Italians, to the

circumstance that they live in a country much warmer and drier than the British

Isles. We must therefore, no matter how reluctantly, come to the conclusion

that no attempt to eradicate this tendency to alcohol in these latitudes can be
successful, for the most that can be done by the philanthropist and the legislator

is to modify and control it, but especially by moral means.
I have spoken of the principles at work in the differentiation of one race from

another. It may be that the same principles or others closely allied may be at

work within each community, for each community is but the whole world writ

small. Within the United Kingdom itself there are not only different physical

types, but very different ideas respecting marriage and divorce embodied in the

laws regulating those fundamental institutions in England, Scotland, and Ireland.

If such fundamental differences exist in that most important of social institutions,

we may well expect that the natural laws which differentiate one race from
another may be at work w-itbin every community in the United Kingdom,

Yet though the world has been ringing with the doctrine of natural selection

and the survival of the fittest for nearly half a century, no statesman ever dreams
of taking these great principles into consideration when devising any scheme of

education or social reform. On the contrary, it is a fundamental assumption in all

our educational and social reforms that all men are born with equal capacities

;

that there is no difference in this respect between the average child of the labourer,

sprung from many generations of labourers, and one born of many generations of

middle or upper-class progenitors ; and it is held that all that is necessary to make
the children of the working classes equal, if not superior, to the children of the

bourgeois is the same food, the same clothing, and the same educational advantages.
On that account we have devised the so-called educational ladder. Yet if we
ask any social reformer why are there middle classes, the answer will probably
be that they are better off. But why are they better off.** We are told that
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their fathers and mothers were better off, and that they thus got a better chance
than the poor labourer. But why were the parents of these middle-class folks

better off? Oh ! they came of families that had been long well-to-do. But why
were these families long well-to-do ? At last we are brought to the conclusion of
the northern farmer, that ' Work man 'a gone to the gittin' whiniver munny was
got,' and to his brutal correlative respecting the labourers that 'Them or thir

feythers, tha sees, miin 'a bean a laazy lot.'

Work no doubt has been a main factor in the evolution of the middle and
upper classes, especially in later times, though undoubtedly other qualities, such
as superior physique and superior courage, have been very important elements in

the earlier stages. But at all times it is not improbable that the special quality
which led to their rise was a superior self-restraint, that enabled them to resist

the vices which are too often attendant on prosperity. This superior morale acts

in turn upon the offspring by setting up a better standard of life in the home,
which of itself gives children brought up in such an environment an advantage
at the outset of life denied to the children of inferior parents. It needs no
elaborate induction to prove that the middle classes are not the outcome of
chance, but of a long process of natural selection and the survival of the fittest

in the struggle for life, the two main factors in this evolution being, in the
language of Aristotle, heredity and training. Each community is but a microcosm
of the whole human race, which, as I have endeavoured to show, is bound by
the same laws as the rest of tlie animal kingdom. One race becomes a master
because of its superior physique, courage, brain powei", and morale ; another sinks

in the struggle or lags behind owing to its inferiority in the very qualities which
have given the mastery to its rival. What is true of master races in relation to

inferior races is equally true of the individuals in each community. The middle
and upper classes are in the main sprung from ancestors with better physique,
courage, and morale, and who have generation after generation been brought up
in a better moral atmosphere than the children of the masses. Their ranks are

also continually being reinforced by the best of the working classes. But this is

not due to any educational ladder provided in modern times, for the process has
always been at work, though of course its action has been distinctly aided by
modern legislation. Mediajval history supplies many examples of those who,
though sprung from the humblest parents, rose to high place in Church and State.

This was not due to any legislative enactments, but rather to a principle well
known in the whole field of Nature. Everyone knows that the superior varieties

of flowers and vegetables are commonly the ' sports,' as tiiey are termed, from
inferior species. The skilful gardener watches carefully for good ' sports,' for they
may become very valuable additions to his repertoire of useful plants. So, too,

the legislator must watch carefully for good human ' sports,' not for those with
criminal propensities. In the medieval world the Church provided a ladder by
which the son of the peasant could rise to be the counsellor of kings and princes.

In modern times the State provides an educational ladder by which the child of
the humblest parents may rise, if it has the capacity, to the highest positions in

the community. It is right—nay, essential—that such a ladder should be pro-
vided, but this ladder is not for the mass of children. The vast majority can
never climb beyond its lowest rung owing to their heredity, and in a less degree
to their home environment. Tlie ladder is for the good ' sports,' who by its aid
are thus continually reinforcing with fresh blood the ranks of the middle and
upper classes.

It may be said that I underrate the number of the good ' sports.' Of course
it is very difficult to get any exact statistics on so complex a subject; but
according to information which I have obtained from one of our great industrial
centres, where the educational ladder enables any child who passes the fourth
standard in the primary schools before it is eleven to rise into the secondary
schools, it is probable that no more than 5 or 6 per cent, of the children of
the working classes have at the age of sixteen the same amount of brain power
as the average children of the middle classes at the same age. But even all

this 5 or 6 per cent, of ' sports ' cannot be credited to parents of the working class
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alone, for it may be that a certain proportion of them must be ascribed to
middle or upper class parents. Of course these rude statistics must be corrected
by others collected on a laro;e scale all over the country before we can form a
final judgment; but I believe that the evidence already to hand makes it

improbable that more than a very limited percentage of the children of the
working classes have the same ability as the average child of the middle classes.

In ancient days the chief end of the legislator was to produce a stalwart
brood of citizens capable of bearing arms in defence of their country and
advancing her material prosperity. Still more ought this to be the aim of our
legislators to-day, for under modern conditions gTeat masses of population are
huddled together in a manner hardly known to ancient cities. To accomplish
this great end, the legislator must not merely look to improved housing of
the poor and the development of the physique of city populations. He nTust,
as far as possible, conform to the principles of the stockbreeder, whose object
is to rear the finest horses, cattle, or sheep. Amongst wild animals Nature
selects the fittest for continuing the race, and the wise breeder simply aids
Nature by selecting still more carefully the best animals. The legislator,
on his part, ought similarly to fo.ster the increase of the best element
in the State, and on the other hand discourage the multiplication of the
worst. Yet in our community statesmen of both parties have adopted the
very opposite policy. The children of the working classes are educated at the
cost of the State, the offspring of the wastrels are given free meals, and
already there are demands that they shall be clothed at the expense of the rate-
payers, and that the parents shall even be paid for providing them with
lodging. It is not impossible that before long these demands will be conceded by
either party in the State. The heavy additional expense incurred in this policy
falls upon the middle-class ratepayers and taxpayers, who have to feed, educate',
and clothe their own children at their own expense. It may be said that they
can get free education for their cliildreu by sending them to the State schools";
but this is to level down instead of to level up ; for if thev do so, they will be
lowering the general morale of their own class, the most priceless asset of the
nation. The heavy burden of taxation entailed by this policy, falling as it does
with special weight on the middle classes, renders it more difficult each year for
the young men and the young women in that class to marry before thirty, for
they naturally shrink from the expense of bringing up large or even moderate-
sized families. We need not then wonder at the falling-ofl" in the rate of increase
of the middle classes. Our legislators are bad stockmasters, for they are selecting
to continue the race the most unfit physically and morally, whilst they dis-
courage more and more the increase of what we have proved' to be the outcome
of a long process of natural selection. The present policy therefore tends to reduce
that which in all ages has been the mainstay of every State, the middle class. The
yeomen of England, the free burghers of Germany and of Italy, formed the best
element in the Middle Ages. So was it also with the great republics of the
ancient world. Aristotle, in more than one passage, has pointed out that the
middle class, that which stands between the ' excessively wealthy' and the ' very
poor,' between the ' millionaire ' and the ' wastrel,' are the mainstay of every State,
and he shows that, where the middle class has been crushed out by the millionaire
or the mob, ruin has inevitably overtaken the State. Indeed, it'is clear that the
chief defect in the Greek democracies was the smallness and weakness of the middle
class, whilst it is notorious that Rome prospered only as long as the middle-class
citizens flourished. Her downfall came when they were extinguished by the
great capitalists, who made common cause with the masses against them. The
latter had no patriotism, were incapable of bearing arms, and had no aspirations
beyond free meals and popular entertainments at the expense of the State.

It is of great scientific interest to discover how the short-skulled peoples of
Asia and Europe became differentiated from their long-skulled congeners ; it is of
great practical importance to apply to the administration of our great depen-
dencies and colonies the lessons taught by anthropology ; but it is inlinitely more
important to maintain a vigorous stock of citizens for the kingdom and the
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empire. Questions of the origin of races are, after all, only academic ;
but the

other two, more especially the last, are intimately bound up wilh tbe hie ot

the nation. If the present policy of our legislators is adherred to, the moral

and the physical standard ot the British citizen will steadily deteriorate, for the

population will gradually come to consist of the posterity of those who are

themselves sprang from many generations of the most unfit. Should this unfor-

tunately come to pass, it will be the result of human pride refusing to apply to

the human race the laws which inexorably regulate all Nature.

The following Papers were read :
—

1. The History of Mummification in Egypt.

By Professor G. J^lliot Smith, AI.A., M.D., F.R.S.

lu predynastic times in Egypt it was the custom to bury the bodies of the

dead in the sand, roughly wrapped in skins, Imen, or matting. As the result

of the dryness of the soil, and the exclusion of the air by the close adaptation

of the sand to the body, desiccation often occurred before any putrefactive

changes set in, and the corpse thus became preserved in a permanent torm.

inis phenomenon must have been perfectly familiar to the prehistoric

Egyptians themselves, for we have abuuaant evidence of the fact tliat plun-

dering of graves was common even at this early period. Moreover, the people

of later times must have learnt for themselves how excellently Nature preserved

the corpses of .their predecessors, when they came to make tombs for tiiemselves

in long- forgotten predynastic graveyards.

Thus the idea must have naturally presented itself to the Egyptian people,

perhaps in early dynastic times, to attempt to secure by art the preservation of

their dead, which vvas no longer attained naturally, once it became the custom

to put the body into a coffin or a rock-cut chamber, because the air thus buried

•witn the corpse favoured putrefaction. The Egyptians would be encouraged in

these attempts, to which they no doubt were prompted by their religious beliefs

no less than by the natural inclination of all mankind to preserve the remains

of those dear to them, by the help which the properties of their soil and

climate aflorded them, as well as by iheir knowledge of the properties of the

preservative salts, found ready at naud in such abundance in Egypt, and of

the resins obtained from neighbouring lands, with tbe properties ot which they

had been famiUar even in predynastic times. In this way lUe origin of the idea,

the reason for attempting to put it into practice, and the means for doing so

become intelligible to us, and render it more than ever improbable that the

custom of embalming could have been imported into Egypt from some foreign

land, where none of these reasons for the initiation of the practice holds good.

We have no exact data to permit us to say exactly when embalming was tir&t

attempted in Egypt. Although the earliest bodies certainly known to have

been embalmed are of the period of the tenth dynasty (^found at Sakkara by

Mr. Quibell), there is some slight evidence to suggest that some form of mummi-

fication was attempted in the times of the earliest pyramid- builders.

By the time of the Middle Empire the general technique of the operation

had attained tbe stage which in its main features was the conventional procedure

lor the succeeding two thousand years. Bat it was in the time of the New Empire

that the process of mummihcation reached its highest development. Then for the

hrst time the embulmers learnt how to remove tne brain and pack the cranium,

and put into practice the elaborate and difficult measures for restoring to the dead

body a greater semblance to the form it had had in life; so that the statue of the

deceased, which had been an essential part of the furniture of the tomb in earlier

times, when the body either underwent corruption or was imperfectly preserved,

became superduous, and was no longer put into ihe tomb.

Further stages in the evolution of tne art of embalming were followed by a

papid decline.
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2. A Sequ&nee of Egyptian Stone Inqjlements. By C. T. CukrellV.

The rousrh early pieces are found in the cemented quaternary gravels of thd

Tliebaid. The regular palfeolithic forms are found lying exposed on the rocks of

the upper plateau and on the side-hills bordering the Nile valley. The develop-

ment of the palteolith may he seen from the depth of the patina and alec the

scratchings ; fourteen distinct shades of colour may be seen.

The flint of the Thebaid is of a uniform kind and colour, and except for the

oldest forms the implements have been lying on the plateau under the same con-

ditions for different periods of time. In addition to the depth of colour many
pieces are reworked and show more than one patination. Several thousand pieces

were examined, and form and patination were found to go together. Each type

of implement has definite limits of patination, e.g.:—
Old points . . 1-3

Round butted lanceolate 2—

t

Sharp ,, „ ...... 3

Round „ ,, ovates .... 3-6

Sharp „ „ „ .... 3-5

Thick ovates 3-5

Flat „ 3-7
(So-called cou^ depoin//.)

Moustier point 7

Thick discs 2-14

Flat 2-10
Lance-points 4-12
Hollow scrapers 4-12

(Majority 9-] 2.)

Triangular implements 4-14

The neolithic implements of the Thebaid show little patination ; a few are

found on the top desert and these show a slight patination. The Faj-oum neoliths

show a considerable amount of patination and also reworking. In these the

patination is different from those of the Thebaid, as the flint is of a different kind.

The enormous duration of the neolithic period is shown by the number
of totally unpatinated implements that are made by reworking deeply patinated

neoliths. The forms s'milar to those obtained from the predjnastic tombs show
little or no patination.

The catalogue of the collection in the Cairo Museum (with about sixty plates

of illustrations) will be published shortly, and the question of patination and
development will be dealt with.

3. The Veddas. By C. G. Seligman>7, M.D.

The Veddas may most conveniently be considered under three heading?,

Veddas, Village Veddas, and Coast Veddas, for it seems that at the present day
the Veddas fall into three groups characterised by different sociological features.

The coast Veddas fish and have borrowed largely from their Tamil neighbours,

while the village Veddas have, to a considerable extent, intermarried with the

Sinhalese. But in spite of these lapses both groups retain the remains of their

old clan organisation in the majority of their settlements, showing their connection

with those less contaminated and wilder folk who have commonly been spoken of

as 'rock' or 'jungle' Veddas. On the psychical side, the life of all Veddas is

unusually limited in every aspect except one, namely, their regard for the dead,

and even this regard, which attains the intensity of a cult, has given rise to no
decorative art ; indeed a number of crude drawings, for the most part of animals

and men, executed on the walls of certain caves, Were the only examples of

decorative art seen, and personal adornment is at the lowest ebb. But although
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tbia cult btt3 produced no pictoriiil or plastic art, it has glveu rise to a series of

dances, often pantomimic, and so, parhaps, in the nature of imitative magic, but

whether pantomimic or not, accompanied, except m certain exceptional circum-

stances, by ofJerings of food to the spirits of the departed. Though others take part

in them, these dances are performed especially by men who have been trained to

invoice the yaku, as the spirits of the dead are called, and the use of a ceremonial

arrow with' a blade over a foot long and a short handle is an indispensable featiire

of some of these ceremonies, in all of wliich the ' shaman '
becomes possessed by

one or more of the yaku, he invokes.
^ o- i i

Finally as to language : all Veddas speak Sinhalese or dialect of bmhalese

with a predominance of ch sounds which makes Vedda talk sound harsh, and has

led to the belief that they have a language of their own ; but in addition many

Veddas have also a small number of words which are not obviously Sinhalese, or

are Sinhalese periphrases ; these classes of words are specially used in hunting

and in addressing the yaku.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

The following Papers were read :—

1. Anthropological Work in Egypt.

By Professor G. Elliot Smith, M.A., M.D., F.E.S.

The earliest known human remains found in the Nile Valley, when Compared

with those of later times, demonstrate the fact that in predynastic times Egypt

and Nubia were inhabited by one and the same race, which has persisted in Egypt

with little or no change in physical characteristics throughout the intervening six

thousand years until the present day. They were and are a small people, the

average height of the men being about 5 feet 3 inches at every period of their

history ; their hair is very dark brown or black, usually wavy, but not ' woolly
'

or in any sense negroid ; their heads are long and narrow, usually ovoid or

pentao-onoid or ' coffin-shaped,' as the result of a frequent presence of a protuberant

occiput. On the whole they share those characteristics which distinguish the

• majority of the peoples fringing the Mediterranean—the populations of Sicily,

Italy, Southern France, Spain, Algeria, and Tunis.

The physical characters of the population are remarkably uniform ; they

exhibit a range of variation, which is not appreciably greater than that of the

purest races known to us, though, of course, it is easy to select the extremes of

these variations and call them ' coarse ' and 'fine' types or 'negroid' and 'non-

negroid ' strains.

As we should expect in a group of people that has lived from the dawn of

history on the fringe of the negro territory, there is some slight evidence of aii

infusion of black blood, but this is very small in amount, and its effects very

much slighter and less widely dilfused thau is commonly supposed to be the case.

The negro influence is least marked, if indeed it is not a negligible factor, in the

earliest predynastic times ; but it becomes more and more pronounced in later, and

especially so in modern, times.

From the time of the earliest Egyptian dynasties a noteworthy change occurs

in the physical characteristics of the people of Nubia, and, though in a very much

slighter degree, in Lower Egypt. The inroad of negroes from the South leads

to the transformation of the Nubian population into a hybrid race. And there is

some evidence to show that even at the time of the pyramid-builders there was

some influx of an alien race from the Levant, which intermingled with th3

predominant Egyptian population of the Delta.

Three thousand years later a much greater immigration of people presenting

the same alien characteristics poured into Egypt and Nubia. From this time

onwards these foreign immigrants came to Egypt in a constant stream ; and as

they intermarried with their co-religionists—the Christian Copts—it happens that

1908. 3

1
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a considerable proportion of the latter present less resemblance to the ancient

Egyptians than their Moslem neighbours, who have intermarried either with their

fellow-countrymen or with the less dissimilar Arabian or Berber peoples of the

same faith as themselves.

2. Rajputs and Mahrattas. By W. Crooke, B.A,

This paper was mainly devoted to a consideration of the views recently

enunciated by Sir H. Risley on the origin of the Rajputs and Mahrattas.

The former are classed by him, on the evidence of authropometrj^, as ' Indo-

Aryans.' But historical and other evidence points to the conclusion that, so far

from being a distinct ethnical unit, the Rajputs form a status group, compounded
from varied elements. Thus, in the Ganges valley and along the central ranges

<if hills many Rajputs are promoted from the indigenous, so-called ' Dravidian,'

races. This fact is familiar to all ethnologists. More important and novel is the

evidence from epigraphy recently discovered, which shows that many of the

Rajputs in the Punjab and Rajputana are sprung from Scythian and Hun
invaders. These foreigners were a brachycephalic people; and the failure of

craniometry to detect this strain in the present population may be due either

to in::uthciunt investigation, or to the impossibility of classifying mixed races on
the basis of skull form.

Next, it was shown that there is no historical justification for the assumed
Scythian entry into the Deccan and Southern India as far down as Coorg. The
presence in those regions of a brachycephalic strain, whatever may be its origin,

cannot be due to a Scythian or Hun invasion.

The Mahrattas, again, do not constitute a stable ethnical unit. They are a

status group, the basis being the ' Dravidian ' or indigenous Kunbi tribe. The
higher classes, owing to their rise in social importance, have asserted and obtained

the right of conniibimn with the Rajputs.

It was suggested that the influence of environment and sexual selection have
been to some extent overlooked in recent discussions on the ethnology of India;

and that these causes may possibly explain the uniformity which characterises the

p'lysical character of the people of the I'uojab.

3. On a Collection of Dinka Laivs and Customs.^

By E. Sidney Hartland.

The Dinkas are one of the most important tribes of the Egyptian Sudan.
Captain Hugh D. E. O'SuUivan, a Government official, has recently compiled for

administrative purposes a collection of their laws and customs. This collection

is at present unprinted, and contains valuable anthropological material. The
Dinkas are a pastoral people, the economic basis of their society being the pos-

session of cattle. Their government is patriarchal, and they reckon descent only
in the male line. Reasons were given for thinking that this exclusively male
descent was preceded by exclusively female descent. Some curious details of
custom were discussed ; among others, the legal fiction (believed to be unique)

by which an heir is provided when the male line has died out.

4. Four Weeks in New Britain. By Miss B. Pullen-Borry.

Among the inhabitants of New Britain, two races stand out from the rest

as possessing isolated features. The Sultkas of the soutli coast, known as

'S/ntzkopfe from the artificial protuberance of the occiput, and the Bainings, only
discovered ton years ago, now considered to be the aboriginals of the island.

' To be published in J. Jl. Anthrojiological Institute,
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These latter are sinnfulnr in that tbey are nomadic, have no totems, barter, not

using the universally prevailing shell-money, and in their dances the sexes dance
together. They believe in the invisible presence of spirits, but apparently have
no dread of their return in any foroi, such as prevails everywhere else in the archi-

pelago. The bush Kanakas' settlements, some fourteen miles from Ilerbertslobe,

were described, also the snares used for catching flying foxes, the sacred sign of

three crotons, planted equidistant, in front of the chief's hut, in a separate

enclosure, and the bachelors' hut in which dried bats are suspended from the roof
to present to the brides.

5. The Northern Mound-builders 0/ North America.
By George Bryce, D.D., LL.D., F.R.S.C.

The Northern Mound-builders described are, so far as known, the most
northerly in North America. The sites examined were:

—

1. The Red Kiver, on whose banks, at the junction of the river with the
Assiniboine Eiver, the city of Winnipeg, Manitoba, stands.

2. The Rainy River (150 miles east of Winnipeg), which falls into the Lake
of the Woods.

3. The Lower Souris or Mouse River, at a point some 200 miles south-west of
Winnipeg.

Number of mounds seen : 1. Red River . . 9
2. Rainy River . .21
3. Souris River . .21

Total. . . 51

Souris region : (a) The Roches Perches. A remarkable group of sandstone
rocks of the Tertiary period, standing on the open
prairie, covered with Indian pictures of the elk,

buft'alo, Indian star, and teepee.

(Jb) Hill of the Murdered Scout.

(c) Near by the Red Pipestone Quarry of Longfellow.
{d) Remarkable earthworks on the south side of the South

Antler, a tributary of the Souris.

The largest mound opened (on the Rainy River) was 110 feet long, 90 feet

wide, and 30 or 40 feet high.

The following objects were obtained from the mounds :

—

1. Birch bark skull.

2. Bones of birds (whistle, scraper, beads), present ornaments of bone.
3. Stone implements—hammer, conjurer's tubes, chisels, scraper, chucky stones.

4. Red and yellow ochre, lump of arsenical pyrites.

5. Copper—copper frontlets from skull, needle, cutting-knife, hook, arrow-
head.

6. Pottery—cup, fragments of many pieces of pottery with difi'erent designs.

The purposes of the moimds appear to be two—1. Sepulture. 2, Observation.
The builders were not of the same race as the modern Indians. This is proved

by Indian tradition, by their being agriculturists, metal-workers, and pottery-
makers.

It is suggested that they were of Toltec origin, having been driven from
Mexico up the Mississippi, then up the Missouri to the Souris, and then up the
Ohio ; others coming from the upper waters of the Mississippi to the Red and
Rainy Rivers.

They seem to have been followed by the Sioux (Dakotas), Ii-oquois, who are
probably of Aztec origin. About the time of the coming of the white man in the
end of the sixteenth century they were, as Eries, Neutrals, and other pottery and
metal workers, blotted out, leaving their mounds behind them.

3 I 2
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6. Prehistoric Archceology in Japan, By N. Gordon Munro.

DLiring the past quarter of a century the observations of Japanese and foreign

investigators have enabled some general conclusions to be made. Features not

shared by other cultures have been isolated, -while the resemblance of culture

vestiges to tliose of other lands agrees with the general verdict of prehistoric

intercommunication. Here also the great number of crude stone implements and
the persistence of horn and bone harpoons of pala5olithic form suggest a direct

survival from the earlier culture, while some indications of an evolution are

present. But no remains of undeniably palaeolithic status have been found.

Stones have been recovered from the drift gravel of the Sakawa Valley, but their

human manufacture is not positively determined. Excavations of shell-mounds

and other neolithic sites in Japan have revealed some connection between the

pottery of this phase and that of the iron culture which accompanied the agri-

cultural invaders from the mainland of Asia. These formed the core of the

present Japanese nation. The neolithic inhabitants were gradually driven to the

east and north, but miscegenation took place to a greater extent than is generally

supposed.

The present school of Japanese archaeology, led by Professor Tsuboi, is mostly

in favour of the view that the primitive inhabitants of Japan were not of the

same stock as the surviving Ainu. The opposite thesis has been maintained by
Professor Koganei, Messrs. Sato, Takabatake, and others. The discovery of Ainu
remains in the shell-heaps and underlying soil proves that this people played

a part in the neolithic culture.

The characters of the dolmens and other vestiges of the Iron phase, and the

incidence of the former with the neolithic sites, favour the view that the progress

of the invaders towards the east and north was slow, and might have commenced
about live centuries B.C., or even earlier. Observations on the orientation of

dolmens have been made, but exact work of this kind is slow, on account of the

necessity of correcting the compass declination l)y star observations. Sufficient

material has not been accumulated to place it beyond question that alignments

were made to the rising or setting sun or to stars.

7. Smm Ancient Stone Implement Sites in South Africa—their hearing en
the Prohlem of the Antiquity of Man. By Eev. W. A, Adams, B.A.

The sites examined were five in number:—
1. The hill-slope near the coast at Bosman's Crossing, Stellenbosch, yielding

rudely chipped picks and other implements of the palajolithic type, embedded in

clay.

2. The Karoo, near Kimberley. From this were collected weather-worn
specimens, chiefly, showing the transition from the older form of palseolithic

implement to the neolithic axe.

3. The Vaal River terraces, near Kimberlej-. Here is an extensive stone

implement site at Pniel, where the process of manufacture, from the block of

ttone to the finished implement, can be clearly traced.

Higher up the banks ' pygmy ' implements were also discovered.

4. The uplands of Rhodesia, near Bulawayo. Roughly chipped disc-like

scrapers were procured, and well-made ' pygmies.'

5. The headlands at the Victoria Falls. Palteolithic implements were here

collected, some of them of chalcedony, of large size and highly glazed. A few
flakes are water-worn. Was ancient man on the headlands here when the river

was flowing along the high levels ?
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

The following Reports and Papers were read :

—

1 . Iie2)oH on Excavations on Roman Sites in Britain.

See Reports, p. 34:2.

2. Recent Excavations at Roman Chester. By Dr. R. Newstead.

During' the demolition of some house property in Chester a section of the

Roman Wall was discovered, of a total length of bQ feet 10 inches. It is built of

ashlar, the greatest height of this wall being approximately 6 feet 6 inches, and con-

sisting of seven courses of masonry laid in very regular and for the most part closely

jointed courses without mortar joints or embedding. The ashlar work is backed

by rubble of roughly hewed pieces of rock coursed more or less to correspond Avith

the masonry. Large quantities of soil were used to fill in the cavities between

the masonry and rubble. The foundations were deep and built of rubble similar

to the inner lining. The lowest course was formed of a single layer of boulder

stones buried in mortar and resting on a stratum of soft undisturbed red sand-

stone. Behind the rubble of the wall was found a solid bank of stiff clayey loam

5 feet in height. It is probable that this wall of clay was at one time supported

by masonry or stonework. The house was excavated in two places and a portion

exposed in a third. It was not of the usual V-shape, the bottom being broad and

Hat and measuring 4 feet 4 inches in width. The greatest width from lip to lip

was approximately 22 feet, and the greatest depth 9 feet .3 inches.

Among the finds were shells of helix aspersa, bones of frog, and portions of the

pelvis of a sheep or goat. Fragments of amphorae and cinerary urns of Upchurch

ware, pieces of Samian, roofing tiles and imbrices, pieces of glass, one of an amber-

green colour hitherto unrepresented at Chester, a bone pin and two coins, one

probably a first bronze of Hadrian, were also discovered. The only prehistoric

implement found was a beautifully preserved flint axe of palaeolithic type.

3. Some Remarks on the Irish Horse and its Early History,

By Dr. R. F. Sciiarff.

That the modern Connemara pony possesses certain features of resemblance to

Arab horses is well known, and has been recently emphasised by Professor Ewart

in his description of the various Irish breeds of ponies. This character is

currently believed to be due to a comparatively recent introduction into Ireland

of Eastern stock. Professor Ridgeway not only puts the date of this introduc-

tion as far back as pre-Christian times, but he contends that these supposed Eastern

horses were imported from France, and were originally of Libyan origin.

The most complete remains of the ancient horse discovered in Ireland were

obtained by Mr. George Coftey in the Craigywarreu Crannog, county Antrim.

The human implements and weapons found with them imply that the occupation

of the Crannog dates back to early Christian times. The horses were then, no

doubt, domesticated. Their resemblance to the Arab type of horse is quite as

striking a feature as that in the modern Connemara pony.

The remains from a tumulus and from Irish bogs, marls, and caves in the Irish

National Museum are less complete, but they all indicate that in still more remote

times a small race of horse, apparently similar to that of the Crannog period,

lived in Ireland. It is important to note that some of these remains probably

belonged to wild races.

The available evidence seems, therefore, to support the view that the resern-

blance of the modern Connemara pony to the Eastern or Libyan race of horse is

not entirely due to human iniroduction of foreign stock, but to the fact that the

wild horse of Ireland possessed the same characteristics as the latter and trans-

mitted them to the existing ancient domestic breeds.
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4. The Distribution of Gold liUimlse. Bi/ Gkoroe Coffey, M.A.

Of the known examples of tliis most characteristic of Irish gold oruameuts

sixty have been discovered in Ireland itself, six in France, four in England, four

in Scotland, two in Denmark, and one each in Wales and Belgium. They may
be dated provisionally between 1200 and 1500 B.C.

That they are essentially an Irish ornament is clear from their distribution, and
the finding of examples in other parts of Western Europe may point to early

raids from those districts or to an early trade for gold with the Irish people.

5. A Leather Shieldfound in Co. Longford. By E. C. R. Armstrong.

The shield, which is of circular form, was found in June 1908 in a peat bog.

It is made of a solid piece of leather, and is 20h inches in length and 19^ inches

across. It has an oblong central boss, which has been pressed out of the leather

and furnished with a cap, of finer leather, laced into the boss. The face of the

shield is ornamented with three ribs, between which are small bosses, arranged in

sets of three, recalling the decoration of bronze shields. The back of the shield is

furni.shed with a leather handle. That the specimen is not the leather lining of a

bronze shield is clear from the thickness of the leather and the lacing of the

boss. It is of the same type as the bronze shields common iu Upper and Western
Europe.

G. The Survival of La Tene Ornament in some Celtic Penannular Brooches.

By George Coffey, M.A.

The date of these brooches can be safely claimed as not later than 700 A.V.,

from the complete absence of any trace of interlaced ornament in them, as well as

from the many La Teue elements surviving in their decoration. Many of them
are no doubt earlier, and may antedate the coming of St. Patrick. AH are of

bronze, but the enamels with which they were decorated have disappeared.

7. Ifote on the Tara Brooch. By George Coffey, M.A.

The particular feature of the brooch with which the paper dealt, and which
had not previously been noticed, was that the fine wires of the interlaced patterns,

of the central interlacements, and of the head of the pin have a minute granula-

tion, hardly apparent to the naked eye.

8. The Origin of Irish Motes. By Goddard H. Orpen, B.A.

The scientific investigation of Irish earthworks is only in its infancy. This

paper was concerned with classes I) and E of the ' Scheme for recording

Ancient Defensive Earthworks,' as recommended by the Congress of Archaeological

Societies.

Ireland oti'ers some advantages over the sister island as a field for the study of

motes :

—

1. Existing motes are more numerous and less mutilated than in Britain.

2. From the known history of Ireland, the peoples to whom the erection of its

motes can be ascribed are practically reduced to three, viz. :

—

(«) The Celtic tribes, meaning thereby the race or races that exclusively

occupied Ireland prior to the Scandinavian invasion of the ninth century.

{b The Scandinavian invaders themselves,

(c) The Normans, who first came to Ireland.

As to the hypothesis of a Cdtic origin—(1) the local distribution of motes is
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impossible to explain on any tlieory wbicli would ascribe them to Celtic tribes

generally. (2) There is no mention in early Irish documents of an artificial monnd
as forming part of a Celtic fortress. (3) At the time of the coming of the Nor-
mans the Irish bad few or no castles, and there la no account of the siege or assault

of any Irish castle. Indeed it is not contended by the advocates of this hypo-

thesis that motes were in use by the Irish when the Normans came, and the only

current rival to the hypothesis of their Norman origin is one that would ascribe

their erection to very early, and even prehistoric, times. The unscientific nature

of the arguments put forward on behalf of 'the prehistoric theory' is easily

demonstrable.

Thus in 1169 the Romansandtheearly Saxons, Angles, and Jiites are excluded.

The hypothesis of a Scandinarinn origin of Irish motes, thougli once widely held,

is now discredited. Motes have not been observed in the countries from which
the Northmen came, and are non-existent or rare in many parts of Ireland which
appear to have been specially occupied and dominated by them, e.g., the district

near Armagh, the co. Clare, and West Munster.

As regards the remaining hypothesis, that motes were erected by tlie Normans
at the clo.se of the twelfth century and beginning of tlie thirteenth, the following

are the principal facts and inferences which, in the writer's opinion, establish it :
—

(1 ) The Normans are known to have adopted this type of fortress in Nor-
mandy in the eleventh century, and the large majority of the castles they built in

England towards the close of that century have been shown to include a mote.

(2) When a century later the Normans came to Ireland the mote-fortress

suited the conditions of their warfare.

(.3) There is contemporary documentary evidence that the Normans did erpct

certain motes in Ireland.

(4) Upwards of 80 per cent, of the probable sites of the castles known to have
been erected by the Normans in Ireland prior to the year 1216 include a mote.

(5) The distribution of the motes in Ireland, so far as it has been ascertained,

is completely explicable on the hypothesis that they were raised by the Normans,
and seems to be inexplicable on any other hypothesis. Of the motes of Ireland,

as far as known—228 in number, 74 are within the Anglo-Norman lordship of

Leinster, 63 within the lordship of Meath, and 40 within the lordship of Ulster.

In lands retained by the Crown there are 20 motes. In parts of the modern
counties of Tipperary, Limerick, and Kerry, occupied by Normans prior to 1215,

there are 24 motes. While in all Irish Connaught there are only six earthworirs

which can be classified as motes, and in all Irish Ulster there is only one ; and
these seven outlying motes can with probability be connected with early Norman
settlers.

(6) The vast majority of these motes have been shown to be situated at early

manorial centres.

(7) In many cases the remains, or at least foundations, of stone towers and
other defences exist, or can be shown to have formerly existed,, on the summit of

motes, or in the attached base-courts, and these seem to have been the work of

the Normans or of their Anglo-Irish successors, and to have taken the place

of the original wooden defences.

Certain classes of artificial mounds must be distinguished from motes, viz.,

(a) sepulchral mounds, (b) ceremonial mounds.

9. On certain Changes in the Lateral Wall of the Craniuin due to Muscular
Development. By Professor J. Symington, M.D,, F.R.S.

The following are the results of a series of observations upon the relation of
the temporal muscle to the skull and brain from birth until adult life. It was
found that the muscle was small at birth compared with the brain-cas?, and con-
sequently the temporal ridgo was low at this period of life, only just reaching on
to the parietal bone. After birth the muscle grows more rapidly than the lateral
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jirea of the slfull, and gradually extends upwards upon it, so that the temporal
ridge reaches a much higher level than in the infant. This extension of the

muscular attachment proceeds gradually, and is probably not completed until

adult life.

An index was constructed by takinn- a vertical line from the upper border of

the zygoma to a point opposite the level of the bregma as equal to 100, and
observing the ratio of this to a line starting from the same point below, and pro-

ceeding in the same direction as far as the temporal ridge. At birth the index is

about, Si and in the adult about G8, so that at birth the temporal muscle occupies
approximately the lower third of this zygomo-bregmatic line and in the adult its

lower two-thirds. The process is not completed at puberty, for in a girl thirteen

years the index was 59 6, and in another fifteen years it was 62"2. The growth
of the temporal muscle is associated with that of the jaws and teeth, and is

independent of brain growth.
The parts of the brain situated in the mesial plane were projected outwards

orthogonally on to the lateral aspect of the skull. Drawings prepared in this

way showed that at birth the area occupied by the temporal muscle was distinctly

below the whole of the corpus callosum, and did not reach backwards to the level

of its posterior border ; whereas in the odult the corpus callosum was entirely

within tlie temporal region. A series of specimens, arranged according to age,

between infancy and adult life exhibited a gradual expansion of the temporal
area towards, upon, and finally above and behind the corpus callosum. During
this period the height of the corpus callosum maintained a fairly constant relation

to that of the cranium, and the rates of growth of these two structures closely

corresponded with each other.

10. The Development and Adult Form of the Human Brain,

By Professor A. Fraser.

11. The Significance of the so-called Accessory Dental Masses sometimes

found in the Upper Jaivhones. By Professor A. Francis Dixon.

An examination of a group of young Ibo skulls from West Africa leads to the

belief that the small ' accessory dental masses,' which may occur in the maxilla

between the second premolar and the first molar, have not the important morpho-
logical significance sometimes attributed to them. It has been suggested that

these rudiments, which are fairly common in negro skulls, represent aborted or

vestigial premolars corresponding to the third premolars of platyrrhine apes. The
Ibo skulls examined do not bear out this interesting suggestion, for in them the

rudiments can be seen to arise as unabsorbed portions of the second milk molar.

In some of the specimens the actual method of their formation can be followed.

The origin of the rudiments explains their rather variable microscopic structure

and the absence, or relatively small amount, of enamel usually present. The
question as to why fragments of the second milk molars should be relatively so

frequently retained in certain races is one of considerable interest.

12. Who Built the British Stone Circles? By J. Gray, B.Sc.

Closely associated with dolmens and avenues in Britain, there are thre^

leading types of stone circles—namely, the Dartmoor, the Aberdeenshire, and the

Inverness types, the simplest forms being found in the south.

The distribution of stone circles in Britain would be simply explained if we
assume that the race who built them first settled in Cornwall and Devon, then
migrated up through Wales, Lancashire, and South-West Scotland as far as the

mouth of the Clyde, from thence across the midlands of Scotland to the mouth
of the Tay,then north along the east coast, through East Aberdeenshire, turning
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west to Inrevness, and after tliat u )rtli tbroiigh Caithness to the Orkney Isles

and Lewis.

A large number of the river names in this stone circle area are evidently

derived from the same root as Devon, thus indicating one important tribal name
among the stone circle race. The four rivers Dee (ancient Deva), for example,

are found in this area.

The physical characters of the race with which the stone circles are associated

are unique. It is demonstrable from available data that this race, which is

assigned to the early Bronze Age, differs from all the other prehistoric races

found in Britain ; it also differs from the prehistoric races of Sweden, Denmark,

and Switzerland. Since the physical type of North-West Africa excludes the

probability of immigration from this region, we would appear to be driven to

seek the original home of these people in some region of Asia which the present

state of our knowledge does not enable us to identify with certainty. It is

interesting to note hero certain indications of affinity with the ancient people of

South-West Asia.

13. Jieport an AV'thropometric Investigation in the Bntish Isles,

See Reports, p. 351,

14. Report on Archceological and Ethnographical Researches in Crete.

See Reports, p, 344,

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8,

The following Papers and Report were read :

—

1. Excavations at Caerivent, Monmouthshire, on the Site of the Romano-

British City of Venta Silurum, in 1907-8. By T. Ashby, M.A., D.Litt.^

Of the excavations up to August 1907 an account was given at the Leicester

meeting. The rest of the campaign of 1907 was devoted to the exploration of

the Basilica and Forum, with the exception of the western portion of both, which

lies beyond the limits of Lord Tredegar's property. It was possible to recover

the plan of the whole block, which, surrounded by streets on all four sides, formed

one of the twenty i««Mte into which the town was divided, and it corresponds

closely with that of the Forum of Silchester. An interesting feature is the large

drain which carried the surface water off the open area under the Basilica and

away to the north. The season of 1908 was devoted to the continuation of work

in the insula, to the east of the Forum, to the south of a large house,

numbered VIP, excavated in 1906. Kemains of a temple and of several private

houses and some rubbish pits were found, one containing a peculiarly hideous

seated statuette of a female deity.

2. The Work of the Liverpool Committee for Excavation and Research

in Wales and the Marches. By Professor John L. Myres, M.A."^

The Liverpool Committee for Excavation and Research in Wales and the

Marches was constituted in October 1907, with the object of co-operating with

existing agencies for the investigation of the early history of the Welsh people,

' To be published in full in Archaologia.
* To be published in full in the Annual Beport of the Livei-pool Committee for

Excf^vatiQn and Research in Wales and the Marches,
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with special reference to tlie effects of tLe Roman oscupatlon of Wales and of

the noii-Eoman invasions which termiuatsd and succeeded that occupation.

The Liverpool Committee has its headquarters in the Liverpool University
Institute of Archfeology, and carries on its work in close association with the
School of Celtic Studies there. Its first task has been to enter into a close under-
standing with the local ArchjEological Societies, which have done so much for the
archjeology of Wak's in the past ; and in particular with the Cambrian Archseo-
log'ical Association, whose publications contain by far the most copious collection

of materials for early Welsh history. Many of these societies are already
engaged upon archoeological surveys of their respective districts, and there is a
general desire that as far as possible these surveys shall be carried out on uniform
plan and scale.

The work of the Committee for the current year has been confined to the
conduct of a preliminary survey of a few districts of Wales which have not j-et

been undertaken by any local society, and to tentative excavations on sites which
seem likely to deserve more thorough examination in the near future. Such, for

example, is the excavation of the Roman site at Caerleon, of which a summary
is given below, by Mr. H. G. Evelyn-White. By these means the Committee
expects to enter upon the work of tlio next season with an adequate staff of

trained workers, and with a plan of investigation based upon a general survey
of the present state of our knowledge of the country and its monuments.

3. Excavations at Caerleon, Monmouthshire.
By H. G. Evelyn-White. I

Excavations have recently been carried out at Caerleon on a piece of ground
lately added to the churchyard. As 'quarrying' has been actively pursued on the

site the plan could in some parts only bs recovered by following mere foundations

at a depth of 4 or 5 feet. The area excavated, judging by analogy, apparently is

a little north of the site of the 2>i'incipia j)ratorium.

Among the finds were the lower part of a sandstone statuette, the base of

which bore the inscription

'DEO MERCVRIO
[A]VR DD SEVER P (?),'

an amphora handle with the graflRto (in cursive letters) 'AMINE,' and a few coins,

chiefly of the Constantine family, but including one each of Carausius and Trajan.

The value of the excavations consists in the recovery of the ground plan, espe-

cially as this will shortly be inaccessible for ever.

4. Neolithic Culture in North Greece. By J. P. Droop, B.A.^

Recent exploration of the neolithic culture of Northern Greece has shown that

the plain districts of Southern Pelasgiotis, Thessaliotis, Phthiotis, Mails, and
Phocis were inhabited from an early date by three peoples alike in culture, and
near akin, but distinguishable by the varying style of their painted pottery. The
mounds of accumulated deposit from their settlements are easily distinguishable in

the plains.

The stone implements consist of celts (sometimes bored), rubbers, and polishers

;

while obsidian chips are much more frequent than flint.

One people lived in the district round Pagasre and Pheraj : another in the

plains round Pharsala and Itonos ; and the third in Phocis, as far south as

Chfcronea. The two southern peoples show a nearer kinship.

' To be published in fall in the Annual Biport of the Lh-erpool Committeefor
Exnar-ation and Renearrh in Wales and th? Mirches.

^ To be published in the Annudl of the British Saliool of Archeology at Athens.
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The excavation of a mound called Zerelia in Phthiotis shows that the two
northern peoples at least were contemporary, and that, as time passed, their art

degenerated.

Traces of eight successive settlements show that the period of painted pottery

gradually passed, after the fourth settlement, into a period of unpainted polished

ware.

The eighth neolithic settlement is roughly dated to 1300 B.C. by the presence

of imported Mycenean sherds.

A series of tombs sunk into the remains of this eighth settlement indicates a

subsequent poor bronze period. Thus, during the development of the /Egteau

bronze culture the north of Greece was still in an Age of Stone, and used bronze

only at a comparatively late date, and presumably but for a short while before

the introduction of iron.

The date at which these neolithic peoples brought in their comparatively high

culture may be placed in the middle of the third millennium.

5. The Excavations of the British School at Athens at the Sanctuary of
Artemis Orthia at Sparta. By M. S. Thompson, B.A.^

The Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, one of, the most important centres of

Spartan religion and especially celebrated for the annual scourging of the Spartan

boys, was discovered in 1906, and this is therefore the third season of the work.

In 1906 and 1907 a temple built in the middle of the sixth century B.C. was
found, and in front of it a late Roman theatre, for the better witnessing of the

rites, in the centre of which was the altar. The excavation of this arena and
of the interior of the temple revealed a rough cobble pavement, and on it a large

altar of undressed stones. The whole area was covered with a thick deposit of

votive offerings of great importance, characterised by pottery ranging from
geometric to orientalising. All these were clearly earlier than the temple, which
may be dated to the middle of the sixth century, and contemporary with the

large archaic altar mentioned above. The thickness of the stratum of votive

offerings is such that its earliest date cannot be later than the middle of the

ninth century, and as geometric sherds were found even lower than the pavement,

the earliest occupation of the site may he about 900 c.c.

Thus at the end of 1907 both temple and altar had been found for the period

from the middle of the sixth century onwards ; tliis year's work gave the remains

of the primitive temple conteiiiporar}' with the great archaic altar, and like it

resting on the cobble pavement. The mass of votive offerings was especially rich

in its neighbourhood.
The primitive temple has been largely destroyed by the foundations of the

later temple. The part preserved lies on the south side of the later building, and
fairly symmetrically with regard to the altar, although the orientation is slightly

different.

The remains were covered with a mass of earth burned red, recognisable cs

the remains of mud-brick walls destroyed by fire. Beneath this were the founda-

tions of the end and part of the side of a rectangular building consisting of a

single course of undressed stones. At the west end of this building the walls

contained some vertical slabs in situ, and there were traces of a small inner cella.

Along what was probably the central line of the building was a row of irregular

stone slabs laid flat at intervals of about a yard, and corresponding to these in

position were similar slabs set in the foundation of the walls. All the slabs seem
to have supported wooden timbers, those built into the wall serving as a frame for

the building, and the others forming a row of pillars down the centre. The eastern

part was completely destroyed, and with it all possibility of recovering the form

of the entrance. A fragment of roof-tile was found, but clearly later than the

' To be published in full in the Annnal of the lirituh School of Archa-vloay a

Atlwns.
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building itself. This, however, almost certainly had a gable roof, with the row of

pillars supporting the roof-tree. It is noticeable that the temple at Thermos in

yEtolia, which replace a similar mud-brick building, had a row of pillars down
the middle.

In this primitive building we may see the earliest Dorian style, and the

conclusions drawn from its remains point to a building essentially identical with
that which Doerpfeld has already reconstructed from the indications afforded by
extant monuments of the developed Doric style.

Much progress has also been made in the excavation and study of the votive

offerings. The suggestion that the so-called Cyrenaic pottery is really Laconian
has been very fully confirmed by the discovery of Cyrenaic vases, and still more
by the series of pottery leading up to and degenerating from the fine Cyrenaic
style.

Of the terra-cotta masks •which were such a feature of the excavation of

1906 many more have been found, and they have been proved to belong almost

entirely to the late sixth and early fifth century, the period immediately following

the building of the later temple. No ivory dates from this time, when its place

was taken by bone. All the rich series of carved ivories, this year much
increased, belong to the period when the primitive building was still standing.

6. Beport on Archceological and Ethnological Investigations in Sardinia.
See Reports, p. 350.

7. The Sculptiired Stones of Norioay and their relation to some British

Monuments. By Dr. Haakon Schetelig.

The sculptured stones of the Viking Age in Norway are not very numerous
but are of great interest, as showing several different types. The standing stone

of Kirkoide, in Nordfjord, is covered with symbols : the comb, the serpent, the

group of four concentric circles, the crescent, and the radiated sun-disc, which are

all found also in the early Christian monuments of Scotland. It is a proof of

direct communication between Scotland and Western Norway about a.d. 700.

Another stone in the same district bears a ship-figure only, and probably shows

an influence from Gotland during the same period— viz., about a.d. 700. Such
connections between Gotland, Western Norway, and Scotland have been suggested

already by the late Professor Sophus Bugge, from some peculiarities in the form

of the runes. Mr. .lacobsen has come to the same conclusion from Norwegian
names of places in Shetland. Thus we see that direct communications between

Britain and some parts of Scandinavia were opened at a time not a little earlier

than the A'iking expeditious recorded in history. A stone from Tu, in Jaederen,

bears a runic inscription and simply carved representations of a man and a woman.
By comparing them with a certain type of small gold leaves, impressed with

figures, it is made out that they represent a mythical scene, probably personifica-

tions of the sun and the earth (Frey and Gerd). This monument must be

assigned fo the first part of the Viking Age, and, as its runes show the same
peculiar character as the runes of the Norwegian crosses in the Isle of Man, its

figures may also have been influenced by the sculptures of that island.

The sculptured stones of the early Christian time are chiefly found in the

eastern parts of Norway ; they are of a more ornamental character. Specially

are mentioned the representations of Sigurd Favnesbane, a hunting scene, and the

Three Kings.'

8. The Four PrinciiJal Aqueducts of the City of Rome in Classical 2Hmes.

By T. AsiibV, M.A., D.LitL

Among the aqueducts which supplied the city of Rome the four which came
from the upper valley of the Anio were the most important—the Anio Vetus,

the Aqua Marcla, the Aqua Claudia, and the Anio Novus. Of these the first
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and the last, as their name implies, derived their water from the river itself,

while the second and third were fed by springs which rose, and still rise, in the
floor of the river valley.

Considerable remains of these conduits still exist, and well repay—what they
have not of recent years received—careful study and examination. Their course,

known fairly well as far as the village of Gallicano, in the district between the
Sabine and the Alban Hills, has hitherto been treated as unknown between
Gallicano and the point some seven miles out of Rome, where they emerge for the
last time from the ground, and run upon arches into Rome. Careful investiga-

tion, and especially the search for pieces of the calcareous deposit brought down
by the water, which was removed from the channels when they were cleaned
(which must have been frequently necessary), have, however, made it possible to

determine their course accurately, and this has been indicated in the maps
annexed to Parts I.-III. of the work by the present writer on the 'Classical

Topography of the Roman Campagna,' and will be dealt with fully before long in

a special work, which will also be illustrated with drawings and photographs,
showing the more important remains of the aqueducts along the whole extent of

their course,

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1. Notes on an Ancient Land Surface in a River Terrace at Ipswich and
on Pala^oliths from a Gravel Pit in the Valley of the Lark. By
Miss Nina F. Layard.

At the junction of the river Clipping with the estuary of the Orwell gravelly

sands are superimposed on the original red river gravels, but separated from them
by a black band varying in thickness from three inches to a foot. This baud repre-

sents an old land surface which is largely composed of decayed animal matter. In
this band the following remains have been found : teeth and bones of a large

horse, bones and antler of red deer (Cervus Elaphus), large tusk, also tooth and
bones of mammoth, bones of Bos jyrimigenius, teeth and part of jaw of wolf (Canis
lujms), proximal end of radius of bear with part of a claw, part of the sternum of

a bird, and the shaft of humerus of an herbivorous mammal which has been
gnawed. Flint implements were discovered in connection with these remains : a

well-worked scraper with a number of flakes ; and two small pointed tools of the

Abbeville type. These remains were fully 30 feet below the present surface.

The implements from the valley of the Lark were mostly found at a depth of

18 feet, in coarse gravels, which are in some parts of a deep red colour, in others

inclining to light yellow. The tools are much rolled, and many have a whitish

patina. Comparing these palaeoliths with those found at Foxhall Road, Ipswich,

the most notable differences are the generally rougher workmanship and the

prevalence of flint cores of considerable size, from which knives have been struck.

No examples of these cores from East Anglia are included in the British Museum
collection, and they do not appear to have attracted much attention in England.

Comparing them with the cores from Pressigny and the banks of the Indus in

Upper Sindh, it will be seen that the examples from Sufiblk are of a much rougher

type. Should it be found that cores are usually absent from sites which produce

flint tools of the Foxhall Road type, it may be possible to recognise a distinction

between knife-making tribes and tribes which had not discovered the art of making
long blades.

2. Report on the Age of Stone Circles.—See Reports, p. 400.
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3. Tenth Report on the Lake Village at Glastonbury.

See Reports, p. 414.

4, Report on the Collection, Preservation, and Systematic Registration of
Photographs of Anthropological Interest.—See Reports, p. 419.

5, Cup- and Ring-markings.
By Rev. H. J. Dukinpield Astley, M.A., Litt.D.

Attention was first publicly called to cup- and ring-markings by Sir James
Simpson in his book ' Ai-chaic Sculpturings of Cups, Circles, &c., on Ilocks ' in

1867, although Sir J. Gardiner Wilkinson claimed to have observed them as far

back as 1835. These marks are of wide distribution, archaic examples being found

on mcgalithic -monuments, the stones of chambered tumuli, stone kists, and on
rocks and boulders in many parts of Great Britain, in Ireland, on the Continent

in France, Spain, Italy, and Scandinavia, in China, India, and in North and South
America. As examples among modern savages may be instanced those found in

Australia, in Fiji, Easter Island, and other parts of the Pacific, as well as certain

parts of Africa.

Various theories as to the origin and meaning of these marks have been
advanced; these may be grouped according as the explanations are based on

(1) religion—sun worship, serpent worship, mithra worship, &c.
; (2) signs— dials,

maps, plans of villages, a form of writing.

It was suggested that cup- and ring-marks are connected with totemism,

being analogous to the designs on the churinga of the Arunta, and are to be
assigned to a similar stage of primitive society and a corresponding process of

primitive psychology.

6. Report on Classifying and Registering Megalithic Remains in the

British Isles.—See Reports, p. 341.

7. On the Classification of the Megalithic and analogous Prehistoric

Remains of Great Britain and Ireland. By George Clinch.'

Some reasonable and convenient classification of megalithic and related

remains is urgently required because of

—

1

.

The existing confusion of ideas as to the different types ; and
2. The special need of some common method of classification in view of the

Government's promised action with reference to the ' historical monuments ' of

England.

The author gave recent examples of grotesque errors on the part of 'local

antiquaries ' and indicated the pressing need of greater care in the study of

megalithic remains.

The classification suggested aims at precision combined with sufficient breadth
, of scope to permit the inclusion of prehistoric dwellings, hill-side sculptures, and
other antiquities not already included in the scheme of the Earthworks Com-
niittee of the Congress of Archaeological Societies.

8. Report on the Preparation of a Nev) Edition of Notes and Queries in

Anthropology.—See Reports, p. 342.

' To be published in full in Anna^g of ArdKPoJojy and Anthropology, Lirerpool
University.
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9. Perforated Stone Hammers and Axes. By W. J. Knowles

Sir John Evans divides axes into four divisions

—

1. DouLle axes.

2. Adzes or implements with the edges at right angles to the shaft-hole.

3. Axes with the edge at one end only.

4. Axe hammers, sharp at one end and more or less hammer-like at the

other.

Perforated hammers he considers to he closely allied to the axe hammers.

All these divisions are vrell represented in Ireland, and I have examples of all

the classes.

I have one fine specimen of the thiid division of axes, hollowed at the sides,

with a raised moulding round the hollows. It is six inches long, and was found

in the river Bann while deepening the river over fifty years ago. A description

of it is given by Robert McAdam in the ' Ulster Journal of Archseology,' vol. iii.,

and it is shown in two views, full size, facing p. 234. Eeference is made to it

in ' Ancient Stone Implements,' 2nd edition, p. 198. The author says it is now
in the British Museum. Sir John Evans must have been misled in making this

statement, as the specimen is in my possession.

There was found at the same time in the Bann an unfinished specimen with

the hole partially bored on each side. The hole, so far as formed, would seem to

have been made with a pick or punch. The numerous flint picks found in

the bed of the Bann and along its banks would have been suitable for making

such borings by hammering the pointed end of the pick into the hole. Quarrymen

use 'jumpers ' of iron pointed with steel for boring holes for blasting at the

present day. The implement now used for boring is different, but the method is

the same.

The holes in many of the axes and hammers are wide at the surface of the

implement and narrow in the centre. There have been many conjectures as to

the method of shafting implements with such holes. Sir John Evans discusses

many of them, but I do not see that he mentions the plan adopted by the natives

of New Britain, who use a shaft the size of the narrowest part of the hole and

fill the wider parts wich gum, in whicli they stick cowrie shells.

The perforated axes have mostly blunted and polished edges. They and most

hammers must have been used as mace heads.
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Section I.—PHYSIOLOGY.

President of the Section.—J. S. Haldane, M.D., F.R.S.

TlJVnSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

The President delivered tlie following Address :

—

The Jielation of Physiology to Physics and Chemistry,

In choosing to address you on the relation of Physiology to PhysicS and

Chemistry, I am aware that I have selected a sahject which has already been

ti-eated from this Chair by more than one distinguished predecessor. My excuse

for returning to it again is that it not only possesses deep scientific interest for

us all, but that a great deal remains to be said about it.

The majority of physiologists in recent times haVe expressed more or less

clearly the opinion that Physiology is the application to living organisms of the

methods and modes of explanation of Physics and Chemistry. It is, in short,

Physics and Chemistry applied to the activities of living organisms; so that

the only explanations aimed at in Physiology are, or ought to be, physical and
chemical explanations. A minority, wbich is at present a growing one, I think,

have either definitely dissented from this view, or have remained unconvinced of

its truth. As one of this minority I should like to place before you as shortly

as possible what seem to me tO be the main reasons of our dissent. Let me add
that I have carefully i)ondered over these reasons during many years of active

physiological work.
When we look back on the history of Physiology it seems perfectly evident

that physiological progress has been dependent on the progress of Physics and
Chemistry. On this point there is no room for doubt. To take only one

example, where should we be in the investigation of animal metabolism but Jor

the ideas and experimental methods furnished to us by Pliysics and Chemistry ?

We should know next to nothing about respiration, animal heat, nutrition, or

muscular and other work, Physiology depends at every turn on Physics and
Chemistry, and its future progress will certainly be equally dependent on
advances in physical and chemical knowledge. This consideration has, I imagine,

weighed very heavily in the minds of those physiologists who have concluded

that Physiology is nothing but applied Physics and Chemistry. A further fact

which weighs equally heavily is that in spite of diligent search no fact contra-

dicting the fundamental laws of conservation of matter and energy has been

discovered in connection with living organisms.

AVlien, however, we ask what progress has been made towards the physico-

chemical explanation of physiological processes, we at once enter upon contro-

versy. We may point to advances in some directions, but they are accom-
panied by the appearance of unforeseen diificulties in other directions. Again,

to take animal metabolism as a typical instance, the investigations of the last
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hundred and twenty years have enabled us to assign ultimate physical and chemical
sources to the energy and material leaving the body in various forms. We can
assign to such sources the energy of animal heat, muscular work, glandular, nervous,
and other activity : also the carbon dioxide, urea, salts, and many other substances
which leave the body or are formed within it. All of this new knowledge may
be regarded as progress towards a physico-chemical explanation of life.

But there is another aspect to be considered ; for side by side with what I have
just referred to there has been a different kind of increase of knowledge with
regard to animal metabolism. This growth of knowledge relates to the manner
in which the passage of energy and material through the body is regulated in

accordance with what is required for the maintenance of the normal structure
and activities of the body. In Liebig's time, for instance, it was believed that
the rate of respiratory exchange was regulated simply by the supply to the body
of oxygen and food-material. If one breathed faster, or if the barometric pressure
or percentage of oxygen in the air increased, the respiratory exchange was
assumed to be also increased, just as ordinary combustion outside the body would
be increased by an increased supply of oxygen. If, again, one took in more food
it was supposed that the excess went to increase the rate of combustion in the
blood {lu.vtis co)isinnptio7i), just as a fire is increased when more fuel is supplied.
We now know that these assumptions were wholly mistaken, and that the re-
spiratory movement?, respiratory exchange, and corresponding consumption of
food material in the body are regulated with astounding exactitude in accordance
with bodily requirements. If, for instance, the body consumes more proteid, it

economises a quantity of fat or carbohydrate equivalent in energy value to the
proteid ; and from day to day the amount of energy liberated in the body is very
steady. With regard to the excretion of material by the kidneys a similar growth
in knowledge can be traced. It is scarcely a century since the urine was re-
garded as equivalent more or less to the liquid part of the blood separated from
the corpuscles, which were unable to pass through the very tine capillary tubules
supposed to exist in the kidney substance. Gradually, however, we have learnt
how extraordinarily delicate is the selective action which occurs in the kidney
substance, and how efficiently this selective action maintains the normal com-
position of the blood. Scarcely a remnant is now left of the old filtration

theories. Our ideas of tissue nutrition and growth have undergone a similar
change ; and it is hard to realise that only about seventy years ago b'chwann
could put forward the theory that cell formation and growth is a process of
cry.stallisation.

One can multiply instances like these almost indefinitely : but I have, per-
haps, said enough to show that if in some ways the advance of Physiology seems
to have taken us nearer to a physico-chemical explanation of lile,"in other wa^s
it seems to have taken us further away. On the one hand we have accumulating
knowledge as to the physical and chemical sources and the ultimate destiny of
the material and energy passing through the body : on the other hand an equally
rapidly accumulating knowledge of an apparent teleological ordering of this
material and energy; and for this ttlcological ordering we are at a loss for
physico-chemical explanations. There was a time, about fifty years ago, when
the rising generation of physiologists in their enthusiasm for the first kind of
knowledge closed their eyes to the second. That time is past, and we must once
more face the old problem of life.

Let us first look at the answer given to this problem by many of the older
physiologists. Koughly speaking they carried physical and chemical explanation
of physiological processes as far as they could, and for the rest assumed that at
some point or other the physical and chemical factors are interfered with and
ordered in a teleological direction by something peculiar to living organisms—the
' vital principle' or ' vital force.' This theory, if one can call it a theory, had
the negative merit that it did not lead physiologists to ignore facts which they
could not explain. But in practice the 'vital force' became simply a convenient
resting-place for these facts. It was assumed that the vital force' could do anv-
thing and everything, and that it acts ' from the blue 'on physical and chemical

1908. 3 K
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processes, 'i'et its action was admittedly dependent on plivstcal and cliemical

conditions, sucli as warmth, the presence of oxygen, &c. In fact no consistent

definition was given to the conception of'vital force.' It consequently never
could become a working hypothesis of any value. Chiefly on this account, I

think, it practically disappeared from Physiology last century. Yet the class of

fact which led to the theory of ' vital force ' is now more prominent than ever
;

and what du llois Reymond called the ' spectre ' of Vitalism meets us at every turn,

thinly disguised under such names as ' cell autonomy,' ' vital processes,' &c. It

is useless to shut our eyes and deny the existence of this 'spectre.' We must
fairly face and examine it.

However difficult it may be to imagine physico-chemical explanations of such
processes as respiratory exchange, secretion, muscular activity, &c., there is

nothing in the known facts relating to each process taken by itself to preclude

the possibility of such explanations. Let us then follow the Euclidian method
and assume provisionally tliat they are nothing but physico-chemical processes.

This assumption evidently implies that each of the living cells concerned has a

very complex and definite structure var3'ing according to its functions. To take

an example, a secreting cell in the kidney may be assumed to have a structure

which responds to the stimulus of a certain percentaEre of urea or sodium chloride

in the blood, and reacts in such a manner that energy derived from oxidation is

so directed as to perform the work of taking up urea or sodium chloride from the

blood and transferring it against varying osmotic pressures from one end of the

cell to the other. This mechanism must also be assumed to have the property of
maintaining itself in working order, and probably also of reproducing itself under
appropriate stimuli, besides also performing various other functions. Its physico-

chemical structure must thus be very definite and complex—to an extent which
the older physico-chemical theories took no account of. If we look to the cells in

other parts of the body we are met with the same necessity for assuming com-
plexities of structure which seem to grow in extent with every advance in

physiological knowledge, every discovery of new substances present within or

around the cells, every discovery of new physiological reactions.

Let us not lose courage, however, but continue to follow the direction in

which our assumption leads. In assuming that the body is an enormously com-
plex physico-chemical structure we have only begun to face the difficulties of our
hypothesis: for we have still to consider how this structure can have originated

in accordance with the physico-chemical theory of life. The adult organism
develops from a single cell, the fertilised ovum. It is certain that this cell does
not contain in a preformed condition the structure of an adult organism. The
conditions of environment in which any particular ovum develops itself are

doubtless indefinitely complex from the physico-chemical standpoint, as indeed is

the environment of any particular portion of matter existing anywhere. But
these conditions also vary almost indefinitely in the case of different ova, whereas
the adult organism to which the ovum gives rise reproduces in minute detail the
enormously complex characters of the parent organism. AVe are thus driven to

the assumption that the ovum contains within itself a structure which, given
certain relatively simple conditions in the environment, reacts in such a way as

to build up step by step, from materials in the environment, the structure of the
adult organism. To effect this the germ-cell must have a structure almost
infinitely more definite and complex than that of any cell in the adult organism.
Difficult as it maybe to form any conception of the mechanism of a secreting cell,

it is infinitely more difficult to form the n^motest idea of that of a germ-cell.

But we are still only at the beginning of the difficulty. The assumed tre-

mendous mechanism of the germ-cell has been developed, together with the whole
of the rest of the parent organism and countless other germ-cells, from a previous

germ-cell. What must the ' mechanism ' of this cell have been ? And that

of its endless predecessors ? We have reached the Euclidian reductio ad
absurdum.

I might strengthen my argument by referring to the further difficulty over any
physico-chemical conception of what occurs in the sexual fusion of the male and
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female cell, or in the process of partial reproduction after injury, or in the facts

established by Driesch and others with regard to the extraordinary reproductive

powers of each cell in developing embryos. Bnt I have purposely confined my
references to more simple and well-known facts ; for the more simply the argu-

ment can be put, the better. I confess that as a physiologist I am struck with
amazement at the manner in which heredity is often discussed by contemporary
writers who endeavour to treat the subject from a mechanistic standpoint.

Sometimes, indeed, the germ-cell is acknowledged to be a complicated structure,

but at other times it is treated as a ' plasma,' which can be mixed with other
' plasma,' divided, or added to, as if for all the world it were so much treacle !

I have tried to place clearly before you the assumptions in connection with heredity

which to my mind make the physico-chemical theory of life unthinkable, even if it

be tenaciously clung to in connection with those ordinary physiological phenomena
where, as already explained, it has proved so disappointing.

Our aim as physiologists is to render physiological phenomena intelligible

—

in other words, to obtain general conceptions as to their nature. The point now
reached is that the conceptions of Physics and Chemistry are insufficient to enable

us to understand physiological phenomena. But if so, we need not sit down in

despair, for we can look for other woi-king conceptions. Are we justified in doing

this ? I think we are.

There is a prevalent popular idea that the world as presented to us under the

conceptions of Physics and Chemistry is more than our own imperfect conception

of reality, and corresponds completely with reality itself. Philosophy has shown
us, however, that this idea must be erroneous; for if it were correct, knowledge
of such a world would be impossible. This was first clearly pointed out almost

two hundi'ed years ago in this city by one of the greatest of Irishmen, George
Berkeley, at that time a Fellow of Trinity College.^ The lesson taught by
Berkeley, Hume, and their successors is not that Physical Science is of less value

tlian it appears to be, but that its fundamental hypotheses are only working
hypotheses, applicable only so far as they successfully fulfil their purpose. Each
dift'erent science is thus free to employ whatever working hypotheses may prove

most useful in interpreting the order of phenomena with which it deals. We
are thus perfectly justified in seeking to find a conception of life -which will serve

as a better working hypothesis than that of life as a physico-chemical process.

I venture to think that the conception we are in search of lies very near to

hand and is indeed in common use, though in a form which has hitherto been

too ill-defined for deliberate scientific employment. It is simply the conception

of the living organism, which stands, or ought to stand, in the same relation to

Biology as the conceptions of matter and energy to Physics, or of the atom to

Chemistry. Let me try to give more definition to this conception. A living

organism is distinguished by the fact that in it what we recognise as specific

structure is inseparably associated with what we recognise as specific activity.

Its activit}"^ expresses itself in the development and maintenance of its structure,

which is nothing but the expression of this activity. Its identity as an organism

is not physical identity, since from the physical standpoint the material and energy

passing through it may be rapidly changing. In recognising it as an organism

we are applying an elementary conception which goes deeper than the concep-

tions of matter and energy, since the apparent matter and energy contained in, or

passing tbrough, or reacting with, the organism are treated as only the sensuous

expression of its existence. Even the environment is regarded as in organic

relation with the organism, and not as a mere physico-chemical environment. It

follows that for Biology we must clearly and boldly claim a higher place than

the purely physical sciences can claim in the hierarchy of the sciences—higher

because Biology is dealing with a deeper aspect of reality. It must also be the

aim of Biology gradually to penetrate behind the sensuous veil of matter and
pnergy which at present seems to permeate the organic world at all points.

Let us now see how the conception just defined can be used as a scientific

' Treatise concerning the Princiules of Human KnoKledge, 17 JO.

3 K 2
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working hypothesis. In accordance with it any form of physiological activity is

presumably related essentially, and not accidentally, to the other details of

activity and structure in the same organism. Stated generally, therefore, the

problem of Physiology is not to obtain piecemeal physico-chemical explanations

of physiological processes, but to discover by observation and experiment the

relatedness to one another of all the details of structure and activity in each

organism as expressions of its nature as an organism.

The first step in physiological or morphological discovery is to observe the

bare sensuous fact of some detail of physical or chemical change, or of

composition or structure, in connection with an organism. It is only, however,

when we lind that this detail is not accidental that it becomes of biological

interest. We can observe its constancy or otherwise in the same organism or

similar organisms—that is to say, the constancy of its relations to other details

of structure and activity. Or we can by experiment search for the element of

constancy when it is at first sight hidden from our view. In so far as we find

this, it seems to me that we reach physiological or biological explanation ; but

evidently the process of reaching it is at any stage in knowledge only imperfectly

realised, since new details of activity and structure are constantly being

revealed.

Concrete examples will make the matter clearer, and I shall first take as an

example the progress of knowledge in relation to animal heat. It was of course

common knowledge from early times that in the higher animals a certain amount

of warmth in the body is present during life. "With the invention of the

thermometer the body-temperature could be measured, and its extraordinary

constancy observed. When Lavoisier measured the heat-production of an

animal, and compared the output of heat with the output of carbon dioxide and

disappearance of oxygen in respiration, an immense step forward was taken. This

step was in two distinct respects a very great one. In the first place it revealed

an element of identity between organic and inorganic phenomena, since heat-

production in an animal was shown to be accompanied by chemical changes

quantitatively identical with those accompanying heat-production by oxidation

outside the body. In the second place, and from the distinctively physiological

point ot" view, it revealed a fundamental relation between heat-production,

respiratory exchange, and the consumption of food.

As regards the first of these points I should like to say definitely that I, for

one, iirmly believe that could we only understand them fully we could bring

organic and inorganic phenomena under the same general conceptions. Lavoisier's

discovery, like that of Mayer in relation to the sources of muscular energy, was

a great advance in this direction. But this is a very different thing from an

advance in the direction of rendering life intelligible in terms of physico-chemical

conceptions as we commonly imderstand them. Lavoisier's discoveries did

nothino- in the direction of reducing to physico-chemical terms the apparent

teleoloo'ical or, as I should prefer to say, ' physiological ' element in the phenomena

of animal heat.

It is to the second point that I wish to direct special attention at present.

Lavoisier's discovery rapidly brought the phenomena of animal heat into direct

relation, not only with respiration but with nutrition, circulation of blood, excre-

tion, and other processes ; and it was gradually discovered that the maintenance

of a constant body-temperature renders physiologically intelligible a large number

of phenomena in connection with different bodily activities— for instance, increased

metabolism with fall of external temperature, sweating or increased circulation

through the skin with muscular work, the relative constancy of metabolism

durino- starvation, and the physiological equivalence of proteid, carbohydrate,

and fat in proportion to their energy values. These phenomena are intelligible

onthe assumption that warm-blooded animals actively maintain a certain body-

temperature, just as they maintain a certain bodily structure and composition.

This mode of explanation is not a physico-chemical one, but 1 venture very

confidently to assert that it is a physiological one, and in fact the only kind of

expLination which really interests and appeals to a true physiologist. The thread
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of identity Whlck hus been ti'acud through the plieiiomoiia just referred to seems
to me to have proved a real scientific clue.

As another example 1 may perhaps be allowed to refer shortly to the regula-
tion of breathing, as this is a subject on which I have recently been working.
Current accounts of the clock-like action of the respiratory centre during normal
breathing, with the expansion and contraction of the lungs acting as a sort of

governor thi-ough the vagus nerves, always liUed me with suspicion, as it seemed
to me that such a regulation was altogether unlike a physiological one. This led
me to investigate the matter further, along with Mr. Priestley ; and we had the
satisfaction of being able to prove that the ventilation of the lungs is actually
regulated with exquisite exactness, in such a way as to keep the partial pressure
of carbon dioxide in the alveolar air and presumably, therefore, in the arterial

blood, constant. In reality, therefore, the lung ventilation is regulated in

accordance with the requirements of respiratory exchange ; and what seems to be
true physiological explanation has been advanced a short stage.

The advance of knowledge with regard to the circulation might be made the
text of a similar discourse. By a process of abstraction the circulation of the
blood may be regarded as a mere mechanical process, connected only by the
accidents of physical structure with other physiological processes. Under the
influence of mechanistic theories the blood-pressure and rate of blood-flow
through diflerent organs were indeed for long supposed to be the primary deter-

mining cause of the physiological activities of these organs, just as the rate and
depth of breathing were supposed to determine the consumption of oxygen by the
body. Evidence is, however, accumulating on all hands that the blood-supply
to various parts, like the air-supply to the lungs, is in reality determined by
physiological requirements. In other words, it is a direct expression of the
nature of the organism, just as the common-sense idea of life would lead us to

expect.

I may pass next to a branch of physiological knowledge which is still in its

early infancy. Under the influence of mechanistic ideas Physiology has for long
left completely out of account investigation into the formation and maintenance
of organic structure. For mechanistic explanations structure had to be assumed,
and as a consequence anatomy was left high and dry in a position of helpless

isolation. If, however, the real aims of Physiology are those which I have tried

to indicate, the separation between Physiology and Anatomy must tend to dis-

appear: for the structure no less than the activity of each part must be deter-

mined by its relations to the structure and activities of other parts in the organic
whole of the living organism. AVe can investigate these relations, just as we
investigate the connection of secretion with respiratory exchange, circulation, or
the composition of the blood ; and they must evidently be physiological relations.

Our aim is not the hopeless one of giving a physico-chemical explanation of the
development and maintenance of organic structure, but simply to discover the
physiological relations which determine the structure of each part and its main-
tenance. Many facts bearing on this subject have recently been brought to light

by the application of experimental methods to embryology, and by the study of
reproduction of lost or injured parts, and of grafting : also by the study of so-

called ' internal secretion ' in connection with various organs. It seems clear,

however, that we are only at the beginning of a vast development of knowledge
in this direction, and that for this development far more refined methods of deal-

ing with the chemistry of the body will be required.

It was in connection with the facts of reproduction and heredity that the
difficulties of the mechanistic theory of life were found finally to culminate. For
the distinctively biological theory of life, to which I have endeavoured to give
some definition, these difficulties do not exist. They are, it is true, not solved

;

but they are set aside as being due to wrong initial assumptions and therefore purely
artificial. The difficulty remains of reconciling the fundamental conceptions of
Biology with those of Physics and Chemistry. This is, however, a matter of
which the discussion must be handed over to Philosophy, which has many similar
matters to deal with. If it is a fundamental axiom that an organism actively
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asserts or maintains a specific structure and specific activities, it Is clear tbat
nutrition itself is only a constant process of reproduction : for the material of the
organism is constantly changing. Not only is there constant raolecu'ar change,
but the living cells are constantly being cast oil and reproduced. It is only a
step from this to the reproduction of lost parts which occurs so readily among
lower organisms ; and a not much greater step to the development of a complete
organism from a single one of the constituent cells of an embryo in its early
stages. In all these facta we have simply manifestations of the fundamental
characters of the living organism. The reproduction of the parent organism from
a single one of its constituent cells separated from the body seems to me only
another such manifestation. Heredity, or, as it is sometimes metaphorically ex-
pressed, organic memory, is for Biology an axiom and not a problem. The problem
is why death occurs, what it really is, and why only certain parts of the body are
capable of reproducing the whole. These questions carry us, at least in part,

beyond the present boundary lines of Biology. They involve those ultimate
questions which, as has just been pointed out, it is the province of Philosophy
to deal with.

To turn to another set of questions, the distincti%-ely biolo^i al standpoint in

Biology involves a change in what has in recent times become the ordinary
attitude towards organic evolution. Since our conception of an organism is

different in kind, and not merely in degree, from our conception of a material
aggregate, it is clear that in tracing back life to primitive forms we are
getting no nearer to what is called ablogenesis. The result of investigation in

this direction can only be to extend further the domain of Biology and widen
biological ideas. Our aim must be, in short, not to reduce organic to inorganic
phenomena, but to bring inorganic phenomena into the domain of Biology.

I am well aware that it will be strongly maintained that the change of front
which I have urged as necessary involves the giving up of all real attempt at
scientific explanation in Biology. As already explained, this is a philosophical
question, and I shall not attempt to deal further with it here. What immedi-
ately concern* us as biologists is whether the change of front will further or hinder
biological advance, particularly in Physiology. Now the first requisite of a
working hypothesis is that it should woVk, and I have tried to point out that as
a matter of fact the physico-chemical theory of life has not worked in the past
and can never work. As soon as we pass beyond the most superficial details of
physiological activity it becomes unsatisfactory ; and it breaks down completely
when applied to fundamental physiological problems, such as that of reproduction.
Those who aim at physico-chemical explanations of life are simply running their
heads at a stone wall, and can only expect sore heads as a consequence. It
seems to me that the proposed change of front is only the conscious adoption of a
common-sense idea which is somewhat vaguely, perhaps, present in the minds of
all men, and which has in reality guided biological advance in the past. This
idea, as I have tried to show, is a working hypothesis which actually worlis, and
affords clear guidance for future advance.

I would fain add a few words as to the relation of Physiology to Psychology
and Ethics : for this is a subject of deep human interest. We know that at any
rate the higher organisms are conscious and intelligent. This fact brings
Physiology into touch with a new element in the behaviour of organisms. The
subject is far too great a one for me to attempt to discuss here, but I should like

to say that it appears to me very clear that just as Biology is something more
than Physics and Chemistry, so Psychology is something more than Physiology,
with the added assumption that consciousness is tacked on to certain physiological
processes, if such a crude conception has any definite meaning. We can, it is

true, by a process of abstraction treat sensation from the purely physiological side,

as in investigating the physiology of the sense-organs ; but this is Physiology
and nothing else; for we are leaving out of account the distinctive elements of
consciousness. At our present stage of knowledge life is not intelligence, and
men or animals as intelligent individuals involve a deeper aspect of reality
than Biology deals with. Our fundamental physiological working hypothesis
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cannot be successfully applied to the phenomena of intelligence, and the sooner

and more definitely this is realised the better for Physiology.

In conclusion, let me endeavour to state shortly the main contention which

I have endeavoured to place before you. It is that in Physiology, and Biology

generally, we are dealing with phenomena which, so far as our present knowledge

goes, not only differ in complexity, but differ in kind from physical and chemical

phenomena ; and that the fundamental working hypothesis of Physiology must

differ correspondingly from those of Physics and Chemistry.

That a meeting-point between Biology and Physical Science may at some time

be found, there is no reason for doubting. But we may confidently predict that

if that meeting-point is found, and one of the two sciences is swallowed up, that

one will not be Biology.

The following Papers and Reports were tben read :

—

1. Proprio-ceptive Reflexes of the Limb.

By Professor C. S. Sheerington, F.B.S.

2. Final Report on the ' Metabolic Balance Sheet ' of the Individual Tissues,

^ee Reports, p. 436.

3. Report on the Effect of Climate iipon Health and Disease,

See Reports, p. 442.

4. The Physics of High Altitudes in relation to Climate and Health,

By Michael C. Gbabham, M.D.

This paper dealt with the physiological influence of electrical tension in asso-

ciation with tissue change, secretion, and cerebral and nerve stimulation, and
associates the lassitude experienced in cloudy humidity and also in the excessive

dryness of the easterly currents with the low difl'erence of potentials in the

atmospheric electrical charge which prevails in each of these conditions.

The author touched upon the well-known increase of the red corpuscles of the

blood in mountain altitudes, and correlates the experiments of Dr. Frankland and
Professor Tyndall on combustion and luminosity with his own elimination of the

influence of aqueous vapour in these experiments to show that the union of

O and C is not lessened in rarefied air, and that the more perfect combustion
obtained is due to greater molecular freedom and a lessened pressure-promptness

of action compensating for sparseness of particles. Such an influence cannot

be overlooked as an exciting stimulus within the human body, for there can be

no reason to assign a lesser power of combination to the unrestrained oxygen
within the air-cells than it shows in penetrating to the central unburnt gases of

the candle-flame.

5, Report on the Ductless Glands.—See Reports, p. 440.

6. Certain Factors in the Glomerular Secretion of the Kidneys,

By Professor A. B. Macallum, F.R,S.
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7. Surface Tension as a Factor in the Distribution of Salts inside the

Living Cell, By Professor A, B, Macallum, F.R,S,

8. The Prevention of Deaths under Ancesthetics.

By FiiEDEiac W. Hewitt, M.V.O., M.A., M.D.

Owing to the steady increase in the number of deatlis in connection with
the use of anresthetics for surgical operations, the prevention of these distressing

accidents constitutes one of the most pressing questions of the day.

In order that the risk? incidental to generalised anaesthesia may be reduced,

it is obviously lirst necessary to study the conditions and circumstances under
which anaesthetics are now administered. At the present moment (1) the law
permits any person to produce general anaesthesia

; (2) many of the examining
bodies permit their candidates to qualify without producing evidence of having
received instruction in anaesthetics

; (3) the anassthetic dgpartments at our
hospitals are in many instances imperfectly and inadequately equipped both in

personnel and in other respects
; (4) anaesthetics, in both hospital and private

practice, are frequently entrusted to comparatively inexperienced practitioners

;

and (5) most of our hospitals publish no records of the anaesthetics administered

within them.
Experience has conclusively shown that though anaesthetics are powerful

poisons, they may be safely administered provided that those who undertake their

administration have been properly educated and trained, and that the principles

under which they work, and the methods which they employ, are based upon
scientific data. The author referred to the valuable physiological researches of

Professor A. D. Waller, and to the work of other pliysiologists in the direction

of regulating the percentage composition of anaesthetic atmospheres. While
fully admitting that by percentage metliods the risks of ana3?thetics may be

reduced, it was submitted that the ground must first be cleared by better and wider
education, and particularly by instilling into students the absolute necessity of

securing a perfectly' free and unembarrassed air-way during anaesthetisation.

There is no single principle, indeed, the faithful observance of which will ensure

safety in every case. It was contended that there are three main principles which
must collectively be observed, viz. : (1) the selection of appropriate an;iesthetics

;

(2) the adjus*.ment of the percentage of the anaesthetic gas or vapour to meet the

requirements of the case
;
and (3) the avoidance of the slightest obstruction to

the free entry and exit of air throughout the administration. The author dis-

cussed the relative importance of the second and third of these principles, and
suggested that a considerable step towards the solution of the main question

might be achieved if arrangements could be made whereby a committee of physio-

logists might observe, clinically, the usual modes of onset of difficulties and dangers
under anaesthetics. Such a committee would soon appreciate the difi'erences

between naso-oral and tracheal anaesthetisation, and the asphyxial effects which
may arise in the human subject as the result of naso-oral methods. The author

regards the third principle as the most important of the three ; for his whole
clinical experience, and the examination of the records of a large number of

recent fatal cases, kindly placed at his disposal by Dr. F. J. Waldo and
Dr. Freyberger, convince him that in the great majority of fatalities under

anaesthetics some obstruction to breathing above the trachea has been the imme-
diate cause of death.

The following reforms are urgently needed :

—

(1) To make it a penal offence for any person other than a legally qualified

medical practitioner to administer an anaesthetic

;

(2) To improve and extend the anaesthetic departments of our hospitals by
appointing experienced men of the highest academic ivnd professional attainments
tQ the various offices of such departments

;
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(3) To make a thorough course of instruction in anmsthotics a necessary part

of the medical educat-on of every practitioner, and

(4) To require hospital authorities to register every annesthetic administered

within their respective institutions.

It is a matter for great congratulation that the General Medical Council have

recently looked favourably upon the more important of these reforms, and it is to

be hoped that ere long legislation may be granted in the directions indicated.

9. Is Alcoliol a Food of Muscle ? A Comparison of Chloroform, Ether,

and Alcohol. By Professor A. D. Waller, F.Ii.S.

Dr. Waller described his method of work. Two frog mus::le3 (Sartorius), each

immersed in salt solution contained in two glass tubes, are arranged in one electric

circuit, so that they can be stimulated simultaneously and their contractions

recorded on two smoked plates fixed each on a small railway-truck moved
simultaneously by a clock. A series of normal contractions were first recorded

on the smoked plates ; then the salt solution was replaced by the same quantity

of the liquid to be tested, and the record continued. In this way the effects of a

series of alcohols and different strengths of alcohol were compared. It seemed as

though alcohol in weak solution of about one per cent. 'acted on muscle as a food

—

that is to say, not only calling out the energy there but supplying fresh energy

—

but the experiments are not conclusive enough to give a definite answer.

By this method, also, the toxicity of chloroform was compared with that of

alcohol and ether. The toxic value of one ounce of chloroform is equivalent

physiologically to nearly half a gallon of alcohol. More precisely, the order of
toxicity is

—

1 molecule of chloroform is equivalent to

12 molecules of ether and to

100 molecules of ethyl alcohol.

The object of these latter experiments was to determine the safe administration

of chloroform, a continuation of work extending over the last fifteen years.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

Discussion on Mental and Muscular Fatigue.

(i) Fatigue. By Dr. W. MacDougall.—See Reports, p. 479.

(ii) Fatigue. By Professor T. H. Milroy.

Professor Milroy referred to a special form of fatigue—namely, fatigue to

colour, and especially with regard to its efiect upon those phenomena which are

referred to under the term ' simultaneous contrast.'

Simultaneous contrast requires two fields, an inducing and a reacting field

;

and the visual sensation derived from a stimulation of the latter is of the nature of
that furnished by the colour complementary to the inducing colour.

Two explanations of this have been given, a psychological and a physiological

one. The former, formulated by Helmholtz, may be stated in the following
way :

—

When a small colourless field is included in a coloured one, a false judgment
is made as to the nature of the former owing to the observer subtracting frgm the

pmftll central field the colour of the larger coloured field.
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The other, a ph^-siological "explanation, is that furnished by Hering. He
regards the surrounding field as aS'ecting the condition of the central one by
producing in it a change of the opposite type to that going on in the general
Held—spatial induction.

If the reacting lield be stimulated originally by the colour which would
normally be induced in it by the surrounding or inducing field, then simultaneous
contrast is no longer seen until a certain time has elapsed to jillow the area
again to resume its normal condition. Thus even brief exposure of the eye to red
spectral light will prevent the appearance of the red tint in the central field which
is surrounded by a larger green field. One may observe the gradual increase in

the induced effect as fatigue passes off", but it does not reach its normal degree
until some time after the usual signs of fatigue, as shown by the negative after-

image, have disappeared.

It is interesting, in the light of Ilering's views on the black-white substance,

to note the effects of a previous fixation of a central lampblack disc in the green-
coloured field. If one examines a patch of black in a spectral green field for a
few minutes and then removes the black disc and allows white light to pass
through in its place, the induced pink simultaneous contrast-effect is not seen at

once, but prior to its appearance one has the sensation of a central white field

which slowly, beginning from the periphery, shows the gradual pink colouration

of the field.

That is to saj', during the period when the excitability of the reacting

field has been raised by the previous examination of a black field, the inducing
colour does not bring out its normal effect.

This phenomenon is more readily explained on the Ilering than on the
Ilelmholtz hypothesis.

(iii) Some Aspects of Mental Fatigue. By H. Sackville Lawson.

This paper was concerned with the measurement of mental fatigue by means of
the sesthesiometer, which is in reality a modified compass, and has been used in

connection with physiological experiments on skin-sensitiveness. Intellectual

effort causes an accumulation of waste and poisonous material in the brain-cells.

As a result of this there is found a diminished skin-sensitiveness in all parts of
the body. Hence the measurement in millimetres of the loss in skin-sensitiveness

would appear to be a guide to the mental energy expended ; and the principal of
the ajsthesiometer is to record mental fatigue in terms of this nature.

In conducting these experiments it has been found that fatigue symptoms may
or may not have a physiological counterpart. The individual experimented on
may feel tired and yet be objectively fresh, or, on the other hand, he may feel tired

and at the same time find justification for this feeling on physiological grounds.
There is yet another kind of fatigue met with in the victims of that 'roten sin'

known to Chaucer as accidie, which maketh a man 'bevy, thoughtful, and wrawe'
and 'full of slouthe, wanhope, and sompnolence.' Many an accidiose patient feels

tired and betrays all the outward casual symptoms of fatigue. And yet a careful

reading with the resthesiometer confirms nothing of these symptoms; indicates, ou
the contrary, that now, as of old, the best remedy for such 'nerves' is hard work.

The following are some of the kinds of information to be obtained by the

systematic use of the sesthesiometer :

—

1. How mnny units of skin-sensitiveness a student may lose without injury.

2. The relative fatigue induced by a study of the various subjects in the school

curriculum.

3. Information as to the most correct method of arranging the subjects in the
time-table.

The physiological effect on the student of different methods of teaching may
also be shown.

Lastly, the differences letween physiological and psychical fatigue are rendered
evident,
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The following fatigue graphs have been drawn :

—

1. Primary school student.

2. Primary school teacher.

3. Professor in university.

4. Student in university.

5. Vicar in suburban parish.

G. Private pupil : showing physiological effect on him of different methods of
teaching. In all cases readings have been taken over a series of days.

The last part of the paper was concerned with fatigue in Egypt, and the condi-
tions generally which obtain in Mohammedan schools.

Educationists in Egypt regret the prevalence of the memorising system and
the unavoidable difficulties of the Fast of Ramadan.

Two graphs are shown of a student in a secondary school in Egypt. The first

series of readings were taken before the Fast of Ramadan, the second series during
that Fast.

In conclusion it would seem that testhesiometric measurement not only gives
very positive results which are helpful to the educationist, but also, by coming into
conflict with subjective opinion, seems to suggest a possible cure for those who are

subject to accidie and psychical maladies generally.

The following Papers and Report were then read :

—

1. 2Vie Interpretation of the Results obtained from the Study of Cerehral
Localisation in the Prosiniite. By Profe.ssor W. H. Wilson and
Professor G. Elliot Smith, F.E.S.

This research was undertaken seven years ago, with the object of determining
whether or not electrical stimulation of the cerebral corte.i would yield evidence
for the identification of a small sulcus in the brains of certain lemurs, which
one of us (G. E. S.), on morphological grounds, had described as the repre-
sentative of the upper part of the sulcus centralis of monkeys and man. The
demonstration by iSherrington and Griinbaum that the sulcus centralis was the
caudal limit of the excitable area of cortex gave us a definite criterion to make
use of in deciding whether or not a sulcus oitght to be regarded as Rolando's
furrow. We chose the lemurs for this investigation because the arrangement of
the sulci in the members of this sub-order formed the key to the comparison of
the fissural plan in all the non-primate mammals with that of the apes and man

;

the plan formed by the sulci in the lemurs so closely resembled that found in the
apes that the identity of most of the furrows was obvious; and, at the same
time, the Prosimian arrangement was appreciably nearer to

—

i.e., more like—that
found in the carnivora and uugulata and the other mammalia. Six years ago we
stimulated two bi-ains of Loris gracilis, eraplo} ing Sherrington's unipolar method,
and found centres for movements of the leg, trunk, arm, and head immediately
in front of the position of the coronal suture (of the skull), the two brains being
quite devoid of the sulcus .r, our supposed upper part of Rolando's sulcus. On
examining a series of eight brains of Lovis (jracilis we found in two of them a
sulcus .r exactly on the line of the coronal suture.

Next year Page May joined us, and with our help he stimulated the brains of
two examples oi Lemur viacaco, using the bipolar method.

The motor area was mapped out with the greatest ease, and was found to
stop sharply at the sulcus x, thus confirming the view which our anatomical
researches had previously suggested. Page May repealed the experiments on
another lemur, and examined the distribution of the Betz cells in several specimens.
The results were presented to the British Association in 1904 at Cambridge.

The authors then repeated the experiments (using the unipolar method) on
three examples of Lemur mongoz, and studied the distribution of the Betz cells

in lemurs of various species, in PerocUcMus, Loris, Nycticebus, and Tarsius.
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Siuce then suVeral writor.s (Brodiiiaiin, Oskar uiul (Jecilie Vogt, VolscL, HftUi-
biutoii, and Mott) have 2>ublished accounts of the histological and physiological
localisation of the motor cortex in lemurs. There are so many discrepancies in

these various statements of fact and inference that we propose to describe the
results of our latest work, which thorouglily bears out the account given by Page
May in Cambridge four years ago; and we seize the opportunity to emphasise and
extend our views regarding the sigaificauce of these results.

2. The Localisation of the Human Cerebral Cortex.

By Professor G. Elliot Smith, F.R.S.

Two years ago I demonstrated to the An.atomical Society the ease, with
which one can map out the surface of the human cerebral cortex into a largo
number of areas, each of which presents distinctive features (thickness, colour,

arrangement and density of tlie iutracortical medullnry matter) which are appre-
ciable to the naked eye in fresh material, when cut with a scalpel.

Last year 1 published charts of the human cerebrum showing the distribution
of these various anatomically distinct areas and indicating the causal relation-
ship existing between the situation of various sulci and the borders or the axes
of these areas.

Shortly afterward Brodmann published similar maps, based upon the results of
the histological examination of the human brain. There is a remarkable agree-
ment between the two series of charts, which becomes more pronounced when it

is recalled that Drodmann represents one individual brain as seen flattened out in

a fresh condition, whereas I have shown the average condition of a large series,

represented on a specimen hardened in situ.

Jiut even after eliminating these discrepancies and certain other differences

which a comparison of the tests (and not the diagrams only) of the two
memoirs will dissipate, there are still some points of disagreement between
]?rodmann's results and mine. I have made a new investigation of all such points
of disagreement and, as the result, present new charts, modified in some
respects in accordance with Brodmann's results, but in others retaining my own
interpretation.

Brodmann refuses to admit my interpretation of the meaning of the cerebral
sulci. But the examination of a large series of brains proves beyond any
possibility of error that the vast majority of the cerebral furrows are placed con-
stantly near to or actually at the boundary line between adjoining areas or, in

other cases, in the axis of a given territory ; in other words, the causal relation-
ship between the sulci and the distribution of the areas is patent.

At the same time there is a considerable range of variation in the case of
certain sulci, especially the calcarine. Yet no furrow affords a more striking
demonstration of the varied factors which call a sulcus into being and determine
its form.

3. 0)1 certain Features of Retinal Photo-electro Phe7iomena.
By Professor Francis Gotch, F.R.S,

4. Colour-blindness and Colour-perception.

By F. W. Edridge-Green, M.D., F.R.C.S.

The theory which T have advanced as an explanation of vision and colour-
vision is that light falling upon the eye causes the visual purple to be diffused
into the surrounding parts of the retina: that the cones of the retina are insensi-
tive to light but sensitive to chemical changes in the visual purple, which stimu-
lates the end of the cones and causes visual impulses. Then in the impulse itself
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we have the physiological basis of light arc! in the qualify of the impulse the
physiological basis of colour. I consider that the quality of the impulse varies

with the wave-length of the light causing the impulse.

Cases of colour-blindness may be divided into two classes, which are quite
separate and distinct from each other, though both may be present in the same
person. In the first class there is light as well as colour loss. In the second
class the perception of light is the same as the normal-sighted, but there is a
defect in the perception of colour. In the first class certain rays are either not
perceived at all or very imperfectly. Colour-blind individuals belonging to the
second class can be arranged in a series. At one end of the series are the
normal-sighted, and at the other the totally colour-bliud. I have classified

the colour-blind in accordance with the number of primary colours which lliey

see in the spectrum. If the normal-sighted be designated hcxachromic, those
who see five colours may be called pentachromic : those who see four, letra-

cliromic ; those who see three, triehromic ; those who see two, dichromic ; and
the totally colour-blind, monocbromic. There are many degrees included in the
dichromic class. There may or may not be a neutral band, and this is widest in

those cases approaching most nearly to total colour-blindness. The tests 1 use

are three in number: (1) Lantern test; (2) Classification test
; (3) Spectrum test.

In all these tests the examinee is required to know the names of the primary
.colours—red, yellow, green, and blue, and matching is not employed. In the
spectrum test the examinee is required to point out the commeueement and
termination of the spectrum, designate the various colours, and show by a special

apparatus the size of the different portions of the spectrum which appear to him
monochromatic.

5. Jifijort 011 the Electrical Phenomena and Metabolism o/'Arum Spadices,
See Reports, p. 463.

6. The Constitution of Lecithin and other I'hosphatives.

By Dr. Hugh MacLean.

Lecithin used was obtained from the firm of T. I). Eiedel, Berlin, and is sold by
this firm under the trade name of ' Lecithol.' This lecithin was split up by means
of boiling for different periods with a solution of methyl alcohol saturated witli

I3a(0n)„: the products of hydrolytic decomposition were then separated off

and the choline obtained in as pure a state as possible in the form of choline
chloride. This choline chloride was precipitated by platinum chloride and tlie

double salt of chlorine platinum chloride obtained ; latter was washed, dried, and
weighed, and the amount of choline found was then calculated. In no case did
the amount of the double salt obtained correspond to more than 80 per cent, of
the theoretical amount calculated on the N present, and in a series of about fifteen

experiments the actual average result was only 77';5 per cent.

This loss of over 20 per cent, is accounted for chiefly by tlie fact that

(a) Platinum chloride does not completely precipitate choline even in con-
centrated solution ; there is a loss of anything up to 10 per cent.

(h) Part of the N remains in the insoluble residue obtained after boiling the
lecithin. This varies from 6 to 10 per cent, of the total N.

(c) Small losses due to decomposition of choline resulting in the production of
volatile products; presence of traces of impurities retarding precipitation

; slight

losses in general manipulation.

Thus it may be assumed that the above ' lecithol ' contains practically all its

N in the form of choline.

In lecithin obtained from heart-muscle, however, in which the proportion of
N to P was almost exactly as 1 : 1, not more than 40 per cent, of the theoretical
amount of choline platinum chloride could be obtained when heated iu the same
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way as above. This, coupled with many other observatious, proves (contrary to the

general statement advanced by lloppe Seyler) that in this lecithin at least a great

part of the N present is not combined in theform of choline, but probably as some
other base. Similar experiments prove that the monamino-diphoflphatide ob-

tained from heart-muscle (Erlandsen's cuorin) contains no part of its N in the

form of chloline. Egg lecithin, on the other hand, contains all, or nearly all, its

N combined as choline.

In the course of this investigation I have succeeded in separating from eggs a

new phosphatide with the ratio ofN to P as 1 ; 2. Generally, though not exactly,

it corresponds to cuorin obtained from heart-muscle.

7. The Gastro-intestinal Gan(jlionic Nervous System.

By Sir James Grant, K.C.M.G.

An imperfect nervous impulse points to some abnormality in its conduction,

and -when the obstruction has been removed the axis cylinder once more conveys

the impression. This result has been frequently observed during the application

of the electric current through the ueurotone.

Nerve action to be of seivice must be normal in its distribution, hence the

marked and rapid improvement in digestive power, in the cases cited, on applying

the neurotone over the abdomen. This leads to the impression that the neurotone

current applied to the abdominal ganglionic nei-ve centres brings about a change

restoring the function of the medulla of the axis cylinder and re-establishing the

free transmission of nerve power and energy. As a result constitutional changes

for the better become most marked.

The nervous system plays an important part in the remarkable chemical trans-

mission of food-products through the influence of these ganglionic centres. It is

due to improvement in nerve conduction of the gastro-iutestinal ganglionic system

that the neurotone current is capable of improving digestion and prolonging life

when no organic disease is present.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

Discussion on Insii'uction of School Teachers in Physiology and Hygiene.

Oiiened by Professor C. S. Sherrington, F.R.S.

The following Keports and Papers were then read :^

1. Report on the Conditions of Health essential to the Carrying-on of the

Work of Iristruction in Schools.—See Reports, p. 458.

2. On Amyloid. By Professor A. Kossel.

Professor Kossel gave a description of some work done at his laboratory in

Heidelberg by l)r. Mayeda. dealing with the subject of the chemical nature of

amyloid. Dr. Mayeda tried to decide the question as to whether this albuminous
substance differs from other albuminous substances in its chemical structure. This

question is one related to a larger problem—namely, the existence of proteins of

abnormal constitution occurring in pathological conditions.

Differing from Neuberg, who considers the amyloid-protein as a protein

belonging to the histone group, but free from histidin. Dr. Mayeda, in determining

the cleavage products of protein in normal and amyloid-degenerated organs, found

no differences between these two kinds of protein, and no similarity with histone.

He further showed the presence of histidin. The amyloid was found to be
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digestible ty pepsin iu hydrochloric acid, uud the digested solution gave no reaction

for histopeptone.

The quantitative determination of the cleavage-products gave the following

results :

—

Amyloid from spleuii. Amyloid lioin livel'. Histono.

Ammonia . • 04 . 0-4 .
—

Histidine . .
2-3 ,, 2-3

, 23
Arginine , . 7-7 ,

7'Q ; 14-15
Lysine . .

2-8 . 2-6 ., 7-7 -8-3

This result was confirmed by the quantitative analysis of the whole organs.

Dr. Mayeda divided the proteolytic products obtained from the amyloid- degene-

rated organs into two fractions by precipitating with zinc sulphate. These fractions

showed the same percentage of arginine, histidine, and lysine as the analogous

fractions obtained from normal organs.

Up to the present therefore no proof has been furnished tliat the proteins

found in amyloid degeneration differ in their essential structure from the albu-

minous substances of the same organ in the normal condition.

3. The Jielationshij) of the Pyloric to the Fundic Part of the Stomach.

By Dr. E. P. Cathcart.

The present investigation was undertaken in order to discover, if possible, the

nature of the relationship between the pyloric and fundic parts of the stomach

—

i.e., to see whether a stimulus acting on the pyloric part alone brought about

the secretion of gastric juice in the fundic part by chemical or nervous agency.

For this purpose two dogs were used, in which the stomachs were divided into

two parts—the one part purely pyloric, and the other the whole fundus. Further,

one of the dogs had, in addition, a Heidenhain isolated stomach

—

i.e., one where
all nervous connection between the large stomach and the isolated is cut off.

Latterly controls were also made on a dog with a Pawlow isolated stomach

—

i.e., with nervous connections intact.

The method employad was to connect the cannula of the isolated pyloric part

with a funnel containing the solution to be tested as regards its stimulating

properties. This funnel was raised to a suitable height, so that the pressure on
the pyloric part would not be too great. It also permitted of the free movement
of the fluid brought about by the fairly energetic contractions of the pyloric part

of the muscle wall. The gastric juice secreted in the fundic part was collected

from another cannula in connection with this part.

It was found that a large number of very different solutions brought about a

flow of gastric juice, the amount secreted varying with different stimulants. Of
all the solutions or fluids so far tested the only one which did not bring about
a secretion of juice was ordinary ' tap' water. This is a point of some import-

ance, as here, although the contractions of the pyloric part were quite as active

.IS, say, with a solution of Liebig's extract, yet no secretion resulted. Among
the solutions tested which gave positive results were Liebig's extract solution,

peptone (Chapoteaut) solution, sodium chloride solution, alcohol, and distilled

water.

The primary question, however, as to whether the secretion is evoked through
chemical or nervous agency has not yet been definitely settled, as, owing to trouble

with the animals used, the research had to be interrupted before absolutely con-

clusive results were obtained.

4. Isolation of a Physiologically Active Substancefrom Peptone.

By F. O'B. Ellison, M.D.

The number of symptoms produced by injection of peptone seem to indicate

more than one active agent. This ' peptone effect ' is shown by Pick and Spiro

not to be due to the albumoses as such, but to an impurity attached to them and
called by them 'peptozyme.' This body was found by them in peptone prepared
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by acid or peptic digestion, but not in that prepared by tryptic digestion. I Under-

took the following experiments to ascertain if possible whether this peptozyme

or any similar bodies could be removed from Witte's peptone by the action of

A'arions solvents.

The following was the method I adopted: 25 grams of Witte's peptone

were extracted by means of Soxhlet's apparatus, with about 160 c.c. of ether,

chloroform, or commercial benzole, nnder a reflux condenser for about twenty-

four hours. The solvent was then distilled oft" to a small bulk and allowed to

dry completely at room temperature. The solid residue was dissolved in, or

rather extracted with, 09 per cent. NaCl solution, in which it was only

sparingly soluble, and the extract was injected into an anaesthetised dog through

the femoral vein.

Contrary to the observations of Nolf, I have found that simple hypodermic

injection was inefl'ective. In the case even of unaltered peptone a hypodermic

injection of 0-1 gram per kilo, of body weight produced no effect on blood-pres-

sure, while the same dose givtn intravenously at once produced the characteristic

effect. Control injections were made with unaltered Witte's peptone in doses pf

O'l gram per kilo. Not more than one per cent, of Witte's peptone is soluble in

boiling ether, benzole, or chloroform ; but up to the present I have not been able

to carry out any exact quantitative experiments. Some chemical changes also

seem to occur during extraction, as the resulting product is only slightly soluble

in water, while the original peptone is completely so.

Experiment I.—Injection of the benzole extract of 50 grams Witte's peptone

(10 kilo, dog) = very slight fall of blood-pressure, while the heart's beats became

more frequent and diminished in amplitude.

Injection of 1 gram of the portion insoluble in benzole produced a great and

rapid fall of blood-pressure.

Experivient IL—TIlq same with chloroform extract. Result, very slight fall

of pressure.

Injection of the chloroform insoluble residue and subsequent control injection

of witte's peptone were both negative as regards blood-pressure. A sample of

blood remained uncoagulated.

Experiment III, the same as //.

Injection of chloroform extract = no fall of pressure, A sample of blood

taken immediately after did not coagulate.

Control with 'Witte's peptone = slight fall of blood-pressure, much less than

normal.
I think that the following inferences may perhaps be drawn from the fore-

going experiments :

—

1. That the substance which causes lowering of blood-pressure is not ex-

tracted from peptone by benzole, ether, or chloroform.

2. That a substance which confers immunity from the vaso-dilator effect of

peptone injection can be extracted from AVitte's peptone by chloroform, but not

by benzole.

3. That chloroform extracts from peptone a substance which diminishes the

coagulability of the blood.

The amount of these extracts used in the above experiments never amounted

to more than O'O gram, this being chiefly due to the difficulty of extracting large

amounts in Soxhlet's apparatus. The extraction with ether had also to be aban-

doned, as the tap-water was not cold enough to condense ether in the summer
sveather.

Fischer's research bids fair to sort out the tangle of complex bodies grouped

together as peptones on a sound chemical basis, and if the different constituents

could be obtained of definite and constant composition much would thereby be

gained towards determining their molecular structure ; but meanwhile I hope I

have shown that something may also be done in the same direction by proceeding

on physiological lines.
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5i The Hcemo-renal Index, By Dr. Dawson Turneb.

The Haemo-ieiml Index is the ratio between tlie electrical resistance of the
blood and the electrical resistance of the urine. Methods of measuring the
resistance of the blood and of the urine. In health the index is equal to not
less than three or more whole numbers, thus

the electrical resistance of the blood 1000 .

,

the electrical resistance of the urine 260 '

but in disease there may be alterations. Value of the method in ascertaining the
rettal efficiency before a proposed operation. Comparison with other methods.
Conclusions.

6. Osmotic Growths. By Dr. DawsoN Turner.

Ur. Dawson Turner exhibited a specimen and photographs of the curious
growths which Professor Leduc has produced by the purely physical process of
osmosis. An artificial seed of one part of sugar and of two parts of copper
sulphate is sown in a solution of gelatine and potassium ferro-cyanide : this seed
begins to grow as though it were alive : it may attain a height of one to two feet,

and it presents organs analogous to those of vegetables, such as roots, stems,
leaves, and terminal organs. Functions which Avere hitherto considered as
characteristic of life, such as (1) nutrition by intussusception, (2) organisation,

(^3) growth in thickness and in length, are thus realised by purely physical forces,

and we are led to conjecture whether these functions in living plants and
animals may not be due to the same cause.

7. Report on Body Metabolism in Cancer,—See Reports, p. 489.

8. Further Observations on a previously undescribed Tract in the

Spinal Cord. By Dr. W. Page May.

The author demonstrated by means of the lantern the presence in several

monkeys of a tract to which he gave the provisional name of the postero-septal

tract, which undergoes descending degeneration from the mid brain to the lower
thoracic region. In the spinal cord it is Well marked, lying symmetrically
immediately on either side of the posterior septum and situated slightly nearer
the posterior margin than the anterior margin of the posterior columns. This
tract was discovered by the speaker just over four years ago, arrd since then
he has succeeded in showing its constant presence in several types of monkeys,
and undoubtedly it conveys impulses downwards and is of considerable im-
portance.

9. Demonstration of the Cells and Tracts concerned in Paralysis and
Recovery from Paralysis. By Dr. W. Page May.

Dr. Page May gave a demonstration of the various tracts concerned in

voluntary movement and in the return of movement after paralysis due to

interference by disease or otherwise in certain cerebro-spinal paths. An analysis

of these paths was given and included the origin, course, and termination of the
pyramidal, rubro-spinal, vestibulo-spinal tracts, and the complex of fibres

descending in the anterior columns of the spinal cord. Brief references were
also given to the disturbances of movement produced by interference, by disease,

or otherwise with the functions of one or more of the above paths. Finally,

using the chromatolytic method the author showed lantern specimens of the
cells which give origin to the above-mentioned tracts in various animals,
including those of the cat, lemur, monkey^ and chimpanzee,

1908. 3 L
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10. Tlie Action of I'wo Sera on a Carcinoma occurring in Mice.

By C. E. Walker.

11. I'he Jiiological Method of Differentiating Blood-stains,

By Professor E. J. McWeeney, M.A., M.D.

Tlie method referred to is that known as tbe Precipitin Test. It is a par-

ticular case of the general law that the animal organism reacts to the intro-

dnction of foreign substances of high molecular complexity by the production

of specific anti-bodies. The most satisfying explanation of this phenomenon
hitherto is the now well-known ' Side-Chain ' theory of Ehrlich. The foreign sub-

stance injected is known as the Anti-gen, and may consist of albumen, toxin,

or formed elements (blood-cells or the like). In the present case the anti-gen is

albumen derived from some animal and present in its serum, w-hile the anti-

body is called a precipitin, because, when brought in contact with specific

anti-gen, it manifests its antagonism by the production of an opalescence which
speedily thickens into a flocculent precipitate. As this only occurs (save in the

case of very closely allied species) with the specific anti-gen, the method affords

a reliaiile means of determining the species of animal from which a given speci-

men of serum or of blood-stain is derived. Originally applied by the late

Walter Myers about the year 1900 to the difl"erentiation of the various kinds

of egg- and serum-albumen, the reaction was used on an extensive scale by
Nuttall in his fundamental work on blood-relationship, and was applied first in-

Germany to the purposes of the medical jurist by Uhlenhuth, Wassermann, and
Schiitze.

Since then the value of the precipitin test as a means of determining the

origin of blood-stains occurring on articles of clothing, surfaces, 'cc, in cases of

murder and other medico-legal inquiries has received State recognition in most
civilised countries. So far as the writer is aware, however, the method has not

been utilised by the Home Office in England, and this is his principal reason for

coming forward with the present paper. In Ireland when the advantages of the

method were first brought under the notice of the Crown authorities just six

years ago by the present writer they received immediate recognition, and the

writer has been employing the test for the past five years in medico-legal

practice with most satisfactory results. A few words as to technique. The
animals used for producing the precipitin are rabbits. As human anti-gen the

writer uses ascitic fluid or pleural etl'usion, aseptically collected Avhere possible,

otherwise stored over chloroform. The injections are intravenous, about

5 to 7 cc. being administered at intervals of four or live days. After eight to ten

such injections, the animal usually yields a satisfactory anti-serum, giving a dis-

tinct zone of opalescence when brought in contact with human serum diluted

to 1 in 500. After further treatment the reaction appears with dilutions of

1 per 1,000, and even 1 per 10,000. During the immunisation the power
of the serum is tested from time to time by withdrawing small quantities of

blood from the marginal vein of the ear by means of suitably curved pipettes.

The serum of domestic animals can of course be always readily procured for

injection, but suitable anti-gen for making anti-human serum is not always
obtainable save by those in hospital practice. In doing the test, as the quan-
tities of stain extract available are as a rule small, the observations are made in

very small test-tubes into which about 50 cmm. of the anti-serum is first

placed with a glass capillary, after which about 200 cmm. of the diluted serum
or stain-extract are allowed to run slowly down the side of the tube so as to

form a distinct line of demarcation. The liquids must be absolutely clear. The
writer makes his observations at room-temperature, and extends them over

a period of four hours. Controls are absolutely indispensable and must on no
account be omitted. Working on these lines the WTiter has obtained most
convincing results in every case. The chief sources of error are the so-called
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mammalian reaction, and the fact that the blood of animals of closely related

species is often found to yield reciprocal or group reactions. But these sources

of error may be avoided by using only hioli potential anti-sera, reacting with the

anti-gen in a dilution of not less than I per 1,000, and by a careful system of

controls. The precipitin test, more especially if completed by the still more
delicate method of complement-iixation, forms an important and valuable addition

to medico-legal procedures of analysis.

12, The Action ofAcid and Alkali on the Grorvth and Division of Animal
and Vegetable Cells. By Professor B. Moore and Dr. H. E. Roaf.

Cells are very susceptible to changes in reaction of their surrounding medium.
Echinus eggs, hyacinths, and newts have been kept in solutions of various acids

and alkalis, and mammals have been fed with large quantities of acid and
alkaline phosphates. Isolated cells are very susceptible to the action of the

surrounding medium, while more complex organisms can modify the eflect and
protect themselves by neutralising the excess of acid or alkali. Acid shows,
even with the weakest strengths, an inhibiting ert'ect on all growth, the nuclei

disappear, and the cells degenerate. With hyacinth rootlets the cell walls become
enormously thickened, and the cells themselves become swollen. Japanese newts
become lethargic in acid phosphate, thus showing a similar inhibitive effect.

Alkali, although also causing stoppage of growth at quite low concentrations,

shows with still weaker strengths a stimulating effect. Echinus eggs and
hyacinth rootlets show increased cell-division, and, with increased strength of

alkali before inhibition occurs, the divisions appear to become irregular. Japanese
newts show hyperexcitability, thus pointing to increased and disordered action of

tbe cells. Mammals, with larg(^ doses of either acid or alkaline phosphates, show
degenerative lesions, but the actual ett'ect of acid or alkali is probably masked by
excretion and neutralisation. The ' reactivity ' of mammalian blood serum can be
altered by large doses of phosphates.

13. Changes in the Prinitary after Thyroidectomy,

By Dr. P. T. Herring.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

Joint Meeting vnth Section D.—See p. 741.

The following Paper was afterwards read :

—

A Review of the Tuberculosis Crusade in Ireland.

By Sir Robert E. Matheson.

3 L2
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Section K.—BOTANY.

I

Presipent of the Section.—F. F. Blackman, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

The President delivered the followingr Address :

—

'o

The Manifestations of the Principles of Chemical Mechanics in the

Living Plant,

The UNiroKMiTY of Natuee.

Among the phenomena of nature Man finds himself to be one ot medium mag-
nitude, for while his dimensions are about a billion times as great as those of

the smallest atoms that compose him they are also about one billionth part of his

distance from the centre of his solar system.

From the vantage point of this medium magnitude the man of science scans

eagerly the whole range of natural phenomena accessible to him with a strenuous

desire for unity and simplification.

By the unwearying study of special sections of this long front of natural

phenomena special guiding principles have been detected at work locally. No
sooner has this been accomplished than, in obedience to this desire for con-

tinuity througliout, such principles have been freely extended on either side

from the point of discovery.

Thus, the theory of probability, which dealt at first with so limited an
occupation as drawing white and black balls out of an opaque bag, now is known
as the only determinable factor in such remote things as the distribution of the

duration of human lives and the effect of concentration of the colliding molecules

in a solutionupon the rate of their chemical change. Again, the principle of evolu-

tion discovered among living things has been extended, till to speak of the evolution

of societies, of solar systems, or of chemical elements is now but commonplace.
The biologist, with all his special difficulties, has at least the limitation that

he is only concerned with the middle I'ange of the interminable hostile front of

natural phenomena, and that for him is ordained the stubborn direct attack,

leaving the brilliant attempts at outflanking movements to the astronomers on
the one wing and the workers at corpuscular emanations on the other.

The atoms and molecules that the biologist has to deal with do not differ

from those passing by the same names in the laboratories of chemistry and physics

(at least no one suggests this), and their study may therefore be left to others.

At the other end of the scale, with astronomical magnitudes we have not to deal,

unless indeed we yield to the popular clamour to take over the canals on Mars as

phenomena necessarily of biological causation.

In the study of that particular range of phenomena which is the special

allotment of the physiologists, animal and vegetable, we have had ever before ua
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the problem of whether there is not here some discontinuity in nature ; whether
the play of molecular and atomic forces occurring outside the living organism can

ever account for the whole of the complexity and correlation of chemical and
physical interactions demonstrable within the living structure.

As yet we are of course far from any answer to this question, and no one in a

scientific assembly like this will call iipon us for prophecies. Yet the subject to

which I shall devote my Address has a bearing upon this question. I propose to

consider a particular aspect of the relation of chemical changes in a test-tube

to those taking place in a living growing plant, and this in the spirit of one who
craves for continuity throughout natural phenomena.

The point of view from which the chemist regards the reaction taking place in

his test-tube has undergone a change in the last twenty years, a change bringing

it more into uniformity with that of the biologist. No longer content with an
equation as a final and full expression of a given reaction, the chemist now
studies with minutest detail and with quantitative accuracy the progressive

stages of development of the reaction ^ and the effect upon it of varied external

conditions, of light, temperature, dilution, and the presence of traces of foreign

substances.

Perhaps it is too much to believe that this, as it were physiological, study of each

reaction is the eifect of some benign irradiation from the biological laboratory.

At least, however, it is true that it is the modern study of ' slow ' chemical
reactions which has made all this possible, and the living organism consists

almost entirely of slow reactions. The earliest studied chemical reactions, those

between substances which interact so quickly that no intermediate investigation

can be made, did not of course lend themselves to this work, but nowadays
whole classes of reactions are known which are only completed hours or days
after the substances are initially mixed. To the slow reactions belong all the

hydrolytic and dehydration changes of carbohydrates, fats, and proteids that bulk
so largely in the metabolism of plants and animals, together with other

fermentation changes such as are brought about by oxidases, zymases, and
enzymes in general. This precise quantitative study of chemical reactions has
been developing with remarkable acceleration for some twenty-five years, till it is

grown almost into an independent branch of science, physical chemistry. This
is sometimes called ' general chemistry ' because its subject is really the
fundamental universal laws of the rate of chemical change, and these laws hold
through all the families, genera, and species of chemical compounds, just as the

same physiological laws apply to all the different types of plants.

Now if these laws are fundamental with all kinds of chemical change they must
be at work in the living metabolic changes. If the chemical changes associated

with protoplasm have any important factor or condition quite different from the

state of things which holds when molecules react in aqueous solution in a test-

tube, then it might happen that the operation of these principles of physical

chemistry would be obscured and not very significant, though it is inconceivable
that they should be really inoperative.

My present intention, then, is to examine the general phenomena of
metabolism in an attempt to see whether the operations of these quantitative
principles are traceable, and if so how far they are instrumental in giving a clearer

insight into vital complexity.

The Dominance of Ieeitability in Physiologt.

I think that certain manifestations of these principles are indeed quite clear,
though not generally recognised, and that this neglect is largely due to the
dominance of what our German colleagues call ' Reizphysiologie '—the notion
that every change in which protoplasm takes part is a case of the ' reaction ' of an

' Modern research has made it clear that reactions conventionally represented by
complex equations of many interacting molecules really take place in a succession
of simple stages, in each of which, perhaps, only two molecules interact.
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' irritable ' living substance to a ' stimulus.'' Now this general conception of
protoplasmic irritability, of stimuli and reactions was, of course, a splendid
advance, the early development and extension of which we owe largely to our
veteran physiologist Professor Pfefler of Leipzig. Great as is the service it

has rendered to many departments of botany, yet in one direction, I think, it

has overflowed its legitimate bounds and swamped the development of the
physical-chemical concepts which I shall indicate later on. The great merit of
the ' stimulus and reaction ' conception is that it supplies a very elastic general
formula for the sort of causal connection that we find occurring in all departments
of biology

; a formula which allows the phenomena to be grouped, investigated, and
formally expounded, whether they be the temporary turgor-movements of
'sensitive' plants, the permanent growth movements of tropistic curvatures, or
the complex changes of plant-form and development that result from present and
past variations of external conditions.

The strength and the weakness of the conception lie in its extraordinary
lack ofparticularity. "When an irritable cell responds to a stimulus by a reaction
nothing is implied about the mechanism connecting the cause and the effect,

and nothing even about the relative magnitudes of these, but all this is lelt for

special research on the case under consideration. The one natural chain of cause
and eifect that is recognised to be outside this comprehensive category is that
rather uncommon one in which a definite amount of energy of one kind is turned
into an equivalent definite amount of energy of another. Here we have a
direct 'equation of energy,' whereas in a reaction to a stimulus we are said to
have typically an ' unloosing ' effect—a liberation of potential energy by a small
incidence of outside energy, as in the classical analogies, drawn from completely
comprehended non-living things, of a cartridge exploded by a blow, or the
liberation into action of a head of water by the turning of a tap.

So elastic a conception may be easily stretched to fit almost any sequence of
phenomena with the apparent closeness that argues a bespoken garment. We
must therefore be critically on our guard against cases of such sartorial illusion.

The Principles of Chemical Mechanics.

That my consideration of particular cases may be intelligible it seems
necessary that I devote a few minutes to outlining the four quantitative
mechanical principles which govern e\ ery single chemical reaction, though much
that I have to say has been drawn from elementary books on physical chemistry.

These four principles are concerned with (1) the nature of the reaction in
question; (2) the amount of reacting substances that happen to be present;

(3) the temperature at which the reaction is taking place ; and (4) the influence
of catalysts upon the reaction.

For the moment we will confine ourselves to the first two matters, and
assume that catalysts are absent and the substances at constant temperature.

(1) The first principle that we have to consider is that which declares that
no chemical reaction is really instantaneous, though the interaction of substances
is often so fast that a direct measurement of its rate cannot be made; and,
further, that every reaction has its own specific reaction-velocity which distinguishes
it from other reactions. This is expressed by giving to each particular reaction a
numerical velocity-coefficient which is low or high proportionally as the reaction
slow or quick.

(2) This coefficient only expresses the actual experimental velocity when the
reacting substances are present in unit concentration, because difference of
concentration is just the most important factor controlling the actual reaction-
velocity.

If a solution of a substance A of unit concentration is undergoing change, then
to keep this reaction going at its present rate fresh amounts of a must be added
continually just to equal the amount removed by the reaction and so keep the
substance up to unit concentration. The amount of A that had to be added thus
per unit time would give an exact measure of the amount being decomposed,
i.e., of the specific velocity of this reaction.
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If the reaction -were started with a at double unit concentration, then twice
as much a would have to be added per unit time to keep the reaction velocity
constant at the double rate it would have started at.

And with higher concentrations proportionally more A would have to be
added. It is therefore shown that the amount of chemical change going on in
unit time is proportional to the concentration. This is a most fundamental
principle of chemical mechanics, known as the law of mass, and it may be stated
thus : the nmount of chemical chancje takinr/ 2^laco at ani/ time is alwai/s propor-
tional to the amount of actively reacting substance (or substa7ices) present.

To carry out experiments by the procedure given above is in practice very
dithcult and the velocities of reactions are never measured by the chemist in this
way. In a living organism this continual bringing up of new supplies of material
to maintain a constant rate of change is the ordinary way of life, but in the
chemical laboratory procedure is different. There, definite amounts of substances
are initially mixed in a vessel and the reaction is allowed to progress by itself

without further additions. In this case there is a continual falling off of the
concentration of the substance, and so a .corresponding diminution of the actual
reaction-velocity.

In this procedure the diminution of the initial amount of substance can be
actually measured by withdrawing small samples at intervals of time and
analysing them. Let us consider a definite example. Cane-sugar can be
hydrolysed, under various conditions, to give two molecules of hexose, according
to the equation

CiJI,,0„ + H.,0 = 2C6H,,,0,,

This reaction goes on, though extremely slowly, when an aqueous solution
of cane-sugar is kept very hot in a beaker. Suppose we started with, say,
128 grammes dissolved in a litre of water and traced the diminution of this
amount down towards zero by withdrawing samples at intervals of time and
analysing them. If we plotted the sugar-content of these successive samples
against the times when they were taken we should get the curve given in fig. 1.

If we call n minutes the time taken for the sugar to diminish from 128 grammes
to 64 grammes, we should find that in the second n minutes the sugar had fallen
to 32 grammes, after 3>i minutes to 16 grammes, and so on, the amount halving
itself every n minutes. Thus the amounts of cane-sugar hydrolysed in successive
equal intervals are 6-t, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1 grammes, amounts "in each case just
exactly proportional to the quantity of cane-sugar then remaining in solution,
thus exemplifying the law of mass.

Such a curve as A in fig. 1, which changes by a constant multiple for suc-
cessive units of time (here halving itself every n minutes) is known as a logarithmic
curve ; the velocity of reaction at any moment is exactly indicated by the steepness
of the curve at that moment; the velocity is greatest "at first and "it declines to
almost zero as the curve approaches the horizontal at the end of the reaction.

When instead of the decomposition of a single substance we deal with two
dissolved substances, a and :n, reacting together, then as both of them go on
being thus used up, tlae amount of change must be ever proportional to the mass or
amount of A present multiplied by the mass of B present.

There is a special important case when the amount of, say, B is in very great
excess of that amount required to unite with the Avhole of a. Then all through
the slow progress of the reaction the amount of b never becomes reduced enough
to make appreciable difference to its mass, and it may be considered as practically
constant all along. In such a case the rate of the reaction is found to be pro-
portional simply to the amount of A present, and we get again the curve A, fig. 1.

Here the amount of a may be considered as a limiting factor to the amount of
reaction; b being in such great excess never falls low enough to fake a
practical part in determining the velocity.

The case of the hydrolysis of cane-sugar in aqueous solution is just such a case.
The water itself enters into the reaction, but so little is used up in relation to the
eqorijious e.vcess present that the aujouat remains practically constant and the
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rate of hydrolysis of the cane-sugar is determined only by the amount of the

cane-sugar present at any moment.^

(3) We have now shown how the actual amount of chemical change going on
in a solution is determined by the combined effect of (1) the specific reaction

velocity and (2) the law of mass. We have next to point out that the specific

reaction coefficient is not the same under all circumstances, but is affected by
variations of external conditions, always by temperature, and generally by the

presence of traces of so-called catalysts.

TUpa K iK 5k 4-h. Sh. 6h. jk Sh.

Fig. 1.

The relation to temperature we will postpone, and proceed to consider our

bird principle, the acceleration of reaction velocity by catalytic agents.

It has long been known that small additions of various foreign substances may
have a great effect in increasing the rate at which a reaction is proceeding. Thus
this hydrolysis of cane-sugar, so slow with pure water, goes at a fair velocity if a

few drops of a mineral acid are added to the solution, while the addition of a

trace of a particular enzyme (invertase from plant or animal) enormously
increases the rate of change, so that the whole 128 grammes of cane-sugar are soon

bydrolysed to hexose. The reaction progresses quantitatively in the same sort of

' 128 grammes cane-sugar unite with 6-7 grammes water in hydrolysis, and in our
experiment nearly 1000 grammes of water are present,
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way as before, giving a logarithmic curve of sugar-content. Indeed the same

graphic curve, fig. 1, A, would represent the facts if the value of n were reduced

from many hundred minutes to quite a few.

The most striking point about this new state of things is that the added body

is not used up by its action, but the acid or enzyme is still present in undiminished

amount when the reaction is completed.

Such actions were at first styled ' contact ' actions, but are now known as

catalytic actions, because we have learned that the catalyst does not work just by
contact but by combining with the sugar to form an intermediate addition

compound, and that this compound is then split up by the water liberating the

catalyst again, but freeing the sugar part, not as cane-sugar, but combined with

the water to form two molecules of hexose.

On many chemical reactions, finely divided metals such as platinum and gold

have a very powerful catalytic action. Thus platinum will cause gaseous

hydrogen and oxygen to unite at ordinary temperatures, and will split up
hydrogen dioxide with the formation of oxygen. The intermediate stages in this

catalytic decomposition may be summarily simplified to this

—

H3O,, + Pt = PtO + IIjO and PtO + H,0, = Pt + 0. + H,0.

Thus the reaction goes on and on by the aid of the appearing and disappearing
* intermediate compound ' PtO till at the end the HjO,, is all decomposed and
the platinum is still present unaftected.

The enzymes are the most powerful catalytic agents known, and most of

them are specifically constituted to effect the hydrolysis, oxidation, reduction,

or splitting of some definite organic compound or group of compounds containing

similar radicals.

Innumerable enzymes have in late years been isolated from the plant-body,

so that it would seem that there is one present to catalytically accelerate each of

the slow single changes that in the aggregate make up the complex metabolism

of the plant.

The law of mass applies with equal cogency to catalytic reactions. If twice

the amount of acid is added to a solution of cane-sugar (or twice the amount
of enzyme) then the reaction velocity is doubled, and hydrolysis proceeds twice

as fast. As the catalyst is not destroyed by its action, but is continually being

set free again, the concentration of the catalyst remains the same throughout

the reaction; while, on the contrary, the amount of cane sugar continually

decreases.

If the catalyst be present in great excess the amount of hydrolysis will be

limited by the amount of cane-sugar present, and as this is used up so the reaction

will progress by a logarithmic curve as in fig, 1, A. In this case b may represent

the amount of catalyst. If, on the contrary, there is a large amount of sugar and
very little acid or enzyme present, so that the catalyst becomes the limiting

factor, then we happen upon a novel state of things; for by the law of mass the

rate of hydrolysis will now remain constant for some time till the excess of sugar

is so far reduced that it in turn becomes a limiting factor to the rate of change.

In this case the velocity curve would consist of a first phase with a straight

horizontal line of uniform reaction-velocity leading into the second phase of a

typical falling logarithmic curve (see fig. 1, c). These conditions have been
experimentally examined by Horace Brown and Glendinning, and fully explained

and expounded by E. F. Armstrong in Part II. of the critical ' Studies in Enzyme
Action.' '

Having now outlined the three fundamental principles of reaction-velocity,

the law of mass, and the catalytic acceleration of reaction-velocity, we are in a

position to consider the broad phenomena of metabolism or chemical change in

the living organism from the point of view of these principles of chemical

mechanics.

' Pror, Rmj, Soc, vol. Ixxlii. 1904, p. ijll,.
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The Metabolism of the Plant consideeed as a Catalytic Eeaction".

Plants of all grades of morphological complexity, from bacteria to dicotyledons,
have this in common, that throughout tlieir active life they are continually
growing. Putting aside the qualitative di?tribulion of growth that determines
the morphological form, as a stratum of phenomena above the fundamental one
that we are about to discuss, we find that this grvjwth consists in the assimilation
of dead food-constituents by the protoplasm with a resulting increase in the
living protoplasm accompanied with the continual new formation of dead
constituents, gaseous CO.,, liquid water, solid cellulose, and what not. This
continual flux of anabolism and katabolism is the essential character of meta-
bolism, but withal the protoplasm increases in amount by the excess of anabolism
over katabolism.

Protoplasm has essentially the same chemical composition everywhere, and in

the whole range of green plants the same food- materials seem to be required; the
six elements of which proteids arc built are obviously essential in quantity as

building material, but in addition small amounts ofFe, Ca, K, Mg, Na, Cl,and Si
are in some other way equally essential. What part these secondary elements
play is still largely a matter of hypothesis.

Regarding metabolism thus crudely as if it were merely a congeries of slow
chemical reactions, let us see how far it conforms to the laws of chemical
mechanics we have outlined.

If the supply of any one of these essential elements comes to an end, growth
simply ceases and the plant remains stationary, half-developed. If a Tropccohnn
in a pot be watered with dilute salt-solution, its stomata soon close permanently,
and no CO., can diffuse in to supply the carbon for further growth of the plant.

In such a condition the plant may remain for weeks looking quite healthy, but
its gi'owth may be quite in abeyance.

In agricultural experience, in manuring the soil with nitrogen and the essential

secondary elements, the same phenomenon is observed when there is a shortage
of any single element. If a continuous though inadequate supply of some one
element is available then the crop development is limited to the amount of

growth corresponding to this supply. Agriculturalists have formulated the ' law
of the minimum,' which states that the crop developed is limited by the element
which is minimal, i.e., most in deficit. Development arrested by ' nitrogen-

hunger ' is perhaps the commonest form of this. All this is of course in accord-

ance with expectation on ])hysical-chemical principles. The quantity of anabolic

reaction taking place should be proportional to the amount of actively reacting

substances present, and if any one essential substance is quite absent the whole
reaction must cease. It therefore seems clouding a simple issue and misleading
to say of a plant Avhich, from the arrested development of nitrogen-hunger, starts

growth again when newly supplied Avith nitrogen tliat this new growth is a

response to a ' nitio;/en stimulus." It would appear rather to be only the removal
of a limiting condition.

Let us now move on a stage. Suppose a growing plant be liberally supplied

with all the thirteen elements that it requires, what, then, will limit its rate of

jiTowth ? Fairy bean-stalks that grow to the heavens in a night elude the modern
investigator, though some hope soon to bring back that golden age with over-

head electric wires and underground bacterial inoculations. If everything is

supplied, the metabolism should now go on at its highest level, and quantities of

carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen supplied as CO.,, nitrates, and water will

interact so that these elements become converted into proteid, cellulose, &c.

^ow this complex reaction of metabolism only takes place in the presence of

protoplasm, and a small amount of protoplasm is capable of carrying out a con-
siderable amount of metabolic change, remaining itself undestroyed. We are

thus led to formulate the idea that metabolism is essentially a catalytic

process. In support of this we know that many of the inherent parts of the

protoplasmic complex are catalytic enzymes for these can be separated out of the

protoplasm, often simply by high mechanical pressure. We know, too, nowadays
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that the same enzymes that accelerate katabolic processes also accelerate the
reverse auabolic processes.

In time a small mass of protoplasm will, while remaining itself unchanged,
convert many times its own weight of carbon from, let.usjsay,? the formaldehyde
(HCHO) of photosynthesis to the carbon dioxide (COo) of respiration.

If metabolism is a complex of up-grade and down-grade changes catalysed by
protoplasm we must expect the amount of metabolism to obey the law of mass
and to be proportional to the masses of substances entering into the reaction.

The case when any one essential element is a limiting factor we have already
considered. When all are in excess, then the amount of the catalyst present
becomes in its turn the limiting factor. Transferring this point of view to the
growing plant, we expect to find the limited mass of protoplasm and its

constituent catalysts setting a limit to the rate of metabolic change in the
extreme case where all the materials entering into the reaction are in excess.

When once this supply is available further increase in supplies cannot be
expected to accelerate the rate of growth and metabolism beyond the limit set by
the mass of protoplasm. This, of course, is in accordance with common
experience. The clearest experimental evidence is in connection with respiration

and the supply of carbohydrates—this, no doubt, because the carbohydrate
material oxidised in respiration is normally stored inside plant-cells in quantity
and can be estimated. AVhen the supplies for an internal process have to be
obtained from outside, then we have the complications of absorption and
translocation to obscure the issue, especially in the case of a higher plant.

Let us first take a case where the carbohydrate supply is in excess and the
amount of catalytic protoplasm is small and increasing. Thus it is in seeds
germinating in the dark : respiration increases day by day for a time, though
carbohydrate reserves are steadily decreasing. Palladine ^ has investigated
germinating wheat by analysing the seedlings and determining the increase of

the essential (non-digestible) proteids day by day. The amount of these proteids
he regards as a measure of the amount of actual protoplasm present. Assuming
this to be so, he finds an approximately constant ratio between the amount of

protoplasm at any stage and the respiration.

As germination progresses in the dark the supplies of reserve carbohydrate pre-
sently fail, and then the respiration no longer increases in spite of the abundant
protoplasm. According to our thesis the catalyst is now in excess and the CO^
production is limited by the shortage of respirable material.

This second type of case was more completely investigated by Miss Matthsei
and myself in working on the respiration of cut leaves of cherry-laurel kept
starved in the dark. For a time the C0„ production of these non-growing struc-

tures remains uniform, and then it begins to fall ofl'in a logarithmic curve, so that
the course of respiration is just like c in fig. 1. We interpret both phenomena in
the same way : in the initial level phase the respirable material in the leaf is in

excess, and the amount of catalytic protoplasm limits the respiration to the
normal biological level ; in the second falling phase some supply of material is

being exhausted, and we get a logarithmic curve controlled by the law of mass,
as much, it would seem, as when cane-sugar is hydrolysed in aqueous solution.

After these two illustrations of the action of the \a,\j of mass from the more
simple case of respiration we return to the consideration of the totality of
metabolic reactions as exemplified in growth.

What should we expect to be the ideal course of growth, that is, the increase
of the mass of the plant regarded as a complex of reactions catalysed by proto-
plasm ? Let us consider, first, the simplest possible case, that ox a bacterium
growing normally in a rich culture solution. When its masa hai increased by
anabolism of the food material of the culture medium to a certain amount it

divides into two. As all the individuals are alike, counting them would take
the place of weighing their mass. The simplest expectation would be that,
under uniform conditions, growth and division would succeed each other with

' Revue gen. de hotanitiue^ tome viii. 1896.
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monotonous regularity, and so the number or mass of bacteria present would
double itself every n minutes. This may be accepted as the ideal condition.

The following actual experiment may be quoted to show that for a time the
ideal rate of growth is maintained, and that at the end of every n minutes there

is a doubled amount of protoplasm capable of catalysing a doubled amount of
chemical change and carrying on a doubled growth and development.

From a culture of Bacillus typhosus in broth at 37° C. five small samples were
withdrawn at intervals of an hour, and the number of bacteria per unit volume
determined by the usual procedure. The number of organisms per drop
increased in the following series: 67, 14-4, 331, 70-1, 161-0.' This shows a
doubling of the mass of bacteria in every fifty-four minutes and is the case actually

represented in the strictly logarithmic curve of fig. 2.

i6o
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larg3 that it requires twenty-eight figures to express it, and placed end to end they

would stretch so far that a ray of light to travel from one end to the other would
take 100,000 years. The potentialities of protoplasmic catalysis are thus made
clear, but the actualities are speedily cut short by limiting factors.

For a while, however, this ideal rate of growth is maintained. At the end
of every n minutes there is a doubled amount of protoplasm present, and this

will be capable of catalysing twice the amount of chemical change and carrying

on a doubled amount of growth and development. This is what common-sense
and the law of mass alike indicate, and is exactly what this logarithmic curve in

fig. 2 expresses.

This increase of the amount of catalytic protoplasm by its own catalytic

activity is an interesting phenomenon. In Section K we call it growth, attribute

it to a specific power of protoplasm for assimilation (in the strict sense), and
leave it alone as a fundamental phenomenon, but are much concerned as to the

distribution of the new growth in innumerable specifically distinct forms. In
the Chemical Section they call this class of phenomenon ' autocatalysis,' and a

number of cases of it are known. In these a chemical reaction gives rise to tome
substance which happens to catalyse the particular reaction itself, so that it goes

on and on with ever-increasing velocity. Thus, we said that free acid was a

catalyst to the hydrolysis of cane-sugar ; suppose now that free acid were one of

the products of the hydrolysis of sugar, then the catalyst would continually in-

crease in amount in the test-tube, and the reaction would go faster and faster.

Under certain conditions this actually happens. Again, when methyl acetate is

hydrolysed we normally get methyl alcohol and free acetic acid. This free acid

acts as a catalyst to the hydrolysis, and the rate of change continually accelerates.

Here, if the supply of methyl acetate were kept up by constant additions, the

reaction would go faster and faster with a logarithmic acceleration, giving a curve
of velocity identical with fig. 2, A.

For a clear manifestation of this autocatalytic increase in the plant it is, of
course, essential that the supply of food materials to the protoplasm be adequate.

Another case where we might look for a simple form of this autocatalytic

increase in the rate of conversion of food materials to anabolites Avould be in the
growth of a filamentous alga, like Spirogyra. Here, as in the bacterium, all the

cells are still capable of growth. In this case the food-material needed in

greatest bulk is carbon, which has to be obtained by photosynthesis. Some
experiments have been started in the Cambridge Laboratory on the rate of growth
of Spirogyra in large tubs of water kept at different temperatures and with varying
facilities for photosynthesis and metabolism. Under rather depressing conditions

the Spirogyra took several days to double its weight—a rate of metabolism out of

all comparison slower than that of bacteria. Experiments on these lines, with
the difi'erent food materials as limiting factors, should give instructive results.

We turn now to consider the growth of a flowering plant. Here conditions

are more complex, and we know that at the flowering stage or end of the season

the growth diminishes considerably. This dift'orence from a simple alga or

bacterium we can only regard as a secondary acquisition in relation to the
external conditions—either a reaction to a present external stimulus or to the
memory of past stimuli. In a flowering plant, too, all the cells do not continue
to grow ; many cells difierentiate and cease to grow and also some of the groups
of meristem remain dormant in axillary buds. Clearly the growth curve cannot
continue to accelerate logarithmically, and in later phases it must tail ofl'; the
' grand period ' which growth is said to exhibit is another way of stating this.

It will, however, be of great interest to us to see what will be the form of the
curve of growth during the early period of development.

The importance of this class of work has been realised in Geneva, and
detailed work is now being done under the inspiration of Professor Chodat ^ in

' A. Monnier, Lcs matures minerales et la hi (Vaccroissemcnt des vegetavx, Geneva,
1905 ; N. Deleano, Le role et la fonction des sels mineravx dans la vie de la plantc,
Geneva, 1907. See also the independent work of Tribot, ComjJ'tes rendus de I'Acad,

des Sciences, October 14, 1907.
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which the curve not only of growth (fresh weight) but of the uptake of all the
separate important elements in selected plants is being carefully followed.

With plants grown in the open, climatic disturbances must occur. We shall

therefore figure a curve for the fresh weight of a maize plant grown in water-
culture. This is prior to the Geneva work, and due to Mile. Stefanowska,' who
has studied also the growth-curves of small animals. The first phase of the curve,

lasting some fifty days, shows strictly uniform acceleration, doubling the weight
of the plant every ten days (fig. 3). The precise external conditions are not

stated.

In spite of the morphological complexity the autocatalytic reaction of growth
is apparently not checked by inadequate supplies before the plant enters rather

suddenly upon the second phase. Here, from the present point of view, we
consider that the progress of growth is interrupted, not by the primary physical-

chemical causes, but by secondary causes, presumably to be classed in the

category of stimulus and reaction.

The numerous curves for the accumulation of diffo-ont organic and mineral
constituents worked out for barley and buclvwheat at Ueue\ a are of similar form,
but do not keep up the uniform rate of doubling so well as does the curve of

total fresh weight.

/uJ

In this connection the tall and dwarf forms of the same plant present an
interesting problem, and some experiments have been started on sweet peas at

Cambridge. At the time of germination the seedlings weigh about the same,
Avhereas at the end of the season the weight of a tall plant is many times that of

a dwarf 'cupid' growing alongside under similar conditions. Is the difference

due to a less vigorous autocatalysis in the dwarf form, so that throughout its

growth it takes a greater number of days to double its weight 'i Construction of

the curves of growth through the season will show whether it is this or some
other alteration in the form of the curve.

I now propose to say a few words about one last point in connection with
growth considered as a phenomenon of catalysis before passing on to deal with
the effects of temperature.

Oi the metallic elements that are essential for the growth of plants some
occur in such minute quantities that one can only imagine their function is

catalytic. If iron, for instance, played any part in metabolism which involved

its being used up in any building material or by-product of metabolism, then a

' Stefanowska, Comptes rendus de I'Acad. des Sciences, February 1, 1904
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larger amount than actually suffices should be advantageous. If its function ia

catalytic the iron would go on acting indefinitely without being consumed, and
so a minute trace might serve to carry out some essential, and even considerable,

sub-section of metabolism.

Elements like manganese, magnesium, and iron are often associated with
non-vital catalytic action, and a preparation of iron has recently been quantita-
tively investigated which seems to have literally all the properties of an organic
oxydase from plant tissues.^

As long ago as 1869 Eaulin observed that traces of unessential salts, in
particular those of zinc, added to the culture medium in which he grew the
fungus Steriymatocystis caused a rapid acceleration of the growth rate. The
time that the mycelium took to double its weight was now reduced to a half or
even a third. This continued enormous effect of so small a trace of substance is

possibly to be regarded as an added catalyst to the normal protoplasmic apparatus.
This sort of effect is currently labelled 'chemical stimulation' and has been
interpreted as an attempt of the fungus to grow away from an unpleasant
environment. To me it looks as if such chemical simulation were really another
example of the injudicious extension of the concept of stimulus and reaction.

This effect of zinc upon the growth of mycelium has recently been verified find

extended by Javillier,- who has made comparative cultures wirh increasing doses
of zinc salt. He grew Sterir/matocystis for four days at 34° C. in media with
graded additions of zinc salts. As the graphic representation shows, he finds a
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been generalised into a rule by van't Hoff. As this increase is repeated for each

successive rise of 10'' C. either by the same factor or a somewhat smaller one, the

acceleration of reaction-velocity by temperature is logarithmic in nature, and the

curverepresenting itrisesever moreandmoresteeply. Thus keeping within the vital

range of temperature a reaction with a temperature factor of x 2 per 10° C. will

go sixteen times as fiist at 40° C. as at 0° C, while one with a factor of x 3

will go eighty-one times as fast.

This general law of the acceleration of reactions by temj)erature holds equally

for reactions which are being accelerated by the presence of catalysts. As we
f^gard the catalyst as merely providing for the particular reaction it catalyses, a

quick way round to the final stage by passing through the intermediate stage of

forming a temporary addition-compound with the catalyst itself, so we should

expect rise of temperature to accelerate similarly these substituted chemical

reactions.

If this acceleration is a fundamental principle of chemical mechanics it ia

quite impossible to see how vital chemistry can fail to exhibit it also.

ACCELEKAXION OF VlTAL PROCESSES BT TeMPERATTIEE.

At present we have but a small number of available data among plants to

Consider critically from this point of view. But all the serious data with which
I am acquainted, which deal with vital processes that are to be considered as part

of the protoplasmic catalytic congeries, do exhibit this acceleration of reaction-

velocity by temperature as a primary eifect.'

Let U8 briefly consider these data. On the katabolic side of metabolism we
have the respiratory production of CO^, and opposed to it on the anabolic side the

intake of carbon in assimilation.

As a measure of the rate of the metabolic processes constituting growth we
have data upon the division of flagellates : and finally there is the obscure process

of circulation of protoplasm.

The intensity of CUj production is often held to be a measure of the general

intensity of metabolism, but any relation between growth-rate and respiration

has yet to be clearly established. Our science is not yet in the stage when
quantitative work in relation to conditions is at all abundant ; we are but just

emerging from the stage that chemistry was in before the dawn of physical

chemistry.

Taken by itself the CO^-production of an ordinary green plant shows a very

close relation with temperature. In the case of the cherry-laurel worked out

by Miss Matthsei and myself the respiration of cut leaves rises by a factor of
2'1 for every 10° C. (See fig. 5, llesp.) This has been investigated over the

range of temperatures from 16° C. to 45° C. At this higher temperature the

leaves can only survive ten hours in the dark, and their respiration is aflected in

quite a short time, but in the initial phases the CO^ output has the value of

0:^10 gr. per hour and unit weight of leaf, while at ltj°*2 (J. the amount is only
0-0025 gr. CO.j. Thus the respiration increases over a range of tenfold with perfect

regularity solely by increase of temperature. No reaction in a test-tube could

show less autonomy. At temperatures above 45° C. the temperature still soontr

proves fatal unless the leaf is illuminated so as to carry out a certain amount
of photosynthesis and compensate for the loss of carbon in respiration. Thus,

with rising temperature, tliere is at no time any sign of an optimum or of a

decrease of the intensity of the initial stage of respiration.

Here, then, on the laiabolic side of metabolism we have no grounds for

assuming that 'temperature-stimuli' are at work regulating the intensity of pro-

toplasmic respiration, but we find what 1 can only regard as a purely physical-

chemical effect. The numbers obtained by Clausen- for the respiration of seedlings

and buds at different temperatures indicate a temperature coefficient of about
2-5 for a rise of 10° C.

' A collection of twenty cases, mostly from animal physiology, by Kanitz {leits,

fur ElcMroclu'viie, 1907, p. 707), exhibits coefficients ranging from 1*7 to G'3.

2 LandwirtsfhiiftUche Jahrbiichcr, Bd. X'X, IS'JO,
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To this final process of katabolism there could be no greater contrast than
the first step of anabolism, the assimilation of carbon by the protoplasm as a
result of photosynthesis. We must therefore next inquire what is the relation

of this process to temperature.

This question is not so simple, as leaves cannot satisfactorily maintain the high
rate of assimilation that high temperatures allow. The facts of the case were
clearly worked out by Miss Matthsei,^ the rate of assimilation by cherry-laurel

leaves being measured from —6° C. to +42° C. Up to 37° C. the curve rose at

first gently and then more and more steeply, but on calculating out the values it

is found that the acceleration for successive rises of 10° C. becomes less and less.

Between 9° C. and 19° C. the increase is 2'1 times, the highest coefficient measured,
and exactly the same coefficient as for respiration in this plant, which in itself

is a striking point, seeing how different the processes are. (See fig. 5, Assim.)

>4-
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wondered that their capacities speedily declined at such a banquet, and that the

velocity-reaction of anabolic synthesis traces a falliiift' curve in spite of the keeping

up of all the factors concerned, to wit, terapcratiuv, illumination, and supply of

C0„. This decline is not permanent, hut after a period of darkening the power
of assimilation returns. I'hysical-chemical parallels can easily be found among
cases where the accumulation of the products of a reaction delays the apparent

velocity of the I'eaction, but this complicated case in\y be left for further research.

In relation to assimilation, then, we must say that owing to secondary causes

the case is not so clear over the wholiM'ange of temperature as tliat of respiration,

but that at medium temperatures we have exactly the same relation between
reaction-velocity and temperature.

AVe may consider now some data upon the combined net result of anabolic and
katabolic processes. Such total effects are seen in their clearest form among
imicellular saprophytic organisms for whicli we have a few data. Mile. Maltaux
and Professor Massart ' have published a very interesting study of the rate of

division of the colourless flagellate Chilomo7ias pamma-Aum and of the agents

which they say stimulate its cell-division, in particular alcohol and heat.

They observed under the microscope the time that the actual process of divi-

sion into two took at different temperatures. From 29 minutes at 15° C. the

time diminished to 12 minutes at 25° C, and further to 5 minutes at 35° C. The
velocities of the procedure at the three temperatures 10' C. apart will therefore

be in the ratio of 1 : 2'4 : 5'76, which gives a factor of 2'4 for each rise of 10° C.

(See fig. 5, Division.)

Now we are told by the investigators that at 35° C. Chilomonas is on the point

of succumbing to the heat, so that the division rate increases right up to the

death point, with no sign of an optimum effect. Below 14° C no observations are

recorded.

Here, then, we have throughout the whole range exactly the same primary
temperature relation exhibited by the protoplasmic procedure that we should
expect for a chemical reaction in a test-tube.

This division phase is only a part of the life-cycle of the flagellate, and between
division it swims about anabolising the food material of the medium and growing
to its full size ready for the next division. One wLshes at once to know what i.=f

the eff"ect of the temperature upon the length of the life-cycle. Is the whole rate

of metabolism quickened in the same way as the particular section concerned
with actual division ? Of course a motilt; flagellate cannot be followed and its

life-cycle directly timed, but the information was obtained by estimating carefully

what percentage of individuals was in a state of actual division at each tempera-
ture. It was found that always 4 per cent, were dividing, whatever the tem-
perature. This proves that the whole life-cycle is shortened In exactly the same
proportion as the process of division at each temperature, and that it is just
twenty-five times as long. Therefore the life-cycle is 125 mins. at 35° C. and
725 mins. at 15° C, so that here, again, we have the physical-chemical relation

with a factor of 2-4 for each rise of 10° C.
In this paper of Maltaux and Massart these relations are not considered a«

the manifestation of physical-chemical principles, but are regarded as reactions to
stimuli ; and the paper contains a number of experiments upon the effect of
sudden changes of temperature upon the occurrence of division. As far as one
can make out from inspection of the scattered literature, it does seem established
that sudden changes of temperature act as stimuli in the strict sense of the word.
In many investigations one finds it stated that a quick change of temperature
produced a certain reaction which a slow change of temperature failed to evoke.
Usually all the phenomena are treated in terms of stimulation, and the absence
of reaction with slow change of temperature is regarded as secondary. Were
it not for the specific stimulatory effects of quick change, which are not difficult

to comprehend as a phenomenon sui cjeneris, I hardly think so general a tacit

acquiescencewould have been extended by botanists to the view that all enduring

» Maltaux and M&ss&Td.Itecneil fie VTnslHnt lotaniq^ne Jiriixcllrg, tome \'u 190G,
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changes of velocity of metabolism brought about by lasting changes of temperature

are stimulatory in nature.

No determination of the rate of development of bacteria through a very wide
range of temperature seems to have been made. There are various incidental

experiments which indicate values about 2 for the coefficient of increase of

metabolism for a rise of 10° C.

I am not acquainted with any data for the growth-rate of whole flowering

plants at different temperatures. Of course the case of growth most usually

measured in the laboratory, namely, where one part of a plant extends at the

expense of the reserves stored in another p;irt and there is a decrease, not an
increase, of total dry weight, is not ihe type of growth we have to deal with.

Even for simple elongation of a shoot at dillerent temperatures we have but

few data. Those of Koppen (1870) generally quoted are wildly irregular, and
in many cases it is clear that the growth-extension of complex structures is a

process which proceeds by spasms rather than smoothly.

The rate of movement of circulating protoplasm increases rapidly with

temperature, but V^elten's numbers do not give an obvious logarithmic curve,

If we confine our attention to the values for :29'^ C. and 9° C. we do find, how-
ever, that the velocity increases about twofold for each rise of 10° 0. being

10 mm. at 9° G. and 40 mm. at 29° C.

Taken altogether these various data clearly support the hypothesis that

temperature accelerates vital processes in the same way as it does non-vital

chemical reactions, that is, logarithmically by an approximately constant factor

for each rise of 10° C. ; and, further, it accelerates them to the same extent ; that

is, that the factor in question has values clustering about 2-3.^

To make these similarities more significant I ought to point out that no other

properties of matter are accelerated to anything like this extent by rise of

temperature. Most reactions increase in velocity by no less than 10 per cent, per

degree rise of temperature ; a most marked effect, and yet there is no generally

accepted explanation of this almost universal phenomenon. By the kinetic

theory of gases each rise of a degree in temperature increases the movements of

the gas-molecules, so that the number of collisions between them is greater, but

only about ^ per cent, greater. Witli rise in temperature, too, the viscosity of a.

solution diminishes, so that there is less resistance to internal changes ;
but this

only to the extent of 2 per cent, per degree. The degree of ionisation also

increases, but only extremely little, so that no change of known physical pro-

perties will explain the phenomenon. Various hypotheses which need not detain

lis have been put forward.

Unexplained though It may be, yet the quantitative treatment of the subject

ie clear enough and, I think, as cogent In the living organism as in the test-tube,

If so, we may consider ourselves now justified in separating off from the realm of

Btimulatlon yet a third class of causal connection, namely, that between tempera-

ture and the general intensity of vital processes.

Conclusion,

In this attempt to assert the inevltableness of the action of physical-chemical

principles in the cell, I have not ventured upon even the rudiments of mathe-

matical form, which would be required for a more precise inquiry. Bio-chemistry

is indeed becoming added to the ever-increasing number of branches of know-

ledge of which Lord Bacon wrote :
' Many parts of nature can neither be Invented

with sufficient subtllty, nor demonstrated with sufficient perspicuity, nor accom-

modated unto use with sufficient dexterity, without the aid and intervening of the

mathematics.' , . .

In this sketch which I have had the honour of outlining before you I have

" It has been proposed to use the size oi; tlie temperature coefUcient to settle

whether a process like the conduction of an impulse along a nerve is a chemical or

a physical process. See Keith Lucas, Journal "f Physiolufjijy vol. xxxvii. June 1908,

p. lil\

3 M 2
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critically considered but few points. I Lave ratlier endeavoured to distribute

imperfect data in the perspective in which they appear from the point of view of

one who seeks to simplify phenomena by extending the principles of chemical

mechanics as far as possible into the domain of vital metabolism. Much critical

quantitative work has yet to be done before the whole becomes an intelligible

picture.

To me it seems impossible to avoid regarding the fundamental processes of

anabolism, katabolism, and growth as slow chemical reactions catalytically accele-

rated by protoplasm and inevitably accelerated by temperature. This soon follows

if we once admit that the atoms and molecules concerned possess the same
essential properties during their brief sojourn in the living nexus as they do before

and after.

Perhaps the more real question is rather as to the importance and significance

of this point of view. Protoplasmic activity might be something so much per se,

and the other factors of the nature of stimuli might be superposed so thickly

upon that substratum which should be dominated by simple principles of chemical

mechanics that for practical purposes the operations of the latter would be so

overlaid and masked as to be negligible. A survey of this field, however, seems
to show that this is not so, and that the broad action of the law of mass and the

acceleration of reaction-velocity by temperature are obviously responsible for

wide ranges of phenomena.
Now the conception at the bottom of these principles is that of reaction-

velocity, and the conclusion of the whole matter is that the physiologist must
frankly take over from physical chemistry this fundamental conception.' Under
definite conditions of supply of material and temperature there is a definite

reaction-velocity for a given protoplasm, and the main factors that alter the rate of

metabolism, viz., heat, nutrition, and traces of impurities are exactly the factors

which affect the velocity of reactions in vitro.

"Working on this basis we no longer need the vague unquantitative terminology
of stimulation for the most fundamental of the observed ' responses ' to external
conditions. Three sets of phenomena we have observed which, though usually
treated in the category of stimulation, draw a clearer interpretation from the
conception of reaction-velocity. These were: (1) the relation of development to

the absence or deficit of single essential food constituents; ('2) the occasional
striking efiect of minute traces of added foreign substances uj)ou the whole rate of
growth and metabolism ; and (.3) the general doubling of the activity of vital

processes by a rise of 10° C.

The next higher stratum of principles should be the complications introduced .

by limiting factors which interrupt the extent of the manifestations of these
principles and by various correlations, as, for example, that by which the reaction-
velocity of one catabolic process might withdraw the supply of material needed
for full activity of another different process. To this sort of relation may be
attributed that phenomenon so characteristic of the more complex vital processes
and quite unknown in the inorganic world, namely, the optimum.

Finally, superposed upon all this comes the first category of phenomena that
we are content still to regard as stimulatory. From the point of view of meta-
bolism and reaction-velocity many of these appear very trivial, though their
biological importance may be immense. Think how little'the tropistic curvatures
of stems and roots affect our quantitative survey; yet a little rearrangement of
the distribution of growth on the two sides of an organ may make the difference
between success and failure, between life and death.

From our present point of view vision does not extend to the misty concep-

' No general treatment of the physiology of jlants has yet been attempted in
terms of reaction-velocity. Czapek, however, in the introduction to his stupendous
Biochemle der Pfanzen, vol. i. 190.o, does draw attention to the conception of
'reaction-velocity' aud refer to the standard literature on this subject and on
catalysis, though direct application is not made to the plant. Cohen {Physical
Chemistry for Physicians and Biologists, English edition, 1903) considers in detail
some biological applications of the acceleration of reactions by temrerature.
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tionS of stimulation upon our horizon. We may therefore postpone speculation

upon the mechanical principles governing them and await the time when by
scientific oiierations we shall have reduced to law and order the intervening

region, which wo may entitle the chemical substratum of life. This done we
may venture to pitch our laboratory a march nearer to the phenomena of proto-

plasmic irritability and make direct attack upon this dominating conception, the

nrst formidable bulwark of vital territory.

The following Papers were then read :—

-

1. The Influence of TAving Cells on the Transpiration Current.

By Professor H. H. Dixon, F.R.S.

The resistance experienced in the passage of water through wood is considered

by some as necessitating the intervention of vital actions in the elevation of the

transpiration current in trees. According to Ewart a pressure of lO atmospheres

is required to raise water at the transpiration velocity in an elm-tree 18 m. high.

He allows that 3 atm. may be supplied by the traction exerted by the evaporat-

ing cells of the leaves, leaving 7 atm. for the living cells to supply, viz., 0'39 atm.

per metre of stem. Existing methods should easily reveal the presence of such a

force, but up to the present no such force has been detected.

In order to reveal the presence of even a much smaller force of a vital nature,

if such exists, the following method was adopted : The rates of transmission

from above downwards of two similar branches were simultaneously observed.

To maintain both at the same temperature and so avoid differences in viscosity,

both were enclosed in the same water-jacket. One branch was then killed by
being surrounded with steam, and the rates of transmission again observed as

before. The similarity of behaviour of both branches showed that the influence

of the living cells on water-transmission is insensible. The experiment gives the

same result -when the branch is killed with picric acid. In the latter case, in

order to subject the two branches to conditions as similar as possible, water was
forced through the control while picric acid was forced through the experimental

branch.

The fading of the leaves supported by killed branches has also been urged in

support of vital theories of the ascent of sap. It is, however, arbitrary to assume
that in this case the leaves fade directly owing to the want of water, or that the

methods of killing do not bring about changes in the sap and in the water-tracts

other than the destruction of the life of the cells. The fading of leaves due to

want of water is quite different from the fading of those supported by dead stems.

In the latter case the appearances indicate poisoning of the mesophyll-cells, while

in branches so killed, even if the trachece in the dead region itself escape being
clogged, those at higher levels in the stem and in the fading leaves ultimately

become plugged with reddish material.

The poisonous effects of water which has passed through a killed branch may
be observed by supplying water to the basal leaves of a branch through its distal

part, after the latter has been steamed. Although provided with a two-fold

supply (viz., from the basal intact organs, and also through the killed upper part),

the leaves fade in a manner similar to those on a dead branch.

It will be seen that the experiments described in the paper lend no support to

the vital theories of the ascent of sap.

2. The Death-rate of Bacteria tinder the Action of Disinfectants,

By Miss Harriette Chick, D.Sc.

Disinfection is shown to be a process exhibiting a close analogy with a chemical
reaction, the disinfectant representing one reagent and the protoplasm of the
bacterium the second. It is shown to be a gradual processs without any sudden
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effects; if tlie disinfectant employed is sufficiently dilute tlie reaction velocity of

disinfection can be studied by enumerating' the surviving bacteria after successive

intervals of time.

The process is found to proceed in accordance with the mass law if 'number
of surviving bacteria' is substituted for 'concentration of reacting substance.'

The number of living bacteria, when enumerated after successive intervals of

time, is found to decrease in a logarithmic manner. Although disinfection in-

volves the interaction of two substances—bacteria and disinfectant—the reaction

velocity at any period during disinfection is controlled only by the 'concentration'

of living bacteria at the time. Disinfection thiis recalls a reaction of the 'first

degree,' the reason for this being that the concentration of the disinfectant may
be regarded as constant throughout, since it is present in so great excess. (An
interesting analogy is thus suggested with the case of sugar inversion.)

The experiments npon which the above conclusions are based were made by
the author and other workers with both spore-bearing and vegetative types of

bacteria, and employing metallic salts, phenol, other coal-tar derivatives, and
beat as means of disinfection.

The suggestion is made that the gradual and orderly nature of the disinfection

process is due to temporary differences in resistance among the individual bacteria,

which themselves may be referred to different rhythmic phases occupied by that
constituent of the bacterium concerned in disinfection.

The reaction velocity of disinfection is influenced by temperature in a manner
similar to many chemical reactions, and increases logarithmically with rise of
temperature. With B. jjaratyphosus and metallic salts the increase was 2-4-fold
for a rise in temperature of 10° C. In the case of phenol the temperature coefficient

was much higher, between 7 and 8.

3. Tlie Death-rate of Cells of Higher Plants in Fatal Conditions,

By Miss Nora Darwin and Dr. Blackman, F.R.S.

4. Colour Changes in Flowers produced by controlling Insolation.

By Colonel H. E. Rawson, C.B., B.E.

On March 12, 1905, a wonderful sunrise was observed at sea just after crossing

the equator while on a voyage from Southampton to the Cape of Good Hope.
Myriads of cirrus threads, as fine as gossamer, suddenly flashed out in the highest

levels of the atmosphere, and formed continuous and parallel lines of visible

vapour, converging optically to V-points, which were true north and .south as

the sun rose true east. The V-points did not remain fixed, but moved clockwise,

and the whole vault of heaven, with its countless arches of cirrus lines, swung
slowly round, as if on a pivot, in the zenith.

The phenomenon did not disappear entirely for some days, and variations in

the disposition and movements of the threads in the cirrus level with respect to

bands of visible vapour, which formed at certain hours, in the cumulus and stratus

levels were noted and measured with instruments.

While endeavouring to explain some of the effects, which were clearly attri-

butable to dii'ect rays from the sun, a crucial experiment suggested itself which
could most easily be carried out upon plants.

On arriving at Cape Town Fome indication of the sun's action in the particular

direction suggested was looked for ajuongst garden plants, and was found in the

case of the Kei apple (Aberia caffra), which is much used for a border to gravel-

walks and flower-beds. This clue was followed iip, and experiments were carried

out in Pretoria with several different vegetables. These were found to be affected

by sun-rays in the way anticipated.

The results obtained were described in a paper entitled ' Sunrise and Growth,'
which was read before the South African Association for the Advancement of

Science, and appeared in the Report for 1 905.
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With the information acquired, as to the effect of direct sun-rays upon plants,
trials were made in the direction of forcing plants to protect themselves against
those direct rajs which, in the clear South African atmosphere, at an altitude of
4,550 feet, were proved to he distressing to them. Nasturtiums were selected as
most likely to he sensitive to the treatment they were to be exposed to, and trials

were commenced with an existing group of growing common nasturtiums, which
were already in a suitable aspect, and were shaded by a brick wall at certain
hours of the day from all direct rays. Between April 21, 1905, and August 5.

1907, the whole of the group had been cbauged from the ordinary scarlet au<l

orange varieties into a new mauve variety, with the exception of one plant, whose
flowers were changed to the deepest carmine, with velvety-blue markings on two
of the petals. A seed from this plant, which was brought from Pretoria and
sown under glass at York on March 26, 1908, was changed to the mauve variety
by exactly similar treatment at York to that administered in other cases at
Pretoria in order to produce the mauve variety from the deep carmine.

The principle which has heen followed is to shade off with a perfectly opaque
screen all direct rays of the sun for certain intervals of daylight. There has been
no other special treatment, and the only fertihsers used have been soot-water and
liquid manure. Their judicious use during the correct periods of growth, and
their supply in proper strengtli, are considered of great importance.

At Pretoria the mauve variety proved a veritable mutation, and no known
instance occurred of its reverting to the original. Experiment so far goes to show
that seeds from it after the second year may he planted in any aspect, and will
come true even if sown in such different climates as those of York and Pretoria.

The crimson variety similarly treated in York and in Pretoria gave the same
flowers of a bronze old-gold colour in both places, and the seed of this latter

variety brought from Pretoria and sown in York gave the same curious colour, in

spite of the great difference of altitude between the two localities.

Cuttings of the mauve variety could he grown in any aspect at Pretoria, with-
out any change in the mauve colour of the flowers.

In addition to the mauve and bronze old-gold colours, varieties of rose-salmon
and of sallow flesh-colour have heen obtained, and no difficulty has heen ex-
perienced in changing any of the known orange, yellow, or scarlet flowers into
these curious colours.

Experiments with dahlias and cosmos indicate that their coloration can be as
easily changed as that of nasturtiums by employing similar means.

5. lite Mechanical and Electrical Response of Plants.

By Professor J. C. Bosb, C.I.E., M.A., D.Sc.

In order to make an accurate study of the effects of external stimulus on the
plant, it is necessary to have some means of immediately recording the responsive

changes that take place. In making records of motile responses many difliculties

are encountered, owing to friction and other causes. The author has overcome
these by devising two different types of instrument. Of these the first is the
oscillating recorder, in which a very light aluminium recording-lever traces

response-curves on a moving surface of smoked glass, which touches the recording-
point at intervals of one-fifth of a second. Friction of the recording-point is thus
practically eliminated, and as the record consists of successive dots, it also gives

the time-relations of the curve. The second method of record employed is that of

the optical lever, which enables the movements even of minute leaflets to be self-

recorded. A very high magnification may be obtained by its means, and the
immediate effects of a given stimulus clearly observed.

Again, by the employment of the method of balance, any variation in the rate

of growth under external stiiQulus finds immediate record.

The author has also shown that a definite electrical change, of responsive
character, occurs in all vegetable tissues on excitation. Thus all plants, and all

organs of all planlg, are shown to be sensitive.
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Correspondingly, be has been able also to show that even ordinary plants

exhibit the excitatory reaction by motile response.

By the employment of modes of investigation, both mechanical and electrical,

he demonstrates the occurrence of two opposite responsive reactions, which are

de6nite under definite conditions. The true excitatory reaction is associated with
a negative turgidity-variation, contraction, and galvanometric negativity ; while
as a result of ' indirect ' stimulus, or increase of internal energy, the responsive

reaction is of positive turgidity-variation, expansion, and galvanometric positivity.

The author finds, further, that the tonic condition of the tissue is also a factor

in determining the character of response. When the tissue is in a state of sub-
tonicity on the one hand, or of fatigue on the other, the sign of normal response

is apt to become reversed.

By mechanical and electrical tests alike the author is able to demonstrate that

there is true transmission of excitation in plants, distinct from the propagation of

hydro-mechanical disturbance. The fibro-vascular elements provide preferential

channels, through which the wave of true excitation is conducted.

The velocity of transmission of excitation increases with the intensity of
stimulus. A moderate rise of temperature is also conducive to the enhancement
of this velocity. Cold, fatigue, and the action of anaesthetics, on the other hand,
retard or abolish the conducting power.

The character of that effect of stimulus which is transmitted to a distant point

depends on the conductivity of the tissue, and also on the intensity of the stimulus.

The eflPect transmitted is of negative sign when the stimulus is strong or long-

continued, or the tissue highly conducting. Conversely, it is of positive sign

when the stimulus applied is feeble, or the tissue semi-conducting.

The fact that true conduction of excitation takes place in the plant, as in Jhe
animal, receives conclusive demonstration from the polar effects of currents on
excitation. The author finds that as in the animal, so also in the plant, the
normal effect is that the kathode excites at make and the anode at break.

He has also observed the phenomenon of multiple response in vegetable tissues

under strong stimulation. A continuity exists in plants as between this multiple
and the so-called ' autonomous ' response.

The characteristics of rhythmic tissues in the plant are found to be parallel to

those of rhythmic tissues in the animal.

The author has also been able to determine with accuracy the death-point of a
plant. A mechanical and electrical excitatory spasm is shown to occur at the
initiation of death. In the morographic record the critical point is exhibited as a
sudden inversion of the curve.

6. The Mechanism of Mitosis. By W. L. Balls.

7. A perfectly Fertile Species-hybrid showing Segregation.

By Dr. J. P. Lotsy.

8. The Natural Crossing of the Cotton Plant, By W. L. Balls.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

The following Papers were read :

—

1, Photo-chemical Action in the Test-tube and the Leaf,

By Dr. F. F. Blackman, F,R.S.
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2. On Increase in Dry Weight as a Pleasure of Assimilation.

By J). Thoday, B.A.

The increase in dry weight of unit-area of leaf-surface was first suggested as a

measure of the accumulated products of assimilation by Sachs in 188^1 He took

halves of leaves in the early morning and the other halves after'a certain number
of hours of insolation, and found the difference in dry weight per square metre.

Comparison with the results obtained by other more exact methods has led to

the conclusion that this method tends to give an over-estimate of assimilation.

Brown and Escombe (1905) compared increase in dry weight with intake of

carbon dioxide simultaneously directly determined, and found the former far

in excess of the latter in three experiments out of four. They attributed the

discrepancy chiefly to the asymmetry of leaves and to changes in area taking

place under experimental conditions, and published a few determinations of

the errors introduced in these ways. They also suggested the possibility of

a change of capacity for water retention in the colloid constituents of leaves

during insolation, presumably as an explanation of the high] values usually

obtained ; and expressed the opinion that Sachs' method is not capable of giving

accurate results.

At Dr. Blackman's suggestion I undertook a more detailed investigation of the

method, for it is the only method which is available for determining the rate of

assimilation in the open air, and if it could be trusted for sufficiently accurate

results in its original or a modified form, might prove of service in ecological

investigations in the near future. The following are among the most important

results :—
Analysis by combustion of portions of material of which the dry weight had

been determined showed a fair correspondence between the increase in dry weighfr-

and the increase in carbon content, and gave no support to Brown and Escombe 's

suggestion of a change in capacity for water retention.

Leaf material is often extremely hygroscopic. It should be dried in a current
of dry gas and weighed with care to exclude moisture.

The methods or measuring area are or can be made sufficiently accurate.

Errors from lack of symmetry in dry weight per unit area cannot be elimi-

nated. They can only be reduced by avoiding veins and by using a large number
of leaves. It is this source of error which will set the limit to the degree of
accuracy obtainable by the method.

Change of area by shrinkage during experiment introduces an error the
seriousness of which varies according to conditions, and is most liable to vitiate

the results of experiments aimed, like those of Sachs, at determining a maximum
rate of increase in full sunlight in the open air.

These errors from shrinkage or expansion will require special care in the future
use of the method, but present no insuperable difficulty. Floating on water can-
not be trusted to eliminate them.

The calculation of the equivalent intake of carbon dioxide from the increase
of dry weight can only at present be rough, as too little is known of the composi-
tion of the products of assimilation. For more accurate work it may be possible
to avoid this difficulty by estimating the carbon content itself.

Sachs' result for the rate of assimilation of detached leaves oi Helianthus
annuus, 16 milligrammes per square decimetre per hour, has been confirmed as
substantially correct in this investigation.

Flaccidity, even if but slight, brings about a considerable reduction in the
rate of assimilation in leaves of Helianthus annuus, and probably in other leaves.
Brown and Escombe's results for Helianthus annuus are very low, and cannot be
taken as a satisfactory] indication of what goes on under open-air conditions.
Nor can their suggestion be considered universally applicable that the greater
results which detached leaves have given when compared with attached leaves
are to be explained by differences of stomatal apertures. One of Brown and
Morris's results cannot be explained satisfactorily in this way; similarly with
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several cases among the work of otlierg. When this explanation is valid a further
analysis of the conditions is iiectjssary, cspocially in regard to the relative efficiency
of the water-supply.

3. The Factors influencing Photosynthesis in Water Plants
By A. M, Smith, M.A.

Description of Apparati/s.—The apparatus has as its object the maintenance
of a current of water containing dissolved carbon dioxide, so tbat it passes at a
constant rate over a plant enclosed in an oval chamber. This chamber is placed
in a copper bath which can be maintained at a desired constant temperature.
Through a window in the bath the plant-chamber is illuminated for assimilation
experiments by Keith high-pressure incandescent burners, wliich can be put
ut varying distances away. Thus the conditions of assimilation (1) amount of
CO.i supply, (2) temper.ature, (3) light, can all be regulated to any desired
intensity. The assimilation or respiration is measured by analysing the CO^
content (1) of the supply to the plant, (2) of the water which ,has passed over
the plant. This analysis is performed by precipitating the CO,, in a known
volume of the solution as insoluble carbonate by addition o"f baryta and
titrating the excess of baryta by standard hydrochloric acid. The apparatus
includes arrangements for collecting and analysing the gas given off' during the
experiment, so that a complete account is obtained of the CO., changes due to the
plant.

~
•

Experiments.—Blank tests with no plant in the chamber show that a high
degree of accuracy can be attained in analysing the stream of water and compar-
ing samples drawn oif near its source with samples taken after passing throuo-h
the whole of the apparatus.

The general course of the earlier experiments made in 1905—and these form
the greater bulk of the work—showed the effect on assimilation of a CO.,
supply increasing in amount from that present in ordinary tap-water 0-0007
grms. per 50 cc. to 00G20 grms. per 50 cc, which represents a solution about
two-thirds saturated at 15° C.

Light and temperature being constant the general form of the curve obtained is

2

A COj supply.

Where the part A b represents increase of assimilation with increase of CO.
f'^'PPly) while the part B c represents a constant assimilation due to some limit-
ing factor. That this limiting factor is the intensity of the light was proved by
increasing this intensity when an increase of assimilation above that represented
by B c was obtained. No change was observed on raising the tem))erature.
It was shown by experiments in 1908 with temperatures of 7°C. and 13° C. that
in all the earlier experiments the temperature was above the limiting intensity for
this amount of assimilation. The later experiments fixed the limiting temperature
for this assimilation at 16° C; and all the temperatures used in the earlier part
of the work were higher than this.

That CO., supply, light, and temperature were actually limiting under
different conditions was shown, not only by the form of the general curve, but in
each case by changing the intensity of that factor during the course of a single
experiment, when, if the factor was limiting, a corresponding change of assimila-
tion followed.

Besides this demonstration of the conditions under which each factor in turn
becomes limiting, other interesting general results are :

—

(1) That when COo is limiting, plants with an internal atmosphere (flowering
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j)lants) have an advantage over plants witbont (mosses) in being able to convert

a higher proportion of the CO,, supplied.

(-2) No depressing eil'ect of CO^ on assimilation could be detected up to a point

when the supply was about one-third saturated, corresponding in land plants to

an atmosphere containing 33 per cent. 00^. This supply is from thirty to fifty

times as rich in COo as tap-water.

(3) Water-plants are extraordinarily sensitive to external conditions. A
night in the laboratory will considerably depress the assimilation, and a week

will reduce it to very small dimensions. In order to get results as constant as pos-

sible the plant was always, after this sensitiveness had been realised, gathered on

the morning of the experiment and in as green and fresh a condition as possible.

Plants unhealthy to the eye, though they assimilate less than normal for the

particular light and temperature, yet respond to changes in the limiting factor in

the same way as healthy plants do.

4. The Carbohydrates of the Snoivdi-ojy Lea/ and their bearing on the First

Sugar of Photosynthesis. By John Parkin, M.A.

The main purpose of this research is an attempt to extend our knowledge

regarding the sugars which appear in the leaf as a direct effect of photosynthesis.

Few additions have been made to this subject since the publication of Brown
and Morris's important results in 1893.i From an examination of the sugars in

the leaf of Tropceolum majus these authors were led to the novel conclusion that

sucrose (cane sugar) is the first carbohydrate to arise in photosynthesis, rather

than glucose, the hitherto accepted view. This theory was criticised adversely on

the grounds that the sucrose might come from the maltose, which is formed from

the leaf-starch.

For this investigation a plant has been selected {Galanthas nivalis, the

snowdrop) which never under ordinary conditions produces starch in its mesophyll

;

consequently the problem is not complicated by the occurrence of maltose, and

hence sucrose, if present, could hardly have this sugar for its source of origin.

Sucrose has been found to occur abundantly in the snowdrop leaf, along with

glucose (dextrose) and fructose (levulose). About forty duplicate analyses have

already been made of leaves picked at different periods of the spring, at various

times of the day and under diverse conditions. The work, as far as it has

progressed, allows the following conclusions to be provisionally drawn :

—

1. The total quantity of sugars in the leaf is considerable—20 to 30 per cent,

of the dry weight as a rule.

2. The amount of sugar in a single leaf increases from above downwards, at

the same time the ratio of the sucrose to the hexoses (glucose and fructose)

diminishes.

3. The proportion of sucrose to the hexoses decreases as the season advances,

4. At any given period of the spring the percentage of hexose remains

fairly constant, no matter what hour out of the twenty-four the leaves may be

examined, but that of the sucrose fluctuates greatly. It increases during the day

and diminishes during the night. Further leaves detached and insolated contain

decidedly more sucrose than their controls.

5. The glucose and fructose appear present in fairly equal proportions
;
the

analyses however as a whole point to a slight preponderance of the latter.

6. Leaves darkened for some days still contain a moderate quantity of sugar.

The percentage rapidly falls during the fir.st forty-eight hours of obscurity, and

then remains fairly constant. Plants so treated and then re-illuminated show a

large increase of sucrose in their leaves, while the amount of hexose undergoes

little alteration.

The above results seem more intelligible on the view that in photosynthesis

the formation of sucrose precedes that of the two hexoses, rather than that the

' ' Chem.and Physiol, of Foliage Leaves,' Joiirn. Chem. Soc, Ixiii. p. 661.
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converse takes place. The glucose and fructose can easily arise from the inversion
of some of the sucrose. If, however, cane sugar he the first carbohydrate to be
formed iu the foliage leaf, then the aldehyde theory of photosynthesis becomes
less easily imagined. Too little attention appears to have been paid to the
possibility of the first sugar of photosynthesis arising in the chloroplast as a
product split off from a complex protein aggregate. On this supposition, and
granting sucrose as the primary sugar, the still unproven hypothesis of Baeyer,
as usually formulated, would scarcely be required.

Further, greater emphasis in the author's opinion should be laid on the
importance of sucrose in the higher plants, and its probable role as the chief form
in which the carbohydrate travels in the tissues. Various investigations point to
the plant's capability, when calling upon its non-nitrogenous reserves, of con-
verting these finally into sucrose before utilising them in growth and metabolism
generally.

In conclusion the author expressed his indebtedness to Major G. Dixon for
much assistance in the analytical part of this research.

5, The Time Factor in Assimilation. By J, M. F. Drummond, M.A.

6. The Woodlands of Southern England.^ By A. G. Tansley, M.A.

The more or less vague knowledge that we had of the character and distri-
bution of the natural plant communities of the British Isles until the present
method of ' primary survey ' of vegetation was initiated a few years ago, requires
to be made definite and systematic before it can become of scientific value and be
made the basis of furlher research. The present paper was a contribution to that
end. Reasons were given for believing that the great majority of existing English
woodlands retain enough of their primitive character to permit of their treat-
ment as natural plant communities, though nearly all have been modified by the
agency of man to a greater or less degree.

Four main types of natural English woodland were distinguished : The Oak
type, the Oak-Birch-lIeath type, the Ash type, and the Beech type. The distri-
bution of these, at least in "the south-east" and in the lowlands generally, appa-
rently depends entirely on edaphic factors, i.e., on the nature of the subsoil, and
each type is characterised by a well-marked composition and constitution. The
general character of each was described, the principal dominant and commoner
subordinate species enumerated, and the mutual relations of the different types
discussed.

7. The Woodlands of Northern England.^ By C. E. Moss, D.Sc.

With slight modifications, the scheme of woodland associations described by
Mr. Tansley in his paper on 'The Woodlands of Southern England' is appli-
cable also to the lowlands of northern England. Woods of the Beech type are
not found in the north

; but the remaining types occur, and are determined by the
same factors which apply in the south. These factors are chiefly edaphic ones.

When we come to consider the woods of the higher hills of northern (and of
western) England, we find that climatic factors as well as edaphic ones are
operative.

Three main types of woodland occur on the Pennines, viz., Upland Oak
Woods, Birch Woods, and Ash Woods. The Upland Oak Woods are dominated
by Qttercus sessiliflora. Q. sessilifora Woods occur up to 1,000 feet, and the
Birch Woods ascend to 1,500 feet ; they form a natural series, and the presence or
absence of the Oak {Q. sessilifora) is determined by altitude. Q. pedunculata

' A joint paper on ' The Natural Woodlands of England ' will be published in the
Annals of Botany during 1909.
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is completely absent from the woods of this series ; and this fact, and also the

different nature of the ground vegetation, distinguishes them from the various

types of Lowland Oak Woods. The woods are degenerating, and numerous
derivative scrubs occur. The whole of this series falls into the general Oak-Birch-

Heath type, and the slight modifications are due to factors correlated with
altitude.

The above Oak and Birch series of woods is developed on siliceous soils alone:

on the soils of the carboniferous limestones the natural Avoods belong to the

type dominated by the common Ash (Fraxinus excelsior). Quercus sessilijlora is

completely absent from and Q. pedunculata is quite local in the Ash Woods of

Derbyshire. The Ash Woods have the same altitudinal range as the Q. sessili-

Jlora Woods : above 1,000 feet, scrubs derived from pre-existing Ash Woods
occur.

Certain intermediate types, such as Oak-Ash Woods and Ash-Birch Woods,
were mentioned ; and the ground vegetation of the main types was described.

The present altitudinal range of the upland woods was compared with that of

former times.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

Joint Discussion ivith Section D on the Determination of Sex.

See p. 738.

The following Papers and Reports were then read :—

1. The Optical Behaviour of the Epidermal Cells of Leaves.

By Harold Wager, F.R.S.

The observations of Haberlandt ^ and others have shown that the structure

of the epidermal cells of the leaves of many plants is such that the rays of light

which fall upon them are refracted and brought to a focus either within the
epidermal cells or on their basal walls, or in the leaf among tlie chlorophyll-

containing cells. Haberlandt appears to consider that this function is restricted

to the cells of the upper epidermis, but although it is in most cases not so

marked, it is equally common to the cells of the lower epidermis.

In some leaves the epidermal cells are so regular in outline that they may
be compared to the corneal facets of the compound eyes of insects ; but usually
they are not so regular, and often possess a wavy outline. Nevertheless they
are all capable of bringing the rays of light which fall upon them to a more or
less definite focus. These lens cells are very widely distributed, and it is very
rare to find a plant which does not possess them in some degree, although, as

Haberlandt has pointed out, they are more highly developed in shade plants

than in those exposed more fully to the light. From some observations which
I have recently made, they would also appear to be more highly developed in

the shade leaves of some plants than in the leaves of the same plant exposed to

the light.

Cells with a very regular outline sucb as occur in species of Tradescantia on
both sides of the leaf, the upper epidermal cells ot' Li</usfrum ovalifolium,

various Orchidacea, &c., act as very efficient lenses, and not only bring the light

to a focus, but are capable of forming clear and distinct images of objects near
them. In one case Haberlandt was able to obtain a somewhat indistinct photo-
graph of a microscope stand which was focused upon the basal wall of the
cell. More recently I have been able, by appropriate manipulation with the
microscope and the use of the Gordon photo-micrographic apparatus, made by
Messrs. Beck, to obtain photographs of a variety of objects through cells both

' Lichtsinnesorganc der Zaubblatter, 1905.
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of the upper and lower epidermis of leaves of many species of plants. Among
these are portraits from life which are clearly recognisable, reproductions of

photographs of various kinds, flowers, and other objects direct, and it has even

been found possible to photograph trees, houses, and landscapes, and to reproduce

simple diagrams in colour on the autochrone plates of Messrs. Lumiere.

Haberlandt put forward the hypothesis that the convergence of the light

rays causes a differential illumination of the protoplasmic layer on the basal

walls of the epidermal cells, and in some way sets up a stimulus which results

in the orientation of the leaf into the position in which it can obtain the most

suitable illumination. The alternative hypotheses (1) that the orientation of the

leaf may be bound up with the absorption of light by the chlorophyll grains, and

(2) that the convergence of the light rays may bring about a more efficient

illumination of the chlorophyll grains have not, in my opinion, been sufficiently

considered. A further possibility that the phenomenon is a purely incidental one,

due to the curvature of the cell-walls by turgescence, and not of any utility to

the plant, is also deserving of attention.

Observations which have been made upon Schistosteffa osmundacea seem to

indicate a clear case of chlorophyll illumination, and in some Selaginellas and

Ilepaticffi a similar explanation is possible. So also in the case of Botrydimn

(jranulatum, the spherical form of the cell brings about a total internal reflection

of some part of the light rays which fall upon it and causes a very efficient

illumination of the chlorophyll grains which form a lining over the whole of the

inside of the wall of the cell.

Haberlandt has described cases in which special cells or cell-wall thickenings

appear to be developed with a lens function. These appear to be only on the

upper epidermis. It is interesting to note that in a species of Mesembryauthemum
I have found these special lens cells equally abundant and well developed on

both sides of the leaf, and that in Garrya elliptica special lens thickenings of

the cuticle occur also equally well on both sides. In this last case they are

more or less regularly arranged over the whole surface, and appear to be inde-

pendent of the position of the epidermal cells.

The elongate cells of such leaves as those of Hyacinth and Iris bring the

light rays to a focus in the form of an elongate bar of light. The epidermal

cells of Aspidistra lurida do not cause a convergence, but there is very distinct

and transparent nucleus in some of the cells through which an image was photo-

graphed. The epidermal cells of the petals of some flowers also form good

images through their curved walls, and in the case of a fungus, Russula emetica,

the spherical cells found in the pileus also bring about a convergence of the light.

2. The Contractile Boots of the Avoid Sauromatum guttatum.

By Mrs. D. H. Scott, F.L.S.

Contractile roots, which have the power of pulling bulbs and tubers down into

the ground, have been known for some centuries. Nehemiah Grew, in his work

on the anatomy of plants, published in 1682, writes of the descent of ' bulbous

roots ' being already known to * botanicks.' He goes on to describe the process

in the crocus, &c. ; and, in speaking of the cause of the descent, says :
' The

immediate visible one are the String-roots, which this kind of trunks frequently

put forth, which, descending themselves directly into the ground like so many
ropes, lug the trunk after them.'

This mechanism has been worked out in more detail in the present day.

In Sauromatum guttatum, a member of the Arum family, the bulb, if placed

on an inverted flower-pot, flowers without any water being given it. If then

planted on the surface of the soil it throws out leaves. When these begin to

wither the tuber gradually disappears from sight, and when dug up in about two

months' time was found 6 inches below the surface of the soil. It had thrown

out thick, fleshy roots from its upper surface, the tips of which had firmly attached

themselves by their root-hairs to pieces of broken tile, bracken, rhizomes, &c.
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The roots Are found to be contracted to about half their original length. Later on

they are cut off by layers ol" periderm from the tuber, just as a dead leaf becomes

detached from its stem.

If one of these tubers is replaced at the surface of the soil it sends out a ne\V

set of contractile roots and is again pulled down to its normal depth of about

6 inches.

3. Evaporation in relation to the Stratification of Marsh Vegetation.

By Professor R. H. Yapp, M'.A.

The evaporating power of the air may be considered as an approximate

measure of the pull exerted by the atmosphere on the water contained in leaves

and other transpiring organs of plants.

Evaporation readings were taken at different levels in and above tbe marsh
vegetation of Wicken Fen, under varying atmospheric conditions. It was shown
that evaporation varies according to the density of the vegetation and the depth

of the stratum in winch the readings are taken. For example, in the case of a

mixed vegetation of mar.^h plants, about 2 feet in height, the average evapora-

tion in tbe free air above is about 1'7 times that in the layer immediately below
the top of tbe vegetation, and 6'8 times that in a stratum 18 inches below the

surface of the vegetation.

4, Report on the Registration of Botanical Photographs.

5. Report on the Structure of Fossil Plants.—See Reports, p. 493,

6. Rtiport on Studies of Marsh Vegetaiion>^Bee Reports, p. 492.

7. Intf.rim Report on the Sequence of Plant Remains in the Peat

Deposits qf Teesdale, <&c.—-See Reports, p. 493.

8. Seco-iid IntisHM Report on Research on South African Cycads and on

Welioitschia.—See Reports, p. 494.

9i A Plant Animal. By Professor F. W. Keeble,

Tt/ESDAY, SEPTEMSEH 8.

Th'6 following Papers were read :

—

1. The Origin of Dicotyledons. By W. C; Worsdell,

The various existent plant-pLyla have a common origin in the remote past.

The similar structures met with in each group are therelbre analogical, and not

lioraological in character, and must always represent inetancea of parallel develop-

taent along distinct lines.
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Embrydoyy and Seedling'striicture.

The view developed here is founded on the doctrine of anaphytosis aa opposed
to the monaxial theory of most observers. The typical plant represents a colony
of distinct inrfmc^wa/s or 'pliytons,' budding one out of the other as the 'stem'
grows in length {cf. formation of stationary colony of aphides). The possibility
of propagation by cuttings shows this to be the true interpretation. In the history
of such a colony the first individual Is the embryo.

The main question is, does the embryo, or does it not, repeat in its structure
that of the group or race to which the ' plant ' belongs ? Every analogy from
the animal kingdom supports the view that it does. Nor is it likely that any
adaptive function acquired comparatively recently, however important, can have
obscured this primitive structure. If the stem had, in the whole ancestry of the
plant, always been the dominant organ and the leaf a subsidiary lateral one, it

would be expected that the plumular axis, and not the cotyledon, would have
assumed the role of an absorptive organ within the embryo-sac or of an assimilating
organ on germination.

It is highly probable that the Angiosperm group, like every other group,
roughly recapitulates in its embryonic history the structure of the primeval
ancestor from which all groups have sprung. This latter is the primitive
Bryophyte. It is the archaic individual, showing, in its capsule, seta, and foot,
the fundaments and originals of the phyllome, caulome, and root respectively in
the vascular plants. The close correspondence in development of the three or
four main parts between the embryo of an Angiosperm and that of a Liverwort,
like Jungermannia biscuspidata, proves that the two are precisely homologous
structures.

The facts of embryogeny in vascular plants are entirely opposed to, and
inconsistent with, the ordinary teaching that a plant consists of a single shoot on
which the leaves are borne as lateral appendages. This teaching is due to the
misleading ideas which arise as a result of the study of the later phases in the
ontogenetic development of the ' plant,' the importance of which has always been
too greatly insisted on. On the other hand, these embryological data are in
harmony with the sporogonial theory and the doctrine of anaphytosis. The first

one or two foliar organs begin to appear long before the axis : and the subsequent
development clearly shows how the leaves are the dominant organs and the axis
entirely subsidiary. The primary division of the embryo into an upper and a lower
set of quadrants shows that the former represents an organ of closed and limited
growth, viz., a foliar oigaii, and not a leaf-bearing axis of unlimited and indefinite

growth. This is due to the fact that each successive leaf is primitively terminal
to a segment of the axis, which would result in the leaf being large as compared
with the axis on which it is borne.

Eventually the axis asserted itself precociously, and the leaves became pushed
over into a lateral position. Both conditions, the primary and the inauguration
of the secondary, occur in the embryonic history of Bryophytes {Jungefmannia
and Moss),Fern9

(

Ceratopteris and Polypodium), and Angio.'perms (Monocotyledons
and Dicotyledons).

Inasmuch as in all these groups the first one or two leaves precede the stem
during the course of development of the various organs out of the homogeneous
thallus structure, it follows that in the primitive vascular plant, including the
primitive Angiosperm, there was in the first place a single leaf, terminal to the
stem, which by dichotomy gave rise to two leaves.

Hence Monocotyledons must have preceded Dicotyledons ; for if the embryo of
the latter group does not represent in its history a repetition of the phases of
development of the ancestor, it must represent a case of extreme reduction, which
is an absurd supposition for such a highly advanced group as Dicotyledons. The
mouocotyledonous embryo is therefore the primitive sporogonium-like type, and
the dicotyledonous type has been derived from it, just as the dicotyledonous
embryo of Selaginella must have been derived by dichotomy of the single coty-
ledon of Lycopodium,
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Mociern Monocotyledons show no sign of having been' reduced from Blcotj-
ledous. The embryo of the Palm is precisely the same as that of any other
typical Monocotyledon. Palms are, of course, very far from being reduced,
and the same may be said of any other Monocotyledons. The primitive Angio-
sperm must have had alternate leaf-arrangement, especially if it were derived
from a form analogous to the Ferns. Hence if the dicotyledonous embryo
repeats the phylogeny of groups, the two opposed cotyledons cannot be primary,
but must be derived by dichotomy of a single cotyledon

; they cannot be derived
by approximation of two alternating leaves, for there is no stem in existence upon
which they could alternate at the time when they first arise. Reduction is out
of the question in such an advanced group as Dicotyledons

; moreover, there is no
embryonic type, characteristic of a group, from which sucli a supposedly reduced
dicotyledonous embryo could have been derived. That the dicotyledonous condition
is not primary, but that the two cotyledons really represent a single- dichotomised
member is shown by the fact that in plants with alternate leaves the two opposed
cotyledons are immediately followed by a single leaf about equal in size to the
two cotyledons together ; the single cotyledon has dichotomised and ensheathed
the plumule, this process being best carried out by the two halves becoming
opposite and distinct leaves. Cases observed in seedlings of Cheiranthm, &c.,
support this.

If the monocotyledonous condition is derived and reduced, then we ought to find
frequent cases of reversion to the dicotyledonous condition ; but this is, I believe,
unknown, whereas the converse is common, viz., the occurrence of dicotyledonous
seedlings with a single cotyledon.

The Pseudo-monocotyledons afford cases where such reversionary Iprocesses
have become^.cefZ. These are true cases of reduction. The cotyledon of Mono-
cotyledons is homologous with the foliage-leaf of this group, as] is shown by the
fact that in Juncacete, Fistia, and Sparganium, the first one to eight foliage-leaves
develop in the same way as the cotyledon, i.e., each is terminal to the stem-
segment and dominant over it. Reasons are given for thinking that this structure
does not necessarily represent a reduction due to the aquatic habit.

If these first few terminal foliage-leaves are homologous with the cotyledon, aa
is obvious, they must also each be formed by fusion of two opposite leaves, as is

supposed to be the case with the terminal cotyledon. Yet it must be conceded
that they are similar in every character save position to the remaining (lateral)
foliage-leaves of the plant. Hence it is highly improbable that the first and the
later formed foliage-leaves should be so diff'erent in origin ; and it is little short
of absurd to suppose that the typical foliage-leaf of a Monocotyledon repre-
sents in origin a compound, while that of a Dicotyledon represents a simple
organ. Yet this is the logical consequence of the fusion theory as advocated by
Miss Sargant.

Anatomy.

The primitive Angiosperm probably possessed a scattered system of vascular
bundles in its stem, due to possession of large leaves ; these probablv grew indi-
vidually in size by means of secondary thickening. Many Dicotvledons show
rudiments of this scattered arrangement in their stems in the form'of medullary
bundles; where it has vanished from the stem it often persists in the leaf-petioles.
This ancestral character could not possibly be exhibited by the seedling, owing
to the kind of space-relationships prevailing and absence of large leaves at that
stage. The argument from ontogeny is therefore useless in this connection.

The bisymmetry of the vascular structure of the cotyledon of Anemarrhena
as pointed out by Miss Sargant, is due to the cotyledon being terminal, not to
its being the result of fusion of two organs. The structure of the cotyledon of
Eranthis is due to the same fact.

Floral Structure.

Pleiomery is the primitive character in the flower, at least aa reo'arda
the sporophylls. In those orders in which pleiomery obtains

—

c.y., Palmse

1908. 3 jt
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Alismacefe, Ranunculaceie, Magnoliaceffi, Polygonacero, &c.—trimery also occurs

in one foi-m or another; pentaraery i.s a later character derived by fusion of two
trimerous whorla accompanied by elision of a single member.

The correct inteipretation of the Monocotyledonous group lies in the assigning

to it of an intricate annhinatioJi ofprimitive and reduced characters.

Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons run into each other at all points, and are

intimately allied. They both .spring from a common ancestor, aud it is the

characters of this latter to which the foregoing remarks ap^jly.

2. A N^ote on the MurphoJogjj of Endosperm.

By Professor H. H. W. Pearson, Sc.D.

The origin of the Welwitschia endosperm from the fusion of potentially

sexual nuclei was briefly described.

Such an endosperm is morphologically distinct from the prothallus of the

lower gyranosperm. It is proposed to distinguish it by the term ' trophophyte.'

Th« relations between the trophophyte of Welwitschia and the endo.sperm of

the angiosperm were discussed.

3. The Primary Wood of Lepidodendron and Stigmaria.

By Profisso'r F. E. Weiss, D.Sc.

The primary wo id of Lejiidodendron, like that of most Lycopodiales, shows

a centripetal development, the protoxylem elements being found in definite

groups at the periphery of the stele. In some cases, e.y., in Lejndodemlron

fsnotense, figured by Renault, and in L. Fttiyciireyi.se, recently described by

Kidston. the stele is com])Osed of a solid mass of wood (protostele), while in one

form at least, L. selayinoides, the woody mass at the centre is interspersed with

iiarenchyniatous elenients, a condition of things which may well have led on to

the typical siplionostele such as is found in L. JIarcuyrfii.

As is well known, the typical »SY(V/w(rtr'«, the underground organ supporting

the Lepidodrendron-stem, "po-sesses a siplionostele with centrifugal primary

wood, a condition which it is dilficalt to imagine to be primitive. At the York

meeting of the Association, at which I described a Stiyntaria with centripetal wood,

similar in some respects with Kenault's Stiymaria Brurdi, I .suggested that the

c^ntrifunal wood so typical of Stigmariie might have been developed by a reduction

of the older centrifugal wood and a substitution of the centripetal primary wood,

on the analoo-y of the ' new ' and ' old ' wood in the CycadoHlices and Cycadales.

lUit while the occurrence of ytigmariiB with centripetal primary wood supports

tills theory, a recently discovered Stiymaria seems to indicate that, in some cases

at all events, the normal stigmarian type of primary wood may have been

dirt'erently formed. In this Stiymaria, in which the stele is comparatively small,

tho'igh it shows a fair amount of secondary wood, the primary wood is centrifugal

in its development, but instead of surrounding a well-marked medulla, the

central area is filled with a mass of lignlfied elements resembling the protoxylem

aud narrow parencliymatous cells. The arrangement is in close agreement with

that found in L. xfdayinoides, except tliat the vascular elements of this central

area are lon^ and narrow instead of short and wide. '1 he stele would therefore

have to be described as a protostele of mesarch type, and by an increase of the

parenchymatous elements and a decrease of the vascular elements it would be

readily converted into a typical stigmarian siphonostele. The arrangement of

the primary wood in this new Stiymaria resemlAQS on an enlarged scale the

primary wood of the creeping stem of Selayinella ^pinulosa, or the hypocotyl

of S. Eraassiana, except for the admixture of parenchymatous elements amongst

the protoxylem. It is interesting to note that already, before the discovery of

this new specimen, Dr. Scott had drawn attention to the fact that these two
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Selaginellas agreed with the Lepidodendracese in possessing centrifugal primary
wood in the lower, and centripetal wood in their upper portions. The present
specimens possessing a solid protostele strengthens this comparison.

4. On Bensonites fusiformis, sp. nov., a Fossil associated ivith Stauropteris
burntislandica, P. Bertrand, and on the Sporangia of the latter ^ Bv
Mrs. D. H. Scott, F.L.S.

'
'

A description was given of some curious spindle-shaped bodies, first observed by
Miss Benson in petrified material from the Lower Carboniferous formation of
Burntisland.

They are found in close association with Stauroptcris hi/rntislandica. The
author discussed their nature and inclined to the view that tbey are o-landular
structures belonging to the Sfaiiropteris.

The sporangia of S. burntislandica were also described. One sporauo-ium was
found to contain germinating spores.

This, with the two examples already described by Dr. Scott, makes the third
appearance of germinating spores amongst this group of plants.

5. The Structure of Sigillaria scutellata, Brongn.
By E. A. Newell Arbrr, M.A., and Hugh H. Thomas, B.A.

A full account of the structure of stems belonging to the Rhytidolepis
section of the EusigillaritB has not hitherto been given. In 1906, a grant from
the British Association enabled us to procure several beautiful specimens from
the Lower Coal Measures of Shore-Littleborough, in Lancashire. The character-;
of the ribs of one of them agree exactly with those of the impressions known as
Sigillaria scutellata, Brongn.

The characteristic points in its structure are as follows : The stele has a
medullary cavity, surrounded by a continuous ring of scalariform tracheides the
primary wood. The outer margin of this ring is crenulated, and the protoxvlem
elements lie at the apices of the blunt, i-ounded teeth of the corona.

~

The
secondary xylem forms a band of radially arranged, scalariform tracheides.

A well-developed band of phelloderm is found near the surface of the ribs.
This is regarded as having arisen on tlie inner side of a meristematic zone • no
definite cambial layer is, however, found.

The ribs are really formed of cortical tissues, and not of fused leaf-bases. Thev
consist largely of phelloderm, and external to this there is a narrow zone of tissue
which is probably the primary cortex. The ribbing of the stem in the EusigillaritB
seems entirely independent of the form and arrangement of the leaf-bases.

The presence of a ligule-pit and ligule has been detected for the first time in
petrified specimens. The course of the leaf-traces in the cortical tissues exhibits
interesting features. In the leaf-bases, the trace contains a double xvlem
strand, the two xylem groups being widely separated. The structure of the trace
is almost identical with the foliar bundle of the leaf described by Scott as
Sigillariopsis sulcata, which is obviously simply a leaf of a Eusigillarian stem.

The parichnos increases greatly in size as we pass inwards from the exterior
of the stem. The two strands further unite, first below, then above the trace
so that at a deep level in the periderm the trace is completely surrounded by a
broad zone of this tissue.

Published in extenso in Annals of Botany, October 1908.
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6. A'otes on the Life History of Hfematococcus lacustris.

By M. Wilson, B.Sc.

This uuicellular alga is characterised by the possession of hsematochrom in

various amounts, as well as the ordinary chlorophyll of the cell. While the

motile cells are often largely green, the immotile resting cells are red, and these

alone can withstand drying. A culture of resting cells in 0-1 per cent. Knop's solu-

tion gave motile cells partly green and partly red, and eventually entirely green

motile cells. This culture was killed on drying. In a more dilute solution the

motile cells were at first green, but as the food became exhausted successive

generations became partially, and at last completely, red. A portion of a green

culture added to a large bulk of water produced red cells after some days.

With increasing strength, above 2 per cent., the cells were motile for a shorter

and shorter time, and eventually passed into the non-motile gTeen condition. In

a one-per-cent. solution division occurred, but the daughter cells never escaped,

and no further development ensued. In solutions above one per cent, no division

took place, and the cells remained completely red.

The size of the cells varies with the concentration of the food substance,

being greatest in distilled water and becoming less in successively higher strengths

of Knop's solution. In other salt solutions, however, size is not proportional to

the osmotic pressure, so that it cannot be supposed that the osmotic factor is the

only one at work.
Palmella-like masses of cells are produced in all cultures in Knop's solution,

from 05 per cent, to nearly one per cent., and also in cultivations on damp, porous

tiles.

One-per-cent. Knop's solution is about the highest concentration in which the

cells will grow. In considerably higher concentrations they die.
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Section L.—EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.

President of the Section.—Professor L. C, Miall, D.Sc, F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

Useful Knowledge.

I PROPOSE to speak to you about useful knbwledge, and you will, I tliiuk, admit

tlie importance and the appropriateness of the subject. But_ you may be

surprised that I venture upon so wide a theme. For my part, I maintain that the

extent of a subject gives no notion, however vague, of the time required to

discuss it. If you have a quarter of an hour and a sheet of paper you may

employ them with about equal probability of success in delineating a baud's

breadth of greensward, or the British Isles, or the whole world. Bossuet handled

universal history from his own point of view in a volume of no more than

six hundred octavo pajjes, and Buffon ^ remarks, quite truly, that every subject, no

matter how vast, can be treated in a single discourse. You will observe with satis-

faction that I deny myself the commonest and most plausible excuse for an unduly

prolonged address ; that, I mean, which pleads the magnitude of the siibject.

I do not wish to exaggerate the importance of useful knowledge. It is not

everything, nor yet the highest thing in education. There are things which we

rarely mention in a British Association section, and which are perhaps best left

undiscussed, except where there is entire sympathy between speaker and^ hearer

;

some of these stand above useful knowledge of every kind. But the fact that

useful knowledge occupies nearly all the school-time shows its practical import-

ance, aad disposes us to welcome any means of making it more effective.

Book-learning. ^

The knowledge of books may be an excellent form of useful knowledge ; it

may also, when it strives merely to record and remember, be un])roductive and

ttupefying. Let me give you an example, by no means an unfavourable one, of

the book-learning which become5 sterile for lack of method and aim. My example

' B'tscours a VAcademic.
'' In the preparation of this Address I have been much embarrassed by the

inexactness of the terms used to denote different studies. Some, such as science,

literature, &c., include boih process and product, which is as if we had but one

name for weaving and cloth. The accepted names of the divisions of knowledge

are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive ; they are not so much logical terms

as names of occupations, each of which might well occupy one man's time. We
acquiesce in such anomalies because we feel the need of brief and comprehensive

expressions, and find that bad definitions are not so intolerable as cumbrous and

unfamiliar terms.
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shall be the elder Pliny, Pliny the naturalist, who lost his life in an eruption of
Vesuvius, and whose many virtues were piously described by his nephew, Pliny
the younger. The elder Pliny wrote a voluminous Natural History, and left

behind him 160 books of unused extracts. His appetite for reading was
insatiable. Reading filled all the hours which could be spared from public
duties or snatched from sleep. Once, when a friend interrupted the reader to

correct a mispronunciation, Pliny asked, ' Did you not understand ?
' ' Yes.'

' Then why did you interrupt ? You have made us lose ten lines.' The Natural
History compiled during- years of such reading is wholly uncritical ; any testimony
is good enough for the most improbable story. We look in vain lor interpretation,

combination, or inference. The facts are indeed rudely sorted, usually according
to subjects, but sometimes alphabetically. The chief use of Pliny's Natural
History has been to promote the fabrication of more books of the same kind.

Pliny, with bis unlimited appetite for knowledge and his very limited power
of using it, mighUseem to have been taken as a pattern by scholars. Like him,
they have amassed knowledge in heaps. It has been the ambition of many
scholars to read eyerything that was worth reading, and to fill great volumes
with the imperfectly digested fragments.

In the ages of learning, the schoolmaster too became a pedant. His chief

duty he supposed to consist in furnishing his boys with knowledge which they
might some day want. If it were not that Nature has endowed schoolboy's with
a healthy power of resistance, their memories might have come to resemble the
houses of those who believe that whenever they throw a thing away they are

sure to want it again—houses in which room after room is so packed with
antiquated lumber as to be uninhabitable.

The llenaissauce called up men who made a vigorous protest against unused
learning. liabelais put into grotesque Latin his opinion that the most learned
scholars may be far from the wisest of men.^ Montaigne said over again in

pointed phrases what common-sense people had been saying for ages, that he who
knows most is not always he who knows best; that undigested food does not
nourish ; that memory-knowledge is not properly knowledge at all.- Erasmus
wondered at the practical ignorance of the scholars of his own days— ' Incredibile

quam nibil intelligat litteratorum vulgus.' Locke refused the name of knowledge
to book-learning ; real knowledge, he held, was mental vision In the educated
man he valued virtue, wisdom, and breeding (manners), ranking them in this

order ; learning came last of all.^

Happily for us, a great deal that we once knew and might foolishly wish to

keep quickly fades from the memory. I picture to myself a stream gliding past,

and bearing along a miscellany of facts any of which may possibly be useful at

some future time. Now and then we stretch out a hand and grasp something
which takes our fancy. In nine cases out of ten we drop it immediately. Only
a small fraction of the knowledge which enters the mind of an inquisitive person
is kepr for so long as a month.

What we remember so greatly exceeds what we can use that we need not
deeply regret the loss that is alsvays going on. When people explain to us how
much valuable substance is wasted by want of care in selecting and preparing our
food, I reflect that all of us consume twice or thrice as much food as we can do
any good with, and then I am consoled. It is not nearly so necessary to know
more things as to know them better, to know what to do with them.

No doubt we often find it necessary to recall a multitude of small facts, in
order, it may be, to elicit a general conclusion or to produce a telling argument.
But is it wise to prepare years in advance by storing all the facts in the memory ?

I cannot think so. The study of the bodies of animals teaches us that muscle and

' ' Magis magnos clericos non sunt magis magnos sapientes ' (Frere Jean des
Eiitommevres in Gargatitva, i. 39).

^ Esmis, i. XXV.
^ Rabslais, Montaigne, and Locke have been collated by Quick in his edition of

the Tlwvghts concerning Education.
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nerve, which are easily fatigued and require an abundant blood-supply, are never

employed in Nature where bone or tendon will serve. Exercise of the memory
involves nervous strain, and after an early age a considerable nervous strain. It

is more economical and more business-like to employ mechanical contrivances

rather than brain-tissue for such purposes, to leave the vast mass of useful facts in

grammars, dictionaries, and text-books, and to collect those for which we have a

present use in the notebook or the card-index. There is another appliance which

the serious student finds almost as useful as the notebook or the card-index

—

I mean the waste-paper basket.

The history of learning warns us that it is not good to lay up in our memories

a great store of knowledge whose use lies far in the future. Apply to knowledge

what moralists tell us about money. It is only the money that you may expect

to put to use within a reasonable time that does you any good, and the same holds

true of knowledge. Unused knowledge, like unused money, becomes corrupt.

Uncritical, ill-mastered knowledge is at its best a knowledge of useful things,

which, as Hazlitt points out,' is not to be confounded with useful knowledge.

If I felt it necessary to show that all book-learning is not futile, I miglit dwell

upon the great subjects of languages and history. But you will gladly allow me
to pass on to branches of useful knowledge with which 1 am more familiar.

Science.

It is the function of science to produce verifiable knowledge. Science achieved

her earliest successes by investigating the simplest properties of tangible things

—

number, form, uniform motion. Here she learued how to combine the knowledge

of many concrete facts into general statements, which (to the confusion of thought)

we call scientific laws. Science applies her general statements to new cases, using

facts to make general statements, and general statements to discover or verily

facts, so that a considerable part of scientific knowledge is in perpetual use.

Science is no longer content with the study of simple properties aud tangible

things. She will consider facts of every kind as soon as she can find the time.

There is no hope of withdrawing from scientific treatment any kind of experience

which the human senses or the operations of the huniau m'nd furnish; to be safe

from the inroads of science you must betake yourself to some study which does

not meddle with facts.

Generalisation involves incessant reference of effects to their causes. Facts

can only be ill-classified and superficially generalised so long as the causes of the

facts remain uninvestigated. Science of any good kind sets up, theretore, the

habit of methodical inquiry and the habit of reasoning—productive reasoning, we
might call it, to distinguish it from the reasoning ot the schools. The best

examples of productive reasoning are to be found in the investigations of science,

and especially of those experimental sciences which deal with simple tangible

objects, whose properties can be studied one at a time.

The virtues of science are exactness, impartialit}', candour. Scientific impar-

tiality means the determination to accept no authority as binding except the assent

of all competent persons. Scientific candour means perpetual readiness to revise

opinions which are held in respect. Loyalty, except of one kind, loyalty to

herself, science has no use for and does not cultivate.

I think it is true, but you can judge as well as I, that during the last four cen-

turies there has been no generator of useful knowledge at all comparable with

science.

Spencer's Estimate of the Place of Science in Education.

Herbert Spencer has raised the question : What knowledge is of most worth ?

He considers knowledge in its bearing on life and health, on the gaining of a

livelihood, on citizenship, on artistic production and enjoyment ; lastly, as a means
of discipline. The answer which he gives under each head is ' Science '

; that is

bis verdict on all the counts. A decision so clear, which is, moreover, powerfully

' Bouiul Table, ' Classical Education,'
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and even eloquently supported, cannot fail to be impressive. It is naturally

welcome to those who are devoted to the causeof science, and we can all see that,

if accepted, it will simplify many troublesome questions. Will it not guide us in

choosing a school staff, in drawing up a curriculum, in fixing the future occupa-
tions of our children ?

But we must first scrutinise the verdict itself. Let us begin by putting a
preliminary question so as to remove all risk of ambiguity. Who or what is to

possess the Icnowledge whose worth is to be estimated ? Spencer seems to con-

tend that for everybody and uuder all possible circumstances science is that

knowledge which is most valuable, but this is a conclusion hard to receive. There
are persons who are iutellectually unfit to acquire the scientific habit of mind, or

who follow an occupation incompatible with any but a light and recreative study
of science. Suppose that a jouth is wholly uninterested in science ; or that after

fair trial he shows no capacity for it ; or that be is eager to become a poet ; or that
be will inherit a lucrative business in which science plays no part ; would not
these propensities and ciicumstances modify our choice? I cannot believe that

Spencer was so unpractical as to deny them any weight at all. Is it possible that

he was thinking of mankind, of the Britishnation.or of some other large collection

of men ; that it is to the nation or the race that science will prove it.self of most
worth? If this is the right interpretation, we have some ground for blaming
Spencer's neglect to mention so important a qualification. Those who admit that

the nation requires scientific knowledge bfyond knowledge of any other kind are

not compelled to maintain that the individual man must give his chief attention

to science. A minute division of labour, intellectual as well as manual, is neces-

s.ary in modern life, and we become every day more dependent upon other people's

knowledge. An elementary knowledge of many sciences, sucb as Spencer valued
and himself possessed, steadily becomes less attainable, and less applicable to real

business; less attainable, because the standard is always rising ; what was a respect-

able acquaintance with science in the days when Spencer was educating himself
would now be thought no better than a smattering; less applicable, because
business now requires and commands the science of experts. The instances which
used to be quoted half n century ago of workmen who attended a course of

chemistry in a mechanics' institute, and straightway suggested improvements in

the manufacturing processes upon which ihey were engaged, have become rare,

and will soon disappear altiiget her. Business demands the very best science that

the age can supply, and it can aflbrd to pay high enough to get it. Obviously the

best knowledge of any kind can onl v be possessed by a few.

Spencer seems to expect that everj' intelligent mother should enjoy a knowledge
of human physiology which w ill be a sufficient practical guide for the rearing of a
familj', but here, too, I have my doubts. Since the first publication of bis essay

the requirements of human physiology have risen in a surprising degree. The
knowledge that can be got by reading even so admirable a text-book as ' Huxley's
Lessons' does not nearly sutfico for the practical adviser. On thi.s point I can
s[)eak with experience. When I was preparing for biological work I dissected the

human body, took out courses in physiology, and walked the hospital. But this

tincture of professional knowledge, though better than that which any elementarj'

or secondary school could supply, has never proved applicable, except to the

least serious of emergencies. A little knowledge may indeed be dangerous when
it is applied to the diagnosis of disease or to sanitary construction.

Those who agree with me that the science which is applicable to industry or to

public health is steadily growing harder of attainment will not, I hope, turn this

into on argument for restricting the study cf science to a few. The elementary
science of the school, if good of its kind, is valuable for its efl'ect upon the cha-
racter and the intelligence ; it is necessary for the timely discovery of young people
who can bo trained to carry on scientific discovery ; and it engenders a sympathy
with science which is of high importance to the State. If the science of the
school does no more than make the phenomena of everyday life a little more
comprehensible and a little more interesting, it will fully justify itself.

Spencer would, I fi.>el sure, have admitted ihiit even when science is to be tjje
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chief occupation of after-life, it should not occupy more than part of a well-
ordered course of school-study. The chemist or physiologist often requires to
express his own meaning by speech or writing ; it will be highly advantageous
that he should express it clearly and vigorously. He must get effective command
of at least one foreign language. He ought to know enough mathematics and
drawing to make his own calculations and sketches. He ought to have learned
how to use books. Spencer does not exclude literature and the fine arts from
education, but in his scheme they are not to claim very much. 'As they occupy
the leisure part of life, so should they occupy the leisure part of education.'

I do not suppose for a moment that this passage was written with the inten-
tion of pouring contempt upon literature, and it is really appropriate to the
current fiction which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into the oven, but what
insensibility to the claims of the higher literature it betrays! ' On traite volon-
tiers d'inutile,' says Fontenelle, 'ce qu'on ne salt point"^; c'est une espece de
vengeance.'

'

These considerations move me to reject Spencer's verdict. There is not, and
cannot be, a scale of usefulness by which everybody's choice can be at once deter-
mined. Before deciding what the schoolboy is to study we must inquire what are
his aptitudes, inclinations, and opportunities. And the importance of science,
which I do not think Spencer has exaggerated, will be fully recognised when
every nation and city, every profession and trade, every person and interest, can
be guided as often as need arises, not by their own scientific judgment but by the
judgment of scientific experts.

Preliminary Scientific Medical Studies.

Everyone agrees, in the abstract, that scientific information, the heap of
scientific facts, is a small matter in comparison with scientific method and the
scientific spirit. We do not, it is true, give effect to our convictions in practice.
The teacher of .science still loads the memory with facts; the examiner in
science still passes or ploughs according to the quantity of facts that the candi-
dates have got up. It requires an effort to keep hopeful, but we must go on
steadily pointing out what we take to be the right way. The reformers of science-
teaching are now bent upon such improvements as these: they wish to see a
greatly improved synthesis of the student's knowledge, so that the things that he
learns in one place and from one teacher should be intimately combined with what
he learns in another place and from another teacher. Further, they wish to see a
large extension of personal inquiry and personal verification of the fundamental
scientific facts. It is thus, we think, that the future man of science will become
])ossessed of a compact and harmonious body of useful knowledge, which may in
favourable cases incorporate with itself the experience of after-life, and exhibit
the incomparable virtue of healthy natural growth.

I will continue the discussion a little further with reference to the great
problem of the scientific education of the medical practitioner, which has occupied
the attention of the scientific world during the whole time of my long professor-
.ship, and still seems far from permanent settlement. Medicine is at present our
one great scientific profession. It brings science into the daily life of every one of
us, and employs it for the protection of some of our dearest interests. Tlie scien-
tific basis of medical knowledge should be sound, compact, well-mastered, and, if

possible, productive. I will go on to consider what it actually is, forming my
opinion upon thirty years of experience in teaching elementary science to medical
students.

Let me begin by making a concession to those who think that things are pretty
well as they are. Remembering distinctly what the medical student was thirty
years ago and more, I find that the first-year's university student of medicine at
the present day is in all respects a better man, more serious, more enlightened,
more capable. I find too that his preliminary scientific course seems to do him
real good. It is far from perfect, but it is a great improvement upon anything

' Dr. Diincan'.<j Lift- furnishes proof of tjie sljghtness of Spenccj's obligations to

Utemtwre.
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that existed In the remote days wlien I was myself a first-year's medical student. The
labours of the last thirty or forty years have not, in my opinion, been thrown away.

Nevertheless the preliminary scientific studies of the medical man are far from
"being as eifective as they ought to be. Much of his time and effort are spent in

laying xip heaps of knowledge for which he is expected to find a use at some
distant day. The items of scientific knowledge still require to be firmly bound
together, and indissolubly associated with professional ideas and with professional

exigencies. It is only close association with the work of the practitioner that
can keep his knowledge alive.

The preliminary scientific course should give practice in the methods of
chemistry, physics, and biology. It should prove by definite evidence characteristic

scientific truths. Lastly, it should be closely related to medical practice. Looking
round for an inquiry which will satisfy these conditions, one inevitably thinks of
the teaching of Pasteur, which is now recognised as fundamental in medicine,
surgery, and hygiene. Is it possible to give the future medical practitioner a firm
grip of that teaching? I think it is. The first part of the preliminary scientific

year I should treat as preparatory. It ought to acquaint the student with the
methods which chemistry, physics, and biology employ for the establishment or
the criticism of scientific statements. Methods of detecting and estimating; of
observing small indications; of drawing; of recording results; of putting ques-
tions and bending the mind to their solution, should receive particular attention.

The multifarious learning of the text-books should be put aside in order that
undivided attention may be give to investigation and proof. I would leave it to

the teachers concerned to supply the appropriate training, and to certify that it

had been got. The latter part of the same year might be concentrated upon the
close study of a very few of those agents which set up fermentation and putrefac-
tion and contagion. A simple practical examination would test the reality of the
knowledge of ferments actually gained ; I can only hope that the examiners would
not expect encyclopsedic knowledge. This is not the place for the discussion of
details.

Technical Education.

Of technical learning I must say but little, and that little must be said with
reserve. For my only acquaintance with the subject is indirect, and arises

from long connection with a city and university where technical education is

prominent. I hope not to express ])re3umptuous opinions on a kind of useful

knowledge which I know so superficially.

Technical education may be pursued in at least three ways: (1) We may seek
to qualify the pupil for his calling by a thorough training in some science or art,

and then, by the application, under the guidance of an expert, of that science or

art to a particular industry. The experience of at least two generations seems to

show that this method is really effective ; it does what it professes to do. (2) The
second method aims at no more than 8U])plying information directly applicable to

the industry in question. Surely this is the least profitable of the three. The
information is not accurately lodged, either in the memory or in the note-books of
the students; it soon becomes obsolete in consequence of the advance of know-
ledge

; and it does little to cultivate intelligence or the power of doing. "Where
intelligence and the power of doing already exist, mere information may be
valuable, but the best storehouse of information is the printed book. (3) Lastly,
we may aim at nothing more than facility by repetition. Such practical arts as read-
ing, writing, drawing, needlework, and cookery are largely acquired by imitation
and constant practice. Skill in these arts is a tool, whose profitable application
depends much upon the intelligence and enterprise of the possessor. Independent
attempts to meet difficulties, friendly criticism of these attempts, questioning
about the causes of failure, are the expedients which a wise and experienced
teacher, ever at hand, would employ. Such a teacher is of course rarely to be
had, but is now and then found in a sensible mother. Perhaps the best substitute
for the sensible mother would be pliiin, practical lessons on elementary science,
such as the Edgeworths, Dawes, and Henslow used to give.
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Literature.

Literature differs from most kiuds of useful knowledge in having an immediate
value. Like beautiful scenery, health, liberty, friendship, and other felicities of

life, it is good in itself, apart from the advantages which it brings. Nevertheless,

literature is not satisfied with delighting. Like architecture, it aims at utility as

well as beauty, and employs its power of delighting to instruct and guide.

The benefits which we receive from literature are comparable with those which
we receive from good society. We are expected to enjoy and appreciate; we are

not to be for ever asking :
' What have I got that I can carry away ? ' Literature

may be more than good society ; it may compare with the intimate talk on grave
subjects of a wise and high-minded friend. Unfortunately those whose othce it is

to introduce us to literature often treat it as if it were only a particular sort of

useful knowledge. They occupy our attention so completely with grammar,
metre, etymology, and historical allusions that we have no leisure to enjoy and
a])preciate. Dr. Bain ' tells us that we need to be indoctrinated in points of style

before we begin to read on our own account, and discourages the reading of entire

plays of Shakespeare because we come across long passages which yield no marked
examples of either grammar or rhetoric.

I have little fear that the scientific age which is now upon us will be perma-
nently hurtful to literature. No new Lucretius, it may be, will write on the

Universe, no new Milton on the Creation and the Fall. But contemplative and
lyrical poetry will survive all changes in our philosophy. The higher criticism,

which is the study of life as well as of letters, will survive too. One literary art,

the art of rhetoric, may be weakened and lost when the scientific spirit becomes
predominant—that sort of rhetoric, I mean, which may be fitly described as

insincere eloquence. Rhetoric seeks above all to persuade, and in a completely

scientific age men will only allow themselves to be persuaded by force of reason.

Even in our imperfectly scientific age those men gain most by speech who have
something important to say, who say no moreT than they know, and who use all

possible plainness.

It will be enough for my present purpose if we can agree that literature has

an aim and purpose of its own, and must not be treated simply as a branch of

useful knowledge. Literature and science, for instance, are incommensurable.

The Necessity of Choosing.

It is an intellectual luxury to run over the kinds of useful knowledge that we
should like to possess. Among them come languages, ancient and modern, some
giving access to high literature, some yielding historical or scientific information,

some acquainting us with communities or modes of thought very unlike our own.
Then come a multitude of sciences, which perhaps show the engineer how to build

railway bridges, or tell the navigator how to cross the Atlantic, or help us to im-

prove our health and lengthen our lives. 1 barely mention history, geography,

and innumerable practical arts. We seem to be led into a well-filled treasury, and
invited to say what we will have. But one unpleasant condition is laid dowu

;

we may choose what we please, but we must pay for it. A new study generally

means outlay of money, and always means outlay of time. We soon find ourselves

forced to behave like the man whose wife has tempted him into a fine London
shop ; like him, we begin to ask :

' How much can I afford to spend here ?
'

Every headmaster and headmistress is occupied with the eternal question how
to make room for all the things that are demanded of the school. Theorisers, who
have no responsibility for the time-table, insist from time to time upon new addi-

tions, and are happy if they can only express their own opinions with an emphasis
which satisfies their sense of justice. It is my opinion that far too much has

already been conceded to demands which, reasonable when taken separately, are

unreasonable when taken together. I have known the time-table of a girls' school

overloaded to such a point that in one form chemistry and English literature got

' Oti Teachinij EmjUsh, p. 18,
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no more than an liolil- a week between tliem. The Leadmistress no doufct tated
the arrangement, but had to conform.

I have said that the grounds for introduchig each separate subject are often
petfectly reasonable. Thus by ancient nsage Latin is made a necessary subject in
certain schools. Then a claim is put in for Greek as more interesting and equally
important. French and German demand admission, and put forward claims
which can hardly be overstated. The result is that some boys in secondary
schools attempt four languages, and many attempt three. Then we usually find
that no foreign language, ancient or modern, is mastered to the point at which it

can be used in reading, writing, or conversation. Our wish to be fair and con-
sistent has landed us in an absurdity. The root of the whole difficulty lies in the
fact that while there are perhaps fifteen or twenty branches of knowledge emi-
nently fit to be taught in school, no pupil can profitably undertake more than five

or six at a time. The man of business who is inveigled into a shop is better
able to resist importunity than the .schoolmaster. He will say :

' If you insist upon
the drawing-room table, you must go without the chest of drawers ; if you insist

upon the chest of drawers, you must go without the drawing-room table.' I wisli
that the headmaster or headmistress might find courage and strength to require
that every subject admitted to the curriculum should come round frequently, at
least for two or three years ; as nearly as may be once a day, but we cannot be
rigid in these matters.

The sciences taught in school may spoil one another's chances in the same way.
Not a few schools are convinced that they must have chemistry and physics
because of their industrial importance, hygiene because of its relation to the
health of the community, physiology to make the hygiene intelligible. The school-
boy is made to buy more sciences than he can pay for, and his time is gone before
he reaps any of the advantages which are so much desired.

Too Much aiid too Lomj.

One inevitable result is that the school hours, including the preparation of
lessons, are nearly always too long. Another result is that the schoolboy who is

willing, but not very clever, is often overworked. I have known many such cases
myself, and have also known cases in which excellent results have been attained
in a good deal less than the customary time. If we could consent that our pupils
should remain ignorant of many useful things, if we could materially shorten the
lessons of very young pupils, and if we could bring the home-lessons into much
smaller compass, I believe that the education which we oiler would really be more
valuable.

Natui'al and Attificial Education.

If we had a pupil put into our hands for solitary instruction, like the Emile
of Rousseau, we should find it wise to begin by studying him closely, and three
things would particularly require attention—his aptitudes, his inclinations, his

opportunities. The first two are self-explanatory, but the word opportunities may
present some difficulties. It includes, of course, opportunity of learning, but the
chief stress is to be laid upon opportunity of exercise in after-life. This is the
opportunity which stimulates interest and rewards exertion. Moral character,
intellectual character, curiosity, love of knowledge, equipment for practical life,

and, so far as I can see, all considerations which ought to govern the choice of a
study, come nnder one or other of the three requisites—aptitude, inclination,

opportunitj'.

In school we have not so much solitary pupils as groups of pupils to consider,
and this compels us to accept compromises, which are familiar to every teacher.
We have often to .study the wants of a school-form as well as the wants of an
individual.

Some writers have given to the education which considers first of all aptitude,
inclination, opportunity the name oi Natural Education, while that which makes
its choice of studies on abstract or arbitrary grounds, with little reference to the
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needs of the pupil, they call Artificial Education} "NVe may be allowed to revive

these terms lor the sake of brevity. To me they seem appropriate as well as con-

venient in practice.

Tlie advocates of natural education have sometimes reached absurdity by
pressing the claims of one of the three requisites to the neglect of the rest.

Tolstoy would make inclination supreme, even in early education. He exempli-

fies Quick's remark that writers on the school-course who are not schoolmasters

are almost all revolutionary. Others have attended too exclusively to the oppor-

tunity of future exercise. The old grammar schools, thinking much of the future

wants of the pupils who might wish to enter the Church, often added Hebrew to

the compulsory Latin and Greek. Fortification was frequently taught to little boys.

"When the Berlin Kealschule was founded (1747) it offered, among other things,

instruction in the rearing of silkworms and the discrimination of ninety kinds of

leather.

Nothing, I think, gives us a clearer notion of what natural education can

accomplish under favourable circumstances than foreign travel, which is a form

of self-education prescribed b^^ grown-up people to themselves. Even the milder

forms of compulsion are wanting here ; aptitude, inclination, and opportunity are

everything. The preparation, the actual journey, and the recollections yield

abundance of instruction to those who use them well. For weeks before setting-

out the traveller will turn over maps and conversation-books, inquire about handy-

cameras or collecting-boxes, and study the country which he is about to visit

wilh an eagerness which he never felt before. The journey itself, if only it be

such a journey as an active mind -will frame, cannot but call forth many powers,

physical, intellectual, and moral, that are rarely exercised at home. The love of

science, the love of languages, the love of scenery, the love of adventure, the love

of society, the love of poetry, all get a new stimulus. And the journey, already

profitable in anticipation and in execution, is not exhausted when -we return

home. Our experiences in unfamiliar countries vivify many a page of history and

many a scrap of useful knowledge which would have been otherwise languidly

remarked or passed by altogether. Some years ago I had occasion to read the travels

in the Levant of oldBelon, a French naturalist of the sixteenth century. Though

I had a purpose in reading them, they made no impression, and after a few months

nothing survived but some pages of dry and unprofitable notes. Then I visited

the Greek Archipelago myself, and one of the things that I made a point of doing

when I came back was to read Belon again. I found it an entirely new book,

full of curious and valuable observations. Now I dwelt with keen interest on

his account of the various nations which had made settlements in the Archi-

pelago, on the Greek language, on the Cretan customs of wine-drinking, on the

fishes and birds, and on a hundred other details which had seemed totally un-

interesting before I visited the eastern end of the Mediterranean.

Let us suppose that all is done, not by the traveller, but /or him, that routes

are chosen, hotel-bills paid, carriages and boats hired, languages interpreted,

information supplied, all without effort on his part. In a few mouths he will

barely remember what places he has seen and what he has passed by. This may
remind us that natural education is only kept alive by doing.

Of course the grown-up person is not like a child, and there is need of steady

and impartial government, of drill, in short, if the child is to take all the pains

that are indispensably necessary in school-work. All our teaching cannot be

recreative. Does not this show, some of you will say, that your natural educa-

tion is inadequate, and that a sterner thing, which takes little or no account of

inclination, is demanded in school ?

I think not. I think that inclination is a power that we ought to employ as

often and as far as we can. No doubt it is inadequate ; our very definition makes

inclination only one of three requisites. The child at school may usefully remind

us that the opportunity of future exercise in some cases becomes necessity, and

will take no denial. Nevertheless all three gbould be considered, and that teacher

' See, for example, Henry Sidgwick in Essays on a Liheral Edxteation (1887).
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will prosper best who lets none of them drop out of sight. Do not forget,

too, that inclination is the moditiable requisite; we can stimulate, and even create

it; we can also fatally discourage it. It is only natural education, I still maintain,

which can count upon the energetic co-operation of the child.

On the other hand, if we ignore aptitude, iuclination, and opportunity—if we
pour out information upon which the pupil does no work, merely because we
think it ought to be good for him, then we have a dull, perhaps a sullen, mind to

deal with, which neither will nor can learn to good purpose. The example for all

time of artiticial education is, or lately was, the setting of every boy in every
grammar school to learn Latin, if not Latin and Greek.

Those who believe that natural education is at once the most formative and
the most productive, that it helps to build up body and mind, that it encourages
the acquisition of truly useful knowledge, should attend to one point which often

escapes notice. Natural education demands leisure for the pupil. At the present
moment the leisure of the pupil has been reduced to a very small amount indeed.

We strive for efficiency, for good examination results, for knowledge of useful

things. The negligence of the old race of schoolmasters, which winked at

monstrous abuses but allowed a certain independent school-life, has been re-

placed by zeal and conscientiousness, which occupy every hour, and sometimes
treat independent occupations as mere idleness. Long rambles, such as were the
delight of my boyhood, when we used to go miles in search of a wasp's nest, are

in certain modern schools abolished by compulsory games. Some day or other
(the reform will not come in my time) we shall recognise that the chief occupa-
tion of the young child should be spontaneous natural play.

That interesting book called ' Public Education,' now nearly a hundred years
old, in which we find a description of the methods practised by llowland Hill and
his brothers at Hazelwood and Bruce Castle, is inspired by the desire to make
education natural and not merely artificial ; so is that older and still better book,
'Edgeworth on Practical Education.' There are modern English schools which
give fair opportunity for natural education. I pass over some, perhaps many,
out of mere ignorance ; but I will name two which I happen to know— Bedales
School and the Friends' School at Bootham, York, both of which have discovered
how to combine natural education with efficiency.

Heuristic Methods.

Ur. Armstrong's heuristic method is well known in this section. He tells us
that neither the name nor the thing is altogether new, and the same may be said
of nearly every educational expedient. Promising schemes are proposed, tried
perhaps on a small scale, and dropped, often for lack of enterprise on the part of
the teachers, and years after someone discovers them again. Dr. Armstrong tells

us' where he got the name, and quotes a passage from Edmund Burke, which
clearly describes the method. It is now a good many years since 1 saw Mr.
Heller give several lessons on this plan in elementary schools in London, and was
then permanently convinced of the real value of the heuristic method. I only
wish that we had a score of such, each worked out as carefully as Dr. Armstrong's
model.

The method need not be confined to experimental science, nor to science at all.

I have attempted something of the same kind in elementary biology. Why should
not teachers of history carry out a little historical research with the help of
an upper form.^ Suppose that the subject chosen was English town and country
life in the sixteenth century. Plarrison's Description of England, Shakespeare's
plays, Walton'.s Lives, some of the modern books which collect the testimony of
foreign visitors during the reigns of Elizabeth and James I., Spenser's View
of the state of Ireland, and Hume Brown's Scotland before 1700 are, let us
suppose, accessible to the class. Useful materials from these and any other
sources might be arranged in a card-index. Co-operation is eminently desirable,

' The Teaching of Soierttifie Method, ^-e., 190.S, p. 235
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and a little club of pupils might well make their index in common. Then the
materials should be treated in literary form, every detail of literary workmanship
receiving attention. I fully expect to be told that this plan has actually been
tried in some school or other. The hi.=torical researches of the school may give
opportunity for the use of foreign languages, for map-drawing, or for the handling
of statistical information.

Mr Greenin<j Lamborn's 'School History of Berkshire" is interesting as an
investigation carried out by and for the boys of an Oxford school. It will be
read in a very different spirit from that with which the condensed school-history

of Eno-land is received, and will no doubt suggest more work of the same kind.

The share of the boys may well grow larger and larger.

The advocates of learning by inquiry and learning by doing will descend even
into the nursery. What an opportunity is afforded by toys !—an opportunity
that those who purchase all their children's toys tbrow away. Surely every little

girl ought to be encouraged to make plausible dolls out of the rag-bag, every little

boy to make his own menagerie, his own boats and whistles and sledges. Even
the bought toy gives opportunity for inquiry. Ask any child if he has noticed

that the animals of the Noah's Ark are always thicker at one end, usually the
hinder end. There is a reason for this, and a curious reason, which the child may
be helped to discover.

Mastery of Something.

Let us indulge less than we do the passion of intellectual avarice, if only
because avarice blinds us to the relative values of things. The old French
anatomist, M6ry, said of himself and his colleagues that they were like the rag-
pickers of Paris, who knew every street and alley, but had no notion of what
went on in the houses. The accumulation of miscellaneous knowledge of useful

things, copious, inexact, inapplicable, may, like rag-picking, leave us ignorant of
the world in which we live. Let us try to reach the inner life of something,
great or small. The truly useful knowledge is mastery. Mastery does not come
by listening while somebody explains; it is the reward of etfort. Effort, again,

is inspired by interest and sense of duty. Interest alone may tire too quickly;

.sense of duty alone may grow formal and unintelligent. Mastery comes by-

attending long to a particular thing—by inquiring, by lookiug hard at things, by
handling and doing, by contriving and trying, by forming good habits of work,
and especially the habit of distinguishing between the things that signify and
those that do not.

It is too much to expect that mastery will often be attained in school. School
is but a preparation, not I think for promiscuous learning, but for the business of
life. The school will have done its part if in favourable cases it has set a pattern
which will afterwards develop itself naturally and harmoniously.

The following Papers were read :

—

\. The Outlook : A Grand Experiment in Education.
By Professor H. E. Armstbong, F.Ii.S.

2. Education under a Local Authority. By E. Blair, M.A., B.Sc.

I. The London Council became the Local Education Authority for the Admini-
strative County of London on May 1, 1904. The Council not only succeeded
to the powers and duties of the London School Board, but is also required ' to
maintain and keep efficient all public elementary schools within the area which
are necessary.' Further the Council, which had previously, under the Technical
Instruction Acts, been responsible for the supply of technical education, was

' Oarendon Pres-, 19C8.
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entrusted by tlic Act of 1903 with powers relating to all branches of higbel" edited,-'

tiou, and was commissioned ' to supply or aid the supply of education other than
elementary, and to promote the general co-ordination of all forms of education.'

All matters relating to the exercise of their powers under the Education Acts,

except the power of raising a rate or borrowing money, stand referred by statute

to the Education Committee of the Council, and the Council before exercising

any such powers, unless in their opinion the matter is urgent, receive and consider

the report of the Education Committee with respect to the matter in question.

The Council may delegate to the Education Committee any of their powers under

the Education Acts except their power of raising a rate or borrowing money. The
Education Committee is composed of fifty members, of whom thirty -eight are

members of the Council, and twelve co-opted members (including six women). The
powers and duties of the Education Committee are distributed among eleven sub-

committees. The Education Committee is assisted by 180 statutory bodies of

managers for provided elementary schools, while the statutory bodies of managers
of non-provided elementary schools number 367. In the management of its own
.secondary schools, training colleges, technical institutes, and schools of art, the

Education Committee is assisted by advisory or local sub-committees. The Council
also appoints representatives to serve upon the governing bodies of all schools and
institutions to which it makes grants.

II. Area of the administrative county, 120 square miles
;
population, 4,795,757.

School rolls: Public elcmmitar;/, 734,288
;
provided, 566,086; non-provided, 165,620.

Public secondary, 32,010; provided, 3,070; aided, 16,158; non-aided, 12,779.

Technical, 50,800; provided, 7,700; aided, 38,000 ; non-aided, 4,500. Ordinary
evening sckools, 121,208. Training colleges, 1,363.

In these figures neither the University of London, the Imperial College of

Technology, nor the Schools of the University are included, although the Council
aids them all.

The Council spends five and a half millions sterling (round figures) on education,

4,500,000/. on elementary, and 1,000,000/. on higher. The receipts amount to

1,750,000/. ; the rest of the cost falls on the ratepayer. The education rate is

19r/. per pound ; a penny rate raises about 185,000/.

The administrative staff consists of 1,000 officers, including 41 inspectors and
28 organisers ; and there are 20,000 teachers engaged in some 3,000 schools or
departments of schools of all kinds.

III. The Council purchases sites, designs and erects its own schools, equips the
schools with furniture, desks, books, and apparatus ; supplies fuel and light ; does its

own repairs; engages, pays, trains and affords further training to its own'teachers.
IV. Elementary Schools.—Education is free in all public elementary schools

(provided and non-provided). The enforcement of school attendance employs
a large body of officers. With relatively few references to the magistrate the
average school attendance is maintained at 88-0 per cent, of the average roll.

The subjects of instruction, in addition to those usually found in public ele-

mentary schools, include elementary science, nature study, domestic economy,
manual training, physical exercises, swimming, and in certain cases modern
languages. A strocg endeavour is made by means of conferences and consultative
committees to secure in the management of the schools the assistance of the expert
views of the 20,000 teachers.

Much attention has been given to medical inspection, a comprehensive system
having been established before the passing of the Education (Administrative Pro-
visions) Act of 1907.

Voluntary funds provide meals for necessitous children.
Some 2,000 of the ablest of the children in the elementary schools annually

receive scholarships, including free education at secondary schools ; in the majority
of cases the scholarship holders are assisted by maintenance grants. There are
further scholarship schemes for trade schools aud for higher institutions, including
the Universities. For the weakest, medical inspection. For the physically and
mentally defective, special schools, with a roll of 9,000 ; and for those not under
control there are industrial and reformatory schools*
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V^oluutafy associations provide play centres, vacation schools, country holidays,
and bappy evenings for thousands of London elementary school children.

Physical education, including organised games and medical inspection, have
received much attention and are going to receive more. Visits to places of educa-
tional interest are a feature of the school -n-ork. Some of the elementary schools
have themselves organised school journeys. The Council has experimented on
open-air schools. A small botanical department supplies to the schools 900,000
plants and other Nature-study specimens per month.

There is an annual requirement of 1,100 elementary teachers. These are in

the main obtained by means of the ' College List,' a procedure understood to be
special to London. Some eighty head-teachers are appointed annually, according
to a scheme of promotion which begins with consideration of the claims of every
eligible assistant. A scheme for further training brings the practising teachers
into direct contact with the L'niversity.

V. Secondary Sc/iools and Training Colleges.—The Council's policy is to pro-
vide or assist in providing secondary education at a moderate fee for those who
are able to avail themselves of it, and to offer the advantages of secondary educa-
tion free of charge to the most promising children from the elementary schools.

As previously shown, the secondary schools of London contain 32,010 pupils,

3,070 in the Council's own secondary schools, 10,158 in aided secondary schools,

and 12,779 in non-aided secondary schools. These numbers include the students
attending the first-grade secondary schools, where the leaving age is approximately
nineteen, but they do not include any pupils in attendance at private secondary
schools.

The cost of secondary schools, scholarships, the training of teachers, and
University education, apart from the administrative staff and loan charges, is esti-

mated at 540,000/. for the present financial year. This sum includes 80,000/.

grant to aided schools, irrespective of scholarships and maintenance of scholarship
holders.

The Council has itself established seven training colleges, with accommodation
for 1,900 students in training.

VI. Technical Education.—The worli of polytechnics, technical institutes,

.schools of art, science, art, and commercial centres, and ordinary evening schools

is all being co-ordinated. These institutions, apart from their day work, provide
education for 200,000 e\ening students. The work ranges from repaiiing the
defects of elementary education to education of a University standard, students
in some of the polytechnics working as externals or internals for the degree of the
University of London.

The cost of the Council's own technical institutes and schools of art was
53,54U. in the session 1900-7, while in the same session 87,2-49/. was paid to

aided technical institutions, including the twelve polytechnics. The ordinary
evening schools cost l;J5,880/.

3. Special Schools for the Physically Defective and the Mentally Dpficient.

By Mrs. E. M. Burgwin.

A report on 'The Scientific Study of the Mental and Physical Conditions of

Childhood, with particular reference to Children of Defective Constitution, and
Tviih Recommendations as to Education and Training,' was published in 1895, with
the result that the Lord President of the Council at that time appointed in 1890
a Departmental Committee to inquire into the existing systems for the education
ol feeble-minded and defective children ' not idiots or imbeciles.' The outcome
of the recommendations of this committee was an Act of Parliament which
received the Royal Assent in August 1899, and is known as the Elementary
Education (Defective and Epileptic Children) Act, 1899.

This Bill is permissive only ; it gave increased grants from the Imperial
Exchequer, and enabled the education authority putting the Act into force to

retain the children in school until the age of si.\teen.

1908. . 3 o
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The late Loudon School Board opened its first school for the mentally deficient

in July 1892, and lor the physically defective in 1901. There are now eighty-four

schools, with a roll of 0,UU6 for the mentally deficient, and tweuty-eight schools,

with a roll of 2,255, ibr the physically defective ; these latter are brought to school

in ambulances in charge of trained nurses. The school hours are from 9.30 a.m.

to 3 P.M., with a midday interval of one and a half hours. The premises consist

of light and airy class-rooms, with a corridor hall and kitchen. A. good dinner is

provided at a cost of '2d. per head, paid by the parents. The teaching is given by
trained and certiticated teachers, the morning session devoted to mental work,
and the afternoon to art and suitable handicrafts.

The mentally deficient attend from 9.30 to 12 a.m., and from 2 to 4 or 1.30 to

3.30 P.M., accorduig to the recommendation of the managers of the schools.

Pupils are admitted to the schools by the London County Council medical
otlicer, who on examination enters in a book called the 'Family History' the

particulars of the child's ailments, whether mental or physical. The teacher

keeps the 'class progress ' of the pujiil in a separate book for Cfich child. The
truth concerning the family history is often very difficult to obtain, especially in

the case of the mentally deficient. All these schools are in charge of the Sjjecial

Schools Sub-Oommittee, consisting of eleven London County Councillors and foLir

co-opted members.
The aim in teaching the physically defective is to train them to become good

workers, in spite of their infirmity, and for the mentally deficient to develop
intelligence through the motor senses, and so quite three-quarters of their time
is devoted to manual and kindred occupations, with the result that many can

obtain remunerative work on leaving school. It is general])' estimated that here

and on the Continent one per cent, need this special instruction. The classes in

the special schools consist of boys and girls, but experience shows that the senior

boys are belter separated from the junior mixed classes, and so they are now
being taught in separate schools advanced manual work

—

e.(/., woodwork, boot-

uiaking, tailoring, and gardeuing (where pos.sible). The lioyal Commission's
Iveport may give further impetus to this higher training.

The physically defective need expert trade teaching for four years before

leaving school, and the lower-grade mentally deficient permanent custodial care

in a working colmy. Only by deerea.'^ing consumption can we reduce the numbers
of cripples, and by the segregation of the unfit the numbers of the feebleminded
and insane.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

L Report on Studies most suitable /or Elementary Schools [with Intro-

ductory Statement by Sir Philip Maynus).— See Reports, p. 495.

2. Discussion on Education in relation to Rural Life.

(i) Education in relation to Rural Life. By L. C. Miall, D.Sc, F.R.S.

Special training for the occupations of rural life satisfies the three requisites of

naturaleducation, viz., aptitude, inclination, opportunity. (See Presidential Address
to the" Section, 190S.)

In the near future the practical applications of biology will demand far more
serious consideration than they receive to-day. The raising of crops, the manage-
ment of gardens, the prevention of insect plagues, the food-supply of the sea,

are obviously of first-rate importance, and a good supply of trained naturalist.s

competent to advise upon suck industries will be found easeutial to the national
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welfare. Natural history, which is too often looked upon as no more than an
agreeable recreation, is really one of the great and permanent interests of mankind.

The great difficulty is to secure an adequate trainiag for the practical naturalist

of the future. It is only thorough knowledge which can satisfy the demands of

agriculture and horticulture. First-hand observation, the habit of experiment, and
the power to make quantitative determinations will be found in this as in other

applied sciences to be indispensably necessary.

Elementary instruction in natural history, even when it is offered to the prob-

able inhabitants of large towns, may profitably lead up to such practical pursuits

as horticulture. The uatui-al history will be more real, and intellectually more
Taluable, if it is directed towards a practical aim.

At present what may be called labour-saving contrivances are far too popular

in the classes where biology and Nature-study are taught. Of these labour-saving

contrivances pictures and lantern-slides, ready-made preparations (dead, of course),

printed descriptions, museum lectures, &c., are much recommended and employed.

It may safely be said that the knowledge which will help to develop industries is

not to be got by such facile methods.

There are already a few teachers scattered over the British islands who are

taking a more promising course and striving to lead their pupils to see, to handle,

and to think for themselves. Our hopes for the future rest upon the gradual

increase of teachers of this type.

(ii) School Gardens. By Miss Lilian J. Clarke, B.Sc, F.L.S.

School gardens looked after entirely by the children have been found most
useful as a means of education. In connection with Nature-study lessons the

following have been proved to be of the utmost value :

—

1. Climbing riants.—A convenient arrangement for climbing plants is a

screen made of trellis work or wire netting about six feet high, attached to

wooden uprights at intervals. It is useful to have these screens even when wall

space is available, as children in an outdoor lesson can stand each side of the screen

and draw the various contrivances by means of which plants climb. A good
selection shows plants climbing by twining stems, stem tendrils, leaf tendrils,

petioles, and hooks.

2. Pollination Experiments.—These are especially valuable, as the results of

many of these experiments are not known beforehand. The children find out

what flowers can be self-pollinated by fixing a muslin frame over the plants or

tying up flowers in muslin bags, and thus ascertain what flowers are dependent

on visits of insects for the production of fruit.

3. Fruits especially adapted for dispersal by wind, a7ii7)ials, S,-c.— It is well to

include in the gardens plants which have interesting fruits as well as those

which have interesting flowers. Outdoor lessons can be given on the dispersal of

fruits by means of plumes, wings, hooks, &c., and the children can see which
plants easily spread.

4. Experiments in connection with the Food of Plants.—Experiments can be

made by placing stencils of tinfoil on the leaves of plants growing in the garden.

By means of tbese the necessity of light for the formation of starch can be shown
in a simple manner, and the children learn how important it is for plants to have

plenty of light. Nasturtium and sunflower leaves are useful in these experiments,

and the plants are easily grown by children.

.5. Soil Experiments.— [a) Growing plants year after year in the same soil

without supplying any manure and noting the effect, {b^ Inoculating plants,

such as peas, with bacteria, and comparing the croprs produced from similar plants

not inoculated, (c) Growing plants in various soils, and noting the effect of the

polls on the plants and the difl'erent treatments required. It is quite easy to grow
plants in chalk, clay, sand, and see the influence of the soil on the life ot thn

plant.

In addition to gardens planned in connection with the Nature-study work the

3 02
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children can own vegetable gardens and learn to grow beans, cabbages, tomatoes,

&c., at very slight cost.

A special knowledge of plant life is gained by looking after the various gardens

mentioned^above, but, as well as this, the children learn incidentally many things

which will* be of value to them in rural life.

(iii) Tlie Problem of Rural Education In Irish Primary Schools.

By the Right Eev. Dr. Folev, Bishop of Kildare.

Agriculture should not be regarded os a subject which can be taught in the

primary schools by the ordinary school ttachers. All that appears feasible in

this connection is that there should be central schools in which pupils, who
have gone through the^primary school course, would be taught the principles

involved in agricultural operations by the county agricultural instructor, or by
specially trained teachers under his direction, and working under the supervision

of the department of Agricultural and Technical Instruction.

As regards gardening, much could and should be done in the primary schools

;

and it is satisfactory to know that this was the conclusion unanimously arrived

at by a committee consisting of representatives of the National Board of Primary

Education and of the Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction. It

was the "eneral feeling of the committee that a good deal could be done by means
of suitable object-lessons to familiarise tlie pupils of the primary schools with

natural phenomena, and in this way to prepare their minds for the reception

of technical knowledge, should their circumstances put them in the way of

obtaining it. The first thing required is power to acquire school plots com-
pulsorily ; and it is hoped that the Chief Secretary will assist in gaining this

end. Otherwise it will not be possible to introduce the subject of gardening

extensively into the schools of Ireland. These gardi'iis would be of the greatest

service to the rural schools, not merely from the utilitarian point of view, but also

from that of true education, Nothing is better calculated to impart interest and

actuality to the object-lessons in the schools.

The question of the training of the teachers also needs consideration. Although

Ireland is an agricultural country, a school teacher is rarely -met who has any
taste for gardening or agriculture. Hence the work will have to be begun de novo,

and the foundations laid in the training colleges.

(iv) Rural Education. By George Fletcher,

It seems desirable to define as clearly as may be the nature of the reform

desired. It should be plainly understood that there is no desire to displace or

supersede the fundamentals of a general education. Indeed, it is less a question

of the introduction of a new subject into the curriculum than the infusion of a

new spirit into the system. So long have we continued to run in the academic

groove that prim;iry education seems to have become a thing somewhat remote

from the lives of those receiving it ; and this want of relation is the raoi'e marked
in the case of rural schools. The lesson in geography too often deals with a

forei<^n country while the pupil remains igcorant of his immediate neighbourhood.

His early steps in art are dogged by the acanthus-lear—although in this matter

we are 'mending bomewhat—while his problems in arithmetic suggest a Stock

Exchange rather than the countryside.

It may be adraitltd that the sole test of the fitness of any subject in the

curriculum is its value as an educational agent ; but it needs to be recognised

that the commonest things in one's everyday environment may be made to serve

an educational end. If every school in town and country possessed and utilised

freedom to make its surroundings a means of education the problem would be in

a fair way to solution. This, however, involves the introduction of the spirit to

which reference has been made, and this can only come through the teacher. The
problem then, as in so many cases, resolves itself into the question of the training
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of te&,clier8. In conuection with this, it is desirable to urge the value of carefully

arranged summer courses of instruction as a means of aflbrding supplementary

training of the type in view, for teachers.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

1. Discussion on Education in Ireland.

(i) Character and Educational Efficiency. By T. P. GiLL.

This author, while dealing with the general question in the title,"referred also to

the situation in Ireland, which is now at a moment of great significance for education.

A new university system is about to be organised, and the country is being called

on to take_^stock of her whole educational equipment and to consider the end to

which she wishes it to conduce. The situation is thus one of general as

well as particular interest. AVhat results does the country intend her educational

system to produce? By what means does she propose that the results are to be

produced ? How does she propose to assure herself that she is getting these results ?

In other words, what is to be the aim, the method, and the test of the educational

activity of the nation ? It is one of the most practical tasks of the hour in

Ireland to consider these questions, and the answers to them should be known
and undersjpod hy the teachers in every school—from the kindergarten to the uni-

versity—and, if possible, by every parent.

In connection with the aim of a national system of education it is desirable to

examine what is meant by educational efficiency. Efficiency must be considered

(1) from the individual and (2) from the social and national point of view. It must

be all-round efficiency, physical, mental, and moral—aspects closely related yet

distinct in themselves. It is the business of education to develop all-three. Again,

eificiency is the fitting of the individual {a) to pursue efficiently his calling in life,

his trade or profession, and (6) to be a good man and a good citizen. The profes-

sional, the bread-and-butter efficiency is necessary ; and not only is it necessary to

aim at it in connection with professional or technical education, but from an early

stage in general education it is essential that the pupil should be made to think of

what is to be his calling in life, and how he is best to prepare himself for it. This

object of education, however, must be pursued in such a way as not to eclipse the

)iigher end of producing the good man and the good citizen. On the contrary, it

must be realised that the practical efficiency itself is impaired in proportion as the

higher end is neglected or lost sight of. National and individual efficiency in

every country has suffered from this error. So has national and individual happi-

ness. Ireland must study to avoid this error.

In connection with methods and tests, the suitability of certain methods and

tests to produce the results aimed at must be considered. The influence of the

test on the method is sometimes so great that it is impossible to separate them.

For instance, the fact that a written examination was imposed by law as the sole

test has fatally governed the whole character of the Irish intermediate system for

nearly two generations. Tests and methods must vary with the things being dealt

with. Physical, mental, and moral things cannot be tested in the same way._ The

subject, the circumstances, and the end in view must always be borne in mind in

devising a test or a method. Moreover, in a test, in considering any one part, we
must provisionally examine the whole—see if all the parts are there and if the

proportions are right. In other words, the time-table, the very vital question of

the disposal of the pupil's time, must be taken into account. In a test we cannot

look at the individual pupil alone, we cannot judge the pupil apart from the system

and the teacher.

Educational tests may be considered under the three aspects, physical, mental,^

and moral. (1) Physical : in connection with the general bodily development of

the pupil, and the effects of bodily health and occupation upon intellectual
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efficiency and moral strengtli ; in connection with manual training ; and in

connection -with the question in its broadest sense of discipline, order, and
method. (2) Mental: the aim of producing a logically disciplined mind. The end
of testing here is to see that the observing and reasoning faculty is being rightly

trained ; that cram is avoided ; that observing, thinking, and correlating power is

being developed. (3) Moral : the test here should aim at ascertaining whether
the teachers have the right outlook and influence ; whether the pupil is being really

led on to know, admire, and love the right things ; to understand his duties, private

and public ; to. select true aims iu life; to develop a noble individuality. The
importance, in relation to his moral strength and general efficiency, of making the

pupil from an early stage think about his trade, profession, or career in life, and of

thus giving a personal and purpose-like character to his education.

How are these aims being followed or hindered in the Irish educational system
at the present time, and how far is it practicable, by improvements in the methods
of testing or other means, to get them followed more eliectively ? How far is the
work of the system in its diHerent branches, primary, intermediate, technical,

agricultural, university, susceptible of development in these directions under
existing machinery ?

(ii) The Correlation of Primary, Secondary, arid University Education
in Ireland. By Professor Benjamin Moore, M.A., D.Sc.

One of the greatest evils in the systems of education in Ireland is the lack of
co-ordination which everywhere exists. Instead of the three systems forming
one interdependent and harmonious whole, each is worked on a separate and
entirely independent plan, so arranged as to prevent one system giving assistance

or support to .the others.

The Board of National Education, which controls the national schools, has
entire jurisdiction over the primary sjstem, and in the past has neither sought nor
obtained the assistance of the Uuiversiities in the training of primary teacbers or

the supervision of work and examination.

The Intermediate Board, by means of the funds at its disposal, has attained

a similar autocratic and bureaucratic control over almost all the secondary or

intermediate schools of the country. This Intermediate Board is not in organic

relationship with either the National School sjstem on the one band or the

Universities on the other, and has disastrously isolated the whole secondary
educational system of Ireland.

The Universities have in tiie past taken no share in moulding and guiding
either the primary or the secondary education of the country, but have confined

themselves to training students for entrance to one of the so-called learned

professions. The whole nation has suffered from this narrow conception of the
educational work of a university ; and also the Universities themselves have
suflered, even in that portion of work they have been attemjjting, from the defective

preparation of their students at entrance.

The present time when ha])pily two new and modernly equipped universities

are coming into existence in Ireland, appears a suitable moment for considering
how these defects may best be removed.

It may almost be laid down as an axiom that, unless the new Universities

exercise a potent iulluence on the whole educational system from primary or

national schools upwards, they will fail in carrying out their true functions, and
of accomplishing the great revival in education which the Irish people have a right

10 expect, and do expect, from them. The fundamental changes which, it is urged,

are necessary in order to bring the three systems into accord and proper co-ordina-

tion may be briefly summarised as follows:

—

Primary or National Education.—The most essential change here is that

the training of the teachers should be placed largely under the control of the

Universities, or of a body on which the Universities are strongly represented.

The teacher in the primary school is the most important teacher in the country,

for he teaches the most preponderating class of the population, and that from which
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organically all other classes arise. lie does not require the special training of

the university professor or of the secondary school teacher, but he does require as

perfect a training as can possibly be given to him, and on lines peculiarly adapted to

his work. It is fundamentally important that this training should be given to

the primary teachers by the best intellects the country can afford, and at the

highest teacbiner centre in the country. There should hence, in every modern
university, be a Faculty of Education for tbe training of teachers ranking in honour

and standing with the older Faculties of Arts and Science. By intimate contact

and fellowship with other university students the primary school teacher will

gain appreciation of what true education is, and will, further, find a liberality of

thought and development whicli can never be attained in a purely technical

training college. The existing training colleges for teachers can be utilised for

supplying the technical portion of tbe instruction, but should form an integral

part of one or other of the Universities.

The nature of the instruction to be given in the national schools, the text-

books to be employed, and the nature of revision of work and examination of the

primary schools could also be best carried out under the control and influence of

the Universities, and the present system might readily be moditied to this end with
the aid of the present personnel. These are the more important changes required

in primary education in Ireland ; the provision of means whereby children of talent

and genius could be assisted to a secondary education is easy of arrangement.

Secondari/ Education.—The clnef thing required here is a liberal control by
the Universities, acting iu accord with the teachers of the secondary schools.

Nothing can be conceived more fatal to the secondary education of any country

than having all its schools cast in one mould and of one pattern.

This is the great evil that the intermediate system has brought about in tbe

secondary schools of Ireland. Instead of the liberal freedom which ought to

exist in the higher school^, and the power of the teachers to select books and
portions of subjects, to develop their own style of imparting knowledge, and of

arranging their pupils and disposing of their time according to their abilities and
mental trends, there exi.-ts the hidebound system of Intermediate Education and

the attempt to turn one boy out machine-made exactly like another. Why should

the same books be read and the same syllabuses followed in every secondary school

in Ireland, whether the teacher has sympathy and enthusiasm for them or whether

he detests them? What tire and love of learning can any teacher raise in his

boys under such a prison system ?

Instead of this let each university within its own sphere of influence recognise

secondary schools. Let each school so recognised draw up its own system of

work, with the approval and, if necessary, with the assistance of the university

authorities, and then let the university act as an external authority in sympathy
with the teachers, examining the work done and testing the pupils conjointly

with the teachers. The work of the university iu relation to the examining of

the secondary schools would to a considerable extent be that of the external

examiner in the university, the teacher himself acting as internal examiner to

see that ample justice was done to the pupil. The final examination of the

secondary school would then naturally become tbe matriculation examination of

the university, and the best system would have been arrived at for making this

entrance examination what it really ought to be, viz., a guarantee that the

matriculant had been so educated that he could with profit proceed to the work
of the university.

2. Discussion on Training in Teacliiyig,

(i) Bij Miss C. P. Tremain.

During recent years public interest in educational matters has greatly in-

creased. There is now a tendency to make the provision of the means of

education a national, county, or municipal charge, instead of relying on private

initiative,
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Logically tlie first step towards improvement in education would be to direct
attention to the better professional ti-ainiug of teachers. But school building?,
equipment, codes and curricula, examinations, and systems of scholarships have
received far more attention, and the necessity for teachers being specially prepared
for their work on intelligent, rational, and thoughtful lines has only lately been
realised. Primary school teachers, both men and women, secondary school
women teachers, and teachers of special technical subjects form the main body of
'trained' teachers, but even of these a large majority are still untrained. Only
a very small proportion of men actively engaged in secondary school teaching, or
in directing and inspecting primary and secondary school work hold a teachers'
diploma.

The training of teachers has three distinct st:iges:

—

(i) General Education in school, coUegs, or university, where the methods
of teaching employed have an important, if indirect, influence on future teachers.

(ii) Professional Training in training college or department, where the
course should include instruction in the theory and practice of education and in
school hygiene. The course should be largely determined by the previous general
education of the student rather than by his future woik ; it should be i/itensive

rather than extensive as regards time ; it is best pursued alone, not as in most
primary training colleges along with the general education. The short post-
graduate training fur intending secondary school teachers seems to give better
results than the longer course for intending primary school teachers who are
pursuing degree and training courses together.

The purpose in studying the theory of education is to induce a scientific habit
nf mind in approaching educational questions. Practice in education, which
includes the preparation and presentation of lessons by the student, the hearing
and reporting on lessons given by others, aims at developing and increasing skill

in teaching. The aim of training is not to produce finished and perfect teachers,
but rather ' aspiring ' and intelligent ones who will be able to adapt themselves
to, and learn from

(iii) the Rvpen'ence Stage 0/ Training, \n which the student passes into the
responsible class-room teacher. This has often been the sole training of suc-
cessful teachers, but the increasing complexity of life, the urgent need for clear
ideals on the ])art of experts to whom democratic educational bodies look for
guidance, as well as the needs of the taught, imperatively demand that future
teachers shall regard their woik from a professional standpoint. Those who
so regard their work will not feel that finality is reached when a teaching diploma
has been obtained, nor even when their pupils obtain brilliant examination
results.

Theory and practice should correct and supplement eacli other. This may
be attained through the work of students in demonstration schools and classes,

and still more by the active participation in school teaching of all members of
the training college stafi". I'he teaching should be under the most natural
conditions possible, and therefore series of lessons in the ordinary course are to
be preferred to criticism and the so-called ' Model' lessons.

Some problems in training which press for solution are

—

(a) How to adjust the claims of liberal and j^rofessional education—cf.

German and American normal colleges.—The special diificulties in primary
school teaching, which have caused a premium to be placed on the pupil teacher
system {e.g., unwieldy classes) are gradually disappearing, and many county
council schemes show a better way than this for preparing future "teachers.
Secondary schools are displacing pupil teacher centres and less actual practice in
teaching is required of a student before he enters a training college.

{&) How to obtain adequate school j^i'actice for those zrho have had no e.r-

perience as Pupil Teachers or Student Teachers.—A demonstration school I'ius
classes in schools of different scope and management would seem to afi'ord the
best practice. There are special difficulties due to local and other conditions in

obtaining adequate practice, Schools are soiiretimea afraid of admitting graduateij
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who teach under supervision to classes which are readily entrusted to untrained
teachers fresh from college.

The -work of supervisiug school practice must be individual, hence traiuing to
be efficient must necessarily he expensive. The trainer of teachers in addition
to good school e-xperience and progressive knowledge of educational principles
needs sympathetic insight in dealing with students.

(y) Hovj efficiently to test practical work in tcachinrj.—lleve. there has been
H great advance from the examination 'show 'lesson of earlier days. But it

would appear desirable to withhold the full certificate of ability to teach until the
young teacher has shown, after experience as a responsible teacher under suitable
conditions, his powers as teacher and governor. The executive powers of an
individual cannot be tested in the same way as his receptive and reflective
powers.

A special difficulty in training at present is that more has to be attempted in
the time than can be done efficiently. The secondary school, which is recognised
as taking part in the work of training teachers, would render valuable assistance
by directing more attention to the subjects which are necessary to every teacher
(e.y., the mother-tongue, drawing, clear enunciation, physical culture, etc!).

(ii) By CiiABLES MacGregor.

No system of training will ever produce finished teachers
; but every system

should send forth students with some knowledge of the principles and methods of
teaching, and with so much skill in practice as will bridge the gap between
experience and inexperience, and serve to lessen the diificulties of that first period
of responsible work which is often so profitless to the pupils and painful to
the teacher. The students should go forth knowing what has been thought and
done educationally in the past, knowing the best that is being thought and
done in the present, aware that education is in process of evolution, and full
of the desire to contribute to its advance.

1. Sound knowledge is the first essential for teaching of the right kind, and
any satisfactory system must be based on a sound general education, or must
provide for that. The ordinary school subjects of English, science, mathematics,
history, and geography should be re-studied with more maturity of mind, on
a higher intellectual plane, and in a more philosophical manner than is possible
in a secondary or preparatory school. Concentration of efi'ort should also bo
aimed at, and the subjects not spread over the whole course as in the Ecoles
Xormales, and in some of the German Seminars and of our own colleges.

2. The students must know not only the material they are to work with, but
also the material they are to work upon. They must go through a serious course
of psychology, not introspective psychology only, but experimental psychology,
and above all child-study. With the study of the mind must proceed the study
of the body, and this also must be thoroughly practical, under a competent
medical officer.

_
It might include a little anthropometry. xV third part of this

division should include a .short course in ethics, helping the students to the better
consideration of the problems of moral education. All this work—psychology,
hygiene, and ethics—must possess a vital connection with the students' work'^in
the schools.

3. To the knowledge of the materials students are to ui^e. and the knowledge
of the material they are to work on, must be added knowledge of the methods
by which these are to be connected and skill in their use. This involves
(a) history and science of education ; {b) stud7 of particular methods of teach-
ing school subjects

; and (c) practice in teaching. Needless to say these three
must be correlated ia the closest possible fashion. Detachment is disastrous.

(a) The history must be brought up to date, and include the work of Parker
and Dewey as well as that of Ilerbart or Kousseau. There should certain!

v

be also a course of lectures on educational systems of other countries, and at least
an introduction given to the vaUiftble stores'of material ip the Board of Education
Reports,
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{!/) In connection with the study of methods there should he a special school

at the Centre, where students may see methods and experiments which they are

not likely to see in the ordinary schools, (ft is a misfortune that onr City
schools are not used to some extent for experimental purposes. Some blind
experimentation goes on, but little conscious experiment towards a definite issue,

find no systematic examination and comparison of results. Joint-committees of

head-matters, school boards, training authoiities, and of the local inspectorate

could do valuable work in this direction.) Each student should be accustomed
to the idea of experiment in education, and each also should have to prepare a
thesis requiring observational, if not experimental, work.

(c) An eflective system of training, besides providing for such school-work as

will give reality to the studies already mentioned, must allow for an adequate
amount of practice in teaching. A student may have an excellent knowledge of
methods and yet make a poor use of them.

The period of training for non-university students should be three years, and
for university students four. The folh^wing is an outline of a suitable arrange-

ment of the professional work for the non-university students.

First Tear.—I'sychnlogy, experimental pr-ychology and child-study - 100 hours
;

hygiene = 40 hours ; ethics = :^0 to .'iO houi's ; two hours per week in the schools,

chiefly for observational and e.xperimental work correlated with these subjects.

Second Year.—History and science of education = 100 hours ; methods,
criticism, and demoustratrn lessons at the Centre = 60 hours; attendance at

schools two hours per wjek during the winter acd four during the summer
= 80 hours. At the beginning of the summer should be given out the subject

for a thesis, to be handed in at the end of the following winter.

Third Year.—About six hours per week of teaching practice, and at least a
fortnight's continuous teaching = 1-50 to 200 hours; work on thesis and oral on
same ; special .study for kindergarten, housewifery, or rural cotirses = 200 hours.

During the last two years great advance has been made in Scotland in the pro-

visions for the training of teachers. The country is divided into four provinces
with Centres at the four University towns. Tlie gathering of students into these

Centres where the}' can have the best educational facilities has been rendered
possible by the grant of use of the public .'chools for practice purposes, one of the

most valuable features of the nfw regime. There are courses of training for

elementary and for secondary school teachers, as well as for teachers of special

subjects (art, &c.). For the last two classes the period of training is one jear

;

for the first class, two years if they are not graduating and three if they are.

The two-year course is, in practice, a fairly crowded one of 1,800 hours, one-
third of which are given up to professional work—education, psychology, hygiene,
logic, ethics, methods, and teaching; the other two-thirds are for 'culture-

subjects'—science, niathem.itics, &c. The regulations, however, permit of the
omission of any subject of general edui'ation from the curiiculum. Of the time
for professional work, about 250 hours are allowed for the study of methods
and practice in teaching. This period is devoted to lectures and discussions on
methods, to demonstration and criticism les.9ons, and to properly supervised

practice in the schools It will be seen that the provisions go a considerable way
towards meeting the requirements set forth above.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

The following TJeporta and Papers were read :

—

1, Eeport on the Curricula of Secondary Schools,—See Reports, p. 526.
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2. Discussion on (a) A^ote-taking and Report'; on Work ; (6) Clear

/Speaking and Heading Aloud.

3. Discussion on Types of Education and their relative Values.

(i) Acquirement in Ediucation. By Dr. G. Archdall Reid.

Some parts of our bodies—the muscles of our limbs, for example—do not grow-

after birth unless they are used. Other parts—hair, teeth, and ears, for example-
develop fully if ouly they receive sufficient nourishmeut. All that is developed

under the sole stimulus of nutriment is termed inborn by biologists ; all that is

added under the stimulus of use is termed acquired. In this sense most of

the bulk of the human body is due to acquirement. Mind offers an exact

parallel to body. Some mental parts, the instincts, for example, develop in us

without the aid of experience, which is the term we use when speaking of the

mind. But everything we learu is acquired.

Tlie power or faculty by means of which we learn is termed memory. Memorj',

the faculty not its contents, is of two kinds, conscious and unconscious. The
conscious memory stores all experiences that can be recalled to mind, the things

we have seen, sounds we have heard, and so on. The function of the unconscious

memory is every whit as important. Thus ability to walk or read is due to

thousands of experiences stored and concentrated in our unconscious memories.

Intelligence and reason are not innate faculties. We learn them just as surely

as we learn to walk or read. They are acquired dexterities in thinking. They
depend on memory. Intelligence is that faculty by means of which we consciously

adapt means to ends. But we cannot consciously adapt means to ends unless

we have learned to do so. The caterpillar is not intelligent when he builds

his cocoon ; for he appeals only to that blind impulse which we term instinct,

and which is the very antithesis of intelligence. The man who builds a house

is intelligent because he utilises experience. Unlike the adult man, the new-
born baby is not intelligent, for he has no experience to which he can appeal.

He has only great capacity to learn to become intelligent. Eeason is merely

glorified intelligence. We have reason, unlike the lower animals, only because

our memories are vaster, and because we can learn to be very dextrous in using

their contents.

When we send a child to school, we design that he shall learn, not merely

knowledge more abstruse than that which he can pick up, like a savage, from the

ordinary experiences of life ; we intend, also, that he shall acquire right habits

of thought. These right habits are acquired mental dexterities. Just as some
children can acquire more knowledge and acquire it more quickly than others,

so some can learn greater dexterity iu thinking, and learn it more quickly than

others ; but one and all, the quick and the slow, the clever and the stupid,

must learn it by means of the memory. An idiot or imbecile is simply a person

with a defective memory. He cannot learn knowledge, or he cannot learn to use

it, or both.

If we wish to create great skill in thinking, we must create it, as we create

great knowledge, by continuing to train our pupils to the latest stage of develop-

ment over which we have control. Formerly little children were taught nothing

but knowledge ; now we have invented the kindergarten and the object-lesson.

Even the mental training of older boys and girls is improved. But the training

of university and college students remains much as it was a hundred years ago.

They are still crammed with facts and little more than facts.

The best educational subjects are those which at the same time supply useful

knowledge and exercise the thinking faculty. "What is useful knowledge ?

Obviously one condition of its usefulness is that it shall be remembered. The
things that we remember are either very impressive things or those which link

up with our subsequent experiences, so that we are frequently reminded of them
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Much that school or college teacli—for example, the kind of zoologf aud botany
taught to medical students—does not link up Avith the experiences of the sub-
sequent career, and therefore is forgotten as soon as may be, and consequently is

useless.

There is a persistent and growing demand for the substitution of scientific for

classical study. Unfortunately all that is meant in many instances by scientific

teaching is mere science teaching—the mere cramming of pupils with scientific

facts without regard to the likelihood of their being remembered, and without
care being taken that they are used as materials of thought. It is possible,

however, to choose scientific data which link up with the experiences of subse-
quent life, because they give a deeper and clearer meaning to them ; because they
help to unify the world the mind creat-es, and therefore furnish ideal materials
for acquiring intellectual dexterity. Only after scientific subjects are scientifically

taught shall we be able to demonstrate to the world that the teaching of science
is, as it actually is, the best means of creating intelligence.

(ii) Influence of Mental Values of Types of Edncalion.

By Professor E. P. Culverwell, F.T.C.D.

"While the application of psychology to the practice of education has doubtless

heen of great service, there is a dangerous tendency not only to investigate but to

decide questions of curriculum and method on purely psychological grounds. The
chief object of this paper is to show that this claim is invalid, and that even our
limited knowledge of physiology can give us help in criticising psychological

arguments.

The psychological discussion of a question may be as exhaustive as possible,

and yet may omit the determining fiictor ; for psychology can never be a science

complete in itself. This follows from the fact that changes in mental states may
be due to physiological changes which have no mental counterpart

—

e.g., the
whole mental outlook may be changed by a dreamless sleep.

Whether mental conditions are wholly determined when the physiological

conditions are given is unknown
;
yet the following assumptions may be generally

accepted :

—

1

.

There is no mental change without a corresponding passage of energy
from one region of the brain to another;

2. To every difference in mental action there corresponds a difference in the

mode of this passage of energy,

.'i. Whenever a mental state is revived there is some revival of the corre-

sponding passage of energy. In particular we may assume that if the
whole mental state is vividly revived, then the original nervous action

is closely repeated ; if the revival is but faint or pnrtial, then the
corresponding nervous disturbance or oscillation is faint or partial

compared with the original one.

These assumptions can be applied to a destructive criticism of the psychological
argument against the theory of formal education. It follows from them that
there is a marked physiological difference between what we commonly speak of as

superficial thought on the one hand and deep thinking on the other, and that
experience alone can exonerate the method of interest from the charge of pro-
ducing superficial rather than deep thinking.

For consider the difference between concrete aud abstract thought. Concrete
thinking, if mere recollection, implies the revival in its natural form of the
]ierve disturbance which originally passed. It also includes a comparison of
two ideas in regard to a common element which is strong in both. Tfiis is a less

complicated operation than to compare them in regard to an element which is

weak in both. In the former case the excitation follows the natural path—what
we may describe as the path of least natural resistance. In the latter case,

however, the excitation has to be of a very special character: it must be so
arranged as not to excite the more vigorous—and therefore, as we should suppose,
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the more easily excited nervous oscillations—and yet it must excite the less

vis-orous ones. If the thinking be very abstract

—

e.g., the deduction of a common
principle underlying many sense experiences which were not simultaneously

received—then it is evident that the stimulation must be of a very specialised

kind. The great majority of mankind is unable to stimulate the brain in this

way. Instead of keeping so many different brain oscillations simultaneously

excited, the nervous energy flows along the path of least natural resistance, and
some vigorous element in one of the many images to be compared excludes the

other ideas altogether.

The Herbartian argument against formal education, as well as such
psychological and physiological arguments as those of Professor Bagley in bis
' Educative Process,' fall to the ground when examined in connection with the

physiological point of view.

It is well to observe that the ordinary man has little power of abstract

reasoning. With most men the nervous energy follows the path of natural least

resistance, except so far as they are trained. Inconsistent ideas lie side by side

in our minds; we can only direct the energy along the natural path. In other

words, we take things at their face value. If we had more practice in com-
paring ideas which lie far apart in our minds (the comparison of which has
therefore but little immediate interest), we might see i-Av more deeply tban we do.

Thus we have no « priori right to expect that an education which follows the

path of interest will be the best for producing the highest kind of organisation

of which a given brain is capable. With some brains no doubt it will. With
others it may lead to superficialit}-.

An instance of the excessive tendency to do away with formal reasoning is to

be found in the amount of geometrical construction and example now usual

before the principles of true demonstration are entered on.

4. Discussion on Experimental Studies in Education.

(i) Experimental Studies in Education. By Professor J. A. Green, M.A.

The grand method of German educational philosophers has held sway long

enough to bring the theory of education into some disrepute. The educator is

dealing with facts both stubborn and complex. Unless we are to postulate

anarchy for one corner of the luiiverse, there are, underlying these facts, uni-

formities of sequence and co-existence which it is the aim of educational research

to lay bare.

Teaching is essentially a synthetic process. Like the farmer, the teacher may
be said to prepare his ground, sow his seed, and look for a return. But the

scientific farmer recognises varieties of soil and adapts his measures to them.

His training embraces the study of agricultural chemistry, though it is a long

way from tlie test-tube and balance to the plough. At the same time, he does

not forget that agriculture is finally au aflair of the field and of the weather.

Should not education as a subject of University study be approached in a

similar way ? Abstract investigations of a scientific and quantitative kind should

be possible. These would consist in part, at least, of exercises with individual pupils

with the object of a more exact determination of the mental processes of children

under instruction. The results arrived at would then be applied to the conditions

of the school. The two sides of the work are commonly divorced to the detri-

ment of both. The practising school becDmes the demonstration ground of an
a priori philosophy, and the laboratory loses sight of the fact that pupils are

something more than ideational types.

The teacher as such is not primarily a researcher, nor should he be. lie

wants the result of research in a usable form, and the University Department of

Education should be organised with a view to provide them. Some examples of

what is being done abroad will indicate po«sibilitie.=! for such a department uu one

side of its work.
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' Observation' as the foundation of teaching practice has received much atten-
tion. By using pictures, Stern found that what children see depends more on
inner factors than upon the pictures themselves. Up to seven, children take
in only isolated objects; about eight, they begin to notice action; at ten, time,
space, and other abstract relations begin to appeal to them ; and, last of all, they
notice the characteristic qualities of individual things. Kerschensteiner's researches
into the development of children's drawing powers are an interesting confirmation
of these results. The accuracy of children's observing powers, the influence of
suggestion upon them, their educability, Sec, are points of importance at which
Binet, Lobsieu, Weumann, and others have worked, Meumann comes to a con-
clusion which reads like a paradox— ' From the general notion to the particular
application is tbe true order of mental development, and not vice versa.' Waise-
manu's investigation into the sensory approach to ideas of number shows the
difficulties underlying concrete teaching. He finds tbat the special grouping of
dots is a better avenue than varieties of things, the form, colour, &c., of which
distract.

Children's associations have been investigated, and much light has been thrown
upon the workings of their minds under school influences by Ziehen, Meumann,
AVinteler, Schuyten, and others.

The memory of pupils at school has been tbe subject of much inquiry. On
the side of acquisition, it is found to grow steadily during school age, reaching its

approximate maximum just at the point where elementary school training breaks
otf (Meumann). The value of the additional year in the higher primary school
is thus not a mere time function. The acquisitive power of memory develops
more rapidly under formal training than under the ordinary influence of the
school (Van Biervliet).

The importiince oi a fuller knowledge of individual difierences in children will
hardly be questioned, and various suggestions have be^n made for the objective
determination of relative capacity. Kraepilin's attempt to express a man in
figures, as a steam-engine is expressed in horse-power, though objectionable from
many points of view, is a bold attempt to sum up the quantitative study of mental
phenomena— attention, grasp, productivity, fatigue-resistance, educability, reten-
tiveness, &c. Binet's work upon intelligence approaches the same problem from a
different though highly suggestive standpoint.

Laboratories have already been instituted in Antwerp, St. Petersburg, Leipsic,
Milan, and Buda Pesth for experimental inquiry into the problems which confront
the teacher.

(ii) Scientific Method in the Study of Education.^
By Profe.ssor J. J. Findlay, M.A., Ph.D., and P. Sandiford, M.Sc.

In the paper presented at York, Mr. P'indlay confined his attention to experi-
mental studies in school teadiing, and indicated the lines on which he and others
were at work in Demonstration Schools,- associated with Departments of Education
or training colleges. The time now seems ripe for a wider review of methods for

tlie improvement of education which, in a broad sense, may be described as ' experi-
mental' or ' scientific' : experiments in teaching form only one section of a laro'e

field which is being tentatively worked in many parts of the world.
1. A first group consists of investigations which do not directly raise questions

of education at all, but are concerned solely with the physical powers of childhoods
and iheir development ; they are really questions of physiology and hygiene a
branch of anthropometry. To these may be added inquiries into feedina:, clothing,
sleep, &c. It must be borne in mind that while such inquiries are invaluable as
material for educational proposals, they are not of themselves directly of service,

' A sequel to a paper read at the York Meeting of the British Association. Vid.e
Transactions, 1906, p. 793. '

'.

' Some of the results of the work in Manchester, as well as an account of the
methods employed, are to be found in The Demonstration School Record, No. 1
(The University Press, Manchester, 1908).
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and tlie interpretations put upon them are often wide of the mark ; for the school
is asocial organisation which has to do its work under complex social conditions.

2. Allied to the above may be placed investigations into school appliances, and
the physical conditions under which children live while at school. Tliis ia a
Lranch of public sanitation, rather than dlstitietively a matter for pedagogics.

3. The third group is concerned with the organs of sense, eyesight, heaiing,
&c. ; and we are slill in regions where the physiologist and the physician are at

home, rather than the teacher. Their results need to be handed over for the use
of schools, but the methods and processes of research are not a distinctive concern
for the teacher.

4. A fourth group carries us forward to experimental psychology, to research
in which the methods of the pyschological laboratory are applied to the features

of the growing organism as distinguished from the adult.

A large mass of very suggestive research has been undertaken, of which the
work on ' Fatigue' may be talsen as typical. The most recent results show the
grave ditiiculties encountered in endeavouring to interpret physical conditions in
terms of mind (see Ellis and Snipe, ' Amer. Journ. Psychology,' 1903, p. 2-j2).

Experimental psychology, when the subjects of an experiment are children,
undoubtedly would appear to have a close bearing upon the problem of the
teacher, and a good deal of the work undertaken in Germany under the title of
' Experimentelle Piidagogik' (see Schwarz in ' School Keview,' Chicago, January
to September 1907) shows that many investigators would desire to see stations

for research in genetic psychology established as part of the eijuipment of Depart-
ments of Education.

It would appear, however, as if the methods of the psychological laboratory
are too specialised, and too remote from the positive functions of the school, to be
introduced as part of the pedagogical equipment of a university. Rather one
would say that such a laboratory ought to be at hand wherever advanced work in
the study of education is set on foot ; and the psychologist ought to be asked to
pay special attention to genetic studies in view of the practical importance of any
results which. he may reach. It is certain that if the laboratory can arrive at new
conceptions of the mental life of the young, these results will land an immense
field for application in the teaching profession.

5. Uf an entirely diflerent order are the numberless investigations conducted
under the name of Child-study, especially m America by Stanley Hall and Earl
Barnes, and more recently in Germany by Kerch ensteiner and others. Here the
investigator deals with experience, with mental ' content ' in ideas and feelings, or
output in expression, rather than with mental qualities or faculties. These investi-

gations, when conducted with real scientific ability, have greatly influenced the
schools, for the teacher's business is directly concerned with the child's output:
the fundamental difficulty felt by the psychologist as to the nature of mind process
ia largely avoided when attention is confined to achievement.

(J. All the above groups are conducted on well-recognised lines of control
experiments, with quantitative measurements. But they only biiug us to the
threshold of the school ; experiments which touch directly the business of the
teacher encounter several difficulties— (I) they need a long p"eriodof time for their
completion

; (2) disturbing and qualifying factors are always presented, and cannot
easily be reckoned with

;
(;i) methods lor estimating results have scarcely as yet

been seriously considered. Such methods must obviously vary for each branch
of instruction or s hool management. Both in selection of the material of a
curriculum, in methods of teaching, and in the corporate life of school a o-reat

amount of experimental vsork is being undertaken, but it can seldom hope to be
placed on the same footing as regards exactness such as is attained in the earlier

groups. Further, such work can seldom be undertaken without some a priori
bias of general principles as to the underlying aim and function of the school.

It is, however, in this group that the proper business of a Department of
Education centres : and it is here that the scientihc attitude is most urgently
needed by demonstrators and instructors. Material, Method, Corporate Lite—each
of these three sections—can be treated from the standpoint of scientific method.
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One of tlie pressing problems for investigation is to consider principles oil wlilcll

results can be tested : bere we sbould refer to a remarkable inquiry conducted in
^Vmerican cities by Dr. Rice.^ Our English examining bodies collect every year
a large mass of material which could be utilised to capital advantage for research,
if means were at hand.

8. This leads us to a final group which takes the student outside the school
walls: the administration and control of educational institutions. Here we hare
a field in which the methods of political science offer the model.

This cursor}- sketch serves to indicate the vast field that lies before the teaching
profession when (he time comes for tlie teacher to be trained on lines which
demand an approach to scientific method. There are some signs that the Govern-
ment, which controls so intimately the training of teachers, is beginning to realise

its responsibility to take the lead in this work, by affording means to universities

and training colleges to make a beginning: the Education Bill of 190G contained
a clause on behalf of Demonstration Schools. But a fully equipped Department
of Education in a university would be at least as costly to maintain as a medical
school. It may be worth while for this Association to set on foot some means
for collecting information as to the extent to which work is being attempted
(either in Departments of Education or in schools) of a quality that can make
pretensions to be regarded as scientific.

5. Report on Changes affecting Secondary Education.—See Reports, p. 525.

' Publiahed in TIte Furiivi, from January 1901 to January 1902.
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EVENING DISCOURSES.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

Halleijs Comet. Bij Professor H. H. Turner, D.Sc, F.R.S.

The British Association is to meet next year at AVinnipeg. Before it reassembles

on this side of the Atlantic in 1910 we may expect to haye seen Halley's Comet,

which^last appeared in 1835, and is calculated to return to perihelion in April

1910. The comet will not be so striking an object as Donati's in 1858 ; but it is

the most famous of all comets for two reasons :

—

(a) Its long sequence of appearances at intervals of about seventy-five years,

which have now been verified (by Messrs. Cowell and Crommelin, of the Royal

Observatory, Greenwich) back to 240 B.C.

(6) The" circumstances under which it became associated with the name of

Halley, who in|1705 first realised its periodic returns and predicted that of 1759.

Halley's discovery of the periodicity followed naturally from the great work of

Newton on gravitation, which first suggested the character of the movements of

comets.fjNewton's ' Priucipia ' was presented to the Royal Society in 1686. Only

twenty years earlier, in the very first number of the ' Philosophical Transactions,'

we find anV'attempt by a certain Monsieur Auzout to predict the motion of the

comet of 1664. And he claims this as a ' design, which never yet was undertaken

by any Astronomer ; all the World having been hitherto perswaded, that the

motions of Comets were so irregular, that they could not be reduced to any Laws.'

M, Auzout, however, got no further than the suggestion that the orbit lay iu

a plane ; and in'a later paper he extends his method to the comet of 1665.

What is not understood is apt to be disquieting and even terrifying, and

comets had been in olden times, and were still, at that date, regarded as causing

pestilence and war. Milton writes in ' Paradise Lost,' Book II. 708 :—

like a comet burn'd

That fires the length of Ophiuchus huge

In th' Arctic sky, and from his horrid hair

Shakes pestilence and war.

' Paradise Lost ' was finished in 1665, and these words have been supposed to

refer to the very comets of 1664 and 1665 considered by M. Auzout, which were

held responsible for the Butch War and the Great Plague of London. But

Milton was by that time blind and did not see these comets. He probably had in

his mind, at any rate iu addition, the much larger comet of 1618, which he

had seen as a bov of ten, and which had a tail 104° long, and was actually in

Ophiuchus, as suggested in the passage quoted. The great Thirty Years' War was

attributed to this comet (see Evelyn's ' Diiry ').
, , .

In the few centuries elapsed since Milton the world has forgotten ita

1908. 3 p
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superstitious dread of comets, which are now (a) much more familiar and (b) much
belter understood.

(a) They are more familiar through the developmeut of the telescope and
increase of assiduity in searching for them. Half a dozen are found every year,
and It would be difficult to identify their malign influences. Some are found
quite by accident, as when Mr. Holmes in 1892 turned his telescope to look at the
nebula in Andromeda and found a comet ; or when IVofessor Barnard found the
I'aint trail of a comet on one of his photographic plates. Others spring into view
almost suddenly, so brigbt as to be seen by several observers simultaneously.
Others, again, are found by most patient searching. Tlie great mHJority are never
seen by the naked eye, but can readily be photographed. Such photographs show
beautiful structure in the tail, which always points away from tbe sun, as if blown
by a current of wind outwards from tbe sun. It seerns probable that the light
emitted by the sun acts much as a current of air would, and by its pressure drives
away the lighter particles to form the tail.

(6) They became better understood from the moment when Newton
announced the great law of gravitation. It was at once suggested tliat comets
might move in orbits round the sun under his attraction. The orbits were
clearly not circular like those of the planets, but Newton's work pointed to long
ellipses or parabolas as alternative forms. Halley, the devoted disciple of
Newton, on being appointed Savilian Professor of Geometry at Oxford in 1704
set about the task of computing the orbits of as many comets as had been well
enough observed, and in his famous paper, ' A-'-tronomiaj CometicjE Synopsis,'

^

gives computed elements of twenty-four comets, from 1337 to ICUH. This
involved almost incredible labour, and is in itself a title to fame. But, as
often happens in scientitic work, the most imporlant outcome was unexpected.
Three of the orbits were so nearly the same as to suggest a recurrence of the
tame comet. The elements were approximately as follows :
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question, ' What curve will a particle describe if attracted to a centre by the

force of gravitation ? ' He journeyed specially to Cambridge to ask this question
;

and never has a more niomentous journey of an Oxford man to Cambridge

been taken. Newton was able to reply, to Halley's delight, ' An ellipse.' He
had solved the problem some time before, and then tossed it aside as solved

—

so carelessly that he could uot find the solution. But he sent another solution to

Halley later, with much other new knowledge, which developed with extraordhiary

rapidity into the ' Principia.' When this was presented to the Royal Society they

had no funds to publish it ; but Halley, though then a poor man, had been formerly

a rich one, and retained the rich man's contempt for financial difficulties. He pub-

lished the ' Principia ' at his own expense, showing the same enthusiasm which

was capable of taking him all over the world as captain of his own ship to try

and solve the longitude problem, and later of gluing him to his chair to com-

pute cometary orbits with unprecedented labour. It was a tremendous epoch in

scientific history ; and the smallest details relating to it are of interest. Fresh

light was thrown upon it some years ago by the rediscovery of an autograph

letter from Newton to Hooke dated November 28, 1679. Hooke claimed that ue

had himself been the first to announce the solution of the question above men-

tioned, put by Halley to Newton, and asserted that Newton had in the first

instance supposed that an attracted body would move in a spiral to the centre,

and that he (Hooke) had first told Newton that the curve would be an ellipse.

The letter recently discovered and now in the possession of Trinity College,

Cambridge, is the actual letter wherein Newton draws a spiral curve ; but it

also makes it clear that he was at the moment, considering a totally different

problem, viz., what would be the path relative to the rotating earth (not the orbit

in space) of a falling body. This most interesting letter therefore bridges a gap in

a most important episode.

Halley's Comet returned, as he had predicted, ' about 1758 '—really in 1759,_

a little later than his rough date. The delay was due to the perturbing action of

the planets, and had been anticipated by calculation; so that Halley's prediction,

in making which such perturbations had been expressly recognised, was the more

completely verified. The comet went round once again and reappeared in

1835 ; and now we are eagerly awaiting the next return in 1910. Calculations

of the circumstances of return have meantime been chiefly made by foreign

astronomers, but in the last year or two Messrs. Crommelin and Cowell, of the

Royal Observatory at Greenwich, have done splendid work of this kind. Mr.

Cowell has suggested a method of work which greatly shortens the calculations,

and, with the able assistance of Mr. Crommelin, mistakes in other calculations

have been rectified, and a prediction made which should be close to the truth.

The comet will be brightest in May 1910, but a search will be made for it much

. earlier; indeed the search was commenced last autumn, though without success.

It will be renewed this autumn, when success is more probable, and the comet

when found will be followed along its orbit with the greatest interest by many

telescopes.
, , • <,

But although England until recently left to others the exact calculation ot

modern returns, a fine piece of work on the past history of the comet is due to an

Englishman, Mr. J. R. Hind. lu 1849 he examined old records, especially the

Chinese annals, and collected accounts of remarkable comets which could fairly be

identified with Halley's.^

The following is his list :

—

Probable Early Returns of Halley's Comet (Bind).

A.D. 1456 1145 837 530 218

1378 1066 760 451 141

1301 y8<J 684 373 66 A.D

1223 912 608 295 13 B.C.

The comet of 1066 is represented on the Bayeux tapestry, and was held

• Monthly Notices R.A.8., vol. x. p. 51.

3p3
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responsible for the conquest of England. Ilalley, who was delighted that au
Englishman should be first to recognise the periodical character of the comet,
would no doubt have been deeply interested by this curious association with an
important epoch in our history had he been led to suspect it.

The verification of these dates, rendered probable by Hind, has been nobly
carried out by the Englishmen above mentioned, Messrs. Cowell and Crommelin.
(Mr. Crommelin is an Irishman, but an assembly of the British Association in
Dublin takes no note of such details.) Mr. Crommelin wrote to the present
ecturer on July 28 :

—

' We have now carried back Halley's Comet to B.C. 87 (August) with certainty
(oue revolution earlier than Hind's list), and with fair probability to B.C. 240 (May).
Before this observations are completely wanting. Hind is one and a half vears
too late for his 603 (a.d.) return (it really was C07 March), but all his earlier
returns are right up to the beginning of his list ( — 11= B.C. 12). We find
1910 April 12-9 for the next passage, but are going over the work again by a new
method.'

This date makes the comet at its brightest, to our earthly view, in May 1910.
In that month there will be a total eclipse of the sun, visible in Tasmania, and the
most glorious view of the comet obtainable at this return will probably be that
accorded to those in Tasmania during totality. (Does this signify an extension of
the national associations of the comet to our colonies?)

The year 19l0 is also the tercent(!nary of the first use of the telescope by
Galileo. We are reminded how much we owe to astronomical work in the three
centuries since elapsed. Not merely are wo no longer terrified by comets ; our
whole conception of the majmitude aud meaning of the universe has been changed.
Much of what we have gained we owe to H alley, who showed that comets were
no strange monsters, but members of our family (solar) circle ; and, far more than
this, elicited the ' Principia' from Newton. When we see Halley's Comet let us
think with reverence of this great Englishman and his work.

MONDA Y, SEPTEMBER

The Colorado Canyon. By Professor W. M. Davis.

The Grand Canyon of the Colorado, in the plateau of Northern Arizona, is not
only impressive as an exhibition of normal erosion in a dry climate, but is even
more instructive in presenting a natural geological section in its walls from which
one may learn of several periods in the past, during each of which the amount of
erosion accomplished was vastly greater than that required in the excavation of
the canyon. The plateau is built of a heavy series of horizontal palaeozoic strata
which rest partly on a body of crystalline schists, partly on a series of east-dippiug
strata. If one imagine the horizontal strata to be" removed, an even surface
truncating the crystaliine rocks and the inclined series is seen. This is evidently
the result of widespread erosion by Avhich the former upward extension of the
inclined series aud its crystalline foundation were reduced from their original
extension. Restoring the lost mass and imagining it turned so as to place the
inclined series in a horizontal position, these strata may be stripped off, revealing
the remarkably even fioor of their crystalline foundation. This floor is also
evidently the work of erosion of a formerly greater crystalline mass which may
well have once had a mountainous height above what now remains. Further
backward in time the history of the rock structures has not yet been traced. The
reduction of the ancient crystalline mountains to an even surface must have
required a vastly longer time than the erosion of the Grand Canyon, for the erosion
of the canyon represents only the good beginning of a cycle of "erosion, while the
reduction of the ancient mountains to a plain represents the essential completion
of a cycle of erosion. The deposition of a heavy series of strata, some 10,000 feet
thick, upon the crystalline floor represents another period of time vastly longer
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than that required fur the erosion of the caiiyou. The tilthig of the cfyatalliue

foundation and its heavy stratified cover and the erosion of the tilted mass to a

plain that truncates its two parts required a third vast period of time. The
deposition of the horizontal plateau series, 3,000 feet or naore in thickness, required

a fourth vast period of time.

A first view of the region would suggest that the erosion of the canyon
followed the deposition of the plateau series and the uplift of the total mass ; but

an examination of the area to the north and east shows the retreating escarp-

ments of overlying series of Mesozoic strata, which seem once to have stretched

over the whole plateau area with a thickness of several thousand feet. Their

deposition required a fifth vast period of time, and their removal a sixth vast

period, and only then was the region uplifted to its present altitude and the

erosion of the canyon begun.
At first sight of the huge canj^on one is disposed to think that its erosion

must have occupied an enormously long chapter of geological time. The chapter

was certainly long if measured in years ; but if rated on a geological scale it

appears to be much shorter than any one of the six chapters into which the

geological history of the region is naturally divided. Huge as the canyon is, it is

appropriately regarded as a young geographical feature ; its magnitude indicates

a precocious development rather than a venerable antiquity. Ileally venerable

features are in the buried plains of erosion revealed in the canyon walls.
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by exposure to London atmosphere,

by E. Wilson, 827.

Ammonia from atmospheric nitrogen,

the production of, by means of

peat, by Dr. H. C. Woltereek, 675.

Amoebae, cultures of, by Dr. J. W. W.
Stephens, 741.

Amphioxus, the gastriculation and forma-

tion of layers in, by Prof. E. W.
MacBride, 739.

Amyloid, Prof. A. Kossel on, 878.

Anaspides, the anatomy and development

of, G. W. Smith on, 302.

Andeeson (Prof. R. J.), the maxilla and
palatine in the mammaUa, 744.

the epiphyses of long bones (chiefly

in sauropsids), 745.

Anberson (Dr. Tempest) on the collec-

tion of pliotographs of geological interest,

245.

on the fossiliferous drift deposits

at Kirmington, Lincolnshire, d;c., 296.

the soufri^re of St. Vincent : the

changes subsequent to the eruption

of 1902, 706.

Anglesey, the composition and origin of
the crystalline rocks of, third report on,

283.

Animal and vegetable cells, the action of

acid and alkali on the growth and
division of, by Prof. B. l\looro and
Dr. H. E. lloaf, 883.

Anthropological photographs, report on
the collection of, 419.

Anthropological Section, Address by
Prof. W. Ridgeway to the, 832.

Anthropological work in Egypt, by
Prof. G. Eliot Smith, 849.

Anthropology, Notes and Queries in,

interim report on the jyreparation of a
new edition of. 342.

Anthropometric investigation in the British

Isles, report on, 351.

Aj)palachian mountain system, the
physiographic subdivisions of the,

and their effects upon settlement and
history, by Prof. W. M. Davis, 761.

Aqueducts of Rome in classical times, the
four principal, by Dr. T. Ashby, 860.

Arbee (E. a. Newell) on the structure

of fossil plants, 493.

and H. H. Thomas, the structure

of Sigillaria scutellata, Brongu, 915.

Arc spectra, polar lines in, by Dr. W. G.

Duffield, 638.

*Arc spectra of metals under pressure,

photographs of, by Dr. W. CJ. Duffield,

036.

ArchcBologicala7idethnographical researches

in Crete, report on, 344.

A rchcBological and ethnological researches

in Sardinifi, report on, 350.

Archibald (D.) on the investigation of
the upper atmosphere by means of kites,

59.

Armstrong (E. C. R.), a leather shield

found in co. Longford, 854,

Aemsteong (Prof. H. E.) on dynamic
isomerism, 112.

on studies most suitable for elemen-

tary schools, 495.

on elementary experimental science.

601.— on changes affecting secondary
education, 525.

on the curricula of secondary schools.

526.
* the outlook : a grand experiment

in education, 927.

Arnold-Bemrose (H. H.) on the micro-

scopical structure of the Derbj'shire

hmestones, 702.

Aromatic hydrazines, the action of

halogens upon, by Dr. F. D. Chatta-

way, 662.

Aromatic nitroamines and allied sub-

stances, the tramformation of, and its

relation to substitution in benzene

derivatives, report on, 115.

Artemis Orthia, the sanctuary of, at

Sparta, the excavations at, by M. S.

Thompson, 859.

Arum spadicos, the electrical phenomena
and metabolism of, report on, 463.

Ashby (Dr. T.) on excavations on Roman
sites in Britain, 342.

on archceological and ethnological

researches in Sardinia, 350.

on the collection of photographs of
anthropological interest, 419.

• excavations at Caerwent, Mon-
mouthsliire, on the site of Vonta
Silurum, in 1907-08, 857.

the four principal aqueducts of

the city of Rome in classical times,

860.

fAsHWOETH (Dr. J. H.), giant nerve

colls and fibres, 736.

*Assimilatiou, the time factor in, by
J. M. F. Drummond, 908.

AsTLEY (Rev. H. J. D.), cup- and ring-

markings, 862.

*Asymmetrical character of whirlwinds,

P. Durandin on the, 644.

Asymptotic expansions of Bessel func-

tions, the, by Dr. J. W. Nicholson, 595.

Atmosphere, the upper, investigation of, by
means of kites, seventh report on, 59.

, , difference of temj)erature in,

between equatorial and polar regions,

by L. Teisserenc de Bort, 641.

, , investigations on the elec-

trical state of tlie, by W. Makower,
Margaret AVlute, and E. Marsden, 627.

Atmospheric density in storms, chansoa
of, by J. I, Craig, 644.
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Atoxyl and allied compounds, in vivo

and vitro, the action of, by Dr. M.

Nierenstein, 742.

AuDBN (Dr. G. A.) on registering and

classifying megaliihic remains in the

British Isles, 341.

on the collection of 'photographs of

anthropological interest, 419.

AUDEN (Dr. H. A.) on registering and

classifying megalithic remaitis in the

British Isles, 341.

AvEBUBY (Lord) on the age of stone

circles, 400.

Avehury excavations, 1908, the, hy H.

St. 0. Gray, 401.

Ayeton (Prof. W. E.) on practical elec-

trical standards, 31.

P particles emitted by radium, the

number and absorption of the, W.
Makower on, COL

Bacteria, the death-rate of, under the

action of disinfectants, by Miss H.

Chick, 901.

BAKEK(JuUan L.) and H. F. E. Hulton,
the action of the enzymes of malt on

ungerminated cereals, 670.

and F. E. Day, the preparation of

pure maltose, 671.

Balfour (H.) on the age of stone circles,

400.

on the kike village at Glastonbury,

414.

on the collection of photographs of
anthropological interest, 419.

Ball (Sir Robert), a generalised instru-

ment, 602.

linear vector functions, 611.
' BaUons-sondes ' ascents, the Man-

chester, W. A. Harwood on, 642.

' Ballons-sondes ' ascents in the British

Isles, July 27-Aug. 1, 1908, the results

of the, by J. S. Dines, 642.

*Balls (W. L.), the mechanism of

mitosis, 904.
* the natural crossing of the cotton

plant, 904.

Baeceoet (J.) on the 'metabolic balance

sheet ' of the individual tissues, 436.

on the effect of climate upon health

and disease, 442.

Barley growing and selection in Ireland,

by H. Hunter, 807.

*Baelow (Wm.) and Prof. W. J. Pope,

the structure of the open chain hydro-

carbons, 667.

Bastable (Prof. C. F.), the financial

side of Irish land purchase, 786.

Bateman (H.) on conformal trans-

formations of a space of four dimen-

sions and their application to geo-

metrical optics, 637,

Bateman (H.), a suggestion with regard

to the meaning of valency, 634.

the dynamics of chemical action

and the meaning of valency, 667.

Bateson (Prof. W.), the appUcation

of the MendeUan theory to practical

problems, 806.

Bathee (Dr. F. A.) on the compilation

of an index gencrum et specierum

animaliiim, 297.

Beasley (H. C.) on the fauna and , tiara

of the Trias of the, British Ides,

269.—— report on trades of invertebrates,

casts of plants, d-c, and markings of

uncertain origin from the Lower Keuper,

Part L, 269.

Ben Nevis, meteorological observations on,

report on, 58.

Bcnsonites fusiformis, sp. nov., a fossil

associated with Stauropteris burnt-

islandica, P. Bertrand, Mrs. D. H.

Scott on, and on tho sporangia of the

latter, 915.

Benzyl sulphoxide : a possible example

of tautomerism, by Dr. J. A. Smythe,

661.

Beenacchi (L. C), results of some

physical observations taken on tho

National Antarctic expedition, 1902-

1904, 645.

a journey into the primeval forests

of tropical Peru, 709,

Bessel functions, the further tabulation

of, report on, 58.—— the asymptotic oxpansioni? of,

by Dr. J. W. Nicholson, 595.

Bevan (Rev. J. O.) on the work of the

Corresponding Societies Committee, 536.

Bidder (G. P.) on the occupation of a

table at the zoological station at Naples,

297.

BiNGLEY (G.) on the collection of phcto-

j

graphs of geological interest, 245.

Birket el" Qui'un, Fayum province of

Egypt, a biological expedition to the,

by Dr. W. A. Cunnington and C. L.

Boulenger, 732.

Blackman (Dr. F. F.) on marsh vegeta-

tion, 492.

Address to the Botanical Section,

884.
* photo-chemical action in tho

test-tube and the leaf, 904.

* and Miss Noea Daewin, the

death-rate of cells of higher plants in

fatal conditions, 902.

Blaie (R.), education under a local

authority, 927.

Blood-stains, the biological method
of differentiating, by Prof. E. J.

McWeeney, 882.

Body metaholism in cancer, refort on,

489,
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Boiling-point of sulphur, the efiFect of
|

pressure on the, by Dr. J. A. Harker 1

and F. P. Sexton, 621.
i

Bolton (H.) on a section of the lower
coal measures at Emerald Pit, Dun-
gannon, 698.

* contemporaneous erosion in the
lower series of coal measures of the

Bristol coal-field, 713.

Bone (Prof.) ow gaseous explosions, 308.

Bonn (Dr. M. J.), the psychological
aspect of agrarian reform in Ireland,

795.

BoNNEY (Dr. T. G.) on seiamological

investigations, 60.

on the erratic blocks of the British

Isles, 242.

on the collection of photographs of
geological interest, 245.

on the oscillaliorts of the level of the

land in the Mediterranean basin, 308.

BoSANQUET (Prof. R. C.) on excavations

on Roman sites in Britain, 342.——
• on archceological and ethncgraphical

researches in Crete, 344.

on archcejlogicnl and ethnological

researches in Sardinia, 350.

BosE (Prof. J. C), the mechanical and
electrical response of plants, 903.

Botanical photographs, report on the

registration of, 911.

Botanical Section, Address by Dr. F. F.

Blackman to the, 884.

BoTTOMLEY (Dr. J. T.) on practical

electrical standards, 31.

BouLENGEB (C. L. ) and Dr. W. A.
CuNNiNGTON, a biological expedition
to the Birket el Qurun, Fayum pro-

vince of Egypt, 732.

BouLENGER (G. A.) on the abuse of the
rule of priority in zoological nomen-
clature, and on protecting well-

estabhshed names, 735.

Bourne (Prof. G. G.) on the fauna of the

lakes of Central Tasmania, 302.

on experiments on the development of
the frog. 304.

BousFiELD (Sir Wm.) on change^ affecting

secondary education, 525.

Boys (C. Vernon) on the investigation of
the upper atmosphere by means of kites,

59.

on seismological investigations, 60.

Brabrook (Sir Edward) on excavations
on Roman sites in Britain, 342.

an anthropometric investigation in
the British Isles, 351.

on the conditions of health essential

to the carrying on of the work of in-

struction in schools, 458.
on the 'work 'of the Corresponding

Societies Committee, 536.
•Brazihn and haematoxylin, by R. Robin-

son, 661.

Breakages, the study of, by W. Rosen-
hain, 826.

Breeding and the relation of modem
theories of heredity to the problems of

the stock-raiser, discussion on, 806.

Breinl (Dr. A.) and E. Hindle, the
morphology of Piroplasma canis, 742.

and J. E. S. Moore, the hfe-liistory

of trypanosomes in relation to the

diseases they produce, 743.

Bristol coal-field, contemporaneous
erosion in the lower series of coal

measures of the, by H. Bolton, 713.

British Association storm of 1908, some
particulars of the, by Dr. W. N. Shaw,
647.

British birds, the feeding habits of, an
inquiry into, by C. G. Hewitt, 734.

Briiiish stone circles, who built them ? by
J. Gray, 856.

Brodie (Prof. T. J.) on the 'metabolic

bnlance sheet ' of the individual tissiies,

436.

Brodeick (Harold) on the occurrence of

(so-called) cave pearls, 704.——
- on casts of dinosaurian footprints

in the lower oohto at Whitby, 707.

the Marble Arch caves in co. Fer-

managh, 770.

Brooks (J. Graham), social aspects of

agricultural co-operation, 794.

Brown (Prof. A. Crum) on meteorological

cbservations on Ben Nevis, 58.

Brown (Prof. Adrian), the selective per-

meability of certain seeds, 675.

Brown (Dr. H. T.) on the work of the

Corresponding Societies Committee, 536.

Brown (John), an improved dry Daniell

pile, 623.
• and M. F. FitzGerald, experiments

on rotating discs, 830.

BrtjCE (Col. Sir D.) on the effect of climate

upon health and disease. 442.

Bruce (Dr. W. S.) on the exploration of
Prince Charles Foreland, Spitsbergen,

306.

scientific results of the voyage of the
' Scotia,' 764.

Brunton (Sir Lauder) on the effect of
climate upon health and disease, 442.

Bryce (Dr. Grcorge), the northern mound-
builders of North America, 851.

BuisT (Major H. J. M.) on anthropometric

investigation in the British Isles, 351.

BuLLEiD (A.) on the lake village at

Glastonbury, 414.

Buebury (S. H.) on the law of equi-

partition of energy between correlated

variables, 598.

BuROWiN (Mrs. E. M.), special schools for

the physically defective and mentally
deficient, 929.

BuHSTALL (Prof.) on gaseous explosions,

308.
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Burton (F. M.) on the erratic blocks of (he

British Isles, 242.

Butcher (Dr. S. H.) 07i changes affecting

secondary education, 525.

Butterflies, South American, some of the
chief mimetic combinations among, by
J. C. Moulton, 734.

Butterflies of North America, mimicry
in the, by Prof. E. B. Poulton, 734.

Butterfly, the African swallow-tail, as

an example of mimicry. Prof. E. B.
Poulton on, 734.

Caerleon, Monmouthshire, excavations
at, by H. G. Evelyn-White, 858.

Caerwent, excavations at, in 1907-08, by
Dr. T. Ashby, 857.

Caerwent, the Roman site at, report on the

plant remains found on, by A. H. Lyell,

343.

Callendab (Prof. H. L.) on -practical

electrical standards, 31.

on gaseous explosions, 308.—— the deviation of actual gasesfrom the

ideal state, 334.

Cambrian rocks of Gomley, Shropshire,

some excavations in the, 1907, by E. S.

Cobbold, 231.

Campbell (J. R.), agricultural education,
804.

Campbell (Dr. S. G.) on the effect of
climate upon health and disease, 442.

Camphor, the preparation of, from tur-

pentine oil, by Dr. C. Weizmann, 661.

Canada, the northward expansion of, by
W. L. Grant, 765.

Cancer, body metabolism in, report on, 489.

Cannan (Prof. Edwin), the economic
ideal and its apphcation to countries
or nations, 789.

Captive balloon, the, at the Howard Estate

kite station, by J. E. Petavel, 59.

Carbohydrates of the snowdrop leaf, the,

and their bearing on the first sugar of

photosynthesis, by John Parkin, 907.

Carbon dioxide, the solubihty of, in

water, the influence of colloids and
colloid suspensions on, by Dr. A.
Findlay, 667.

Carcinoma, a, occurring in mice, the
action of two sera on, by C. E. Walker,
882.

Carpenter (Prof. G. H.) on detailed

natural history surveys of restricted

areas, 650.

on some Arctic and Antarctic
collembola, 733.

some Irish experiments on warble-
flies, 807.

Carr (Prof. J. W.) on the fossiliferous

drift deposits at Kirminglon, Lincoln-

shire. d;c., 296.

Carruthers (R. G.) and H. B. Muff, the
lower palaeozoic rocks around Killary

Harbour, co. Galway, and co. Mayo,
699.

Carter (Rev. W. Lower) on the fossili-

ferous drift deposits at Kirmington,

\

Lincolnshire, d:c., 296.

Cartography of the counties of England
and AVales, H. G. Fordham on the,

\
768.

Castlepook Cave, near Doneraile, co.

Cork, R. J. Ussher, H. J. Seymour,
E. T. Newton, and R. F. Scharfl' on,

697.

Cathcart (Dr. E. P.), the relationship

of the pyloric to the fundic part of the
stomach, 879.

Cave (C. J. P.), theodolite observations

of balloons penetrating the isothermal
layer, 598.

Cave pearls (so-called), the occurrence of,

H. Brodrick on, 704.

Cells of higher plants in fatal condi-

tions, the death-rate of, by Miss Nora
Darwin and Dr. Blackman, 902.

Cerebral locaUsation in the prosimiae,

the interpretation of the results

obtained from the study of, by Profs.

W. H. Wilson and G. E. Smith, 875.

Ceylon pearl banks, a recent visit to the,

by Prof. W. A. Herdman, 738.

Character and educational efiiciency,

by T. P. GiU, 933.

Charnwood rocks, the microscopical and
chemical composition of, interim report

on, 705.

Chattaway (Dr. F. D.), the action of

halogens upon aromatic hydrazines,

662.

some reactions of dichloro urea, 663.

Chemical action, the dynamics of, and
the meaning of valency, by H. Bate-
man, 667.

Chemical change, the nature of, dis-

cussion on, 665.

Chemical Section, Address by Prof.

F. S. Kipping to the, 649.

CmcK (Miss Harriette), the death-rate

of bacteria under the action of dis-

infectants, 901.

Chinese earthquakes, a catalogue of, by
Shinobu Hirota, 82.

Chisholm (G. G.) on the exploration of
Prince Charles Foreland, Spitsbergen,

306.

Chree (Dr.) on magnetic observations at

Falmouth Observatory, 55.

Clarke (Miss L. J.) on studies most
suitable for elementary schools, 495.

school gardens, 931.

Clear speaking and reading aloud,

discussion on, 939.

Clerk (Dugald) on gaseous explosions,

•^308.
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Clerk (Dugald), AJdrosS to tho Engineer-

ing Section, 809.

Climate, the effect of, upon health and
disease, report on, 442.

oiu', ia it changing ? by Sir

J. W. Moore, 623.

CiJNCii (George) on the classification of

the megalitliic and analogous pre-

liistoric remains of Great Britain and
Ireland, 862.

Close (Major C. F. ) on the measurement

of a further portion of the geodetic arc of
meridiannorth ofLalceTanganyika,5Q.

Coal measures, the lower, at Emerald
Pit, Dungannon, H. Bolton on a
section of, 698.

CoATES (H.) on the collection of photo-

graphs of geological interest, 245.

CoBBOLD (E. 8.) on some excavations in

the Cambrian rocks of Comley, Shrop-

. shire, 1907, 231.

Coffey (George), the distribution of gold

lunulcB, 854.

the survival of La Tenc ornament
in some Celtic penannular brooches,
8.-)4.

on the Tara brooch, 854.

CoKEK (Prof.), 071 gaseovs explosions, 308.

Cole (Prof. G. A. J.), the geology of the

Dublin district, 097.

probable cretaceous and eainozoic

outliers of the coast of co. Kerry, 697.

the laterite and bauxite zone of

Xorth-east Ireland, 699.

Irish soil maps, 804.

Collembola, some Arctic and Antarctic,

Prof. CJ. H. Carpenter on, 733.

CoLLiNGWOOD (Fleet-Surgeon G. T.) on
anthropometric investigation in the

British Isles, 351.

Colloid chemistry, bij JI. li. Procter, 201.

Colloids and colloid suspensions, the
influence of, on the solubility of

carbon dioxide in water, by Dr. A.
Eindlay, 667.

Colorado canyon, the, by Prof. W. M.
Davis, 948.

Colour-blindness and colour-perception,

by Dr. R W. Edridge-Grcen, 876.

Colour changes in flowers produced by
controlling insolation, by C-ol. H. E.

Rawson, 902.

*Colours of animals, a method of regis-

tering, by Major Barrett Hamilton,
808.

Complementary theorem, the, bj' Prof.

J. C. Fields, 599.

Conditions of health essential to the

carrying on of the work of instruction

in schools, report on the, 458.

Conformal transformations of a space
of four dimensionfl and their applica-
tion to geometrioal optics, H. Bateman
on, 627.

Conservative systems of prescribed trn-

jcctories, by Prof. E. O. Lovett, 614.

*CoNWAY (Prof. A. A\'.), applications of

quaternions to problems in physical
optics, 627.

*—— distribution of electricity on a
moving sphere, 029.

Cooper (Miss A. J.) on the conditions

of health essential to the carrying on of
the work of instruction in schools, 458.

—— on studies most suitablefor elementary
schools, 495.

CoPEM-tN (Dr. S. M.) on body metabolism
in cancer, 489.

Cartridge, pre-Boman and ludural history

remains at, report of ivork on, 1907-08,

343.

Correlated variables, the law of equi-

partition of energy between, 8. H.
Burbury on, 598.

Correlation of primary, secondary, and
imiversity education in Ireland, Prof.

B. Moore on the. 934.

Corresponding Societies Committee :

—

Jteport, 536.

Conference at Dublin, 538.

List of Corresponding Societies, 552.

Papers published by Corresponding
Societies, 557.

CoRSTOEPHiNE (Dr. G.) on topographical

and geological terms tised locally in

South Africa, 291.

Cortie (Rev. A. L.) on the possible

existence of steam in the regions of

sun-spots, 639.

*Cotton plant, tlie natural crossing of

the, by W. L. Balls, 904.

CovvAP (M. Dalton), Dr. L. Mond, and
Dr. H. HiRTZ on a volatile compound
of cobalt with carbon monoxide, 665.

Craio (.1. T.), changes of atmospheric
density in storms, 644.

Craik (Sir Henry) on changes affecting

secondary education, 525.

Cranium, certain changes in the lateral

wall of the, due to muscular develop-

ment, Prof. J. Symington on, 855.

Creak (Capt. E. W.) on magnetic observa-

tions at Falmouth Observatory, 55.
• on investigations in the Indian

Ocean, 305.

Cretaceous and eainozoic outliers, prob-
able, off the coast of co. Kerry, by
Prof. G. A. J. Cole, 697.

Crete, archceological and ethnographical re-

searches in, report on, 344.

Critical sections in the palaeozoic rocks of
Wales and the West of England, report

on the excavation of, 231.

Crook (C. V.) on the collection of photo-

graphs of geological interest, 245.

Crookb (W.),Rajput8 and Mahratta8,850.

Crosslet (Prof. A. W.) o» th6 study of
hydro-aromatic substances, 221
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Crystalline rocks of Aivjlesey, the comixi-

sition and origm of the, third report on,

283.

CuLVERWELL (Prof. E. P.), influence of

mental values of types of education,

940.

Cunningham (Lt.-Col. A.), factorisation

of the A.P.F. of N = (2/"Tl), C15.
\

Cunningham (Prof. D. J.) 07i the prepara-

tion of a neio edition of Notes and
Queries in Anthropology, 342.

on anthropometric investigations

in the British Isles, 351.

CuNNiNGTON (Dr. W. A.) and C. L.

BouLENGEE, a biological expedition

to the Birket el Qurun, Fayum
province of Egypt, 732.

Cup- and ring-markings, by Rev. H. J.

D. Astley, 862.

CuRRELLY (C. T.), a sequence of Egyptian
stone implements, 848.

•Currents in the upper air of Egypt and
the Sudan, observations of, by Capt.

H. G. Lyons, G44.

Curricula of secondary schools, report on
the, 526.

Cutlery industry, industrial revolution

in the, by G. I. H. Lloyd, 792.

Cycads, South African, second interim

report on, and on ivelwilschia, 494.

Dalby (Prof.)-o?i gaseous explosions, 308.

Daniell (G. F. ) on the curricula of
secondary schools, 526.

on the sequence of studies in the

science section of the curriciiliun, 526.

Daniell pile, an improved dry, by John
Brown, 623.

Darwin (Dr. Francis), Presidential Ad-
dress, 3.

D.iRwiN (Sir George) on the measurement

of a further portion of the geodetic arc of
meridian iwrth of Lake Tanganyika, 56.

on seismological investigations, 60.

Darwin (H.) on seismological investiga-

tions, 60.

D.iuwiN (Major L.) on seismological

investigations, 60.

Darwin (Miss Nora) and Dr. Black-
man, the death-rat of cells of higher

plants in fata,l conditions, 902.

Davey (Henry), the advisability of

restocking haunts whence fauna and
flora have disai^peared, 550.

Davies (Benjamin) and Sir Oliver
Lodge on the measurement of large

inductances containing iron, 620.

Davis (Prof. W. M. ), glacial ero.sion

in North Wales, 705.

the physiographical subdivisions

of the Appalachian mountain system,
and their effects upon settlement and
Ijistory, 761.

Davis (Prof. W. M.), the Colorado canyon,
948.

Dawiuns (Prof. W. Boyd) on the age of
stone circles, 400.

on the lake village at Glastonhun/,

414.

the derivation of sand and clay

from granite, 705.

Day (F. E.) and J. L. Baker, the
' preparation of pure maltose, 071.

Deaths under anaesthetics, the prevention
of, by Dr. F. W. Hewitt, 872.

*Deccan basalt, the occurrencs of native
iron in. Prof. J. Joly on, 703.

Dendrosoma radians, the structure of.

Prof. S. J. Hickson and J. T. Wads-
worth on, 744.

Dendy (Prof. A.) on the occupation of a
table at the marine laboratory, Ply-
mouth, 304.

Density of liquids at low temperatures,
the, by Dr. J. Timmermans, 668.

Depopulation of Ireland, the, by R. H.
Murray, 788.

Derb3'shiro limestones, the microscopical
structure of the, by Dr. H. H. Arnold-
Bemrose, 702.

Descii (Dr. C. H.) on dynamic isomerism,
112.

Dewar (Prof. Sir J.) on wave-length
' tables of the spectra of the elements, 119.
*

• the rate of production of helium
from radium, 602.

*
• anticipations and experiments on

the liquefaction of helium, 673.

Diaposematism, or the interchange of

characters between distasteful forms.
Dr. F. A. Dixey on, 733.

Dichloro urea, some reactions of, by
Dr. F. D. Chattaway. 663.

Dicotyledons, the origin of, by W. C.

Woi-sdell, 911.

Digestive enzymes of invertebrates, the,

by Dr. H. E. Roaf, 746.

Dines (J. S.), the results of the 'ballons-
sondes ' ascents in the British Isles,

July 27-Aug. 1, 1908, 642.

Dines (W. H. ) on the investigation of the

upper atmosphere by yneans of kites, 59.

Dinlca laws and customs, a collection of,

E. Sidney Hartland on, 850.

Dinosaurian footprints in the lower ooUte
at Whitby, on casts of, by H. Brodrick,
707.

Discussions :

—

on the isothermal layer of the atmo-
sphere, 591.

*on gaseous explosions, 595.
on the theory of wave- motion, 605.
*on the nature of chemical change, f>65.

on problems of fermentation, (i7 1.

*on peat, 676.

on mountain building, 708. j

on determination of sox, 738,
'

'
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Discusaions:—
*on instruction in universities as a

preparation for commerce and busi-

ness life, 796.

*on breeding and the relation of modern
theories of heredity to the problems

of the stock raiser, 806.

on mental and muscular fatigue, 873.

*on instruction of school teachers in

physiology and hygiene, 878.

on education in relation to rural life,

930.

on education in Ireland, 933.

on training in teaching, 935.

*on (o) note-taking and reports on
work ; (6) clear speaking and read-

ing aloud, 939.

on types of education and their

relative values, 939.

on experimental studies in education,

941.

DiVEES (Dr. E.) on the study of hydro-

aromntic substances, 221.

Divided object - glass telescope, a new
form of, by Sir Howard Grubb, 603.

DiXEY (Dr. F. A.) on diaposematism,
or the interchange of characters

between distasteful forms, 733.

Dixon (Prof. A. C), an elementary

discussion of Schliifli's double-six, 616.
• on the logarithmic case in linear

differential equations, 617.

Dixon (Prof. A. F.) on anthropometric

invesligatioH in the British Isles, 3.51.

the significance of the so-called

accessory dental masses sometimes

found in the upper jawbones, 856.

Dixon (Prof. H. B.) on gaseous explosions,

308.

Dixon (Prof. H. H.), the influence of

living cells on the transpiration current,

901.

DoBBiE (Dr. J. J.) on dynamic iso-

merism, 112.

DoBELL (C. C.) on his occupation of the

table at the zoological station at

Naples, 298.

Dolomite crystals from Algeria, the

chemical composition and optical

characters of, by Dr. A. Hutchinson,

701.

DoNCASTER (L.) on determination of sex,

738.

Dopplerite from Sluggan bog, co. Antrim,

by R. Welch, 708.

DowsoN (J. Emerson), producer gas, 825.

Deoop (J. P. ), neolithic culture in North
Greece, 858.

*Drummond (J. M. F.), the time factor

in assimilation, 908.

DtrcKWORTH (Dr. W. L. H.) o?i archaeo-

logical and ethnological researches in

Sardinia, 350.

Ductless glands, report on the, 440.

DuFFiELD (Dr. W. G.), photographs of
arc spectra of metals under pressure,

636.

polar linos in arc spectra, 638.

*DuNHABi (Dr. Carroll), agricultural edu-
cation for business and for knowledge,
805.

*DuRANDiN (Paul) on the asymmetrical
character of whirlwinds, 644.

Du ToiT (A.) on topographical and
geological terms used locally in South
Africa, 291.

DwERRYHOUSE (Dr. A. R.) on the erratic

blocks of the British Isles, 242.

on the fossiliferous drift deposits at

Kirmington, Lincolnshire, &c., 296.

Dynamic isomerism, report on, 112.

Dynamic isomerism of oxymethylene
camphor derivatives, the, by- Prof.

W. J. Pope and John Read, 661.

DvsoN (Prof. F. W.) on meteorological

observations on Ben Nevis, 58.

systematic motion of the stars, 604.

Earth movements, recent, within tlie

basin of the Laurentian lakes, by Prof.

W. H. Hobbs, 707.

Earthquakes, Chinese, a catalogue of, by
Shinobu Hirota, 82.

large, the duration and direction of,

by Dr. J. Milne, 706.

and great waves in distant places,

the possible connection between. Rev.
H. V. Gill on, 647.

Echelon spectroscope, secondary etfects

in the, by H. Stansfield, 636.

Economic and statistical investigation

in agriculture, by W. G. iS. Adams, 796.

Economic ideal, the, and its application

to countries or nations, by Prof. E.

Cannan, 789.

Economic Science and Statistics, Address
to Section of, by W. M. Acworth, 773.

Economic survey of the United Kingdom,
proposals for an, by H. W. Macrosty,
791.

Edgeworth (Prof. F. M.) on certain

peculiarities of small duties on imports
and exports, 786.

Edkidc.e-Geeen (Dr. F. W.), colour-

blindness and colour-perception, 876.

Education in Ireland, discussion on, 933.

Education in relation to rural life,

discussion on, 930.

Education under a local authority, by
R. Blair, 927.

Educational opportunities of local scien-

tific societies, the, by Prof. H. A. Miers,

540.

Educational Section, Address by Prof.

L. C. MiaU to the, 917.

Eggar (W. D.) on the curricula of

secondary schools, 526.
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EgoAH (W. D.) on the sequence ofstudies in

the science section of the curriculum, 520.

Egypt, anthropological work ia, by
Prof. G. Elliot Smith, 849.

the petrography of, Dr. W. F.

Hume on, 700.

Eo'yptian stone implements, a sequence

of, by C. T. Currelly, 848. I

Electric spark, further experiments on
the constitution of the, by T. Royds,

637.

Electrical meosurements, experiments for

improving the construction of practical

standards for, report on, 31.

Electrical phenomena and metabolism of
Arum spadices, report on the, 4(53.

Electrical response to stimulation, a

propagated, the occurrence in certain

vegetable tissues of, by 3Iiss Kemp, 470.

Electricity, distribution of, on a moving
sphere, by Prof. A. W. Conway, 029.

Electricity in agriculture, by Sir 0. Lodge,

804.

Elsctroanalytical separation of metals,

the rapid, a demonstration ou, by Dr.

H. J. S. Sand, G73.

Electro-deposition of metals, studies on
the, by W. E. Hughes and Dr. F. M. 1

Perkin, 674. I

Electrolytic hydrogen, the velocity of the
i

reducing action of, on ai'senioiis and
arsenic acids when liberated from the

|

surface of difi'eront elements, W. '

Thomson on, 647.

Electromagnetic fields, general, the ex-

tension of optical ideas to. Prof. E. T.

Whittaker on, 629.

Elementary experimental science, report

on, 5i>l

Elementary schools, studies most suitable

for, report on, 495.

Elliptic functions, the genesis of, by
R. RusseO, 601.

Ellison (Dr. F. 0"B.), isolation of a

physiologically active substance from
peptone, 879.

Endosperm, the morphology of. Prof.

H. H. W. Pearson on, 914.

Engineering Section, Address by Dugald
Clerk to the, 809.

English agriculturists, the productivity

of, by Prof. J. Wilson, 795.

Enzymes of malt, the action of the, on
ungerrainated cereals, by J. L. Baker
and H. F. E. Hulton, 670.

Epiphyses, the, of long bones (chiefly in

sauropsids), by Prof. R. J. Anderson,
745.

Equatorials, clock-driving mechanism of,

by Sir Howard Grubb, 829.

Erratic blocks of the British Isles, report

on the, 242.

Ether stress of gravitation, Prof. F.

Purser ou the, 613.

Ethnographical a)id archaeological re-

searches in Crete, report on, 344.

Ethnological and archaeological researches

in Sardinia, report on, 350.

EvANi (Dr. A. J.) on archaeological and
ethnographical researches in Crete, 344.

on the age of stone circles, 400.

on the lake village at Glastonbury,

414.

Evans (Sir J.) on archaeological and
ethnographical researches in Crete, 344.

EvELYN-WinTE (H. G.), excavations at

Caerleon, Monmouthshire, 858.

*E\VART (Prof. J. Cossar), wild ancestors

of the domestic horse, 738.

EwiNG (Prof. J. A.) on seismological

investigation's, 60.

Experimental breeding farms, by W.
Heape, 806.

Experimental studies in education, dis-

cussion ou, 941.

by Prof. J. A. Green, 941.

Factorisation of the A.P.F. of N = (.«/" T 1),

by Lt.-Col. A. Cunningham, 615.

Fallaize (E. N.) on the preparation of
a new edition of Notes and Queries

in Anthropology, 342.

on anthropometric investigation in

the British Isles, 351.

on the collection of photographs of
anthropological interest, 419.

Falmouth Observatory, report on magnetic

observations at, 55.

Farmer (Prof. J. B.) on the electrical

phenomena and metabolism of Ai-um
spadices, 463.

on the sequence of plant remains in

certain peat deposits, 493.

Fatigue, by Wm. McDougall, 479.— by Prof. T. H. aniroy, 873.

mental, some aspects of, by H. S.

Lawson, 874.

mental and muscular, discussion on,

873.

Fauna and flora of
graphical notes on

A. R. Norwood, 277.

Fauna and flora of
British Isles, sixth report on the, 209.

Fauna of the lakes of Central Tasmania,
report on the, 302.

Fuunal succession in the carboniferous

limestone (Avonian) of the British Isles,

report of the Committee to enable Dr.

A. Vawjhan to continue his researches

on the, 267.

Fearnsides (W. G.) on the excavation

of critical sections in the palaeozoic

rocks of Wales and the West of England,

231.

the tourmaline rocks of Cwm
Dwythwc, near Llanberis, 704.

the Trias, biblio-

the, 1826-76, by

the Trias of the
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Feediug habits of British biids, an
inquiry into the, by C. G. Hewitt, 734.

Fermentation, problems of, discussion

on, 674.

alcohoHcj the factors which influ-

ence the rate of, by Dr. A. Slator, 674.

Fields (Prof. J. C.), the complementary
theorem, 599.

FiLON (Dr. L. N. G.) on thefurther tabula-

tion of Besselfunctions, 58.

FiNDLAY (Dr. Alex.), the influence of

coUoids and colloid suspensions on the

solubihty of carbon dioxide in water,

667.

FiNDLAY (Prof. J. J.) on the curricula of
secondary schools, 526.

and P. Sandiford, scientific

method in the study of education, 942.

Fishes, the evolution of, by Dr. A. Smith
Woodward, 740.

FitzGerald (Maurice F.) and John
Brown, experiments on rotating discs,

830.

FiTZPATRicK (Rev. T. C.) on practical

electrical standards, 31.

Fleming (Prof. J. A.) on practical

electrical standards, 31.

Fletcher (George) on studies most

suitable for elementary schools, 495.

rural education, 932.

Flight, the laws of, by F. W. Lanchester,

827.

Flora and fauna of the Trias, bibliographi-

cal notes on the, 1826-76, by A. R.

Horwood, 277.

Flora and fauna of the Trias of the

British Isles, sixth report on the, 269.

Fluctuating functions, Sir W. R. Hamil-

ton's, Dr. E. W. Hobson on, 597.

Foley (Rt. Rev. Dr.), the problem of

rural education in Irish primary
schools, 932.

Forbes (Major W. L.) on the exploration

of Prince Charles Foreland, Spits-

bergen, 306.

FordHAM (H. G.) on the cartography of

the counties of England and Wales,

768.

FoRSTER (Dr. M. 0.) on dynamic iso-

merism, 112.

on the study of hydro-aromatic

substances, 221.

Fossil plants, the structure of, report on,

493.

Fossil reptile with a trunk, a, from the

Upper Karroo rocks of Cape Colony,

Prof. H. G. Seeley on, 713.

Fossil reptiUa classed as Cynodontia and
Gomphodontia, distinctions in den-

tition between the, by Prof. H. G.

Seeley, 714.

Fossiliferous drift deposits at Kirmingion,
Lincolnshire, d'C, interim report on

the, 296.

Foster (Prof. G. Carey) on practical ckC'
trical standards, 31.

jFox (F. Douglas), general urban and
inter-urban transportation and railless

electric traction, 830.

Fox (W. L.) on magnetic observations at

Falmouth Observatory, 55.

Francke (Prof. E.), international agree-

ments on labour legislation, 790.

Franks (Sir Kendal) on the effect of
climate upon health and disease, 442.

*Fraser (Prof. Alex.), points connected
with the vertebrate aHmentary canal,

more particularly in that of the
liigher mammalia, 744.

* the development and a'dult form of

the human brain, 856.

Frog, the, experiments on the development

of, report on, 304.

Furlong (Rev. George), unique experi-

ences at the birth of a volcano, 770.

Gardiner (C. I.) and Prof. S. H. Rey-
nolds, the igneous and associated

sedimentary rocks of the Tourmakeady
district, co. Mayo, 699.

Gardiner (J. Stanley) on investigations

in the Indian Ocean, 305.

Garson (Dr. J. G.) on the age of stone.

circles, 400.

on the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 536.

Garwood (Prof. E. J.) on the collection

of photographs ofgeological interest, 245.

Oases, actual, the deviation of, from the

ideal slate, by Prof. H. L. Callendar,

334.

Gaseous explosions, fast report on, 308.
* discussion on, 595.

Gastro-intestinal ganglionic nervous sys-

tem, the, by Sir James Grant, 878.

Geikie (Prof. J.) on the collection of
photographs of geological interest, 245.

GeneraUsed instrument, a, by Sir Robert
Ball, 602.

Genese (Prof. R. W.) on the analysis

of projection, 632.

Geodetic arc of meridian north of Lake
Tanganyika, report on the measurement

of a further portion of the, 56.

Geographical Section, Address by Major
H. Hills to the, 748.

Geological and topographical terms used
locally in South Africa, report on the

precise signin'cance of, 291.

Geological photographs, sixteenth report

on the collection of, 245
Geological Section, Address by Prof.

J. Joly to the, 677.

Geology of the Dublin district, the, by
Prof. G. A. J. Cole, 697.

•f
Giant nerve cells and fibres, by Dr. J. H.
Ashworth, 736.
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GlhBS (Prof. Wolcott) on icave-lenglh

tables of the spectra of the elements, 119.

Gibson (Prof. R. J. H.) on the sequence of
plant remains in certain peat deposits,

493.

Gii.L (Sir David) on the measurement of a

I

further portion of the geodetic arc of
meridian north of Lake Tanganyika, 56.

071 the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 536.

Gill (Rev. H. V.) on the possible con-

nection between earthquakes and great

waves in distant places, 647.

Gill (T. P.), character and educational
eflBciency, 933.

Glacial erosion in North Wales, by
Prof. W. M. Davis, 705.

Glastonbury, the lake village at, tenth

report on, 414.

Glazebrook (Dr. R. T.) on practical

electrical standards, 31.

on magnetic observations at Falmouth
Observatory, 53.

071 the investigation of the upper
atmosphere by means of kites, 59.

• on seismological investigations, 60.

on the photometric standard of the
National Physical Laboratory, 623.

*Glomerular secretion of the kidneys,

certain factors in the, by Prof. A. B.

Macallum, 871.

GoDMAN (F. Du Cane) on the zoology of
the Sandwich Islands, 301.

*Oold coinage in circulation in the United
Kingdom, interim report on the amount
of, 789.

GOLDIE (Sir G. T.) on the measurement

of a further portion of the geodetic arc of
meridian north of Lake Tanganyika, 56.

GoMME (G. L.) on registering and classi-

fying megalithic remains in the British

'isles, 341.

on anthropometric investigation in

the British Isles, 351.

GoTCH (Prof. Francis) on the ' metabolic

balance-sheet ' of the individual tissues,

436.
— on the electrical phenomena and

metabolism o/" Arum spadices, 463.
* on certain features of retinal photo-

electro phenomena, 876.

Grabham (Dr. M. C), the physics of high
altitudes in relation to climate and
health, 871.

Graham (G. W.), well-water supply of

the North-eastern Sudan, 712.

Grant (Sir James), the gastro-intes-

tinal ganglionic nervous system, 878.

Grant (W. L.), the northward expansion
of Canada, 766.

Gravitation, the ether stress of, Prof. F.

Purser on, 613.

Gray (Dr. H. B.) on the curricula of
secondary schools, 526.

1908.

Gelay (H. St. George), the Avelury exca-

vations, 1908, 401.

on the lake village at Olastonhury,
414.

Gray (J.) on anthropometric investiga-

tion in the British Isles, 351.

who built the British stone circles ?

856.

Gray (M. H.) on seismological investiga-

tions, 60.

Gray (W.) on the collection of photo-

graphs of geological interest, 245.

Green (Prof. J. A.), experimental
studies in education, 941.

Green (Rev. W. S.), Ireland : her coasts
and rivers, 762.

Greenly (E.) on the crystalline rocks of
Anglesey, 283.

Gregory (Professor J. W.) on Dr. A.
Vaughan's researches on the faunal
succession in the carboniferous lime-

stone (Avonian) of the British Isles, 267.
Gregory (Prof. R. A.) on studies most

suitable for elementary schools, 495.

on the curricula of secondary schools,

626.

on the sequence of studies in the

science section of the curriculum, 526
school geography as a mental

discipUue, 762.

Gregory (R. P.) on South African
cycads, and on welwitschia, 494.

Griffiths (Principal E. H.) on practical

electrical standards, 31.

on studies most suitable for elemen-
tary schools, 495.

on changes affecting secondary
education, 525.

on the curricula of secondary schools,

526.

on the ivork of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 536.

Grubb (Sir Howard), a new form of
divided object-glass telescope, 603.

the new spectroheliograph for the
Madrid Observatory, 603.— the reflecting telescope and its

suitability for physical research, 605.
clock-driving mechanism of equa-

torials, 829.

GuiLLEMARD (Dr. F. H.) on the oscilla-

tions of the level of the land in the

Mediterranean basin, 308.
GiJNTHER (R. T.) on the oscillations of

the level of the land in the Mediter-
ranean basin, 308.

Haddon (Dr. A. C.) on the preparation
of a new edition of Notes and Queries in
Anthropology, 342.

071 anthropometric investigation in
the British Isles, 351.

3(3
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Haddon ( Dr. A.C. ) on the collection ofphoto-
graphs of anthropological interest, 419.

Hceinatococcus lacustris, the life history

of, by M. Wilson, 916.

Haematozoa from some Ceylon reptiles,

by Muriel Robertson, HZ.
Hsemo-renal index, the, by Dr. Dawson

Turner, 881.

Halbert (J. N.) on the distribution of

Irish freshwater mites {hydrarachnida),
732.

Haldane (Dr. J. S.), Address to the
Physiological Section, 864.

Hall (A. D.) on studies most suitable for
elemeiilary schools, 495.

Hall (A. P.) on topographical and
geological terms used locally in South
Africa, 291.

Halley's comet, by Prof. H. H. Turner,
945.

Halogens, the action of, upon aromatic
hydrazines, by Dr. F. D. Chattaway,
662.

•Hamilton (Major Barrett), a method of

registering the colours of animals, 808.

Hamilton's, Sir W. R., fluctuating func-
tions. Dr. E. W. Hobson on, 597.

Harker (A.) on the crystalline rocks of
Anglesey, 283.

Harker (Dr. J. A.) on gaseous explosions,

308.

and F. P. Sexton on the effect of

pressure on the boiling-point of sulphur,
621.

Harmer (F. W.) on the erratic blocks of
the British Isles, 242

• 071 the fossiliferous drift deposits at

Kirmington, Lincolnshire, <t-c., 296.
Harmer (Dr. S. F.), Address to the

Zoological Section, 715.

Harrison (Rev. S. N.) on the erratic

blocks of the British Isles, 242.
Harrison (\V. J.) on the collection of

photographs of geological interest, 245.
Hartland (E. Sidney) on the collection of

photographs of anthropological interest,

419.
• on a collection of Dinka laws and

customs, 850.

Hartley (Prof. W. N.) on wave-length
tables of the spectra of the elements, 119.

lithium in radio-active minerals,
672.

Harwood (VV. a.) on the Manchester
' ballons-sondes ' ascents, 642.

Hatch (Dr. F. H.) on topographical and
geological terms used locally in South
Africa, 291.

Hea'th and disease, the effect of climate
upon, report on, 442.

*flEAPE (W), experimental breeding
farms, 806.

Heawood (E.) on the collection of photo-
graphs of anthropological interest, 419.

Hele-Shaw (Prof.) on gaseous explosions,

308.

*Helium, the liquefaction of, by Dr. K.
Onnes, 673.

*
,
——

-, anticipations and experi-

ments on, by Sir James Dewar, 673.

*Helium from radium, the rate of pro-

duction of, by Sir James Dewar, 602.

Heller (W. M.) on studies most suitable

for elementary schools, 495.—— on elementary experimental science,

501.

Hemsalech (Dr. G. A.) on new methods
of obtaining the spectra of flames,

638.

Hepworth (Comm. M. W. C), a com-
parison of the changes in the tempe-
rature of the waters of the North
Atlantic and in the strength of the
trade winds, 625.

Herbertson (Dr. A. J.) on studies most
suitable for elementary schools, 495.

Herdman (Prof. W. A.) on the fauna and
flora of the Trias of the British Isles,

269.

on experiments in inheritance, 298.
• on investigations in the Indian

Ocean, 305.

071 the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 536.

a recent visit to the Ceylon pearl

banks, 738.

*Hekrixg (Dr. P. T.), changes in the
prinitary after thyroidectomy, 883.

Hewitt (C. G.), an inquiry into the
feeding habits of British birds, 734.

Hewitt (Frederic W. ), the prevention
of deatlis under anaesthetics, 872.

Hewitt (Dr. J. T.) on the transfcrrmation

of aromatic nitroamines and allied sub-

stances, and its relation to substitution

in benzene derivatives, 115.

HicKSON (Prof. S. J.) 071 the occupation

of a table at the zoological station at

Naples, 297.

071 the zoology of the Sa7iduich
Islands, 301.

on experiments on the development

of the frog, 304.

on i7ivestigations in the Indian
Ocean, 305.

and J. T. Wadswoeth on the
structure of Dendrosoma radians, 744.

Higgins, Bryan and WUliam, two Irish

chemists, the work of, by Dr. A.
Meldrum, 668.

Hill (A. W. ) on marsh vegetation, 492.

Hill (Dr. C. A.), Mitchelstown cave, 771.

*HiLL (Prof. J. P.), the early develop-

ment of the marsupialia, 739.

Hill (Prof. M. J. M.) on the further

tabulation of Bessel functions, 58.

Hills (Major E. H.), Address to the

Geograp lical Section, 748.
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Hind (Dr. Whoelton) on Dr. A. Vaughan^s

researches on the faunal succession in

i the carboniferous limestone (Avonian)
< of the British Isles, 267.

HiNDLE (E.) and Dr. A. Breinl, the

morpliology of Piroplasma canis, 742.

HiROTA (Shinobu), a catalogue of Chinese

earthquakes, 82.

HiRTz (Dr. Heinrich), Dr. L. Mond, and
M. D. CowAP on a volatile compound
of cobalt with carbon monoxide,

665.

HoBBS (Prof. W. H.), recent earth move-
ments within the basin of the Lauren-

tian lakes, 707.

HoBSON (Dr. E. W.) on Sir W. R.

Hamilton's fluctuating fimctions, 597.

HoBSON (Mrs. Mary), sanctuaries for our

native flora andfauna, 547.

Hogarth (D. G.) on the oscillations of

the level of the land in the Mediter-

ranean basin, 308.

on excavations on Eoman sites in

Britain, 342.

on archceological and ethnographical

researches in Crete, 344.

071 archceological and ethnological

researches in Sardinia, 350.

Holoen (Lieut.-Col.) on gaseous ex-

plosions, 308.

Holmes (T. V.) on the tvork of the Cor-

responding Societies Committee, 536.

HoPKiNSON (Prof. B.) on gaseous ex-

plosions, 308.

HoPKiNSON (J.) on the work of the Cor-

responding Societies Committee, 536.

HoRNE (Dr. J.) on the erratic blocks of

the British Isles, 242.

071 the sequence of plant remains in

certain peat deposits, 493.

Horse, the domestic, wild ancestors of,

by Prof. J. 0. Ewart, 738.

HoRWOOD (A. R.), bibliographical notes

on the flora andfavna of the Trias, 1826-

1876,277.
Housing of the working classes in

Ireland, the, by N. J. Synnott. 787.

HowARTH (J. H.) on the fossiliferous

drift deposits at Kirmington, Lincoln-

shire, i'C, 296.

HoYLE (Dr. W. E.) on the compilation

of an index generum et specierum

animnlium, 297.

HuoGiNS (Sir W.) on the curricula of
secondary schools, 526.

Hughes (W. E.) and Dr. F. M. Perkix,
studies on the electro-deposition of

metals, 674.

HuLTON (H. F. E.) and J. L. Baker, the

action of the enzymes of malt on
ungerminated cereals, 670.

Human brain, the development and
l^ adult form of the, bv Prof. A. Fraser,

I 856.J

Human cerebral cortex, the localisatioa

of the, by Prof. G. Elliot Smith, 876,

Hume (Dr. W. F.) on the petrography

of Egypt, 700.

Hunter (Herbert), barley growing and
selection in Ireland, 807.

Hutchinson (Dr. A.), tho chemical

composition and optical characters

of dolomite crystals from Algeria,

701.

a protractor for constructing stereo-

graphic and gnomonic projections of

the sphere, 701.

Hydro-aromatic substances, report on the

'studtj of, 221.

Hydrocarbons, the open chain, the

structure of, by Prof, W. J. Pope and
W. Barlow. 667.

Igneous and associated sedimentary

rocks of the Tourmakeady district,

CO. Mayo, the, by C. I. Gardiner and
Prof. S. H. Reynolds, 699.

Igneous rocks of the outer Blasket

Islands, Prof. J. Joly on the, 699.

Impey (F.), the management of small

holdings, 808.

Inactive gases, the, by Sir W. Ramsay,
072.

Increase in dry weight as a measure of

assimilation, D. Thoday on, 905.

Index generum et specierum animalium,

report on the compilation of an, 297.

Indian Ocean, investigations in the, third

report on, 305.

Inductance of two parallel wires, the, by
Dr. J. W. Nicholson, 612.

Inductances, large, containing iron, the

measurement of, by Sir 0. Lodge and
B. Davies, 620.

Industrial evolution in the cutlery

industry, by G. I. H. Lloyd. 792.

Inheritance, experiments in, interim

report on, 298.

Instruction in universities as a prepara-

tion for commerce and business life,

discussion on, 796.

Instruction of school teachers in

physiology and hygiene, discussion on,

878.

Instruments, new, for travellers and sur-

veyors, by E. A. Reeves, 766.

Intensity of light, time of exposure, and

photogriphic action, the relation be-

tween. Prof. H. H. Turner on, 604.

International agreements on labour

legislation, by Prof. E. Francke, 790.

International ohm and international am-

pire, specifications for the practical

realisation p' the dej nitions of the,

and instructions for the preparation

of the Weston cadmium cell, 51.

3q2
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Ipswich, an ancient land surface in a
river terrace at. Miss N. F. Layard
on, 861.

Ireland, her coasts and rivers, by Rev.
W. S. Green, 762.

the depopulation of, by R. H.
Murray, 788.

the housing of the working classes

in, by N. J. 8ynnott, 787.

Irish horse, the, and its early history,

by Dr. R. F. Scharff, 853.

Irish land purchase, the financial side

of, by Prof. C. F. Bastable, 786.

Irish motes, the origin of, by G. H.
Orpen, 854.

Irish railwaj's, nationalisation of, by
I. O'Connor, 784.

Irish soil maps, by Prof. Grenvillc
Cole, 804.

Isopods, land, the respiration of, by
E. E. Unwin, 736.

Isothermal layer of the atmosphere, the,

discussion on, 591.

theodolite observations of balloons
penetrating, by C. P. Cave, 593.

Japan, prehistoric archaeology in, by
N. G. Munro, 852.

Jenkinson (Dr. J. W.) 07i experiments
on the development of the frog, 304.

Johnson (Rev. W.) on the fossilifcroits

drift deposits at Kirmington, Lincoln-
shire, Ac, 296.

JoLY (Prof. John), Address to the
Geological Section, 677.

* on the igneous rocks of the outer
Blasket Islands, 699.

* on the occurrence of native iron
in the Deccan basalt, 703.

Jones (J. H.), trade unionism in tlie

tinplate industry, 793.

Joyce (T. A.) on the preparation of a
new edition of Notes and Queries in
Anthropology, 342.

JuDD (Prof. .J. W) on seismological in.
vcstigatioHS, 60.

on investigations in the Indian
Ocean, 305.

*Keeble (Prof. F. W.), a plant animal,
911.

Keltie (Dr. J. S.) on the oscillations of
the level of the land in the Mediter-
ranean basin, 308.

Kejip (Miss) on the occurrence in certain
vegetable tissues of a propagated elec-
trical response to stimnlation, 470.

Kendall (Prof. P. F.) on the erratic
blocks of the British Isles, 242.

on the fauna and thru of the Trias of
the British Isles, 269,

Kendall (Prof. P. F.)on the fossiliferous
drift deposits at Kirmington, Lincoln-
shire, rfc, 296.

Kerr (Dr. J.) on anthropometric inves-
tigation in the British Isles, 351.

*Kerr (.J. Scott), the economic import-
ance of judicious tree-planting for
shelter by farmers, 808.

KiDSTON (R.) on the collection of photo-
graphs of geological iyiterest, 245.

KiMMiNS (Dr. C. W.) on the conditions

of health essential to the carrying on of
the work of instruction in schools, 458,

on studies most suitable for elemen-
tary schools, 495,

071 elementary experimental science,

501,

*KiN.\HAN (G. H.) on the raised beeches
of the Liffey valley, 699,

KiNGSFOKD (H. S.) on the collection of
photographs of anthropological interest,

419.

KiPriNO (Prof. F. S.) on the transforma-
tion of aromatic nitroamines and allied

substances, and its relation to stibstiiu-

tion in benzene derii'atives, 115.

Address to the Chemical Section, 649,
Knott (Prof. C. G.) on seismological

investigations, 00.

Knowles (W. J.), perforated stono
hammers and axes, 863.

Kossel (Prof. A.) on amyloid, 878.
Kynaston (G.) on topographical and

geological terms vscd locally in South
Africa, 291.

Labour legislation, international agree-
ments on, by Prof. E. Francke, 790.

Lake village at Glastonbury, tenth report
on the. 414.

Lamb (Prof. H.) on the theory of wave-
motion, 605.

Lampluoh (G. W.) on topographical
and geological terms used locally in
Sotith Africa, 291.

on the fossiliferous drift deposita
at Kirmington, Lincolnshire, <ic., 296.

Lanchester (F. W.), the laws of flight.

827.

Land surface, an ancient, in a river
terrace at Ipswich, Miss N. F. Layard
on, 861.

Lang (Dr. W. H.) on South African
cycads and on icehcilschia, 494.

Lankester (Sir E. Ray) on the occupa-
tion of a table at the zoological station
at Naples, 297.

071 the fa7(na of the lakes of Ce7itral
Tasmania, 302.

071 the occupalio7i of a table at the
marine laboratory, Plymouth, 304.

Lapwoetii (Dr. A. j o?? di/namic isomerism,
112. ]
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tiArWoRl'u' (£)1'. A.) oh the iians/unnalion
of aromatic nitroamines and allied suh-
stances, and its relation to suhstilxdion

in benzene derivatives, 115.

Lapworth (Prof. C.) on the excavation

of critical sections in the palaeozoic

rocks of Wales and tJie West of England,
231.

Larmoe (Prof. J.), the Zeeman effect

in sun-S23ots, 039.

La T6ne ornament, tlie survival of, in

some Celtic penannular brooches, by
G. Coffey, 854.

Laterite and bauxite zone of North-east
Ireland, Prof. G. A. J. Colo on the,

699.

Latter (0. H.) on the curricula of
secondary schools, 52G.

-— on the sequence of studies in the

science section of the curriculum, 526.

Laurie (Douglas) on experiments in

inheritance, 298.

Laws of flight, the, by F. W. Lanehester,
827.

Lawson (H. SackviUe), some aspects of

mental fatigue, 874.

LaYARD (Miss N. F. ) on an ancient land
surface in a river terrace at Ipswich
and on pala^oliths from a gravel-pit

in the valley of the Lark, 861.

Leather shield, a, found in co. Long-
ford, by E. C. R. Armstrong, 854.

Lecithin and other phosphatives, the
constitution of, by Dr. Hugh MacLean,
877.

Lempfert (R. G. K.), an apparatus for

illustrating, by intermittent vision,

the surface movement of air in travel-

ling storms, C44.

Lepidodendron and Stigmaria, the pri-

mary wood of, by Prof. F. E. Weiss,
914.

Le Sueur (Dr. H. R. ) on the study of
hydro-aromatic substances, 221.

Lewis (A. L.) on the age of stone circles,

400.

Lewis (P. J.) on the sequence of plant

remains in certain peat deposits, 493.

*Liffey valley, the raised beeches of the,

G. H. Kinahan on, 699.

Lilly (Prof. W. E.), the strength of

solid cylindrical round-ended columns,
830.

Linear differential equations, the loga-

rithmic case in, Prof. A. C. Dixon on,

617.

Linear vector functions, by Sir Robert
Ball, 611.

Lister (J. J.) on the fauna of the lakes

of Central Tasmania, 302.

on investigations in the Indian
Ocean, 305.

Lithium in radio-active mineral*, by
Prof. W. N. Hartley, 672.

*Littorinu liUui'eu, the development of,

by W. M. Tattersall, 746.

LiVEiNO (Prof. G. D.) on wave-length
tables of the spectra of the elements, 119.

Liverpool Committee for excavation and
researcli in Wales and the Marches,
the work of the, by Prof. J. L. Myres,
857.

Lloyd (G. I. H.), industrial evolution
in the cutlery industry, 792.

*Local terms, the exact signifcance of
report on, 714.

Lockyer (Sir Norman) on wave-length
tables of the spectra of the elements, 119.

Lodge (Prof. A.) on the further tabula-

tion of Bessel functions, 58.

Lodge (Sir Oliver) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

on the curricula of secondary schools,

526.

electricity in agriculture, 804.

and Benjamin Davies on the
measurement of large inductances
containing iron, 620.

LoMAS (J.) on the excavation of critical

sections in the palceozoic rocks of Wales
a?id the West of England, 231.

on the erratic blocks of the British

Isles, 242.

on the fauna and Jfora of the

Trias of the British Isles, 263
071 the crystalline rocks of Anglesey,

283.

*LoTSY (Dr. J. P.), a perfectly fertile

species-hybrid showing segregation,

904.

LovETT (Prof. E, 0.), conservative
systems of prescribed trajectories, 614.

Lower Keuper, report on tracks of in-

vertebrates, tic, from the, by H. C.

Beasley, 269.

LowRY (Dr. T. M.) on dynamic isomerism,
112.

Lunar Ubration, the constants of the,

by F. J. M. Stratton, 626.

Lunuloe, gold, the distribution of, by
G. Coffey, 854.

Lyei-l (A. H.), report on plant remains
found on the Roman site at Caerwent,
1907, 343.

Lyons (F. Oliver), the needed reform
in the assessment of railways for local

taxation, 784.

*Lyons (Capt. H. G.), observations of

currents in the upper air of Egypt
and the Sudan, 644.

the longitudinal section of the
River Nile, 768. .

Macalister (Prof. A.) on archceological

and ethnographical researches in Crete,

344.

Macallum (Prof. A. B.) on the duclUss
glands, 440,
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Macallum (Prof. A. B.), certain factors
in the glomurular secretion of the
kidneys, 871.

* surface tension as a factor in the
distribution of salts inside the living
cell, 872.

MacBkide (Prof. E. W.), the gastrula-
tion and formation of layers in
amphioxus, 739.

McClelland (Prof. J. A.), secondary
radiation, 636.

McDouGALL (Dr. W.) on anthropometric
investigation in the British Isles, 351.

McDouGALL (Wm.), fatigue, 479.
MacGeegoe (Charles), training in teach-

ing, 937.

McIntosh (Prof. W. C.) on the occupa-
tion of a table at the zoological station
at Naples, 247.

McKendeick (Prof. J. G.) on the effect

of climate upon health and disease, 442.
McLaeen (Lord) on meteorological ob-

servations on Ben Nevis, 68.
MacLean (Dr. Hugh), the constitution

of lecithin and other phosphatives,
877.

MacJVIahon (Major P. A.) on the work of
the Corresponding Societies Committee,
636.

* on a generalisation of the question
in probabilities known as ' le scrutin
de ballotage,' 627.

Maceosty (Henry W.), proposals for an
economic survey of the United King-

. dom, 791.

Mactuek (G. W. B.) on the fossiliferous
drift deposits at Kirmington, Lincoln-
shire, dkc, 296.

McWeeney (Prof. E. J.), the biological
method of diSerentiatiug blood-stains,
882.

Magnetic observations at Falmouth Obser-
vatory, report on, 65.

Magnus (Sir Philip) on studies most
suitable for elementary schools, 495.

on changes affecting secondary edu-
cation, 625,—— on the curricula of secondary
schools, 526.

Mahrattas and Rajputs, by W. Crooke,
850.

Makowee (W.) on the number and
absorption of the /8 particles emitted
by radium, COl.

, Maegaeet White, and E. Maes-
den, investigations on the electrical
state of the upper atmosj^here, 627.

Maltose, pure, the preparation of, by
J. L. Baker and P. E. Day, 671.

Map of the world, by R. D. Oldham, 82.
Marble Arch caves in, co. Fermanagh,

the, by H. Brodrick, 770.
Marine laboratory, Plymouth, report on

the occupation of a table at the, 304.

Maee (Dr. J. E.) on the excavation of
critical sections in the palceozoic rocks
of Wales and the West of England, 231.

on the sequence of plant remains w
certain peat deposits, 493.

Maesden (E). W. Makowee, and Mae-
gaeet White, investigations on the
electrical state of the upper atmo-
sphere, 627.

Marsh vegetation, studies of, report on,
492.

the stratification of, evaporation
in relation to, by Prof. R. H. Yapp, 911.

*Marsupia]ia, the early development of
the, by Prof. J. P. HiU, 739.

Mathematical and Physical Section, Ad-
dress by Dr. W. N. Shaw to the, 579.

Mather (T.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

Matheson (Sir R. E. ), a review of the
tuberculosis crusade in Ireland, 883.

Matley (Dr. C. A.) on the crystalline

rocks of Anglesey, 283.

Matthey (G.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

MaxUla and palatine in the mammalia,
the, by Prof. R. J. Anderson, 744.

May (Dr. W. Page), further observations
on a previously undescribed tract in the
spinal cord, 881.

• demonstration of the cells and tracts
concerned in paralysis and recovery
from paralysis, 881.

Mechanical and electrical response of
plants, the, by Prof. J. C, Bose, 903.

Mediterranean basin, the oscillations of
the level of the land in the, report on,
308.

Mediterranean man, the geographical
study of, considered as an element in a
' classical education,' by Prof. J. L.
Myres, 763.

MegaUthio and analogous prehistoric re-

mains of Great Britain and Ireland, the
classification of the, George Clinch on,
862.

Megalithic remains in the British Isles,

the best means of registering and
classifying systematically, report on, 341.

Meldola (Prof. R.) on seismological in-

vestigations, 60.

on the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 536.

MELDEUM(Dr. A.), the work of two Irish
chemists, Bryan and William Higgins,
668.

Mendelian theory, the, the application
of, to practical problems, by Prof. W.
Bateson, 806.

Mendelism and the elucidation of live-

stock history, by Prof. J. Wilson, 806.
Mennell (F. P.) on topographical and

geological terms used locally in South
Africa, 291.
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Mental and muscular fatigue, discussion

on, 873.

Mental fatigue, some aspects of, by H. S.

Lawson, 874.

'Metabolic balance sheet ' of the individual

tissues, final report on the, 436.

Metabolism and electrical -phenomena of

Arum spadices, report on the, 463.

Meteorological observations on Ben Nevis,

report on, 58.

Meteorology, the, of the winter quarters

of the ' Discovery,' 1902-04, by Dr.

W. N. Shaw, 645.

MiALL (Prof. L. C.) on the conditions of

health essential to the carrying on of the

work of instruction in schools, 458.

on studies most suitablefor elementary

schools, 495.

Address to the Educational Section,

917.

education in relation to rural life,

930.

MiEES (Prof. H. A.) on the curricula of

secondary schools, 526.

on the educational opportunities of

local scientific societies, 540.

Migratory movements of certain shore

birds as observed on the Dublin coast.

Dr. C. J. Patten on the, 731.

Mill (Dr. H. E.) on the investigation of

the upper atmosphere by means oj kites,

59.

on investigations in the Indian Ocean,

305.

on the oscillations of the level of the

land in the Mediterranean basin, 308.

the work of the Corresponding

Societies Committee, 536.

Milne (Dr. J.) on seismological investiga-

tions, 60.

the duration and direction of large

earthquakes, 706.

MiLROY (Prof. T. H.), fatigue, 873.

Mimetic combinations among South

American butterflies, some of the chief,

by J. C. Moulton, 734.

Mimicry, the African swallow-tail

butterfly as an example of, by Prof.

E. B. Poulton, 734.

Mimicry in the buttcfrflics of North
America, by Prof. E. B. Poulton, 734.

Mitchell (Sir A.) on the effect of climate

upon health and disease, 442.

Mitchelstown cave, by Dr. C. A. Hill, 771.

Mites, Irish freshwater (hydrarachnida),

the distribution of, J. N. Halbert on,

732.

Mitosis, the mechanism of, by W. L.

Balls, 904.

MoND (Dr. Ludwig), Dr. H. Hirtz, and

M. D. CoWAP on a volatile compound
of cobalt with carbon monoxide, 665.

Moore (Prof. B.), the pharmacological

treatment of trypanosomiasis, 743.

MoOEB (Prof. B.), the correlation of

primary, secondary, and university

education in Ireland, 934.

and Dr. H. E. Roaf, the action of

acid and alkali on the growth and
division of animal and vegetable cells,

883.

Moore (J. E. S.) and Dr. A. Breinl, the

life-history of trypanosomes in relation

to the diseases they produce, 743.

Moore (Sir J. W.), is our climate chang-

ing ? 623.

Morgan (Dr. C. Lloyd) on the pre-

Devonian rocks of the Mendips and the

Bristol area, 286.

Moss (Dr. C. E.), the woodlands of

Northern England, 908.

fMotor vehicle machinery, the causes of

wear in, by F. H. Royce, 829.

*Mo0LTON (J. C), some of the chief

mimetic combinations among South
American butterflies, 734.

Mountain building, discussion on, 708.

Muff (H. B.) and R. G. Caeruthees, the

lower palseozoic rocks around KiUary
Harbour, co. Galway, and co. Mayo,
699.

Muirhead (Dr. A.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

Mummification in Egypt, the history of,

by Prof. G. Elliot Smith, 847.

MuNEO (N. Gordon), prehistoric arche-

ology in Japan, 852.

MuNEO (Dr. R.) on the age of stone circles,

400.

on the lake village at Glastonbury,

414.

Murray (Dr. C. F. K.) on the effect of
climate upon health and disease, 442.

Murray (Sir John) on meteorological

observations on Ben Nevis, 58.

071 investigations in the Indian

Ocean, 305.

Murray (Robert H.), the depopulation of

Ireland, 788.

Myees (Dr. C. S.) on the preparation of

a new edition of Notes and Queries m
Anthropology, 342.

on anthropometric investigation in the

British Isles, 351.

MvEES (Prof. J. L.) on registering and
classifying mcgalithic remaitis in the

British Isles, 341.

on the preparation of a new edition

of Notes and Queries in Anthropology,

342.

on excavations on Boman sites in

Britain, 342.
-— on archmological and ethnographical

researches in Crete, 344.

on archceoloqical and ethnological re-

searches in Sardinia, 350.

. on anthropometric investigation in

the British Isles, 351,
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Myees (Prof. J. L.) on the cclledion of pJio-

tographs of anthropological interest, 419.
• the geographical study of Mediter-

t ranean man, considered as an element
1 in a ' classical education,' 763.

the work of the Liverpool Committee
for excavation and research in Wales
and the Marches, 857.

National Antarctic expedition, 1902-04,
results of some physical observations
taken on the, by L. C. Bernacchi, 645.

Nationalisation of Irish railways, by J.

O'Connor, 784.

Natural laistory surveys, detailed, of

restricted areas, Prof. G. H. Carpenter
on, 550.

Neolithic culture in North Greece, by
J. P. Droop, 858.

New Britain, four weeks in, by Miss B.
Pullen-Burry, 850.

Newstead (R.), binomics of tsetse files,

741.

Newstead (Dr. R.), recent excavations
at Roman Chester, 853.

Newton (E. T.) on the fauna andfiora of
the Trias of the British Isles, 269.

on the fossiliferous drift deposits

at Kirmington, Lincolnshire, tL-c, 296.
R. J. UssHER, H. J. Seymouk, and

R. F. ScHAKFF on the cave of Castle-

pook, near Doneraile, co. Cork, G97.

Nicholson (Dr. J. W.), the asymptotic
expansions of Bessel functions, 595.

the inductance of two parallel wires,

612.

Nieeenstein (Dr. M.), the action of

atoxyl and alUed compounds in vivo
and vitro, 742.

Nile, the River, the longitudinal section

of the, by Capt. H. G. Lyons, 768.

Northern mound-builders of North
America, the, by Dr. J. Bryce, 851.

Norway,the sculptured stones of, and their
relation to some British monuments,
by Dr. Haakon Schetehg, 860.

Notes and Queries in Anthropology, in-

terim report on the preparation of a neiv
\

edition of, 342.

*'Note-taking and reports on work, dis-

cussion on, 939.

I

O'Connor (J.), nationalisation of Lish
railways, 784.

Oldham (R. D.) on seismological investi-

gations, 60.

7nap of the icorld, 82.

Oliver (Prof. F. W.) on the structure of \

fossil plants, 493.
Omond (R. T.) on meteorological ohscrva- i

tions on Ben Nevis, 58.
j

"^Onnes (Dr. K.), the liciuefaction of
'

helium, 673.
\

Optical behaviour of the epidermal cells

of leaves, the, by Harold Wager, 909.
Okpen (Goddard H.), the origin of Irish

motes, 854.

Oeton (Prof. K. J. P.) on the transfor-
mation of aromatic nitroamines and
allied substances, and its relation to

substitution in benzene derivatives,

115.

on the crystalline rocks of Anglesey,

^83.
Oscillations of the level of the land in the

Mediterranean basin, report on the, 308.
Osmotic growths, by Dr. Dawson Turner,

881.

Outlook, the, a grand experiment in
education, by Prof. H. E. Armstrong,
927.

"Oxymethylene camphor derivatives, the
dynamic isomerism of, by Prof. W. J.

Pope and John Read, 661.

Page (T. E.) on the curricula of secondary
schools, 626.

Palseoliths from a gravel pit in the valley
of the Lark, Miss N. F. Layard on, 861.

Pal.ieozoic rocks, the lower, around
KiLlary Harbour, co. Galway, and co.

Mayo, by R. G. Carruthers and H. B.
Muff, 699.

PalcBozoic rocks of Wales and the West of
England, the excavation of critical sec-

tions in the, report on, 231.

Paralysis and recovery from paralysis,

demonstration of the cells and tracts

concerned in, by Dr. W. Page May, 881.
Parkin (John), the carbohydrates of the
snowdrop leaf and their bearing on the
first sugar of photosynthesis, 907.

Patten (Dr. C. J.), the migratory move-
ments of certain shore-birds as observed
on the Dublin coast, 731.

Pearson (Prof. H. H. W.) on the mor-
phology of endosperm, 914.

"•"Peat, discussion on, 676.

the utilisation of, for making gas or
charcoal with recovery of by-products,
by Capt. H. R. Sankey, 824.

Pejitone, isolation of a physiologically

active substance from, by Dr. F. O'B.
Ellison, 879.

Perforated stone hammers and axes, by
W. J. Knowles, 863.

^Peekin (Dr. F. M.) and W.E. Hughes,
studies on the electro-deposition of

metals, 674.

Perkin (Prof. W. H.) 07i the study of
hydro-aromatic substances, 221.

'•' synthetical experiments in the
terpene series, 661.

Peeev (Prof. J.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

on seismological investigations, 60.
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Pbeoby (Prof. J.) on studies most suitable

for elementary schools, 495.

on the curricula of secondary schools,

526.—— on the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 536.

Peru, tropical, a journey into the primeval
forests of, by L. Bernacchi, 769.

Petavel (Dr. J. E.), the captive balloon at

the Howard Estate kite station, 59.

on gaseous explosions, 308.

Petrie (Prof. W. M. Flinders) on the col-

lection of photographs of anthropological

interest, 419.

Petrography of Egypt, Dr. W. F. Hume
on the, 700.

Photo-chemical action in the test-tube

and the leaf, by Dr. F. F. Blackman,
904.

Photographic action, intensity of light

and time of exposure, the relation

between. Prof. H. H. Turner on,

604.

Photometric standard of the National
Physical Laboratory, Dr. R. T. Glaze-

brook on the, 623.

Photosynthesis, the first sugar of, the
carbohydrates of the snowdrop leaf

and their bearing on, by John Parkin,

907.

in water plants, the factors influenc-

ing, by A. M. Smith, 906.

Physical and Mathematical Section,

Address by Dr. W. N. Shaw to the,

579.

Physical observations taken on the

National Antarctic expedition, 1902-

04, results of some, by L. C. Ber-

nacchi, 645.

Physics of high altitudes, the, in relation

to climate and health, by Dr. M. C.

Grabham, 871.

Physiological Section, Address by Dr.

J. S. Haldane to the, 864.

Piroplasma canis, the morphology of, by
Dr. A. Breinl and E. Hindle, 742.

Pitchblende, a determination of the rate

of evolution of heat by, by H. H. Poole,

635.

Plant animal, a, by Prof. F. W. Keeble,
911.

Plant remains found on the Roman site

at Caerwent, 1907, report on, by A. H.
Lyell, 343.

Plant remains in certain peat deposits, the

sequence of, interim report on, 493.

Platnaueb (H. M.) on the fossiliferons

drift deposits at Kirmington, Lincoln-

shire, dec, 296.

Pltjmmer (W. E.) on seismological in-

vestigation, 60.

Plunkett (Rt. Hon. Sir Horace) on
changes affecting secondary education.

Plunkktt (Rt. Hon. Sir Horace), Address
to the Sub-section of Agriculture,

796.

Plymouth marine laboratory, report on the

occupation of a table at the, 304.

Polar lines in arc spectra, by Dr. W. G.
Duffield, 638.

Poole (H. H.), a determination of the
rate of evolution of heat by pitch-

blende, 635.

*PoPE (Prof. W. J.) and John Read, the
dynamic isomerism of oxymethylene
camphor derivatives, 661.

* and AV. Baelow, the structure

of the open-chain hydrocarbons, 667.

Porter (Dr. C)on the effect ofclimate upon
health and disease, 442.

PouLTON (Prof. E. B.), mimicry in the
butterflies of North Ameiica, 734.

* the African swallow-tail butterfly

as an example of mimicry, 734.

PoYNTiNG (Prof. J. H.) on seismological

investigations, 60.

Pre-Devonian rocks of the Mendips and
the Bristol area, report on the investiga-

tion of the, 286.

Preece (Sir W. H.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

on magnetic observations at Falmouth
Observatory, 55.

—-— on gaseous explosions. 308.

Prehistoric archa;ology in Japan, by N. C.
Munro, 852.

Pre-Roman and natural history remains at

Corbridge, report of work on, 1907-08,

343.

Prince Charles Foreland, Spitsbergen,

report on the exploration of, 306.

*Prinitary, changes in the, after thy-

roidectomy, by Dr. P. T. Herring, 883.

Procter (H. R.), colloid chemistry, 201.

Producer gas, by J. Emerson Dowson, 825
Projection, the analysis of. Prof. R. W.

Gonese on, 632.

*Proprio-ceptive reflexes of the limb, by
Prof. C. S. Sherrington, 871.

Protractor, a, for constructing stereo-

graphic and gnomonic projections of

the sphere, by Dr. A. Hutchinson, 701

.

Psychological aspect of agrarian reform
in Ireland, the, by Dr. M. J. Bonn
795.

Pullen-Burry (Miss B. ), four weeks in Now
Britain, 850.

PuxNETT (R. C.) on experiments in in-

heritance, 298.

Purser (Prof. F.) on the ether stress of

gravitation, 013.

the theory of solids moving in an
incompressible fluid, 629.

Quaternions, applications of, to pro-

blems in physical opticc, by Prof. A. W,
Cojn^ay, 637.
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Radio-active gases (emanations), do they
belong to the argon series ? by Sir Wm.
Ramsay, 601.

Radium, the number and absorption of

the S particles emitted by, W. Makower
on, 601.

* the rate of production of helium
from, by Sir James Dewar, 602.

Radium emanation, the grating spec-

trum of, by T. Royds, 635.

Railways, the assessment of, for local

taxation, the needed reform in, by F. 0.

Lyons, 784.

the relation of, to the State, by
W. M. Acworth, 773.

Irish, nationalisation of, by J.

O'Connor, 784.

Raised beeches of the Lifley Valley, G. H.
Kinahan on the, 699.

Rajputs and Mahrattas, by W. Crook e,

850.

Ramsay (Sir Wm.), do the radio-active

gases (emanations) belong to the argon
series ? 601.

* the inactive gases, 672.

Rawson (Col. H. E.), colour changes in

flowers produced by controlling insola-

tion, 902.

Raylf.igh (Lord) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

Read (Dr. C. H.) on the j)reparation of a
new edition of Notes and Queries in

Anthropology, 342.

on the age of stone circles, 400,

on the lake village at Glastonhnry, 414.

on the collection of photographs of
anthropological interest, 419.

on the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, .536.

Read (John) and Trof. W. J. Pope, the

dynamic isomerism of oxymethylono
camphor derivatives, 661.

Reeves (E. A.), now instruments for

travellers and surveyors, 766.

Reflecting telescope, the, and its suit-

ability for physical research, by Sir

Howard Grubb, 605.

Reichel (Sir H. R.) on studies most suit-

able for elementary schools, 495.

Reid (A. S.) on the cxillection of photo-

graphs of geological interest, 245.

Reid (Clement) on seismological investi-

gations, 60.

on the fossiliferous drift deposits at

Kirmington, Lincolnshire, rf-c, 296.

on the .sequence of' plant remains in

certain peat deposits, 493.

Reid (Dr. G. Archdall), acquirement in

education, 939.

Renisie (J.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

Re-stocking haunts whence fauna and
flora have disappeared, the advisability

of, by H. Davey, 5.50.

Retinal photo-electro phenomena, cer-
tain features of. Prof. F. Gotch on, 876.

Reynolds (Prof. S. H.) ow the collection of
photographs of geological interest, 245."

on the pre-Devonian rocks of the
Mendips and the Bristol area, 286.

and C. I. Gardiner, the igneous and
associated sedimentary rocks of the
Tourmakeady district, co. Mayo, 699.

Richardson (H.) on st^idies most suitable

for elementary schools, 495.

on the curricula of secondary schools,

526.

on the sequence of studies in the

science section of the curriculum, 526.

Richardson (Nelson) on seismological
investigations, 60.

Ridoeway (Prof. W.) on registering and
classifying megalithic remains in the

British Isles, 341.

on excarations on Eoman sites in
Britain, 342.

on arch ecological and ethnographical
researches in Crete, 344.

Address to the Anthropological Sec-

tion, 832.

Rivers (Dr. W. H. R.) on the preparation

of a new edition of Notes and Queries in

Anthropology, 342.

RoAE (Dr. H. E.), the digestive enzymes
of invertebrates, 746.

and Prof. B. JIoore, the action of

acid and alkali on the growth and
division of animal and vegetable cells,

883.

Robertson (Muriel), hasmatozoa from
some Ceylon reptiles, 743.

Robinson (R.), brazihn and haema-
toxylin, 661.

j-RoBSON (P. W.), suction gas producers,
826.

Rogers (A. R.) on topographical and geo-

logical terms used locally in South
Africa, 291.

Roman Chester, recent excavations at, by
Dr. R. Newstead, 853.

Roman sites in Britain, excavations on,

report on, 342.

Rome in classical times, the four principal

aqueducts of, by Dr. T. Ashby, 860.

RoscoE (Sir H. E.) on wave-length tables

of the spectra, of the elements, 119.

RoSENHAiN (Walter), the study of

breakages, 826.

Rotating discs, experiments on, by John
Brown and M. F. FitzGerald, 830.

RoTCH (Prof. A. Lawrence), the warm
stratum in the atmosphere at heights

exceeding eight miles in the United
States, 594.

Rothschild (Hon. Walter) on the com-

pilation of an index generum et

specif.riim animalittm, 297.
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fRovcE (It. H.), the causes of wear in

motor vehicle machinery, 829.

RoYDS (T.), the grating spectrum of

radium emanation, 635.

further experiments on the consti-

tution of the electric spark, 637.

RiJCKEE (Sir A. W.) on practical elec-

trical standards, 31.

0)1 magnetic observations at Fal-

mouth Observatory, 55.

RuDLER (F. W.) on registering and classi-

fying viegalithic remains in the British

'isles, 341.

on the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 536.

RuHEMANN (Dr. S.) on the transformation

of aromatic nitroamines and allied sub-

stances, and its relation to substitution

in benzene derivatives, 115.

Rural education, by George Fletcher, 932.

in Irish primary schools, the ])ro-

blem of, by Rt. Rev. Dr. Foley, 932.

Russell (Robert), the genesis of elliptic

functions, COL
*RuTHEEEORD (Prof. E.), the scintilla-

tions of zinc sulphide, 635.

Sadleb (Prof, M. E.) on anthropometric

investigation in the British Isles, 351.

on changes affecting secondary educa-

tion, 525.

on the curricula of secondary schools.

526.

St. Vincent, the soufri^re of : the changes
subsequent to the eruption of 1902, b}'

Dr. Tempest Anderson, 706.

Sanctuaries for oiu- native Jfora and fauna,
by Mrs. Mary Hobson, 547.

Sand (Dr. H. J. S.), a demonstration on
the rapid electroanalytical seimration

of metals, 673.

Sand and ^lay from otranite, the derivation

of, by Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins, 705.

Sanders (Miss) on the electrical pheno-

mena and metabolism of Arum spadices,

463.

Sandiford (P.) and Prof. J. J. Findlay,
scientific method in the study of educa-
tion, 942.

Sandwich Islands, the zoology of the,

eighteenth report on, 301.

Sankey (Capt. ) on gaseous explosions, 308.

the utilisation of peat for making
gas or charcoal with recovery of by-

products, 824.

Sardinia, archceological and ethnological

researches in, report on, 350.

Sauromatum guttatum, tlie aroid, the con-

tractile roots of, by Mrs. D. H. Scott,

910.

Schaeer (Prof. E. A.) on the ductless

glands, 440.

ScHAKFl' (Dr. E. 1<".
, tlic Irish horse

and its early history, 853
R. J. UssHER, H. J. Seymour, and

E. T, Newton on tlie cave of Castle-

pook, near Doneraile, co. Cork, 697.

Sc'HETKLiG (Dr. Haakon), the sculp-

tured stones of Norway and their rela-

tion to some British monuments, 860.

Schliifli's double-six, an elementary dis-

cussion of, by Prof. A. C. Dixon, 610.

School gardens, by Miss L. J. Clarke, 931.

School geography as a mental discipline,

by Prof. R. A. Gregory, 762.

Schuster (Prof. A.) on practical elec-

trical standards, 31.

on magnetic observations at Fal-

mouth Observatory, 55.

on the investigation of the itpper

atmosphere by means of kites, 69.

on urtve-lemjths tables of the spectra

of the elements, 119.

Scientific method in the study of educa-

tion, by Prof. J. J. Findlay and P.

Sandiford, 942.

ScLATER (Dr. p. L.) on the compilation

of an index generum et specierum

animalium, 297.

on the zoology of the Sandwich
Islands, 301.

' Scotia,' the voyage of the, scientific

results of, by Dr. W. S. Bruce, 764.

Scott (Dr. D. H.) on the structure offossil

plants, 493.

071 South African cycads and on
ivelwitschia, 494.

Scott (Mrs. D. H.), the contractile roots

of the aroid Sauromatum. guttatum, 910.
— on Bensonites fusiformis, sp. nov., a

fossil associated with Stauropteris

burntiskmdica, P. Bertrand, and on
the sporangia of the latter, 915.

Scottish lochs, temperature conditions in,

by E. M. Wedderburn, 626.

*'Scrutin de ballotage, le,' a generalisa-

tion of the question in probabilities

known as. Major P. A. MacMahon on,

627.

Secondary education, changes affecting,

report on, 525.

Secondary radiation, by Prof. J. A.

McCleUand, 635.

Secondary schools, the curricula of, report

on, 526.

Sedgwick (Prof. A.) on the occupation of
a table at the zoological station at Naples,

297.

on the occupation of a table at the

marine laboratory, Plymouth, 304.

Seeley (Prof. H. G.) on a fossil reptile

with a trunk from the Upper Karroo
rocks of Cape Colony, 713.

on distinctions in dentition between
the fossil reptiha classed as Cynodontia
and Gomphodontia, 714*
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Seiches, rcceiiC reseai'clies on tile cause of,

by E. M. Wedderburn, 640.

Seismological investigations, thirteenth re-

fori on, CO.

Selective permeability of certain seeds,

the, by Prof. Adrian Brown, 073.

Seliomann (Dr. C. G.), the Veddas, 848.

Sequence of plant remains in certain peat

deposits, interim report on, 493.

Sequence of studies in the science section

of the curriculum, report on the, 52G.

Seward (Prof. A. C.) on the fauna and
flora of the Trias of the. British Isles, 269.

on marsh vegetation, 492.

on the structure offossil plants, 493.

on South African crjcads and on
weltvitschia, 494.

Sex, determination of, discussion on, 738.
, , L. Doncaster on, 738.

Sexton (F. P.) and Dr. J. A. Haeker on
the efi'ect of pressure on tlie boiling-

point of sulphur, 621.

Seymour (H. J.). R. J. Ussher, E. T.

Newton, and R. F. Scuarff on the
cave of Castlepook, near Doneraile, co.

Cork, 697.

Sharp (Dr. D.) on the zoology of the Sand-
wick Islands, 301.

on investigations in the Indian
Ocean. 305.

Shaw (Dr. W. N.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

on the investigation of the upper
atmosphere hy means of kites, 59.

Address to the Mathematical and
Physical Section, 579.

on the isothermal layer of the

of the winter
atmosphere, 591.— the meteorolocry

quarters of the ' Discovery,' 1902-04,
043.

some particulars of the British Asso-
ciation storm of 1908, 047.

Shaw (Mrs. W. N.) on studies most suit-

able for elementary schools, 495.

Sheppard (Thomas) on the fossiliferous

drift deposits at Kirmington, Lincoln-
shire, (kc, 296.

Sherrington (Prof. C. S.) on the con-

ditions of health essential to the carrying
on of the loork of instruction in schools,
458."

—— on body metabolism in cancer, 489.
* proprio-ceptive reflexes of the

limb, 871.

Shipley (A. E.) on the curricula of
secondary schools, 526.

Shore (Dr. L. E.) on the ductless

glands, 440.

Hhrubsall (Dr. F. C.) on archceological

and ethnological researches in Sar-
dinia, 350.—— on anthrovometric investigation in
the British Isles, 361.

Sigilhiriu sculdtala.'Biongn , the stl'UctLlW

of, by E. A. N. Arber and H. H.
Thomas, 915. '

Silurian beds in Kent, the finding of, by
W. Whitaker, 711.

Simpson (Lieut.-Col. R. J. S.) on the effect

of climate upon health and disease, 442.

Slator (Dr. Arthur), the factors which
influence the rate of alcoholic fermen-
tation, 674.

Small duties on imports and exports,

certain peculiarities of, Prof. F. Y.
Edgeworth on, 786.

*Small holders, letters from, by W.
Beach Thomas, 808.

Small holdings, by Mrs. L. AVilkins, 807.
* the management of, by F. Impcy,

808.

*Small holdings problem, the, by C.

Turner, 808."

Smith (A. M.), tlie factors influencing

photosynthesis in water plants, 906.

Smith (E. A.) on the zoology of the Sand-
icich Islands, 301.

Smith (F. E.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

on the secular changes of the standards

of resistance at the National Physical
Laboratory, 34.

Smith (Prof. G. Elliot), the history of

mummification in Egypt, 847.

anthropological work in Egypt, 849.

the localisation of the human cere-

bral cortex, 876.

and Prof. W. H. Wilson, the inter-

pretation of the results obtained from
the study of cerebral localisation in

the prosimio3, 875.

Smith (G. W.) on the anatomy atid

development of Anaspides, and on the

fauna of the lakes of Central Tasmania,
302.

Smithells (Prof. A.) on gaseous explo-

sions, 308.

on studies most suitablefor elementary
schools, 495.

on elementary experimental science,

501.

Smythe (Dr. J. A.), benzyl sulphoxide,
a possible example of tautomerism, 661.

Snape (Dr. Lloyd) on studies most suitable

for elementary schools, 495.

Snowstorm, the great, of April 25, 1908,

by Miss C. 0. Stevens, 647.

Social aspects of agricultural co-operation,
by J. G. Brooks, 794.

Solar temperature and sun-spots, by
Prof. E. T. Whittaker, 640.

Solid cylindrical round-ended columns,
the strength of, by Prof. VV. E. Lilly,

830.

Solids moving in an incompressible
fluid, the theory of, by Prof. F. Purser,

629.
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SoLLAS (Prof. W. J.) on the crraiic

blocks of the British Isles, 242.

South Africa, ancient stone implement

sites in, by Rev. W. A. Adams, 852.

South African cijcads, second interim

report on, and on welwiischia, 494.

*South African strata, the correlation and

age of, interim report on, 714.

Southern (Rowland), the vascular sys-

tem of Stylodrilits, 736.

Special schools for the physically defective

and mentally deficient, by Mrs. E. M.

Burgwin, 929.

Species-hybrid, a perfectly fertile, show-

ing segregation, by Dr. J. P. Lotsy, 904.

Spectra of flames, new methods of obtain-

ing the. Dr. G. A. Hemsalech on, C38.

Spectroheliograph. the new, for the

Madrid Observatory, by Sir Howard
Grubb, 603.

Spinal cord, a previously undesciibed

tract in the, further observations on,

by Dr. AV. Page May, 881.

Splash of a rough sphere, a remarkable

feature in the, by Prof. A. M. Worth-

ington, 621.

Standards of rcsistayice at the National

Physical Laboratory, the sectdar changes

of the, F. E. Smith on, 34.

Stansfield (H.), secondary effects in

the echelon spectroscope, 636.

Staelihg (Prof. E. H.) on the ' metabolic

balance sheet ' of the individtial tissites,

436.

Statjier (J. W.) on the erratic hlocls

the British Isles, 2^2.

on the fossiliferous drift deposits

Kinnington, Lincolnshire, ttc, 296.

Statistics and Economic Science, Address

to the Section of, by W. M. Acworth,

773.

Steam turbines, recent advances in, by
Gerald Stoney, 824.

Stebbing (Rev. T. R. E.) on the compi-

lation q/' an index genervm et specie-

rum animaliiim, 297.

on the occupation of a ialle at the

zoological station at Naples, 297.

on the u-orh of the Corresponding

\ Societies Committee, 536.

Stephens (Dr. J. W. W.), cultures of

amoebie, 741.

Stevens (Miss C. 0.). the great snow-

storm of April 25, 1908, 647.

Stigmaria and Lepidodendron, the primary

wood of, by Prof. F. E. Weiss, 914.

Stomach, the, the relationship of the

l^yloric to the fundic part of, by Dr. E.

P. Cathcart, 879.

Stone circles, the age of, report on ex-

plorations to ascertain, 400.

Stone implement sites, some ancient, in

South Africa, by Rev. W. A. Adams,
852.

of

at

Stoney (Dr. G. J.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

Stoney (Gerald), recent advances in

steam turbines, 824.

Stratton (F. J. M.), the constants of the
lunar libration, 626.

Stuart (C. M. ) on the curricula of
secondary schools, 526.

on the sequence ofstudies 'in the science

section of the curriculum, 526.

Studies most suitable for elementary
schools, report on, 495.

Stylodrilus, the vascular sj'stem of, by
Rowland Southern, 736.

fSuction gas producers, by P. AV. Robson,
826.

Sudan, the North-eastern, well-water
supply of, by G. W. Graham, 712.

Sun-spots, possible existence of steam in

the regions of, Rev. A. L. Cortie on, 639.

Sun-spots and solar temperature, by
Prof. E. T. Whittaker, 640.

Surface movement of air in travelling

storms, an aj^paratus for illustrating,

bj^ intermittent vision, by R. G. K.
Lempfert, 644.

Surface tension as a factor in the dis-

tribution of salts inside ths living cell,

by Prof. A. B. Macallum. 872.

Symington (Prof. J.) on certain changes
in the lateral wall of the cranium due
to muscular development, 855.

Synnott (N. J.), the housing of the
working classes in Ireland, 787.

Synthetical experiments in the terpene
series, by Prof. W. H. Perkin, 661.

Systematic motion of the stars, by Prof.

F. W. Dyson, 604.

Tansley (A. G.) on marsh vegetation, 492.

the woodlands of Southern England,
908.

Tara brooch, the, G. Coffey on, 854.

Tasmania, Central, the fauna of the lakes

of, report on, 302.

Tattersall (W. M.), the development
of Litforina littorea, 746.

Teall (Dr. J. J. H.) on the collection of
photographs of geological interest, 245.

Teisseeenc de Bort (L.) on the isother-

mal layer of the atmosphere, 591.

diflerence of temperature in the
upper atmosphere between equatorial

and polar regions, 641.

Temjierature in the upper atmosphere,
difference of, between equatorial and
polar regions, by L. Tcissercnc de Bort,
041.

Temperature of the waters of the North
Atlantic, a comparison of the changes
in the, and in the strength of the trade

winds, by Comm. M. W. C. Hcpworth,
025.
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*Terpene series, synthetical experi-

ments in the, by Prof. W. H. Perkin,

661.

Thane (Prof. G. D.) on anthropometric

investigation in tJie British Isles, 351.

Thoday (D. ) on increase in dry weight
as a measure of assimilation, OO.'j.

Thomas (Hugh H.) and E. A. N. Arber,
the structure of Siyillaria scutellata,

Brongn., 915.

*Thomas (W. Beacli), letters from small

holders, 808.

Thompson (M. S. ), the excavations of the

British School at Athens at the Sanc-

tuary of Artemis Orthia at Sparta.

859.

Thompson (Frof. 8. P.) on practical elec-

trical standards, 31.

Thompson (Mrs. W. H.) ok the ductless

glands, 440.

Thomson (Prof. J. J.) on practical

electrical standards, 31.

Thomson (W. ) on the velocity of the

reducing action of electrolytic hydro-
gen on arsenious and arsenic acids

when liberated from t]\e surface of

different elements, 647.

Three-colour camera, a new, by Sir W.
Abney, 018.

Tlirust and crush brecciation in the
magnesian limestone, co. Durham, a

case of. Dr. D. Woolacott on, 711.

Tiddeman (R. H.) o», the erratic blocks

of the British Isles, 242.

Time of exposure, intensity of light, and
photographic action, the relation be-

tween. Prof. H. H. Turner on, 004.

TiMMERMANS (Dr. J.), the density of

liquids at low temperatures, 008.

Tims (Dr. W. H. M.) on experiments in

inheritance, 298.

Tinplate industry, trade unionism in the,

by J. H. Jones, 793.

Topographical and geological terms used

locally in South Africa, report on the

precise signiticance of, 291.

Tourmaline rocks, the, of Cwm Dwythwc,
near Llanberis, bj' W. G. Fearnsides,

704.

Tracks of invertebrates, Ac, from the

Lower Kcuper, report on, by H. C.

Beasley, 269.

Trade unionism in the tinplate industry,

by J. H. Jones, 793.

Trade winds, the strength of the, a com-
parison of the changes in, -ind in the
temperature of the waters of the North
Atlantic, by Comm. M. W. C. Hep-
worth, 625.

Training in teaching, discussion on, 93 \
by Miss C. P. Tremain, 935.

by Charles MacGregor, 937.

Transparent silver and other metallic

fihns, by Prof. T. Turner, 674.

Transpiration current, the influence of
living cells on the, by Prof. H. H.
Dixon, 901.

*Tree planting, judicious, for shelter by
farmers, the economic importance of,
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Fres.B.S.

Icrd Lister, D.C.L., F.R.S.
Sir Willism Citekes, F.R.S.
Sir W. Turner, K.C.B.. F.R.S.
Sir A. W. Eu( ktr, D.Sc. F.R.S,

K.C.E., Sir James Dewar, LL.D., F.R.S.
SirNorn'anLockjer,K,C.B.,F.R.S.
Arthur J. Ealftur. D.C.L., F.R.S.
Sir G( 0) ge Darwin, K.C.B., F.Il.S.

Sir E.Fay Lar,kester,K.O.B.,F.H.S.

Sir David Gill, K.C.B., F.R.S.

PAST GENERAL OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION.

F. Galton, D.O.L., F.RS.
P. L. Selater, Ph.D., F.R.S.

Prof. T. G. Bonney, D.Sc, F.R.S.

A. Vernon Harcourt, F.R.S.
Sir A. W. RUcker, D.Sc, F.R.S.
Prof. E. A. Schiifer, F.R.S.

Dr. D. H. Scott, M.A.. F.R.S.
Dr. G. Carey Foster, F.R.S.
Dr. J. G. Garson.

AUDITORS.

Sir Edward Brabrook, C.B. Professor H. MoLeod, F.B.S.
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1905. *a Ababrelton, Robert, F.R.G.S. P.O. Box 322, Pietermaritzburg,

Natal.

1887. *Abbe, Professor Cleveland. Weather Bureau, Department of

Agriculture, Washington, U.S.A.

1881. *Abbott, R. T. G. Whitley House, Malton.

1885. *Aberdeen, The Earl of, G.C.M.G., LL.D. Haddo House, Aber-

deen.

1885. lAberdeen, The Countess of. Haddo House, Aberdeen.

1873. *Abney, Captain Sir W. de W., K.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.

(Pres. A, 1889 ; Pres. L, 1903 ; Council, 1884-89, 1902-05,

1906 .) Measham Hall, Leicestershire.

1905. JAbrahanison, Louis. Civil Service Club, Cape Town.

1905. §Aburrow, Charles. P.O. Box 534, Johannesburg.

1882. *Acland, Alfred Di/ke. 38 Pont-street, Chelsea, S.W.

1869. JAcland, Sir C. T.'Dyke, Bart., M.A. Killerton, Exeter.

1877. *Acland, Captain Francis E. Dyke, R.A. Walwood, Banstead,

Surrey.

1894. *Acland, Henry Dyke, F.G.S. Lamorva, Falmouth.

1877. *Acland, Theodore Dyke, M.D 19 Bryanston-squarc, W.
1904. §Acton, T. A. 3 Grove-road, Wrexham.
1898. lAcwoRTH, W. M., M.A. (Pros. F, 1908.) The Albany, \V.
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1901. JAdam, J. Miller. 15 Waliner-crescent, Glasgow.

1887. JAdami, J. G., M.A., M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Pathology iu

McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
1901. §Adams, John, M.A., Professor of Education in the University of

London. 23 Tanza-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1904. JAdams, W. G. S., M.A. Department of Agriculture, Upper

Merriou-street, Dublin.

1839. *Adams, Wii-liam Grylls, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S., F.C.P.S.
(Pres. A, 1880 ; Council, 1878-85.) Heathfield, Broadstone,
Dorset.

1908. §Adamson, R. Stephen. Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
1898. JAddison, William L. T. Byng Inlet, Ontario, Canada.
1890. JAdeney, W. E., D.Sc, F.C.S. Royal University of Ireland,

Earlsfort-terraoe, Dublin. " ";

1899. *Adie, R. H., M.A., B.Sc. 136 Huntingdon-road, Cambridge.
1908. §Adkin, Robert. 4 Lingard's-road, Lewisham, S.E.

1905. JAdle, Henry. P.O. Box 1059, Johaimesburg.
1908. *Agar, W. E., M.A. Natural History Department, The University,

Glasgow.

1902. JAgnew, Samuel, M.D. Bengal-place, Lurgan.
1906. §Aikman, J. A. 6 Glencairn-crescent, Edinburgh.
1871. *Ainsworth, John Stirhng. Harecroft, Gosforth, Cumberland.
1890. *AiREDALE, Lord. Gleihow Hall, Leeds.

1895. *Airy, Hubert, M.D. Stoke House, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

1891. *Aisbitt, M. W. Mountstuart-square, Cardiff.

1871. §AiTKEN, John, LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. Ardenlea, Falkirk, N.B.
1901. JAitken, Thomas, M.Inst.C.E. County Buildings, Cupar-Fife.

1884. *iyabaster, H. Milton, Grange-road, Sutton, Surrey.

1886. *Albright, G. S. Broomsberrow Place, Ledbury.
1905. {Albright, Miss. Finstal Farm, Finstal, Bromsgrove, Worcester-

shire.

1907. §Alcock, Dr. N. H. 22 Downshire-hiU, Hampstead, N.W.
1900. *Ald"en, Francis J., M.A. The Lizans, Malvern Link.

1896. §Aldridgc, J. G. W., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 9 Victoria-street, West-
minster, S.W.

1905. *Alexander, J. Abercromby, F.S.A. 24 Lawn-crescent, Kew.
1888. *Alexander, Patrick Y. 82 Victoria-street, S.W.
1891. *Alford, Charles J., F.G.S. 15 Great St. Helen's, E.G.

1883. JAlger, W. H. The Manor House, Stoke Damerel, South Devon.
1883. JAlger, Mrs. W. H. The Manor House, Stoke Damerel, South Devon.
1901. *AIlan, James A. Westerton, Milngavie.

1904. *Allcock, William Burt. Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
1879. *Allen, Rev. A. J. C. 34 Lensfield-road, Cambridge.
1898. §Allen, Dr. E. J. The Laboratory, Citadel Hill, Plymouth.
1888. JAllen, F. J., M.A. lOS Mawson-road, Cambridge.
1907. *AUorge, M. M., L.esSc, F.G.S. University Museum, Oxford.
1882. *Alverstone, The Right Hon. Lord, G.C.M.G., LL.D., F.R.S.

Hornton Lodge, Hornton-street, Kensington, W.
1887. {Alward, G. L. 11 Hamilton-street, Grimsby, Yorkshire.
1883. §Amery, John Spavke. Druid, Ashburton, Devon.
1883. JAmery, Peter Fabyan Sparke. Druid, Ashburton, Devon.
1884. JAmi, Henry, M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S. Geological Survey, Ottawa,

Canada.
1905. {Anderson, A. J., M.A., M.B. The Residency, Portswood-road,

Green Point, Cape Colony.
1905. *Ander.son, 0. L. P.O. Box 2162, Johannesburg.
1908. §Aaderson, Edgar. Glenavon, Merrion-road, Dublin.
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1885. *Anderson, Hugh Kerr, M.A., M.D., E.R.S. Caius College,
Cambridge.

1901. *Anderson, James. Ravelston, Kelvinside, Glasgow.
1892. tAnderson, Joseph, LL.D. 8 Great ICing-street, Edinburgh.
1899. *Anderson, Miss Mary Kerr. 13 Napier-road, Edinburgh.
1888. *Anderson, R. Bruce. 5 Westminster-chambers, S.W.
1887. JAnderson, Professor R. J., M.D., F.L.S. Queen's College, and

Atlantic Lodge, Salthill, Galvvay.

1905. {Anderson, T. J. P.O. Box 173, Cape Town.
1880. *Anderson, Tempest, M.D.,D.Sc.,F.G.S. (Council, 1907- ; Local

Sec. 1881.) 17 Stonegate, York.
1902. *Anderson, Thomas. Embleton, Osborne Park, Belfast.

1901. *Anderson, Dr. W. Carrick. 8 Windsor-quadrant, Glasgow.
1908. §Anderson, William. Glenavon, Merrion-road, Dublin.
1907. JAndrews, A. W. Adela-avenue, West Barnes-lane, New Maiden,

Surrey.

1895. jAndrews, Charles W., B.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. British Museum
(Natural History), S.W.

1880. *Andrews, Thornton, M.Inst.C.E. Cefn Eithen, Swansea.
1886., §Andrews, Wilham, F.G.S. Steeple Croft, Coventry.
1877. IAngell, John, F.C.S., F.I.C. 6 Beacons-field, Derby-road,

Withington, Manchester.
1900. JAnnandale, Nelson. 3-t Charlotte-square, Edinburgh.
1896. JAnnett, R. C. F., Assoc.Inst.C.E. i Buckingham-avenue, Sefton

Park, Liverpool.

1886. JAnsell, Joseph. 27 Bennett's-hill, Birmingham.
1890. §Antrobus, J. Coutts. Eaton Hall, Congleton.
1901. JArakawa, Minozi. Japanese Consulate, 84 Bishopsgate-street

Within, E.G.

1900. tArber, E. A. Newell, M.A., F.L.S. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1894. JArchibald, A. Holmer, Court-road, Txmbridge Wells.
1884. *Archibald, E. Douglas. Constitutional Club, W.C.
1883. *Ar'mistead, WiUiam. Hillcrest, Oaken, Wolverhampton.
1908. §Armstrong, E. C. R., M.R.I.A., F.R.G.S. Cyprus, Eglinton-road,

Dublin.

1903. *Armstrong, E. Frankland, D.Sc, Ph.D. 98 London-road
Reading.

1873. *Armstrong, Henry E., Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1885 ;

Pres. L, 1902 ; Council, 1899-1905), Professor of Chemistry in
the City and Guilds of London Institute, Central Institution,
Exhibition-road, S.W. 55 Granville-park, Lewisham, S.E.

1905. :|:Armstrong, John. Kamfersdam Mine, near Kimberley, Cape
Colony.

1905. §Arnold, J. 0., Professor of Metallurgy in the University of
Sheffield.

1893. *Arnold-Bemrose, H. H., Sc.D., F.G.S. Ash Tree House, Osmaston-
road, Derby.

1904. JArunachalam, P. Ceylon Civil Service, Colombo, Ceylon.
1870. *Ash, Dr. T. Linnington. Penroses, Holsworthy, North Devon.
1903. *Ashby, Thomas. The British School, Rome.
1907. §Ashley, W. J., M.A. (Pres. F, 1907), Professor of Commerce in the

University of Birmingham. 3 Yateley-road, Edgbaston, Bir-
mingham.

Ashworth, Henry. Turton, near Bolton.
1903. *A3hworth, J. H., D.Sc. 4 Cluny-torrace, Edinburgh.
1890. JAshworth, J. Reginald, D.Sc. 105 Freehold-street, Rochdale.
1905. {Askew, T. A. Main-road, Claremont, Cape Colony.
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1875. *Asplaiid, W. Gaskell. 50 Park Hill-road, N.WJ
1896. *As3heton, Richard, M.A., F.L.S. Grantchester, Cambridge.
1905. JAssheton, Mrs. Grantchester, Cambridge.

1908. §Astley, Rev. H. J. Dukinlield, M.A. East Rudham Vicarage,
King's Lynn.

1903. JAtchison, Arthur F. T., B.Sc. Royal Engineering College,

Cooper's Hill, Staines.

1887. JAtkinson, Rev. C. Chetwynd, D.D. Ingestre, Ashton-on-Mersey.
1898. *Atkinson, E. Cuthbert. 5 Pembroke-vale, Clifton, Bristol.

189-4. *Atkinson, Harold W., M.A. West View, Eastbury-ave.iue, North-
wood, Middlesex.

1903. JAtkinson, J. J. Cosgi'ove Priory, Stony Stratford.

1881. JAtkinson, J. T. The Quay, Selby, Yorkshire.

1907. §Atkinson, Robert E. Morland-avenuo, Knighton, Leicester.

1881. JAtkinson, Robert William, F.C.S. (Local Sec. 1891.) 44
Loudoun-square, Cardiff.

1863. *Attfield, J., M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S. Ashlands, Watford, Herts.

1906. §AuDEN, Dr. G. A. The Education Office, Edmund-street, Bir-

mingham.
1907. §Auden, H. A., D.Sc. Westwood, Grassendale, Liverpool.

1903. JAusTiN, Charles E. 37 Cambridge-road, Southport.

1853. *Avebury, The Right Hon. Lord, D.C.L., F.R.S. (President,
1881 ; Trustee, 1872- ; Pres. D, 1872 ; Council, 1865-71.)
High Elms, Farnborough, Kent.

1883. *Bach, Madame Henri. 19 Avenue Bosquet, Paris.

1905. JBackhouse, James. Daleside, Scarborough.

1883. *Backhouse, W. A. St. John's, Wolsingham, R.S.O., Durham.
1887. *Bacon, Thomas Walter, Ramsden Hall, Billericay, Essex.

1903. JBaden-Powell, Major B. 22 Prince's-gate, S.W.
1907. §Badgley, Colonel W. F., Assoc.Inst.C.E., F.R.G.S. Verecroft,

Devizes.

1908. *Bagnall, Richard Siddoway. The Groves, Winlaton, Co. Durham.
1905. JBaikie, Robert. P.O. Box 36, Pretoria, South Africa.

1883. JBaildon, Dr. 42 Hoghton-street, Southport.

1883. *Bailey, Charles, F.L.S. Atherstone House, North-drive, St.

Anne's-on-the-Sea, Lancashire.

1893. ±Bailey, Colonel F., F.R.G.S. 7 Drummond-place, Edinburgh.
1887. *Bailey, G. H., D.Sc, Ph.D. Marple Cottage, Marple, Cheshire.

1905. *Bailey, Harry Percy. 22 Clarendon-road, Margate.
1905. §Bailey, W. F., C.B. Land Commission, DubUn.
1894. *Baily, Francis Gibson, M.A. Newbury, Colinton, Midlothian.

1878. JBaily, Walter. 4 Roslyn-hill, Hampst«ad, N.W.
1897. §Bain, James. PubUc Library, Toronto, Canada.
1905. *Baker, Sir Augustine. 56 Merrion-square, DubUn.
1886. §Baker, Harry, F.I.C. Epworth House, Moughland-lane, Runcorn.
1907. § Baldwin, Walter. 5 St. Alban's-street, Rochdale.
1904. JBalfour, The Right Hon. A. J., D.C.L., LL.D., M.P., F.R.S.,

Chancellor of the University of Edinburgh. (President,
1904.) ^Vhittinghame, Prestonkirk, N.B.

1894. JBalfour, Henry, M.A. (Pres. H, 1904.) 11 Norham-gardens,
Oxford.

1905. JBalfour, Mrs. H. 11 Norham-gardens, Oxford.
1875. JBalfour, Isaac Bayley, M.A., D.Sc, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.,

I F.L.S. (Pres. D, 1894 ; K, 1901), Professor of Botany in the
University of Edinburgh. Inverleith House, Edinburgh.
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1883. JBalfour, Mrs. I. Bayley. Inverleith House, Edinburgh.

1905. jBalfour, Mrs. J. Dawyck, Stobo, N.B.

1905. JBalfour, Lewis. 11 Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1905. JBalfour, Miss Vera B. Dawyck, Stobo, N.B.

1878. *Ball, Sir Charles Bent, M.D., Regius Professor of Surgery in the

University of DubUn. 24 Merrion-square, Dublin.

1866. *Ball, Sir Robert Stawell, LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. (Pres. A,

1887 ; Council, 1884-90, 1892-94 ; Local Sec. 1878), Lown-
dean Professor of Astronomy and Geometry in the University

of Cambridge. The Observatory, Cambridge.

1908. §Ball, T. Eh-ington. 6 Wilton-place, Dublin.

1883. *Ball, W. W. Rouse, M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1905. JBallantine, Rev. T. R. Tirmochree, Bloomfield, Belfast.

1869. JBamber, Henry K., F.C.S. 5 Westminster-chambers, Victoria-

street, Westminster, S.W.
1890. JBamford, Professor Harry, M.Sc. 30 Falkland-mansions, Glasgow.

1899. §Bampton, Mrs. 42 Marine-parade, Dover.

1905. §Banks, Miss Margaret Pierrepont. 10 Regent-terrace, Edinburgh.

1898. JBannerman, W. Bruce, F.S.A. The Lindens, Sydenham-road,
Croydon.

1890. *Barber-Starkey, W. J. S. Aldenham Park, Bridgnorth, Salop.

1861. *Barbour, George. Bolesworth Castle, Tattenhall, Chester.

1860. *Barclay, Robert. High Leigh, Hoddesden, Herts.

1887. *Barclay, Robert. Sedgley New Hall, Prestwich, Manchester.

1902. JBarcroft, H., D.L. The Glen, Newry, Co. Down.
1902. JBarcroft, Joseph, M.A., B.Sc. King's College, Cambridge.
1904. §Barker, B. T. P. Fenswood, Long Ashton, Bristol.

1906. *Barker, Geoffrey Palgrave. Henstead Hall, near Wrentham,
Suffolk.

1899. §Barker, John H., M.Inst.C.E. Adderley Park RolUng Mills,

Birmingham.
1882. *Barker, Miss J. M. Care of Mrs. Plummer, Prior's-terrace, Tyne-

mouth.
1898. JBarker, W. R. 106 Redland-road, Bristol.

1909. §Barlow, Lieut. -Colonel G. N. H. Care of Messrs. Cox & Co., 16

Charing Cross, S.W.
1889. JBarlow, H. W. L., M.A., M.B., F.C.S. The Park Hospital, Hither

Green, S.E.

1883. JBarlow, J. J. 84 Cambridge-road, Southport.

1885. *Barlow, William, F.R.S., F.G.S. The Red House, Great Stanmore.
1905. §Barnard, Miss Annie T., M.D., B.Sc. 32 Chenies-street-chambers,

Gower-street, W.C.
1902. §Barnard, J. E. Park View, Brondesbury Park, N.W.
1S81. JBarnard, WiUiam, LL.B. 3 New-court, Lincoln's Lin, W.C.
1904. JBarnes, Rev. E. W., M.A., F.R.A.S. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1907. §Barnes, Professor H. T. McGill University," Montreal, Canada.

1881. JBarr, Archibald, D.Sc, M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Civil Engineer-

ing in the University, Glasgow.
1902. *Barr, Mark. Gloucester-mansions, Harrington-gardens, S.W.
1904. JBarrett, Arthur. 6 Mortimer-road, Cambridge.
1872. *Barrett, W. F., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.R.LA., Professor of Physics

in the Royal College of Science, Dublin. 6 De Vesci-terrace,

Kingstown, Co. Dublin.

1874. *BARRmGTON, R. M., M.A., LL.B., F.L.S. Fassaroe, Bray, Co.

Wicklow.
1874. *Barrington-Ward, Rev. INIark J., M.A., F.L.S., F.R.G.S., H.M.

Inspector of Schools. Thorneloe Lodge, Worcester.
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1893. *Barrow, George, F.G.S. 28 Jermyii-street, S.W.
1896. §Barrowman, James. Staneacre, Hamilton, N.B.
1908. §Barry, Gerald H. Wiglin Glebe, Carlow, Ireland.

1884. *Barstow, Mss Frances A. Garrow Hill, near York.

1890. *Barstow, J. J. Jackson. .The Lodge, Weston-super-Mare.

1890. *Barstow, Mrs. The Lodge, Weston-super-Mare.

1892. ^Bartholomew, John George, F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. Newington
House, Edinburgh.

1858. *Bartholomew, WilUam Hamond, M.Inst.C.E. Ridgeway House,
Cumberland-road, Hyde Park, Leeds.

1893. *Barton, Edwin H., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of Experimental
Physics in Universitj' College, Nottingham.

1908. §Barton, 'Walter John. The College, Winchester.

1904. *Bartrum, C. 0., B.Sc. • 12 Heath-mansions, Heath-street, Hamp-
stead, N.W.

1845. *Bashforth, Rev. Francis, B.D. Jlinting Vicarage, near Homcastle.

1888. *Basset, A. B., M.A., F.R.S. Fledborough Hall, Holyport, Berk-

shire.

1891. IBassett, A. B. Cheverell, Uandaff.

1866. *Bassett, Henry. 26 BeUtha-villas, Barnsbury, N.
1889. JBastable, Professor C. F., M.A., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1894.) 6 Tre-

velyan-terrace, Rathgar, Co. Dublin.

1871. JBastian, H. Charlton, M.A., M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., Emeritus Pro-

fessor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine in University

College, London. 8a Manchester-square, W.
1883. JBATEMAN.Sir A. E.,K.C.M.G. Woodhouse, Wimbledon Park, S.W.
1907. *Bateman, Harry. The University, Manchester.

1884. JBateson, William, M.A., F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1904), Professor of

Biology in the University of Cambridge. St. John's College,

Cambridge.
1881. *Bather, Francis Arthur, M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S. British Museum

(Natural History), S.W.
1906. §Batty, Mrs. Braithwaite. Ye Gabled House, The Parks, Oxford.

1863. §Bauerman, H., F.G.S. 14 Cavendish-road, Balham, S.W.
1904. JBaugh, J. H. Agar. 92 Hatton-garden, E.G.

1905. JBaxter, W. Duncan. P.O. Box 103, Cape Town.
1876. *Baynes, Robert E., M.A. Christ Church, Oxford.

1887. *Baynes, Mrs. R. E. 2 Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1883. *Bazley, Gardner S. Hatherop Castle, Fairford, Gloucestershire.

1905. *Bazley, Miss J. M. A. Kilmorie, llsham-drive, Torquay, Devon.
Bazley, Sir Thomas Sebastian, Bart., M.A. Kilmorie, llsham-

drive, Torquay, Devon.
1889. §Beare, Professor T. Hudson, B.Sc, F.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. The

University, Edinburgh.
1905. §Beare, Jlrs. T. Hudson. 10 Regent-terrace, Edinburgh.

1904. §Beasley, H. C. 25a Prince Alfred-road, Wavertree, Liverpool.

1905. JBeattie, Professor J. C, D.Sc, F.R.S.E. South African College,

Cape Town.
1902. JBeatty, H. M., LL.D. Ballymena, Co. Antrim.

1855. *Beaufort, W. Morris, F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S., F.R.M.S., F.S.S. 18 Pic-

cadiUy, W.
1900. JBeaumont, Professor Roberts, M.I.Mech.E. The University, Leeds.

1861. *Beaumont, Rev. Thomas George. Oakley Lodge, Leamington.
1887. *Beaumont, W. J. The Laboratory, Citadel Hill, Plymouth.
1885. *Beaumont, W. W., M.Inst.C.E. Outer Temple, 222 Strand, W.C.
1887. *Beckett, John Hampden. Corbar Hall, Buxton, Derbyshire.

1904. §Beckit, H. O. The Schoolhouse Whitchurch, Salop.
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1885. +BEDDARD, Frank E., M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., Prosector to the
Zoological Society of London, Regent's Park, N.W.

1870. {Beddoe, John, M.D., F.R.S. (Council, 1870-75.) The Chantry,
Bradford-on-Avon.

1904. *Bedford, T. G., M.A. 13 Warkworth-stroet, Cambridge.
1891. IBedlington, Richard. Gadlys House, Aberdare.
1878. JBedson, p. Phillips, D.Sc, F.C.S. (Local Sec. 1889), Professor of

Chemistry in the College of Physical Science, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne.

1901. *Beilby, G. T., F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1905.) 11 University-gardens,
Glasgow.

1905. IBeilby, Hubert. 11 University-gardens, Glasgow.
1891. *Belinfante, L. L., M.Sc, Assist. Sec. G.S. Burhngton House, W.
1894. JBell, F. Jeffrey, M.A., F.Z.S. British Museum, S.W.
1900. *Bell, Henry Wilkinson. Beech Cottage, Rawdon, near Leeds.
1870. *Bell, J. Carter, A.R.S.M. The Cliff, Higher Broughton, Man-

chester.

1883. *Bell, John Henry. 102 Leyland-road, Southport.
1905. JBell, W. H. S. P.O. Box 4284, Johannesburg.
1888. *Bell, Walter George, M.A. Trinity Hall, Cambridge.
1908. *Bellamy, Prank Arthur, M.A., F.R.A.S. University Observatory,

Oxford.
1904. JBellars, A. E. Magdalene College, Cambridge.
1905. jBender, Rev. A. P., M.A. Synagogue House, Cape Town.
1883. *Bennett, Laurence Henry. The Elms, Paignton, South Devon.
1901. JBennett, Professor Peter. Kelvinhaugh-street, Sandyford,

Glasgow.
1905. §Benson, Arthur H., M.A., F.R.C.S. 42 FitzwilUam-square, Dubhn.
1905. §Benson, Mrs. A. H. 42 FitzwiUiam-square, Dublin.
1903. §Benson, D. E. Queenwood, 12 Irton-road, Southport.
1901. *Benson, Miss Margaret J., D.Sc. Royal Holloway College, Egham.
1887. *Benson, Mrs. W. J. Care of Johannesburg Consolidated Invest-

ment Co., P.O. Box 590, .Johannesburg, Transvaal.
1898. *Bent, Mrs. Theodore. 13 Great Cumberland-place, W.
1904. IBentley, B. H. The University, Sheffield.

1905. §Beatley, F. W. Rein Wood, Hudder.stield.

1905. *Bentley, W. C. Rein Wood, Huddersfield.
1908. §Benton, Mrs. Evelyn M. Kingswear, Hale, Altriucham, Cheshire.
1896. *Bergin, William, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in Queen's

College, Cork.

1894. §Berkeley, The Eari of, F.R.S., F.G.S. Foxcombe, Boarshill, near
Abingdon.

1905. *Bernaccui, L. C, F.R.G.S. Pomid Farm, Upper Long Ditton,
Surrey.

1906. *Bernays, Albert Evan. 3 Priory-road, Kew, Sun-ey.
1898. §Berridge, Miss C. E. 7 Albert-mansions, Lansdowne-road, Ci-oydon.
1894. IBerridgb, Douglas, M.A., F.C.S. The College, Malvern.
1908. *Berridge, Miss Emily M. Dunton Lodge, The Knoll, Beckenham.
1908. *Berry, Arthur J. 5 University-gardens, Glasgow.
1904. jBerry, R. A. West of Scotland Agricultural College, G Blyths-

wood-square, Glasgow.
1905. JBertrand, Captain Alfred. Champel, Geneva.
1862. JBesant, William Henry, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S. St. John's College,

Cambridge.
1880. *Bevan, Rev. Jamb3 Oliver, M.A., F.S.A., F.G.S. Chiilenden

Rectory, Dover.
1904. *Bevan, P. V., M.A. Garden-walk, Chesterton, Cambridge.
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190fi. §Bevan-Lewis, W., M.D. West Riding Asylum, Wakefield.
1884. *Beveiiey, Michael, M.D. 54 Prince of Wales-road, Norwich.
1903. JBickerdike, C. F. 1 Boverney-road, Honor Oak Park, S.E.
1888. *Bidder, George Parker. Savile Club, Piccadilly, W.
1885. *BiDWELL, Shelford, Sc.D., LL.B., F.R.S. Beechmead, Oatlands

Chase, Weybridge.
1904. ^Bigg-Wither, Colonel A. C. Tilthams. Godalming, Surrey.
1882. JBiggs, C. H. W., F.C.S. Glebe Lodge, Champion-liill, S.E.
1898. tBiUington, Charles. Heimath, Longport, Stafiordshire.

1901. *Bilsland, Sir WiUiam, Bart., J.P. 28 Park-circus, Glasgow.
1908. *Bilton, Edward Barnard. Graylands, Wimbledon Common, S.W.
1887. *Bindloss, James B. Elm Bank, Buxton.
1884. *Bingham, Colonel Sir John E., Bart. West Lea, Ranmoor, Shef-

field.

1881. jBiNNiE, Sir Alexander R., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. (Pres. G, 1900.)

77 Ladbroke-grove, W.
1887. *Birley, H. K. Penrhyn, Irlams o' th' Height, Manchester.
1904. IBishop, A. W. Edwinstowe, Chaucer-road, Cambridge.
1906. §Bishop, J. L. Inland Revenue Office, York.
1894. JBlsset, James, F.R.S.E. 9 Greenhill-park, Edinburgh.
188G. *Bixby, Colonel W. H. 428 Custom House, St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.
1881. {Black, Surgeon-Major Wilhara Gait, F.R.C.S.E. Caledonian United

Service Club, Edinburgh.
1901. §Black, W. P. M. 13G Wellington-street, Glasgow.
1903. *Blackm.a.n, F.F.,M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. K, 1908.) St. John's

College, Cambridge.
1908. §Blackman, Professor V. H., M.A., Sc.D. The University, J^eds.
1908. §Blake, G. F., J.P. Royal College of Surgeons, Dublin
1902. jBlake, Robert F., F.I.C. 66 Malone-avenue, Belfast.

1900. *Blamires, Joseph. Bradley Lodge, Huddersfield.

1905. jBlamires, Mrs. Bradley Lodge, Huddersfield.
1904. JBlanc, Dr. Gian Alberto. Istituto Fisico, Rome.
1884. *Blandy, WiUiam Charles, M.A. 1 Friar-street, Reading.
1887. *Blos, A. J. S. Palm House, Park-lane, Higher Broughton, Man-

chester.

1887. *Bles, Edward J., M.A., B.Sc. The University, Glasgow.
1884. *Bhsh, WiUiam G. Niles, Michigan, U.S.A.
1902. JBlount, Bertram, F.LC. 76 & 78 York-street, Westminster, S.W.
1888. JBloxsom, Martin, B.A., M.Inst.C.E. Hazelwood, Crumpsall

Green, Manchester.
Blyth, B. HaU. 135 George-street, Edinburgh.

1887. *Boddington, Henry. Po^vnall Hall, Wilmslow, Manchester.
1900. tBoDiNGTON, Sir Nathaniel. Litt.D. Yorkshire CoUege, Leeds.
1908. §Boeddicker, Ottc, Ph.D. Birr Castle Observatory, Birr,

Ireland.

1887. *Boissevain, Gideon Maria. 4 Tcsselschade-straat, Amsterdam.
1898. §BoLTON, H., F.R.S.E. The Museum, Queen's-road, Bristol.

1894. §BoLTON, John. 15 Ci-anley-gardens, MusweU HiU, N.
1895. *BoNAR, James, M.A., LL.D. (Pres. F, 1898 ; Council, 1899-1905.)

The Mint, Ottawa, Canada.
1908. §Bone, Professor W. A., D.Sc, F.R.S. The University, Leeds.

1871. *BoNNEY, Rev. Thomas George, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A.,

F.G.S. (Secretary, 1831-85 ; Pres. C, 1888.) 9 Scroope-
terrace, Cambridge.

1888. JBoon, WilUam. Coventry.
1893. JBjDt, Jesse. Carlyle House, 18 Barns-street, Nottingham.
1830. *BooTH, Right Hon. Charles, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.S.S. 24 Great

Cumbarlani-plaoe, W.
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1883. JBooth, James. Hazelhurst, Turton.

1908. §Bootli, Robert, .J.P. Bartra ITall, Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

1876. JBooth, Rev. William H. St. Paul's Rectory, Old Chariton,

Kent.

1883. JBoothroyd, Benjamin. Weston-super-Mare.

1901. *Boothroyd, Herbert E., M.A., B.Sc. Sidney Sussex College, Cam-
bridge.

1882. §BoRNS, Henry, Ph.D., F.C.S. 5 Sutton Court-road, Chiswick, W.
1901. JBorradaile, L. A., M.A. Selwyn College, Cambridge.

1876. *BosANQUET, R. H. M., M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Castillo Zamora,

Realejo-Alto, Teneriffe.

1903. §Bosanquet, Robert C, M.A., Professor of Classical Archaeology

in the University of Liverpool. Institute of Archaeology,

40 Bedford-street, Liverpool.

1896. JBose, Professor J. C, CLE., M.A., D.Sc. Calcutta, India.

1881. §BoTHAMLEY, Chaeles H., M.Sc, F.I.C, F.C.S., Education

Secretary, Somerset County Council, Weston-super-Mare.

1871. *BoTTOMLEY, James THOMSON, M. A., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E.,

F.C.S. 13 University-gardens, Glasgow.

1884. *Bottomley, Mrs. 13 University-gardens, Glasgow.

1892 *Bottomley, W. B., B. A., Professor of Botany in King's College, W.C.

1905. §EouLENGER, G. A., F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1905.) 8 Courtfield-road, S.W.

1905. §Boiilenger, Mrs. 8 Courtfield-road, S.W^

1903. §BoiJLTON, W. S., B.Sc, F.G.S., Professor of Geology in University

College, Cardiff. 20 Arches-road, Penarth.

1883. JBouRNE, A. G., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S., Professor of Biology in the

Presidency College. Madras.

1893. *BouRNE, G. C, M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S. (Council, 1903- ; Local Sec.

1894), Linacre Professor of Comparative Anatomy in the

University of Oxford. Savile House, Mansfield-road, Oxford.

1904. *Bousfield, E. G. P. Hungate Mills, York.

1902. JBousfield, Sir William. 20 Hyde Park-gate, W.
1884. JBovEY, Henry T., M.A., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E., Rector of the

Imperial College of Science and Technology, South Kensing-

ton, S.W.
1881. *BowER, F. 0., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1898 ;

Council, 1900-06), Regius Professor of Botany in the Univer-

sity of Glasgow.

1898. *Bowker, Arthur Frank, F.R.G.S., F.G.S. Seal, Sevenoaks.

1856. *Bowlby, Miss F. E. 4 South Bailey, Durham.

1908. §Bowles, E. Augustus, M.A., F.L.S. Myddleton House, W'altham

Cross, Herts.

1898. §BowLEY, A. L., M.A. (Pres. F, 1906 ; Council, 1906- .) North-

court-avenue, Reading.

1880. JBowly, Christopher. Cirencester.

1887. tBowly, Mrs. Christopher. Cirencester.

1899. *Bowman, Herbert Lister, M.A., F.G.S. Greenham Common, New-
bury.

1899. *Bowman, John Herbert. Greenham Common, Newbury.

1887. §Box, Alfred Marshall. Care of the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Bank, Huddersfield.

1895. *BoYCE, Sir Rubert, M.B., F.R.S., Professor of Pathology in the

University of Liverpool.

1901. tBoyd, David T. Rhinsdale, Ballieston, Lanark.

1892. §BoYS, Charles Vernon, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1903 ; Council, 1893-99,

1905-08.) 66 Victoria-street, S.W.

1905. tBoys, Mrs. C. Vernon. 27 The Grovo, Boltons, S.W.
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1872. *Beabkooe, Sir Edwaed, C.B., F.S.A. (Pres. H, 1898 ; Pres. F,

1903 ; Council, 1903- .) 178 Bedford-hill, Balham, S.W.
1860. *Braby, Frederick, F.G.S., F.C.S. Bushey Lodge, Teddingtoii,

Middlesex.

1894. *Braby, Ivon. Helena, Alan-road, Wimbledon, S.W.

1905. IBradford, Wager. P.O. Box 5, Johannesburg.

1893. §Bradley, F. L. Ingleside, ilalvera Wells.

1904. *Bradley, Gustav. Council Offices, Goole.

1899. *Bradley, J. W., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Westminster City Hall,

Charing Cross-road, W.C.
1903. *Bradley, 0. Chamock. D.Sc, M.D., F.R.S.E. Royal Veterinary

College, Edinburgh.
1892. JBradshaw, W. Carisbrooke House, The Park, Nottingham.
1863. JBbady, GeorCxE S., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Natural

History in the Durham College of Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

2 Mowbray-villas, Sunderland.

1880. *Brady, Rev. Nicholas, M.A. Rainham Hall, Rainham. S.O.,

Essex.

1905. §Brakhan, A. Clare Bank, The Common, Sevenoaks.

1906. §BranfieId, Wilfred. 5 Victoria-villas, Upperthorpe, Sheffield.

1885 *Bratbij, William, J. P. Alton Lodge, Lancaster Park, Harrogate.

1905 §Brausewetter, Miss. Roedean School, near Brighton.

1905. JBremner, R. S. Westminster-chambers, Dale-street, Liverpool.

1905. JBremner, Stanley. Westminster-chambers, Dale-street, Liverpool.

1902. *Brereton, Cloudesley. Briningham House, Briningham, S.O.,

Norfolk.

1898. §Brereton, Cuthbert A., M.Inst.C.E. 21 Delahay-street, S.W.
1882. *Bretherton, C. E. 20 Palace-mansions, Addison Bridge, W.
1905. §Brewis, E. 46 Clonracl-road, West Green, Tottenham, N.

1908. §Brickwood, Sir John. Branksmere, Southsea.

1907. *Bridge, Henry Hamilton. North Lodgf^, Battle, Sussex.

1886. JBridge, T. W., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S., Professor of Zoology in the

University of Birmingham.
1870. *Bbigg, John, M.P. Kildwick Hall, Keighley, Yorkshire.

1906. §Briggs, John, M.A., F.Z.S. 32 Red Lion-square, W.C.
1904. *Briggs, WiUiam, M.A., LL.D., F.R.A.S. Burhngton House, Cam-

bridge.

1905. IBrill, J., Litt.D. Grey College, Bloemfontein, South Africa.

1908. §Brindley, H. H. 4 Devana-terrace, Cambridge.
1893. JBriscoe, Albert E., B.Sc, A.R.C.Sc. The Hoppet, Little Baddow,

Chelmsford.

1904. JBriscoe, J. J. Bourn Hall, Boiurn, Cambridge.

1905. §Briscoe, Miss. Bourn Hall, Bourn, near Cambridge.
1898. JBristol, The Right Rev. G. F. Browne, D.D., Lord Bishop of.

17 The Avenue, Clifton, Bristol.

1879. *Brittain, W. H., J.P., F.R.G.S. Storth Oaks, Sheffield.

1905. *Broadwood, Brigadier-General R. G. The Deodars, Bloemfontein,
South Africa.

1905. §Brock, Dr. B. G. P.O. Box 216, Germiston, Transvaal.

1907. JBrockington, W. A., M.A. Leicestershire County Council, 38 Bowl-
ing Green-street, Leicester.

1896. *BrockIehurst, S. Olinda, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1883. *Brodie, David, M.D. Shngsby Villa, Regent's Park-road, N.
1901. JBrodie, T. G., M.D., F.R.S. "4 Lancaster-terrace, Regent's Park,

N.W.
1883. *Brodie-Hall, Miss W. L. 5 Devonshire-place, Eastbourne.
1905. JBrodigan, C. B. Brakpan Mines, Johannesburg.
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1903. JBbodkick, Hakold, M.A., F.G.S. (Local Sec. 1903.) 7 Aiighton-

road, Birkdale, Southport.

1904. JBromwicb, T. J. I'A., M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics in

Queen's College, Galway.

1900. JBrook, Stanley. 18 St. George's-place, York.

1905. *Brooke, Geoffrey. Christ Church Vicarage, Mirfeld, S.O., Yorkshire.

1906. §Brooks, F. T. 102 Mawson-road, Cambridge.

1883. *Brotherton, E. A., M.P. Arthington Hall, Wharfedale, vid Leeds.

1883. *Brough, Mrs. Charles S. 19 Salisbury-road, Southsea.

1886. fBrough, Joseph, LL.D., Professor of Logic and Philosophy in Uni-

versity College, Aberystwyth.

1905. JBrown, A. R. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1863. *Bbown, Alexander Cetxm, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.,

V.P.C.S. (Pres. B, 1874; Local Sec. 1871.) 8 Belgrave-

crescent, Edinburgh.

1883. IBrown, Mrs. Ellen F. Campbell. 27 Abercromby-square, Liver-

pool.

1905. §Browia, Professor Ernest William, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. Yale Uni-

versity, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.

1903. IBrowii, F. W. 6 Rawlinson-road, Southport.

1870. §Bkown, Horace T., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. B, 1899 ; Council,

1904- .) 52 Nevern-square, S.V/.

1870. *Brown, J. Campbell, D.Sc, F.C.S., Professor of Chemistry in the

LTjiiversity of Liverpool.

1905. JBrown, J. Ellis. Durban, Natal.

1876. §Bbown, John, F.R.S. (Local Sec. 1902.) Longhurst, Dunmurry,
Belfast.

1881. *Brown, John, M.D. 2 Glebe-terrace, Rondeboseh, Cape Colony.

1895. *Brown, John Charles, 39 Burlington-road, Sherwood, Notting-

ham.
1905. JBro-mi, John S. Longhurst, Dunmurry, Belfast.

1905. tBro^Tn, L. Chfford. Beyer's lOoof, Klapmuts, Cape Colony.

1882. *Bro'«Ti, Mrs. Mary. 2 Glebe-terrace, Rondeboseh, Cape Colony.

1898. §Brown, Nicol, F.G.S. 4 The Grove, Highgate, N.

1886. JBrown, R., R.N. Laurel Bank, Barnhill, Perth.

1905. JBrown, R. C. Strathyre, Trojmlle, Transvaal.

1901. JBrown, R. N. R., B.Sc. University College, Dundee.

1908. §Browii, Sidney G. 52 Kensington Park-road, W.
1 905. §Brown, Mrs. Sidney G. 52 Kensington Park-road, W.
1908. §Brown, William, B.Sc. 48 Dartmouth-square, Dublin.

1906. §Browne, Charles E., B.Sc. Christ's Hospital, West Horsham.

1900. *Browne, Frank Balfour, M.A., F.R.S.E., F.Z.S. Claremont,

Holywood, Co. Down.
1908. §Browne, Rev. Henry. M.A. University College, Dublin.

1895. '*Browne, H. T. Doughty. 10 Hyde Park-terrace, W.
1879. JBrowne, Sir J. Crichton, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. 61 Car-

lisle-place-mansions, Victoria-street, S.W.

1905. *Browne, James Stark, F.R.A.S. The Red House, Mount-avenue,

Ealing, W.
1891. JBbowne, Montagu, F.G.S. Corporation Museum, Leicester.

1862. *Browne, Robert Clayton, M.A. Bro'i\Tie's Hill, Carlow, Ireland,

1883. tBrowning, Oscar, M.A. King's College, Cambridge.

1905. JBruce, Colonel Sir David, C.B., M.B., F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1905.)

War Office, 68 Victoria-street, S.W.

1905. JBruce, Lady. 3p Artillery-mansions, Victoria-street, S.W.

1893. JBruce, Wilham S. 1 1 Mount Pleasant, Joppa, Edinburgh.

1902. XBruce-Kingsmill, Major J., R.A. Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.
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1900. *Brumm, Charles. Lismara, Grosvenor-road, Birkdale, Southport.

1890. *Biunner, Right Hon. Sir J. T., Bart., M.P. Druid's Cross, Waver-
tree, Liverpool.

1868. JBbunton, Sir T. Lauder, Bart., M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Council,

1908- .) 10 Stratford-place, Cavendish-square, W.
1905. tBrunton, Lady. 10 Stratford-place, Cavendish-square, W.
1897. *Brush, Charles F. Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

1886. *Bryan, G. H., D.Sc, F.R.S. , Professor of Mathematics in University

College, Bangor.

1894. JBryan, Mrs. R. P. Plas Gwyn, Bangor.

1884. *Bryce, Rev. Professor George, D.D., LL.D. Kilmadock, Winni-

peg, Canada.

1901. JBryce, Thomas H. 2 Granby-terrace, Hillhead, Glasgow.

1902. *Bubb, Miss E. Maude. Ullenwood, near Cheltenham.

1890. §Bubb, Henry. Ullenwood, near Cheltenham.

1902. *Buchanan, Miss Florence, D.Sc. University Museum, Oxford.

1905. §Buchanan, Right Hon. Sir John. Clareinch, Claremont, Cape Town.
1881. *Buchanan, John H., M.D. Sowerby, Tliirsk.

1871. JBucHANAN, John Young, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S.,

F.C.S. Christ's College. Cambridge.

1886. *Buckle, Edmund W. 23 Bedford-row, W.C.

1884 *Buckmaster, Charles Alexander, M.A., F.C.S. 16 Heathfield-road,

Mill Hill Park, W.
1904. IBuckwell, J. C. North Gate House, Pavilion, Brighton.

1893. §BuLLEiD, Arthur, F.S.A. The Old Vicarage, Midsomer Norton,

Bath.

1903. *Bullen, Rev. R. Ashington, F.L.S., F.G.S. Englemoor, Heathside-

road, Woking, Surrey.

1905. JBurbury, Mrs. A. A. 17 Upper Phillimore-gardens, W.
1905. tBurbury, Miss A. D. 17 Upper PhiUimore-gardens, W.
1886. §BuRBURY, S. H., M.A., F.R.S. 1 New-square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

1907. §Bnrch, George J., M.A., D.Sc. F.R.S. Norham Hall, Oxford.

1881 JBurdett-Coutts, William Lehmarm, M.P. 1 Stratton-street, Picca-

dilly, W.
1905. JBurdon, E. R., M.A. Tkenhilde, Royston, Herts.

1894. IBuRKE, John B. B. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1884. *Burland, Lieut. -Colonel Jeffrey H. 342 Sherbrooke-street West,

Montreal, Canada.

1905. JBurmeister, H. A. P. 78 Hout-street, Cape Town.

1904. tBum, R. H. 21 Stanley-crescent, Notting-hill, W.
1883. *Burne, Major-General Sir Owen Tudor, G.C.I.E., K.C.S.I., F.R.G.S.

132 Sutherland-gardens, Maida Vale, W.
1885. *Burnett, W. Kendall, M.A. Migvie House, North Silver-street,

Aberdeen.

1908. §Burnside, W. Snow, D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics in the Uni-

versity of Dublin. 35 Raglan-road, Dublin. ••|

1905. tBurroughes, James S., F.R.G.S. The Homestead, Seaford, Sussex.

1866. *BuRTON, Frederick M., F.L.S., F.G.S. Highfield, Gainsborough,

1892. JBurton-Brown, Colonel Alexander, R.A., F.R.A.S., F.G.S. 11

Union-crescent, Margate.

1904. JBurtt, Arthur H., D.Sc. 4 South View, Holgate, York.

1906. §Burtt, Philip. Swarthmore, St. George's-place, York.

1887. *Bury, Henry. Mayfield House, Famham, Surrey.

1899. §Bush, Anthony. 43 Portland-road, Nottingham.

1895. JBushe, Colonel C. K., F.G.S. 19 Cromwell-road, S.W.

1906. §Bushell, H. A. Melton House, Holgate Hill, York.

1908. '^Bushell, W. F. The Hermitage, Harrow.
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1884. *Butcher, William Deane, M.R.C.S.Eng. Holyrood, 5 Clevclancl-
road, Ealing, W.

1884. *Butterworth, W. Verona, 10 Derbe-road, St. Anne's-on-the-Sca,
Lancashire.

1887. *Buxton, J. H. Clumber Cottage, Montague-road, Felixstowe.
1899. JByles, Arthur R. ' Bradford Observer,' Bradford, Yorkshire.

1908. §Cadic, Edouard, D.Litt. Mon Caprice, Pembroke Park, Dublin.
1861. *Caird, James Key, LL.D. 8 Roseangle, Dundee.
1905. JCalderwood, J. M. P.O. Box 2295, Johannesburg.
1901. jCaldwell, Hugh. Blackwood, Newport, Monmouthshire.
1907. §Caldwell, K. S. St. Bartholomew's Hospital, S.E.
1908. §Caldwel], Colonel R. T., M.A., LL.M., LL.D. Corpus Christi

College, Cambridge.
1897. §Callendar, Hugh L., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. (Council, 1900-OG),

Professor of Physics in the Royal College of Science, S.W.
1857. JCameron, Sir Charles A., C.B., M.D. 51- Pembroke-road.

Dublin.
1896. §Cameron, Irving H. 307 Sherbourne-street, Toronto, Canada.
1901. JCampbell, Archibald. Park Lodge, Albert-drive, PoUokshields,

Glasgow.
1897. JCampbell, Colonel J. C. L. Achalader, Blairgowrie, N.B.
1902. jCampbell, Robert. 21 Great Victoria-street, Belfast.
1890. JCannan, Professor Edwin, M.A., LL.D., F.S.S. (Pros. F, 1902.)

46 Wellington-square, Oxford.
1905. JCannan, Gilbert. King's College, Cambridge.
1897. §Cannon, Herbert. Woodbank, Erith, Kent.
1904. JCapell, Rev. G. M. Passenham Rectory, Stony Stratford.
1905. "^Caporn, Dr. A. W. Roeland-street Baths, Cape Town.
1894. JCapper, D. S., M.A., Professor of Mechanical Engineering in King's

College, W.C.
1896. *Carden, H. Vandeleur. Fassaroe, Walmer.
1902. +Carpenter, G. H., B.Sc, Professor of Zoology in the Royal College

of Science, Dublin.
1906. *Carpenter, H. C. H. 11 Oak -road, Withington, Manchester.
1905. §Carpmael, Edward, F.R.A.S., M.Inst.C.E. 24 Southampton-

buildings, Chancery-lane, W.C.
1893. JCarr, J. Wesley, M.A., F.L.S., F.G.S., Professor of Biology in

University College, Nottingham.
1906. *Carr, Richard E., British Vice-Consul, Cordoba, Spain
1889. tCarr-EUison, John Ralph. Hedgeley, Alnwick
1905. JCarrick, Dr. P.O. Box 646, Johannesburg.
1867. JCarrtjthers, William, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. (Pres. D, 1886.)

14 Vermont-road, Norwood, S.E.
1886. tCARSL.-VKE. J. Baruam. (Local Sec. 1886.) 30 Westfield-road,

Birmingham.
1899. JCarslaw, H. S., D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics in the Universitv

of Sydney, N.S.W. ^
1868. *Carteighe, Michael, F.C.S., F.I.C. Oriel, Goring, Reading
1900. *Carter, Rev. W. Lower, M.A., F.G.S. East London College, Mile

End-road, E.

1896. JCartOTight, Miss Edith G. 21 York Street-chambers, Bryanston-
square, W.

1878. *Cartwright, Ernest H., M.A., M.D. Myskvns, Ticehurst, Sussex.
1870. §Cartwright, Joshua, M.Inst.C.E., F.S.I. '21 Parsons-lane, Bury,

Lancashire,
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1862. JCaruUa, F. J. R. M Rosehill-street, Derby.

1894. JCarus, Dr. Paul. La Salle, Illinois, U.S.A.

1884. *Carver, Rev. Canon Alfred J., D.D., F.R.G.S. Lynnturst,

Streatbam Common, S.W.

1884. JCarver, IVIrs. Lynnhurst, Streatham Common, S.W.
1901. JCarver, Thomas A. B., D.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E, 118 Napiershall-

street, Glasgow.

1899. *Case, J. Monchton. Tovm Office, Uitenhnge, Cape Colony.

1897. *Case, Willard E. Auburn, New York, U.S.A.

1873. *Cash, William, F.G.S. 35 Commercial-street, Halifax.

1904. JCaspair, W. A. National Physical Laboratory, Bushy House,
Teddington, IMiddlesex.

1908. *Cave, Charles J. P., M.A. Ditcham Park, Petersfield.

1886. *Cavc-Moyle, Mrs. Isabella. St. Paul's Vicarage, Cheltenham.
Cayley, Digby. Brompton, near Scarborough.

1905. *Challenor, Bromley, M.A. The Firs, Abingdon.

1905. *Challenor, Miss E. M. The Firs, Abingdon.

1905. JChamberlain, Miss H. H. Ingleneuk, Upper St. John'sroad, Sea
Point, Cape Colony.

1901. §Chamen, W. A. South Wales Electrical Power Distribution

Company, Royal-chambers, Queen-street, Cardiff.

1905. JChampion, G. A. Haraldene, Chelmsford-road, Durban, Natal.

1881. *Champney, John E. 27 Hans-place, S.W.
1908. §Chance, Sir Arthur, M.D. 90 Merrion-square, Dublin.

1907. *Chapman, Alfred Chaston, F.I.C. 8 Duke-street, Aldgate, E.G.

1902. §Chapman, D. L. 10 Parsonage-road, Withington, Manchester.

1899. §Chapman, Professor Sydney John, M.A. Burnage Ix>dge, Levens-
hulme, Manchester.

1905. JChassigneux, E. 12 Tavistock-road, Westbourne-park, W.
1903. JChaster, G. W. 42 Talbot-street, Southport.

1904. *Chattaway, F. D., M.A., D.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S. 22 Park-crescent,

Oxford.

1884. *CuATTERTON, Georoe, M.A., M.Inst.C.E. G The Sanctuary,
Westminster, S.W.

1880. *CuATTOCK, A. P., M.A., Professor of Experimental Physics in

University College, Bristol.

1867. *Chatwood, Samuel, F.R.A.S. Queen's Hotel, Southport.

1904. *Chaundy, Theodore William. 49 Broad-street, Oxford.

1900. §Cheesman, W. Norwood, J.P., F.L.S. The Crescent, Selby.

1874. *Chermside, Licut.-General Sir H. C, R.E., G.C.M.G., C.B. New-
stead Abbey, Nottingham.

1908. §Cherry, Right Hon. R. R. 92 St. Stephen's Green, Dublin.

1879. *Chestcrman, W. Belniajaie, ShefBcld.

1908. §Chill, Edwin, M.D. Wostlcigh, Mattock-road, Ealing, W.
1883. JChinery, Edward F. Monmouth House, Lymington.

1884. iChipman, W. W. L. 957 Dorchester-street, Montreal, Canada.

1894. jCmsiioLM, G. G., M.A., B.Sc, F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1907.) 12

Hallhead-road, Edinburgh.

1899. §Chitty, Edward. Sonncnbcrg, Castlc-avcnue, Dover.

1899. JCliitty, Mrs. Edward. Soitncnbcrg, Castle-avenue, Dover.

1899. fchitty, G. W. Brockhill Park, Hythc, Kent.

1904. JChivers, John, J.P. Histon, Cambridgeshire.

1882. JChorley, George. Midhurst, Sussex.

1893. *CuKEE, Charles, D.Sc, F.R.S. Kew Observatory, Richmond,
Surrey.

1900. *Christie, R. J. Duke-street, Toronto, Canada.

1875. *Christopher, Georire, F.C.S. May Villa, Lucien-road, Tooting
Common, S.W.
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1876. *Chkystal, Geoege, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.E. (Pres. A, 1885),
Professor of Mathematics in tho University of Edinburgh.
5 Belgrave-crescent, Edinburgh.

1905. JChudleigh, C. P.O. Box 743, Johannesbui'g.

1870. §Church, a. H., M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A., Professor of Chemistry in tho
Royal Academy of Arts. Shelsley, Ennerdale-road, Kew.

1898. §CnuECH, Colonel G. Earl, F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1898.) 216 Crom-
well-road, S.W.

1903. §Clapham, J. H., M.A., Professor of Eeonomics in the University
of Leeds.

1901. §Clark, Archibald B., M.A. 16 Comely Bank-street, Edinburgh.
1905. *Clark, Cumberland, F.R.G.S. 29 Chepstow-villas, Bayswater, W.
\907. *Clark, Mrs. Cumberland. 29 Chepstow-villas, Bayswater, W.
1877. *Clark, F. J., J.P., F.L.S. Netherleigh, Street, Somerset.
1902. JClark, G. M. South African Museum, Cape Town.
1908. §Clark, James, B.Sc. Newtowi School, Waterford, Ireland.

1881. *Clark, J. Edmund, B.A., B.Sc. Asgarth, Riddlesdown-road,
Purley, Surrey.

1908. §Clark, John R. W. Brothoek Bank House, Arbroath, Scotland.
1901. *Clark, Robert M., B.Sc, F.L.S. 27 Albyn-place, Aberdeen.
1907. *Clarke, E. Russell. 11 King's Bench-walk, Temple, E.G.
1902. §Clarke, Miss LiUan J., B.Sc., F.L.S. 43 Glasslyn-road. Crouch

End, N.
1905. tClarke, Rev. W. E. C, M.A. P.O. Box 1144, Pretoria.

1889. *CLAyDEN, A. W., M.A., F.G.S. 5 The Crescent, Mount Radford,
Exeter.

1890. *Clayton, William Wikely. Gipton Lodge, Leeds.

1861. JCleland, John, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Anatomy in the
University of Glasgow. 2 The University, Glasgow.

1905. fCleland, IMrs. 2 The University, Glasgow.
1905. §Cleland, J. R. 2 The University, Glasgow.
1902. JClements, Olaf P. Tana, St. Bernard's-road, Olton, Warwick.
1904. §Cleek, Dugald, F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1908.) 18 South-

ampton-buildings, W.C.
1861. ^Clifton, R. Bellamy, M.A., F.R.S., P.R.A.S., Professor of Experi-

mental Philosophy in the University of Oxford. 3 Bardwell-
road, Banbury-road, Oxford.

1903. §Close, Major C. F., R.E., C.M.G., F.R.G.S. (Council, 1908- .)

Army and Navy Club, Pall Mall, S.W.
1883. *ClowE3, Feank, D.Sc, F.C.S. (Local Sec. 1893.) The Grange,

College-road, Dulwich, S.E.

1891. *Coates, Henry, F.R.S.E. Pitcullen Hou.se, Perth.

1903. *Coates, W. M. Queens' College, Cambridge.
1884. §Cobb, John. Fitzhemcs, Abingdon.
1895. *CoBBOLD, Felix T., M.A. The Lodge, Fehxstowe, Suffolk.

1908. *Cochrane, Mi.ss Constance. The Domiib, St. Neots.
1864. *Cochrane, James Henry. Burston House, Pittvillc, Cheltenham.
1908. sCochrane, Robert, I.S.O., LL.D., F.S.A. 17 High!icld-road,

Dubhn.
1901. JCockburn, Sir John, K.C.M.G., M.D. 10 Gatestone-road, Upper

Norwood, S.E.

1883. JCockshott, J. J. 24 Queen's-road, Southporfc.

1861. *Coe, Rev. Charles C, F.R.G.S. Whinsbridge, Grosvenor-road,
Bournemouth.

1908. §Coffey, Denis J., M.B. 2 iVi-kendale-road, Glenagcary, Co. DubUn.
1898. jCoffey, George. 5 Harcourt-terrace, Dublin,
1881. *CoFFiN, Walter Harris, F.C.S. Passaic, Kew.

B 2
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1896. *Cogliill, Percy de G. 4 Sunnyside, Prince's Park, Liverpool.

1884. *Cohen, Sir Benjamin L., Bart. 30 Hyde Park-gardens, W.
1901. §Cohen, N. L. 11 Hyde Park-terrace, W.
1901. *Cohen, R. Waley, B.A. 11 Sussex-square, W.
1906. *Coker. Professor Ernest George, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. City and

Guilds of London Technical College, Finsbury, E.C.

1895. *Colby, James George Ernest, M.A., F.R.C.S. Malton, Yorkshire.

1895. *Colby, William Henry. Carregwen, Aberystwyth.

1893. §Cole, Grenville A. J., F.G.S., Professor of Geology in the Royal
College of Science, Dublin.

1903. JCole, Otto B. 551 Boylston-street, Boston, U.S.A.

1897. §CoLEMAN, Dr. A. P. 476 Huron-street, Toronto, Canada.

1899. §Coleman, WiUiam, F.R.A.S. The Shrubbery, Buckland, Dover.

1899. JCollard, George. The Gables, Canterbury.

1892. JCoUet, Miss Clara E. 7 Coleridge-road, N.

1887. JCoLLiE, J. Norman, Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Organic Chemistry
in the University of London. 16 Campden-grove, W.

1893. JCollinge, Walter E. The University, Birmingham.

1861. *Collingwood, J. Frederick, F.G.S. 5 Irene-road, Parson's Green, S.W.

1876. JCoLLiNS, J. H., F.G.S. Crinnis House, Par Station, Cornwall.

1865. *Collins, James Tertius. Churchfield, Edgbastou, Birmingham.

1905. JCoUins, Rev. Spencer. The Rectory, Victoria West, Cape Colony.

1902. JCoUins, T. R. Belfast Royal Academy, Belfast.

1907. §CoLSON, Alfred, M.Inst.C.E. (Local Sec. 1907.) Millstone-lane,

Leicester.

1905. *Combs, Rev. Cyril W., M.A. Elverton, Castle-road, Newport,
Isle of Wight.

1871. *Connor, Charles C. 10 College-gardens, Belfast.

1902. JConway, A. W. 100 Leinster-road, Rathmines, Dublin.

1903. JConway, R. Seymour, Litt.D., Professor of Latin in Owens College,

Manchester.

1898. §Cook, Ernest H. 27 Berkeley-square, Clifton, Bristol.

1876. *CooKE, Conrad W. The Pines, Langland-gardens, Hampstead,
N.W.

188^. JCoolcy, George Parkin. Constitutional Club, Nottingham.

1899. *Coomaraswamy, A. K., D.Sc, F.L.S., F.G.S. Broad Campden,
Glouce.stcrshii"e.

1902. *Coomaraswamy, Mrs. A. K. Broad Camprlon. Gloucestershire.

1903. §Cooper, Miss A. J. 22 St. John-street, Oxford.

1901. *Cooper, C. Forster, B.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1907. §Cooper, William. Education Offices, Bcckct-street, Derby.

1878. tCope, Rev. S. W. Bramley, Leeds.

1904. *CoPEMAN, S. MoNCKTON, M.D., F.R.S. Local Government Board,
Whitehall, S.W.

1904. *Copland, Miss Louisa. 10 Wynnstay-gardens, Kensington, W.
1905. JCorbcn, J. IT. Education Department, Klerksdorp, Transvaal.

1901. JCorbctt, A. Cameron, M.P. Thornliebank House, Glasgow.

1887. *Corcoran, Bryan. Fairhght. 22 Oliver-grove, South Norwood, S.E.

1894. §Corcoran, Miss Jessie R. The Chestnuts, Mulgrave-road, Sutton,
Surrey.

1883. Core, Professor Thomas H., M.A. Groombridge House, Withington,
]\Ianchester.

1901. *Cormack, Professor J. D.,B.Sc. Uiiiversity College, Gower-street,W.C.
1893. *Corner, Samuel, B.A., B.Sc. Abbotsford House, Waverloy-

street, Nottingham.
1889, JCoRNisu, Vauqhan, D.Sc, F.R.G.S. 31 Kensington Gardena-

squar^, W.
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1905. JCornish-BowcIon, A. II. Survcyor-Geneiars Office, Capo Town.
1884. *Cornwallis, F. S. W., F.L.S. Linton Park, Maidstone.
1888. JCorser, Rev. Richard K. 57 Park Hill-road, Croydon.
1900. §Cortie, Rev. A. L., S.J., F.R.A.S. Stonyhurst College, Blackburn.
1905. JCory, Professor G. E., M.A. Rhodes University College, Grahams-

town, Cape Colony.

1905. *Costello, Jolm Francis, B.A. The Rectory, Ballymackcy, Ncnagh,
Ireland,

1906. JCotsworth, Moses B. Acomb, York.
1906. §Cotter, J. R. 21 Mayfield-road, Terenure Park, Dubhn.
1874. *CoTTERiLL, J. H., M.A., F.R.S. Bracside, Speldhurst, Kent.
1908. §Cotton, Alderman W. F., D.L., J.P. Hollywood, Co. Dubhn.
1905. JCottrill, G. St. John, P.O. Box 4829, Johannesburg.
1904. JCoulter, G. G. 28 Pall Mall. S.W.
1908. §Courtena3% Colonel Ai-thur H., C.B., D.L. United Service Club,

Dubhn.
1896. JCouETNEY, Right Hon. Lord. (Pres. F, 1896.) 15 Cheyne-walk,

Chelsea, S.W.
1905. JCousens, R. L. P.O. Box 4261, Johannesburg.
1908. §Cowan, P. C, B.Sc, M.Inf^t.C^.E. 33 Aih sbury-road, Dublin.

1872. *Cowan, Thomas William, F.L.S., F.G.S. Upcott House, Taunton,
Somersetshire.

190.3. JCoward, H. Knowle Board School, Bristol.

1900. §Cowburn, Henry. Dingle Head, Leigh, Lancashire.

1905. jCowell, John Ray. P.O. Box 2141, Johannesburg.
1895. *CowELL, Philip H., M.A., F.R.S. Royal Observatory, Greenwich,

and 74 Vanbrugh-park, Blackheath, S.E.

1899. |Cowpcr-Coles, Shcrard, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 82 Victoria-street,

S.W.
1867. *Cox, Edward. Cardean, Meigle, N.B.
1906. §Cox, S. Herbert, Professor of Mining in the Ro'^al College of

Science, S.W. ^
1905. JCox, W. H. Royal Observatory, Cape Town.
1902. tCraig, II. C. Strandtown, Belfast.

1908. §Craig, James, M.D. 18 Merrion-squarc North, Dublin.

1884. §Cbaigie, Major P. G., C.B., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1900 ; Council,

1908- .) WostWellow, Romsey, Hampshire.
1906. JCraik, Sir Heiiry. K.C.B., LL.D., M.'P. 5a Dean's-yard, West-

minster, S.W.
1908. *Cramer, W., Ph.D., D.Sc. Physiological Department, The

University, Edinburgh.
1906. §Cramp, WiUiam. Redthorn, Whalley-road, Manchester.
1905. *Cranswick, Wm. Franccys. 34 Boshof-road, Kimberley.
1906. JCeaven, Henry. (Local Sec. 1906.) Clifton Green, York.
1887. *Craven, Thomas, J.P. Wondhei/es-Pa>-k, Ashton-vpon-M crsei/.

1905. JCrawford, Mrs. A. M. Marchmont, Rosebank, near Cape Town.
1905. JCrawford, Professor Lawrence, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. E. South

African College, Capo Town.
1871. *Crawford, William Caldwell, M.A. 1 Lockharton-gardens, Colin-

ton-road, Edinburgh.
1905. ICrawford, W. C, jun. 1 Lockharton-gardens, Colinton-road,

Edinburgh.
1871. *Ckawford and Balcarkes, The Right Hon. the Earl of, K.T.,

LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. 2 Cavendish-square, W. ; and
Haigh Hall, Wigan.

1890. §Crawshaw, Charles B. Rufford Lodge, Dewsbury.
1883. *Crawsh9,w, Edward, F.R.G.S. 25 Tolhngton-park, J?.
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1885. §Cbeak, Captain E. W., C.B., R.N., F.R.S. (Pres. E, 1903 ; Council,

1896-1903.) 9 Hervey-road, Blackheath, S.E.

1876. *CrewcIson, Rev. Canon George. St. Mary's Vicarage, Windermere.
1887. *Crewdson, Theodore. Spurs, Styall, Handforth, Slanchester.

1904. JCrilly, David. 7 Well-street, Paisley.

1880. *Crisp, Sir Frank, B.A., LL.B., F.L.S.. F.G.S. 5 Lan-sdowne-road,

Netting Hill, W.
1908. §Crocker, J. Meadmore. Albion House, Binglev, Yorkshire.

1905. §Croft, Miss Mary. 17 Pelham-crescent, S.W.
"

1890. *Croft, W. B., M.A. Winchester College, Hampshire.
1908. §Crofts, D. G. Cadastral Survey, Nairobi, East African Protectorate.

1878. *Croke, John O'Byrno, M.A. Clouncagh, BaUingarry-Lacy, Co.
Limerick.

1903. *Crompton, Holland. Oakljii, Cross Oak-road, Berkhamsted.
1901. ICromptox, Colonel R. E., C.B., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1901.)

Kensington-court, W.
1887. JCrook, Henry T., M.Inst.C.E. 9 Albert-square, Manchester.
1898. §Crooke, William. Langton House, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham.
1865. ICeookes, Sir William, D.Sc., F.R.S., V.P.C.S. (President, 1898 ;

Pres. B, ISSG ; Council, 1885-91.) 7 Kensington Park-
gardens, W.

1879. JCrookes, Lady. 7 Kensington Park-gardens, W.
1897. *Crookshank, E. M., M.B. AshdowTi Forest, Forest Row, Sussex.

1905. tCrosfield, Hugh T. Walden, Coombc-road, Croydon.

1894. Crosfield, ]\Iiss INIargarct C. Undercroft, Reigatc.

1870. *CROsriELD, William. 3 Fulwood-park, Liverpool.

1904. §Cross, Professor Charles R. JIassachusetts Institute of Technology,
Boston, U.S.A.

1890. tCross, E. Richard, LL.B. Harn'ood House, New Parks-crescent,

Scarborough.
1905. §Cross, Robert. 13 Moray-place, Edinburgh.

1904. *Ceossley, a. W., D.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry
to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain. 10 Crediton-

road. West Hampstead, N.W.
1908. gCrossley, F. W. 30 Molcsworth-street, Dublin.

1887. *Crossley, William J. Glenfield, Bowdon, Cheshire.

1894. *CrosweUer, WiUiam Tliomas, F.Z.S., F.I.Inst. Kent Lodge, Sid-

cup, Kent.
1897. *Crosweller, Mrs. W. T. Kent Lodge, Sidcup, Kent.
1890. *Crowley, Ralph Hem-y, M.D. 116 Manningham-lane, Bradford.
1883. *CuLVERWELL, Edward P., M.A., Professor of Education in Trinity

College, Dublin.

1883. JCulverweli, T. J. H. Litfield House, Clifton, Bristol.

1898. jCundall, J. Tudor. 1 Dean Park-crescent, Edinburgh.
1861. *Cunliffe, Edward Thomas. The Parsonage, Handforth, Manchester.
1861. *Cunliffc, Peter Gibson. Dunedin, Handforth, Manchester.
1905. JCuimingham, Miss A. 2 St. Paul's-road, Cambridge.
1882. *CuNNiNGnAM, Lieut. -Colonel Allan, R.E., A.I.C.E. 20 Essex-

villas, Kensington, W.
1905. JCunningham, Andrew. Earlsferry, Campgroimd-road, Mowbray,

South Africa.

1877. ^Cunningham, D. J., M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. (Pres. H,
., ^ _ 1901 ; Council, 1902-08), Professor of Anatomy in the Univer-

fi^^- «r,- i» r sity of Edinburgh.
1885. JCuNNiNonAM, J. T., B.A. Biological Laboratory, Plymouth.
1869. jCuNNiNGiiAM, Robert O., M.D., F.L.S., Professor of Natural

History in Queen's College, Belfast.
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1883r''*CuNNiNGHAM, Rev. W., D.D., D.Sc. (Pres. F, 1891, 1905.) Trinity

College, Cambridge.

1892. JCunningham-Craig, E. H., B.A., F.G.S. 14a Dubbn-strect,

Edinburgh. ^, ^,

1900. *Cunnington, William A., B.A., Ph.D., F.Z.S. 13 The Chase,

Clapham Common, S.W.

1908. §Ciirrclly, C. T., M.A., F.R.G.8. United Empire Club, 117 Picca-

diUy, W.
1892. *Currie, James, M.A., F.R.S.E. Larkfield, Wardie-road, Edin-

burgh.

1905. §Currie, Dr. 0. J. Manor House, Mowbraj', Capo ToM-n.

1905. JCurrie, W. P. P.O. Box 2010, Johannesburg.

1902. JCurry, Professor M., M.Inst.C.E. 5 King's-gardens, Hove.

1883 JCushing, Mrs. M. RossljTilee, Woodsido Green, South Norwood, S.E.

1881. §Cushing, Thomas, F.R.A.S. Rosslynlee, Woodsido Green, South

Norwood, S.E.

1907. JCushny, Arthur R., M.D., P.R.S., Professor of Pharmacology m
University College, Gower-street, W.C.

1905. tCuthbert, W. M. The Red House, Kenilworth, Cape Colony.

1905. JCuthbert, Mrs. W. IM. The Red House, Kenilworth, Cape Colony.

1898. §Dalby, W. E., D.Sc., M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Civil and Mechanical

Engineering in the City and Guilds of London Institute,

Exhibition-road, S.W.

1889. *Dale, Miss Elizabeth. Garth Cottage, Oxford-road, Cambridge.

1906. §Dale, WiUiam, F.S.A., F.G.S. The Lawn, Archer's-road, South-

ampton.

1907. JDalgliesh, Richard, J.P., D.L. Ashfordby Place, near Melton

Mowbray. , , .

,

1870. JDallinger, Rev. W. H., D.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S. Ingleside,

Newstead-road, Lee, S.E.

1904. *Dalton, J. H. C, M.D. The Plot, Adams-road, Cambridge.

1862. JDanby, T. W., M.A., F.G.S. The Crouch, Seaford, Sussex.

1905. §Daniel, Miss A. M. 3 St. Jobn's-terrace, Weston-super-Mare.

1901. iDaniell, G. F., B.Sc. Woodberry, Oakleigh Park, N.

1896. §Danson, F. C. Liverpool and London Chambers, Dale -street,

Liverpool.

1849. *Danson, Joseph. Montreal, Canada.

1897. §Darbishire, F. V., B.A., Ph.D. South-Eastern Agricultural

College, Wye, Kent.

1903. §Darbishire, Dr.'Otto V. The University, Manchester.

1904. *Darwin, Charles Galton. Newnham Grange, Cambridge.

1899. *Darwin, Erasmus. The Orchard, Huntingdon-road, Cambridge.

1882. *Dakwin, Francis, M.A., M.B., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S.

(President; Pres. D, 1891 ; Pres. K, 1904 ; Council, 1882-84,

1897-1901.) 13 Madingley-road, Cambridge.

1881. *Darwin, Sir George Howard, K.C.B., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.R.A.S. (President, 1905 ; Pres. A, 1886 ; Council, 1886-

1892.) Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental

Philosophy in the University of Cambridge. Newnham
Grange, Cambridge.

1905. JDarwin, Lady. Newnham Grange, Cambridge.

1878. *Darwin, Horace, M.A., F.R.S. The Orchard, Huntingdon-road,

Cambridge.

1894. *Darwin, Major Leonard, Pros. R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1896 ; Council,

1899-1905.) 12 Egerton-place, South Kensington, S.W.
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1882. JDarwiu, W. E., B.A., F.G.S. 11 Egerton-pkcc, S.W.
1908. §Davcy, H. 15 Victoria-road, Brighton.

1880. *Davey, Henry, M.Inst.C.E. Parliament-chambers, Great Smith-
street, Westminster, S.W.

1898. JDavey, WiUiam John. 6 Water-street, Liverpool.

1884. JDavid, A. J., B.A.. LL.B. 4 Harcourt-buildings, Temple, E.G.

1904. §Davidge, H. T., B.Sc., Professor of Electricity in the Ordnance
College, Woolwich.

1902. *Davidson, S. C. Seacourt, Bangor, Co. Down.
1887. *Davies, H. Rees. Treborth, Bangor, North Wales.

1904. §Davies, Henry N., F.G.S. St. Chad's, Weston-super-Mare.

1906. JDavies, S. H. White Cross Lodge, York.
1893. *Davies, Rev. T. Witton, B.A., Ph.D., Professor of Semitic Lan-

guages in University College, Bangor, North Wales.

1896. *Davies, Thomas Wilberforcc, F.G.S. 41 Park-place, Cardiff.

1870. *Davis, A. S. St. George's School, Roundhay, near Leeds.

1873. *Davis, Alfred. 37 Ladbroke-grovo, W.
1905. JDavis, C. R. S. National Bank-buildings, Johannesburg.

1896. *Davis, John Henry Grant. Hillsborough, Wednesbury, Stafford-

shire.

1905. §Davis, Luther. P.O. Box 898, Johamiesburg.

1885. *Davis, Rev. Rudolf. 4 Alexandra-terrace, Gloucester.

1905. JDavy, Mm. Alice Burtt. P.O. Box 434, Pretoria.

1905. JDavy, Joseph Burtt, F.R.G.S., F.L.S. P.O. Box 434, Pretoria.

1860. *Dawes, John T. The Lilacs, Prestatyn, North Wales.

1864. JDawkins, W. Boyd, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.S.A., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1888 ;

Council, 1882-88), Professor of Geology and Palaeontology in

the University of Manchester. Fallowfield House, Fallow-

field, Manchester.

1885. *Dawson, Lieut. -Colonel H. P., R.A. Harthngton Hall, Bumsall,
Skipton-in-Craven.

1901. *Dawson, P. The Acre, JIaryhill, Glasgow.

1905. JDawson, Mrs. The Acre, Maryhill, Glasgow.

1884. JDawson, Samuel. (Local Sec. 1884.) 258 University-street,

Montreal, Canada.
1906. §Dawson, William Clarke. 16 Parliament-street, Hull.

1870. *Deacon, G. F., LL.D., M.Inst.C.E. (Pros. G, 1897.) 19 Warwick-
square, S.W.

1900. JDeacon, M. Whittington House, near Chesterfield

1901. *Deasy, Captain H. H. P. Cavaby Club, Piccadilly, W.
1884. *Debenham, Frank, F.S.S. 1 Fitzjohn's-avenue, N.W.
1866. JDebus, Heinrich, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S. (Pres. B, 1869 ; Council,

1870-75.) 4 Schlangenweg, Cassel, Hessen.

1893. *Deeley, R. M. Melbourne House, Osmaston-road, Derby.
1878. JDelany, Very Rev. William, LI.,.D. University College, Dublin.

1908. §Delf, Miss E. M. Westfield College, Hampstead, N.W.
J907. |De Lisle, Mrs. Edwin. Charnwood Lodge, Coalville, Leicester-

shire.

1896. JDempster, John. Tyiu-on, Noctorum, Birkenhead.

1902. JDendy, Arthur, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S., Professor of Zoology in

King's College, London, W.C.
1908. §Dennehy, W. F. 23 Leeson-park, Dublin.

1889. §Dekny, Alfred, F.L.S., Professor of Biology in the University of

Sheffield.

1905. JDenny, G. A. 603-4 Consolidated-buildings, Fox-street, Johannes-
burg.

1874. *Derham, Walter, M.A., LL.M., F.G.S. 76 Lancaster-gate, W.
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1907. *Desch, Cecil H., D.Sc, Ph.D. 93 Mount Pleasant-road, South
Tottenham, N.

1908. §Dospard, Miss Kathleen M. 39 Twyford-avenue, West Acton.

1894. *Devcrell, F. H. 7 Groto's-place, Blackhoath, S.E.

1903. XDevere^ix, Rev. E. R. Price. Drachenfeld, Tenison-avenue, Cavibridge.

1868, *Dewar, Sir James, M.A., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., V.P.C.S.,

Fullerian Professor of Chemistry in the Royal Institution,

London, and Jacksonian Professor of Natural and Experi-
mental Philosophy in the University of Cambridge. (Presi-

dent, 1902 ; Pres. B, 1879 ; Council, 1883-88.) 1 Scroopc-
terrace, Cambridge.

1881. JDewar, Lady. 1 Scroope-terrace, Cambridge.

1905. JDewar, W. R. Agricultural Department, Bloemfonjiein, South
Africa.

1884. *Dewar, William, M.A. Horton House, Rugby.
1905. JDewhirst, Miss ^lay. Pembroke House, Oxford-road, Colchester.

1901. JDick, George Handasyde. 31 Hamilton-drive, Hillhead, Glasgow.
1908. §Dicks, Henry. Haslecourt. Horsell, Woking.
1904. JDickson, Charles Scott, K.C., LL.D. Carlton Club, Pall Mall, S.W.
1881. JDickson, Edmund, M.A., F.G.S. Claughton House, Garstang,

R.S.O., Lancashire.

1887. §DicKSON, H. N., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. The Lawn, Upper
Redlands-road, Reading.

1902. §Dickson, James D. Hamilton, M.A., F.R.S.E. C Cranmer-road,
Cambridge.

1862. *DiLKE, The Right Hon. Sir Chakles Wentworth, Bart., M.P.,
F.R.G.S. 70 Sloane-street, S.W.

1877. JDillon, James, M.Inst.C.E. 30 Dawson-street, Dublin.
1908. §Dines, J. S. 17 Denbigh -street, Pimlioo, S.W.
1901. §Dines, W. H., F.R.S. Pyrton Hill, Watlington.

1900. §DiVERS, Dr. Edward, F.R.S. (Pros. B, 1902.) 3 Canning-place,
Palace Gate, W.

1898. *Dix, John William S. Hampton Lodge, Durdham Down, Clifton,

Bristol.

1905. §Dixey, F. A., M.A., M.D. Wadham College, Oxford.
1899. *DixoN, A. C, D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics in Queen's

College, Belfast. Almora, Myrtlefield Park, Belfast.

1874. *DixoN, A. E., M.D., Professor of Chemistry in Queen's College,

Cork.

1900. JDixon, A. Francis, Sc.D., Professor of Anatomy in the University
of DubUn.

1905. JDixon, Miss E. K. Fern Bank, St. Bees, S.O.

1908. §Dixon, Edward K., M.E., M.Inst.C.E. Castlebar, Co. Mayo.
1888. JDixon, Edward T. Racketts, Hjrthe, Hampshire.
1908. *Dixon, Ernest. Pwllcrochan, Pembroke.
1900. *Dixon, Major George, M.A. St. Bees, Cumberland.
1879. *DixoN, Harold B., M.A., F.R.S., F.C.S. (Pres. B, 1894), Professor

of Chemistry in the Victoria University, Manchester.
1902. JDixon, Henry H., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Botany in the

University of Dublin. Clevedon, Temple-road, Dubhn.
1908. *Dixon, Walter, F.R.M.S. Derwent, 30 Kclvinsidc-gardena,

Glasgow.
1907. *Dixon, Professor Walter E. The Museums, Cambridge.
1902. JDixon, W. V. Scotch Quarter, Carrickfergus.

1896. §Dixon-Nuttall, F. R. Ingleholme, Eccleston Park, Prescot.

1890, JDobbie, James J., D.Sc, F.R.S., Director of the Museum of Science

and Art, Edinburgh,
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1885. §Dobbin, Leonard, Ph.D. The University, Edinburgh.

1860. *Dobbs, Archibald Edward, M.A. Castle Dobbs, Carrickfergus,

Co. Antrim.

1902. JDobbs, F. W. 2 Willowbrook, Eton, Windsor.

1905. |Dobson, Professor J. H. Transvaal Technical Institute, Johannes-
burg.

1908. §DoDD, Hon. Mr. Justice. 26 Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin.

1876. JDodds, J. M. St. Peter's College, Cambridge.

1905. JDodds, Dr. W. J. Valkenberg, Mowbray, Cape Colony.

1889. JDodson, George, B.A. Downing College, Cambridge.

1904. §Doncaster, Leonard, M.A. The University, Birmingham.
1896. JDonnan, F. E. Ardenmore-terrace, Holywood, Ireland.

1901. §Donnan, F. G., M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Ph5'sical Chemistry.
The University, Liverpool.

1905. IDonnan, H. Allandale, Clareraont, Cape Colony.

1908. §Dormelly, Most Rev. Dr. Nicholas, Bishop of Canea. St. Mary's,

Haddington-road, Dublin.

1905. JDonner, Arthur. Helsingfors, Finland.

1905. §Donovan, Surgeon-General William, C.B. Army Headquarters,
Pretoria.

1905. §Dornan, Rev. S. S. P.O. Box 510, Bulawaj'o, South Rhodesia,
South Africa.

1863. *Doughty, Charles Montagu. 26 Grange-road, Eastbourne.

1909. *Douglas, James, 99 John-street, New York, U.S.A.

1905. JDouglas-McMillan, Mrs. A. 31 Ford-street, Jeppestown, Transvaal.

1884. JDove, Miss Frances. Wycombe Abbey School, Buckinghamshire.

1903. JDow, Miss Agnes R. 81 Park-mansions, Knightsbridge, S.W.
1884. *Dowhng, D. J. Sycamore, CUve-avenue, Hastings.

1865. *Dowson, E. Theodore, F.R.M.S. Geldeston, near Beccles, Suffolk.

1881. *Dowson, J. Emerson, M.Inst.C.E. 11 Embankment-gardens,
Chelsea, S.W.

1883. JDraper, Wilham. De Grey House, St. Leonard's, York.
1892. *Dreghom, David, J.P. Greenwood, PoUokshields, Glasgow.

1905. $Drew, H. W., M.B., M.R.C.S. Mocollup Castle, Ballyduff, S.O.,

Co. Waterford.
1906. *Drew, Joseph Webster, M.A., LL.M. Fashoda, Scarborough.
1906. *Drew, Mrs. Fashoda, Scarborough.

1908. §Droop, J. P. 11 Cleveland-gardens, Hyde Park, W.
1893. §Druce, G. Claridqe, M.A., F.L.S. (Local Sec. 1894.) Yardley

Lodge, 9 Crick-road, Oxford.

1905. JDrury, H. P.O. Box 2305, Johannesburg.
1905. JDrury, Mrs. H. P.O. Box 2305, Johannesburg.
1907. §Drysdale, Charles V. Northampton Institute, Clerkenwell, E.G.
1892. JDu Bois, Professor Dr. H. Herwarthstrasse 4, Berhn, N.W.
1905. JDubois, Raymond, B.Sc. Groot Constantia, Wynberg, Cape

Colony.
1905. JDubois, Mrs. Raymond. Groot Constantia, Wynberg, Cape Colony.
1856. *DuciE, The Right Hon. Henry John Reynolds Moreton, Earl

of, F.R.S., F.G.S. 16 Portman-square, W.
1870. JDuckworth, Henry, F.L.S., F.G.S. 7 Grey Friars, Chester.

1900. *Duckworth, W. L. H., M.D., Sc.D. Jesus College, Cambridge.
1895. *Duddell, WiUiam, F.R.S. 47 Hans-place, S.W.
1906. JDudgeon, Gerald C, Superintendent of Agriculture for British

West Africa. Bathurst, Gambia, British West Africa.

1904. *Duffield, W. Geoffrey. Physical Laboratory, The University,

Manchester.
1890. JDufton, S. F. Trinity College, Cambridge.
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1891. *Duncan, John, J.P. ' South Wales Daily News ' Office, Cardiff.

1896. *DuNKERLEy, Stanley, D.Sc, M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Engineer-

ing in the Victoria University, Manchester.

1876. JDunnachie, James. 48 West Regent-street, Glasgow.

1884. §Dunnington, Professor F. P. University of Virginia, Charlottes-

ville, Virginia, U.S.A.

1893. *Dunstan, M. J. R., Principal of the South-Eastern Agricultural

College, Wye, Kent.

1891. JDunstan, ISIrs. South-Eastern Agricultural College, Wye, Kent.

1885. *Dfnstan, Professor Wyndham, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., V.P.C.S.

(Pres. B, 1906 ; Council, 1905-08), Director of the Imperial

Institute, S.W.

1905. §Dutton, C. L. O'Brien. High Commissioner's Office, Johannesburg.

1895. *DwERRYH0XTSE, Arthttr R., D.Sc, F.G.S. 10 Ashwood-vilias,

Headingley, Leeds.

1885. *Dyer, Henry, M.A., D.Sc. 8 Highburgh-terrace, Dowanhill,

Glasgow.

1895. §Dymond, Thomas S., F.C.S. Savilo Club, Piccadilly, W.
1905. *DysoN, F. W., M.A., F.R.S. (Council, 1905- ), Astronomer Royal

for Scotland and Professor of Practical Astronomy in the

University of Edinburgh. _ .

»

1905. JEarp, E. J. P.O. Box 538. Cape Town. •

1899. JEast, W. H. Municipal School of Art, Science, and Tcclmology,

Dover.

1871. *Easton, Edward. (Pres. G, 1878 ; Council, 1879-81.) 22 Vincent-

square, Westminster, S.W.
1893. *Ebbs, Alfred B. Northumberland-alley, Fenchurch-street, E.C.

1906. §Ebbs, Mrs. A. B. Tuborg, Durham-avenue, Bromley, Kent.

1905. {Ebden, Hon. Alfred. Belmont, Rondebosch, Cape Colony.

1903. JEccles, W. H., D.Sc. 16 Worfield-street, Battersea, S.W.

1908. *Eddington, A. S. Royal Observatory, Greenwich, S.E.

1870. *Eddison, John Edwin, M.D., M.R.C.S. The Lodge, Adel, Leeds.

1858. *Eddy, James Ray, F.G.S. The Grange, Carieton, Skipton.

1884. *Edgell, Rev. R. Arnold, M.A., F.C.S. Sywell House, Llandudno.

1887. §Edgeworth, F. Y., M.A., D.C.L., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1889 ; Council,

1879-86, 1891-98), Professor of Political Economy in the

University of Oxford. All Souls College, Oxford.

1870. *Edmonds, F. B. 6 Clement's Inn, W.C.

1883. JEdmonds, William. Wiscombe Park, Colyton, Devon.

1908. §Edmondson, Thomas. Creevagh, Orwell Park, Dublin.

1888. *Edmimds, Henry. Antron, 71 Upper Tulse-hill, S.W.

1884. *Edmunds, James, M.D. 23 Sussex-square, Kemp Town,

Brighton.

1901. *Edridge-Green, F. W., M.D., F.R.C.S. Hendon Grove, Hendon,

N.W.
1899. SEdwards, E. J., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 290 Trinity-road, Wandsworth,

S.W.
1903. JEdwards, Mrs. Emily. Norley Grange, 73 Leyland-road, South-

port.

1903. JEdwards, Francis. Norley Grange, 73 Leyland-road, Southport.

1903. JEdwards, Jliss Marion K. Norley Grange, 73 Leyland-road.

Southport.

1887. *Egerton of Tatton, The Right Hon. Lord. Tatton Park, Kiuitsford.

1901. JEggar, W. D. Willowbrook, Eton, Windsor.

1907. *Elderton, W. Palin. Allington, Telford-avenno, S.W.
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1890. §Elford, Percy. St. John's College, Oxford.
1885. *Elgar, Francis, LL.D., F.R.S.,F.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. 18 Cornwall-

terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.
1901. *Elles, Miss Gertrude L., D.Sc. Newnham College, Cambridge.
1904. JElliot, Miss Agnes I. M. Newnham College, Cambridge.
1904. JElUot, R. H. Clifton Park, Kelso, N.B.
1904. JElliot, T. R. B. Holme Park, Rotherfield, Sussex.

1891. JElliott, A. C, D.Sc, M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Engineering in

University College, Cardiff. 2 Plasturton-avenue, Cardiff.

1905. JElliott, C. C, M.D. Church-square, Cape Town.
1883. *Elliott, Edwin Bailey, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Waynflcto

Professor of Pure Mathematics in the University of Oxford.
4 Bardwell-road, Oxford.

ElUott, John Fogg. Elvet Hill, Durham.
1906. *Enis, David, D.Sc, Ph.D. Technical College, Glasgow.
1875. *Ems, H. D. 12 Gloucester-terrace, Hyde Park, W.
1906. §Ellis, Hekbert. 120 Regent-road, Leicester.

1880. *Ellis, John Henby. (Local Sec. 1883.) 10 The Crescent,

Plymouth.
1891. §Ellis, Miss M. A. Care of Miss Rice, 11 Canterbury-road, Oxford.
1906. JElmhirst, Charles E. (Local Sec 1906.) 29 Mount-vale, York.
1884. JEmery, Albert H. Stamford, Connecticut, U.S.A.
1863. JEmery, The Ven. Archdeacon, B.D. Ely, Cambridgeshire.
1869. *Eny3, John Davies. Enys, Penryn, Cornwall.

1894. XErskine-Murraij, James, D.Sc, F.R.S.E. University College, Not-
tingham.

1862. *EssoN, William, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Savilian Professor of

Geometry in the University of Oxford. 13 Bradmore-road,
Oxford.

1887. *Estcourt, Charles, F.I.C. 5 Seymour-grovc, Old Trafford, Man-

1887 *Estcourt, p! A., F.C.S., F.I.C. 5 Seymour-grove, Old Trafford,

Manchester.
1889. *EVANS, A. H., M.A. 9 Harvey-road, Cambridge.
1905. JEvans, Mrs. A. H. 9 Harvey-road, Cambridge.
1870. *EvANS, Arthur John, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A. (Pres. H,

1896.) Youlbury, Abingdon.
1908. §Evans, Rev. Henry, D.D. Malvina, Howth, Co. Dul)lin.

1887. *Evans, Mrs. Isabel. Hoghton Hall, Hoghton, near Preston.

1883. *Evans, Mrs. James C. Casewell Lodge, Llanwrtyd Wells, South
Wales.

1897. *Evans, Lady. Britwell, Berkhamsted, Herts.

1885. *Evans, Percy Bagnall. The Spring, Kenilworth.

1905. JEvans, R. 0. LI. Broom Hall, Chwilog, R.S.O., Carnarvonshire.

1865. JEvANS, Sebastian, M.A., LL.D. Abbot's Barton, Canterbury.

1905. JEvans, T. H. 9 Harvey-road, Cambridge.
1905. JEvans, Thomas H. P.O. Box 1276, Johannesburg.
1865. *Evans, William. The Spring, Kenilworth.
1903. JEvatt, E. J., M.B. 8 Kyveilog-street, Cardiff.

1871. JEve, H. AVeston, M.A. 37 Gordon-square, W.C.
1902. *Everett, Percy W. Oaklands, Elstree, Hertfordshire.

1872. JEvERSLEY, Right Hon. Lord, F.R.S. (Pres. F, 1879 ; Council,

1878-80.) 18 Bryanston-square, W.
1883. JEves, Miss Florence. Uxbridge.
1881. JEwART, J. CossAB, M.D., F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1901), Professor of

Natural History in the University of Edinburgh.

1874. |EwABT, Sir W. QuARTUS, Bart, (Local Sec. 1874.) Glenmachan,
Belfast.
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1876 *EwiNG, James Alfred, O.B., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.,

M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1906), Director of Naval Education.

Admiralty, S.W.

1903. §Ewing, Peter, F.L.S. The Frond, Uddingston, Glasgow. '

1884. *Eyerman, John, F.Z.S. Oakhurst, Easton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

1905. JEyre, Dr. G. G. Claremont, Cape Colony.

Eyton, Charles. Hendred House, Abingdon.
. .

1906. *Faber, George D., M.P. 14 Grosvenor-square, W.
1901. *Fairgrieve, M. McCallum. 115 Dalkeith-road, Edinburgh.

1865. *Fairley, Tuomas, F.R.S.E., F.C.S. 8 Newton-grove, Leeds.

1908. §Falconer, Robert A., M.A. 44 Merrion-squarc, Dublin.

1896. §Falk, Herman John, M.A. Thorshill, West Kirby, Cheshire.

1902 §Fallaize, E. N.. M.A. Vinchelez, Chase Court-gardens, Windmill-

hill, Enfield.

1907. *Fantham, H. B., D.Se. .30 Salisbury-road, West Eahng, W.

1898. JParaday, Miss Ethel R., M.A. Ramsay Lodge, Levenshulme, near

Manchester.

1902. §Faren, Wilham. 11 Mount Charles, Belfast.

1892. *Fabmeb, J. Bbetland, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1907), Pro-

fessor of Botany, Royal College of Science, S.W.

1886. tEarncombe, Joseph, J.P. Saltwood, Spencer-road, Eastbourne.

1897. *Farnworth, Mrs. Ernest. Broadlands, Goldthorn Hill, Wolver-

hampton.
1904. JFarnworth, Miss Olive. Broadlands, Goldthorn Hill, Wolver-

hampton.
1885. *Farquharson, Mrs. R. F. 0. Tillydrine, Kincardine O'Ncil,

N.B.
1905. JFarrar, Edward. P.O. Box 1242, Johannesburg.

1904. §Farrer, Sir William. 18 Upper Brook-street, W.
1903. §Faulkner, Joseph M. 13 Great Ducie-street, Strangeways, Man-

chester.

1890. *Fawcett, F. B. University College, Bristol.

1906. §Fawcett, Henry Hargrcave. 20 Margaret-street, Cavendish-

square, W.
1900. JFawcett, J. E., J.P. (Local Sec. 1900.) Low Royd, Apperley

Bridge, Bradford.

1902. *Fawsitt, C. E., Ph.D. 9 Foremount-terrace, Dowanhill, Glasgow.

1906. *Fearnsides, Edwin G., B.A., B.Sc. 56 Gore-road, South

Hackney. E.

1901. *Fearnsides, 'W. G., M.A., F.G.S. Sidney Sussex College, Cam-
bridge.

1905. §Feilden, Colonel H. W., C.B., F.G.S. Burwash, Sussex.

1900. *Fennell, WiUiam John. Deramore Drive, Belfast.

1904. JFenton, H. J. H., M.A., F.R.S. 19 Brookside, Cambridge,

1906. JFerguson, Allan. Cemetery Hotel, Newhall-lano, Preston.

1902. JFerguson, Godfrey W. (Local Sec. 1902.) Cluan, Donegall

Park Belfast,

1871. *FERausoN', Joim, M,A., LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.S.A., F.C.S., Professor

of Chemistry in the University of Glasgow.

1893. *Fcrgusoa, Hon. John, C.M.G. Calton Lodge, Cinnamon-gardens,

Colombo, Ceylon.

lOOl. JFerguson, R. W. Municipal Technical School, the Gamble Insti-

tute, St. Helens, Lancashire.

1863. *Fernie, John. Box No. 2, Hutchinson, Kansas, U.S.A.

1905. *Ferrar, H. T. Survey Department, 'Giza, Egypt. .
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1905. XFermi; J. E. Sidney Smsex College, Camhndge.

1873. JFekrieb, David, M.A., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Neuro-

pathology in King's College, London. 34 Cavendish-square, W.
1882. §Fewings, James, B.A., B.Sc. King Edward VI. Grammar School,

Southampton.
1897. JField, George Wilton, Ph.D. Room 158, State House, Boston,

Massachusetts, U.S.A.

1907. §Fields, Professor J. C. The University, Toronto, Canada.

1906. §Filon, L. N. G., D.Sc. Vega, Blenheim Park-road, Croydon.

1883. *Finch, Gerard B., M.A. Howes Close, Cambridge.

1905. JFincham, G. H. Hopewell, Invami, Cape Colony.

1878. *Findlater, Sir WiUiam. 22 Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin.

1905. §Findlay, Alexander, M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc., Lecturer on Physical

Chemistry in the University of Birmingham.

1904. *Findlay, J. J., Ph.D., Professor of Education in the Victoria

University, Manchester. Rupcrra, Victoria Park, Manchester.

1902. JFinnegan, J., M.A., B.Sc. Kelvin House, Botanic-avenue,

Belfast.

1895. §Fish, Frederick J. Spursholt, Park-road, Ipswich.

1902. fFisher, J. R. Cranfield, Fortwilliam Park, Belfast.

1869. JFisHER, Rev. Osmond, liI.A., F.G.S. Harltoa Rectory, near

Cambridge.

1875. *risher, W. W., M.A., F.C.S. 5 St. Margaret'a-road, Oxford.

1887. *Fison, Alfred H., D.Sc. 47 Dartmouth-road, Willesden Green,

N.W.
1871. *FisoN, Sir Fkedekick W., Bart., M.A., F.C.S. 64 Pont-street,

S.W.
1883. JFitch, Rev. J. J. 5 Chambres-road, Southport.

1885. *FitzGerald, Professor Maurice, B.A. (Local Sec. 1902.) 32
Eglantine-avenue, Belfast.

1S94. JFitzmaurice, M., C.M.G., M.Inst.C.E. London County Council,

Spring-gardens, S.W.

1888. *FiTZPATKicK, Rev. Tiiom.vs C, President of Queens' College,

Cambridge.

1904. JFlather, J. H., M.A. Camden Hou-se, 90 Hills-road, Cambridge.

1908. §Flavclle, Miss Ruth. 7 Alexandra House, St. Mary's-terracc,

Paddington, W.
1904. ^Fleming, James. 21 Norse-road, Scotstoun, Glasgow.

1890. JFletcher, B. Morley. 7 Victoria-street, S.W.
1892. JFletcher, George, F.G.S. Dawson Court, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

1888. *Fletchek, Lazarus, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., F.C.S. (Pres. C, 1894),

Keeper of Minerals, British Museum (Natural History),

Cromwell-road, S.W. 35 Woodville-gardens, Eahng, W.
1905. *FIctclier, W. 11. B. Aldwick Manor, Bognor, Sussex.

1901. JFlctt, J. S., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. 28 Jermyn-street, S.W.
1906. ijFleury, H. J. University College, Aberystwyth.

1905. *Flint, Rev. W., D.D. Houses of Parliament, Capo Town.
1889. jFlower, Lady. 20 Stanhope-gardens, S.W.
1905. JFlowers, Frank. United Buildings, Foxburgh, Johannesburg.

1890. *Flux, a. W., M.A. Care of R. H. Hooker, Esq., 3 Clement's

Inn, W.C.
1877. JFoale, WiUiam. The Croft, Madeira Park, Tunbridge Wells.

1903. JFoord-Kelcey, W., Professor of Mathematics in the Royal Military

Academy, Woolwich. The Shrubbery, Shooter's Hill, S.E.

190G §Forbcs, Charles Mansfeldt. 1 Oriel-crescent, Scarborough.

1873. *Forbes, George, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. 34 Great

: George-street, S.W,
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1883. {FoKBES, Henry O., LL.D., P.Z.S., Director of Museums for the
Corporation of Liverpool. The Museum, Liverpool.

1905. §FoBBE3, Major W. Lachlan, Sec. R. Scot. G. S. Synod Hall,
Castle-terrace, Edinburgh.

1890. JFoBD, J. Rawlinson. (Local Sec. 1890.) Quarry Dene, Weetwood-
lane, Leeds.

1875. *FoRDHAM, Sir Herbert George. Odsey, Ashwell, Baldoek, Herts.

1887. JForrest, The Right Hon. Sir John, G.C.M.G., F.R.G.S., F.G.S.,
PGrth WcstGiTi Austrilifii

1902. *Forster, M. 0., Ph.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. Royal College of Science, S.W,
1883. IFoBSYTH, A. R., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1897, 1905 ; CouncU,

1907- ), Sadlerian Professor of Pure Mathematics in the
University of Cambridge. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1857. *rosTER, George Carey, B.A., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (General
Treasurer, 1898-1904 ; Pres. A, 1877 ; Council, 1871-76,
1877-82). Ladywalk, Rickmansworth.

1908. *Foster, John Ai-nold. 11 Hills-place, Oxford Circus, N.W.
1901. §Foster, T. Gregory, Ph.D., Principal of University College, London.

Chester-road, Northwood, ]\Iiddlesex.

1903. iPourcade, H. G. P.O., Storms River, Humansdorp, Cape Colony.
1905. §Fowlds, Hiram. Keighley, Yorkshire.

1906. §Fowler, OUver IT., M.R.C.S. Ashcroft House, Cirencester.

1883. Fox, Charles. The Pynes, WarUngham-on-the-Hill, Surrey.
1883. JFox, Sk Charles Douglas, M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1896.) Cross

Keys House, 56 Moorgate-street, E.G.

1904. *Fox, Charles J. J., B.Sc, Ph.D. 33 Ashley-road, Crouch Hill, N.
1904. §Pox, F. Douglas, M. A., M.Inst.C.E. 19 The Square, Kensington,W.
1905. §Fox, Mrs. F. Douglas. 19 The Square, Kensington, W.
1883. |Fox, Howard, F.G.S. Rosehill, Falmouth.
1847. *Fox, Joseph Hoyland. The Chve, WelUngton, Somerset.
1900. *Fox, Thomas. Old Way House, WeUington, Somerset.
1908. §Foxley, Miss Barbara, M.A. 5 Clarence-road, Withington, Man-

chester.

1881. *Poxwell, Herbert S., M.A., F.S.S. (Council, 1894-97), Professor
of Pohtical Economy in University College, London. St.
John's College, Cambridge.

1907. SPraine, Miss Ethel de. Whitelands College, King's-road, Chelsea,
S.W.

1905. JPrames, Henry J. Talana, St. Patriek's-avenue, Parktown,
Johaimesburg.

1905. JPrames, Mrs. Talana, St. Patriek's-avenue, Parktown, Johannes-
burg.

1905. JPrancke, M. P.O. Box 1156, Johannesburg.

1887. *Fbankland, Percy P., Ph.D., B.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1901), Pro-
fessor of Chemistry in the University of Birmingham.

1895. §Praser, Alexander. 63 Church-street, Inverness.

1882. Eraser, Alexander, M.B., Professor of Anatomy in the Royal
College of Surgeons, Dublin. 18 Northbrook-road, Dublin.

1908. §Fraser, Mrs. Alexander. 18 Northbrook-road, Dubhn.
1885. JFbaser, Angus, M.A., M.D., F.C.S. (Local See. 1885). 232 Union-

street, Aberdeen.

1906. *Fraser, Miss Helen C. L, D.Sc, P.L.S. University College,
Nottmgham.

1865. Fraser, John, M.A., M.D., P.G.S. Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton.
1871. JFraser, Sir Thomas R., M.D., P.R.S., P.R.S.E., Professor of

Materia Medica and CUnical Medicine in the University of
Edinburgli. 13 Drumsheugh-gardena, Edinburgh.
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1884. Frazer, Persifor, M.A., D.Sc. (Univ. de France). Room 1082,

Drexel-building, Philadelpliia, U.S.A.

1884. *Fremantle, The Hon. Sir C. W., K.C.B. (Pres. F, 1892 ; Council,

1897-1903.) 4 Lower Sloane-street, S.W.

1906. §French, Fleet-Surgeon A. M. Langley, Beaufort-road, Kingston-

on-Tliames.

1905. jFrench, Sir Somerset R., K.C.M.G. 100 Victoria-street, S.W.

1886. JFreshtield, Douglas W., F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1904.) 1 Aii-lie-

gardens, Campden Hill, W.
1901. JFrew, William, Ph.D. King James-place, Perth.

1887. *Fries, Harold H., Ph.D. 92 Readc-street, New York, U.S.A.

1906. §Fritsch, Dr. F. E. 77 Chatsworth-road, Brondesbury, N.W.
1892. *Frost, Edmund, M.D. Chesterfield-road, Eastbourne.

1882. §Frost, Edward P., J.P. West Wratting Hall, Cambridgesliire.

1887. *Frost, Robert, B.Sc. 55 Kensington-court, W.
1898. JFry, The Right Hon. Sir Edwabd, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A.

Failand House, Failand, near Bristol.

1905. jFry, H. P.O. Box 46, Johannesburg.

1875. *Fry, Joseph Storrs. 16 Upper Belgrave-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1908. §Fry, M. W. J., M.A. 39 Trinity College, Dublin.

1905. "*Fiy, William, jun., J.P., F.R.G.S. Wilton House, Merrion-road,

Dublin.

1898. jFryer, Alfred C, Ph.D. 13 Eaton-crescent, Clifton, Bristol.

1872. *Fuller, Rev. A. 7 Sydenham-hill, Sydenham, S.E.

1859. JFuLLER, Frederick, M.A. (Local Sec. 1859.) 9 Palace-road,

Surbiton.

1869. JFpller, G., M.Inst.C.E. (Local Sec. 1874.) 71 Lcxham-gardens,
Kensington, W.

1863. *Gainsford, W. D. Skendleby Hall, Spilsby

1906. §Gajjar. Professor T. K., M.A. Techno-Chcmical Laboratory, near
Girgaura Tram Terminus, Bombay.

1885. *Gallaway, Alexander. Dirgarve, Abcrfcldy, N.B.

1875. IGalloway, W. Cardiff.

1887. *Galloway, W. J. The Cottage, Seymour-grove, Old Trafford,

Manchester.

1905. JGalpin, Ernest E. Bank of Africa, QueenstowTi, Capo Colony.

1899. jGalton, Lady Douglas. Himblcton Manor, Droitwich.

1860. *G.\LTON, Francis, M.A., D.C.L.. D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.G.S. (Gen.
Sec. 1863-68 ; Pres. E. 1862. 1872 ; Pros. H. 1885 ; Council,

1860-63.) 42 Rutland-gate, Knightsbridge, S.W.
1888. *G.\MBLE, J. Sykes, CLE., M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S. Highficld, East

Liss, Hants.

1868. +GAMGEE, Arthur, M.D.,F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1882 ; Council, 1888-90.)

5 Avenue du Kursaal, Montreux, Switzerland.

1899. *Garcke, E. Ditton Hou-se, near Maidenhead.

1898. JGarde, Rev. C. L. Skenfrith Vicarage, near Monmouth.
1905. JGardiner, J. H. 59 Wroughton-road, Balham, S.W.

1900. :j;Gardiner, J. Stanley, M.A., F.R.S. Gonville and Caius College,

Cambridge.

1887. ^Gardiner, Walter, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. St. Awdreys, Hills-

road, Cambridge.

1882. Gardner, H. Dent, F.R.G.S. Fairmead, 46 The Goffs, East-

bourne.

1905. JGarlick, John. Thornibrac, Green Point, Cape Town.
1905. JGarlick, R. C. Thornibrac, Green Point, Cape Town.
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1887. *Garnctt, Jorcmiab. Tlio Grange, Bromley Cross, near BoUon
Lancashire.

1882. JGarnett, William. D.C.L. London County Council, Victoria Em
bankment, W.C.

1883. JGarson, J. G., M.D. (Assist. Gen. Sec. 1902-04.) Moorcote,
Eversley, Winchfield.

1003. JGarstang, A. H. 20 Roe-lane, Southport.

1903. *Garstang, T. James, M.A. Bedale's School, Petersfield, Hamp
shire.

1894. *Garstang, Walter, M.A., D.Sc, F.Z.S., Professor of Zoology
in the University of Leeds.

1874. *Garstin, John Pvibton, M.A., LL.B., M.R.I. A., P.S.A. Bragans
town, CastlebelUnghara, L^eland.

\90~). JGarthwaite, E. H. B. S. A. Co., Bulawayo, South Africa.

1889. ^Garwood, Professor E. J., M.A., F.G.S. University College,

Gowcr-street, W.C.
1870. *Gaskcll, Holbrook. Erindalo, Frodsham, Cheshire.

190.-). JGaskoIl, Miss C. J. The Uplands. Great Shelford, Cambridge.
190.-). JGaskell, Sliss M. A. The Uplands. Great Shelford, Cambridge.
189G. *Gaskell, Walter Holbrook, M.A., M.D.. LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. I.

1890 ; Council, 1898-1901.) The Uplands, Great Slielford.

Cambridge.
lOOfi. §Gastcr, I>eon. 32 Victoria-street. S.W.
190."). JGaughren. Right Rev. Dr. M. Dutoitspan-road, Kimberle^'.

1906. JGavcy, H, Myddelton, M.R.C.S. 16 Broadwater Down, Tun-
bridge Wells.

190.-). *Gcaron, Miss Susan. 55 Buckleigh-road. Streatham Common, S.W.
1807. JGeikie, Sir Archibald, K.C.B., LL.D.. D.Sc, Pres.R.S.. F.R.S.E.,

F.G.S. (President. 1S92 ; Pres. C, 1807, 1871, 1899 ; Council,

1888-1891.) 3 Sloane-court. S.W.

1S7I. JGeikie. James, LL.D.. D.C.L.. F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. (Pres. C.

1889 ; Pres. E, 1892). Murchison Professor of Geology and
Mineralogy in the University of Edinburgh. Kilmorie, Colin-

ton-road, Edinburgh.

1898. JGemmill, James F., M.A., M.D. 21 Endsleigh-gardons, Partick-

hill, Glasgow.

1882. *Genese, R. W., M.A , Professor of Mathematics in University

College, Aber3'stwyth.

]nO.'>. tGentleman, Miss A. A. 9 Abercromby-place, Stiriing.

1875. *George, Rev. Hereford Brooke, M.A., F.R.G.S. Hotywoll Lodge,

Oxford.
1902. *Gcpp, Antony, JM.A.. F.L.S. British Museum (Natural History),

Cromwell-road, S.V/.

1899. *Gepp, Mrs. A. 26 West Park-gardens, Kew.
1884. *Gerrans, Henry T., M.A. 20 St. John-street, Oxford.

1905. §Gibbs, Miss Lihan S., F.L.S. 22 South-street, Thurloo-square,

S.W.
1902. JGibson, Andrew. 14 Cliftonville-avenue, Belfast.

1901. §Gibson, Professor George A., M.A. 8 Sandyford-place, Glasgow.

1876. *Gibson, George Alexander, M.D., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.E. 3 Drums-
heugh-gardens, Edinburgh.

1904. *Gibson, Jlrs. Margaret D., LL.D. Castle Brae, Chesterton-lane,

Cambridge.
1896. *GiBSON, R. J. Harvey, M. A., F.R.S.E., Professor of Botany in the

University of Liverpool.

1889. *Gibson, T. G. Lesbury House, Lcsbury, R.S.O., Northumberiand.

1893. jGibson, Walcot, F.G.S. 28 Jerrayn-street, S.W.

190S,
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1887. *GiFFEN, Sir Robekt, K.C.B., LL.D., F.R.S., V.P.S.S. (Pres. F,

1887, 1901.) Chanctonbury, Haywaxd's Heath.

1898. *Gi£ford, J. William. Oaklands, Chard.

1883. §Gilbert, Lady. Parlv View, Englefield Green, Surrey.

1884. *Gilbert, Philip H. 63 Tupper-street, Montreal, Canada.

1895. +G1LCHRIST, J. D. F., M.A., Ph.D., B.Sc, F.L.S. Marine Biologist's

Office. Department of Agriculture, Cape Town.

1896. *GiLCHRiST, Percy C, F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. Reform Club, Pall

Mall, S.W.
1878. IGiles, Oliver. Brynteg, The Crescent, Bromsgrove.

1871. *GiLL, Sir David, K.C.B., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., Hon.F.R.S.E.

(President, 1907.) 34 De Vere-gardens, Kensington, W.
1902. JGill, James F. 72 Strand-road, Bootle, Liverpool.

1908. §Gill, T. P. Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction

for Ireland, DubUn.
1892. *Gilmour, Matthew A. B., F.Z.S. Saffronhall House, Windmill-

road, Hamilton, N.B.

1907. §Gilmour, S. C. 3 Vernon-chambers, Southampton-row, W.C.
1908. §Gilmour, T. L. 1 St. John's Wood Park, N.W.
1893. *Gimingham, Edward. Croyland, Clapton Common, N.

1904. IGiNN, S. R., D.L. (Local Sec. 1904.) Brookfield, Trumpington-
road, Cambridge.

1900. JGinsburg, Benedict W., M.A., LL.D. Cookham, Berks.

1884. jGirdwood, G. P., M.D. 28 Beaver Hall-terrace, Montreal, Canada.

1886. *Gisborne, Hartley, M.Can.S.C.E. Caragana Lodge, Ladysmith,

Vancouver Island, Canada.

1850. *Gladstone, George, F.R.G.S. 34 Denmark-villas, Hove, Brighton.

1883. *Gladstone, Miss. 19 Chepstow-villas. Bavswater, W.
1871. *Gl.usher. J. W. L., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S. (Pres. A, 1890 ;

Council, 1878-80.) Trinity College, Cambridge.

1880. *Glantawe, Right Hon. Lord. The Grange, Swansea.

1881. *Glazebrook, R. T., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1893 ; Council,

1890-94, 1905- ), Director of the National Physical Labora-
tory. Bushy House, Teddington, Middlesex.

1881. *Gleadow. Frederic. 38 Ladbroke-grove, W.
Glover, Thomas. 124 Manchester-road, Southport.

1 878. *Godlce, J. Lister. Wakes Colno Place. Essex.

1880. JGoDMAN, F. Du Cane, D.C.L., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. 10 Chando.H-

street. Cavendish-square, W.
1879. tGoDWiN-AusTEN, Lieut. -Colonel H. PL, F.R.S., F.R.G.S., F.Z.S.

(Pres. E, 1883.) Nore, Godalming.

1878. JGoFF, James. (Local Sec 1878.) 29 Lower Leeson-street, Dublin.

1908. *Gold, Ernest, M.A. 3 Devana-terrace, Cambridge.

1906. JGoLDiE, Sir George D. T., K.C.M.G., D.C.L., F.R.S. (Pres. E,
1906 ; Council, 1906-07.) 44 Rutland-gate, S.W.

1898. t.Goldney, F. Bennett, F.S.A. Goodnestone Park, Dover.

1899. JGoMME, G. L., F.S.A. 24 Dorset-square, N.W.
1890. *GoNNER, E. C. K., M.A. (Pres. F, 1897), Professor of Political

Economy in the University of Liverpool.

1907. §Goodrich, E. S., M.A.. F.R.S., F.L.S. Merton CoUege, Oxford.

1884. *Goodridge, Richard E. W. Colerainc, IMiunesota, U.S.A.

18S4. JGoodwin, Professor W. L. Queen's University, Kingston, OntariOj).

Canada.

1905. JGoold-Adams, Major Sir H. J., G.C.M.G., C.B. Government.
House, Bloerafontcin, South Africa.

1871. *Gordon, Joseph Gordon, F.C.S. Queen Anne's-mansions, West-.
minster, S.W.
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1893. JGordon, Mrs. M. M. Ogilvie, D.Sc. 1 Rubislaw-terrace, Aberdeen.
1901. JGoBST, Right Hon. Sir John E., M.A., K.C., M.P., F.R.S. (Pres. L,

1901.) 21 Victoria-square, S.W.
1876. *GoTCH, Francis, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1906; Council,

1901-07), Professor of Physiology in the University of Oxford.
The Lawn, Banbury-road, Oxford.

1881. JGough, Rev. Thomas, B.Sc. King Edward's School, Retford.

1901. JGouRLAY, Robert. Glasgow.
1901. §Gow, Leonard. Hayston, Kelvinside, Glasgow.
1876. JGow, Robert. Cairndowan, Dowanhill-gardens, Glasgow.
1883. §Gow, Mrs. Cairndowan, Dowanhill-gardens, Glasgow.
1873. JGoyder, Dr. D. Marley House, 88 Great Horton-road, Bradford,

Yorkshire.

1908. §Grabham, G. W., M.A., F.G.S. Khartoum, Sudan.
1886. JGrabham, Michael C, M.D. Madeira.

1902. *Grahara, WilHam, M.D. District Lunatic Asylum, Belfast.

1875. JGrahame, James. (Local Sec. 1876.) Care of Messrs. Grahame,
Crums, & Connal, 34 West George-street, Glasgow.

1904. §Gramont, Comte Arnaud do. 179 rue de I'Universite, Paris.

1896. IGrant, Sir James, K.C.M.G. Ottawa, Canada.
1908. *Grant, W. L. 10 Park-terrace, Oxford.

1905. JGraumann, Harry. P.O. Box 2115, Johannesburg.
1890. JGray, Andrew, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Professor of

Natural Philosophy in the University of Glasgow.
1905. JGrajs C. J. P.O. Box 208, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa.

1864. *Graj% Rev. Canon Charles. West Retford Rectory, Retford.
1881. iGray, Edwin, LL.B. Minster-yard, York.
1003. §Gray, Ernest. M.A. 99 Grosvenor-road, S.W.
1904. JGray, Rev. H. B., D.D. The College, Bradfield, Berkshire.

1892. *Gray, James Hunter, M.A., B.Sc. 3 Crown Office-row, Temple,
E.G.

1904. tGrai/, J. Marfarlane. 4 Ladbroke-crescent, W.
1892. §Gray, John, B.Sc. 9 Park-hill, Clapham Park, S.W.
1887. JGray, Joseph W.. F.G.S. St. Elmo, Leckhampton-road, Cheltenham.
1887. JGray, M. H., F.G.S. Lessness Park, Abbey Wood, Kent.
1886. *Gra3% Robert Kaye. Lessness Park, Abbey Wood, Kent.
1901. JGray, R. W. 7 Orme-court, Bayswater, W.
1873. IGray, Wilham, M.R.I.A. Glenburn Park, Belfast.

*Gbay, Colonel Williasi. Farley Hall, near Reading.
1866. §Greaves, Charles Augustus, M.B., LL.B. 84 Friar-gate, Derby.
1893. *Greaves, Mi-s. Ehzabeth. Station-street, Nottingham.
1872. *Grece, Clair J.. LL.D. 14G Station-road, Redhill, Surrey.

1905. tGreen, A. F. Sea Point, Cape Colony.

1904. *Green, A. G. The Old Gardens, Carcligan-road, Headingley, Leeds.
1904. §Green, F. W. 5 Wordsworth-grove, Cambridge.
1906. §Green, Professor J. A. The University, Sheffield.

1888. §Green, J. Reynolds, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1902),
Professor of Botany to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great
Britain. Downing College, Cambridge.

1903. JGrcen, W. J. 76 Alexandra-road, N.W.
1908. iOreen, Rev. William Spotswood, C.B., F.R.G.S. 5 Cowpe^-^^lIas,

Cowper-road, Dubhn.
1SS2. JGreenhill, Sir A. G., M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics in

the Royal ^^tiliery College, Woohvich. 1 Staple' Inn
W.C.

1905. JGrccnhiU, Henry H. P.O. Box 172, Bloomfontein, South Africa,

|905. JGrcenliili, William. 6a George-street, Edinburgh.
2
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1898. Greenly, Edward, F.G.S. Aclinashean, near Bangor, North Wales.
1906. fGrcenwood, Hamar, M.P. National Liberal Club, Whitehall-

place, S.W.
1894. *Gregory, J. Walter, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pros. C, 1907), Pro-

fessor of Geology in the University of Glasgow.

189G. Gregory, Professor" R. A., F.R.A.S. Dell Quay House, near
Chichester.

1904. Gregory, R. P., M.A. St. John's College, Cambridge.

1881. JGregson, WiUiam, F.G.S. 106 Victoria-road, Darhngton.

1836. Griffin, S. F. Albion Tin Works, York-road, N.

1894. Griffith, C. L. T., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Municipal Offices, Madras.

1908. §Griffith. John P. Rathmines Castle, Rathmines, Dublin.

1884. JGriffiths, E. H., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S. (Pres. A, 190G), Principal

of University College, Cardiff.

1884. ±Griffiths, Mrs. University College. Cardiff.

1847. JGriffiths, Thomas. The Elms, Harborne-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1903. ^Griffiths, Thomas, J.P. 101 Manchester-road, Southport.

1888. Grimshaw, James Walter, M.Inst.C.E. St. Stephen's Club, West-
minster, S.W.

1894. JGroom, Professor P., M.A., F.L.S. Hollywood, Eghani, Surrey.

1894. JGroom, T. T., M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S., Professor of Geology in the

University of Birmingham.

1896. JGrossmann, Dr. Karl. 70 Rodney-street, Liverpool.

1904. JGrosvenor, G. H. New College, Oxford.

1869. JGrubb, Sir Howard, F.R.S. , F.R.A.S. Rockdale, OrwcU-road,
Rathgar, Dublin.

1897. XGrilnhaum, A. S., 31. A., M.D. 45 Lmlhroke-gmve, IF.

1887. JGuillemard, F. H. H., M.A., M.D. The Mill House, Trumpington,
Cambridge.

Guinness, Henry. 17 College-green, Dublin.

1842. Guirmess, Richard Seymour. 17 College-green, Dublin.

1905. Gunn. Donald. Royal Societies Club, St. James's-strect, S.W.

1866. JGuNTHER, Albert C. L. G., M.A., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.S., F.L.S.,

F.Z.S. (Pres. D, 1880.) 22 Lichfield-road, Kew, Surrey.

1894. JGiinther, R. T. Magdalen College, Oxford.

1880. §Guppy, John J. Ivy-place, High-street, Swansea.

1904. §Gurney, Eustace. Sprowston Hall, Norwich.

1902. Gumey, Robert. Ingham Old Hall, Stalham, Norfolk.

1904. §Guttmann, Leo F., Ph.D. 18 Aberdare-gardens, N.W.

1905. JHacker, Rev. W. J. Edendale, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa.

1881. *Haddon. Alfred Cort, M. A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.Z.S. (Pres. H, 1902,

1905 ; Council, 1902-08.) Inisfail, Hills-road, Cambridge.

1905. JHaddon, Miss. Inisfail, Hills-road, Cambridge.

1888. Hadfield, Sir R. A., M.Inst.C.E. Parkhead House, Sheffield.

1905. JHahn, Professor P. D., M.A., Ph.D. York House, Gardens, Cape
Town.

1906. iHake, George W. Oxford, Ohio, U.S.A.

1894. JHaldaxe, John Scott, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. (Pres. 1, 1908), Reader
in Physiology in the University of Oxford. Jesus College,

Oxford.

1899. JHall, a. D., M.A. (Council, 1908- ), Director of the Rothamsted
Experimental Station, Harpenden, Herts.

1903. JHall, E. Marshall, K.C. 75 Cambridge-terrace, W.
1879. Hall, Ebenezer. Abbeydale Park, near Sheffield.
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1883. *Hall, Miss Emily. 63 Belmout-street, Southijort.

1854. *Hall, Hugh Fekgie, F.G.S. Cissbury Court, West W^ortbing,
Sussex.

1899. |Hall, John, M.D. National Bank of Scotland, 37 Nicholas-lane,

E.G.
1824, JHall, Thomas Proctor. School of Practical Science, Toronto,

Canada.
1908. *HalI, Wilfred, Assoc.M. Inst. C.E. 9 Prior's-terrace, Tynemouth,

Northumberland.
1891. *Hallett, George. Cranford, Victoria-square, Penarth.
1873. *Hallett, T. G. P., M.A. Claverton Lodge, Bath.
1883. §Hallibukton, W. D., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1902 ; Council,

1897-1903), Professor of Physiology in King's College, London.
Church Cottage, 17 Marylebone-road, N.W.

1905. ^Halliburton, Mrs. Church Cottage, 17 Marylebone-road, N.W.
1904. *Hallidie, A. H. S. Avondale, ChesterHeld-road, Eastbourne.
1908. §Hallitt, Mrs. Steeple Grange, Wirksworth.
1908. *Hamel, Egbert Alexander de. Middleton Hall, Tarnworth.
1883. *Hamel, Egbert D. de. Middleton Hall, Tamworth.
1904. *Hamel de Manin, Anna Countess de. 35 Circus-road, N.W.
1906. +Hamill, John Molyneux, M.A., M.B. 14 South-parade, Chiswick.
1906. JHamilton, Charles I. 88 Twyford-avenue, Acton.
1885. JHamilton, David James, M.B., F.R.S., Professor of Pathology in

the University of Aberdeen.
1902. JHamilton, Rev. T, D.D. Queen's College, Belfast.

1905. JHammersley-Heenan, R. H., M.Inst.C.E. Harbour Board Offices,

Cape Town.
1905. JHammond, Miss Edith. High Dene, Wuldingham, Surrey.
1881. *Hammond, Robert, M.Inst.C.E. 64 Victoria-street, Westminster,

S.W.
1899. *Hanbury, Daniel. Lenqua da Ca, Alassio, Italy.

1878. §Hance, E. M. Care of J. Hope Smith, Esq., 3 Leman-street, E.G.
1905. *Hancock, Strangman. Plas Uchaf, Abergele, North Wales.
1890. XHankin, Ernest Hanhury. St. Johns College, Cambridge.
1886. §Hansford, Charles, J.P. Englefield House, Dorchester.
1906. §Hanson, David. Salterlee, Halifax, Yorkshire.
1904. §Hanson. E. K. Woodthorpe, Royston Park-road, Hatch End,

Middlesex.

1902. JHarbison,Adam,B.A. 5 Ravenhill-terrace, Ravenhill-road, Belfast.

1859. *Harcourt, A. G. Vernon, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.

,

V.P.C.S. {Ges. Sec. 1883-97 ; Pres. B, 1875 ; Council,

1881-83.) St. Clare, Ryde, Isle of Wight.
1886. *Hardcastle, Colonel Basil W., F.S.S. 12 Gainsborough-gardens,

Hampstead, N.W.
1902. *Hardcastle, Miss Frances. 25 Boundary-road, N. W.
1903. ""Hardeastle, J. Alfred. The Dial House, Crowthorne, Berkshire.

1892. *Harden, Arthur, Ph.D., M.Sc. Lister Institute of Preventive
Medicine, Chelsea-gardens, Grosvenor-road, S.W.

1905. {Hardie, Miss Mabel, M.B. High-lane, via Stockport.

1877. JHarding, Stephen. Bower Ashton, Clifton, Bristol.

1894. JHardman, S. C. 120 Lord-street, Southport.
1883. XHargreaves, Miss H.M. 69 Alexandra-road, Southport.

1881. JHargrove, William Wallace. St. Mary's, Bootham, York .

1890. *Harker, Alfred, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. St. John's CoUege, Cam-
bridge.

1896. JHarker, Dr. John Allen. National Physical Laboratory, Busby
House, Teddington.
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1876. *Harland, Rev. Albert Augustus, M.A., F.G.S., F.L.S., P.S.A. The
Vicarage, Harefield, Middlesex.

1905. JHarland, H. C. P.O. Box 1024, Johannesburg.
1877. *Harland, Henry Seaton. 8 Arundel-terrace, Brighton.
1883. *Harley, Miss Clara. Rosslyn, Westbourne-road, Forest-hill, S.E.
1862. *Haeley, Rev. Robert, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Rosslyn, West-

bourne-road, Forest-hill, S.E.
1868. *Haemer, F. W., F.G.S. Oakland House, Cringleford, Norwich.
1881. *Harmer, Sidney F., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S. (Pros. D, 1908.)

King's College, Cambridge.
1906. JHarper, J. B. 16 St. George" s-place, York.
1842. *Harris, G. W. Millicent, South Australia.

1889. JHarris, H. Graham, M.Inst.C.E. 5 Great George-street, West-
minster, S.W.

190.3. JHarris, Robert, M.B. Queen's-road, Soulhport.
1904. JHarrison, Frank L. 83 Clarkehouse-road, Sheffield.

1904. JHarrison, H. Spencer. The Homiman Museum, Forest-hill, S.E.
1892. JHarrison, John. (Local Sec. 1892.) Rockville, Napier-road,

Edinburgh.
1870. JHarrison, Reginald, F.R.C.S. (Local See. 1870.) 6 Lower

Berkeley-street, Portman-square, W.
1892. JHarrison, Rev. S. N. Ramsey, Isle of Man.
1901. *Harri3on, W. E. 15 Lansdowne-road, Handsworth, Staffordshire.

1885. JHart, Colonel C.J. (Local Sec. 1886.) Highfield Gate, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.

1876. *Hart, Thomas. Brooklands, Blackburn.
1903. *Hart, Thomas Clifford. Brooklands, Blackburn.
1907. §Hart, W. E. Kilderry, near Londondcrrv.
1893. *Hartland, E. Sidney, F.S.A. (Pres. H,'l906 ; Council, 1906- .)

Highgarth, Gloucester.

1905. JHartland, Miss. Highgarth, Gloucester.
1871. *Hartley, Walter Noel, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.C.S. (Pres. B,

1903), Professor of Chemistry in the Royal College of Science,

Dublin. 10 Elgin-road, Dublin.
1886. *Hartoo, Professor M. M., D.Sc. Queen's College, Cork.
1887. JHartog, p. J., B.Sc. University of London, South Kensington,

S.W.
1905. JHarvey-Hogan, J. P.O. Box 1277, Johannesburg.
1885. §Harvie-Bro\vn, J. A. Dunipace, Larbert, N.B.
1862. *Harwood, John. Woodside Mills, Bolton-le-Moors.
1893. §Haslam, Lewis. 44 Evelyn-gardens, S.W.
1903. *Hastie, Miss J. A. Care of Messrs. Street & Co., 30 Cornhill,

E.C.
1903. §Hastie, William. 20 Elswick-row, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1904. JHastings, G. 15 Oak-lane, Bradford, Yorkshire.
187.'>. Hasting'?, G. W. (Pres. F. 1880.) Chapel House, Chipping Norton.
1903. §Hastings, W. G. W. 2 Halsey-street, Cadogan-gardens, S.W.
1889. JHatch, F. H., Ph.D., F.G.S. Cowley Place, Cowley, Middlesex.
1903. JHathawav, Herbert G. 45 High-street, Bridgnorth, Salop.
1904. *Haughton, W. T. H. The Highland?, Great Barford, St. Ncots.
1908. §Havelock, T. H. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1904. JHavilland, Hugh de. Eton College, Windsor.
1887. ""Hawkins, William. Earlston House, Broughton Park, Manchester.
1872. *Hawkshaw, Henry Paul. 58 Jermjm-street, St. James's, S.W.
1864. *Hawkshaw, John Clarke, M.A., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. (Council,

1881-87.) 22 Down-street, W., and 33 Great George-street,

S.W.
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1897, §Hawksley, Charles, M.Inst.aE.,P.G.S. (Pres. G, 1903 ; Council,

1902- .) 30 Great George-street, S.W.
1887. *Haworth, Jesse. Woodside, Bowdon, Cheshire.

1861. *Hay, Admiral the Right Hon. Sir John C. D., Bart., G.C.B.,
D.C.L., F.R.S. 108 St. George's-square, S.W.

1885. *Haycraft, John Bekby, M.D., B.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of

Physiology in University College, Cardiff.

1900. §Hayden, H. H., B.A., F.G.S. Geological Survey, Calcutta, India.

1903. *Haydock, Arthur. 197 Preston New-road, Blackburn.
1903. X^ayward, Joseph William, 31. Sc. 29 Deodar-road, Putney, S.W.
1896. *Haywood, Lieut. -Colonel A. G. Rearsby, Merrilocks-road, Blun-

dellsands.

1879. *Hazelhurst, George S. The Grange, Rockferry.
1883. JHeape, Joseph R. Glebe House, Rochdale.
1882. *Heape, Walter, M.A., F.R.S. Greyfriars, Southwold, Suffolk.

1908. §Heath, J. St. George, B.A. Woodbrooke Settlement, Selby Oak,
near Birmingham.

1902. IHeath, J. W. Royal Institution, Albemarle-street, W.
1902. JHeathorn, Captain T. B., R.A. 10 Wilton-place, Knightsbridge,

S.W.
1883. JHeaton, Charles. Marlborough House, Hesketh Park, Southport.
1892. *Heaton, William H., M.A. (Local See. 1893), Professor of Physics

in University College, Nottingham.
1889. *Heavi8ide, Arthur West, I.S.O. 12 Tring-avenue, Ealing, W.
1888. *Heawood, Edward, M.A. Briarfield, Church-hill, Merstham,

Surrey.

1888. *Heawood, Percy J., Lecturer in Mathematics in Durham Univer-
sity. 41 Old Elvet, Durham.

1887. *Hedges, Killingwoeth, M.Inst.C.E. 10 Cranley-place, South
Kensington, S.W.

1881. *Hele-Shaw, H. S., LL.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. 64 Victoria-

street, S.W.
1901. *HeUer, W. M., B.Sc. 40 Upper Sackville-street, Dublin.,

1905. JHellman, Hugo. Rand Club, Johannesburg.
1887. §Hembry, Frederick William, F.R.M.S. Langford, Sidcup, Kent.
1908. §Hemmy, Professor A. S., B.A., M.Sc. Care of Dr. Davidson,

Clavell House, Belvedere, Kent.
1899. IHemsalech, G. A., D.Sc. The Owens College, Manchester,
1901. JHenderson, Rev. Andrew, LL.D. Castle Head, Paisley.

1905. *Henderson, Andrew. 17 Belhaven-terrace, Glasgow.
1905. *Henderson, Miss Catharine. 17 Belhaven-terrace, Glasgow.
1891. *Henderson, G. G., D.Sc, M.A., F.I.C., Professor of Chemistry in

the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College, Glasgow.
1905. §Hendersou, Mrs. Technical College, Glasgow.
1907. IHenderson, H. F. 46 Clarendon Park-road, Leicester.

1906. JHenderson, J. B., D.Sc, Professor of Applied Mechanics in the

Royal Naval College, Greenwich, S.E.

1880. *Henderson, Vice-Admiral W. H., R.N. 12 Vicarage-gardens,

Campden Hill, W.
1904. *Hendrick, James. Marischal College, Aberdeen.
1873. *Henrici, Olaus M. F. E., Ph.D., F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1883 ; Council,

1883-89), Professor of Mechanics and Mathematics in the City

and Guilds of London Institute, Central Institution. Exhibi-

tion-road, S.W. 34 Clarendon-road, Notting Hill, W.
1906. JHenry, Dr. T. A. Imperial Institute, S.W.
1892. JHepbubn, David, M.D., F.R.S.E., Professor of Anatomy in Univer-

sity College, Cardiff.
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1904. §Hepworth, Commander M. W. C, C.B., R.N.R. Meteorological

Office, Victoria-street, S.W.
1892. *Heebeetson, A. J., M.A., Ph.D., Reader in Geography in the

University of Oxford. 43 Banbury-road, Oxford.

1902. JHerdman, G. W., B.Sc. Assoc.M.inst.C.E. Irrigation and Water
Supply Department, Pretoria.

1887. *Herdman, William A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.L.S. (General
Secretary, 1903- ; Pres. D, 1895 ; Council, 1894-1900 ;

Local Sec. 1896), Professor of Natural History in the University

of Liverpool. Croxteth Lodge, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1393. *Herdman, Mrs. Croxteth Lodge, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1875. JHekeford, The Right Rev. John Percival, D.D., LL.D., Lord
Bishop of. (Pres. L, 1904.) The Palace, Hereford.

1908. *Herring, Dr. Percy T. Physiological Department, The University,

Edinburgh.
1874. §Herschel, Colonel John, R.E., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Observatory

House, Slough, Bucks.
1900. *Herschel, Rev. J. C. W. Bracknell, Berkshire.

1905. IHervey, Miss Mary F. S. 22 Morpeth-mansions, S.W.
1903. *Hesketh, Charles H. Fleetwood, M.A. The Rookery, North

Meols, Southport.

1895. §Hcsketh, James. Scarisbrick Avenue-buildings, 233 Lord-street,

Southport.
1905. JHewat. M. L., M.D. Mowbray, near Cape Town, South

Africa.

1894. JHewetson, G. H. (Local Sec. 1896.) 39 Henley-road, Ipswich.

1894. %Hcwin.% W. A. S., 31. A., F.S.S. The Rowans, Putney Lower
Common, S. W.

1908. §Howitt, C. Gordon. The University. Manchester.
1896. §Hewitt, David Basil, M.D. Oakleigh, Northwich, Cheshire.

1903. JHevvitt, E. G. W. 87 Prince.ss-road, IMoss Side, IManchestcr.

1903. JHewitt, John Theodore, M.A., D.Sc, Ph.D. 7 The Avenue, Sur-

biton, Surrey.

1882. *Heycock, CiLiRLES T., M.A., F.R.S. 3 St. Peter's-terracc, Cam-
bridge.

1883. JHeye.5, Rev. John Frederick, M.A., F.R.G.S. St. Barnabas
Vicarage, Bolton.

1866. *Heymann, Albert. West Bridgford, Nottinghamshire.
1901. *Heys, Z. John. Stonehouse, Barrhead, N.B.
1886. JHeywood, Henry, J.P. Witla Court, near Cardiff.

1898. JHicks, Henry B. 44 Pembroke-road, CUfton, Bristol.

1877. §HiCKS, W. M., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1895). Professor of

Physics in the University of Sheffield. Leamhurst, Ivy Park-
road, Sheffield.

1886. JHicks, Mrs. W. M. Leamluu-st, Ivy Park -road, Sheffield.

1887. *HicKSON, Sydney J., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1903), Pro-
fessor of Zoology in Victoria University, Manchester.

1864. *HiERN, W. P., M.A., F.R.S. The Castle, Barnstaple.
1891. JHiOGS. Henry, C.B., LL.B., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1899; Council,

1904-06.) H.M. Treasury, Wliitehall, S.W.
1907. JHiLEY, E. V. (Local Sec. 1907.) Town Hall, Birmingham.
1885. *HiLL, Alexander, M.A., M.D. Downing College, Cambridge.
1903. *HiLL, Arthur W., M.A., F.L.S. Royal Gardens, Kew.
1906. §Hill, Charles A.. M.A., M.B. 13 Rodney-street, Liverpool.
1881. *HiLL, Rev. Edwin, M.A. The Rectory, Cockfield, Bury St.

Edmunds.
1908. §Hill, James P. Zoological Laboratory, University College, W.C.
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188G. JHiLL, M. J. M., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Pure Mathematics
in University College, W.C.

1885. *Hill, Sidney. Langford House, Langford, Bristol.

1898. *Hill, Thomas Sidney. 80 Harvard-court, West End-lane, N.W.
1885. *HiLLHOUSE, William, M.A., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in tho

University of Birmingham. 43 Calthorpe-road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.

1907. *HiLLS, Major E. H., C.M.G., R.E., F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1908.)

32 Prince's-gardens, S.W.
1903. *Hilton, Harold. 73 Platt's-lane, Hampstead, N.W.
1903. *HiND, Wheeltox, M.D., F.G.S. Roxeth House, Stoke-on-

Trent.

1870. +HINDE, G. J., Ph.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. Ivythorn, Avondalc-road,
South Croydon, Surrey.

1883. *Hindle, James Henry. 8 Cobham-strect, Accrington.
1898. §Hinds, Henry. 57 Queen-street, Ramsgate.
1908. §Hinkett, Felix E. Birchfield, Omagh, Ireland.

1900. §Hinks, Arthur R., M.A. The Observatory, Cambridge.
1903. *Hinmers, Edward. Glentwood, South Downs-drive, Hale, Cheshire.
1899. JHobday, Henry. Hazelwood, Crabble Hill, Dover.
1887. *Hobson, Bernard, M.Sc, F.G.S. Thornton, Didsbury, near

Manchester.
1883. JHobson, Mi-s. Carey. 5 Beaumont-crescent, West Kensington,

W.
190i. §Hobson, Ernest William, Sc.D., F.R.S. The Gables, Mount

Pleasant, Cambridge.
1907. §Hob.5on, Mrs. Mary. 6 Hopefield-avenuc, Belfast.

1877. JHodge, Rev. John Mackey, M.A. 38 Tavistock-place, Plymouth.
1863. *HoDGKiN, Thomas, B.A., D.C.L. Benwell Dene, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.
1887. *Hodgkinson, Alexander, M.B., B.Sc, Lecturer on Lar5mgology

in the Victoria University, Manchester. 18 St. John-street,
iVXciricliGstcr

1880. +Hodgkinson, W.' R. Eaton, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.G.S., Professor of
Chemistry and Physics in the Royal Artillery College, Wool-
wich. 18 Glenluce-road, Blackheath, S.E.

1905. JHodgson, Ven. Archdeacon R. The Rectory, Wolverhampton.
1898. JHodgson, T. V. Municipal Museum and Art Gallery, Plymouth.
1904. §Hodson, F. Bedale's School, Petersfield, Hampshire.
1904. JHoGARTii, D. G.,M.A. (Pres. H, 1907 ; Council, 1907- .) Chapel

Meadow, Forest Row, Sussex.
1894. XHogg, A. F., M.A. 13 Victoria-road, Darlington.
1908. §Hogg, Right Hon. Jonathan. Stratford, Rathgar, Co. Dublin.
1907. JHolden, Colonel H. C. L., R.A., F.R.S. Gifford House, Black-

heath, S.E.
1883. JHolden, John J. 73 Albert-road, Southport.
1887. *Holder, Henry William, M.A. Sheet, near Petersfield.

1900. JHoLDicH, Colonel Sir Thomas H., R.E., K.C.B., K.C.I.E., F.R.G.S.
(Pres. E, 1902.) 41 Courtfield-road, S.W.

1887. *Holdsworth, C. J. FernliiU, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
1904. §Holland, Charles E. 9 Downing-place, Cambridge.
1903. §Holland, J. L., B.A. 72 Kingsley Park-terrace, Northampton.
1896. JHoUand, Mrs. Lowfields House, Hooton, Cheshire.
1898. JHoUand, Thomas H., F.R.S., F.G.S. Geological Survey Office,

Calcutta.

1889. IHolliinder, Bernard, M.D. 35a Welbeck-street, W.
1906. *Holhngworth, Miss. TjCithen^Newnham-road, Bedford.
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1905. JHolhvay, H. C. Schunke. Plaisir de Merle, P.O. Simondium, vid
Paail, South Africa.

1883. *Holmes, Mrs. Basil. 23 Corfton-road, Ealing, Middlesex, W.
1866. *Holmes, Charles. 36 Buckingham-mansions, West End-lane, N.W.
1882. *HoLMEs, Thomas Vincent, F.G.S. 28 Croom's-hill, Greenwich, S.E.
1903. *Holt, Alfred, jun. Crofton, Aigburth, Liverpool.
1875. *Hood, John. Chesterton, Cirencester.
1904. §Hooke, Rev. D. Burford. Bonchurch Lodge, Barnet.
1847. JHooKER, Sir Joseph Dalton, G.C.S.I., C.B., M.D., D.C.L., LL.D.,

F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S. (President, 1868; Pres.
E, 1881 ; Council, 1866-67.) The Camp, Sunningdale,
Berkshire.

1892. JHooKEE, Reginald H., M.A. 3 Clement's Inn, W.C.
1908. *Hooper, Frank Henry. Clare College, Cambridge.
1865. *Hooper, John P. Deepdene, Streatham Common, S.W.
1877. *Hooper, Rev. Samuel F., M.A. LydUnch Rectory, Sturminster

Newton, Dorset.
1904. JHopewell-Smith, A., M.R.C.S. 37 Park-street, Grosvenor-square,

S.W.
1905. *Hopkins, Charles Hadley. Junior Constitutional Club, 101 Picca-

dilly, W.
1901. *Hopkinson, Bertram, M.A., F.R.S.E., Professor of Mechanism and

Applied Mechanics in the University of Cambridge. Adams-
road, Cambridge.

1884. *HoPKiNSON, Chaeles. (Local Sec. 1887.) The Limes, Didsbury,
near Manchester.

1882. *Hopkinson, Edward, M.A., D.Sc. Ferns, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
1871. *HoPKiNSON, John, Assoc.Inst.C.E., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.R.Met.Soc.

84 New Bond-street, W. ; and Weetwood, Watford.
1905. JHopkinson, Mrs. John. Holmwood, Wimbledon Common, S.W.
1898. *Homby, R., M.A. Haileybury College, Hertford.
1885. JHoRNE, John, LL.D., F.R.S.,' F.R.S.E., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1901.)

Geological Survey Office, Sheriff Court-buildings, Edinburgh.
1903. jHorne, Wilham, F.G.S. Leyburn, Yorkshire.
1902. JHorner, John. Chelsea, Antrim-road, Belfast.

1905. *Horsburgh, E. M., M.A., B.Sc, Lecturer in Technical Mathematics
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188 i. *Maybury, A. C , D.Sc. 411 Fulham-road, S.W.
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1905. §Maylard, A. Ernest. 10 Blythswood-syuaio, Glasgow.
1905. JMaylard, Mrs. 10 Blythswood-square, Glasgow.
1878. *Mayne, Thomas. 19 Lord Edward-street, Dublin.

1904. JMayo, Rev. J., LL.D. 6 Warkworth-terrace, Cambridge.
1905. JMeams, J. Herbert, M.D. Edenville, 10 Oxford-road, Observatory,

Cape Town.
1879. §Meiklejohn, John W. S., M.D. 105 Holland-road, W.
1905. §Mein, W. W. P.O. Box 1024, Johannesbm-g.
1881. *Meldola, Raphael, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.C.S., F.I.C. (Pres. B,

1895; Council, 1892-99), Professor of Chemistry in the Fins-

bury Technical College, City and Guilds of London Institute.

6 Brunswick-square, W.C.
1908. §Meldrum, A. N., D.Sc. Chemical Department, The University,

Manchester.

1883. JMellis, Rev. James. 23 Part-street, Southport.

1879. *Mellish, Henry. Hodsock Priory, Worksop.
1866. JMello, Rev. J. M., M.A., F.G.S. ChfE Hill, Warwick. !

1896. piellor, G. H. Weston, Blundellsands, Liverpool.

1881. §Meb-ose, James. Chfton Croft, York.
1905. *Melvill, E. H. V., F.G.S., F.R.G.S. P.O. Box 719, Johannesburg.
1901. XMennell, F. P. 8 Addison-road, W.
1905. §Meredith, H. 0. Dunwood House, Withington, Manchester.
1908. §Meredith, Sir James Ckeed, LL.D. Royal University of Ireland,

Dublin.

1879. JMerivale, John Herman, M.A. (Local Sec. 1889.) Togston Hall,

AckUngton.
1899. *Merrett, Wilham H., F.I.C. Hatherley, Grosvenor-road, Walliug-

ton, Surrey.

1905. JMerriman, Hon. John X. Schoongezicht, Stellenbosch, Cape
Colony.

1899. JMerryweather, J. C. 4 Whitehall-court, S.W.
1889. *Merz, John Theodore. The Quarries, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1905. JMethven, Cathcart W. Club Arcade, Smith-street, Durban.
1896. §Metzler, W. H., Professor of Mathematics in Syracuse University,

Syi'acuse, New York, U.S.A.

1869. JMiALi., Louis C, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. (Pres. D, 1897 ;

Pres. L, 1908; Local Sec. 1890.) Norton Way North, Letch-

worth.

1903. *Micklethwait, Miss Frances M. G. Penhein, Chepstow, Monmouth.
1881. *Middlesbrough, The Right Rev. Richard Lacy, D.D., Bishop of.

Bishop's House, Middlesbrough.

1904. JMiddleton, T. IL, M.A. South House, Barton-road, Cambridge.

1894. *Miers, H. a., M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1905), Principal of

the University of London. 23 Wetherby-gardens, S.W.
1885. §MiLL, Hugh Robert, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. (Pros. E,

1901.) 62 Camden-square, N.W.
1905. §Mill, Mrs. H. R. 62 Camden-square, N.W.
1889. *MiLLAR, Robert Cockburn, 30 York-place, Edinburgh.

Millar, Thomas, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.E. Perth.

1895. JMiller, Thomas, M.Inst.C.E. 9 Thoroughfare, Ipswich.

1902. JMillin, S. T. Sheridan Lodge, Helen's Bay, Co. Down.
1904. JMillis, C. T. HoUydene, Wimbledon Park-road, Wimbledon.
1905. §Mills, Mrs. A. A. 30 St. Andrew's-street, Cambridge.

1908. §Mills, Miss E. A. Nurney, Glenagarey, Co. Dublin.

1868. *MiLLS, Edmund J., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.C.S. 64 Twyford-avenue.
West Acton, W.

1908. §Mills, Miss Gertrude Isabel. Nurney, Glenagarey, Co. Dublin.
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1908. §Mills, John Arthur, M.B. Durham County Asylum, Wintertou,
Ferryhill.

1908. §Mills, W. H., M.Inst.C.E. Nurney, Glenagarey, Co. Dublin.
1902. +Mills, W. Sloan, M.A. Vine Cottage, Donaghmore, Newy.
1907. JMihie, A., M.A. University School, Hastings.
1882. *]VIiLNE, John, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S. Shide, Newport, Isle of

Wight.
1903. *Milne, R. M. Royal Naval College, Dartmouth, South Devon.
1898. *Mihier, S. Roshngton, D.Sc. The University, Sheffield.
1908. §Milroy, T. H., M.D., Dunville Professor of Physiology in Queen's

College, Belfast.

1907. §Milton, J. H., F.G.S. Harrison House, Crosby, Liverpool.
1880. IMiNCHiN, G. M., M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics in the

Royal Indian Engineering College, Coopers Hill, Surrey.
1901. *iVIitchell, Andrew Acworth. 7 Huntly-gardens, Glasgow.
1901. *Mitchell, G. A. 5 West Regent-street, Glasgow.
1905. JMitchell, John. Government School House, Jeppestown, Transvaal.
1885. JMiTCHELL, P. Chalmers, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Sec.Z.S. (Council,

1906- ). 3 Hanover-square, W.
1905. *Mitchell, William Edward. Ferreira Deep, Johannesburg.
1908. §Mitchell, W. M. 2 St. Stephen's Green, Dublin.
1905. tMitter, M. Care of J. Speak, Esq., The Grange, Kirton, near Boston.
1895. *Moat, William, M.A. Johnson Hall, Eccleshall, Staffordshire.
1908. pioffat, C. B. 36 Hardwicke-street, Dublin.
1905.

,
§Moir, James, D.Sc. Mioes Department, Johannesburg.

1905. JMoir, Dr. W. Ironside. Care of Dr. McAulay, Cleveland, Transvaal.
1905. piolcngraaff. Professor G. A. F. The Technical University of

Delft, The Hague.
1883. JMoUison, W. L., M.A. Clare College, Cambridge.
1908. §Molloy, W. R. J., J.P., M.R.I. A. 78 Kenihvorth-square, Rathgar,

Co. Dublin.
1900. *MoNCKTON, H. W., Trcas.L.S., F.G.S. 3 Harcourt-buildings,

Temple, E.C.

1905. *MoNCRiEFF, Colonel Sir C. Scott, G.C.S.I., K.C.M.G., R.E, (Prcs.
G, 1905.) 11 Cheyne-walk, S.W.

1905. JMoncricff, Lady Scott. 11 Cheyne-walk, S.W.
1887. *MoND, LuDwiG, Ph.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.. F.C.S. (Pres. B, 1896.)

20 Avenue-road, Regent's Park, N.W.
1891. *Mond, Robert Ludwig, M.A., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. 20 Avenue-road,

Regent's Park, N.W.
1905. XMoore, Charles Elliott. P.O. Box 5382, Johannesburg.
1908. *Moore, F. W. Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin.
1894. §Moore, Harold E. Oaklands. The Avenue, Beckenham, Kent.
1908. §Moore, Sir- John W., M.D. 40 Fitzwilliam-square West, Dublin.
1901. *Moore, Robert T. 142 St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.
1905. §Moore, T. H. Thornhill Villa, Marsh, Hudderstield.
1896. *Mordey, W. M. 82 Victoria-street, S.W.
1905. JMore, T. E. Padcrn. Carlton Buildings, ParUament-street, Cape

Town.
1901. *Moreno, Francisco P. Parana 915, Buenos Aires.
1905. *Morgan, Miss Annie. Fricdrichstrasse No. 2, Vienna.
1895. JMoROAN, C. Lloyd, F.R.S., F.G.S., Principal of University College,

Bristol.

1873. JMorgan, Edward Delmar, F.R.G.S. 15 Roland-gardens, South
Kensington, S.W.

1896. ^Morgan, George. 21 Upper Parliament-street, Liverpool.
1902. IMoBGAN, Gilbert T., D.Sc, F.I.C. Royal College of Science, S.W.
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1902. *Morgan, Septimus Vaughan. 37 Harrington-gardenH, S.W. " "^

1901. *Morison, James. Perth.

1883. *MoELEY, Henry Forsteb, M.A., D.Sc, F.C.S. 5 Lyndhurst-road,
Hampstead, N.W. _j

1906. JMorrell, H. R. Scarcroft-road, York.
1896. JMorrell, R. S. Caius College, Cambridge.
1908. §Morris, E. A. Montmorency, M.A., M.R.I.A. Winton House,

Cabra, Co. Dublin.

1905. JMorris, F., M.B., B.Sc. 18 Hope-street, Cape Town.
1896. *Morris, J. T. 13 Somers-place, W.
1 880. §Morri3, James. 6 Windsor-street, Uplands, Swansea.
1907. JMorris, Colonel Sir W. G., K.C.M.G. Care of Messrs. Cox & Co.,

16 Charing Cross, W.C.
1899. *MoRROW, John, M.Sc, D.Eng. Armstrong College, Njwcastle-

upon-Tyne.
1865. JMortimer, J. R. St. John's Villas, Driffield.

1886. *Morton, P. F. 15 Ashley-place, Westminster, S.W.
1896. *MoRTON, William B., M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in

Queen's College, Belfast.

1908. §Moss, Dr. C. E. Botany School, Cambridge.
1876. §Moss, Richard Jackson, F.I.C, M.R.I.A. Royal Dubhn Sosiety,

and St. Aubyn's, Ballybrack, Co. Dubhn.
1892. *Mostyn, S. G., M.A., M.B. 15 Grange-avenue, Harton, near South

Shields.

1866. JMoTT, Frederick T., F.R.G.S. Crescent House, Leicester.

1878. *MoiTLTON, The Right Hon. Lord Justice, M.A., K.C., F.R.S.

57 Onslow-square, S.W.
1899. §Mowll, Martjm. Chaldercot, Leyburne-road, Dover.
1905. §Moylan, Miss V. C. 3 Canning-place, Palace Gate, W.
1905. *Moysey, Miss E. L. Pitcroft, Guildford, Surrey.

1899. *Muff, Herbert B., B. A., F.G.S. Geological Survey Office, 33 George-
square, Edinburgh.

1902. §Muir, Arthur H. 2 Welhngton-place, Belfast.

1907. *Muir, Professor James. 189 Renfrew-street, Glasgow.
1874. JMuiR, M. M. Pattison, M.A. Gonville and Caius College, Cam-

bridge.

1S04. §Muir, WiUiam. Rowallan, Newton Stewart, N.B.
1872. *MuiRnEAD, Alexander, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.C.S. 12 Cartcret-street,

Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster, S.W.
1905. *Muirhead, James M. P., F.R.S.E. Markham's-chambers, St.

George's-street, Cape Town.
1876. *Muirhead, Robert Frankhn, B.A., D.Sc. G-1 Great George-street,

Hillhead, Glasgow.
1902. JMullan, James. Castlerock, Co. Deny.
1884. *MuLLER, Hugo, Ph.D., F.R S., F.C.S. 13 Park-square East,

Regent's Park, N.W.
1905. {Mulhgan, A. ' Natal Mercury ' Office, Durban, Natal.

1908. §MuLLiGAN, John. (Local Sec. 1908.) Greinan, Adelaide-road,

Kingstowii, Co. Dubhn.
1904. §Muninger, J. Bass, M.A. 1 Bene't-place, Cambridge.
1898. JMumford, C. E. Cross Roads House, Bouverie-road, Folkestone.

1901. *Munby, Alan E. Royal Societies Club, St. James's-street, S.W.
Munby, Arthur Joseph. 6 Fig Tree-court, Temple, E.C.

1"0G. fMunby, Frederick J. Whixley, York.
1904. JMimro, A. Queens' College, Cambridge.
1883. *MxJNRO, Robert, M.A., M.D., LL.D. (Pres. H, 1893.) Elmbank,

Largs, Ayrshire, N.B.
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1890. JMurphy, A. J. Springfield Mount, Leeds.

1908. piurphy, Leonard. 15G Richmond-road, Dublin.

1884. §Mtirpliy, Patrick. Marcus-square, Newry, Ireland.

1908. §MuRPHY, William M., J.R Dartry, Dublin.

1905. JMurray, Charles F. K., M.D. Kenihvorth House, Kenilwortn,
Cape Colony.

1905. IMurray, Dr. F. Loudinium, London-road, Sea Point, Capo Town.
1891, JMuRKAY, G. R. M., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.L.S. 8 Kerrison-road,

EaUng, W.
1905. §Murray, Sir J. A. H., LL.D., Litt.D. Sumiyside, Oxford.
1905. §Murray, Lady. Sunnyside, Oxford.
1884. JMuRRAY, Sir John, K.C.B., LL.D., D.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

(Pres. E, 1899.) Challenger Lodge, Wardie, Edinburgh.
1903. §Murray, Colonel J. D. Rowbottom-square, Wigan.
1870. *Muspratt, Edward I^owles. Soaforth Hall, near Liverpool.
1902. JMyddleton, Alfred. 62 Duncairn-street, Belfast.

1902. *Myer3, Charles S., M.A., M.D. Melrose, Grange-road, Cambridge.
1906. JMyers, Jesse A. Glengarth, Walker-road, Harrogate.
1890. *Myres, John L., M.A., F.S.A., Professor of Greek in the Uni-

versity of Liverpool. 26 Abercromby-square, Liverpool.

1886. INagel, D. H., M.A. (Local Sec. 1894.) Trinity College, Oxford.
1892. *Nairn, Sir Michael B., Bart. Kirkcaldy, N.B.
1890. tNalder, Francis Henry. 34 Queen-street, E.C.
1908. §Nally, T. H. Temple Hill, Terenurc, Co. Dublin.

1905. JNapier, Dr. Francis. 73 Jeppe-street, Von Brandis-square, Johan-
nesburg.

1872. JNares, Admiral Sir G. S., K.C.B., R.N., F.R.S., F.R.G.S. 11 Clare-

mont-road, Surbiton.

1883. *Neild, Theodore, M.A. Grange Court, Leominster.
1898. *Novill, Rev. J. H. N., M.A. The Vicarage, Stoke Gabriel, South

Devon.
186G. Nevill, The Right Rev. Samuel Tarratt, D.D., F.L.S., Bishop of

Duncdin, New Zealand.

1889. JNeville, F. H., M.A., F.R.S. Sidney College, Cambridge.
1889. *Newall, H. Frank, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Madingley Rise, Cam-

bridge.

1901. JNewman, F. H. Tullie House, Carlisle.

1889. JNewstead, A. H. L., B.A. 38 Green-street, Bethnal Green, N.E.
1892. JNewton, E. T., F.R.S., F.G.S. Florence House, Willow Bridge-

road, Canonbury, N.
1908. §Nicholls, W. A. 11 Vernham-road, Plumstead, Kent.
1908. §Nichols, Albert Russell. 30 Grosvenor-square, Rathmines, Co.

Dublin.

1887. .tNlcholson, John Carr, J.P. Moorfield House, Hcadingley, Leeds.
1884. JNiCHOLSON, Joseph S., M.A., D.Sc. (Pres. F, 1893), Professor of

Political Economy in the University of Edinburgh. Eden
Lodge, Newbattle-terraco, Edinburgh.

1908. §NiehoLson, J. W. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1908. §NixoN, Sir Christopher, Bart, M.D., LL.D., D.L. 2 Merrion-

squarc, Dublin.

1863. *N'oble, Sir Andrew, Bart., K.C.B., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.C.S.

(Pres. G, 1890 ; Council, 1903-OG ; Local Sec. 1863.) Elswick
Works, and Jesmond Dene House, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1833. §NoRMAN, Rev. Canon Alfred Merle, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.L.S. The Red House, Berkhamsted.
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1908. §Normaii, Couolly, M.D. St. Dymplma's, North Circular-road,

Dublin.

1888. JNorman, George. 12 Brock-street, Bath.
1883. *Norri3, William G. Dale House, Coalbrookdale, R.S.O., Shropshire.

1894. §NoTCUTT, S. A., LL.M., B.A., B.Sc. (Local Sec. 1895.) Constitu-

tion-hill, Ipswich.

1903. JNoton, John. 45 Part-street, Southport.
1908. §Nutting, Sir John, Bart. St. Helen's, Co. DubUn.

1898. *0'Brien, Neville Forth. Fryth, Pyrford, Surrey.

1908. §0'Carroll, Joseph, M.D. 43 Merrion-square Eas't, Dublin.

1883. lOdgers, William Blake, M.A., LL.D., K.C. 15 Old-square,
Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

1858. *Odling, William, M.B., F.R.S., V.P.C.S. (Pres. B, 18G4 ; Council,

1865-70), Waynflete Professor of Chemistry in the University
of Oxford. 15 Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1908. §0'Farrell, Thomas A. 30 Lansdowne-road, Dublin.
1902. {Ogden, James Neal. Claremont, Heaton Chapel, Stockport,
1876. jOgilvie, Campbell P. Sizewell House, Leiston, Suffolk.

1885. JOgilvie, F. Grant, C.B., M.A., B.Sc, F.R.S.E. (Local Sec.

1892.) Board of Education, S.W.
1905. *0ke, Alfred William, B.A., LL.M., F.G.S., F.L.S. 32 Denmark-

villas, Hove, Brighton.

1905. §OkelI, Samuel, F.R.A.S. Overley, Langham-road, Bowdon,
Cheshire.

1908. §01dham, Charles Hubert, B.A., B.L. 44 Upper Leeson-street,

Dublin.

1892. JOldham, H. Yule, M.A., F.R.G.S., Lecturer in Geography in the

University of Cambridge. King's College, Cambridge.
1893. *Oldham, R. D., F.G.S., Geological Survey of India. Care of Messrs.

H. S. King & Co., 9 Pall MaU, S.W.
1863. JOliveb, Daniel, LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., Emeritus Professor of

Botany in University College, London. 10 Kew Gardens-
road, Kew, Surrey.

1887. IOliver, F. W., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1906), Professor

of Botany in University College, London. 2 The Vale,

Chelsea, S.W.
1889. JOliver, Professor Sir Thomas, M.D. 7 Elhson-place, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne.
1882. §0l8en, 0. T., D.Sc, F.L.S., F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S. 116 St. Andrew's-

terrace, Grimsby.
1880. *0mmanney. Rev. E. A. St. Michael's and All Angels, Portsea,

Hants.
1908. §0'Neill, Rev. G., M.A. University College, St. Stephen's Green,

Dublin.

1902. tO'Neill, Henry, M.D. College-square East, Belfast.

1902. JO'Reilly, Patrick Joseph. 7 North Earl-street, Dublin.

1935. lO'Riley, J. C. 70 Barnet-street, Gardens, Cape Town.
1884. *Orpen, Rev. T. H., M. A. The Vicarage, Great Shelford, Cambridge,
1901. -tOrr, Alexander Stewart. Care of Messrs. Marsland, Price, & Co.,

Nesbit-road, Mazagon, Bombay, India.

1905. JOrr, Professor John. Transvaal Technical Institute, Johannesburg,
1908. *Orr, William. Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

1904. *Orton, K. J. P., M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in University

College, Bangor.
1905. JOsborn, Philip B. P.O. Box 4181, Johannesburg.
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1901. JOsborne, W. A., D.Sc. University College, W.C.
1908. §0'Sliauglinessy, T. L. 04 Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin.
1887. JO'Shea, L. T., B.Sc. Univeraity CoUege, Sheffield.

1865. *Osler, Henry F. Coppy-hill, Linthurst, near Bron^sgrove, Bir-
mingham.

1884. fOsLER, William, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Regius Professor of Medicine
in the University of Oxford. University Museum, Oxford.

1881. *Ottewell, Alfred D. U Mill Hill-road, Derby.
1896. JOulton, W. Hillside, Gateacre, Liverpool.
1906. JOwen, Rev. E. C. St. Peter's School, York.
1803. *Owen, Edwin, M.A. Terra Nova School, Birkdale, Lancashire.
1889. *Owen, Alderman, H. C. Compton, Wolverhani'pton.

1896. §0\ven, Peter. The Elms, Capenhurst, Chester.

1908. §Pack-Beresford, Denis, M.R.I.A. Fcnagh House, Bagenalstown,
Ireland.

1908. §Page, Carl D. Wyoming House, Aylesbury, Bucks.
1903. *Page, Miss Ellen Iva. Turret House, Felpham, Sussex.
1870. *Palgkave, Robert Harry Inglis, F.R.S., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1883.)

Henstead Hall, Wrentham, Suffolk.

1896. JPallis, Alexander. Tatoi, Aigburth-drive, Liverpool.
1878. *Palmer, Joseph Edward. Royal Societies Club, St. James's-street,

S.W.
1866. §Palmer, WiUiam. Waverley House, Waverley-street, Notting-

ham.
1880. *Parke, George Henry, F.L.S., F.G.S. St. Johns, Wakefield,

Yorksliire.

1904. JParker, E. H., M.A. Thorneycreek, Herschel-road, Cambridge.
1905. IParker, Hugh. P.O. Box 200, Pietermaritzburg, Natal.
1905. jParker, John. 37 Hout-street, Cape Town.
1891. JParker, William Newton, Ph.D., F.Z.S., Professor of Biology in

University College, Cardiff.

1905. *Parkcs, Tom E. P.O. Box 4580, Johannesburg.
1899. *Parkin, John. Blaithwaite, Carlisle.

1905. *Parkin, Thomas. Blaithwaite, CarUsle.

1906. §Parkin, Thomas, M.A., F.Z.S., F.R.G.S. Fairscat, High Wick-
ham, Hastings.

1879. *Parkin, Wilham. The Mount, Sheffield.

1903. §Parry, Joseph, M.Inst.C.E. AVoodbury, Waterloo, near Liverpool.
1908. §Parry, W. K., M.Inst.C.E. Charlcmont-terrace, Kingstown,

Dublin.
1878. JParsons, Hon. C. A., C.B., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E.

(Pres. G, 1904.) Holeyn Hall, Wylam-on-Tyne.
1904. JParsons, Professor F. G. St. Thomas's Hospital, S.E.
1905. *Parsons, Hon. Geoffrey L. Northern Counties Club, Newcastle-on-

Tyne.
1898. *Partridge, Miss Josephine M. 15 Grosvenor-crescent, S.W.
1887. JPaterson, A. M., M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the University

of Liverpool.

1908. §Paterson, M., LL.D. 7 Halton-place, Edinburgh.
1897. JPaton, D. Noel, M.D. Physiological Laboratory, The University,

Glasgow.
1883. *Paton, Rev. Henry, M.A. 120 Polwarth-terrace, Edinburgh.
1884. *Paton, Hugh. Box 2400, Montreal, Canada.
1908. §Patten, C. J., M.A., M.D., Sc.D. The University, Sheffield.

1874. ^Patterson, W. H., M.R.I.A. 26 High-street, Belfast.
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1879. *Patzer, F. R. Clayton Lodge, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

1883. JPaul, George. 32 Harlow Moor-drive, Harrogate.

1863. JPavy, Frederick William, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. 35 Grosvonor-
street, W.

1887. *Paxinan, James. Standard Iron Works, Colchester.

1887. *Payne, Miss Edith Annie. Hatchlands, Cucklield, Hayward'a
Heath.

1877. *Payne, J. C. Charles, J.P. Albion-place, The Plains, Belfast.

188L JPayne, Mrs. Albion-place, The Plains, Belfast.

1888. *Paynter, J. B. Hendford Manor, Yeovil.

1876. JPeace, G. IL, M.Inst.C.E. Montoa Grange, Eccles, near Man-
chester.

1906. tPeace, Miss Gertrude. 30 Westbourne-road, Sheffield.

1885. JPeach, B. N., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. Geological Survey Office,

Edinburgh.
1886. *Pearce, Mrs. Horace. CoUingwood, Manby-road, West Malvern.
1905. JPearse, S. P.O. Box 149, Johannesburg.

1883. JPcarson, Arthur A., C.M.G. Hillsborough, Heath-road, Petersfield,

Hampshire.
1893. *Pcarson, Charles E. Hillercst, Lowdham, Nottinghamshire.
1898. §Pearson, George. Bank-chambers, Baldwin-street, Bristol.

1905. §Pearsoa, Professor H. H. W., M.A., F.L.S. South" African College,

Cape Town.
1883. '^Pearson, 3Iiss Helen E. Oakhursf, BirMale, Southport.
1908. §Pearson, Joseph. The University, Liverpool.

1904. fPearson, Karl, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Applied Mathefflatics in

University College, London, W.C.
Peckitt, Henry. Carlton Husthwaite, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

1855. *Peckover, Lord, LL.D., F.S.A., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Bank House,
Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.

1888. JPeckover, Miss Alexandrina. Bank House, Wisbech, Cambridge-
shire.

1885. JPcddie, Wilham, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., Professor of Natural Philosophy
in Univerf.ity College, Dundee.

1884. JPeebles, W. E. 9 North Frederick-street, Dublin.

1878. *Peek, William. Dorman's Park, near East Grinstead.

190L *Peel, Hon. William. 13 King's Bench-walk, Temple, E.C.

1905. §Peirson. J. Waldie. P.O. Box 561, Johannesburg.

1905. §Pemb3rton, Gustavus M. P.O. Box 93, Johannesburg.

1887. JPendlebury, William H., M.A., F.C.S. (Local Sec. 1899.)

Woodford House, Mountfields, Shrewsbury.

1894. tPcngelly, Miss. Lamorna, Torquay.

1896. jPennant, P. P. Nantlys, St. Asaph.

1898. JPentecost, Rev. Harold, M. A. The School, Giggleswick, Yorkshire.

1898. JPercival, Francis W., M.A., F.R.G.S. 1 Chesham-street, S.W.
1908. §Percival, Professor John, M.A. University College, Reading.

1905. |Peringuey, L., D.Sc., F.Z.S. South African Museum, Cape Town.
1894. JPerkin, a. G., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.C.S., F.LC. 8 Montpelier-

terrace, Hyde Park, Leeds.

1932. *Perkia, F. MoUwo, Ph.D. The Firs, Hengrave-road, Honor Oak
Park, S.E.

1884. JPeekin, William Henry, LL.D., Ph.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.
(Pres. B, 1900 ; Council, 1901-07), Professor of Organic
Chemistry in the Victoria University, Manchester. Fair-

view, Wilbraham-road, Fallowfield, Manchester.

1864. *Perkins, V. R. Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire.

1898. *Perman. E. P., D.Sc. University College, Cardiff.
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1874. *Pebry, John, M.E., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S. (General Treasurer,
1904- ; Pres. G, 1902; Council, 1901-04), Professor of

Mechanics and Mathematics in the Royal College of Science,

S.W.
1904. *Pertz, Miss D. F. M. 2 Cranmer-road, Cambridge.

1900. *Petavel, J. E., M.Sc, F.R.S. The University, Manchester.

1901. JPethvbridge, G. H. Ro3^al College of Science, Dublin.

1895. IPetrie, W. M. Flinders, D.C.L., F.R.S. (Pres. H, 1895), Professor

of Egyptology in University College, W.C.
1871. *Peyton, John E. H., F.R.A.S.,'F.G.S. 13 Fourth-avenue, Hove,

Brighton.

1863. *Phene, John Samuel, LL.D., F.S.A., F.G.S., F.R.G.S. 5 Carlton-

terrace, Oakley-street, S.W.

1903. JPhilip, James C. 20 Westfield-terrace, Aberdeen.

1905. JPhilip, John W. P.O. Box 215, Johannesburg.

1853. *PhiUps, Rev. Edward. Holhngton, Uttoxeter, Staffordshire.

1877. §PhiUps, T. AVishart. Ehzabeth Lodge, Crescent-road, South
Woodford, Essex.

1905. JPhilUmore, Miss C. M. Shiplake House, Henley-on-Thamog.

1899. *Phillips, Charles E. S., F.R.S.E. Castle House, Shooter's Hill,

Kent.

1894. IPhilUps, Staff-Commander E. C. D., R.N., F.R.G.S. 14 Har-
greaves-buildings, Chapel-street, Liverpool.

1902. JPhiUips, J. St. J., B.E! G4 Royal-avenue. Belfast.

1890. JPhiUips, R. W., M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Botany in Uni-
• versity College, Bangor. 2 Snowdon-villas, Bangor.

1905. JPhillp, Miss M. E. de R., B.Sc. 12 Crescent-grove, Clapham, S.W.
1883. *Pickard, Joseph William. Oatlands, Lancaster.

1901. JPickard, Robert H., D.Sc. Isca, MerUn-road, Blackburn.

1885. *Pickerino, Spencer P. U., M.A., F.R.S. Harpenden, Herts.

1884. *Pickett, Thomas E., M.D. Maysville, Mason Co., Kentucky, U.S.A.

1907. §Pickles, A. R., M.A. Todmorden-road, Burnley.

1888. *Pidcreon, W. R. Lvnstcd Lodge, St. Edmund' s-terrace. Regent's

Park, N.AV.

18G5. JPiKE, L. Owen. 10 Chester-terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.
1896. *Pilkington, A. C. Rocklands, Rainhill, Lancashire.

1905. tPilling, Arnold. Royal Observatory, Cape Town.
1896. *Pilling, William. Rosario, Ileene-road, West Worthing. i

1905. JPim, Miss Gertrude. Charleville, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

1908. *Pio, Professor I). A. 6a Short-street, Cambi-idge.

1908. §Pirrie, The Right Hon. Lord, LL.D., M.Inst.C.E. Downshire House,
Belgravc-square, S.W.

1893. *PiTT. Walter, M.Inst.C.E. Lansdown Grove Lodge, Bath.

1908. §Pixell, Miss Helen L. M. St. Faith's Vicarage, Stoke Newington, N.

1900. *Platts, Walter. Fairmount, Bingley.

1898. §Plumnier, W. E., M.A., F.R.A.S. The Observatory, Bidston,

Birkenhead.

1908. §Plunkett, Count G. N. National IMuseum of Science and Art,

Dublin.

1908. §Plunkett, Colonel G. T., C.B. Belvedere Lodge, Wimbledon, S.W.

1907. *Plunkett, Right Hon. Sir Horace, K.C.V.O., M.A., F.R.S.

Kilteragh, Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

1900 *Pocklington,H.Cabourn,M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. 11 Regent's Park-
terrace. Leeds.

1904. JPoUard, William. 12 Aberdare-gardens, South Hampstead, N.W.
1896. *Pollcx, Albert. Tenby House, Egerton Park, Rockferry.

1908. §Pollok, James Tl., D.Sc. G St. Jamea's-terrace, ('lonshea, Dublin.
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1862. *Polwhele, Thomas Roxburgh, M.A., F.G.S. Rolwhclo, Truro,

Cornwall.

1906. *Pontifex, Miss Catherine E. The Chestnuts, Mulgrave-road,
Sutton, Surrey.

1907. §Pope, Alfred, F.S.A. South Court, Dorchester.

1900. *PoPE, W. J., F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in the University of

Cambridge.
1907. *Poppleton, Mrs. A. G. 12 Hyde Park-gate, S.W.
1892. tPoijplewell, W. C, M.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Bowden-lane,

Jlarple, Cheshire.

1901. §Porter, Alfred W., B.Sc. 87 Parliament Hill-mansions, Lisscnden-

gardens, N.W.
1883. *Porter, Rev. C. T., LL.D., D.D. All Saints' Vicarage, Southport.

1905. §PoRTER, J. B., Ph.D., M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Mining Engineering
in the McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

1905. JPorter, Mrs. McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

1883. JPoTTER, M. C, M.A., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in the Arm-
strong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 13 Highbury, New-
castle-upon-Tyne.

1906. JPotter-ffirby, Alderman George. CUfton Lawn, York.

1907. JPotts, F. A. University Museum of Zoology, Cambridge.
1908. *Potts, George, Ph.D., M.Sc. Grey University College, Bloem-

fontein. South Africa.

188G. *PoTTLTON, Edward B., M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.Z.S. (Pres. D,
1896 ; Council, 1895-1901, 1905- ), Professor of Zoology in

the University of Oxford. Wykeham House, Banbury-road,
Oxford.

1905. JPoulton, Mrs. Wykeham House, Banbury-road, Oxford.

1898. *Poulton, Edward Palmer, M.A. Wykeham House, Banbury-road,
Oxford.

1905. IPoulton, Miss. Wykeham House, Banbury-road, Oxford.

1905. jPoulton, Miss JM. Wykeham House, Banbury-road, Oxford.

1873. *Powell, Sir Francis S., Bart., M.P., F.R.G.S. Horton Old Hall.

Yorkshire ; and 1 Cambridge-square, W.
1887. *Powell, Horatio Gibbs, F.R.G.S. Wood Villa, Tettenhall Wood,

Wolverhampton

.

1894. *Powell, Sir Richard Douglas, Bart., M.D. 62 Wimpole-street,

Cavendish-square, W.
1887. §Pownall, George H. 20 Birchin-lane, E.G.

1883. fPoYNTLNG, J. H., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1890), Professor of

Physics in the University of Birmingham. 10 Ampton-road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1908. §Praeger, R. Lloyd, B.A., M.R.LA. Lisnamae, Rathgar, Dublin.

1907. *Peain, Lieut.-Col. David, CLE., M.B., F.R.S. (Council, 1907- ).

Royal Gardens, Kew.
1884. *Prankerd, A. A., D.C.L. 6G Banbury-road, Oxford.

1906. §Pratt, Miss Edith M., D.Sc. The Woodlands, Silverdale, Lancashire.

1869. *Preece, Sir AVilliam Henry, K.C.B., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E.

(Pres. G. 1888 ; Council, 1888-95, 1896-1902.) Gothic Lodge,

Wimbledon Common, S.W.
1888. *Preece, W. Llewelljii. Bryn Helen, Woodborough-road, Putney,

S.W.
1904. ^Prentice, Mrs. Manning. Thelema, Underchff-road, Felixstowe.

1892. JPrentice, Thomas. Willow Park, Greenock.

1906. JPressly, D. L. Coney-street, York.

1889. §Preston, Alfred Eloy, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. 14 The Exchange,
Bradford, Yorkshire.
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/905. JPretoria, The Right Rev. the Bishop of, D.D. Pretoria.

1903. §Price, Edward E. Oaklands, Oaklands-road, Bromley, Kent.
Price, J. T. Neath Abbey, Glamorganshire.

1888. tPKicE, L. L. F. R., M.A., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1895 ; Council, 1898-
1904.) Oriel College, Oxford.

1875. *Price, Rees. 163 Bath-street, Glasgow.

1897. *Pkice, W. a., M.A. Charlton, Headington, Oxford.

1908. §Priestley, J. H. University College, Bristol.

1905. JPrince, James Perrott, M.D. Durban, Natal.

1889. *Pritchard, Eric Law, M.D., M.R.C.S. 70 Fairhazel-gardens, South
Hampstead, N.W.

1876. *Pkitchard, Ukban, M.D., F.R.C.S. 26 Wimpole-streot, W.
1881. §Procter, John Wilham. Ashcroft, York.

1884. *Proudfoot, Alexander, M.D. 100 State-street, Chicago, U.S.A.

1879. *Prouse, Oswald Milton, F.G.S. Alvington, Ilfracombe.

1907. §Pryce, George Arthur. Care of Philip Harris & Co., Limited,

144 Edmund-street, Birmingham.
1872. *Pryor, M. Robert. Weston Park, Stevenage, Herts.

1871. *Pueklc, Rev. T.J. Chestnut House, Huntingdon-road, Cambridge.

1867. *Pullar, Sir Robert, M.P., F.R.S.E. Tayside, Perth.

1883. *Pullar, Rufus D., F.C.S. Brahan, Perth.

1903. §Pu]len-Burry, I\Iiss. 28 Fairholmc-road, West Kensington, W.
1904. jPunnett, R. C. Caius College, Cambridge.

1905. jPurcell, W. F.. M.A., Ph.D. South African Museum, Cape Town.
1905. JPurcell. ISIrs. W. F. South African Museum, Cape Town.
1885. JPuRDiE, Thomas, B.Sc, Ph.D.,F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in the

University of St. Andrews. 14 South-street, St.A drews, N.B.
1881. JPurcy-Cust, Very Rev. Arthiu: Percival, M.A., Dean of York. Tho

Deanery, York.

1S74. iPuRSEE, Feederick, ]\I.A. Rathmines Castle. Dublin.

18G6. JPuRSER, Professor John, M.A., LL.D., M.R.I.A. (Pres. A, 1902.)

Rathmines Castle, Dublin.

1884. *Purves, W. Laidlaw. 20 Stratford-placc, Oxford-street, W.
1905. JPurvis, Mr. P.O. Box 744, Johannesburg.

1860. *Pusey, S. E. B. Bouverio. Pusey House, Faringdon.

1898. *Pye, Miss E. St. Mary's Hall, Rochester.

1883. §Pye-Smith, Arnold. 32 Queen Victoria-street, E.C.

1883. JPye-Smith, Mrs. 32 Queen Victoria-street, E.C.

1868. JPye-Smith, P. H., JI.D., F.R.S. 48 Brook-street, W. ; and Guy's
Hospital, S.E.

1879. +Pyo-Smith, R. J. 350 Glossop-road, Sheffield.

1893. tQuick. .James. 36 Kingsworth-gardcns, Folkcftonc.

1906. *Quiggin, Mi's. A. Kingston. 88 Hartington-gi'ove, Cambridge.

1855. *Radstock, Tlie Right Hon. Lord. Mayfield,Woolston, Southampton.
1887. *Ragdale, John Rowland. The Beeches, Stand, near Manchester.

1905. JRaine, Miss. P.O. Box 788, Johannesburg.

1905. JRaine, Robert. P.O. Box 1091. Johannesburg.

1893. *Raisin, Mss Catherine A., D.Sc, Bedford College, York-place,
Baker-street, W.

1896. *Rajiage, Hugh, M.A. The Technical Institute, Norwich.
1894. *RAMBAtJT, Arthur A., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., M.R.LA.

RadcHlfe Observatory, Oxford.

1908. §Rambaut, Mrs. Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford.
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1876. *Ramsay, Sir William, K.C.B,, Ph.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. B,
1897; Council, 1891-98), Professor of Chemistry in Uni-
versity College, London. 19 Cliester-terrace. Regent's Park.
N.W.

1883. JRamsay, Lady. 19 Chester-terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.
1869. *Rance, H. W. Henniker, LL.D. 10 Castletown-road, W.
1907. §Rankine, A. 0. 21 Drayton-road, West Ealing, W.
1868. *Ransora, Edwin, F.R.G.S. 24 Ashburnham-road, Bedford.
1861. JRansome, Aethxjr, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. (Local Sec. 1861.) Sunny-

hurst, Deane Park, Bournemouth.
1889. JRapkin, J. B. Thrale Hall, Streatham, S.W.
1903. §Rastall, R. H. Christ's College, Cambridge.
18D2. *Rathbone, Miss May. Backwood, Neston, Cheshire.
1874. IRavenstein, E. G., F.R.G.S., F.S.S. (Pres. E, 1891.) 2 York-

mansions, Battersea Park, S.W.
1908. *Raworth, Alexander. Fairholm, Uppingham-road, Leicester.

1905. JRawson, Colonel Herbert E., R.E. Army Headquarters, Pretoria.
1868. *Rayleigh, The Right Hon. Lord, O.M., M.A., D.C.L., LL D

F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S. (President, 1884; Trustee,
1883- ; Pres. A, 1882 ; Co mcil, 1878-83), Professor of
Natural Philosophy in the Royal'Institution, London. TerUng
Place, Witham, Essex.

1895. XRaynhird, Hugh, jtin. Garrison Gateway Cottage, Old Basing,
Basingstoke.

1883. *Rayne, Charles A., M.D., M.R.C.S. St. Mary's Gate. Lancaster.
1897. *Ra3Tier, Edwin Hartree, JI.A. Elm Lodge, Queen's-road, Ted-

dington, Middlesex.

1907. §Rea, Carleton, B.C.L. 34 Foregate-streot, Worcester.
1896. *Read, Charles H., LL.D., F.S.A. (Pres. H, 1899.) British Museum,

W.C.
1902. JReade, R. H. Wilmount, Dunmurry.
1884. §Readman. J. B., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. Staffield Hall, Kirkoswald,

R.S.O., Cumberland.
1852. *Redferx, Professor Peter, M.D. (Pres. D, 1874.) Templepatriek

House, Donaghadee, Co. Down.
1890. *Redwood, Sir Bovcrton, F.R.S.E., F.C.S. Wadham Lodge,

Wadham-gardens, N.W.
1908. §Reed, Sir Andrew, K.C.B., C.V.O., LL.D. 23 Fitzwilliam-square,

Dubhn.
1905. §Reed, J. Howard, F.R.G.S. 16 St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester.
1891. *Reed, Thomas A. Bute Docks, Cardiff.

1894. *Rccs, Edmund S. G. Dunscar, Oaken, near Wolverhampton.
1891. *Rees, I. Trehame, M.Inst.C.E. Blaenypant, near Ne^\'port, Mon-

mouthshire.

1903. §Reeves, E. A., F.R.G.S. 1 Savilcrow, W.
1906. *Reichel, Sir H. R., LL.D., Principal of University College, Bangor.

Penrallt, Bangor, North Wales.

1901. *Rcid, Andrew T. 10 Woodside-terrace, Glasgow.
1904. IReid, Arthur H. 30 Welbeck-street, W.
1881. §Reid, Arthur S., M.A., F.G.S. Trinity College, Glenalmond, N.B.
1883. *Reid, Clement. F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. 28 Jermyn-street, S.W.
1903. *Reid, Mrs. E. M., B.Sc. 7 St. Jamcs's-mansions, West End-lane,

N.W.
1892. JReid, E. Waymouth, B.A., M.B., F.R.S., Professor of Physiology

in University College, Dundee.
1908. §Reid, George Archdall, M.B., CM., F.R.S.E. 9 Victoria-road

South, Southrea.

1908. B
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1901. *Reid, Hugh. Belmont, Spriiigbum, Glasgow.

1901. JReid, John. 7 Park-terrace, Glasgow.

1904. {Reid, P. J. Moor Cottage, Nunthorpe, R.S.O.,Yorkshire.

1897. JReid, T. Whitehead, M.D. St. George's House, Canterbury.

1887. *Reid, Walter Francis. Fieldside, Addlestone, Surrey.

1875. JReinold, A. W., M.A., F.R.S. (Council, 1890-95), Professor of

Physics in the Royal Naval College, Greenwich, S.E.

1894. JRendall, Rev. G. H., M.A., Litt.D. Charterhouse, Godalming.

1891. *Rendell, Rev. James Robson, B.A. Whinside, Whalley-road,

Accrington.

1903. §Rendle, Dr. A. B., M.A., F.L.S. 47 Wimbledon Park-road,

Wimbledon, S.W.
1889. *Reunie, George B. 20 Lowndes-street, S.W.

1906. JRennie, John, D.Sc. Natural History Department, University of

Aberdeen.

1905. *Renton, James Hall. Rowfold Grange, BilUnghurst, Sussex.

1905 JReunert, Chve. Windybrow, Johannesburg.

1905 JReunert, John. Windybrow, Johannesburg.

1904 JReunert, Theodore, M.Inst.C.E. P.O. Box 92, Johannesburg.

1905 §Reyersbach, Louis. P.O. Box 149, Johannesburg.

1883 *Reynolds, A. H. 271 Lord-street, Southport.

1871. JREYN0LD3, James Emebson, M.D., D.Sc, P.R.S., F.C.S.,

M.R.I.A. (Pres. B, 1893 ; Council, 1893-99.) 29 Campden
Hill-court, W.

1900. *Reynolds, Jliss K. M. 8 Darnley-road, Netting Hill, W.
1870. *REyNOLDS, Osboene, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G,

1887.) 19 Lady Barn-road, Fallowfield, Manchester.

1906. JReynolds, S. H., M.A., Professor of Geology and Zoology in

University College, Bristol.

1907. §Reynold3, W. Birstall Holt, near Leicester.

1877. *Rhode3, John. 300 Blackburn-road, Accrington, Lancashire.

1899. *Rhys, Professor Sir John, D.Sc. (Pres. H, 1900.) Jesus College,

Oxford.

1877. *Riccardi, Dr. Paul, Secretary of the Society of Naturahsts. Riva
Muro 14, Modena, Italy.

1905. §Rich, Miss Florence, M.A. Granville School, Granville-road,

Leicester.

1906. JRichards, Rev. A. W. 12 Bootham-terrace, York.
1869. *Richardson, Charles. 3 Cholmley'villas. Long Ditton, Surrey,

1884. *Richardson, George Straker. Isthmian Club, Piccadilly, W.
1889. tRichardson, Hugh, M.A. 12 St. Mary's, York.
1884. *Richardson, J. Clarke. Dcrwcn Fawr, Swansea.
1896. "'Richardson, Nelson Moore, B.A., F.E.S. Montevideo, Chickerell,

near Weymouth.
1001. *Richardson, Professor Owen Willans. 25 Bank-ytreet, Princetown,

N.J., U.S.A.

1876. §Richardson, William Haden. City Glass Works, Glasgow.
1891. §Richc3, T. Hurry. 8 Park-grove, Cardiff.

1883. *RiDEAL, Samuel, D.Sc, F.CS. 28 Victoria-street, S.W.
1932. §RiDCEWAY, William, M.A., D.Litt., F.B.A. (Pres. H, 1908),

Professor of Archaeology in the University of Cambridge.
Fen Ditton, Cambridge.

1894. JRiDLEY, E. P., F.G.S. (Local Sec 1895.) Buiwood, Westerfield-
road, Ipswich.

1881. *Ris!g, Arthur. 150 Blomfield-terracc, W.
1883. *Ric;c;, Edwakd, I.S.O., M.A. Royal Mint, E.
1892. JRintoul, D., I^I.A. CUfton College, Bristol.
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186U. *KiroN, The Most Hon. Iho Marquess of,' K.G., G.C.S.t, C.I.E.,
D.C.L., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. 9 Chelsea Embankment, S.W.

1905. JRitchie, Professor W., M.A. South African College, Cape Town.
1903. *River3, W. H. R., M.D., F.R.S. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1908. *Roaf, Herbert E., M.D. Physiological Department, The University,

Liverpool.

1898. §Robb, Alfred A. Lisnabreeny House, Belfast.

1902. *Roberts, Bruno. 30 St. George's-square, Regent's Park, N.W.
1887. *Roberts, Evan. 30 St. George's-square, Regent's Park, N.W.
1881. ^Roberts, R. D., M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S. University of London, South

Kensington, S.W.
1893. JRoberts, Thomas J. Ingleside, Park-road, Huyton, near Liverpool.
1904. *Robertson, Miss Agnes, D.Sc. 9 Elsworthy-terrace, Primrose Hill,

N.W.
1897. §RoBERTSON, Sir George S., K.C.S.I. (Pres. E, 1900.) 1 Pump-

court, Temple, E.C.

1905. JRobertson, Dr. G. W. Office of the Medical Officer of Health,
Cape To^vTi.

1897. §Robertson, Professor J. W., C.M.G., LL.D. The Macdonald
College, St. Anne do BcUevue, Quebec, Canada.

1901. Robertson, Robert, B.Sc, M.Inst.C.E. 154 West George-street,
Glasgow.

1905. JRobertson, Professor T. E. Transvaal Teclmical Institute,
Johannesburg.

1898. §Robinson, Charles E., M.Inst.C.E. Hohie Cross, Aahburton, South
Devon.

1903. JRobinson, G. H. 1 Weld-road, Southpnrt.

1905. JRobinson, Harry. Duncan'a-chambers, Shortmarket-street, Cape
Town.

1887. §Robinson, Henry, M.Inst.C.E. ParUamcnt-mansions, Victoria-
street, S.W.

1902. JRobinson, Herbert C. Holmfield, Aigburth, Liverpool.
1906. iRoBiNSON, H. H., M.A., F.I.C. 75 Finborough-road, S.W.
1902. JRobinson, James, M.A., F.R.G.S. Duhvich College, Dulwich, S.E.
1888. JRobinson, John, M.Inst.C.E. 8 Vicarage-terrace, Kendal.
1908. *Robinson, John Gorges. Cragdale, Settle, Yorkshire.

1895. *Robinson, Joseph Johnson. 8 Trafalgar-road, Birkdale, Southport.
1905. JRobinson, Dr. Leland. G Victoria-walk, Woodstock, Cape Town.
1899. *Robinson, Mark, M.Inst.C.E. 9 Belsize-grove, N.W.
1875. *Robinson, Robert, M.Inst.C.E. Beechwood, Darlington.
1908. §Robinson, Robert. Field House, Chesterfield.

1904. JRobinson, Theodore R. 25 Campden Hill-gardens, W.
1904. §Robinson, W. H. Kendrick House, Victoria-road, Penarth.
1870. *Robson, E. R. Palace Chambers, 9 Bridge-street, Westminster,

S.W.
190G. §Robson, J. Nalton. The Villa, Hull-road, York.
1872. *Robson, William. 5 Gillsland-road, Merchiston, Edinburgh.
1885. *Rodger, Edward. 1 Clairmont-gardens, Glasgow.
1885. *Rodrigucz, Epifanio. New Adelphi Chambers, G Robert-street,

Adclphi, W.C.
1905. JRocbuck, William Denison. 259 Hyde Park-road, Leeds.
1907. :!:Rocchling, H. Alfred, M.Inst.C.E. 39 Victoria-street, S.W.
1908. §Rogor.-;, A. G. I.. Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, 8 Whitehall-

place, S.W.
1905. §Rogcr3, A. W., M.A., F.G.S. South African Museum, Cape Town.
1898. +ROGERS, Bertram, JI.D. (Local Sec. 1898.) 11 York-place,

Clifton, Bristol.

£2
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1907. JRogers, John D. 85 St. George's-square, S.W.
1890. *Rogers, L. J., M.A., Professor of Mathematics in the University of

Leeds. 15 Regent Park-avenue, Leeds.

190G. §Rogers, Reginald A. P. 142 Leinster-road, Dublin.

1884. *Rogers, Walter. Lamorva, Falmouth.
1876. JRoLLiT, Sir A. K., B.A., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.A.S., Hon. Fellow

K.C.L. 45 Belgrave-square, S.W.
1905. JRooth, Edward. Pretoria.

1855. *RoscoE, Sir Henry Enfield, B.A., Ph.D., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.
(President, 1887 ; Pres. B, 1870, 1884 ; Council, 1874-81 ;

Local Sec. 1861.) 10 Bramham-gardens, S.W.
1905. JRose, Miss G. 45 De Pary's-avenue, Bedford.

1905. {Rose, Miss G. Mabel. Ashley Lodge, Oxford.

1883. *Rose, J. Holland, Litt.D. Ethandune, Parkside-gardens, Wim-
bledon, S.W.

1905. ±Rose, John G. Government Analytical Laboratory, Cape Town.
1894. *RoSE, T. K., D.Sc, Chemist and Assaycr to the Royal Mint.

6 Royal Mint, E.

1905. *Rosedale, Rev. H. G., D.D., F.S.A. St. Peter's Vicarage, 13 Lad-
broke-gardens, W.

1905. *Rosedale, Rev. W. E., M.A. Willenhall, Staffordshn-e.

1905. JRosen, Jacob. 1 Hopkins-street, Yeoville, Transvaal.

1905. JRosen, Juhus. CUfton Grange, Jarvie-street, Jeppesto\vn, Trans-
vaal.

1900. JRosenhain, Walter, B.A. Park View, Park-road, Teddington.

1859. *Ros3, Rev. James Coulman. Wadworth Hall, Doncaster.

1908. §Ross, Sir John, of Bladensburg, K.C.B. Rostrevor House,
Rostrevor, Co. Dowii.

1902. JRoss, John Callender. 46 Holland-street, Campden-hill, W.
1901. JRoss, Colonel Ronald, C.B., F.R.S. , Professor of Tropical Medicine

and Parasitology in the University of Liverpool. The Uni-

versity, Liverpool.

1891. *Roth, H. Ling. Briarficld, Shibden, Hahfax, Yorkshire.

1905. JRothkiigel, R. Care of Messrs. D. Isaacs & Co., Cape Town.
1931. *Rottcnburg, Paul, LL.D. Care of Messrs. Leister, Bock, & Co.,

Glasgow.

1899. *Round, J. C, M.R.C.S. 19 Crescent-road, Sydenham Hill, S.E.

1884. *Rouse, M. L. Hollybank, Hayne-road, Beckenham.
1905. §Rousselct, Charles ]?. 2 Pembridge-crescent, Baj'swater, W.
1883. JRowan, Frederick John. 5 West Regent-street, Glasgow.

1903. *Rowe. Arthur W., M.B., F.G.S. 2 Price's-avenuc, Margate.

1S90. JRowley, Walter, M.Inst.C.E., F.S.A. Alderhill, Meanwood,
Leeds.

1900. §Rowntree, B. Seebohm. The Homestead, Clifton, York.

1881. *Rowntree, Joseph. 38 St. Mary's, York.

1S75. *RiCKER, Sir A. W., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (President, 1901 ;

Trustee, 1898- ; General Treasurer, 1891-98 ; Pres. A,

1894 ; Council, 1888-91.) 19 Gledhow-gardens, South Ken-
sington, S.W.

1809. §Rudler, F. W.. I.S.O.. F.G.S. Ethel Villa, Tatsfield. Westerham.
1901. *Rudorf, C. C. G., Ph.D., B.Sc. Ivor, Cranley-gardens, Muswell

Hill. N.
1905. *Ruffer, Marc Armand, C.M.G., M.A., M.D., B.Sc. Quarantine

International Board, Alexandria.

1905. §Ruffer, Jlrs. Alexandria.

1904. JRuhemann, Dr. S. 3 Selwyn-gardens, Cambridge.
1896. *Rundell, T. W., F.R.Met.Soc. 3 Feuwick-street, Liverpool.
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1904. JRussell, E. J., D.Sc, Rothamstod Experimental Station, Har-

pendcn, Herts.

1875. *Russell, The Hon. F. A. R. Dunrozel, Haslemcrc.

Russell, John. 39 Mountjoy-square, Dublin.

1883. *Russell, J. W. 28 Stavcrton-road, Oxford.

1852. *Rus.sell, Norman Scott. Arts Club, Dover-street, W.
1908. §Russell, Robert. Arduagremia, Haddon-road, Dublin.

1908. SRtjssell, Right Hon. T. W., M.P. OIncy, Tercnuro, Co. Dublin.

1852. *RussELL, William J., Ph.D., F.R.S., V.P.C.S. (Pres. B, 1873;

Council, 1873-80.) 34 Upper Hamilton-terrace, St. John'B

Wood, N.W.
1886. JRust, Arthur. Eversleigh, Leicester.

1907. §Rutherford, Ernest, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Physics in

the University of Manchester.

1908. §Ryan, Hugh, D.Sc. Omdurman, Orwell Park, Rathgar, Dublin.

1905. JRyan, Pierce. Rosebank House, Rosebank, Cape Town.

1898. §Ryland, C. J. Southerndown House, Clifton, Bristol.

190G. *Rymeb, Sir Joseph Sykes. The Mount, York.

1903. ISadler, M. E., LL.D. (Pres. L, 1906), Professor of Education in

the Victoria University, Manchester. Eastwood, Weybridge.

1883. JSadler, Robert. 7 Lulworth-road, Birkdalc, Southport.

1871. tSadler, Samuel Champerno^vnc. Church House,Westminster, S.W.

1903. iSagar, J. The Poplars, Savile Park, Halifax.

1873. *Salomons, Sir David, Bart., F.G.S. Broomhill, Tunbridge

Wells.

1904. §Saltee, A. E., D.Sc, F.G.S. 20 Shell-road, Loampit Hill, Lewis-

ham, S.E.

1861. *Samson, Henry. 6 St. Peter's-square, Manchester.

1901. JSamuel, John S., J.P., F.R.S.E. City Chambers. Glasgow.

1907. *Sand, Dr. Henrv J. S. University College, Nottingham.

1907. §Sandars, Miss Cora B. Parkholme, Elm Park-gardens, S.W.

1883. JSanderson, Lady Burdon. 64 Banbury-road, Oxford.

Sandes, Thomas, A.B. Sallow Ghn, Tarbert, Co. Kerry.

1896. §Saner, John Arthur, AssocM.Inst.C.E. Highfield, Northwich.

1896. tSaner, Mrs. Highfield, Northwich.

1892. iSang, William D. Tylehurst, Kirkcaldy, Fife.

1903. fSankey, Captain H. R., R.E„ M.Inst.C.E. Palace-chambers,

9 Bridge-street, S.W.

1886. tSankey, Percy E. 44 Russell-square, W.C.

1905. iSargant, E. B. Quarry Hill, Reigate.

1896. *Sargant, Miss Ethel. Quarry Hill, Reigate.

1905. JSargent, Miss Helen A., B.A. Huguenot College, Welhngton,

Cape Colony.

1907. §Sargent, H. C. Ambergatc, near Derby.

1886. fSaundby, Robert, M.D. 83a Edmund-street, Birminguam.

1900. *Saunder, S. a. Fir Holt, Crowthorne, Berks.

1903. *Saunders, Miss E. R. Newnham College, Cambridge.

1901 ISawers, W. D. 1 Athole Gardens-place, Glasgow.

1887. §Sayce, Rev. A. H., M.A., D.D. (Pres. H, 1887), Professor of

Assyriology in the University of Oxford. Queen's College,

Oxford.

1906. ISayer, Dr. Ettie. 35 Upper Brook-street, W.

1883. *Searborough, George. Whinney Field, HaUfax, Yorkshire.

1903. §Scarisbrick, Sir Charles, J.P. Scarisbrick Lodge, Southport.

1903. fgcarisbrick. Lady. Scarisbrick Lodge, Southport.
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1879. *ScHAFER, E. A., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., M.R.C.S. (Gen. Sec. 1895-

1900 ; Pres. I, 1894 ; Council, 1887-93), Professor of

Physiology in the University of Edinburgh.

1888. *ScHARFF, Robert F., Ph.D., B.Sc, Keeper of the Natural History

Department, National Museum, Dublin.

1880. *Schemmann, Louis Carl. Hamburg. (Care of Messrs. Allen

Everitt & Sons, Birmingham.)

1905. %f-'clioler, W. Peter. Transvaal Technical Institute, Johannesburg.

1885. jScholes, L. Ivy Cottage, Parade, Parkgatc, Cheshire.

1905. JSchonland, S., Ph.D. Albany Museum, Grahamsto^vn, Cape Colony.

1908. ISchrodter, Dr. E. 3-5 Jacobistrasse, Dusscldorf, Germany.
1873. 'Schuster, Arthur, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. (Pres. A, 1892 ;

Council, 1887-93.) Kent House, Victoria Park, Manchester.

1905. JSclander, J. E. P.O. Box 405, Cape Town.
1847. *Sclater, Philip Lutley, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.,

F.R.G.S., F.Z.S. (General Secretary, 1870-81 ; Pres. D,
1875; Council, 1864-07, 1872-75.) Odiham Priory, Winch-
field.

1883. *Sclater, W. Lutley, M.A., F.Z.S. South African Museum, Cape
To^vn.

1905. JSclater, Mrs. W. L. Crossroads, Baker-road, Wynberg, Cape
Colony.

1881. *Scott, Alexander, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.C.S. Royal Institu-

tion, Albemarle-street, W.
1878. Scott, Arthur Wilham, M. A., Professor of Mathematics and Natural

Science in St. David's College, Lampeter.

1889. *Scott, D. H., M.A., Ph.D.. F.R.S., Pres.L.S. (General Secre-
tary, 1900-03 ; Pres. K, 1890.) East Oakley House, Oakley,

Hants.
1857. *Scott, Robert H., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.Met.S. Elm Park-

gardens, S.W.
1884. *Scott, Sydney C. 28 The Avenue, Gipsy Hill, S.E.

1902. JScott, William R. The University, St. Andrews, Scotland.

1895. IScott-EUiot, Professor G. F., M.A., B.Sc, F.L.S. Newton, Dum-
fries.

1883. JScrivener, Mrs. Haglis House, Wendover.
1895. JScull, Miss E. M. L. St. Edmund's, 10 Worsley-road, Hamp-

stead. N.W.
1890. *Scarle, G. F. C, M.A„ F.R.S. Wyncote, Hills-road, Cambridge.
1880. +SEDGWICK, Adam, M.A., F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1899), Professor of

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in the University of

Cambridge. 4 Cranmer-road, Cambridge.
1905. JSedgwick, C. F. Strand-street, Cape Town.
1906. *Sce, T. J. J., A.M., Ph.D., F.R.A.S., Professor of Mathematics,

U.S. Navy. Naval Observatory, Mare Island, California.

1861. *Seeley, Harry Govier, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S., F.Z.S.,

Professor of Geology in King's College, London. 3 Holland
Park-court, Holland Park-gardens, W.

1904. JSell, W. J. 19 Lensfield-road, Cambridge.

1907. §SeUgman, Dr. C. G. 15 York-terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.
1888. *SENrER, Alfred, M.D., Ph.D.. F.C.S. , Professor of Chemistry in

Queen's College, Galway.
1888. *Sennett, Alfred R., A.M.Inst.C.E. 15 Heath-mansions, Hamp-

stead, N.W.
1870. *Sephton, Rev. J. 90 Huskisson-strcct, Liverpool.

1905. JSerrurier, Louis C. Ashley. Sea Point, Cape Towti.

1901. ^Service, Robert. Janefield Park, Maxwelltown, Dumfries*
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1895. *Sotoa-Karr, II. W. 31 Lingficld-road, Wimbledon, Surrey.

1892. *Se\vaed, a. C, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. K, 1903 ; Council,

1901-07; Local Sec. 1904), Professor of Botany in the Univcr-

sity of Cambridge. Wostfield, Huntingdon-road, Cambridge.

1904. tSewell, R. B. Seymour. Christ's Collogo, Cambridge,

1899. §Soymour, Henry J., B.A„ F.G.S. St. Peter's, Ailosbury-road,

Dublin.

1891. tShackell, E. W. 191 Newport-road, Cardiff.

1905. *Shackleford, W. C, M.Inst.M.E. County Club, Lancaster.

1904. JShacklcton, Ernest H„ F.R.G.S. 14 South Learraonth-gardcns,

Edinburgh.

1902. JSnAFTESBUBY, The Right Hon. the Earl of, D.L. Belfa.st Castle,

Belfast.
, , „T

1901. "^Shakespcar, Mrs. G. A. 21 Woodland-road. Northfiold, Worcciter-

shire.

1906. JShann, Frederick. 6 St. Leonard's, York.

1878. tSnARP, David, M.A., M.B., F.R.S., F.L.S. Museum of Zoology,

Cambridge.

1904. JSharplcs, George. 181 Great Chcetham-stroct West, Higher

Broughton, Manchester.

1889. *Sha\v, Mrs. M. S., B.Sc. Brookhaj'cf;, Exraouih.

1883. *SnAW, W. N.,M.A., Sc.D.,F.R.S. (Pres. A, 190.S ;
Councd 189.5-

1900, 1901-07.) Meteorological Office, 63 Victoria-street, S. W.

1883. JShaw, Mrs. W. N. 10 Moreton-gardens, South Kensington, S.W.

1904! JShaw'-Phillips, Miss. 19 Camden-crescent, Bath.

1903. JShaw-Philhps, T., J.P. 19 Camden-crescent, Bath.

1905 tShenstone, Miss A. Sutton Hall, Barcombe, Lewes.

190.-1 tShenstone, Mrs. A. E. G. Sutton Hall, Barcombe, Lewes.

] 865. iShcnstone, Frederick S. Sutton Hall, Barcombe, Lewes

1900. SSheppard, Thomas, F.G.S. The Municipal Museum, Hull.

1908. SSheppard, W. F., Sc.D., LL.M. Board of Education, Wiitc-

hall, S.W. „ ^ , ,

1 905. JSheridan, Dr. Norman. 90 Franci.s-strect, Bcllevue, .Johannesburg.

1883 IShcrlock, David. Rahan Lodge, Tullamore, Dublin.

1S83, jSherlock, Mrs. David. Rahan Lodge, Tullamore Dublin.

1896. SSnEEKiNGTON, C. S., M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres.^I. 1904 ;
Council.

1907- ), Professor of Physiology in the university ot Liver-

pool. 10 Grove-park, Liverpool.
,

, ^^ -^ , -n *i

1888 *Shickle, Rev. C. W., M. A., F.S.A. St. John s Hospital, Bath.

1908. *Sluckle, Mi-s IMabel G. M. 9 Cavendish-cre«ccnt, Lath

1902. *Shillington, T. Foulkcs, J.P. Dromart, Antrim-road Belfast

18S.3. *Shinitoe, Buxton, F.R.C.S. 2 Frederickj,!ace, Old Jewry, KC.

1887. *SnirLEy, Artuur E., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Council, 1904- .)

Christ's College, Cambridge.

1897 IShore, Dr. Lewis E. St. John's College, Cambridge.

1882. JShore, T. W., M.D., B.Sc, Lecturer on Comparative Anatomy at

St. Bartholomew's Hospital. G Kingswood-road, Upper Nor-

rOl JShortT Peter M.", B.Sc. 1 Holmdenc-avcnue, Hernc Hill, S.E.

1908. SShortcr, Lewis B., B.Sc .'".5 Ciarapden Hill-road. \V._

1904. *Shrubsal], F. C, M.A., M.D. 34 Limc^g^.-oyc,
^'^^^-'^^I'-lf}')^

„,

1889. tSibley, Walter K., M.A., M.D. The Mansions, 70 Duke-strcct, W.

1902. tSiddons, A. W. Harrow-on-the-Hi!l, Middlesex.

1883. *Sidcbotham, Edward John. Erlcsdene, l^owdon, Cheshire.

1877 *Sidcbotham, Joseph Watson. Merlewood, Bowdon, Cheshiio.

Si.lncy. M. J. F. Cowpcn, Newcastle-upon-lyne. ^ , „^
1873 = Siemens, Alexander, M.Inst.C.E. 12 C,).ioen Anne s-gatc, S.^\

.
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1905. JSiemens, Mrs. A. 12 Queen Anne's-gate, S.W.
1903. *Silberrad, Dr. Oswald. Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

1871. *SlMPSON, Sir Alexander R., M.D., Emeritus Professor of Mid-
wifery in the University of Edinburgh. 52 Queen-street,

Edinburgh.
1863. JSimpson, J. B., F.G.S. Hedgefield House, Blaydon-on-Tyne.
1908. §Simpson, J. J., M.A., B.Sc. Zoological Departmentj Marischal

College, Aberdeen.

1901. *Simpson, Professor J. Y., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.E. 52 Queen-street,

Edinburgh.
1907. §Simpson, Lieut. -Colonel R. J. S., C.M.G. 1 Amherst-avenuc,

Ealing, W.
1894. §Simpson, Thomas, F.R.G.S. Fennvmere, Castle Bar, Ealing, W.
1896. *Simpson, W.. F.G.S. Catteral Hall, Settle, Yorkshire.

1874. JSiNCLAiB, Right Hon. Thomas. (Local Sec. 1874.) Dunedin,
Belfast.

1907. *Sircar, Dr. Amrita Lai, L.M.S., F.C.S. 51 Sankaritola, Calcutta.

1905. Sjogren, Professor H. Natural History Museum, Stockholm,
Sweden.

1902. JSkeffington, J. B., M.A., LL.D. Waterford.

1906. JSkerry, H. A. St. Paul's-square, York.
1883. jSkiUicome, W. N. 9 Queen's-parade, Cheltenham.
1898. JSkinner, Sidney, M.A. (Local Sec. 1904.) South-Western

Polytechnic, Manresa-road, Chelsea, S.W.
1905. *Skyrme, C. G. 28 Norman-road, St. Lconards-on-Sea.

1905. {Slater, Dr. H. B. 75 Bree-street, Johannesburg.
1889. ISlater, Matthew B., F.L.S. Malton, Yorkshire.

1887. tSmall, Evan W., M.A., B.Sc, F.G.S. 48 Kcdlcston-road, Derby.
1887. JSmall, William. Lincoln-circus, The Park, Nottingham.
1903. *Smallman, Raloigli S. Wressil Lodge, Wimbledon Common, S.W.
1904. JSmart, Edward. Benview, Craigie, Perth, N.B.
1889. *Smart, Professor William, LL.D. (Pres. F, 1904.) Nunholme,

Dowanhill, Glasgow.
1902. §Smedley, Miss Ida. 11 Mecklenburgh-square, W.C.
1905. JSmith, Miss Adelaide. Huguenot College, Wellington, Cape Colony.
1908 §Smith, Alfred. 30 Merrionsciuare. Dublin.

1892. JSmith, Alexander, B.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S.E. Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A.
1897. jSmith, Andrew, Principal of the Veterinary College, Toronto,

Canada.
1901. *Smith, Miss Annie Lorrain. 20 Talgarth-road, West Kensing-

ton, W.
1874. *Smith, Benjamin Leigh, F.R.G.S. Oxford and Cambridge Club,

Pall Mall, S.W.
1873. {Smith, C. Sidney-Sussex College, Cambridge.
1905. iSmith, C. H. Fletcher's-chambers, Cape Town.
1889. *Smith, Professor C. Michie, B.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S. The Obser-

vatory, Kodaikanal, South India.

1908 §Smith, E. Shrapnell. 7 Rosebery-avcnuc, E.G.
1886. *Smith, Mrs. Emma. Hencotes House, Hexham.
1900. §Smith, E. J. Grange House, AVestgate Hill, Bradford.
1901. §Smith, F. B. Care of A. Croxton Smith, Esq., Burlington House,

Wandle-road, Upper Tooting, S.W.
1866. *Smith, F. C. Bank, Nottingham.
1897. JSmith, G. Elhot, M.D., F.R.S. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1903. *Smith, H. B. Lees. 16 Park-terrace, Oxford.
1889. *Smith, Sir H. Llewellyn, K.C.B., B.A., B.Sc. F.S.S. Board of

Trade, S.W,
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1860. *Smith, Heywood, M.A.. M.D. 25 Wclbeck-street, Cavendish-
square, W.

1876. *Smith, J. Guthrio. 5 Kirklee-gardens, Kelvinside, Glasgow.
1902. JSmith, J. Lorraiii, M.D., Professor of Pathology in the Victoria

University, Manchester.
1903. *Smith, James. Pinewood, Crathes, Aberdeen.

Smith, John Peter George. Sweyney Cliff, Coalport, Iron Bridge,
Shropshire.

1894. §Smith, T. Walrond. Care of Frank Henderson, Escx., Shirley,
Station-road, Sidcnp, Kent.

1908 §Smith, Walter G. 25 Merrion-squavc, Dublin.
1896. *Smith, Rev. W. Hodson. Newquay, Cornwall.
1885. *Smith, Watson. 34 Upper Park-road, Haverstock Hill, N.W.
1883. JSmithells, Aethuk, B.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1907 ; Local Sec. 1890),

Professor of Chemistry in the University of Leeds.
1906. §Smurthwaite, Thomas E. 134 Mortimer-road, Kcnsal Rise, N.W.
1905. §Smuts, C. P.O. Box 1088, Johannesburg.
1908. §Smyly, Sir William J. 58 Merrion-square, Dublin.
1908 §Smyth, J. A., Ph.D., D.Sc. 15 The Poplars, Gosforth, Nowcastlc-

on-Tyne.
1857. *Smyth, John, M.A., F.C.S., F.R.M.S., M.Inst.C.E.I. Milltown,

Banbridge, Ireland.

1888. *Snape, H. Lloyd, D.Sc, Ph.D. Balholm, Lathom-road, South-
port.

1905. iSoDDY, F. The University, Glasgow.
1905. §Sollas, Miss I. B. J., B.Sc. Ne^vnham College, Cambridge.
1879. *SoLLAS, W. J., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. (Pres. C,

1900 ; Council, 1900-03), Professor of Geology in the Univcr-
Bity of Oxford. 173 Woodstock-road, Oxford.

1905. JSolomon, R. Stuart. Care of Messrs. R. M. Moss & Co., Cape Town.
1892. *SoMERVAiL, Alexander. The Museum, Torquay.
1900. *SoMERViLLE, W., D.Sc, F.L.S., Sibthorpian Professor of Rural

Economy in the University of Oxford. 121 Banbury-road,
Oxford.

1879. *Sorby, Thomas W. Storthfield, Ranmoor, Sheffield.

1901. JSorley, Robert. The Firs, Partickhill, Glasgow.
1903. jSoulby, R. M. Sea Holm, Westbourne-road, Birkdale, Lancasliire.
1903. JSouthall, Henry T. The Graig, Ross, Herefordshire.
1865. *Southall, John Tertlus. Parkfields, Ross, Herefordshire.
1883. JSpanton, William Dunnett, F.R.C.S. Chatterley House, Hanley,

Staffordshire.

1893. *Speak, John. Kirton Grange, Kirton, near Boston.
1905. JSpencer, Charles Hugh. P.O. Box 2, Maraisburg, Transvaal.
1889. *Spencer, John W. Impney Hall, Droitwch, Worcester.
1864. *Spicer, Henry, B.A., F.L.S., F.G.S. 14 Aberdeen-park, High-

bury, N.
1894. JSpiers, A. H. Gresham's School, Holt, Norfolk.
1864. *Spiller, John, F.C.S. 2 St. Mary's-road, Canonbury, N.
1864. *Spottiswoode,. W. Hugh, F.C.S. 6 Middle New-street, Fetter-

lane, E.C.

1854. *Sprague, Thomas Bond, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.E. 29 Buckingham-
terrace, Edinburgh.

1905. ISquire, Mrs. Clarendon House, 30 St. John's Wood-park, N.W.
1888. *Stacy, J. Sargeant. 164 Shoreditch, E.C.
1903. fStallworthy, Rev. George B. The Manse, Hindhead, Haslemere,

Surrey.

1883. *Stanford, Edward, F.R.G.S. 12-14 Long-acre, W.C.
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1905. ^Stanley, Professor Gcorgo H. Transvaal Technical Institute,

Johannesburg.
1881. *Stanlcy, William Ford, J.V., F.G.S. Cumborlow, South Nor-

wood, S.E.

188.3. JStanley, Mrs. CumbcrloTv, South Norwood, S.E.

1894. *Stansfield, Alfred, D.Sc. McGill University, Montreal, Canada.
1900. *Stansfield, H., B.Sc. 19 Cawdor-road, Fallowficld, Manchester.
190.>. iSfanwell, H. B. South African College School, Cape Town.
1905. jStanwell, Dr. St. John. P.O. Box 1050, Johannesburg.

,

1 905. jStapleton, Frederick. Control and Audit Office, Cape Town.
1905. *Starkcy, A. H. 24 Greenhead-road, Huddersfield.

1899. +STARLING, E. H., M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Physiology in Univer-
sity College, London, W.C.

1899. §Statham, William. The Redings, Totterldgc, Herts.

1898. jStather, J. W., F.G.S. Brookside, Newland Park, Hull. i

Staveley, T. K. Ripon, Yorkshire. '

1 907. §Stayncs, Frank. 36-38 Silver-street, I^icestcr.
'

1900. *Stead, J. E., F.R.S. Laboratory and Assay Office, Middlesbrough,
1881. JStead, W. H. Beech-road, Rcigate.

1892. *STEBBrNO, Rev. Thomas R. R., M.A., F.R.S. Ephraim Lodge,
The Common, Tunbridgo Wells.

1890. *Stebbing, W. P. D., F.G.S. 8 Playfair-mansions, Queen's Club-
gardens, W.

1905. ijiStebbins, Miss Inez F., B.A. Huguenot College, Wellington, Cape
To\vn.

1993 §SteeIe, Lawrence Edward, M.A., M.R.I.A. 18 Crosthwaite-park
East, Kingstown, Co. Dublin.

1905. JStephen, J. M. Invernegie, Sea Point, Cape Colony.
1 884. *Stephens, W. Hudson. Low-Villo, Lewis County, New York, U.S.A.
1902. JStcphen on, G. (irianan, Glasnevin, Dubhn.
1908 *Steven, Alired Ingram, M.A., B.Sc. 54 Albert-drive, Pollokshields,

Glasgow.

1906. §Stevens, Miss C. O. 11 Woodstock-road, Oxford.
1880. *Stevens, J. Edward, LL.B. Le Mayals, Blackpill, R.S.O.
1900. JStevens, Frederick. (Local Sec. 1900.) Town Clerk's Office,

Bradford.

1890. Steward, Rev. Charles J., F.R.M.S. The Cedars, Anglcsca-road,
Ipswich.

1885. *Stewart, Rev. Alexander, M.D., LL.D. IMurtle, Aberdeen.
1905. §Stewart, A. F. 127 Isabella-street, Toronto, Canada.
1905. JStewart, Charles. Jleteorological Commission. Cape Town.
1875. *Stewart, James, B.A., F.R.C.P.Ed. Junior Constitutional Club,

Piccadilly'. W.
1901. *Stewart, John Joseph, M.A., B.Sc. 2 Stow Park-crescent. Now-

port, Monmouthshire.
1901. *Stewart, Thomas. St. Georgo's-ehambers, Capo Town.
1876. "IStiblino, William, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of Physiology

in the Victoria University, Manchester.
1904. §Stobbs, J. T. Dunelm, Basford Park, Stoke-on-Trent.
1906. *Stobo, Mrs. Annie. Somerset Hou.sc, Gai'elochhead, Dumbarton-

shire, N.B.
1901. *Stobo, Thomas. Somerset House, Garcloehhead, Dumbartonshire,

N.B.
1865. *Stock, Joseph S. St. Mildred's, Walmer.
1883. *Stocker, W. N., M.A. Brasenoso College, Oxford.
1S9S. *Stokes, Professor George J., M.A. 5 Fcrnlnirst-villas, College-

road, C'ork.
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1899. *Stone, Rev. F. J. Radlcy College, Abingdon.

1874. JStone, J. Harris, M.A., F.L.S., F.C.S. 3 Dr. Johnson's-buildings,

Temple, E.C.

1905. JStoneman, Miss Bertha, D.Sc. Huguenot College, Wellington, Capo
Colony.

1857. JStoney, Bindox B., LL.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E., JI.R.T.A.,

Engineer of the Port of Dublin. 14 Elgin-road, Dublin.

1895. *Stoney, Miss Edith A. 30 Chepstovv-creKcent, W.
1908 *Stoney, Miss Florence A., M.D." 40 Harley-street, W.
1878. *Stoney, G. Gerald. Oakley, Heaton-road, Newcastle-upon-Tjmc.

1861. *Stoney, George Johnstone, M.A., D.Sc. F.R.S., M.R.I.A.

(Pres. A, 1897.) 30 Chepstow-crcscent, W.
1903. *Stopes, Miss Marie, Ph.D., D.Sc. 53 Stanley-gardens, Haver-

stock Hill, N.W.
1883. JStopes, Mrs. 53 Stanley-gardens, Haverstock Hill, N.W.
1887. *Storey, H. L. Bailrigg, Lancaster.

1884. JStorrs, George H. Gorse Hall, Stalybridge.

1888. *Stothert, Percy K. WooUey Grange, Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.

1905. *Stott, Clement H., F.G.S. P.O. Box 7, Pietermaritzburg, Natal.

1881. JStrahan, Aubrey, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1904.) Geo-

logical Museum, Jermyn-street, S.W.
1905. JStrange, Harold F. P.O. Box 2527, Johannesburg.

1881. §Strangways, C. Fox, F.G.S. Kylemore, HoUycroft-avenue.

West Hampstead, N.W.
1908 *Stratton, F. J. M., M.A. Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge.

1906. *Stromeyer, C. E. 9 Mount-street, Albert-square, Manchester.

1883. §Strong, Henry J., M.D. Colonnade House, The Steyne, AVorthing.

1898. *Strong, W. M., M.D. 3 Champion-park, Denmark Hill, S.E.

1887. *Stroud, H., M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Physics in the Armstrong
College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1887. *Strottd, William, D.Sc, Professor of Physics in the University

of Leeds. Gowan Lea, Ilkley.

1905. tStruben, Mrs. A. P.O. Box 1228, Pretoria.

1876. *Stuart, Charles Maddock, M.A. St. Dimstan's College, Catford,

S.E.

1872. *Stuart, Rev. Canon Edward A., M.A. The Precincts, Canterbury.

1885. JStump, Edward C. Malmesbury, Polefield, Blackley, Manchester.

1879. *Styring, Robert. BrinkcUffe Tower, Sheffield.

1891. *Sudborough, Professor J. J., Ph.D., D.Sc. University College of

Wales, Aberystwyth.
1902. §Sully, H. T. Scottish Widows-buildings, Bristol.

1898. §Sully, T. N. Avalon House, Queen's-road, Weston-super-Mare.

1905. ISummer, A. B, Ollersett Booyseux, Transvaal.

1887. *Sumpner, W. E., D.Sc. Technical School, Suffolk-street, Bir-

mingham.
1908. §Sutherland, Alexander. 25 Mount-street, Aberdeen.

1903. JSwallow, Rev. R. D., M.A. Chigwell School, Essex.

1905. JSwan, Miss Hilda. 58 Holland Park, W.
1881. §S\VAN,SirJosEPHWiLSON,M.A., D.Sc.F.R.S. 58 Holland Park,W.
1905. ISwan, Miss Mary E. 58 Holland-park, W.
1897. jSwanston, William, F.G.S. Mount Collyer Factory, Belfast.

1908. §Swanzy, Sir Henry R., M.D. 23 Merrion-square, Dublin.

1882. *Swaythling, Lord. 12 Kensington Palace-gardens, W.
1887. §SwiNBURNE, James. F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. 82 Victoria-street, S.W.

1870. *Swinburne, Sir John, Bart. Cajiheaton Hall, Newcastlc-upon-

T5me.

1895. tSykes, E. R., B.A. 3 Gray s Inn-place, W.C.
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1902. *Sykes, Miss Ella C. Elcombs, Lyndhurst, Hampshire.
1887. *Sykes, George, H., M.A., M.lnst.C.E., F.S.A. Glencoe, 64 Elm-

bourne-road. Tooting Common, S.W.
1906. *Syke3, Miss M. G. Royal HoUoway College, Englefield Green,

Surrey.

1890. *Sykeg, Mark L., F.R.M.S. 10 Headingley-avenue, Leeds.

1902. *Sykes, Major P. Molesworth, C.M.G. Elcombs, Lyndhurst,
Hampshire.

1906. JSykes, T. P., M.A. 4 Gathorne-streot, Great Horton, Bradford.

1905. JSymington, C, M.B. Railway Medical Office, De Aar, Cape
Colony.

1903. §Syniington, Howard W. Brooklands, Market Harborough.
1885 JSymington, Johnson, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. (Pres. H, 1903),

Professor of Anatomy in Queen's College, Belfast.

1905. JSymmes, H. C. P.O. Box 3902, Johannesburg.
190S. §Synnott, Nicholas J. Furncss, Naai?, C!o. Kildare.

1896. JTabor, J. M. Holmwood, Haringey Park, Crouch End, N.
1904. §TalIack, H. T. Clovelly, Birdhurst-road, South Croydon.
1903. *Tanner, Jliss Ellen G. 48 Campden House-court, Gloucester-

walk, W.
1890. JTanner, H. W. Lloyd, D.Sc, F.R.S. (Local Sec. 1891), Professor

of Mathematics and Astronomy in University College, Cardiff.

1892. *Tansley, Arthur G., M.A., F.L.S. Grantchester, near Cambridge.
1883. *Tapscott, R. Lethbridge, F.R.A.S. 62 Croxteth-road, Liverpool.

1908. §Tarleton, Francis A., LL.D. 24 Upper Leeson-street, DubUn.
1861. *Tarratt, Henry W. 2c Oxford and Cambridge-mansions, Hyde

Park, W.
1902. JTate, Miss. Rantalard, Whitehouse, Belfast.

1901. XTaylor, Benson. 22 Hayhurn-crescent, Partick, Glasgow.

1908. §Taylor, Rev. Campbell, M.A. United Free Manse, Wigtown,
Scotland.

1887. JTaylor, G. H. Holly House, 235 Eccles New -road, Salford.

1898. JTaylor, Lieut. -Colonel G. L. Le M. College-lawn, Cheltenham.
188L *Taylor, H. A. 12 Melbury-road, Kensington, W.
1906. tTaylor, H. Dennis. Stancliffe, Mount-villas, York.
1884. *Taylor, H. M., M.A., F.R.S. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1882. *Taylor, Herbert Owen, M.D. Oxford-street, Nottingham.
1860. *Taylor, John, M.lnst.C.E. 6 Queen Street-place, E.G.

1906. §Taylor, Miss M. R. Newstead, Blundellsands.

1884. *Taylor, Miss S. Oak House, Shaw, near Oldham.
1895. JTaylor, W. A., M.A., F.R.S.E. 3 East Mayfield, Edinburgh.
1894. *Taylor, W. W., M.A. 66 St. John's-road, Oxford.

1901. XTaylor, William. 57 Sparkcnhoe-street, Leicester.

1903. JTaylor, Wilham. 61 Cambridge-road, Southport.

1901. *Teacher, John H., M.B. 32 Kingsborough-gardens, Glasgow.

1858. JTeale, Thomas Pridgin, M.A., F.R.S. 38 Cookridge-strect,

1885. JTeall, J. J. H., M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1893 : Council,

1894-1900), Director of the Geological Survey of the United
Kingdom. The Museum, Jermyn-street, S.W.

1906. *Teape, Rev. W. M., M.A. South Hylton Vicarage, Sunderland.

1879. JTemple, Lieutenant G. T., R.N., F.R.G.S. Solheim, Cumberland
Pfl,rk ActoQ W

1896. *Terry, Rev. T. R., M.A., F.R.A.S. The Rectory, East Hsley,

Newbury, Berkshire.
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1892. *Tesla, Nikola. 45 West 27th-street, New York, U.S.A.
1883. JTetley, C. F. The Brewery, Leeds.
1883. JTetley, Mrs. C. F. The Brewery, Leeds.
1882. *TnANE, George Dancer, LL.D., Professor of Anatomy in Uni«

versity College, London, W.C.
1871. tTmsELTON-DYEK, Sir W. T., K.C.M.G., CLE., M.A., B Sc

,

Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. D, 1888; Pres. K,
1895 ; Council, 1885-89, 1895-1900.) The Ferns, Witcombe,
Gloucester.

190G. §Thoday, D. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1870. JThom, Colonel Robert Wilson, J.P. Brooklands, Lord-street

West, Southport.
1891. Thomas, Jliss Clara. Pencenig, Builth.

1903. *Thomas, Miss Ethel N., B.Sc. 3 Downe-mansions, Gondar«
gardens. West Hampstead, N.W.

1880. *Thomas, Joseph William, F.C.S. Overdale, Shorthands, Kent.
1899. *Thomas, Mrs. J. W. Overdale, Shortlands, Kent.
1902. *Thomas, Miss M. Beatrice. Girton College, Cambridge.
1904. JThomas, Northcote W. 7 Coptic-street, W.C.
1883. JThomas, Thomas H. 45 The Walk, Cardiff.

1904. *Thomas, William. Bryn-heulog, Merthyr Tydfil.

1891. *Thompson, Beeby, F.C.S., F.G.S. 67 Victoria-road, North-
ampton.

1888. *Thompson, Claude M., M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry in
University College, Cardiff. 38 Park-place, Cardiff.

1885. JThompson, D'Arcy W., B.A., C.B., Professor of Zoology in Univer-
sity College, Dundee.

1896. *Thompson, Edward P. Paulsmoss, Whitchurch, Salop.

1907. *Thompson, Edwin. 1 Crcxteth-grove, Liverpool.

1883. *Thompson, Francis. Eversley, Hahng Park-road, Croydon.
1904. *Thompson, G. R., B.Sc, Professor of Mining in the University of

Leeds.

1893. *Thompson, Harry J., M.Inst.C.E., Madras. Care of National
Bank of Lidia, 17 Bishopsgate-street Within, E.C.

1883. *Thompson, Henry G., M.D. 86 Lower Addiscombe-road, Croydon.
1905. ^Thompson, James. P.O. Box 312, Johamiesburg.
1861. *Thompson, Joseph. Riversdale, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

1876. *Thompson, Richard. Dringcote, The Mount, York.
1876. ^Thompson, Silvanus Pqillips, B.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S.

(Pres. G, 1907 ; Council, 1897-99), Principal and Professor of
Physics in the City and Guilds of London Technical College,

Leonard-street, Finsbury, E.C.

1883. *Thompson, T. H. Oldfield Lodge, Grav-road, Bowdon. Cheshire.

1S96. *Thompson, W. H., M.D., D.Sc. (LocalSec 1908), King's Professor

of Institutes of Medicine (Physiology) in Trinity College,

Dublin. 14 Hatch-street, Dublin.

1905. jr/wnt/jsoM, William. Parkside, Dnncasler-wad. Rotherham.

1S94. JThomson, Arthur, M.A., M.D., Professor of Human Anatomy in

the University of Oxford. Exeter College, Oxford.

1906. §Thomson, F. Ross, F.G.S. Hensill, Hawkhurst, Kent.

1890. *TnoMsoN, Professor J. Arthur, M.A., F.R.S.E. Castlcton House,
Old Aberdeen.

18S3. JThomsox, Sir J. J., M.A., Sc.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Presidentelect;
Pres. A, 1896 ; Council, 1893-95), Professor of Experimental
Physics in the University of Cambridge. Trimty College,

Cambridge.

1901. JTliomson, Dr. J. T. Kilpatrick. 148 Norfolk-street, Glasgow.
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1889. *Tliouisou, James, M.A. 22 Wentworth-place, Newcastle-upon*
Tyne. •

1891. ^Thomson, John. Westover, Mount Ephraim-road, Strcatham,

S.W.
1371. *TuoJisoN, JoHX Millar, LL.D., F.R.S. (Council, 1895-1901),

Professor of Chemistry in King's College, London. 9 Camp-
den Hill-gardens, W.

1874. §TuoMSON, William, F.R.S.E., F.C.S. Royal Institution, Man-
chester.

] 880. §Thomson, William J. Ghyllbank, St. Helens.

190G. §Thornely, IMiss A. M. M. Oaklands, Langham-road, Bowdon,
Cheshire.

1905. *Thornely, Misa L. R. Nunclose, Grassendale, Liverpool.

1898. *TuoBNTOX, W. M., D.Sc., Professor of Electrical Engineering in

the Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

1902. JThornvcroft, Sir John I., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. Eyot Villa, Chis-

mck Mall, W.
1003. JThorp, Edward. 87 Southbank-road, Southport.

1881. JThorp, Fielden. Blossom-street, York.

1881. *Thorp, Josiah. 37 Pleasant-street, New Brighton, Cheshire.

1898. §Thorp, Thomas. Moss Bank, Whitefield, Manchester.

1898. JThorpe, JoceljTi Field, Ph.D., F.R.S. Victoria University, Man-
chester.

1871. JThobpe, T. E., C.B., Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., V.P.C.S.

(Pres. B, 1890 ; Council, 1886-92), Principal of the Government
Laboratories, Clement's Inn-passage, W.C.

1899. §TnBELFALL, RiCHAED, M.A., F.R.S. 30 George-road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.

1896. §Thrift, William Edward, M.A. (Local Sec. 1908), Professor of

. Natural and Experimental Philosophy in the University of

Dubhn. 80 Grosvenor-square, Rathmines, DubUn.
1904. ^Thurston, Edgar. Government Museum, Madras.

1907. j§Thwaitcs, R. E. 138 Kimberley-road, Leicester.

1889. JThys, Colonel Albert. 9 Rue Briderodc, Brussels.

1873. *TiDDEMAK, R. H., M.A., F.G.S. 175 Banbury-road, Oxford.

190.1. JTietz, Heinrich, B.A., Ph.D. South African College. Cape Towti.

1874. JTiLDEK, William A., D.Sc. F.R.S., F.C.S. (Pros. B, 1888 ; Council,

1S9S-1904), Professor of Chemistry in the Royal College o£

Science, London. The Oaks, Northwood, Middlesex.

1896. §Timmi3, Thomas Sutton. Cleveley, Allerton, Liverpool.

1899. JTims, II. W. Marott, M.A., M.D., F.L.S. Dcepdene, Cavendish-
avenue, Cambridge.

1902. JTippcr, Charles J. R., B.Sc. 21 Grec:iside, Kendal.

1905. JTippett, A. M., M.Inst.C.E. Capo Government Railways, Capo
Town.

1900. §Tochcr, J. F., B.Sc, F.I.C. 5 Chapel-street, Peterhead, N.B.
1907. §Todd, Professor J. L. MacDonald College, Quebec, Canada.

1889. §Toll, Jolin M. 49 Newsham-di-ive, Liverpool.

1905. {Tonkin, Samuel. Rosebank, near Cape Town.
1875. JTorr, Charles Hawley. 35 Burlington-road, Sherwood, Not-

tingham.

1901. J.To\rasend, J. S. E., M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Physics in the

Universitv of Oxford. New College, Oxford.

187G. *Tbail, J. W. H., M.A., M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., Regius Professor of

Botany in the University of Aberdeen.

18S3. {Traill, A., M.D., LL.D., Provost of Trinity College, Dubhn,
Ballylough, Bushmills, Ireland.
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1870. JTkaill, William A. Giant's Causeway Electric- Tramway,
Portrush, Ireland.

1868. {TBAQUAin, Ramsay H., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. D,
1900.) The Bush, Colinton, Midlothian.

1902. JTravers, Ernest J. Dunmurry, Co. Antrim.
1884. JTrechmann, Charles 0., Ph.D., F.G.S. Hartlepool.
1908. §Treen, Henry M. Wickcn, Sohan, Cambridge.

'"^

1908. §Tremain, Miss Carolme P.. B.A. Alexandra College, Dubhn.
1887. *Trcnch-Gascoignc, Mrs. F. R. Lotherton Hall, ParUngton, Aber-

ford, Leeds.

190.^. JTrenchard, Hugh. The Firs, Clay Hill, Enfield.

1908. §Tresihan. R. S. Cumnor, Eglington-road, Dublin.
1905. §Tkevok-Battye, A., M.A., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Chilbolton, Stock-

bridge, R.S.O.
1871. JTrimen, Roland, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S. Ovingdcan, King

Charles-road, Surbiton Hill.

1902. §Tristram, Rev. J. F., M.A., B.Sc. 20 Chandos-road, Chorlton-
' '* cum-Hardy, Manchester.
1884. *Trotter, Alexander Pelham. 8 Richmond-terrace, WTiitehall. S.W.
1887. *Tkouton, Fredekick T., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S., Professor of Physics

in University College, W.C.
1898. §Trow, Albert Howard, D.Sc., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in Uni-

versity College, Cardiff. 50 Clive-road. Penarth.
1885. *Tubby, A. H., F.R.C.S. GS Harley-street, W.
1847. *Tuckett, Francis Fox. Frenchay, Bristol.

1905. §Turmeau, Charles. Claremont, Victoria Park, Wavertree, Liverpool.
1901. §Tumbull, Robert, B.Sc. Department of Agriculture and Technical

Instruction, Dubhn.
1893. JTuRNER, Dawson, M.B. 37 George-square, Edinburgh.
1905. JTurner. Dr. G. 54 Government-buildings, Pretoria.

1894. *TuRNER, H. H., M.A., D.Se., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Professor of

Astronomy in the University of Oxford. The Observatory,
Oxford.

1905. iTurner, Rev. Thomas. St. Saviour's Vicarage, 50 Fitzroy-street, W.
1880. *TuRNEE, Thomas, M.Sc, A.R.S.M., F.I.C., Professor of Metallurgy

in (he University of Birmingham. Springfields, Tipland-road,
Selly Hill. Birmingham.

18G3. *TuBNER, Sir William, K.C.B., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.
(President, 1900 ; Pres. II, 1SS9, 1897), Principal of the
University of Edinburgh. 6 Eton-terrace, Edinburgh.

1890. *Turpin, G. S., M.A., D.Sc. High School, Nottingham.
1907. §TiiTTON, A. E. H., M.A.. D.Sc., F.R.S. (Council, 1908- .)

41 Ladbroke-square, W.
188G. *Twigg, G. H. 667 Ludgate-hill, Birmingham.
1899. ITwisden, John R., M.A. 14 Gray's Inn-square, W.C.
1907. ^Twj-man, F. 75a Camden-road,'N.W.
1SG5. §Tylor, Edward Burnett, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. H, 18S4 ;

Council, 189G-1902), Professor of Anthropology in the Univer-
sity of Oxford. JIuseum House, Oxford.

1883. JTyrer, Thomas, F.C.S. Stirling Chemical Work?, Abbey-lane,

Stratford, E.

1S84. *Underliill, G. E., M.A. !\ragdalen College, Oxford.

1903. JUnderwood, Captain J. C. CO Scarisbrick New-road, Soulhport.

1908. §Unwin. Ernest Ewart, 51 Sc. Ackworth School, Aekworih, near

Pontcfract.
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1885. §Unwin, Howard. 1 Newton-grove, Bedford Park, Cliiswick, W.
1883. §Unwin, John. Eastcliffe Lodge, Southporfc.

1876. *Un\vin, W. C, F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1892 ; Council,

1892-99.) 7 Palace Gate-mansions, Kensington, W.
1902. §Ussber, R. J. Cappagh House, Cappagh, Co. Waterford.

1880. lUssHEB, W. A. E., F.G.S. 28 Jermyn-street, S.W.
1905. JUttley, E. A., Electrical Inspector to the Rhodesian Government,

Bulawayo.

1887. *Valentine, Mss Anne. The Elms, Hale, near Altrincham.

1908. §Valera, Edward de. University College, Blacki-ock, Dublin.

1905. JVan der Byl, J. A. P.O., Irene, Transvaal.

1883. *Vansittart, The Hon. Jlrs. A. A. Hay^vood House, Oaklands-road,

Bromley, Kent.
1865. *Varley, S. Alfred. Arrow Works, Jackson-road, HoUowav, N.
1907. §Varley, W. Mansergh, M.A., D.Sc, Ph.D. 27 St. Hilary-te'rrace,

Devonport.

1903. JVarwell, H. B. 2 Pennsylvania-park, Exeter.

1907. §Vaughan, Arthur, B.A., D.Sc, F.G.S. 9 Pembroke-vale, Clifton,

Bristol.

1895. IVaughan, D. T. Givynne. Botanical Laboratory, The University,

Glasgow.

1905. JVaugban, E. L. Eton College, Windsor.
1881. JVeley. V. H., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. 8 Marlborough -place, St.

John's Wood, N.W.
1873. *Vekney, Sir Edmund H., Bart., F.R.G.S. Claydon House, Wins-

low, Bucks.
1883. *Verney, Lad}'. Claj'don House, Winslow, Bucks.

1904. *Vernon, H. M.. M.A., M.D. 22 Norham-road, Oxford.
1896. *Vernon, Thomas T. Shotwick Park, Chester.

1896. *Vernon, WiUiam. Shotwick Park, Chester.

1890. *Villamil, Lieut. -Colonel R. de, R.E. Carlisle Lodge, Rickmansworth,
1906. *Vincent, J. IL, M.A., D.Sc. L.C.C. PadcUngton Technical Institute,

Saltram-crescent, W.
1899. *ViNCENT, Swale, M.D., D.Sc (Local Sec. 1909), Professor of

Physiology in the Universitvof Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada.
1883. *Vines. Sydney Howard, M.A.^ D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. K,

1900 ; Council, 1894-97), Professor of Botany in the University

of Oxford. Headington Hill, Oxford.

1902. §Vinycomb, T. B. Sinn Fein, Shooter's Hill, S.E..

1904. ^Volterra, Professor Vito. Regia Univer.sita, Rome.

1904. §Wacc, A. J. B. Pembroke College, Cambridge.
1902. JWaddell, Rev. C. H. Tho Vicarage, Saintfield.

1S88. jWadworth, H. A. Breinton Court, near Hereford.

1890. §Wager, Harold W. T., F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1905.) Hendre,
Horsforth-lane, Far Headingley, Leeds.

1900. JWagstaff, C. J. L., B.A. Grafton House, Oundle.
1902. jWainwright, Joel. Finchwood, Marple Bridge, Stockport.

1906. JWakefield, Charles. HesUngton House, York.
1905. §WakeGeld, Captain E. W. Stricklandgate House, Kendal.
1894. IWalford, Edwin A., F.G.S. 21 West Bar, Banbury.
1882. *Walkden, Samael, F.R.Met.S. The Cottage, Whitchurch, Tavistock,
1893. §Walker, Alfred 0., F.L.S. Ulcombe-place, Maidstone, Kent.
1890. I Walker, A. Tannett. The Elms, Vv^eetwood, Leeds.
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1901. *Walker, Archibald, M.A.. F.l.C. 7 Crown-terraoe. Glasgow
1897. *Walker, B. E., D.C.L., P.G.S. (Local Sec. 1897.) Canadian Bank

of Commerce, Toronto, Canada.
1904. §Walker, E. R. Nightingales, AdUngton, Lancashire.
1891. fWalker, Frederick W. Tannett. Carr Manor, Meanwood, Leeds.
1905. jWalker, G. M. Lloyd's-buildings, Burg-street, Cape Town
1894. *Walkbr, G. T., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Meteorological

Office, Simla, India.

1897. JWalker, George Blake. Tankersley Grange, near Barnslev
1906. JWalker, .L P. E. Gelson, B. A. 45 Bootham, York.
1894. *Walkee, James, M.A. 30 Norham-gardens, Oxford.
1906. §Walker, Dr. Jamieson. 37 Charnwood-street, Derby.
1907. JWalker, Phihp P., F.R.G.S. 36 Prince's-gardens, S.W.
1908. *Walker, Robert. 3 Grand Parade, The Hoe, Plymouth.
1888. JWalker, Sydney F. 1 Bloomiield-crescent, Bath.
1896. §Walker, Colonel WiUiam Hall, M.P. Gateacre, Liverpool
1883. JWaU, Henry. 14 Park-road, Southport.
1863. JWallace, Alfred Russel, O.M., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.R.G.S.

(Pres. D. 1876 ; Council, 1870-72.) Broadstone, Wimbornei
Dorset.

1905. JWallace, R. W. 2 Harcourt-buildings, Temple, E.C.
1901. JWallace, WiUiam, M.A., M.D. 25 Newton-place, Glasgow.
1887. *Waller, Augustus D., M.D., F.R.S. (Pres. I, 1907.) 32 Grove

End-road, N.W.
1905. §Waller, Mrs. 32 Grove End-road, N.W.
1889. *Walhs, Arnold J., M.A., 5 Belvoir-terraco, Cambridge.
1895. JWallis, E. White, F.S.S. Sanitary Institute, Parkes Museum,

Margaret-street, W.
1894. *Walmisley, A. T., M.lnst.C.E. 9 Victoria-street, Westminster.

S.W.
1891. §Walmsley, R. M., D.Sc. Northampton Institute, Clerkenwell.

E.C.

1908. §Walsh, John M. Pleona Park-avenue, Sidney-parade, Dublin
1903. JWalsh, W. T. H. Toynbee Hall, Whitechapel, E.
1895. JWalsinqham, The Right Hon. Lord, LL.D., F.R.S. Merton Hall

Thetford.

1902. *Walter, Miss L. Edna. 38 Woodberry-grove, Finsbury Park, N.
1904. *Walters, WiUiam, jun. Etheldreda House, Exning, Newmarket
1904. JWard, A. H. M., B.A. Lenoxvale, Belfast.

1887. JWard, A. W.. M.A., Litt.D., Master of Peterhouae, Cambridge.
1881. §Ward, George, F.C.S. Buckingham-terrace, Headingley, Leeds.
1874. JWard, John, J.P., F.S.A. Beesfield, Farningham, Kent.
1858. jWardle, Sir Thomas, F.G.S. St. Edward-street, Leek, Stafford-

shire.

1905. JWarlow, Dr. G. P. 15 Hamilton-square, Birkenhead.
1884. *Warner, James D. 199 Baltic-street, Brooklyn, U.S.A.
1896. JWarrand, Major-General, R.E. Westhorpe, Southwell, JNIiddlesex.

1887. JWarren, Lieut. -General Sir Charles, R.E., K.C.B., G.C.M G
F.R.S., F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1887.) Athenseum Club, S.W.

1875. *Waterhouse, Major-General J. Hurstmead, Eltham, Kent.
1905. JWatermeyer, F. S., Government Land Surveyor. P.O. Box 973,

Pretoria, South Africa.

1904. JWaters, A. H., B.A. 48 Devonshire-road, Cambridge.
1900. JWaterston, David, M.D., F.R.S.E. 23 CoUnton-road, Edinburgh.
1875. JWatherston, Rev. Alexander Law, M.A., F.R.A.S. 2 Counttws-

road, Nuneaton.
1884. JWatson, A. G., D.C.L. Uplands, Wadhurst, Sussex.

1908. F
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1901. *Watson, Aknold Thomas, F,L.S. Southwold, Tapton Crescent-

road, Sheffield.

1886. *Wateon, C. J. Alton Cottage,' Botteville-road, Acock's Gieeu,

Binninghaiu.

1906. §Watson, D. M. S. 466 Moss-lane East, Manchester.

1892. JWatson, G., M.Inst.C.E. Moorlands, Worcester.

1885. IWatson, Deputy Surgeon-General G.A. Hendre, Overton Park,

Cheltenham.

1906. *Watson, Henry Angus. 3 Museum-street, York.

1889. JWatson, John, F.I.C. P.O. Box 1026, Johannesburg, South
Africa.

1905. JWatson, Dr. R. W. Ladysmith, Cape Colony.

1894. *Watson, Professor W., D.Sc., F.R.S. 7 Upper Cheyne-row,

S.W.
1879. *Watson, William Heney, F.C.S., F.G.S. Brayatones House,

Beckermet, Cumberland.

1901. §Watt, Harry Anderson, M.P. Ardenslate House, Hunter's Quay,
Argyllshire.

1875. *Watts, John, B.A., D.Sc. Merton College, Oxford.

1884. *Watts, Rev. Canon Robert R. The Red House, Bemerton, Salis-

bury.

1873. *Watts, W. Marshall, D.Sc. Shirley, Venner-road, Sydenham,
S F

1883. *Watts, W. W., M.A., M.Sc, F.R.S., Sec.G.S. (Pres. C, 1903 ;

Council, 1902- ), Professor of Geology in the Royal College

of Science, London, S.W.
1870. §Watts, WilUam, F.G.S. Kenmore, Wilmslow,;,Cheshire.

1905. fWay, E. J. Post Office, Benoni, Transvaal.

1905. JWay, W. A., M.A. The College, Graaf Reinet, South Africa.

1905. jWebb, Miss Dora. Gezina School, Pretoria.

1907. §Webb, Wilfred Mark. Odstock, Hanwell, W.
1891. JWebber, Thomas. 12 Southey-terrace, Wordsworth-avenue, Roath,

Cardiff.

1908. §Wedderburn, Ernest Maclagan, F.R.S.E. 6 Luccoth-gardens,
Edinburgh.

1903. JWeekes, R. W., A.M.Inst.C.E. 65 Hayes-road, Bromley, Kent.

1890. Weiss, F. Eknest, D.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Botany in the

Victoria University, Manchester.

1905. JWelby, Miss F. A. Hamilton House, Hall-road, N.W.
1902. tWelch, R. J. 49 Lonsdale-street, Belfast.

1894. IWeld, Miss. 119 Iffley-road, Oxford.
1880. *Weldon, Mrs. Merton Lea, Oxford.
1908. §WeUand, Rev. 0. N. Wood Park, Ivijigstown, Co. Dublin.

1881. §Wellcome, Henry S. Snow Hill-buildings, B.C.
1908. §WeUisch, E. M. 17 Park-street, Cambridge.
1881. JWells, Rev. Edward, M.A. West Dean Rectory, Sahsbury.
1881. *Wenlock, The Right Hon. Lord, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., K.C.B., LL.D.

Escrick Park, Yorkshire.

Wentworth, Frederick W. T. Vernon. Wentworth Castle, near
Bamsley, Yorkshire.

1864. *Were, Anthony Berwick. Roslyn, Walland's Park, Lewes.
1886. *Wertheimer, JuUus, B.A., B.Sc, F.C.S., Principal of and Professor

of Chemistry in the Merchant Venturers' Technical College,
' Bristol.

1900. §West, WiLLLiM, F.L.S. 26 Woodville-terrace, Horton-lane,
Bradford.

1903. §Westaway, F. W. 1 Pemberley-crescent, Bedford.
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1882. *Westlake, Ernest, F.G.S. Fordingbridge, Salisbury.

1900. JWethey, E. R., M.A., F.R.G.S. 4 CunUffe-viUas, Manningham,
Bradford.

1878. *Wheeler, W. H., M.Inst.C.E. 4 Hope-park, Bromley, Kent.
1888. §Wheleii, John Leman. 23 Fairhazel-gardens, N.W.
1893. *Whetham, W. C. D., M.A., F.R.S. Upwater Lodge, Cam-

bridge.

1888. *Whidborne, Rliss Alice Maria. Charante, Torquay.
1879. *Whidborne, Rev. GEORaE Ferris, M.A., F.G.S. Hammerwojd

Lodge, East Grinstead, Sussex.

1898. *Wliipple, Robert S. Scientific Instrument Company, Cambri'lge.
1883. *Wliitaker, T. Walton House, Burley-in-Wbarfedale.

1859. *Whitaker, William, B.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1895 ; Council,
1890-96.) 3 Campden-road, Croydon.

1884. JWbitcher, Arthur Henry. Dominion Lands Office, Winnipeg,
Canada.

1886. fWhitcombe, E. B. Borough Asylum, Winson Green, Birmingham.
1897. JWhitcombe, George. The Wotton Elms, Wotton, Gloucester.

1886. JWhite, a. Silva (Assistant Secretary). BurUngton House, W.

;

and Clarendon Lodge, St. John's-gardens, Holland Park, W.
1908. §White, Mrs. A. Silva. Clarendon Lodge, St. John's-gardens,

HoUand Park, W.
1904. JWhite, H. Lawrence, B.A. 2 St. Margaret's-terrace, Cheltenham.
1885. *White, J. Martin. Balruddery, Dmidee.
1905. fWhite, Miss J. R. Huguenot College, Welhngton, Cape Colony.
1897. *White, Sir W. H., K.C.B., F.R.S. (Pres. G, 1899 ; Council, 1897-

1900.) Cedarcroft, Putney Heath, S.W.
1877. *White, WiUiam. 20 HiUersdon-avenue, Church-road, Barnes, S.W.
1904. IWhitehead, J. E. L., M.A. (Local Sec. 1904). Guildhall, Cam-

bridge.

1883. JWhitehead, P. J. 6 Cross-street, Southport.

1905. §Whiteley, Miss M. A., D.Sc. Royal CoUege of Science, S.W.
1893. §Whiteley, R. Lloyd, F.C.S., F.I.C. Municipal Science and Tech-

nical School, West Bromwich.
1907. *Whitley, E. Clovelly, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1905. *Whitmee, H. B. P.O. Box 470, Durban, Natal.

1891. JWhitmell, Charles T., M.A., B.Sc. Invermay, Hyde Park, Leeds.
1897. JWhittaker, E. T., M.A., F.R.S., Royal Astronomer of Ireland

and Andrews' Professor of Astronomy in the University of
Dublin. The Observatory, Dunsink, Co. Dubhn.

1901. JWhitton, James. City-chambers, Glasgow.
1857. *Whitty, Rev. John Irwine, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D. Alpha Villa,

Southwood, Ramsgate.
1905. JWhyte, B. M. Simon's Town, Cape Colony.

1905. §Wibberley, C. Beira and Mashonaland Railways, Umtali, South
Africa.

1881. *Wigglesworth, Robert. Ashtead Lodge, Surrey.

1889. *WiLBERFORCE, L. R., M.A., Professor of Physics in the University
of Liverpool.

1887. *WiLDE, Henry, D.Sc, D.C.L., F.R.S. The Hurst, Alderley Edge,
Cheshire.

1905. JWiley, J. R. Kingsfold, Mill-street, Cape Town.
1905. JWilkins, R. F. Thatched House Club, St. James's-street, S.W.
1904. §Wilkinson, Hon. Mrs. Dringhouses Manor, York.
1900. §Wilkinson, J. B. Holme-lane, Dudley Hill, Bradford.
1903. JWillett, John E. 3 Park-road, Southport.

1904. *Williams, Miss Antonia. 6 Sloane-gardens, S.W-
f2
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1861. *Willianis, Charles Theodore, M.V.O., M.A., M.D. 2 Upper Brook-
street, Grosvenor-square, W.

1905. §Winiams, Gardner F. 2201 R-street, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

1883. JWilUaius, Rev. H. Alban, M.A. Sheering Rectory, Harlow, Essex.

1861. *VVilUams, Harry Samuel, M.A., F.R.A.S. 6 Heathfield, Swansea.

1875. *WilUams, Rev. Herbert Addams. Llangibby Rectory, near New-
port, Monmouthshire.

1891. §WiUiams, J. A. B., M.Inst.C.E. The Hurst, Branksome Park,

Bournemouth.
1883. *Wilhams, Mrs. J. Davies. 5 Chepstow-mansions, Bayswater. W.
1888. *Wilhams, Miss Katharine T. Llandaff House, Pembroke-vale,

CUfton, Bristol.

1901. *WiUiams, Miss Mary. 6 Sloane-gardens, S.W.

1891. JWilhams, Morgan. 5 Park-place, Cardiff.

1883. JWilhams, T. H. 27 Water-street, Ldverpool.

1877. *WiLLLVMS, W. Cableton, F.C.S. Broomgrove, Goring-on-Thames.

1906. IWilliams, W. F. Lobb. 32 Lowndes-street, S.W.
1857. jWiLLiAMSON, Benjamin, M.A., D.C.L., F.R.S. Trinity College,

DubUn.
1894. * Williamson, Mrs. Janora. Ardoyne, Birkbeck-road, Muswell Hill, N.
1895. JWiLLiNK, W. (Local Sec. 1896.) U Castle-street, Liverpool.

1895. JWilUs, John C, M.A., F.L.S., Director of the Royal Botanical

Gardens, Peradeniya, Ceylon.

1896. JWiLLisoN, J. S. (Local Sec. 1897.) Toronto, Canada.
1859. *Wills, The Hon. Sir Alfred. Saxholm, Basset, Southampton.
1899. §\Vill3on, George. Ivanhoe, Combermere-road, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

1899. §Willson, Mrs. George. Ivanhoe, Combermere-road, St. Leonards-

on-Sea.

1908. §Wilson, Miss. Grove House, Paddock, Hudderstield.

1901. JWilson, A. Belvoir Pai'k, Newtownbreda, Co. Down.
1886. iWilfion, Alexander B. Hobjivood, Belfast.

1878. jWilsoii, Professor Alexander S., M.A., B.Sc. United Free Church
Manse, North Queeusferry.

1905. §Wilson, A. W. P.O. Box 24, Lauglaagte, South Africa.

1907. § Wilson, A. W. 20 Westcott-street, Hull.

1903. fWilson, C. T. R., M.A., F.R.S. Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.

1894. *Wilson, Charles J., F.I.C., F.C.S. 14 Old Queen-street, West-
minster, S.W.

1904. §Wilson, Charles John, F.R.G.S. Deanfield, Hawick, Scotland.

19114. §Wilson, David, M.D. Grove House, Paddock, Huddersfield.

1900. * Wilson, Duncan R. Metiethorpe, Malton.

1847. *Wilson, F. Linford. 99 Albany-street, N.W.
1903. {Wilson, George. The University, Leeds.

1895. JWilson, Dr. Gregg. Queen's College, Belfast.

1901. {Wilson, Harold A., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Physics in

King's College, London. 3 & 4 Clement's Inn, Strand, AV.C.

1902. *Wilson, Harrj% F.I.C. 32 Westwood-road, Southampton.
1879. {Wilson, Henry J. 255 Pitsmore-road, Sheffield.

1885. {Wilson, J. Dove, LL.D. 17 Rubislaw-terrace, Aberdeen.

1905. XWilson, J. F. H.M. Dockyard Extension, Simon's Town, Cape
Colony.

1908. §Wilson, Professor James, M.A., B.Sc. Climy, OrweU Park, Dublin.

1865. {Wilson, Ven. Archdeacon James M., M.A., F.G.S. The Vicarage,

Rochdale.

1884. {Wilson, James S. Grant. Geological Survey Office, Sheriff Court.
buildings, Edinburgh.

1879. {Wilson, John Wychffe. Eastbourne, East Bank-road, Sheffield.
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1901. *Wilson, Joseph. Hillside, Avon-road, Walthamstow, N.E.
1908. *Wilaon, Malcolm, B.Sc. Royal College of Science, S.W.
1903. tWilson, Dr. R. Arderne. Saasveld House, Kloof-street, Cape Town.
1847. *Wilson, Rev. Siimner. Preston Candover Vicarage, Basingstoke.
1883. JWilson, T. Rivers Lodge, Harpenden, Hertfordshire.

1892. IWilson, T. Stacey, M.D. 27 Wheeley's-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1887. §Wilson, W., jun. Battlehillock, Kildrumny, Mossat, Aberdeen-

shire.

1907. §Wimperis, H, E. 28 Rossetti Garden-mansions. S.W.
1886. tWiNDLE, Bertram C. A., M.A., M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., President of

Queen's College, Cork.

1863. *WiNwooD. Rev. H. H., M.A., F.G.S. (Local Sec. 18G4.) 11 Caven-
dish-crescent, Bath.

L905. §Wiseman, J. G., F.R.C.S., F.R.G.S. Stranraer, St. Peter's-road,

St. Margaret's-on-Thames.
1875. JWolee-Barry, Sir John, K.C.E., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G,

1898 ; Council, 1899-1903.) 21 Delahay-street, Westminster,
S.W.

1905. JWood, A., jun. Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
1863. *Wood, ColUngwood L. Freeland, Forgandenny, N.B.
1875. *Wood, George William Rayner. Singleton Lodge, Manchester.
1908. §Wood, Henry J. 4 Elsworthy-road, N.W.
1878. JWood, Sir H. Trueman, M.A. Royal Society of Arts, John-

street, Adelphi, W.C. ; and 16 Leinster-scjuare, Bayswater, W.
1883. *Wood, J. H. 21 Westbourne-road, Birkdale, Lancashire.

1904. *Wood, T. B., M.A., Professor of Agriculture m the University of

Cambridge. Caius College, Cambridge.
1899. *Wood, W. Hoffman. Ben Rhydding, Yorkshire.

1901. *Wood, Wilham James, F.S.A. (Scot.) 260 George -street, Glasgow.
1899. *Woodcock, Mrs. E. M. Pahargoomiah Tea Association, Bag-

doora P.O., vid Sillguri, North Bengal, India.

1896. *WooDHEAD, Professor G. Sims, M.D. Pathological Laboratory,
Cambridge.

1888. *Woodiwiss, Mrs. Alfred. 121 Castlenau, Barne.s, S.W.
1906. §Woodland, W. N. F. University College, Gower-street, W.C.
1904. §Woodrow, John. Berryknowe, Meikleriggs, Paisley.

1904. fWoods, Henry, M.A. St. John's College, Cambridge.

Woods, Samuel. 1 Drapers' -gardens, Throgmorton-street, E.G.

1887. *WooDWARD, AsTHTJR Smith, LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. (Council,

1903- ), Keeper of the Department of Geology, British

Museum (Natural History), Cromwell -road, S.W.
1869. *WoODWARD, C. J., B.Sc, F.G.S. The Luadens, St. Mary's-road,

Harborne, Birmingham.
1886. JWoodward, Harry Page, F.G.S. 129 Beaufort -street, S.W.
1866. tWooDWARD, Henry, LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1887;

Council, 1887-94.) 13 Arundel -gardens, Notting Hill, W.
1870. JWooDWARD, Horace B., F.R.S. , F.G.S. Geological Survey Office,

Jermjm -street, S.W.
1894. *Woodward, John Harold. 8 Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster, S.W.
1908. §Woolacott, Da\ad, D.Sc, F.G.S. 8 The Oaks West, Sunderland.

1890. *Woollcombe. Robert Lloyd, M.A., LL.D., F.I.Inst., F.S.S., M.R.LA.,
F.R.S.A. (Ireland). 14 Waterloo-road, Dublin.

1883. *Woolley, George Stephen. Victoria Bridge, Manchester.

1908. §WorsdelI, W. C. 27 Flander.s-road, Chiswiok, W.
1863. *Worsley, Philip J. Rodney Lodge, Clifton, Bristol.

1901. JWorth, J. T. Oakenrod Mount, Rochdale.
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1904. §WoRTHiNGTON, A. M., C.B., F.R.S., Professor of Physics in the
Royal Naval Engineering College, Devonport. Mohuns,
Tavistock.

1855. *Worthington, Rev. Alfred William, B.A. Old Swinford, Stourbridge.

1908. *Worthington, James H., B.A., F.R.A.S. Wycombe Court, High
Wycombe.

1906. JWragge, R. H. Vernon. York.
1896. JWrench, Edward M., M.V.O., F.R.C.S. Park Lodge, Baslow,

Derbyshire.

1905. fWrentmore, G. G. Marva, Silwood-road, Rondebosch, Cape
Colony.

1906. JWright, Sir A. E., M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S. 7 Lower Seymour-street, W.
1905. jWright, Allan. Struan Villa, Gardens, Cape Town.
1883. *Wright, Rev. Arthur, D.D. Queens' College, Cambridge.
1883. *Wright, Rev. Benjamin, M.A. Sandon Rectory, Chelmsford.

1905. *Wright, FitzHerbert. The Hayes, Alfreton.

1874. IWright, Joseph, F.G.S. 4 Alfred-street, Belfast.

1884. JWright, Professor R. Ramsay, M.A., B.Sc. University College,

Toronto, Canada.
1904. JWright, R. T. Goldieslie, Trumpington, Cambridge.
1903. jWright, William. The University, Birmingham.
1871. JWrightson, Sir Thomas, Bart., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Neasham

Hall, Darhngton.
1902. JWyatt, G. H. 1 Maurice road, St. Andrew's Park, Bristol.

1901. jWyhe, Alexander. Kirkfield, Johnstone, N.B.
1902. JWyhe, John. 2 Mafeking-villas. Whitehead, Belfast.

1899. JWynne, W. p., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in the Uni-
versity of Sheffield. 106 Whitham-road, Sheffield.

1905. JYallop, J. Allan. Alandale, London-road, Sea Point, Cape Colony.
1901. *Yapp, R. H., JI.A., Professor of Botany in University College,

Aberystwyth.
. *Yarborough, George Cook. Camp's Mount, Doncaster.

1894. *Yarrow, A. F. Poplar, E.

1905. JYerbury, Colonel. Army and Navy Qub, Pall Mall, S.W.
1886. *YouNO, A. H., M.B., F.R.C.S. (Local Sec. 1887), Professor of

Anatomy in the Victoria University, Manchester.
1904. JYoung, Alfred. Selwyn College, Cambridge.
1891. §Young, Alfred C, F.C.S. 17 Vicar's-hill, Lewisham, S.E.

1905. JYoung, Professor Andrew, M.A., B.Sc. South African College,

Cape Town.
1894. *YouNG, George, Ph.D. 79 Harvard-court, Honeyboume-road,

N.W.
1901. *Young, John. 2 Montague-terrace, Kelvinside, Glasgow.
1905. JYoung, Professor R. B. Transvaal Technical Institute, Johannes-

burg.

1885. JYoTJNG, R. Bruce, M.A., M.B. 8 Crown-gardens, Dowanhill,
Glasgow.

1901. JYoung, Robert M.. B.A. Rathvarna, Belfast.

1883. *YouNO, Sydney, D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1904), Professor of

Chemistry in the University of Dubhn. 12 Raglan-road,
DubUn.

1907. *YoTTNG, W. H., M.A., ScD., F.R.S. 44a Wilhelm-Weberstrasse,
Gottingen, Germany.

1887. JYoung, Sydney. 29 Mark-lane, E.G.
1903. JYoxall, J." H., M.P. 67 Russell-square, W.C.
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CORRESPONDING MEMBERS,

Year ot

Election.

1887. Professor Cleveland Abbe. Weather Bureau, Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

1892. Professor Svante Arrhenius. The University, Stockholm. (Bergs-

gatan IS.)

1881. Professor G. F. Barker. 3909 Locust-street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

1897. Professor Carl Barus. Brown University, Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

1894. Professor E. van Beneden, D.C.L. 50 quai des Pecheurs, Liege,

Belgium.

1887. Professor A. Bernthsen, Ph.D. Mannheim, L 11, 4, Germany.

1892. Professor M. Bertrand. 75 rue de Vaugirard, Paris.

1894. Deputy Surgeon-General J. S. Billings. 40 Lafayette-place, New
York, U.S.A.

1893. Professor Christian Bohr. Bredgade G2, Copenhagen, Denmark.

1887. Professor Lewis Boss. Dudley Observatory, Albany, New York,

U.S.A.

1884. Professor H. P. Bowditch, M.D., LL.D. Harvard Medical School,

Boston, Massachu??etts, U.S.A.

1890. Professor Dr. L. Brehtano. Friedrichstrasse 11, Miinchen.

1893. Professor Dr. W. C. Brogger. Universitets Mineralogske Institute,

Christiania, Norway.
1887. Professor J. W. Briihl. Heidelberg.

1884, Professor George J. Brush. Yale University, New Haven, Conn.,

1894. Professor D. H. Campbell. Stanford University, Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia, U.S.A.

1897. M. C. do CandoUe. 3 Cour de St. Pierre, Geneva, Switzerland.

1887. Professor G. Capellini. 65 Via Zamboni, Bologna. Italy.

1887. Hofrath Dr. H. Caro. C. 8, No. 9, Mannheim, Germany.

1894. Emile Cartailhac. 5 rue de la Chaine, Toulouse. France.

1901. Professor T. C. Chamberhn. Chicago, U.S.A.

1894. Dr. A. Chauveau. 7 rue Cuvier, Paris.
,„ ,. ,

1887 F W. Clarke. United States Geological Survey, Washmgton,

D.C., U.S.A.

1873. Professor Guido Cora. Via Nazionale 181, Rome.

1889 W H Dall. Sc.D. United States Geological Survey, Washmgton,

D.C., U.S.A. ^ ^ ,

1872. Dr. Yves Delage. Facult(5 des Sciences, La Sorbonne, Pans.

1901. Professor G. Dewalque. 17 rue de la Paix, Liege, Belgium.

1870. Dr. Anton Dohrn, D.C.L. Naples. „.-,., -r. i
•

1890. Professor V. Dwelshauvers-Dery. 4 quai Marcelhs, Litge, Belgium.

1876. Professor Alberto Eccher. Florence.

1894. Professor Dr. W. Einthoven. Leiden, Netheriands.

1892. Professor F. Elfving. Helsingfors, Finland.

1901. Professor H. Elster. Wolfenbiittel, Germany.
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894. Professor T. W. W. Engelmann, D.C.L. Neue Wilhelmstrasse

15, Berlin, N.W.
1901. Professor W. G. Farlow. Harvard, U.S.A.

1874. Dr. W. Feddersen. Carolinenstrasse 9, Leipzig.

1886. Dr. Otto Finsch. Altewiekring, No. 19b, Braunschweig, Germany.
1887. Professor Dr. R. Fittig. Strassburg.

1894. Professor Wilhelm Foerster, D.C.L. Encke Platz 3a, Berlin, S.W. 48.

1872. W. de Fonvielle. 50 rue des Abbesses, Paris.

1901. Professor A. P. N. Franehimont. Leiden, Netherlands.
1894. Professor Leon Fredericq. 20 rue de Pittenrs, Liege, Belgium.
1887. Professor Dr. Anton Fritsch. 66 Wenzelsplatz, Prague, Bohemia.
1892. Professor Dr. Gustav Fritsch. Dorotheenstrasse 35, Berlin.

1881. Professor C. M. Gariel. 6 rue Edouard Detaille, Paris.

1866. Dr. Gaudry. 7 bis rue des Saints Peres, Paris.

1901. Professor Dr. H. Geitel. Wolfenbiittel, Germany.
1884. Professor Wolcott Gibbs. Newport, Rhode Island, U.S.A.
1889. Professor Gustave Gilson. I'Universite, Louvain, Belgium.
1889. A. Gobert, 222 Chaussee de Charleroi, Brussels.

1884. General A. W. Greely, LL.D. War Department, Washington,
U.S.A.

1892. Dr. C. E. Guillaume. Bureau International des Poids et Mesures,
Pavilion de Breteuil, Sevres.

1876. Professor Ernst Haeckel. Jena.
1881. Dr. Edwin H. Hall. 30 Langdon -street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A
1895. Professor Dr. Emil Chr. Hansen. Carlsberg Laboratorium, Copen-

hagen, Denmark.
1893. Professor Paul Heger. 23 rue de Drapiers, Brussels.

1894. Professor Ludimar Hermann. Universitat, Konigsberg, Prussia.

1893. Professor Richard Hertwig. Zoologisches Institut, Alte Akademie,
Munich.

1893. Professor Hildebrand. Stockholm.
1897. Dr. G. W. Hill. West Nyack, New York, U.S.A.
1881. Professor A. A. W. Hubrecht, LL.D., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S. The

University, Utrecht, Netherlands.

1887. Dr. OUver W. Huntington. Cloyne House, Newport, R.I., U.S.A.
1884. Professor C. Loring Jackson. 6 Boylston Hall, Cambridge, Mas-

sachusetts, U.S.A.
1876. Dr. W. J. Janssen. Villa Polar, Massagno, Lugano, Switzerland.

1881. W. Woolsey Johnson, Professor of Mathematics in the United States.

Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland, U.S.A
1887. Professor C. Julin. 153 rue de Fragnee, Liege.

1876. Dr. Giuseppe Jung. Bastions Vittoria 41, Mian.
1884. Baron Dairoku Kikuchi, M.A. Imperial University, Tokyo, Japan.
1873. Profe!5sor Dr. Felix Klein. Wilhelm-Weberstrasse 3, Gottingen.

1894. Professor Dr. L. Kny. Kaiser-Allee 186-7, Wilmersdorf, bei Berlin.

1896. Professor F. Kohlrausch. Marburg, Germany.
1894. Professor J. Kollmann. St. Johann 88, Basel, Switzerland.

1894. Maxime Kovalevsky. 13 Avenue de I'Observatoire, Paris, France.
1887. Professor W. Krause. Knesebeckstrasse, 17/1, Charlottenburg, bei

Berlin.

1877. Dr. Hugo Rronecker, Professor of Physiology. Universitat, Bern,

Switzerland.

1887. Professor A. Ladenburg. Kaiser Wilhelmstrasse 108, Breslau.

1887 Professor J. W. Langley. 2037 Geddes-avenue, Ann Arbor, Michi-

gan, U.S.A.
1872. M. Georges Lemoine. 76 rue Notre Dame des Changes, Paris.

1901. Professor Phihpp Lenard. Schlossstrasse 7, Heidelberg.
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1887. Professor A. Lieben. Molkerbastei 5, Vienna.

1883. Dr. F. Lindemann. Franz-Josefstrasse 12/1, Munich.

1877. Dr. M. Lindemann. Sennorrstrasae 62, II, Dresden.

1887. Professor Dr. Georg Lunge. Ramistrasse 56, Zurich, V.

1871. Professor Jacob Liiroth. Mozartstrasse 10, and Universitat,

Freiburg-in-Breisgau, Germany.
1894. Professor Dr. Otto Maas. Universitat, Mimich.

1887. Henry C. McCook, D.D., Sc.D., LL.D. 3700 Chestnut-street,

Philadelphia, U.S.A.

1867. Professor Mannheim. 1 Boulevard Beausejour, Paris.

1887 Dr. C. A. von Martius. Voss Strasse 8, Berlin, W.
1884. Professor Albert A. Michelson. The University, Chicago, U.S.A.

1887. Dr. Charles Sedgwick Minot. Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

1894. Professor G. Mittag-LefHer. Djursholm, Stockholm.

1897. Professor Oskar Montelius. St. Paulsgatan 11, Stockholm, Sweden.

1897. Professor E. W. Morley, LL.D. West Hartford, Connecticut,

U.S.A.
1887. E. S. Morse. Peabody Academy of SciencQ, Salem, Mass., U.S.A.

1889. Dr. F. Nansen. Lysaker, Norway.
1894. Professor R. Nasini. Istituto Chimico, Via S. Maria, Pisa, Italy.

1864. Dr. G. Neumayer. Deutsche Seewarte, Hamburg.
1887. Professor Emiho Noelting. Miihlhausen, Elsass, Germany.
1894. Professor H. F. Osbom. Columbia College, New York, U.S.A.

1890. Professor W. Ostwald. Linnestrasse 2, Leipzig.

1890. Maffeo Pantaleoni. 13 Cola di Rienzo, Rome.
1895. Professor F. Paschen. Universitat, Tiibingen.

1887. Dr. PauU. Feldbergstrasse 49, Frankfurt a/Main, Germany.
1901. Hofrath Professor A. Penck. Georgenstrasse 34-36, Berhn, N.W. 7.

1890. Professor Otto Pettersson. Stocklolms Hogskola, Stockholm.

1894. Professor W. Pfeffer, D.C.L. Linnestrasse 11, Leipzig.

1870. Professor Felix Plateau. 152 Chaussee de Courtrai, Gand, Belgium.

1886. Professor F. W. Putnam. Harvard University, Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, U.S.A.

1887. Professor Georg Quincke. Hauptstrasse 47, Friederichsbau, Heidel-

berg.

1868. L. Radlkofer, Professor of Botany in the University of Munich.

Sonnenstrasse 7.

1895. Professor Ira Remsen. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

U.S.A.

1897. Professor Dr. C. Richet. 15 rue de I'Umversit^, Paris, France.

1896. Dr. van Rijckevorsel. Parklaan 3, Rotterdam, Netherlands.

1892. Professor Rosenthal, M.D. Erlangen, Bavaria.

1890. A. Lawrence Rotch. Blue Hill Observatory, Hyde Park, Massa-

chusetts, U.S.A.

1895. Professor Karl Runge. Goldgraben 20. Gottingen, Germany.

1901. Gen.-Major Rykatchew. Central Physical Observatory, St. Peters-

burg.

1894. Professor P. H. Schoute. The University, Groningen, Netherlands.

1874. Dr. G. Schweinfurth. Potsdamerstrasse 7.5a, BerUn.

1897. Professor W. B. Scott. Princeton, N.J., U.S.A.

1892. Dr. Maurits Snellen. Apeldoom, Pays-Bas, Holland.

1887. Professor H. Graf Solms. Botanischer Garten, Strassburg.

1887. Ernest Solvay. 25 rue du Prince Albert, Brussels.

1888. Dr. Alfred Springer. 312 East 2nd-street, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.

1889. Professor G. Stefanescu. Strada Verde 8, Bucharest, Roumania.

1881. Dr. Cyparissos Stephanos. The University, Athens.

1894. Professor E. Strasburger. The University, Bonn.
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1881. Professor Dr. Rudolf Storm. Weyderstrasse 9, Breslsn.

1887. Dr. T. M. Treub. Buitenzorg, Java.
1887. Professor John Trowbridge. Harvard University, Cambridge,

Massachusetts, U.S.A.
ArminiuB Vamb^ry, Professor of Oriental Languages in the University

of Pesth, Hungary.
1890. Professor Dr. J. H. van't Hoff. Uhlandstrasse 2, Charlottenburg,

Berlin.

1889. Wladimir Vemadsky. Imperial Academy of Sciences, St. Peters-
burg.

1886. Professor Jules Vuylsteke. 21 rue Belliard, Brussels, Belgium.
1887. Professor H. F. Weber. Zurich.

1887. Professor Dr. Leonhard Weber. Moltkestrasse 60, Kiel.

1887. Professor August Weismann. Freiburg-in-Breisgau, Baden.
1887. Dr. H. C. Wliite. Athens, Georgia, U.S.A.
1881. Professor H. M. Whitney. Branford, Conn., U.S.A.
1887. Professor E. Wiedemann. Erlangen.
1887. Professor Dr. R. Wiedersheim. Hansastrasse 3, Freiburg-im-

Breisgau, Baden.
1887. Dr. Otto N. Witt. Ebereschen-AUee 10, Westend bei Berlin.
1896. Professor E. Zacharias. Botanischer Garten, Hamburg.
1887. Professor F. Zirkel. Thalstrasse 33, Leipzig.
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LIST OF SOCIETIES AND PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

TO WHICH A COPY OF THE EEPOET IS PRESENTED.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
BeKast, Queen's College.

Birmingham, Midland Institute.

Bradford Philosophical Society.

Brighton Public Library.

Bristol NaturaUsts' Society.

, The Museum.
Cambridge Philosophical Society.

Cardiff, University College.

Chatham, Royal Engineers' Institute.

Cornwall, Royal Geological Societj'

of.

DubUn, Geological Survey of Ireland.
, Royal College of Surgeons in

Ireland.

, Royal Irish Academy.
Royal Society.

Dundee, University College.

Edinburgh, Royal Society of.

, Royal Medical Society of.

, Scottish Society of Arts.

Exeter, Royal Albert Memorial
College Museum.

Glasgow, Royal Philosophical Society

of.

, Institution of Engineers and
Shipbiulders in Scotland.

Leeds, Institute of Science.

, Philosophical and Literary

Society of.

Liverpool, Free PubUc Library.

, Royal Institution.

, The University.

London, Admiralty, Library of the.

, Chemical Society.

, Civil Engineers, Institution of.

, Geological Society.

, Geology, Museum of Practical.

, Greenwich, Royal Observatory.

, Guildhall, Library.

, Institution of Mechanical
Engineers.

, King's College.

, Linnean Society.

London, London Institution.

, Meteorological Office.

, Physical Society.

, RoyalAnthropological Institute.

, Royal Asiatic Society.

, Royal Astronomical Society.

, Royal College of Physicians.
, Royal College of Surgeons.
, Royal Geographical Society.

, Royal Institution.

, Royal Meteorological Society.
, Royal Society.

•

. Royal Society of Arts.

, Royal Statistical Society.

, Sanitary Institute.

, United Service Institution.

, University CoUege.
, War Office, Library.

, Zoological Society.

Manchester Literary and Philosophi-

cal Society.

, Municipal School of Technology.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Literary and

Philosophical Society.

PubUc Library.

Norwich, The Free Library.

Nottingham, The Free Library.

Oxford, Ashmolean Natural History
Society.

, RadcUffe Observatory.
Plymouth Institution.

, Marine Biological Association.

Salford, Royal Museum and Library.

Sheffield, University College.

Southampton, Hartley Institution.

Stonyhurst College Observatory.

Surrey, Royal Gardens, Kew.
, National Physical Laboratory

(Observatory Department).
Swansea, Royal Institution of South

Wales.
Yorkshire Philosophical Society.

The Corresponding Societies.
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EUROPE.

Berlin

Bonn .

,

Brussels

Charkow
Coimbra

Copenhagen . .

.

Dorpat, Russia
Dresden . . .

.

Frankfort . .

.

Geneva

.

Gottingen .

.

Gratz

HaUe

Harlem

Heidelberg. . .

,

Helsingfors . .

,

Jena
Kazan, Russia
Kiel

Iviev ,

Lausanne . . .

,

Leiden
Liege

Lisbon

Milan .

.

Modena
Moscow

Die Kaiserliche Aka-
demie der Wisscn-
schaften.

University Library.

Royal Academy of

Sciences.

University Library.

Meteorological Ob-
servatory.

Royal Society of

Sciences. •

University Library.

Royal Public Library.

Natural History So-
ciety.

Natural History So-
ciety.

University Library.

Naturwissenschaft -

licher Verein.

Lcopoldinisch - Caro -

Unisclie Akademie.
Societe HoUandaise

des Sciences.

University Library.

University Library.

University Tibrarj'.

University Ijbrar^^

Royal Observatory.
University Ilibrary.

The University.

University Library.

University Library.

Academia Real dea

Sciences.

The Institute.

Royal Academy.
Society of Natiu-alista

Moscow University Library.
Munich University Library.
Naples Royal Academy of

Sciences.

Paris Association Frangaise
pour I'Avancement
des Sciences.

Geographical Society
Geological Society.

Royal Academy of

Sciences.

School of Mines.
Pultova Imperial Observatory,
Rome Accademia dei Lincei.

Collegio Romano.
Italian Geographical

Society.

Italian Society of

Sciences.

Roumania . . Roumanian Association

for the Advance-
ment of Science.

St. Petersburg . University Library.

Imperial Observatory.
Stockholm . . . Royal Academy.
Turin Royal Academy of

Sciences.

Upsala Royal Society of

Science.

Utrecht University Library.

Vienna The Imperial Library.

Central Anstalt fiir

Meteorologie und
Erdmagnetismus.

Zurich Naturforschende Ge-
sellschaft.

ASIA.

Agra The College.

Bombay Elphinstone Institu-

tion.

Grant Medical Col-

lege.

Calcutta Asiatic Society.

Hooghly College.

Calcutta Medical College.

Presidency College.

Ceylon The Museum, Co-
lombo.

Madras The Observatory.
University Library.

Tokyo Imperial University.

AFRICA.

Cape Town .... The Royal Observatory.

South African Association for the Advancement
of Science.

South African Public Tiibrary.

Kimberley . . . .PubUc Library.
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AMERICA

Albany The Institute.

Amherst The Observatory.
Baltimore Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity.

Boston American Academy of

Arts and Sciences.

Boston Society of

Natural History.
Cahfomia The University.

Lick Observatory.
.... Academy of Sciences.

Cambridge . . . Harvard University
Library.

Chicago American Medical
Association.

Field Museum of

Natural History.
Kingston Queen's University.

Manitoba .... Historical and Scien-

tific Society

The University.

Massachusetts .Marine Biological

Laboratory, Woods
HoU.

Mexico Sociedad Cientifica
' Antonio Alzate.'

Missouri Botanical Garden.

Montreal Council of Arts and
Manufactures.

McGill University.
New York . . . American Society of

Civil Engineers.

Academy of Sciences.

Ottawa Geological Survey of

Canada.
Philadelphia ..American Philosophi-

cal Society.

Franklin Institute.

University of Penn-
sylvania.

Toronto The Observatory.
The Canadian Insti-

tute.

The University.

Washington. . .Bureau of Ethnology.
Smithsonian Institu-

tion.

The Naval Observa-
tory.

United States Geolo-
gical Survey of the
Territories.

Library of Congress.

Board of Agriculture.

AUSTRALIA.

Adelaide The Colonial Government.
The Royal Geographical Society.

Brisbane ; . . Queensland Museum.
Melbourne Public Library.

Sydney Public Works Department.
Austrahan Museum.

Tasmania Royal Society.

Victoria The Colonial Government.

NEW ZEALAND.

Canterbury The Museum.
Wellington New Zealand Institute.
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